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Abstract

This volume is one of an extended series which brings together the

previously published papers, monographs, abstracts, and bibliographies

by NBS authors dealing with precision measurement of specific physical

quantities and the calibration of the related metrology equipment. The
contents have been selected as being useful to the standards labora-

tories of the United States in tracing to NBS standards the accuracies

of measurement needed for research work, factory production, or field

evaluation.

Volume 10 deals with image optics, including photography. It con-

tains 62 reprints assembled in 4 sections: (1) Refractometry and Optical

Homogeneity, (2) Interferometry in Image Optics, (3) Optical Design
and Image Evaluation, (4) Photographic Science. Each section is intro-

duced by an interpretive foreword.

Key words: Camera calibration; image evaluation; image optics;

image stability; interferometry; lens testing; light

filters; light sources; photography.

Library of Congress Catalog Number: 68-60042
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Foreword
In the 1950's the tremendous increase in industrial activity, partic-

ularly in the missile and satellite fields, led to an unprecedented de-

mand for precision measurement, which, in turn, brought about the

establishment of hundreds of new standards laboratories. To aid these

laboratories in transmitting the accuracies of the national standards

to the shops of industry, NBS in 1959 gathered together and reprinted

a number of technical papers by members of its staff describing methods
of precision measurement and the design and calibration of standards

and instruments. These reprints, representing papers written over a

period of several decades, were published as NBS Handbook 77, Pre-

cision Measurement and Calibration in three volumes: Electricity and
Electronics; Heat and Mechanics; Optics, Metrology, and Radiation.

Some of the papers in Handbook 77 are still useful, but new
theoretical knowledge, improved materials and increasingly complex
experimental techniques have so advanced the art and science of meas-
urement that a new compilation has become necessary. The present

volume is a part of a new reprint collection, designated NBS Special

Publication 300, which has been planned to fill this need. Besides pre-

viously published papers by the NBS staff, the collection includes

selected abstracts by both NBS and non-NBS authors. It is hoped that

SP 300 -will serve both as a textbook and as a reference source for

the many scientists and engineers who are concerned with accurate

measurement.

Richard W. Roberts, Director
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Preface
The general plan for this compilation has been reviewed by the Information Com-

mittee of the National Conference of Standards Laboratories. The plan calls for

Special Publication 300 to be published in 10 volumes as presented on the inside of

the front cover.

The division of subject matter has been chosen to assure knowledgeable selection

of context rather than to attain uniform size. It is believed, however, that the larger

volumes of approximately 500 pages, will still be small enough for convenient handling

in the laboratory. The compilation for this volume consists primarily of original papers

by NBS authors which have been reprinted by photoreproduction.

Each volume has a subject index and author index, and within each volume, con-

tents are grouped by subtopics to facilitate browsing. Many entries follow the recent

Bureau practice of assigning several key words or phrases to each document; these

may be collated with titles in the index. Pagination is continuous within this volume,
the page numbers in the original publications also being retained and combined with
the volume page numbers. The index notation 10-1 refers to volume 10, page 1 of this

volume. A convenient list of SI (Systeme International) physical units and a con-

version table are to be found inside the back cover.

The publications listed herein for which a price is indicated are available from the

Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

20402 (foreign postage, one-fourth additional). Many documents in the various NBS
non-periodical series are also available from the National Technical Information
Service, Springfield, Va. 22151. Reprints from the NBS Journal of Research or the
non-NBS journals may sometimes be obtained directly from the author.
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E ditor *s Note
Image optics is a broad field, encompassing many specialties. Though only a few

specialties are represented by these reprints, there is considerable diversity. It is

hardly to be expected that all of the papers will be of interest to workers in any one
specialty. However, requests for reprints and other indications of need for these pub-

lications suggest that each will serve a need in some sector of the field. Two of the selec-

tions appear in print for the first time in many years, although they have been very
much in demand. The first of these describes the procedures for making the Davis-

Gibson filters for producing daylight in the laboratory. These filters have been refer-

enced in a number of national and international standards in the fields of photometry,

colorimetry, and photography, but the publication has been unavailable for many
years. The second is the proceedings of a symposium on optical image evaluation held

at the Bureau of Standards in 1951. This symposium was held at just the right time to

bring forth the evidence of a new wave of development in image evaluation. The papers

presented are still often referenced but the volume has been out of print so long that

it is not easily found. As evidence of the "rare book" status of these two items, we may
note that even at the National Bureau of Standards it has been difficult to find two
expendable copies to be cut apart for reproduction in this collection.

The fact that most photographs are made by amateurs, for their enjoyment,
tends to obscure the connection between photography and precision measurement.
Photography has been an indispensable tool in spectroscopy, astronomy, and the ap-

plications of photogrammetry to the mapping of the earth and the moon. This last

application has been the objective of much of the work in image optics at NBS, as is

evident in a number of the papers reprinted here. When photography is employed in

precision measurement, as in astronomy, there is often a need to maintain the images
over long periods of time. It was for this reason that the publications on the preserva-

tion of photographs were included, although the original interest in this topic was
primarily centered in the microfilming of archival records.

C. S. McCAMY, Editor
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Foreword
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urement of refractive index. Most of the remaining papers on refractive
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sented, rather than the experimental results. Rosberry's papers deal

with the measurement and practical significance of inhomogeneity of

refractive index in optical materials.
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abstract

Air as a standard reference medium for precise refractive-index measurements is

discussed with respect to the precision necessary in the control and measurement
of its temperature, pressure, humidity, and carbon-dioxide content. Particular
attention is given to the selection of provisional values for a, the optical tempera-
ture coefficient for air; and the preparation of accurate correction tables for the
reduction of refractive-index observations to standard conditions of reference is

described and exemplified.
The approximate ra'.i,';e of temperature effects on absolute refractive index is

indicated; also the range of pressure effects on liquids. A new (empirical) relation
between index and density is derived from Pockcls' optical data on elastically

deformed glass and a basis for quantitative treatmcJit of permissible stress-bire-
fringence is given. Forglasscs, the character of annealingand the permissible degree
of striation are considered; and for several media the requisite constancy in wave
length of light source is determined.

Tolerance equations are given for all requirements that are quantitatively dis-

cussed and it is concluded that botli precision and accuracy tc within ± 2 or 3X 10~*

can be attained in determining refractive index by the classical rnethod of minimum
deviation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the practice of precise refrnctomctry a desirable dep;rec of approxi-
mation to the ideal physical and chemical conditions of measurement
is seldom realized. Although the necessity for control of some of the-

physical conditions is more or less well known, only a com])arativcly
small amount of the published index data is accompanied by adequate
references to the conditions under which the measurements were
actually made or to the conditions which are considered as standard.^
The tolerances for variations in air temperature, pressure, and

humidity have not been explicitly and precisely evaluated, and the-

effects of temperature and pressure on the absolute indices of various
media are not adequately known. Moreover^ the question of the
effect of heterogeneities in the sample has not hitherto been discussed
in connection with refractive-index measurements. On the other
hand, it appears that no attempt has been made to justify or to dis-

prove the commonly accepted opinion that even a moderate amount of

birefringence in a medium may make precise index measurements
useless.

Certain refractive-index measurements of high precision, that are
being made in the refractometric laboratory at the National Bureau of

Standards, have made it necessary to determine the precision with
which all of the working conditions must be controlled or, in some in-

stances, quantitatively observed. It has seemed advisable to dif-

ferentiate clearly between the effects of such conditions on the reference
medium and on the sample to be measured and, wherever possible, to

specify on a quantitative basis the requirements and tolerances relating-

to these working conditions; also, to set forth in detail a system of

accurate corrections to standard reference conditions. However, when
considering such matters as heterogeneity of the sample and the permis-
sible degree of its birefringence, the treatment is necessarily limited to-

simple approximations.
For convenience of reference, the definitions of various symbols,

that are used and explained in this paper are summarized here as

follows:

a= temperature coefficient of expansion of air at

constant pressure; also (negative) temperature
coefficient of refractivity;

/S=pressure coefficient of volume change at constant
temperature (often called compressibility),

that is

also, for air, the pressure coefficient

of refractivity

;

C= total (volumic) proportion of CO2 in atmosphere;
0", (7", ^constants of proportionality in various equations

expressing index-density relationship;

c=excess of CO;; above the normal proportion, that
is, c=(7 —0.00035;

= density;

I Brief historical references have been made in a former paper, BS J. Research 2, 912-915 (1929) RPM.
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7?=Younp:'s modulus of olnsticity;

e-17l)X10-7(/<..-l);
7—11X10 -71700(^.-1)1;
Xsmodulus of volunio elasticity or "bulk modulus",

that is, K=\l^;
X=wavo length of light;

7/1= mass

;

iu= index of refraction of air, the general subscripts t,

p, V, and c referring to the temperature, pres-

sure, humidity, and carbon-dioxide content,

respectively, while the subscript 0 indicates

standard conditions of 0° C and 760 mm
pressure and D specifies a wave Icnjrth of

5893 A;
n=relative (to air) index of refraction of a medium;
n= absolute (or vacuum) index of refraction of a

medium

;

P= pressure of air;

2?= excess in mm of Hg over 1 atmosphere of air

pressure, that is, p= (P—7(j0);
(p'/v') and (gffv') = th.Q Pockcls experimental constants for certain

glasses, being the velocity of light in the
unstressed glass;

s= proportion by volume of striae in glass;

cr= Poisson's ratio;

Tand <= temperatures on absolute and centigrade scales,

respectively

;

2\,^= tolerance in air temperature control and measure-

ment that corresponds to an error of i 1 X 10~*

in (relative) refractive index;

Tap^= tolerance in air-pressure control and measure-

ment that corresponds to an error of ± 1 X 10~"

in (relative) refractive index;

Tap tolerance in absolute humidity that corresponds
to an error of ± 1X10~^ in (relative) refrac-

tive index;

2ac= tolerance in abnormal proportion (by volume) of

CO 2 in the atmosphere that corresponds to an
error of ± 1X10~® in (relative) refractive

index;

Tap= tolerance in hydrostatic-pressure variations cor-

responding to ± IXIO"*^ in refractive index of
liquid and solid media;

Xi„j = tolerance in absolute stress-birefringence corre-

sponding to an error of ± 1X10"^ in refractive

index (for the transverse ray if n <^l.S-\-);

Tax = tolerance in wave length of source corresponding
to an error of ± 1X10~° in refractive index;

y= volume; and,
y= pressure of water vapor in the atmosphere in

mm of Hg.
1
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II. AIR AS A STANDARD MEDIUM OF REFERENCE

The threat majority of all moasurcmcnts involving light vnlocitics

arc made while using the earth's atmospliero as the practical standard
medium of inimcrsion or reference. Smce the velocity of light in air

is a function of chemical composition and also of the temperature and
pressure of air, it is necessary to specify CO2, moisture content, and
other factors with appropriate precision in order that the measuro-
ments may have definite value.

The composition of COo-free dvy air has been discussed in a former
paper.^ Although this composition appears constant to a high de-
gree when air is chemically analyzed, it has long been estimated that
variations in the normal density of air are as large as 5 or 10 parts in

10,000 and for this reason air is no longer considered a suitable refer-

ence medium for accurate specific gravities of gases. Statistical

analysis of existing data indicates, likewise, that the refractive index
of air at standard conditions is not constant but varies over a range
perhaps as large as ±12X10"^ from a general average value of

1.0002925 for X= 5893 A. Consequently all relative indices of re-

fraction may bo subject to an inherent uncertainty which can be
estimated as

An=±12nX10-7 (1)

unless accompanied by reliable measurements on air itself.

In reducing relative indices to absolute values when direct measure-
ments on air are lacking, it is probable that this uncertainty is sta-

tistically diminished by using for ju, the index of air, a value properly
computed ^ from dispersion data and from an equation that gives the
sodium-lines index of air for 0° C and 760 mm pressure as

{iJ^D-l)XlO''=tis^o-kS (2)

where is the relative annual sunspot number (for the year in which
the relative indices were measured) as given in the Wolf-Wolfer series

of sunspot observations. For use in this equation the parameters
jus^o and k should bo determined from the best available data on the
refractive index of air for the period in question. Provisional values
obtained by the writer for the whole interval 1857 to 1934 are, re-

spectively, 2932.2 and 0.148; whereas for the limited interval 1912 to

1934, during which a number of very important observations have been
made, the corresponding values of the parameters are 2927.5 and 0.079.

With either of tlicse sets of values for the parameters, however, the

probable errors of estimates of index interpolated by use of equation 2

are large, namely ±5 and ±3X10"^, respectively, and it is readily

seen that for certain years within the interval 1912 to 1934 two esti-

mates can actually differ by 5X10"^ Extrapolations will probably

be even less reliable and conscquentl}' it appears (see equation 1) that

uncertainties of ± 1 or 2 units of the sixth decimal place of iiulex can
not 1)0 entirely excluded whiui refi'activii'u'.-'. of optically (inisc media
are measured in C()r!"i"eo ilry air. From <'.vidcnco at ])rcseul avail. il;lo

it docs not seem likely, however, that such diflerences can occur over

periods of time measured in days or weeks but rather tiiat such possi-

bilities sliould be remembered when comparing absolute determina-
tions separated by or extending over a period of years.

J L. W. Tilion. BS J. Research 13, Ul (1934) RPCOS.
i Seo equatiou 22 of this paper.
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Obviously, it is seldom convenient to use as a reference medium puro

air having; a standard temperatin-e and pressure, and free from CO2.
Usuall}'- it is advisable to allow these conditions to vary continuously

and to keep adequate records during index determinations. In in-

vcstifrating the relationships involved, a unit error of IXIO"*^ \vill_ bo
considered as was done in fornicr papers * discussing the geometrical

aspects of prism refractomctry.

1. TOIJCKANCICS IN MICASUKICMICNT AND CONTKOL OV
REFERENCE MEDIUM

Tho most obviously important efl'ects of varying air conditions on
measured relative indices are those arising from the changes in air

density through changes in pressure, P, and in air temperature, T
(absolute). The relationship between the index of air and its density,

d, is usually assumed to be that constancy expressed by Gladstone
and Dale's law as (n—l)= Cd. Then, in accordance with the ideal

gas law, PV=RT, it is customary' to write for any given wave length

(/x-1)^^=(mo-1)(|^5)(-9 (3)

where /zq is a value for standard conditions of 0° C and 1 atmosphere
pressure, and P is measured in mm of Hg; or, defining j) as the excess

in mm of Hg over 1 atmosphere of pressure, //=(/-*— 760) and

(m-1).p=(mo-1){y^ (4)

where t is the temperature on the centigrade scale, /3 is the pressure

coefhcient of volume change of a gas at constant temperature (namely
1/760 for a 1 mm change at a pressure of one atmosphere) and a is tho

temperature coefhcient of expansion of air at constant pressure. The
value of a would be 0.00366= 1/273 for a change of 1° C, at a tempera-
ture of 0° C, if air behaved like a perfect gas, but 0.00367 if the results

of experiments on the expansion of air arc considered. The onl}'

published references to computed reductions or corrections for indices

measured' in air at other than standard conditions have been based on
these or on similar assumptions.

Since at constant temperature the proportionality between (^-1)
and d has been found to hold without serious discrepancy over a
pressure range of many atmospheres, it is safe to assume that the
pressure coefficient of refractivity is identical with j3 for such small
variations in atmospheric pressure as those A\'hich occur during index
measurements and also, for variations which exist between various
places on the earth's surface. Concerning a, however, the similar

assumption does not seem equallj'' reliable. According to generally
accepted theories of dispersion, a change in the temperature of a
medium afTects the resonance frequency as well as the mass per unit
volume. As a result there is a change or "shift" of the efi'ective

wave length of the absorption band, and for each given wave length a
different secondary temperature influence on index is superposed on
that which is directly ascribed to the change in density. Thus it is

* L. W. TUton, BS J. Research 6, 69 (1931) RP262; U, 25 (1933; RP675.
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not neccssnrily triio that values of d ^ilbt can bo accuratoly obtained by
dift'ercntiating equation 4 with respect to t and solving for

b]s^ a{n—l) ip

bt 1+ (5)

with a constant value of a determined from the expansion of air or
even from index data for a single wave length. Instead of such a
constant "optical tempers turo coefHcient'V the measurements on
air by W. F. Meggers and C. G. Peters ^ yield an a varying with
wave length from 0.00307, at 7500 A to 0.003738 at 3500 A.

Table 1 summarizes the results of direct determinations of this

constant for air. The Gyldcn value was deduced from astronomical

observations. Mascart's value should not be considered because of a
systematic inconsistenc}* in results obtainable from his data.^ Scbeel'a

Table 1.

—

Optical lemperature coejjicient for air

(Visible range of frequencies)

Observer

Gylden^
L. Lorcntz
Von Lang ,

Mascarl

Benoit

Walker
Scheel
Barus
Meggers and Peters
Pfirard

,

Cheney

Reference

M'^m.acad. St. Petersburg 10, no. 1 (1866); 12, no. 4 (18C8)

K.Danske Videnskab.Selskabs Skrifter [5] 10, 485 (1875)

Pogg.Ann. 153, 463 (1874). (This a is given as computed
by Benoit).

Compt.Rend. 78, 617-679 (1874); Ann.Sci.EcoleN'ormale
Sup^rieure (21 6, 9-78 (1877).

Travaux et M6moires Bur. Int. Poids ct Mesures C, 102

(1888).
Trans. Roy. Soe. (London) A201, 454 (1903)
Verliandl.dcut.phvsik.Oes. 9, 24-30 (1907)
Carnegie Inst. Wash. Pub. no. 249-1, page 137 (1916)

See page 735 Bui BS 14, (1918) S327
J.phys.radium fe] C, 223 (1925)
Phys.Rev. [2] 29, 292-298 (1927)

Temperature In-

terval on Centi-
grade scale

Seasonal range
1 to 17°, 100°...

2 to 95°

5 to 38°

1 to 80°

10 to 100°

-192 to 0°

22 to 100°

0 to 30°

0 to 100°

25 to 300°

aX10»

369
307
303

382

367

360
373
361
368.1

371.,

367

a is very high, but his temperature interval is much lower than that
used by the others. H3 selected «= 0.003 674 for reducing his own
index of air from 16 to 0° C. Cheney's temperature interval is much
higher than that used b}"- the others. A closs analysis of his published
numerical data shows that a low value of a= 0.00364 fits as well or
better than the conventional value which he considered verified.

Von Lang's a is too low for serious consideration and no great accuracy
was claimed for the Barus data.^

Considering the amount of data taken, particularly the number of

temperatures used, the results by Benoit and by Perard are probably
entitled to special consideration. They used the same method
(Fizeau dilatometer) and to some extent the same apparatus. If

their values are averaged one has a =0.00369 which agrees closely with
the average value of a= 0.003688 that is obtained from the Meggers

• From inspection of equation 5 one finds tnat a can be regarded as the (negative) temperature coefficient
of index of refraction of air per unit of "excess refractivity ", as determined for t = 0° C and p=0.

• Bui. Its 14,097 (1918) S327.
' If from the experiments which he conducted when investigating temperature eCfects one discards those

for temperaturc.i below the middle group, which averages 14.4° C 'or I, the writer finds that a=-0.00305 la

Indicated. On the other hand, when the observations ut temperatures above those of the middle group are
discfirded an a=0.00356 is obtained.

• It is of interest to note that Barus' qualitative conclusion concerning the decrease of a for high tempera-
tures is consistent with the trend which has been mentioned for some of the data of table 1, particularly the
high value which Scheel found in the very low temperature interval that ho used, and the low value which
the writer would recommend from Cheney's data.
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•tind Peters data for those particular wave lengths ° which P6rard
used. Thus it seems certain that the optical temperature coefficient

is appreciably larger than the coefficient of expansion which lias been
so generally used. Since the Meggers and Peters values of a are

based on data for such a largo number of wave lengths, and sinc-i their

.average for the visible region is in excellent ugreemont with the
-average a from the Bcnoit and the Pcrard data, the Meggers and
Peters values are therefore recommended . for all intorcomparisons
between ])reciso relative-index data taken at markedly different

temperatures.
The wave-length variation in a is of importance chiefly in the ultra-

violet region; but even for the visible region, especially for the shorter
wave lengths, it is in some cases preferable to use the variation in a
when reducing six- and seven-decimal-place indices to certain refer-

ence conditions. In particular, when relative indices are used as a
basis for computing temperature variations in the absolute index of a
medium, it is desirable to consider the most accurate data available

on air.
(a) TEMPERATURE OF AIR

Whether a is regarded as constant or as varying witn wave length,

a formal expression for the error in relative index caused by air-

temperature variations is readily written after considering the defini-

tive relation

(6)

which exists between the relative index, n, of a medium and its abso-

lute index, n. Since the latter is necessarily independent of air

temperatures and is approximately unity

dn -dn
di—'^dt

and consequently, using equation 5, it is found that changes in air

temperature result in index variations of like sign according to the

equation

(1+ aO
'^^'^

from which precise index corrections may be computed for the whole
wave-length interval 22 IS to 9000 A by using the Meggers and Peters
values ^° of a, which they approximately expressed by the equation

a=0.00367+
^'

(9)
A

where X is to be used in microns."
For the purpose of establishing practical tolerance limits in tem-

perature control and measurements, n is essentially equivalent to n,

and a for the visible region is approximately the ratio 1/270. More-
over, it happens that the refractivity of air at temperatures between
0 and 50° C varies only from about 24 to 30X10"^ over the range of

• Pirard used only &ve wave lengths, all within the visible region, and the data do not seem suISciently
'Concordant either to confirm conclusively or to disprove the variation of a with wave length,

i" See page 735 Bui. BS 14 (1918) S327.
» For precise refractometry the angstrom is generally favored by the writer as the appropriate unit o(

wave length, but tile micron Is often more convenient in the vrriting and using of dispersion equations.
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the visible spectrum, and ordinary atmosphoric-prossuro changes of
2>=:±30 mm do not materially increase this variation. Tliorcforo,

with an accu. acy of ai)proxiniately ± 10 i)crccnt, the tolerance corre-
sponding to ± IXIO"** in refractive-index measurement is

TA,„=±n-Hl+ aO degrees C (10)

or, for work on media having indices of 1.9 and 1.3, respectively, the
air-tcmpcrature changes of ± 0.53°(l-|-a0 and d: 0.77°(l+ a:0 are
equivalent to errors' of db IXIQ"' in the measured relative indices.

Thus it is evident that a neglect of seasonal changes in air tempera-
tures may easily affect the fifth decimal place of relative-index work
on any medium, even though its temperature cocfFicient of absolute
inde"x is negligibly small.

(b) PRESSURE OF AIR

For the purpose of arriving at similar correction and toleranco
equations for air pressures, one differentiates equations 4 and 6 with
respect to f and finds that an increase in air pressure results in a
decreased value of the measured relative index of other media accord-
ing to the equation

from which precise corrections to measured indices can be satisfactor-

ily computed.
Again approximating, as was done with equation 8, equation 11

reduces to the practical working tolerance in air pressures

T^,= ± 2.871-1 (1+ ^p)mm (12)

which is written for an error of ± IX 10"® in refractive index and,
obviously, for the usual small values of p only one term is needed.
Thus for media having indices of 1.9 and 1.3, respectively, the air-

pressure changes of 1.5 and 2.2 mm are equivalent to variations of

unity in the sixth decimal place of measured relative index of refrac-

tion. For many localities, therefore, it is apparent that the fluctua-

tions in barometric pressure within a single working day should not
be neglected in precise measurements of relative index, ^nd it is certain

that the air-pressure variations that occur over somewhat longer
periods affect the fifth decimal of such indices.

(c) HUMIDITY OF AIR

The proportion of water vapor in air is such a variable factor, de-

pending on locality and weather conditions, that it is a difficult

matter to decide upon any definite proportion as a satisfactory normal
moisture content of the atmosphere. Consequently it is probably
better to treat moisture as an.impurity and refer all refractive-index'

measurements to dry air as a standard reference medium.
L. Lorenz gives, for sodium light, a value of ^1/)= 1.0002500 as tho

index of refraction of water vapor at a concentration of 1 mol in 22.4

liters. Comparing this with his index of dry air for equivalent con-
ditions, he gives a correction of A/Zt,=— 0.000041 y/7C0 to bo applied
to his results on dry air when it is desired to obtain indices for moist

" AnQ.Pbysik [3] 11,91 (1880).
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.jiir contnininp: wntor vaiior of ?; mm jircssuro. Tiio CiiMil)orl,sons "

nnd otlun-s iiavo oonCinucd the ma<j:nitudo of this correction and,
for tlae region 4770 to G7()S A, have shown that tho dispersion of water
^vapor is closely comparable with that of air. It seems, in fact, from
'experimental evidence, that tho coefTicicnt of this Lorenz correction,

namely, 41 X lO"**, should not vary more than ±1 X 10"" throughout
'the visible spectrum.

Since the pressure of water vapor in tho air seldom exceeds a small
fraction of an atmosphere, it seems permissible to assume the equiva-
lence of optical tempcratui-o coefficients for water vapor and for air,

and to use the Lorenz humidity correction for all ordinary tempera-
tures by writing for tho whole visible range of frequencies

(M,-l).= CM.-l).-o(l-7^^) (13)

-where 7=7l85X10-« is used to replace 41X10-V1760 (juo— D]- This
•equation is written for a pressure of 760 mm, but is applicable at all

•ordinary atmospheric pressures. Differentiating equation 13 with
Tespect to V gives

|=-Y(*..-1) (14)

a.nd, referring to a similar differentiation of equation 6, it is evident
that an increase in the moisture content of the air results in an
•increased relative index of a medium which is being measured therein,

•the error equation being

A72-=-l-n7(/i<— l)Ay (15)

lor use in precise computations of refractive index of tho medium
"which is measured in air.

For an error of unity in the sixth decimal of index, and with sufh-

•cient accuracy for many purposes, equation 15 yields

Ta,= ± 207i-^mm (16)

"which shows that tho unit tolerances in absolute humidity vary from
4ipproximately ± 10 to ± 15 mm of vapor pressure. These figures

-apply to measurements of relative index on media having indices of

1.9 and 1.3, respectively. Vapor pressures of 10 and 15 mm corre-

spond at 50° C to 10 and 15 percent in' relative humidity and at 30°

C to 30 and 45 percent, respectively. Thus it is evident that humid-
ity corrections are not negligible in sixth-decimal-place refractom-
•etry, especially when working in air at temperatures somewhat
liigher than those of ordinary room conditions or whenever there is

<ianger of humidities approaching the saturation point (because, for

-example, of leaks in water-jacketed housings used for temperature
control).

» O. and M. Cuthbertson, Trans. Roy. Soc. (London) AJ13, 16 (1013).
>« J. Wiistand H. Reindel, Z. pbysik. Ohem. BU, 176 (1934). See, also, P. HOlemann and H. Oold>

Tschmidt, page 204 of same volume.
>» From the Holemann and Qoldschmidt data (see footnote 14) on water vapor, considered together

"With published densities of steam, one may deduce a tentative value a»0.0035 to compare with 0.0037
tfor air.
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(d) CARBON-DIOXIDE CONTENT OF AIR

After water vapor the next atmospheric constituent of rocof^nizcd

importance, so far as its variability is concerned, is carbon dioxide.

Although the range in its fluctuations is known to be much smaller
than in the case of water vapor, there is a prevalent opinion that
when using air as a reference medium for measurements of highest
precision one should eliminate either the CO2 itself or the effects of its

variations. While there are on record some presumably reliable

analyses of air showing a carbon-dioxide content as high as 0.3 percent
by volume, such samples were taken under exceptional circumstances,
such as in very crowded theaters of an obsolete and most unfavorablor

type, or in rooms with no ventilation, and they have no interest in

the present connection. Boothby and Sandiford reported that
outdoor air sampled under favorable conditions varies in its CO2
content by only a few thousandths of one percent from a normal
value of 0.036 percent. Similarly, F. G. Benedict found that out-
door air does not vary in this respect more than a few thousandths
from an average value of 0.031 percent, but Hann states that the
percentage of CO2 varies from 0.033 to 0.043 in the air of cities.

Consequently, in view of these small variations, it seems permissible

and somewhat preferable to adojjt some value, say 0.00035, as the
normal volume proportion of CO2 in air rather than to favor the more
stringent requirement that & standard reference medium must be
entirely free from carbon dioxide.

Precise index measurements are, of course, seldom made in outdoor
air, but in any well ventilated modern laboratory it is unlikely that
the carbon-dioxide content ever exceeds two or three times the normal
value. In air from the Boston and New York subways, sampled
just after the rush hours, Benedict found only twice the normal
CO2 content. Moreover he found that an increase in CO2 is accom-
panied by an equal volume decrease in O2, and consequently it is the
difference in the refractivities of carbon dioxide and of oxygen which
must be considered in maldng corrections to indices measured in air

having an abnormal CO2 content.
The averages of a number of published values of the refractivo

indices of CO2 and O2 are 1.000450 and 1.000271, respectively, for
sodium light, a temperature of 0° C and a pressure of 760 mm.
Hence a correction of

Amc=+0.000179(C-0.00035) (17)

should be applied to the measured index of normal air (containing the
proportion 0.00035 of CO2) at 0° C and 760 mm pressure when it is

desired to obtain the index of air containing the total proportion G of

carbon dioxide.

A comparison of the dispersions of oxygen and of carbon dioxide
shows that the correction given by equation 17 varies only 1 percent
or less for the visible-spectrum region. Proceeding as with the water-
vapor correction (part c of this section) and writing c = C— 0.00035 to
represent excess CO2, one finds for all ordinary temperatures

[

(m,-1)c=(m.-1)«-o(1+€c) (18)

»« Am. J. Physiol. 55, 295 (1821).
»' The Composition of the Atmosphere, Carnegie Inst.. Wash., Pub. no. 166., pages 110-11* (1912>.
" J. von Hann's Lehrbuch der Meteorologie, page 6 (1916).
I* See Landolt-Borastein Tabellen.
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where € = 0.612 replaces 179X10~7(/io- !)• Dillorontiating equation

IS with respect to c gives

|=+«U-1) (10)

whence, again using equation 6, it is apparent that the presence in

hiboratory air of CO3 in abnormally high proportions results according

to the equation
An=— nt(/x<— l)Ac (20)

in decreased values for such relative indices as are measured in the

laboratory.
For unit error in the sixth decimal place of refractive index the

corresponding tolerance in volume proportion of abnormal CO2 con-
tent of air is

TAe= ± 0.00671-^ (21)

with sufficient accuracy for all purposes. Evidently no considera-

tion whatever need be given to CO2 content of air in sixth-decimal-

place refractometry. Even for the extreme case when a medium of

index 1.9 is being measured, the excess proportion of CO2 must
reach the high value of 0.003, or nine times the proportion normally
present in fresh air, in order to produce an error of — 1 X10~® in rela-

tive index. For seventh-decimal-placc index work, however, it may
bo ascertained from these results that the normal CO2 content of

fresh air causes a lowering of approximately 1X10"' in the measured
relative indices of very dense media as compared with the use of

a standard reference air containing no carbon dioxide. Consequently,
it may be safely inferred that, in general, indices of laboratory air,

or relative indices measured in such air, are not likely to have any
precision whatever in the eighth decimal place unless simultaneous
CO2 determinations are made.

2. CORRECTIONS TO STANDARD REFERENCE CONDITIONS

If the working conditions affecting the reference medium are not
maintained constant at the desired standard values or controlled
within the tolerance limits as specified above, then it becomes neces-
sary to observe the existing conditions and make the proper correc-

tions to the results actually obtained. When it is necessary to
correct sixth-decimal-place indices to standard conditions, or to
convert them to absolute indices, the use of slide-rule corrections
is often lacking in adequate precision and correction tables for these
purposes are advisable. Their preparation in detail is a profitable
preliminary whenever numerous data are to be reduced for a limited
number of spectral lines. For highest precision such tables are
especially desirable because certain refinements in precision of cor-
rection need be considered explicitly only during their original

preparation.
The writer recommends the use of logarithms in the computation

of indices, and the evaluation of all corrections in terms of log n.

One of the first requirements is a double-entry table of barometer
corrections with barometer temperature and barometer reading as
arguments. With the temperature reductions ^° to be listed in this

table the barometer calibration corrections (for a given instrument)

»« Temperature reductions for use with a Fortin-type barometer and brass scale are given In tables 46
knd 47 of the 4th revised edition, Smitbsooian MeteorologicalTables.
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aro combiucd and then all entries are modified to reduce pressures

from locjil ^' to standard gravity, ^=980.605 dynes.

Another req^uirement is a series of double-entry tables (or their

equivalent), with air pressure and temperature as arguments, giving

the positive corrections which, when applied to log n, will yield

log n, of which the antilog is absolute index. The various mem-
bers of such a series of tables relate to the different spectral lines

that are to bo frequently used for index measurement and these

nionibor tables will differ principally because of the dispersion of

air. (There is also a slight additional diHerence because of the

nonconstancy of a, the optical temperature coefTicient of index.

See discussion in part 1 of section II.) As an example of a member
table of such a series, table 2 is abstracted (by decimation in each
argument) from a usefully detailed tabulation for the hydrogen
line, X=4S61 A.

Table 2.

—

Data /or converting from relative to absolute index (X= 4861 A) by the

equation log n= log n+log m

Values of 10«Xlog /ijr for dry air at various temperatures (with

/»=alr normal COj content)

pressure
(Id mm of
mercury) 0" C lO" C 20° C 30° 0 40° C

(AP-O.oe) (AP-0.13) (AP-0.24) (AP-0.44) (AP-0.77)

730 12296 11857 11449 11069 10713
740 124M 12020 11606 11220 10859
760 12r>32 12182 11763 11372 11006
760 12800 12344 11920 11524 11153
770 12U0O 12507 12077 11675 11300
780 13137 12669 12234 11827 11446

NOTES

1. For each 10 percent of relative humidity subtract tabulated values ofAP from air pressure before enter
bag this table.

2. Tentatively it may be advisable to reduce log m by 6 or 10 ports In 10,000 for each increase of 20 in
relative annual sunspot number above average S=46.

3. If it is desired to use these data for wave l«ogths other than 4861 A, modify air temperature according
to table 4 before entering this table.

In preparing such correction tables in this laboratory, the tem-
perature and dispersion data as given by Meggers and Peters
have been combined with the average value of refractive index,

/i= 1.0002926 (for_X= 5893 A, t=0° C and P=760 mm), which is

obtained by considering all published data and adding a very
slight correction for normal CO2 content. Since the ratio of log

M to (m— 1) is very nearly constant over the whole range in m that
is involved in temperature and pressure reductions and corrections,

the actual computation of air indices is unnecessary except for 0° C
and 760 mm pressure. The values of log n for all ordinary tempera-
tures and pressures may be directly computed (see equation 4 and
citations of footnote 22) from the equation

log .,=i±^ log [i+(2884.3+Hf2+5f^^)xi0-'] (22)

where a varies with wave length as approximately expressed by
equation 9, and X should be written in microns.

» Gravity reductions are discussed on pages XXXV and XXXVI of 4tb revised edition, Smithsonian
Meteorological Tables.
" See pages 722 and 735. Bui B8 H (1918) 8327.
a See page 116, BS J.B«sdarch U (1934) BP69&
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If, in table 2, the values for a standard pressure are subtracted

from those for other pressures in the same column, a set of air-

pressure corrections to the logarithms of observed indices is obtained.

Table 3 gives such corrections for limited ranges in pressure and
in temperature variations. Such a table may, of course, be computed
directly from the basic values of the logarithms for the indices at

standard pressure, ^?o=760 mm. I^or this purpose the equation

A log M,,=^-^'°Ap (23)

is obtained from equation 22.

Table 3.

—

Data for r^erring relative indices to dry air at standard pressure by the

equation log n76o=log np+Alog n.

Use tabulated values with negative sign when /"—TOO Is negative]

(^-700 mm)
=: excess

atinosphwic
pressure

Values of 10» x A Iok n for various air

tcuiperuturcu

10" C
(Ai-'=0.13)

20° 0
(a;-'=0.24)

30° C
(Af-0.44)

20 325 3!4 303
10 30V) 2!)8 2«H

18 2U2 282 273

17 27G 207 258
IG 2f>0 251 213

15 244 235 227
14 227 220 212
13 211 204 197

12 105 188 182

11 179 173 107

10 162 157 152

9 14ti 141 136
8 130 125 121

7 114 liO 100

6 97 94 91

5 81 78 .70

4 6.1 G3 61
3 49 47 45
2 32 31 30
1 10 10 15

\ 0 0 0 0

Note.—For each 10 percent of relative humidity subtract tabulated values of APfrom air pressure before
ectering this table.

Although the direct use of table 2 is strictly limited to the correc-

tion of indices for the F line of hydrogen, table 3 is applicable over a
very wide range in the spectrum. In fact, for pressure corrections as

large as 30 mm the use of table 3 may be extended over the whole
visible range of frequencies without errors exceeding ± 5 x 10"* in

the logarithmic corrections so determined.
As they are written, tables 2 and 3 both relate to dry ai: and must

be modified because of the presence of water vapor. From equations
11 and 15 it is evident that any given increase in moisture can bo
represented as an equivalent decrease in pressure, and tlius it is pos-
sible to find a simple system of modifying the actual corrected pres-
sures to fictitious or pseudo pressures which, when used as actual
pressures, permit tables 2 and 3 to serve for moist as well as dry
air. Hence the AP equivalents which appear in the column headings
of tables 2 and 3.
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If for any reason it is objectionable to prepare a complete series of
log jj. tables, similar to the single example given as table 2, one may-
use a relationship between A/jl/AX and Ajd/Ai for extending to other
wave lengths the use of a table written primarily for one particular

Table 4.

—

Auxiliary data for extending use of table 2 to various wave lengths

X — wave
Values of £U for modification of nir

tompcrntiircs

0° C 20" C 40° C

4000 — 3. 4 J
4 100 -2. 70 -2. .^0 -2.01
4 JUO -2. 25 -2. 33 —2. 42
4300 — 1.S3 — 1.1)0 — 1. OS
4100 -1.45 -l.-W -1. .00

4,'i00 -1, 10 -1. H -1. IS

4r.oo -0. 70 -0. 7!) -0. S2
4700 -0.45 -0.47 -0. 41)

4SO0 -0. 10 -0. 17 -0. IS

4000 40. 11 4-0. 11 4-0. 12

.lOOO 4-0. 30 4-0. 3H 4-0.40
iVJOO 4-0.81 4-0.84 4-0. 87
5100 4-1.21 4-1.20 4-1.31
5000 4-1.57 4-1.03 4-1.00
5800 4-1. 8S 4-1.90 4-2. 01

fiOOO 4-2.17 4-2. 20 4-2. 35
O-JOO 4-2. 42 4-2. 52 4-2. 03
ClOO 4-2. 65 4-2. 70 4-2. 88
6000 4-2. 86 4-2. 98 4-3. 10
csoo 4-3. 05 4-3. 18 4-3.31

7000 4-3.21 4-3. 30 4-3.50

wave length. For this procedure it is found advantageous to regard
temperature as the fictitious argument, and table 4 gives the par-
ticular corrections of this type that should be algebraically applied
to -actual air temperatures before entering table 2 for wave lengths
other than 4SGi A.

III. REQUISITE CONSTANCY AND UNIFORMITY FOR
REFRACTIVE MEDIA

Uniformity of reference conditions is a necessary, but by no means
a sufficient condition for high precision in refractometry. , Even the
absolute indices of refraction of optical media are ratios which may,
for divers reasons, vary from time to time or with respect to coordi-

nates within the m^edia. Temperature and pressure are obviously
important factors and, in the case of optical glass, heat treatment
may introduce not only a variation of index with direction of travel

of the light, but also a marked physico-chemical change in index'

that often varies from point to point in the glass although it is not a
function of orientation. Moreover, the writer has found that striae

in glass, when they exist in well-stratified layers, can afl'ect measure-
ments of index and of dispersion in a systematic manner that may
prove misleafling in some investigations. Therefore, for consistent

results in index determinations, it is necessary carefully to consider

the conditions which cause real or apparent changes in the optical

density of media that are subject to measurement.

i« \. Q. Tool and C. O. Eichlin, J.Opt.Soc.Am. 4, 359 (1920); BS J. Research 6, 525 (1931). A. Q. Tool,

L. W. Tilton, and E. E. Kill, J.Opt.Soc.Am. and Rev.Sci.Init. 12, 490-4'Jl (192C). I>. W. Tilton, J. Wasli.

Acatl.Sci. 20, VZr-13 (1930).
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1. EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ON REFRACTIVE MEDIA

Comparatively little recent progress has been made in the theory
of temperature effects on absolute index. It is considered, however,
that tliis effect consists of at least two well-defined components which
may, and often do, havo opposite signs. The more frequently men-
tioned component is the direct result of thermally produced changes
in density and its sign is always as indicated by the equation

where /(n) is a positive function, which may be variously approxi-

mated (for example as n— 1, =2X9' ^tc). Consequently, for

media which expand when heated, this change in index is negative as

temperature increases, and this effect of temperature is not a function
of wave length but relates primarily to conditions for infinite wave
length. As mentioned for air in part 1 of section II, the second
component is ascribed to changes in the resonance frequencies of

the media. The increase in volume which usually takes place with
rising temperature is often accompanied by a capacity for absorbing
radiation of longer wave length. Thus, under such circumstances,
ultraviolet absorption bands are "shifted" toward the longer wave
lengths of the visible region while the long wave lengths of infrared

bands become still longer. Obviously, then, these absorption compo-
nents of temperature coefficients of index are functions of wave
length.

The velocity of propagation of radiation of a wave length longer
than that correspondmg to the effective absorbing frequency is

decreased, while that of shorter wave length is increased. Conse-
quently, for media whose principal effective absorption bands lie in

the ultraviolet, this total absorption-band component of refractive

index usually increases as temperature increases, while the reverse is

true for media with predominant infrared absorption. In most
optical glass the index change (in and near the visible spectral region)

that is ascribable to the ultraviolet absorption bands predominates
over the combined effects of the directly produced density change
and the change caused by shifting of the infrared bands. For some
crown glasses, however, the opposing tendencies are about equal in

absolute value, and the index sensitivity to temperature is quite
negligible. For a few crowns of very low index and somewhat unusual
chemical composition the density and infrared eflfects predominate
and negative temperature coefficients of absolute index are found,
especially for the longer wave lengths of the visible spectrum.

(a) THERMAL COEFFICIENTS OF ABSOLUTE REFRACTIVE INDEX

For a few optical glasses temperature coefficients of absolute index
are readily available through the work of C. Pulfrich and of J. O.
Reed.^^ Also, such coeflScients can be readily computed from coeffi-

" Ann.Physik 45, 609-605 (1892).
M Ann.Phy8ilc 66, 707-741 (1S98).
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ciouts of relative index that havo'boeu dc(oriniiiod by C. S. Hastings, "

G. Mailer, " II. Fi/.eau, ^» and J. W. Giirord; or they may be esti-

mated from the ji;raphs published by C. G. Peters.^' From a critical

examination of these data, and also from unpublished results obtained
in this laboratory, it is inferred that chemical composition is a prc-
doniinantly im[)ortant factor in dctcrminin;^' this thermo-optical rela-

tionship for glass. Accordingly, it is difficnlt to make concise general
statements, with a useful degree of precision, about the quantitative
efl'ccts of temperature variations on the rcfractivity of glasses.

At usual room temperatures the* values of IO'^XAWA^, for the
sodium-lines indices of flint glasses vary from approximately 0 for

some light flints containing barium to |4-14 for those with highest
lead content. For low-index glasses it is often considered that the
temperature coefficients of absolute index are small and that they
lie within a narrow range as compared with flint glasses. Available
data confirm this view for the optical crowns in frequent use, the
range in their coefficients being —1 to +3. Measurements in this

laboratory show, however, that certain fluor crowns have values of
— 3 v/hile for Pyrex and fused-quartz glasses of similar rcfractivity

the coefficients are 4-5 and +9, respectively.

For crystals the range in refractive-index sensitivity to temperature
is greater than for glasses. It is sufficient to mention sylvite, which,
at room temperature, has a coefficient of approximately —34X10~\
and calcite with its value of +11X10"^ for the extraordinary ray.

Numerous published data concerning the temperature coefficients

of refractive index of liquids show that such values arc all negative
(direct density effect predominating over that of the absorption shift

in the ultraviolet) and very much larger in numerical value than
those for most solids.^^ It is useful to rememoer, however, that the
percentage variations among such temperature coefficients for differ-

ent liquids are, in general, relatively sm.all compared with similar

variations for solids. For a large number of transparent and semi-
transparent liquids (including numerous oils) the value of An/Ai is

approximately expressed as —4X10"*, although a number of organic
liquids have values ranging from —4 to — GXIO"*. Water with a
value of —1X10"* is a most important exception and, on the other
hand, there are some optically dense liquids which have unusually
high (negative) temperature coefficients of index, such, for example,
as —7 and—SXIO"* for methylene iodide and carbon disulphide,

respectively.

(b) APPROXIMATE RANGE IN TEMPERATURE TOLERANCES FOR SOLIDS AND
LIQUIDS

When considering temperature tolerances for general refractometry
it must be remembered that one may have no prior knowledge of the
media and their temperature coefficients of index. From the values
given above it is evident that even for glasses known to be the usual
crowns and light flints, the temperature of the sample during refrac-

>' Ain.J.Sri. [.'',] 15, ?r,0-27.') (1878).
" rulili;;iiio/icn Astrophysikalischen Obscrvatoriums Potsdam i, 140-216 (1SS5).
" Ar.n.i liim.pliys. (iC, 420-482 (1802).
t- Pn.c.Koy.Soc. (I,ou(i-.-n) AO'., 310-321 (1015); AlOO, 621-626 (1021-22).
»" US i^ci.l-ap. 20, C3r( (102i;) So21.
'» The -.iliFol.iH! vfil'.ic lit the ratio between temperature coefTicicnts of liquids od the one hand and of

kI ;ssc- i n'l common opticf>l crystals on the other may be very rougiily expressed as 100. Consequently,
for li'iul'ls, coefficients of relative and of absolute refractive index are priictically ideniical, whereas for

blasses nnd crystaJD they frequently are quite diderent and may be of opposite sign.
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tivo-iudox clotorminations nuist bo known within tlio limits of approxi-

nuitoly ± 0.3° C to correspond to a limiting error of ib 1 X lO"** in

imiox. Vor Fyrcx glasses and for fused quart/, the corrcsi)onding

temperature tolerances are ± 0.2 and ± 0.1° G, respectively. Possi-

bly, precision and accuracy in temperature measurement within
approximately these limits can with care be obtained when a glass

prism is mounted on a spectrometer table and exposed to the air of

a room in wliich the temperature is constant or changes but slowly.

When, however, the denser flint glasses are considered, it is found that
the tolerances are reduced to rfc 0.07° C (and even to ± 0.03° C for

determinations with the shorter wave lengths.of the visible spectrum).
Consequently, without considerable prior knowledge concerning a

particular transparent solid, it is not advisable to attempt sixth-

decimal-place refractometry unless temperature is controlled and
measured to within ± 0.1° C or better. It is, therefore, highly desir-

able to provide a constant-temperature prism housing, even for work
in a constant-temperature room, and to determine all indices with
respect to a stirred air bath surrounding the prism.

Tolerances in temperature control and measurement during refrac-

tive-index determinations on liquids to within one unit of the sixth

decimal place are so strict that there seems to be no published account
of a serious attempt to reach such precision. The requirements are

± 0.01° C for water at room temperature, and approximately
± 0.002° C for liquids of average thermo-optical sensitivity.

2. EFFECTS OF PRESSURE ON REFRACTIVE MEDIA

L. Zehnder found that water under pressure increases in absolute
index by 15 X 10"^ per atmosphere at 20° C, and he favored the Glad-
stone and Dale relation, the constancy of {n — l)/d, when the density
of liquids is varied by pressure. W. G. Rontgen and L. Zehnder ^*

give data on similar increases in index for several other liquids.

Although they do not choose between the Gladstone and Dale rela-

tion and that of Lorenz-Lorentz, their results are in general somewhat
more favorable to the former.

F. Pockels investigated the effects of unidirectional pressure on
seven kinds of glass, using Neumann's equations for expressing the
influence of elastic deformation on the propagation of light, and he
found the Newton relation, (n^-l)/d, somewhat more nearly constant
than that of Gladstone and Dale or of Lorenz-Lorentz. L. H. Adams
and E. D. Williamson also have published results on the relation

between birefringence and stress in various types of glass and have
confirmed Pockels' results where comparisons can be made.

There is, however, a general lack of direct experimental evidence
relating to the effect of atmospheric-pressure variations on the abso-
lute refractivity of transparent media, and particularly so for optical

glasses. Both Hovestadt and Adams and Williamson have men-
tioned the conputation of such effects from Pockels' work and the
equations of Neumann but, unfortunately, the necessary constants

»3 Ann. Physik [3] 34, 91-121 (188S).
** Ann. Physik [31 44, 40-50 (1891).
«» Ann. Physik [4] 7, 745-771 (1902); also, for important corrections, see 9, 221 (1902,) and 11, 652 (1903).
«» J. Wash. Acad. Sci. 9, 609-623 (1919).
*' H. Hovestadt, Jena Glass, appendix H, page 409 (Macmillan and Co., London, 1902).

518-743 O - 73 - 3
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charnctcristic of dinorcnt media arc known only for tlic sovon glasses

usod by Pookols, and two of (hoso arc uniianal aluiiiino-bonitos.

(.«) VAKlATtONt; IN ATtVU^LJl'llKKlC IM-tlC'.iSUKlC

Sonic imlioations concorninp; Mio cdVcis of a(.nios])lu>.ri(',-i)r('ssiirc

clunigvs on liquid and solid refractive media niay, however, be ob-
tained from a consideration of the index-density relationships toj^cthcr

with tho published data on (i, the compressibility at constant tempera-
ture, and on its reciprocal, K, the "bulk modulus" or modulus of

volume elasticity. If, in accord with Pockels' results for glass, the
Newton form {ri^—l)= C'd is written to express tho index-density re-

lation for a medium having a modulus K= — V dP/dV, and a density
d=m/V, then

(25).

is obtained as the differential relation between refractive index and
pressure. Or, if the index-density relation is {n-l)~C"d, one finds

according to this Gladstone and Dale premise

dn=^^dP ^26)

as an alternative index-pressure relationship. Similarly, from the
Loren/--Lorcntz ex;jression

(72.2-1) (ri2+ 2) ,^
dn=^- Q^'^^dP (27)

would be written.

In view of the analysis which Pockels made from his experiments
on glass under pressure, equation 25, rather than 26 or 27, is prefer-

able for solids, while from the work of Zehnder and of llontgen and
Zehnder with pressure apphcd to liquids it may be inferred that
equation 26 is more suitable for liquid media. The writer has found,
however, that Pockels' data agree with an index-density relation

y=C"'d^ (28)

much more closely than with the Newton relation, and consequently
the differential equation

is preferable to equation 25. Since K=E/[S {1-2 a)], where E is

Young's modulus of elasticity and a is Poisson's ratio, equation 29
may be written

^-^3(l-2.)(.'-l)(.'+2)^^
(30)

The Pockels plass listed as 0.428, 71 = 1.5123, was not, as originally supposed, an alumino-borate like his
two other crovrn classes but. according to subsequently pu!)lished corrections (see footnote 35, p. 409), was
a borosilicato glass. The revised data are free from peculiarities which marked the original exhibit. Never-
theless the errors continue to be propagated in tho literature or, as in the International Critical Tables, 2,
page 106, this important glass is omitted from consideration.
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or, tho change in index may bo computed approximately from

nIL '

if tho constant value <7-=0.25 is used instead of experimentally deter-

mined values ^® which with few exceptions lie within tho range from
0.21 to 0.27.

Equation 26 has been used in computing An for water, ethyl ether,

ethyl alcohol, benzene, and carbon disulphide, using for \jK averages

of several published values for the compressibility of these liquids.

The results agree within the limits of ± 10 percent with published

experimental values. Equation 29, which is based on the new index-

density relation, has been used in computing An for Pockels' glasses

when subjected to changes in hydrostatic pressure, and the results lie

within approximately ± 5 percent of those computed from the actual

experimental constants in the manner suggested by Pockels. These
5 percent differences compare with 15 and 20 percent differences that

are obtained when a similar computation is made by equation 25,

which is based on the Newton index-density relation as favored by
Pockels. If, however, the approximate form (equation 31) is used
instead of equation 29 the difierences are as large as 15 percent.

From equation 26 the tolerance in atmospheric- or other hydro-
static-pressure changes for work on liquid media is

,

0.000001

for a limiting error of ± 1X10~° in refractive index. For ethyl ether
or carbon disulphide the limits ±12 mm are found, and for ethyl

alcohol or benzene they are ±17 mm. Consequently, pressure cor-

rections of this nature should not be entirely neglected. The less

compressible liquids water and glycerin have the correspondingly
more liberal tolerances of ± 47 and ± 72 mm, respectively, and
they require corrections only for extremes of pressure variations or
for reductions to standard conditions after measurements are made
where the prevailing barometer level is appreciable different from
760 mm.
From equation 31 one may write

^^''~=^(n2-l)(7i2+2)
^"^^^

as the tolerance in AP for sixth-decimal-place refractometry of glass.

The values of E seem to range within ± 10 percent of the average
0.72X10^ atmospheres for borosilicate glasses not containing lead
oxide or phosphoric acid,*° and except for a few extremes all other
glasses seem to have values of which lie within ±10 percent of

0.58X10^ atmospheres. Hence, considering only the absolute index
of glass, it is evident that the tolerance in measurement or control
of air pressures is seldom if ever less than about 1 /2 atmosphere,
and therefore of no moment.

»» R. Straubel, Ann. Physlk,[3] 68, 409 (1899); or see page 193 of reference cited in footnote 37, page 409.
See page 159 of reference cited in footnote 37, pasje 409.

«' Glasses containing approximately 74 percent of PbO may perhaps be exceptions. See part b of ihls
section.
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Tn connection with the subject of pressure ell'ects on nbsohito
index it shoukl be remembered, however, that corrections of tliis

miturc should be considered if one attempts n precise comparison
between relative nidiccs and those observed under actual vacuum
conditions. In the ca>:e of liquids, it becomes imperative, even for

accuracy in the fifth decimal place, to disthi{.>;uish between values
actually measured in a near vac\u)m (undei* their own v«])or pi-essure)

and those which arc reduced from relative measufcmen ts by consider-
ing only the cfVect of pressure on the ambient air.

<b) STRESS AND BIREFRINGENCE

In addition to hydrostatic-pressin'c eirects there slvould also be
considered those cd'ects which arc due to unequally distributed stresses

within media. vSuch stress distribution is caused, for ex!:mi)le, by
in^.])r()j)ei' annealinf^ of glass and by the im])roper mountijig or tight

clampmg of optical components, es])ccially under varying tempcratare
conditions. Tlie birefi'ingence that is produced in tiiis manner
is commonly used as a measure of the hiternal stress and it seems
desirable, if possible, to use birefringence as a measure of that clumgo
in refractive index which accompanies the stresses.''^

From Pockels' ""^ work it is possible to express the ratio between
the change in index, An„ or Auz, and the absolute birefringence,

Any— Ant. For the ray which vibrates parallel to the axis of stress

An, 2a-
(1-2^^)7

(34)

Any—AUi l+ <r

and for the transverse ray

An, _ itr ,
^""^y'

(35)

AUy—AUt l+ cr

where 'p' Iv' and Iv' are experimentally determined constants for a
given medium and <r is Poisson's ratio. For glass in the index range
1.5 to 1.75 the Pockels' data lead to higher absolute values for the
transverse ray ratio, while for his glass of n=1.9fi, equation 34 gives
the larger ratio. Consequently, it may be said that tlie tolerance in

absolute stress-birefringence A??s= (An^— A??,), in millimicrons per
centimeter, for sixth-decimal-place measurements of refractive index
is at least as large as

7a„j= ± — —7^ millimicrons per cm (36)

For clearness it may bo necessary to mention that any piece of unanncaled glass in wnicn such stresses

exist is a balanced system involving both tensions and compressions so that the index changes which are
produced are of opposite sign and offset each other, (See I.. II. Adams, J. Franklin Inst. 216, ;iiV71 (1033).)

Nevertheless, portions of thoi glass may show an avcrace birefringence of a given sign and thcrcforo ex-

perience a correspondingly changed index. Such limited portions of the medium should be individually
considered because siich a procedure corresponds closely to conditions under which optical-glass componools
are often measured and used, namely, at partial rather than at full apertures,

Ann.Physlk [41 7, 745-771 (1002); also for important corrections, see 9. 221 (1902), and 11, 652 (1B03).
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wlioro the dcM^onuii.ator is computed according to equation 35 for

glj^i-ses of index <1.S4- and by equation 34 for glasses of index ^1.9,
ajiproxiniatcly.

Equation 36 with each of these denominators written in turn, has
been used in computing the corresponding vahies of this tolerance for

tlio seven Pockels glasses, and figure 1 shows the chief results. It

does not seem clear where the curves of this figure should cross and
accordingly thev are not drawn in full. In any event, it is evident
(hat ^^^^<^MM-l)iro^in<•;(^n("<^ diHorH gr(^.M.(.ly in Mie di^gi'ee of H(Mmil,ivi(/y

with which it cjin servo to iiKsasuro the variations in index which iimy

U 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2,0

REFRACTIVE INDEX OF GLA5S (no)

Figure 1.

—

Tolerances in stress-birefringence for optical glass on which refractive

index is measured to ±1X10~*.
Where the orientation is indefinite, the safer tolerance is obviously that indicated by the lower curve.

exist because of the stresses in various kinds of glass. For flints it is

obvious that the birefringence present should be much lower than for

crowns, and consequently the annealing requirements and schedules
for flints should not be too readily neglected because of the compara-
tive ease with which their stress-birefringence seems to be reduced.
Nevertheless, remembering the Rayleigh limit of one-quarter wave

** Pockels concludes that p' must equal (/' for some Rlrss containing about 74 percent of PbO (index 1.8+)
and conse<)ucntly from equations 34, 3f>, and 36 it seems that for p' and g' not zero the crossing of the curves
of fipure 1 should occur at zero tolerance (at least for all valups of a other than 0.5, which is the limiting value
for the case of an incompressible medium). On the other hand, for <r=0.5 whenp'=g', or whenever p'—a'—O,
the ordinate of the point of crossing appears indeterminate as judged from these equations.
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l<M^p,(lv of porjulf'-siblo phnso (HllVronco am] llio rosnllini'; nM|iiironi(Mit

(.hat <';liisH 1>«^ unifonu in iiuUix williin I O.OOOOOV |)(^|' ciii, i(,

i^ooins iUnl CohM'niU'O liiuils o( iVoiu .S U) 10 iwn l)ii(ilriii;^('nc(i jxir cm
aro of a proper order of luagnitiulc for most of Uio ro(iuircnionls of

optical glasses.

3. HEAT TREATMENT. CHEMICAL HETEROGENEITY, AND
STRIATION OF GLASS

When a piece of glass has been annealed in such manner that the
stress-birefringence is within the tolerances shown in figure 1 it is

very likely that it is also homogeneous in physico-chemical sense.

The work of Tool and others has shown, however, that there is a

possibility of residual inhomogeneity that can be caused by furnace-
temperature gradients during the annealing and which may not be
accompanied by appreciable birefringence in the finished product.
The sensitivity of optical glass to variations in annealing temperature
is such that decreases in refractive index of from 2 to 6X10"^ are

found in various glasses at ordinary temperatures corresponding to

increases of 1° C in the annealing temperature.^^ These annealing-
temperature coefhcients of index of glass are in general approxim.ntely
ten times as large as the ordinary temperature coefficients of refrac-

tive index, which were considered in part 1 of this section.

in measuring refractivities to five or six decimals, and when malcing
intcrcomparisons of such results, it is necessary, therefore, before
drawing inferences and conclusions, to consider the possibility of small
temperature gradients in the annealing furnaces and also to remember
the great difficulties of securing sufficiently exact duplications of

annealing temperatures and cooling rates during runs in difi'erent

furnaces or even in successive runs of a given furnace.

Before the optical effects of nonuniform heat treatment were known,
it was considered difficult or perhaps impossible to secure chemical
homogeneity to the extent necessary for refractive-index uniformity
to the sixth or even to the fifth decimal place, even when concerned
with distances of only a few centimeters in good optical glass. A
careful study and analysis of Fritz Eckert's investigation shows,
however, that after ''fine annealings" the maximum spread chargeable
to chemical heterogeneity within each of three melts of a barium
flint glass was ± 1 X 10~* or less in refractive index. Also, a report on
careful annealings of six lens blanks at this Bureau shows that the
chemical heterogeneity, if any, was confined entirely to a few units of

the sixth decimal place of refractive index.

Such gross and intensely localized heterogeneities as striae do not
occur to any large extent in the best optical glass, but it is sometimes
desirable to extend minimum-deviation measurements to less perfect
glasses. Consequently, it would be of interest to know the extent to

which striation can be present without seriously affecting index
measurements. Unfortunately little definite information is available.

Striae commonly exist in two well-known forms—as "cords" or
"veins" and as sheet striae or "ream." Their optical properties are,

" See page 720 or BS Sci.Pap. 22, (1928) S572.
« A. Q. Tool anci C. Q. Eichlin. J.Opt.Soc.Am. i, 359 (1920); BS J.Research S, 525 (1931) RP292.
" A. Q. Tool, L. W. Tilton, and E. E. Hill, J. Optical Soc.Am. and Rev. Sci. Inst. 12, 490-491 (1920). L. W,

Tilton, J.Wash. Acad. Sci. 20, 12-13 (1930). Sec also Annual Report of the Director of the Bureau of Stand-
ards, U. S. Department of Commerce, pages 11, 23, 21, and 25, of ye^rs 19i5, 1927, 1928, and 1929, respectively.

*> Z.tech.Physik 7, 282-287 (1926).
« L. W. Tilton, A. N. Finn, and A. Q. Tool, BS Sci.Pap. 22, 719 (1928) S572.
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of ooui'se, din'oronl. from tliOvSO of (ho iuljaccnt media, and apparently
thcro is a rather abrupt trnnsition at the interfaces. According to

prcvaihng ideas it may perha])s be assumed that in p:eneral tho
principal and only important cirect is a scattering: of liglit, which
results in loss of contrast and consequent poor definition of the imago
of the colhmator slit. This is probably true if the striae aro present
mainl}'" as cords and if they do have abrupt boundaries.
On the other hand, when the striae consist of well-stratificd layers

or extensive shoots of "ream" tho conditions aro quite diiTcrcnt.

Unless tho planes of stratification are 'approximately parallel to tho
light patlis, all of tho rays traverse striae and sufier a consequent
acceleration or retardation, but it is usually found that an image of

the slit is fairly well outlined even when one uses prisms in v/hich such
striae aro very numerous. If the striae are so thin, or the difierenco

in refractive index so small that beams emerging from adjacent kinds
of glass differ in phase by less than one-quarter wave length, then the

measured deviation produced by such a composite prism corresponds
to that for a similar prism having a fictitious index, 72.3, intermediato
in value between nx and 712, indices of the "normal" glass and tho

striae, respectively. In fact, if s is the proportion by volume of the
striae present, one may write

n3=7^l+s(7^2— rii) (37)

as an estimated condition which seems probable for the case of a quasi
regular composite prism of this type.

Since striae may differ in index from the normal glass by 3X 10"'^ (an
average of some values which were observed by Smith, Bennett, and
Merritt) it seems that the presence of certain types of striae in amounts
exceeding 0.3 percent of the whole volume of glass should be consid-
ered a potential source of errors that may appreciably affect the
sixth decimal place of refractive-index determinations.

IV. REQUISITE PkECISION IN SOURCE OF R/vuiATION

It is desirable to know to what extent doublets and complex hnes
may bo used in sixth-decimal-placo refractometry, and to decide
whether or not it is necessary to specify the conditions under which a
source of radiation is operated. For such purposes it is sufficient

quantitative!}'" to consider the dispersion in relative index for a few
highly dispersive substances.

If the simple Cauchy dispersion formula

n-l=a-|-|2 (38)

is written to approximate (with two constants) the result of experi-
ments over a limited spectral interval it is evident that

S=-P (^^)

M A. A. Michelson, BS Sci.Pap. 15, 41 (1919) S333.
»' T. T. Smith, A. H. Bennett, and G, E. Merritt, BS Sci.Pap. 16, 75 (1920) 8373. A. Arnulf. Rev.

optiqueS, &-20 (1927).
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can bo written to show how refractive index varies with wave length
within the specified intervah Consequently, one may consider

as a suitable tolerance in wave length of source for a limiting error of

ilXlO-Mn index.

For use with wave lengths measured in angstroms the constant b is

seldom as large as +25 or +30X10'^ (values for carbon disulpJiidc and
densest flint glass of index nD=1.92, respectively, computed for the
shortest wave-length region of the visible spectrum) and thus any
uncertainty or variation in the source of less than ±0.01 angstroms
is not of consequence for wave lengths longer than approximately
4000 A. For the great majority of substances on which refractive

indices are precisely determined, the tolerance is appreciably more
liberal. Water and fiuorite, for example, have the corresponding
minimmm or safe tolerances of ±0.10 and ±0.13 A, respectively.

V. PRECISION AND ACCURACY ATTAINABLE IN
MINIMUM-DEVIATION REFRACTOMETRY

In this and in previous' papers " many of the difficulties of precise

prism refractometry, particularly by the minimum-deviation method,
have been discussed. The number, N, of sources of error is fairly large.

At least nineteen of them have been quantitatively discussed in these

investigations and the discussions are briefly summarized in table 5.

Several of the errors, say (N—Ni) of them, are easily held v/ithin

limits which are small compared with ±1X10"^ in index. In no re-

spect is it found impossible, and in few if any instances does it seem
unreasonably difficult to control or correct within that tolerance limit.

With the exception of error arising from incorrect prism orientation,

practically all contributions to the final error in index are equally
likely to liave positive or negative signs in any extensive and well-

arranged observational program. Consequently the algebraic sum is

never large.

If, as an approximation to the worst case, A^i of the contributed
errors are large compared with the rest and are all about equal in

absolute value, say 1X10"^, then the probable error in the final index

is VMXIO"^. For several years the individual tolerances correspond-
ing to ±1X10"^ have been used in this refractometric laboratory and
it seems that probable errors in refractive indices precisely determined
by the minimum-deviation method seldom exceed ±2 or 3X10"^.
Hence the existence of some five or ten fairly important sources of acci-

dental error is inferred. Whenever less precision is obtained after the
expenditures of reasonable effort in the use of fairly good equipment,
the difficulty is probably to be sought not in any one or two particularly

important sources of error but in a combination of several matters
which have been overlooked or deliberately neglected as inconse-
quential.

u Bee references listed in table 6.
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It is a imioli more dKlu'ult nuittcr to state nrocisoly what accuracy
is attainable. T(V^ts of tho accuracv of angle jueasureiiient by tlio

use of a i^risni polished on all three i"aces arc of fundamental impor-
tance. Toi-sion and mechanical strains in the goniometer constitute
a ])articularly dangerous source of systematic error which is seldom
entirely constant and cannot always be cfl'cctively eliminated.
Fortunately, those errors which would bo systematic if neglected are
juitomatically replaced by rcsidunl accidental errors when ])n>per

corrections can bo and arc applied. In this laboratory no reason
has been found for suspecting that residual systematic errors in pre-

cise index nxeasuroment with a spectrometer are materially in excess
of the precision which is attained.

Washington, January 26, 1935.
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A PRECISION APPARATUS FOR THE RAPID DETERMINA-
TION OF INDICES OF REFRACTION AND DISPERSION
BY IMMERSION

By Conrad A. Faick and Bernard FonorofF

ABSTRACT

A new immersion method for determining indices of refraction and v values,
employing the double-diaphragm method for securing oblique illumination, is

described. The average error in the determination of indices of refraction based
upon 144 measuiements is 2xl0~*; the maximum error is 5x10"*. Complete
mea.surements of the indices of refraction for the sodium D line and the hydrogen
F and C lines may be made in approximately 1% hours, and from these measure-
ments the f values may be calculated with an average error of 0.1 and a maximum
error of 0.8.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the production of optical glass, careful control over the optical
properties, especially the index of refraction (ud) and the Abbe value
(v), of the product is essential. Most methods for measuring indices

of refraction are sufiiciently accurate for the control of the value.

The V value, on the other hand, presents a special problem in index
measurement. It is defined as (nD—l)/{nF—nc), and in order to

determine this value within certain specified limits, the index of

refraction must be measured very accurately. Some typical tolerances

which have to be met and the errors in the index measurements
corresponding to these tolerances are shown in table 1.

Table 1.

—

Typical tolerances for no and v values

Glass Typical values and tolerances

Krror corrc-

spondiMg to

tolerance in y

Borosilicato crown
Light barium crown

no
1.517 ±0.001
1. 572 ±0. 001

1. 649 ±0. 0015

f

64. 5 ±0. 3

57.4 ±0.3
33.8 ±0.3

±2X10-«
±3X10-*
±9X10-»
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It is obvious from table 1 that the required accuracy of index meas-
urements is determined mainly by the v value tolerances. If the errors

in index mcjxsurements are as great as those listed in column three, the
V value may be in error by the amount of the permissible tolerances.

In order to be certain that the y values are well within the required
limits, the best spectrometer measurements ^ are necessary for final

control of crown glasses, and arc desirable for flint glasses, However,
there are many useful routine checks and measurements that can bo
made on refractometers.

In normal times at the optical glass plant of the National Bureau of

Standards, the problem of control was solved by making two inde-
pendent sets of measurements. The immersion method of Faick and
Finn ^ was used for immediate production control work. The final

and more accurate values of optical constants were later measured on
a spectrometer and a precision refractomctcr.
During wartime, manufacturers are called upon to make new glasses

and a greater variety of them. This requires frequent changes in

batch compositions and makes necessary more frequent and careful

determination of index of refraction and dispersion. Under these
conditions the above-mentioned immersion control method was defi-

cient both as to speed and accuracy. The more accurate index meas-
urements as they are generally made, on spectrometers or on carefully

calibrated Pulfrich refractometers, require ground and pitch-polished
samples. The time-consuming operations of grinding and polishing

cause delay in the processing of the glass or in the revision of batch
compositions, especially in glass plants that are not equipped with
grinding and polishing facilities for the preparation of samples. Most
immersion methods permit the use of rough, unprepared samples, but
either do not yield sufficiently accurate results or lack the simplicity

and speed desired.^ It was, therefore, felt desirable to develop an
immersion method for rough samples which would have the required
accuracy and permit speed and ease of manipulation.

II. METHOD OF MATCHING
One of the chief requirements of immersion refractometry is a

sensitive method for ascertaining the match between the indices of

the sample and the immersion liquid. Of the various methods that
could be used for this, one embodying the principles of oblique
illumination, well known to petrographers, seemed the most promising
both for sensitivity and simplicity of operation. A system of oblique
illumination, using double diaphragms, has been described by Saylor *

and shown to be superior to usual methods, at least when used on a
microscope. Another double-diaphragm method, employing a tele-

scope and a long focus lens as parts of the optical system, has been
used by Cheshire * for measuring the index of refraction of glass by
immersion. This system is too cumbersome for rapid control work.

» H. L. Qurcwitz and ly. W. Tilton, J. Research NBS 32, 39 (1044) RP1572.
^ C. A. Faick and A. N. Finn, BS .1. Research 6, 903-1002 (1931) RP320.
This method consists essentially in match inp; the index of refraction of the (ilass with that of a suitable

liquid in which the sample is immersed and then measurinR the index of the liquid. The apparatus consists
of a telescope and a prid, illuminated by a sodium light, which are placed on opposite sides of a water-cooled
tank containing the immersion liquid and sample. The match between the glass and the liquid is obtained
by altering the index of the liquid until no distortion of tne grid pattern is observed through the telescope.
Accuracies within ±3X10"^ are obtainable with tnis method.

1 For a dlscu&sion of immersion refractometry, see Olazebrook's Dictionary of Applied Physics 4, 130
(The Macmillan Co., New York. N. Y., 1923).

« C. P. Saylor, J. Research NBS 15,277-294 (1935) RP829.
» R. W. Cheshire. Phil. Mag. '61 52.409^20 '191fii.
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Basically, tJio mclliod finally chosen consists in inserting at tho
focus of a condensing: lens (fig. 1. A) a diaphragm which shades out
Almost one-half of tho beam of light. Tho emergmg beam is then
passed through the immersion liquid and again brought to a focus by
moans of a second converging lens. At this focus (fig. 1, B) a second

SOURCE

MONOCHROMATOR COLLIMATOR IKtSERSlCN TA^3K• TELESCOPE

FiOTTBB 1.

—

Schematic dravnng of the optical system for matching the indices of the
glass and imTnersion liquid.

diaphragm is placed so that most of the remaining bright portion of

the beam is shaded out. If a telescope is then inserted in the system,
the field, as seen through the eyepiece, will appear dimly but imiformly
lighted. Now, when a specimen is immersed in. a liquid of the same
index of refraction as that of the specimen, the light rays passing
through the specimen will not be deviated and, smce the second

Fioxms 2.

—

Field through the eyepiece of the telescope—diaphragm on right side of
the instrument.

A., When the index of the Uqnid is greater than the index of the sample: B, When the UQoid and nmpto
have the same index; G, When the index of the liquid is lower than that of the sam^fle.
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t!i;i.i)hr;iLrin (;i.k(>s oul (no hriuhl ]H)i'(i()ii ol (he boain, the sjuiiph', will

ho pr;u-(ic;i.lly iiivisihlo ;ip'iins(. the, dimly lij^hLcd field scciU throu{z:h

llu' oyei)iece 13, B). However, if the match between the sample
and li(]uid is altered, the path of light passing through the sainj)lo

wdl be deviated so that the sample no longer blends with the field,

but becomes light on one side and dark on the other. When tlic ind(!X

of the immersion liquid is greater than that of the glass, the side of

the sample (as seen through the telescope) tliat is on the same side
as the diaphragms will be light (fig. 2, A); when the index of t])c liquid

is lower, the opposite side of the sample will be light (fig. 2, C). By
altering the index of refraction of the immersion liquid, which is a
mixture of two liquids, one of a low and the other of a high refractive

index, tho match between the specimen and immersion medium can
be easily established. After a match has been obtained, the index of

refraction of the liquid is measured on a precision refractomctor by
cornparison with a standard of approximately the same index.

III. APPARATUS

The appaiatus (figs. 1 and 3) consists essentially of light sources, a
monochromator with the exit slit removed, a collimator, an immersion
tank, a telescope, a tested precision refractometer, and accessory

equipment. Referring to figure 1, the light from the source is first

passed through a monochromator,* where a particular spectrum line

is isolated and is brought to a focus at the end of the collimator where
the first diaphragm is placed. This diaphragm is an adjustable
knife-edge that covers part of a circular opening, replacing the usual

collimator slit. The light then passes through the collimator, from
which it emerges as a parallel beam (or a very slightly conveiging
one) that passes through the tank and then enters the telescope.

Near the focal plane, the second diaphragm, which is also adjustable,

is located. The objective is selected so that in combination with the
ej^epiece it forms a telescope that can be focused on the sample in the
immersion tank at a distance which is convenient for the operator.

As an added convenience, the telescope is fitted with a right-angle

prism and mounted in a vertical position.

The light sources used are a sodium-vapor lamp and a hydrogen-
discharge tube. They are mounted on a sliding support to t'acilitate

changing from one to the other (fig. 3).

The immersion tank is equipped with plate-glass windows and a
water jacket for temperature control. The water jackets of this tank
and of the refractometer are connected in parallel, and water from
the same source is circulated thiough both. The accessory equip-
ment includes a water reservoir and circulating pump, a motorized
stirrer for mixing the immersion liquids, thermometers in the im-
mersion tank and refractometer and a vacuum pump and a hydrogen
generator for frequent refilling of the discharge tube.

* By use of a raonochroinator, it was possible to avoid difficulties arising from the other lines in the sodium
.«ourcc, and from the continuous spectrum in the hydrogen tube. Filters like those used on the refractometer
were found unsatiyfactory on the matching instrument.

' Mercury-in-glass type graduated to a tenth of a degree, permit*^ing the estimation of hundredths of a
degree. The thermometers should be carefully checked against each other, since the difference in temper*
ature is the important factor.
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Figure 3.— Complete iinwersion apparatus.
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IV. PROCEDURE

Six immersion liquids were prepared. The indices of refraction of

these liquids were approximately 1.517, 1.572, 1.604, 1.617, 1.620, and
1.649, respectively. The first five liquids were mixtures of liquid

petrolatum (7i/>=1.456) and o:-chloronaphthalene (nz>=1.632). The
sixth Hquid was a mixture of a-chloronaphthaleno and a-bromonaph-
thalene (71d= 1-656). After isolating a particular spectrum lino by
means of the monochromator, the sample was immersed in the appro-
priate liquid, and the two were matched for index by adding small
quantities of one of the pure liquids. When a good match had been
obtained, the index of the immersion liquid was measured on the refrac-

tometer. This process was repeated four times for each sample. In
each scries of measurements, care was taken to approach the correct

value from both a higher index immersion liquid and a lower one.

Measurements of the temperature of the immersion liquid and of tho
rcfractometer prism block were made with a precision of ±0.02° C.
Corrections for very small temperature differences were applied by
using an average change of —0.00035 in index per degree rise in

temperature.
In order to obtain the highest possible accuracy in index measure-

ments, a comparison method recommended by Tilton*, was used.

By this method, instrumental errors, such as a shift in the zero setting,

can bo readily compensated. Essentially this method consists in

checking the rcfractometer, before and after each series of immersion
measurements, with a standard of Imown index approximately the same
as the rough sample being measured and malcing the necessary cor-

rections. This check was made for each type of glass and for each wave-
length used, by measuring the standard as a Pulfrich slab on the rc-

fractometer. In several cases brought to the attention of the authors,
considerable difference was found in the readings of refractometers
when measuring solid and liquid samples of the same index. Should
this be the case, an alternative procedure should be used in checking
the rcfractometer. In the alternative procedure a Hquid which in

each case is matched with a known sample in index is used as the
"standard" instead of the solid sample.
A series of 12 glass samples was tested to obtain the accuracy of the

instrument. These samples were cut from prisms that had been pre-
viously measured on a spectrometer. The indices of refraction of
these test pieces were known to the fifth decimal place. Since these
samples were in the shape of rectangular prisms approximately 2 by
2 by 0.2 cm in size and had poHshed faces, and since the instriunent
was designed for measuring rough, irregularly shaped specimens, it

was necessary to compare the accuracies of measurement obtainable
with rough pieces and finished samples. This was done by measuring
the indices of refraction of four rough pieces of glass and then grinding
these pieces to the same shape as the standards and then remeasuring
the indices. The results of this test show that any difference that does
exist is within the error of measurement.

' L. W. TUton, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 32,371-381 (1842).
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Tablk 2.

—

Comparison of incasurcmcnU made on roufjh, irregularly shaped bamplcs
and on fine-ground, rectangular specimens

Index of refraction (nc) Index of refraction (nn)

Rough sample
Ground
sample Rough sample Ground

sample

SAMPLE I SAMPLE III

1 1.51580
1.51582
1.51578
L 51585

1.51578
1.51581
1.51583
1.61580

1 1.6017!>

1.00182
1.C0180
1.00184

1.00178
1.0O18O
1.00180
1,00181

o 2

3 3

4 4

Average Average1.51581 1.51581 1.60181 U 00180

SAMPLE 11 SAMPLE 17

1 1.57187
1. 57189
1. 57190
1. 57188

1.57188
1.57187
1.57186
1.57190

1 1,01900
1.61901
1. 61903
1.61962

1.61000
1.61903
1.61901
1.61962

2 2

3 3
4 4

Average ... Average1.57189 U57188 1.61962 1.61062

\

V. RESULTS

The values obtained in the test of the rough blanks are given in

table 2. A total of 48 measurements were made on the 12 regular

samples for each of the wavelengths, corresponding to the sodium D
line, and hydrogen F and C lines. The results jof these measurements
are tabulated in table 3. Table 3 also shows the errors in the measured

Table 3.

—

Comparison of immersion determinations of .index of tefracbion and
dispersion with spectrometer value?

Method no Errer
X105

Error
X105

nc Error
X10«

Error

SAMPLE I

Spectrometer 1.51651 1.52211 1.51411 64,6
Immersion 1 1.51653

.......
1.52213 +2 1.51412 +1 64.6 0

Immersion 2 1-51653 +2 1.52209 -2 1.51413 +2 64.9 +0.3
Immersion 3 1,51650 -1 1.52210 -1 1.51410 -1 64.6 0

1.51651 0 1.5220S -3 1.51412 +1 64.9 + 3

1.51652 1 1.52210 2 1.51412 1 64.8 a2

SAMPLE n

Spectrometer I. 51748
1.51746
1,51747
1.51750
1.51746

1.52316
1.52318
1.52316
1.52317
1.52313

1.51507
1,51509
1,51510
1,51508
1.51508

64^0
64.0
64,2
64.0
64.3

Immersion 1

Immersion 2
Immersion 3

Average

-2
-1
+2
-2

+2
0

+1
-3

+2
+3
+1
+1

0
+0,2
0
+.3

L 51747 2 1.52316 2 1,51509 2 64.1 0.1

SAMPLE ru

1,57205
1.57202
1.57202
1.57206
1.57206

1.57906
1.57909
1.57904
1.57905
1,57906

1-56913
1, 5C914
1,56909
1, 56911
1.56911

57.6
57.5
57.5
57.6
57.5

Immersion 1

Immersion 2

Immersion 4

Average

-3
-3
+1
+1

+3
2

-1
0

+1
-4
-2
-2

-0,1
-.1
0
-.1

1.67204 2 1,67906 2 1.66911 2 67.6 0.1

518-743 O - 73 - 4
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Table 3. Comp'T'i^o^^ of immcrf,ion ddcnninalions of index of refraction and
dispersion with spcdroinclcr values—Contiiuiod

Potormination no
Krror
X10»

Terror

X10»
no ICrror

XIO'
r Error

SAMPLE lY

1. 57151
1.5/150
1.57151
1. 57154
1. 67151

1. 57850
1. 57849
1. 57853
1. 57847
1. 67846

1. 60S59
1 50858
1. 0G8G0
1. 56861
1.66858

57.7
67.7
67.0
58.0
57.8

-1
0

+3
0

-1
+3
-3
-4

-1
+1
+2
-1

0
-0.1
+.3
+.\

1. 57152 1 1. 67848 3 1. 66869 1 67.8 0.i

SAUPLK V

1. 60423
1. 60431
1. 60430
1. 60431
1. 60428

1. 61419
1.61416
1.61416
1. 61420
1.61419

1. 60027
1. 60025
1. 60024
1. 60023
1.60028

43.4
43.4
43.4
43.3
43.4

+3
+2
+3
0

-3
-3
+1
0

-r2
-3
-4
+1

0
0

-0.1
0

1. 60430 2 1.61418 2 1. 60025 3 43.4 0

SAMPLE VI

1. 60454
1. 60454
1. 60457
1. 60450
1. 60454

1. 61446
1. 01450
1. 61449
1. 61450
1. 61447

1. 60053
1. 600.16

1. 60054
1. 60053
1. 60067

43.4
43.4
43.3
43.3
4.3.6

0
+3
+2
0

' +4
+3
+4
+1

+3
+1
0

+4

0
-0.1
-.1
+.1

1. 60455 1 1. 61449 3 1. 60056 2 43.4 0.1

SAMPLE Va

1. 61S04
1. 61804
1. 61803
1. 6180L
1. 61806

1. 63018
1. 63020
1. 03019
1. 63019
1. 63017

1. 61320
1. 61322
1. 61323
1. 61324
1. 61325

36.4
36.4
36.4
36.6
36.6

0
-1
-3
+2

+2
+1
+1
-1

+2
+3
+4
+5

0
0

+0.1
+.1

1. 61804 2 1. 63019 1 1. 01324 3 36.6 0.1

SAMPLE Vm

1. 61731
1. 61734
1. 61720
1.61728
1. 61729

1. 62942
1. 62941
1. 62943
1 62937
1. 62940

1. 61249
1. 61250
1. 61252
1.61252
1. 61252

30.5
36.6
36.6
36.6
36.6

Immersion 2
+3
-2
-3
-2

-i
+1
-5
-2

+1
+3
+3
+3

0
0
+.1
+.1

1. 61730 3 1. 62940 2 1. 61252 3 36.6 .1

SAMPLE IX

1.62024
1. 62023
1. 62024
1. 62027
1. 62027

1. 63248
1. 63249
1. 63251
1. 63252
1. 63246

1.61536
1.61536
1. 61536
1. 61540
1.61539

36.2
36.2
36.2
36.2
36.3

Immersion 3
Immersion 4

-1
0

+3
+3

+1
+3
+4
-2

0
0

+4
+3

0
0
0

+0.1

1. 62025 2 1. 63250 3 1. 61538 2 36.2 0

SAMPLE X

1. 62023
1. 62022
1.62024
1. 62025
1. 62025

1. 63247
1. 63246
1. 63247
1. 63242
1. 63248

1.01536
1. 61539
1. 61535
1. 61537
1. 61536

36.2
36.3
36.2
36.4
36.2

-1
+1
+2
+2

-1
0

-5
+1

+3
-1
+1
0

+0.1
0
+.2
0

1. 62024 2 1. 63246 2 1.61637 2 36.3 +0.1
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Table 3.

—

Comparison of imtncrsion ddcrminalions oj index of refraction and
dispersion with spectrometer values—Continued

Method Error
X105

Error
XIOS nc

Error
XlOi M Error

SAMPLE XI

1.6491S
1. 64918
1.64917
1.64915
1. 64917

1. 00296
1.00300
1.00296
1. 06290
1. 06293

1. 04373
1. 04375
1.04.370.

1.04371
1. 64373

.33.8

33.7
33.7
.33.7

33.8

0
-1
-3
-1

+4
0

0
-3

+2
-3
-2
0

-0.1
-.1
-.1
0

1.64917 1 1.60296 2 1.64372 2 33.7 0.1

SAMPLE XII

1. 64845
1.64845
1. 64847
1.64842
1. 64845

1. 00220
1. 00215
1. 00217
1.60218
1. 66218

1.04301
1.04301

1. 04209
1.04296
1.64300

33.8
3.3.9

33.8
3.3.7

33.9

0
+2
-3
0

-5
-3
-2
-2

0
—
-5
+5

+0.

1

0
-.1
H-.l

1. 04845 1 1. 00217 3 1.04300 3 33.8 0.1

values as compared with the spectrometer values. An examination
of these errors shows that the maximum error, or degree of accuracy,

for any single measurement is ±5X10"*, but the average error for the

144 measurements is only ±1.9X10~*. The reproducibility, or pre-

cision, of these measurements, expressed as the average of the devia-

tions from the mean value of each set of four immersion measurements,
is ±1.5X10"^
A sumniary of the average accuracy and precision of all the determi-

nations is given in table 4.

Table 4,

—

Summary of accuracy and precii>ion of determinations listed in table S

Average error
Average devia-
tion from mean

values

1.0X10-'
2. 1X10-'
2. 1X10-5
1.9X10-5

1.4X10-5
1.6X10-5
1.6X10-5
1.5X10-S

nr

All values 1

The accuracy attained in these measurements is almost as high
as the precision attainable on a refractometer. This indicates that
the errors introduced in determining the match between the indices

of the glass and liquid are for the most part negligible. According to

Tilton,® it would be very difficult to obtain results of this accuracy
without the strict use of a comparison or substitution method. The
success attained may be largely attributed to the fact that in measur-
ing a known standaid, on the refractometer both before and after

each group of four immersion measurements, a comparison method
was used that approximates a substitution method. Other factors
which should be mentioned are (1) temperature differences between
the refractometer and immersion tank were rarely greater than 0.1°,

and these temperature effects were considered in obtaining the final

9 L. W. TUton, J. Research NBS M, 311-328 (1943) RPI535.
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vnli:os, and (2) the roconinicndod tests to eliminate shieldin<^ of rays,

setiini^ on false edges, etc. (see footnote 9) were frequently made.
Although the errors introduced in matching are, in general, negli-

gible, the experience of the operator plays a part in these determinations.

This is due to sm-face effects that interfere with the determination
of a match. The ideal condition is one which produces a uni-

formly illuminated field against which the sample is invisible. This
exists very rarely in actual practice. Usually, under conditions of

match, the main body of the sample will blend with the field, but the
edges of the sample will bo outlined by very thin brilliant lines. In
these cases, a match is determined by rotating the sample through
180°. There should bo no change in the thickness or brilliance of

these lines when this is done. Thus any confusion due to surface

effects may be avoided. The experience of the operator will also

determine the speed with which measurements are made. An expe-
rienced person can measure about six samples in an 8-hour day. Thus
it is possible to secure complete information on the index of refraction

and V value for a particular melt within 1}^ hours after a pot of glas.s is

opened.

VI. SUMMARY
An improved apparatus for determining indices of refraction and

dispersion of glass by immersion is described. The results of 144
measurements indicate that the index of refraction may be determined
with an average error of ± 1 .9X 10~* and a maximum error of ± 5X 10"^

Dispersion as represented by v values may be calculated from these

measurements with an average error of 0.1 and a maximum error of

0.8. This apparatus may, therefore, be used both for routine produc-
tion control work and for the determination of the optical constants
of finished optical components, especially of flint glasses. It may also

be applied profitably to research in the determination of the effect of

composition on the optical properties of glass, especially where the
glasses studied may be unstable. The full possibilities of the matching
instrument have not been determined. More accurate refractometers
and temperature controls are necessary for this purpose.

Washingtom, October 1, 1943.
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Refractive Index of Potassium Bromide for Infrared Radiant Energy*t

Robert E. Stephens, Earle K. Plyler, William S. Rodney, and Robert J. Spindlf.r

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

(Received October 23, 1952)

The index of refraction of potassium bromide at 22°C has been measured for the infrared region from 1

micron to 25 microns by means of two methods on two different instruments. The two resulting sets of

indexes agree to within the probalile error of either one except at the two longest wavelengths. A five constant

expression has been found that represents the index as a function of wavelength over the region from 0.4047

microns to 25 microns. Indexes were measured at several of the wavelengths at temperatures higher and lower

than 22°C and thermal coefficients of index were computed.

ALTHOUGH potassium bromide has long been one

of the important materials for prisms for use in

infrared spectroscopy, particularly in the range of wave-

lengths from 15 to 25 microns, the discrepancies among
published values of the index of refraction have pre-

vented its service as a standard material for precise use

in calibrations. The inconsistency may perhaps be a

consequence of different methods being used in different

laboratories and the fact that, no one investigator

covered the total range of wavelengths. In order to

provide such consistent data, a large prism of this

material was made available to the authors by the

Perkin-Elmer Corporation.

The index of refraction and the thermal coefficients

of index of this prism, for a number of wavelengths in

the visible region of the spectrum have been reported

by Rodney and Spindler.^ This paper reports inde.xes of

refraction principally for the infrared region from 1

micron to 25 microns.

At the time the index determination became neces-

sary the only instrument avaQable that was considered

sufficiently accurate was a Perkin-Elmer infrared spec-

trometer. This instrument is of the Littrow type in

which the prism remains fixed and the Littrow mirror is

rotated by means of a screw. The use of this instrument

for measuring index has been described in connection

with measurements of index of thallium bromide-

iodide- and silver chloride.' Data were obtained with

this spectrometer at only one temperature, 22°C. The
resulting indexes are shown in Table I, column five,

designated "Known incidence."

Meanwhile, a new Gaertner precision spectrometer

was acquired by the National Bureau of Standards.

With this spectrometer were a pair of concave mirrors

and associated parts with which the collimator and
telescope could be replaced, making the spectrometer

_* The work described was carried out in part under the sponsor-
ship of the U. S. Air Force and U. S. Army Signal Corjis.

f The results of this work were presented by Robert E. Stephens
at the New York meeting of the Optical Society of America,
March 21, 1952.

' VV. S. Rodnev, Masters dissertation, Catholic University of

America, Washington, D. C. (1951). .Vlso VV. S. Rodnev and R. J.
Spindler, J. Research Natl. Bur. Standards 49, 253 (1952).

' Tilton, Plyler, and Stephens, J. Research Natl. Bur. Standards,
R. P. 2008, 43, 81 (1949)."

•Tilton, Plyler, and Stephens, J. Opt. See. Am. 40, 540 (1950).

usable in the infrared. Mountings were constructed so

that either of two physical detectors could be attached

to the movable arm and receive the flux from the exit

slit. A photograph of this instrument and associated

apparatus is shown in Fig. L
The physical detectors used were a lead sulfide

photoconducting cell for the range from the visible

region to a wavelength of approximately 2.4 microns

(it is also sensitive in the visible region and the near

ultraviolet) and a Golay pneumatic detector, which is

usable to a wavelength of about 40 microns.

The scale for measuring angles on this Gaertner

spectrometer is a highly precise circle on a disk of

stainless steel, which was ground and polished optically

flat and ruled at the National Bureau of Standards.

It is believed that this circle, when used with opposite

reading microscopes can be used to measure angles with

errors no larger than 1 second.

This spectrometer is equipped with a gear system,

which may be engaged at will, that rotates the table

through half the angle through which the collector arm
is turned. This makes it possible to turn the spectrom-

eter to any spectrum line while maintaining the prism

in the position of minimum deviation once this condition

has been established for any one wavelength. A visible

spectrum line is used in establishing this condition.

The ability of this spectrometer to measure the angle

of minimum deviation for an invisible spectrum line

is not quite as good as it is for visible lines where the

two positions of minimum deviation can be realized

and the angle between them (twice the deviation)

measured; also the precision with a physical detector is

not equal to that with the eye. With the mirrors for

coUimating and collecting, the collecting arm can be

used only on one side of zero deviation and even there

the position of zero deviation cannot be reached. We
can measure only the difference in the angles of mini-

mum deviation for two spectrum lines, then if the angle

for one of them is known that for the other may be

obtained by addition.

In this investigation the angles of minimum deviation

for several lines in the visible spectrum were measured

on a Watts spectrometer. These lines were then observed

on the Gaertner spectrometer and the scale reading

corresponding to zero deviation was computed for all



Table I. Index of refraction of potassium bromide.

Observed index Observed mi: Its computed

Wavelength Index computed Minimum Known Minimum Known
(microns) Source by Eq. (1) deviation incidence dcvirxtion incidence

He 1.589752 1.589753 — 0.1X10"'
0 4'?SS3S Bs 1.581479 1.581475 — 0.4

1.571791 1.571789 — 0.3

0.508582 Cd 1.568475 1.568479 -0.4
0.546074 Hg 1.563928 1.563930 +0.2
0 S87562 He 1.559965 1.559966 +0 1

0 643847 Cd 1.555858 1.555853 — 0.5

0 706520 He 1.552447 1.552447 0.0

1.01398 He 1.54408 1.54410 1.54408 -1-2 0X10"'
1 12866 He 1.54258 1.54265 1.54264 -1-7 -1-6

1.36728 Hg 1.54061 1.54063 1.54060 -f-2 — 1

1.7012 He 1.53901 1.53904 1.53905 -1-4

2.44 1 ,2,4-trichlorobcnzene 1.53733 1.53738
t *^

2!73 methanol 1.53693 1.53695 -f 2

3.419 polyst^Tcne 1.53612 1.53614 1.53616 -t-2

4.258 CO2 1.53523 1.53523 0
6.238 polystyrene 1.53288 1.53286 1.53284 — 2 —4
6.692 polystyrene 1.53225 1.53220 1.53219 — 5 — 6
8.662 polystyrene 1.52903 1.52903 1.52901 0 — 2

9.724 polystyrene 1.52695 1.52689 1.52689 — 6 — 6
11.035 polystyrene 1.52404 1.52401 1.52403 — 3 _

I

11.862 niethyl-cyclohexane 1.52200 1.52199 — 1

14.29 polystyrene 1.51505 1.51495 -10
14.98 CO2 1.51280 1.51282 1.51286 -1-2 -f-6

17.40 1,2,4-trichIorobenzene 1.50390 1.50378 1.50400 -12 + 10

18.16 1 ,2,4-trichIorobenzene 1.50076 1.50066 1.50070 - 10 —6
19.01 water vapor 1.49705 1.49701 1.49704 -4 — 1

19.91 water vapor 1.49288 1.49280 1.49293 -8 +5
21.18 water vapor 1.48655 1.48664 +9
21.83 water vapor 1.48311 1.58305 1.48307 -6 -4
23.86 water vapor 1.47140 1.47123 1.47138 -17 -2
25.14 water vapor 1.46324 1.46303 1.46322 -21 -2

of tliese lines. These values were averaged for greater

accuracy and the deviations for the invisible lines were

computed from this reference. It is estimated that the

total error in the measured value of the angle of mini-

mum deviation does not exceed two seconds. The
corresponding error in index would be less than 7X 10""^.

The prism angle was also measured visually on the

Watts spectrometer to within ± one-half second. The
total resulting error in index should be less than 1X 10~*.

For those indexes corresponding to the sharp emission

lines of the mercury spectrum whose wavelengths are

accurately known, the corresponding indexes should be

accurate to ±1X10"^ as indicated above. However,

because of the broadness of some of the absorption

bands used to identify the longer wavelengths, there is

considerable difficulty in locating the peaks; conse-

quently, the wavelength to which the measured index

corresponds may be in error to some extent. The infrared

wavelengths tabulated are mostly from the list pub-

lished by riyler and Peters.'' A few additional values

are included and several have been adjusted because

the continuous background varied with wavelength.

The wavelength 2.44 microns is an estimate of the center

of an absorption band that is unresolved into its com-

ponents because of the low dispersion of potassium

Earle K. Plyler snd C. Wilbur Peters, J. Research Natl. Bur.

Standards 45, 462 (1950).

bromide in this neighborhood. The same is true of the

wavelength 2.73 microns which is produced by meth-

anol dissolved in carbon tetrachloride.

The movable arm of the spectrometer could be moved
at approximately constant angular speed by a syn-

chronous motor. The response of the detector could be

recorded by a Speedomax recorder in which the record

paper was also propelled by a synchronous motor. Thus,

a chart showing detector response as a function of

spectrometer position could be made. A second pen on

the recorder, actuated by a relay, permits marks to be

made on the chart at points corresponding to known

positions of the spectrometer. By^the use of these charts,

T
—'—

Fig. 1. Gaertner i^recision spectroineter and associated

equipment for infrared measurements.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of National Bureau of Standards values of

index of potassium bromide with those of other observers.

absorption bands and emission lines may be identified

and the approximate corresponding positions of the

spectrometer located.

The scale-reading corresponding to an emission line

or an absorption band was determined accurately by
making spectrometer settings by hand for maximum or

minimum response. This was done repeatedly and the

results averaged for greater accuracy.

Dispersion formulas of several forms were fitted to

the indexes obtained with the Perkin-Elmer spectrom-

eter in the infrared region together with indexes at

eight wavelengths in the visible region from the work of

Rodney and Spindler. The following equation, whose

constants were evaluated by least squares, was found

to fit the d^ta satisfactorily:

«2= 2.361323-0.0031 1497X2-0.000,000,058613X^

0.007676 0.0156569
+ +

. (1)

X2- 0.0324

Aftef the infrared measurements with the Gaertner

spectrometer were completed, it was found that the

formula also fitted those indexes almost as well except

at the two longest wavelengths.

Some measurements were also made at temperatures

of 13.5°C and 31.0°C and temperature coefiicients of

index were computed. These data are not sufficiently

precise to determine dependence on wavelength but

averaged about 4.0X10~^ per centigrade degree. This

compares with an average of 3.9X10"' per degree as

found by one of the authors^ for the visible region.

These values are lower than the value, 4.4X10"^ re-

ported by Forrest' and higher than the value of 3.6X
10~* found by Korth,* both for 5461 angstroms. The
temperature coefficients given by Harting'^ range both

higher and lower than any of the values here mentioned.

For comparison the indexes reported by Korth,*

Harting,^ Gundelach,* and Gyulai' have been adjusted

to 22°C and the differences from the values of Eq. (I)

are shown graphically in Fig. 2, together with the

observed minus computed values of the present work.

»
J. \V. Forrest, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 32, 382 (1942).

« K. Korth, Z. Phvsik 84, 677 (1933).

'H. Harting, Z. Instrumentenk. 63, 125 (1943).
» E. Gundelach, Z. Physik 66, 775 (1930).

9Z. Gyulai, Z. Physik 46, 80 (1927).
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Relative Stress-Optical Coefficients of Some National Bureau of Standards

Optical Glasses

'

Roy M. Waxier and Albert Napolitano

The relative .<lre>>-optieal eoetlieients of 27 optical ;;his>es iiiade at the National Hureau
of Standards have been determined. The i;la>ses were loarled in conipres.sion, anrl the
amount of birefrinfienee \va.< measured with a ])olarimeter. usiii^ a (piarter-wave plate eoni-
pensator. The stress-optical e()etHcient> determined for the crown glasses rauiied Ijetween
-r2.9o and -f 1.82 brewsters. For the flint udasses, a regular variation of the stress-optical
coefficient with weight ]jercent of lead oxide was found wiih values ranging front -r3.18 to
— Lit) brewstor.s.

1. Introduction

Tlie double rofractioii produced in isotropic solids

by the application of stress was discovered bv
Brewster [1] - who. incidentally, used glass for the
greater part of his e-\perinieitts. From Brewster's
early work, the tiieory of photoelasticity has been
developed [2] and is the basis of a recognized method
of stress analysis for isotropic transparent solids.

For a given material, the rehationship between the
optical-path difl'erence and the applied stress is

r=Ctd. (1)

C is called the relative stress-optical coefficient and
is characteristic of the type of glass imder investiga-
tion. The above equation holds true for both com-
pression and tension [3], and it is presumed to be
valid up to the breaking stress of glass [4]. When r,

the retardation, is expressed in angstroms; t, the
stress, in bars; and d, the thickness, in millimeters,
the residting coefficient, ( '. is measured in brewsters.
The effect of the chemical composition of glass on

the pholoelastic effect was. first investigated by
Pockels [5], who came to the conclusion that an in-

crease of lead o.xide, or decrease of boric oxide,
always lowers the relative stress-optical coefficient.

In compression most glasses act as uniaxial negative
cr^'stals, but Pockels succeeded in observing a re-

versal of this effect for very heavy lead silicate

glasses. The eft'ect of the composition was more
accurately studied by Filo<^ [0] and Adams and
Williamson [7], who reached the same general con-
clusions.

In more recent work, Vedam [8] measured tiie

elastic and photoelastic properties of 18 optical
glasses, and Schaefer and Xassenstein [9] made a
very extensive study of these properties for 154
optical glasses produced by Schott Co. Unfor-
tunately, the compositions of the glasses measured
by Vedam are given only to a rough approximation,
and these data are not mentioned in the paper of
Schaefer and Xassenstein.

' 'I'liis work was sponsoifd by tlio .\ir Ri^scuroli and novflopmcnt CoiiiriiatiU.
li. S. .\ir Korco uiulcr Contnict Xo. Is (i)00)-i:i9.

- I-'isnirus ill brackets indicate ttie literature ivfereiicos ;it t.ho end of tliis pa|Kr.

As the relative stress-optical coefficient relates the-
stress exerted upon a glass to the o])tical-path differ-

ence produced, a knowledge of this coefficient per-
mits one to carry out a stress analysis of a glass speci-

men on the basis of the optical evidence of the exist-

ing strain. Furthermore, Lillie and Ritlarid [10] have
shown that a knowledge of this coefficient for optical
glasses is needed in order to develop fine annealing
schedules that will keep the amount of birefringence
within prescribed limits. In the course of developing
annealing schedtdes for large optical elements, it was
felt desirable to evaluate these coefficients for several

glasses made at the Bureau. Because these are simi-

lar to commercial types of optical glasses, the results

are offered for their potential interest to glass tech-

nologists.

2. Optical System

In most investigations of the relative stress-optical

coefficient, the stressed specimen is placed in a 45-deg
position between crossed nicols. A Babinet com-
pensator, also placed between the crossed nicols and
at the same angle as the specimen, is used to measure
the optical-path difference. However, the use of a

qtiarter-wave plate as a compensator affords greater

accuracy, and was used in this investigation [111.

With this arrangement, the polarizer is set at a 4o-deg
position with respect to the principal directions of the

stressed specimen, and the elliptically polarized light

emerging from the glass is restored to a linear polari-

zation by a properly oriented (juarter-wave j)late.

The quarter-wave plate and stressed glass in com-
bination then have the same effect as an optically

activ^e material that rotates the j)lane of ])olarizati()n

of the incident light. The angular difference in the

extinction positions of the analyzer may be noted if

the analyzing nicol is mounted in a graduated circular

scale. Tiie amount of rotation is eqinil to one-half

the phase angle, and may be used to measure the

optical-path difference in the birefringent glass.

The optical arrangement and loading device used

in this investigation are shown in figure 1. Tlie light

source consisted of a laboratoiy^ sodium arc lamp.
The light was collimated and filtered tlu-otigh a glass

cell 15 mm in length tlnit containetl a G-percent solu-
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Figure 1. Optical system and loading device for determining
the stress-optical coefficient of glasses.

tion of potassium dichromate. The wavelength was
then taken as the mean of the two sodium D Hnes,

or 5893 A.
The polarizer, quarter-wave plate, and analyzer

were each mounted in a brass tube 3% in. long and 1%
in. in diameter. Nicol prisms were used for polarizer

and analyzer, and the quarter-wave plate was a

Babinet compensator adjusted to give the proper
retardation.

The circles for measuring the amount of rotation
were 8K in. in diameter and graduated to 0.5 cleg, with
a vernier permitting readings to be made to 0.1 deg.

A small telescope was mounted in the tube that held

the analyzing nicol and was focused upon a }i-'m.-

fliameter hole, which formed a stop for the light beam
as it emerged from the polarizer.

3. Preparation of Samples

The optical glasses tested are shown in table 1,

together with their chemical compositions as com-
puted from the raw materials in the batch. Column
4 of table 1 identifies the glass according to optical

type, refractive index, and Abbe valve [12].

These glasses were made in clay pots holding from
1,000 to 2,000 lb of glass, depending on the type of

glass. A 5-lb piece of high quality glass, ^ which was
representative of the type of glass under investiga-

tion, was selected from each melt. A test specimen
was cut from each piece of glass and annealed. Dur-
ing heat treatment, each specimen was enclosed in a

metal box in order to eliminate temperature gra-

dients. The specimen was supported on small bits

of refractory material so that it was not in contact
with any part of the metal. The glasses were heated
to a temperature about 20 deg C below the deforma-
tion point [13], held at this temperature for several

hours, and then cooled at a rate of 1 deg C/hr
through the transformation region. Once through
the transformation region, the glass was rapidly
cooled to room temperature.
Each specimen of glass was annealed and then

carefully ground to the shape of a rectangular block,

the approximate dimensions being 3 cm by 3 cm by
10 cm. Two opposite faces 3 cm by 10 cm were

' High-quality glass—seed free, striae free, having a nominal index of refraction,

and a nominal dispersion.

Table 1. Relative stress-optical coefficient and compositions {computed from batch) of NBS optical glasses

Specimen

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7..

8 .

9
10.

n
12

13

14

15.

16
17

18

19

20

21

22
23

24

25

26
27,

C, brewster
10-13 cm'

dyne

2. 93
2. 97
3. 18

2,98
2. 77

2.89
2. t;5

2. 45
2. 18

1.77

1.33
-1. 16

2. 73
2.56
2. 65.

1.85
1.83
2. 03

1.82

2.95
2. 35
2. 84
2. 78

2. 76

2.66

2. 75
2.81

Stand-
ard
error
of C

0.027
.029
.029
.016
.014

.031

.015

.026

.020

.010

.013

.039

.026

.025

.019

.012

.013

.013

.018

.022

.026

.037

.016

.016

.016

.021

.019

Glass type

CF 529/516.
F 5725/425..
F 5795/410..
F 605/380 ..

F 617/366...

F 620/362
F 649/338
F 666/324
F 689/309
F 720/293

F 754/277
F 920/211 ....

BaC 541/599 .

.

BaC 5725/574.
BaC 574/577..

BaC 6109/572
BaC 611/588..
BaC 617/550..

BaC 620/600..

BaF 684/460..
BaF 588/534..
BaF 605/436 .

LC 512/605...

LC 523/686...

LC 528/580..

BSC 511/635.
BSC 517/645.

Melt

8217
7841
7073

8853

8622
8865
7686
8652
8968

8001
A2059
8700
8702
8573

8462
8621

7903

7631

8610
8691

8695

7617

8713
8843

Component oxides (weight %)

Si02 PbO BaO E2O3 Na20 K2O ZnO .\s2O3 Sb203

65.4
55,

1

53.

1

47.6
45.6

45.6
41.2
39.3
37.0
34. 1

31.2
20.0
58.8
45.2
47.4

38.2
38.3
37.3

37.8

49.8
45.8
45.7
71.9

70.2

68.3

68.8
66.3

10.0
31.7
35. 5

40.9
43.2

45.5
51. 1

54.4
58.

1

62.4

66.2
79.6

0.2
.2
1.4

18.8
5.6

23.3

0.5

0.2
1.0
0.6

19.9
28.7
30.0

42.9
42.6
44.8

44.2

13.4
28.0
14.3

10.7
4.4

11.3

4.4

'5;0

1.5

1.5

8.5
12.5

13.2
5.0
0.4
2.2
4.6

2.7
0.7

2.8
1.8
0.9

.2

1.5
2.3

14.7

14.0

14.0

7.8
7.5

6. 1

5.7
6.5
6.0
4.6
3.2

0.4

8.2
6.0
8.2
5.0

2.5

2. 5

14.7
12.8

3.6

4. 1

7.5
7. 5

4.2

5.6

0.2
.3

.3

. 5

1.8

0.5

1.2

1.2

1.2

Other o.xides

AI2O3
AI2O3

3.0.

1.5.

AI2O34.9, CaO 2.3

Ca0 4.5, AI2O33.I.
AI2O34.9... .

fCaO 3.6, BeO 2.3,

I Zr02 0.3.

CaO 2.2..

CaO 9.4,

SO3O.5.
CI 0.7,

fCaO 11.3, CI 0.;

I SO3 0.5.
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polished, in order to transmit the Hght beam. At-
tention is called to the fact that the length of the

specimen was made three times its width to avoid

end effects [14].

After annealing, grinding, and polishing, the

residual strain was measured. An optical path dif-

ference of no more than 2 or 3 m^u/cm was observed.

This nominal residual strain was presumed to remain
constant during the tests. A zero correction was
unnecessary as the relative stress-optical coefficient

is determined from differences in applied load.

4. Method of Loading

The load was applied by means of a vertical shaft

which supported a horizontal yoke, and suspended
loading platform, as shown in figure 2. The shaft

and the two vertical guides were machine polished

to insure a smooth and close fit, thus allowing only
vertical motion to the shaft. A %-in.-diameter steel

ball was seated in the center of a metal disk at both
ends of the glass specimen. Seats were also made
on the end of the shaft and the bottom steel support
to accommodate the ball. When this assembly was
inserted under the shaft, the axis of the shaft and
glass coincided. By taping the glass near both ends,

the specimen was centrally located within each disk.

A light film of oil was placed at the glass and metal
interface. This method has been described in a

YOKE, T WDE THICK

2 GUIDES, WITH

BRASS INSERTS

WINDOW (CUT INTO
CYLINDER)

STEEL BALLS

METAL CAPS

GLASS SPECIMEN

STEEL SUPPORT

SUSPENSION LOADING
PLATFORM 3«" t 15"

FiGi'RE 2. Loadi/u/ apparalua.

previous paper [15], and it has proved quite satis-

factory in producing a uniform stress."*

By means of leveling screws and a bubble level, the
steel cylinder was adjusted into a vertical position,
making it possible to rest the glass on a horizontal
surface. The glass, being then in vertical position,

could be placed in alinement with the direction of
force created by the load. This line of force es-

tablished the directions of the planes of polarization
of light transmitted by the glass.

To apply the stress, 50-lb weights were supplied
by the Mass and Scale Section of the Bureau. Upon
calibrating these weights, it was found that they were
accurate to within 0.007 lb, which was felt to be more
than satisfactory because it was desired to determine
the values of the stress-optical coefficients only to
three significant figures.

5. Procedure

Each part of the optical train was adjusted so as

to be perpendicular to the light path. This was
accomplished by noting the reflection of light from
each surface and making certain that the reflected

beam of light coincided with the incident beam.
It was necessary also to have some base point on

the graduated circle of the analyzer in order to

orient the polarizer and quarter-wave plate in 45-

deg positions relative to the optic axes of the stressed

glass. For this reason each specimen was loaded to

300 lb, and one of the optic axes was found by
alternately rotating the polarizer and analyzer until

a position of minimum intensity was reached. Ex-
tinction positions noted on the analyzer and polarizer

could be reproduced to within ±0.1 deg of arc.

Both axes were found in this manner, and a point

midway between the two, as noted on the analyzer,

was used as a base point for subsequent settings of

the polarizer and quarter-wave plate. These ele-

ments then could be set to within ±0.1 deg. This
method was felt to be satisfactory, considering the

magnitude of errors that might possibly be intro-

duced by missettings [11].

The birefringence produced in stressed glass may
be used to ascertain the uniformity of stress distri-

bution, as well as its magnitude. Before making
any measurements, several of the specimens were
loaded and examined in a broad beam of white

light between sheets of Polaroid in a crossed position.

"With the aid of a sensitive red-tint plate it could be

seen that the whole central portion of the specimen
had a uniform color.

In making measurements, the glass was weighted
with a tare consisting of the steel shaft, yoke, and
loading platform, and the extinction position of the

analyzer was noted. Then a 50-lb weight was added
to the loading platform, and another extinction

position noted. This process was repeated with

50-lb weight increments until the maximum load

was 300 lb. Waiting about 5 min before readings,

' With this method of loading, the vertical thrust passes exactly centrally

thioueh the block, and it is a well-known principle in mechanics that at a suf-

ficient distance from the point of application of a load, the stress system depends
only on the statical resultant of the load.
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llic iin'!isiii<'iiu-iits were iiuulc in Ji (Ijirkciicd room
tliiit llic eve mijrlil '>»' more sensitive lo tJic iii-

I ciisit V of iIk' li<rl>l l)eiiin viewed tiuoiidi tJie aiuil w.er.

Tlie room was ke|)t at a temperature of a[)|)ro\-

iinalelv 20° V.

It was noted tlial a s|)ecimen would exliihit llie

same extinction position before and after the applica-

lion of tlie ."JOD-ll) loud. Tliis was clieeked with

>eveial <rlasses, and no difl'erence conld he detected

o.itside tlic en'or of tlie iiislruinent.

In invi>sti<jatiiig: a particular specimen, 10 measure-

ments wore made for each extinction position, making
a total of 70 measurements.

6. Results and Discussion

Tlie results of this investigation are given in

(able 1, which lists the values of the relative stress-

optical coefHcient and their standard errors. The
values were determined from the measurements in

(he following manner.
If Aw is the load increment in pounds, d the tliick-

ness of the specimen in inches, and b the width of

(lie specimen in inches, we obtain

1.7o2C{Aw)d

bd
(2)

where r is the retardation in angstroms, and C is

the stress-optical coefficient in brcwstors. The
number, 1.752, is a conversion factor for the units

employed.
As discussed in section 2, the retardation can also

l)e expressed in teims of the angle through wliich the

plane of polarization is rotated. The equation reads

360.0
' (3)

wliere 2Ay is twice the rotation of the analyzer in

degrees of arc and X is the wavelength of the light

in angstroms
The angular rotation of the plane-polarized light

is a linear function of the applied load. The incre-

ment in angular rotation can be represented by the

relation

Ay=B'{Aw) (4)

from e(i (2) and (3), wliVre B is the slope of the

straight line. It is appropriate to consider inci'c-

ments rather than accumulated total rotations,

l)(>cause, for each glass, the measurements correspond-
ing to tlie various loads were all made on the same
>|)ecimen, and consequently a cumulative cfTect may
l)e expected in the errors of tlie accumulated rotation

values. Erroi-s in the optical measurements, on the
othei- hand, are effectively reduced through the coin-

|)ciisaling effect of averaging 10 duplicate measure-
uicnls at each load. A (ietailed statistical analysis
--liows tii:il this reduced error in the optical measure-
ment is negligible, in comparison with the expei'i-

mental errors due to the method of ajjplying the

load. I'luler these conditions, the cori-ect least-

sfjuares estimate of slo])e /> is obtained by av(M'agii\g

the five values of Aij, corresponding to tlie live con-
secutive .")()-lb increuKMits. From these live values
it is also ])ossible to calculate the precision of tiie

evaluated slope. Each slojx' estimate was convei ted

into a (' value, expressed in brewsters, and the

standard error of (' was derived from that of the

corresponding sloj)e. Table 1 lists the C values and
their standard e.rors. A measure of uncertainty

(95% confidence interval) can be obtained for these

values by considering the interval C ±(2.8 times
standard error).

As shown in table 1 most of the glasses studied in

this investigation have values of stress-optical

coefficient that are fairly close together, ranging
from 2 to 3 brewsters. Two glasses in table 1,

Xos. 16 and 17, vary only slightly in composition,
and may be seen to have almost the same value of

stress-optical coefficient, 1.85 and 1.82 brewsters,

respectively.

Because optical glasses are in general made up of so

many different chemical components, it is difficult

to correlate changes in physical propei'ties with a
particular constituent. As the series of flint glasses

consists principally of silica and lead oxide, it is

interesting to note that, when the values of the
stress-optical coefficient are plotted against per-

centage of lead oxide, a regular variation is indicated.

This confirms the observations of other investigators,

notably Pockels^ [5] and Filon [6], whose results are

shown in figure 3, together with the values obtained
in this investigation. Furthermore, flint glass

F920/211 is seen to depart from the general rule that

glass in compression acts as a unia.xial negative
crvstal.

* Poeki'ls determined the absolute chanL'es in the refractive index of a stre.s.'ied

glas.<; for light polarized, parallel, and perix'ndiculai' to the direction of force, and
expressed his results by the eot'llieients /)''; and itiv. With knowiedue of these
values, the relative stress-optical coetllcient, C. may be calculated for purposes
of comparison. This was done by filon. and his results are shown in fiaure i.

.\danis and WiUianison also calcu'latea C for Pockcls' glasses and found that the
results showed good agreement with their own determinations.
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Pockels [5] and Filon [6] also concluded that

lowering the amount of B2O3 in a series of glasses

decreased the relative stress-optical coefficient. It

was impossible to verify this from the results of the

present investigation because the glasses studied

here were multicomponent and contained com-
paratively little boric oxide, the amount being, at

most, only 12.5 percent.

The authors are deeply appreciative of the statis-

tical analysis of the data by John Mandel and
Mary N. Steel. They are also grateful to Joseph
M. Nivert, Jr., for preparation of the glass specimens
for this work.
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A DESIGNER of optical systems must know the refractive

index of the materials he may be required to use. The range

of sensitivity of modern photographic emulsions and other image-

recording devices as well as the requirements of modern technology

demands that this knowledge extend over a wide wavelength range,

often far beyond the visible. On the other hand, the index of re-

fraction is usually measured only at discrete points for which
strong cahbrated line sources either in absorption or emission are

available. To bridge the gap between what is available and what is

required is clearly a problem of interpolation.

It was decided to apply a two-termed Sellmeier formula' to the

fitting of experimental data

:

where 'N=rfi—\. Clearing this expression of fractions one obtains

A0^^-aiVX2+/3iV-7X^-f5X2= 0, (2)

where

/3=Xi2X2='

7 = ^1+^2
5=^1X22+^2X12. (3)

This is now a linear expression in a, 0, 7, and S. Using least-

squares techniques, these four quantities can be determined and,

from the auxiliary equations (3), Xi, X2, Ai, and A2 can be found.

The uniqueness of the determination of Xi, X2, Ai, and A2 from

Eq. (3) is easy to verify. From the first two of these, Xi^ and
are the two solutions of the quadratic

aM+/3= 0.

The remaining two equations of (3) are a simultaneous pair in

Ai and A2 which in general possess a unique solution.

The occurrence of imaginary values of Xi and X2 is an em-
barrassing possibility. However, it is sufficient to say that in the

dozen or so applications of this program, imaginaries appeared

only when the data contained gross errors of a clerical nature or

when too few data were used. Needless to say, the difficulties

disappeared when the data were corrected.

A least-squares solution to Eq. (2) is not necessarily a best fit

to the Sellmeier equation (1) in the sense of least squares. This

may be seen from the fact that (2) is obtained by multiplying Eq.

(1) by (X^— Xi^) (X^— X22), which is not a constant. Thus, when
Eq. (2) is used, measurements at various values of X are in

effect weighted unequally by this nonconstant multiplier. How-
ever, dividing Eq. (2) by X^ would change the multiplier to

[1 — (XiVX2)](X2— X22). This latter multiplier was found in practice

to be more nearly a constant function of X than the former. Thus,

a better approximate solution to Eq. (1) is obtained by fitting

not Eq. (2) but

Table I. Parameters after successive iterations.

Run 1

Initial solution Iteration 1 Iteration 2

Run 2

Iteration 3 Iteration 4

.41 1.149463 1.149675 1.149650 1.149675 1.149675
A2 2.392486 3.030655 3.031170 3.238736 3.253283

Xi 0.0862619 m 0.0861695 m 0.0861695 m 0.0861692 m 0.0861693 m
X2 37.1848 m 41.5683 m 41.5683 m 42.9010 m 42.9929 M

0.110468 0.071797 0.071330 0.069328 0.069315
XlO-s XlO-5 xio-5 xio-5 xio-s

(4)

Use of the above equation has been found to be a practical

expedient toward fitting Eq. (1) for a wide variety of materials.

The solutions obtained in each case have been sufficiently accurate

to provide an adequate starting point for the linear improvement

process described below.

To obtain a more exact fit of the Sellmeier equation, the values

of the parameters of the least-squares solution to (4) were used

as a set of initial values in a least-squares linear improvement

routine. Let Ai, A^, ai = Xi^, 02 = ^2^ represent these initial values,

and let

Let 7V,„ = («„,2— 1) denote the measured values which are to be

fitted in the sense of least squares by proper choice of the four

parameters on the right side of Eq. (5). That is, values of AAi,

AA2, Aai, and Aai are sought so that (iVo+AiVo) will give a better

fit to Nm- At this point, we must assume that the initial solution

(5) is sufficiently close to the final solution to allow ANo to be

replaced by a linear function of AAi, AA^, Aoi, and Aa2 for the

purposes of an iterative improvement process. Setting

^5^iX ^"^^^^dA^fo ^^^~^^dai)o ^'^'"'"(302)0 Aff2 (6)

in the desired equality {No+ANo) = Nm, and algebraically deriving

the partial derivatives of No from (1) leads to

(^)aa.+(-^)aa.+(-4^U.

Nm-No, (7)

from which values of the four unknowns A^i, A^2, Aai, Aa2 may
be found by least squares. These increments are then applied to

the values of the parameter? foynd from (4) and the process may
then be repeated,
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Measurements of the refractive index of a substance at 46

wavelengths (Table II) were fitted to a two-term Sellmeier

equation using this process. Because these measurements are only

preUminary results, the substance will not be identified. More
importantly, these data are not intended to provide information

about a specified substance but are used solely to furnish a

numerical example.

Two runs were made using an IBM 704 computer. In the first,

solutions to (4) were found to which the improvement routine

was applied once. The results of this run verified that the quality

of fit had been improved by this first iteration. The machine

program had been coded to allow the option of starting the com-
putation with initial values of Xi^ and Xi^ specified in the input

data. Since further iterations appeared necessary, another run was
made, which used this option. For this second run, the final values

of Xi^ and X2^ from the first run were read in, along with a number
specifying two iterations of the improvement routine. Thus, foi

the second run the machine first computed values of the param-

eters A 1 and A 2 directly by least squares, and the resulting solu-

tion was then adjusted by two applications of the improvement
routine to all four parameters. Figure 1 gives the residuals (calcu-

lated minus measured values) at each of the 46 wavelengths for

the initial solution and the results of the final iteration. Table II

gives the values of the parameters and the sum of the squares of

the residuals obtained at each iteration. Computing time, including

readin and the reading out of each iteration, was 3 min for run

1 and 4 min for run 2.

The process described herein provides a rapid and economical

Table II. Final results—iteration 4.
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Fig. 1. Residuals of fit after initial solution and fourth iteration.

Wavelength Refractive index

H Measured Calciilated
Wavelength Refractive index

M Measured Calculated

0.26520 ] 51217 1 51171 1 1 9866 1 46779 I .46771
0.28035 1 50668 1 50648 1.36728 1 46673 I 46662
0.28936 1 50390 I 50380 1.52952 1 46613 I 46602
0.29673 1 50186 1 50180 1.681 1 46561 1 46551
0.30215 1 50044 1 50043 1.701 1 46554 1 46545

0.3130 1 49782 1 49793 1.9701 1 46472 I 46459
0.32546 1 49520 49538 2.1526 I 46410 \ 46402
0.33415 1 49363 1 49378 2.32542 \ 46356 I 46346
0.34036 1 49257 49272 2.5766 1 46262 1 46261
0.34662 1 49158 1 49171 2.6738 1 46234 1 46227

0.361051 I 48939 ] 48959 3.2434 1 46018 1 46009
0.3663 1 48869 1 48889 3!422 1 45940 1 45934
0.404656 1 48438 48459 5.138 1 45012 1 45012
0.435834 1 48173 1 48193 5.3034 1 44904 1 44904
0.54607 1 47586 1 47598 5.343 1 44878 1 44877

0.57801 1 47478 1 47486 5.549 1 44732 1 44736
0.589262 1 47443 1 47451 6.238 1 44216 1 44220
0.64385 1 47302 47306 6.6331 1 43899 1 43894
0.65628 1 47274 1 47278 6.8559 1 43694 1 43700
0.706519 1 47177 1 47179 7.0442 1 43529 1 43531

0.85212 1 46984 1 46979 7.268 1 43314 1 43322
0.89440 1 46942 1 46937 9.724 1 40514 1 40512
1.01398 1 46847 1 46841 10.346 1 39636 1 39634

means of obtaining an interpolation formula for refractive index

versus wavelength of moderate accuracy. Although it falls short

of what is desirable in such a formula by as much as an order of

magnitude, it does provide a starting point for obtaining an inter-

polation formula of greater complexity, such as has been already

developed.^

There is an obvious generalization of Eq. (2) to include Sellmeier

equations containing more than two terms. Attempts have been

made to obtain fits using three and four terms, but these have

failed. Invariably the program located values of Xi and X2 dis-

persed among the values of wavelength used as input data. Since

the Sellmeier equation has a pole at each such wavelength, the

resulting formula can not be used for interpolation. No satis-

factory explanation of this phenomenon has been found.

The authors wish to thank Mr. Irving MaUtson of this labora-

tory for his invaluable assistance in providing data for our

numerous trials and for releasing for publication the tables pre-

sented herein.

1 R. W. Ditchburn. Light 19S3, 456.
2 1. Malitson and L. E. Sutton (to be published).
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Fitting Refractive Index Data by Least Squares
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The accessibility of high-speed computing machinery makes practicable the use of a routine for the

least-squares fitting of a three-term Sellmeier equation to a set of experimentally determined values of

index of refraction. The constants of a two-term Sellmeier equation are evaluated by a method described

previously [0. N. Stavroudis and L. E. Sutton, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 51, 368 (1961)]. These are then used in a

preliminary fitting of another term. The rough fit is then improved by an iterative process which includes

an acceleration technique to speed convergence to the final result. In a typical example the average residual

of index is only about 2X10~* for 46 wavelengths from 0.2652/:x to 10.346^j.

INTRODUCTION

THE index of refraction of optical materials is

usually measured only at discrete wavelength

values for which strong calibrated line sources either in

absorption or emission are available. The problem of

interpolating for intermediate wavelengths would be

solved ideally by obtaining a formula exhibiting com-

pletely the physical relationship of refractive index with

wavelength. On the other hand, this laudable goal, be-

cause of the inherent complexity of this relationship, is

at present unattained, at least for routine application.

In this paper, the Sellmeier formula [Eq. (2)] is used

as a compromise model for the ideal equation. This

formula is based on theoretical considerations which

facilitate a more compact expression of the fitting equa-

tion than would generally be expected from a completely

arbitrary formulation. Also, a purely mathematical

fitting of the Sellmeier formula often provides at least

a rough guide to the values of certain other physical

parameters of the optical material, in addition to the

measured refractive indices. The degree of accuracy

possible in such conclusions involving further physical

interpretation of the results is not presently known in a

general sense, however. Primary emphasis is given here

to obtaining a mathematical fit of measured data useful

for interpolation.

A detailed background for the theoretical considera-

tions leading to the Sellmeier formula may be found in

such standard texts as Ditchburn's.^ Following his

terminology, one obtains for the real part of the classical

Helmholtz formula for the complex index of refraction

«2(1-^')=1+E
> x'-x/+g;XV(x^-x/)

(1)

where n is the real part of the complex refractive index

and K is the extinction coefficient. Wavelengths of

maximum absorption are denoted by Xy. The gy are

related to the damping coefficients of the dipole oscilla-

tors comprising the medium, and the Aj are constants

related to the strengths of the absorption bands. Over
a range in which X differs considerably from all of the

1 R. W. Ditchburn, Light 1953, 456.

X;, one may, by assuming K and the gj to be negligibly

small within that range, pass to the Sellmeier equation

«^=l+Ly^yXV(X2-X/). (2)

METHOD

In our previous paper,^ a method was described for

fitting a two-term Sellmeier formula to data consisting

of values of refractive index measured at given wave-

lengths. The fitting equation was of the form

«2-l =

^iX2 ^2X2
= +

,

X2-Xl2 X2-X22
(3)

where w= refractive index, X= wavelength (in microns),

and A I, A2, Xi^, and Xg^ were unknown constants to be

determined mathematically so as to minimize the sum
of squared residuals. A process was given for obtaining

sufficiently accurate initial values of the four constants

so that a few iterations of a linear improvement routine

would converge to a set of values of the constants with

the desired minimal property. The entire calculation

was programmed for a high-speed digital computer.

If the wavelength range of the measurements is over

only the visible region or perhaps somewhat wider, it

has been established, in the years since Cauchy's original

investigations in 1836, that the index curve for many
materials can be represented by Eq. (3) or by its cruder

approximations which use fewer than four parameters,

with a fit adequate to the accuracy of the observations.

On the other hand, there are many cases today in which

a much broader range of wavelengths is covered and
four parameters are found to be too few to provide a

reasonable fit. This paper is a continuation of our pre-

vious paper^ and deals with this latter situation. A
method is given for using the solution to Eq. (3) as a

means for fitting to measured indices the three-term

Sellmeier equation

n^—l = -

Bi\^ ^2X2 53X2

X2-/i2 X2-/32
(4)

2 O. N. Stavroudi? and L, E. Sutton, T. Opt. Soc. Am. 51, 368
(1961).
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where the B's and Fs represent a set of six constants to

be determined by least squares.

In a solution of Eq. (3), the values obtained for Xi and

X2 are found, in ordinary practice, to He on opposite

sides of the range of measured wavelengths.

By convention, Xi is used to denote the singularity of

Eq. (3) on the low wavelength side of the measured

range (usually called the "ultraviolet"), while X2 denotes

the singularity on the high side (the "infrared"). How-
ever, for Eq. (4), two configurations might normally

arise

:

Case A (/i and h—in the "ultraviolet")

(/s —in the "infrared")

Case B (h —in the "ultraviolet")

{I2 and h—in the "infrared").

The following method applies to case A and, with a

minor modification, to case B also. Our machine pro-

gram was coded to be useable for either case. However,

the method will be described in more detail for case A
since this configuration has been indicated for all nine

optical materials for which we have so far used the code.

The process starts from a knowledge of the values of

the four constants in Eq. (3). We first rewrite Eq. (3)

rather arbitrarily to obtain an equivalent case A equa-

tion of three terms, as follows

2_
1 =

(|^l)X2 (Pi)X2 A2\'
+ + .

X2-Xi2 X2-Xi2 X^-Xa^
(5)

Comparison of the constants of Eq. (5) with the corre-

sponding constants of Eq. (4) suggests a way of obtain-

ing an initial fit for Eq. (4) which must be at least as

accurate as Eq. (5). We can assign numerical values to

four of the constants in Eq. (4) as follows:

-Bi(o) — 5^1

A. I:

(6)

3(0)

where the second subscripts denote initial values for the

corresponding constants. We can then solve for initial

values of the remaining constants of Eq. (4), denoted

by /i(o)^ and /2(0)^.

To carry out the solution outlined above, we write

Eq. (4) as

r X2 x2

N-- l = h\

(0) 2(0)

(V)

where h=\Ai and Ti= A2K^/{k-—\i). This is equiva-

lent to

X2 X2

M= +
, (8)

X2-/i (0) 2(0)

whereM=(iV-r2)A.
For case B, our machine program was so coded as to

apply formally the same method of case A to the equa-

tion obtained by writing the two terms on the right

side of Eq. (3) in reverse order. The two cases are

clearly symmetrical, provided allowance is made for one

exception to the symmetry. The multiplier used in pro-

ceeding from Eq. (8) to Eq. (9) should here be con-

sidered roughly a constant, because (for case B) the

constants now represented by /ko)^ and /2(0)^ are assumed
to be large relative to the values of X^. For this case, we
thus omit the division by X* and use Eq. (9), rather than

Eq. (11), to solve for values of S and P.

It may be noted at this point that, for either of the

two cases, the solution of Eq. (10) involves solving a

quadratic equation, which theoretically might produce

an imaginary value for /i(0) or /2(0). Although such a

result has not yet arisen in practice, a special exit to

signal such an occurrence was included in the code.

Solutions for /i(0)^ and /2(0)^ have always been somewhat
lower and higher, respectively, than the Xi^ of Eq. (3),

and the resulting quality of the initial fit of Eq. (4) has

always been decidedly better than that of Eq. (3), as

one would, of course, expect from the use of more
parameters.

Values of M are easily computed for each measured

wavelength. Thus, the fitting of Eq. (8) reduces to a

special case of the two-term method described in our

previous paper.^ Multiplying Eq. (8) algebraically by

[X2-/i(0)'][X2-/2(0)2] yields

where

[(M- l)X2]5+[-M]P= [M-2]XS

•S— /l(0)^+ /2(0)^

(9)

(10)

We now need to compensate for the weighting effect

caused by the nonconstant multiplier introduced in the

step above. Since, for case A, this multiplier is roughly

equal to X^, we will divide Eq. (9) by X^ before the next

step. Experience has shown that the accuracy main-

tained through this step is fully adequate for obtaining

an initial six-parameter fit. A solution for 5 and P is

thus obtained through a linear least-squares fit using

the following equation

:

[M — 1] r-Mi
_J,+[_]p.CM-2]. (U)

The resulting values of 5 and P are substituted into

the auxiliary Eqs. (10) to obtain /i(0)^ and /2(0)^. These

two values, together with the four given by Eq. (6),

provide our initial solution for the constants of Eq. (4),

under the assumption of a case A configuration.

Improvement of Initial Solution

Having obtained initial values for the six constants

appearing in Eq. (4), we may now use the values of

the /(o)^'s to obtain improved values for the 5(0)'s by

the usual least-squares fitting. This step increases the

accuracy of our starting point, thus speeding up the rate
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of convergence for the remaining calculations. The
machine program also allows one the option of inserting

specific estimates of the /(o)^'s and starting with this

last step, if desired.

Now the code begins applying a linear improvement

process to all six constants of the starting-point solution

as obtained above. This iterative process is basically the

same as that given in detail for four parameters in our

previous paper.^ We may condense the equations here

somewhat by letting pi (i= 1, 2, • • - 6) represent one of

the six initial parameters, and by letting (A^,) represent

the linear estimate of its adjustment, for which we must

solve. If there are k measurements, we will have k linear

equations in the form

^.-M = E (— ) (A^), (12)

i=6 /dnc\
e(— ) (

i=l \dpi/

0

where nm= measured index, w<;= calculated index, and

the zero subscripts indicate quantities to be evaluated

from the starting-point solution. Solving these k Eqs.

(12) by least squares yields six values of (Apt). The first

adjusted solution (pi)i is thus obtained from

{p^)l={p^)+(^pi), (13)

where i=l,2, • • 6. This adjusted solution is taken as a

new starting point and the improvement process may
be iterated a specified number of times.

This linear improvement process produced rapid con-

vergence to an optimum fit during numerous applica-

tions of the four-parameter code described in our pre-

vious paper.^ Usually, about 4 or 5 iterations were

sufficient. In this paper, we are seeking a considerably

closer fit by use of two additional parameters, and it

was found that Eq. (13) tended to "overshoot," usually

during the first few iterations. That is, the magnitude

of the adjustment step (A^,) was found to be too large

because of the nonlinearity of n-c as a function of the

parameters.

This difficulty was originally overcome by using the

equation

(pi)i= ipd+c- (Api), (14)

where z=l, 2, • • - 6 and 0<c<1.0 during the first few

cycles of iterations. Thus, for example, one could specify

4 iterations of Eq. (14) with c=0.3, to be followed by 5

iterations of Eq. (13). The code includes provisions for

automatic termination of a run if a widely divergent

iteration occurs, and also for starting the iterations of a

new machine run from the best result of a previous run,

when further improvement is indicated. The sum of

squared residuals and current values of the six param-

eters are given in a short printout after each iteration.

This code, as so far described, proved adequate for ob-

taining optimum fits fairly easily in most cases. In some

instances, however, several machine runs were neces-

sary, and it appeared desirable to seek to increase the

accuracy of the method of iteration, while still solving

only linear equations.

An improvement was thus made in the accuracy of a

single iteration step by use of a scheme which may
conveniently be called the "midpoint method." The
method involves a modified use of Eq. (13) or Eq. (14),

the choice remaining fixed for this description. Just

before use of Eq. (13) or Eq. (14), the machine treats

the solution to Eq. (12), (Api), as tentative values to be

replaced by better values, (A'p.,). To obtain these (A'pi),

a midpoint is first computed, which is defined as

(A)mid=(^)+-(A^i),
2

(15)

where a=1.0 for Eq. (13), or a= c for Eq. (14) and

i=l, 2, • • -6.

The machine next obtains new partial derivatives,

{dUc/dpi) raid, whcre the subscript indicates that these

partials are to be evaluated at the midpoint just defined.

In Eq. (12), the quantities (5wc/5/>,)o are at this stage

replaced by (dtic/dpi) mid, while the left side remains

unchanged. The values obtained by solving this modified

form of Eq. (12) constitute our better set of values,

(A'pi), which are then used in Eqs. (13) or (14) instead

of the tentative values, (Ap^. This completes a single

step of the improved iteration process.

This "midpoint method" was found in practice to

give a definite acceleration in convergence of the itera-

tions, particularly during the last few iterations, near

the final solution. To see why this method was used, we
should first realize that the ordinary use of Eqs. (12)

and (13) is a generalization of Newton's method for

solving the equation, /(x) = 0, given an approximate

solution, xo. For that equation, Newton's method con-

sists of iterations of the formula

Xi=Xo— J(xa)/f'{xa), (16)

where Xi is the next approximation.

This m.ay be written as

-/(xo) = /'(^o)(Axo), (17)

where (Axa) = (xi—xo) will be solved for, and

Xi= X(i-\-(Ax<^. (18)

In using Eq. (12), we are seeking a (least squares)

solution for the function f(pt)=(nc—nm) = 0. Clearly,

Eq. (12) is a generalization of Eq. (17), and Eq. (13) is

the corresponding generalization of Eq. (18). The appli-

cation of least squares in this manner is originally due

to Gauss.

We have found that the accuracy of Eq. (16) may be

increased through the following considerations, which

apply when f(x) is a quadratic function, ax'^-\-bx-\-c.

The following identity then holds for two arbitrary

values of x, denoted by xo and Xi

f(Xl)— f(Xo) ^^^Xo+Xi^
(19)

Xi—Xo

518-743 O - 73 - 5
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It would, of course, be difficult to compute directly the

left side of Eq. (19) for small values of (xi—xo), i.e.,

(Axo). Taking Xi to-be determined from Xo by using

Eq. (16), we see from Eq. (19) that the slope at the

midpoint of our x interval is the same as the slope of the

chord joining the two ordinates, /(xo) and f(xi). If we

now reapply Eq. (16), this time using f'\^(xo-\-Xi)/2'} in

the place of /'(xo), we will be performing a linear extra-

polation along that chord to locate its intersection with

the X axis. This second application of Eq. (16) may be

written as

-f(xo) = mxo+Xi)/2-2{A'xo), (20)

where (A'xo) = (xi'—xo) will be solved for

Xi'= xo+iA'xo), (21)

and Xi represents a better solution than the Xi of

Eq. (18).

The preceding geometric interpretation of the "mid-

point method" is exact only when f{x) is a quadratic

function, as stated. For more general functions, we may
examine a Taylor's series expansion with the midpoint

as origin

f{P±h) = f(P)±hf(P)+{l/2)hr'{P)±-- , (22)

where P= (xo-\-Xi)/2 is the midpoint and

h= (l/2)(xi— a:o).

Application of Eq. (22) to the left side of Eq. (19)

shows that the slope at the midpoint still equals the

actual chord slope, if we consider only the first three

terms in the above expansion of the function. Thus, in

the region near the final solution, where the value of h

is quite small, the improvement of the "midpoint

method" over Newton's method is mathematically well

defined and quantitatively important. Elsewhere, the

improvement is, in general, only moderate, but still

helpful.

The "midpoint method," as applied toward the solu-

tion of f{x) = 0, may be generalized for application to

equations with several independent variables.^ For our

problem, this generalization takes the form of Eq. (15),

with a=l, and its use in conjunction with Eqs. (12)

and (13), as already described. Here, Eqs. (20) and(21)

provide the model for the generalization, and a full step

of correction is performed. When a shorter (partial)

step of correction is specified, the code in that case will

obtain the midpoint by setting q:= c in Eq. (15) and use

the resulting secondary solution of Eq. (12) in Eq. (14)

rather than Eq. (13). The value of c and the number of

iteration steps of both types are specified by the user of

the code as part of the input data.

EXAMPLE

In Table I, we give a summary of results obtained

from application of the three-term code to the same

' M. B. Wilk, Ann. Math. Stat. 29, 618A (1958).

Table I. Parameters of equations; fitted to 46 measurements.

Best 2-term fit

oy rjq.

Best 3-term fit

Bi= 0.643356
Ai= 1.149675

B2= 0.506762
Ai= 3.253283 Bi= 3.826131

/i= 0.0577888m
Xi= 0.0861693m

h= 0.1096757m
X2= 42.9929m ^3= 46.3864m

(2=69.315X10-' 0= 3.463 XlO-s

' The quantity "Q" is the sum of squares of the residuals.

substance used as an example in our previous paper.^

(The substance will remain unidentified until separate

publication of the results in detail.) To obtain the three-

term fit, the values of Ai, A2, and from Table I and

a number specifying a case A fit were included in the

input data. Five short steps (c= 0.16), followed by four

full steps of correction, were also specified. For the initial

three-term fit the value of Q (see Table I) was 15.214

X 10"^. After the eighth iteration step, this value was

down to 3.466X 10~^, and after the ninth and final step

reached 3.463X10~*. This decrease was monotonic ex-

cept for the sixth step, where a minor oscillation oc-

curred. The "midpoint method," introduced into the

code later, tends to remove such effects. In any case, the

very small adjustments in the parameters, caused by

the final step, showed that a minimum Q had been

reached, to the accuracy of the measured data.

The solid line in Fig. 1 represents the general magni-

tude of the residuals of the two-term equation. The
forty-six residuals of the three-term equation are shown

as individual points, a few of these overlapping one

another. The average of absolute values of the residuals,

for the two-term fit is 9.3X 10"^, and, for the three-term

fit, is 1.9X10"^. Improvement at small wavelengths is

clearly greater than would be reflected by such averages.

Machine time, for such a three-term calculation as

the above, averages 2 or 3 minutes, or about twice that

M I

I M ' M I

Ml M M I
1

1

.25 .50 .70 1.0 1.5 2.5 5.0 7.0 10

WAVELENGTH IN MICRONS

Fig. 1. Residuals (calculated minus measured refractive indexes).—^Two-term equation. -Three-term equation.
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if printing of the results is included. The printing may
be done "off-line," if desired.

Purely as a test problem, the present three-term code

was applied to data for another substance, which had

long before been fitted accurately by a five-term Sell-

meier formula. In the five-term fit, the parameters Xi

through X4 had been given fixed values, equally spaced

across a band of short-wavelength absorption located by

physical measurements. Only the remaining constants,

including a value for Xs in the infrared, had been deter-

mined by least-squares adjustment. The three-term

formula, as obtained by the present code, was found to

fit the data to the same accuracy as the five-term

formula. It was interesting to note that, in this three-

term fit, li turned out to be just 4% above the average

of Xi and X2, h was 1% below the average of X3 and X4,

and I3 was 1% above the value of X5. Such agreement is

encouraging, and speaks well for both formulas. The
economy of the three-term fit as an interpolation

formula was surprisingly good. However, we certainly

cannot conclude, from any single exam^ple of this type,

that the results of the present code will necessarily allow

physical interpretations with a specific degree of

accuracy.

CONCLUSION

Our experience with this code indicates that it will be

a labor-saving and powerful tool. The interpolation

formulas obtained have consistently fitted the data to

an accuracy adequate to that of the measurements, at

least over the quite wide wavelength ranges of the nine

materials so far considered. No strict physical inter-

pretation of the, parameters obtained can presently be

claimed, in a general sense. If reUable, fixed values of the

three denominator parameters were known from physi-

cal measurements, the code could be used in a single

step to compute corresponding numerator constants by

linear least squares. Such an ideal situation has not

arisen in practice, however, and we have thus deter-

mined all six parameters mathematically in each case

so far.
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Effect of Pressure and Temperature on the Refractive
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An interferometer for measuring change in index of refraction with pressure is described.
Absolute indices of refraction are reported to five decimals for benzene, carbon tetrachloride,

and water at pressures as high as 1100 bars over a small temperature range. The results of
replicate measurements agree to within ±0.0001 Various equations relating index and
specific volume show systematic deviations in all cases. At constant specific volume, the
index of carbon tetrachloride increases with increasing temperature, while the index of water
decreases with increasing temperature. The refractive index of benzene shows no effect due
solely to temperature within the experimental error. Possible explanations for this behavior
are discussed.

1. Introduction

Recently there has been great interest in studying
optical properties of materials at high pressure as a
method of examining short range molecular inter-

actions, the present emphasis being confined largely

to spectroscopic measurements. To a large extent
index of refraction measurements have been neglected
in these studies, although it would appear that index
studies with their inherent precision might be of

assistance in interpreting spectroscopic data. Index-
density studies on condensed phases have been made
previously'', but the objectives of the previous experi-

ments were usually to determine the applicability of

index-density relationships or the usefulness of mdex
as a measure of volume change. Most of the data
published have been given to about the fourth deci-

mal, and although such precision is excellent for

majiy measurements, it is not particularly good for

index of refraction. The present work was under-
taken in an attempt to increase the precision of

index measurements at elevated pressures. For
these studies an interferometer for use at high pres-

sures has been developed, and this report contains
the results of measurements on three liquids at

pressures up to about 1000 bars.

Poulter, Ritchey, and Benz [1] ^ used the mmimum
deviation method for studying the refractive indices

of liquids to 13,600 atm. The windows [2] of their

pressure vessel were mounted at an angle of 30° to

each other and with the enclosed liquid constituted
a 30° prism. Poulter and Benz [3] discussed the
errors arising from distortion of the windows. Rosen
[4] used a similar method for studying water to 1800
bars. This equipment as described by Lyons and
Poindexter [5] utilized windows forming a prism with
a 51° angle. These workers estimated the errors

1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

arising from distortion to be of the order of 0.0003
in index but concluded that this error was less than
other experimental errors. Gibson and Kincaid [6]

used the immersion method for studying the index
of benzene. In these studies glass particles were
immersed in benzene and pressure was used to match
the index of the benzene to that of the glass. A
sensitivity of 0.00004 is reported for index but the

data are reported to the fourth decimal in index. In
these studies the index of the glass was known at 1

bar but its value at elevated pressure was calculated-

As early as 1857, Jamin [7] described the use of an
interferometer for measuring change in refractive

index of fluids under pressure. Most subsequent
work has been done on gases, the most notable being
that of Michels and Hamers [8]. The windows
limit the pressure range of interference methods.
The present report describes an interferometer which
is completely enclosed in the pressure vessel so that

distortion of the windows at elevated pressure has a

negligible effect on the interference pattern. In the

present experiments, change in refractive index was
measured with a sensitivity of 0.00001 and estimated
limits of reproducibility, expressed as twice the

standard deviations about the mean, of the order

of ±0.0001. With modifications it is believed that

both the precision and the pressure range can be
extended by at least one order of magnitude. It is

also apparent that the principle can be used to obtain

precise data on PVT behavior of solids.

2. Apparatus and Experimental Method

2.1. Interferometer Construction

The interferometer, figm-e 1, was constructed using

a stainless steel bar, A, which was about 130 mm
long and 13 mm square. The optical portion con-

sisted of two optical flats separated by a steel spacer.
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Figure 1. Cross section of the interferometer.

Recesses 11 mm in diameter to accommodate the

flats were made in opposite sides near one end of

the bar. The recesses were of such depth as to

leave a web, D, of steel about 3 mm thick in the

center of the bar. The steel web served as a seat

and spacer for the optical flats and was machined
so that its surfaces were parallel. The flats were
held firmly against the web by threaded brass rings,

E, screwed into the upper threaded portion of the
recesses. A small neoprene rubber gasket, F, under
each ring was used to seal the cell against leakage
and to prevent cracking of the flat. It was necessary
to silver both flats to produce bright fringes because
they were in contact with liquids having indices

of refraction not appreciably different from that

of the glass. Thus the front flat, B, was half-

silvered on its rear surface and the back plate, C,

was a front surface mirror, the light being incident

from the right as shown in figure 1. The small glass

flats 11 mm in diameter were cut from larger optical

flats obtained commercially.

A small hole 3 mm in diameter drilled through the

web served as the interferometer chamber. To per-

mit introduction of liquid into the chamber, a small
axial hole about 1.5 mm in diameter connected the
chamber with the lower end of the bar. This end
of the bar was threaded and screwed into a stainless

steel reservoir, G, containing mercury to separate the

liquid under study from the oil used as a pressure-

transmitting medium. A small hole was drilled into

the reservoir to permit transmission of pressure. The
upper end of the bar was slotted to facilitate aline-

ment of the interferometer inside the pressure vessel

before applying pressure.

2.2. Pressure Vessel

The pressure vessel was mounted on a large

optical bench with the associated optical equipment.
This vessel was the one used by Gibson [9 J

in his

classic experiments on liquids. The heavy-walled
steel container was fitted with two heavy plate glass

windows. The windows were supported by hardened
optically flat steel plugs of a design proposed by
Poulter [2]. The windows provided an aperture of

8 mm which was adequate for viewing the fringes in

the 3 mm interferometer chamber placed opposite

the windows inside the vessel. The pressure vessel

was thermostatted by means of a temperature-
controlled oil bath capable of control to within

±0.02 °C. To obtain temperatures below room
temperature, the bath was cooled with the immersion
coil of a portable refrigerator.

In studying each liquid, the oil bath was brought
to constant temperatures of 25, 35, and 55 °C. In
the case of water, additional experiments were con-

ducted where the bath was brought to temperatures
of 2 and 8 °C. By probing with a calibrated thermo-
couple it was discovered that temperature gradients

existed within the pressure vessel itself. A cali-
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brated thermocouple was fastened to the interfer-

ometer at a position very close to the liquid under
study to determine the actual temperatures at which
the experiments were conducted.

Pressures were measured to ±0.3 bar with a

thermostatted manganin pressure gage mounted in

the oil line external to the pressure vessel. The
pressure gage was calibrated at the freezing point of

benzene as reported by Gibson [10].

2.3. Optics

The optical system was similar to the one described

by Saunders [11] and the measm^ements were made
photographically. The light source was a helium
discharge tube used in conjunction with a constant
deviation prism to permit isolation of individual

helium lines for illumination. In these studies the

5875.62 A line was used because it was found to

produce fringes best suited for photographing.
The optical design permitted visual observation of

the interference fringes while photographing, and
incorporated a right-angle prism so that the observer
was out of du-ect line of the windows in the pressure

vessel. This right-angle prism was turned 90° from
its normal position [11] so that all the elements of

the optical system were in a horizontal plane. In
these experiments one window of the pressvu-e vessel

and the oil used to . transmit pressure were in the
path. They were not expected to affect the fringe

pattern even when the window became distorted at

elevated pressures. To check this prediction, a thin

microscope cover glass (0.015 mm thick) was placed
in the vessel. The siu-faces of the cover glass were
sufficiently flat and parallel to produce internal

interference, while the glass was so thin that a

negligible change in thickness would be produced
by a pressure change of 1000 bars. No change in

the fringe system was detected at pressures between
1 bar and 1000 bars and it was concluded that dis-

tortion of the windows woiild have no appreciable

effect on the measiirements.

3. Experimental Technique

A typical experiment was performed as follows:

The interferometer was assembled and adjusted to

produce a fringe system. The instrmnent was then
filled with the liquid imder study. In order to

remove air and to ensure that air bubbles were not
formed at elevated temperatures it was found
necessary to fiU the interferometer under vacuum
with freshly boiled liquid. The fringe system was
rechecked and the interferometer placed inside the
pressm-e vessel and alined. After waiting for about
20 min for attainment of thermal equihbrium, the
pressure was raised to some value between 1 bar
and 1000 bars and an interval of about 20 min
permitted for dissipation of the heat generated by
compression. The pressure was then decreased
slowly to 1 bar and the fringes photographed as

they passed a reference mark on one of the flats.

Another 20 min interval was aUowed for restoration

of thermal equilibrium at 1 bar. Each measure-

ment, therefore, represented an independent ex-
perunent between an elevated pressure and 1 bar.

Pressure intervals were chosen to give essentially

four measurements between 1 bar and 1000 bars.

4. Materials

Measurements were made on benzene, carbon
tetrachloride, and water at approximately 25, 35,
and 55 °C. Additional measm-ements were made
on water at approxunately 2 and 8 °C. The water
was freshly distilled while the organic liquids were
commercially available materials of high purity
used with no fiu"ther puriflcation. In all cases the
purity was corroborated by determination of the
index of refraction as described later.

5. Index Calculation

The change in index under pressure was calculated
from the equation

Aix=An\/2t sin d, (1)

where Afi is the change in refractive index, An—the

niunber of fringes passing the reference mark, t—the

spacing between the optical flats and 6—the angle

of incidence of the light. In these experiments
6=90°, X=:5875.62A, and i=0.2664 cm; so that

Am=1.1028X10-*Aw. (2)

Therefore, a shift of one interference fringe repre-

sents a change of approximately 1 in the fourth

decimal place of refractive index. Estimates of

fractional fringes were made to one-tenth of a fringe

so that the measurements were made to approxi-

mately 1X10~® in the index. With this sensitivity

it was necessary to correct for the compressibility of

the steel spacer. The volume compressibility of

the steel was taken to be 0.59X lO-^/bar [12] with

the linear compressibility being one-third of this

value. At 1000 bars the correction for the com-
pression of the steel was approximately 3 fringes.

It was feared that unequal differential compres-

sions might cause tilting of the interferometer plates

and introduce an error in the fringe count. The
error from this source was largely eliminated by
counting the number of fringes in the field and noting

the fringe orientation before and after each run. In

some experiments changes were noted in number or

orientation of fringes and these data were discarded.

Only those experiments showing no changes in the

fringe system were considered acceptable.

6. Initial Index Measurement

In order to ascertain the purity of the materials,

the indices were first measured to the fourth decimal

place with an Abbe refractometer using sodium light.

Refractive indices for the 5875.62 A He fine were

calculated from these results and published disper-

sion data on Ihe liquids [13, 14, 15].
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To use the data of the present investigation for

change in index it was necessary to know the initial

indices to five dechnals. For benzene and water,

refractive indices to the fifth decimal were taken
from published data on dispersion over a range of

temperatures [13, 14]. The initial refractive index
of carbon tetrachloride was determined by the
method of minimum deviation, the liquid being-

enclosed in a hollow glass prism [14].

For benzene and carbon tetrachloride the initial

refractive indices were only known at temperatures
very close to 25 °C. The refractive index at other
temperatures of interest was determined in a manner
completely analogous to the pressure measurements.
In these experiments it was necessary to correct for

the expansivity of the steel spacer. This expansivity

was determined by expermient using air in the inter-

ferometer to be 14.9X10-7°C.
It may be noted that all changes in refractive

index as determined with the interferometer were
absolute values. The initial measurements of re-

fractive index referred to air but were converted to

absolute values from a knowledge of the refractive

index of air at various temperatures [16].

7. Results and Discussion

The experimental results are given in tables 1 to 4.

Tables 1 to 3 include specific volumes in addition to

the indices of refraction, while table 4 shows only
the index data. Specific volumes given in columns
3 of tables 1 to 3 were computed from values of the
constants of the Tait equation given by Gibson and
his coworkers [6, 17] who studied these liquids over
the same pressure and temperature range. Data
of equal precision do not appear to be available for

water at 1.56 and 7.64 °C. The data of several

workers [18] who studied water at the lower tem-

Table 1. Effect of temperature and pressure upon the refrac-

tive index and specific volume of benzene

Absolute
Pressure refractive Specific

index volume

24.80 °C

Bars mllg
1.0 1. 49859 1. 14433

250. ] 1.51031 1. 11973
489.0 1. 51982 1.10057
666.

1

1.52593 1. 08828

34.50 °C

1.0 1.49221 1. 15805
246.2 1. 50438 1. 13187
484.8 1.51445 1. 11138
757.2 1.52418 1. 09192

1107. 7 1. 53489 1.07112

.14.34 °C

1.0 1. 47910 1. 18757
274.5 1. 49422 1. 15350
484.4 1. 50382 1. 13305
770.2 1.51478 1. 11014

1124.5 1. 52633 1. 08705
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peratures were compared with the results of Gibson
at higher temperatures where there was overlapping
of experimental conditions. Although most of the
data agreed reasonably well it was considered that
the agreement was not sufficiently close to permit
calculations involving specific volumes from different

sources to be compared. Consequently only index
data are reported for water at 1.56 and 7.64 °C and
no further discussion of these data are contemplated
at this time.

Table 2.^ Effect of temperature and pressure upon the refrac-
tive index and specific volume of carbon tetrachloride

Absolute
Pressure refractive Specific

index volume

24.80 "C

Bars mild
1.0 1. 45791 0. 63093

276.9 1. 47089 . 61486
523.6 1. 48037 . 00347
797.4 1. 48934 .59299
1116.7 1.49847 . 58276

34.50 °C

1.0 1.45197 0. 63855
255.4 1. 46481 . 62234
480.9 1. 47426 . 61094
756.1 1. 48381 . 59948
1119.9 1. 49441 .58710

54.34 °C

1.0 1. 44067 0. 65496
248.7 1. 45493 . 63623
452.7 1. 46428 .62423
751.9 1. 47616 . 61006

1059. 2 1. 48617 . 59830

Table 3. Effect of temperature and pressure upon the refrac-

tive index and specific volume of water

Absolute
Pressure refractive Specific

index volume

24.80 "C

Bars mllg
LO 1. 33293 1. 00288

259.6 1. 33652 . 99152
463.6 1. 33942 . 98318
762.8 1.34322 . 97180

llOS. 6 1. 34747 . 95973

34.50 "0

1.0 1. 33177 1. 00580
259.3 1. 33531 .99463
480. 9^ 1. 33832 .98572
799.2 1. 34228 .97386
1110.0 1. 34588 .96318

54.34 °C

1.0 1. 32866 1.01415
241.6 1. 33192 1. 00372
489.7 1. 33517 . 99371
785.

1

1. 33883 . 98267
1127.

7

1. 34274 . 97089



Table 4. Effect of temperature and pressure upon the refrac-

tive index of water at two lower temperatures

Absolute refractive
Pressure index

1.56

Bars
l.C 1. .33439

269.5 1.33859
507.4 1. 34213
76S. 5 1. 34581

3049. 7 1. 34948

7.04

1.0 1. 33423
256.1 1. 33805
497.8 1. 34161
730. 7 1. 34495

1088. 9 1. 34929

7.1. Internal Consistency of the Data

Several replicate measurements were made where
the interferometer was completely disassembled and
refilled with liquid before each measurement. In
each experhnent the system was brought to the same
pressure as nearly as possible, and then small inter-

polations were made in order to compare the data
directly. On the basis of two experiments of five and
four determinations each, the standard deviation was
computed to be 0.00005 in refractive index, corre-

sponding to limits of reproducibility of measm-ements
of ±0.0001, or twice the standard deviation about
the mean. Inspection of large scale graphs of index
versus pressure, figures 2 and 3, shows that the points
lie on a smooth curve with random deviations in the
fifth decimal. As a matter of interest, it may be
noted that the pressure measurement although as-

smued exact in this discussion may be subject to a
greater relative error than the measurement of index.

Of the present data those for water and benzene
appear to be slightly more consistent than those for

carbon tetrachloride.

7.2. Comparison With Other Data

For purposes of comparing the present data there
appear to be only two previously published sets of

data, those of Gibson and Kincaid on benzene [6]

and those of Rosen on water [4]. Gibson and Kin-
caid covered essentially the same pressure and tem-
perature range as the present experiments, but
Rosen restricted his measurements to 25 °C. Gibson
and Kincaid used the immersion method of deter-
mining index while Rosen employed the minimum
deviation method. Both sets of data are reported to

four decimals. Both authors made measurements
for more than one wavelength, all differing from the
wavelength used here. These data may best be com-
pared with the data of the present investigation by
plotting change in refractive index versus pressure.
If allowance is made for dispersion, temperature, and
vacumii corrections, it is found that the present data
agree with the data of Gibson and Kincaid [6] and
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Figure 2. Pressure dependence of index of refraction of water.
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Figure 3. Pressure dependence of index of refraction of benzene.

Rosen [4] exactly to the third decimal with maximum
deviations of two or three units in the fourth decimal
or last significant figure reported by these authors.
A similar approach was followed in comparing the

data of the present investigation for change of re-

fractive index with temperatirre at 1 bar with that of

Pesce for benzene [19]. Pesce found the change in

absolute refractive index in going from 24.80 to 54.34
°C to be —0.01934. The measurement from the
present study over the same temperature range was
-0.01949.

7.3. Variation of Index at Constant Volume

In the case of the present data, a graph of index
versus specific volume is of considerable interest.
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Figure 4. Index of refraction-specific volume relationship

in water.
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Figure 5. Index of refraction-specific volume relationship
in benzene.

These graphs are given m figures 4, 5, and 6 for

water, benzene, and carbon tetrachloride. The
relationship is not Hnear but rather that of a curve
convex to the specific volume axis with a very large
radius of ciirvature. In the case of water, the
refractive index decreases with increasing tempera-
ture at constant specific volmne, while in carbon

57 59 61 63 65

SPECIFIC VOLUME, ml/g

Figure 6. Index of refraction-specific volume relationship^
in carbon tetrachloride.

tetrachloride the refractive index increases with
increasing temperature, the changes in index in both
cases being small—of the order of a few parts in the
fourth decimal for a temperature change of 10 °C.
It appears that, in the case of benzene, there is no
significant dependence of refractive index upon
temperature at constant volume, although a larger

scale graph of the data shows a separation into three
curves of constant temperature with the refractive

index decreasing with increase of temperature at the
same specific volume. For each Uquid there appears
to be a tendency for the refractive index to vary less

with temperature at higher specific volumes.
These results show that in a liquid where specific

volume is held constant, it does not necessarily fol-

low that the refractive index is constant. Despite
the fact that this appears to be the first report of

this effect, it is not completely unexpected. Gibson
and Loeffier [20] observed a shift in the absorption
band of solutions of chromophoric materials with
temperature at constant volmne. Oksengorn [21, 22]
has demonstrated a shift of the ultraviolet absorp-
tion band of CeHe to longer wavelengths with in-

creasing temperature at constant volume. Robert-
son [23] has given analogous data for solutions of

organic materials in an inert solvent. Gibson and
Loeffier [20] attributed the shift to the fact that at

higher temperatures the molecules spend a greater
fraction of time at close distances to their neighbors.

The increased pertmbation arising in the close

approaches would produce a shift in position of the
electronic levels and shift the band. Robertson [23],

although attributing the shift with changing spe-

cific volvune at constant temperature to perturba-
tions arising from Van der Waal forces, believes the
shift with temperature at constant volmne arises

from changes in band shape as a result of increased
population of the higher vibrational levels at high
temperatures. It is weU known that band shapes
vary when pressure and temperature are changed
[24, 25, 26].
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Inasmuch as this represents the first report of

change in index at constant volume, as far as can
be ascertained, it is of some importance to inquire

whether the effect is real or might arise from experi-

mental errors. In order to produce coincidence in

the curves for water a maximum shift of the order

of 0.0006 in index, or a shift of 0.002 in specific vol-

ume or some combination of these two is required.

According to the estimates of precision in index the

value 0.0006 lies far outside the experimental pre-

cision and the value of 0.002 in specific volume is

not comparable with the precision of ±0.00005 in

specific volume claimed by Gibson [9]. There re-

mains the additional possibility that the tempera-
tures reported here might be in error sufficiently to

produce the observed spread in figures 4 and 6.

Temperatures were measured using both a thermo-
couple and platinum resistance thermometer, with
a maximum difference over the temperature range
of 0.11 °C. This maximum uncertainty cannot at-

tribute appreciably to the observed separation of the

data. In addition, all measm-ements were performed
in exactly the same manner at identical tempera-
tures. The fact that the shifts for water and C CI4

are in opposite directions, while CeHe shows no shift

within experimental error, plus the estimates of

errors involved requires the conclusion that the

shifts of index at constant volume are real for H2O
and C CI4.

From the previous discussion it is concluded that

at constant volume the position and shape of the

absorption bands change with temperatm-e. For
the liquids studied here data at constant volume
appear to be available only for benzene which was
studied by Oksengorn [21, 22]. The frequency used
here is on the low frequency tail of the uv absorp-

tion band as shown by the dispersion data of Gibson
and Kincaid [6]. The shift in the uv band with
increasing temperatvu-e at constant volume is toward
lower frequencies and, at the frequency of measure-
ment used here, a higher index should result from
this shift.

If it is assumed that the shift in absorption
frequency with temperature at constant volume is

equivalent to a change in frequency of measurement
at constant temperature and pressure, the available

data can be combined to calculate the change in

index resulting from the shift in the absorption band.
This assiunption specifically requires that the shape
of the absorption band be unchanged by the shift.

At a specific volume of 1.10 cmVg, Oksengorn's data
show a shift Aj'/AT'ssj — 1 .5 cm~V°C. Gibson and
Kincaid report a frequency dependence A/x/Ai'?k2.5

XlO^Vcm-i at 1 atm and 25 °C. Therefore, the
change in index at constant volume would be
Am/at- 3.7 X10-7°C with the change in sign

resulting from the fact that shift of the absorption
band is of opposite sense to the change in index.

The calculated change in index in increasing the
temperatiu'e from 24.80 to 54.34 °C, at constant
volume is 1.1X10"*. Considering the several meas-
m-ements required for the experimental determina-
tion of change in index at constant volume, i.e..

change in index with pressure at various tempera-
tures, change in index with temperature at 1 bar
and expansivity and compressibility of the inter-

ferometer, it appears that the predicted change in

index of 1.1X10"* would most probably not be
detected. The results of the present study do not
indicate any significant change in refractive index
with temperature at constant specific volume for

benzene.
The shift of an absorption band in the ultraviolet

region of the spectriun is not the only possible

explanation for change in index with temperature at

constant volume. Since the dispersion of benzene is

large, the index would be very sensitive to changes
in band contour. According to Robertson [23] at
constant volume an enhancement of the low fre-

quency tail of the absorption band with increasing
temperature is to be expected. The results of the
present study do not appear to be in accordance with
this expectation. Measurements of index at different

wavelengths might provide a sensitive method for

studying changes in contour of the band tail.

No comparable data at constant volume appear
to be available for C CI4 or H2O. The magnitude of

the change in index of C CI4 with temperature at a
constant volume of 0.60 ml/g is about 4.8X10-V°C.
This result might be explained by a shift of the uv
band to longer wavelengths with increasing tempera-
ture at constant volume. Alternatively, changes in

band contour might cause the observed changes in

refractive index.

The data for H2O show a decrease in index with
increasing temperature of magnitude 2.6 X10~V°C
at a constant volmne of 0.97 ml/g. From dispersion

data on H2O [14] it is apparent that the frequency
used here is on the tad of the uv absorption band
near 1800 A [27]. Therefore, it would appear that

the data on index might be explained by a shift of

the uv band to shorter wavelengths with increasing

temperature at constant volmne. It is not clear

that shifts in this direction occur since no data at

constant volume are available, and data of CoUins

[28] on the near infrared absorption of water to

5000 atm show no appreciable shifts or intensity

changes in this region. However, an appropriate
change in contour without a shift of the center of

gravity of the band would also produce the observed
result. It is possible that the effect observed in

water with temperature at constant volume is due
to small changes in the hydrogen binding.

7.4. Refractive Index Formulas

Various equations have been proposed which
express a relationship between refractive index and
specific volmne in such a way that the relationship

is independent of temperature. The following

equations may be mentioned: the Gladstone-Dale

[29], ()u—l)F= constant, the Lorentz-Lorenz [30, 31],

(At'-lV+2)F=constant, the Newton [32], (m'-1)
y=constant and the Eykman [33], (m^— I/m+0.4)
V'= constant, where fx represents the index of refrac-

tion and V the specific volume. Upon fitting the

data of the present investigation to the various
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equations it was found, in agreement with the earher

conckision of Gibson [6], that the Eykman equation
for benzene gives a satisfactory fit to four significant

figures. However, none of the formulations give

satisfactory^ agreement for each hquid over the

range of temperature and pressure employed. This
observation is not new [4, 6, 34] and a considerable

amount of work has been done, particularly on the

Clausius-Mosotti equation, the dielectric analog of

the Lorentz-Lorenz equation with the dielectric

behavior of both gases and liquids at elevated

pressures. Danforth [35] who measured the dielectric

constant of liquids up to 12,000 bars believed that

his data indicated both a change of polarizability and
a failure of the Clausius-Mosotti equation at elevated

pressures. A comprehensive survey of much of

this work is given by Ten Seldam [36]. More
recently it has been realized that the intermolecular

forces may be investigated directly by spectroscopic

studies at elevated pressures and a survey of current
work in this field is available [24].

By using a more refined approximation of the

local field acting upon a molecule Bottcher [37] gives

as an improved form of the Lorentz-Lorenz equation

(m^-1)(2m^+1)F 127rAr^\a a'W'+l) J
(3)

where m is the molecular weight, Na is Avogadro's
number, a is the polarizability of the molecule and a

is the effective radius of the molecule. It can be
seen that by plotting

(2m^-2)

(m^-1)(2m^+1)F "^(2^^+!)
vs

a straight line results with an intercept involving a
and a slope involving a. The data for water, benzene,
and carbon tetrachloride were plotted according to

eq (3) and the graphs are shown in figures 7, 8, and 9.

Values of a and a determined by least squares are

given in table 5.
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Figure 7. Relationship between

2 iJ^+l

for the water molecule.

and— 1
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5 .286 -

2^2—2 I
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2^2_j. (^2_ (2/j^-|- (1)^
for the benzene molecule.

2u2-2
Figure 9. Relationship between

_[_ ^

and
(̂m^-1)(2m^+1)V

for the carbon tetrachloride molecule.

Table 5. Polarizabilities and molecular radii as determined
from Bottcher's equation

Tempera- Polariza- Average Molecular Average
Molecule ture bility, a polariza- radius, a molecular

bility, a radius, a

°C A3 A A
I 24. 80 1.57 3. 77

Water { 34. 50 1.59 1.58 3. 77

I 64. 34 1.59

( 24. 80 9.86 2.93
Benzene _._ { 34. 50 9.83 9.86 2. 92 2. 93

I 54. 34 9. 90 2.95

( 24. 80 9.93 2. 96
1' 34. 50 9. 93 9.88 2. 96 2.93

I 54. 34 9.79 2. 87
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Bottcher used as his model a spherical molecule
whose polarizability and radius were independent
of temperature and pressure. It can be seen from
the figures that, of the three liquids, benzene fits

this model best, but even with benzene an increasing

curvature is apparent at the right-hand side of the

graph. This region corresponds to the physical

situation of the liquid being under greater pressure.

It may be inferred, therefore, that polarizability

and/or radius of the benzene molecule is not com-
pletely independent of pressure.

This curvature may also be observed for carbon
tetracldoride in figure 9. There is here, in addition,

a lateral displacement of the isotherms. The fact

that both the intercept and the slope of the lines

representing the data for 24.80 and 54.34 °C are

distinctly different indicates that both polarizability

and radius are not independent of temperature (as

well as pressure) for C CL.
Bottcher's formula, eq (3), was developed for a

nonpolar dielectric, and figure 7 shows that water
fits Bottcher's model least well of the liquids studied.

Despite some scattering of points there appears to be
a definite separation of the isotherms. A meaningful
estimate of molecular radius, a, may only be had for

the data at 24.80 °C, because the slope of the curve
at this temperature is negative as is necessaiy for the
calculation. The slopes of the curves at the two
higher temperatures are slightly positive.

For each liquid average values of a and a over the
temperature range involved are shown in table 5.

For carbon tetrachloride it was found that a= 9.88

and a= 2.93 A. Bottcher calculated a= 9.07 A^
and a= 2.42 A by applying his equation to a series of

mixtures of carbon disulfide and carbon tetrachloride.

Average values of a for water, carbon tetrachloride,

and benzene were found to be 3.77 A, 2.93 A, and
2.93 A, respectively. From molar volume data for

these liquids over the same temperature range,

corresponding values of a were found to be 1.94 A,
3.33 A, and 3.40 A. The large difference in the case
of water is again presumed to be due to the fact that
water is a polar liquid.

The authors are indebted to R. E. Gibson, Director
of the Applied Physics Laboratory of the Johns
Hopkins University, for the use of the pressure

vessel in which the experiments were conducted.
The authors also thank I. Malitson of the Refrac-
tometry Section of the National Bureau of Standards
for his initial measurements of the refractive index
of carbon tetrachloride.
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Measurements were made on refractive index changes with hydrostatic pressures
between 1 bar and 1 kbar using the helium yellow line. The materials studies were: KBr
NaCl, LiF, diamond, MgO, quartz, AI2O3, and three silicate glasses. All the materials
increased in refractive index with pressure except diamond, MgO, and AI2O3 which decreased,
and LiF which did not change. The results were compared with photoelastic measurements,
and Pockel's geometric theory of photoelasticity was substantiated as well as Mueller's
physical theory. The data show that the ratio of change of polarizability with density is

greater for solids having stronger interatomic repulsive forces. Volume and temperature
coefficients of polarizability were evaluated for the cubic crystals and glasses. The thermo-
optic behavior of crystals and glasses is discussed.

1. Introduction

The relationship between index of refraction and
density is of importance because of the effect of

atomic interactions on the atomic polarizabilities.

For transparent solids, values of pdfi/dp, where ^ is

the index and p the density, have been obtained by
calculation from the photoelastic constants [1].^ For
crystals as well as glasses values of pdn/dp so cal-

culated usually have been found to be less than the
corresponding values calculated on theoretical

grounds, i.e., from the Lorentz-Lorenz and the
Drude relationships [1]. The most extreme example
of this discrepancy is probably found in the case of

diamond and MgO where pdn/dp values calculated
from photoelastic constants are negative, a result

which is clearly impossible to reconcile with the
assumption of constant polarizability involved in

the initial derivation. The theory of photoelasticity

due to Mueller [2, 3] recognizes the change in the
intrinsic polarizability of an atom due to strain.

For glasses, data on pdii/dp have been obtained by
Ritland [4] (and others) in the annealing tempera-
ture range where both index and density change
with time at constant temperature and on volu-
metric relaxation following removal of high hy-
drostatic pressures [5]. In the former case pdp,jdp is

found to be somewhat less than theory predicts and
in the latter case somewhat greater.

Direct experimental data on pd/i/dp are required
to understand thermo-optic properties. Values of

dn/dT, where T is the temperature, have been
measured for many solids and it is known that the
sign may be either positive or negative. For most
crystals dp./dT is found to be negative but in the case
of diamond, MgO, and ZnS the reverse is true [6].

Recent work has shown that for AI2O3 dixjdT is

positive for both the ordinary and extraordinary

1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at tiie end of this paper.

rays [7]. Most optical glasses exhibit a minimum
in the curve somewhat below room temperature
so that at and above room temperature dn/dT is

positive but at some lower temperature the sign

reverses [8]. Any attempt to explain such a complex
thermo-optic behavior must of necessity require an
understanding of the pdp./dp effect because thermal
dilatation is an important contribviting factor to

the value of dp./dT.

Finally, by reversal of the customary procedure,
data on pdp./dp may be used to evaluate photoelastic

constants in certain instances. For glasses only two
constants are required, so that knowledge of pdn/dp,
plus information on the optical path difference pro-

duced by a unidirectional stress serves to determine
completely the photoelastic constants.

For these several reasons it was considered of inter-

est to obtain direct measurements of the density
coefficient of refractive index, pdfijdp, in solids at

constant temperature by the application of hydro-
static pressure. This is the first time that such an
approach has been used. This report contains data
on pdp,/dp obtained in the pressure interval between
1 bar and approximately 1000 bars for several crys-

tals and glasses of interest. Data were obtained
from specimens of the cubic ionic crystals, LiF, KBr,
NaCl, and MgO; the covalent cubic crystal, dia-

mond; and the birefracting crystals, AI2O3 and quartz
where both the ordinary and extraordinary rays were
studied. The glasses studied were fused silica, a
commercial plate glass and a borosilicate crown glass,

BSC 517/645. Measurements reported here were
made only at 25 °C using the helium yellow line.

2. Experimental Method

In these experiments interference fringes were ob-
served in a plate of the material having plane, pol-

ished, nearly parallel faces [9]. The fringes were
viewed in reflection using collimated helium light of
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X= 5875.62 A at normal incidence. For a specimen
of thickness, t, and index, fx, the fringe number N is

given by the expression

(1)

Application of hydrostatic pressure will produce a

change in ix, a decrease in t, and a shift in the inter-

ference fringes. By differentiating (1) and rearrang-

ing it is found that

AA^X At
(2)

A measurement of the number of fringes that pass a

point of reference, and the thickness together with
data on the initial index and the linear compression

At/t permits calculation of the change in index.

The experimental apparatus and method have been
described earher in detail and will only be outlined

here [10]. Briefly, a plate of the test specimen is

immersed in hquid in a pressure vessel equipped with
glass windows. Hydrostatic pressure is generated by
compressing the Uquid and the number of interference

fringes passing a reference line, i.e., the fringe count,

was determined visually. Estimates of the number
of fringes were made to the nearest tenth of a fringe.

The change in fringe number observed in approxi-

mately 1 kbar is not very large for these sohds
because of their rather low compressibilities com-
pared to the liquids previously studied and because
the decrease in thickness under pressure acts in such
a direction as to decrease the fringe number (see

eq (2)). In the most favorable case AN is known
only to three significant figures. Extreme precision

in the other quantities is not required. The most
reliable values for the initial indices were used,

however, and values for the index at the frequency
of the He yellow line were generally obtained by
interpolation of the dispersion data reported. The
data on the indices of refraction of the solids may
be found in references [11] through [20]. For BSC
517/645 the index was reported for the sodium D
line only. However, from the low dispersion of

such glasses and the small frequency separation of

the sodium and helium yeUow lines, the value re-

ported was assumed to apply to the present measure-
ments within the required precision.

Compression data for all materials except BSC
517/645 have been reported, usually in terms |of

volume compression (AV/Vo). Volume compres-
sions were converted to linear values for the isotropic

materials through the relationship AtlU=
AV

For

quartz and AI2O3, where data on linear compressions
are available. At/to was computed for the direction
perpendicular to the optic axis. The data for deter-
mining the compression of the sohds may be found
in references [21] through [26]. (For BSC 517/645
the linear compression was calculated from elastic

constant data measured at 1 bar [27].) It has been
estimated that, at most, the uncertainty in values of

At/tf) hes in the third significant figure.

For the optically isotropic solids (cubic crystals

and glasses) the measurements were straightforward
but for the crystals of lower symmetry, AI2O3 and
quartz, which are optically anisotropic the method
was modified to permit measurements for both the
ordinary and extraordinary ray. For these materials
the specimen was oriented so that the optic axis was
perpendicular to the direction of the light beam.
In the measurements a large polarizer was inserted
between the source and the window of the pressure
vessel. On rotating the polarizer two distinct fringe

systems could be seen depending on whether the
electric vector of the plane polarized light trans-

mitted by the polarizer was parallel or perpendicular
to the optic axis of the specimen. (For the quartz
crystal which is optically active, it should be noted
that, since the fringes were obtained by reflection,

the emergent polarized light was stdl plane polarized

in the same plane at which it was incident [28].

This would not have been true if the fringes were
observed in transmission [16].) On applying hydro-
static pressure the fringe shift for each separate
fringe system was noted, giving data on both rays
for the birefringent crystals.

3. Preparation of Specimens

Most specimens were prepared by sectioning or

clearing larger samples of commercially available

synthetic single crystals. However, both quartz and
diamond were prepared from naturally occurring
single crystals. The glasses were of commercial
origin. Although the test specimen required was
approximately 1 cm X 1 cm X 0.5 cm, it was found
expedient to grind and pohsh larger specimens and
then to cut the final specimen from the most perfectly

ground portion of the large piece. Rough blanks of

both AI2O3 and quartz were cut with the optic axes

in approximately the correct orientation. The blanks
were then oriented using the Laue back-reflection

x-ray technique and ground so that the optic axis

was in the surface of the specimen.

3.1. Grinding and Polishing

A brief account is given here of the preparation of

the crystals because these techniques are not widely

known. The specimens were first ground flat and
with nearty paraUei surfaces using a surface grinder

for the harder materials and using hand grinding

with fine abrasive for the alkah halides. The harder

crystals were prepolished on a wood lap with 8/x-22^

diamond powder using ohve oil lubricant and then

given a final polish on cloth impregnated with S/x

diamond dust using an alcohol-water solution as a

lubricant. The alkali hahdes were given only the

latter of the two pohshing steps. AI2O3 specimens
were available only in small diameters and the

grinding and polishing operation was conducted on
an assemblage of five small disks, set in wax on a

flat glass plate.

The diamond was a 2 carat brilliant cut gemstone
and the table face was found to be satisfactory for

one surface. The culet was ground down parallel to
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the table face using a high speed steel lap impreg-
nated with diamond powder to produce a surface
approximately 1 mm in width. Satisfactory fringes

could be observed through this small surface.

In all polishing operations it was necessary to

check the fringe system at frequent intervals. If it

was noted that the surfaces were deviating too much
from parallelism adjustments were made in the
polishing to reduce the angle between the surfaces.

3.2. Aluminizing

In order to improve the sharpness of the inter-

ference fringes the reflecting power of the surfaces

of the specimens was increased by vacuum deposition

of a layer of aluminum. The front svirface of each
specimen was covered with a partly reflecting film

while the rear surface was made fully reflecting.

Multiple reflection fringes were obtained in this

manner but because of the large thickness to length

ratio of the specimens the fringes were not extremely
sharp. A series of depositions of different thick-

nesses were made on the front surface of plate glass

specimens until the fringes appeared to reach a

maximum intensity and sharpness. This film thick-

ness was found to be satisfactory for all other
specimens.

Table 1. Pressure induced changes in refractive index as measured with helium yellow radiation of 5875.62 A

Material
Refractive

index.
Specimen
thickness, Pressure,

P

Thickness
change,
-A«/(oX103

Observed
change in

fringe number
-AiV

Change in
refractive
index
AmXIOS

Cm bars
KBr 1. 560 0.3210 966.1 2.118 11.3 227
NaCl 1.546 .6748 963.0 1. 348 21.6 115
LiF 1.392 ..5683 963.2 .349 9.4 0
MgO 1.738 .3970 960.8 .190 6.8 -17
Diamond _ 2. 418 .4037 960.0 .058 3.4 -11
Quartz:

1.545 .5112 957.6 .944 6.9 103
_ _ 1. 554 .5112 961.5 .948 7.5 107

Sapphire:
w 1. 769 .5659 961.8 .105 6.2 -14

1.760 .5659 957.6 .105 6.2 -14
Fused SiOz- ___ 1. 458 .4967 960.2 .865 7.3 83
BSC 517/645___ 1.517 .6693 960.

1

.717 8.9 70
Plate glass. 1. .518 .6566 960.0 .723 9.1 69

4. Results

The results of the experiments are given in table
1 which shows the decrease in fringe number, the
dimensional change calculated at the pressure given
and the change in index of refraction. It should
belnoted that the change in fringe number is pre-
sented in table 1 for the direction of increasing
pressure, i.e., between 1 bar and the pressure listed.

For birefracting crystals the index for the ordinary
and extraordinary rays are noted by co and e respec-
tively. Each value of AA^ given in table 1 represents
the average of at least two determinations. Such
duplicate measurements agreed to within ±0.1
interference fringe. From the agreement between
the duplicate measurements the limit of reproduci-
bility in the index change is estimated to be
±2X10-^
From the tabular data it is seen that the change

in index is quite small in absolute value, varying
from 0 in LiF to 2 in the third decimal place for KBr.
The index decreases for MgO, diamond and both the
ordinary and extraordinary rays of AI2O3. All
other materials show an increase in index except
LiF for which the index is unchanged. For the
birefracting crystals both the ordinary and extraor-

dinary rays show the same change in index within
the limits of error.

5. Discussion

5.1. Cubic Crystals

From the experimental values of Am and the com-
pressibility data, it was possible to calculate values

for the quantity p^ where p is the density. For the

cubic crystals studied here the theory of photo-

elasticity shows that p ^ can be calculated by the
dp

relationship

pf=^iPn-\-2p,,), (3)

where the elasto-optic constants, pa, relate the state

of strain existing in a crystal to changes in the index
ellipsoid [6]. These values have been calculated for

a number of crystals [1, 6] and the results are given
in table 2 together with the initial indices, p.. [The
values of these experiments obtained over the
pressure interval of approximately 1 kb are denoted
pAp/Ap while those from the photoelastic theory are

designated as pdpjdp]. It may be noted that the
photoelastic data were obtained for the sodium D
line and the present data for the helium yellow line.

However, because of the small frequency difference

between the two lines and the known low-frequency
dependence of pdpjdp [29, 30] any differences arising

from dispersion effects can be taken to be negligible.
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Table 2. Values 0/ p( t~ ) and Xo for cubic crystals and

glasses

Material
Refrac-

tive
index,
Mo

L-L equation Drude equation

-(I) Xo '(1) Xo

KBr 1.559 0. 35 0. 35 0. 68 0. 48 0. 46 0.24
NaCl 1.544 .28 .24 .66 .58 .45 .38
LiF 1.392 .00 .1 .44 1.00 .34 1.00
MgO 1.736 -.31 -.40 .97 1.32 .52 1.60
Diamond- .-. 2. 417 -1.58 -.28 2.62 1.60 1.00 2.58
Fused S1O2 1.458 .32 .29 .53 .40 .39 .17
BSC 517/645.... 1.517 .33 .62 .47 .43 .24
Plate glass.

_

1.518 .32 .62 .49 .43 .26

A comparison of the figures in table 2 sfiows that
there is essential agreement between the predictions
of photoelastic theory developed by Pockels [31] and
the actual measured values. Considering the errors

inherent in the measurements of the photoelastic
constants [6], i.e., small fringe shifts, nonuniformity
of stress distribution in uniaxial compression, etc.,

it is considered that the agreement in table 2 is

satisfactory except in the case of diamond. For this

material, however, the errors in the photoelastic
experiments and in the present work are likely to be
particularly large because of the small specimens
available and the small changes that are observed.
There is no question as to the negative sign of

pAyu/Ap for diamond, and it is interesting to note that
the results of the present experiments bear out the
theoretical predictions of negative values of pAju/Ap

for both MgO and diamond.
The data for diamond obtained in this study are

in much better agreement with the results of Gibbs
and Hill [32] on the change of the dielectric constant
of diamond with pressure. Gibbs and Hill noted
that the dielectric constant of diamond, e= 5.66 at

27 °C at frequencies as high as 10 MHz is equal to

the square of the optical index of refraction at infinite

wavelength, n^, reported by Peter [14]. Since p is

proportional to 1/F, (din p/dP)r=-(dln V!c)P)t=0,
where P is the pressure and ^ the compressibility.
It follows that

''V dp A^VdP din pA I3\^pJt ^
^

If e= ij.i, it follows that

If the value of p in the present study is used for

p(d/Xoo/dp)r in eq (4), and employing the equivalence
shown in eq (5), (l/e)(de/dP)7. for diamond has been
found to have the value —2.28X10"' bar -\ The
value obtained experimentally by Gibbs and Hill for
a type I diamond is —2.40X10"' bar"^

2 The derivation leading to eq (4) was suggested by D. D. Wagman of NBS.

5.2. Glasses

Experimental values for pA/x/Ap for the glasses are

given in table 2. The values are very similar for

all three glasses and probably reflect the fact that
the data are determined largely by the Si04 tetra-

hedra common to all three glasses. Numerical
comparisons with photoelastic theory can be made
only for vitreous SiOo for which Jog [29] has reported
the necessary photoelastic data. As seen in the table

the value of pdnjdp calculated from the photoelastic

constants is in reasonably good agreement with the
value obtained here by direct measurement. All

three glasses show positive values for pA/x/Ap.

Furthermore the photoelastic data on numerous
optical glasses reported by Schaeffer and Nassenstein

[33], Vedam [34], and Mueller [3] invariably indicate

positive values for pdnjdp. This fact wiU be discussed

later.

5.3. Noncubic Crystals

It is interesting to note that the increase in index
for both rays in quartz is greater than observed in

fused silica. The result can be explained only by
the conclusion that interatomic interactions play an
effective role in the index change with density and
that those are dift'erent in the crystal and the glass

because of the crystal structure and the higher initial

density of the crystal. From the data of table 1 it

appears that the extraordinary ray suffers the larger

change in index but the difference is probably within
the experimental error. Pockels [35] has measured
the photoelastic constants of quartz and his results

can be extrapolated linearly to the present pressure

of 957 bars to permit calculation of A/x. Under these

circumstances the photoelastic data yield calculated

values for the change of index of 100X10"^ for the

ordinary ray and 104X10"^ for the extraordinary

ray. These values are in good agreement with the

results of the present studies. In contrast to quartz

both rays of sapphire show the same change in index

but both are negative. There do not appear to be
enough photoelastic data available to permit calcu-

lations of the index change for AI2O3 [7].

5.4 Photoelastic Constants of Glass

From the present data on Ap-lAP and auxiliary

data on the amount of double refraction introduced

into glass by uniaxial compression it is possible to

compute the constants qu and q^, where the piezo-

optic constants, qtj, relate the state of stress which
exists in a solid to changes in the index ellipsoid [6].

The relationships used [34] are as follows:

Am/AP=m'[2ii+22i2]/2 (6)

and

(AM2-AMi)/AP=p^[gi2-2n]/2, (7)

where, in addition to the terms previously defined,

Am2 and Ami represent changes in index for light

polarized respectively perpendicular and parallel to
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the stress direction. (In eq (7), AP denotes a change
in a compression applied in one direction only.)

The quantity (A/na— Ami)/AP is defined as the relative

sti'ess optical coefficient and has been reported to be
2.81 brewsters for BSC 517/645 [36] and 2.62 brewsters

for plate glass [37]. These data plus values of

Am/AP serve to determine values for qn and qio from
eq (6) and eq (7). These values are given in table 3.

Values of Neumann's photoelastic constants, p and

q, are also given in table 3 ; the relationships used in

evaluating them are given by Vedam [34].

The elasto-optic constants, pu and pu can also be
calculated from the relationships given by Vedam
[34]. Values of the elastic moduli needed in the

calculations are given by Spinner for BSC 517/645

[27]. From measurements made on commercial
plate glass [38], values for Young's modulus, the

rigiditv modulus and Poisson's ratio have been
found 'to be 723.9 kbar, 297.9 kbar, and 0.215 re-

spectively. These values were used to calculate the

elasto-optic constants for plate glass shown in table 3.

Table 3. The photoelastic constants of BSC 517/645 and
plate glass

Glass P ? pii Pl2 ffuXlO" SI2X1013

cm'Idyne cm^/dyne
BSC 517/645 0. 168 0.087 0.115 0. 221 0.315 1.92

Plate glass... _ . .154 .087 .114 .203 .369 1.87

5.5. Polarizability and Density

It seems self-evident that density changes must be
accompanied by some change in molecular or atomic
polarizability and it is useful to analyze the present

data to ascertain what information can be obtained
in this connection. The most comprehensive theory
appears to be due to Mueller [2, 3] who considers

the following factors involved in change of refractive

index of a solid under applied stress: (1) change of

density; (2) change of the Lorentz-Lorenz field; (3)

change of the coulomb field; and (4) change in the

intrinsic polarizabilities of the atoms. Mueller
appears to be the first investigator to recognize the

importance of the last factor. The theory has been
applied so far only to cubic crystals and isotropic

solids because in these cases the symmetry is such
that the coulomb field can be taken to be zero.

Under hydrostatic pressure the symmetry is un-
changed and the coulomb field remains zero but the
Lorentz-Lorenz field may change because of the

change in density.

There are two principal theoretical relationships

relating the index and density, the Lorentz-Lorenz,

SI©--
and the Drude,

(M^-l)/p=a2 (9)

where ai and aQ are constants. In deriving the

Lorentz-Lorenz equation the local field has been

accounted for through the theoretical value 4/-n-3 P
where P is the polarization of the medium and the
change in local field with density is accounted for

in the equation. The change in the local field with
density has been ignored m the Drude equation.^

If ai and 0:2 are rigorously constants eq (8) and
eq (9) may be differentiated to obtain the change of

index with density. This was apparently first done
by Pockels [39] who obtained the two expressions

p|^=(M^-l)(M^-f2)/6M (10)

pg=(M^-l)/2M (11)

corresponding to the Lorentz-Lorenz and Drude
formulations respectively. In eq (10) and eq (11)
partial derivatives are used to indicate that there

may be a change in atomic polarizability which is

neglected. Mueller [2, 3] introduced the strain

polarizability parameter, Xo, to evaluate the change
in polarizability by means of the relationship,

pdfi/dp={l-\o)pc)lM/dp. (12)

This relationship follows from considering ai and
to be dependent on the polarizability. By using
eq (12) in conjunction with eqs (10) and (11) and
the experimental values of pAp/Ap values of Xo have
been calculated for both the Lorentz-Lorenz and the
Drude formulations. These data are shown in

table 2.

Burstein and Smith [1] have proposed that Xg is

a measure of the degree of homopolar binding.

According to Burstein and Smith Xo should attain a
maximum value for intermediate bonding, i.e.,

bonding containing appreciable amounts of both
ionic and homopolar bonding, and decrease as the
bonding becomes either more ionic or more homo-
polar. The present studies do not agree with this

conclusion, the value of Xo being largest for the most
covalent crystal-diamond. It appears that the
conclusions of Burstein and Smith were based upon
erroneous data for diamond.
For the glasses, calculated values of Xo are also

given in table 2. These values show little variation

for the three glasses but it is noteworthy that Xo

data calculated by both the Lorentz-Lorenz and the
Drude equations are positive. Previous data on
liquids show that Xo is positive when computed from
the L-L equation but negative when computed from
the Drude equation [30]. This behavior in liquids

was explained as arising from the change in the local

field brought about by compression of the liquids

3 Krishan and Roy [40] have shown the equivalence of the Lorentz-Lorenz
and Drude equations in expressing the frequency dependence of the refractive

index and have shown that the Drude expression accounts for the local field by
incorporating its effect into the value of the fundamental absorption frequency.
However, eq (9) is a simplified version of the generalized Drude equation and is

valid only at a single frequency. When written in the form of eq (9) it is implied
that the change in the local field with density has been ignored.
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and incorporated into a change in the fundamental
absorption frequency in the Drude model. This

greater change in the local field of the liquids arises

from their greater compressibilities.

Ramachandran and Radhakrishnan [41, 6] have
shown that the thermal properties of the index of

refraction may be understood by considering the

change of index with temperature to consist of

three independent contributions which they label

P, Q, and R. P represents the change arising only

from a change in the number of scattering centers

and is a pure density effect, Q represents the change in

polarizability resulting from the density change, and
R consists of the effect of temperature alone on the

polarizability. Recognizing that dn/dT=P-{-Q-\-R,
the values they derived using the Drude equation

are as follows:

where 7=—
( jTfi) . Values of pdn/dp they used

[41, 6] were evaluated from the elasto-optic constants

(eq (3)). The quantities P, Q, and R have been re-

evaluated using the same data that Krishnan and
[

Roy used except that experimental values of pA/.t/Ap

have been substituted for pd^ldp. [There is one i

further change; it appears that the earlier results j'

were calculated using an erroneous value for the t

volume expansivity of diamond, 1.3X10"V°C [41, 6]
j;

compared to the correct value, 0.31 X 10"V°C [42, 9].] I

The results are given in table 4. The present data f

agree reasonably well with the earlier results in '

most instances, there being slight changes in Q and
|R resulting from the present values of Aju/Ap. There J

is a large change, however, in the results for diamond. \
It is also possible to calculate R, which is defined

\

as {dn/dT)v, from constant volume data. For a .|

given material the calculations involve finding a j
temperature at 1 atm where the specific volume is

the same as that at 25 °C and an elevated pressure;
the refractive indices which pertain for the two I

difi^erent situations may then be used to find R. i

Such calculations have been made using values of 7 |

and (dn/dT)p as a function of temperature. The
original sources for the values of 7 and (dtj./dT)p for

the different solids have been identified in the
list of references.* Much of the necessary infor-

j

mation may be found in the compilation made
|

by Krishnan [6]. The values are given in the column \

headed R (experimental) in table 4. It can be seen
that there is reasonably good agreement between
corresponding values of R in the two columns.

* BSC 617/645 is known to have the same nominal composition as the glass
designated as BSC-2 in reference [8].

Table 4. Analysis of change in refractive index and polarizability for cubic crystals and glasses

Material M
D

7X105 OX /OS i?X105
/?X105
(experi-

mental) a dV/T \adV Jt X105

(1 ^^
\adT/y

xio*

(--)
xw

(experi-

mental)

"C-i °c-i OQ-l °C-i °C-i °c->
KBr 1.559 12.0 -3.6 -5.5 1.3 0.6 0.4 0.2 -0.8 -9.4 1.6 0.9
NaCl_- 1.544 12.0 -3.8 -5.4 2.0 -0.4 -.3 .4 -.7 -7.8' —

. 7 -.7
LiF 1.392 10.2 -1.3 -3.4 3.4 -1.3 -1.3 1.0 0.0 0.0 -3.8 -3.9
MgO -. 1. 736 3.9 1.6 -2.3 3.5 0.4 0.6 1.5 .5 2.C 0.7 1.0
Diamond 2.417 C. 31 1.0 -0.3 0.8 .5 .6 1.7 .7 0.2 .8 0.6
rusedSiOj 1.458 .15 0. 92 -.06 .01 .97 1.0 0.2 -.8 -.1 2,5 2.6
BSC 517/645 1.517 2.0 .17 -.9 . 2 .8 ' .7 .2 -.8 -1.5 1.9 1.5

Plate glass 1.518 1.9 .27 -.8 . 2 .9 .3 -.7 -1.4 2.0

For the present purposes where volume and
temperature may both be considered as independent
variables it appears more desirable to change the
analysis slightly as follows: Starting with the
Drude relationship (eq (9)) and considering the
polarizability a2 to be a function of V and T, it

can be shown that

dVl
V

(16)

(In eq (16) and the treatment that follows a2 is

1 /da\
written simply as a.) In this expression IS

a \dTJv
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the pure temperature coefficient [of polarizability,

—
(^^^^

is t.he pure volume coefficient of polariza-

bility and the term (^(^^^ ~0 ^^P^®^®^^^

total contribution of volume to the change in index.

At present the term ~
(^^^^

evaluated from

the constant temperature experiments. To obtain

r^^^ the volume is taken to be a function ofjP
a\Ol/v

and T. Then dV=(^^ dT+(^ dP and using



cast in the form

dn fjL'—

The vahie of V/a{da/c)V)T determined from eq (16)

can be combined with available data on y and on the

temperature variation of index at constant pres-

sure to derive values for - T^^) •

a \oi J

V

Lorenz equation is used the same

be obtained except that the factor

If the Lorentz-

expression will

(m^-1)(m^+2)

6m'

replaces This represents only a different
2m'

scaling factor and in no way affects the relative

magnitudes of the terms in the brackets which are

of primary interest.

The calculated values of the terms of interest in

eq (17) are given in table 4. The volume coefficient

of polarizability is seen to be positive in all materials

as expected. The positive sign means a decreased
polarizability on compression and an increased

polarizabUity on heating arising from the thermal
expansion. In the alkali halides the numerical
values of the coefficient increase as the anion packing
increases. Values for MgO and diamond are the

largest in the table, a result consistent with the large

interatomic interactions presumed to occur in these

materials. The small values for the glasses are to

be expected from the smaller interatomic inter-

actions expected for such open structures. The
smallest value in the table applies to fused Si02

which has the most "open" structure. (The figures

in table 4 have been rounded off and this conclusion

is not obvious from the data given.) The total

volume contribution is given in the next column and
these values are generally negative except for dia-

mond and MgO. It is noteworthy that in every
case the volume coefficient of polarizability repre-

sents an appreciable portion of the total volume
effect. It must be concluded that any relationship

between index and density which ignores the effect

of this contribution to the index can, at best, be only
approximately correct. The next column tabulates
the total volume term multiplied by the expansivity

to permit comparison on an equal basis with values
for the temperature coefficients of polarizability

given in the next to last column. The temperature
coefficients vary in both sign and size with the value
apparently decreasing with packing in the alkali

halides and being rather large positively in the
glasses. There are insufficient data, however, to

verify that these conclusions are typical.

may also be found by substituting values of {dnldT)„

in eq (16). These values are shown in the last

column of table 4. Again it may be seen that there
is fau'ly good agreement between corresponding
values in the two columns of figures.

With the data given in table 4 it is instructive to
consider the change in index resulting from two
separate experiments, first an isothermal compression
and second an isobaric temperature change. An
isothermal compression produces an increase in index
in KBr, NaCl, and all the glasses because the pre-
dominant effect is an increase in the number of

scattering centers per unit volume. The decrease
in polarizability mth decreasing volume is less than
the density effect in these materials. In LiF the
index undergoes no change (to 1 kbar) because the
density increase and the polarizability decrease
exactly balance. In both MgO and diamond the
index decreases on compression, the polarizability

decrease overbalancing the density increase.

It is of interest to consider the eft'ect of pressures

higher than the 1 kbar used here. It appears likely

that the volume coefficient of polarizability will

increase as the volume decreases because the inter-

atomic interactions should increase in magnitude.
In the absence of other effects, this requires that at

some elevated pressure the indices of the solids which
increased mth pressure at low pressures will pass
through a maximum value and then decrease at still

higher pressures. Further the decrease in index
should accelerate at still higher pressures. The
pressures required to produce these changes are not
obvious but plans are being made to extend these

measurements to 10 kb. In this range it appears
very probable that a decrease might be expected
for LiF. For the other alkali halides a reversal or a

decrease in the rate of change of index with density
might be expected.

An isobaric temperature increase results in a
decrease in indices for KBr, NaCl, and LiF but an
increase in indices for MgO, diamond and all the
glasses. Although the resultant effects are similar

for members in each of the two groups, there are

various causes, and it is necessary to consider the

details of the process. In KBr the volume expansion
causes a decrease in index because the number of

scattering centers per unit volume decreases. This
effect is great enough to overbalance the increased

polarizabihties arising from the increased volume and
temperature. In NaCl the temperature coefficient

acts in conjunction with the density effect to decrease

the index. In LiF there is no total volume contri-

bution and the decrease in index arises solely from
the temperature coefficient of polarizability. In both
MgO and diamond the index increases because the

positive temperature and volume coefficients of

polarizability overbalance the negative contribution

from the decrease in the number of scatterers with
the volume coefficient playing the major role. All

the glasses show an increase in index because the

comparatively large temperature coefficient of polar-

izability outweighs the negative effect of the total

contribution of change in volume which is nearly as

large.
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The glasses require further consideration because it

is known [8] that the index-temperature relationships

of most optical glasses exhibit a minimum in index.

The glass BSC-5 17/645 has such a minimum near
—80 °C and although data on plate glass do not
appear to be available a minimum may reasonably
be expected at some temperature below 25 °C. On
the other hand the index of refraction of fused Si02

is known to decrease monotonically with decreasing
temperature [51,16] despite the reversal of its co-

efficient of thermal expansion. A reasonably sound
explanation of these effects requires data on the two

which are apparently notterms - d'a , 1 d'a

a dVdT
and

available at this time but certain conclusions may be
of interest until such data are obtained. It might
be expected that for normal materials the polariza-

bility arising from pure thermal agitation should de-
crease at higher temperatures because of increased

interaction. However, it is not apparent whether

^ increases or decreases. Data by Radhakrishnan

on LiF [49] show that djijdT becomes increasingly

negative at higher temperatures. At room tempera-
ture this crystal shows a zero volume contribution,

and, if it is assumed that this contribution is negligi-

bly small at elevated temperatures, it may be con-

cluded that - {^^^ is negative. The glasses, how-

ever, are not normal solids so that it is not certain

that they exhibit a similar behavior. It is known that

^ C^T^}
positive for the glasses and it is to be ex-

pected that —
(^^^^

would increase somewhat at

low temperatures because of the closer packing.
In table 4 it is observed that for BSC 517/645 and

plate glass that the total volume contributions and
the temperature coefficients of polarizability are of

opposite signs but nearly equal in absolute values.

If either one or both of those quantities changes
slightly in the proper direction on lowering the
temperature it is clear that the sign of dn/dT will

reverse. Since this reversal occurs below room
temperature in BSC 517/645 and is expected in

a similar temperature range for plate glass, it is

probable that the temperature coefficient of polariza-
bility decreases with decreasing temperature in these
glasses in contrast with the opposite behavior ob-
served in LiF. The situation in fused SiOa is some-

what different in that - (^^f!) is at least ten times
a \01/v

as great as the total volume effect although they are
of opposite sign. In this situation a small change
in either quantity will be insufficient to reverse the
sign of dii/dT. In addition when the expansivity of

fused SiOa becomes negative both the volume term

and ^ are positive and cannot cancel. It may be

noted that the interpretation here is similar to that

advanced by Prod'homme [52] for the anomalous
temperature-index behavior in optical glasses but is

somewhat more detailed. It appears that the posi-

tive value of dfi/dT in optical glasses arises from the
comparatively large temperature coefficient of polar-

izability coupled with the low coefficient of thermal
expansion. Since these quantities are not common
to all glasses [52] it appears that they must be attrib-

uted to the silica network.

The authors are indebted to Harry B. Williams of

the National Bureau of Standards for his great help
in the preparation of specimens. The authors also

thank Edward N. Farabaugh and William S. Brower
of the National Bureau of Standards for their help

in the orientation of the uniaxial crystals.
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The Performance of Lenses Made from

Inhomogeneous Glasses

Fred W. Rosberry

The performanee of lenses made from glass elements containing defects such as bubbles, streaks, striae,

etc., has been measured and an attempt made to compare the effect of the various defects. Four defec-

tive lenses and a good or control lens were used. The performance in the image plane was determined by

four different evaluation procedures. A summary evaluation showed that the lens containing striae, al-

though the most difficult defect to detect, produced the lowest quality image.

I. Introduction

In the interest of improving lens imagery three areas

for development are available: lens ^design, optical

materials, and lens fabrication. From the available

literature, it is evident that major emphasis is placed

upon lens design as the reports of investigations into

this subject are more numerous than those dealing with
either of the other two areas. It is probable that the

difficulty of making measurements that permit the

establishment of definite meaningful criteria for stand-

ards of quality for transparent optical media has in-

hibited research in this area. This paper presents an
approach to the problem that might prove of use in the

evaluation of the effect of inhomogeneities in glass upon
the quality of images formed by lenses made from such
glass. In view of the ambiguousness of such terms as

"defective glasses" and "fuzzy images", the best that

can be done in an investigation of this kind is to evalu-

ate the imagery formed by lenses made from a few
samples of poor glass. Several methods of analysis are

employed. These include consideration of interfero-

grams, sine wave response data, limit of resolution

measurements, and viewer reaction to photographs of a
given subject scene for each of the selected lenses.

II. Imperfections in Material

Defects in glasses are identified by various terms de-

pending upon the type, but all are characterized by
areas containing a rapid change in the index of refrac-

tion of the optical material. Small areas of large in-

dex differences such as seeds, streaks, and feathers are

The author is with the National Bureau of Standards, Washing-
ton, D. C.

Received 3 March 1964.
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usually caused during the melting and molding of the

glass by improper mixing, stirring, impurities in the in-

gredients, or by contamination from the surfaces of the

pot. Large areas of small index differences are usually

caused during the annealing schedule where small

temperature gradients exist throughout the sample.

The material defects in four glasses used in this in-

vestigation were striae, bubbles, streaks and feathers,

and scratches. These glasses were each made into a

lens with two components, and the described defects

appeared in one or both components. The focal length

was 30 cm and aperture 2.5 cm. A fifth lens of the

same design and good quality glass was used as a con-

trol. It is hoped that this constitutes a set for investi-

gation with glass quality and surface defects (scratches)

as the dominating variable. It is fully realized that it

is difficult to describe the severity of the defects in

quantitative terms that can be understood without

ambiguity. Also while lenses made from defective

glass are listed as containing only one defect they may
contain other defects in minor amounts.

Lens A (bubbles) had one bubble 0.5 mm in diameter

and several others of smaller diameter. It also con-

tained an inclusion of opaque foreign material about 3

mm long and 0.5 mm wide. A slight irregularity in

the fringe pattern (Fig. 1) suggests that there is a varia-

tion in index of refraction adjacent to this inclusion.

Lens B (scratches) was deliberately scratched with a

diamond or other hard point on two of the four sur-

faces. The maximum width of the scratch is about

0.8 mm. The scratch pattern is clearly shown in Fig. 1.

Lens C (control) had no defect in the glass that could

be observed by the test methods used.

Lens D (striae) contained a heavy
^
band of striae

about 5 mm wide running almost diametrically across

the lens. A second narrow band of striae is visible at

an angle of about 40° to the main band. The glass

used in this lens would be judged to be comparable in
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Fig. 1. Interferograms of the five lenses investigated, photo-

graphed on a Twyman-Green interferometer. Vertical column

at left illustrates the minimum fringe patterns. Right-hand

column shows fringe patterns with a small amount of tilt in-

troduced by the interferometer.

quality to D grade optical glass as defined in Joint

Army-Navy Specification JAN-G-r74, 30 January

1954, Glass, Optical.

Lens E (streaks and feathers) contained a defect that

was apparently caused by folding a surface layer into

the glass when the lens was molded. The defect in-

cluded opaque material and a layer of fine bubbles as

well as one bubble 0.5-mm diam and one 0.2-mm diam.

III. Methods of Measurement

A. Wavefront Determination

A perfect lens placed in a collimated beam will have a

spherical wavefront on the imaging side of the lens.

The amount a wavefront departs from the sphere is a

measure of the defects in the lens. The wavefront can

best be examined interferometrically where the entire

front can be observed or photographed at once. De-
partures from sphericity are indicated by fringes in the

field of the interferometer. Any area of the front de-

viating from a sphere by a radial distance of one-half a

wavelength is shown by a dark fringe. The Twyman-
Green type of interferometer was found to be quite

satisfactory for this task. The light inside the inter-

ferometer is parallel. A positive lens introduced into

the beam makes it coRvergent and to return it to a

parallel beam one of the plane mirrors is replaced by a

convex spherical one. When the center of the reflect-

ing sphere is coincident with the focal point of the lens,

the converging beam is reflected back upon itself and
reemerges from the test lens again as a reasonably

parallel beam traveling in the reverse direction. The
fringe pattern produced when this beam interferes with

the reference beam indicates the position of minimum
fringes and any adjustment will put more fringes into

the field. Changes in the fringe pattern can be ac-

complished by changing the angle of the reference

mirror in the comparison leg of the interferometer or by
separating the center of curvature of the sphere and the

focal point of the lens under investigation. Conver-

sion of this type of fringe pattern to wavefront is de-

scribed by Twyman.^
Two wavefront presentations will suffice for this re-

porting: one of minimum fringes and one with a small

amount of inclination between the interfering beams
put in by the reference mirror. The minimum fringe

pictures used as a criterion (Fig. 1) show the workman-
ship to be quite uniform on all except lens E. This

lens contains streaks and feathers and there also seems

to be a dimple about one fringe deep in the center of the

wavefront caused by defects other than the faults in

the glass.

B. Sine Wave Response

Sine wave response represents one of the numerous
methods of assaying the image-producing qualities of a

lens. The sine wave response or contrast transfer

function of the lenses was determined on equipment
described earlier.^ Data were taken only on axial

positions, and the focal positions were determined by
using the plane yielding the highest resolution. This

choice may give rise to argument^ but it was made only

as a means of using the same criterion every time to de-

termine a focal plane. The sine wave response curve

gives not only an approximation of the limit of resolu-

tion, if carried to near zero response, but also shows

the degree of reproduction of objects in the image

plane. Objects do not reproduce perfectly in the

image out to a certain value of lines per mm and then

stop with a sharp cutoff. As an example, a lens having
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a limit of resolution of 90 lines/mm does not resolve 80

lines as clearly as it does 30 lines. The rate of degrada-

tion is gradual and varies from one lens to another.

It is common to observe response-function curves in-

dicating similar values for limit of resolution and greatly

differing values of response for intervening spatial fre-

quencies.

Each of the lenses in the set was examined on the sine

wave bench. A series of signals of progressively higher

spatial frequency was projected through the lens, and

the resultant luminous intensities of the lines and spaces

in the image were recorded by a photocell on a strip

chart recorder. As the projected line space frequencies

increased the luminosity differences in the image re-

duced until near the limit of resolution the signal was
reduced to the noise level of the system. A curve was

plotted for each lens showing the response as a function

of increasing spatial frequency. The curves were not

plotted beyond a spatial frequency of 75 lines/mm be-

cause this represented the highest value on the target.

C. Limit of Resolution

The lunit of resolution for the five lenses was de-

termined by a conventional photographic method
using a three-line square wave target. Targets are de-

signed with dif?erent rates of progression from one pat-

tern to another. The longest ranges of spatial fre-

quency values are covered by targets with large steps

between patterns. This type of target also gives the

best repeatability because of the large differences be-

tween the steps. The target used in this investigation

was the U.S.A.F. 1951 target using a length to width

ratio equal to 5 to 1 with rather small differences (V2)
between steps in order to emphasize the resolution dif-

ferences between these lenses. The lenses were set on

a lens bench and focused on the target visually. Photo-

graphs were made at this position and at two nearby

positions on each side in order to bracket the best

focal position. The highest resolution that could be

read with a microscope from the five focal positions was
called the limit of resolution for that particular lens on

axis. The maximum off-axis position for this test ar-

rangement was only 3.5°. Photographs were recorded

on Kodak High Resolution Plate.

D. Scene Analysis

Another method of observing the image-producing

qualities of these lenses was to examine pictorial scenes

made with each. This is undoubtedly the least precise

and most subjective of the test methods employed.

However, it is the method by which many lenses are

rated.

A 35-mm single lens reflex camera was fitted with an
adapter to accommodate the long focal length test

lenses. The focal plane shutter in the camera body was
used to determine exposures with the various lenses.

The camera with back removed was mounted in the

nodal slide of the sine wave response bench. Repeated
scans of a high-spatial frequency pattern were made at

various focal settings and the best focus was located by
the setting giving the highest response. The film plane

i

Fig. 2. Photograph of the scene used for subjective rating of

lens performance. Four areas on the print were used for ex-

amination of detail.

T

SINE WAVE RESPONSE

SPATIAL FREQUENCY (LINES/mm )

Fig. 3. Sine wave response curves determined from the five

lenses investigated.

was established from the camera body by the guiding

strips which control the film location. The best aerial

image was focused to fall in the same plane. The
camera was then removed from the nodal slide, the film

threaded, and the back replaced. Photos of the scene

(Fig. 2) were made from the tripod-mounted camera.

This process was repeated for each test lens. Ap-

proximately one hour was required to complete this

process for each lens, thus making the lighting angle of

the sun different in the successive scenes which was a

handicap when the photographs were evaluated. The

distance between camera and principal subject in the

test scene was about 1950 m. This was virtually

equal to a focus on infinity. The developed negatives

were printed at a constant enlargement and then

examined by several observers who were asked to list

the prints in order from best to worst.

IV. Summary of Results

Analysis of the interferograms of the wavefronts

shown in Fig. 1 indicates that defects such as bubbles

(A), scratches (B), and streaks and feathers (E) are

best observed by shadowgraphing methods. The
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Table I. Summary of Results as Determined by the Five Methods of Image Analysis

Wavefront

Minimum Tilt Sine wave

Relative rating fringes fringes response Limit of resolution Scene analysis Averages

Best C C C B or C or E C C
(control)

Better B A B B or C or E A B
(scratches)

Good A B A B or C or E E A
(bubbles)

Fair D D D A or U D D
(striae)

Poor E E E A or D B E
(streaks &
feathers)

change in index between defect and the bulk of the glass

is so abrupt that the change in fringe order cannot be

counted; also the areas of the defects are too small for

a fringe pattern to be seen within the defect. The in-

terferogram of the lens with striae (D) shows quite well

deformations in the wavefront caused by the striae in

the glass. The irregularities of the fringes in the center

of lens E are not caused by the glass defects but by
surface curves on the elements and will not be discussed

here. Examination of the ten interferograms, with

allowances made for the aforementioned irregularities

of lens E, shows lens C to be the best and lens D or E
the lowest quality.

The sine wave response curves shown in Fig. 3 are

the results of measurements of the amount an optical

sine wave signal in luminous intensity is attenuated by

a single pass through each of the lenses in this investiga-

tion. The area under each curve represents useful in-

formation; therefore, the curve indicating the highest

response for the greatest amount of recordable fre-

quencies represents the lens reproducing the most in-

formation. Examination of the curves with this as a

criterion shows lens C to be the best and, out to spatial

frequency of 45 lines/mm, lens D the worst. Higher

spatial frequencies indicate lens E as giving the lowest

response.

The limit of resolution results as read from the

photographic plate divided the lenses into two groups

—

one group of 3 lenses resolving about 123 lines/mm and
the second group of 2 resolving 111 lines/mm. The
control lens C was in the better group and lens D with

striae in the lower group. This agreed with results in-

dicated by the sine wave response curves except for the

unpredictable resolution of lens E.

The prints of the pictorial scene were rated by four

observers who were asked to judge each print by the

quality in each of four specified areas on the print,

making a total of 16 votes for each print. A typical

example of the voting gave lens A 4 votes for first place,

8 for second, 3 for third, none for fourth, and 1 for

fifth, thus putting it in second place. The over-all tally

of this method put lenses C and A as best, and D and B
as the lowest quality.

The results of all the evaluation methods are shown in

Table I where another average is taken of the various

methods and a final rating shown in the last column.

Very little weight was put on the results obtained with

lens E because of defects in the surfaces as well as the

glass.

V. Conclusions

It would have been an improvement in the investiga-

tion if it had been possible to have made some ob-

servations of the homogeneity of the glass used for lens

D, before it was made into the lens, containing striae.

The other samples with bubbles and streaks in the glass

are best observed by a shadowgraph technique or are

amply well seen in the interferograms. The fringe

patterns show that in spite of the manufacturers' ef-

forts to finish the lenses the same except for the ma-
terial differences there still exist variations due to

manufacture. The fringe photographs also show a set

of ghost fringes probably caused by the air space be-

tween the elements. It was not the intention of this

paper to compare the various methods of image analy-

sis, but only to use all of them hoping that the average

Avould be nearer a true rating than any one method
would be. It is apparent from these data that striae

content, although more difficult to detect, is probably

one of the more influential of the glass faults.
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The Measurement of Homogeneity of Optical

Materials in the Visible and Near Infrared

F. W. Rosberry

A procedure is described for determining the inhomogeneities of a sample of optical material in terms of

small changes in index of refraction at discrete points over the measured surface. The method is used
in the visible- and near-ir regions of the spectrum. An He-Ne gas laser source was used for the ir mea-
surements. The variation in index was mapped with contour lines enclosing areas of similar index vari-

ations. The largest index change in 1-cm distance was noted and recorded as the maximum variation

per centimeter. Over twenty-five different samples of six different materials were examined. The re-

sults are presented in a chart indicating the range of maximum refractive index variations of the samples
observed. Data are shown to illustrate the possibility of determining index values to higher precision

than the material justifies.

I. Introduction

The availability of new materials for optical applica-

tions is constantly increasing. A survey of optical

material catalogs yields a wealth of information con-

cerning transmission and absorption vs wavelength,

refractive index and dispersion vs wavelength, density,

melting point, solubility in water, and other properties.

One quality that is usually only lightly touched on or

not even mentioned is uniformity of structure or homo-
geneity. When mentioned it is often referred to as a
high degree of homogeneity or extremely homogeneous.

These unquantitative terms are justified by the ap-

parent difficulty of putting a numerical value on this

characteristic.

Homogeneity is a quality that depends on the purity

of a material as well as the residual stress within.^

Design requirements are putting an increased demand
on the precision of measurement of other optical quali-

ties such as transmittance and refractive index. As
more precise values for these properties are obtained,

the uniformity of structure or homogeneity of the

material becomes of increasing importance. The in-

crease in precision of measurement of these qualities is

justified by the fact that it represents an integration of

the variations over the area observed by the measuring
instruments. By interferometric means, the homo-
geneity of a material can be measured in terms of index

The author is with the National Bureau of Standards, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20234.
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of refraction; relative changes in the sixth decimal

place are readily detected for extremely small areas.

The interferometer is an ideal tool for measuring small

changes in refractive index when a nominal index

value to about four places beyond the decimal is avail-

able. This paper describes a method introduced by
Twyman,^ improved by Tilton et al.,^ and herein ad-

vanced by establishing a criterion for applying a nu-

merical value to homogeneity. It also extends the useful

range of measurement from the visible into the near

ir^ by utilization of an ir He-Ne gas laser as a source,

and image converter equipment to make observations.

II. The Measurement of Homogeneity

The degree of homogeneity in a sample can vary

greatly. Low quality material with large areas of

striae can be observed with the unaided eye. Smaller

areas can be seen only by using a shadowgraph or

schlieren technique and graded by subjective com-

parison with shadowgraphs of the standards for striae

in optical glass.* A shadowgraph of one set of stand-

ards is shown in Fig. 1. Strain can be detected by ob-

serving the sample through a polariscope. These

defects represent large changes in refractive index oc-

curring over short distances. Higher quality material

will have more gradual index gradients that are not

detectable by the above methods.

Figure 2 displays the order of preliminary test pro-

cedures used in this laboratory. Four samples, two of

glass and two fused silica, are labeled A, B, C, and D.

* See Military Specification of Optical Glass MIL-G-174A.
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Fig. 1. Shadowgraph of the standards for optical glass striae

grade. Grade D is at left and Grade A at right. Grade B has a

small surface scratch near center. Striae can be seen in Grade A
on original photograph. These standards are 10.16 cm thick.

Sample A failed the visual test because of the gross lack

of resolution in the upper center of the sample. The
other samples did not show such pronounced degrada-

tion of resolution. The second test is made with the

sample in polarized light. Sample B showed a strong

strain pattern and was therefore eliminated from further

investigation. Sample C showed a slight pattern in

this test that was barely visible on the photographs.

The third test, the shadowgraph test, showed the loca-

tion of several areas of striae in Sample C which could be

subjectively compared with the standards shown in

Fig. 1. The shadowgraph of Sample D showed a fairly

high density of inclusions of opaque foreign material

which may or may not exclude this sample, also, from
further testing. The fourth and last preliminary test

is interferometric observation of the sample. A count-

able number of reasonably straight fringes were ob-

served. It was found that, if the dimensional tolerances

conform to those set forth in Fig. 3, the sample was
suitable for complete examination.

Small refractive index gradients can be located by the

interferometric procedure. A Twyman-Green inter-

ferometer is set up with a grid and clamping arrange-

ment to hold the sample perpendicular to the beam
in one leg. The grid is used to establish reference

points at which measurements can be made. A grid

wire spacing of 1 cm has been found convenient.

Samples of optical material to be observed on the inter-

ferometer have to be finished to closer surface tolerances

than do shadowgraph samples. It has been found
that surfaces flat to within two fringes of green mercury
light (X = 0.5461 n) are suitable, and a slight wedge
between the faces of about 3 m to 6 ^ is adequate for a
sample 50 mm in diam. The exact wedge is dependent
on the nominal index of refraction of the material and
on the wavelength to be used. The wedge is a de-

liberately generated departure of the appropriate mag-

nitude for obtaining a convenient number of fringes

in one mode of observation. The shape of the sample
is not important. Some of our circular disks had two
flat surfaces cut and polished on their edges, with an
angle of 60° between them in order to form a thin

prism. These windows made it possible to obtain a

spectrometer determination of the nominal index.

If the interferometer is adjusted for zero field fringes

and the sample is inserted in the holder with one face

close to the grid,, the number of fringes that can be
observed in transmitted light between any two local

points 1 and 2 on the sample is derived from Twyman's
expression

:

I m,X = (n — 1)M + tAn. (1)

Solving for and assuming that An = Ani — An2 and
At = A/,1 - A<2

mi = 2/X[(no - l)(A<i - Ah) + k{Ani - An^)], (2)

where ?n, is the fringe count, X is the source wavelength,

to is the nominal thickness, no is the nominal refractive

index, and Ati and Ani are local variations in thickness

and refractive index averaged through the sample
thickness at these points. If the end mirrors in each

arm of the interferometer are covered, a pattern of

fringes will be seen within the sample only, as a result

of reflections from the two faces; the number of fringes

is given by the expression:

^WrX = nAt + tAn. (3)

Solving for as above

mr = 2/X[«o(An, - An^) + no(Ati - Ati)]. (4)

Solving Eqs. (1) and (3) simultaneously for An: An =
\/2t[nomt — (no — l)mr]. The same two equations

solved for At are At = X/2(Wr — m,).

The direction of increasing order of the fringe pattern

must be determined during setup. It was found ad-

vantageous to photograph the fringe patterns. The
photographs could then be enlarged, making fringe

counting easier and also providing a permanent record.

It was also noticed that during the transmission mode
of observation, with interferometer field around the

sample clear of fringes, there was a tendency for one

fringe to be drifting around in the field. The drift was
caused by slight air currents or vibrations. This

unstable condition was greatly improved by adjusting

an air wedge in the field by a small inclination of one

instrument mirror. However, the direction of in-

creasing order of the fringe pattern of this wedge must
also be known, and it was found convenient to align the

air wedge in the same direction as the sample wedge.

In the reflection mode of observation, the number of

fringes and their orientation are characteristic of the

sample. They are determined by the inclination of the

faces to each other and the degree of inhomogeneity of

the material. The only adjustment that can be made
of this pattern is by rotation of the sample in its holder,

and a corresponding rotation of the pattern will result.

It was found advisable to make the photographs in

rapid succession in order to minimize any chance for
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Test Procedure

Test Sample

B D

Fig. 2. A pictorial display of a preliminary test proce-

dure used to determine whether or not a sample is suit-

able for interferometric testing. Sample A does not

pass the visual test. Sample B is strained. C contains

striae. Sample D contains inclusions, but is otherwise a

good sample.

fringe shifting between exposures. Three photographs

were made for each sample: (1) the reflection fringes

with the instrument mirrors covered, (2) the trans-

mission fringes with the mirror covers removed, and

(3) the field fringes with the sample removed to show
the location of the field fringes behind the sample.

The finished photographs, like those shown in Fig. 4,

were used to read the order of interference of the trans-

mission fringes, reflection fringes, and field fringes at

each of the grid reference points. The grid intersec-

tions were numbered to avoid confusion. The fringes

of the air wedge that were added in the transmission

mode of observation must be subtracted when fringe

values for transmission corresponding to zero field

fringes are desired. The accuracy of readings at the

grid points have a definite bearing on the precision of

An values. Accurate results in the sixth and seventh

decimal place required that grid points be read from the

negatives on a comparator, while less accuracy and
greater speed are attained by reading by eye from the

enlarged photographic prints. The order of inter-

ference at each grid point and the nominal values for

index and thickness are now applied in the An formula
to give An values at each of these points over the face

of the sample. A scale drawing of the sample is made,
and values for An are written in at their proper loca-

\'isaal

Polariscope

Shadowgraph

Interferometer

tions. Contour lines are drawn locating areas of similar

index, as shown in Fig. 5. In an effort to assign a

number to the homogeneity measurement, the contour

lines were used to choose the area in which the greatest

change in An values occurs between two adjacent grid

points; this difference was recorded as the maximum
variation per centimeter (maximum variation/centi-

meter). A second value was also recorded to indicate

maximum difference between any two points in the

entire sample from the lowest to the highest An values.

The variation per centimeter is not dependent on

sample size, as is the second value. The maximum
variation-per-centimeter criterion for determining homo-

geneity rates of the samples by their areas of greatest

change in index thus gives the largest variation possible,

with the average variation throughout the sample
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Fig. 3. A drawing showing the

dimensional requirements for a

sample to be used in an inter-

ferometric test. The small

wedge between faces provides

the necessary number of reflec-

tion fringes. The measure-

ments are in millimeters. Both

surfaces are polished and flat to

within two fringes. If index

refraction is below 1.5, At is

5 M to 6 If index of refraction

is between 1.5 and 2.0, is 4 /i

to 5 fi. If index of refraction is

between 2.0 and 2.5, At is 3.5 m

to 4.5 M- If index of refraction

is 3.4 (silicon). At is 3.0 m-

lower or better than this value. Poor material has a

high variation value, good material a low variation,

and a perfectly homogeneous material no refractive

index change throughout the sample. A value nearer

to average might be obtained by averaging the best and
worst variations within a sample. Then one gets into

frequency of occurrence of higher- or lower-than-aver-

age variations, and this, in turn, leads into a problem
in statistics. Therefore, in the interest of expediency,

the maximum variation-per-centimeter figure was
chosen and a note mentioned that all other variation

values are less than this.

III. Infrared = Transmitting Materials

The examination of samples that do not transmit

in the visible region of the spectrum presents a few

added problems to this procedure. A monochromatic
source of ir energy is necessary. Fringe patterns have
been produced with the 1.06-m line of mercury and also

with the 1.08-M line of helium, but the intensity was
quite low. Best results were obtained by using a

He-Ne gas laser that emits energy at 1.15 m wavelength.

With these ir sources an image converter must be used

to adjust visually the interferometer and record the

three fringe photographs. Photographs can be made
of the visible fluorescent image on the screen of the

image converter, or direct ir photography of the ir

image can be accomplished by using hypersensitized

Class 1-Z spectroscopic plates. The use of image

converter and camera with film (such as Plus-X, Tri-X,

or Royal-X) for use in the visible range made possible

shorter exposures, but some distortion and lower res-

olution was noticed. The direct ir photography, al-

though requiring longer exposures, gave better end
results.

The use of a longer source wavelength will force the

use of electronic image conversion equipment as the

present laser line is at the wavelength limit of available

photographic emulsions. In use, the laser source

provided some advantages and some disadvantages.

One advantage was that little attention was needed in

PHYSICAL WEDGE
THICK

10.0

15.0

le.-f^X 5.5

10.0/

''8.19

10,

9.99 5.32^

11.86

12.20 11.50 '^0.0

Fig. 4. A sample set of fringe pictures from a disk of fused silica.

The picture at left shows the reflection fringes, center picture

shows the transmission and field fringes, and picture at right

shows only field fringes.

10.0

(b)

Fig. 5. Contour maps of two samples showing index variation

values at points corresponding to the intersections of the grid

wires. The upper sample is fused silica; the lower is silicon.

The contour lines are drawn along lines of equal index variation

values, (a) Value for variation of index of refraction An X 10"^.

Maximum variation per centimeter is 10.9 X 10 total variation

is 16.4 X 10-^ (b) Silicon single crystal 1:1:1 P type An X
10~^. Maximum variation per centimeter is 12.4 X 10"^; total

variation is 17.6 X 10~^.
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maintaining equal path lengths in the interferometer.

The reflection mode of observation necessitates a path

difference equal to twice the nominal sample thickness

that cannot be easily compensated for. The con-

ventional lamps limited sample thickness to about 5

cm or less while the laser has easily produced fringe

patterns at a 15 cm sample thickness. The most

troublesome disadvantage with the laser source was in

the mode pattern that it projected; this was super-

imposed on all the interferograms and occasionally made
fringe reading at grid points difficult.

The measurement of homogeneity of silicon presented

a marginal problem with the equipment described in

this paper. The threshold of transmission of silicon

is close to the cutoff wavelength of the image converter

equipment and to the laser source wavelength. This

GLASS

FUSED
SILICA

MAGNESIUM
FLUORIDE

ZINC
SULFIDE

CALCIUM
FLUORIDE

SILICON

7X10 1X10" 1X10" 1X10"*

MAXIMUM INDEX VARIATION /cm

Fig. 6. Chart showing a method of intercomparing samples of

different materials. Bottom four materials are represented by

only one sample of each kind. The sample of zinc sulfide was the

thinnest sample tested and therefore benefited from the less-

smoothing effect that added thickness gives. The small circles

indicate values of (maximum variation/centimeter)/n— 1 from

Table I.

Fig. 7. A shadowgraph of a sample of polycrystalline calcium

fluoride showing the high concentration of bubbles or voids in this

sample.

pares An only raises the question of whether a An
comparison is fair or whether An relative to n should

be used. The latter method tends to improve the ap-

parent homogeneity of high index materials relative to

those of lower index. Table I shows the change of the

average values of the materials if the relationship

(maximum variation/centimeter)/(n — 1) is used. The
open dots locate the values of (maximum variation/

centimeter)/ (n — 1) in Fig. 6. The calcium fluoride

sample had a low An gradient but contained an excessive

number of small voids or bubbles distributed evenly

throughout the sample, as shown in the shadowgraph
in Fig. 7. This sample is a good example of a condition

that occasionally occurs in which a noticeable concen-

probably contributed toward some signal attenuation.

However, An determinations of one sample of silicon

were made and are shown in Fig. 5.

IV. Results

If a number of similar-thickness samples of a given

material from different sources are examined, a fairly

rehable average maximum variation-per-centimeter

value can be obtained for this material. Several

materials of different thickness were measured; a

chart indicating the range of their maximum variations

per centimeter is shown in Fig. 6. The values for glass

and fused silica are represented by ten different samples

of each, while the values for the other materials are for

single samples, each of which differed in size and thick-

ness from the others. This type of chart which com-

Fig. 8. A shadowgraph of silicon made with an image converter.

Horizontal streak in upper half of sample indicates an area of

striae.
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Table I. Average Maximum Values of index of Refraction

Variation/Centimeter Expressed Relative to n

Maximum
Average

vaiiation/
TT>nvimiimillcliAiiilUill

centimeter
V Cti IdUlUll/

IVTatprial n — 1

optical glass 1.5174 0.6 X 10-5 1.2 X 10-5

fused silica 1.4582 1.2 X 10-5 2.6 X 10-5

magnesium fluoride 1 . 3768 3.7 X 10 5 9.8 X 10 5

zinc sulfide 2.2867 25.7 X 10-5 20.0 X 10-5

calcium fluoride 1.4282 1.0 X 10-5 2.3 X 10-5

silicon 3.5120 10.4 X 10-5 4.1 X 10-5

Nominal index of refraction at the wavelength used for the

interferometric test.

tration of inert material or voids are present in an
otherwise homogeneous optical medium. This condi-

tion is sometimes not detectable on an interferogram

because the inclusions are so small that they do not

affect the fringes. The shadowgraph usually indicates

the presence! of this condition and therefore justifies the

time spent in making it. It is probable that this

condition will increase scattering and therefore reduce

transmittance more than that for a clear crystal
;
thus,

the shadowgraph can give a clue to the amount of

scattering and transmittance that can be expected.

Figure 8 shows a shadowgraph of a sample of silicon

containing a noticeable area of striae. This picture

was made through the image converter ; the light streaks

around the edge were in the image converter, not the

sample. The limiting aperture in this photograph is

the image tube. The sample was slightly larger.

One sample examined in this investigation was a
60° glass prism with the ends polished fiat, according

to the specifications of Fig. 3. The shadowgraph shown
in Fig. 9 includes the same path used by the spectro-

meter for index measurements reported to the fifth deci-

mal place. The index value was undoubtedly correct

as an average value, but subsequent inhomogeneity
measurements showed the index of this material to be
varying by as much as eight in the fourth decimal
place. The sample was below average optical quality,

but the same condition can exist in better material if

the limits of measurement are continuously extended
without consideration of the quality of the material.

V. Conclusions

Equipment and methods have been described to

put a numerical value on homogeneity of high-quality

optical materials. This method is, at best, cumber-
some and time consuming. On a sample of the recom-
mended size, 50 mm diam by 10 mm thick, determina-
tions of An can easily be made at twenty-two different

Fig. 9. Shadow-

graph through a

glass prism on the

same path used by

the spectrometer

when a nominal

value for index was

determined.

points, with a total fringe reading and calculation time

of about 2 h. However, such work is necessary if

sufficient data are to be collected on enough samples of

different materials in order to obtain some idea of the

index differences that may be expected on many samples

of nominally the same material. It has been found by
this method that variations in the anneahng schedule

have made significant changes in optical glass homo-
geneity.^ It seems reasonable that other materials

could benefit from similar work. This method inte-

grates the variations through the thickness of a sample.

Therefore, to minimize this variable, all samples should

be of the same thickness. If enough samples of dimen-

sions shown in Fig. 3 can be made available, further

homogeneity measurements and a more meaningful

chart like Fig. 6 can be made.
A new interferometer has been designed in this

laboratory for operation at longer wavelength than the

present mode. It is planned to make measurements
on germanium with the new equipment.

The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance

of E. C. Watts for preparing the illustrations and A.

Linder and E. P. Muth of our optical shop for the fine

sample preparation. Thanks are also extended to the

following companies for their cooperation in supplying

samples: General Electric Company, Corning Glass

Works, Dynasil Corporation, Engelhard Industries,

and Eastman Kodak Company.
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A Special Method for Precise Refractive Index

Measurement of Uniaxial Optical Media

Marilyn J. Dodge, I. H. Malitson, and A. I. Mahan

A method was developed for measuring the refractive index of optical glasses and uniaxial crystalline solids

when established refractometric methods are not feasible. A synthetic ruby cuboid was contacted to a

prism of known refractive index and a spectrometer was used to measure the angles describing the optical

path through the ruby-glass combination. Ray tracing equations were derived to compute the refrac-

tive index accurate within 3 X 10~^. Index values for both polarizations of ruby are given at selected

wavelengths from 0.4358 ^jm to 0.7065 /xm.

Introduction

Research reported in a previous paper^ required a

knowledge of the refractive index at selected wave-
lengths for both polarizations of a sample of ruby, a

uniaxial crystal in the form of a cuboid with three

polished surfaces. Attempts to measure the indexes

using critical angle and F-block refractometers were

unsuccessful because of instrumental limitations. The
crystal was on loan to the authors,* and its geometrical

form could not be altered. Consequently, the classical

prism method of minimum deviation for precise refrac-

tometry could not be used. The technique employed
was somewhat novel, yet took advantage of an estab-

lished goniometric method of refractive index measure-

ment.

A ray of light that is incident at the boundary be-

tween two media of different optical densities will

suffer total internal reflection if it is incident on the

higher density side and the angle of incidence exceeds

the critical angle. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, where
the optic axis of the ruby crystal is parallel to the inter-

section of faces cf and cd. When a beam of collimated,

unpolarized light is incident on the side cf of the crystal

at an angle ^i, the transmitted light is divided into two
rays forming different angles of refraction, where 12

and all subsequent angles refer to the ordinary ray.

The rays diverge and become incident on the side cd

of the crystal at an angle i$.

The first two authors are with the Image Optics and Photog-

raphy Section, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.

20234; A. I. Mahan is with the Johns Hopkins University, Ap-
plied Physics Laboratory, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910.

Received 8 January 1969.

* This ruby crystal was loaned to the authors through the cour-

tesyof R. L. Barns of the Bell Telephone Laboratories.

Ruby has a refractive index of 1.77 which yields a

critical angle of 34° 24' at the ruby-air interface.

Because angle C is approximately 90° and therefore

exceeds twice the critical angle, there cannot be an inci-

dent angle ii that will yield an 13 less than the critical

angle. Therefore, both rays are internally reflected

at the ruby-air interface and, after several such reflec-

tions, emerge from the opposite side de of the crystal.

To permit emergence of the two wavefronts from side

cd of the cuboid, it is necessary to increase the critical

angle at cd by substituting for air a medium of higher

density than ruby.

Measurement Technique

The procedure devised for measuring the refractive

index of this crystal is shown in Fig. 2. The cuboid was

contacted to a lanthanum dense flint glass prism of

higher index than the ruby with a thin layer of liquid

of intermediate refractive index. The light which is

incident at the boundary cd is refracted by the prism at

an angle u and emerges from the glass-air interface at

an angle

Before contacting the ruby to the glass, a precision

spectrometer was used to measure angle A and the

refractive indexes at the desired wavelengths of the

glass and angles C and D of the ruby. (For this study;

it was necessary to know the value of D in order to

calculate ii.) Techniques for precise measurement

discussed by Tilton,^ Werner,' and Fishter^ were fol-

lowed. The ruby-glass combination was then mounted
on the table of the spectrometer so that the rays inci-

dent on the cuboid were perpendicular to the crystal

axis. A position was found where deviated light was

observed emerging from the glass-air interface, and the

prism table was locked at this position. The relative

angular positions of the undeviated beam, the normal

to the surfaces dc and ab, and the emergent beams for

both polarizations at the desired wavelengths were

measured.
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Table 1. Refractive Index of LaDF Glass Relative to Air at 22°C and Angles of Emergence, ie for the Ruby-Glass Combination

Wavelength i(, ordinary is, extraordinary

(Mm) Source Index Deg Min Sec Deg Min Sec

0 . 4358 He 1.910183 3 24 34.33 2 20 38.41

0.5461 Hg 1.887970 4 24 54.28 3 21 34.43

0.5876 He 1.882856 4 38 11.30 3 34 44.76

0.6678 He 1.875566 4 55 32.82 3 52 23.39

0.7065 He 1.872884 5 1 39.07 3 58 30.17

Refractive Index Calculations

Ray tracing equations of the conventional Snell form

for the ruby-glass combination are :

where

simi = n smii

n sim's = ni sinu

ni smii = sinte,

I'a = C — ii,

it = A + ii,

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

and n and ni refer to the refractive index, relative to

air, of ruby and the glass, respectively. The angle of

incidence, ii was calculated to be 35° 37' 8.67". Angle

A is 59° 59' 45.60" and angle C is 89° 59' 24.21". The
refractive indexes of the glass accurate within 5 X 10~^,

and the calculated values for ze, for both polarizations

and for all selected wavelengths, are given in Table I.

Angles ii and u can be determined from the tabulated

values of u by the use of Eqs. (3) and (5). Introducing

Eq. (4) into Eq. (2), and then using Eq. (1), we obtain

n = (l/sinC)[ni' smHt + 2ni sim'i cosCsim, + sinHi]^ (6)

from which the refractive index, n, of ruby can be

computed. The values of n, relative to air for both

polarizations of ruby are given in Table II and refer

to a controlled laboratory temperature of 22°C and

barometric pressure of 99,992 N/m^ (750 mm of Hg).

These refractive indexes are considered accurate within

3 X 10-5.

To obtain indexes in terms of vacuum wavelengths,

an equation derived by Edlen* for the dependence of

refractivity of air on temperature and pressure can be

used. The absolute refractive index of ruby is then

determined by multiplying the values given in Table

II by the refractive index of air for the stated environ-

mental conditions at each wavelength.

Discussion

Synthetic sapphire is the host material commonly
used in the manufacture of ruby. Cr203 is added to

a-AUOs and the concentration of chromium ions present

in the lattice influences the strengths and sharpness of

two broad visible region absorption bands in ruby.^'*

The ordinary ray has a higher absorption coefficient for

the 0.38-0.44 /im band, whereas optical absorption is

predominant in the 0.52-0.6 nm band of the extraor-

dinary ray. The observed relative intensities of the

spectral lines showed the influence of these absorptions,

but did not seriously impair index measurement within

these bands.

Since absorption and dispersion are interrelated, the

refractive index also varies with chromium content.

The synthetic ruby crystal used in this study contained

0.062 ± 0.002% CraOs by weight. Figure 3 shows
the data of Table II compared graphically with pre-

viously reported results of Mandarino,* Houston,^ and
Dowell'" for ruby crystals of different chromium con-

OPTIC

^^>^^ i

CRYSTAL ^^^^^^^Ji}^"^'^

AIR

Fig. 1. Total internal reflection in a ruby cuboid. The soUd

and dashed lires indicate the ordinary and extraordinary rays,

respectively.

AIR

Fig. 2. Ruby -glass combination showing the optical paths for

both polarizations, and the angles for the ordinary ray.

Table II. Refractive Index of Ruby Relative to Air at ZZ^C

Wavelength

(/im)

Index

Ordinary Extraordinary

0.4358 1 78115 1 77276

0.5461 1 77071 1 76258

0.5876 1 76822 1 76010

0.6678 1 76445 1 75641

0.7065 1 76302 1 75501
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WAVELENGTH (fim)

Fig. 3. Comparison of the refractive index of sapphire and ruby

as a function of wavelength. The solid and dashed lines indicate

the ordinary and extraordinary rays, respectively. X, Sap»-

phire, Malitson; D, Sapphire, Dowell; A, 0.01% CrjOj, Hous-
ton; •, 0.062% CrjO,, NBS; , 0.077% CrjOj, DoweU; O,

0.11% Cr,Oi, Mandarino; A, 1.4% CrjOj, Mandarino.

centration. Also included are the index data of

DowelP" and Malitson" for synthetic sapphire. The
data of Houston and Dowell are for 24°C, but the

temperature was not specified for Mandarino's mea-

surements. No allowance for the effect of temperature
has been made for the data plotted in Fig. 3, but as-

suming that the temperature coefficient of index of ruby
is similar to that of sapphire, 1.3 X 10-V°C," dif-

ferences caused by temperature are probably less than

5 X 10~*. It is evident from these curves, that there

is general agreement in refractive index between crystals

that contain approximately the same percent of CrjOa,

and that the refractive index increases with increased

chromium content.

Summary

The procedure of measuring these refractive indexes

was adapted to the geometrical shape of the ruby speci-

men and utilized the techniques already developed for

measuring the refractive index of prisms. This tech-

nique should not be regarded as a substitute for the

minimum deviation method, since one must determine

more quantities and the equations for computation are

more complex than the simple law of refraction. How-
ever, this special method is very useful for determining

the refractive index of uniaxial optical materials not

available in prismatic form.

This paper was presented in part at the 1967 Annual
Meeting (October) of the Optical Society of America,

in Detroit.
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Foreword
Most of the papers in this section are the work of J. B. Saunders,

whose ingeneous applications of interferometry to the evaluation of

optical instruments have lately taken on renewed importance as workers,

such as R. E. Swing and D. N. Grimes, have used these techniques in

their approach to image evaluation from the point of view of statistical

optics. It appears likely that these interferometric techniques will

continue to find broad application. The paper by Funkhouser and
Mielenz on high-speed holographic interferometry is applicable to the

evaluation of optical components subject to vibrational distortion. The
Grimes method of evaluating partial coherence is more convenient and

more generally applicable than prior methods. Saunders' papers on

interferometry applied to alignment were not considered appropriate

to this volume.
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ABSTRACT

A ]ili<if dRrniihio inptniinont is tlr^iot ihcd (lint was drsifMird for rocordiiig (lio

clmnpcp i^roducod in the order of inlorfrrcnci! fringt^s over long periods niul for

rcrordini; large eliangos in tli'- order of interference. When this instrument is

used with inltrfcronietrie systems for slndying (he changes eansed in transparent;
solids by heating, it can he mnde to yield a eoTitinnoiis record of the simid(arieoii3

changes in temperature, (ime, index, strain, and density. l''or example, to record
those changes that arc caused l)y the annealing of an opt ical glass at an annealing
temperature ne.'tr (he lower jiart of its .nnnealiiig range recpiirea several weeks of
contin\ious recording. The total nmoiint of 35-millimeter film needed by tho
instrument for such a record (covering, say 3 moidhs) does not necessarily exce(!fl

10 feet. To record tlie expansion of a material tliat is being lieaterl from room
temperature to 500° C, at a rate of 3 degrees centigrade per minute, rerinires

api)roximfttely 1 foot of 35-millimetcr film. Thus, even very long tests re(|uiro

such a small amount of fdm that the operator is able to process it in any small
dark room. 'J he fringes arc photographed at their natural size, and tho fringe

Bhifts can bo determined from tho photographic record without the use of en-
larging or projection equipment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing fipplication of interferometry to the measurement
of physical changes in material has created a demand for an automatic
recorder. Visual-observation methods have proved unsatisfactorj- for

extended tests because they demand the continuous and undivided
attention of an observer and because of the frequent uncertainty
resulting from errors in fringe count. The motion-picture camera, as
applied by Nix and MacNair [I] ' to the photography of interfer-

ometer data, eliminates many of the objections inJierent in the visual

method. However, this method has certain disadvantages that have
prevented its general use. Each individual picture requires an
exposure of several seconds, even when the brightest of monochro-
matic sources of light is used. Consequently, if 20 pictures are

required (as was proposed by Nix and MacNair) to record the passing
of each fringe, it follows that 1 fringe per 20 times the minimum
exposure time is the fastest rate of change in the order of interference

that can be recorded. Many tests require a faster means of recording
than is possible with a motion picture camera under such conditions.

The motion picture method is also impractical for slow changes
extending over long periods because the number of pictures per hour
cannot be materially reduced without danger of failing to record
changes that may occur between exposures. Because of these objec-

tions and the cost and difRculties of processing the large amount of

fihn required, this method has not been generally accepted.

Trowbridge [2] proposed a photographic method for recording inter-

ference phenomena that permits the recording of much faster changes
in the order of interference. Trowbridge's method has the further

advantage of continuity over the motion- picture method and requires

i relatively small amount of film. Arnulf [17], and later Sinden flS],

nodified Trowbridge's method but apparently failed to produce a

practical instrument. By the addition of several new features, a

practical means for recording all types of interference fringes has now
3een produced.
To fulfill the needs of this laboratory, where the interferometer is

used in a large number of tests, the design and construction of an
automatic photographic recorder was undertaken. Such an instru-

ment must satisfy certain requirements if it is to be practical. Tliat

is, the operation of the apparatus must be reasonably simple; the

f)hotographic record (in the form of 35-mm film) must be of such

ength that the operator can conveniently process it in his own labo-

ratory; the monochromatic light source must be constant, enduring,

^Figures in brackets Indicate the lieralure reforeuces at the enJ o( this paper.
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acd sufficiently intense to permit continuous rooorciin;:^ of the fringes

for long periods; the accuracy of the results must be at least equal to

that attainable by visual observation; and the operator must be able,

during the recordmg period, to observe visurJly and to make neces-

sary adjustments without interfering with the continuity and qi:ality

of the record. The instrument described in this paper fuifills ail the

above requirements and extensive use has proved it to be an excep-

tionally reliable and easily operated instrument. In the following

paragraphs this apparatus will be designated an "interferograph" f3]

and the resultant records "interferograms."

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

If a fringe system, such as is shown in figure \, A, is focused on a
strip of photographic film, a latent image is formed, which, when
properly processed, yields a reproduction of the fringe system. How-
ever, if the image is partially intercepted by a screen that has a narrow
slit perpendicular to the strip of film and which is placed just inside

the focal plane of the fringe system, an exposure will yield a repro-

duction of only the narrow part of the Image, which is transmitted

through the slit. Figiu-e 1, B, shows that part of the image that is

intercepted by the screen, whereas fisrures 1, C and 1, D show the part

transmitted through the slit to the film. If the fringes remain fixed

and the film is caused to move perpendicularly to the slit and at a

rate that is suitable for proper exposure, the resultant effect is that

shown in figure 1, E. That is, the part of the fringe system that is

transmitted by the slit traces dark and light bands parallel to the

direction of motion of the film. On the other hand, if the fringes

are caused to move across the plate from bottom to top, in a direction

that is parallel to the slit, and the film moves from right to left, the

exposed film will yield the reproduction shown in figure 1 . F. That is,

the bands, which were traced parallel to the edge of the film while

the fringes were static, will make an angle to the edge if the fringes

are caused to move. Movements of the fringes in the opposite

direction will produce a mirror image of the reproduction shown in

figure 1, F.

0 e F

Figure 1.

—

Diagram to show method of producing inierfirograrr.s froTrT^inUrfcTtr.ca

fringes.

(See test for eiplanation.)
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To determine the fringe movements accurately from the inter
ferograms a reference point is required either in the object plane or
in the focal plane of the fringes. Either will ?ervc the same purpose.
In most cases a convenient reference point is obtained by scratching
a sharp line on the surface of the top interferometer plate, as shown
by M in figure 1, or by placing a fine v/ire (or some other kind of
filament) across the top plate. A cross hair in the focal plane of the
camera and very close to the film will serve also. In either case,

the image or shadow of this fine line should intersect the slit (approxi-
mately Yi mm wide) perpendicularly. This intersection serves as a
reference point and traces a sharp line, M' in the latent image on the
film. The line appears black on the positive reproduction and its

intersection with a photographically reproduced fringe corresponds
to the time when that fringe passed the reference point. If the in-

strument records more than one phenomenon (in addition to time),

such as both temperature changes and expansion, then more than
one set of fringes is needed and each set requires an individual refer-

ence point. A complete datum from such a record should include

the order of each set of fringes at a definite time. In order to locate

those points that are pliotographed simultaneously on the reference

lines, transverse lines that are equally spaced arid parallel to the slit

are produced photographically at definite intervals. Such a line is

produced either by cutting ofT the light source for a few seconds

(thus producing a narrow, underexposed strip) or preferably by
flashing a small lamp suitably located in the camera box. The
latter method is used here. That is, a flash of short duration over-

exposes a narrow strip equal to the width of the slit. These over-

(or under-) exposed strips will hereafter be designated "slit-lines."

The intersections of the slit-lines with the above-mentioned reference

lines serve to locate simultaneously exposed points along the reference

lines. The slit-lines are produced automatically and at equal inter-

vals of time by an electrically operated time switch. Since the film

moves uniformly, the spacing of the slit-lines affords an accurate

measure of time, and sim.ple interpolation is possible for reading

points between any two slit-lines.

The data may be read directly from either the negative or a positive

reproduction with the aid of a properly designed reading frame, de-

scribed in section III-5, c, page 175. The reading frame may, how-

ever, be dispensed with if the interferogram is prepared for reading by

superposing on it straight lines that are parallel to the slit-lines and

pass through the desired reading points. This may be done by placing

the interferogram on a drawing board so that the slit-lines are parailel

to one edge of the board and then by using a T-square to inscribe

additional lines parallel to the slit-lines at all selected reading points

along either reference line. The author prefers to make such linos at

those points along the thermometer reference lines that indicate inte-

gral orders of interference. This is preferred because those points

correspond to the temperatures and the air corrections (tlescnbcd by

Peters and Cragoe) =4] that are given in t!ie calibration shoot of the

interference thermometer. The orders of the different sets of fringes

can- then be read off directly at pomts where both the temperatures

and air corrections are known.
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS
1. GENERAL

A diagram of the assembled apparatus is shown in figure 2 and a

photograph of it is presented in figure 15. The several parts are shown
in greater detail in additional figures and in all of these drawings a

Figure 2.

—

Interferograph and furnace.

1, Constant-deviation prism; 2, prism housing; 15, collimating lens; 16, optic axis; 17, iris diaphragm; 18

and 22 are, respectively, the effective source and its semiadjustable Jaw; 19, adjustable slit for the isolation

of spectral lines; 21, knurled screw for moving adjustable jaw 20; 23, spectrum tube; 24, right-angle reflect-

ing prism; 26 and 27 are, respectively, a block and screw for holding the phosphor bronzestrip 25; 30,flash

lamp; 31, diaphragm; 32 and 33, telescoping tubes; 34, diagonal mirror; 35, 37, and 38 are, respectively, the
collecting lens, shutter, and eye-lens of eyepiece 36; 43, semiadjustable jaw of exposing slit 42; 44, 46, 46,

and 47 are, respectively, the screw, knurled head, scale, and right-angle gears for controlling the width
of exposing slit 42; 48, two idling rollers; 49, sprocket; 50, cartridge which houses the supply spool 51; 52,

photographic film or paper; 53, electrical contact post; 64, motor; 65, gear housing; 57, cartridge which
houses the take-up spool 56; 71, gear shaft; 77, sprocket shaft; 84 and 87, telescoping shaft and tube, re-

spectively; 85, 86, and 88, clamping screws; 89, focusing screw with knurled head 91; 90 and 94, leveling
screws of the instrument and furnace, respectively; 92, rotatable ring; 93 and 98, supporting rings; 95,

interferometer; 96, furnace; 97, table; 99, removable eyepiece. Sections BB and CC are shown in figures

9 and 8, respectively.
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reference number always indicates the same part of the apparatus.
In making thermal expansion measurements the complete apparatus,
for procuring the interferograms, consists of the interferograph, an
electric furnace, an electric control board, and several accessories.
The interferograph is essentially a modification of the viewing

iistrument, described by Merritt [5], with the addition of a photo-
graphic recorder. The principal changes incorporated in the new
instrim^ont are as follows: The objective of the telescopic eyepiece
and collLmating lens are replaced by a single collimating lens; the
light filter in the eyepiece and the right-angle reflecting prism at the
collimating end of the viewing instrument are replaced by a constant-
deviation prism; and a focusing mechanism is installed in the standard
or base of the new instrument. Additional changes are also made to
improve the collimation, to increase the illumination, and to adapt the
viewing instrument to a photographic recorder.

The furnace is quite similar to that described by Peters and Cragoe
[4]. Its mounting, however, is changed to permit both rotation and
tilting. This change is essential to the elacicnt operation of the
camera because of certain tilting effects. When the temperature of
the furnace is changed, differential expansion within the furnace
tauses small but definite tilting of the interferometer relative to
other optical parts. This tilt must be rectified at intervals in order
to prevent the fringes from being effaced from the record. For
visual observations the type of mounting is of less importance as
the rectification may be effected by the leveling screws of the viewing
apparatus. In photographic recording, the interferograph should not
be tilted in order to effect such a rectification, as this cannot be
accomplished without shifting the image of the interferometer relative

to the film. A shift of this kind causes a break in the recorded fringes,

and although this produces no appreciable error in results, it does
increase the difficuhy of reading the record. The furnace mounting
permits adjustment to compensate for this tilting without introducing
appreciable shift in the image on the film.

In making this adjustment it is essential that a means be provided
to permit visual observation of the fringe system without interrupting

the continuous recording by the camera. This is accomplished by the

eyepiece and mirror described in sections III-2, e and f, p. 167-6S. It

will be noted (fig. 1) that the recorder uses only a narrow strip of the

image. The remaining part of the image is reflected to one side, by
means of a properly designed mirror, and observed with an accessory

eyepiece (fig. 2). Thus the process of observing the image visually,

f>r making necessary adjustments, does not interfere with the
continuity of the record.

Results of interferometry with a dispersion prism are superior to

chose obtainable with a light filter. For interferometer tests in which
the observations are made visually, it is generally sufficient to use a
good source of monochromatic light and a suitable licrht filter. For
photographic recording, however, the distribution of the spectral

sensiti\-ity of the film makes necessary a higher degree of homo-
geneity in the light, and it is desirable, therefore, to use a dispersion

prism. To obtain a large dispersion, a constant deviation prism of

the Pellin and Broca [6] type is used to replace the right-angle prism

:i>f the ordinary instrument. The -light passes through the dispersion

prism twice, thus producing sufficient dispersion to isolate any
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spectral'line in the source if its nearest neighbor differs in wavelength
by as much as 50 angstroms. The selection of any line is accomplished
by a simple rotation of the prism about an axis which is so chosen
that image shifts are negligible.

Visual observations at high temperatures are more difficult with
filtered light (used by most of the present-day viewing instruments)
than with dispersed light. A filter that will eliminate the incandescent
glow of a hot furnace and also isolate a spectral line will usually absorb
a large percentage of the light from the transmitted band, thus making
both visual and photographic observation difficult. That is, any
filter that transmits only a narrow band will also absorb a large portion
of the light in this band. If a dispersion prism is used for monochro-
matization, a filter that absorbs practically all light of long wave-
length and that transmits a large percentage of the light of short wave-
length may be used to eliminate the incandescent light of the furnace
without serious absorption of a selected line of short wavelength.
However, a filter is not necessary for photographic work unless pan-
chromatic film is used. By using noncolor-sensitized film (insensitive

to the greens, yellows, and reds) with a blue line of the source, only
light from this blue line has any effect on the film unless the furnace
temperature exceeds 1,100° C. Consequently the result is a clear

photograph, free from haze or fog. A filter may still be needed in the
eyepiece for visual adjustments.

2. OPTICS OF THE INTERFEROGRAPH

The essential optical parts of the interferograph are shown in
figure 3. Light from the source, 23, after being reflected by the right-

angle reflecting prism, 24, and coUimated by the lens, 15, passes
through the constant-deviation prism, 1, to the interferometer, 95.

The normal to the center of the interferometer is assumed to form a

.^52.

Figure 3.

—

Optical parts oj the interferograph.

FF, image plane; O and H, entrance and exit points, respectively, of prism 1; EE and DD, the loci along
which the axis of rotation of prism 1 may be chosen for eliminating, respectively, axial and longitudinal
shifts of the image. All other parts are indicated in figure 2.
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perpendicular intersection with the optic axis of the colUraating lens.

The light is dispersed on passing through prism 1. By rotating this

prism about an axis perpendicular to the plane of this figure, any one
of the refracted beams, corresponding to the different spectral lines of

the source, may be caused to fall perpendicularly onto the interfer-

ometer plates. On reflection from these plates this beam will retrace its

path through the prism to the source. The light beam from neighbor-
ing lines will also return through the prism with increased dispersion.

From each of these beams, lens 15 will form an image of the source in a
vertical plane near the source. By rotating prism 1, any one of these
images may be caused to fall on slit 19 (fig. 2), and the light from this

line will then pass on to the diagonal mirror, 34. A slit in this mirror
transmits a narrow rectangular part of this beam to the film, 52. The
remaining part is reflected by the mirror to the collecting lens, 35,

which converges the light to a cross section that is sufficiently small for

simultaneous observation of all rays from the entire field. The eye
lens, 38, enables visual observation of the interference phenomena.

(a) LIGHT SOURCE

The light source ordinarily used with this apparatus is a Pleucker
tube of helium gas. This tube (23, fig. 4) rests on a long, slender,

Figure 4.

—

Enlarged section through light source.

28 is the capillary of the spectrum tube and 29 its reflected image. All other parts are Indicated in figure 2

right-angle reflecting prism,'^24, which has one of its edges ground
away so that the image, 29, of the capillary, 28, can be located very
close to the optic axis of the collimating lens. The width of the
effective light source is limited by the slit, 18, that is formed by the
lower edge of the reflecting surface of the prism, 24, and the semi-
adjustable screen, 22. Placing this slit close to the axis of the lens

permits better collimation, less cosine error in the fringe system, and
consequently much sharper fringes. The prism, 24, makes these
advantages possible.^

' The instrument described by Merritt (shown In fig. 1, [5]) is designed so that the helium tube (23, fig. 4)

lies in the position of the prism, 24. With this arrangement the separation of the returning beam of light
from the source is determined by the thickness of the wall of the capillary. Consequently, either the source
or its image (produced by light returning to the focal plane of the collimating lens) must be some distance
from the optlcaxis; thus, a larger cosine error is produced in the collimated light. By Introducing a slender
prism similar to prism 24, it was found that the maximum usable separation of interferometer plates (length
of specimen) was doubled. A corresponding improvement in fringe definition was also attained for any
given separation of plates.
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The effective shape of the light source commonly used for inter-

ference measurements with reflected light is that of a half-moon [7].

This shape is considered best for securing maximum intensity with
a given cosine error and is entirely satisfactory if the spectral line

employed has no close neighbors. Plowever, it is sometimes neces-

sary to use a narrow slit-like source for the isolation of close spectral

lines. This can be done without sacrificing intensity if all but a
narrow slit along the capillary of the spectral tube is silvered.

In fact, a considerable increase in the directed light from a spectral

tube is produced by silvering the back of the capillary. If one-half

(180 degrees of arc) of the capillary is silvered, the intensity of the

Ught that is effective in producing the interference fringes is approxi-

mately doubled. If two-thirds (or 240 degrees of arc) of the capillary

is silvered, the intensity is approximately trebled. Up to a certain

point, further narrowing of tiie unsilvered aperture of the capillary

produces a still further increase in the density of the source.^ This
increase in surface density is limited, however, by the increasing

absorption resulting from the increasing number of internal reflections

before the light emerges from the narrowing slitLike ^vindow. Thus,
the silvered capillary permits the use of a narrower source and a
greater intensity for a given cosine error. A decrease in width of the

source and an increase in surface density assist in the isolation and
use of close and less intense hnes from a multihne source.

In preparing a narrow sUt of this kind, the capillary is silvered over
its whole circumference for a length of approximately 1 cm near the

middie. The silver is then coated \vith shellac, or any other suitable

coating, for protection. After the coating is dry, an axial slit ^ith
straight edges and \\ith the desired widtli is then produced by remov-
ing a narrow strip of the silver with a sharp razor blade. In the case

of the well-separated helium lines, a width of 2 mm is suitable.

<b) COLLIMATING AND FOCUSING LENS

The collimatin^ lens (15, fig. 3) is a cemented doublet, corrected for

chromatic and spherical aberration. Light reflected from its surfaces

forms ghost images, but these do not interfere with the photograpiiic

record if they are made to fall below the exposing slit. The placement
of the optical parts b arranged so that the collimating lens also serves

as the focusing lens. Fortunately, this arrangement is convement both
for obtaining the desired magnification and for properly locating the

controlUng aperture (IS, fig. 4). The number of optical parts is thus
reduced to a minimum.

(c) DISPERSION AND DEVIATION PRISM

If a right-angle reflecting prism {E, fig. 5, A) is combined with the

two parts, Pi and Pi, of a GO-degree dispersion prism (fig. 5, B) in

the maimer shown by figure 5, C. the result is a prism having both
the dispersion properties of the dispersion prism in figure 5, 5, and
the right-angle deviation properties of the reflecting prism, R. Tiie

path of the ray of light sho\\^l in the reflecting prism is that for which
the prism produces no dispersion. The path of the ray of light shown

• This methixl of increa^in? the effective ilIurT;m.it''on his ilso bet-a applied to cercriry vapor loxps. It

Is rccomintniled for all such sources « bcrc increiif.i LluniLnauon iro:r! six'ctral lines is Jesin-J.
• It is desirahle to give this leai the treaunent aescxibtci by Cartwri^t ^si for eiUnj^niiiLni reile\:t:cn of

light IroQ class.
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in the dispersion prism is that for which the prism produces minimum
deviation. For the combination, shown in figure 5, C, each part of
the dispersion prism produces both the same dispersion and deviation
as shown in figure 5, B, but as the beam is inverted by reflection before
entering the second half of the dispersion prism, the deviation of this

half cancels the deviation of the other, whereas the dispersions are
still additive, as in figure 5, B. The dispersion prism in figure 5, B,
may be set for minimum deviation of a ray of any other wavelength
by a simple rotation, and when thus rotated the new ray passes along
the same path within the prism as that previously followed by the
first-mentioned ray. The same is true for a rotation of the constant-
deviation prism, except that no change is produced in the total devia-
tion. The prism used with this interferograph, and shown in figure

5, D, has the same properties as that shown in figure 5, C, and is a
single piece of glass.

ABC
FiGUKE 5.

—

Properties of the constant-deviation -prism.

A, right-angle reflecting prism; B, 6n-degrci> disporsion prkm; C, constant-deviation prism compounded
Irom parts o( A and B; D, constant-deviation prism made trom a single piece ol glass.

A rotation of the constant-deviation prism (1, fig. 3) in changing
from one line to another generally produces an axial shift in the image
plane of the interferometer. This is caused by a change in the effec-

tive object distance. That is, in general, both the air and glass paths,
comprising this distance, change with the rotation of the prism. If,

however, the axis of rotation is chosen anywhere along the line DD,
the change in the air path cancels the change of path in glass to a
close approximation. Rotation of this prism also produces a lateral

(vertical in this case) displacement of the interferometer image. This
displacement is caused by a lateral shift in the rays on emerging from
prism 1. For example, when the prism is in the position shown, the

axial ray of the collimating lens emerges as the axial ray of the inter-

ferometer plate and the image points of these coincide in the image
plane, FF. If the prism is now rotated clockwise about the entrance

Eoint, G, of the axial ray, this ray, now of another color, but deviated

y 90 degrees, still follows the path traced through the prism to the

exit point, H, and emerges parallel to the axis of the interferometer

plate; but the point H has been moved to the left by this rotation.

Thus, the axial ray of the collimating lens and that of the interfer-

ometer plate will be imaged at two different points, one above the

other, in the image plane, FF. In general, rotation about any other

oint also causes a shift in the exit point of the axial ray, 16. It has

een found, however, that if the axis of rotation is chosen along the

line EE, the lateral shift of the image caused by the rotation of the

prism may be minimized to the same degree as the axial shift was
minimized by the means described above. Fortunately, the inter-

section of these two lines, EE and DD, is so located relative to the
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prism that it can be chosen as the position of the axis of rotation for

the prism. As the result of this choice, both shifts are practically

eliminated.

The purpose of eliminating any imago shift is to improve the
application of the interferograph for measuring the length of samples
to a very high degree of accuracy by means of the "theory of coinci-

dence," described by Perot and Fabrcy [0]. However, the lateral

shift of the image does not affect ordinary visual observations.

(d) INTERFEROMETER

The recording of time is automatic with the interferograph, as

described in section II, page 160. Consequently, if the data to be
recorded consist only of temporal changes in any single quantity that

may be observed with an interferometer, then one set of fringes is

sufficient.' However, if two or more kinds of such changes are to be
recorded, additional sets of fringes are necessary.

Two sets of fringes are required for recording both thermal expansion
and temperature by interferomeLry. In figure 6 the lower plate, T,

serves as an interference thermometer [10], and the expansion fringes,

showing the expansion of specimen S, are produced in the usual

manner by light reflected from the top surface of T and the bottom

Figure 6.

—

The interferometer.

B, An interferometer plate; 5, test sample: T, interferpnce thermometer: .^frand Af*. reference Uces of tha
temperature and expansion Cringei, respectively.

surface of plate E. The broken line in figure 6 represents the position

of the exposing slit relative to the two reference points, Mr and Ms,
of the temperature and expansion fringes, respectively. The ther-

mometer reference point, Mr, is the intersection of the reference mark
(iV, fig. 1, .^1) with the indicated position of the exposing slit. The
reference mark should be sufficiently long so that an appreciable
rotation of the interferometer about Ms may be effected without
removing the image of Jl/p from the exposing slit. Also the reference

mark should be parallel to the fringes so that the rotation causes no
change in the order of the thermometer fringes relative to their

reference point.
<e) DIAGONAL MIRROR

The diagonal mirror (34, fig. 2), used for intercepting a part of the

light of the interferometer for visual adjustments or observation, may
be made either of silvered glass or stainless steel. The sht, through
its center, should be wide enough to permit some latitude in the ad-

justment of the exposing slit and also for visual adjustment of the
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image in the slit before closing the camera to begin a recording. A
1.5-mm sHt'ia the mirror has been used successfully.

(f) EYEPIECES

Two eyepieces ' (36 and 99, fig. 2) of identical optical design, and
corrected for spherical aberratior^^ are used with the interferograph.

Each consists of a collecting lens and an eye lens that are separated
by their common focal lengths of 5 cm. The collecting lenses are
sufficiently large to cover the whole image, whereas the eye lenses are
quite small.

Eyepiece 99 is designed for easy removal and, after the interfer-

ometer is assembled, it is replaced by the photographic recorder and
diagonal mirror. When this eyepiece is in its position for visual

work, its collecting lens is in the image plane of the interferometer.

Eyepiece 36 is permanently attached to the side of the interferograph,

as shown in figure 2. It is used, during the recording period, for

observing the interferometer and for making adjustments when
necessary. The collecting lens of this eyepiece is located in the
reflected image plane of the interferometer. This eyepiece has a
shutter, located between its lenses, that is controlled by a mechanism
similar to that used in cameras having the between-the-lens type of

shutter. The shutter operates exactly as a camera shutter with
"bulb" and "time" settings. It is opened only after the eye is placed
in position for observing and closed before its removal. A camera
release cable greatly reduces the danger of jolting the instrument
when opening and closing the shutter. A small exit pupil and an
eyecup help to prevent stray hght from getting to the photographic
film while observing.

3. MECHANICS OF THE INTERFEROGRAPH

For efficient operation the interferograph must permat close control

of light conditions. This requires the calibration of several scales

which indicate the settings of devices that control the amount and
quality of the light producing the record. Also it is important that

these controls be operative without affecting the continuity of the

record.
(a) ROTATION OF THE CONSTANT-DEVIATION PRISM

The constant-deviation prism (1, fig. 7) is fastened between two
plates with two layers of felt to serve as padding. Two pressure

springs, 6 and 12, tend to rotate the prism clockwise about its bearing

shaft, 10. The rotary motion is limited by the lever arm, 8, which
bears against pin 7 on plate 3 and is rotatable about screw 5. The
rotation of this lover arm is controlled by the motion of the microm-
eter screw, 13. Pressure springs, 6 and 12, maintain permanent
contact between the arm, 8, and both the micrometer screw, 13, and
pin, 7. Thus, all back lash is eliminated and the accurate calibration

of the micrometer head, 14, against the wavelength of kno\vn spectral

lines is possible. The bearing shaft, 10, is held in place by a ring, 9,

and set screw, 11.

(b) DIAPHRAGMS AND STOPS FOR LIGHT CONTROL

Figure 4 shows a cross section of the spectrum tube, 23, with the

unsilvered slit facing downward. The reflected image of this slit

» By modifJ ing the mounting of eyepiece 36 it could serve both purposes, thus eUminatiDg eyepiece 99.
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faces the coIlLmatinj lens which I3 to the loft. Slit 18 is slightly

narrower than this rcnecterl slit and is, thr-rf-fore, the efloctive source.

The area of this slit-like source of fixed v/irith is controlled by means
of an iris diaphragm (17, fig. 2). It is important that the size of the

iris diapliragm be readily controlled. This is accomplished by means
of a lever in combination with a calibrated scale.

The light from the effective source ("IS, S'g. 2) is collimated by lens

15 and dispersed and deviated by prism 1. It then travels vertically

to the interferometer where it is refiected back through prism 1 which

further increases the dispersion and cai;ses another right-angle devia-

tion. Lens 15 then produces, in a vertical plane through 18. inverted

images of the light source, one corresponding to each spectral line in

the source. A rotation of prism 1 m.oves these images vertically. By
observing through eyepiece 99, the operator may cause any one of

these images to coincide with aperture 19.

Figx:ee 7.

—

Mourding of the constanl-deviation prism.

3 and 4. Plates for holdin? the prism in p'.ice: 5. pivot scre'y. 6 and 12. sprlcss etertin; thruits on pin 7 inJ
lever arm 8, respt'CCively; 9 ana 11. rm- ana 5et scre'iv. rcipectivelj, for preveatmj aii.ii motion ci itiL^Jt 10.

on which the prism rotates. The rotatioQOf tte pnam iscontrgiied by means of screw 13 with the aiiol a
micrometer scale 14.

The width of sht 19 is determined by the position of screen 20 which
is controlled by means of knijxied headed screw 21 (fig. 2). This
screen is attached to a phosphor bronze scrip, 25, which maintains
contact with screw 21 and is securely fastened to the instrument
through block 26 and set screw 27. The length of slit 19, which in

operation is approximately equal in width to that of IS, is also con-
trolled by iris diaphragm 17.

Additional diaphragms are placed in suitable parts of the instru-

ment to prevent stray light from reaching the photographic tilm.

One such diaphragm is shown by 31 in figure 2. AU inside pares of

the instrument are painted a dull black.

518-743 O - 73 -
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(c) CAMERA

The front part, 40, of the camera box is brazed to tube 33, iii which
the diagonal mirror is located. Tube 33 telescopes into tube 32 and
is repliiceable by eyepiece 99 for visual work. Both the camera box
and prism housing 2 may be rotated 90 degrees about the optic axis,

16, of the interferograph. Tliis permits the instrument's use for
recording with vertical-type interferometers.
The essential elements of the camera box are shown in figures 2

and 8. It is lighttight and made in two sections which may be

Figure 8.

—

Camera box (section CC of fig. 2)

73, Worm; 74, worm gear; 75, key; 76, keyway; 39 and 40, the two separable sections of the camera box; 78
and 79, slip-belt pulleys. All other parts are indicated in figure 2.

separated. In viewing the camera box in the direction indicated for

observing section CC of figure 2, the top, bottom, back, and right-

hand sides form one of these sections, 39, which is referred to as the
removable part, and the front and left-hand sides form the other
section, 40, which is referred to as the fixed part as it is brazed to
tube 33.

The film spools are housed in lighttight cartridges, 50 and 57, which
can be removed from the camera box without exposing the film. The
slots through which the film is fed into and out of the cartridges are
lined with a deep, black plush to prevent fight leakage. The capacity
of each spool is approximately 35 feet of photographic film. An
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extra take-up spool with its cartridge permits the processing of one
record while making another.

The mechanism for moving the film is shown in figure 9. The power
for driving sprocket 49, which imparts uniform motion to the film,

is supplied by a small synchronous motor, 54, which by means of gear

58 drives gear 59, the shaft of which also carries gears 60 and 61 . The
three gears, 62, 63, and 64 are fastened rigidly to a sleeve, 65, that can
be moved along a shaft, 71. This movement permits the alternative

engagement of three pairs of gears, 59-62, 60-63, and 61-64, each of

which gives a different gear ratio and consequently permits the selec-

tion of three different speeds for the movement of the photographic

film. Sleeve 65 is constrained to turn with shaft 71 by a set screw, 67.

Figure 9.

—

•Film-driving mechanism {section BB of fig. 2).

58, Transmission gear that drives the set of gears 59, 60, and 01 at a fixed speed; 62, 63, and 64, a second set of

gears that rotate together with sleeve 65 and can be made to engage gears 59, 60, and 61, respectively, by
moving sleeve 65 along shaft 71; 66, groove; 67, pin; 68, steel ball that is pressed against shaft 71 by pressure
spring 69 and set screw 70. All other parts are indicated in figures 2 and 8.

Slot 66, which is parallel to the axis of the sleeve in which the head of

set screw 67 is located, permits movement of the sleeve along the
shaft without relative rotation. A steel ball, 68, and its spring, 69,

holds the sleeve in position when the gears are meshed as its position

then coincides with one of the three grooves, 72. The sprocket, 49,
and worm gear rotate with shaft 77.

In order to bring unexposed film into position before starting a
record and also to wind up that part of the exposed film that is be-
tween the exposing slit and the take-up cartridge at the end of a re-

cording, it is necessary to move the film manually, independent of the
driving mechanism. To accomplish this the worm gear can be dis-

engaged from the worm in the manner shown in figiure 8. That is,

the worm gear can slide along shaft 77 while key 75, which fits into
the keyway, 76, constrains the two to rotate together in either its
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engaged or disengaged positions. Thus, the sprocket may be ro-

tated manually when the worm gear is disengaged. In order to move
the film a small known amount, ball 6S may be set half way between
any two of the adjacent grooves 72 (as in the position shown in fig.

9), thus disengaging the gears. With the worm gear engaged, sleeve

65 may be rotated manually, causing the film to move. A SGD-dcgree
rotation of the sleeve will then move the film exactly one-tenth of an
inch.

The take-up spool (56, fig. 8) is powered through the V-shaped
pulleys, 78 and 79, which are connected by a springs slip-belt (not

shown). These pulleys are constructed so that the plane of the belt

ffdls within the bearing areas of their shafts. This eliminates side

thrusts that tend to increase friction. Further reduction in friction is

attained by reducing the bearing areas of shaft 80 and sleeve 81 on
which spool 56 turns. The sides of the pulley grooves are made very
steep and the diameter of the spring slip-belt slightly less than the
maximum diameter of the pulley grooves.

FiGUKE 10.

—

Electric connector for the camera motor.

The two nonconducting parts, 82, are separated by and fastened to a steel spring. Electric contact is made
by compressing the spring and placing the two terminals, 83, in contact with the terminal posts (53, fig. 2)

of the motor. Tension in the spring maintains permanent electric contact.

The film cartridges and sprocket, with its driving mechanism
(motor and transmission gears), are attached to the removable part

of the camera box (fig. 2), and the two floating rollers and exposing
slit with its controls are attached to the fixed part. This arrangement
permits both easy access to the slit for its adjustment relative to the

image of the interferometer and ea.-y tlireading of the film between
the rollers, 48, and the sprocket wheel.

When loading and unloading the camera, it is desirable to dis-

connect the electric power. Also it is important to guard against

moving the instrument while remaking the connection. The terminals

of the motor are connected to two parallel posts (53, fig. 2). The
attachment, shown in figure 10, for electrifying these parts is light and
allows connections to be made without danger of shaking the instru-

ment. The other end of the electric cord is plugged directly into the

110-volt alternating-current power line.

(d) FOCUSING MECHANISM

Focusing of the interfero^raph (fig. 2) is accomplished by varying

the object distance, which is the optical distance between the inter-

ferometer, 95, and the collimating lens, 15. This may be done
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either by raising or loworins; furnace 90 by moans of the throe lev^I'Dg-

screws, 94, by raising or lowering tho interfero'^Taph by means o; its

three leveling screws, 90, by sliding shaft 84 along insirlc of tu?;:- S7,

or bv operating the elevating screw, 89, by means of wheel 01. Or.ly

the latter two means are used in practice, one for coarse adjustinerLt

and the other for fine adjustment.

4. FURNACE

Figure 2 shows the furnace, partly in elevation and partly in section.

It is supported by a ring, 93, which in turn is supported by three
equally spaced leveling screws. These screws rest on ring 92 wLi'h
fits on and over another ring, 98. Ring 92 is rotatable about rir.g OS.

An overhanging flange constrains the axis of the two to coincide at all

times. The rotatable top ring carries the furnace and the bottom rlr-g

is fastened rigidly to supporting parts which are firmly attached to

the table on which the interferograph is supported. The electric

connections (thermocouple and heater leads) to the furnace are m^ide
flexible so as to prevent breakage from flexure caused by rotating the
furnace. The interferometer, 95, is near the center of the furnace
and on a level with the rotatable ring, 92.

5. CONTROL BOARD AND OTHER ACCESSORIES

(a) WIRING DIAGRAM AND TIME SWITCHES

A wiring diagram of the control board is sho^vn in figure 11. The
Variac transformer, Ti, is well suited for automatic control of heatLr.g

rates. The intensity of discharge Ln the spectrum tube. H, is con-
trolled by means of a slide-wire rheostat, P^i, in series with the primary
of a 12,000-volt neon-sign transformer. A control of the intensity of

the source is necessary because such control is the best means of

adjusting the exposure to the several rates of film speeds. The time-

switch transformer, Ji, delivers 6 volts across its secondary. This
voltage is divided between the time-lamp, FL, and the resistanc-?,

^3 (a 100-ohm, radio-type, slide-wire rheostat) so that the lamp may
be made relatively faint when fast films are used.

The slit lines, defined in section II, page 160. are produced by
causing the time-lamp, 30, {AA, fig. 2) to flash on momentarily.
Two switches make it possible to control this lamp either automati-
cally or manually. The manually operated switch is used to record

the time of incidental events such as a change in heating rate and
automatic switch records the passage of time intervals only. The
automatic time switch was constructed from an electric clock. The
contact point (Ci, fig. 11) makes contact with the second hand, SR.
once each minute. The duration of this contact is approxinuu oly 1

second. The contact, Ci, makes contact with the m-odified minute
hand, MH, once Ln each 30 minutes. The duration of this contact is

appro.ximately 1 minute. The contact is made when the socond
hand is approximately ISO degrees from its contact position; conse-

quently, the Ci contact is made near the middle of the period of

contact at C^; thus the possible danger of tw-o C\ contacts durir.ir one

of the Ci-contact periods is eliminated. With this adjustment made,
the time-light is on for 1 second at accurate intervals of 30 minutes.

If more or less frequent intervals are desired, the number (two in the

case described) of contacts on the modified minute hand must be
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•changed according;ly. A disk, having any number of such contact
points, would produce that number of flashes during each hour. The
manually operated time switch is of the push button or doorbell type.

Figure 11.

—

Wiring diagram of the control board.

St. Triple pole, single throw switch; Si, double pole, double throw switch; Sj. sinple pole, single throw
•switch; Sj. double pole, single throw switch; T\, variable tninsformer, Variac; Ti, neon si?n transformer;

3j. door bell trmsformcr; Ri, Ri, and /?3, variable rheostats; C, electric clock; SS, spare socket; PL, panel
bo:ird light; IM, interferograpb motor; TM, time-switch motor; FL, flash lamp; TS. time switches: auto-
matic and manual; MH, minute hand; SH, second hand; H, spectrum tube (helium); F, electric furnace;
V, voltmeter.

(b) FILM-LOADING KEY

A film-loading key (fig. 12) is convenient for loading the supply
cartridge with unexposed film. This key is shaped so that it en^jages

the spool in the same manner as shaft 80 of figure 8. The film is

attached to a hook on the spool, which is then inserted into the car-

tridge, with the film passing out through the plush-lined slot. The

SCALE
INCHES

I

Figure 12.

—

Film-loading key.

cartridge is then closed and the film wound onto the supply spool
until full.

Notations are made on the emulsion side of the film, after each ten
turns, by means of a stylus.* This serves to keep the operator in-

formed regarding the amount of film remaining after each successive

record is cut off and developed. Similar notations, that identify the
individual tests, are WTitten on the protruding end of the film at the

end of each record. One loading of the supply cartridge serves for

• This stylus may be similar to that used with an autographic camera and the notations develop in the
same way as the autographs do from such cameras. A hard lead pencil also serves eicvliently in making
these notations.
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many complete records as each of these usually requires only 1 to 2

feet of film.

(c) READING FRAME

In section II, page 160, one method is described for transforming
the interferograms into numerical data. The record may also be
read directly from the negative with the aid of a reading frame.
This consists of two plates of glass that are separated approximately
one-half millimeter by two strips of cellulose (or any other suitable

material). The separator strips have their adjacent edges parallel,

straight, and separated by a distance slightly greater than the width
(35 mm) of the photographic film used. The film is moved through
the rectangular slot so produced. A straight mark on one of the

glass plates, parallel to the slit lines, serves in determining the fringe

orders of the several sets of fringes corresponding to any desired inter-

mediate time or any desired order of a set chosen for any particular

reason. The usual procedure, in thermal expansion work, is to read
the order (whole number and fraction) of the expansion fringes

corresponding to chosen integral orders of the interference thermom-
eter fringes.

(d) MOUNTING TRIPOD

A tripod used in mounting and arranging the interferometer is an
important adjunct. It consists merely of a flat-topped tripod with
adjustable feet. Its height is adjusted so that the object distance
will remain unchanged when the interferometer is transferred to the
furnace. This tripod is placed near the furnace so that the constant-
deviation prism may be swung around to a position directly over it

merely by rotating the interferograph on its base about shaft 84.

The interferometer system is assembled on this tripod and adjusted
while being observed through eyepiece 99.

IV. ADJUSTMENTS OF THE APPARATUS

When the interferograph is used for expansion work only, some of

the necessary adjustments are final, whereas others must be repeated
for each new sample or test. The interferograph may be leveled by
the use of two horizontal mirrors, formed by shallow dishes of clean
mercury. One mirror is placed on the tripod and the other replaces
the interferometer in the furnace. After the instrument is once
levelled the levelling screws, 90, should remain unmolested. By
replacing the mercury mirror, on the tripod, with an optical flat and
observing the reflected light, from this mirror, the instrument is

collimated by adjusting the position of lens 15 until the field, observed
in the eyepiece, is uniformly illuminated. The instrument is focused
by adjusting the height of the standard, as described in section III-3,
d, page 172. A ground glass is placed in the plane of the photo-
graphic film and the image of a reference line is observed on this glass
with an eyepiece while focusing. The reference line should be at the
object distance intended for the interferometer while in the furnace.
If the change in this object distance remains small, no further focusing
will be necessary.
The adjustments required for a simple interferometer (that is, one

having a single set of fringes) have been given in a previous publica-
tion [5]. A compound interferometer, such as that shown in figure 6,
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imposes additional requirements on the adjustments, the most impor-
tant of which is the requirement that the two or more sets of fringes

shall be equally bright. The orientation of the interferometer
image, relative to the exposing slit, is also more critical for the com-
pound interferometer as it is necessary to have the images of all

reference points fall in the exposing slit.

Plate E, figure 6, is made wedge-shaped so as to eliminate the light

reflected from its top surface. Consequently, the light that is trans-

mitted by this plate, which forms the expansion fringes, does not
return parallel to the light which forms the temperature fringes.

That is, the two returning beams do not coincide and, consequei^tly,

separate images of the source are formed that are relatively displaced
in the plane of aperture 19. As aperture 19 is equal, both in size

and in shape, to either image of the source, and as these images do not
coincide exactly, all the light from the interferometer cannot pass
through this aperture.

A B

Figure 13.

—

Adjustments of light heams.

See text for explanation.

The adjustments for securing maximum brightness of images,
consistent with the requirements for equal brightness, are best ex-

plained with the aid of figure 13. The parts designated by numbers
have already been defined. It and Ie are the images of the source,
formed in the plane of aperture 19, by light of the thermometer and
expansion fringes, respectively, whereas Pt and Pe represent the
corresponding images of point 16 which is the intersection of the
optic axis with this plane.

Figure \Z, A, represents the general condition produced when an
interferometer, such as is shown in figure 6, is placed on the mounting
tripod, and the interferograph is swung into position for observing it.

In general, neither of the two images. It and Ie (which are assumed to

be equally bright), fall on aperture 19 and, consequently, the inter-

ference fringes cannot be seen by an observer looking into the eye-
piece. An outline of the interferometer can be seen, however, by
diffuse light from an outside source. This light serves to identify
the proper location of the interferometer relative to the interferograph.
By tilting the tripod the two images. It and Ie, are caused to move
relative to aperture 19, whereas their positions relative to each other
remain fixed. With diaphragm 17 (fig. 2) wide open and by tilting the
mounting tripod, the refraction thermometer image, It, is easily

brought into coincidence with aperture 19, as is shown in figure 13,5.
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This condition is attained when the temperature fringes appear
brightest. The diaphragm opening is then reduced until the expan-
sion fringes become quite faint. This condition indicates that only
a small portion of the image, /g, is coinciding with aperture 19, as

shown in figure 13, C. Usually the brightness of the expansion
fringes may be increased by rotating plate E of figure 6, without
shifting it from its proper position, on the specimen, S. Wlien plate

E is thus rotated, the point, P^, moves on a circle with Pt (which now
coincides with 16) as its center. When P^ is on the horizontal line

through Pr, the expansion fringes are brighter than for any other
angular rotation of the plate. This condition (represented by 13, Z>)

is reached when the total amount of light transmitted through aper-
ture 19 becomes a maximum for this size of aperture; however, the
two sets of fringes are still unequal in brightness. When the mounting
tripod is further tilted in the proper direction, the condition shown in

figiu-e 13, E, is produced, in which the intensity of the two beams
becomes equal without changing the total amount of transmitted
light.

A B
Figure 14.

—

Relation between interference fringes and interferograms.

A, Interference fringes; B, corresponding interferogram; Wi and W2, width of interferometer and interfero-
gram fringes, respectively; Wi, expanse of fringe width along the slit; 9i and flj, angular orientation of in-

terference and interferogram fringes, respectively; E, length of film passing a reference point during the
passing of one fringe.

V. ASSEMBLING THE INTERFEROMETER
1. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

For accuracy in reading the interferogram, the width of the bands
(as in visual readings of the interferometer fringes) should be neither
too wide nor too narrow. However, when flat interferometer plates
are used, it sometimes happens that the tilting of the plates will cause
the interferometer bands to become either much wider than the
visible field of the interferometer or too narrow to be counted. These
conditions occur when the angle formed by the two reflecting surfaces
becomes either too small or too large. Such conditions make it

impossible, when taking data yisually, to read the fractional order of
the fringes. However, this broadening or narrowing of the fringes is

usually less troublesome with the interferograph, provided certain
precautions are taken while assembling the interferometer. If the
width Wi, (fig. 14) and orientation di of the interferometer fringes
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are kno\v-n, the corresponding width, W2, and orientation, O2 of the
interferogram fringes are given by the equations,

«2=tan-' (i2W^3"'),

where W3= TT''i esc Bx is the expanse of fringe width along the slit,

aiid where fi= FiV~' is the length of film used per fringe. The

qcantities V and N are the speed of the film motion and the rate of

cbvage in the order of interference, respectively.

JLn analysis of the above transformation equations show that W%
can never exceed either R or ^^^3. Therefore, if either of these quan-
tities are prevented from becoming large, the width of the interfero-

gram fringes cannot become too large for reading. If the surfaces of

the interferometer plate are not flat (as is usually the case) it is quite

obvious that the interferometer fringes can never become too wide.

The operator can never be sure that the fringes will not become too

narrow during a test. If the width, Wi, of the interferometer fringes

become too small, then either W2 becomes too narrow or contrast on
'As-i interferogram will be poor because the condition of narrow fringes

:i;proximating parallehsm to the slit is approached. If the fringes

iecome both parallel to and as narrow as the slit, there will be no
contrast and therefore no fringes on the interferogram. A proce-

dure that has proved successful is to use the T-type sample, shown
in figure 6, and to so adjust the height of the contact points sup-
porting the top plate that the order of interference at the weighted
Tpint, Mb, is about five greater than at the unweighted contact points.

Wiicn the three-pin type of sample is used, the fringes wiU often grow
qiite narrow during the heating and must be rectified by a previously
»^escribed procdure [11, p. 188].

The value of W2 will also be small if R becomes small. The value
of V is limited to finite values; that is, to Y,, 3, and 11.4 inches of

film per hour, for the instrument described above. Therefore, the
only unavoidable condition that will cause R to become too small is

for to become so large that the in.<5trument is unable to provide a
film speed sufficient to prevent excessive crowding of fringes. The
largest value for N that permits satisfactory resolution of the fringes

that which corresponds to approximately 100 fringcs^pcr inch of

iiim. To aid in preventing the fringes from becoming narrow, the
iiiitial value of di should be small if the fringes are subject to rotation

ar.i changes in their width. In a stable fringe system, such as that

K an interference thermometer—where the two reflecting surfaces

are permanently bound—the value of dx may have any value that
permits a reasonable value for H 3.

2. ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE

The preparation of the specimens which serve as spacers between
interferometer plates is fully described by Merritt f5], Saunders

111], and Johnson and Parsons [12].

The steps usually taken to assemble an interferometer similar to

that sliown in figure 6 are as follows:

With eyepiece 99 in position, the interference thermometer is placed
on the mounting tripod so that an image of its reference Ime, will
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be perpendicular to the exposing slit. The beam of reflected light

from the thermometer is adjusted for maximum brightness by adjust-

ing the screws of the mounting tripod. The specimen, S, is placed
in a position so that the exposing slit may be made to coincide simul-
taneously with the expansion and thermometer reference points,

Me and AIt, respectively. The top plate, E, is then placed on the
sample. At this stage the expansion fringes may or may not be
visible, depending upon whether the image {Ie, fig. 13) falls in or

without aperture 19. In either case, by rotating plate E, the ex-

pansion fringes may be made almost as bright as the temperature
fringes. The mounted interferometer is then carefully placed in the
furnace and at approximately the same orientation relative to the
base of the interferograph. Prism 1 is now brought into position,

over the furnace, by rotating the interferograph about shaft 84. The
interferometer is releveled by means of the furnace leveling screws, 94.

A rotation of the furnace restores the relative angular orientation of

the two reference points relative to the exposing slit. Eyepiece 99
is now replaced by the front part, 40, of the camera box. A slight

movement of the interferograph on table 97 while a magnifying glass ^

is used to observe the interferometer through the exposing slit (opened
to approximately 1 mm for this adjustment) will then bring the two
reference points into coincidence with the exposing slit. Equal
brightness of the two sets of fringes, together with maximum illumi-

nation of photographic film, is restored by a final adjustment of the
furnace leveling screws. The interferometer is then properly mounted
and ready for use.

VI. PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPOSURE

Correct exposure for an interferogram requires good contrast and
sufficient density for easy reading. The requirements for contrast
are specified below but those for density must be ascertained by
trial. These two factors depend both on the type of photographic
film and the characteristics (light source and adjustments) of the
interferograph.

1. SELECTION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM

The type of photographic film to be used is an important feature
in any photographic work. In the case of the interferograph, con-
trast and speed are the essential factors. The speed rating as speci-

fied by the manufacturers does not necessarily indicate the sensitivity

of the film to any given spectral line. The relative speed factor for
interferograph ic work with any line may nevertheless be determined
from the specified speed rating, together with the spectral sensitivity

curve of the film.

The speed of the film is unportant, as the more sensitive the film
is to the light used, the narrower the slit may be made, and the faster
the film may be moved past the slit. A narrow slit gives high resolu-
tion which is very important when the interferometer bands are nar-
row and nearly parallel to the slit, and also when they are moving
rapidly. The ability to record fast-moving fringes is necessary when-

' This magnifying glass may be a simple lens of wide aperture, and it may be permanently attached to the
inside wall of the camera box. It should be attached to the fixed part (40, fig. S) and well back of the sprocket
so that it does not interfere with the removal of part 39 when opening and closing the camera.
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ever expansion tests are made at high heating: rates, whenever moder-
ate rates of heatlne are used with materials that have a high expan-
sivity, and when following the changes in density of crystals during
the transformation from one form to another. Wlien yellow light

from the helium source is used, any of the fast panchromatic films

are satisfactory.

In deciding upon the required spectral sensitivity distribution of
,'13 film, the available light source must be considered. If a helium
--.urce is used, it is desirable to select panchrom.atic film for use with
the yellow line because this film is highly sensitive to yellow light.

This combination gives plenty of speed and also produces good visi-

bility for visual adjustments. However, greater contrast can be
obtained by using some of the noncolor-sensitized films. If the latter

type of film is used, blue light is required because such films are insensi-

tive to greens, yellows, and reds but are highly" sensitive to the blues.

Consequently, high contrast may be obtained by using the blue line

(X=447lA) of helium with a noncolor-sensitized film. The blue line

of helium is only about one-half as intense as the yellow line, and the

product of sensitivity of film by intensity of the line may be less than
the corresponding product when the yellow line with panchromatic
film is used. The combination of yellow light with panchromatic
film is recommended for temperatures up to 675° C and blue light

with noncolor-sensitized films for tests that require higher tempera-
tures.

2. CONTRAST

If the area of the effective source is large, the cosine error in the
interference phenomena is large and the fringes appear washed out
from lack of conti-ast. The smaller the source the greater will he the

contrast, but a compromise must be considered between contrast and
amount of light needed for the record. Contrast in the interferogram
depends also upon the width of the exposing slit. That is, the inter-

ferograph will reproduce the contrast visually observed m the inter-

ference phenomena only if the change in the order of interference is

small during the exposure of any point on the film. The best results

require the use of a source with the largest area that will give reason-

able contrast in the interference fringes, the use of the widest ex-

posing slit that will give reasonable reproduction of contrast, and
the making of other necessary variations m exposure by changing the

intensity of the source and by varying the film speed.

3. PHOTOGRAPHIC DENSITY OF FILM

Assuming that a reasonable amount of contrast is attained in the

interference phenomena, the best exposure is that for which the

photographic density approaches zero at the center of the light fringes.

The only remaining factors available for controlling exposure (after

the consideration already given to contrast) are the intensity of the

light source and speed of film motion. The speed of the film motion
is determined mainly by the rate of change in the order of uiterference.

Consequently, the intensity of the source is the final factor in decid-

ing the photographic density to be obtained. Hence, if the film

speed is changed during a test, the intensity of the source must be
cbangod accordingly to compensate for the resultant change in ex-

posure time.
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VII. OTHER APPLICATIONS OF THE INTERFEROGRAPH

The interferograph is especially applicable to the measurement of

thermal expansions. However, it is equally well adapted to the
measurement of many other interference phenomena. It is suggested
that this apparatus furnishes a convenient means of obtaining data for

those investigations that require a determination of the absolute
order of interference, as by the method of coincidence; for the re-

cording of changes in the order of interference that are very large,

such as are encountered in the measurement of the standard meter
bar; for the recording of changes in interference fringes over long
periods of time, as in ether-drift experiments; and for other investi-

gations that present difficulties to visual observation.

A simple arrangement for measuring the rate of disappearance of

strain in a plate of optical glass, such as E of figure 6, is to replace

sample S hy & nonreflecting sheet of material or by removing the
sample S, fine grinding the top part of plate T under plate E and
then laying plate E du'ectly on plate T. The arrangement is com-
pleted by placing a nicol to the left of and close to diaphragm 17 of

figure 2, so that all light passing from aperture 18 to lens 15 and from
lens 15 to aperture 19 will pass through the nicol. The light after

passing through the nicol will be plane polarized. It traverses the
strained plate, E, is reflected (in part) at the lower surface of this

plate and again traverses the plate from which it returns through the
nicol prism to aperture 19 and on to the photographic film. The
nicol prism serves both as a polarizer and an analyzer. The resultant
interferogram will contain a measure of time, temperature, and changes
in double refraction effects. A polaroid screen, placed anywhere
between lens 15 and diaphragm 17, serves as well as a nicol. Greater
accuracy may be attained by having the specimen shaped so as to

cause the light to suffer several internal reflections before returning
to the analyzer.

Preliminary experiments indicate the applicability of the inter-

ferograph to the determination of visibility curves of spectrum lines

[13] that are composed of doublets, triplets, or single bright lines with
associated satellites. The intensity measurements for the various
orders of interference, on the interferograms, are easily and rapidly
made with a suitable photoelectric densitometer.

VIII. RESULTS

To illustrate an application of the interferograph to expansion work,
two interferograms of the expansion of quartz in the range between
room temperature and 650° C are reproduced. The interferogram
(shown near the bottom of fig. 16, A) was produced while the sample
was being heated at a constant heating rate of 2.4 degrees per minute
and while 3 inches of film per hour was used. Under these conditions
it is impossible to follow the fringe count in the neighborhood of the
transformation temperature, 573.3° C. [14] Consequently, in order
to record this part of the data legibly, a second interferogram (a part of
which is enlarged and shown in fig. 16, B) was produced which differs

from the first only in that the heating rate was lower and the film speed
greater. Thus, when 573° C was reached, the heating rate was approxi-

• Bates and Phelps have found that the start of the inversion of a-quartz to p-quartz occurs at 573.3° C.
This temperature is accepted as one of the base points for calibrating the mterference tliennoineter.
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mately 1.6 degrees per hour and the speed of the film was 11.4 inches
per hour. These conditions allot 7 inches of film to each degree rise in

temperature, whereas in the interferogram of figure 16, A, approxi-
mately one-fiftieth of an inch per degree was allowed. This combina-
tion of changes in film speed and heating rate is equivalent to a magni-
fication of approximately 330 in the longitudinal direction of the film

and was sufficient to resolve the fringes even while the samples was
passing through the transformation from low to high quartz.
A U-shaped sample was used as this shape permits an image of one

of the unweighted contact points {M2 of fig. 16) to be included, along
with the weighted contact point, Mi, in the exposing slit. Thus,
including that of the thermometer, there are three reference lines in

each of the interferograms. The two end-contact points of the
U-shaped sample were alined with the thermometer reference point so

that the images of all three could be included in the exposing slit.

As usual, one of the contact points of the sample was loaded by shifting

the center of the top interferometer plate toward it.

The purpose of including a second reference point in the field of

the expansion fringes is to enable the interpreter to follow the fringe

count through the transformation at 573.3° C. A small and usually
unavoidable temperature gradient between the two parts of the
sample that are imaged in the exposing slit causes them to transform
at different times. Consequently, the fringes may be moving quite
slowly at one of these reference points while they are moving rapidly
at the other where the transformation is occurring.

The initial length ' of the sample was obtained from the approx-
imate length (measured with micrometer calipers) by applying the
"theory of coincidence" to the fractional orders of interference pro-
duced by each of several known light sources. The application of this

principle has been described by Meggers [15] and Perot and Fabrey
[9]. A photograph of the interference fringes, produced by each of

the several sources, is obtained by taking a series of still pictures with
the exposing slit wide open. To prevent double exposure the film

is moved forward after each exposure by an amount slightly greater
than the width of the sht. The lines 1° 4358, 5461, 5770, 5791A of

mercury and 4471, 4713, 4922, 5016, and 5876 of heHum were used
for this record.

After the length of the sample at room temperature is known, the
absolute order of interference, corresponding to any of the fringes

crossing the exposing slit, is also known. This enables the interpreter

to label the interferogram fringes (at the starting end of the inter-

ferogram) with numbers that correspond to the absolute order of inter-

ference of the interferometer fringes producing these fringes. All

other interferogram fringes can then be labeled by counting from the
original order. These numbers are written above the interferogram
in figure 16, A and the last two significant figures of these numbers are

written on the corresponding fringes of figure 16, B. Obviously the
count of the fringes in figure 16, A, cannot be followed through the
transformation temperatm-e but it can be followed in figure 16, B.
The order of the fringes above the transformation temperature, in

figure 16, A, is easily ascertained from figure 16, B, as the order of the

expansion fringes in the two interferograms will agree at all temper-
atures of this range.

• A micrometric determination of the specimen length Is sufficient for most expansion work.
" Usually five well-known lines are suioacient.
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Inlerferograms of the thermal expansion of quartz with graphical

representations of the included data

y. Absolute order of iuterlerence that produced the correspondins; expansion fringes: .Vr. arbitrarily ctu>^en

numbers assigned to teni|)erature frin.;es for identification and calibration purposi's: i.lenmh of sample;\.

wavelength of light used for proilucing interference; Mi. reference line corresponding to wei^'hted reierente

point; reference line C(^rres|ionding to unweighted reference point. The curve of .1 and curve 1 of H
were obtained from the weigh te<l reference line. Curve 'J of B was obtained from the unwe mh ted reference

line. The Dumbers appearing on the interferogram of B are the last two significant figures of .V. The
interferogramsof . I ami B were made whileappro.vimately 0.02 an< 1 7.0 inches of film was u^^vl" respectively

.

for each degree rise m temperature.
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(See fig. 10, A, for explanation.)
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Inlerferograms and corresponding expansion curves for a gains m both
the chilled and annealed states.

Curves 1 and 2 we're computed from data that were taken along the two parts, and M2, of the weighted
reference line, whereas curve 3 w-as computed from the unweighted reference line ^A/s. The relative position
cf the curves along the axis of abscissas were arbitrarily chosen to prevent congestion and to save space.



Photographing Interference Phenomena

Plots of the absolute orders of interference versus temperature (and
time) are given above the interferograms in figure 16. The ordinates
represent the absolute length of the specimen in terms of half wave-
lengths of the light used. The abscissas represent both tepaperature
and time; the time scale is at the top and the temperature scale is at

the bottom of the graphs. This simultaneous representation of both
temperature and time by the abscissas of a graph is possible because
the heating rates were approximately constant. The length of the
film exposed was used as a measure of the elapsed time, and the tem-
peratures were determined from the calibration sheet of the interfer-

ence thermometer. No other computation was necessary in preparing
the plotted points, as a drawing board and T-square served to trans-

form the data from the interferogram directly to the graph being
plotted.

It will be noted that the slopes {d, fig. 14) of the expansion fringes

on the interferogram and the corresponding parts of the expansion
curves, plotted in such a manner, should be closely related if the
heating rate and film speed are constant, if there is no tUting of the
two reflecting surfaces relative to each other, and if the wavelength
is kept constant by performing the test in vacuum. The correlation

between the interferograph fringes and the corresponding expansion
curves is quite apparant in figure 16 although some tilting and varia-

tion in the heating rate, as well as gradients, were present.

Discontinuities such as those in the interferograms of figure 16 are
caused by a rapid change in the expanse of fringe width (W3, fig. 14)

along the exposing slit. That is, this expanse increases from a nor-
mal value to infinity and then returns to normal after reversing the
direction of the fringe count along the slit. This change in the expanse
of fringe width along the slit is caused by a tilting of the top inter-

ferometer plate relative to the bottom plate. The observed effect

(when looking into the eyepiece) may be either a change in width
without rotation, a rotation without a change in width, or both a
rotation and change in width, the latter being the usual case. The
photographed effects resulting from a rotation of fringes are usually
not distinguishable from those resulting from a change in the width
of the fringes.

If the tilting of the interferometer plate proceeds slowly, as is

often the case, the photographed effects include a progressive change
in the slope of the interferogram fringes. If the tUt occurs suddenly,
which frequently occurs, a discontinuity is produced. Both of these
effects are shown in a previously published [3] interferogram. A
drawing that represents a part of this interferogram is shown in figure

18. This drawing is included here as an aid in explaining the inter-

pretation of results in the neighborhood of such discontinuities. * The
numbers occurring in this drawing are inserted to indicate the fringe

count from room temperature. The previously published results

were taken from the weighted reference line, M^. Reference line

was produced by a reference point at the median of the triangle formed
by the three supporting points of the top interferometer plate. When
" In the case of the first discontinuity of figure Ifi, B, the tilt of the top interferometer plate was caused by

a rapid expansion of the weighted part of the spacer that produced M\. As this part of the spacer increased
in length and became equal to that part of the spacer corresponding to M'l the dark interference fringe, No.
74, which produced the interferogram fringe then coinciding with reference line Mj, became parallel to the
slit and this fringe then covered both reference points. After this occurred the movement of the inter-
ference fringes, in the slit, was reversed as the numbering of the interferogram fringes indicate. At the
second pronounced discontinuity, the 84th fringe was on the weighted reference point Afi when the un-
weighted spacer passed through the transformation as it expanded very rapidly. This effect again reversed
the direction of motion of the interference fringes along the slit.
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tho first discontinuity, shown near the center of figure 18, occurred
fringe 40 was on the weighted reference point. A sudden tilting of

the plate caused a corresponding change in the expanse of fringe

width along the exposing slit. It has already been demonstrated
fll] that this rotation of the fringes always occurs about an axis that
passes through the weighted contact point. Therefore fringe 40
still passed through the weighted reference point after the sudden tilt

occurred. It is known that the sample was expanding uniformly
from a consideration of other interferograms, which recorded the
changes in this material through this same temperature range. Con-
sequently, the next fringe to cross the weighted reference line is

known to have been 41. The discontinuity shown near the right end

Figure 18.

—

-Discontinuities in interferograms.

The inserted numbers represent the orders of Interference, counted from room temperature; Afi and Mt
are the weighted and unweighted reference lines, respectively. The upper and lower sets of fringes
are expansion and temperature fringes, respectively.

of figure 18 occurred when the temperature of the sample was con-
stant and when the fringe count at the weighted reference point was
43.7, and it is again apparent that no change in the fringe count
occurred at the weighted reference point. If the expansion data had
been obtained from a fringe count taken at the median reference line,

Mz, the magnitude of the sudden change in the fringe order at this

point would not have been noted and the results corresponding to

points above this temperature would have been in error to the extent
of one fringe at least. The correct fringe count can always be followed
by accepting the fact that no sudden change occurs in the order of

interference at a properly weighted reference point.

For representing expansion data graphically, the usual procedure is

to tabulate the data obtained from points along the selected reference

lines of the interferograms and from these data to compute the
temperatures and corresponding changes in length. The results are

then plotted without further reference to the interferograms. Such a

graphical representation, along with the interferograms from which
the original data were taken, is introduced in figure 17 to show the

close correlation between an interferogram and the corresponding
computed curve, even when it passes through maximum and minimum
points. The location of such points are more readily obtained from
the interferogram than from the curves. The same is also true of
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critical points in the expansion curves of crystals (fig. 16). The inter-

ferograms in figure 17 are parts of the record of a glass that was
previously chilled from its molten state. The chilled sample was
heated at a constant rate of 3 degrees centigrade per minute to 610
degrees centrigrade and annealed at this temperature. It was then
cooled to room temperature and, without dismantling the interferom-

eter, a second expansion test was made on the sample, now in an
annealed state. The complete record is not shown here as the ex-

cluded parts contained nothing of current interest. Curves 1 and 2,

which are computed from data taken along reference lines Mi and M2,
are typical expansion curves for chilled and annealed glass, respectively

[16]. In this figure, reference lines and are produced by the

weighted reference point, whereas Mz is typical of accidental marks
formed by particles of dust that get into the slit during a test. Curve
3 was computed from data obtained at M3 and is included to demon-
strate the effect of errors when the data are not taken along the

weighted reference point. The lower interferogram also shows the

effect resulting from the squirming of the interferometer fringes that

is caused by changes in the thickness of the air films between the
specimen and interferometer plates at the unweighted reference points.

It is these air-film effects that produce the irregularities that are

obvious errors in the data from which curve 3 was computed. The
effect of a change in the film speed, while heating the interferometer
at a constant rate, is shown near the right-hand end of this interfero-

gram. The upper set of fringes in each interferogram are the temper-
ature fringes. The white numbers inserted in the interferograms
were written on the negatives to aid in the fringe count when the data
were translated from the interferograms to numerical values.

IX. PROPOSED REFINEMENTS

As a result of experience gained with the interferograph, a few
changes in its design are proposed. Although not affecting the per-
formance, these changes incorporate certain desirable features. For
example, the constant-deviation prism described above is quite
massive and although no difficulty has been experienced, there is a
possibihty of injury to it due to heat shocks when measuring expan-
sions to very high temperatures. To reduce this danger a new prism
has been designed in which all dimensions except thickness have
been reduced to one-half, thus reducing the mass to one-fourth that
of the original prism. This reduction in the size of the prism does
not reduce the dimensions of the aperture in the directive parallel
to the exposing slit. The visible field is limited by the collimating
lens and the two horizontal edges of the entrance face of the new
prism.

_
Thus the visual field has the general shape of the fringe field

shown in figure 1, C, with the two straight sides separated by an amount
equal to the radius of the collimating lens.

It is desired to call attention to the difficulty sometimes experienced
in transferring the interferometer from the mounting tripod to the
furnace. This is minimized by first transferring the interferometer
from the tripod to a small cup fitted with a bail-like handle, and then
lowering it into the furnace by means of a hook. Even so, the opera-
tion frequently involves several unsuccessful trials. Therefore, in
place of this procedure it is proposed to modify the furnace so that
the mounting of the interferometer may be done directly in the posi-
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tion it will occupy during the observations. This may be accomplished
in a number of ways. The furnace may be constructed so that one-
half may be removed while the interferometer is being set up, and then
replaced. Or the interferometer may be supported on a pillar inde-
pendent of the furnace and the furnace elevated and swung out of line

while adjustments are made.

X. CONCLUSIONS

The experimental instrument described herein was found to perform
excellently. The results from a large number of tests have conclu-
sively demonstrated the adequacy of its mechanical performance.
An outstanding advantage of the interferograph over visual instru-

ments is that the recorded interferograms are permanent records that
are available for repeated critical reviews of their interpretation.

The small amount of attention required for the operation of this

instrument allows the operator to prepare new specimens for later

tests and to compile the data from previous tests during the photo-
graphic recording.
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Precise Topography of Optical Surfaces^

James B. Saunders

The unit of length usually used in measuring optical surface features, by interference of
light, is one-half the wavelength of the monochromatic light that is used. A method is

described in which the unit of length is a much smaller fraction of the wa%'elength. Topo-
graphic maps of optical surfaces are made in which the contour interval is less than one-
thirtieth the wavelength. The smallness of the unit depends upon the quality of the surfaces.
Irregularities, too small to be detected with the Fizeau or two-beam fringes, are made to
appear very prominent. Surface markings, caused by the final polishing actions, can be
made to stand out in bold relief.

The accuracy of results that may be obtained with
any type of interferometer depends upon the accuracy
with which one can locate a line in the fringe field,

along which the order of interference is constant.
The intensity of light in a direction normal to these
lines, in a set of two-beam or Fizeau ^ type of in-

terference fringes, is a smooth mathematical function
without abrupt changes, whereas for multiple beam or
Fabry^>Eerot ^ type fringes it has sharp maxima and
minima for transmitted and reflected light, respec-
tively. The accuracy attainable with the two types
of fringes is roughly proportional to the ratio of
fringe separation to frmge width, the fringe width
being defined here as the width_at one-half maximum
intensity.

Accurate contour maps of one surface relative to
a standard surface of known shape are obtained by
photographing the interference fringes, produced by
these two surfaces, with monochromatic light. The
contour intervals are one-half wavelength. As in
geodesy, the smaller the contour interval the more
detail is revealed in the contour map and the nar-
rower the lines the more detail is revealed along the
line. With broad fringes, of the two-beam type,
irregularities of several hundredths of a wavelength
can be completely hidden in or between the dark
broad lin|;s. An irregularity of several tenths of a
waveleng-iih can be completely invisible if it falls
within the area between two adjacent Fabry-Perot
fringes that appears uniformly illuminated. The
one-half wavelength interval is, therefore, inadequate
for representing local irrregularities on high-quality
optical surfaces.

This paper describes a procedure whereby very
narrow fringes are used for producing contour maps of
optical surfaces with contour intervals of a small
fraction of a wavelength. These intervals can be
made as small as the narrowness of the fringes will
permit. If m resolved fringes can be equally spaced

1 This work was done as part of a research project sponsored by the Air
force The paper was presented at the March 1950 meeting ot the Optical
Society of America (Abstract, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 40, 258 (Apr. 1950)). Since then
oT,*

a^'oors attention has been called to a paper by Takemara Sakurai and Koro
bhishido at the Research Institute of Scientific Measurements, on "Test of an
optical flat by the Fabry-Perot etalon" and published in the Scientific Report of
the Research Institute, Tohoku University, [A], I, No. 1 (May 1949)

Fizeau. Compt. rend. 54, 1237 (1862).
~'~

3 C. Fabry and A. Perot, Ann. Chim. Phys. 13, 459 (1897)
"

between two of the original fringes, the separation
of which corresponds to one-half wavelength or to one
order of interference, then the contour intervals

will be [l/2(m+l)]X. Values of m as large as 19
have been used, for which the intervals are X/40.

The usual procedure in precision measurements on
glass optical surfaces is to place the unknown close

to and almost parallel to a standard surface of

known shape, with a thin air wedge between, and to

observe the fringes produced by the interference of

m-onochrom.atic light reflected norm_ally from these

two surfaces. Figure 1 shows a set of two-beam
interference fringes, observed by reflection with a
Fizeau viewing instrum.ent, which one might have
under observation for the purpose of measuring the
deviation of an unknown surface from a standard
plane surface. The orders of interference corre-

sponding to each fringe, although not usually known,
are indicated by the num^erals. The exact position

of the lines that represent the loci of integral orders
of interference, are only known to lie somewhere
within the darker portion of the fringes. This locus
for fringe number 3 is indicated by the narrow solid

line. Usually, as will be shown later, these lines are

not as sm.ooth * as the m_uch broader fringes appear
to be. The assumption that this line lies at the
center of the dark fringe is usually false and, conse-
quently, results based on this assumption are in

error by the amount of displacement of the line from
the center; which can amount to over a tenth of the
separation between adjacent fringes. Even if one
could locate the lines of integral orders, he would
still be unable to m^easure the change in order of

interference along a straight line such as the one
shown dotted in figure 1 , for the purpose of surface

measurement. The change in order of interference

along this straight line is an accurate measure of the
deviation of the unknown surface from a plane, but
if the shape of the surface between the fringes is

unknown one has no way of determining the frac-

tional orders of interference at points on this straight

< The irregular serrations along the edges of the fringes are a good indication
of the shape of the lines of constant orders. In fact, the location of lines of con-
stant order (although not integral) are most accurately locatable along the
margin of the fringes where the density gradients aie a maximum. This is

the most accurate means, known to the author for locating lines of integral
difTerences in order of interference for surface measuremeuts.
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line that are not also on the lines of integral orders.

Ijinear interpolation, for points not on a fringe, can
he in error by several tenths of an order. The
n>eiisurenient of deviations of a surface from a plane,

by measuring the change in order of interference
along this line, is in error both from the inability to

locate the lines of integral orders of interference and
also from interpolation based on the false assum.p-
tion that tlie order of interference varies linearly

with the displacement of the point from the adjacent
fringes. Unless a fringe passes through the center
of a surface, the deviation of the surface at this

point, relative to others, cannot be accurate!}'

measured.
'i'lie ac(;ura('y of measurements on the deviations

of the unknown surface from, an arbitrarily chosen
reference plane, along any one of the lines of integral
orders such as the narrow solid line in fringe 3, is

lunited only by the accuracy with which the line

<'an l)e located. The deviation of the surface at any
point on this line, from, a plane through the indicated
straight line (which is conincident with neither of

the r(dlecting surfaces but intersecting the unknown
surfac e at the two ends of fringe :?) and making an
angle 6 with the stanflard reference plane, is equal
to the product of 6 and the perpendicular distance
of tlie point to the straight line where 9 equals one-
half the wavelength of the light used divided by the
fringe se.])aration. 'J'he fringe separation is defined
as the average distance between the centers of adja-
eeiit fringes and is the separation that woidd be
obtained if the unknown was replaced by a true
plane, placed in the position of the arbitrarily (^hosen
refei-ence plane. 'J'ho value for 8 should be constant
for all computations, although the observed fringes
mav neither parallel nor equally spaced, 'i'lie

use of diflVreiU. values for fringe separation is equiva-

lent to mt^asiuing deviations from diircrent planes
at, vai-ioiis angles lo llie standard.

If l)oth the standard and I he unknown are coat e(|

with a uniformly thin coal of highly rellecling metal,
such as silv((r or alumimnn, the fringes in which tlie

lines of integral orders of interferen<;e are located
become mirrower. 'IMie nairowness of these Iringes,

relative to theii' separation, increases with the reflect-

ance of the surfa(;es and also with de(-reasing angle
of inci(lenc(\ 'i'he decri^ase. in width of these naiiow
line fringes, relative to their sepaiation, increase's tin-

acciuacv of locating the lines of integral order of
interference. With modern methods of metal deym-
sition and with smooth surfaces that are almost,

parallel to viwh other, fringes may be obtained whose
width, at one-half the m.a.ximum intensity, are only
one-fiftieth part of their separation.* With such
narrow fringes, deviations can be measured to better
than one-hundredth of a wavelength. 'J'hese narrow-
line or Fabry-Perot type fringes are dark by reflected

light and bright with a dark background, with trans-
mitted light. Figure 2, A, shows a set of two-beam
fringes produced by reflected light, and B shows a
graph of multiple reflection fringes, fonned by the
same surfaces by transmitted light after applying
the thin coat of aluminum.. Note the increased
accentuation of detail along these narrow fringes

over that shown by the broad ones.

When measuring surface features to one-hun-
dredth of a fringe, the mechanical errors in the micro-
meter (assuming a micrometer eyepiece to be used)
and personal errors of settings become large unless
the changes in order of interference with movement
of the cross hair, are relatively small. This requires
that the fringes have considerable separations. At
least two fringes must appear on the surface in order
to determine the unit of deviation of a fringe from
a straight line corresponding to a known unit of

deviation of the surface from a plane. This unit is

usually one-half the wavelength of the monochro-
matic light being used. Figure 3, A, shows such a
set of fringes, formed by the same surface that was
used for figure 2, B. Further enhancement of detail

along the fringes in figure .3, A, over those of figure

2, B, is obvious. This is partially due to the decrease
in width of the fringes relative to their separation,
caused by making the wedge between the plates
smaller and, consequently, reducing the angle of

incidence that favors the narrowing of these fringes.

In order to fvu'ther enhance irregularities along a
fringe and still be able to measure the magnitude of

the corresponding deviations in the surface, a mul-
tiple spectral line soiuce, such as the mercury arc

for instance, may be used. Each spectral line pro-

duces its own set of fringes. If the absolute orders
of interference of each and all of the fringes are

known, the separation of the surfaces along the

fringes is known and, conse(iuently, the change in

separation of the surfaces between two adjacent

fringes of difi'erent colors is also known, although
this difference in separation may i)e only a small

5 S. Ti)l;inskv, .\riiltii)lc-t>c-;iin iiiii rfiToniclrv of .^urfacc.'^ iinil (Htiis (i>\fi>nl at

llri' Clan-niloii Press, IH4H).
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riaction of llic unit oT l('ii<;lh, one-half wavclcngt li.

'I'lic lliickncss jiiid unfile of llic air wcdfjc hotwcon tlic

surfaces may now he adjusted so thai one of two
or move closely s])aee(l frin<i;es of diirerent eoloi' ])ass

through the center of the surface and one oi- more of

the others jusl inside the edf2;e. The surfaces are

then as near i)ar-allel as is practicahle, thus favoring

the attainment of the narrowest frinj^e possible,

rehilive to fiinge se])ai'ation, and measui'ements
may t)e made at all radial distances. Still greater

enhancement of the iricgularities is thereby attained,

and two oi' more fringes are available for (}uantita-

live evaluation of these irregularities. Figure 3, B,

shows a set of fringes, produced by a mercury source,

in which the total change in order of interference
• across the i)late is less than three-tenths of a imit

(\/2= ().27m).
Afaximum eidiancement of surface irregularities is

obtained by adjusting the surfaces to as near paral-

lelism as is |)ossil)le and the separation near to some
integral number of half wavelengths. If one had
two plane reflecting surfaces (the existence of which
is doubted by the author) these could be placed
pat-allel to each other, which is the condition for

IViTiges of infinite width. If the separation is now
adjusted to so.me value in the neighborhood of

where tlie resultant interference produces maximum
variation of intensity with change in separation, then
small deviations in phase, caused by irregularities of

only a few angstroms, such as may be produced by
the individual particles of the polishing compound,
become quite visible. Figure 4 shows the above-
mentioned surfaces (actually both surfaces contribute
e<|ually) in which the parallelism and separation are
most favorable to the revelation of smrJl surface
detail. Note the fiber-like appearance in the darker
regions where maximum enhancement of detail

occuis. Quantitative measurements of these finer

irregularities have not yet been attempted.
The manner of determining absolute orders of in-

terference may be described by means of figure 5

The large (circularly enclosed fringe system represents
a set that might be under observation. The colors

of the fringes are indicated by R for red, Y for yellow,
G for green, B for blue, and V for violet. The wave-
lengths of the light, forming the fringes, are identified

usually by the color of the corresponding fringes.

'J'lie small circularly enclos(>d fringe system repre-
sents the same fringes as those shown in the large

circle. They are straight as if formed by parallel

surfaces and are inserted to show the relationship
between the fringes in the large circle and the lines,

which correspond to fringes, in the chart above.
If we assume the surfaces that form this fringe

system, to be extended in the direction of their de-
creasing separation to their line of intersection, and
one could observe the fringe system, in this extended
area, one would find and could identify the zero
order of interference for each set (color) of fringes,

all of which coincide. Extending from, the zero
oi'der fringe, one would observe equally spaced red
fringes (assuming plane surfaces), the order of which
could be identified by counting from the zero order.

Figure -1. MuUiple-bearn interference fringes.

Surfaces are as near paiallrl as the surfaces will permit (maximum entianeement
of detail). Note fabric-like marks: believed to be due to final polishing action.

Thus the num.bers associated with the vertical lines

indicates the order of interference for all the visible

colors in the source, and their positions corresf)ond
to the positions of the fringes. One sees on this

chart, in the neighborhood of 3.3-ai separation of the
plates, that several fringes fall in a space correspond-
ing to 0.12-/LI increase in separation of the plates.

This space corresponds to a change of only 0.36 in

tile order of interference for this red spectral line.

If the maximum and minimum, separations of the
plates are adjusted to 3.2 and 3.4 n, respectively, the
particular set of fringes that correspond to the lines

falling in this range on the chart can be seen on the
plates. We tlieiefore have a fringe system in which
the increase in separation of the surfaces from one
fringe of a given color to another fiinge of a different

color is a small fraction of the conventional unit,

Jl-X, that is usually used for this type of measurement.
Furthermore, the width of the bright line fringes,

relative to separation of adjacent orders, is made
smaller by the two surfaces being made nearer
parallel than is practical when using monochromatic
light. The narrower the fringes, relative to separa-
tion of adjacent orders, the more concentrated a

cluster or grouping of fringes can be used, without
overlapping. Figure 3, B, shows a constellation or
group of fringes whose separations correspond to an
increase in separation of the surfaces of 270 A from
fringe 1 to 2, and 225 A from 2 to 3.

When an optical flat is ])laced on an unknown
surface with only an air film separator, the weight
of the top plate forces the air film to become rela-

tiverly thin, but the plates will not come into abso-
lute contact at any point. Usually, small particles

of dust will prevent the air film from becoming as
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Charl showhig how the absoltile order of interference is identified, from the relative distribution of colored fringes
produced by a multiple line source.

(bin as would bo atlaincd in tbcir absence Tbe
usual range in (lucknoss, for circular surfaces of

4-in. diameter and free from dust, is from 8 to O/ix.

For larger surfaces tbis range may extend to lO/x.

Tbe range, 0 to l].6n, sbown in figure 5 is not prac-

tical but was used for explanatory purposes only.

Tbe ])ractical range is from G to 9m and is sbown in

figiu'e f» for several did'erent ligbt sources. If one
bas access to different sources be may cboosc a
constellation most suitable for a given film-tbick-

ness range.

A more elegant ,topograpbic map of an optical

surface, r(>lative to a standard, can be obtained by
usijig monoebromat^c ligbt and pbotograpliing tlie

image of a given fringe in several diQ'orent positions

on a single lilm; tbe sbift in tbe fringe system being
accomi)lisbed by cbanging tbe optical separation of

tlie surfaces. Tbcre are several different ways of
cluinging tbe optical separation, only one of wbicb
will l)c described in detail. Tbe interferometer
plates arc enclosed in an airfigbt cbamber (see fig.

7) in wbieb tbe })ressure of tbe enclosed gas may be
controlled at will. Tbe collimator and collector
lenses form tbe windows to tbe cbamber. A gas
line, connected to a manoiVictcr tbrougb a two-way
stoj) cock, permits eitber Compr(;ssio]i by a com-
pressor, or evacuation by a vacuum pump. A
needle valve in tbe line, not sbown, facilitates con-
trol of tbe pressure in tbe cbamber.

According to tbe law of Gladstone and Dale, tbe
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index of refraction of a gas varies linearly with the
density. For a constant temperature of 25° C,
wbicb was maintained during tbis experiment, the

density is directly pro])ortional to pressure, to a
close approximation, 'i'be relation between refrac-

tive in(lex and pressure, is n— l = P(no— 1)/760

wbere n is tbe refractive index of tbe gas, P is tbe

pressure in millimeters of mercury, and no is tbe

refractive index of tbe gas at 760 mm pressure and
at 25° C.

If An is the cbange in n for a given cliange of AP
in P, it may be shown that the corresponding change
in order of interference, AA^, at a point where the

separation of the surfaces is L, is

X X 760

Fj-om tbis i;elation one may compute the separation,

L, that is necessary in order to get a chosen change
in order of interference for any desired pressure

range. Fot instance, supjjose the available pressure

range to h6 1 atm or 760 mm of m.ercury and the

desired change in order of interference to be one (the

maxunum practical change for tliis work), then
AP=760, ajid AA^=1. Consequently,

2(no-P'
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FiounK 6. Charts showing relative distribution of colored fringes for normal separation of plates when placed one on the

other for lest.

To Vacuum Pump

To Comprtsior

To Manomattr

Comtra

Colltctcr Lint

Interttromtltr Plait

RetltclInQ Surface

Interfaromater Plata

Rttltctlnf Surloct

5*0/

Colllmeter Lint

Soure*

FiouRE 7. Vacuum chamber used to change optical separation

without changing the geometrical separation of two inter-

ferometer plates.
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Hi: S. 'I\ij)(>ijin phic iniijt of am: iiplifdl surjdcc, rcltitirc

Id (I sliiiiiliinl, i>i tiilii< r<l 1)1/ /)liiiloiiia/)hiii<j (i (jircii JiiiKjc {order

of iiilirfcrcnrr) siifrrnniri-l i/, (ix il irim niorcil acro.tfi thr plate,

hi/ roiilriilleil criieiiiilioii of (lir werlye hi'tiveeii the plates.

Tuhi! nio\'<Mnci)1 cnr i cspomls lo a cliungc of ollu-llalf ordi'r of inU'rforcncc.

II, for iiis(jiii(H', llic li<;lit lo Ix^ used is the green line

of iiuwcin\\', foi' w'liicli '^X = "2.7X 10"'' cm and rin— 1 is

2.SVi()-\ then L e(|Uid 0.9(1 nun. Conseciuently,
wil.li tills se])ariili()n, pressure range and light soiu'ce,

a fringe can he made to take on any position hetween
the positions of this fring(^ and that of one. of its ad-

jacent neighhors at the (\\tremes of the pressure
range. If there is moic than one fringe on the plate

and one w ishes to intei polate nine atlditional, e(|uall.\'

spaced fi'lnges, hetween each of the adjacent oi'iginal

fringes, thus com.ph'tciv filling the pliotjOgraphed field

with fringes whose separ-ations are one-tenth that of

t he original set, t hen il will he necessary to change the
pressure in steps of 7G mm for nine times, or a total

oi nine-tenths of an atm.osphei'e. If the wedge be-
tween tile surfaces is such as to giva' a m.a.ximum
change in oi'der of int(^rf(a-ence of one-half, then one-
lialf-atm change in pressure is sufficient to move the
ci^nter of a. fringe completely across the surface.

If, for this wedge, one wishes to photograph 10

fiinges on the |)late, the necessary change in pressure
will he nine-twentieths of an atmosphere. It is, of

course, essential that this pressure^ i-ange be within
that available, which in this particular case is 0 to

7C)0 mm.
Figure 8 represents a topographic m.ap with con-

tour intervals of appro.\im.ately 170 A, or one-thir-
tieth of a wavelength of cadmium, green light. The
separation of the two surfact^s was 0.82 m.m, and the
change in se])aration, in terms of interference fringes,

was appro.xim.ately one-half fringe (1,300 A).
'J'o illustrate the application of these smaller-than-

one-half-wavelength-unit topographic maps to qnan-

J''i(;i Ki- Same photograph as in figure 3, H,

drawing, for surfare measnrenient.

titative determination of surface features, measure-
m.ents have been made on the deviations of onv of the

surfaces used to produce figure 3, B, relative to the

other. For this discussion one surface will be as-

sumed a true plane (called the reference surface) and
the other (called the imknown) to have all the irreg-

ularities corresponding to the irregularities shown in

this fringe pattern. Lines and points have been
inserted in figure 3, B, and reproduced as figure 9.

The deviations of the unknown from a true refer-

ence plane, for several points along the lines ARB
and (^FD have been computed and are plotted in

figure 10. The chosen reference plane is an imagi-

nary plane that passes through points .1 and B
(consequently including all points on the straight

line AB) and making an angle d with tlu> reference

surface appro.xiniating the average angle between
the two reflecting surfaces. The unknown surface

and the chosen reference plane are made as near
parallel to each other as the irregularities in the un-
known will permit. The value of 6 is obtained from
circle ABDC, which is concentric with respect to the

center of the plates, the straight line ^1/^, and the

perpendicular pi-ojections of points (' and I) on line

AB. Circle ABDC mnsi intersect at least two loca-

table lines, such as AEB and (.'FD, along each of

which the order of interference is constant, and be-

tween which the change in separation of the reflect-

ing surfaces is known. The line AEB is the lower
edge of fringe 2, and line CFD is the lower edge of

fringe 1. The change in separation of the plates

between these two lines is approximately ecpud to

that between the centers of the corresponding fringes
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Mild, ns WHS ^ivcii ])n>vionsly, 0(|niil lo 270 A. 'riic

inM^iiitndt' o{ 0 isi Inlccii to l)c 2(l/{)'\-\- )'2), wlioic d
(M|Ui\ls I he ('liiui<:(" ii\ s(>|)iinili()n of (lie pliilcs holAvccii

fi'ini:(>s 1 1111(1 L', )'i ociiijils (lio iioriiuil dislimcool' llic

a (yom iho slraifxlit liiu^ A/i, and Vn (U|iiJils

tli(> normal dis(anc(> of ])oint I) from AH. Tliis

clioi((> for 0 is oiitircly arl)i(riiry smd in no way
nfTccts (lie cominilod shape of llie unknown siirfaco.

'Vo correlate (lie data shown in fi<!;tii'c 10 with (he
to])o<xiiil)hic map (fi^. 9) from wliieli it wiis derived,
the <lesi<:na(e(l ])oin(s in fij^ure 0 are Inbeled likewise
in (he f^rnph. Thus, iho ordiiuiJ.e of ])oin(, in

figure 10 is (he deviadon of the unknown n(, point.

of fi<^ure 9. The lower branch of solid curve 2/i',

lifjure 10, re])res(Mi(s deviat ions alon<: (he rijj:ht-han(l

por(ion of line 2 h<:ure 0, and (he uj)per branch, 2L
liaviu}; the circled i)oints, corresponds to (he left-

hand ])ortion of (his line.

These mcasurenicnts arc not limited to points
alon<; a sin<,'lc frinji;c or line, but may bo made at
any point along any fringe that appears on (he
plio(ograph. The deviation of the unknown from
the chosen reference plane, at a poitit on any other
line, such as jmint. F on line 1, is equal to Y^d—Nd,
where is the normal distance between point
and line AJi, and is the difTcrencc in order of inter-

ference between F and any point on line 2. Tluis,

measurements may be made at all points along each
and every contour line shown.
The ])lot shown in figure 10 does not give any

bettor idea of the shape of the unknown surface
than (he contour map from wliicli it was derived.

The values are, however, better defined numerically.

200

iLl

o

-300' 1 1 ' 1 ' ' ' ' ^ '

0 .1 .2 .3 4 -5 .6 .7 B .9 I.

RADIAL DISTANCES, FRACTIONS OF RADIUS

FinunE 10. Undial dixlanrfs, fraclions of radiim,

]ln<lliis ffjimls oiio-lmlf dlnitictcr of plnlcs.

The failure of all computed points to fall on a single

smooth ctirve indicates that the unknown surface

is not a figure of revolution about its center. The
appearance of more than two values of a given Iradial

distance and on a single line is due to local depres-
sions or elevations. The irregular shape of the
curves also indicates the degree of local irregularities

in the surface. These local irregularities represent
deviations approximating 50 A, in some cases.

Washington, January 2, 1951.

u. s. aovERiMeNTpiiiNTiNO omcti itai

For flfile bv tlio Suporlnlondrnt of Docmnont'!, U. 8. Oovornmpnt Printing OIHce
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In-Line Interferometer

James B. Saunders
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

(Received October 28, 1953)

An interferometer is described for the measurement of beam dividing surfaces. The apparatus consists

essentially of the elements for a Twyman-Green interferometer. The end mirrors are made of optical glass

and the reflecting surfaces of these mirrors transmit a part of the beam. The advantages of the instrument

are (a) a sensitivity («+l) times that of the Fizeau viewer, which is usually used for this test, (b) com-
pactness, and (c) ruggedness.

WHEN an optically plane surface is coated with

a partially reflecting film and used as a di-

viding plate in an interferometer of a Michelson or

Twyman-Green type, one has a more sensitive test of

the planeness of the surface than is available in Fizeau

methods that are generally applied in an optical shop

for the production of plane surfaces. The reason for

this is that, if the beam-divider surface is not flat, one

of the resulting wave fronts emerging from the inter-

I ferometer—after one reflection and one transmission

at the dividing surface—will be concave and the other

will be convex. With the usual Fizeau method of testing,

the curvature of fringes corresponds to two interfering

wave fronts differing by only twice the curvature of the

I

surface being tested. The difference in sensitivity is

so great that plates tested in an optical shop by the

Fizeau method and appearing to be of satisfactory

planeness may be quite unsatisfactory when mounted
in a Twyman-Green interferometer to serve as a beam
divider. Because of this recognized difliculty it was

an earlier practice at the National Bureau of Standards

to test a dividing plate periodically during its figuring

by actually assembling it in a Twyman-Green inter-

ferometer system. This method yielded satisfactory

results but the space required for a 10-inch Twyman
interferometer was unavailable in the shop, necessi-

tating the removal of the plate to another location

for test; also the foreshortening of aperture resulting

from the large angle of incidence and the thickness of

the plate was troublesome.

It became apparent that an interferometer of a com-

pact type with full circular aperture, which could be

set up on an optical bench in the shop, would be most

useful as a means for critically testing optical surfaces

while they are being figured. These requirements lead

to the "in-line interferometer," or "series interferom-

eter"' as D. Post of the U. S. Naval Research Labora-

tory has named it. The optical system shown in Fig. 1

' D. Post, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 44, 243 (19S4).
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LIGHT SOURCE

OPAQUE \
SCREENX^

COLLIMATING LENS

END MIRROR
50% REFLECTING
SURFACE

PLATE UNDER TEST

50% REFLECTING
SURFACE

END MIRROR

— COLLECTING LENS

EYE OF OBSERVER

Fig. 1. In-line interferometer for precision testing of beam dividers.

may be roughly described as equivalent to two Fabry-

Perot interferometers arranged in tandem with the two

adjacent plates combined into one, or a Twyman or

Mach-Zehnder with zero angle of incidence at the

divider.

The optical arrangement consists of a collimating

lens (see Fig. 1) ; an end mirror, No. 1, with the alumi-

nized or silvered surface plane and the other surface

clear but not necessarily plane; the specimen or beam
dividing plate, No. 2, having both surfaces plane; a

second end mirror, No. 3 ; a collecting lens and a screen

to intercept all beams except the one used. Mirror No. 3

is adjusted normal to the beam so that it returns the

reflected light into the source. Plate No. 2 (the beam
dividing surface) is adjusted to make a small angle

6 with mirror No. 3. This produces a series of images of

the source in the focal plane of the collecting lens. Of
this series the image by the directly transmitted beam
is one member. A second image is the result of two

reflections, and the remaining images correspond to

multiples of two reflections. In Fig. 1 the first image of

this series is shown on the optic axis and the second is

indicated as the position of the observer. If mirror

No. 1 is adjusted to make an angl^2^ with mirror No. 3,

two images of the source become superimposed at the

observing position. The paths of the rays forming these

two images are shown in Fig. 1. When the two optical

paths from P to P'—one reflected from each of the

end mirrors—are nearly equal, interference fringes may
be seen. Points P and P' are shown here to be displaced

relative to each other in order to show the course of

the light rays.

For visual testing of a beam-divider plate by this

method it is not necessary to apply high-reflecting

coats to its surface. However, when maximum in-

tensity is desired, f transmitting, \ reflecting (non-

absorbing) films should be applied to the end mirrors

and a ^ transmitting, ^ reflecting film should be applied

to the beam dividing surface.

If mirror No. 3 is made similar to the beam divider

with the reflecting film placed on the back face and
the three plates are equally spaced, then white light

may be used.

A 10-inch interferometer of the above description

was assembled from parts that were available and used

for testing divider plates as early as July 1950. Its

use was found to show many advantages over the

former practice of assembling the plate in an interferom-

eter of the conventional type. Such advantages in-

clude the following:

(a) For a Twyman-Green interferometer with a

beam-divider plate of refractive index n, the change

in order of interference caused by a given departure

(5) from planeness is 2 (n+l)5, whereas that caused

by the same plate when tested with the Fizeau method
is 25.

(b) The plate is tested at nearly normal incidence.

It therefore is not foreshortened and curvature of a

fringe is directly interpreted in terms of departure from

planeness, measured normal to the surface.

(c) The interferometer is so compact that it is not

seriously afi'ected by vibration or distortion of bed

arising from imperfect support. This enables the in-

strument to be conveniently mounted in the workshop

where the figuring of the surface is proceeding.

(d) The instrument is more readily and quickly

adjusted than the usual interferometer because of the

greater rigidity of the very short bed and also because,

even for an interferometer of relatively large aperture,

the adjusting screws can be brought within reach of the

observer.

A more finished instrument of the in-line type is

being constructed. It will be mounted on a conventional

optical bench and the critical parts will be enclosed

in a temperature-controlled space.

Pressure of other work since the completion of the

first instrument at the National Bureau of Standards

has limited the application of this interferometer.

Post has recognized its value for use in photoelastic

work and has independently developed a theory of it

which is presented in the following paper. I am most

grateful to him for having recognized an additional

application for this instrument, for giving a develop-

ment of its theory, and for his courtesy in communicat-

ing with me prior to publication of his work.
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Testing of Large Optical Surfaces With Small Test Plates

James B. Saunders

A procedure for testing large optical surfaces with relatively small optical standards is

described. Simplified formulas are used to apply a statistical method for obtaining increased

precision. A practical example is used to illustrate the procedure for testing surfaces that
may be assumed to have revolution symmetry.

1 . Introduction

With the increased use of massive optical parts,

there is need for a practical method of testing large

optical surfaces with relatively small standards, such

as are available in the average optical shop. The con-

ventional test of observing fringes between the

standard and unknown at various positions on the

surface enables the optician to form a rough esti-

mate of the nature of the surface. For more ore-

cise values either extensions of the present conven-
tional tests or new methods must be used. Present

shop methods of testing optical surfaces are not

practical for massive optical elements as standard

test plates of the sizes required for conventional

test methods are seldom available.

A test for shape of very large optical surfaces, by
means of interference of light, may be made with a

standard test plate (fiat or spherical) that is much
smaller than the surface to be tested. The princi-

ples involved are not new and may be considered

elementary, but those who perform the tests on
optical surfaces during the polishing are not as a

rule sufficiently versed in mathematics to apply

the principles outlined in the present paper to the

best advantage. They can, however, apply observed

data to a set of simple formulas and compute the

ensuing results.

HALF SILVERED
MIRROR

<2 #

1 1

///

1 1

//3t

1 1ABC
Figure 1. Optical arrangements Jor testing {A) flat surfaces,

(B) convex surfaces, and (C) concave surfaces.

A procedure is described in which an ordinary-
sized standard test plate can be used to measure the
shape of surfaces that are much larger than the stand-
ard. Use is made of statistical methods for improv-
ing the computed results. Simplified formulas will

be developed that may be applied by opticians, after

a short training period, even though they may not
be able to follow the mathematical derivations and
theory. The application of the general formulas to

a typical set of data will then be made to illustrate

the testing of a surface by means of a smaller standard
optical fiat. The method is not limited to plane
surfaces. The sphericity of very large spherical or

aspherical surfaces may be measured with standard
test plates of approximately the same radius, if the
viewing system permits the use of normal incident

light. Figure 1, (A, B, C) shows simple optical

arrangements for testing plane, convex, and concave
surfaces, respectively.

The basic principle may also be applied to the
testing of off-axis curved, or nonsymmetrical,
surfaces, with modifications of the formulas. How-
ever, as these are encountered only rarely, the
present paper will be limited to surfaces of revolution.

We will consider a Fizeau viewer (fig. 1) that has
an aperture equal to or greater than the area of the

standard surface. Spherical surfaces are referred to

the spherical master with which they are tested, and
plane or approximately plane surfaces are referred

to planes. The equations and measurements are

identical for plane ^ and spherical surfaces. This
discussion will deal with the testing of an approxi-
mately plane surface against a standard optical

flat. The unknown surface is assumed to be a

figure of revolution about an axis normal to and
passing through a known point on it. In general,

this point will be at or near the center, if the surface

is circular.

2. Experimental Procedures

If the standard flat is adjusted normally to the
collimated beam of light and the unknown is placed
close to and approximately parallel to the standard,
interference fringes may be observed with mono
chromatic light of known wavelength. Measure-
ments made on the fringe pattern permit a compu-
tation of the shape of the unknown relative to a
plane (sphere for spherical surfaces) over the visible

region of interference. If adjustments permitted,
the entire area of the unknown could be covered by

518-743 O - 73 - 10
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moviiiir llic st iuidard step by stop without rotation,

in a phiiio ])aranol to I ho standard ])hino. Tlic
;,o;o;i-j>ur;|(p. of tho rosiihant frinjxo j)attei'ns, when
proi)orly assond)h'(l to form a composite pattern

of tii(> wliole surface, wouhl bo quite similar to what
would have boon ol)taitied with a slanchu'd surface

thai covercnl (lie whole of tho unknown.
As it is virtually iuipossiblo to nMke tlvo above

assumed adjust uuMits, corrections for rotation and
chan<res in separation of (he unknown, relative to

(lie oiiirinal surfac(> of tho standard, must be made
by measiH-injx these chan<ros and applyini; the
ro(|uired corrections. The corrections are always
sui)j(Mi to errors of observation. If several successive
jiosil ionings of tho standard, relative to tho un-
known, are recpiired to measure the shape along; a
diameter, those ori'ors accumulate. Consequently,
it is desirable to reduce those errors. The "^fethod
of Averao;es," ' which is easy to ap])ly and yields

simple working: formulas, is used since it provides

ado(iuate precision.

In general, large optical surfaces are ground and
polished by machines that ])roduce figures of revolu-

tion al)out a known point, usually located at the

center of the surface. If the surface is one of

revolution,^ its departure from a straight line that is

tangent to it at the center of revolution is a measure
of its departure from its tangent plane and conse-

(piontly determines the shape of tlie entire surface

relative to any other chosen plane. The axis of

abscissas (see fig. 2) is chosen as the intersection of a

jilane through the axis of rotation of the surface with
the plane that is tangent to the surface at its center.

The unit of abscissas is chosen as the separation of

ofiually spaced reference marks along a chosen
diameter of the surface. The chosen diameter is

tho axis of abscissas. The axis of ordinates is the

axis of revolution of the surface. The unit of ordi-

nate's is one-half the wavelength of the light used.

Tho following steps are the chosen procedure for

ac(iuiring the data necessary to compute the shape
of the surface. The master flat is placed on, and
concentric with, the surface (positions A and A',

fig. 2). The magnitude of the air wedge between
the two surfaces is adjusted to produce a satisfactory

nundier of fringes in tho field (see fig. 3). The
dii-oction of this wedge is adjusted to make the fringes

a]>proximately normal to the line along which the

<']ioson i-oference points lie. Except for plane sur-

faces this wedge varies from one reference point to

tlio next. Consequently, if linear interpolation is

used in estimating fractions of fringes at the reference

points, the error in estimation varies with the frac-

tion observed. For most observers this error is a

minimum when the fraction is 0.0 or 0.5, that is,

when the reference point falls on the center of a dark
or a bright fringe. Best accuracy is obtained by
reading abscissas corresponding to the center of all

fringes—-both dark and bright—and from these data,

by nonlinear interpolation, compute the relative

' J. B. Sciirborouiih, Numerical mathematical analysis, p. 446 (Johns Hopkins
Press, Baltimore, Md., 1950).

2 W. A. Granville, Elements of differential and integral calculus, p. 264 (Ginn
& Co., New York, N. Y., 19U).

-12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12

UNITS OF RADIUS MEASUREMENTS
Figure 2. Coordinate system of reference.

The vertical seotion (below) cuts the horizontal section (above) alonj; the lino
of reference points—dots concentric with small circles. Circles A, A' B, B'.elc.
represent the several positions of the standard test plate. The corresponding
straight lines below represent sections through the standard surface of reference.

orders at the chosen reference points. The proce-
dure will bo explained in greater detail with the held
of the fringe configuration shown in figure .3.

The fringes (relative orders of interference) in

position A are evaluated at the several e(iually spaced
reference points by the method indicatecl above.
The standard is then moved to position Ji, which
overlaps an appropriate amount of the area covered
in its first position, A. Again the fringe readings at
all reference points, covered by the standard in this

new position, are evaluated. The standard is then
moved to position C and the corresponding fringe

readings noted. This procedure is repeated until

the surface covered by the master extends to the
edge of the unknown surface of revolution. Tho
positions represented by primed letters are a second
independent set, useful in checking the precision of
the method.

In general, the fringe values at the reference points
will not be integral. Consequently, the fractional

parts must be obtained by interpolation and, irx mar-
ginal cases, by extrapolation. Linear interpolation
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Figure 3. Fringes for the several

The numbers above each picture represent relative orders of interference.

or extrapolation is accurate only when the fringes are

equally spaced along the straight line on which the
reference points are chosen. If they are equally
spaced, the surface is plane and no further test is

necessary. In general, the fringes will be cc^^ved and
nonlinear interpolation should be used if highest
accuracy is to be obtained. Of the several methods
of performing nonlinear interpolation, the graphical
method is simplest and, for these purposes, adequate.
The details of this are best shown by a description of

its application to actual data. This will be given in

a lacer section, where the shape of the surface of a
glass disk will be computed from photographs of

interference fringes that are obtained when the glass

disk is tested interferometrically against a standard
flat.

3. Derivation of Formulas

A set of formulas are now derived for use in the
above-mentioned computation. In figure 4 the
curved line represents the surface to be measured.
The chosen reference plane is represented by the
axis of abscissas. The chosen reference points are
indicated by circles on the curved line. The several

positions of the master plane relative to the coordi-

nate system are represented by straight lines at
various angles. The coordinates of all chosen refer-

ence points, which are marked on the surface of the
unknown, are {R, Yr). The observed fringe (a rela-

tive order of interference) at (i?, Yg) is designated

C D

•) I !D e 6 4 2 0

C D'

'positions of the standard test plate.

Ar for the first position of the standard, Br for the
second position of the standard, Cr for the third

position, and so forth. The slopes and intersections

of the straight lines with the axis of ordinates are

represented by and Aq, respectively, for the A
position, Mb and Bq for the B position, Mc and Co
for the C position, and so forth.

The slope-intercept form of the equation for the
straight line representing the standard in the X posi-

tion {X=A, B, C, etc.) is

Yr^{Xr-X,)=M^R. (1)

In position A,, for example, the ordinates of the line

are {Ar+Yr)=Ao-\-Ma.R, where Ar is the separa-
tion of the two optical surfaces. The absolute
values for Xr are unknown, but differences in Xr,
for any given position of the standard, are directly

observable. Consequently, the integral part of the
smallest Xr will be subtracted from all XrS for pur-
pose of computation. The quantity {Xr—Xq) is

unafi^ected by this operation.

We will evaluate Mx and Xq by applying the

method of averages (footnote 1) to the data. The
grouping of observations will be made in such manner
that there is no overlapping of the two groups of

points except when an odd number of reference points
are to be applied to an evaluation. When the num-
ber of reference points in the two groups is odd, two
observations are considered to be made at each of the
points, and the two observations made at the central
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FioTiii". 4. Analytical represcnlalion of the surface and standard for mathematical analysis.

'Plu' sirai(.'lil, lini'S rcprcsriil tlio several posilioiis of tlic sfiinclaid iiufl the ailjacenl forrmiUis tlio otiiiations of its cnrri'S|)on(liiiR locii.

(2)

])oiiU arc divided IxHwchmi the two groups. The (wo
groups tlu'ii liiivo an equal number of observations,

and all ol)servations are tliercby assigned equal
weights. Wlien the total number of reference points
is even, there is no overlapping of groups for an equal
number of points to be allocated to each of the two
groups for equal weighting of datum.

In applying the method of averages (footnote 1),

we require that the algebraic sum of errors be zero

for each of the two groups of abservations. This
requirement is represented by the following equa-
tions:

Jit lU ^

v.-]!er(» summations in the first of this pair of equa-
lions are from the lowest value of /?(= /?,) to the

largest, value of /?(= /?2) in this group ami summa-
tions in ilic second equation are from the lowest
value of F.{=B^) in the second group to the largest

value of R{=Ri) in the second group. Equality of

iiinl R3 will result wlien the number of reference
pouits is odd, whereas they will differ by unity when
the total number of reference points is even. The
number of reference points used in each evaluation
is Ny.

Solving for Mx and A'o from the pair of equations

(2), we get

Z:(F«+X«)-|:(r«-fZ«)

Rt

Hi

(3)

r /?< Rj R, -]

2 i:Rj:{YH+Xn)-^RT.(Yn+Xn)
. L «3 -Ri R> Jh J

rnJ ^r-
L Rz

R2

Ri J

(4)

E(iuations (1), (3), and (4), together with the
assumption that the surface to be measure<l has
revolution symmetry, permit a computation of }'«

for all chosen leference points and consequently the
shape of the surface.

The foregoing analysis permits a statistical evalua-
tion of A'lx and A'o for all values of A' (i. e., ^1, 7^,

C, . . .) except the quantity Aq. An error in ^-In

represents an error in the position of the refercMice

plane and since this has no effect on the computed
shape of the surface, the observed Aq is assumed to

be free from en'or.

As the surface is assumed to have revolution
symmetry,

(5)

From eq (1) Yr=M^R+ (Ao~Ak) , and y^R=
—MAR-i-{Ao—A_R). On eliminating and Yr
from these three equations, we have

(6)

As does not enter into the computation, it need
not be evaluated.

4. Illustrative Example

Equations (1), (3), (4), and (6) form a set of funda-
mental equations from which all values for Yr may
be computed.
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To clarify any possible lack of understanding in

the development and application of these formulas,

we will apply them to a set of observations and will

compute the resultant shape of a surface. In this

case the large circle in figure 2 represents the periph-

ery of a 3 1.1-cm-diameter disk that is to be measured
by means of a standard whose diameter is 8.2 cm.
The seven circles, centered on one diameter of the

large disk, represent the several successive positions

of the standard. The eight circular fringe patterns

shown in figure 3 (forming two independent sets,

primed and unprimed) were obtained by photo-
graphing the fringe patterns formed by light reflected

normally from the top surface of the large disk and
the standard flat when in the several positions

indicated in figure 2. The differences in values

of the ordinates (Yr—Y-r), obtained from the two
sets of photographs, is a measure of the accuracy
obtainable. These differences are due to errors of

observation and to an error in the choice of the

center point. If the unknown is ground and polished

on a spindle that is not concentric with it, the axis

of rotation of the unknown surface will not be
centered at the chosen origin of coordinates. How-
ever, the average value of Yr and F-k from the
two sets of data, primed and unprimed, respectively,

will be almost free from the error of centering.

In order to obtain more precise values for Xr,
the following procedure is followed: Reference marks
with their associated /?-values, or abscissas, are

placed on the glass surface along the chosen reference

line. These reference points are indicated by black
dots centered in the small circles shown in figure 2.

The standard is placed in the desired position and the
air wedge adjusted so that a desirable number (5 to

10) of fringes cross the reference line. The present
author prefers to have the fringes approximately
perpendicular to the reference line. Considerable
departure from this, however, is usually tolerated.

The fringe pattern is photographed.^ This is

repeated for all desired positions of the standard.
A fine straight line, using a needle point and a straight

edge, is drawn across the photograph through
the nine reference points on it. The positions of the
centers of the references points are marked by
pricking the photograph with a needle. This is to
pernait accurate readings on their positions. If no
distortion is introduced in the photographic repro-
duction, the separation of all adjacent points will be
equal. The intersections of all fringes, both dark
(i. e., integral orders of interference) and light

(integral plus half orders), with the reference line

are marked also by pricking the photograph. The
direction of increasing orders of interference is

ascertained from tests and notations made when the
fringes are photographed. The relative orders of
interference, beginning with 1, are indicated by
inserting numbers on the dark fringes. In figure 3
these numbers appear above each of the fringe
patterns. The lesser visible numbers, adjacent to
the reference points, represent the abscissas (or

' A micrometer eyepiece may be used to read the data directly and thus dis-
pense with photoeraphy.

^-values) of the several reference points that were
marked on the unknown surface.

In general, the scale of the photographic reproduc-
tion will differ from that of the chosen abscissa scale.

For interpolation purposes any convenient scale may
be used to measure the relative positions of points
on the photograph. A centimeter scale with milli-

meter marks was used for this compilation. We will

define the scale used as the P-scale and the readings
from it as P-values. The P-values corresponding to
all reference points and fringes are read off the centi-

meter scale and inserted in column 1 of table 1 , which
represents a typical data sheet. The corresponding
P-values (numbers associated with the fiduciary ref-

erence points and appearing in the photographs) are
inserted in column 2; the yl^-values, corresponding
to integral and half-integral orders of interference,

are inserted in their respective places in column 3.

If an observed P-value, corresponding to an P-value,
falls precisely on a fringe (reference point centered
on a fringe) , two identical P-values are inserted as for

R=—2 and ^^=5.5 in the case given here.

The object of this listing and the following compu-
tations is to obtain more precise yls-values (orders of
interference) than can be obtained by direct interpo-
lation or reading from the photographs.
A direct plot of the P-values versus ^^j-values

first entered in column 3, table 1 (the blank spaces
to be filled later), shown as small black dots in figure

5, may be made. A smooth curve is then drawn
through these points. The values for Ar in column
3, which correspond to P-values in column 2, are
located on the curve. The corresponding ordinates
represent the interpolated ^jj-values desired. The
values with asterisks, shown in table 1, are more pre-
cise values obtained by an interpolation process de-
scribed in the following paragraphs.
The values for Ar, determined above from the

direct plot, are not as precise as the directly observed
values from which the plot was made. More precise

Table 1. Arrangement of data for computation

Values for Ar in column 3 that are followed by an asterisk are interpolated values
from the curve of figure 5.

p R Ab 0.7 P (0.7 P+Ar)

0.21 -4 8.23* 0.15 8.38*
.44 8 .31 8.31
.93 7.5 .65 8. 15

1.39 7 .97 7.97
l.M -3 6.80* 1.08 7. 88*
1.85 6.5 1.29 7.79
2.40 6 1.68 7.68
2.94 -2 5.50* 2.06 7.56*
2.94 5.5 2. 06 7.56
3. 54 5 2. 48 7. 48
4.20 4.5 2.94 7.44
4.29 -1 4.42* 3.00 7.42*
4.80 4 3.36 7.36
5.43 3.5 3.80 7. 30
5.64 0 3. 33* 3. 95 7.28*
6.05 3 4.24 7. 24
6. 85 2.5 4.80 7.30
7. 00 1 2.41* 4.90 7.31*
7. 70 2 5. 39 7.39
8. 37 2 1.62* 5.86 7.48*
8.60 1.5 6. 02 7.52
9.67 1 6.77 7. 77
9.73 3 0.98* 6. 81 7.79*
10.80 .5 7.66 8.06
11.08 4 .39* 7.76 8.15*
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Fkh'hk 5. Direct and residual plot of data for nonlinear
interpolation of fringe orders.

value's may l)c obtained from a residual plot/ To
ol)tain data for the residual plot, a column of values

(table 1, column 4), computed with a slide rule, is

added to the table of observed quantities. This
column is a product of corresponding P-values and
an appropriately chosen constant. This constant
repi'escnts the slope of a straight line that crudely
appro.ximates the plotted points. It is indicated in

figure 5. The approximate slope of this line is 0.7.

A relatively large error in the choice of the slope

contributes little or no error in the final results.

Values of 0.7P are accordingly computed to two
decimal places. The sums of corresponding values

from cohunns 'A and 4, except where vacancies exist

in column 3, are entered in column 5. These values

are plotted, on an appropriately chosen scale, against

corresponduig P-values, and a smooth curve that
best fits the points is drawn in by inspection (residual

plot, fig. 5). One may now locate the points, shown
as circles, on this curve, whose abscissas are those
ol)S(>rved for the chosen reference points. The cor-

responding ordinates are read off and inserted in the

(0.7P+^k) column. These values are marked with
an asterisk for distinction. The corresponding
values of 0.7P are subtracted from (^b+0.7P), and
the resultant Ar values, shown also with asterisks,

are inserted in the vacant places of the Ar column.
These are the desired orders of interference at the
several reference points. Values for Xr{X—B,C,D,
. . .) are obtained from all photographs in this

manner.

* H. M. Goodwin. Klcmcnts of the precision of measurements and graphical
methods, p. 00 (McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, N. Y., 1920).

Tahlb 2. Computation sheet for statistical eraluation of data

The avoraEC of corrcspondinK values in coluiiiiis '.^ and 5 roprosonts the most
acceptable results

—
- 1« ' H

-— -

—

1 -«
—

—

8. 23
r>. 80

—

2

5. .V)

4. 42
0 1 11o. oo U.w 0 00

+ 1 2. 41 nil 4MI— . \fi>

2 1. 62 — .Zi 5. 75 — . 27

3 U. Wo — , ini

4 .39 —.08 3. 32 — l.Ol

5 — 1. 57 2. 34 — 1.

0 —2. .'iO 1.40 —2. 28
-3. 10 0. 77 —3. 13

8 —4. 20 .29 -4.20
it -5.r)7 -.5.39

10 -7. 05 -0. 71

11 -8. tl4 -8.28
12 -10.30 -0. no

13 -12.37 -11.80
14 -14. 51 -13.93
15 -10.80 -lfi.2l

In order to determine the shape of the siirl'iice

from the fringe readmgs and their corrcspoixliiitr

abscissas, or P-values, these quantities are now
applied to the formulas of eq (3), (4), and (0). Tabic
2 is a typical computation sheet. From eq (B) .in;-

computes r4=3.33— 1(8.23+ 0.39) = -0.98, aiid like-

wise for all values of Yr in the range covered by (he

standard in position A (column 3 of table 2). In

order to proceed to the evaluation of Vr for other

values of P, eq (3) and (4) are used. Values for Br,
found in the same manner as described previously

for Ar, are inserted in column 4, table 2. This per-

mits a summation to be made of all terms shown in

eq (3) and (4) and consequently an evaluation of

Mr and Po- As the number of reference pouits

covered by the standard in each of the two positions,

A and P, is odd (i. e., from P=0 through P=4, or

5 points), they arc each assumed to represent 2

observations, making the total number of observa-
tions 10, which may now be divided into 2 equal
groups. With this in view, it will be seen that

XiP=2X0 +2Xl + lX2=4, and likewise for all

summations shown in eq (3) and (4). The resultant

values for Mr and Pq are, respectively, —1.580 and
+ 8.67. Slide-rule computation is adequate except
for final precision. In general, the computed pai-a-

meter Pq will differ slightly from the observed value

found in table 2. On substituting these values for

Mx and A'o in eq (1), and using values for 7^ and P«
in columns 1 and 4, values for Yr may be computed
from P=5 through 8. These operations are now
repeated, usmg consecutively the C and D data, to

compute additional values for Yr to the edge of the

surface. These values are inserted in column 3,

table 2. A similar treatment of the primed data
yields an independent set of value for Y_r shown in

column 5, table 2, which should agree approximately
with the above set. An average of Yr and Y_r
values for each value of R is the accepted value.

This averaging operation tends to decrease the effects

of error in choice of the axis of rotation of the un-
known surface as well as observational errors.

Washington, December 3, 1953.
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Parallel Testing Interferometer

James B. Saunders

The conventional methods of testing the parallelism of opaque bodies, such as gage
blocks, by interferometry require wringing of the body to an optical flat. This operation

disturbs the temperature equilibrium, necessitating long periods between tests, especially

for long blocks. It often injures the surfaces of both the optical flat and the test body.
Also, if the body is a standard gage block, repeated wringings during use ultimately change
the dimension. This paper describes an interferometer for measuring the parallelism of

gage blocks and other bodies of any reasonable length without the necessity of the wringing
operation. Two forms of this instrument are used—one for testing long blocks and another
for testing short blocks. Either form can be constructed for testing blocks of any length,

but two forms are found to be more practical.

1. Introduction

The conventional procedures for measuring the

parallehsm of gage blocks ^' ^ require the wringing of

the blocks onto an optical flat. The wringing opera-

tion often injures the contacted surfaces and re-

peated wringings necessitate frequent refinishing of

the optical flat that is used as a base. A method for

measuring parallelism, without the wringing opera-
tion, has significant advantages because the danger
of injury to the contacted surfaces is eliminated.

Accordingly, two instruments that utilize this

method are described: one is for testing very long
blocks and similar bodies, whereas the other is

designed for short blocks. Both instruments use
low orders of interference and neither requires the
use of a standard.

2. Optics of the Interferometer

A description of the optics for either form of this

instrument covers a large portion of that for the
other. For distinction we will designate them as

"the long-block interferometer" and "the short-

block interferometer". The double-image prism
used in these instruments is adjusted dming con-
struction ^ so that a ray of light, shown in the plane
of figure lA, after division into two component rays,

1 and 2, at Pq will, on reflection at Pi and P2, lie in

planes that are parallel to the semireflecting plane of

the prism but deviate equally toward or from oppo-
site sides of the plane of figure lA. The projection
of the light rays on the dividing plane is shown in

figure IB, which is perpendicular to the plane of

figure lA. This deviation is effected by rotating
one component of the prism relative to the other
about an axis normal to the dividing plane of the
prism. If this deviation is held constant, the width
ofithe interference fringes in the direction normal to
the plane of figure lA is fixed. This component of
fringe width is, therefore, frozen into the system *

when the cement between the component prisms

' Gauges and fine measurements, by F. H. Rolt, I, p. 204 (Maomillan and
Co., Ltd., London 1929).

2 The science of precision measurement, by The DoAll Co., p. 143 (1953).
5 Construction of a Kosters double-image prism, by J. B. Saunders, J. Research

NBS 58, 21 (1957) RP2729.
<NBS Tech. News Bui. 42, 30 (1958).

Figure 1. Kosters double-image prism.

A small angle is formed by the two 30° edges shown exaggerated in B.

becomes hard by cooling after adjustments are

complete. Furthermore, the tdting of any plane
surface outside the prism that affects the two com-
ponent beams between division and recombination,
will produce equal effects in this direction and,
consequently, will not affect the fringe width.
However, the rotation of plane surfaces about an
axis normal to the plane of figure lA will produce
equal effects on the two component beams but in

opposite directions, thus producing a proportionate
effect on the fringe width in the direction parallel to
this plane.

Because of the above-described properties of this

prism, adjustments of the instrument in which it is

used affect the fringe width in one direction only.

Consequently, when measuring the parallelism of

gage blocks the test can be applied to parallelism in

only one direction at a time. To test for parallelism

in other directions the block must be rotated.

2.1. Long-Block Interferometer

Figure 2A is a horizontal section through the
optical elements of this instrument. The light from
a source at 81(82) is collimated by lens LiCLg) and
divided into two equal components by the beam-
dividing plane Bi(B2). Each component suffers total

internal reflection in the prism and emerges in planes
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Figure 2. Optics of interferometer for testing parallelism of long blocks.

Figures B through G represent observed interference fringes.

parallel to Bi(B2), but at a small angle to the base
surface Ci(C2). The latter condition is obtained by
a slight rotation of Pi(P2) about an axis normal to

the dividing plane 61(62)- This serves to permit the
elimination of light reflected from Ci(C2).
The two prisms, Pi and P2, are separated by a dis-

tance exceeding the length of the longest block to be
tested. If desired, this distance may be made
adjustable. The two dividing planes, Bi and B2, are

adjusted to be coplanar and the two base faces, Ci
and C2, are adjusted parallel to each other. A line

joining the centers of Pi and P2 is adjusted to form a
small angle with the normal to faces Ci and C2.

The light emerges from prism Pi (P2) as two sepa-

rated components, one on each side of the dividing
plane. It enters prism P2(Pi), again suffers total

internal reflection, and each pair of component rays
recombines in the plane of BaCBi). One-half of each
beam proceeds to the neighborhood of source 82(81)
and the other half to 82'(Si'). An observer at 82'(Si')

sees a set of interference fringes that cover the entire

aperture.

If a gage block, G, is inserted in the position shown
with its end face, Gi, adjusted normal to the light

beams, it will reflect equal and corresponding parts
of the two component light beams from Si back
through Pi to 81'. Accordingly, the observer at 8/
sees a background set of fringes, produced by light

from 82 and another set on the face of Gi, that is

produced by light from Si. Since Gi is normal to

the light beams these two sets of fringes will be
parallel to each other and to the plane of figure 2A.

If the other end, G2, of the gage block is parallel to

Gi, the fringes seen at 82' will likewise be parallel to

each other and to the plane of flgure 2A. If, how-
ever, G2 is not parallel to Gi, in the plane of flgui'o

2A, it will not be normal to the light beams, and the

sets of fringes seen at 82' will not be parallel to eacli

other. The angle between these two sets of fringes

is a measure of the angle between Gi and G2 in the

plane of figure 2A. The component of the angle

between Gi and G2 that is perpendicular to the plane

of figure 2A (or horizontally in figs. 2B to 2G) does
not affect the fringes because it affects all pairs of

component beams equally. If the component of

the angle between the gage-block surfaces that is

normal to the plane of figure 2A (or vertically in

figs. 2B to 2G) is desired, the block must be rotated
90° and the operation repeated.

Since each prism is adjusted for complete com-
pensation in the plane of figure 2A, white light can
be used. A measure of the vertical width of the

fringes (perpendicular to fig. 2A) for a known mono-
chromatic light, with a micrometer eyepiece at

82', gives a calibration of the micrometer scale in

units (microns, millionths of an inch, etc.) of length

for measuring the displacement of white-light fringes

from a chosen reference point on the gage-block

surface.

The procedure for adjusting a gage block is ex-

plained with the aid of inserts in figure 2. In general,

when the block is placed on its supports, the light

reflected from its end will not reach the observer
because of excessive angular deviation from the
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eyepiece. The block will appear in silhouette, as

indicated in figure 2B. When the surface Gi is

adjusted approximately normal to the light, fine

Mnges will usually be visible in the area covered by
both images of it, as shown in figure 2C. The
images of the two parts of Gi are made to coincide by
rotating G about the center line of figure 2A, causing

the image to change from that of figure 2C to figure

2D. A lateral motion, without rotation, will then

change the image from that shown in figure 2D to

figure 2E. A fm-ther small rotation of G about an
axis normal to figure 2A brings Gi normal to the light

and the friuges on Gi will appear horizontal and
parallel to the background fringes as shown in figure

2F. The observer then moves to position S2' and
observes the set of fringes shown in figure 2G. The
angle between these two sets of fringes corresponds

to the angle between surfaces Gi and G2.

A photograph of the long-block interferometer is

shown in figure 3. The base of the instrument is

designed for rigidity so as to avoid flexure. Rigidity

is quite important. The two prisms are mounted on
rigid tables at each end of the base. Three screws

(Di and two others not shown) permit raising and
lowering of prism P2. They also permit rotation

or tilting of this prism about any chosen horizontal

axis. The prism housings are fastened to the table

tops by means of large-headed screws, in oversize

holes, that permit lateral adjustments of the prisms
relative to each other. Two screws, D2 and another
concealed by the housing of prism P2, permit small

rotations of this prism about a vertical axis by apply-
ing lateral torques to the legs of the table. Similarly,

screws D3 and D4 permit rotary adjustments of the
other prism housing.

The adjustments described above permit the
alinement of the two prisms. This adjustment is

critical, rather difficult to attain, but when once
obtained is very stable. The final adjustments are

executed while observing interference fringes pro-

duced by lens L'2, in one of the many images of the

source So. Tliis author uses a pinhole source of

approximately 1-mm diam and a short-focus lens to

observe its image at S2'. There are two sets of
fringes, superimposed upon each other, in the proper
image to be used. When these two sets of fringes are
horizontal and very broad, fringes can be seen witli

tlie two eyepieces when focused on the pinhole.

These fringes, in white light, are horizontal with the
zero order in the center of the field.

The supports on which the long blocks rest are
located at the Airy points so as to reduce changes in

the angle between Gi and G2 due to gravitational

distortion.'' These supports rest on an adjustable
plate which, in turn, is supported at one end by two
points and at the other by one point. This plate is

adjustable at one end, laterally with screw D5
and vertically with another screw De which is con-
cealed in figure 3.

2.2. Short-Block Interferometer

The optics of the short-block interferometer are

shown in figure 4. The double-image prism, lenses

light source, and viewing position in figure 4B are
identical to that of either end of the long-block
instrument described above. A reflecting prism,

Pr in figure 4, replaces one of the prism assemblies
of the long-block instrument. Also, the optical

axis of the instrument is vertical instead of hori-

zontal. Figure 5 is a photograph of the short -block
interferometer. Figure 4A may be considered a
section through the center of 4B, coincident with the
dividing plane of prism P. The indicated rays, 1

and 2 in figure 4A, however, do not lie in this plane.

Their positions relative to it are indicated in 4E,
which is a vertical view through 4B. The two
surfaces, Gi and G2, of the gage block (figs. 4A and
4D) appear as G and G' in figure 4E. G'2 in figure

4A is an image of G2 as seen by light reflected from
the right-angle prism, Pr.

* F. H. Rolt, Gauges and fine measurements II, 340 (MacmiUan and Co., 1929).

Figure 3. Photograph of the long-block interferometer.
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Figure 4. Optics of the interferometer for testing parallelism of short blocks.

Figiues B, C, and D are sections through A. Figure E is a vertical view. Figures F and F' represent interference
fringes tor a parallel and a nonparallel block, respectively.

A plane optical wedge, Wi, and its image, W'l,
(in figure 4A) are shown between G and its image G'.
Figures 4B, 4C, and 4D are sections through 4A,
along the lines indicated. The gage block is not
located in the center as was the case in the instru-
ment described above.
The two component rays of light, 1 and 1' (figs.

4A and 4D), are caused to reflect normally from Gi
by adjusting G with a leveling screw. They return
into P where they recombine to produce the inter-
ference fringes, Fi, shown in figure 4F. The two
component rays, 2 and 2' (figs. 4A and 4C) are
transmitted downward through the optical wedge,
Wi, suffer two internal reflections in Pr, and if Pr
is properly adjusted, return upward and parallel
to their directions of incidence through W, to G2.
The wedge, Wj, is adjusted initially by rotation

so that its thickness is constant at all points in either
of the planes B, C, and D. When in this neutral
position it does not affect the interference fringes
because of compensation in^^ach pair of component
beams that pass through it. The function of Wi
will be explained later.

In order to measure the angle between Gi and
G2, the deviation of the light by Pr toward or from
the dividing plane of P must either be reduced to

zero or its effect eliminated by measuring the ob-

served angle for two orientations of G, which are

180° apart. The light that is not intercepted by G
forms an interference pattern of imiform tint (or

color) that fills the background about and between
the two images of the gage block, shown in figure

4F or 4F'. Figures 4F and 4F' represent the con-

ditions observed when the ends of the block are

parallel and nonparallel, respectively. A typical

pair of component rays, which form this interference

pattern, is indicated by 3 and 3'. They travel

downward in figure 4C and upward in figure 4D.
If the right-angle edge of Pr is normal to the divid-

ing plane of P, the pair of rays 3 and 3' in figure 4C
can be made to return in planes that are parallel

to the dividing plane, by rotating Pr about an axis

parallel to the plane of 4A and normal to the inci-

dent light. This condition is attained when the

background frmge is infinitely broad. The dii'ection

of the background fringes, when not infinitely broad,
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A B C

Figure 6. Figures A and C represent the positions of reference
points relative to the different sets of interference fringes.

Figure B shows the wedge from which the two smaller wedges, and W^',
were cut and the difference in optical thickness between them.

Figure 5. Photograph of the short-block interferometer.

remain parallel to the dividing plane, because for
each pair of component rays, such as 3 and 3', there
is a corresponding pair, 4 and 4', that travel identical
paths but in opposite directions. The optical path
differences are, therefore, equal to each other and
also equal to that for any other pan- of component
rays in the plane of 4C and 4D. The order of inter-
ference along the dividing plane corresponds to the
optical path difference that was introduced into the
double-image prism by the built-in wedges at the
point that corresponds to the point of intersection
of the right-angle edge of Pr and the dividing plane
of P. This point is located in the center of figure 4E.

In general, due to the inherent error of judging
when the background fringes are infinitely broad
and to imperfections in the optical elements, a more
precise rnethod of evaluating the wedge between Gi
and G2 is to measure the wedge for two positions
that differ by 180°. If the background fringes are
unaltered, the instrumental errors will be equal for
the two positions and the value of the wedge un-
changed except in sign. Consequently, the albebraic
difference yields twice the value of the wedge.

There are three ways that one might evaluate
the wedge between Gj and Gj. The fu-st is to
rotate Pr until the order of interference at points
C and E (fig. 6A) are equal; then rotate the gage
block until the orders at A and B are equal; and
finaUy, observe the difference in order of interfer-
ence at points F and H. The second method is:

After performing the above operations, instead of
reading the order difference between F and H, re-

duce this order difference to zero by rotating Wi
and read the resultant change on a scale attached
to Wi, figure 4E. This scale may be calibrated
with monochromatic light and the units may be
radians, degrees, or the corresponding variation in
height of the block. A third method is to leave
the wedge in its neutral position, adjust G so that
the orders of interference of A and B are equal, and
change the order at H to equal that at F by rotating
Pr about an axis normal to the incident light and
parallel to the plane of figure 4A. The order of
interference between two points such as C and D
(fig. 6A) after rotating Pr will be equal to one-half
of that between F and H before this rotation was
performed. By choosing a point, such as E in fig-

ure 6, such that CE equals K times CD, the order
difference between C and E will be K times that
between C and D.
When using this last method for testing gages

that are almost parallel, the angle between Gi and
G2 will be small and the background fringes will be
too broad for reading fractions of fringes. To elim-
inate this difficulty, an optical wedge, illustrated in

figure 6B, is constructed and from it two sections
W2 and W2' are cut and placed on Pr as shown in

figure 7. The wedges W2 and W2' are equal, but
when placed in the position shown, the effect is to

narrow the background fringes seen through them.
The results are illustrated in figure 6C. The differ-

ence in thickness of W2 and W2' at a selected refer-

ence point E (fig. 6C) is determined by the choice
of the corresponding positions on the plate from
which they were cut. This difference in thickness
is chosen so as to cause the zero order of interference
to pass through the chosen point when the back-
ground fringes about W2-W2' are infinitely broad.

If the angles of wedges W2 and W2' are properly
chosen, the width of the fringes seen through them
will be most favorable for measuring the fractional

parts of fringes. Also, the position of the zero-

order fringe, relative to point E, may be calibrated

to read directly the angle between the ends of the
gage blocks.

The recommended procedure for measuring a block
is: (1) Adjust the two sets of fringes seen on the ends
of the block so that they are perpendicular to the
dividing plane, as in figure 4F; (2) note the position
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of the zero-order fringe (or absolute order at E,
fig. 6C); (3) rotate the block 180° about a vertical
axis through its center; (4) readjust the fringes to

restore the condition of (1) above; (5) again note the
position of the zero-order fringe (or absolute order at
E)

; (6) the difference in the two observed orders at E,
or positions of the zero-order fringe, multiplied by the
constant K, described above, is a measure of the
angle between the ends of the block.

Figm-e 7 shows two vertical sections through the
center of the short-block interferometer that are
mutually perpendicular to and through the centers of

each other. A pinhole, S, illuminated either with
monochromatic or polychromatic light from outside
the tube H, serves as source. The position of the
pinhole is adjustable in the focal plane of the collima-
tor lens, L, and the collimator tube is adjustable in

length. The prism, P, rests on a thick plate, I, to

which is fastened the lens-holding plates, J and J'.

The plates, K and K', which cover the ends of P,

are not fastened to J or J'. Consequently, small
stresses applied to tube H' while adjusting the eye-

piece or manipulating a micrometer in it, are not
transmitted to P.

The material of the instrument, except for the col-

limator, the eye-piece tubes and optical elements, is

made of steel. Steel was chosen because its expan-
sivity approximates that of the glass elements more
nearly than other usable materials.

The gage block, G, rests on a rotatable plate. Mi,
that is perforated so as to transmit the required parts
of the light beams used for making measvu-ements.
See also figure 8 for a vertical view of Mi and its

supporting parts. The plate. Mi, rotates in an annu-
lus ring, M2, which in turn is rotatable, from outside

the instrument, in another annulus, M3. The aper-

ture in M3 has its center displaced from the center of

the instrument in a direction parallel to the dividing

plane of P and by an amount equal to one-half the

horizontal separation between the centers of the

gage block, Gi, and its image, G'. The gage block
rests on the center of Mi (see fig. 6B). Accurate
placement of the block is facilitated by stops.

The eccentric annulus, M3, has an arm that pro-

jects through the wall, Q, of the instrument and is

supported by this arm at one of its three supporting
points by an adjusting screw, Ri. The other two
supports for M3 are steel balls, T, and T2, (fig. 8B),

which are held in conical holes by means of two
screws, Ui and U2, respectively. The ends of these

screws have eccentric conical depressions that permit
a limited amount of rotation of M3 about an axis

normal to the dividing plane of P. The screw Rj
permits fine adjustment of M2, and consequently the

gage block, which it supports, about a horizontal

axis parallel to the dividing plane of P. A similar

pair of balls, screws, and the adjustable screw R2,

permits rotation of Pr about two axes parallel to

those used for adjusting M3.
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Figure 8. Several views showing individual parts of the short-block

interferometer.

If the refracting edge of the optical wedge, Wi, is

made perpendicular to the dividing plane of P (i. e.,

parallel to the plane of fig. 7B), each pair of compo-
nent rays will traverse this plate at points of equal
thickness. Consequently, Wi in this orientation, does
not affect the fringes of interference. It does, how-
ever, serve as a window, protecting the prism Pr
from the accumiilation of dust. Other functions of

Wi will be discussed later.

The prism, P, is centered over the aperture in plate

I (figs. 7A and 8A) with its ends parallel to plates K
and K' (fig. 7B). Using the base sm-face of P as a
plane mhror, the pinhole aperture S is located in the
focal plane of lens L b}' varying the length of tube H
and at a point in this plane where the light will form
an image of the pinhole upon itself. This places the
light beams, after division at the dividing plane,

normal to the prism base and, consequently, parallel

to each other.

A gage block, whose end faces are parallel to each
other, is placed on the center of plate Mi with its

lower surface parallel to the top surface of Mj. When
the surface of the block is adjusted parallel to the
base of P by means of screws Ri, Ui, and U2, the

;
light from S is reflected normally from the top surface

I
of the block and observed at the eyepiece as inter-

: ference fringes.

i The parts of the light beams that are not inter-
' cepted by the block and its support Mi, traverse the

optical wedge Wi, and enter the right-angle prism Pr.

After two internal reflections in Pr, the light returns

along a path that is symmetrical to its incident path
with, respect to the 90° edge of Pr. The 90° edge

of Pr is made normal to the dividing plane of P
by means of screws in its support similar to Ui and
U2 and the frne-adjusting screw II2 (fig. 7A). This
light forms the background fringes used in the test,

but no interference is observed until this prism edge
is nearly normal to the dividing plane. When it is

not normal the two images of this edge, formed by
the two component light beams, intersect in the

extension of the beam dividing plane. The prism

Pr is rotated imtil the two images coincide—perfec-

tion being attained when the background fringes

have maximum contrast.

The above-mentioned contrast in the background
fringes is not afi'ected by screw, R2, since it has no
vertical rotational efi^ect on the prism. Its effect

is to change the width of the background fringes only.

When the background fringes are made infinitely

broad, the coUimated beam of light returns toward P
parallel to the incident beam—all rays having
suffered a horizontal shift in Pr, as illustrated in

figure 4A.

The holes in the gage-block support. Mi (fig. 8C),
are so spaced that when Mi is rotated to one of the

four positions for which the rectangular sides of the

block are either parallel or perpendicular to the

dividing plane, all light that goes tlirough Mi
returns again thi'ough it. That is, the apertures in

Ml are symmetrical both with respect to the dividing

plane and to the 90° edge of Pr. Parts of the beam
(rays 3, 3', 4, and 4' in fig. 4) will pass downward
through Ml to Pr, shift horizontally in Pr, and pass

upward through other apertures in Mi to P. Other
parts of the beam (rays 2 and 2' in fig. 4) will pass

downward through Mi, shift horizontally in Pr, pass
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upward through Mi to the lower surface of the gage
block, return through Mi to Pr and again upward
through Ml to P. If the two end faces, Gi and G2,

are parallel, the light will be incident on Gi and Go at

equal angles. When Gi is adjusted normal to the

light, Go will also be normal to it.

We have three sets of fringes, shown in figure 4F',

to consider: (1) The set Fi is formed by light re-

flected from the top surface, Gi, of the gage block;

(2) the background fringe between and about Fi
and F3, formed by light reflected from Pr but not
incident on the gage block; and (3) the set F3
formed by light reflected from Pr to G2 and back
through Pr. The direction or orientation of Fi
determines the angle between Gi and the incident

wavefront; the width of the background fringes

determine the direction between the incident and
reflected beams to and from Pr; and the orientation

of F3 determines the angle between G2 and the wave-
front that is reflected from it.

The set of fringes, Fi, is adjusted by means of Ri
normal to the dividing plane of P, for which condi-
tion Gi is normal to the incident light. The back-
ground fringe is made infinitely broad, for which
condition the light beams returning from Pr are

parallel to the incident beams. If the two sm*faces

of G are parallel, the set of fringes appearing on
G2 will be parallel to those on Gi and indicated as
the set F2 in figure 4F. If Gi and G2 are not parallel,

the fringes seen on them and indicated as Fi and F3
in figure 4F' will not be parallel to each other.

The angle between these two sets of fringes is a
measure of the angle between the two ends of the

gage block.

Washington, May 5, 1958.
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Interferometer for Large Surfaces

James B. Saunders and Franz L. Gross ^

An interferometer is described that permits the testing of large areas, such as layout
plates. The extension to large areas is obtained by causing a coUimated beam of light to
reflect from the specimen at a large angle of incidence. The resultant fringe pattern is a
contour map of the surface relative to an arbitrarily chosen plane and the contour interval
is a function of wavelength and angle of incidence.

1. Introduction

An interferometer for testing large surfaces has
been described by Linnik.^ However, in spite of

certain advantages, the Linnik interferometer has
not been used extensively in this country. This
lack of application may be due to the complexity
of the instrument.
The instrument described here is relatively simple

and easy to operate, is twice as sensitive as the

Linnik interferometer, and is relatively free from
vibrations.

2. Optics of the Interferometer

The optics of this interferometer are shown
schematically in figure 1. The light from a source
at S is coUimated by the lens Li, and separated into

two coherent beams by the semireflecting dividing

plane of a Kosters double image prism.^* The
entrance angle of the coUimated light may be
adjusted to give any desired deviation d between
the component beams 1 and 2. Beam 1 is reflected

normally from mirror Mi and returns upon itself.

Beam 2 is reflected from the surface to be tested at

an angle of incidence of 90-/8 degrees, then nor-
mally from mirror M2 and returns along its previous
path to the dividing plane of the prism, where it

1 Present address: University College, London, England.
2 V. P. Linnik, Compt. rend. acad. sol. U.R.S.S. 35, 16 (1942).
' J. B. Saunders, Construction of a Kosters double-image prism, J. Research

NBS, 58, 21 (1957) RP2729.
1 The Kosters double image prism is made from two 30°-60°-90° prisms, one

of which is partially silvered on the face opposite the 60° angle. The two prisms
are then cemented together to form the equilateral prism shown in figure 1. The
partially silvered surface becomes a semireflecting plane.

recombines with beam 1. The observer at E sees

interference fringes on the superimposed images of

the two mirrors.

The gross aspects of the fringe pattern (fringe

direction and spacing) are controlled by the wedge
angle between the wave fronts of beams 1 and 2, while
the small irregularities of the fringe pattern are a
function of the irregularities of the test surface. If

the test surface were perfectly flat, the fringes would
be straight and parallel. Any curvature of the test

surface introduces a corresponding curvature in

the wave front of beam 2, and this wave front,

when compared with the plane wave front of beam 1

,

introduces curvature into the otherwise straight

fringes. By adjusting the tilt of the test surface

(i.e., setting /3=9 and introducing a slight tilt

across the width of the test area), it is possible to

adjust the fringes so that they run parallel to the
long dimension of the test area (as seen by the
observer at E). In this case, the curvature of the
fringes is a direct and precise measure of the curva-
ture of the test area (in its long dimension). The
fringe pattern is a contour map of the area of the
specimen surface that is being tested.

3. Sensitivity

The sensitivity of the instrument depends upon
the value of /3. Since the light is reflected twice
from the specimen surface, the sensitivity is double
that obtained with the Linnik interferometer for the
same angle of incidence. When the instrument is

adjusted as described in the preceding section, one
fringe departure from straightness corresponds to a
departure from flatness of X/(4 sin /3), where X is the
wavelength of light.

)7 //////////// 7/ // y \ V /////
' -'""'E TO BE TESTED P \

the surface plate i
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In a finished instrument, the angles 6 and (8 could
be made adjustable so that any length surface could
be made to fill the aperture of the system. This
would give maximum sensitivity for any size surface

measured. However, since the value of (8 must be
known for evaluating the fringe pattern, it may be
more practical to use fixed values for 6 and /3 (witli

Ml and M2 bound into a rigid unit) and bind the
mirror imit to the prism housing. This would elimi-

nate the necessity of making frequent measurements
of /3 and also add stability to the instrument. The
resulting instrument would have a fixed adjustment
and could be used by an unskilled operator.

The maximum length of surface that may be cov-
ered with one setting is A esc /3, where A is the aper-
ture of the prism. Thus by decreasing ^, any length
surface could be covered with a prism of a given
aperture, but of course the sensitivity of the instru-

ment would also decrease.

4. Experimental Model

Figure 2 is a photograph of the pilot model that
was used to test the interferometer. The sm-face

plate used in this assembly was 91 cm long. The

Figure 2. Pilot model 0/ surface plate interferometer for testing

feasibility of the optical principals with a typical granite
surface plate.

The reflectivity of the end mirrors is designed to give approximately equal
intensity for the tvi^o lightbeams at the receiving point E.

wedge angle between the wave fronts was controlled

by adjusting the end mirrors, which produced the
same effect as tilting the surface plate. The Kosters
double image prism and lens assembly shown in

figure 2 were taken from another instrument that
was designed for use with a clear circular aperture of

Figure 3. Fringe patterns.

A, White light from granite surface plate; B, monochromatic lipht from a badly scratched cast iron surface; C and D, mono-
chromatic light from a granite surface. Angle of Incident on surface plate is approximately 2}4°.
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51-mm diam (2 in.)/ Since the prism had an aperture
51-mm square, better coverage of the specimen sur-

face could have been obtained by increasing the

circular aperture to 5lV2 mm. This would have left

the square aperture of the prism unobstructed, so
that the area of the specimen being tested would
have been a rectangle 51 mm by 91 cm, and the un-
favorable narrowing of the field at the ends of the
specimen due to the circular aperture would have
been eliminated.

5. Results

The interference fringes shown in figure 3 were
taken with the instrument described above and
shown in figure 2. Photograph A was made with
white light and the others with monochromatic
(X=5876 A) light. The difference between photo-
graphs C and D was obtained by changing the angle
between the two interfering wavefronts, thus chang-
ing the width of the fringes. Photographs A, C, and
D of figure 3 were made with the plate of black
granite, shown in figure 2, whereas photograph B
was made with an old cast iron plate (dated 1918)
that was badly scratched and marred. In this model
the angle ^ was 2}^° and thus a departure from
straightness of one fringe corresponds to a deviation
from flatness of 5.75 X (approximately 0.00013 in.).

The optical performance of this instrument was
found to be highly satisfactory. Some mechanical
development is necessary in order to produce a more
practical instrument. Accordingly, a few suggestions
given here may be of help to the designer. The prism
should be designed to use its entire rectangular aper-
ture. The apertures of the lenses should be suffi-

ciently large to prevent constriction of this aperture.
The prism and end mirrors should be rigidly bound
together if vibrations of the fringes are to be avoided.
White light may be used but the resulting difficulty

of finding and adjusting the fringes exceeds the in-

conveniences associated with monochromatic sources.

5 This prism assembly was designed for use with ft=0°. Using it at 9=2H°,
the circular aperture became an oval aperture with a vertical diameter of 45 mm.

6"

/

Figure 4. Modified Kosters double-image prism for use with
monochromatic light.

A cover that encloses the light beams, between the
prism and end mirrors, greatly enhances the stability

of the fringes, and should be used unless the surround-
ing air is in a steady state. If white light is to be
used, differential refraction may be reduced to a
minimum by using the form of Kosters prism shown
in figure 4. The procedure for making such a prism
differs from that described in footnote 4 in that all

surfaces are finished before cutting the prism into

two parts.

Washington, December 8, 1959.
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Measurement of Wave Fronts Without a Reference
Standard:

Part 1. The Wave-Front-Shearing Interferometer

James B. Saunders

(June 26, 1961)

The wave-front-shearing interferometer may be used to test any converging wave
front regardless of whether or not it is symmetrical. A mathematical operation is described
that permits complete analysis of the data. This operation yields values of the deviations
of wave fronts under test from a close fitting sphere. The reference surface may be chosen
statistically so that the results are the deviations from a best fitting sphere.

Introduction

The wave-front-shearing interferometer [1, 2, 3]
^

provides a comparison of a converging wave front

witli a sheared image of itseh". Similarly, the
wave-front-reversing interferometer [4] provides a

comparison of either a converging or plane wave
front with a reversed iniage of itself. A detailed

description of a method of analyzing the data from
these interferometers, except for the special case of

revolution symmetry, has not been published.
Consequently, the absolute shape of a completely
unknown wave front could not be obtained.

The method of analysis involves a mathematical
operation. This operation is similar for the two
aforementioned interferometers. Its description is

more clearly portrayed in its application to the

wave-front-shearing interferometer (=WSI) than to

the wave-front-reversing interferometer (=WRI),
although the method evolved from a study of the
latter. There are, however, sufficient difTerences in

the two operations to warrant separate treatments.
Accordingly, part 1, which follows, will describe

the analysis of data from a WSI and part 2, to be
published later, will describe the analysis of data
from a WRI. Part 3 of this series will describe

the absolute testing of optical flats. This method
is not new but has not been described adequately
in the literature.

Part 1

1. Analysis of WSI Fringes

The WSI will yield unique solutions of a wave
front. The assumption of symmetry (i.e., that it

have f-evolution symmetry) is unnecessary. Any
convergent wave front may be tested along any
chosen diameter or along the line of its intersection

with any plane that passes through the point of

convergence. Several equally spaced reference

points are chosen along this line. The line of ref-

erence points must be parallel to the direction of

shear and the shear must be an integral multiple

1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

of the separation of the points. This arrangement
and spacing of the reference points causes their

images, in the region of overlapping wave fronts, to

coincide in pairs as is shown in figure lA.
The separation of the reference points will be

defined as unity for this discussion. If the magni-
tude of the shear is unity also, one adjustment of

the system (one set of fringes) is sufficient to eval-

uate the deviations of the wave front at the chosen
reference points from a statistically chosen sphere.

For a shear that exceeds unity, more than one
fringe pattern (i.e., two or more shear values)
must be used to obtain a solution.

In figure 1, P^(f=0, 1, 2 ... A^) represents the
(A^+1) reference points in one of the images, W,
of the sheared wave front and P'^ the corresponding
points in the other image, W. Let 8y (see fig. IB)
equal to the deviation of the wave front at Py, from
the corresponding point, T^, on a reference circle, C,

(to be chosen later), e equals the angle between the
two images, C and C", of the reference circle at their

point of intersection and n equals the distance from
the intersection point to Pq- The distance, n, is

positive if Pq is below (in fig. IB) the intersection

of the two circles and negative if above. The devia-
tion, 8y, is positive if Py is on the concave side of the

circle, and negative if it lies on the convex side of

the reference circle. The distance from Pq to Py (or

from To to Ty), measured along the circle, is always
positive and is represented by v.

The separation, Sy (distance from Ty to T[-i),

of the two images of the reference circle at any
pair of points, Py and P'v-\, (assuming unit shear)

may be obtained from figm'e 2. The centers of the

two circles are located at Ci and €[. The distance

CiC'i equals 2h, E equals the radii of the two circles,

p equals the distance from E to Ty, £" bisects the line

CiC'i and 4> is the angle subtended by (j'+m) at E.
Applying the law of cosines (from trigonometry) to

triangles EC'iT[^i and ECiTy we obtain

E^^h'+{p+Syy-2h(p-{-Sy) COS (90-<j>) and

i?2=/i,2+p2_2/ipcos (90+</.).
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Figure 1A

B

A B

Two images of a wave front sheared laterally relative to itself.

Illustration of the two wave fronts relative to the images of a reference circle.

I

Figure 2 Relationship between parameters and other variables.

On taking differences and solving for we obtain,

S^=2hsm(t>. (1)

This equation may be applied rigorously, but if the
focal ratio (radius of curvature of the circle divided
by the diameter of the wave front) exceeds six, no

significant error is introduced by replacing sin 0 by
its approximate equivalent, {v-\-ix)/B. Also, since the
angle e will always be quite small, the value of 2h is

approximately equal to E-e and the value of in

eq (1) becomes
;S.= (.+ m)€. (2)

If we let Q„ represent the separation of the two
wave fronts, W and W, at Py, it is seen from figure

IB that

y (3)

v=l, 2, 3 ... N.
J

All quantities that represent optical distances are
given in units of the wavelength that is used. Ac-
cordingly, these quantities should be multiplied by
the wavelength to convert to standard units of

length. The quantity Qy may be observed directly
if white light is used to adjust the zero order to

a known point, Pr, and then, using monochromatic
light of known wavelength, observe the order differ-

ence between points P^ and P^. It is inconvenient
and unnecessary to use.white light. Let represent
the unknown order of interference at an arbitrarily

chosen point, Pr, in the fringe pattern (fig. lA) and
the difference in order (number of fringes) between

this point and Py. The order of interference, Qy, at
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Py is, therefore, equal to (<?r+ 2J. This introduces

another unknown into the equations of observation;

but this may be absorbed by replacing the product
€/i with a new parameter, r, such that

(4)

With these values for and en replaced by then'

respective equals, eq (3) becomes

6,= 6,_i+ g,+r-

v= \, 2 . . . N
ve

(5)

Equation (5) represents equations that contain
(A^+3) unknowns: namely, (A^+1) 5/s plus the
two parameters e and r. We need three additional

equations relating these unknowns if a solu-

tion is to be possible. It appeared that one could
use a second set of fringes formed with a shear of two
units, as shown in figure 3A. This would yield

(A''— 1) additional equations of observations with
only two new unknowns, i.e., two more parameters,
€2 and r2, to be added to the above-mentioned
(A^+3) unknowns. If A/" is 6 or larger, we would
have as many equations as unknowns and a solution
would seem to be possible, but it can be shown that
these equations are not entii-ely independent.
The 5/s do not have significance until the refer-

ence circle, C, shown in figure IB, is defined. Any
circle may be defined b.y three conditions. In analyt-
ical geometry, these might be the coordinates of the
center and the radius of the circle. .A. circle might
also be defined as the one that passes through three

given points. The circle of reference may be fuUy
defined by three equations of condition. When
these are combined with the set of observation
equations (eq (5)) data from a single set of fringes

is sufficient for a complete solution.

The values of the deviations may be obtained
without knowing the value of i?. However, when
testing a parabolic mirror, for instance, the devia-
tions represent the difference between the parabola
and a sphere. If comparison is to be made between
the measured deviations of the wave front and. the
computed deviations of a parabola from a circle,

the radius of curvature of the circle must be known.
The radius, B, can be measured independently of

the interferometer. The ideal image point, E,
(fig. 2) or the mean point of convergence of the wave
front, can be located and its distance from any
chosen point can be measured directly. The center
of the reference circle will be located at the ideal

image point if the reference circle is chosen as the
circle that best fits the observed wave front. This
may be done most precisely by the method of least

squares. The value of R is the measured distance
from the ideal image point (point of convergence) to

any chosen reference point plus the computed devia-
tion of this reference point from the reference circle.

In the test of a concave mirroi', B is approximately
equal to the radius of the mirror. In the test of a
lens (simple or compound system), R is the distance
from the point of convergence (image point) to the
back surface of the lens.

A B

Figure 3A Wave fronts sheared 2 units.

B Wave fronts sheared 3 units.

2. Specifications for the Reference Circle

There are three relatively simple methods of

defining the circle of reference. Each method re-

quires three equations of condition. These con-
ditions involve three well-known principles : namely,
the method of coincidence, the method of averages,

and the method of least squares.

2.1. The Method of Coincidence

We may define the reference circle, shown in

figures iB and 2, by requiring it to pass through
any three of the chosen reference points. Thus, we
might require that it pass through the two end
points, Po and Pn, plus some other point near the
axis of the mirror (or lens). If the points, Pq and
Pn, are too close to a dubbed edge, a better fitting

circle is obtained by requiring it to pass through the

two points adjacent to Pq and P^, respectivelj'.

These two choices for reference circle are made by
equating the corresponding 5/s to zero. Any three

of the points can be chosen to define the circle and
the results would be the deviations of the wave front

at all chosen reference points from the chosen circle.

For illustration we will choose the fringe pattern

shown in figiu-e I.A.. There are 8 reference points.

We will arbitrarily requu"e the reference circle to

pass through points Pq, P3, and P7. This is done by
requiring that

5o=53= 5,=0. (6)

For this illustration, eq (5) represents 7 equations

of observation. These 7 equations, when combined
with the 3 condition equations, (6), form a set of 10

linear equations with 10 unknowns; and aU 5/s that

ai'e not evaluated in eq (6) can be computed in

terms of known quantities (the q^'s and j^'s). Table 1

and figure 4 show the results obtained hy this

method.

2.2. The Method of Averages

The method of averages will usually yield a better

fitting circle than the method of coincidence, because
of the averaging of the 5„'s. This method requires

an assignment of weights. A reasonable correlation
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Table 1. Deviations of a wave front from reference circles that

are chosen as follows: Coliimn 3, by the method of coincidence;
column 4, by the method of averages; and column 6, by the

method of least squares

Qv

MC MA LS

0 0.00 -0. 20 -0.10
1 2.74 .23 .13 .14
2 2.10 .15 .11 .07
3 1.70 .00 .00 -.07
4 1.45 -.06 -.05 -.13

5 J 1.30 .06 .04 -.01
6 1.00 .21 .14 .15
7 0. 30 .00 -.16 -.06
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Figure 4 Graphical representation of the deviations of a wave
front from reference circles that are chosen by the method of
coincidence (MC), the method of g,verages {MA), and the

method of least squares (LS)

.

of image quality, formed by the measured wave front
from an optical, image-forming system, with wave-
front shape would normally require that the weights
should be proportional to some function of the dis-

tance from the reference points to the center of the
circular aperture of the optical system. This would
allow the assignment of equal weights to equal areas

of the wave front. Equal weights wiU, however, be
used in this discussion.

In previous applications of the method of averages

[5], the deviations of the observations from a curve,

which is to be fitted to the observations by adjust-
ment of parameters, are equated to functions of the
parameters. These are then grouped into as many
groups as there are parameters to be adjusted. The
algebraic siun of the deviations in each group is

equated to zero. When the functions of the pa-
! rameters (eq (5)) are substituted for the deviations,

there are as many equations as parameters and the
parameters can be evaluated. Any manner of

! grouping the deviations will yield a solution. A
very poor and sometimes useless solution will be

I

obtained if the points that are allocated to each
I group are scattered among those of the* other two
I groups. This author prefers to avoid any inter-

mingling of the points of one group with those of other

i

groups.

The parameters of the reference circle shown in

figure lA are e, r and any one of the deviations, 8„.

The parameter e (see figs. IB and 2), together with
R, determines the distance, h, from the center, Ci,

of the reference circle to the point of convergence, E,
of the wave front. The center of this circle is

displaced from the ideal image point, E (mean point
of convergence) for two reasons. One is that the
axis of the mirror or lens cannot be adjusted to pass
absolutely through the image of the source, and,
secondly, the interference fringes would be too broad
for reading when the wave front is nearly spherical.

Consequently, the angle e is adjusted to be large

enough to provide fringes of a most convenient
width for accurate readings.

The parameter, /i, together with R, determines the
direction of the point Ci from E, relative to the axis

of the mirror. The parameter r is related to and
replaces n through eq (4). Consequently, the
parameters r and e define the center of the circle of

reference relative to the wave front.

Any one of the 5/s may be chosen as a parameter.
By adding Sy to the directly measurable distance
from E to P„ we have the radius R of the circle of

reference. We will choose do for the third parameter
because of simplification in the formulas that follow.

This relationship of the three parameters to the
coordinates of the center of the circle and its radius

is somewhat vague, involved, and perhaps not
clearly explained, but it is sufficient to understand
that they correspond to the three parameters that
define the circle of reference.

If equal weights are to be assigned, there must be
an equal number of points allocated to each of the
three equations of condition. In the example chosen
above (fig. lA), the number of points are not inte-

grally divisible by three. However, we may consider

that each of the observation equations represents

three identical observations. The total number of

observation equations is then 3N and division by 3

is now possible. The three equations of condition

are:

35o+ 35i+ 252= 52+ 353+354+^5= 2^5+ 356+ 357= 0. (7

)

The set of equations represented by (5) may be
replaced by the equivalent set

5.=5o+i: a.+vr-e § <r=f.> (8)
<7=1 <7= 0

where is a function of the three parameters, 5o,

e, and r. Any equation in set (8) is obtained by
adding the first v equations in set (5) . The functions,

Jp, may now be substituted for the corresponding
5/s in (7). It will be noted that there is no /o
corresponding to 5o. This, however, does not present

any difficulty because 5o is itself a parameter and
may be left in eq (7) as is.

The three equations of (7), after replacing 5;, by
its equal, /;,, contain the three parameters as un-
knowns which may be evaluated. The computed
values for the parameters are then substituted in

eq (8) for evaluating the remaining 5,'s. The results
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for the chosen example, shown in figure lA, are

given in table 1, column MA, and are also represented
graphically in figure 4.

The number of reference points, in the unit-shear

method, is determined by the shear angle and di-

ameter of the element being tested. For testing

elements (mirrors or lenses) during the polishing

and figuring operations, the optician is only inter-

ested in departures from a desired figure. The
easiest method of computing this is, therefore, the
most practical. The shear may be adjusted to such
a value that the resultant number of points is some
multiple of three. The computation is a minimum
when the number of points is the same in each group.

2.3. The Method of Least Squares

The method of evaluating a wave front by least

squares is more elaborate than the others but would
usually be used when highest precision is desired.

In applying this method, the sum of the squared

deviations ^l^ is to be minimized with respect

to the three parameters required to define the

reference sphere.

This application of least squares differs from the
usual method of least squares in that the observations
are assumed to be free from error and the number
of observations needs not exceed the number of

unknowns whose values are sought (namely the 5's).

In fact, a unique solution may be obtained even if

the number of observations is one less than the
number of chosen reference points.

To minimize the sum of the squared deviations of

the wave front from the reference sphere we require

that

Z) 5^=5^+1;] /Hminimum. (9)
v=0

This is effected by equating to zero the differentials

of eq (9) with respect to r, e, and Sq, respectively. On
performing the differentiation and dividing through
by 2, we obtain

5o+i:/. g-^^s/. ^^=0. (10)
bdo f^-^" br ^ be

The partial differentials, as obtained from eq (8), are

N)

^-y, and ^=-|: (.= 1, 2, 3 ... AT)

h(ii)

On substituting these differentials into (10), we have
for the example of 8 reference points (fig. lA),

5o+ 5i+ 52+ 53+ 54+ 55+ 56+57=0

5i+252+353+454+555+656+757=0

52+353+654+1055+1556+2157=0

(12)

On combining sets of eqs (8) and (12), we again
have 10 equations with 10 unknowns. Using the
same set of fringes (fig. lA) as was used above for

illustration, we obtain for the 5„ 's the values given
in column LS of table 1. These values are also

plotted, along with those obtained by the other two
methods, in figure 4.

3. Sensitivity

The sensitivity of the WSI varies with the absolute
magnitude of the shear. If the shear is maintained
at unity the sensitivity of the observations increases
with a decrease in the number of points because the
unit, as defined above, increases. The reduction of

the number of points is, of course, limited.

In testing surfaces that depart very greatly from
a sphere, as for a large aperture and large aperture-
to-focus-ratio parabolic mirror, it is desirable to

reduce the sensitivity. Otherwise, such a mirror
cannot be tested interferometricaUy with the WSI.
As the number of points is increased, the absolute
spacing of the points decreases. The smaller the
shear relative to aperture, the smaller can the optical

path difference be made. By reducing the absolute
magnitude of the shear the maximum optical path
difference may be reduced at will and, consequently,
the fringes may be adjusted to any desired width.
The sensitivity may also be increased, without

reducing the number of reference points, by using
two or more shear values that are greater than
unity (fig. 3). This may yield more equations than
there ai'e unknowns, but averaging of computed
points is always acceptable. Each additional set of

fringes, obtained with a different shear value,

introduces two additional unlcnowns—new values
for £ and r.

4. Symmetrical Surfaces

Optical surfaces that are generated mechanically
generally have revolution symmetry about the
optical axis. If this is known and the axis is known
to be at the center of the mirror (assuming circular

apertures) then the deviations are known to be
symmetrical because the center of the reference circle

can be assumed to lie on the axis. Two other con-

ditions are then sufficient to define the reference

circle. The condition for revolution symhietry is

defined by the specification

5y=5w_ (13)

and the condition equations, (6), (7) and (12), be-

come, respectively,

5o=53=0, (14)

35o+35i+ 252=653+252=0,

and
5o+5i+ 52+ 53=0

215o+155i+ 1152+ 953=0}

(15)

(16)
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ERRATA

1. Change the upper limit of the 2nd summation in equation (8) from
V - 1 to V.

2. Change upper limit of summation in euqation (11) from V - 1 to V.

3. Change 3rd line of equation (12) from

6^ + 36^ + 66^ + 106^ + 156g + 216^ = 0, to read

6, + 36^ + 66, + 106^ + 156, + 216^ + 286^ = 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4 Change 2nd line of equation (16) from:

216q + 156^ + 116^ + 96^ = 0, to read

146^ + 116, + 96^ + 86, = 0
0 12 3
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The third equation in each of the sets (6), (7), and

(11) becomes identical, respectively, to the fii'st

equation of the set.

The assumption of symmetry (eq (13)) reduces

the number of by approximately j^N (exactly YiN
if A'^ is an even number) and reduces the number of

condition equations by one. If A'' is larger than 2,

the number of equations exceeds the number of un-

knowns, for a unit shear arrangement. Conse-
quently, largei; shears (2 or more units) may be used

with increased sensitivity, as explained above.
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Interferometers permitting the measurement of shape and altered distribution of fringes

are usually used to compare either an unknown wave front with a known one or an unknown
surface with a standard reference surface. Any error in the reference surface introduces a
corresponding error in the results sought. This paper describes an absolute measuring
interferometer and the associated mathematical operations necessary for analysis of the data.
The reference surface is purely mathematical in nature and is therefore free from error.

Deviations of converging wave fronts from perfect spheres, paraboloids or ellipsoids are
readily measured without the use of tangible reference surfaces.

The equation of the reference surface may contain one or more parameters whose value
is sought. Thus, the eccentricity of the conicoid that best fits a mirror and deviations of the
surface from the true mathematical curve are obtained simultaneously. The sensitivity of

the test can be varied so that when testing large aspherical elements which depart very far

from spheres the number and width of the fringes can be adjusted to any desired values.

1. Introduction

Many tests made by interferometry consist in

measuring the variation in separation of two wave
fronts. Usually, the shape of one of the wave fronts

is known so that the variation in the observed
separation is a measure of the absolute shape of the

imknown. The shape of the wave front is a fmction
of the optical elements (lenses, mirrors, etc.) that
produce it. Consequently, the aberrations of lenses,

the shapes of mirror surfaces, the variations in densi-

ties of fluids, etc., are obtainable from the measure-
ment of wave-front shapes.

Usually the known wave front is produced by a
mirror of know shape called the reference surface

and the unknown wave front which is produced
by the specimen is compared with it. If the reference

surface is imperfect, any error in ic is reflected into,

or transferred lo, the measured shape of the un-
known.

This paper describes a method of comparing wave
fronts against a reference surface which is purely
mathematical in nature. Since the Koesters double-
image prism, which is the basic element of this

interferometer, can be made with a high degree of
perfection [1] ^ the results are practically free from
instrumental error and the necessity for making
reference mirrors and lenses of various foci is elimin-
nated. The interferometer is quite stable, compact,
and is easily operated by nontechnical personnel.

This method of analyzing interferometer data, with
the necessary modifications required to adapt it to
the wave-front-shearing mterferometer (= WSI),
has been described in part 1 of this series of papers [2].

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

Without this development, neither the WSI nor the
wave front reversing interferometer (sWRI), will

yield unique results except when applied to wave
fronts which are known (from some other type of
test or source of information) to have revolution
symmetry.

2. Description of the Method

To describe the principles used in this niethod of
analysis its application to the testing of a simple lens
will be used for illustration. The operations de-
scribed here apply, without change, to the testing of
lenses by autocollimation (one conjugate at infinity),

the testing of mirrors, and to all other tests where
the results sought can be obtained from a knowledge
of wave-front shapes. This treatment is applicable
to three dimensional space but for simplification the
mathematics will be limited to a plane.

2.1. Symbols and Abbreviations

The discussions and treatment of this problem
require a considerable number of symbols. To
provide a ready reference, all quantities used are
defined below.

a= diameter of the circular aperture of
the lens or mirror under test.

5= dividmg plane of the double-image
prism.

C and C"= images of conic section.
C], Ci, and C2 = arcs of reference curves representing

known wave fronts; (i.e., arcs of
circles if a corrected lens or spherical
mirror is considered and arcs of
a conic section if a comcoid is being
considered)

.

I>=position of small, monochromatic light
source.

-B= center of curvature of prism base.
e= eccentr)city of conic section.
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F= ideal image point (conjugate of D in

fig. 1).

Fi, F2, F'= images of F (Fi and F2 are imaged by
the outer plane surfaces of the prism
and F' is imaged by the dividing
plane B.)

Fc and F^= centers of curvature of conic section

corresponding to points of extreme
curvature.

h and fc== coordinates of F',.

/i and fc= components' of the line from F to E,

perpendicular and parallel to the
dividing plane, respectively.

iV,.j= observed order of interference at P„.

P^andPa= any chosen pair of superimposed re-

ference points. (These points are

equally distant [optically] from the

light source and, therefore, fall on
the same wave front. Their posi-

tions on the wave front are indicated
to a sufficient approximation by
spots on the lens surface, by beads
on a thin wire or string, or by lines

on a scale.)

i?= radius of curvature of a conic section;

minimum for positive and maxi-
mum for negative.

)S=separation of reference curves C\ and
C2' (or C and C") along the line ot

sight from E through P,.

T, T' , Ti, T'l, T2, T2= reference points on a conic section.

u and = coordinates of E.
F and F'= periheUon of conic section.

W, W], W2, and T'Tj = respectively, the wave front before it

is incident on the lens or mirror,

the part of the transmitted wave
front that lies above the dividing
plane, the transmitted part that
lies below the dividing plane and
the image of ^2 with respect to the
dividing plane.

WSI= wave-front-shearing interferometer.
WRI= wave-front-reversing interferometer.

X and ?/= coordinates of T.

a= angle between the dividing plane and
the optical axis.

i8
= angle between the dividing plane and

the radius vector to p,.

3;,= separations between Ci and Wi along
the radius vector to p,.

6,= separation between C2 and W2 along
the radius vector to P,,, (or separa-
tion between C2 and W2 along the
radius vector to P„).

€= angle between two images of conic
section.

= angle between Ci and C2 at their

point of intersection with the divid-
ing plane.

X= wavelength of light.

M= distance from the extension of the
dividing plane to the axial center
of the lens (fig. 1). It is positive
when the dividing plane is above the
axis of the lens and negative when
below.

V and 0-= distances from P„ and P„, respectivelj^
to the optical axis. These distances
are measured along the arc of the
reference curve, CiC2- They are
positive when the corresponding
points are above the axis of the lens
and negative when below,

p, pj Pel, and pc2= radius vectors from E to T, T'
, Ti,

and T2, respectively.

p„ and p<,= radius vectors from E to P„ and P^.
respectively.

<^= the sum of the squares of the devia-
tions (defined by eq (13)).

2.2. Apparatus

A simple interferometer for testing lenses, without
a reference surface or element for comparison, is

shown in figure 1. It consists of a small monochro-
matic light source at D, the lens to be tested and a
double-image prism [1]. The lens received the
diverging wave front, W (spherical when three dimen-
sional space is considered and circular for two dimen-
sional space) and changes it into a converging wave
front. If the lens were perfectly corrected for the
indicated position of the source, the converging wave
front would be an arc of a circle (curve CiC?) and the
light would form a perfect image (airy disk) of the
source at the ideal image point F. The wave front

produced by an imperfect lens (greatly exaggerated)
is indicated by curve and its deviation from
the ideal wave front, C1C2, is a measure of the abbera-
tions of the lens. The circle that represents the ideal

wave front exists in mathematical form only and its

parameters are adjusted statistically or otherwise
chosen so that it fits the real wave front in accordance
with some arbitrarily selected specification. Methods
of choosing the reference circle wUl be described later.

In practice the prism is mounted so as to pivot
about E, and Eis placed near F. The semi-reflecting

dividing plane, B, is adjusted so that its extension
cuts the circular lens along a chord at a chosen dis-

tance, n, from the axis of the lens. Each new adjust-

ment of the prism (change in value of yu) introduces
and additional arbitrary value for e^. The quantity
ju is positive when the dividing plane is above the
axis of the lens and negative when below.
The effect produced by this prism on the wave-

front is as follows: the wave front W, after division

by wave-front division into two parts, Wj above the
dividing plane and PF? below, is further subdivided by
amplitude division at B into two beams each, making
four beams altogether, two arriving at each of the

points Fi and F2. One of the beams that arrives at

each of these points suffers two reflections and the
other a single reflection. Consequently, a mirrorimage
of everything seen below the dividing plane appears
above it and vice versa. The arc C2 (fig. 2A) appears
asC2'. The center of curvature of C2, [3] located at i^, is

imaged at F' which is the center of curvature of C2'.

The part W2 of the wave front below the dividing
plane appears as W2', so that Wi and W2 appear
inverted with respect to each other and superimposed
in the overlapping region W2', where fringes of inter-

ference (fig. 2B) are observed.
The two halves of the prism are slightly rotated

about an axis normal to the dividing plane (as de-

scribed in references 1 and 6). A wave front having
symmetry with respect to the dividing plane would
therefore give rise to straight fringes normal to the
line representing the dividing plane in the field of

view. If the two halves of the prism are not ro-

tated relative to each other the fringes are straight

and parallel to the dividing plane.

2.3. Equations of Observation

The separation of wave fronts, Wj and W2' (fig.

2A), is the optical path difference p^—pa which is
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Figure 1. Optical arrangement for testing a lens for a finite object distance.

This arrangement requires the use of polarized light because of polarized effects in the prism.

Figure 2. A. Illustration of image formation
by the double-image prism.

B. Interference fringes obtained ^

with the assembly of figure 1. E

F

: equal to the product XA^;,,. The corresponding sepa-

ration of the reference circle Ci and 62' at Pp is,

i

approximately [2].

S={v—ij.)e^=ei,{u.— a). (1)

j|

The two quantities in parentheses are the distances,

I along the circle, from P„ and P<r, respectively, to the
dividing plane. Since Va, in figure 2, is below the
axis of the lens, o- is a negative quantity.

It is apparent from figure 2A that the relation

between the four separations, 5^,, ba S, and XA^;,^ is

given by the equation

S.+S= Sa+ \Np.. (2)

|,
See section 2.1 for definitions of these quantities.

,
On substituting for S its value from eq (1) and trans-

it ferring terms we have

8u
— 5a=}^Npa— efj,(v— jj.) (3)

|i which are the basic equations of observation, provid-
ing relationships between the deviations of the wave
front from the abstract curve C1C2.

2,4. Distribution and Number of Reference Points

If the surfaces of the lens are figures of revolution,
the optic axis is well defined, and can be accurately
located by observing the fringe pattern while chang-

I;

ing the value of ju. When the dividing plane coin-
'< cides with the optic axis the fringes will be straight
r regardless of aberrations in the lens. If the lens

1;

surfaces are not figures of revolution the changes in
• curvature and spacing of the fringes will indicate the

i
most probable position of the axis,

j
The reference points are chosen in the aperture of

the lens, along a straight line normal to the dividing
plane of the prism and through the optical axis,

regardless of whether the axis is or is not centered in

the aperture of the lens. The positions of these
points are measured from the optical axis. They
are positive when above and negative when below
the axis The points are equally spaced and their

separation is defined as unity. An odd or an even
number of reference points, symmetrically placed
above and below the axis, may be used An odd
set, therefore, would be located at integral units of
length from the axis, as in figure 3-A, while an even
set would be placed at odd integral half units of
length from the axis, as shown in figure 3-B. If a
point at the center is desired one must choose an odd
number of points. Figure 3-C illustrates the ar-

rangement of an odd set when the optic axis is not
centered in the aperture. The interferometer is

sufficiently sensitive to detect deviations of the po-
sition of the axis from the center of the aperture in

most lenses.

Any number of points may be selected along the
principal diameter (the diameter that is normal to

the dividing plane) by adjusting the separation of

adjacent points. If the mirror or lens to be tested

is unsymmetrical and/or irregular the test should be
made with more points than when a smooth wave
front is formed.
Even when the wave front is smooth and symmet-

rical about the axis, many reference points will

sometimes be required. The number of fringes in

the field of view depends upon three quantities.

These are: (a) The magnitude of the wedge that is

built into the prism, (b) the angle between the wave
fronts at the dividing plane, and (c) the relative

shapes of the two images, Wi and 11^2', of the wave
front. The effects of these three quantities are more
fully described as follows:

(a) The buUt-in wedge of the prism produces an
invariant wedge between the wave-front images. Its
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ABC
Figure 3. A, B, and C are, respectively, the distribution of the reference points when the num-

ber is odd, when the number is even, and when the optic axis is not centered in the lens.

vertex is perpendicular to the dividing plane. Since
the component of this wedge, along the line of refer-

ence points, is zero, its effect on the interference at

the reference points is to add a constant to the

observed orders of interference at all reference points.

If the vertex of the built-in wedge is adjusted to

coincide with the line along which the reference

points are to be selected, this wedge does not affect

the order of interference at the reference points. It

does, however, ensiu-e that the fringes never get too
broad for precision readings.

(b) The angle, e^, between the wave fronts at the
dividing plane is equal to the angle between lines

drawn from points F and F' to the vertex of this

angle (see fig. 13, A). This angle is adjustable by
varying the position of irrelative to E, by displacing

the prism laterally. Thus the component of fringe

widths perpendicular to the dividing plane and the
order of interference at any chosen reference point
can be adjusted to any desired value. If the two
wave fronts, Wi and W?', are identical in shape
(i.e., if wave front ll^iPF2 is spherical) the difference

in order of interference between all pairs of adjacent
points is approximately constant and adjustable at

will.

(c) If the wave front 11^1^2 is not spherical the
two images of it, Wi and W2', will not be identical

unless Tl^iW^2 has revolution symmetry and the value
of M is zero. When testing a wave front that de-
parts very far from a sphere, as, for instance, when
testing an //I parabola of large aperture, the mini-
mum number of fringes that can be obtained by
adjusting depends upon m- Since, in operation
of the instrument, pairs of points are brought into

coincidence for conditions other than m=0, and since

the absolute magnitude of ^ depends upon the unit
separation of points, it follows that the choice of the
number of reference points determines the minimum
attainable number of fringes. If the number of

reference points is too small the minimum attainable

number of fringes may be too large for accurate
readings. Consequently, a large number of points
may be required to obtain the optimum reading
condition. Since the sensivity of the interferometer

depends upon the ratio n/a, the sensivity also depends
upon the number of reference points. The variation

of sensivity with the ratio n/a and its effects on the

required number of reference points are fully ex-
plained under "Sensitivity" in part 1 of this series [2].

2.5. Solution of Wave-Front Deviatioiis

We shall select (fig. 4) quite arbitrarily for this

discussion, seven reference points along the principal
diameter of the lens and with their spacings sub-
tending equal angles at E. These points will be
considered as lying on a common wave front at the
time it emerges from the lens, and their separations
will be defined as one unit of length. Since the
points are observed from position E they may be
indicated with small beads on a fine wire that is

stretched across the face of the lens (fig. 4A).
If the dividing plane is adjusted to include one of

the inner points (any point except an end one) as in

figure 4C, some of the points will appear to coincide
in pairs. If it is adjusted to bisect the angle be-
tween any two of the inner points, as in figure 4B,
some of the points again appear to coincide in pairs.

The points will coincide in pairs when p. is an integral

number of half units of length but will not coincide
for other values of p.

We may substitute, in eq (3), the observed values
for A^;,^ and {v—p) at each pair of points, successively.

This yields as many equations of observation as

there are pairs of coinciding points. We may then
change the value of p, thereby changing the com-
bination of paired points, and obtain additional

equations. Each new value for p (i.e., p=Q,±Q.5
±1.0, . . .) introduces several additional equations
but only one additional unknown—i.e., a new value
for e^. In this manner, we can obtain more equa-
tions than we have unknowns; and it would seem
that a statistical analysis of these equations would
permit an evaluation of the several deviations (values

for the 6's). However, such is not the case. The
relation between these equations are such that the
resiiltant number of independent equations is al-

ways less by three than the number of unknowns.
When the wave front is completely imknown, the

minimum number of observation equations that

permit a unique solution of the 5's require two sets

of fringes (two values for p). Each adjustment of

the interferometer introduces a new value for

because the value of can not be retained from
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one adjustment to another. For simplicity we will

use the two adjustments (2 sets of fringes) that are

obtained with /i=0 and ^=0.5. These are (for the
7 chosen reference points) for ^=0

51= 5_i+ XA^i._i-6o, (4)

a2=5-2+AA^2,-2-2eo, (5)

53= 5-3+ XiV3.-3-3€o, (6)

and for |Li=0.5

5,= 5o+XiV,,o-0.5eo.5, (7)

52= 5_i+ XiV2,_i-1.5eo.5, (8)

53-5_2+ XiV3.-2-2.5eo.5. (9)

Equations 4 through 9, form a set of 6 simultaneous
equations having 9 imknowns (7 d's and 2 e^'s);

consequently, we either have an excess of 3 unknowns
or a shortage of 3 equations for obtaining a imique
solution. It is quite obvious that we cannot evaluate
deviations from an unidentified curve. The persistent

shortage of three equations is associated with the
three conditions necessary to define an arbitrarily

chosen 3-parameter reference circle.

The method used in combining the three condition
equations with the set of observation equations is

fidly described under the heading "Specifications for

the Reference Circle" that appears in part 1[2].

Since the details of the application to the WRI are
so similar to those given for the WSI, this treatment
will be limited to details that are necessary for a
clear understanding of the WRI. Since three points
fully define a cu'cle we naay define the reference
circle, C1C2, as that particiilar circle which passes
through any three of the chosen points, by equating
the corresponding 5's to zero. Thus, if we impose
the three conditions,

(10)

we are requiring that the reference circle shall pass
through points P3, Pq, and P_3, as indicated in figure

5B. This may be considered as either a reduction in

the number of unknowns by three or an increase of

three in the number of independent simultaneous
equations. In either case we get as many equations
as unknowns so that a unique solution of all un-
knowns is possible. Any three of the chosen reference
points may have been selected to fall on the circle.

The simplest manner of specifying and computing
the reference circle (called the "Method of Coinci-

dence") may not produce a good fitting circle; but
this does not render any less obvious the location of

the high and low places on the wave front. Con-
sequently, an optical woz"ker would have no trouble

locating the high and low places for further polishing

to reduce the deviations.

A better fitting reference circle is obtained by ap-
plying the method of averages [4]. Figure 5C shows
the same wave front with a circle of reference that is

determined by this method. The method of averages
allows a variety of groupings of points and assign-

ments of weights. For instance, since the areas of

the wave fronts that are associated with the several
points increases with v we might multiply all 8's in

eq (10) by the quantity (j'+l) so as to assign unit

weight to the axial point, Pq, and corresponding
higher weights to other points, thus distributing the
weight more nearly proportional to the areas of the
several zones.

A good fit, based on the method of averages, is

obtained by imposing the following simple conditions

:

53 +S2 =0

8, +do +5-1= 0

5_2+5_3=0.

(11)

The ciz'cle that fits the wave front shown in figure 5, in

accordance with the conditions of eq (11) is shown in

figure 5C. Equations (11), when added to the six

equations of observation (eq (4) through (9)), again
supply the necessary additional independent equa-
tions for a complete solution of all 5's.

The best fitting circle, shown in figure 5D, is de-
fined by a third set of three conditions,

d(/) d(/) d0

d5a deo deo.5
=0

where

0= S 5?=5i3+ 52_2+5? 5^ -6i

(12)

(13)
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A BCD
Figure 5. A. Illustration to show the distribution of the reference points relative to the prism.

B, C, and D. The positions of the reference circles relative to the wave frorit when
the reference circle is chosen in accordance with the method of coincidence,

the method of averages, and the method of least squares, respectively.

which requires that the sum of the squares of the
deviations be a minimum. Differentiation with
respect to any other three of the nine unknowns
(i.e., 7 8's and 2 e^^'s) will yield tlie same set of condi-
tion equations.

In order to determine the equations of condition
corresponding to eq (12), it will be convenient
to solve for the 6/s. These are:

5o=5o (obvious) (14)

6i=5o+XiVi.n-0.5£o.5 (from 7) (15)

5_i= 5o+A(7Vi,n-A^i,_,)-0.5eo.5+€o (from 4 and 15)

(16)

52=6o+X(M,o-A^i,-i+ iV2,-i)

-2.0to.5+«o (from 8 and 16) (17)

5_2= 5o+ X (iVi.o- _ - A^2, -2)

-2.0£o.5+3£o (from 5 and 17) (IS)

53=5o+ X (iVi. 0- M. - 1 +iV2. - 1
- A^2, - 2 +iV3, - 2)

-4.5«o.5+3€o (from 9 and 18) (19)

5_3= 5o+ X(7Vi,0-iVl. -l+A^2. -l-iV2, -2+ A^3, -2-iV3, -3)

-4.5 Co. 5+6 €9 (from 6 and 19) (20)

On performing the differentiations indicated in eq
(12), and substituting the corresponding values for

these differentials from eqs (14) through (20), we

obtain the set of condition equations for the method
of least squares. These are:

53+52+5i+5o+5-i+5_2+6-3=0

5_i+52+ 3(5_2+53)+65_3=0.

(5i+5_i)+4(52+5_2)+9(63+5-3)= 0j

(21)

A.ny one of the sets of conditional equations
(given by eqs (10, (11), or (21) combined with the

observation equations (4) through (9)) permits a
complete solution of all unknowns. The operations
that lead to a solution of these equations are per-

formed as follows: (1) By adjusting the interferom-
eter so that ^1=0 (i.e., with the dividing plane
cutting the wave front along a line through the
axis of the lens; (2) substituting the observed
values for (j'— m) and the observed orders of inter-

ference at each of the three pairs of coinciding
points into eq (3) thus obtaining eqs (4), (5), and
(6): (3) readjusting m to equal 0.5 (fig. 4B) : (4)

again substituting the observed quantities A^^^, v

and
fj.

into eq (3), thus obtaining eqs (7), (8), and
(9) : (5) solving for the 9 unknowns in the 9 linear,

simultaneous equations (eqs (4) through (9) and anv
one of (10), (11), or (21)).

2.6. Symmetrical Systems

Lenses and mirrors that have been polished

mechanically produce symmetrical wave fronts

when tested on axis. For such s\Tnmetrical elements
all 6's on one side of the axis of symmetrj^ are equal
to corresponding 5's on the other side and for n=0
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the fringes of interference will be straight. All 5's

with negative subscripts can, therefore, be replaced
with the corresponding positive subscripts. In the

case of seven reference points, chosen here for illus-

tration, the left hand side of eqs (4), (5), and (6)

becomes zero and the right hand side of each of

these equations represents a solution of eo. Since

€o is superfluous, the adjustment of n to zero for a

symmetrical wave front serves only as a check on
symmetry. Consequently, if symmetry is observed,
eqs (4), (5), and (6) are exempted from the group
of simultaneous equations. The elimination of

negative subscripts reduces the number of unknowns
so that a single adjustment {n=0.o, eqs (7), (8)

and (9) of the interferometer is sufficient for a
complete solution. Equations (4), (5), and (6)

are eliminated and eqs (10, (11), and (12) for the
three methods, are reduced, respectively, to §3=

80=0, 53+52=25,+ 5o=0, and
del)

=0-

The number of equations in the complete set is

reduced from 9 to 5 with a corresponding reduction
in the number of unknowns.

2.7. Illustration

The process described above is illustrated in the
following application to the testing of a 12-in. aper-
ture, 15-ft focal length astronomical refractor.

Figure 6 shows the optical arrangement for testing

with one conjugate at infinity. Figure 74 is a
photograph of the fringes taken with the dividing
plane coinciding with the optic axis of the lens

in—O) and 7B shows the fringes when m=)'2 unit

(=2 cm). Eight reference points were used for this

test. These were located at distances of ±2, ±6,
±10, and ±14 cm from, the optical axis. The unit
separation is 4 cm. Therefore the absolute values
for V and a are 0.5, 1.5, 2 5, and 3.5 units. Table 1

shows the observed orders of interference for the two

sets of fringes at the pairs of reference points indi-

cated by the v and a columns. The straightness of the
fringes in figure 7A shows the wave to be symmetrical
about the dividing plane. When straight fringes

are obtained for several azimuthal positions of the
lens (by rotating it relative to the prism about its

optical axis) the test indicates the lens to be a figure

of revolution. This means that 5„=5^ and eqs (4),

(5), and (6) are not required. The solution for the
5's can, therefore, be obtained by using only three
observation equations and two equations of condi-
tion. The equations of condition may be based on
either one of the three criteria: i.e., method of

averages, method of coincidence, or method of

least squares.

We shall arbitrarily choose to use the method of

averages and select the reference circle by requiring
that

5o.5+ 5l.5= 0

^2.5+53.5=0.
(22)

The equations of observation are obtained by
substituting corresponding values for v, a, fi, and
A^;,^, shown in table 1, in the columns under (^=0.5),
into eq (3). These are:

5l. 5= ^0. 5+ 0.55 —1 60.5

52.5=5i.5+0.20 -2 eo.5

^3. 5=^2.5— 0.35 —3 €0.5.^

(23)

Equations (22) and (23) contain 5 unknowns, 4 5's

and €0.5. The simultaneous solution of these equa-
tions for the 5's yields the deviations of the wave
front from a sphere. These values are —0.23,

+ 0.23, +0.28, and —0.28, respectively, for So.s,

5i.5, 52.5, and 53.5. Since the light passes through the
lens twice in this test these deviations are twice
the values that would have been obtained for one

Figure 6. Optical arrangement for testing a lens with one
conjugate at infinity.
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Table 1. Data from ficjure 7 for

anahjsis of a 12-inch aperture
astronomical objective

M = 0 fi = 0.o

u p (7

0.5 -0.5 -0. 10 0.5 0.5 0. 00
1. 5 -1. 5 -0. 45 1. 5 -0.5 0. 55
2.5 -2.5 -0. 70 2.5 -1. 5 0.20
3.5 -3.5 -1.00 3.5 -2.5 -0. 35

transmission through the lens—as for hght from
a celestial star. The deviations for one transmis-
sion arc represented graphically in figure S. The
curve indicates that when this objective is used
for astronomical work the wave front departs Irom
a perfect sphere by approximately one-third of a
w^avelength. The light used for this test was the
green line of the mercury spectrmu (X=0.546
microns).

If eq (3) is used in the testing of a parabolic mirror
the computed deviations will be the deviations of the
mirror from a perfect sphere. Usualh^, when testing

a parabolic mirror one wishes to know liow much the

miri'or differs from a perfect paraboloid. If the
mirror is ellipsoidal one wishes to know both the de-
viations and the eccentricity. The eccentricity, e,

enters as an additional parameter (eq (30) of ap-
pendix A).

The simultaneous evaluation of the deviations and
the eccentricity is obtained with the method of coin-

cidence by requiring the curve to pass through 4
points instead of 3 as was the case (eq (10)) for a

Figure 7. Photographs of fringes with 12-

in.ch aperture, f/lS astronomical objective

when (A) ix= 0, and (B) tx= 0.6.
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Figure 8. Graphical representation of wave-front-shape com-
puted from the photographs of figure 7.

3-parameter reference curve. If tlie method of aver-

ages is to be used the reference points are grouped
into 4 groups 3'ielding 4 equations of condition in-

stead of the 3 shown in eq (11). vSimilarly, with the

method of least squares an additional equation
(d</)/de=0) is to be added to the three equations under
eq (12). If the surface is known, or can be assumed,
to be a figure of revolution about its axis, the number
of condition equations is reduced by 1, as for the cir-

cular reference curve.

Figure 9 is a photograpli of fringes taken with a

12-inch aperture, 84-inch focal length, mirror that

was claimed to be a nearly perfect paraboloid. Fig-

ure 10 shows the optical arrangement used for making
this photogi-aph. The computed shape of this mir-

ror indicated that it conformed more closely to an
ellipsoid than to a paraboloid. The general equation

for an ellipse (described in appendix A, eq (31)) was
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Figure 9. Photograph of fringes taken with a 12-inch aperture

fl7 parabolic mirror.

-LIGHT SOURCE

Figure 10. Optical arrangement for testing concave inirrors at

their centers of curvature.

Figure 11. Photograph of two Koesters double-image prisms,
one mounted in a cell and the other untrimmed.

then tried and the computed value for the eccen-

tricity corresponded to an ellipse whose foci are sepa-

rated by 89 meters. It was subsequently learned

that the final test on this "Nearly Perfect Parabolic

Mirror" was made with a Foucoult knife edge test,

with the source located 90 meters (assumed to be
practically at infinity) from the mirror and the knife

edge at the point of convergence or image of the

source. This test, therefore, confirms the description

of the mirror as being a "nearly perfect parabola"

but even more nearlj" a perfect ellipsoid.

Figure 11 shows photographs of the prism, before

and after it is fitted into a cell. This prism has been
made in sizes from approxunately 6 inches down to a

fraction of an inch. The one shown here has a one
inch aperture and is considered a most favorable size

for many applications.

2.8. Summary

The interferometer described here for testing wave
fronts is believed to be easier to operate than any
previous interferometer yet developed for this pur-

pose. Its operation is simple. Unskilled personnel

can be trained to operate it after a short period of

training.

.

This interferometer yields results that are abso-

lute. It does not require a standard of reference.

The absolute evaluation of wave-front shapes, how-
ever, depends upon a unique method of analyzing

the data. The analysis involves the development of

a set of linear simultaneous equations. This requires

some technical background knowledge. After the

equations for a given assembly are developed, un-

skilled personnel can compute wave-front shapes by
substituting observed orders of interference into the

equations and solving for the deviations from the

chosen reference curve. The chosen reference curve

will usually be a circle but more complicated curves

may be used.

518-743 0 - 73 - 12
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FiGure 12. A. The family of curves representing the conic section for various indicated values of e^ (e= eccentricity).

B. Illustration for describing the transformation from rectangular to polar coordinates.

3. Appendix A. Optical Path Difference
Between Any Two Points on a Conic Sec-
tion to Any Point in the Neighborhood of

the Center of Curvature of the Section at

Its Vertex

The equation for the conic section in rectangular
coordinates, with the origin at Fc, (a distance B to the
left of the curve, see fig. 12A), and the x-axis coincid-

ing with the axis of the conic, is given by the 2 param-
eter equation

(1- e') ix-Ry-\-2R ix-R)= 0. (24)

The family of curves, sliown in figure 12A repre-
sents this equation for the various indicated values
of e^. The parameter 7? is the radius of curvature
of the curves at the vertex V (except for e^=± oo)^

and e is the eccentricity.

If we shift to polar coordinates (p, /3) with the polar
axis making angle a with the axis of the conic (see

fig. 12B) and the pole located at point E, which is

displaced from Fc by a small amount u parallel to

the polar axis and a small distance v perpendicular to

it, we may obtain the polar equation for the conic

by means of the transformation equations,

y=u sin

x—ucos

a-{-v COS a+p sin {a-{-0)
j

r (25)
a—v sin a+p cos (a+/3).

J

The quantities it and v will never exceed the separa-
tion of points E and Fc, which is always quite small

relative to p, because these two points can always be
superimposed to a high degree of accuracy.
On eliminating x and y from eqs (24) and (25)

:

solving for p; applying binomial expansions to elimi-

nate radicals and negative power terms; expanding
sin (a+;8) and cos (a+;8) in powers of («+/?) [5];

and dropping all power terms in u and v higher than
unity (because these terms are always insignificantly

small), we obtain

where

P=/i («, ^)-uf2 {a, 13) -vj, (a, ^)

,

/i {a,ff)=R+llS Re"" (a+)3)4-l/48 Re'' (1+36^) (a+/3)«-

/o(a,^)=COS|8+ l/2e2^(a+/3)*+. . .

f3(a,/3)= sin^-l/2e2(a+i8)*+. . .
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Figure 13. A and B. Illustration of the relative positions of two images of a wave front with the WRI and WSI, respectively.

The term /i(a, 0) is the value of p when the pole is

located at Fc. When testing optics of large aperture-
to-focal-length ratios the quantity /i(a, 0) must
include higher order terms of the series than for

smaller /-values. It will be found that, in some
cases, the fi(a, /3)-series converges too slowly for

practical application and that the rigorous, unex-
panded value

/ ( o.^Ry^+e'sin^ (a+^)-e^cos («+/?)]
''^""'PJ-

[I- e' cos' {a+i3)]

(27)

is more practical. For this treatment we shall limit
the angles to values comparable to those obtained
Avith an//8 system. This limitation makes the last

terms, indicated in each of the functions fi(a, (3)

/(a, (8) and/3(a, /3) of eq (26) negligible so that eq
(26) becomes.

p=R+ l/8Re\a+^y-u cos j8-y sin /?. (28)

3.1. Equations for the WRI

When the conic is used as the reference surface in

a wave-front-reversing interferometer, the optical
path difference, S (fig. 13A), is the difference between

two radius vectors, pi^ and p2c, forming angles with

the dividing plane, which are equal in magnitude but
opposite in sign.

The two curves, C and C, shown in figure 13A
are images of the conic section. These two images
are inverted by the interferometer, with respect to

each other, about the dividing plane which is parallel

to the polar axis. The two points Ti and T/ are

images of a common point on the original curve.

Similarly T2 and T2' are images of a common point;

but Ti and T? are images of different points that are

at equal angular distances from the dividing plane.

The radii vectors to Ti and T2 are pu and p2c, respec-

tively.

If we define the perpendicular displacement of

from the dividing plane as —h, the corresponding
displacement for F'c is -{-h. The component dis-

placements of E from Fc, as defined for figure 12, is

u and V. The corresponding displacements of E
from F'c is u and {v—2h). The value of p^ is, there-

fore, obtained by replacing p in eq (28) by p^. Simi-

larly, since the sign a is reversed in the image, the

value for p2c is obtained by replacing p, a, and v by

P2c, —a, and {v—2h), respectively. On making these

substitutions, we obtain

P2c-Pic =S=2h sin ^-Re'al3ia'+^^). (29)
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It is convenient to use the measured distances

(v—n), and M instead of the angles |8 and a. Also,

from figure 13A, it is obvious that 2h= eR, since h is

quite small relative to R. On substituting for 2h, a,

/3 (=sin jS, approximately), their respective equals,

eR, fj-R~^, ancl {v—n)R~\ the value of becomes

5'=6(.-M)-e^i?-V(^-M)[M'+(v-M)'] (30)

which becomes for a paraboloid (e= l),

S=e{v-iJ.)-R-\{v-iJ.W+{v-y.y] (31)

and for a sphere (e=0),

^=e(v-M). (32)

Equation (32) is the same as eq (1). The use of

a conic section instead of a circle for the reference
cm-ve, in the derivation of eq (3), leads to the intro-

duction of the additional unknown, e, into eq (3) so

that an additional condition equation becomes neces-
sary for a unique solution, thus permitting the
incidental evaluation of e. Since four conditions are
required to define the chosen conicoid, four condition
equations are needed. These may be: The assign-
ment of arbitrary values (usually zeros) to any four
of the 5's (if the method of coincidence is used) ; the
grouping of the reference points into four groups and
requiring the algebraic sum of the §'s in each group
to be zero (if the method of averages is used)

;
or,

the addition of the condition equation, to eq

(12) (if the method of least squares is used).

3.2. Application to the WSI

When the conic is used as a reference surface in a
wave-front-shearing interferometer, the optical path
difference, S, is (p'~p), where p and p' are the radius
vectors from the point E to points T and T' (see fig.

13B) on curves O and C, respectively. Points T
and T' are images of a common point on the conic
section. Curves C and C are sheared images of the
conic section. The angle of shear is —a for C and
a for C . Therefore, the polar axis makes angles
a and —a with the axis of C and C, respectively.

The component displacements of E from is the
same in figure 13-B as in figm-e 12B. The value for

p is, therefore, given by eq (28). The component
displacements of E from F' is {u—2k) and (v—2h).
Consequently, the value for p' is obtained from eq
(28) by replacing p, a, u, and v by p', —a, {u—2k)
and (v—2h), respectively. On making these substi-
tutions and taking differences we obtain

p' - p=S=2h sin l3+2k cos I3-Re^a^(a'+^'). (33)

it will be noted that k does not appear in eq (29)

(relating to WRI) but does appear in (33) (relating

to WSI). The term 2kcos(3 is approximately con-
stant when jS is limited to .small values (as when
testing an f/S system) but becomes significant for

large values of /? (as when testing an //I system),
unless k is sufficiently small. If the WSI is adjusted
to place the zero order of interference at the center,

the magnitude of k is insignificant and the values of

S for the two interferometers are identical. On sub-
stituting for 2h, a, and /3 their respective equals, as

given in section 3.1, above (cos /3=1, approximately),
eq (33) becomes

S=e(v-pi)+2k-e'R-'p{v-i,)W+(v-p.y] (34)

which becomes for a paraboloid (e= l),

S=e(v-p^)+ 2k-R-'p(v-n) [p' +(v-p) (35)

and for a sphere (e= 0),

S=e{v-p)+2k. (36)

It is inconvenient and unnecessary to reduce k to

an insignificant magnitude. It can be combined
with other constants, as described in reference [2].

In fact, the constant Ar is a part of the constant r of

reference [2]. Unfortunately, the sign convention
for measuring p and v is different in this paper (part

2) from that of part 1 [2]. The constant, r, com-
puted from eq (3) of reference [2] in combination
with eq (36) above, becomes r=Qr^ep—2k. Since r

is a constant and serves as a parameter only, its

form does not affect the problem.
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A small prism interferometer is described that is a modification of the Bates' wave
front shearing interferometer. The prism is small, rugged, and versatile. The shape of

any converging wave front from any optical element or compound instrumeiit may be
measured with this instrument.

Several variations of the prism are described that have characteristic properties. Special
features are introduced for eliminating spherical aberration effects, for producing fringes of

different characteristics, and for testing all wave fronts up to and exceeding that of an
F.l cone of rays.

Details for making and adjusting the prisms are given. Examples are given for inter-

preting the interferograms.

1. Introduction

The principles of the wave front shearing inter-

ferometer (WSI) have been described by Professor

J. W. Bates [1]. This interferometer is particularly

well suited for measuring the shapes of converging
wave fronts. The difficulty of making the Bates
instrument and others that have subsequently been
described has limited the applications. This paper
describes a simple form of WSI that is easily con-
structed, easily adjusted, and is practical. It is

very smaU and can be mounted in an eyepiece cell

for testing astronomical telescopes or as a convenient
mount for other applications.

The WSI described by Bates consists of two beam
dividers, two front-face mirrors, and two compen-
sator plates. The angle of shear could be varied at
will in the Bates model. Later models of the WSI
by Drew [2] and Brown [3] are more compact. The
Brown version is a relatively compact instrument of

fixed shear. The instrument described here is more
compact than any of the previous models, is quite

easy to adjust, and is relatively free from vibration
effects.

The WSI is quite suitable for testing lenses, mir-
rors, and combinations of these. It is also quite

practical for studying atmospheric effects on light.

Professor Bates described a method for analyzing
the results from a WSI when the converging wave
front is axially symmetrical. D. S. Brown [4]

described another method of interpretation of sheared
interferograms. The author of this paper has given
a rigorous mathematical operation [5] for interpreta-

tion of sheared interferograms that does not depend
upon symmetry of wave form. The solution is

unique for any chosen "family" of reference points.

The elements forming this wave front shearing
interferometer have been combined into a small
compound prism that may be made into a variety

of forms. Each form may be constructed with or

without a built-in wedge that either permits or

prevents rotation of the fringes. The two compo-

nents of the prism are cemented together for stabili-

zation of those adjustments that should remain
fixed, without limiting the adjustments that are

essential to its operation. The unit is small, rugged,

compact, easily constructed, easily adjusted, and
simple to use.

2. Basic Optical Principles

The wave front shearing interferometer (WSI) is

a modification of that developed by Mach and
Zehnder [6]. It differs from the MZ-interferometer in

that convergent light is used instead of collimated

light, the reflecting and beam-dividing surfaces are

not parallel, the component beams emerge non-

parallel, and the fringes are nonlocalized. The
angle between the emerging components of any ray

represents the angle of shear. To get observable

interference between these two beams a source

that is small [1] in the direction of shear is necessary.

The differential deviation of the component
beams is accomplished in the Bates WSI by tilting

one of the beam dividers, whereas in the Drew WSI
it is effected by rotating one of the front-face mirrors.

The vertex, or point of convergence, of one of the

component wave fronts (images of the source) is

always located near the optical element that is

used to effect the differential deviation (angle of

shear). The lateral separation of the two images

of the source determines the width of the fringes

(as in the Fresnel's mirrors [7] arrangement.)

In figure lA, the lens, L, forms two images of

the light source, S, at and 82- The two component
beams (represented by the two components of the

principal ray and designated as 1 and 2) suffer total

internal reflection at points Pj and P2. Each of

these beams again divides at plane B into two com-

ponents—the transmitted beam, 1, dividing into

beams 1' and I" and the reflected beams, 2, dividing

into beams 2' and 2". An observer's eye located

close to the prism so as to receive either pair of rays

1' and 2" or I" and 2' will be able to see two images

of L CZi and L^, figure iB).
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Figure 1A. Optical arrangement for testing a lens, L. The two elements of the prism, AiB and A^B, are cemented together, with

a semireflecting coat of aluminum on one of the cemented surfaces. Refraction at the two exit faces is assumed to he negligible.

B. Ll and L2 are images of L, as seen through prisms A\B and A2B, respectively, by an observer's eye located behind the

prism and receiving rays 1" and 2'
. The image P\ of Pi appears to coincide with P^.

C. Fringes of interference that appear to be localized in the overlapping areas of the two images, Li and L2.

The two component prisms, shown in figure lA,

have angles aj and a2 that differ by a chosen amount.
Prism AiB is assumed to have been moved parallel

to the plane of figure 1 and relative to prism A2B
so that the image of PiiPi], with respect to the semi-
reflecting plane B, coincides with P2[Pi]. This
places Pi and P2 equal distances from both the
source and the observer. The two emerging beams,
1' and 2", appear to intersect at Pi and the other
pair of beams, 1" and 2', appears to intersect at

P2. Images of *S'i and *S'2 appear to be located at

S'l and (§2, respectively. This adjustment of the
prisms makes the two paths of light through the
center of the lens equal so that when white light is

used the zero order of interference is observed to

pass midway between the centers of the two images
of the lens. This fringe is almost colorless with a
relatively pure colored fringe on each side of it.

All other fringes are colored with varying tints due
to overlapping of colors.

If the points Pi and P2 are further from L than
Si and So, images of tS" are formed between the lens
and these points. If, however, the points Pj and
P2 are nearer the lens than Si and ;S'2, the images of S
are beyond the points Pi and P2- By moving
either the prism, the lens, or the source along the
axis of the lens, the emerging components of the
principal rays remain fixed relative to the prism and
the two component images of the source, Si' and
>S'2 (see figure IB), appear to move along the two
components of the principal ray. If the two images
are made to coincide with P'j and P2 they will also

coincide with each other and the two components,
1" and 2' (or 1' and 2"), of the principal ray inter-

sect at P2 (or P[y. Consequently the lateral sepa-
ration of the two coherent images, S" and *S'2,

(figure 2A) may be varied at will by a simple linear

translation of the prism along the axis of the lens.

Since the two images, S'l and S2, are coherent, of

equal intensity, and equally distant from both the
observer and the source, S, the two emerging cones
of light will combine to produce low-order inter-

ference. The two coherent images act exactly as

the two coherent sources in the Fresnel's mirrors [7]

arrangement. The fringes of interference are non-
localized. If either of the two pairs of beams, 1'

and 2" or 1" and 2', is projected onto a photographic
emulsion (on film or paper) a photograph of the

fringes is obtained. Also using a camera to receive

either pair of beams, the fringes may be photo-
graphed in good contrast. The focusing of the

camera does not vary the contrast, but if the lens,

L, is imperfect the nature of the interferogram

(fringe pattern) will vary with changes in the focus

of the camera because the shape of the wave front

changes as it is propagated from one position to

another.
Interference fringes appear only in the overlapping

areas (fig. IC) of the two component beams. These
fringes will be straight if the lens, L, is free from
axial aberrations. Figure 2A shows several sets of

fringes that illustrate the efi^ect of moving the prism
along the axis of the lens. As in the Fresnel's

mirrors arrangement, the fringes are always perpendic-
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ular to the direction of the straight line joining

S'2 and S[' and their width (or separation) is inversely

proportional to the lateral distance between the

two images S'2 and S'l .

Since the two rays, 1" and 2', intersect (lying in a

common plane) and since the two images, S'2 and
S'l, are equally distant from the point of intersection,

the relative direction of the two images does not
change. Consequently, the fringes do not rotate

with movement of the prism along the principal

ray.

If the compound prism (fig. lA) is moved perpen-
dicular to the axis of the lens and in the plane of

figure lA, the distance from the two images, S'2 and
S r(fig- 2B), to the observer becomes unequal and
-the zero order of interference moves away from the

center of the field. The movements of the fringes,

due to prism movements along the axis, will be similar

to those in figure 2A and the zero order of interference

will be displaced from the center of the field. The
zero-order fringe is indicated in figure 2 by repre-

senting it with lines that are heavier than for other
orders.

The analysis of wave fronts by the method
described in reference [5] requires that a "family of

reference points" (appendix A) be chosen along a

line parallel to the direction of shear.

If prisms AiB and A2B (fig. 3). are each rotated a

few degrees about an axis normal to B and through
points Pi and P2, rays 1 and 2 will be deflected out
of the plane of figure 3A. If the rotation is equal
for the two prism components but in opposite
directions the two component rays will be deflected

by equal amounts. This results in a shearing of the

wave front. The direction of shear is perpendicular

to the plane of figure 3A, whereas the shear indicated

by figure iB was in the plane of figure lA. The two
emerging rays 1' and 2" (or 1" and 2') lie in a plane
that is normal to that of figure 3A. Figure 3B
shows the observed images of the lens as seen by
beams I" and 2', in a plane normal to that of figure

3A. The plane of figure 3B is also normal to that
of figure IB.

The two prisms shown in figures 1 and 3 shear
the wave front in directions that are perpendicular
and parallel, respectively, to the vertices of the
prism angles. The spacing of the fringes in both
prisms varies when the prism is moved along the
principal ray. The fringes in both prisms move
laterally, without change of spacing, when the prism
is moved in the direction of shear and do not change
for small movements of the prism perpendicular
both to the principal ray and to the direction of

shear.

If the prisms in figures 1 and 3 have been adjusted
to place the images of Pj and P2 coincident, the two
sources will always be equally distant from the
intersection of the components of the principal rays.

Consequently, the direction of the line joining the
two image sources will not change and the inter-

ference fringes will not rotate. If the fringes are to
be rotatable the components of the principal ray
must not intersect each other.

(C)

Figure 2A. The components of the principal ray (1" and 2'

of fig. 1 B) intersect at coincident points P/ and Po- The
fringe spacing varies with separation of images S2' and Si"
but do not rotate.

B. Components of principal ray intersect, but not at

Pi' or P2. Pi' and P2 are equally distant from the point of
intersection. The zero-order fringe is displaced from the

center of the pattern.

C. The two component rays, 1" and 2' do not intersect.

The horizontal component of the fringe width is invariant and
the vertical component varies as in the above figures, A and B.
This results in a rotation of the fringes. The fringe width is

a maximum when the separation of the two images of the

source are closest together.

It is desirable, in many cases, to use white light

sources for testing lenses—particularly for testing

astronomical telescopes with light from celestial

stars. When white light is used for the source the

number of usable fringes is limited. In this case

it is desirable that the fringes be as nearly parallel

to the line of reference points as possible and with
the zero-order fringe (the fringe of best visibility)

located on or among the reference points. The prism
described above and illustrated in figure 1 does not
permit this adjustment without making the fringes

too broad for accurate readings, unless the wave
front has considerable distortion.

The WSI prism may be designed to permit rotation

of the fringes. In the preferred design for rotatable

fringes, the shearing of the component beams is

accomplished by using two identical prism compo-
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Figure 3A. The two components of the prism are identical, with the aluminum coat on one prism only. Shear is obtained by
rotating the two components about an axis normal to B, but in opposite directions.

B. The planes of figures A and B are normal to each other.

nents with a relative rotation of these components
about an axis that is normal to the dividing plane, B.
If the angles of the two component prisms are equal
and no shear is introduced, the two component rays
1' and 2" or 1" and 2' (figure 3) will coincide. The
two images of L (shown in fig. 3B as and L2) will

coincide. The optical path difference between rays
1 and 2, and all other rays in the beam, will be zero.

No fringes will be observed because the phase
difference is constant over the entire beam.
To obtain rotation of the fringes the two compo-

nent rays 1" and 2' (and also 1' and 2") are shifted,

relative to each other, in the direction normal to the
plane of figure 3B. Figure 4 shows the ray trace
through a prism that has been adjusted to perform
this shift. Dividing planes Bi and B2 are parallel to
each other and separated by a distance, t, that is

proportional to the resultant lateral separation, d,

of the two component emerging beams.
The prism of figure 4 is adjusted to produce zero

optical path difl'erence for the two component princi-
pal rays. Shear is obtained by a relative rotation of
the prisms, exactly as described for the prism of
figure 3.

The two components, 1 and 2, of the principal
ray will emerge in planes that are perpendicular to
the plane of figure 4 and separated by the distance d.

The component rays will make equal angles, but of
opposite sign, with the plane of figure 4. When the
prism is moved along the axis of the lens the two
images of the source move along the two rays 1 and 2,

remaining equally distant from both the source and

the observer. The zero-order fringe remains at the

center of the field. The separation and relative

direction of the two images of the source change with
this movement of prism. Consequently, the fringes

rotate and change width during this movement.

Figure 4. The two components of the prism are identical.

The reflecting film on Pj extends from the vertex oi$ to the normal projection of

Pi onto 1^. The reflecting film on Pi extends from the vertex of a to the
normal projection of P2 on Pi.

The uncoated parts of B\ and Bs virtually disappear if the index of the glass

equals that of the cement.
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Figure 2C indicates the two pencils of rays about the
component rays 1 and 2. The direction and width
of fringes for several positions of the prism, relative
to the lens, are shown.
When the fringes are alined in the direction of

shear they are of maximum width. Since the refer-

ence points must be on a line parallel to the direction
of shear, the zero-order fringe can be alined with the
line of reference points (assuming a good lens is being
tested) and the zero-order fringe can be shifted
laterally for most favorable reading of orders.

3. Symbolic Designation of Prism Types

The original prism interferometer was found to be
a special case of a large variety of forms. Also, each
form may be constructed and adjusted to provide a
variety of properties, angles of shear, and other
special adaptations. A description of one or two of
these prisms would not adequately cover the develop-
ment.

There are two geometrical forms, a quadrilateral
and a hexagonal prism (see fig. 5). The usable
angles of each of these two forms cover a considerable
but finite range. Either form of prism with any
combination of usable angles may be adjusted to
have any angle of shear over a considerable range.
There are two distinctive ways of producing shears
which are normal to each other relative to the prism.
Each of these types of shear is associated with adjust-
ments of the interference fringes that have advantages
and disadvantages for various types of measurements.

In order to describe these prisms adequate^ we
will describe their common properties, method of
adjustment, construction, etc., as a group. To do
this an abbreviation will be used for designation of
groups, and the abbreviations are so chosen that for
future use definite specifications may be indicated
for all types and forms. The chosen abbreviation is

a compound letter-number symbol that indicates
several of the prism's significant characteristics. The
generalized symbol is NEWS (A7"= Number, E=
Entrance face, PF=Width of fringes, and *S'=Shear).
The first symbol, A^, represents the number of

sides or faces of the compound prism. When the
numerical value of N is significant its value will
appear as a subscript (A^4 for quadrilateral and Ne for
hexagonal prisms); otherwise appears without
the subscript.

The second symbol, E, indicates the form of the
entrance face of the prism. When E appears
without a subscript, the shape of the entrance face
is not significant to the statement in which it appears.
When the shape is significant it will be indicated by
subscripts {E^ for plane and E^ for spherical entrance
face).

The third symbol, W, represents the maximum
width fringes that can be obtained, with a perfect
wave front, by moving the prism along the lens axis.

The value of W is finite if the direction of shear is

parallel to the refracting edges of the prism (fig. 3)

and the beam-dividing area is divided between the

two component prisms (fig. 4). The value of W is

infinite if the direction of shear is perpendicular to

the refracting edges of the prism, regardless of

whether the beam-dividing areas are confined to

one prism or divided between the components.

The lateral separation of the components of the

principal ray, obtained by separating the planes of

the two beam-dividing areas, corresponds to the
introduction of a fixed wedge between the two
component wave fronts. Similarily, the wedge
between the wave fronts that is caused by a separa-
tion of the two coherent images of the source in the
direction of shear may be called the variable wedge.
When the directions of these wedges are the same
they cannot be distinguished and the fringes act

exactly as they do in a prism without a fLxed wedge,
When the direction of the fixed wedge is perpendic-
ular to that of the variable wedge, the widths of the
fringes in these two directions are proportional to

the magnitude of the two wedges, respectively.

The width in one direction (horizontally in fig. 2)

is invariant and the width in the other direction

(vertically in fig. 2) varies with the position of the
prism relative to the lens (or point of convergence).

A prism with a built-in wedge that is perpendicular
to the direction of shear will be designated by Ws
(s stands for German senkrecht, meaning "perpendic-
ular"). If the numerical value of W is to be
indicated also it will appear as a subscript of W
and expressed in units of milliradians. Thus a
prism with a built-in wedge of 2.1 mrad will be
indicated by NEW^.uS.
A prism with a built-in wedge that is parallel to

the direction of shear will be designated by Wp (p for

"parallel")- Similarily, a prism with no built-in

wedge (aluminum on one surface only) will be
designated by because the magnitude of W is

given by this subscript.

It will be noted that the numerical value of Win a

NEWpS-type prism is also infinity. However, it is

desirable to discriminate between the three types
and these symbols seem to be most appropriate.

The fourth symbol indicates the magnitude and
direction of the shear. If the value and direction

are insignificant to a statement in which it appears,

the symbol S will suffice. If shear is produced by
a relative rotation of the prism component, to be
described later, its direction will be parallel to the
refracting edges of the prism and the corresponding
symbol is Sp. If shear is produced by using prisms
of different angles, the direction of shear will be
perpendicular to the refracting edges of the prism
and the corresponding symbol is Ss. When the
numerical value of the shear is to be indicated it

will appear in units of milliradians as a part of the
subscript of Thus a shear of 2.1 mrad in a prism
having components of different angles will be
indicated by S2.u- Similarily, a prism having a
shear of 2.1 mrad that is introduced by a relative

rotation of similar prism components will be desig-

nated by S2.1P.
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4. Geometry of the Prism Interferometer

The angles and size of the prisms for the shearing
interferometer are not critical. The choice of size

and angles of prisms that can be used to produce
a workable instrument is so diverse that only opti-

mum forms will be considered. These forms are

chosen because they fulfill significant favorable
operational performances that are unique for the
different forms.

4.1. Size of the Prism

An optimum size prism (length of face B in fig. 1)

has a dividing plane of 1.5 in. A 1.0 in. or a 1.7 in.

dividing plane would be almost equally satisfactory.

Larger prisms require better glass and introduce
larger aberrations because of thickness, unless a
spherical entrance face is used. Small prisms are
more difficult to polish and adjust than larger ones.

4.2. Surfaces

All reflecting surfaces of the prism interferometer
are planes. The flatness of the beam-dividing
plane is critical. The outer reflecting surfaces are

less critical because the cones of light have small
cross sections (being near the vertex of the cone)
at the points of reflection. The entrance and exit

faces may be planes if the angle of the cone of light

does not exceed 1/8 rad (as when testing an //8
lens with one conjugate relatively large). When
larger cones are used, the spherical aberration of the
prism introduces appreciable deformation of the
wave front and consequently error into the results

of measurement. This error is introduced at
the entrance face because of the difference in re-

fraction of any two rays that are combined to

produce interference. Deformation of the wave
front by the entrance face is practically eliminated
if a planoconvex lens (figs. 5E and 5J) having
the center of curvature of its spherical surface

located near the point of internal reflection, Pi, is

cemented to the entrance face.

Since any two rays that are combined to produce
interference emerge parallel and nearly coincident,

the shape of the exit face has little effect on the order
of interference observed at any point in the aperture
of the lens.

Distortion by a plane exit face does not contrib-

ute error to the measurements if they are made
visually or photographically, provided reference

points are established in the aperature of the ob-

jective being tested. If photography is used with-

out previously established reference points (reference

points inserted in the photograph), the distortion

by the exit face will be appreciable for large cones
of light but negligible for small cones.

4.3. Angles of the Prism

The angles of the prism are not critical. Since

the magnitude of the angles does not affect the diffi-

culty of construction, but does affect the perform-
ance, the choice of angles will be based on certain
optimum constraints or requirements of performance.
Thus, the angles will be so chosen that when the
principal ray of light from a circular lens (circular

cone of rays) enters the plane entrance face normally
and at the center of this face (thus permitting a
maximum size cone of rays to be accepted) the
components of this principal ray will emerge from
one exit face of the prism with minimum refraction.

This condition provides minimum refraction for

the entire cone of light and, consequently, minimum
error in the results of measurement caused by aber-
ration in the prism.

The prisms shown in figure 5 represent the several

forms that are recommended. Other forms are

possible but these are adequate and sufficient for

all possible applications. For purposes of discussion

the characteristic angles of the several prisms are

represented as follows: the A^e^'W^'S'p-type prisms
by a', 13', and w' (fig. 5A); the N^EWSp-type prisms

by a and /3' (fig. 5F); the N^EWSs-type prisms by
a,, an, fi, and CO (fig. 5B^ the angles /3 and w may or

may not be equal for the two component prisms);

the NiEWSs-iyp^ prisms by ai, a-i, and (fig. 5G).
The angles shown here for all NEWSp-type prisms

represent the components of the prism angles in the

plane of this drawing. Since the elements of these

prisms are rotated (about an axis lying in this plane)

to produce shear the refracting edges are no longer

perpendicular to the figure. If the angle of rotation

of any two prism components are +f2 and — fl,

respectively, all refracting edges are at angles of

(90°±fi) to the plane of figure 5. The angles of

the prisms shown here are a, fi, and co. The corre-

sponding components of the prism angles in the plane

of figure 5 are a', ^' , and co'. The relationship

between any prism angle (unprimed) and its com-
ponent in the plane of this drawing (primed) is

Tan A"=cos tan X' ,
{X=a, (3, or w). (1)

The deviation of the components of the principal

ray out of the plane of figure 3, at the points of

internal reflection. Pi and P^, depends upon the

angles a and Q,. Since the deviations are equal and
of opposite signs, and since the angle between the

two emerging components from either exit face is

the angle of shear, the approximate relationship

between 4>, 12, and a is given by

tan 1/2 4)=n sin Q, tan a, (2)

where n is the refractive index of the glass.

The angle of shear in theNEWSs prism is, approxi-

mately,

</)=2»(ai— 02). (3)

Wlien the angle a, of the N^EWSp prism is small

and the components are rotated w radians the prism

becomes a N^EWSs type. Such a prism, shown in
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(A) (B)

N6EpW,Sp

(C)

NgEpWpS.

(0)

NeE.W S

(E)

N4EpW„Sp

Figure 5, Several different types of prism interferometers.

The letter-number abbreviations, described in section 3, describe these prisms.

figure 6A can be made with adequate shear and to

accept an //I cone of light. However, for testing-

such small /-value systems, spherical faces (fig. 6B)
should be used on the prism to avoid spherical

aberrations. When the angle of rotation, fi, equals

ir radians, the angle, a, of one prism is reversed and
the shear, 4>, equals 4:na. Consequently, the angle,

a, is usually small for such prisms.

Minimum refraction is obtained in plane face

prisms when the principal ray of the entrance cone
is normal to the plane entrance face and the two
components of this principal ray, that emerge from
each of the exit faces, make equal angles, but of

opposite sign, with the exit face. If the prism is of

the NEWSp type, the angles of emergence of the two
pairs of beams are equal. However, the angles of

emergence for the iV£'T^*S's-type prisms, because
aiT^az, cannot be a minimum for both pairs simul-
taneously. Consequently the pair of beams that
emerges from face A2 (fig. 1) will be ignored when
considering the constraints of angles. When rays,
1" and 2', (fig. lA), that emerge from face Ai suffer

minimum refraction, their angles of emergence are

+ (l/2)<^) and —{1/2)4), respectively, and the rays
1' and 2", that emerge from face A2 will be 0° and
4>, respectively. The reason for minimizing refrac-

tion of the beams that emerge from face Ai, instead
of those from face A2, is due to their greater equality

Figure 6A. Prism interferometer for testing very large cones of light.

B. Spherical entrance and exit faces eliminate error due to refraction of the prism surfaces.
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of intensity and, consequently, bettei* visibility of

fringes. This pair of beams will usually be used for

making measurements.
It can be shown by simple triangulation that

minimum refraction is obtained in plane face prisms if

|3=3a'

/3= 2Q;i+ a2

for all NJEpWSp-type prisms,

for all NaEpWSp-tjpe prisms,

for all NEpWSs-tj-pe prisms.

(4)

We will, therefore, impose these constraints on the
design of all prisms described here. Since the face
of prism AiB (fig. 1), that corresponds to the entrance
face of prism A2B, is not used it may be left un-
polished. If, however, one wishes to be able to use
either prism for receiving the light this surface should
be polished and the angle /3j should be equal to 182.

The angles may have a variety of values consistent
with eq (4). The range of these values depends upon
factors such as the magnitude of the angle of shear
(defined by 0), the form of prism to be used, the
refractive index of the glass, the maximum size cone
of light that is to be used, and whether or not the
outer reflecting surfaces are to be coated for increased
reflection.

The range of usable values for a in the NeEWSp
prism is from 0° to oj'. Obviously, as a' approaches
w' the NeEWSp prism becomes N^EWSp in form.
The upper limit for a' in the NiEWSp prism is 7r/7

rad (= 25.7°, approximately). Figure 7 illustrates

the limitations of a' for this type of prism. If a'

(=0)') is greater than 7r/7 rad (assuming the principal
ray enters the center of the entrance face and normal

o<= 26'

(H)

Figure 7. Several prism interferometers showing the effect
on the rays, from above the upper limit of a {— 26°) to the
lower practical limit (= 19°).

to It), the beam will not suffer two divisions at the
beam dividing plane, as is shown in figure 7A.
The lower limit of co'(=a') for the NiEWSp prism

depends upon whether the outer reflecting faces are
coated to prevent transmission of light or, if not
coated, on the refractive index of the glass. As
shown in figure 7H, the internal angle of incidence,
rp, increases with decreasing values of a'. Also the
angle \j/ is different for different rays of the cone.
When \p exceeds the critical angle of internal reflec-

tion, some of the light is transmitted at the internal

reflecting surfaces and becomes lost. Consequently,
if the principal ray is incident at the critical angle,

then one-half of the observed image of the lens will

appear poorly illuminated. If the reflecting areas
of the prism do not appear in the emerging beam,
these areas can be optically coated for increased
reflection (as shown in flg. 8). The above discussion

also applies to hexagonal prisms (flg. 8B). In this

case, the entire areas of the reflecting surfaces may
be coated.

A NiEWSp prism having a value of 24° for a' will

provide total internal reflection to a 15° cone of light

(corresponding to an //3.8 cone) if it is made of

borosilicate crown glass (n=1.517). The same shape
prism, if made from a dense flint glass (n=1.72),
will provide total internal reflection to a 25° cone,

which corresponds to an //2.3 beam.
We have described in section 2 above how to

obtain and control the angle of shear by rotating

one prism relative to the other (all NEWSp prisms).

We have also described how shear may be obtained
by using component prisms with different angles.

Shear may also be obtained by purposely introducing

(by grinding and polishing) pyramidal error into the

prisms. Obviously this has the same effect on devi-

ating the beams out of the plane of flgure lA that a

relative rotation of the components has when the

two components are cut from a single original prism.

In general, when two sui'faces are cemented
together, as described above, they will not be parallel.

Also the vertex of the wedge between them may
have any direction. Consequently, neither compo-
nent of this wedge, perpendicular or parallel to the

edges of either prism component, will be zero.

If the di\ading plane is confined to one surface, the

cement effectively becomes a part of the component

\

\
\^ 1

(A)

Figure 8. Prism interferometers with opaque reflecting sur-

faces to prevent transmission of light when the angle of
incidence, \//, is larger than the critical angle.
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prism that is uncoated and we have dissimilar

prism components even though the original compo-
nents were identical. In general, two of the angles

are different and one prism has pyramidal error.

5. Construction of the Prism Interferometer

Only prisms of optimum form will be described.

All prisms are assumed to be free from p}?Tamidal

error, i.e., all refracting edges of a prism component
are assumed to be parallel.

5.1. NeEpW^Sp-Type Prisms

Using the symbolic designation described in section

3, the original WSI prism illustrated in figui-e 5A,

was a hexagonal prism (N^), with a plane entrance

face (Ep). The two beam-di-viding areas were
produced by evaporating a semireflecting layer of

aluminum on one of the inner surfaces of the prism

(Wo,, dividing planes coplanar), and shear was
introduced by a relative rotation of the two prism
components.

Figiu'e 9 illustrates how this prism was constructed

from a single original prism (figure 9A) having
angles ^, y, and w. None of these angles is critical

but their values may be advantageously chosen, as

described above. The angle y is removed by
grinding and polishing a fom-th face. A, that makes
an angle, a, between it and the opposite face, B, as

shown in figure 9B. The prism AB is then cut

into two equal prisms, AiBi and ^42^2, by sawing it

parallel to the plane of figure 9 This produces two
quadrilateral prisms (figure 9C) that have identical

angles, each of these component prisms being one-half

as high as the original (minus the thickness of the

saw cut).

A semireflecting coat of aluminum is put on sm-face

Bo, and the two component prisms are cemented,

together as shown in figure 9D. The thickness and
variations of thickness of the cement are not critical.

Optimum conditions, however, favor a thin parallel

film of cement that has optical properties approxi-

mating those of the glass prisms. The reflectivity

of surface Bi is negligible and the cement effectively

becomes a part of prism AiBi.

5.2. NfiEpW^S.-Type Prisms

This prism is formed from two dissimilar prisms
that have a difference in the two angles ai and a2

(fig. 5B) that equals approximately one-half of the

angle of shear divided by the index of refraction of

the glass.

A practical procedure is to make two prisms, as

described in section 5.1. above, with different values

for a. After sawing the prisms into equal parts the

pairs are crossed by cementing one component of an
original prism to a component of the other. Thus,
two prisms of this type are obtained.

The reason for making prisms long enough to be
sawed into two components is because two small

sui'faces are more difficult to polish than one larger

surface.

Figure 9. Several forms of a prism interferometer during
stages of its construction and adjustment.

Figure 9 E shows how the prism acts upon a converging beam of light to produce
two coherent images of the source.

5.3. N6EpW,Sp and N6EpWj,SrType Prisms

These prisms differ from the N^EpW^S (either

NaEpW^Sp
^
or N^EpW^S,), described above, by

having semifeflecting dividing planes on each of the
two sm'faces Bi and B2 of figure 9C. The dividing
plane of first incidence, B2, extends from the vertex

^ of prism ^2-^2 to a vertical line in this plane that
passes through the normal projection of Po onto it.

The dividing plane of second incidence, Bi, extends
from the vertex w of prism AiBi to a vertical line in

this'!plane that passes tlirough the normal projection
of Pi onto it.

5.4. NE,WS-Type Prisms

The only difference between this prism and the
NEpWS described above is that a planoconvex lens

is cemented to the entrance face. Best results are

obtained if the lens and prisms are made of similar

glass. The center of curvatm'e of the convex sm'face
should coincide approximately with the point Pi,
where the principal ray suffers reflection from face

Ai of the prism.

5.5. N4EWS-Type Prisms

The only difference between the NiEWS prisms
and the corresponding N^EWS types described above
is that the angle a is equal to co. This changes the
component prisms from quadrilateral to triangular
in form. They are easier to construct, easier to

adjust, and in some respects, have significant advan-
tages over the N^EWS types.

6. The Beam-Dividing Plane

The reconrmended optical coating for reflection

and transmission of the beam-dividing plane is

aluminum. Dielectric coatings that have been tried

produced unfavorable polarization effects.
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The ratio of reflection to transmission is more
critical in this prism interferometer than in many
other types of interferometers. If we assume Ri and
Ti to be the reflection and transmission, respectively,

of the beam divider at the first incidence and R2
and T2 the same at the second incidence, then the
relative intensities of the several component beams
may be designated by these quantities before and
after each incidence on the beam divider. If we
assume unit intensity for the beam before its first

incidence, then the transmitted and reflected com-
ponents are Ti and Ri, respectively (see fig. 10).

The Ti-beam is again divided at the second inci-

dence into a Ti r2-beam and a Ti i?2-beam. The
i?i-beam is divided into a Ri Tj-beam and a Ri
Ri-beam.

If the beam divider is coated with a uniform film,

the difference between Ri and R2 (or Ti and T2)

is due only to the difference in angle of incidence.

The difference in angle of incidence varies from one
type prism to another with variation in the prism
angles, and also from one ray to another in the
converging beam.

If the first division of the beam occurs at the
inner surface of one prism (see fig. 4) and the second
division at the inner surface of the other prism,

then the difference between Ri and R2 (or Ti and T2)

may be decreased by placing one prism closer to

the source during the aluminizing process.

The contrast in the fringe pattern depends upon
the ratio of the intensities of the two beams that
combine to produce interference. Since the dif-

erencebetween Ri and ^2 (or and T2) is usually much
smaller than the difference (Ti-i?) or T2-R2),th.e, pair of

beams Ri T2 and Ti R2 are nearer equal than the pair Ri
i?2 and Ti T2. Consequently, the former pair will pro-

duce the best contrast and are, therefore, the beams usu-

ally used for making observations. When the fringes

are to be photographed the Ri R2-T1 T2 beams will be
used for visual adjustments for and during exposure.

Figure 10. Ray trace showing relative intensities of the four
emerging beams

An adequate test for the ratio of reflection to
transmission of the beam divider is to observe
visually the two images of a small source by means
of the Ri R2-T1 T2 beams. If the images appear to
differ in intensity by no more than a factor of about 2,

the contrast and intensity of fringes produced by
the Ri T2-T1 i?2 beams will be adequate.

7. Optical Cement

Any optical cement that can be worked as a
liquid, becoming hard at ambient temperatures, can
be used in these prisms. Canada balsam has been
used quite successfully. Its hardness is adjusted,
by distillation of volatile constituents, to a consis-

tency considered proper by an experienced optician
for cementing lenses.

The advantages of Canada balsam over other
cements is that its viscosity may be varied at will

with temperature, and almost unlimited time is

available for making the adjustments. This cement
should be cooked until it is quite hard at ambient
temperatures. Other cements are more stable than
Canada balsam, do not require elevated tempera-
tures, and do not permit unwanted changes in the
adjustments after the prism is put to use.

8. Prisms Support and Adjusting Screws

The adjustment of the WSI prism is quite similar

to that for the Kosters prism described in reference

[8]. The two type prisms, N,EWS and N^EWS,
require different blocks for adjusting the prisms.
A photograph of the block used for adjusting

A^6^W'^»S'-type prisms is shown in figure 11. It con-
sists of a compartment that approximates the shape
and is slightly larger than the prism. Four vertical

adjustable screws contact the bottom surface with

Figure 11. Photograph of adjustable block for adjusting
NeEWS-type prisms.
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Figure 12. Schematic diagram of V-block for adjusting
NiEWS-type prisms.

The inset shows how the contacting ends of the screws are modified to avoid
injuries to the glass surfaces. The adjustable dividers serve to measure the
angle of shear.

two screws supporting each component prism. Tiie

top of the block has four vertical screws placed
directly above those in the base of the block.

Two horizontal screws contact the entrance face of

the prism and two others contact the exit face of

the same component prism. Also, four similarly

placed screws contact the corresponding faces of the

other component prism. An entranc.e aperture, not
shown in the photograph, and an exit aperture per-

mit the light to pass through the prism to the ob-
server. A supporting rod is shown for holding the
block steady during the adjustment. This block
may be heated on a simple hotplate.

The y-block for adjusting the NiEWS prisms
illustrated in figure 12 is very similar to that used
for the Kosters prism. Additional detail that applies

to this adjustment appears in reference [8], which
should be consulted.

9. Illumination for Adjusting the Prism

Monochromatic fringes of interference are ob-
tained from a low-pressure mercm-y vapor lamp.
This lamp is cyhndrical in form, is approximately 3
cm in diameter, and 16 cm long. Wliite light fringes

are obtained from a galvanometer lamp that has a
spherical globe 2.5 cm in diameter and a single

straight filament. A right-angle prism is used to
reflect the light into the prism.
The mercury lamp is located, as shown in figure

12, approximately 120 cm from the prism. The
galvanometer lamp is in line with the prism and

mercury lamp and approximately 10 cm closer to the
prism. This permits simultaneous use of both
sources. The light passes through the prism in the
reverse direction of that for normal use. This re-
versal of direction may be applied to almost any
interferometer.

A low power telescope that permits a broad range
of focusing is quite helpful for viewing and counting
the interference fringes that are formed in the prism.
These fringes are localized as in the conventional
Mach-Zehnder interferometer.

10. Adjustment of the Prism Interferometer

The adjustment of quadrilateral prisms (NiEWS)
is no different from that of. hexagonal prisms
(N^WS). Consequently, a description of one type
is sufficient. Since the former type is simpler in

structure and easier to adjust because of differences

in the mechanism for performing the adjustments,
the NiEWS type will be used for this description.

If the entrance face is to be spherical (NE^WS) , a
plane entrance face prism is constructed and ad-
justed before the planoconvex lens is cemented to

the plane entrance face.

A description of the adjustments of all types of

prisms is provided by describing those for the four

types shown in figure 13. Figures 13A and 13B
show prisms with dissimilar components (ai^a2).
Figures 13C and 13D show prisms with similar com-
ponents. The two beam divisions occiu" at a com-
mon dividing plane in figures 13A and 13C and at

different planes in figm'es 13B and 13D.
There are four adjustments to be performed on a

prism. Some of these are important and some are

relatively unimportant to the performance of the

prism. These adjustments are as follows: (1) to ad-

just the optical path of the two components of the

(B) (D)

Figure 13. Four types of prism interferometers.
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principal ray 1 and 2 (fig. 9D) to equality so that

the zero order of interference is centered in tlie fringe

pattern; (2) to adjust the thickness, t, of the cement;

(3) to parallel the film of cement so that surfaces Bi
and i?2 (fig- t^C) are approximately parallel to each
other; and (4) to adjust the magnitude of the angle

of shear, <^.

There is no definite order for making these four

adjustments except that number (4) should be fourth

and last. The other three can be performed in any
order. However, by first making adjustment num-
ber (1), and maintaining it, fringes of good contrast

are available for making the other adjustments.

10.1. Interferometric Fringes for Obssrving Prism
Adjustments

There are two types of interference fringes that are

used for making prism adjustments. One of these

sets of fringes is nonlocalized and the other is local-

ized with a high degree of variability in the position of

the plane of localization. The nonlocalized fringes

are produced by two images of a small source. A
lens or mirror must be used to produce an image of

the source and the prism forms two images of it by
amplitude division of the beam. The arrangement

shown in figures 1 and 9 with a suitable source will

fulfill the requirements. The direction and angular

width of the nonlocalized fringes, mentioned in sec-

tion 2 above, depend, respectively, upon the direction

of the line joining the two coherent images of the

source and on the angle subtended by this line at the

point where the fringes are observed. This source

must be small [f] in the direction of shear. The
nonlocalized set of fringes is unnecessary for making
adjustments except when a large angle of shear is

used. When </> is large the localized fringes cannot

be seen without the use of a long-focus microscope

because they are so closely spaced.

The localized fringes may be used for making all

necessary adjustments if the value of </> is not too

large (approximately 0.02 rad). These fringes are,

in all respects, similar to the fringes produced by
a Mach-Zehnder [6] interferometer. They may be

localized anywhere from + co to — <»
.

_
The plane

of localization shifts so much during initial adjust-

ments that a low-power telescope with a large focus-

ing range is quite useful. These fringes may also

be seen with the unaided eye. An extended source

may be used when the fringes have moderate spacing

and the order is small, but a source that is narrow
in the direction of shear improves the contrast and is

necessary when the fringes are very closely spaced.

When the dividing plane is confined to one plane

as in the NEW^S-iy^Q prisms (figs. 13A and 13C)

and an extended or narrow source is used without

a lens, as shown in figure 12, only one set of fringes

is seen. When the dividing planes are divided

between the two prism components (figs. 13B and

131)), three sets of fringes are seen. Figure 14 illus-

trates how the paths of the light rays differ for the

three sets.

Figure 14A. Ray trace showing how three sets of interference
fringes are obtained when the dividing planes are on the two
surfaces Bi and B^.

B. Appearance of fringes when illuminated as illustrated
in figure 12. The edges, D and E, are the intersections of
face A2 with the base and top surfaces of the prism.

10.2. Preparation of Prism for Adjustments

The prism components are cemented together
initially in much the same manner as described for

the Kosters [8] prism. The cement is assumed to be
Canada balsam. The faces of the prism are cleaned.
A small spot of ink is then placed on the exit face, A
(which becomes the entrance face during the adjust-
ment), approximately 2 mm from the vertex of angle
a and midway between the edges D and E (fig. 14B)
of the prism. The compound prism is placed in the
adjustable V-block (fig. 12) and the assembly in an
oven. See reference [8] for oven characteristics.

Using the mercury lamp, illustrated in figure 12, and
observing the spot of ink one sees thi'ee spots. One
is a direct image of the inkspot and the other two
are images in silhouette produced by light reflected

from faces Ai and A2. The images of this spot aid

the observer in finding fringes and in placement of

the zero-order fringe when adjustments are complete.

10.3. Adjustment Procedure

The separation of the two images of the spot of

ink, described above, is a coarse (or rough) measure
of the prism adjustment. A low-power telescope or

a long-focus microscope is convenient for observing

both the spot and the interference fringes. A
lateral separation (in the direction perpendicular to

edges D and E, fig. 14B) of the images indicates

either a relative rotation of the prism components or

a lateral wedge in the cement. A separation in the

direction perpendiciilar to the vertex of a indicates

a difference in the two light paths. In general, if

one prism is moved relative to the other in this

latter dii'ection, the two images change their relative

separation in this direction and, consequently, can
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be made to approach coincidence. When they're

close together, fringes of interference can usually be

seen in the section (a, b, or c of fig. 14B) in which the

images are seen.

If the prism is of the NEW^Ss or NEW,Sp type,

the original inkspot should be located at a distance

from the vertex, a, such that the two images of it

appear in the central section, b, of figure 14B,

because this section transmits the light when the

prism is used later for making measurements. The
relative movement of the images of the inkspot is

performed by sliding one prism on the other with the

cement as a fluid lubricant. Heating the cement
permits the viscosity to be altered at will.

After interference fringes are obtained with the

mercury lamp their visibility can usually be improved
by reducing the order of interference. When the

order approaches zero, white light fringes may be

seen with the tungsten lamp. Both lamps may be

in use simultaneously. The order of interference is

altered by a relative movement of the prisms perpen-

dicular to their refracting edges (vertices of the

angles).

When the direction of the wedge is known the

adjustable y-block and its screws can be adjusted to

correct the cement wedge. Reducing the angle of

the block and applying pressure to the tops of the

prisms causes the cement wedge to become thinner

at the top. Conversely, by opening the V-block
wedge until it is larger than the sum of the prism
angles, 2a or (aj+ as), the cement wedge becomes
thinner at the bottom. These adjustments are

described in reference [8] and apply equally well to

this prism. A zero wedge in the cement is desirable

for all prism types NEWSp.
The wedge in the cement of prism types NEW^Ss

(fig. 13B) is unimportant. This prism is relatively

easy to adjust if the angle (a2— ai) is not large. The
fringes are rotated parallel to the refracting edges of

the prism and the zero order is adjusted to center (on

the inkspot shown in fig. 14A). Best compensation
is obtained for white light use if the thickness of the

cement is small. The effect of cement thickness on
the nature of the interference fringes is insignificant

in prism types NEWS, (fig. 13B) but is important in

prism types NEW^Sp (fig. 13D).

The localized fringes in prism types N^E W^S^
(fig. 13A) will always be relatively narrow, since the
angle between the two emerging wave fronts approxi-
mates the angle of shear and is usually too large to

yield broad fringes. The wedge in the cement adds
to this angle and is difficult to distinguish from the
component due to the prism angles. However, the
cement wedge can always be reduced to insignificance

by heating it to produce low viscosity and applying a
little pressure on the prisms. Even if a wedge re-

mains in the cement of this prism, it can be counter-
acted or compensated for by rotating one prism
relative to the other until the fringes are parallel to

the vertices of the prism angles. Thus, a residual

wedge in this prism does little harm.
The localized fringes in the NiEW^Sp-tjpe prism

(fig. 13C) will be very broad if there is no wedge in

the cement and no relative rotation of the compo-
nent prisms. If the fringes become parallel to the

prism's refracting edges when one prism is rotated
about an axis normal to the dividing plane, the vertex
of the cement wedge is parallel to that of the prism.

The maximum fringe width, during this rotation of

prism components, is then a measure of the magni-
tude of the wedge. The direction can be determined
by the usual test for increasing orders. If the
reflecting film is on surface B2 (fig. 12) and the cement
is thicker at the top than at the bottom, the fringes

will move away from the vertex of angles a when
prism A2B2 is moved downward. Also, they will

move toward the vertex of a when prism AiBi is

moved downward or prism A2B2 is moved upward.
The light that passes from a source, arranged as

indicated in figure 12, through a NEWsSp-type
prism produces three sets of interference fringes.

These are indicated in figure 14B and labeled a, b,

and c. One of the two interfering beams in each
set is reflected from Ai. The second beam in each
set travels the following paths: beam a is reflected

from B2 to A2 and finally from B2 again; beam b is

reflected from B2 to A2 and finally from Bi ; beam c

is reflected from Bi to A2 and finally from Bi again.

The set a is identical to the fringes seen in prism
type NEWSp (fig. 13C). Set c is the same as would
be seen in this prism should it be rotated 180° in the

adjustable F-block. The fringes in set b are in-

dependent of the wedge in the cement (assuming-

plane surfaces and homogeneous media). Con-
sequently, these fringes will always be normal to

the refracting edges of the prism. A relative rotation

of the prisms will cause these fringes to become very
broad. This occurs when (defined above) becomes
equal to 0. When this condition exists the fringes

in set a are parallel to the vertex of the wedge formed
by the two surfaces Bi and B2. Also, the width of

these fringes is a measure of the magnitude of this

wedge. The direction of increasing thickness of the

cement wedge is the same as the direction of move-
ment of the fringes (in set a) when prism A2B2
(fig. 12) is moved downward. When the direction

and magnitude of the cement wedge are known,
corrective measures may be taken to reduce it.

When the surfaces B2 and Bi become parallel, all three

sets of fringes will remain equally wide as S2 is

varied for introducing shear. The angle of relative

rotation of the prisms, fl, may be held to a value that

produces fringes of a convenient width for counting.

By adjusting the zero-order fringe in set 6 to a

reference point on the boundary between b and c

the difl'erence in order between sets b and c can be
counted while component prism AiBi is moved
upward relative to component A2B2. This difference

in order multiplied by the wavelength of the light is

equal to 2t-yjn%—nl sin^ 3a!, where t is the thickness of

the cement at the bottom of the prism (fig. 12),

712 and rii are the refractive indices of the cement
and glass, respectively. Thus the thickness of the

cement wedge inay be measured.
A similar count of the difference in order between

sets a and b will also give a value for t. The change
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of zero order in set b to zero order in set a is obtained
by moving component prism A2B2 downward rel-

ative to component AxBi. This difference in order

multiplied by the wavelength equals 2t-yjn2^—nisin'^a.

Since this latter quantity is larger than that for

sets h and c by a factor of 2 or 3, and since this count
is not critical, the smaller value will usually be used
for obtaining t.

If t becomes too small it can only be increased by
recenienting the prisms. Spacers in the form of

paper strips placed along the margins (edges D and
E, fig. 14B) will serve to control the thickness of the
cement. If t is found to be too large, it can be
readily reduced by prolonged pressure on the prisms
which causes the cement to be forced from between
the prism components. Usually a value of t that
is within 50 percent of the optimum value will be
satisfactory.

When the required value of t is obtained the
prism components are rotated to produce the desired
shear, the zero-order fringe is adjusted to the center
of the prism aperture, and the temperature is re-

duced sufficiently slowly (approximately 25^ per
hour or less) to avoid excessive gradients during
cooling.

1 1 . Angular Deviation by the Prism

The mean deviation of a pair of interfering beams
is the angle between the entrance beam and the
bisector of the angle between any two emerging
beams that combine to produce interference.

The range of deviation of interfering beams that
may be obtained with this prism interferometer is

considerable. There may be occasions when it is

desirable to have a mean deviation of a pair of
interfering beams equal to 0°, 90°, or both. The
NiEWS prism cannot be made to produce zero devia-
tion. A 90° mean deviation, however, is obtained
with the NJEWSj, prism by making a= 22.5°. The
N^EWSp prism will produce a 90° mean deviation of

two interfering beams if (w+ a) = (,8— a) =45°. The
N^EWSs prism will produce a mean deviation of 0°

for one pair of beams and 90° for the other pair of
interfering beams if ai= — a2 and /3=co=45+ 2ai.

12. Summary

Many types of prisms have been constructed and
tested. They are found to be quite useful for measur-
ing the shapes of wave fronts and changes in wave
fronts with time. Prisms with large shear angles
yield higher accuracy when testing high-quality (tele-

scopic) optical systems, and prisms with small shear
angles yield relatively high accuracy when testing

systems that have large aberrations (large OPD
variations)

.

Important advantages of the several prism types
are: NaEWS prisms can be most economically made
by grinding and polishing one surface, A, (fig. 9B)
on right-angle reflecting prisms, which are readily
available commercially. N^EWS prisms are easier

to make from unworked glass because only three

faces have to be polished, instead of the four re-

quired for the NgEWS prisms. The range of devia-
tions for the N^EWS prisms is different from that of
the NiEWS type, and this is sometimes important.
The vertex of the cone of light, received by an
NiEWS prism (image S, fig. 1), can be much closer

to the exit face than for the N^EWS prism, which is

important for observation of large cones of light

from high-power optics, because the size of the
pupil is limited. The NEW^S prism permits rota-
tion of the fringes whereas the NEW^S prisms do
not. The N^EWS prism can be made to accept a
larger cone of light than that for the NtEWS type.
The NiEWS prisms requires a simpler fixture for
making adjustments (fig. 12) than does the N^^EWS
type (fig. 11). These and other differences permit
the choice of a best type for any given application.

All prisms used in this development were made by
Mr. John V. McDermott.

13. Appendix A

Reference Points

The analysis of data taken with the WSI requires

that the reference points be chosen in a manner that
permits the application of the operations described
in reference [5]. The reference points should be
equally spaced on a straight line (usually a diameter
of the lens or mirror being tested) that is parallel to

the direction of shear. The angular spacing of the
points is equal to the angle of shear. Such a set of

points is defined as a "family" of reference points.

If the reference points are labeled (see fig. 15A)
Po, P,, P2 Pn, where (AT'+l) is the number of

points in the family, the corresponding images will be
labeled (fig. 15B) Po' and Po", P/ and P/', P^' and
P2", . . . Pn' and P^/'. One image of each point
will coincide with images of the adjacent points.

One image of P2 (i.e. P2') will coincide with image
P/' and the other image of P2 (i.e. P2") will coincide

with image P/'. If one point (such as P2 in fig. 15C)
is displaced from its family position the images of it

will not concide with those of the neighboring points

(fig. 15D). If the line of reference points (fig. 15E)
is not parallel to the direction of shear the images
will not coincide in pairs.

The number of points in a family depends upon the
angle of shear and the angular aperture of the lens or
mirror being tested. The ratio of aperture angle to

shear angle is equal to the number of spaces between
the points plus the excess spaces between the border
and end points. The excess fraction of spaces allows

for a possible change of one in the number of members
of a family. For instance, if there are 3^ spaces and
one point is chosen at the center, then only 3 points

can be included in the family. However, if one point

is chosen near the margin, there will be 4 points

in the family.

The position of the family of points on the line is

not critical. When one point is chosen, however, the

positions of all members of the family are known.
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The chosen point may be at the center, at the margin,
at any chosen distance from the margin or center, and
on any Hne parallel to the direction of shear. The
chosen line is usually a diameter of the circular aper-
ture (if it is circular) but may be any chord of this

circle that is parallel to the direction of shear and of

sufficient length.

It sometimes happens that the number of points in

a family is too small and, consequently, the spacings
are too large for sufficient data. For example, if an
//II (5.2° aperture angle) telescope objective is to be
tested with a prism whose angle of shear equals one
degree (see fig. 16), the largest nimaber of reference

points that may be included in a family is six.

This is obtained by choosing one point (whose images,
Pq' and Po", appear as dots in the figure) near the
margin. If one point (whose images P5' and P5"
appear as small circles in fig. 16) is chosen at the
center of the lens, it will be found that the family
consists of onl}'^ five points; and since the number of

reference points in the fringe pattern is one less than
the number in the family, there wiU only be four
points for reading data. Five or six points may not
provide data at sufficiently close intervals along the
line of reference points—especially if the optics that
are being tested have zonal errors.

The number of usable points along the line of

reference points may be increased by using two or
more families. Thus, two families of points (labeled

family No. 1 and family No. 2, in fig. 16) may be
combined to decrease the angular spacing to 0.5°. A
third family may be added to provide additional
points. Any integral number of families may be
added to obtain data at as many points as desired.

Reference [51 describes how to compute for one
family of points. We will show here how to apply
more than one family. When two or more families of

points are combined, it is desirable to use a different

unit for v and to choose equal spacings for the points.

This permits the use of integers for subscripts with no
added complications. When two families are to be
used, the separations of the points equal one-half the
shear. When three families are used, the spacing is

one-third the shear, etc.

We will use the fringe pattern of reference [5]

(shown in fig. 17A) to show how to apply two families

of points. The second family is added (fig. 17B) as
small circles located midway between adjacent points
of the original family of points. The orders of inter-

ference, for all points in the fringe pattern, are listed

in column 2 of table 1.

The equations of observation (No. 5, ref. [5])

family No. 1 are

for

ho= 5o+2.74+r- 26
= 52 4-2.10+r- 4e

h= 54+1.70+r- 66

k= 56+1.45+r- St

-58-M.30+r- lOe
= 5io+1.00+ r--12e

5u= 5i2+0.30+ ^--14e

(10)

and the set for family No. 2 are

Figure 15. Illustration of the characteristics of a family of
reference points.

53= 5^+2.40+?-— 3e

65=53+ 1.88+r-5e
57=55+1.56+r-7e
59=:57+1.37+r— 9e

5i,= 59+1.18+r— lie

5i3= 5n+0.71+r-13e

(11)

When using two or more families of reference

points, the methods of solution described in reference

[5] are unpractical. The deviations (5's) of one
family will not, in general, fall on the same curve
(which represents the shape of the wave front) that

passes through the other family of deviations. The
two families may be required to fall on one and the
same wave front shaped ciirve by applying Newton's
interpolation formula [9] and requiring that it be a
polynomial of degree (N—l). This is obtained by
requiring that,

5o+(l-iV)5i

,

(1-A^) (2-N)8,
,

(1-N) (2-N) (3-N)d^

2! 3!

+ a-N) (2-N) . . . (-i)g,N-i)

(AT-l)!
(12)

where N is the total number of points in the two
families.
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• • FAMILY (OF REFERENCE POINTS) NO.I

O O O FAMILY (OF REFERENCE POINTS) N0.2

Figure 16. Illustration of how two families of points may be

combined to increase detail in the computed wavefront.

The dots, labeled Po, P2, Ft. Pe, Ps and Pio form a family of points that are defined
as family No. 1. The circles, labeled Pi, Ps, P5, P7, arid P9 form another family
of points that are defined as family No. 2.

The two families of deviations are referred to a
common reference sphere by reqmring that

55+56+57+ 58+ 59= 0

5io+5ii+ 5i2+5i3+ 614=0

(13)

and the deviations are required to fit the same wave
front curve by requiring (A''=15 in equation (12))
that

5o-145i+9152- . . . 5i4=0 (14)

On combining eqs (10), (11), (13), and (14) and
solving them as a set of simultaneous equations, we
obtain the deviations shown in table 1, column 3.

Equation (14) may be replaced by the equivalent
simpler equation,

15 (5i+ 5i3) - 90 ( 52+ 5i2) +365 (63+ 5n)
-1000(54+ 5io) +2003(55+59)

+ 3002(66+58) -34325:= 0,

14

which is obtained by subtracting (which from

13, equals 0) from 14.

B

Figure 17A. A fringe pattern with one family of points.

B. A fringe pattern with two families of points.
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'able 1. Observed orders of interference, g„, and computed
deviations, d„, from figure 17

V i.

0 —0.28
1 —.05
2 2" 74 . 09
3 2.40 . 13

4 2. 10 . 11

5 1.88 .07
6 1.70 .02
7 1. 56 —.02
8 1.45 -.04
9 1.37 -.02

10 1.30 .04
11 1.18 .09
12 1.00 .11
13 0. 71 .01
14 .30 -.24

(Paper 68C3-160)
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A beam divider made by cementing together the hypotenuse

faces of two right-angle prisms, one of which is half sUvered, is

potentially a wavefront shearing interferometer. This beam di-
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Fig. 1. Wavefront shearing prism interferometer, (a) Conven-

tional prism beam divider; (b) two identical prisms may be ob-

tained by cutting one prism
;
(c) and (d) four possible combinations

of two different prisms; (e) optics for testing a lens with the

cube interferometer.

vider may be adjusted for perfect chromatic compensation if the

prisms are made of the same glass and one pair of adjacent angles

[a and a', Fig. l(a)l are equal. If the two prisms are cut from

one longer prism [Fig. 1(b)] equality of angles and glass is auto-

matically achieved.

Ideally the refractive index and the dispersion of the cement

should closely match those of the glass. However, the layer of ce-

ment may be made so thin that a small difference in those proper-

ties will result in only imperceptible deviation from perfect com-

pensation. The cement should be sufficiently slow setting to per-

mit adequate time for making the adjustments. In both these

respects epoxy cement is satisfactory.

Only simple equipment is needed for making the adjustment.

A 90° V block is convenient for holding one prism with the hypot-

enuse face horizontal. Beeswax is used to stabilize the adjusts

ment during the setting period of the cement. An incandescent

lamp is a suitable light source for use when making the adjustment

for chromatic compensation. However, a monochromatic source

is helpful for locating the fringes originally.

The adjustment is readily performed by moving the upper

prism, with the fingers, over the horizontal hypotenuse face of the

lower prism, mounted in the V block. Chromatic compensation

is achieved by translating the upper prism, in a direction that

equalizes the distances from a point on the center of the beam di-

vider surface to the two reflecting base surfaces. Perfect compen-

sation is achieved when the prisms are oriented so that the fringes

are quite broad and the zero-order fringe is centered in the aper-

ture of the prism. The two component beams that emerge from

face A' [Fig. 1(c)] are then parallel and coincident. When satis-

factory adjustment has been accomplished the prisms are allowed

to rest in that position until the cement has set.

The motivation for white light compensation is to permit the

use of relatively broad band spectral filters. The limitation of

source size, that may be used with this interferometer, is given by
Bates. ^

The angle between the two emerging beams can be adjusted at

will by rotating one prism relative to the other about an axis nor-

mal to the beam dividing face. This operation converts the beam
divider into a wavefront shearing interferometer. It also produces

a narrowing of the localized fringes so that perfect compensation

is achieved only along the narrow zero-order fringes. A magnifier

may be useful for observing the fringes during the adjusting to

ensure that the zero-order fringe remains at the center. The
direction of shear will be approximately parallel to the vertex

edges of the prisms.

If a dark background is used, the beams of light reflected from

the uncoated surfaces B and B' [Fig. 1(c)] are sufficiently bright

that fringes may be observed, located near surface B, while the

adjustments are being made. However, the brightness of the

fringes is greatly enhanced by applying high reflecting coatings to

faces B and B'.

It is sometimes convenient to have the direction of shear per-

pendicular to the vertex edges of the prism. This requires that

the angles a and be unequal, as is usually the case. When the

prisms are combined, as in Fig. 1(d), and the fringes adjusted to

maximum width, the angle of shear will equal 2(a — §'). Larger

shear angles are obtained, as above, by rotating one prism rela-

tive to the other. This rotates the direction of shear to an angle

intermediate between the two above-mentioned preferred direc-

tions.

If the prisms are made separately, the angles a, 0, a', and /3' will

usually be unequal and there are four possible angles of shear, the

direction of shear being normal to the vertex edges of the prism.

These four angles are 2(a — a') when the light enters face

A [Fig. 1(c)], 2(/3 - /3') when the light enters face B[Fig. 1(c)],

2(a - jS') when the light enters face A [Fig. 1(d)], and 2(a' - 0)

when the light enters face B[Fig. 1(d)]. Each of these four ar-

rangements requires a different pair of high reflecting surfaces.

Prism angles need not be held to close tolerances. Relatively

large pyramidal errors contribute negligible effects to the results.

The description of adjusting procedures given by Saunders'''^

for other prism interferometers apply also to the cube interfe-

rometer, with sliglit changes for direction of illumination.

Figure 1(e) shows an arrangement for testing a camera lens with

this interferometer. One sees two images of the aperture of the

lens, displaced from each other by the introduced shear. Fringes

of interference appear in the overlapping area of the combined

image. From this pattern of fringes, as made with a series of

wavelengths, the monochromatic and chromatic aberrations of the

lens can be determined. If the source is narrow in the direction of

shear, the contrast in the fringes will be quite high because the in-

tensity of the two component beams will always be equal. The
recommended size of the cube is 10 mm to 15 mm. A small inter-

ferometer permits the pupil of the observer's eye to receive a

larger cone of light than can be received through a larger inter-

ferometer.

Fig. 2. Photograph of fringes with a 15-mm cube prism and a

9-cm aperture, //4.5 achromatic lens.
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A commercially made 15-mm cube beam divider was readjusted

and two of its outer faces aluminized to produce the above de-

scribed interferometer and the photograph shown in Fig. 2.

Information received subsequent to the submission of this

manuscript indicates that reference should also be made to

Leiiouvel and I-enouvel.''
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A small aperture prism interferometer is described for measuring refractive index and thickness
gradients between pairs of adjacent points in both small and large optics. It is relatively free from
vibration problems and thermal gradients are reduced to a minimum by confining the two component
beams of light to a relatively small space. Large specimens are tested by scanning them with the

light beam.
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1. Introduction

The classical instrument for measuring variations

in refractive index of glass w^as described by Twyman
and Green [1] * in 1916. This interferometer is quite

suitable for testing small specimens but is impractical

for testing specimens larger than 8 to 10 in. because
of vibrations, temperature problems, and difficulties

in making large aperture interferometers.

The Kosters prism interferometer was suggested

for measuring the homogeneity of optical media in

1963 [2] but a description of this application has not

been published. This interferometer is quite practical

for measuring index gradients in both small and large

optics. It is relatively free from vibration problems
and thermal gradients are reduced to a minimum by
confining the two component beams of light to a rela-

tively small space. Large specimens are tested by
scanning them with the light beam.

2. Components of the Interferometer

Figure 1 shows the optics of a modified Kosters
prism interferometer. The light source may be either

a continuous emission laser or a highly monochro-
matic spectral source, such as Krypton or Mercury 198.

If a laser is used, a short focus (high power), single

element, plano-convex lens that has its axis slightly

tilted relative to the principal ray, will provide ade-

quate divergence and sufficient freedom from unwanted
interference fringes.

The Kosters prism interferometer has its two com-
ponents cemented together for stabilization of several

LIGHT SOURCE

V
,

1

j

1 1

S2

' Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

Figure 1. Optics of the interferometer.

The figure is a section through the center of the prism.

of its interferometric adjustments. These adjustments

for a built-in-wedge prism [3] are: (1) one component
of the fringe width is adjusted to optimum width, and

(2) the zero order of interference is adjusted to the

most favorable position (the center) where it remains
during further operational adjustments. The adjust-

ments for a prism without a built-in-wedge are to set

the zero order of interference at the center of the

prism and to maximize its width by polishing the base.
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The two types of prisms are equally accurate but the

integral parts of the orders of interference in the

built-in-wedge type are easier to read.

The base surface of the prism is figured to be
spherical and convex. The prism serves as: (1) a

collimator lens, (2) a beam divider for dividing the

beam two times, (3) two mirrors for deflecting the

transmitted and reflected beams to a common direc-

tion, (4) a near perfect compensator so that white light

interference can be used if desired, and (5) a collector

lens.

If a laser is used for the source, the mirror, M, may
be a small uncoated optical flat. However, if the

mirror does not have an opaque reflecting coat, its

bottom surface should either be tilted to avoid re-

flecting light back through the prism or it should be
rough ground, or coated with something like petroleum
jelly, cedar oil, or a similar fluid to reduce reflection.

A sheet of black paper, soaked in the fluid and con-

tacted to the back of the mirror, serves as an excellent

nonreflection coat. The remaining components con-

sist of the specimen and three simple screens Si, S2,

and. S3.

A calibrated glass wedge [4], located between the

specimen and prism, enhances the accuracy of reading

the orders of interference.

3. Adjustment of the Interferometer

The only adjustments, other than those made in-

variant by cementing the prism components together,

are positioning the light source and mirror relative

to the prism. The source should be located near the

focal plane of the prismatic lens formed by the base

of the prism so as to colhmate the two light beams
(one from each of the two prism components) in the

specimen area of the interferometer. The source should

also be adjusted in the plane of fig. 1 so that the two
component beams (reflected and transmitted by the

beam divider) are parallel to the beam dividing plane.

The distance from the prism to the mirror may be
chosen at will, however, adequate space should be
allowed for free movement of the thickest specimen
that is intended to be tested. The angular position

of the mirror about an axis perpendicular to the beam
dividing plane is not critical, except that the angle of

incidence of the light should remain small. The only

critical adjustment that requires attention is the

angular position of the mirror about an axis parallel

to the vertex of the prism. This adjustment, which
can be controUed by a single screw that rotates the

mirror relative to the prism assembly, controls the

component width of the transmission fringes (defined

below). If a prism with no built-in-wedge (fringes

paraUel to the dividing plane) is used, this adjustment

of the mirror only causes the fringes to change separa-

tion without rotation. If a built-in-wedge prism is used
it causes the fringes to rotate about their points of

intersection with the dividing plane.

The fringes produced by hght reflected from the

two surfaces of the specimen are relatively independ-

ent of interferometer adjustments. If the surfaces of

the specimen are adjusted to be approximately normal
to the incident hght, the width of the fringes depends
only upon the refractive index and angle between the

two reflecting surfaces of the specimen. The angle
between the two surfaces of the specimen should
form a 3 to 15 s wedge so that the two component beams
reflected from them will form interference fringes of

suitable widths for accurate measurements. The two
surfaces should be flat to within 0.1 ^tm per inch to

avoid excessive variation in fringe width.

4. Opaque Screens for Obstructing Unwanted
Light

Three opaque screens (thin, black cardboard is

quite adequate) are used to obstruct light which
would otherwise interfere with fringe visibility. The
single beam of Ught from the source is divided into

two beams by the beam divider, H. When unobstructed

by screens S2 and S3, each of these beams is incident

on the two optical surfaces of the specimen and the

mirror, M. Therefore, three components of each of

the two beams return to the prism. These six beams
are again divided by the beam divider into two com-
ponents each. One set of six components is transmitted

toward the observer and the other set is returned

toward the souce. If the observer receives the six

beams that are transmitted toward him he sees a

complex interference pattern that is useless for the

test.

A screen. Si (fig. 1), in the focal plane of the source

that is dark on the observer's side, white on the source

side and having a small round hole (approximately

1 mm in diameter), can be adjusted to transmit the

pair of beams from M, if M is adjusted normal to the

beam divider. Thus, when the specimen is absent

the observer sees a single set of interference fringes.

The set of fringes produced by light from M is defined

as "transmission fringes" since the light that produces
them is transmitted by the specimen during the test.

The fringes produced by light reflected from the two
surfaces of the specimen are defined as "reflection

fringes."

When the specimen is inserted the four beams that

are reflected from its two surfaces will each form an
image of the source in the plane of Si. If the surfaces

of the specimen are approximately parallel to M the

four beams will pass through the aperture in Si and
interfere with the transmission fringes. These four

beams may be adjusted, by sHghtly tilting the speci-

men, to faU just outside the aperture in Si , with no

observable effect on the position of the beams from
M and no appreciable interference with the trans-

mission fringes.

The reflection fringes are made visible by inter-

cepting the Ught to M with a screen S2 (preferably

dark on the incident side), intercepting one of the

beams from the prism with another screen S3 and
removing Si from the beam. This leaves only two beams
reflected from the specimen to form the reflection

fringes.
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5. Movements of the Specimen

The specimen rests on a saddle that can be moved
along a straight line normal to the dividing plane,

along a set of ways, without rotation. The set of ways
should have a scale attached to it that permits the

sample to be moved equal intervals. A fixed reference

point, Pi (fig. 2), should be located between the prism

fpOSITIONS OF THEI
< PRISM RELATIVE >
[TO THE SPECIMEnJ

Figure 2. Several positions of the specimen relative to the prism.

Observations are made without the specimen and with the specimen located at each

of several positions relative to the prism.

and specimen, in the beam that forms the reflection

fringes. A second reference point, P2, symmetrical to

Pi, with respect to the beam divider, will insure good
visibility of the reference points in the transmission

fringes. The separation of these two points equals the

interval of movement of the specimen between ob-

servations as it traverses the light beam. These two
reference points may be small beads on a fine wire

attached to the prism cell and stretched normally to

the beam dividing plane.

Data can be taken along any straight or curved path
across the specimen as long as ray 1 passes through
the specimen in exactly the same place that ray 2

passed through before the specimen was moved from
the previous position. The number of positions at

which measurements are made depends upon the

length of the sample and the separation of the reference

points. The separation of the reference points may be
any value from near zero to slightly less than the aper-

ture of the prism. The prisms used for these tests had
diameters of 3 cm.

Figure 2 shows several positions of the prism rela-

tive to the sample; although it is the sample that is

moved relative to the prism. The prism, light source,

reference points, and mirror are rigidly connected to

insure interferometric stability. If we let the two optical

paths, "ABC" and "ADE", be represented by /i and
I2, respectively, the order of interference, ^0, observed
at the superimposed reference points. Pi and P2 will

be given by the equation,

<?o= 2(/2-/,)/X.

The adjustment for ^0 is controlled by the single screw
adjustment mentioned above. This adjustment should

not be altered during the test.

If, when the prism is in any position 1^(1^= 1, 2 . . .),

we let T„ and R„ he observed orders of interference

for the transmission and reflection fringes, respectively,

and letting «^ and di, be respectively the refractive

index and thickness of the sample at the place where
ray 1 traverses it, then it can be shown that:

^^,= ^0+ [di,+i{ni,+i — l)—du{nu — l)]2lk,

A/?v = Ri,+i —R„= [du+in^+i — dvnv]2l \

.

It will be noted that the final position of the specimen
is required for evaluating but not Tv

If n and d be the nominal refractive index and thick-

ness of the sample, respectively, in the direction

traversed by the light, A^;, and Ac?^ the variations in

n and d between the two interfering beams (rays 1

and 2), it can be shown that [5], to the approximation

aimed at in this analysis

An,^[n{T,-Qo)-{n-l)AR,]kl2d, (1)

Ad,^[AR,-T,+ Qo]kl2. (2)

The index gradient and wedge (angle between the two
surfaces) of the specimen are obtained by dividing

Aril, and Ad^, respectively, by the separation of the

reference points. The total changes in index and thick-

ness are obtained by adding the increments An„ and
Ad„, respectively. It can be shown that, to the same
approximation mentioned above.

^ Ariv — TivJrX — n\

= X n-«^(3o)- (n-1)
J;

A/?.jx/2^/, (3)

^ Adv— dv+\ — d\

= rXA7?.-^n+»'<?o]x/2. (4)

It is sometimes important for specifications to know
the maximum variation in the refractive index and
thickness of large optics. When values for (re^+i — ni)
and {dv^\ — d\) are tabulated they show the maximum
and minimum values, from which maximum differences

are readily obtainable. Obviously the results apply
only to that part of the specimen covered by the

selected reference points and may not include the

maximum variations of the entire specimen unless

the points are chosen to coincide with them.
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6. Reduction of Error and Elimination of Qo

Since the wavelength, X , the refractive index, n ,

and thickness, d, of the specimen are usually known
more accurately than the orders of interference, the

errors in the determined values of An^ and ^di, arise

almost entirely from the errors in the measured values

of the orders of interference. This, of course, is based
on the assumption that temperature gradients remain
negligible.

It is apparent from eqs (3) and (4) that an error in

^0 will produce errors in {n^+i — Ui) and {d^+i —di)
that are v times the corresponding errors in A«^ and
Adi,. This error can accumulate to relatively large

values when observations are made at many points

across a large specimen. On the other hand, the error

in A.Ri, does not accumulate since it can never exceed
twice the maximum error of a single observation. It

can also be shown that all biased errors in ^o, Rf,
and Tp are automatically eliminated by differences.

The result of random errors in all observations are

obviously reduced by averaging the results of obser-

vations taken at the same points during two traversals

of the specimen. If the specimen is rotated 180° be-

tween the two traversals and observations are made
at the same points but in reverse order, the quantity

^0 does not affect the average and, therefore, may be
eliminated from the observations.

If the two traversals are indicated by subscripts of

parenthesis, eq (1) becomes, for the first and second
traversal, respectively,

{^n.),= [n{Tu)^ - n((?o)i -{n- I) {^R,)^]K|2d, .

(Aai.)2= [n{T,)2-n{Qo)2-in-l){AR.)2]md. ^

(5)

If no adjustment of the prism, relative to the mirror,

is made during the observations then {Qo)i — (C^o)2
=

^0- The constancy of is assured by the stability of

this instrument. The reversal of the specimen reverses

the optical and geometrical wedges between all pairs

of adjacent points with the result that values for
(Anp)i and (Adv)i will be identical in magnitude and
of opposite sign (except for errors) to (Ara^fe and
(Ac?^)2, respectively. The best values for Ara^ and
are, therefore,

Are^ = i[(Art^)i — (A«„)2]

= {n[iT,), - (r.)2] - in - 1)[(A/?.). -(A/?.)2]}\/4rf.

(6)

AX=i[(A(f.)i-(Aci.)2]

= {(A/?.), - (A/?.)2 - (n), + (n)2}\/4. (7)

The corresponding values for (n^+i — ni) and (d^+i—di)
are

Th,+i — Hi = ^ An„ ,

v=l

and
V

dv+1 — di = ^ Adi, .

v=l

Care must be exercised to insure that the values
obtained for Ti, and A/?^ in eqs (6) and (7) represent
values for the same pairs of points on the specimen.
Positive identification is enhanced by the fact that

{ARi,)i and (A/?^)2 will be equal in magnitude and of
opposite sign (except for errors) and the algebrciic sum
of iT„)i and iT„)2 will be equal to a constant. The
value of this constant is 2Qo, which need not be
determined.
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Holographic interferometry has been applied by various au-

thors for vibration analysis, stress-strain analysis, flaw detection,

photoelastic studies, microscopy, and so on. Low-speed motion

picture recording of fringe motion has been done also.' Previous

studies of high-speed phenomena, however, have been restricted

to a few discrete samples in time of the subject of interest. In

the present work, we have combined holographic interferometry

and high-speed photography to obtain a continuous, time-resolved

record of the event.

The particular subject of our study has been the dynamic

distortion of solid state laser rods caused by absorption of optical

pump energy. For the ruby rods studied, the distortion occurs

and disappears rapidly, so that high-speed recording of the

changing interference fringe pattern is required. The experi-

mental arrangement used is diagrammed in Fig. 1. Light

from a continuous laser was passed through a passive (not pumped

)

ruby laser rod. The wave front transmitted by the rod was

recorded holographically by a photographic plate situated in a

lucite tank, so that it could be developed in place. ^ Thus, when

the rod was optically pumped, the new wave front it transmitted

passed through the hologram and interfered with the wave front

which had been recorded.

The optical pumping unit consisted of a helical flash lamp in a

metal housing. The lamp and the rod were cooled by refriger-

ated, temperature-controlled water flowing through the housing.

However, during the interferometric tests, the flow was stopped to

avoid vibration. The mirrors that form the pulsed-laser cavity

are usually mounted external to the housing; during most tests,

they were not in place and the pulsed-laser did not lase.

A number of runs were performed in which the rod was optically

pumped at various pumping levels. The results of two of these

are summarized in Fig. 2, in which the fringe patterns at several

times (measured in milliseconds from the onset of the pumping)

are compared for two pump levels. The patterns illustrate the

distortion buildup and the subsequent cooling. In each run, the

maximum distortion occurred approximately 25 msec after the

pumping.

The high-speed camera used to record the fringe pattern was

operated without a lens at a nominal framing rate of 4000 frames

per second. The photographic film used in the high-speed

camera was 16-mm type 2485 high-speed recording film. The
framing rate was determined by the film sensitivity and the power

output (15 mW) of the continuous He-Ne laser. The optical

pumping lasted approximately 1 msec and thus yielded only four

frames. The fringe patterns were not resolved and the frames

were overexposed due to flash tube light.

With a continuous laser of greater power, the framing rate can

be increased, thereby making it possible to record the distortion

patterns during pumping and decreasing the effect of the flash

light. The method need not be restricted to transparent objects

or thermal stress. A reflected wavefront and changes due to

other causes can equally well be studied. High speed recording

techniques other than photography, such as photoelectric detec-

tion of the fringe motion, can be used also.

The advantages of the holographic approach with respect to

other interferometric techniques are the following:

{1 ) Only the change is observed. Since the hologram compen-

Fig. 1. Hologram interferometer: M, mu-ror; L, lens; S.F.,

lens-pinhole spatial filter; B.S., beam splitter; H, hologram.

sates for the static distortions of the object under study, only

changes in the object made after the hologram is recorded are

detected.

(2) Ease of adjustment. Alignment of a hologram interfer-

ometer is easily accomplished, especially if the hologram is de-

veloped in place as was done in the work reported here.

(3) Low cost. Because the hologram compensates the wave

fronts, relatively large aperture interferometers can be synthe-

sized using inexpensive optics.

11 BY

so riT; ir.o ms 200 ms 37 5 i-r ,

'

700 rr-s

3.3 KJ

-
; ms 50 ms lOOrrs 200 IT.'

.1 Iv. J

Fig. 2. Selected frames from high-speed recordings for two pump

energies, with times elapsed from pumping.

The principal disadvantage of the holographic approach is the

low diffraction efficiency (~10%) of the hologram. Thus for

good fringe contrast, some light loss is necessary. However, as

bleaching methods are improved, blazing of the hologram,

thereby increasing the diffraction efficiency, should improve the

performance of this method.
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Measurement of the Second-Order Degree of Coherence
by Means of a Wavefront Shearing Interferometer

D. N. Grimes

A method of measuring the second-order degree of coherence in an arbitrary plane by means of a compact
wavefront shearing interferometer is described. The prism interferometer previously described by
Saunders produces two sheared images that interfere, allowing measurement of the degree of spatial

coherence. If the degree of coherence is a function of coordinate differences only, the visibility is con-

stant; otherwise it varies over the field. Experimental results are given.

Introduction

Because of the increased understanding and use of

the theory of partial coherence for describing the be-

havior of optical systems, it is often desirable to mea-
sure the degree of coherence in an arbitrary plane for

quasi-monochromatic illumination. Although coher-

ence theory was first formulated in terms of inter-

ferometry, the problem of measuring the degree of

coherence in an arbitrary plane presents a different

problem conceptually. Very few interferometers are

suitable for such measurements in the laboratory. His-

torically, Zernike^ proposed that the degree of coherence

between two points could be determined by a measure-

ment of the visibility of the fringes in a Young's experi-

ment. Thompson and Wolf^ modified this method by
the introduction of two lenses that allowed the inter-

ference pattern to be observed at the focus of the second
lens. These methods have the disadvantages that the

degree of coherence for only two points in the field may
be observed at one time and that for small separations

of the two points one must use small pinholes which
render the light levels too low for practical measure-
ment of the visibihty in most cases. More recently,

Mallick' proposed the use of a polarization interferome-

ter which is especially useful for measuring small sepa-

rations. A discussion and review of these methods
will be found in Ref. 4. The method discussed here

utilizes a small compact shearing interferometer de-

scribed by Saunders.^ The sheared wavefronts produce
fringes with visibility equal to the degree of coherence.

The author is with the National Bureau of Standards, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20234.

Received 7 December 1970.

Theoretical Discussion

The interferometer is a cube consisting of two identi-

cal right-angle prisms cemented together along their

hypotenuse faces, one of which is coated to transmit

and reflect equal amounts of light. The angle between

the two emerging beams is adjusted to some fixed value

by rotating one prism relative to the other about an

axis normal to the beam dividing face. Such an

interferometer cube is shown schematically in Fig. 1.

When the device is used for measuring the degree of

coherence in a plane S, a lens (Li) of convenient focal

length is inserted at S as shown in Fig. 2, with the cube

placed near the focus of the beam. The interfering

wavefronts are then observed with the lens L2 through

the prism.

The general problem of two-beam interferometry

has been considered by Steel. ^ However, it is instruc-

tive here to particularize the development and con-

sider only the pertinent parameters related to this

wavefront shearing interferometer, namely, lateral

shear and tilt.

It is convenient to analyze this system in terms of

the analogous system shown in Fig. 3. The observed

luminance distribution in the plane of the lens Li is the

sum of the two wavefronts and may be described in the

notation of coherence theory^ as the time-averaged sum
of the axial analytic signal and its displaced counter-

part taken in complex quadrature. Using vector nota-

tion, where xi is the vector* associated with a point on

the axial wavefront and ^2 that associated with a point

on the displaced wavefront, the luminance in x is given

by

L{xi,Xi) = <(F(xi,«i) exp{ -i/c[(xiV222) - ^(^i)]

}

+ V(x,,t2)exp{-ik[{xiy2z2) - vixi)]})

(y*fe,<,)exp{z/c[(xiV222) - <pixi)]}

+ F*fe,<2)exp{i/c[feV232) - <pixi)]})), (1)
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Fig. 1. Prism interferometer details.

PHOTOMETER

PLANE
s

FRINGE FIELD

PRISM INTERFEROMETER

Fig. 2. Optical system for measurement of the degree of co-

herence.

S Li displaced

Plone of focus

Fig. 3. Analog system for measurement of the degree of co-

herence.

where V(x,t) is the analytic signal in the plane S, { )

denotes the time average, and k is the mean wave-
number of the radiation. (The quasi-monochromatic
approximation has been assumed.) The exponential

term represents the convergent effects of the lens whose
pupil function is ip{x) and where Z9 is the distance from
the plane of the lens to the focus. Using the definition

of the second-order mutual coherence function

{V(x„h)V*(xM) = {Vix„h)V*ixi,h)} = nx,,x2; r) (2)

and the relationships

{V{xMV*(xuh)) = lixi),

{VixMV*(x,A)) = Hx,),

where / is the luminance, T{xi,X2;t) is the mutual co-

herence function, and t is a time delay, the expression

for the observed luminance distribution reduces to

L(Xl,X2) I(xi) + I{X2) + 2Tixi,xu r)

,2 —
X cos

\ L 2Z2
+ fiXl) - <f>{Xi) (3)

If the two beams are of equal intensity so that /(xi) =
/(X2) = /o, we may use the relationship for the complex

degree of coherence

7(*i,X2;r) = r(x„X2;r)/[7(xi)]i[/fe)]*. (4)

The observed luminance distribution of Eq. (3) may
then be simplified and

L{xuxi) = 2I0

X I 1 + y(xi,X2;T) cos
IJx,^ - X2'

I L 2Z2
+ <p{Xl) — <p{Xi)

11)
(5)

The displaced wavefront as shown in Fig. 3 has under-

gone a rotation through the angle 4> (the fixed shear

angle of the cube), as well as a displacement s which is

dependent on the focus position with respect to the

back face of the cube. Assuming a shear in the x di-

rection, we may write the Xi coordinates in terms of the

:ci coordinates as follows:

{xi — s) cos* — z sin*,

Then

Zi = z cos* -|- (xi — s) sin*.

{x,"- - X2^)l1zi = \lzt\xs - (sV2)],

(6)

(7)

and since <i> is very small (usually a few milliradians),

so that COS* 1 and sin$ « <J>,

Xl Xi = X Z2*. (8)

Hence, s -|- 22$ is the displacement of one wavefront

wit h respect to the other as seen through the prism.

Substituting Eqs. (7) and (8) into Eq. (5), the ob-

served luminance distribution becomes

L(x) = 2/0^ 1 -I- y(xx,Xi;T) cosjfcj^

+ k<p{x) - h>p{x - s - 22*)} ). (9)'))

It is clear from the first term in the argument of the

cosine that the observed luminance distribution con-

sists of straight-line fringes of period Xz^/s displaced a

constant amount ks^/lzi over the field. The fringes

are also shifted locally an amount (p(x) — <p(x — s —
22^") which is the difference between the values of the

pupil function at {x,y) and {x — s — V)- From
measurements of the fringe displacement, one may de-

termine the pupil function of the lens Lx and conse-

quently its transfer function. This application

has been explored at the National Bureau of Standards,

and a paper is currently in preparation.

However, of interest here is the visibility or contrast

of the fringes which is equal to the degree of coherence
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T'C/c- l/c(tan *)(/ + Z2) *='(/ + Z2) *Vc

Fig. 4. Parameters for the calculation of the time delay t.
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Fig. 5. Experimental setup for measurement of the degree of

coherence.

Fig. 6. Experimental data points from the measurement of the

visibility (V) equal to the degree of coherence \ixn\ together with

the theoretical curve calculated from Eq. (12); (a) * = 2.27;

(b) # = 1.02.

between the points xi and X2 separated an amount s +
Z2^. Hence, the modulation at any point in the fringe

pattern depends on the degree of coherence between
the points (x,y) and (x — s — Z2^,y) in the plane S.

If the degree of coherence is a function of coordinate

differences only, i.e., 7(xi,X2;t) = ^(xi — Xi;T), the

contrast or visibility of the fringes will be constant over

the field. Otherwise, the visibility wiU vary from
point to point.

In general, the measured degree of coherence is time-

independent, that is,

7(xi,X2;r) = /iij. (10)

This may be shown by examining the value of t intro-

duced by the system. (Because the quasi-monochro-

matic approximation has been assumed, there is no
time delay associated with the incident field.) As
shown in Fig. 4,

T = (1 + Z^WIC. (11)

For a 1-cm cube of 10-mrad shear angle and a 50-mm
focal length lens, the value of t is approximately 2 X
10 s, which is about ^^oi the period associated with

the green mercury line. This is neghgible, and we may
therefore consider the visibility to be a measure of the

time-independent degree of coherence.

To determine the degree of coherence for varying

point separations, one may vary the shear angle <J> of

the cube, the focal length of the lens Li that will

change 22, or the focus position of the beam relative to

the back face of the cube that will change s. In the

latter case, the frequency of the fringes will change and
may pose a measurement problem for extreme values.

Experimental Results

Experimental measurements were made utilizing the

system shown in Fig. 5. In the plane S which is located

in the far field of an incoherently illuminated slit aper-

ture, the degree of coherence is calculated by the Van
Cittert-Zernike theorem to be the normalized fourier

transform of the luminance function of the aperture, or

Iwo.l = \^\v,{kaP^Jq)l{kaP^Jq)\, (12)

where 2a is the slit width and P1P2 is the separation of

the two points. The degree of coherence in the plane *S

was determined experimentally by measurement of the

visibility (D) of the fringes^ produced by the wave-

front shearing interferometer. With an infinite slit

source, the cube must be critically aligned with the

shear in the direction of measurement. The lens Li

was used to image the plane & onto the photometer slit

as shown in Fig. 5. The observed fringe frequency was
maintained at less than 0.10 cycle/mm so that the ef-

fects attributable to the imaging lens were neghgible.

The measured visibility data for a cube with a shear

angle of 2.27 mrad is shown in Fig. 6(a) together with

the curve calculated from Eq. (12). Additionally, the

shear angle of the cube was changed to 1.02 mrad and

produced the data showTi in Fig. 6(b). Again the calcu-

lated coherence function is shown for comparison.

In general, internal reflections, cube alignment, slit

alignment, etc. will produce measured visibility values

lower than the actual values. While most such sources

of error may be eliminated, some internal reflections

are unavoidable in actual practice. This probably ac-

counts for the experimental error in Fig. 6(a) and (b).

The error producing higher values for smaller slit
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widths is due to lack of sensitivity in the photometer
used for measurement.

Conclusions

This compact shearing interferometer oEers an alter-

native to existing methods of measurement of the degree

of coherence in an arbitrary plane. The light efficiency

of the system (appro.^imately 50%) allows measure-

ments to be made. Although the smallest point separa-

tions measured were about 80 /um with a shear angle of

2.27 mrad and a focal length of 32 mm, it is feasible to

measure separations as small as 5 with a shear

angle of 0.1-0.2 mrad.
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Foreword
The first reprint in this section is the proceedings of a symposium

on optical image evaluation, one of twelve symposia held at the National

Bureau of Standards in 1951, the fiftieth anniversary of the founding

of the Bureau. It was an exciting time, a time of change, as is reflected

in the many highly original contributions in the proceedings. Unfor-

tunately, the proceedings were soon out of print and unavailable to

many workers. These papers on the beginnings of modern image evalua-

tion are often referred to, so it is a pleasure to see them once again

readily available.

The other papers range from the precise measurement of the metric

characteristics of aerial mapping cameras, by highly developed tech-

niques of classical geometrical optics, to the physical optics of partial

coherence in microdensitometry and the use of optical autocorrelation

for the measurement of MTF.
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Foreword

The Symposium on the Evaluation of Optical Imagery was one of

the twelve symposia conducted as part of the scientific program of

the National Bureau of Standards in the year 1951 which marked the

fiftieth anniversary of its establishment. The subject for this sympo-

sium was chosen because of its current interest and because it is one

in which the Bureau has been active for many years.

In the field of applied optics it is the generally accepted practice to

evaluate optical designs on the basis of geometrical optics, and the

performance of optical systems has often been based upon measure-

ments of the geometric aberrations. This practice is justified when
the aberrations are so large that diffraction plays but a small part in

determining the quality of imagery. Now, however, better optical

systems are being produced, automatic computing machines make it

feasible to completely test an optical design by computation, the inter-

ferometer enables the wave front emergent from an optical system to

be completely mapped, and integrating devices enable the diffraction

effects to be readily and completely determined. With these con-

temporary developments it seemed timely to reexamine and compare

the different methods of image evaluation with the purpose of placing

them on a sound engineering basis and utilizing the principles of

physical optics when justified.

The scientific excellence of the symposium derived from the quality

of the papers and discussions presented by the participants. The
generosity of the speakers in making their material available for

publication in this volume is sincerely appreciated.

Acknowledgment is made to Dr. Wallace R. Brode, Dr. H. R. J.

Grosch, Dr. A. Marechal, Dr. Stanley S. Ballard, and Dr. Brian

O'Brien who served as chairmen at the different sessions. The gen-

erous cooperation of the Office of Naval Research in making this sym-
posium possible is also gratefully acknowledged.

A. V. AsTiN, Director,

National Bureau of Standards.
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Introduction

By Irvine C. Gardner

Geometric optics is one of the older branches of optics, but the parts

most directly related to optical design were for a long time not devel-

oped into a continuous body of scientific knowledge. This situation

arose partly because the earlier designers were expert artisans or
craftsmen who did not have the same facilities for communicating with
each other as did the contemporary scientists and, also, partly because
methods of design were viewed as trade secrets. Optical design as we
know it begins with Fraunhofer (1787-1826) because prior to the dis-

covery of the Fraunhofer lines there could be no precise measures of

index of refraction. However, it is only in the last few decades that

books have attempted to explain in detail how an optical system is

designed. "A System of Applied Optics" by H. Dennis Taylor, is

one of the earliest notable books that attempted conscientiously to

set forth a method of designing an optical system. Even now the

method of designing an optical system is not a weU-established regular

procedure. Successful designers are very often self-taught, each to a
large extent has his own methods; and consequently optical design
still remains to a considerable extent an art rather than a science.

If the design of an optical system is such that large aberrations play
a predominant part in determining the distribution of energy in an
image spot, the problem may lie entirely within the domain of geo-

metrical optics. On the other hand for the microscope, the astro-

nomical telescope, or the modern airplane-camera lens with small field

angle and long focus, where the distribution of energy in the image spot
is largely determined by diffraction, then the final judgment of the

result should involve an appeal to physical optics. Reliance upon
physical optics has not been general partly because of tradition and
partly because in many instances it was not practicable to make the

required extensive computations.
Designing an optical system by an established procedure is an engi-

neering task. It has been customary in requesting the design of a new
optical system, such as a camera objective, to specify performance
characteristics as, for example, the aperture ratio or relative aperture,

the focal length, the field of view, and resolving power. However,
there is no generally accepted and established method of interpreting
the quality of the image, as indicated by the results of ray tracing, or
the computed diffraction effects in terms of resolving power. In most
instances if good resolving power is required, the designer simply per-

fects the design as much as possible within the limits of time and cost

and hopes that the resulting lens wiU perform as weU as required.

This laissez-faire attitude has persisted even up to the present time
because usually a system designed solely on the basis of geometric
considerations performs better than anticipated. This occurs because
of compensations that arise from the physical nature of_light. Although

VII
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this is the preferable direction in which an error of judgment should
lie, it will be understood that too large a factor of safety may be
expected to result in optical designs that are unnecessarily complicated
or may deter one from designing systems giving a more spectacular

performance than is considered possible on the basis of geometric
optics. These considerations illustrate the need for a more completely
engineered method of image evaluation. The need for this is further

indicated when it is noted that recently serious doubt has arisen as to

whether or not resolving power is always a correct criterion of lens

performance. As is shown by some of the articles in this volume,
there are instances in which the image plane of a photographic lens

that produces the most desirable photograph is not in the plane of

maximum resolving power but in a plane differently defined, which
may be designated in a general way as the plane of maximum contrast,

or the plane that produces photographs with the steepest density

gradient.

Not all of these apparent lacks should be charged against the lens

designer. The design of a complicated lens system requires an ex-

tremely large program of tedious and time-consuming computations
and it has in most cases not been possible to extend this work beyond
the stage at which a satisfactory lens is assured. Furthermore,
experimental tools, by which the distribution of energy within an
image spot could be accurately determined, have not been available.

The recent availability of new experimental and computational tools

has greatly changed the outlook. The photomultiplier tube, with its

spectacular increase of sensitivity beyond that of previous devices

used for the same purpose, makes possible measurements of image
quality that were previously unattainable. The programmed elec-

tronic computing machine not only makes possible much more elabo-

rate algebraic computations or ray tracings in order to arrive at more
nearly perfect designs but it also offers possibilities of making extended
calculations in connection with the evaluation of an image that were
previously impracticable. It is now practicable to trace skew rays,

a task that the lens designer has previously avoided, so far as permis-
sible, because of the excessive labor. It is also possible to compute
diffraction patterns, thereby evaluating the image quality in terms of

physical optics. Thus optical design, one of the older and traditional

branches of optics, has again been brought into a nascent state.

In connection with the recognition of the fiftieth anniversary of the
establishment of the National Bureau of Standards it was considered
appropriate to conduct a series of symposiums dealing with scientific

subjects of current interest. In view of the indicated state of flux

existing in the theory of optical design it was considered desirable to

select some phase of this subject, and accordingly the Symposium on
Optical Image Evaluation was planned. The fact that nearly 250
people from all parts of the United States and Europe fully occupied 3

days with the formal presentation of papers and with informal dis-

cussion indicates that the choice of subject was a fortunate one and
that the renewed vitality of the subject as presented in the preceeding
paragraphs is generally realized.

This interest in optical image evaluation is abundantly justified by
its importance and complexity. In order to show briefly the different

possible courses that image evaluation may take, reference may be
made to figure 1 where two main branches are shown. The evalua-
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Figure 1. Diagram showing relation between
different methods of image evaluation

tion may be based upon a lens design before a prototype has been
actually constructed. In this case one has a constructional speci-
fication of the lens embodying such parameters as radii of curvature,
thickness, separation, and index of refraction etc. Following Dr.
Herzberger, this will be referred to as a mathematical model of a lens.

The course of rays through the lens may be determined by computa-
tions either by the older or the newer methods. It is now practicable
to trace rays sufficient in number for any desired purpose. There are
at least three possible evaluations: (a) Purely geometrical interpreta-
tion may be based on the distribution of the rays in the neighborhood
of an image point; (b) the computation may be made in such a manner
that a contour may result showing the distance measured in wave-
lengths between the emergent wavefront and the desired emergent
wavefront, which is usually either plane or spherical; (c) the distribu-
tion of intensity in the diffraction pattern may be computed. This
gives an interpretation of the image quality in terms of physical
optics and usually involves a numerical integration that can be
performed by a digital computer or an mtegration made by a mechani-
cal analog machine. Having determined the diffraction pattern an
estimate may be made of the resolving power.
Now follow the other of the two main stems. In this instance one

has a prototype or a production sample of the lens and evaluates the
quality of the image by an experimental method. The experimental
method (a') most closely analogous to the method (a) of the preceding
paragraph is the Hartman test and its variations or some variation of

the Schlieren test by which the geometric paths of the rays are de-
termined. The lens interferometer (method b') may be used to give
information that is directly comparable with that afforded by the
method (b). A.ccording to method (c') the star image may be photo-
graphed on a large scale to show the diffraction pattern, the distribu-

tion of energy within the diffraction pattern may be measured by one
of the special scanning methods using the photomultiplier tube, or
rather scanty information regarding the diffraction pattern may be
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obtained by means of the resolving power test. Any of these proce-
dures (method c') offers results that may be compared with the results

of paragraph (c)

.

The methods outlined permit the characteristics of the imagery to

be determined. However, the evaluation, in the full sense of the
word, is not completed until these measured characteristics are com-
pared with the desired characteristics. As has been mentioned there
are still differences of opinion concerning the characteristics that are

desired. And when this subject is more thoroughly studied it will

doubtless be found that different performance characteristics of

imagery are desired for different purposes. By different purposes one
refers not only to such manifest differences as those of visual instru-

ments, photographic instruments, and projection instruments but to

divisions of application that exist within these grand divisions. In
photography, for example, one has airplane photography in which the
object is conspicuously low in contrast, pictorial photography, and
process work. In projection one has motion-picture projection where
high magnification and good resolving power are required, and tele-

vision projection for which the detail on the screen is necessarily

limited.

This brief resume gives an idea of the large field of engineering
knowledge concerning image evaluation that remains to be filled in.

The papers of this symposium touch upon most aspects of the problem
in more or less detail but, like most useful scientific work, the papers
also suggest the large amount of work that remains to be done.
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1. The Diffraction Theory of Aberrations

By F. Zernike ^

My starting point has been a new series development of the aberra-
tion function. Let F" represent the optical path from an object point
P through any optical system to its Gaussian im.age P'

,
expressed as a

function of the rectangular coordinates y and z of the point of inter-

section Q with the exit pupil {y in the axial plane). Customarily this

is developed into a power series, general term a^^y'^z'', leaving out the
dependence on the axial distance of P, with which we are not specially

concerned here. Of course y and z may as well be replaced by polar
coordinates R and <p, making the general term a^iS* cos' ip. Opticians
are quite accustom.ed to this development, so much so that specific

naro.es have been given to each of the lower terms, each being thought
of as a single aberration. From a somewhat different problem I came
in 1934 to consider a different developro.ent, rearranging the powers
into polynomials, the general term bnmSniv, 2) being homogeneous
of the nth degree and also expressible as cos m<p, in which
r=R/Rm, where Rm is the radius of the circular exit pupil. These
"circle polynomials" are perfectly determined by one condition, that
of orthogonality, i. e.,

together with the norm.alizing condition that the maximum value of

each shall be equal to one. Rather than give a table of these poly-
nomials (see literature) I show their properties by figures 1.1 and 1.2,

which give their course within the area of the pupil.

With the new developm.ent a single aberration shall mean an aberra-

tion characterized by a single term, i. e., by a circle polynomial. The
rero.arkable advantages of this will appear presently.

Calculating the diffracted amplitude at a point in the receiving

plane specified by polar coordinates p, \p ro.easured from P' as origin,

one obtains, apart from irrelevant constant factors,

f R^{r)rdr f cos (pr cos (p) cos m{tp-{-^)d<p=
Jo Jo

From, this simple result a further development led to a new formula for

the amplitude in the neighborhood of an aberrationless focus

(1)

cos7n^p\ R^Jm{pr)rdr^±p ^J„+i(p) cos m^.

00

^o=Z;(-^)"(2ri+l)a;-«J„+j,(x)p-iJ2„+i(p), (2j

• Natuurkundig Laboratorium, Groningen, Netherlands.
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Figure 1.1. Nodal lines for the complete circle polynomials.

The first row belongs to the third order aberrations, respectively, spherical aberration, coma, astigmatism;
the second row to the fifth order aberrations; the third row to the seventh-order aberrations.

Figure 1.2. Graphical representation of the radial parts, same arrangement as

in figure 1.1.

Figure 1.3. Contour lines of equal intensity near an aberrationless focus.

The numbers give the percentage of the value at the focus. Tlie straight lines indicate the boundary of

the geometric cone.

in which x measures the axial distance from the focal pla.ne. This
formula was checked numerically with those of Lommel (1886), which
contain power series, different for points inside and outside the geo-
metrical light cone. Figure 1.3 gives the resulting surfaces of equal
intensity, the complete three-dimensional figure being generated by
revolving the figure around the horizontal axis. A figure of this kind
was first given by Berek in a rough but correct sketch from Lommel's
results and afterwards repeatedly copied in the German literature with
such errors that it finally appeared with m.arginal rays under an angle
four times too small and with rectangular axes interchanged

.
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The next step is to introduce ordinary spherical aberration by adding
a term to V. Developing the diffraction integral into powers of

the coefficient /3, the first approximation is found to be

Uo—i^^{—i)"i2n+l)x-^'^J„+i/2(x)p-^[a„J2n+5+b„J2„+i + c„J2n--3],

where a„, c„ are simple expressions in n. Representing the bracket
expression as the result of an operation on Jan+i, the same operation
must be applied repeatedly to obtain the higher terms and the final

series is represented symbolically by

u= j:i-ir(.2n+l)x-'''Jn+i/2ix) p-'e-'W,J2n+, (p) , (3)

a result that is not only elegant but very useful. For higher order
spherical aberrations one has only to substitute a different operator.

Figures 1.4 and 1.5 give some results.

In order to judge the quality of an optical image, Strehl as early as

1895 introduced the brightness in the center of the diffraction image
as compared to the same without aberrations. This is an efficient

way of expressing the deterioration of the image through small aber-

rations by a single number, which we shall call the "Strehl Definition."

For the best performance this should be 90 percent or more. Suppose
there are a number of single aberrations present, with coefficients

respectively, Bi, B2, B^, etc. The Strehl Definition SD will be

SI)=l-Bl-Bl-Bl- . . .,

Figure 1.4. Contour lines for third-order spherical aberration, /3=1, Strehl

Definition 0.81.

The geometric caustic has been inserted, also the radius of the geometric circle of greatest constriction.

Figure 1.5. Contour lines for fifth order-spherical aberration, /3=1, Strehl

Definition 0.86.

The vertical line shows location and size of the circle of greatest constriction in the case of optimum bal-

ancing according to geometric optics.
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where there are no cross products because of the orthogonaUty. This
means that each separate aberration diminishes the SD on its own
account, uninfluenced by others. In other words, there is no use in

leaving a residual of lower aberrations in order to balance a higher
one. Or expressed in the old way: Each circle polynomial contains
next to the highest power of r a number of lower powers which balance
it in the best way. It is worth while to dwell somewhat longer on the
question of balancing and on the tolerances that result from these
calculations.

The quarter-wave limit was announced in 1878 by Lord Rayleigh,
who was then so much ahead of his time that his result was considered
for at least 50 years as unsurpassed, and worse, as self-explanatory in

the following way.
The waves that come together to a single focus should reinforce

each other by being in the same phase. Because of aberrations the
phases will differ, but not much harm will be done if the deviations
from the mean are less than one quarter, because there will be no
opposite components in that case.

However, Rayleigh did much better than this; he calculated the
intensity in the paraxial focus for two types of aberration and remarked
that it should at least be 80 percent. He omitted the effect of refocus-

ing, which is very marked. As an instance I take the eighth-order

spherical aberration, expressed in units of X/27r by V^^^r^. This
cannot well be corrected, even in a high-power microscope objective,

whereas fourth- and sixth-power terms can be adjusted more or less

at will by the designer. If he cancels the fourth and sixth powers the
decrease in SD, which equals the integral of over the aperture,

will be

where the constant term 1/5 appears because of the necessary adjust-

ment of phase, and the term with because of the adjustment to best

focus. The coefficients 1/5 and —4/5 have been determined so as to

make the integral a minimum. If now a residual of aberration is

introduced for balancing, the three resulting coefficients will have to

be calculated anew, with and aberrations four new coefficients.

The calculation is more straightforward with the circle polynomials.
It is easily found that can be represented by these functions

r«-^ R,+ ^R,+l R,+^, (4)

and the integrated square of this sum can be written down at once,

as the cross products vanish, whereas gives l/(n+l). The numer-
ical result, brought to a common denominator, is

2^ (1 + 63+ 720+ 2352 -M764). (5)

The sum in parentheses equals 4,900 and the whole expression 1/9.

However, as stated above, a constant should in all cases be added to

(4) so as to minimize the integral and this clearly should be -1/5,
thus canceling the term 1,764 in (5). This brings down (5) to 16/225
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corresponding to the unchanged (paraxial) focus. By adjusting the
focus, the term with 7?2 can be cancelled, leaving 784 as the sum in (5),

result 4/225, same as stated above. Best balancing with the fourth
order will in the same way leave only 64, with fourth and sixth orders
only 1. These numbers are the squares of the successive binomial
coefficients of the eighth power.

If we allow a tolerance of 10-percent decrease in Strehl Definition,

we obtain for the m.axim.uro. value of iSg, (16/225)|3|=0.1 or Ps=
(15/4)0.316 in the m.ost unfavorable case, no balancing paraxial focus.

This is the tolerance expressed in radians, a factor \/2ir roust be added
to transform, it to the usual linear m.easure. Calling the new coeffi-

cient bs, we obtain successively

68= 0.189X, =0.378X, =1.32X, =10.6X, (6)

respectively for no balancing and paraxial focus, no balancing and
best focus, balancing with fourth order, balancing with fourth and
sixth orders.

In a sense these results may be too favorable for the fully balanced
error. We have started from, the power series and as an example
cut this off after the term, supposing the higher terro.s to be negligible.

Then the term b^r^ was changed to

~ bsi70r'-U0r'+90r'-20r'+l).

It is more consistent to judge the advantage obtained from the circle

polynomials by starting from a development V='Sc2nR2n{^) and cutting

this off after the term with ^g. I have com.pared a sm.all number of

practical exam.ples (to be treated in a later paper) that show that the
ratio of the coefficients bs/cs=70 is only approxim.ated to if the power
series converges very fast; if its successive coefficients decrease in a
ratio of 10:1, it is 54, if 4:1 then 35. In this last case therefore, the
tolerance for 6g would still be 5.3 X when fully balanced.

In view of these results, which are specially favorable for spherical

aberration, it would seem, preferable to state the tolerance for 10-

percent decrease in Strehl Definition in the following general way,
applicable to all kinds of aberrations:

maximum rms deviation of path= \|{2^^|T6) = 0.0 503 X. (7)

It is worth while to com.pare these num.bers with the results of balanc-

ing according to georo.etrical optics. Taking once ro.ore the path-aberra-
tion /Sgr^, this corresponds to a transverse aberration of the ray equal to

its derivative, S^gv'', expressed in diffraction units (in which the first

dark ring has a radius of 3.83). Now the designer will endeavor to

balance this by leaving lower order aberrations, so as to obtain a
ro.inim.um "circle of greatest constriction" of the beam. For this

well-known problem., one should take

fis(sr-'-l^r'+7r'-l /3gT,(r), (8)

in which the polynomial is defined by T'„= cos n*, if cos ^=r.
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Evidently, Tn oscillates between +1 and —1 in the interval — 1—>+l
of r. In onr case, therefore, the greatest constrictioa has a radius

of 1/8 jSs- Now, it is hardly possible to find a tolerance for this in a

consistent way. The conventional view seems to have been that a
disk of this kind must be superimposed on the Airy disk. It could
then at most be allowed to have a radius of 2, i. e., equal to the m.ean
radius of the diffraction disk. The tolerance would hence be

1/8 |88=2, ^8=16 X/2ir=2.5X (geom.etric optics),

or only one-fourth of the real diffraction tolerance! The practical

result of this geom.etric balancing is rem.arkably good. To calculate

it, we m.ust obtain the path-aberration by integrating (8) giving

3. (.'-I
r'+\ ..-^ r'Yh (i ^.-yig B,-. . .)

and find the integrated square of this, which is (|3g/120)^. Hence the
geometric disk of radius 2, and )38=16, will in reality give a Strehl

Definition of 98.2 percent or the tolerance for 90-percent definition is

63=6.OX, i. e., four-sevenths of the optimum.
Results like this, and comparable ones for the lower aberrations,

explain why practical designers never had trouble to remain within
tolerances, as they were apt to adopt far too strict ones. The great
use made of the graphical representation of the longitudinal errors,

initiated by von Rohr, has even led to balancing so as to make the
longitudinal aberration oscillate between narrow limits. Even this

gross error does little harm because of the beneficial influence of

destructive interference. In short, the peculiar properties of the

waves of light are very favorable to the lens designer, even if he
ignores them altogether.

Coming now to the off-axis errors, I can only give a brief survey of one
of these, astigmatism. The calculations were made by Nijboer, in

much the same way as above. Figure 1.6 gives the contour lines of

equal intensity for a small amount of astigmatism, which according
to geometric optics would give rise to a "circle of least confusion"
of radius 2. In reality the Airy disk proper is changed very little,

the error having a marked influence only on the first and second dark
rings, which are each split up into four dark spots. Figure 1.7 shows
the case of a four times greater astigmatism. Here the Airy disk

itself is split up into four maxima and the cross-shaped figure is very
pronounced. This is the largest amount for which the series develop-
ment with circle polynomials could be used, the final formula occupying
a whole printed page.

Large amounts of various aberrations were studied experimentally
by Nienhuis. Figure 1.8 gives one of his results. What puzzled us
was that the figure did not seem to approximate to the evenly illumi-

nated circle of geometric optics. A tentative explanation is as follows.

At any point Q of the edge of the diaphragm some light will be diffrac-

ted, inward and outward, in directions perpendicular to the edge.

The direct ray through Q will intersect the receiving plane in a point

S on the geometric optical circle. If Q describes the edge of the

pupil, S will describe the geometric circle in the opposite direction, as
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Figure 1.6. Contour lines in the central plane for third-order astigmatism of
amount /3= 1.

The numbers give the intensities corresponding to a value of 1,000 at the center of the Airy dislc. The
broken circle indicates the geometric disk.

Figure 1.7. Contour lines in the central plane for third-order astigmatism of
amount ^=4-

Maximum intensities of 0.095 at four off-axis spots. The broken circle should be evenly illuminated accord
ing to geometric optics.
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Figure 1.8. Astigmatism, 0=17.

A, complete pattern; B, edge effect alone; C, pattern at focal line.

is well known. As *S' moves, a narrow strip of diffracted, light will

therefore be seen radiating from S in a, direction turning opposite to

the radius through S. These strips will all be tangent to a four-pointed
curve, an asteroid, which indeed appears in figure 1.8, a, as the boundary
of the illuminated pattern. Nienhuis gave an experimental proof of

this explanation by covering up most of the lens aperture, leaving
only a narrow annulus at the margin. He thus obtained figure 1.8,b,

in which the circle of least confusion has disappeared, leaving only
an interference pattern caused by the overlapping of the difi^racted

rays. Practically the same is found in figure 1.8,c, where the geometric
optical pattern has contracted into a focal line.

The last development in this matter is by N. G. van Kampen, who
found asymptotic formulas for small wavelengths, which confirm
these experimental results.

F. Zernike, Physica 1, 689 (1934).
B. R. A. Nijboer, Thesis Groningen (1942). Physica 10, 679 (1943); 13, 605

(1947).
K. Nienhuis, Thesis Groningen (1948).
F. Zernike and B. R. A. Nijboer, Contribution in La Theorie des Images Optiques,

p. 227 (Paris, 1949).
K. Nienhuis and B. R. A. Nijboer, Physica 14, 590 (1949).

N. G. van Kampen, Physica 14, 575 (1949); 16, 817 (1950).
E. Wolf, Reports on Progress in Physics 14, 95 (1951).
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2. The Contrast of Optical Images and the Influence

of Aberrations

By Andre Marechal ^

Introduction

The estimation of the quahty of optical images is mainly based on
the knowledge of their contrast, i. e., the relative variation of the
illumination in the image. In most cases improving the quality

means increasing the contrast. Even in the vicinity of the resolution

limit, any gain in contrast is helpful because it may slightly improve
the resolution.

To begin with, we shall consider the mechanism of the formation
of optical images in order to determine the contrast. Then we shall

compute the losses of contrast produced by the presence of small
aberrations in the images of some classical objects.

Theoretical Study of the Contrast of Optical Images

The Formation of Images

We generally define contrast as being the ratio I and i

being the maximum and minimum illumination in the image. This
definition does not hold for a bright point source or a bright line source,

but it is very useful in the case of a dark point or a dark line in an
extended background, or in the case of a periodic structure. The
distribution of light in the image of a dark line is represented by the
solid curve in figure 2.1, and the distribution in the object is shown
by the dotted curve.

Consider an instrument where Ox is the axis, Oyz the object plane,

and O'y'z' the image plane (fig. 2.2). We can refer the exit pupU to

angular coordinates /3,7 with origin at 0'
. We can now determine the

laws of formation of the images and study at least the two extreme
cases of coherent and incoherent illumination.

Incoherent Illumination

Suppose that every point of the object acts as an independent
source (as, for instance, in the use of astronomical instruments).
The image of the point source will be a diffraction pattern, sometimes
influenced by the presence of aberrations, and the distribution of light

in the image will be obtained by adding the illuminations produced by
the diS'erent points.

Consider a point source at 0{y=z=0). The distribution of light

in its image is given by the laws of diffraction, i. e., the Huygens-

' Institut d'Optiaue, Paris, France.
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Figure 2.1. Contrast reduction in the image of a dark line.

IMACe PLANE

Figure 2.2. Geometrical orientation of the object, lens, and image

Fresnel principle, which can be expressed as follows: If A(j3,7) is

the wave distortion produced by aberrations, the complex amplitude
in y', z' will be

^(y',3')= JJ^exp|^i^ (A+ ^2/'+ 72')]c?^c?7, (1)

where X is the wavelength.

The complex amplitude A{y'
,
z') appears as the Fourier transform

of

exp [i ^a].

If we denote now by

B{y' ,z') = \A{y' ,z')\^

the distribution of light in the diffraction image, the resulting illumina-

tion for the whole object will be

z') = ^^p{y'-y, z'-z)0{y, z)dydz, (2)

where 0{y, z) represents the distribution of light in the object. Let
us now consider some classical cases.
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(a) Dark point in a bright field: 0(y, z) is unity everywhere, except
in a small surface s around the origin 0. The illumination will be

I{v',z')=\^^'D{y'-y, z' -z)dydz-sD{y'
,
z')

= JJz?(2/', z')dy'dz'-sB{y', z'

(3)

).

The first part is obviously a constant proportional to the total

energy in the diffraction image of a point source, and we have to sub-
tract from this constant the quantity sD{y'

,
z'), as shown in figure 2.1.

The contrast varies then as the function D{y'
,
z'). This means that

any improvement shown in it will be the same as for the case of the
image of a single bright point.

(b) Bright line: Suppose that a bright line source of width e is ex-

tended along the Oz axis. 0{y, z) is zero everywhere except for

Q<Cy<^(:; the illumination is then

I{y', z')=e r^Diy', z'-z)dz=e r'^D{y', z')dz'= .S{y'),
J — a> J — <s

(4)

which is a function of y' only.

If we represent by a solid the function D{y', z'), the value at any
point y' of the illumination eS{y') would be proportional to the area
of the plane section of that "diffraction solid" where it is intersected

by a plane through the point and perpendicular to the y' axis.

(c) Dark line: The illumination will be obviously complementary
to the preceding

I{y',z')=jjDiy',z')dy'dz'-efD{y', z')dz' . (5)

(d) Edge of a bright area:

(Oif y<Q
0{y, z)l

|lify>0,

I{y',z')= Cdy r'°D{y'-y,z'-z)dz= rS{y'-y)dy.
JO J-oo Jo

We will define the contrast as the slope of the curve I{y'): dl/dy'=
S(y'). This signifies that when the illumination is incoherent, the

contrast of the images is related either to D{y'
,

z') when the object is a
point, or to S{y') when the object is a line or the edge of an area.

Coherent Illumination, Phase Contrast

Now suppose that the vibrations from the object are no longer
independent of one another, but that they are related, the complex
amplitude being a function Fo{y, z). To determine the vibrations in

the pupil, we have to compute in any direction from the object the
resulting amplitude by applying the Huygens-Fresnel principle. The
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mathematical expression is the transformation giving the amplitude
in the pupU.

G(0,y)= jj^Foiy, z) exp ^-j^{^y+^z)]^dydz,

and the amplitude in the image will be

F,{y',z') = ^^^G{^, y) exp ^j'^-^ {A+ 0y'+ yz')'jd0dy

= JJ^exp [i^ (A+ + yz')]^dHy

JJ^^o(2/,
z) exp|^—i Y (/52/+72)] dydz.

By reversing the order for the integrations, the latter becomes

F,{y\z')=^^Fo{y,z)dydz^^^exv^'^-^[A+ ^{y'-yn
(6)

=
JJ^i^o(y,

z)A{y'-y, z'~z)dydz.

This relation is very similar to (2) where the intensities are now
replaced by the complex amplitudes.

Let us now examine various cases, beginning with the case of a

uniformly illuminated object, in order to know the amplitude in a

coherent background.

(a) Uniform surface: het Fo(y,z) =1 everywhere;

F,{y',z')=jjA(y'-y, z'-z)dydz,

which can be written as

Fi{y\ z')=jjA(y', z')dy'dz'.

We have already noticed that A{y' ,z') is the Fourier transform of

exp j{2ir/\)A{l3,y). We can write the reverse transform as follows:

exp
[j ^A(/3,7)]=JJ^(2/',

z') exp [-j^W+ Jz')'] dy'dz'. (7)

If we choose (8=7=0 we obtain the value of

F,{y',z')^jjA(y',z')dy'dz'=exp
j^y^ A(0,0)],

which is a constant over the field.

We can now use the convention that A(0,0)=0, so that

F,{y',z')^l.
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(b) Dark point in a coherent background: We have to subtract from
the preceding result the contribution of a point located at O and whose
area will be Fi{y' ,z') = l—sA{y' ,z').

The intensity will be

\F,{y',z') |2= (1 -s^) {l-sA*)c^l-s{A+A*) = \-2sR[A{y' ,z')], (8)

where R{A) means the real part of the complex amplitude A{y' ,z').

The contrast of the image will be expressed by R{A{y' ,z')).

(c) Bright coherent line: Suppose that the line is along Oz, e being
its width. Then

F,{y',z')=SA{y',z'-z)dz=ea{y'),

where
a(2/')=J

A{y' ,z')dz'

.

The intensity will be:

.My'Wiy'). (9)

(d) Dark line in a coherent background: We must subtract the
amplitude corresponding to the line from the uniform amplitude.

F,iy',z') = l-ea{y').

The intensity will be:

l-2dt[a(y')],

and the contrast will be related to R[a{y')].

(e) Phase contrast objects: Phase objects observed with phase con-
trast techniques behave like amplitude objects observed in coherent
illumination. The results obtained in b, c, and d can be applied
to them.

Expressions of Contrast Implying Various Pupillar Integrals

(for Small Aberrations)

It is very useful to express the various quantities that govern the
contrast of the image by integrations performed on the pupil. It

will then be possible to study the effect of aberrations, whose nature
will be given by the wave distortion A(/3,7). To obtain these expres-

sions, we use general properties of the Fourier transform. Because
of Professor Duffieux's work,^ such transformations are rather easy.

Furthermore, if we limit ourselves to small aberrations, we wiU be
able to use the following expansions:

exp - Aj = 1 -^-^ A- cos -A= 1 A^

2 p. M. Duffieux, L'inttgrale de Fourier et ses applications ^ I'Optique (SocietS Anonyme des Imprimerie
Oberthur, Rennes, 1947).
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Points

a. Bright point or dark point in an incoherent background:

The illumination for a bright point will be

\A{y',z'r=
I
JJ

exp^j^{A+^y'+ yz')jd^dy

We can conventionally introduce the linear terms ^y'-'ryz' into

A()8,7) and limit our study to ^(0,0), keeping in mind that A has to

include a linear form in (3 and 7.

dBdy
When A is small, and if dco— ^^j^j , thenjfd^dy

M(o,o)p^[j;f(, +,f JJ(.
-,2-'A-?l!A')rf„}

or

Z)(0,0)=|^(0,0)r=l-^^^[JjA^o?co-(JjA(/coy]- (11)

b. Dark point in a coherent background: The real part of ^(0,0) will

be expressed by

J'J*
cos^ Ad^dy.

For small aberrations we will write

RiAiO,0))=l-^^jA'dw.

Lines

a. Incoherent illumination: We evaluate

^DiO,z')dz'= j\A(0,z')\^dz'.

We notice that

AiO,z')= Jexp [i^ 72'] dyjexp [j^ A(^,7)] d^

appears as the one-dimensional Fourier transform of

^(7)=
Jexp [i ^ A(/3,7)] dp.

Applying the Plancherel theorem (which expresses mathematically
the equality of the energy in the pupil and in the image when con-
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sidered with two parameters) we can write

j\A{0,z')\'dz'= jy(y)\'dy.

For small aberrations this expression can be written

(12)

where ^liy) and ^2 (7) are the lower and upper limits of the pupil.

(b) Coherent line: We evaluate a{y') =JA{y'
,
z') dz'.

Using eq 7 and making t= 0,

exp i^ A(/3,0)= Jexp [j ^ /3y'] dy'jA{y',z')dz',

which shows that a(T/') is the Fourier transform of

exp[j^AO,0)].

The reverse transformation can be written

aO/)= Jexp [i^ A(/3,0)] exp [-j~ ^y''j d^,

in which we will take y'= 0

a(0)= j3xp[i^A(/3,0)](Z^. (13)

According to the case to be studied (bright or dark line) we will use
one of the two expressions:

|o(0)]'= |"exp [i ~ i(/i,0)J dpjexp [-j ^ A(^,0)] d0,

B[.(0)Hjoos2l^d^.

For small aberrations these expressions can be written

R [a(0)]= (/3.-^0 [l-f^Jfzf ^4 ^'^^
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Application to Determination of Tolerances for Various
Aberrations

If the pupil is circular, polar coordinates may be useful:

j8=a cos (f)

y= a sin 4>.

Let h be the relative aperture a/am Then we may write the distor-

tion of the wave front as follows:

A=Dh'+Sh'+S'h'+ikh+ch'+c'h') cos (</,-<^o) +^/^' cos 2(<A-</,o),

in which D is the defect caused by errors in focusing, S is the third-

order spherical aberration, iS" is the fifth-order spherical aberration,

k represents the linear expression in ^ and y to be introduced in A
(lateral displacement of the image in the <t>o direction) , C is the third-

order coma in the </)o direction, C is the fifth-order coma in the <^o

direction, A is the astigmatism in the <f>o direction, and h will vary from
0 to 1.

The results of the integrations are quadratic polynomials with
respect to the preceding coefficients. The relative losses of contrast
are the following:

INCOHERENT ILLUMINATION
(a) Point:

in^FD^ DS 4 3 1 9 2

. P kc kc' cc' c'^ A^~\

T T^ 8^T T"*"l2 "6"
J

(b) Line:

[0.33962S'^+0.305425''+ 2X0.31992L>.S

+ 2 X 0.28474/>5'+ 2 X 0.3 1 69

+ sin2</)(0.016549c'+0.038678cc'+ 0.023919c'')

+ cos2</)(0.65160F+0.85639^c+ 0.63653A-c'

+ 0.31827c2+0.50607cc'+ 0.20991c'')

+ 0.32508(yl cos 24>+Dy+QM2A^ sin^ 2<^].

COHERENT ILLUMINATION

(a) Point:

27rTD^ SD S'+2DS' SS' S'' k' kc kc' ^jc' c'" AH
X2L3^2^ 5 3 7

^4^3"*" 4
"'"8"'"

5"'"l2^12j'
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(b) Dark line:

27rT(Z)+^ cos 2</.)^ S'^ 2S{D+Acos2c}>) 2S'{D+A cos 2<t>)

L 5
"'"9"^13"'"

7 9

(c) Bright line:

4Tr^ r4{D+Acos2<t>f l%S{D+Acos24>) 16>S^ 8>S^(D+^ cos 2.^)

X^ L 45 15-7 "'"9.25^ 9-7

+5^01+13:49+'"^ H3"+T'+7+^+-^+nJi
Various problems can now be solved. We have studied the following

ones:

a. The effect of a given aberration alone, and the determination of

the maximum value of that aberration such that the relative loss of

contrast does not exceed the conventional value of 0.2 (average loss

of contrast for a point in the case of the Rayleigh limit). If, for

instance, we consider the effect of third-order spherical aberration
alone {S term) on the contrast of an incoherent line, we write

0.339S2<0.2 or |S|<0.28X.

b. For high-order aberrations we have to studj^ the best way of

balancing the high-order component with lower order terms. For
example, in the case of "corrected" spherical aberration and its effect

on the contrast of a coherent bright line, we write
^

from which we can determine the proper values of D and S leading to

the minimum value of the polynomial. These values are D= (5/ll)(S"

and — (15/11)<S". If we compute the minimum as a function of

S' we obtain iS'<3.7X. The relation S= —(15/11)5' determines the

aperture of correction of the curve of longitudinal spherical aberration

(fig. 2.3). By using the relations between longitudinal and wave
spherical aberration, it can be shown that the aperture ho of correction

wiU be ^fvl=y2/SS/S' times the maximum aperture h^ {vq is the

parameter (ho/hmY).

Let us now consider the case of coma. As is well known, the dis-

tortion of the wave front is: Image magnitude times angular aperture

times (offense against sine condition minus (longitudinal spherical

aberration/distance pupil image). It is interesting to know what
maximum value of the fifth-order term wUl be tolerable and what
optimum aperture of correction is to be chosen. In the case of the
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Figure 2.3. Aperture of correction of longitudinal spherical aberration.

coherent bright Ime perpendicular to the comatic flare (^o=0) we write

47r^/F
,
2^c

,
2^c' 2cc' c'^ ^

V3"^ 5 +7+ 7 + 9

The minimum value of the polynomial is obtained when A:=(5/21)C"
and C=— (10/9) C"(fo= 10/9), so that the optimum aperture of cor-

rection will be ho=(^flO/3)hm and the tolerance will be C"= 1.85X.

The results are collected in table 2.1. In the case of coma we have
listed the tolerance for the two possible directions of the comatic flare

(when (Po=0 the flare is perpendicular to the object). In coherent
illumination the coma has no effect when the flare is parallel to the line

and the tolerance becomes infinite. In the case of astigmatism the
best focus is located midway between the focal lines if the object is a
point, and the tolerances are given for that position (Z)=0). When
the linear object is parallel to one of the focal lines, the best focus is

located on that line and then the astigmatism has no effect. The
maximum displacement with respect to that line is given by the tol-

erance for errors in focusing.

Let us now take an example. Suppose that the amount of astig-

matism in an instrument is such that ^= X/8 (the distortion of the
wavefront being ±0.125X on both sides of the reference sphere; alto-

gether (0.25X). The losses of contrast will be, for a dark point in a
bright field, in incoherent illumination 0.2(0.125/0.17)^= 0.11 and in

coherent illumination 0.2(0.125/0.25)^= 0.05. The losses for an in-

coherent line would be (midway between the two focal lines) when the
line is parallel to a focal line, 0.2(0.125/0.2)^= 0.04 and, when the line

makes a 45° angle with both focal fines, 0.2(0.125/0.18)2= 0.10. The
rates of losses of contrast can vary on a large scale (here the ratio of

the extreme cases is about 3).

The Mechanical Computation of Diffraction Patterns

When the aberrations arc either very small or very large, it is pos-
sible to compute the distribution of energy in diffraction patterns by
using mathematical expansions.^ We have already shown that the

3 See paper 1, page 1. in this Symposium.
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Figure 2.4. Mechanical integrating device for computing diffraction patterns.
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losses of contrast can be expressed as functions of various pupillar
integrals that can also be easily expressed in the case of small aberra-
tions. When the aberrations are neither very small nor very large
(in the transition between diffraction and geometrical optics) these
mathematical procedures may fail. It is then useful to perform the
integration expressed in eq 1 for a point source by means of a special

mechanical device (fig. 2.4).

The principle of such a machine has already been described else-

where.* The real and imaginary parts of the complete integral are
developed by two integrating wheels, whereas the distortions of the
wavefront (of any order) are given by cams, amplifier levers, adding
tape, etc. The machine has been used for solving the following
problems:

a. Distribution of energy in the presence of third-order aberrations.

The goal of that study was mainly the knowledge of the transition

between diffraction patterns and geometrical caustics. It seems that
the transition is very rapid in the case of astigmatism when the focus-

* A. Martchal, Thesis (Paris. 19*7); Rev. opt. 26, 157-277 '19»7), 27, 73-92, 269-287 (1948); J. Opt. Soc. AlTi
37, 982 (1946).

Figure 2.5.—Continued.
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ing is done on a focal line. The diffraction pattern is already similar

to the geometrical pattern even when the aberration is as small as

X/4. The transition is more gradual for coma, and still more gradual
for spherical aberration.

b. Determination of the proper aperture of correction of geometrical
aberrations when the aberrations are of the order of two or three
times the Rayleigh limit.

c Special studies of practical cases of microscope objectives,

Schmidt cameras, etc. The results can be represented by curves of

equal illumination in the image plane.

Figure 2.5 shows the example of the study of comatic flares in the
presence of corrected coma. The distortion of the wavefront is sup-
posed to be conveniently represented by the superposition of third-

and fifth-order terms; the fifth-order term is 5 X (twice the tolerance

for a bright-point source. See table 2.1); the third-order term is

varied by steps as well as the aperture of correction ho= Vohm; the
maximum illumination in the flare is 0.436, 0.46, 0.45, 0.40 for Vo=l,
1.1, 1.2, 1.3 so that the optimum aperture of correction is about 1.13^,

whereas for a smaller aberration the maximum would be obtained
for 1.2*^. As a consequence the aperture of correction has to be
decreased with increasing aberration. Extensive results will be pub-
lished in the near future.

The present work has been performed in close collaboration with
G. Pieuchard, to whom I express my best thanks. W. G. Steel,

working on a generalization of the present work to the case where
the pupil involves a central obscuration, has been able to test many
of the results obtained.
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3. Diffraction Images Produced by Fully Corrected

Objectives of High Numerical Aperture

By Harold Osterberg and Robert A. McDonald ^

Introduction

The theory of diffractioa by optical systems has been extended by
R. K. Luneberg [1] ^ to include the effect upon the diffraction image
of the geometrical coordination of the rays in the object and image
space. An explicit form of the primary diffraction integral has been
derived from Luneberg's formulation by Osterberg and Wilkins [2]

upon the supposition that the objective is free of spherical aberration
and coma. The main purposes of the present paper are to integrate

and to discuss the primary diffraction integral under the additional
supposition that absorption and reflection losses within the objective
are negligible. A universal law governing diffraction phenomena with
fully corrected objectives can be obtained only by ignoring the variable

loss of light in the axial bundle of rays. "We shall see that the uni-

versal law thus obtained differs in several interesting and important
respects from the accepted classical laws governing idealized diffraction

images.

Amplitude Variation Over the Converging Wavefront

Wavefronts expand (fig. 3.1. and 3.2) from an unresolvably small
area centered about the axial point 0 and are converged without
spherical aberration toward the conjugate point 0' of the image space.

Let
p^sin??; p™=sin

Po = sint?„; p„„=sin (1)

The num.erical apertures of the objective with respect to its object and
image space are np,„ and n„pom, respectively, where Uo and n are the
refractive indices of the object and image space, respectively.

If Abbe's sine condition is obeyed,

nMp=-n„po, (2)

where M is the m.agnification ratio. Accordingly,

nMp,„= noPom=N. A., (3)

where N. A. denotes the numerical aperture of the system.

1 American Optical Co., Research Laboratory, Stamford, Conn.
2 Figures in brackets indicate the Uterature references on p. 35.
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Figure 3.1. Convention with respect Figure 3.2. The amplitudes of Ao
to the axial bundle of rays. and A of the diverging and con-

verging wavefronts, respectively

.

When the rays of the axial bundle obey (eq 2) and when these rays
are transmitted equally from. 0 to 0' (fig. 3.2) it can be shown [3]

that except for an unim.portant factor of proportionality

A{p)IAM^Hp) = {l-pT'l{l-f^r\ (4)

in which Ao{po) and A (p) represent am.plitudes on the expanding
wavefront Wo and on the converging wavefront W, respectively. For
unpolarized light one may set

Ao{po)=^ (5)

and

A{p)=Hp) = {1-pT'I{1-pI)''. (6)

Microscope objectives have the property and hence that

p^>p^. Accordingly, we observe from eq 6 that the amplitude A{p)
increases toward the outer portions of the converging wavefront.
This increase becomes substantial when po can approach unity. The
upper practical value of pom—N. A.juo falls in the neighborhood of

0.95. The corresponding ratio K{pm) is approxim.ately 1.8.

On the other hand, camera and telescope objectives have the
property |A/|<^1 and hence that pI<Cp^- It follows from eq 6 that the
amplitude A{p) decreases toward the outer portions of the converging
wavefront. This amplitude variation is ordinarily negligible with
telescope objectives because they have low numerical aperture with
respect to both object and image space.

Let T{p) denote the amplitude transmission of the system for rays
in the axial bundle. Reflection losses render Tip) a decreasing function
of p. The functions T{p) and k(p) counteract with microscope objec-
tives but conjoin with camera objectives.

The Primary Diffraction Integral

The primary diffraction integral ?7(r) for fully corrected objectives
obeys [4] the relation

C/»=2xJ^ P{p)J,{2irrnp)pdp; (7)

A{p)T{p)
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Here, r is distance in number of wavelengths from the diffraction

head (center of the diffraction image of an unresolved pinhole), P(p)
is the pupil function, Jo is a Bessel function of the first kind and zero
order, A{p) is given by eq 6, and T{p) is the amplitude transmission
of the axial bundle of rays. For lossless objectives T(p)= l. The
energy density in the diffraction image of a single, unresolvably small
pinhole in an opaque slide is proportional to U^ir).

By combining eq 6, 7 and 8, we obtain explicitly

in which p and po obey eq 2.

Airy's diffraction integral is obtained by setting P(p)= l in eq 7.

The familiar result is

Uir) =2. f""' J,{2.rnp)pdp=2.pl '^'fj^^-^ (10)
Jo l-rrnpm

in which Ji is a Bessel function of the first kind and first order.

Debye's diffraction integral is obtained by setting A{p)T{p)= \

in eq 8. It is

7-7/ X 9 f^-" jQ{2Trrnp)pdp , .

The solutions of eq 10 and 11 are practically alike for small p^.

However [5], with respect to eq 11

T • TTf \ o sin (2xnr)
Limit ?7(r)= 27r — \ (12)

From a physical viewpoint, Debye's diffraction integral does not
generate a single type of diffraction image.

Reversibility of tlie Primary Diffraction Integral for

Fully Corrected Objectives

An objective and its primary diffraction integral are said to be
reversible with respect to a pair of conjugate object and imageplanes
when the diffraction images formed by interchanging the object

point 0 and the conjugate image point 0'
,
figure 3.1, have similar

distributions of energy density. Airy's diffraction integral of eq 10

is reversible. Debye's diffraction integral of eq 11 is not reversible.

The reversibility of the diffraction integral of eq 9 will now be
demonstrated for the case T'(p)= l, that is, for lossless objectives.

Let Va denote Airy's limit of resolution measured as number of

wavelengths in the image space. Then

2irr,npm=Z.SS17^0, (13)

the first root of Ji(2irranp„)=0. Let x be distance measured in
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Airy units from the diffraction head to other points in the diffraction

image.
x = rlva. (14)

Let also

W = plp,a. (15)

By introducing the changes of variable of eq 13 to 15 together with

Po from eq 2 into eq 9, we obtain the primary diffraction integral for

ifuUy corrected, lossless objectives in the universal form

ty(x)=27rp„ -;r^;^ (16)
•^0

(1

Jo{^xw)wdw

U^{x) describes the distribution of energy density produced about
point 0'

,
figure 3.1, by the light radiated from an unresolved pinhole

centered on the object point 0.

If the object point 0 and the conjugate image point 0' are inter-

changed,

LJ (x)= 27rp„ TZnuf—'— (!')

(1 — p„ w

in which the primed quantities refer to the new image space (formerly

the object space). The equations of transformation from one space
to the other are

n'= n„; n'= n; M'= \IM; (18)

pL^Pom^nMpJuo. (19)

Therefore,

n'M'ln'= nJnM-, (20)

r:= 0.6098MV:= 0.6098/n„p„,„= r,/|M|. (21)

By introducing eq 18 to 20 into eq 17, one obtains in a straightfor-

ward manner the result

U{x)=2np„ p yznrf^—vT^ ' (22)

where x' is distance measured in Airy units in the new image space.

Comparison of the integrals of eq 16 and 22 shows that they are

similar with respect to the role of x and x'. The primary diffraction

integral of eq 16 is therefore reversible.

It follows from the reversibility of the primary diffraction integral

that the diffraction images produced by a fully corrected objective

operated as a microscope or as a camera objective between a fixed

pair of conjugate planes are similar. This similarity holds in spite

of the fact that the amplitude variation on the convergent wavefront
is an increasing function of p, figure 3.2, with microscope objectives

but a decreasing function of p with camera objectives.

Repetition of the above argument relative to eq 16 and 22 shows
that the more general primary diffraction integral of eq 9 is reversible
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provided that the amphtude transmission T{p) for the axial bundle is

the same whether the light passes from 0 to 0' or from 0' to 0 in

figure 3.1. Functions Tip) having this property will be called revers-

ible. If, therefore, the reflection and absorption losses within a fully

corrected objective lead to reversible amplitude transmission func-
tions T{p), the corresponding primary diffraction integral is reversible.

An Approximation with Respect to Microscope
Objectives

In integrating eq 9 for microscope objectives, one may set

(1-P^)-^= 1 (23)

because O^p^pm with Pm-\0.04. The primary diffraction integral

for fully corrected microscope objectives may therefore be integrated

in the alternate approximate forms

(24)

in which n= 1 and

C/(r)=2. \'-^^^.
Jo U— PoJ

Uix) = 2.p^j^ (l^WF' ^^^^

Po=nMplno=Mp/no; (26)

^JMW^N^^
(27)

r„ = 0.6098/7V.^. (28)

in number of wavelengths and

x= r/ra. (29)

Phenomena at the Diffraction Head

The diffraction head corresponds to the center of the diffraction

image of a single particle, that is, to the point r=x=0 in eq 24 and 25.

From eq 25

U(0) „ n wdw
-'-'faT^Pm Jo (1

37^
= ;^[l-(l-iV^)'^]. (30)

A'^ is defined by eq 27.

The energy density 6^(0) at the diffraction head is given by U'~{Q) so

that

6^(0) l^[l-{\-NY'Y
2^2 g ^74 ("^1)

TT p
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(9(0)/ir^p* is called the normalized energy density. From eq 31

6?(0)/x2p*-^16/9 as A^^l; (31, a.)

GiO)/T'pt,^l as A^^O; (31, b)

.M^^?(0)xVt^l6/9. (31, c)

The usual classical value of 6^(0) /ir^p* is obtained from Airy's

diffraction integral of eq 10 and is unity. We observe that the nor-
malized energy density at the diffraction head can exceed the
classical value appreciably.

It has been concluded by R. K. Luneberg [6] that among all primary
diffraction images obeying eq 7 and producing equal total energy flux

through the plane of the image, the primary diffraction image having
the greatest normalized energy density at the diffraction head is the
classical case of eq 10, that is, the case in which P(p) is equal to a
constant. This conchision remains useful in considering the properties

of diffraction integrals. However, one should not construe Luneberg's
theorem to mean that the highest possible normalized energy density
at the diffraction head is under all circumstances the classical value
unity.

Primary Diffraction Images with Microscope
Objectives

With respect to eq 25, let

i^(w2)s(l-7VW)-^ (32)

be approximated by the power series

f(v:^) = l-^aiw^+a2w'+ . . . a„,w'^"', (33)

in which the finite number m of coefficients ay is chosen high enough
so that / (w^) is a satisfactory approximation to the monotonic function
7^(w^) in th e interval 0 ^ w^ 1

.

In the following calculations the coefficients have been deter-

mined from fiw"^) and F(w^) bv the method [7] of least squares.
From eq 25, 32, and 33,

m fl
= S«; jQi^xw)w^'+^dw. (34)

j=o Jo2xp;

It is convenient to introduce the change of variable z = ^xw and thus
obtain

27rp^

Then, because

nPx j (BxY" (7')^
J,{z)z^J+^dz =

^^^^;^^^ (36)
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u{x) j,m
0x

To calculate U(x) for small x-values, we have preferred to expand
Jo{z) in eq 35 into the standard Bessel series and to integrate term
by term. The resulting expression for U{x) is

U{x) 1v

(38)

It is pointed out that the method of eq 32 to 38 can be applied to

the exact integral of eq 16 by choosing

(39)

The use of eq 39 instead of eq 32 is not justified unless one employs
a higher number of coefficients than employed by the writers.

The normalized energy densities U^{x)lw^p^ have been calculated
from eq 37 and 38 for the cases N=N.A./nc equal to 0.85, 0.92 and
0.95 and are plotted against x=r/ra as the solid curves in figures 3.4

to 3.6. The case 7V=0.95 corresponds to "dry" microscope objectives
having the numerical aperture 0.95 or to oil-immersion objectives
having the numerical aperture 1.44.

The number and values of the coefficients aj are listed in table 3.1.

The agreement between F(n:^) and fiw^) is illustrated in figure 3.3

for the case A7^=0.85. The deviation of/ from 7^ is less than 3, 13 and
19 parts per thousand for A7^=0.85, 0.92 and 0.95, respectively. The
addition of one coefficient for the case A7^=0.95 is indicated but would
not, we estimate, alter appreciably the diffraction curve of figure 3.6.

Table 3.1 Number and Values of the Coefficients

N Ol 02 03 04

0. 85
.92
.95

0. 208353
. 206122
. 322624

-0.065.553
. 203478

-.328069

0. 231649
-.316991

. 362459
0. 491368
.400207

The normalized energy densities U^(x)/-K^p^ belonging to Airy's

diffraction integral of eq 10 are included for comparison as the broken
curve of figures 3.4 to 3.6. Airy's diffraction curve is unity at the
diffraction head where x=0 and reaches its first zero at Airy's limit

of resolution, where x=l.
The most conspicuous property of the solid curves drawn in figures

3.4 to 3.6 for fully corrected, lossless microscope objectives is the

rapid increase of energy density at the diffraction head (x=0) with
increasing A^^. This property has been explained on page 28.

A second interesting property of the solid curves of figures 3.4 to 3.6

is that the first zero of the energy density occm"s at x-values less than
unity, that is, within Airy's limit of resolution. The data from which
figures 3.4 to 3.6 have been plotted show that the first zeros occur
near x=0.96, 0.95, and 0.94 for cases N=0.85, 0.92, and 0.95, respec-

tively. Let Xo denote the first root of C/^(x) =0. Then with respect to

the primary diffraction curves for fully corrected objectives Xo^l.
Furthermore, Xq is a decreasing function of A''.
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1.4

N = 0.85 /

F(w*)

• f(w*)

t
w

Figure 3.3 The jit of f{w^) to F(u<^)

for the case N=0.85.

1.2

0 OS 1.0

1.5

Figure 3.4. The primary diffraction curve for the rase N=0.85.

V {i) is proportional to the energy density in the diffraction image. Distance i from the center of the
diflraction image is measured in Airy units ro.

It is especially noteworthy that a^o is a decreasing function of N
while the energy density at the diffraction head is an increasing func-
tion of A^. The energy density at the diffraction head is therefore a
decreasing function of Xo{N). The reduction of Xq below Xo=l by
artificial means such as coating [8] the exit pupil of the objective is

invariably accompanied by marked reduction in the energy density
at the diffraction head. In other words, when one attempts to de-
crease Xq artificially, he is faced by the damaging fact that the energy
density at the diffraction head becomes an increasing function of Xq.

Figures 3.4 to 3.6 show that the ratio of the energy densities at the
subsidiary maxima to the energy density at the central maximum is

higher with the fully corrected objective than with Airy type objec-
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1.5

Figure 3.5. The primary diffrattion curve for the case N=0.92.

tives (idealized objectives that obey Airy 's diffraction integral). The
relative increase in the brightness of the diffraction rings is however
small.

Resolution of Two Like Pinholes in an Opaque Slide

We have seen from figures 3.4 to 3.6 that as A^^is increased the energy
density at the diffraction head increases and the location Xq of the first

zero in the energy density decreases, that the normalized energy
density at the diffraction head is greater than unity and that Xq is less

than unity. These observations lead to the expectation that fully

corrected objectives will have greater resolving power than the ideal-

ized Airy-type objective. This expectation will now be justified.
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Let two like pinholes having unresolvably small area A be located
equidistantly from the optical axis and be illuminated as in a micro-
scope by a substage condenser whose numerical aperture with respect
to the object space of the objective is variable and is denoted by

Let

N.A.^„„i^^^„=noPcm- (40)

^ -A/^,./! . condenser/-^^' • objective j (4 1 )

|8= 3.8317; (42)

x=distance measured in Airy units from the optical axis in

the image space of the objective;

2Z=separation in Airy units of the centers of the geometrical
images of the two pinholes in the image space of the
objective;

Z,^^{x-L); (43)

Z,^^{x+ Ly, (44)

,
_2Ji(2^sZ).

2/3sZ
(45)

u(Z)^U{Z)!2tpI,
_

(46)

where U{Z) is to be calculated from eq 37 and 38 for

fully corrected objectives;

and

G^(a;)=the distribution of energy density in the sharpl}^ focused
diffraction image of the two pinholes.

Then it can be shown by repeating for opaque backgrounds an argu-
ment by Osterberg and Wissler [9] that

G(x)/4w'AV^pL= uHZ,)+u'(Z,) +2.pu(Z,MZ,). (47)

Equation 47 is identical to an equation derived independently (and
almost simultaneously) by Hopkins and Barham [10]. Equation 47
includes the effect of the numerical aperture of the condenser upon the
diffraction image of the two pinholes.

The curves of figures 3.7 to 3.9 have been calculated from eq 47 for

the case s=l, that is, for the case in which the numerical aperture of

the substage condenser is equal to the numerical aperture of the
objective. The curves G{x) are symmetrical about the point x=0
and therefore have been plotted only for x>0.
The family of diffraction curves of figure 3.7 belong to fully corrected

objectives for which A'^=0.85. A pronounced concentration of energy
density occurs at the points x=±0.5 Airy unit when the separation

2L is LO Airy unit. The two pinholes are easily resolved when
a;=±0.5, are undoubtedly resolved when i=0.45 but are probably
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Figure 3.7. Diffraction curves

for two -pinholes for the case

N~0.85.

The pinholes are located equidistantly
from the optical axis and x is measured in
Airy units from the optical axis.

Figure 3.8. Diffraction curves for
two pinholes for the case N=0 9S.

a4

0.5 1.0

Figure 3.9. Diffraction curves for

two pinholes for the case N=0.95.
Figure 3.10. Comparison of the

diffraction curves for two pin-
holes as produced by an objective

of Airy type and by a fully cor-

rected objective for which N=0.95.

The pinholes are separated by 2i=0.90
Airy unit in the object space.
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not resolvable when i=0.42. The physical limit [11] of resolution is

the separation 2L for which

-^^Uo at x= 0. (48)

Evidently, the physical limit of resolution, 2L, falls slightly below 0.84
when iV= 0.85.

The family of curves of figure 3.8 belong to the case N=0.^2. A
more definite dip in the energy density now occurs at a;=0 for the
half-separation L— 0A2. The diffraction images described by this

family of curves show definitely better contrast and resolution than
do the diffraction images for the case A^=0.85. This trend toward
better contrast and resolution with increasing N is continued in

figure 3.9 for the case A^=0.95.

The physical limit 2L is estimated to be 0.82 when A^=0.95. The
physical limit 2L is [12] 0.843 with Airy-type objectives in viewing
two, like, true pinholes in an opaque slide under the condition s=l.
The physical limit of resolution is therefore lower (more favorable)

with fully corrected objectives than with the idealized Airy-type
objective.

The diffraction curves of figure 3.10 have been included for com-
parison of the fully corrected objective with the Airy-type objective.

To compute G{x) for objectives of Airy type, one determines U{Z)
in eq 46 from Airy's diffraction integral of eq 10. Whereas the half-

separation Z= 0.45 is resolved by both objectives, resolution is more
certain and contrast is better with the fully corrected objective.

Another interesting point of comparison is afforded by figure 3.10.

According to the laws of geometrical optics, the concentration of

energy density should occur at x= ±Z Airy units when the separation
is 2L Airy units. Figures 3.4 to 3.6 display the typical tendency
that the concentrations of energy density do occur near x= ±L
when 2Z^ 1.0, but that the concentrations depart from the locations

x=±L when 2Z<C1.0. In figure 3.10 the concentration of energy
density occurs near x=0.4 and x=0.35 for the fully corrected objective

and the Airy-type objective, respectively.

The concentration of energy density lies closer to the geometrical
location a;= 0.45 with the fully corrected objective than with the
objective of Airy type.

In summary, a fully corrected objective that has negligible internal

losses of light due to reflection and absorption is superior to the
idealized objective of Airy type in practically all respects from the
viewpoint of physical optics. The amplitude variation introduced
over the converging wavefront by bending the rays from the object
space into the image space in accordance with Abbe's sine condition
is beneficial and should not be counteracted by the deposition of an
absorbing coating over the exit pupil of the objective to render the

objective of Airy type.

Conclusions

The following advantages over the idealized objectives of Airy type
are possessed by fully corrected objectives that have negligible internal

losses of light.
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(l) The energy density at the diffraction head is higher. This
energy density increases with N=N.A.ino and approaclies 16/9
times the classical value as N approaches unity. (2) The first

zero of the energy density occurs nearer to the diffraction head.

(3) The physical limit of resolution is lower (more favorable) in view-
ing two pinholes in an opaque slide. (4) Actual resolving power
is better in viewing the diffraction images of two illuminated pin-

holes in an opaque slide. (5) Contrast in the diffraction image of two
illuminated pinholes is higher.

The single advantage retained by the classical objective of Airy
type is that the brightness of the diffraction rings is lower with respect
to the brightness of the central maximum.
The primary diffraction integral for fully corrected objectives is

reversible. Not all primary diffraction integrals have this property.
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Discussion

Dr. F. Mooney, Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.: I

would like to hear Dr. Osterberg redefine a fully corrected objective.

Dr. Osterberg: Insofar as my purposes are concerned, a fully

corrected objective is without spherical aberration and is fully cor-

rected for any design condition that is without color. With mono-
chromatic light, you would not have to correct for color.

Dr. G. Toraldo, Institute Nazionale di Ottica, Arcetri, Florence,
Italy: I would like to remark on Dr. Osterberg's paper. I think that
to treat the problem from a purely academic point of view is not
sufficient when such large angles are considered. I have already dis-

cussed with Dr. Osterberg the question of polarization, but there is

still another question. What is the meaning of the curves of the
diffraction disks when one has such a large angle? One must specify

what is intended. Also, it appears that the conservation-of-energy
law is violated because either the other patterns or these are true.

The other patterns contain more energy. Which is the correct one?
Dr. Osterberg: You have asked, I believe, two questions. One

question you have asked really amounts to this: If we had an illu-

minated pin hole can we say that the wavefront that expands from it

can be regarded as spherical?
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The first remark to be made is this: In the classical viewpoint, of

course, when considering Airy-type objectives we asked no question
in this regard so I may stand my ground and say I take the same privi-

lege. However, there is this to be said. I agree with Toraldo that
the only way you can really solve these problems is to start with the
atomic radiator in the som-ce, trace your polarization vectors all the
way through, and calculate the energy density at the end.

I have done this in connection with the building up of a theory of

phase microscopy. I have started with the dipole radiators in the
source and have traced the development through to the final energy
densities and under certain approximations that are made we get the
final result.

Now, the approximations in a theory like this are sometimes very
difficult to analyze. Just what do they mean? If one supposes that
the microscope illuminator has sufficient numerical aperture to focus
the complete diffraction energy in the source then your conclusion
would follow. That takes care of one question. What was the
second?

Dr. Toraldo: The energy consiaeration, the diffraction disk.

Dr. Osterberg: Yes. Here is how I view that. Let us take a
small cone of rays containing a certain amount of energy. On passing
through a microscope objective, this energy flux converges as another,
and longer, cone. As the angular aperture increases, the emergent
flux is squeezed into a narrower and narrower cone relative to the
incident cone, so the amplitude is greater on the outer portions of the
wavefront.
Now, when you develop a theory for the Airy-type objective what

do you say? You say that the energy on that wavefront is uniform.
What have you done? You have thrown away energy. I have only
included that energy and so I get the taller diffraction peaks.

Chairman: Dr. Herzberger.
Dr. M. Herzberger, Eastman Kodak Research Laboratory,

Rochester, N. Y.: I wish to make one remark with respect to the

beautiful paper of Prof. Zernike. I enjoyed very much the mathe-
matical treatment as well as the agreement shown between theory and
practice. I wish to say that geometrical optics is not as bad as it has
been made to seem. The circle of confusion of which Prof. Zernike
spoke is based on an inaccurate approximation to geometrical optics.

From more exact computation one gets a picture that is similar to your
diagrams and that shows the diamond shape of the image though, of

course, it does not show the interference pattern.

Prof. Zernike: I want to make a remark on Dr. Osterberg's paper.
I looked into the history of the subject myself about 5 years ago. I

did not publish anything about it. A year and a half ago I visited

H. H. Hopkins in England who has written a paper on this subject.

Then we learned of a paper by "Ignatovsky" a Russian physicist who
worked in Germany before 1917, but this paper was written in 1918 in

Russian. He probably solved everything about it, including the
directed vibrations of light and my impression is that because of that the
influence is much less than Dr. Osterberg has shown. The Airy disk

remains practically unchanged.
Dr. Osterberg: With respect to Dr. Hopkins, I am under the

impression that any of his papers that I have seen had to do with
assumed vibrations on the converging wavefront. Generally speaking,
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the amplitude is decreasing. I am not aware that Hopkins has studied
the particular variation of this paper. Here we have included the
variation of the amplitude produced by bending of the rays in accord-
ance with the Abbe sine condition. Is it your impression that Hopkins
has discussed this consideration?

Prof. Zernike: I could not say oflF-hand.

Prof. Marechal. Hopkins has discussed the reverse. He con-
sidered an incident plane wavefront and studied the formation of the
image assuming that the angular aperture was very great. It is ex-

actly the reverse of the case studied by Dr. Osterberg.
In the line of Hopkins' work we have performed the computation

for the diffraction image given by an aplanatic system of high numer-
ical aperture (in the image space). The image is no longer circular,

but elliptical, as Hopkins has shown. The direction of the longer
axis of the ellipse representing the eleictric energy is also the direction
of the shorter axis for the magnetic energy; now if we consider the
Poynting vector we find a circular distribution. Experiments have
been tried in order to show the ellipticity of the distribution of electric

energy, but no conclusion has been obtained as yet.

Dr. Osterberg. Are you certain that he included the bending of

the rays in his (Ignatovsky's) work according to the Abbe sine con-
dition? If he did not he would not get this result.

Prof. Zernike. I should have added that he gave me a reprint of

the paper to be translated but I have not referred to it for a year and
a half.

Dr. Osterberg. Its contents should be interesting.

Dr. M. Golay, Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories, Fort Mon-
mouth, N. J. We have seen many papers in which we are concerned
with what happens to an image. We start with a point source, or if

you like, from a perfect Airy disk, which I believe will give us the
same results, and we arrive at an imperfect image. Of course, we are
not interested in one lens. We are interested in many lenses. We
are interested in what happens to the imperfect image and how much
worse it is in the next step, and one question would be, what is there
about these calculations that is additive and would permit one to

take these steps individually and know what happens at the end of

the system. I have a suspicion that some of the terms of Prof.

Zernike have this additive property. If you look at it from the stand-
point of thermodynamics, something is always lost and is never re-

trievable. Recently in communication engineering there have been
beautiful applications of this notion of things that are lost and not
recovered. I wonder if there is not an application in this field of that
notion of entropy that has a good mathematical and useful significance,

and can be applied to what happens in images and give us a good
strong concept to discuss not just one lens but to discuss a system of

lenses. This is merely a suggestion.

Dr. Herzberger. I would like to make a remark about what has
been said. I think there is a law that governs the action of an optical

system. The optical image formation can always be described as the
result of a wavefront calculated from geometrical optics, diffracted at
the exit pupil. There is ample experimental evidence to verify this

statement, which is the basis of all calculations of the diffraction image.
Besides, there is some kind of an invariant, discovered by R. Strau-

bel, that governs the connection between contrast and resolution in
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optical systems. One can only improve one of these two factors at
the expense of the other. Straubel especially investigated the influ-

ence of absorption on resolution and contrast, an investigation in

which the theoretical conclusions were paralleled by experimental
studies.

Dr. R. C. Spencer, Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories,
Cambridge, Mass. I am interested primarily in microwave optics

and microwave optical systems. Although we have attempted to

obtain some help from existing optical theory, in general we have
been forced to attack directly certain problems that differ materially
from the usual optical problems. These differences I would like to

point out.

(a) The intensity illumination over the aperture of a reflector-type

antenna or metal lens is not constant but reduced by as much as a
factor of 10 at the edges, (b) The f/d ratios range from unity down
to one-third, (c) The field, or the angle over which a horn will pick
up the image, ranges in certain cases from 30 through 90° and at times
360°. (d) In some cases the feed is off-axis so that the optical system
is not symmetrical, (e) We are working much closer to the limitation

of the Rayleigh disk. For instance, a drop of 20 percent (one decibel)

in the intensity of the center of the Rayleigh or Airy disk will raise

the intensity of the side lobes (diffraction rings) to such an extent that
the pattern becomes unusuable.

Operational methods ^ have proved a powerful tool in evaluating
the effect of aberrations on diffraction patterns. For a one-dimen-
sional aperture with amplitude illumination /(x), the diffraction pat-
tern is the Fourier transform g{u) of f(x). It can be shown that if

fix) is perturbed by multiplication by a function H{x) then the diffrac-

tion pattern is H(—iD)g{u) where D=d/du. Thus H{—iD) is an
operator that transforms or perturbs the normal diffraction pattern
g{u). This device gives a short-cut method for evaluating certain

patterns. Thus the pattern for an amplitude illumination (1 — x^) with-
in the range ±1 and zero without, is (l-\-D'^)go(u) where goiu) is the
amplitude diffraction pattern for the uniformly illuminated aperture.

For an aperture illumination in a series of powers of x over the range
± 1 the diffraction pattern is a series of derivatives of (sin <t>)/<t>.^

When applied to the analysis of phase errors over the aperture caused
by various aberrations, the amplitude '.perturbation function is H(x)=

g^j^jj ^Y^Q perturbed amplitude diffraction pattern is simply the
normal pattern g(u) multiplied by the operator the rule being
to replace x by —iD. This has been used successfully in evaluating
the effects of defocusing and should converge for other aberrations.

In general, the operator is expanded in powers of D. For example,
in the case of Fresnel diffraction for a uniformly illuminated aperture

the aperture amplitude e'^^^j{x) is transformed over to the amplitude

diffraction pattern e^^V(</>)= (l + i3^'+ i3Z>'+i3'£>V2!+ . . )g{4>) where
where ^ is the phase error at either [end of [the aperture and g{<t))

=

1 MIT Rad. Lab. Series, VI, 186 (McGraw-Hill Book Co. 1949): (=) Roy C. Spencer, Paraboloid diffrac-

tion patterns from the standpoint of physical optics, MIT Radiation Laboratory Report T-7 (Oct. 21 , 1942) ;

(h) Roy C. Spencer, Synthesis of microwave diffraction patterns with application to csc-9 patterns, MIT
Radiation Laboratory Report 54-24 (June 23, 1943); (c) Roy C. Spencer, et al., Tables of Fourier transforms
of Fourier series, power series, and polynomials, MIT Radiation Laboratory Report S-58 (Aug. 30, 1945);

(d) Roy C. Spencer, Fourier integral methods of pattern analysis, MIT Radiation Laboratory Report
762-1 (Dec. 5, 1945); (e) Roy C. Spencer and Pauline M. Austin, Tables and methods of calculation for line

sources, MIT Radiation Laboratory Report 762-2 (March 30, 1946).
J Harvard Computation Laboratory Series, vol. 22, Tables of the function (sin <^)/* and of its first eleven

derivatives, Introduction—Section II "Application" by Roy C. Spencer.
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(sin <^)/</) is the amplitude diffraction pattern for a uniformly illu-

minated aperture.

A special aspect of this problem is the fractional loss in gain (or

brightness at the center of the Rayleigh disk) due to phase errors.

If the phase front is approximated by a plane so that the square of

the error between the phase front and the plane is minimized by the
method of least squares, using as a weight function the amplitude
illumination F{x, y), then the fractional loss in gain^ is given by

Thus, neglecting powers of 4> above the second the fractional loss in

gain is the weighted-mean squared phase error, with <^ in radians.

Needless to say, if the loss in gain is held down to a few percent, this

sets an upper limit on both the increase in the width at half power
and the energy increase in the side lobes.

Dr. J. G. Baker, Research Associate of Harvard College Observa-
tory, and Optical Consultant to the Perkin-Elmer Corp., Norwalk,
Conn.: I should like to ask Dr. Zernike if in his treatment he can
include the primary astigmatism in terms of the higher order angular
departures from the optical axis. When you go far off-axis, large

aberrations have to be considered, and I am wondering whether your
expressions will not have to be modified. You have normalized to

unity over the aperture in each case and I am wondering if corrective

factors are needed when you get to large oblique aberrations? The
image may show hydrid symmetrical and unsymmetrical aberrations.

The question is of interest to me because in some systems I have
designed, the inclinations run to 30 degrees off-axis and yet the require-

ments on image quality are comparable to those on-axis. Vignetting
is another thing to consider.

Dr. Zernike: We have applied the theory only to circular pupils.

Dr. Marechal: There is no essential difference in the off-axis

theory at moderate angular apertures for a circular pupil.

Dr. Baker: I have one system of 52-degrees total field at f/0.65

where these considerations are of importance. The vignetting arises

from film-holder shadows as well as from lens and mirror cells, and the
pupil is far from circular.

Mr. a. J. LiPiNSKi, University of California, Los Alamos Scientific

Laboratory, Los Almos, N. Alex.: I wish to address a question to Dr.
Zernike. How did you consider the geometrical as compared to the
diffraction images? You mention four times better just by the dif-

fraction theory and then you later mention this can be made by bal-

ancing the aberrations to 28 times what actually appears geometrically.

Then you say in a practical case you reduce it to 5.6 times. I am a
little uncertain as to what you mean.

Prof. Zernike: I had to abridge my talk somewhat. I had really

in my paper a somewhat different thing. The 5.6 or 28 refer to the
difference between balancing the error or by fourth and sixth orders
or by not doing that. This polynomial (illustrating) would mean

3 Roy 0. Spencer, A least square analysis of the effect of phase errors on antenna gain, AFCRC Report
E5025 (January 1949).
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that you want the ray to go up and down so that you have this circle

of confusion. You have the answer to this in the paper. I find that

by doing it geometrically, making a transverse aberration of the rays
you get an approximation that is not too far from the diffraction

theory treatment, which means that judged by the geometrical optics

you are always rather far out. This disk that would be calculated

from the rays is much larger than the relative function that you get.

If you look at the diffraction properties, it would be only 1.75 times
less than the correct one. I think that answers your question.

Mr. G. H. Conant, Jr., Harvard College Observatory, Cambridge,
Mass.: Dr. Zemike, would you restate your ordinate and abscissa

on the diagram of the isophotes? Axial sections near the focus

were shown.
Prof. Zernike: It was just near the focus of the aberrations.

You would have to rotate the entire diagrams in order to get a three-

dimensional figure.

Prof. Marechal: The question of resemblance between the
effective diffraction pattern and the geometrical approximation is

rather intricate. It seems that it depends entirely upon the nature
of the aberrations. In the case of astigmatism if you focus on one
focal line the diffraction pattern is very similar to the geometrical
focal line even if the aberration is very small (half a wavelength).
If you increase the aberration you will rapidly obtain the aspect
predicted by geometrical optics.

In the case of coma it seems that you have to go up to three or
four wavelengths at least to have some resemblance between diffrac-

tion image and the geometrical one, and for spherical aberrations, it

seems to be still more. In fact, it is quite difficult to tell exactly
how we can define the resemblance.

In the case of coma you have still a high maximum when the
aberration is of the order of magnitude of 2 or 3 wavelengths. Instead
of rings you have horseshoes.

Dr. H. R. J. Grosch, General Electric Co., Lockland, Ohio: I

would just like to comment upon noise. I suppose we could interpret

band width, which, after all, is the limitation of the channel over
which the information is coming as some function of N, but what are
we going to do about the question whether the noise introduced by
the imperfect lens system is what the communication boys call

"white" or not? I think the trouble is that there are highly selective

effects. I have a feeling that we are not anywhere near close enough
to information theory from the communication engineering viewpoint
yet.

Mr. Golay: As I understand it, we have a loss due to the poor
quality of the system. This poor quality may be something that
cannot be avoided but it is not noise. We may have a system that
is as good as we can make it. But can we have a measure of the
poor quality that is additive so that we can predict what we will

have at the end of the system?
Dr. Baker: This is a short question. Are these orthogonal

functions necessary and sufficient to represent any possible aberra-
tions of the wavefront to all orders?

Prof. Zernike: Certainly.
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4. Bases for Testing Photographic Objectives

By L. E. Hewlett '

General Considerations

It is a matter of more than passing interest that in spite of the fact

that optical instruments have for a very long time been widely used
as tools in scientific research, there is a great deal of disagreement as
to the way in which their image quality should be judged. An ex-

planation for this condition, which is at least plausible, may be found
in the historical development of the uses to which lenses have been put.
Whatever the real validity of such an explanation it serves to bring
out the erroneous trends of thought on optical performance that have
been largely responsible for the present diversity of opinion.

There have been three distinct periods in the development of the
usefulness of optical instruments to meet scientific needs.

UntU the early years of the nineteenth century optical instruments
found their major, if not exclusive, scientific use as an aid in making
visual observations. Astronomical research combined with other
applications of telescopes was probably the most important scientific

use.

Shortly after the opening of the nineteenth century the development
of photographic science was very rapid. For pictorial reasons a
demand arose for lenses that would cover a reasonably large field of

view. To attain this end a diminution of image quality below that
of the astronomical requirement was considered quite acceptable be-
cause the intrinsic resolution of available emulsions was certainly

inferior to that obtained visually on the axis of telescopic systems.
By the twentieth century lenses came to be combined not only with

photographic emulsions but with many other kinds of energy re-

ceivers such as thermopiles, photocells, etc. They became an impor-
tant element in television where the character of their optical imagery
is of great importance in the performance of electrical circuits and the
over-all quality of a system as a transmitter of information in the
form of electrical signals.

It is a most unhappy circumstance that during the expansion of the

use of lenses from the stage where they were an aid to visual observa-
tion to where they were used to make observations in combination
with photographic emulsions, thermopiles, photocells, etc., designers

ignored the necessity of reconsidering and adjusting for validity the

design criteria, which had proved wholly acceptable for the design of

good objectives for visual use. It seems they had become generally

satisfied with an erroneous conception that if a lens performed well

in combination with the eye it would perform equally well when com-
bined with any other type of energy receiver. Those who would not
expect a microscope objective designed for the infrared to excel in the

• Division of Physios, National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada.
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ultraviolet nevertheless assumed that a good visual lens must be a
good photographic lens. The thought that a lens performing in only
an adequate way with the eye might be superior to a first- quality
visual lens when combined with a photographic emulsion or other
receptor did not receive appropriate consideration. It seems that
only currently is the condition underlying such a concept being given
any attention by designers. If all lenses over their reputed field of

view were limited only by diffraction theory no such confused thinking
would have developed in the study of lens-film and lens-electrical

combinations. The fact that all lenses with significant fields of view
have their imagery limited by aberrations makes possible a very varied
performance of the same lenses when combined with different types
of observing receptors. Therefore, it cannot be too strongly empha-
sized or frequently repeated that when the image of a point source is

an irregular spot in which the distribution of energy is a function of

specific residual aberrations, a variety of interpretations of its form
and size can be made by energy receivers of different chromatic and
contrast sensitivity and that hence a number of different standards
of performance are possible.

In the beginning, astronomy presented the most important demands
and the requirements of this field together with limitations of theo-

retical understanding and available optical materials governed the
type of systems developed. In observing stars it is not essential,

even though sometimes desirable, that the telescope cover a large field

of view. In any case, a very large amount of astronomy can be carried

out by instruments having quite limited fields. At the same time it is

of prime importance that the quality of the image be of the very best.

It so happened that with these conditions it was possible to develop
lens systems of quite simple design with available materials that would
form on the axis an image limited only by diffraction effects. Because
of the use it was natural enough to use simple visual experiments to

determine the quality of the image formed by the finished product
and to judge in large measure the success of the design by the ability

of the system to separate visually the images of two closely placed
point sources in the object space. Diffraction theorj' permitted the

mathematical prediction of the intensity distribution in the image of a

point source when no aberrations were present and an ultimate stand-

ard of performance could thus be set. The ability of an optical sys-

tem to separate point sources came to be called resolution and Lord
Rayleigh's name is associated with the standard mathematical defini-

tion of this property when diffraction theory alone determines image
quality. Resolution, in the absence of aberrations and except for its

dependence on the wavelength of the light employed, came to be con-
sidered as an intrinsic property of the geometry of the system. Since
the range of wavelengths used in such optical systems is generally not
large, the persistent tendency to slip erroneously into thinking of

visual resolution as an intrinsic property of optical systems was not
too calamitous. However, it was most unfortunate that this mode of

thought had become a habit when consideration had to be given to

photographic objectives in which images are limited by residual

aberrations.

When aberrations are present the distribution of the energy in the
image, both as to intensity and wavelength, is dependent on the par-
ticular residual aberrations left by the designer and the quality of the

light forming the point source. This energy distribution will be a
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function of the particular design and it is difficult to define the func-
tion completely and accurately on a theoretical basis. The distribu-

tion will vary with position in the field. The position of best focus or
the position of the smallest size of image will vary with the position
in the field of view and the position can be diff"erent for different means
of observation—eye, photographic emulsion, photocell, etc. Wlien
the lens is used in photography, it is practically essential that the
field of view be recorded on a flat plane. Since the position of best
focus varies with the angular position in the field of view, a problem
arises as to how to select as the focal plane for a particular lens-

emulsion combination the one that will give the best compromise
between the size of spots in different positions in the field of view.
The interpretation of the energy in the image plane for a photographic
emulsion will not be the same as that of the eye because of different

response characteristics. It may see either a larger or smaller spot.

In consequence the lens-emulsion combination may be able to separate
two nearby point sources with less or more facility than the lens-eye.

The position of maximum brightness of the spot may appear in dif-

ferent places to the eye and to the photographic emulsion. Conse-
quently photographic records of distortion might differ from visual

ones. There are emulsions with different sensitivities and each will

give its own interpretation of the image as to size and apparent energy
distribution. Other types of receptors give other interpretations of the

same energy distribution because of their own peculiar responses.

It becomes immediately apparent from these considerations why a
lens of high visual performance is not of necessity equally satisfactory

for photographic emulsions or for forming a signal to be transmitted
electrically.

The foregoing shows that the essential requirement for judging the
quality of images in the presence of aberrations is that the judgment
be based, not on any particular type of energy receiver for observing
the images, but on that particular energy receiver with which it is

proposed to couple the lens for some definite scientific task. It is

not to be taken from this that visual observations are to be outlawed
in making studies of photographic objectives. It does require,

however, that if for convenience a visual method is desirable a series

of experiments must first be done to show the equivalence of the
visual methods to those of practice. The same applies to the sub-
stitution of any other kind of receptor for the observations. The
equivalence once established holds only for one lens type.

One can point out that for well-designed photogrammetric objec-

tives no difference has yet been shown between the distortion as

measured visually and the distortion as measured photographically.

On the other hand, it is reasonable to suppose that it would be possible

for a significant difference to exist in the case of lenses of inferior

design or poor workmanship. Accordingly, if the purpose of the test

is to establish acceptability of the new lens for photogrammetric
purposes, it is more reasonable because it is safer to determine photo-
graphically the distortion of a lens of unknown performance.

The plane of best photographic focus can differ from the position

of best visual focus even in a good lens. Consequently this plane
must be initially selected for a particular lens on the basis of a photo-
graphic investigation. Such an investigation is tedious, and it is

fortunate that for a particular type of lens it seems that the plane of
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best photographic focus once determined can be located for other

lenses of the same type by reference to the position of best visual

focus on the axis. Preferably, several lenses of a type should be used
to determine the relationship.

Inasmuch as some earlier visual methods of image assessment are

shown to be generally inappropriate for lenses intended for photog-
raphy and other specialized purposes, it is well to consider whether
the long used resolution criterion is a suitable one for grading the

performance of different types of photographic objectives. We must
make the decision in the light of the use. In the case of lenses used
for photography that will be the basis of photogrammetric routines

or reconnaissance the collection of information is of prime importance.
For this piirpose the resolution criterion seems very apt. The ability

of the lens to reveal information must be very intimately and directly

related to its ability to resolve adjoining fine detail. There may be
some question as to whether the relationship is a linear one. Indeed,
there are good grounds for thinking that in air photography useful

information does, to some extent, come in size ranges. Thus, a

10-percent increase in resolution might be relatively unimportant in

small scale photographs for forestry interpretation since such an
increase does not make possible the recording of another size group
of useful detail. On the other hand, at large scale when a built-up

area is being photographed an increase of 10 percent in resolution

might very materially increase, by a much larger percentage, the

amount of useful information available for interpretation. Although
accepting the validity of resolution as a method of evaluating a lens

for air photography, it can still be conceded that experiments designed
to relate such measurements to photographic interpretability may
be of considerable general interest. Nevertheless, it seems unlikely

that these experiments will either disprove that a lens of higher
resolution will give more information than a lens of low resolution or

disturb the continuing practical demand for lenses of higher and higher
resolution.

An Acceptable Testing Procedure for Aerial

Photographic Objectives

Keeping the previous discussion in mind we can propose suitable

tests for photographic objectives intended for aerial photography.
Different but similarly conceived tests can be proposed for lenses

intended for other tasks. The procedures set forth in the following
are those currently used for aerial photographic objectives in the
National Research Laboratories of Canada.
A good quality collimator having a focal length at least four times

that of the objective to be tested is used to place the resolution target
at infinity since the object distance in aerial photography is always
the equivalent of infinity. The excess focal length of the collimator
guarantees that its aberrations will be insignificant compared with
those of the lens under test. The quality of the illumination of the
target is mean noon sunlight since this is characteristic of aerial-

photographic operations. In front of the collimator is a sturdy beam
that swings about an axis near the end closest to the collimator.

The test lens is mounted on the beam over this axis so that its entrance
pupil is flooded with light at all angular positions of the beam. The
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latter also carries a plate holder that can be placed at varying distances
up to 60 inches from the test lens. The test lens carries the filter or
filters that will generally be used with it in practical operations.
This will include not only colored filters but any filter that is used to
equalize the intensity across the field of view of the test lens. The
lens can be adjusted so that the film or plate plane is parallel to the
machined surface of its mounting flange. Provision is made for
maintaining the film flat either by a register glass or a suction back.
The plate holder covers a narrow strip of the field of view from corner
to corner of a 9- by 9-inch format. Recordings of the collimator
target are made photographically at a number of angular positions in

a series of parallel planes in the neighborhood of the visual focus.

The emulsion to be used with the lens will be the one to be employed
in air operations. The film strips are processed according to the
recommended procedure under careful sensitometric control. The
exposure time at each position of the field is the same. It is chosen so

that the density produced at each position favors the negative material
yielding the maximum resolution. If vignetting is severe, positions

representing smaller areas of the format are sacrificed. After process-
ing the film strips the resolution is assessed with the aid of a binocular
microscope. The magnification and illumination are so adjusted
that the reading of the maximum possible resolution is favored.
From these data through-the-focus curves are plotted for each angular
position in the field. From values taken from smooth curves based
on these points ofi^-axis graphs are plotted for the several planes
studied. The resolution is weighted on an areal basis. The resolution

at each position of the field is assumed typical of the annulus in which
it occupies the central position. Appropriate allowance is made for

the fact that the outer annuli are incomplete because the camera
format is rectangular. A final curve can be drawn, which relates

average resolving power over the rectangular format for a series of

planes parallel to the mounting flange. From this curve the plane
of best average photographic focus can be selected.

Visual observations are taken to determine the position of best

visual resolution on the axis. The separation of this position from
the plane of best average photographic resolution is used to permit
routine focusing of lenses of the same type by a simple visual routine.

The Shape and Contrast of the Resolution Target

No reference has so far been made to the shape and contrast of the

target best suited to lens resolution studies. Both these factors have
a bearing on the actual numerical quantity that will be obtained for

the resolution. Therefore it is highly desirable to obtain some meas-
ure of general agreement between laboratories on the exact shape and
contrast of the target so that values obtained by each may be im-
mediately compared. Unfortunately, there is very wide disagree-

ment on these points. Most targets will place lenses in the same
order of merit, but there will be exceptions. These are important
ones for performance testing because the proper design of a target

will be more severe on inferior lenses. Contrast of target for certain

uses of lenses is more important than shape of target. For perform-

ance tests in aerial photography, if testing is done at only one contrast,

low-contrast targets should certainly be used. This is essential
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because of the very great preponderance of low-contrast detail in

scenes from the air. However, it is certainly of advantage to do
tests also at high contrast, providing the significance attached to

these results from a performance point of view as compared with
results from low-contrast targets is in proportion to the relative fre-

quency of high- and low-contrast detail in an air photograph. Perfect
lenses would be placed in the same order by all shapes of targets at

all contrasts and it is again the residual aberrations that complicate
the problem of assessment.

The correct basis of choosing a target can be simply stated and
there is unlikely to be serious disagreement on the point. The form
and contrast of the target should conventionalize the task in the
practical application of the lens. It should be as simple as essential

requirements allow to make testing an easy routine. In air photo-
graphy this means that it should attach equal importance to edges in

any direction and that it should take account of the mutually de-
structive effect at the limit of resolution of neighboring edges at any
orientation with respect to each other. It should be possible to

associate some degree of recognizability with the limit of resolution.

It should not make demands for qualities that will serve no useful

purpose in the application of the lens or production difficulties may be
caused unnecessarily. Important requirements must take precedence
over lesser ones.

Some interest has been shown in letters and other targets calling

for a greater degree of recognition than the more conventional geo-
metrical forms. It is argued that they have the merit of presenting

the observer with an unknown target. The value of this is questioned,
since in very extensive observations on resolving-power targets in

our laboratories practically no discernible tendency to cheat uncon-
sciously has been noted. The establishment of the limit of resolution

of adjoining edges is after all the prime requirement whether the
edges constitute a conventional target, a letter, or some natural
object in the landscape. It therefore seems unprofitable to compli-
cate the testing for no profitable result. In using letters there is also

the further complexity or uncertainty that the recognizability of a
given letter will vary with its orientation in the field of view because
of the asymmetry of the spot-like image of a point source, which due
to aberrations is formed by a photographic objective. It therefore

appears that there is no advantage in going to great complexity. A
single, simple target conventionalizing to a reasonable degree the
practical task will fully suffice.

We think we have met the target requirements outlined in a satis-

factory way for routine lens performance tests in the laboratories of

the National Research Council of Canada. We have chosen a bright
annulus form of target on a darker background. The thickness of

the annular ring is equal to the diameter of the central area. In the
recorded images of this target resolution is considered to exist as long
as the image appears as a line of density enclosing a central light area.

If the line of density is broken by astigmatism or if the central area
disappears, the limit of resolution is exceeded. This accepts resolu-

tion with some distortion as having adequate recognizability. The
target has the advantage that it does not place any particular impor-
tance on edges in any given direction such as the radial or tangential.

This, as stated earlier, is certainly the condition in actual operations

where equally important detail will be lying so that its edges are in
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any direction at all. The simple single form of this target as com-
pared to lines in the radial and tangential directions, or in more
directions, permits an experimental averaging of the various factors.

It thus avoids the necessity of making an average on some arbitrary

arithmetic basis of the resolving power in two or more specific direc-

tions. The mutually destructive effect at the limit of resolution of

nearby edges lying in different directions, which obtains in any aerial

photograph, is rather adequately represented by the mutually de-
structive effect of small sections of the inside of the annular ring.

Resolution measurements on lines in specific directions take no
account of this important factor which is particularly important in

the case of poorer lenses. At the limit of resolution the aberrations
in all directions at the inside edge of the annulus add up to destroy
resolution and cause the disappearance of the central area. It has
been definitely shown in the case of lenses of inferior design that the
annulus type of target records a relatively more rapid fall-off of

resolution towards the corner of the photograph than radial or tangen-
tial lines. Under such circumstances it is reasonable to suppose that
the resolution picture given by the annulus target is more representa-

tive of what will occur in air photography than the performance
suggested by the resolution on radial and tangential lines. This
revealing property is of obvious value in testing new lenses of unknown
performance.
Selwyn and his coworkers first suggested during the last war that

because the great majority of aerial detail is of low contrast it would
be sensible to adopt a low-contrast target for the assessment of aerial-

photographic objectives. Our laboratories in Ottawa have accepted'

this proposal and our annulus targets have the log contrast of 0.2

suggested by Selwyn. Recent work by Carman and Carruthers has
given extensive experimental authority to Selwyn's proposal and has
further shown that the typical average log-contrast ratio for a great

variety of scenes is considerably lower than 0.2. A log contrast of

0.1 might be considered more typical. It is not thought that any
great increase of validity will be obtained by substituting a 0.1 target

for a 0.2 target in resolution tests. The difficidty of making the tests

would be much increased. Nevertheless, tests are under way in our
laboratories to make certain that this conclusion is warranted.

It is sometimes argued that high-contrast targets reveal differences

between lenses more readily than low-contrast targets. This con-

tention is undoubtedly true. The fact in itself is not of great im-
portance unless the differences revealed are of real significance in

the work to be assigned to the lens. In an aerial scene the amount of

high-contrast detail is but a small fraction of the low-contrast detail.

It seems unreasonable to evaluate the results obtained with high-

contrast targets in any other proportion but this fraction. For aerial

photography a lens that has 120 lines per millimeter on a high-contrast

target and 15 lines per millimeter on a low-contrast target is not by
any manner of means twice as good as a lens that has 60 lines per

millimeter on high-contrast target and 15 lines per millimeter on a

low-contrast target. Indeed, it is only very slightly better. On the

other hand, if the low-contrast figure for the lens performing in the

poorer way at high contrast were 25 lines per millimeter instead of

15 lines per millimeter it certainly would be nearly 66% percent better

than the other on an overall basis. Such a lens as that postulated

is highly desired at the present time.
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The Distinction Between Two Types of Testing

The relative merits of performance testing and tests that are

designed to study one or more of the various physical factors that

contribute to overall performance are quite often vigorously argued.
Such arguments are quite pointless since the two kinds of tests serve
quite different purposes. The typical designer requires, for the
development of his science, physical information specified by him,
which will help him to improve his methods and his designs so that
his product can meet performance tests. The choice of information
must be his. The user of the lens on the other hand is not concerned
with these design problems. He wants to know how well a particular

lens will cope with the problems with which it will be faced in a

particular task in which he is interested and not some other task.

Since all optics is generally a compromise one cannot usually meet all

working requirements equally well. The two types of experiments
may well be quite different in form since they are different in purpose.

One is really an investigation and the other is a test. Neither type
of work should have its usefulness limited by confusing the two
separate requirements and the user must be left as free as is the
designer to specify the testing requirement that best suits his problem.
In our laboratories we are interested in both types of work. Experi-
ments of the second type are at present going on, but no reference

will be made to them here since the concern of this paper is to empha-
size the proper general requirements for performance tests and to

treat more specifically those required for photogrammetry and air

reconnaissance. Agreement on performance tests does not need to

await the solution of the long term problems of improving image
formation. Performance tests must judge the end result in the most
informative way and need not contribute directly to improvement of

design.

Although performance tests do not of necessity contribute aid to

the designer in his efforts to meet the user requirement, those outlined

here have in fact made such a contribution. It is a general one but
of the greatest importance. Because it does not point a detailed

path it does not seem to have commended itself to many designers.

By contact printing a resolution target on to Aero Super XX it can
be shown that Aero Super XX wUl resolve about 25 lines per milli-

meter with a line target having a log contrast ratio of 0.2. For the
many aerial photographic objectives that have been tested in our
laboratories in combination with Aero Super XX, the effective maxi-
mum resolution of the combination turns out with monotonous
regularity as about 15 lines per millimeter. This is approximately
60 percent of what the emulsion itself can do. The apparent visual

resolution may be 150 or more lines per millimeter and wUl vary
greatly from lens to lens and type to type. The high-contrast photo-
graphic results may also be quite high and varied. It is suggested by
these results that the designer is endeavoring to get some fraction of

the energy from a point source into a very compact spot in the image
space and letting the rest fall where it will outside this spot. Visually
this central spot is sufficiently concentrated, compared with its sur-

roundings, to yield quite high resolutions. It is often of the order of
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hundreds of lines per millimeter. The resolution may even be quite

impressive photographically for high-contrast targets on Aero Super
XX. However, for low-contrast targets on Aero Super XX, the light

that falls outside of the central compressed spot is very significant,

and in consequence very substantially lower resolutions are obtained

.

Much better results, and a far more useful lens, would be obtained if the

designer ceased from making a concentrated spot from a relatively

small fraction of the light for visual interpretation and concentrated his

attention on packing nearly all the light to which the emulsion is

sensitive into a spot of quite significant size but one that would
correspond to a resolution of 25 lines per millimeter on Aero Super XX
with a low-contrast target, mean noon sunlight and a minus blue
filter. In such a case we would have a lens ideally suited to work with
this particular emulsion in air photography. Present lenses have
characteristics that fight with those of the emiilsion. Since there is

little hope of changing the emulsion the lens designer must change his

design criteria.

It is of interest to note that some time ago a number of metrogon
lenses were tested by the methods outlined earlier and that their

performance on low-contrast targets were very uniform. Visually
and photographically at high contrast there were considerable differ-

ences. Nevertheless, no distinction has ever been made between these

particular lenses by those continually using photographs from them
for photogrammetric purposes over a period of years. This would
seem to be practical subjective evidence to justify concluding that the
low-contrast results are judging the important factors of performance
in so far as the mappers are concerned. It has also been found in our
laboratories that designs said by designers to be sensitive to certain

curvatures, separations or surface figures are in point of fact quite

insensitive to one or all of these factors with Aero Super XX, low-
contrast targets, mean noon sunlight and minus blue filters. Again,
this suggests that there is a straining to attain something that gives

little profit in the practical photographic problem although the de-

signer's concern about close tolerances is shown to be fully justified on
visual performance of the same lenses.

Conclusions

The foregoing discussion leads to some important conclusions.

Performance tests of lenses must be based on the condition of use.

They must not be confused with experiments that the designer may
require to obtain information on ways to improve his product. Per-
formance tests for aerial photographic objectives must take account of

the quality of the light and the characteristics of the instrument that
will record the image. Resolution tests are generally an adequate
means of testing the performance of these lenses if the main purposes is

to secure information. A target for resolution tests must convention-
alize, both in form and contrast, the task to be assigned to the lens in

practice. Results of such testing suggest that we would get much
better lenses for air photography if all the energy from a point source
could be concentrated in a spot in the image space that would give, at

any position in the useful field of view, 25 lines per millimeter on a
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target having a log contrast of 0.2. On the basis of tests carried out
on most of the available aerial photographic lenses this is obviously
not being done at the present time although enough energy is being
sufficiently concentrated into a smaller spot to lead the eye to observe
a much larger resolution because of its ability, by reason of its response
curve, to ignore to a sufficient degree radiation that falls outside the
main concentration.
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5. Quality Aspects of the Aerial Photographic System

By Duncan E. Macdonald ^

As the work at the Boston University Optical Research Laboratory
is primarily concerned with the field of aerial photography, the con-
siderations of this paper have been directed to that field. However,
it is felt that aspects of this discussion may be considered for more
general application.

In aerial photography, pictures are taken of ground objects through
long air paths by cameras, lenses, and associated equipment mounted
on unstable and translating platforms. The resulting photographic
negatives, consisting of nonhomogeneous clumps of silver, arranged
in numbers and sizes as to approximate the geometric pattern of

reflectivities of the ground objects, are then printed. These positive

prints are viewed by trained observers known as photointerpreters,

generally under low-power stereoscopes. These interpreters then per-

form the important transduction process—that of converting the
message coded in silver clumps into a verbal report. This system
is shown in figure 5.1. This paper will discuss the role of several of

these components in the system performance.
Aerial photography has as its objective the gathering of information

and, thus, the capacity of this photographic system for revealing
information is taken to be a meaningful performance criterion. It

is perhaps in order to review briefly the development of a common
quality criterion that is now in general use, namely that of resolution.

In 1850 Dawes [1] ^ reported on the result of his experiment on the

conditions for separation of two stellar images, and in 1879 Rayleigh

[2] presented a theoretical criterion for the resolution of two point
images. Inasmuch as point images are difficult to treat experimen-
tally, it has generally been the custom of the experimentalist since

that time to employ test objects consisting of a periodic array of

finite geometric details (usually lines) and then to score the resolution

of the system in the appropriate coordinate in terms of the fineness

of detaU that it records (lines per millimeter)

.

In such fields as astronomical and spectroscopic photography, the

original concepts of Rayleigh and Dawes appear to coincide in many
instances with the technical objectives. Although at the present
time a resolution score is used with some measure of success as a

quality criterion for aerial photography, the message presented to the
system is of a character quite dissimilar to that of the usual test object.

It therefore appeared in order to examine how this and other criteria

related to the performance of the system.
In the many approaches to the problem of photographic perform-

ance, there is, in general, one point in common—the consideration

that the limit of resolution of the system is that point where contrast

1 Director, Optical Research Laboratory, Boston University, Boston, Mass.
2 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references on p. 72.
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Figure 5.1. The aerial •photogra'phic system.

is degraded to a value below that of the visual contrast threshold.
This implies that resolution is a function of the degradation of con-
trast of a system and suggests that a contrast-reduction function
might provide some insight for the judgment of aspects of the system
performance.

Consider the resolution limit of a lens-camera-film combination
determined in the laboratory as being the limit of a band-pass filter.

The nature of a vast majority of man-made objects, and indeed of the
majority of natural objects of aerial photographic interest, is such
that perfect imaging and recording would reveal square waves of

intensity. (This is one characteristic of the message.) However,
if square-wave detail is incident on the filter as is observed in the
laboratory when employing a parallel-line test object, the shape,
amplitude, and mean power of the waves become more and more
altered as one approaches the band-pass limit.

The filter concept coincides with the one-dimensional aspect of the
resolution target. For example, in the case of scanning pictures in a

line-scan, video-type system, the limit of frequency of the system
is VR, where V is the velocity of scan in millimeters per second and i?

the resolution in lines per millimeter. Whether the frequency
characteristic is spatial, as in the case of a between-the-lens shutter,

or is temporal, as in the line-scan application, the resolution number is

directly proportional to the limiting frequency for a given set of

parameters.
A photographic system may, then, be described in terms of its

response to (a) detail that is of ordered occurrence, as in the case of the

resolution target, (b) detail that is isolated, and (c) detail that is

random, as, for example, the spatial frequency characteristics of the

objects on which the system is to be employed as a detecting device.

Because of the mutual influence of areas in proximity due to the

spreading of the energy by the system components, particularly by the

emulsion, the contrast-reduction functions differ for each of the above
classes. (Analogy may be made to network theory, where in linear

systems the steady state, transient or random responses uniquely
determine the characteristics of the system.) Schade [3] has treated

optical elements as low-pass filters and discussed the use of a "transfer

characteristic" to describe the performance of a system component
in terms of temporal responses for a given set of operational pa-

rameters.
Such characteristics in the aerial photographic system have been

recognized as contrast-reduction functions. Contrast-reduction char-

acteristics of a 6-inch //6.3 Bausch and Lomb Metrogon, a 12-inch

//5.0 Eastman Kodak Aerostigmat, and a 24-inch//6.0 Eastman Kodak
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Aero-Ektar have been studied in the laboratory. Image contrast
has been defined as C={Tj,ITi)—\, where T is the transmission as
measured on the negative, with subscript h denoting background, I

denoting line or object. Data were obtained from photographs of

line patterns, employing a photographic plate inclined to the focal

plane, as discussed by Zschokke [4] and later modified by Wetthauer
[5]. The length of the target lines falls normal to the axis of tilt.

Figure 5.2 shows the contrast-reduction characteristics as measured
on Super-XX emulsion for the case of isolated symbols, that is,

isolated white lines on a dark field. The contrast is expressed as a
function of image size.

Because of the nature of reduction in contrast, it is clear that in order
to detect a symbol, more contrast is required in the object as the image
becomes smaller. The limiting contrast expressed as a function
of image size may be thought of as the contrast-detection threshold
of the lens-emulsion system.

The quotient, visual contrast threshold (under the conditions of

viewing) divided by the percentage contrast reduction for a given
image dimension, is the object contrast threshold for this dimension
of image. Assuming conservatively a visual threshold of 0.1 the
data from figure 5.2 are taken to show the detection thresholds of

these lens-emulsion systems. These are presented as figure 5.3.

It is clear that this concept breaks down when the image becomes
effectively a point. In the same figure the systems are compared
for the case of symbols occurring at regular spatial positioning (resolu-

tion charts). It should be noted that this function for periodic
symbols approximates that for the case of isolated dark lines on a
bright field. In this latter case we have assumed that the visual

contrast threshold varies linearly with the reciprocal image size from
0.1 at 2 symbols per millimeter to 0.4 at 22 symbols per millimeter.
The 0.4 threshold appears in reasonable agreement with laboratory
measures. The validity of the assumptions bears little on the main
point. It is clear that there is a marked difference in the lens-emulsion
performance for the two types of symbols.
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Figure 5.3. Object contrast thresholds.

The curves shown in figure 5.3 may be taken as representative of

the maximum contrast capacity of the lens-emulsion combination
for the typical aerial scene, as background and object are located

on the toe and straight-line portions of the photographic characteristic,

respectively. The test-object brightness ratio is of the order of
30:1.3

Let us now assume for purposes of discussion that the object space
consists of a universe of isolated symbols. Figure 5.3 describes the
response of a lens-emulsion system to this type of detail. We may
assume these symbols are distributed such that for any given region
(A/) (Ac) the same number of symbols occur. Then, in a single

exposure the system explores a portion of the detail universe within
the area A,

A= kCAfe-Xr.), (1)

where Cr is the contrast range in the scene,^ / the focal length, 9 the
angular coverage of the system, Xi, the limit of detail size passed by
the system, and k a constant that includes a reciprocal scale factor.

3 The maximum brightness range encountered in an aerial scene, that is, highlight to shadow, is about
150:1. This maximum range is reduced by atmospheric haze to less than 30:1 by only a few hundred feet

of air path.
The data employed for this presentation have been taken from film processed to a gamma of 0.98 ±.02.

If the sensitometrio data are known, it is straightforward to predict the alterations in the form of the curves
(fig. 5.3) for any changes in median exposure level for other conditions of processing, or for any specific object
if its photometric characteristics are known.

* Cfl = Coe"*'', where Co is the maximum contrast in the object, 0 the attenuation coefficient, and A the
flight altitude.
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Figure 5.4. Information-level diagram for aerial photographic interpretation.

It should be noted that the system may be tuned with respect to the
detail universe. The tuning is accomplished by varying the altitude

of flight, that is, by varying k, which enables the system to explore
any preselected range of detail size.

If the contrast threshold of a particular lens-emulsion system
(fig. 5.3) is described by ^'{x), then the probability P that any par-
ticular unit of detaU within the region will occur above the threshold
may be written

P may then be thought of as a measure of the range of symbols
subject to detection through the use of the system.
At the present time, the type of significant detail for a given form

of reconnaissance is of such a nature that military photointerpreters
state their requirements for photographs solely in terms of scale.

Whatever the significant quality criterion may be, the interpreter has
achieved, through his experience with many analyses, a concept of a
quality criterion that is meaningful to him. In limiting his require-

ment to a statement of scale, the interpreter tacitly assumes that the
other quality aspects wUl not differ greatly from the present-day
average. Thus, it appears that in military aerial photography, as in

many other kinds of photography, levels of information are quantized,
that is, changes in emission of information from aerial photographs
appear to occur at discrete scale levels. This quantized aspect of the

aerial photographic problem, as shown in figure 5.4, should not be

P= (2)

A
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Figure 5.5. Location of significant symbols, "A", in a photograph of not quite

adequate quality for a particular purpose.

taken to be more than an illustration of the gross character of informa-
tion levels. These levels really define band limits and not discrete

lines.

It is more efficient, for all types of intelligence information, to work
near the upper limit of the allowable scale, since decreasing the scale

reduces the area coverage per exposure. It is not, however, without
sound basis that scale has evolved as a quality criterion. Aerial

photography has been restricted, at present, almost totally to the use of

Super-XX emulsion for work in the visible spectrum. A limiting ratio,

detail size/grain size, thus has a constant denominator. An improve-
ment of the detection characteristic for a given system is thus achieved
by increasing detail size. This same conclusion holds in comparisons
between present systems because of the emulsion dominance of the
contrast-reduction characteristic in these systems. It has been
suggested that those symbols of significance to a particular photo-
interpretatiop task must be so located as to have a high probability of

being above the incident contrast thresholds [6]. Thus, one might
expect that very similar distributions in size and contrast apply to

those symbols that are significant for many types of interpretation.

In photographs that are not quite adequate for a particular job these

symbols, as illustrated by A in figure 5.5, are submerged below the
threshold. The most common method to assure bringing them above
the threshold in the repeat photography is to tune the system by
increasing the scale. This translates the threshold-characteristic

origin to the right with respect to the fixed position of the symbols in

the detail universe. The translation can also occur in the Y direction

by refocusing (or a change in processing) to drop the threshold charac-
teristic below the significant details.

An effort has been made to study the statistics of aerial photographic
targets and, in particular, to attempt to isolate characteristics of the
significant symbols for a photointerpretation task. In one approach
to this problem, many of the using agencies of aerial photography were
contacted. For example, agencies employing aerial photography for

forestry purposes have been asked to submit representative prints

of aerial photographs taken for their work, which they found to be
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Figure 5.6. Enlarged sections of photographs used to determine classification of
forested land as to species, stand height, and stand density.

Classified by the using agency as: A, Not quite good enough; B, just good enough; C, excellent. (Cor-
responding microphotometer traces to the right.)

not quite good enough (A), just good enough (B), and excellent (C)
for a particular purpose in forestry survey. The purpose of the pho-
tography was also requested. By this approach, it was felt not only
that the statistics of this type of message could be found, but that
some insight might be gleaned as to the nature of those significant

symbols that the photointerpreter requires in order to achieve success
in the particular job. Figure 5.6 shows areas from three prints

submitted by the Great Northern Paper Co., Bangor, Maine, and
classified by the user in terms of A, B, and C. Scale of the photogra-
phy was 1:15,840. The photographs were employed by GNP to

determine species, stand height, and stand density. Six additional

photographs, reported on here, were submitted by the Air Survey's
Engineer, Land and Forest Department, Victoria, B. C, obliques
taken with a 3.25-inch lens from altitudes of 17,400 to 20,000 feet.

This photography was used to extend control over large areas of

unsurveyed country. Analysis was conducted in the region of a 60-

degree depression angle.

Microphotometer traces were made over three portions of each
print. Samples of these traces are shown in figure 5.6, to the right.

The scanning aperture was set an order of magnitude below the limit

of resolution under normal viewing conditions. Although the scale

of the photography differed from set to set, the areas traced were in all
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cases over the image of wooded portions of the terrain. It is assumed
by this restriction that this type of photography involved a message
with circular symmetry; thus, the resultant plots should be similar
for any coordinate of trace.

The analyses were made from the traces. An edge was scored for

each case where a change in brightness (reflectivity) equal to or
greater than 10 percent occurred (that is, AB/B=0.1). A marked
change of slope was requisite before the next edge was recorded.
The 10-percent threshold value was chosen as representative of a
weighted threshold after consideration of the limit of visual contrast
threshold on the photographic material at the resolution limit, the
range of brightness adaptation levels encountered in the interpretation
process, and Blackwell's [7] liminal contrast data. If absolute rather
than comparative values were required, it would be necessary to

correct the data to allow for the ability of the eye to see edges at
lower contrast in the case of larger details.

The close agreement from print to print within any user classi-

fication, regardless of scale or purpose of photography, seemed to

justify the lumping together of the data from all prints under any one
classification.

A plot of the relative frequency of occurrence of edges as a function
of distances between them shows no significant difference with
picture quality (fig. 5.7, A, not quite good enough ;B, just good enough;
C, excellent). In this and the following figures each plot deals with
nearly 4,000 edges.

The data on reflectivity differences across edges, shown in figure 5.8,

indicate a marked difference with picture quality. The better the
picture the more skewed is the distribution of reflectivity differences

toward the greater differences. From this one infers that the symbols
are recorded with greater contrast (that is, with less contrast re-

duction by the system) in the better pictures.

Figure 5.9 shows the relative frequency distribution of edge gradi-

ents, dR/dx, R being reflectivity. Here the excellent photographs
stand out, while the difference between A and B categories is slight,

the just-usable photographs having relatively more steep-edge
gradients than the non-usable pictures.

Additional determinations of the relative frequency of AR/R and
dR/Rdx have been made. In each case the excellent photographs
stand out from the others as would be expected, but the difference

between classes A and B is again less obvious, apparently dealing
with some 10 percent of the total information. Coincidentally, this

figure is in good agreement with estimates obtained from experienced
scientist-photointerpreters who have expressed the feeling that it is

the appearance or nonappearance of some 5 or 10 percent of the sym-
bols that differentiates between usable and nonusable photography.
The atmosphere plays two distinct roles in the degradation of the

message—haze and turbulence. Atmospheric haze reduces the

contrast. Duntley [8] has treated the theory of atmospheric contrast

reduction and reports that all attempts to observe the so-called

"ground glass plate" effect or the "edge" effect failed. Carman and
Carruthers [9] have reported on their experiments treating the bright-

ness characteristics of the aerial photographic message. Because of

this fine work there seems to be little need to devote time here to the

role of haze in aerial photography. The flight-test data show the

expected reduction in contrast with increasing altitude.
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On the other hand, air turbulence scatters energy out of the central

image, which causes a lower edge gradient and a resultant reduction

of image contrast. It appears logical to assume that the limit of

definition obtainable in aerial photography will be set by the optical

homogeneity of the atmospheric path. The inhomogeneities may be

considered to be local motions of small masses of air. These motions

are caused by micro-weather conditions and the motion of the aircraft

through the atmosphere.
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The average condition of the turbulence field introduces effects

similar to those caused by inhomogeneities in the lens and window
glass, effects which deteriorate the image through increasing flare

and diffraction (that is, decreasing the image contrast). This average
is not stationary for a number of reasons. One, a nontransient phe-
nomenon, is the migration of vortices and masses resulting in changes
in size, number, and density (air density) of the vortices in the turbu-
lence state from moment to moment. These changes are about a mean
condition. This phenomenon results in a change in image quality about
an average. A second, a transient phenomenon, is the change in

the orientation of pressure gradients with respect to the optical axis

of the camera. This introduces an image motion during exposure
which will, in general, cause a deterioration of the image.

Wind-tunnel tests have shown a deterioration of the image with
increasing air velocities in a free tunnel [10]. Other tests which
perhaps have more significance here have been discussed in that same
report. Aerial photographs have been made over a point source of

light, a 1 -inch-diameter, krypton-filled, helical-coiled tube of an
Edgerton flash lamp, cycled at 60 flashes per second. Photographs
were taken with a shutterless camera from an altitude of 6,000 feet in

a B-17 at an indicated air speed of 170 miles per hour. Point images
selected for study were all located in the same position as referred to

the optical axis of the system. Inasmuch as exposure times were in

the order of 1/6,000 of a second, aircraft translation and other aircraft

motions and transitory turbulence effects can be neglected. Thus,
the variations in point dimensions from point to point were assumed
to be attributable to the changes in the condition of the turbulence
state from instant to instant and to variations in the grain distribution

in the photographic emulsion. The point images, when photo-
micrographed, appeared to consist of a high-density nucleus and a

low-density surround. Measures were made of the extent of the

nucleus and the surround in two arbitrarily selected coordinates.

It was then necessary to determine which part of this variation of

dimensions from point to point was due to the inherent emulsion
properties, inasmuch as, at this limit, one is dealing with the effect of

individual grains and their distribution. This consideration involved
a laboratory test employing the same light source, a moving film

magazine, the same lens as employed in the air, and an image scaled

down by the same factor as in the aerial test and located at the same
position with respect to the optical axis. The resulting distribution

of point diameters, both for the nucleus and the surround, is shown in

figure 5.10.

The distribution of the laboratory nucleus diameters shown in curve
3 affords some insight to the role of grain distribution in the emulsion.
It is clear, as one compares these results with those shown in curve 1

(obtained from an aircraft in flight), that not only is the diameter of

the central nucleus increased slightly but the dispersion of the diame-
ters is greater than that obtained in the laboratory, due to the presence
of turbulence. Curve 4 treats the laboratory case for the diameters of

the low-density surrounds, and curve 2 the same diameters for the
in-flight case. From these latter curves it is seen that turbulence
causes a spread of the surround energy over a wide range. It is

estimated that some 60 to 70 percent of the total energy of the point
is in this surround.
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Figure 5.10. Frequency distribution polygons of point-source image diameters
on Super-XX emulsions.

Although lens-emulsion characteristics have been treated previously
(figs. 5.2 and 5.3) in introducing the treatment of the message, it is in

order to touch briefly on one other aspect of these components. A
replot of the data on image contrast, using focal setting as a parameter,
indicates a shift in the position of minimum contrast reduction as a

function of detail size (fig. 5.11). The conditions of this experiment
included full-field illumination. This shift becomes more pronounced
as the scattered light is reduced (as may be seen by comparison with
previous results obtained with a coUimated target [11]) or as one goes
to higher-resolution systems.

This is a manifestation of the well-known fact that the focal settings

for best resolution and minimum flare (that is, maximum sharpness)
do not necessarily coincide. Presented in terms of flgure 5.3, this

would result in the intersection of the threshold curves for different

focal settings of the same lens. It may be stated that focal setting

should be selected to provide the minimum threshold, that is, minimum
contrast reduction, for the size of symbol under observation. In the
case of aerial photography, if the size distribution of the symbols
required for operational success be known, then that focal setting

which provides the lowest weighted contrast threshold over that size

distribution is the best setting. From this it is seen that the system
may be tuned in the coordinate of contrast for any given image size by
varying the focal setting.

Concerning the photographic emulsion, the concept of microscopic
and macroscopic photographic contrast has been discussed previously
by Baker [12]. To treat this concept, assume a scattering function

i{x)=hf{x), (3)
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Figure 5.11. Contrast in the image as a function of focal setting, with image size

as parameter.

where iix) is the intensity at a distance x units from the edge of a hne
of intensity Iq as imaged on the emulsion. The intensity that remains
in the line image after scattering is I^. This assumption implies that
the intensity over an infinitesimal line of width Ax may be taken as a
constant and the fall of intensity regarded as starting from the edge
of the line. Figure 5.12a illustrates this condition for a line of width
Ax. The dashed line indicates a distribution of intensity as imaged
by a perfect optical system. The solid contour indicates the distribu-

tion of that energy due to the scattering of light in the emulsion. The
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intensity remaining in the line, II, is considerably less than the incident

intensity, /q.

Figure 5.12b shows the same case for larger detail where the behavior
of each line element of width Ax is shown to the same scale as in 5.12a.

The ordinates have been added to give the resulting contour of the
energy distribution in the emulsion for the gross detail. For a line

of this width, /z,=/o for the central portion. It is seen that there is a
critical detail size below which the central portions of the detail image
are no longer reinforced by energy scattered from other regions of the
detail in sufficient quantity to compensate for the loss of energy from
that central portion. Experiments show that for Super-XX emulsion
this critical detail size for isolated symbols is about 60 microns. The
presence of other symbols in proximity and/or the insertion of any
degrading component (for example, the lens) in conjunction with this

emulsion increases this critical dimension. The previous statistics,

shown by figure 5.7, indicate that some 20 percent of the symbols in

the aerial photography examined were recorded below the critical

size for the emulsion alone. These symbols are, therefore, no longer

in the same sensitometric reference framework, "photographic
density: object brightness", as is observed for the macroscopic detail

of the photograph.

Redefining 1^ as the intensity of the midpoint of the line of width

Xq, II as the average intensity over the line, and taking the origin of

coordinates at the point /=0 and the mid-point of the line, then

r* CO

IoXo=IlXo+ 2 lLf{x)dx. (4)

2

Having made the approximation {Il/Il) = 1, the intensity 7i may then
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be compared to the incident intensity IqI

7^ ixo)= T^-yi (5)

1

The reduction in contrast for symbols occurring at regular spatial

frequencies may be treated by an expression of the form

(xo) = [2/(xo)]-i (6)

and for isolated symbols

2

where the subscripts s and d imply space and detail, or symbol,
respectively, and where, in going to the case of two-dimensional scat-

tering, the original function /(a;) is modified as ^(x).

The shutter [13], aircraft translation and camera vibration [14]

have been previously discussed. They reduce contrast in a manner
that may be treated by simple geometric considerations and need
not be reviewed here.

To assess the problem relating resolution, scale, and contrast criteria

to the detection and recognition of photographic detail, a laboratory
test setup has been constructed to provide simulated aerial photogra-
phy. A report has been made on the method and the preliminary
results discussed [15]. It is noted that this experiment concerns itself

solely with the information on the photograph as presented to the
interpreter. The equipment employs a 20-millimeter //1. 5 Biotar lens

stopped down to //5.6, used in conjimction with a FairchUd OscUlo-
Record Camera. As this camera has provision for moving the film

during exposure, it allows opportunity to introduce image motion
effects common to most aerial photographs. The camera is aimed
in a horizontal direction into a 30-inch-diameter, plane, front-sUvered
45-degree mirror located directly over a target array. To vary
resolution conditions, a tm-ret head containing 13 ophthalmic lenses

and a clear aperture is located in front of the Biotar objective. By
this means, 14 different resolution values, from about 4 to 70 lines per
millimeter, in approximately equal steps of angular resolution, are

obtainable on Super-XX emulsion. It is assumed throughout that
this experiment represents photography employing perfect optics

used at different focal settings. The validity of the assumption is

substantiated by viewing microphotometer traces across the edge of

two adjoining photometric areas for each resolution condition (fig.

5.13).

The target array is shown in figure 5.14. The test objects consist

of squares and circles. The squares are ){ of an inch on a side; the
circles are of the same area as the squares. Thus, according to Dimt-
ley's work [16], the objects are of equal visibility. The objects are of
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three different diffuse neutral-gray reflectivities, 5, 13, and 40 percent,

and, in each case, the background for the objects is also one of these

same three reflectivities. Thus, six different combinations of object-

background reflectivities are available if the zero contrast conditions

are excluded.
For scoring purposes the test objects are arranged on a background

that is divided into 25 sections, a 5- by 5-unit grid, numbered down
the sides and lettered across the top. The observers record the loca-

tion of the test object by the proper designation, for example, 2C, 4C,
lA, etc. Forced discrimination is employed in all cases. For detec-

tion, a single object is located in each of 10 randomly selected positions

of the 25 possible. In the analysis the photo reader is then required
to indicate the 10 positions that most probably contain objects. For
differentiation, or recognition, 12 circles and 13 squares are located on
the target, one in each of the 25 positions. The analysis now calls

for indicating the 13 positions that contain squares. This work was
performed under 7X viewing with binocular microscopes. Through-
out the work, the dimensions are normalized in such a way that the

test object is taken as a unit square. Photographic scales are then
recorded in terms of object dimension, and resolution is expressed in

terms of lines per object. No generality is lost by this scaling of test

objects. It is only necessary to observe in any transformation that
the ratio of grain size to the detail image size be held constant. It is

thus possible to translate these results to any desired dimension only
by applying the same factor to both the object dimension and the
photographic scale.

The form of a typical object differentiation plot as a function of

resolution is shown for the scale of 1:3700 in figure 5.15. Incident
brightness ratio is the parameter. As all films have been processed
to a gamma of 0.98 ±.02, the image contrast, as presented to the
observer, may be tabulated for the case of macroscopic detail. The
loss of contrast due to decreasing detail size and/or reduced resolution

may then be calculated from system functions or measured on the

film. The data of this experiment are tabulated below for the macro-
scopic case.

Table 5.1. Contrast readings made at a resolution of 35 lines per millimeter on the

negative and at a scale of 1:3700

Reflectivities

Contrast

Object Background

% %
40 5 5.8
40 13 2.4
13 5 1.0

It is apparent from the experimental evidence at hand that count or

detection is insensitive to resolution and, in fact, may be considered

by treating only the energy distribution in the image and noting if

sufficient contrast occurs to bring the object above the visual contrast

threshold. Expressed in terms of angular resolution a, the number
of objects per resolved spacing, the detection threshold on Super-XX
emulsion over the range explored appears to follow the form

C-aa-h=Q, (8)
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Figure 5.15. Object differentiation

as a function of resolution.
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where C is the image contrast and a and 6 are constants, a is about
0.09 and 6 is the contrast threshold that provides the same probability

of detection at peak resolution of the photographic material (that is,

same graininess conditions) for the same size symbol viewed under
the same conditions.

Preliminary data from the recognition experiment are shown in

table 5.2.

Table 5.2. Resolution and contrast on the negative for various probabilities of
recognition of isolated unit cubes

Scale

Emulsion

Super-XX Pan-X

Resolution

Contrast

Resolution

Contrast
Lines/
object

Objects/
line

Lines/
object

Objects/
line

50% probability

1:2500__

1:3700_-

1;5000..

I 2.22

{ 1.67

I 1.53

/ 2.56
\ 1.81

2.00
I 1.72

0. 45
.60
.65
.39
.55
.50
.68

0.6
2.7
4.5
2.6
3.0
1.2
2.0

1.69
1. 35
1. 27

5." 55
2. 85
2. 27

0.59
.74
.79

Ms
.35
.44

0.5
1.5
3.0

o.'e"

1.8
2.3

80% probability

1:2500..

1:3700..

1:5000..

I 3.12

\ 1.78

I 1.56
2.22

f 2.85

1 2.50

0. 32
.56
.64
.45
.35
.40

0.74
2.8
5.0
3.6
1.6
2.5

2.22
1.81
1.58

3."70

3. 33

0.45
.55
.63

".'27

.30

0. 5
1.6
3.

1

1.'s"

2.7

95% probability

1:2500..

1:3700..

I 5.26

{ 2.38

I 2.00
3. 33

0. 19
.42
. 50

.30

0. 75
2.8
4.8
4.8

3. 33
2. 38
2.22

0.30

.45

0.6
1.6
3.1

100% probability

1:2500..
( 7.14

{ 5.00

I 4.00

0. 14

.20

.25

0.8
3.2
6.0

5.00
2. 85
2.50

0.20

.40

0. 75
1.6
3.1
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A portion of these data is plotted in figure 5.16. These show image
contrast as a function of resolution. Probability of recognition is a
parameter. It is clear that the threshold for this form of recognition
is sensitive to resolution but, broadly speaking, insensitive to contrast.

It is perhaps of interest to note in conjunction with these results the
mechanism of the visual process. Peripheral vision provides for the
detection of objects due to contrast (if we limit oiu:selves to a static

gray scale, as in the case of photography). If the stimulus is sufficient,

a reflex feed-back mechanism brings the object onto the fovea. Thus,
the presence of the object is detected at low resolution and recognized
(or studied with the intent of recognition) in the high-resolution por-
tion of the eye.

It is possible to compare, by means of figure 5.16, two different

emulsions that present the same type of data under the same condi-
tions of resolution or contrast, the only difference being grain. In
that class of photography where the purpose of the picture is to reveal
information, it appears that consideration should be given to a
graininess factor defined in terms of the role of the grain obscuring or
obliterating information. In figure 5.16 the effect of graininess is

manifest by the shifting of the curves in the direction of better resolu-

tion or increased contrast, for any given probability of recognition, as

one goes from Pan-X to Super-XX emulsion.
Neglecting the psychological components (experience, recall, etc.)

we may regard recognition as a higher-order detection. It is by means
of detection of the presence of substructure within a symbol, or by
detection of characteristic symbol groupings, or by detection of mark-
ings that reveal textiu-e that recognition is achieved.

In the experiment described, the detection criteria measure the
ability to detect the presence of, that is, to count, symbols. The
result is not an absolute threshold for, as in actual interpretation, a
search factor is involved. In this same experiment the recognition
criteria correspond to detection of substructure. This is related to the
decision as to whether a continuity or discontinuity in edge contour
occurs. To render this decision the interpreter requires sufficient

definition to observe that a finite portion of the object is bounded
either by an arc or a discontinuity and/or a straight edge. Most prob-
ably the decision is based upon judgments of curvature.
From the particular results shown in figure 5.16, it is seen that when

the unit square is imaged at 0.12 millimeter on a side on Super-XX
emulsion the significant dimension over which a density difference

must be detected appears to be about 15 microns at low contrast and
8 microns at higher contrast. Thus, at these higher contrasts the
decisions are rendered by detection of brightness fluctuations occurring
over spatial dimensions of the same order of magnitude as those of the
individual grain. We may infer that the manner in which the resolu-

tion must improve as the image contrast decreases depends upon the
symbol shape, and, more important, in the general case, upon the
ratio of this significant symbol size to the grain size. From the experi-

ment it is clear that in passing to better resolutions image contrast
alone determines whether or not the sub-symbol is detected and, there-

fore, whether or not the gross recognition is achieved.
For simplicity, let us assume that the photographic interpreter

makes his decisions or gains his information through scanning the

photograph from blur point to blur point in a manner analogous to an
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electron beam sweeping the mosaic of an orthicon tube. In this pro-
cedvire the interpreter faces a basic decision as he proceeds from one
blm* point to the adjacent blm" point: either "yes, the density does
differ" or "no, the density does not differ." If there is no detectable
change, the interpreter then concludes that there is no change from
point to point in the object space as represented by the two image
points. On the other hand, if a change does occur, then the interpreter
must conclude that there is a change, a boundary, an edge, or a point
of a brightness extreme within the corresponding area in the object
space. According to the accepted view of the visual process the mag-
nitude of this change is not important, nor are the levels at either side

of the boimdary. To quote Zoethout [17]:

When a certain area of the retina is illuminated we are very little

concerned with the absolute intensity of the light falling upon this area
or the absolute intensity of the resultant sensation; but the ability to
discern the difiFerence between the light in this area and that in the
neighboring portions of the retina is of prime importance. Upon visual
discrimination acuity depends practically all our seeing.

Although the magnitude of the change in brightness over an edge is

not important in the basic judgments that enter into photointerpreta-
tion, the brightness range over which a system can differentiate

between small brightness differences enters into any measure of the
information capacity of the system. Thus, although figxu-e 5.3

(threshold contrast as a function of image size) shows the relative area
of a one-dimensional detail universe that occurs above the system
threshold, the one-coordinate case, to be completely represented, must
be measured by a volume, the other coordinate being the median
exposure level or its equivalent.
The role of the edge in photography is well recognized. Howlett

[18] has long emphasized the importance of edges in the photographic
problem and has designed his resolution targets with this in mind.
More recently, Higgins and Jones [19] have treated subjective picture
sharpness and in their work have correlated sharpness judgments with
a gradient function.

The conditions of maximum sharpness and minimum flare (maxi-
mum symbol contrast) are apparently coincident. However, it is

seen in figure 5.11 that, for those lenses examined, no one focal setting

provides maximum image contrast for all symbol sizes. This implies
that to achieve maximum information the focal setting must be
chosen with consideration as to the size of the significant detail in the
image. As a consequence, it turns out that the focal setting that
provides maximum information in photographs that are studied under
xmit magnification does not necessarily provide maximum information
imder any other power.

Therefore, in such cases as aerial photography, when the picture is

subject to study under several magnifications in an effort to extract
the maximum information, it becomes necessary to consider the dis-

tribution of symbol sizes to be recorded. From this distribution it

should be possible to determine the focal setting that provides the
optimum (weighted) contrast threshold over the format.
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Summary

A photographic system is called upon to record symbols of different

shapes and sizes and with different spacings and arrangements.
These symbols also occur at different contrasts.

This paper considers only a one-dimensional aspect, that is, size

not shape. By viewing isolated symbols as well as symbols occurring
at regular spatial frequencies two extremes of spacing or arrangement
are considered. Because the present photographic emulsion dominates
the contrast-reduction characteristic, the threshold curves will be of

the same general shape for all present aerial photographic systems.
The statistics of certain photographic messages were analyzed;

photographs were classified by the using agencies as not quite good
enough, just good enough, or excellent, for a particular purpose.
These photographs were taken of natural objects to lend validity to

the assumption of similar distributions of distances between edges
and inherent contrasts in the object space. The prints were analyzed
and similar normalized distributions in the x-coordinate were observed
on all pictures. On the other hand, the distributions of brightness
differences across edges were different and related to usability of the
photography. The results indicate that the greater the contrast

reduction by the system the poorer was the picture as classified by the

using agency. The presence of symbols on aerial prints, which are

finer than the air-borne resolution generally recorded even with high-
contrast, line-pattern targets, indicates that the nature of the detail

universe is not comparable to that of our target structure. From
these analyses there is an indication that the statistics of the recorded
messages are quite similar, although the target and/or purpose may
differ. This consideration also involves cursory examination of

photographs for urban analysis.

The contrast-reduction function of the lens-emulsion system has
been interpreted in terms of the object contrast that is required to

render a detectable symbol on the emulsion for the two spatial

arrangements considered. It is held that the shape of this threshold
curve is important in determining the ability of the system to record
symbols. Until a statistical weighting can be applied to the size,

shape, and spatial distribution in the object space, probably no more
meaningful expression of the system capabilities can be given than
through an interpretation of eq 2, which considers a weighted mean
performance over the format

This expression may be considered as giving the probability that any
symbol in a random detail universe will be located above the system
threshold. It becomes then a measure of the capacity of the system.
When symbols are in close proximity in the object space (approxi-

mated by the data for symbols occurring at regular spatial frequencies)

it is improbable that these symbols possess sufficient inherent contrast
to be recorded at the high-contrast resolution limit of this system.
This fact, coupled with the observation that peak-contrast rendition

in the image does not occur at the same focal setting for all image

P=
A—

A
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sizes, implies that judgment of relative performance of aerial photo-
graphic systems on the basis of high-contrast resolution scores in the
laboratory is not infallible. It further emphasizes that the best
operational focus cannot be determined in the laboratory from a
maximum resolution setting on a high-contrast target.

The experimental work on the psycho-physical detection-recogni-

tion criteria on the emulsion, as a function of resolution, scale, and
contrast indicates that the fundamental problem is providing sufficient

contrast in the image to permit its detection. For a given shape and
size of symbol a certain minimum level of sharpness is requisite. At
any point above this level of sharpness, however, the criterion is

again one of contrast.

In figure 5.16 it is seen that at a given image contrast the same level

of recognition may be achieved on Pan-X emulsion at a lower resolu-

tion than on Super-XX. This fact is introduced to point out the
significant role that graininess plays in obscuring photographic infor-

mation and the resulting need for directing more attention to this im-
portant factor. With the emphasis directed on achieving a large

resolution number we may have overlooked this factor and others of

equal significance that have major bearing on the information that the
picture can reveal.
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6. A Mathematical Model of an Optical System
^

By Max Herzberger ^

The new methods of rapid computation (IBM equipment, electronic

devices) give the possibility of investigating systematically the
validity and practicability of optical methods. The author has
started an ambitious enterprise. He is tracing a set of more than a
thousand rays through each of three optical systems: (1) An aerial

lens with an aperture of //5.6 and a half-field angle of 22 degrees;

(2) a wide-angle lens with an aperture of //6.3 and a half-field angle
of 37 K degrees; (3) a lens with an aperture of //7 and a half-field
angle of 9 degrees.

The first problem is to see whether it is possible to find a mathe-
matical model for the lens in question, i. e., to find a mathematical
formula with not too many constants with which object and image
rays can be coordinated analytically with an accuracy of a few units

of the fifth decimal (for focal length equal to one). The second
problem is to find out how many of the thousand rays are necessary
and sufficient to derive a function with this accuracy. Figure 6.1

shows that the desired accuracy was obtained.
This mathematical model is used to analyze the optical images.

The intersection points of a set of rays equally distributed over the
entrance (or exit) pupil, (a) with a set of image planes, (b) with the
plane through object point and system axis (the meridian plane), are

plotted (fig. 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4).

The plot of these last points, which are called the diapoints of the
object, lends itself particularly well to a graphical analysis of the

system and permits one to investigate the aberrations of each single

In this paper, a preliminary study is made of an aerial lens having
an aperture of //5.6. The agreement between the model, the exact
calculation, and the photomicrograph of the images is shown, and an
analysis of the diapoint diagram is given.

Once a mathematical model of an optical system is given, it can be
investigated. In a future paper an attempt will be made to follow up
recent ideas in order to compute the influence of diffraction, to

analyze the image errors as function of the aberrations at the single

surfaces, and to study different approaches to determine the quality

of the optical image for the three lenses mentioned in the introduction.

The analytical approach taken in the present paper rests on the

mixed characteristic function of Hamilton and Bruns.
Let the object and image origins be put at the entrance and exit

pupils of the optical system (in this case, the nodal points). Let the

optical axis coincide with the z(z') axis of our coordinate system.

1 Communication No. 1463 from the Kodak Research Laboratories.
2 Research Laboratories, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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Figure 6.1. Deviation of the data obtained by ray tracing from the mathematical
model of the optical system.

Let object and image rays be given in each case by the intersection

point of the ray with the plane z,iz') =0, i. e., by x, y, (x'
,
?/'), respec-

tively. The optical direction cosines may then be designated by
' and they will be normed in such a way, that

-n (1)

71, n' being the refractive indices of object (image) space.

Since the optical system has symmetry with respect to the system
axis, the characteristic function, V, is a function of the symmetric
functions of the coordinates, i. e., of

^=l(^'+'?'), v=ix'^yiy', w=W^y'''), (2)

and for a system of parallel rays with an inclination of 0, 5, 10, 15,

20, 24 degrees from the axis, respectively. F is a function of v and w,
and the direction cosines of the image ray are

(3)

From (3) the coordinates of the diapoint can be computed, i. e.,

the intersection point of the rays with the meridian plane, as

using the abbreviation,

(4)

5F
^2,

bF= F.

Let Fbe given by a fifth-order development, i. e.,

F=ao+a22^-fa3W+ \ (a22y^+2a23?^w+a33'M7^)

+\ {(h22i^+ 'ia22zV^w+ ^aizzvw^+ assa""^) , (5)

and therefore,

F2= a2+ {a22V+ ttasw) + i {ai22V^+ 20223?^^+ ^233^^)

,

F3= a3+ {a2zv+ assw)+ 5 (0223^^^+ 2a233?^w+ 0333^^)

,
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Inserting these into eq 3, the coefficients a,, Oi^x can be calculated

from a small number of rays traced through the system by the method
of least squares. (At least five meridian rays and five skew rays
should be traced.)

Figure 6.1 gives the fit of the mathematical model. The system
had a focal length of 3, and the deviation for t}', calculated by
(5) from the ray-trace data for the rays up to a 20° field angle is,

in general, smaller than 1X10~^. Only for the field angle of 24°

did the deviation amount to a few units in the fifth decimal. In-
troducing a few more coefficients reduced the errors to insignificant

size.

The coefficients of the functions are given by table 6.1.

Table 6. 1.

0° 5° 10° 15° 20° 24°

(22 +1. 000005 +0. 999999 +1.000008 +1. 000216 +1.000776
03 +0. 326322 +0. 325219 +. 321972 +. 316264 +. 307558 +. 297747

022 -. 351799 -.346312 -. 335021 -.313910 -. 278191

023 -.087948 -.088330 -.091106 -. 094766 -. 094814
033 +0.'689396 +. 091207 +. 087397 +. 067329 +. 050488 +. 030552

0222 -. 06390 -.07172 +. 02139 -.00011 -.03586
0223 -. 00680 -. 03740 -.06315 -.06494 -. 28434

0233 -.39280 -. 45960 -. 49228 -. 58776 -1. 09514
0333 -4. 15539 -4. 26160 -4. 44175 -3. 88328 -4. 41015 -4. 72242

Inspection of table 6.2 shows that the coefficients are slowly
changing functions of 'M=1/2 sin^a. They can be replaced by

a^=af+afu+ l/2afu^+ 1/Qafu\ (6)

thus obtaining V as a function of u, v, w.

When V is obtained, the desired intersection points are calculated

for a large system of rays, evenly distributed over the exit pupil (the

points were ordered in equilateral triangles evenly distributed over
the vignetted exit pupil). Thus, the intersection can be plotted (a)

with a set of planes perpendicular to the axis (in this case, three planes

were chosen, one through the Gaussian focal plane, and two 0.75 and
1.5 mm, respectively, in front of it); and (b) with the meridian plane
(calculation of the diapoints).

Figure 6.2 shows these spot diagrams. On the right will be seen
the size of the vignetted apertures, this giving a measure of the light

going through the system for different points of the field. The lines

yiv=constant are drawn on these apertures, and they contain the points

used for the spot diagrams. The symmetry of the problem with
respect to the meridian plane makes it only necessary to scan the rays
of one-half of the aperture.

Table 6.2.

24° 24° 24°

OJ +1. 000731 0222 +. 17443 02223 -11. 1725

03 +0. 0297783 0223 -.11766 02233 -4. 4855
022 -. 283235 023J -. 58800 02333 -24. 0728
023 -. 096540 033S +2. 62365 0333S -501. 5666
033 -. 009835 02222 +4. 7495
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Figure 6.2 shows the quality of the optical image in detail.

Obviously, the best image plane is not the plane through the Gaussian
focus, but the plane about 1.5 mm in front of it. The field is very
slightly curved forward and comes back at about 20 degrees and then
curves rapidly backward. The image at 20 degrees looks slightly

more compact than at 15 degrees, and at 24 degrees there is no longer
any image to speak of.

Also, Figure 6.2 contains reproductions of photomicrographs taken
by L. A. Jones and R. N. Wolfe ^ of these laboratories printed side by
side with the spot diagram, showing the agreement between computa-
tion and photographic image.
The difficulty of analyzing the spot diagrams lies in the fact that

near the plane of best focus there is a heaping of singularities of the

wave surface. This is illustrated in Figure 6.3. The image is analyzed
by computing the intersection points of the lines, ?/^^ = constant, going
through a set of parallel lines in the exit pupil.
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Figure 6.3. Analysis of the optical images obtained by scanning the vignetted

aperture.

' L. A. Jones and R. N. Wolfe, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 35, 559 a945).
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The figures are drawn for the Gaussian focal plane and the best
image plane 1.5 mm in front of it, and they are four times magnified
with respect to the spot diagrams, thus showing where the condensa-
tion of light occurs. Inspection of these figures shows that these

curves are highly irregular and multivalent, which makes it very
obvious why it is so difficult to compute the intersection points in the
image plane as simple fimctions of the direction of the ray and the
intersection height in the aperture of the plane.

The author has, for a long time, drawn to the attention of the
optical designer the importance of computing the diapoints, i. e., the
intersection of the rays (from a given object point) with the meridian
plane, i. e., the plane through the object point and the axis (for a
meridional ray, the diapoint coincides with the sagittal focus). It

can be proven that the knowledge of the diapoints gives complete
information about the optical image and, moreover, that the diapoints
allow a simple analysis of the image qualities. If the diapoints form
a straight line, the image rays form a symmetric image with the line

in question as the axis symmetry. The deviation of the diapoints
from the best straight line gives a measure of asymmetry.

Figure 6.4 is a plot of the spot diagrams and, on a large scale to
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Figure 6.4.
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Diapoint analysis of an optical system.
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the right, the diapoints for each angle, the hnes hereby c;-/respondi'^g

to Hnes =constant. On the left is plotted for each of these lires

the deviation from symmetry. The attention of the reader is called

to the fact that these lines are simple curves that can easily be analyzed
mathematically.

Even a superficial inspection of these curves shows that the spherical
aberration remains practically constant up to 20 degrees, that a
slight forward curvature exists which is corrected at about 20 degrees,
and not much of an image remains at 24 degrees. These curves show
the effect of vignetting, and also that the image at 20 degrees is

slightly better, though slightly less symmetric, than at 15 degrees
off-axis.

The mathematics of the problem in question is best attacked when
the angle characteristic, W, is employed and used as a function of

the variables,

a=t, b=^^'+ vv', c=r. (7)

The diapoint coordinates then become, for an infinite object point
(a= constant),

thus determining W completely. Moreover, distance K of the
points of the caustic from the diapoints can be computed by the
expressions,

n''K'-[{n'\n'-a')-b'}W22-2bcW2z+{n''-c') W33]

+ [(n'-a')in''-c')-b']iW22Wss-W^)^0 (9)

with

'

db''
W,2-

and the values of the function

W22Ws^-W^ (10)

give a measure of the asymmetry of the image.

It will be shown in a future paper how these diapoint aberrations

can be split up into the contribution of the single surfaces, according
to the methods already described.*'^

Diffraction effects also can easily be computed from a knowledge
of the characteristic function, V, since V gives, for each point of the
exit pupil, the light path for a plane-entering wave. By using
Fresnel's integrals, the amplitude and phase of the resulting light

vector can then be computed at any point in image space.

Furthermore, the geometrical optical data will be coordinated
with the recent attempts to find an analytic measure for the sharp-

ness of an optical image.

< M. Herzberger, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 38, 324-328 (1948).
5 M. Herzberger, J. Opt. Soe. Am. 37, 485-493 (1947).
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7. Methods and Apparatus for Measuring Perform-
ance and Quality of Optical Instruments

By A Arnulfi

Introduction

From the user's point of view, and for a given point in the field,

the value of an optical instrument is completely described by two
figures. The first is its performance (Leistung), which, after

Lohle, is the number showing how much the instrument multiplies

visual sharpness. In France this number is called the "amplifica-

tion" of the instrument. The second figure is the quality, which, in its

simplest form, is the ratio of the performance of the instrument under
test to the performance of a perfect instrument with similar

characteristics.

Visual Instruments

Theory

Let us first consider the case of visual instruments in which the

aerial image is observed with an eye-piece. The work on resolving

power relative to perfect instruments, which I reported a few years
ago, allows us, first, to find an absolute criterion of the quality of the
instrument, and secondly, to find a simple connection between its

quality and its performance.^

We define the perfect instrument as an instrument in which the

distribution of light in the image is determined by diffraction alone.

For such an instrument, the resolvingpower is given by the equations

S-^=2nsuxU-T=s^-w, (1)

where S and T are the angular and linear resolving powers of the

instrument, Q, and n sin U are the linear aperture and the numerical
aperture of the objective, and is the resolving power of the eye
for the diameter u, of the pupil.

These equations may be written

S-G=T-P=So,, (2)

where G is the angular magnification, and P the power of the

instrument.

1 Institut d'Optique, Paris, France.
2 A. Arnulf, Compt. rend, ac. sc. 200, 52 and 306 (1937); La Vision dans les Instruments, Edit. Rev.

opt. (1937).
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Instrumental Efficiency

Let us consider an imperfect instrument with the same exit pupil
and the same magnification as the perfect instrument. S' ,G',T',P'
are corresponding terms for the defective instrument. We know
that S'yS. Therefore,

Furthermore,
S'-GyS-G or sL>s„.

S_

S'''

(3)

(4)

Therefore, if we compare a defective instrument with a perfect one
with identical optical characteristics, the ratio of the resolving powers,
or of the performances, is given by the ratio of the resolving powers
of the eye in the image field. The quality of the image is then defined
by

(5)

which is called instrumental efficiency because it depends only upon
the effect caused by the defects of the image.
Let us compare tlae quality of two different instruments, for example,

the big telescope in Yerkes Observatory and a low-magnification
microscope. The above method will give for each one its instrumental
efficiency and the ratio of these two efficiencies will give the relative

instrumental efficiency of the two instruments.
We may sum up the principle of this method as follows. The

resolving power of the eye in the image field of a perfect instrument is

the same as the resolving power of the eye alone with the same
diameter of the pupil. The defects of the instrumental image degrade
this resolving power, and this degradation determines the quality.

Total Efficiency

The criterion defined above gives the loss of quality compared with
a perfect instrument of the same type, and it is practically the most
important fact. However, where the user is to be considered, there

is a loss of the effective quality caused by the stopping of the pupil,

which increases the resolving power of the eye. Therefore, it is

necessary to consider this stopping effect in order to compare the
quality and the performance. Similar considerations to those pre-

viously used show that when we include both the stopping of the eye
and the defects of the image, the quality is given by

Et=^=f-^=Ep-E„ (6)

Sn being the lowest resolving power obtainable with the eye, corre-

sponding to a pupil diameter of about 2.5 to 3 mm. This is, for all

practical purposes, the resolving power of the eye in daylight.

Ep=sjs(x} is the efficiency of the stopping process. This can be
obtained by measuring visual sharpness.

Radius of pupil (mm) 0.2 0.4 0.75 1.0 2.0 4.0

Pupil efficiency 0.07 0.23 0.50 0.64 0.88 1.0
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According to what has been said, one conclusion that may be reached
is that an optically perfect instrument might be a visually moderate
instrument. This is the case especially with instruments operating
at the magnification giving the best resolving power.

Relation Between Efficiency and Performance

In the case of visual instruments, there is a precise relation between
the performance and the efficiency. The performance is giveii by
the amplification A, where A = sJS. This means that

A= G-E^. (7)

In this equation G is the angular magnification for telescopes, or the
conventional magnification for microscopes or such instruments.
For a perfect instrument, Ei=l and A=G-Ep.

Experimental Procedure

Measuring the efficiency requires: (1) The determination of the
resolving power of the tested instrument from which is deduced the
resolving power of the eye in the image field by using the formula

s'u—S ——S-G,
CO

or

^.^^y 2r.sin U^^p,
w

(2) the resolving power of the eye without the instrument, for one or
several apertures of the pupil, which gives the relation to the perfect

instrument.

The quality of an instrument is a function of the experimental
conditions. Therefore, it is necessary to choose conditions such that
the result might be valid in as many cases as possible, and also to

duplicate as nearly as possible the conditions under which the instru-

ment is to be used. The conditions of testing once defined will be
taken as a constant standard.

1. The test object is seen against a background of uniform bright-

ness, which covers the entire field of the instrument. This is necessary
if one is to introduce all the stray light that the instrument might give

under use. The effect eventually produced by the sun or moon will

be realized by sources situated in precise points in the field.

2. No optical system will be interposed between the instrument and
the test object in order to avoid any effect caused by its defects and
stray light it might introduce.

3. No telescope is placed behind the eye piece to increase the mag-
nification for the same reasons given in item 2, and also because the

increased efficiency makes the test unnecessarily strict and does not
duplicate the conditions of i.se. It is not reasonable to expect the

instrument to have a better quality than that given by a perfect instru-

ment with the same magnification.
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4. The standard resolution test object is the Foucault test object,

or a test object consisting of two parallel lines of infinite length and
of varying contrasts. For simplicity one can use a contrast of 1 and
a very low contrast, 0.01 or 0.02. Tests with the higher contrast are
more sensitive to astigmatism or focusing defect, whereas with the
lower contrast they are more sensitive to stray light, spherical aberra-
tion, and chromatism. It is desirable to use several brightnesses
representing dajdight, twilight and night. Night instruments tested

under daylight conditions might give results completely different from
the desired results.

Description of the Apparatus

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the arrangement of the apparatus. The
background with a uniform brightness is obtained by placing the nose
of the instrument / in a lighted sphere S, and by using several plane
screens Ei, E2 which Uluminate the field. The black test object is

seen against the last screen.

The variation of the contrast is obtained by using a rotating white
disk D, of the same brightness as the backround, and consisting of

two similar sectors between which the aperture can be varied while
the disk is rotating. The contrast is given by C=q:/360, (a in de-

grees), a being the total aperture of the disk.

Furthermore, the angular size of the test object T can be varied

continuously b}^ projecting its image on a fixed plane, the objective 0
and the test object T being moved simultaneously with suitable cams.
The apparatus is simple to use with any form of test object (fig. 7.3

and 7.4).

Figure 7.1. Testing apparaius for visual instruments.

(General ariangcmont.;

D

Figure 7.2. Testing apparatus for visual instruments.

Control of the contrast and the angular size of the test object.
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Figure 7.3. Testing apparatus for visual instruments.

Instrument to be tested and sphere S. For efficiency measurements,
tile photometer behind the eye piece is removed.

Figure 7.4. Testing apparatus for visual instruments.

Rotating disli D; test object A; optical bench R; round bright screen for the baclcground.

Standard characteristics for the examination of visual instruments
are as follows:

Brightness qf the background.

5-10-\ 10-^ 2-10-\ 5-10-^ 10-\ 5-10-1° Stilb.

The values most used are in italic.
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I

Nature of the test object. Foucault resolution test object, or equiv-
alent test object with two parallel lines.

Contrasts.

1.0 0.5 0.25 0.10 0.06 0.03 0.015 0.01

Generally we use two contrasts, contrast 1.0 and the contrast nearest
the threshold for the brightness used.

Points tested in the field. The center, a circle equal to two-thirds of

the radius of the field, a circle 2° from the edge of the field.

The instrument is always tested in the same conditions under which
it is used, without any accessory optical aids.

Examples of the Effect of Isolated Defects

Decrease in brightness. Figure 7.5 shows the variation of the effi-

ciency with the brightness for an optically perfect instrument with a
transmission factor 0.35, using a Foucault test object of unit contrast.

The efficiency is related to the slope of the curve of visual sharpness
and brightness. It is equal to 1 for daylight and very nearly 1 for

night vision (the slope is zero or very small) . It is least in the bright-

ness region where visual sharpness varies most rapidly with the bright-

ness, that is, in twilight, and again near the threshold.

Stray light. Stray light produces a decrease in perception for low
contrasts, which can be computed in every case if we have previously
measured the stray light. Figure 7.6, curve 1, is the curve for an
instrument the correction of which is nearly perfect. Table 7.1 gives

the values of efficiency versus contrast for two binoculars in the center

of the field. Lines A refers to an instrument without blooming, lines

B to the same instrument with bad blooming which increases the

scattering.

Monochromatic spherical aberration. This effect has been reported
by M. Fran^on for both theoretical and experimental methods.^ The

r
t

IO"'" 10"' I0-' 10-' IQ-* 10"' 10"* 10-' (0-2 10-'

BRIGHTNESS , STILB

Figure 7.5. Efficiency versus brightness of a perfect instrument having a trans-

mission factor of 0.35.

Test of resolution with full contrast.

3 M. Fran?on, Rev. opt. [10] 26, 354 (1947); [3] 27, 157 (1948).
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0 OJ 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.S 0.6 a7 0.8 03 1.0

CONTRAST

Figure 7.6. Efficiency versus contrast.

Table 7.1. Effi,ciency versus contrast for two binoculars, before and after a diffusing
blooming, showing the effect of stray light

(Center of the field) Lines A: Before blooming. Lines B: After blooming.

Contrast 1

.

0.6 0.3 0.1 0.08 0. 05

0.73 0. 91 0. 97 0.98 0. 97 0.90
4^::::::::::::::::::::: .73 .90 .91 .91 .15 0

.85 .85 .95 .95 .85 0
4^::::::::::::::::::::: .85 .85 .94 .60 .25 0

curve (fig. 7.7) gives, as a function of the third-order spherical aberra-
tion given in phase differences, the values of efficiency for various
contrasts in the test object, when the exit pupil of the instrument
corresponds to the best resolving power (magnification giving co= 0.6

mm). We can see that for small contrasts and the Rayleigh tolerance
(X/4) the fall in efficiency is considerable. Figure 7.8 shows experi-
mental results obtained with a contrast of 0.03, varying the diameter
of the pupil of the eye. An aberration corresponding to the Rayleigh
tolerance has no effect on pupils larger than 3 mm. For smaller pupils

the efficiency decreases quickly. Figure 7.6 III and IV shows the
results for a very large spherical abberration.

Astigmatism. The results in table 7.1 are those of the very com-
mon case of an instrument with a little astigmatism. The efficiency

is better for medium contrasts than for high contrasts. Figures
7.9 and 7.10 show how the resolving power varies with the diameter
of the pupil when astigmatism is present, and this explains the above
results.

Chromatism. This question is being studied both theoretically and
experimentally. Curve II figure 7.6, shows the variation of efficiency

with contrast for a very large chromatism (aperture f/12, no chromatic
correction)

.
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Figure 7.7. Efficiency
versus spherical aberra-
tion expressed in phase
differences for various
contrasts.

Figure 7.8. Efficiencjj t

versus pupillar di- |
ameters for various t

amounts of spherical

aberration expressed in
phase differences.

YELLOW SODIUM UNE
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Figure 7.9. Specific limit of
resolution of the eye versus the

pupillar diameter.

A, without astigmatism; B, astigmatism
(4 diopters, parallel to the lines of the test
object): C, astigmatism (4 diopters, perpen
dicular to the lines of the test object).

PUPILLAR DIAMETERS, mm
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0 O.I OZ 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I

CONTRAST

Figure 7.10. Efficiency versus contrast of photographic objectives

Solid lines, lens with third.ordcr spherical aberration; dotted lines, well corrected lens.

Quality in tlie Whole Field of an Instrument

The question arises as to whether it is possible to evaluate with one
number the quality of an instrument over its entire field . Two very
different cases occur.

1. Instruments for pure observation. These are used to examine
minutely, details in objects seen in the field of the instrument. In
this case we are interested in the resolution of details in the center of

the field. It would not be reasonable to include in the measurement
the edge of the field when it does not enter into the examination of

details. This instrument will be characterized by the area within
which the efficiency is greater than 0.9 times the efficiency in the
center.

2. Instruments to discover objects. In this case the periphery of the
field has the greatest importance, as is the case for the periphery of

the retina, the efficiency in foveal vision having practically no im-
portance. The efficiency to be introduced is the efficiency that corre-

sponds to a point on the retina situated at a distance from the fovea
equal to the field of the instrument, and the whole efficiency of the
field will be equal to the mean peripheral efficiency for the whole field.

Instruments With Diffusing Screen (Photographic
Emulsion)

Theory

The method that is described here has been completed by Mme.
Marquet.* Similar methods have been studied by various other
workers.*
The principle of the method is the same as for the visual case, but

instead of the angular resolving power of the eye, we have here the

linear resolving power of the eye-emulsion combination, the optical

image of the object being focused on the emulsion with a perfect ob-
jective of variable aperture. If S and T are the resolving powers of

the instrument, and n sin U the linear or numerical apertures of the
objective in the object space, n sin u the numerical aperture in the
image space for a perfect instrument, we have

Sn= 2n sin U-T= 2n sin u4.

The total efficiency E, which is similar to the total efficiency in

* M. Marquet. Sciences et Industries Photographiques, [2]^S, 129-142 (May 1947).
' A. Couder, Cahiers phys.. No. 14, pp. 3.'>-48 (May 1943); Sciences et Industries Photographiques,! 2]

14, 170-174 (August 1943). L. E; Hewlett, Can. J. Research (July 1946). E. W. Selwyn and J. L. Tearle,
[B] (Sept. 1946).
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visual instruments, and is used in the calculation of the performance,
is given by Et= t„/t, where t„ is the resolving power with a perfect
objective, the numerical aperture of which is very large, t^, being
independent of the aperture, is called the resolving power of the
emulsion.

The absolute efficiency introduces two kinds of losses in the resolu-

tion

1. The increase in resolving power of the perfect instrument as it

is stopped down, because the diffraction pattern becomes more and
more important in comparison with the area of granularity-diffusion

in the emulsion. We evaluate it by the aperture efficiency Ep=
t^/to, where U is the resolving power of the emulsion for a perfect
instrument v/ith the same aperature as that of the tested instrument.

Let us note that for ordinary emulsions, U'^t^ for small apertures,

2 sin ^=0.1, for example. In the case of photographic lenses, the
aperture efficiency is rarely important. However, it is always
important in the photographic microscope.

2. The decrease in resolving power caused by all the defects in the
image produced by the instrument is given by the instrumental
efficiency Ei—Ult. This is the ratio between the resolving power Iq

of the emulsion with a perfect instrument, the aperture of which is

the same as the aperture of the tested instrument, and the resolving
power t of the emulsion with the tested instrument.

3. We have then, Et=Ej,-Ei.

Experimental Procedure

The test objects are illuminated as for visual instruments. We
generally use the higher brightnesses only. In order to measure t in

the case of the perfect objective, it is necessary to use an instrument
sufl&ciently good to be considered practically perfect. We therefore
use astronomic lenses with very short focal lengths, between 20 and
50 mm, or apochromatic microscope objectives, set in a small camera
with a high-precision movement for focusing.

A very important point is to know what magnification is to be used
when observing the photographic images, this magnification depending
upon the conditions of use.

When the photographs are to be seen without magnification, the
observation is done with the naked eye at a standard distance of 250
mm.

Frequently we want to determine the best resolving power. It is

obtained, for all practical purposes, when the area of granularity-
diffusion in the emulsion is seen from the eye within an angle of 4 to

10 minutes. This is obtained for a resolution test when the angular
resolution for the eye is between 3.5 and 8 minutes.

Example of an Efficiency Determination

Figure 7.10 gives the variation of efficiency with contrast in the
center of the field for an excellent photographic lens operating at
apertures of f/6.7 and f/12, and for a lens with third-order spherical
and chromatic aberrations.

We might notice two interesting results. A photographic lens,

considered to be an excellent one, never reaches an efficiency of 1 for
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any contrast, even for C=l. This has already been noted by many
observers.

The loss in the efficiency is largest for a contrast between 0.1 and
0.2, after which the efficiency increases rapidly, until the perceivable
image disappears. This is a different result from that obtained in the
case of a visual instrument. This occurs because the emulsion does
not reproduce small contrasts very well, and the defects of the instru-

ment have less and less effect on the resolving power.

Conclusion

The method given above, used now for 20 years for visual instru-

ments, and nearly 10 years for photographic instruments, has satis-

factorily solved, for us, the problem of determining the quality of an
instrument in any point in the field. It avoids the discrepancies that
occured very often between the results of tests in the laboratory and
the practical use of the instrument. However, it has the serious

disadvantage of not separating the eye from the optical image. If it

were possible to separate them, then by combining the quality of the
optical image, without any receiver, and the special properties of any
receiver, it would be possible to predict the quality of the instrument
for any condition. This is not yet possible because we do not yet
know enough either of the variations of the distribution of illumination
with various aberrations taken together, or of the properties of

receivers. However, the experimental method maintains its interest

because it is rapid, and because it takes into account the totality of

the effects produced by instrument defects, some of which cannot be
forecast by computation.

Discussion

Dr. H. Osterberg, American Optical Co., Stamford, Conn.: A
question for Dr. Macdonald. If your answer to this question is

"Yes," I would like to ask one more. You mentioned the discrimina-
tion of squares and circles.

Dr. D. E. Macdonald, Optical Research Laboratory, Boston,
Mass.: Yes.
Dr. Osterberg: In connection with one of your charts?
Dr. Macdonald: I have answered "Yes."
Dr. Osterberg: Have you studied the proposition as to when an

individual would judge a square that has rounded corners to be a
square as a function of the distance he stands from this figure?

Dr. Macdonald: I could answer the question "Yes" but I can't

give you the information as to what the functional relationship is at

this time. I would like to point out that I mentioned in qualifying

this—

.

Dr. Osterberg: May I interrupt? I am not going to ask for such
a complicated functional relation as you think. What I am interested

in is this. What is the ratio of the radius at the corner of the square
to the diagonal when this person reports this square with rounded
corners to be a square?
Dr. Macdonald: We don't have the information in that form at

all. As I tried to point out at the start, this was preliminary data
presentation on the basic discrimination or recognition only of this
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one type, the simplest type of discrimination we could think of, that

is, between a square and a circle. Under different conditions of

resolution—this involves the rounding of the corners, but we did not
purposely introduce a form factor of this type—we have presented
the same information to the analysts at different observing distances

to bring in the effect of variable magnification.

As I say, I am not prepared to give any answers on any aspect
except the basic square-circle differentiation at this time.

Dr. Osterberg: Thank you.
Chairman: Are there other questions that anybody would like to

ask?
Dr. H. R. J. Grosch, General Electric Co., Lockland, Ohio: I

would like to point out that these problems of interpretation of photo-
graphs, et cetera, remind me very much of the work done in educa-
tional and psychological testing because we have essentially a sub-
jective phenomenon and we have experienced photointerpreters who
would be willing to tell us this was or was not a good photograph but
who would be unable to describe exactly why they thought so.

On the other hand, we have a series of measurements or tests that
can be performed under controlled conditions but that do not measure
the parameters of the problem partly because we don't know which
are important. For instance, we assign arbitrary names such as

"contrast" and "resolution" to certain things, but it is by no means
certain that these are pure factors just as the terms "intelligence,"

"quickness," "retentiveness," don't mean too much.
Now, there is a mathematical technique that ranges over into the

field of fantasy at times, known as "factor analysis." There are many
proponents of this in Washington, hiding in cubby-holes of the Penta-
gon and similar sin spots, and I would like to suggest both to Howlett
and Macdonald that it might be possible to run a standard factor

analysis relating—or perhaps I should say correlating—the subjective
judgments of their trained observers with measurements that they
have made of the objectives, such as motion and stability of the
camera.
Dr. Macdonald: I think that is exactly what we are trying to do

with this statistical analysis of photographs. We are trying to bring
out these subjective factors that are so enmeshed in the personality

structure of the photointerpreter. The only way to drag them out
seems to be through some statistical form.
We thought perhaps the incentive in a commercial organization for

fuller interpretation might result in a more uniform background of

training, one that we could trace back more easily than we could in

the case of military photointerpreters. So analysis in this type has
so far been restricted to the commercial applications of photography.

In terms of the basic units—and this ties in with the definition

that we have to make if we are going to define the information content
of a picture—we need, perhaps, a basic point where there is a binary
decision that the photointerpreter makes. There are several ways of

deciding what type of decision he makes. For example, if he is

scanning along a line, his decision would be either "Yes, there is an
edge," or "No, there is not an edge," as he goes from blur point to

blur point.

I am talking about a discreet one-dimensional case and I have
mentioned previously that the problem is one of moving to a two-
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dimensional source and a continuous case. If the existence of an
edge is a logical unit of information, then its evaluation depends on
(a) the absolute magnitude of the change, and (b) the gradient.
Chairman: I believe we had one other question.
Mr. a. H. Katz, Photo Reconnaissance Laboratory, Wright Air

Development Center, Dayton, Ohio: This is just an additional com-
ment on the remarks made by Dr. Grosch, to the effect that it is

only lately, after 10 years of talking to photointerpreters, that they
have even been willing to realize that there is something in the picture
other than the scale. This is a waste of good standard deviations.

Dr. R. a. Woodson, Armour Research Foundation of Illinois,

Institute of Technology, Chicago, 111.: I would like to direct a question
to two gentlemen, Dr. Howlett and Prof. Arnulf. They both deal
with the same question. Should we test a lens in the way it is in-

tended to be used, or should we magnify the image for its inspection?
Now, let's consider this first on the basis of the decision of whether a
basic lens design is satisfactory, and, second, on whether an instru-

ment made to such a design satisfies the performance requirements.
If you consider that in production manufacture of an optical instru-

ment the operators will have variable visual accuity, you will have
disagreements as to the rejection and acceptance of an instrument,
whereas if the image is viewed under magnification you eliminate
that human factor. I would like comments, please.

Chairman: Mr. Arnulf, do you wish to comment? Is Dr. Howlett
here?
Dr. L. E. Howlett, National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada:

Mr. Chairman, I want to say that it would be acceptable under the
circumstances outlined to use whatever degree of magnification was
required. Wliatever visual criterion is used in the test could be one
well correlated with the circumstances of use. Such a procedure
would make the test easier, too.

Dr. W. Wallin, U. S. Naval Ordnance Test Station, Inyokern, China
Lake, Calif.: Dr. Howlett, it strikes me as somewhat anomalous and
bothers me that the philosophy you express seems quite adequate as

a functional test, suitable as inspection technique; but let us suppose
that we have established to our satisfaction that such a test is in-

adequate. Then we want to arrive at something more analytic,

divide and conquer. There are factors present in the lens system,
itself, factors present in the photographic emulsion, let us say, and
factors imposed by external circumstances.

If we are to understand the problem we have to analyze them and
separate them, and yet once we do that we depart from your basic

philosophy, don't we? I would like your comments; or haven't I

made my question clear?

Dr. Howlett: Well, perhaps you have. I will try and answer it.

I think there are two distinct things involved there. Perhaps I

did not make them sufficiently clear but I did refer to them. Certainly,

any philosophy of evaluating quality of an image from the point of

view of the user must, in the last analysis be a routine test, but that

still has no bearing on any other test. You can do all the analyses

that you like but keep it separate until it is in a form where it can be
incorporated as an explanation or where it will lead to improvements
in the evaluation. You can still evaluate the quality of an image on
the photographic emulsion even if you don't know all about the for-
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mation of the image, the developers, the various lens elements, et

cetera, all of which are extremely important.
Having evaluated in an orderly manner the quality of the image,

you can still go on.

Dr. Wallin: You are not saying then that the information we
get is not going to help us?
Dr. Howlett: I did not understand that.

Dr. Wallin: The question was, should we really rely on visual

analysis in evaluating a lens that is to be used photographically?
Dr. Howlett: I think it is quite reasonable to do so if you can show

that by so doing your results correlate precisely with the photographic
procedures that are going to be used. We have found that there are

particular visual points that are always within a reasonable tolerance

of where the photographic plate should be. I think that is perfectly

acceptable and saves an enormous amount of time.
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8. Image Quality as Used by the Government Inspector

of Visual Telescopic Instruments

By H. S. Coleman ^

Introduction

There are a considerable number of points of view from which image-
quahty evaluations can be considered. It is the purpose of this paper
to discuss image-quality evaluation from the point of view of a govern-
ment inspector whose responsibility is to determine whether or not a
given optical system submitted to the Government conforms with its

specifications. Because of the widely different procedures that might
be followed in inspecting optical systems, it is the purpose of this paper
to describe what are perhaps the most popular three inspection proc-

esses used in inspection and to show the correlation among the image-
quality evaluations that are obtained among these three methods.
For purposes of presenting a description of the above mentioned test

equipments, this paper is divided into three parts, corresponding to the
three test procedures under consideration. The first of these test

procedures involves the use of a device referred to as "the Kinetic
Definition Chart Apparatus" ^ (because of its motorized parts), the
second involves the use of a "Twyman-type Interferometer,"^ and the
third involves the use of a device referred to as a "Dioptometer." *

The Use of the Kinetic Definition Chart Apparatus in
the Inspection of Visual Telescopic Systems

The following section of this paper describes the Kinetic Definition
Chart Apparatus (hereafter abbreviated to K. D. C. apparatus) and
presents examples of the type of optical data that can be obtained
with this equipment. The basic principles upon which this device
depends were first described by Fabry ^ in 1935.

The K. D. C. apparatus can be regarded as an apparatus for measur-
ing the "resolving power" of optical systems in which the spacing
between the elements of the test object used and the contrast of the
elements of the test object used can be varied continuously.

The Apparatus

The K. D. C. apparatus is essentially a continuously variable re-

solving-power apparatus in which the target is made to appear (by
optical coUimation) at any desired range and in which the contrast of

' Director of the Scientific Bureau, Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.
2 H. S. Coleman and S. W. Harding, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 37, 263 (1947).
3 H. S. Coleman, D. G. Clark, and M. F. Coleman, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 37, 671 (1947).
* H. S. Coleman, M F. Coleman, and D. L. Fridge, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 41, 94 (1951).

»C. Fabry, Proc. Phys. Soc. London 48, 747 (1935).
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the target may be varied thus simulating conditions existing in the
field. In addition, the test object may be surrounded with an illumi-

nated region designed to simulate natural backgrounds against which
targets may be viewed. The apparatus consists of a test object, an
optical-reduction unit, a coUimating unit, a standard telescope, an
auxiliary telescope, an artificial sky, an ofl^-axis fixture, and a mecha-
nism whereby the angular subtense of the elements of the test object
may be varied continuously. Each of these parts is discussed sep-

arately.

Test object. The basic type of test object used was first introduced
by Foucalt ^ in 1858. This object consists of alternate white and gray
bands of equal width of the form shown in figure 8.1 In general, it

has been found desirable to use test objects in which the markings are

oriented in four directions. The relatively coarse numbers shown in

figure 8.1 are for purposes of identifying the test object and for focus-

ing. The K. D. C. test objects can be made having any desired spacing
and contrast between the white and gray bands. These are calibrated

photoelectrically for the number of bands per unit length and for con-
trast. The test object is illuminated by means of a sphere as shown
in figure 8.2.

Optical reduction unit. The apparent size of the test object is re-

duced optically by means of any one of a set of lenses mounted in a
turret shown in figures 8.2 and 8.3. These lenses are referred to as the
optical-reduction unit. The apparatus in its present form utilizes

microscope objectives having focal lengths of 4, 8, 16, and 32 mm., and
Plossel-type eyepieces having focal lengths of 20 and 50 mm., respec-

tively. The optical-reduction unit is required in order to obtain
practical limiting distances of resolution. As a result of this feature,

the entire length of the K. D. C. apparatus is approximately 6 feet.

Early models were as long as 120 feet.

CoUimating unit. The collimating unit is used to make the test

object appear (optically) to be at any desired range. It consists of a
high-grade telescopic objective located such that its focal plane may
be placed at anj^ desired distance from the image of the test object

formed by the optical-reduction unit.

Standard telescope. The standard telescope consists of highly cor-

rected optical parts and is provided with efficient stray light stops.

The objective has a clear aperture of 2.5 inches and an effective focal

length of 15.75 inches. Provision is made for varying the aperture
of the standard telescope by means of a set of stops so that its entrance
pupil can be made equal to that of the optical device under test.

The standard telescope is used to establish the minimum angle of

resolution for a "perfect" optical system of a given aperture, to ac-

quaint the observer with the appearance of an image formed by a
high-grade optical system, and to adjust the collimating unit for the
desired target distance. This adjustment is made by focusing the
standard telescope on an outdoor target placed at the desired range
and then by adjusting the distance between the coUimatmg lens and
the image of the test object formed by the optical-reducing unit so

that the test object is at the same focal setting as the outdoor target.

Auxiliary telescope. The auxiliary telescope is an astronomical-type
telescope having an entrance pupil of 1.250 inches, which is provided
with a set of eyepieces making it possible to vary its magnification
from 1 to 30x. The auxiliary telescope is used in series with the
instrument under test as shown in figure 8.2.

6 L. Foucault, Ann. Observ. Paris, 5, 197 (1859).
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Figure 8.3. The Kinetic Definition Chart apparatus.
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In the quality-control processes, the auxiliary telescope has three

functions. The first of these is to make it possible to test the system
under consideration at full aperture. This is done by reducing the

exit pupil of the combination of the system under test and the auxiliary

telescope to less than that of the natural pupil of the eye. Frequently
the aberrations in optical systems are greatest at the margin of the

aperture and may not be noticeable if the pupil of the eye becomes the
effective stop of the system. In addition the pupil size varies from
inspector to inspector. The second function is to reduce the portion
of the pupil of the eye being used in the measurement to such an
extent (1 mm or less) that the eye performs as a "perfect" optical

device. This practically eliminates differences in measurements made
by various observers. The third function of the auxiliary telescope

is to produce a sufficiently large image on the retina of the observer's

eye to make an observation "comfortably." In this connection, it

should be noted that the auxiliary magnification does not provide a

means of exceeding the limit of resolution of the eye because of the
inverse relation between the size of the exit pupil at the eye and
magnification, and as a result of the limitations imposed by diffraction

theory.

Artificial sky. In order to simulate outdoor conditions, the image of

the test object formed by the optical-reduction unit is surrounded by
an illuminated region. This region is referred to as "the Artificial

Sky" and subtends an angle of approximately 30° measured from the
center of the collimating objective. The artificial sky is constructed
so that it forms an adjustable field stop for the optical-reduction unit.

This adjustment is accomplished by means of a series of spherical

segments having various apertures and mounted in a turret as shown
in figure 8.2.

The artificial sky has two functions. The first is to produce a known
brightness level to which the observer's eye is to be adapted. The
second function provides a means of taking into account the stray
light normally introduced into an optical system by natural back-
grounds when the optical instrument under consideration is perform-
ing its intended task. Stray light in optical devices reduces the con-
trast of the image on the retina and, consequently, the range at which
objects are visible.

Variable spacing unit. The mechanism for controlling the angular
subtense of the target markings consists of a motorized unit by means
of which it is possible for the observer to vary continuously the distance

between the test object and the optical-reduction unit. This variation
changes the size of the image formed by the optical-reduction unit
and, consequently, the angular subtense of the target markings. The
distance between the optical-reduction unit and the test object is

indicated on a scale graduated m tenths of an inch. The optical parts
are arranged so that the scale reading is directly proportional to the

minification of the image of the test object formed by the optical-

reduction unit. In this connection it might be noted that for the
range over which the target is moved, the longitudinal displacement
of its image formed by the optical-reduction unit is much less than
the focal range (depth of focus) of the collimating objective and hence
the image viewed is always in focus. This means that neither the
instrument under test nor the auxiliary telescope have to be changed
in focus when making a K. D. C. measurement.
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By virtue of the continuous feature of varying the distance between
the test object and the optical-reduction unit, precise resolution

measurements can be made since it eliminates the use of the discreet

angular intervals of conventional resolution objects.

Gages. In order to facilitate the adjustment of the K. D. C. appa-
ratus two special gages have been devised. These are shown in figure

8.2 and 8.3.

The first of these gages, referred to as the space gage, is used to set

the distance between the target and the optical-reduction unit so that
the scale reads linearly with minification. This gage is simply a
metallic block 5 inches long. Appropriate scale readings have been
determined for each of the optical-reduction units when the gage is

placed between the face plate of the test-object illuminator and the cell

of the optical-reduction unit.

The second gage, referred to as the alinement gage, provides a means
of alining the optical axes of the test object, the optical-reduction unit,

and the collimating unit. This gage is essentially a combination two-
dimensional square and height gage and is used as indicated sche-
matically in figure 8.2.

Off-axis fixture. The K. D. C. apparatus is provided with a mechani-
cal assembly for mounting the optical system under test for making
resolution measurements at various field angles. This fixture,

referred to as "the off-axis fixture," is designed so that the optical

device under test can be alined with the optical axis of the collimating
unit and can be rotated about its own entrance pupil. The off-axis

fixture also provides a means of rotating the auxiliary telescope about
the exit pupil of an optical device under test.

The Procedure

The end product of the K. D. C. test is a quantity referred to as the
K. D. C. efficiency. This efficiency is a numerical measure of the
quality of an optical sjystem. The axial K. D. C. efficiencies of the
better present-day optical systems approximate 100 percent. The
K.D.C. efficiency may be used in either of two different forms depend-
ing upon whether the measurements are to be used for predicting the

performance or for determining the quality of an optical device under
consideration.

In predicting the performance of telescopic systems, it is desirable

to know how much farther a given object can be seen with the instru-

ment under consideration than with the unaided eye. This point of

view gave rise to the definition of the K. D. C. efficiency given by eq 1.

K.D.C.efficiency-^r^l^XlOO, (1)

where

X- =K. D. C. scale reading at limit of resolution for the eye plus

instrument under test,

Xe= scale reading at limit of resolution for the unaided eye,

Mi= the magnification of the instrument under test.

In determining maximum resolution of an optical system, auxiliary

magnification is generally used for the reasons indicated above. In
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this case, K. D. C. efficiency is defined by eq 2, which is equivalent to

the definition presented in eq 1, when less than 1-mm diameter of the

eye is used.

K. D. C. efficiency=^X 100, (2)

where

X'i =K. D. C. scale reading at the limit of resolution for the instru-

ment under test using the auxiliary telescope,

S =K. D. C. scale reading at the limit of resolution for the

standard telescope having the same entrance as the

instrument under test and using sufficient auxiliary

magnification to eliminate the imperfections that may be
introduced by the observer's eye.

It will be noted that when one uses eq 2, he is simply comparing an
instrument under test with one known to be of high optical quality and
to be practically free from stray light. It should be noted, however,
that since the standard telescope has a constant specffic coefficient

of resolution (defined to be the product of the aperture in inches and
the minimum resolvable angle in seconds) of 4.51 inch seconds, the

K. D. C. efficiency may be converted into angular units. In making
K. D. C. measurements, the limit of resolution is taken to be the scale

reading at which the direction of the markings at any one of the four

orientations cannot be specified.

The procedure for making K. D. C. measurements for telescopic

systems may be divided into two parts. The first of these consists in

axial measurements using test objects of various contrasts. The
second is the measurement of resolution at various field angles with a

test object of fixed contrast. The procedure consists simply in noting
the K. D. C. scale readings at the limit of resolution for each target

contrast or field angle. The results of such measurements are plotted

in the form shown in figures 8.4 and 8.6. As indicated, measurements
may be made without the Artificial Sky in operation and at different

brightness levels. In order to illustrate the importance of surface

defects and cleanliness a thumbprint was placed on the center of the

objective of the standard telescope to provide a source of stray light

as this instrument is practically free of such defects. In the measure-
ments presented, a uniform surround was used and the target was at

the same apparent brightness as the surround and an auxiliary tele-

scope was used. Figure 8.5 is presented to illustrate the relation of

K. D. C. efficiency to the scale readings presented in figure 8.4. It is to

be noted that the K. D. C. efficiency for any field angle is 100 percent by
definition for the standard telescope with clean optics. Figure 8.7

shows an example of the K. D. C. efficiency obtained for a 5x telescope

at various field angles without the use of auxiliary magnification.

Possible errors. There are two principal sources of error in making
measurements using the K. D. C. apparatus. The first of these is in

focusing on the image and the second is the failure to expose the image
of the object to the eye long enough. The error in focusing has been
reduced by focusing on numerical figures rather than on the resolution

markings of the test object. The exposure time required may be as
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Figure 8.4. Kinetic
Definition Chart scale

readings (x) versus
target contrast for a
standard telescope with
and without artificial

sky.
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Figure 8.5. Kinetic
Definition Chart effi-

ciency versus target con-

trast for standard tele-

scope with thumbprint
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jective.
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Figure 8.6. Kinetic
Definition Chart effi-

ciency versus field angle

for Sx telescope with
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much as 10 seconds for low-contrast objects or for poor-quality images.
This error appears to be related to unsteadiness of the observer's head
as the required exposure time can be reduced by using a chin rest.

If the above errors are minimized, the probable error in the resolution

measurements made using the K. D. C. apparatus does not exceed 2

percent in the case of optical devices of high quality.

The Dioptometer

The dioptometer used to test the instruments mentioned in this

paper is of a fairly classical design and therefore is described briefly.

It is shown schematically and photographically together with its

accessories in figures 8.8 and 8.9. The dioptometer is a simple tele-

scopic system consisting of an objective, an eyepiece, and a reticle,

and is calibrated to measure the distance an object appears to be from
its objective in units referred to as "the diopter". The diopter is

the reciprocal of the apparent target distance in meters. This device
is used to focus on the image of a test object, in the shape of a cross,

formed by an optical instrument under test. If both the vertical and
horizontal parts of the image of the cross can be brought into sharp

Figure 8.8. D-2 dioptometer used to measure the astigmatism of telescopic systems.

-MICROSCOPE OBJECTIVE

-IMAGE OF TEST OBJECT

TEST OBJECT

TEST OBJECT AND
ILLUMINATING SPHERE

-COLLIMATOR IMAGE OF
TEST OBJECT FOCUSING SCALE

IN DIOPTERS

+
TEST OBJECT

NOTES ON procedure;
I
- THE TELESCOPE UNDER TEST IS ROTATED ABOUT

AN AXIS THROUGH ITS ENTRANCE PUPIL

2- THE OlOPTOMETER IS ROTATED ABOUT AN AXIS

THROUGH THE EXIT PUPIL OF THE INSTRUMENT UNDER TEST

3- THE ASTIGMATISM IS THE DIFFERENCE 1" FOCAL SETTINGS OF THE

DIOPTOMETER FOR THE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL ELEMENTS OF

THE IMAGE OF THE TEST IMAGE

Figure 8.9. Schematic diagram of the apparatus used to measure the astigmatism

of telescopic systems hy means of the dioptometer.
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Figure 8. 10. Dioptometer readings versus angle of view.

A. Analysis of a 7- by 50- by 7-degree prism-erecting telescopic system; B. Difference in dioptometer
reading between ttie two foci.

focus when viewed with the dioptometer, the instrument is said to be
free from astigmatism. If the two parts of the image of the cross

cannot be brought into sharp focus for the same scale reading of the
dioptometer, the instrument under consideration is said to have astig-

matism. The magnitude of astigmatism is determined by focusing
the dioptometer first on the vertical and then on the horizontal parts
of the image of the cross and noting the dioptometer scale readings
thus obtained. The difference in focus between the vertical and hori-

zontal lines thus obtained is referred to here as astigmatism. Meas-
urements of astigmatism are usually made for various field angles.

Typical dioptometer data are shown in figure 8.10.

The Interferometer

The interferometer used to test the instruments mentioned in this

report is shown schematically and photographically in figures 8.11 and
8.12. It resembles the well-known Twyman instrument except in

certain mechanical details. The procedure used to evaluate the qual-
ity of an optical system, however, is new and is therefore described.

Most attempts to use the interferometer for purposes of evaluating
the quality of optical systems have been confined to lenses and prisms
and depended upon the counting of the number of interference fringes

obtained in some specified manner. Such task is almost hopeless in

the case of the great variety of complex interference patterns obtained
in testing telescopic systems. Because of the difficulty in analyzing
the interferometer patterns produced by complex mixture of aberra-
tions, consideration was given to the possibility of evaluating the
quality of an optical system on a basis that did not require the specifi-

cation of the magnitudes of the specific aberrations. Since the main
use of the interferometer, from the point of view of this paper, was
to evaluate the optical quality of visual telescopic systems, an investi-

gation was made of the type of interferometer patterns that were
produced by telescopic systems focused visually. In this investigation

a number of instruments were focused on numerals subtending angles
well above the limit of resolution and placed optically at infinity.

The investigation indicated that the best visual focus was found to

give rise to interferometer patterns having one part covered by a single

interference area. This region is the area over which the optical-

path-difference does not exceed one-quarter of a wavelength (taking
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Figure 8.11. Schematic diagram of interferometer used to test telescopic systems.
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Figure 8.12. Interferometer used to test telescopic systems.
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Figure 8.13. The interferometer quality at various field angles of the right barrel of
the 7- by 50- by 7.1-degree binocular, Mark 28 Model 0 serial no. 197549.

Adjusted for best focus.
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into account the double passage of the Hght through the telescopic

system under test) . The diameter of this area was found to decrease
by any slight change from best visual focus. The diameter of the
largest circle that can be inscribed in this area is taken to be a measure
of the optical quality. When this diameter is expressed as the percent
of the axial entrance pupil of the system under test, the percentage
is referred to as the interferometer quality (hereafter interferometer
quality may be abbreviated to I. Q.). The diameter of the inscribed
circle is referred to as the I. Q. circle, and is defined in terms of the
area over which the optical-path-difference, introduced by a system
under test, does not exceed one-quarter of a wavelength. For practi-

cal purposes, the interferometer quality might be thought of as the
percentage of the entrance pupil of the system under test that is free

from aberrations.

A sample of the data obtained showing the interferometer quality
of an instrument is presented in figure 8.13. Because of the symmetry
found for the aberrations across the field of the optical systems
studied, data are presented only for the semifield angles of 0, 1, 2,

2.5, and 3 degrees to the left of the optical axis.

Conclusions

Certain general conclusions have been drawn concerning the various
experimental procedures mentioned in this paper. These conclusions

are stated briefly for each type of apparatus.
The K. D. C. Apparatus. The conclusions concerning the use of

the K. D. C. apparatus are summarized as follows: (1) The K. D.
C. apparatus is a versatile device that may be used to measure resolv-

ing power of a variety of optical devices including telescopes, photo-
graphic objectives, microscope objectives, eyepieces, and the human
eye; (2) the K. D. C. apparatus provides a means of taking into

account the brightness level to which the human eye is adapted, the

ill effects introduced by stray light, and the target contrast; (3) the

K. D. C. apparatus is sufficiently rapid and impersonal to be used
for quality-control purposes for visual telescopic systems being mass
produced; (4) the K. D. C. apparatus provides a means of objectively

evaluating the design of optical systems; (5) the K. D. C. apparatus
may be used to obtain data required for predicting the performance of

optical systems.
The Dioptometer. The dioptometer described in this report pro-

vides a simple means of evaluating the quality of optical systems in

which the predominant aberration is astigmatism.
The Interferometer. The conclusions reached concerning the use

of the interferometer mentioned in this report are as follows: (1) The
interferometer may be used to evaluate the quality of optical systems
of moderate dimensions being mass produced; (2) the procedure
described for using the interferometer in this paper is simple and
rapid and does not require a technically trained operator; (3) the

interferometer is the most precise test fixture for evaluating the

quality of optical systems available at the present time; (4) It is

evident from figures 8.14, 8.15, 8.16, and 8.17 that a high degree of

correlation exists among the data obtained using the K. D. C. appar-
atus, the interferometer, and the dipotometer for the instruments
mentioned in this paper; (5) The high degree of correlation obtained
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between the Dioptometer values of astigmatism values and the
K. D. C. efficiency, indicates that astigmatism is the principal aber-
ration responsible for the rapid decrease in optical quality across the
field for the present design. This may be seen by comparing figure
8.14 with figure 8.17.

0.5 0 -1.0 -2.0

ASTIGMATISM IN DIOPTERS

Figure 8.14. Average values of the

Kinetic Definition Chart efficiency

and the astigmatism in diopters for
all the instruments tested.

100

0 10 20 30 AO 50 60 70 eo 90
INTERFEROMETER QUALITY IN PtfiCENT

Figure 8.15. Average values of the

Kinetic Definition Chart efficiency

and the interferometer quality for
all the instruments tested.

100

C5 0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -2.0

ASTIGMATISM IN DIOPTERS

Figure 8.16. Average values of the

astigmatism and 'the interferometer
quality for all the instruments tested.

0 J -2 .5 4 5 6 7

ASTIGMATISM IN DIOPTERS

Figure 8.17. Relation between Kinetic
Definition Chart efficiency and astig-

matism for pure primary astig-

matism.
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9. Application of Fresnel Diffraction to

Measurements of High Precision

By A. C. S. van Heel '

Introduction

On a previous occasion it has been emphasized that a direction can
be determined with surprising precision by means of a diffraction

pattern of the Fresnel class and especially when settings are made on
the color transitions, occurring in the usually very diversely colored

patterns obtained when a white light source is used.^'^ As one such
application, a spherometer for large radii and a flatness tester were
described. As this work has been continued and the results have
been found to be of desirable accuracy, although the simple method
has not been modified essentially, a description of these developments,
together with some comments and corrections of the previous publi-

cation, appears justified. It will be shown that the scope of the method
is exceedingly general and its application to the measurement of even
very small aberrations is quite possible. The method is essentially a
means of studying the structure of wave fronts, or, when the concep-
tion of light rays as normals to these is preferred, the structure of

light pencils.

Study of a Flat Surface

The determination of the form of a nearly flat surface may serve

as a relatively simple example and will be described in some detail.

In figure 9.1, S is a horizontal slit, some tenths of a millimeter wide,

receiving light from a glow lamp or, better, from a carbon arc. At
a distance a of about 2 m, a metallic grating G is placed, at TT' the

surface to be tested is placed. The light reflected from this surface

is observed at MM' by means of a traveling microscope of low magni-
fication (10), reading to approximately 1 micron. The distances b

and c are approximately 1 m.

In order to remove the observing microscope from the path of the

incident light the surface is tilted about the line TT' by an angle a, so

that MM' is not in the plane of the figure but behind it. When
calculating the results this tilt has to be taken into account, a simple

procedure for flat surfaces, but requiring a rather complicated correc-

tion formula when the surface is convex or concave. Fortunately,

the formula can be simplified to

8=gy+hRy+ . . ., (1)

' Laboratory of Technical Physics, Technical University, Delft, Holland.
! A. C. S. van Heel, J. Opt. Soo. Am. 40, 809 (1950).
3 A. C. S. van Heel, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 41, 277 (1951) correction.
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Figure 9.1. Surface tester. Figure 9.2. Slope derived

from deviation.

where 5 is the correction to the observed distance OB, y the distance

from SO at which the incident ray intersects the plane of the grating,

and R the curvature of the surface; g and h are constants, depending
on a, a, b, and c. The value of a=2.09°±0.05° allows the following

terms of (1) to be neglected, as they amount to much less than the

tolerances given by the precision of pointing, as long as the radius of

the surface is greater than about 1 m.

In the following this correction is always assumed to have been
applied, in order to simplify the discussion.

Derivation of the Surface Profile

The diffraction pattern displays its multiple and significant colors

MM' exactly as if this plane were at a distance 6+c beyond G and
the reflecting surface were not present, provided that it is perfectly

plane. Deviations from planeness give rise to changes in direction of

the normal. Thus in the case of figure 9.1, if TT' is not plane the
normal at A might have a different direction, and the "correct"
position of the intersection with MM' of the normal to the reflected

wave front or reflected "light ray" would be displaced from B to C.

When the deviations from planeness are small the variations of the
slope are given with ample accuracy by 1/2 BC/c. Referring to

figure 9.2 we can write

dz/dy=-hAlc, (2)

where A=BC is the observed deviation from the theoretical point
of intersection. The last is known from

yo=-y(a+b+c)/a, (3)

where y has the meaning given above.

Integrating the curve for dz/dy with respect to y we find the form
of the surface z (y).

Once the shape of the reflecting surface along a line lying in the
plane of figure 9.1 has been established, the coordinates may be
transformed (translation and rotation) when this is necessary to com-
pare different series of measurements on the same surface. Again,
when the surface has been tilted about an axis normal to the plane of

figure 9.1, as may happen when the object has been removed, cleaned,
and replaced, a rotation usually must be taken into account together
with an accompanying division of c by the cosine of the tilting angle.
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Straightness of the "Light Rays" and Basis of
Measurement

Before proceeding to give detailed results, we must say some words
on the "light rays" and the way measurements are performed. As has
been stated in a previous publication (see footnotes 2 and 3), the
maxima of light in the diffraction pattern correspond more or less to

the slits in the grating and the minima to the wires, provided the
observing distance (ft+c) is small enough to obviate any "forkings" as
indicated in figure 4 of the cited article. StiU the assumption that the
loci of the colored maxima (and of the otherwise colored minima) are
straight is even then only approximately true and needs testing.

This can be and is done by removing the surface to be tested and
measuring the pattern at different distances from G.

Since 1949 the traveling microscope has been improved; the con-
sistency and accuracy of the readings have been considerably bettered,

while magnification has been increased from 5 to 10. The small
autocar lamp has been replaced by an arc lamp,, which permits the

color transitions in the pattern to be more clearly and precisely

determined. Thus the measurements are more trustworthy.
It appears from careful observations that the observed curvature of

these loci * is considerably smaller than was then thought and, for a
large part, is to be ascribed to observation errors. Instead of the not
very consistent curvatures of these loci, we can now state, with more
confidence, that the loci are practically straight (with a grating period
of about 0.6 mm and at distances from G up to 2 m). Deviations
from straightness are never more than 3 microns, even up to the

eleventh grating slit above or below the middle slit O.
This fact has emboldened us to speak of "light rays" as a short

expression for these loci and facilitates in no mean measure their use.

The way in which the curvature begins to play a part when the dimen-
sions are altered and especiall)'' how the loci behave when the light is

reflected has to be studied separately. For our present purpose we
will let this point rest and make use of the fact that the loci are

straight within less than 3-10~^/2-10^, or 0.3 second of arc.

Not only the maxima and minima are colored, they are also accom-
panied by fringes of divers hues and intensities. Each period repeats

itself with the same sequence of colors, symmetrical about the maxi-
mum as well as about the minimum. Thus there is more than one
characteristic to determine their position.

Even with one characteristic for each period we found a mean error

of 8.2 microns in five series of determinations on 19 maxima with four

pointings on each maximum; the five series gave respectively 6.4, 8.3,

8.1, 9.6, and 8.3 microns.
The distances a, b and c were measured several times in a period

of 6 months and could be trusted to about 0.2 mm.
At 19°.0 C their values were: a=2342.1 mm, 6=1204.2 mm, c=

1179.4 mm. A discussion of errors shows that the uncertainty of

these distances has no appreciable influence on the final results. The
supports being beams of steel, the values can be corrected for temper-
ature with a dilatation coefficient of 12.10~®. The object whose surface

was to be tested was applied by a double spring to a contact ring.

The distances b and c were measured to and from this plane. When

* A. C. S. van Heel, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 40, 812 (1950),
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Figure 9.3. Grating with partly blocked slits.

Figure 9.4. General view.

convex or concave surfaces are studied a correction for the sagitta

has to be apphed.
During the measurements it is desirable to know with which sUt of

the grating one is concerned. This was effected by blockiug parts of

the shts as iudicated ux figure 9.3. The slit 0 is at O ia figure 9.1, the
slits 3 and —3 have been blocked except in the central parts. The
coloration of the diffraction fringes corresponding to these is distinctly

affected, thus thej can be identified, but only at their marginal parts.

Although the influence of the blocking extends farther towards the
center than corresponds to the geometrical shadow of the stops, the
neighborhood of PP', where the measurements are made is unaffected.

This was ascertained by a separate series of measurements.

Practical Realization

Figure 9.4 gives a general view of the instrument. It has been set

up in a basement, whose temperature is constant for long periods of

time within 1° C. Brackets ia the wall support two strong steel pipes
of 4-m length and 3.2-cm outside diameter. Slit S, grating G, micro-
scope M, and object A are mounted on robust carriages clamped on
the pipes. The light from an arc lamp (not shown in the figure) is

thrown on to the slit by means of a mirror, so that the arc lamp is at

a sufficiently large distance from the apparatus to avoid warming it

by radiation or convection.
The microscope has a doublet object glass. The hght pencils re-

flected by the tested surface, which are approximateh^ horizontal, are

received in the plane of a cross wire on which the microscope is focused.

By means of a plane mirror the light is turned into the vertical direc-

tion to facilitate observation.

It may be noted in passing that optical parts are not inserted in the
light path between the source and the cross wires (with exception, of

course, of the test surface itself), but that beyond the cross hahs no
error is introduced by any reasonably good optics. The warning may
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be repeated here not to make use of a grating on glass, as every slight

inhomogeneity of the glass and every deviation from flatness of the
surfaces of it are deleterious to the perfect formation of the diffraction

pattern. Thus only metal gratings with air gaps can be used.

Probably the gratings are best made by stretching wire of constant
thickness over the grooves of two parallel precision screws. We have
applied ourselves to the construction of such a harp, plugging the ends
of each wire into holes in a robust frame, on which also the screws
were mounted, but as yet either the wires were not sufficiently straight

or their thickness, about 0.3 mm, changed by the too strong stress.

We also tried metal sieves, whose holes act as slits, the light source
being a slit. This entailed the necessity of calibrating each row of

holes, this calibration being by means of a precision traveling micro-
scope, provided with a supplementary cylindrical lens. Thus the posi-

tion of each "slit" was known to within a few microns and had to be
taken into account in the calculations. Although precision is not
impaired seriously in this way the evaluations are somewhat tedious,

and we are still trying to produce a grating with sufficient precision

to avoid correction terms.

A standard flat of natural quartz, cut perpendicular to the axis,

diameter 65 mm, thickness at the center 20 mm, was one of the first

objects to be studied. The cylindrical slab is slightly prismatic, hav-
ing a thickness of 18 mm at one side and of 22 mm at the other side.

The form of the standard surface was investigated in two perpendicular
directions. In position I the virtual line of intersection of front and
back surface is vertical ; this gives the profile along the diameter a-a
in figure 9.5. In position II the intersection line is horizontal, the

thickest part of the slab being at the bottom; this gives the profile

along the diameter b-b in figure 9.5. The back surface had been
dulled with paraffin wax. The front surface has been studied as it

came from the polisher.

The diameter of the contact ring, on which the slab was pressed
with a force of the order of 1 to 2 kg, was 52 mm.

In figure 9.6 we give the results of the measurements in position II,

as these were repeated under different conditions. Position I gives

comparable results.

The first series gave the results indicated by open circles. The slab

was then removed, cleaned again as it had been before the first series

with a piece of cotton wool and acetone, replaced and the second

Flat Surface

b

a

Figure 9.5. Tested slab.
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Figure 9.6. Profile of flat; 'position II.

series was made, giving the dots in figure 9.6. Although the corre-

spondence was very good, we were not satisfied with the fidelity to

the true form of the profile unless it was tested again with a transverse

translation of the surface. Only thus could we make certain that the

ups and downs of the curve are to be ascribed to the surface and not
to some faulty calibration of the grating or other error. The slab,

therefore, was removed again, cleaned in the same way and replaced

in a slightly higher position, shifted 6.5 mm compared to the former
positions. The third series of observations then gave the values

indicated by crosses in figure 9.6.

To each of the curves yielded by these series small vertical trans-

lations (in the vertical direction of the figure corresponding to the

2-direction in figure 9.2) and small rotations have been applied, in

order to obtain a satisfying coincidence. Even a small particle of

dust on the contact ring gives rise to such variations of the position

of the flat.

The curve corresponding to the third series, moreover, has been
shifted in a horizontal direction along a distance of 6.5 mm.
We were gratified to find a very good coincidence of the three

independent curves. The mean deviation from the mean curve
amounts to only 1.2 • 10~^ mm or 12 A or about X/475.

The integration of the dz/dy-ciirves gives, as is well kno'<vn in such
cases, reasonably good results.

Further, a parabola (thin line in fig. 9.6) has been calculated to

account for a mean curvature of this part of the surface (and along
the line b-b of fig. 9.5). The radius of curvature is 2.8 km (concave).

It seems to us that the following can be inferred. (1) Irregularities

of a reflecting surface can be studied in this way to about 12 A; it is

to be understood that only the relative positions are found of means
over areas of, as yet, unknown extension, because we have not yet
ascertained how far the difl^racted light from a given slit has an appre-
ciable influence; a preliminary investigation seems to indicate 5 mm^
as the order of magnitude of these areas. (2) The mean radius of a

reflecting surface can be found, again without touching the surface and
without a reference surface, over a range of 1 to 2 cm with a precision

corresponding to an error in the sagitta of 12 A.

The last conclusion can also be put as follows: In the manner
described, deviation from flatness of a reflecting surface is found in an
"absolute" way when the surface is 1 to 2 cm in diameter and the

radius is smaller than 34 km.
It is not possible without serious variation of the method, to find the

thickness of parallel layers. Thus the surfaces a and b in figure 9.7

are not to be distinguished in the manner described.

As has been mentioned, the observations of the same flat in position I

give analogous results (See fig. 9.8). Here two series were observed.
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Figure 9.7. Parallel layers not indicated.

Figure 9.8. Results of two series of measurements on a flat surface.

For the central portion (11 mm) the mean error of the mean values is

1 1 A or X/520. The whole range of 18mm of the measured profile, how-
ever, has a larger mean error (32 A or X/180), but inspection of the
curves for the first series (open circles) and the second series (dots) of

figure 9.8 shows that the general form of the surface is changed between
the two series. The mean radius of curvature is 1,4 km for the first

series and 2,4 km for the second series. Presumably, the force applied
by the springs to press the slab on to the contact ring has been
distributed in a somewhat difi'erent way in the two cases. This
conclusion was strenghtened by an inspection of the construction of

the springs, which are not very apt to act evenly when the wedge-like
slab has its edge vertical.

A rather crude estimation of the stress made this explanation
plausible. In position II the force of the two symmetrically placed
springs will be less liable to be disturbed unevenly, even when the
slab is shifted upwards.

Curved Surfaces

The study of curved surfaces proceeds along the same lines. Again
the observations must be corrected for the tilt a and then can be
compared to the theoretical positions, calculated with a preliminary
value of the surface curvature.

In figure 9.9 we give the results obtained with the convex and con-
cave parts of a gage of about 4 m radius. Again two positions, I and
II, are investigated as in the case of the flat surface.

From the dz/dy-curves the profiles follow by integration and the
curves thus obtained are reduced to a mean orientation of the surface.

It is to be remembered that here the effects of the mean curvature has
been left out. The radius for the convex surface is 3987.5 mm, for the
concave surface 3984 mm.
On applying the two parts to one another and illuminating with

sodium light, figure 9.10 was obtained; for this the surfaces were sil-

vered with a rather thick transparent layer to get sharp interference

fringes. The diameter of the gages is 62 mm, but only the central

part with diameter 18 mm, where the fringes are nearly straight, has
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Figure 9.9. Profiles of convex and concave surfaces.

FiGUHE 9.10. Interference test.

been tested by the diffraction method. The directions I and II are
indicated in the figure.

The general trend of the profiles can be recognized in figure 9.10.

As an essential difference between the two methods of observation,

the described diffraction method and the interference method, we
want to emphasize that with the first the mutual influence of the two
glasses is obviated. Indeed, the possibility now arises of investi-

gating the eventual influence of the presence of surface forces on the
form of the surfaces.

Further, it is no mean advantage that each surface is studied
separately without the aid of an auxiliary surface. In that sense the
diffraction method might be called an absolute one.

The spherometry of surfaces with large radii offers no difficulty

with the apparatus as described. The precision tends to be too great
for practical and workshop uses. For these purposes, however,
there is no need to spend too much time on the observation of many
lines. If only the two marked or blocked lines are observed a pre-
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cision is easily and speedily attained, which is amply sufficient for

current use. In this connection it is valuable that no silvering or
other treatment of the surfaces is needed to insure sufficient illumina-
tion of the image.

Focussing of Lenses or Mirror Systems and
Determination of Aberrations

The preceding account of the study of reflecting surfaces applies
largely to the investigation of the performance of lenses. Indeed,
the reflected wave front has been the object of study. Only by divid-

ing by 2 c were inferences made about the reflecting surface. Essen-
tially the described method is a tool to look into the structure of plane
or moderately curved wave fronts, that is, of parallel or moderately
divergent or convergent pencils.

The determination of the position of the focus of a well corrected
positive system can be done with extreme precision by placing the
slit approximately at that point and studying the convergence or
divergence of the emergent pencil oy means of the grating, observa-
tions being made at say 2 m distance from it.

From the mean curvature of the emergent wave front, the distance
of the slit from the focus can be calculated with any desired accuracy
if the focal length is approximately known.
Assuming a mean error of the sagitta of the wave front of 25 A,

the error in the position of the "mean" focus due to these observational
errors amounts to:

0.6 micron for a focal length of 100 mm,
16 microns for a focal length of 500 mm,
60 microns for a focal length of 1000 mm.

If the aperture of the system is large enough and its correction

sufficiently good this accuracy can even be bettered by making use of

gratings of larger breadth.
Of more importance perhaps is the determination of aberrations.

Path differences can be measured with a precision of 25 A. Conver-
sion into other measures of aberration is only a question of elementary
theory.

As was mentioned before,^ the (axial) aberrations of a very good
objective lens, f=60 cm, aperture 1/10, were determined with the
given precision by means of the diffraction method.
A decided advantage over the diffraction methods working with a

grating in the neighborhood of the focus is the great simplicity with
which the observations are reduced to data c-f ~ L differences, while
on the other hand the apparatus is much simpler in construction than
the lens interferometer. It is not known to tL^ auuior what accuracy
can be attained in practice with the interferoiToetei. Only tests of

given well corrected systems by the described method, might give

some ides of how the accuracies of the two methods compare.
The same applies to the elegant and simple method of Gardner and

Bennett.^
When aberrations of optical systems are the chief object, the ap-

5 A. C. S. van Heel, .T. Opt. Soc. Am. 40,815 (1950).
6 1. C. Gardner and A. H. Bennett, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 11, 441 (1925).
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paratus, up to now only used incidentally for this purpose, should be
reconstructed in order to facilitate adjustment, especially when the
observation is to be made photographically. A vertical mounting
then seems to be indicated.

Photographic Method

It was felt during the somewhat lengthy observations that a more
rapid recording of the diffraction patterns would be an improvement,
as for instance, the influence of temperature variations should be
obviated. Therefore, exposures on Kodak Ektachrome and Koda-
chrome films have been made. It appeared that the times of exposure
were reasonably short, well below 1 minute.
Measurement of the films showed that practically the same precision

is attained (the grain not being observable at the low magnification
used), even when the rendering of color is not perfect. The mean
error amounts to 9 microns, which compares, not unfavorably, with
the values given on page 111 for direct observations.

The regular and irregular variations of the film during the processing
can, with careful handling, be kept within this limit. We should make
most of our observations photographically, as measurement can then
be done at leisure, but development of the films still forms a drawback.
The processing is lengthy and cumbersome and sending to a processing

factory of the firm still entails too long a delay. We expect that these

drawbacks will be solved in future.

Concluding Remarks

We hope to have it made clear that it is advantageous to use
Fresnel diffraction for the study of the form of wave fronts in the field

of technical optics. Adaptation to special cases can facilitate the
production of the desired data with great accuracy. No very special

parts are needed, although a good wire grating helps much to simplify

the evaluation of the results.

Precision might still be bettered by making use of more than one
color transition at each period of the diffraction pattern. An error

in the determination of light path differences of 15A seems to be
attainable.

The author thanks the members of the optical group for their help,

especially H. C. Voorrips, who has made most of the observations.

518-743 O - 73 - 22
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10. Image Structure and Test Data

By James G. Baker ^

It has been the good fortune of the author over a period of 16 years
to have been closely concerned with the design, construction, testing,

and application of over 50 uniquely different imageforming optical
systems and in fact, vv^ith the projects requiring such equipment.
Many of these systems have been of substantial size and complexity,
in both the visual and photographic domains. Several have em-
ployed as many as 35 surfaces in an effort to comply with require-
ments on field angle, aperture, resolution, and basic task.

The instruments in which these systems are mounted list among
them large astronomical telescopes, visual telescopes, periscopes,

theodolites, spectrographs, navigational sights, and to a very con-
siderable extent, photographic objectives. These latter objectives
have had as many as 11 elements and for astronomical purposes have
focal lengths up to 320 inches. Apertures have been as large as 33
inches, and formats as large as 27 by 27 inches.

Because of this close association between calculation and the build-

ing of equipment, supplemented by observing experience in the use
of large astronomical instruments, the author has been able to accu-
mulate a fund of visual testing experience difficult to transcribe on
paper. In the case of large aerial lenses the writer has been on
numerous high-altitude flights for testing purposes, and has under-
taken cold- and pressure-chamber tests of the same lenses. The
purpose of all of this procedure was to leave as small a gap as possible

between various phases of development of the optical equipment,
from conception to final application.

Because of the necessary expenditure of many thousands of hours
of computations in the design of these systems, it has been of the
utmost importance to the author to form a reasonably consistent pic-

ture in his own mind of the many factors governing the performance
of the systems for their intended purposes. The follow-through to

the final application of any given system, especially where photography
is involved, had to be pursued to furnish a safe basis for further work.
In this way aerial flight testing as early as 1942 provided the author
with first-hand experience on the conditions of aerial photography
in the field. The accumulated results over a period of 5 years during
World War II have led to what the author hopes are improved com-
promises in the instruments of the post-war period in which he has
been involved.

Unsatisfactory testing conditions encountered during the manu-
facture of several of the large astronomical Schmidt telescopes in

1938-40 caused the author to set up testing equipment at the Harvard

' Research Associate of Harvard College Observatory, and Consultant to the Perkin-Elmer Corp., Nor-
walk, Conn. Acknowledgment Is also made to the Flight Research Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base for sponsoring a portion of the work described in this paper, and to the Photographic Laboratory
at WPAFB without whose continual cooperation the long term work described here would not have
been possible.
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College Observatory as soon as circumstances permitted. In 1941 a
"testing tunnel" 22 feet long and 4 feet square was constructed. An
existing 24-inch aperture f/5 astronomical mirror was mounted on a
concrete pier for a collimator. This testing tunnel with its collima-

tor was used for visual examination of a number of instruments built

during the war at Harvard under the NDRC program. Photographic
testing and photomicrographic enlargements were employed at in-

frequent intervals to supplement the extensive visual work. Photo-
graphs of star trails and planets were occasionally made.
No systematic laboratory testing by photographic means was

employed at Harvard but the writer maintained close contact with
the copious testing accomplished under OSRD contracts at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Mount Wilson Observatory,
the National Bureau of Standards, the Eastn.dn Kodak Company,
and at Wright Field. Some of the Harvard Ir-flses were tested inde-

pendently at several of these places, and abundant data are available.

If one adds the extensive testing carried on in England and Canada
during the war, the volume of data becomes very great indeed.
The material is far from being obsolete. Any one interested in the
detailed performance of a variety of optical systems would do well to

have these data at hand. It would be very difficult even to reproduce
the data. The author has drawn liberally on this information in the
postwar years.

During the fall of 1945 a number of reports were prepared by the
staff of the NDRC project at Harvard on the optical developments
carried on there during the period from 1940 to 1945. In the first 3

months of 1946 a further opportunity was presented to the writer in

reviewing the testing work and optical developments throughout the
nation, and summarizing these as a coauthor in the NDRC volume
on instruments. This period of review led to the presentation of a
conception of the problems of image quality, as touching on resolution

and contrast, for purposes of optical design.

It was pointed out that the lens design could be adjusted in the
final balancing of aberrations to go with the level of resolution to be
expected as an average in the air, and that by putting as much light

energy as possible within a circle of confusion determined by the

adopted level of resolution, the designer could improve the microscopic

contrast at that level. In fact, these considerations were made use of

in 1941 in the design of a 40-inch f/5 telephoto. It is very probable
that the Zeiss designers were doing more or less the same thing
before the turn of the century, inasmuch as lens bench practice

almost inevitably requires it.

Users of lens systems often tend to look at the problem from
another side, where a different focus may be found to exist for maxi-
mum resolution and for maximum contrast. However, it should be
observed that the user of a finished system has far fewer variables at

his disposal than the designer, and in fact is faced with simply the
question of what focus to use. It is incumbent on the designer from
the start of his work to control the image in matters of contrast and
resolution. Consequently, it is vital that the designer understand as

much as possible the details of image structure and test data for the

guidance of his efforts and the success of his output. Where the

design results can be supplemented by final laboratory adjustments
of the finished lens, so much the better, and the old-time optical

manufacturers made many test models for the purpose.
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Visual Testing

It is well known that in the presence of image aberrations there
may be a very distinct difference between the visual and photographic
performance. For convenience, however, it is often necessary for the
observer to omit the photographic process and to judge from the visual
image insofar as he can what the probable photographic performance
will be. In systems having very little aberration the visual evaluation
can be applied with confidence. The observer looks for a sharply
defined image of a source pinhole, even though the pinhole image
may be embedded slightly in unfocused light. Many observers
prefer to use a brilliant star point, but the writer has found that it is

difficult to judge the distribution of light in the image, or the relation

between the intense central point surrounded by diffraction rings and
the probable photographic performance.

In a few cases where absolute perfection is required in the image
within the possibilities of wave optics, a detailed analysis of the
structure of the diffraction rings may prove necessary. Photographic
systems do not require this kind of analysis directly. One is more
interested in whether a bright but not dazzling pinhole, whose image
in the focal plane measures perhaps 0.020 mm, presents a "clean"
edge even in the presence of color aberrations or monochromatic
aberrations. If the color correction by design differs appreciably
from the visual range, one is obliged to make use of a suitable filter

in which the response of eye and photographic emulsion receive

proper weighting. Obviously, this process becomes more and more
unreliable in outlying regions of the spectrum. If visual testing is to

be employed at all under these circumstances, one must check the
performance in the nearest accessible color region for comparison
with the calculated design performance in the same region. Obviously,
the designer of the system ordinarily prefers to do this kind of checking
himself, owing to his familiarity with the aberrations and their color

gradients. The success of the venture wUl depend greatly on the
fund of experience available to the designer at the lens bench.

In 1943 a demonstration instrument was made at Harvard to show
the difference between the performance of a two-element achromatic
doublet, designed according to purely geometrical optics for smallest

axial circle of confusion, and of a similar two-element achromatic
doublet designed according to strictly physical optics. Two f/4

objectives were constructed from the same melts of optical glass and
to the same test plates. The curves and thicknesses were all within
critical tolerances. The only difference between the pair of doublets

lay in the rear surface radius. The one differed by a calculated

number of fringes from the other to span the gap between geometrical

and physical correction. On the test bench the performance of the

"physical optics" instrument proved to be in close agreement with
the usual diffraction image structure and the image was sharply
defined. The "geometrical optics" lens showed quite marked spherical

aberration in the image.

Again in 1943 a "spherical-aberration analyzer" was constructed

to be used at the testing tunnel for studying the image structure corre-

sponding to varying amounts of third- and fifth-order spherical aber-

rations and stop diameters adjusted into the system. The two-element
system was mounted in micrometer form so that it was possible to
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obtain the exact design figures corresponding to any given situation

of the spherical-aberration analytical terms and focal ratio. The
visual information obtained at the testing tunnel was then applied
in the further design work of the period. No photographic testing

was accomplished with this instrument, but such testing would even
now be very worthwhile.
Another brief but interesting experiment was performed in 1943

along the same lines for the purpose of information on balancing of

aberrations for contrast and resolution. Even in 1941 the writer had
adopted a rule in design of getting as much light from the aperture
into a 20-micron circle as possible and the remaining light as far away
as possible, for the purpose of maintaining contrast at a fairly critical

resolution level. This rule might be recast into modern language in

much more detail. The experiment performed in 1943 tended to

confirm this rule adequately well. In this experiment, a well made
positive simple lens with spherical surfaces was mounted as a telescope

objective and used with a microscope as eyepiece. A large amount
of under-corrected spherical aberration was necessarily present.

A boy was stationed about 40 feet away in a dark room with his

face illuminated by a sodium-vapor lamp. His face was observed
through the telescopic system with the 20X microscope mounted on a
micrometer slide. Various focal settings were averaged for the reading
at which the boy's face presented the most pleasing compromise be-

tween contrast and resolution.

Thereafter, a small pinhole was placed over the sodium light at the
same distance and used as a new object. It was observed that as the

microscope was moved from decidedly outside focus, the image of the
pinhole first formed at a rather definite microscope reading. Here,
the pinhole image appeared for the first time to present an edge or

smooth outline, but was surrounded by a very large single flare of

undercorrected primary spherical aberration.

As the microscope was moved closer to the lens in small increments,
the pinhole image measuring about 0.020 mm in diameter became
brighter and more sharply defined. This fact means that a larger

portion of the lens aperture provided light within the Rayleigh limit

with a corresponding increase in the brightness of the pinhole image
and sharpness of edge. Finally, just beyond the setting for maximum
sharpness of the pinhole image, a slight secondary flare began to

grow from the edge of the pinhole. At this setting the Rayleigh
limit was so far exceeded by an intermediate zone of the aperture as

to cause the resulting caustic to add the furry edge to the pinhole

image. The pinhole with the surrounding small secondary flare still

lay embedded in a much greater flare of spherical aberration from
the outer zone of the lens. The micrometer reading previously ascer-

tained jor the best over-all rendition of the boy's face agreed closely with

the focal setting on the pinhole showing the slight secondary caustic flare.

With the pinhole image having a diameter of about 0.020 mm, one
might judge the diameter of pinhole image plus flare as about 0.030 mm.
Farther inside or outside of this focal setting, one observed that the
image of the boy's face grew worse, though on the outside at least

the edge of the pinhole image itself was sharper.

All of this can be interpreted to mean that for a particular type of

object, such as the face of a boy, best pictorial results are given by a
certain degree of contrast and resolution. If the resolution were to
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be emphasized, the contrast suffers. If a larger blur circle is used to
bring a higher percentage of the light into the expanding circle, the
resolution may fall as the contrast increases. The picture "quality"
appears then to be a proper balance between contrast and resolution jor a
given type of object and scale of object in the jocal plane, both depending
on the quality of the optical instrument. A fairly high contrast is

required for large and small detail to obtain a pleasing pictorial effect,

but there mxist be enough resolution too for defining what is sought
in the picture.

The visual testing of the many different optical systems developed
at Harvard consisted mostly of examining the image of a pinhole
formed from the 24-inch mirror collimator and of such a size at the
focus of the collimator to give a 0.020 mm image in the focal plane
of the lens under test. The microscope power usually ranged from
SOX to lOOX with no attempt made to increase the magnification
much beyond the merit of the image. Image characteristics were
judged from the appearance of the pinhole image at varying off-axis

angles and with different filters. Quite frequently, three-line test

patterns were examined for guidance, but most judgments as to the
residual defects of the lens performance were derived from pinhole
images. Differential corrections to airspaces and occasionally to

radii were determined from the pinhole images, via design calculations,

and applied to the lens with subsequent rechecking. By this process
the best compromises were sought and achieved in the final lens.

It has been the author's experience and perhaps bias that visual

testing can be much more exhaustive of a system's ultimate perform-
ance than photographic testing in the focal plane. No doubt, photo-
electric or photomicrographic methods can be substituted for visual

testing in order for one to obtain quantitative data. However, in

the focal plane itself use of the turbid photographic emulsion spoils the
optical image to such a degree that the subtle aspects of the image
structure are lost. Photographic testing in the focal plane for

photographic objectives is, nevertheless, highly desirable on the basis

that acceptance tests on performance ought to be based on what the
instrument is supposed to do. If a photographic objective provides
nearly perfect visual images, it may be over-designed and too com-
plicated. If an objective is afflicted by many hybrid aberrations, the
observer may find it extremely difficult from a visual examination to

judge the photographic performance. The average lens of good
quality lies between these two extremes.

Visual testing on a lens bench or in a testing tunnel is often necessary
for the designer to determine whether his lens is built to his specifica-

tions and whether further improvement can be achieved. Ideally, a
design ought to go through a prototype stage and at least one differen-

tial correction if necessary before the final optimum performance can
be determined. With the introduction of modern high-speed com-
puting and with a better quantitative knowledge of image structvu-e,

designers may be able before long to eliminate need for a differential

correction on any pronounced scale. As it is, an individual with
considerable design and testing experience can minimize the gap
between design and performance by judgment alone.

The author feels that it is relatively unproductive for a new type
of optical system to receive exhaustive testing before the designer

himself has done all he wishes on improving the system. It is easy
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to make rather small adjustments that will change the apparent
structure of the image very appreciably. The designer can look at

the image and read into it how it would look if he made certain

alterations in the design. The nondesigner can only accept it for

what it is, and may spend too long a time reaching conclusions that
may be invalid for the next lens off the production line.

Close attention to detail near the end of fabrication of a lens

system may result in a gain in performance by a factor of two or more.
Such an adjustment may, for example, convert an effective image
0.020 mm in diameter into one 0.010 mm in diameter without any
loss of contrast. There may be compromises possible that wiU bring
about an average high-level performance over the field instead of one
excessively high on axis and poor near the edge of the field.

The balancing for maximum contrast at a desired resolution level

is a case in point. The designer may be tempted to demonstrate a
high visual or even photographic resolution, whereas better pictures

might be obtained at a more conservative resolution level by improving
the microscopic contrast.

In aerial photography pictures having a resolution of about 10
lines/mm, with good contrast at 5 lines/mm or coarser, appear to be
of excellent quality to the imcritical observer. If such a performance
is taken as the norm, then one overlooks a whole realm of complex
considerations in image structure at a level of 30 lines/mm or finer.

Visual study of the subtleties of image structure beyond 30 lines/mm
becomes then relatively unimportant. For quality work, however,
the question of whether a system has received adequate final differen-

tial correction and adjustment is stiU vital. Otherwise, an elaborate
and expensive system inadequately made may perform no better on
the average than a simpler system carefully adjusted.

Image Structure

An optical image formed well off-axis in a large fast lens is a hybrid
structure resulting from the contributions of many types of image
errors or aberrations in varying degrees according to the design.

Figure 10.1 gives a schematic array of the many conditions at work,
each of which in turn requires a number of power series terms for

analytical representation. Moreover, the fifth order indicated is still

quite insufficient to give an accurate description of the image errors

that occur in such a lens as a 12-inch f/2.5 for 9 by 9 format, and
one must draw either on still higher order terms with slow convergence
or abandon series methods altogether. In such cases a useful procedure
is to make use of the first, third and fifth order for analytical control
but to analyze image structure by exact ray-tracing.

In some of the systems designed at Harvard all terms of the first,

third, and fifth orders given in figure 10.1 have been satisfied with the
exception of a residual oblique spherical aberration and secondary
spectrum. In others, the latter two aberrations have been controlled

as well. An aberration is spoken of as being satisfied when its con-
tribution to image structure taken together with any other balancing
residuals falls within a tolerance based on performance requirements.
The coefficient of such an error is necessarily small or close to zero
if a fast lens is involved, a fact that often implies a zero in the solution,

and some control of the aberration by the designer.
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a
=3

Primary Spectrum in Lateral Color, or
Chromatic Difference of Magnification.

(One Condition)

b.'

U
Primary Distortion, or Third Order
Distortion. (One Condition)

Primary Coma, or Third Order Coma,
or Zonal Difference of Magnification.

(One Condition)

Secondary Spectrum in Lateral Color, or
Secondary Variation of Magnification

with Color. (One Condition)

Chromatic Variation of Distortion, or

Variation of Distortion with Color.

(One Condition)

Fifth Order Distortion or

Secondary Distortion. (One Condition)

Chromatic Variation of Primary Coma, or
Variation of Third Order Coma with Color.

(One Condition)

Fifth Order Oblique Coma, or Variation of

Third Order Coma with Angle. (Two Conditions)

Fifth Order Sine Theorem Coma, or

Secondary Coma. (One Condition)

o

Primary Spherical Aberration, or

Third Order Spherical Aberration.

(One Condition)

Fifth Order Spherical Aberration, or

Secondary Spherical Aberration. (One Condition)

Oblique Spherical Aberration, or Variation of

Spherical Aberration with Angle. (Two Conditions)

Chromatic Spherical Aberration, or Variation of

Third Order Spherical Aberration with Color.

(One Condition)

Primary Astigmatism in the Tangential

Direction, or Third Order Tangential

Astigmatism. (One Condition)

Fifth Order Tangential Astigmatism, or
Secondary Tangential Astigmatism.

(One Condition)

Variation of Third Order Tangential Astigmatism
with Color. (One Condition)

Primary Astigmatism in the Radial

Direction, or Third Order Radial

Astigmatism. (Cne Condition)

Fifth Order Radial Astigmatism, or

Secondary Radial Astigmatism. (One Condition)

Variation of Third Order Radial Astigmatism
with Color. (One Condition)

Primary Spectrum in Logitudlnal Color

or Chromatic Aberration.

(One Condition)

Secondary Spectrum in Longitudinal Color
(One Condition)

Figure 10.1. A schematic array of the 25 conditions affecting lens performance
through the fifth order of approximation.

Fifth-order field curvature and astigmatism can often be controlled

in spite of the complexity of the effort. The asymmetrical terms of

the fifth order come out quite often to be small or negligible. In
a few cases it has proved possible to eliminate the oblique spherical

aberration of the fifth order and leave residuals of the seventh or
higher orders. In all cases the residual higher order aberrations have
been balanced as well as judgment allows, taking diffraction image
formation and vignetting into account, and weighted according to the
requirements of the problem.

Figure 10.2 shows a typical array of power series terms for the
third, fifth and a portion of the seventh orders, evaluated for the case

of a 40-inch f/5 telephoto lens for 9 by 9 format. The coefficients are

in millimeters when the normalized field-angle 6 is equal to 1 in the
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ey Coma { 0.332 + 0.00071 c„) eV
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( 0.084 + 0.00084 c^)
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+ 0.00017 c„)

Sine Coma ( 0.004 + 0.00020 c^)

( 0.005 + 0.00024 cf!)

( 0.001 + 0.00004 c^)

9y z

Sine Coma ( 0.003

( 0.003

J. n nnnifi r \ 6vi°

+ 0.00016 c„) Sy'z

Fifth Order
Spherical

( 0.079 + 0.00002 c )

( 0.158 + 0.00004 c")

( 0.079 + 0.00002 c^)

6
y

y I

yi

Fifth Order
Spherical

( 0.079

( 0.158

( 0.079

+ 0.00002 c ) z°

+ 0.00004 cf:) y'z'

+ 0.00002
cJJ)

y*z

Seventh Order

Distortion -0.023 6'

Astigmatism 0.070 e°y Astigmatism 0.022 e'z

Coma 0.054 ey"

Spherical

Aberration

-0.015 y'

Figure 10.2. A typical array of coefficients of third, fifth and seventh orders of
approximation.

corner of the format, and where the maximum values oi y ov z are

equal to 1 in the entrance pupil. The quantities Ay and A 2 refer to the

intercept of a ray, defined by d, y and z in the entrance pupil, in the

focal plane in millimeters relative to the Gaussian point of zero

distortion. The quantity Cn refers to an aspheric coefficient of the

last surface of the system. The series was evaluated before reintro-

ducing first- and third-order residuals for balancing of aberrations.

Figure 10.3 shows the image form calculated from the series of figure

10.2, but with balancing included. The numerical quantities are in

millimeters and indicate that the effective image is of the order of

0.020 mm in diameter. The image structure in figure 10.3 is purely

geometrical optics, and by physical optics the image is very nearly

the usual spurious disk surrounded by diffraction rings with very little

extra light in the rings. The vertical elongation of the image in the

skew direction was indeed observed in the lenses built, but, neverthe-
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Figure 10.3. Enlarged geometrical image calculated from series for a 40-inch f/5
telephoto lens.

less, resolution on Super-XX emulsion at high contrast reached a
level of 45 lines/mm.

In the meridional plane, owing to maximum deviations of the rays
at the rim of any given surface, the aberrational elongations in the
image can easily dominate over the skew aberrations. Thus, comatic
flares and oblique spherical aberration usually cause a faster deteriora-

tion of the image in the meridional plane than do the skew terms.
However, owing to the greater ease of designing in the meridional
plane, one often finds near the end of his work that the meridional
elongations in the image have been brought nearly to zero, but that
the image squeezes out still in the vertical direction, above and below
the meridional plane. Figure 10.3 indicates that this residual defect
occurred in the case of the 40-inch f/5 lens, but other examples at

hand show the effect even more strongly. With the advent of faster

computing methods by automatic machine, it is probable that the
skew direction wUl come in for more evaluation during the course of a
design with improved chances for better image structure in all azimuths.
Much more complicated off-axis images have been encountered

than can be shown here. Variations with color have to be considered,

and if present in appreciable amount, the effect on the location of focus

and image structure must be dealt with during the course of the
design. The final balancing of aberrations must also involve contrast-
resolution factors, aperture, field, and color errors, weighted according
to requirements. It is clear that a designer must be as familiar as

possible with the behavior of systems of known corrections in order to

determine in advance just what he must do for optimum results. It

is probable that German designers of 50 years ago had a very good
idea of image structure and balancing, but kept such information
only as part of their experience or as company data. Nowadays we
may be plowing up much old ground, but this time the growing
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Figure 10.4. Image errors of anffl Schmidt camera.

knowledge of physical optics, photographic effects, psychological

factors and the like are undoubtedly going to lead to scientific results

available to everyone.
Figure 10.4 shows the oblique errors of a standard Schmidt system

as calculated ffom series and verified by selected rays. The aberra-

tion is almost entirely oblique spherical aberration caused by fore-

shortening of the oblique beam and by the increase in the refractive

strength of the plate for inclined rays. Figure 10.4 shows that the

unvignetted off-axis image errors of an 8-inch f/1 Schmidt camera
are by no means inappreciable. Star photographs made with a
12-rach f/1 Schmidt demonstrate the radial elongation of the images
very clearly.

During the summer of 1940 the author made a prolonged attempt to

improve the Schmidt by introducing more correcting plates. Figure
10.5 shows an array of terms for the various aberrations of the third

and fifth orders for the generalized system of the same figure. Alge-
braically, the equations hold for a solid glass type of Schmidt system
with air-lens aspheric surfaces that may have finite bendings. Aspheric
terms on the mirror are also included. One needs only to substitute

proper values for the indices of refraction in order to obtain valid

equations for a mirror in air, combined with three thin correcting

plates that may have finite bendings.
The equations in figure 10.5 show many relationships of interest

with respect to the fifth order, and demonstrate how very lengthy
an explicit solution through the fifth order for even a Cooke triplet

would be. The Schmidt system is about as tractable as any that
can be handled in this way. No attempt has been made to find a
solution to the analytical expressions, for in order to improve on the
ordinary Schmidt, one must have all of the expressions zero simul-

taneously. Physical considerations can circumvent the use of such
complicated expressions, and indeed in 1943 the author came across

a rather simple solution to the problem in the form of the "double
shell" Schmidt system with a correcting plate of higher ordei'

asphericity.
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Such a system was developed for television purposes in December,
1943 for the Perkin-Elmer Corp. Shell systems were designed
independently elsewhere, as information coming to hand at the end
of the war indicated, with some as early as 1940. In the spring of
1946 the double-shell system was further elaborated at Harvard into

the Super-Schmidt Meteor Cameras to include an achromatized
correcting plate and arranged to have the light coming through the
second shell twice with a favorable effect on the image quality.

These "Super-Schmidt Meteor Cameras" now in successful opera-
tion cover a field of 52 degrees on specially curved film, have a speed
of f/0.65, a color range from 3700-5000 and a clear aperture of 12.2

inches for an 8-inch focal length. The effective star image appears
to be of the order of 0.025 mm in diameter over most of the field.

The extremely low f/number causes focusing to be extremely critical

to the extent that a focal error of 0.010 mm already shows to dis-

advantage. The secondary spectrum of this system is negligible

by ordinary standards, but the focal tolerance here is so critical that
the image is enlarged appreciably by the secondary spectrum of the
correcting plate and shell combination. There appears to be no easy
solution to the defect caused by the secondary spectrum, inasmuch
as the requisite crystalline materials or special glasses are either not
available or would have achromatizing curves too strong to be useful.

The observed performance of the Super-Schmidt Meteor Cameras is

all the more striking, because the central 7.4 inches diameter of the
12.2-inch aperture is blocked out by the film and film-holder. The
sharp images are thus formed from an annular entrance pupil, a fact

that causes the focal tolerance to be all the more critical. This outer
annulus is the region of the worst aberrations, and the core of the
image normally formed by the inner zones is missing. Nevertheless,
the color error remains the limiting defect in the center of the field,

and only slight comatic wedges defined by the vignetting character-

istics appear in the outer field.

Figure 10.6 shows a cross-sectional cut-away of a 36-inch f/8

apochromatic lens for a 9 by 9 format, designed in 1943. The apo-
chromatic correction was achieved through a combination of a fluorite

element with light crown elements elsewhere. This fluorite element
was cemented between two glass elements in the central negative
component. The design of this apochromatic system was particularly

interesting in view of the first-time use of a large element of fluorite

in a lens system . The standards of the design had to be set at a high
level of performance. There is no gain in eliminating secondary
spectrum if the monochromatic aberrations are made larger thereby.

The true apochromat is corrected to have a common focus for three

colors and is also corrected for spherical aberration and coma for

two colors. This aerial lens also had to have flat field, freedom from
astigmatism, and distortion, and had to have an off-axis image
sensibly free of oblique spherical aberration.

Figure 10.7 shows the residual meridional aberrations. The inner

part of the field shows some outward coma, which at % field has
practically disappeared with the up-swing at the right vignetted

away. The very corner image comes from the portion of the bottom
curve between the vertical lines, the rest being vignetted away, and
is evidently astigmatic. Figure 10.8 shows the effective field curves.

The tangential astigmatism causes trouble only in the very corner.
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Figure 10.6. A cut-away view of a 36-inch. fjS apochromatic lens in which a single
small fiuorite element is used.
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Figure 10.7. The aberrations of the 36-inch f18 apochromat in the meridional plane.
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The performance of this system turned out to be quite satisfactory

even for astronomical purposes over a 9-inch diameter circle of the
field. The apochromatic correction was fully verified by independent
tests at Mount Wilson, and at Eastman Kodak Co. Figure 10.9

shows the color curve of the system as evaluated on the optical bench
at Mount Wilson. Diffraction came to the aid of the residual image
defects shown in figure 10.7 and figure 10.8, so that the star imaws
remained sharp even to photomicrographic magnifications up to 80X.

Figure 10.10 shows the color curve of a 100-inch f/10 astronomical
lens of four elements, designed for optimum performance in red light.

It can be seen that the color curve, though normal for an achromat, is

very pronounced in the yellow, green and blue, owing to the location

of the minimum in red light. This lens was actually built and tested

thoroughly. The visual image without filter showed a striking color

flare around a red "core", enhanced by the sensitivity of the eye to

green light. However, the photographic image with yellow filter

showed almost no effect of the color curve on Super-XX film. While
color pictures taken with such a lens would no doubt be deficient, a
lens of this kind seems entirely adequate for black and white pictures

on panchromatic emulsion with yellow or red filter. The tests in the
laboratory proved that the sharp core of the image in orange and red
light accomplished more than the large flare in yellow and green light

detracted. Star images photographed in red light appear fully round
and sharp over a 14 by 14 photographic plate.

Many of the systems designed by the author have received similar

tests. The astronomical systems are in use and much data are at hand
on their performance. However, this report need not be burdened with
more information of this kind, information that might better appear in

the form of a manual or compendium of results. It is necessary here
only to show that the large variety of optical images designed, pro-

duced and studied by the writer have built up a certain fairly con-
sistent set of experience that make image interpretation reliable and
further design work more precise.

As a general rule, the lower order image errors must be satisfied

properly in order to draw on the liberal tolerances of the higher order
errors. In this sense, one must expand the image errors in terms of

the aperture, rather than of the field. Thus, fifth-order astigmatism
must be regarded as a first-order error in the aperture. The aberration

is just as important in the outer field as the simple focal error is on
axis. At each point in the field, then, the image quality must be

Figure 10 10. Color curve of a 100-inch f/10 Ross lens for red light.
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studied in powers of the aperture. The focal errors such as curvature
of field and astigmatism must be satisfied first. Next, the variations

of these errors with color must be satisfied, together with lateral

color, which is of first-order importance. Next come coma-like errors,

varying as the square of the aperture. Thereafter come errors of

spherical aberration, easy to control on axis but very difficult to control

at far off-axis angles.

Lens-Film Performance

Figure 10.11 is reproduced through the courtesy of the Eastman
Kodak Company. The several characteristics of Super-XX and Pana-
tomic-X roll films are shown all on one type of graph. The target

contrast is given as the log of the ratio of high light to low light in-

tensity. It will be seen that at a contrast level of 2:1, the resolving

power is stiU as good as 25 lines/mm. Figure 10.11 also shows how the
resolving power determined from conventional three-line patterns is a
function of exposure. The peak resolving power occurs at a density
of about 1.7 for Super-XX and about 1.4 for Panatomic-X for high
target contrast. It is significant that the maximum resolving power
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for lower contrast shifts to lower density levels for both emulsions, an
effect more pronounced for Pan-X than for Super-XX.

In view of the nature of the curves in figure 10.11, combined with
experimental microphotometer tracings made on test patterns, the
author was led to propose late in 1945 a type of testing involving the
concepts of macroscopic and microscopic contrasts. The term macro-
scopic contrast refers to the contrast of large areas on the emulsion.
The term microscopic contrast refers to the measured contrast at a
given line number in a sequence of decreasing line widths and separa-
tions. Microscopic contrast is therefore a function of line number and
goes into macroscopic contrast in the limit for large areas. Microscopic
contrast goes to zero at the limit of resolution of the photograph, if

measured in terms of density difference.

It is evident that the visibility of resolving-power lines depends,
to a large extent, on density difference between lines and spaces on
the test emulsion. As far as the emulsion is concerned, it does not
matter whether the reduction in density difference in the finer lines

is caused by aberrations of the lens system, by general fogging, or
by turbidity within the emulsion. The final microscopic contrast of

a given lens-film combination will depend functionally on the intrinsic

characteristics of the emulsion, the target contrast, the lens quality,

the exposure, development, and means for measuring the contrast.

For each value of target contrast one can plot a curve of micro-
scopic contrast, as measured in terms of density difference, against

line number from macroscopic contrast down to zero, in any given test

of lens-film under standardized conditions. The resultant curves are

then to be related to performance characteristics that can be considered
of direct importance to the ability of the combination to reveal detail

and contrast.

Such a family of curves can be plotted for a "perfect lens-film

combination", and then for the test lens-film combination, all other
conditions being held constant. A good test lens will have the micro-
scopic contrast as close as possible to the ideal limiting curve all

the way down the progression of line number. One can interpret from
such curves the performance of the lens under varying conditions of

haze, and target contrast.

While this procedure was described in 1945, no one has carried

it out systematically so far as the author is aware. However, the
new resolution-contrast test pattern of the Bureau of Standards
accomplishes essentially the same thing, except for differences pro-

duced by' the use of long lines. The differences may be marked where
the aberrations are large. The Bureau of Standards results may indi-

cate higher resolution values over tests conducted with the standard
three-line patterns.

If we view the limiting resolution from the standpoint of the
emulsion, we can relate the target contrast needed for the imperfect
lens-film to attain the stated resolution, to the target contrast needed
for the perfect lens-film to attain the same resolution. In this way
the loss of picture quality can be expressed in terms of the microscopic

equivalent target contrast. Thus, at a given resolution limit the inferior

lens will require more contrast in the target for resolution than will

the perfect lens,'and the equivalent target contrast will be a measure
of the loss of quality.
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Table 10.1.

Macroscopic ground
target

Super-XX Pan-X
Ground
target

contrast
Haze

Microscopic
equivalent
target con-

trast

High contrast

Perfect lens

Imperfect lens

Linesimm
f 50

I 34
f 26
1 23

Linesimm
70
43

32
27

1/0.001

1/0.001

1/0.001

1/0.001

%
None
50

None
50

1/0.001

1/0.33

1/0.50

1/0.60

Low contrast

Perfect lens

Imperfections _.

/ 26

\ 20
f 16

I 14

32
23
17

14

1/0.50

1/0.50

l/n.50

1/0.50

None
50

None
50

1/0.50

1/0.67

1/0.74

1/0.80

Table 10.1 gives a tabulation of contrast values worked out from
typical results of aerial photography. It is evident that the poor
lens gives lowered microscopic contrast, which is the equivalent of

added haze for the perfect lens. Increased gamma of development
may restore the contrast in the coarser patterns but cannot affect the

finer patterns appreciably. Excessive macroscopic contrast produced
by prolonged development for the purpose of increasing the micro-
scopic contrast will then distort the tonal values of the photograph.

It is also evident from table 10.1 that the perfect lens has its per-

formance lowered more rapidly by the addition of haze than does the

poor lens, though at all times the perfect lens stays systematically
superior to the poor lens. Another way of stating the case is to say
that the law of diminishing returns sets in when the image quality is

perfected beyond a certain point, and that one pays dearly for a slight

increase in contrast and resolution. Much aerial photography occurs
at low contrast where the superiority of the perfect lens is less clearly

defined. All of such troubles are caused essentially by the diffusing

nature of the emulsion.

Table 10.1 proves that an increase in focal length is more important
than an increase in lens performance, where we can assume a certain

reasonable quality to every professional lens system. If haze is so

bad that even a perfect lens-film will yield only 16 lines/mm, say,

the imperfect lens-film of average performance may still resolve 12

lines/mm. If the focal length of the imperfect lens is increased by
33 percent, the resulting performance referred to the target will be
approximately identical to that of the smaller perfect lens, inasmuch
as the haze factor is independent of focal length. In aerial photog-
raphy at a given altitude under such bad haze conditions, either one
can use a greater focal length to achieve ground resolution or else fly

lower with the same camera, all to achieve a larger scale that in the
presence of haze may permit the desired object to be resolved.

It is well known that comparative photographs taken with large

and small lenses have about the same macroscopic contrast in the

presence of haze, but have ground resolution approximately propor-
tional to focal length. There are many other factors, such as innate
lens quality, the mounting, shutter, filter, used, etc. However, if
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all these things are held equal, and if the laboratory performance in

lines/mm remains independent of focal length as is largely true of

modern aerial lenses for the USAF, then the focal length is the most
important factor in achieving ground resolution. Desirably, one
should have as perfect a lens as prudence and economy of construc-
tion can supply, but the focal length is still the most important factor.

Where attention is given on a high technical level to every detail

of the aerial lens, photography and flight conditions, one can readily
achieve an average of 25 lines/mm in the air with a top quality lens.

The imperfect lens may still produce an average of 18 lines/mm, if

all other factors are optimized. These figures are obtainable only in

the absence of haze and for high target contrasts on the ground.
It has proved possible under excellent conditions to reach a resolv-

ing power in the air of 42 lines/mm in a direct test run over ground
targets, a figure that the author believes to be the peak so far recorded
anywhere. This one test run proves that on excellent days the pure
gaseous atmosphere remaining contributes only a slight amount of

haze if a red filter is used. However, over much of the world, the
atmosphere on the average is very hazy, whereby the differences

between good and bad lenses in practice are much obscured.

Focal Problems in Aerial Photography

Possibly the most direct cause of inferior aerial photographs is

simply an inadequate focal setting. A "poor" lens may have a greater
depth of focus than a "perfect" lens. Therefore, if owing to errors

of usage, the lens is out of focus, it can easily happen that the poor
lens will return a better picture than the perfect lens. The perfect

lens has a higher peak resolution but may have a shorter base to the
curve of resolution against focal setting. In the limit with a perfect

lens the depth of focus curve can be calculated from known emulsion
properties and the nature of the target. The agreement is exact.

With an imperfect lens one finds it difficult to calculate the curve of

resolution against focal setting, owing to the influence of color aber-
rations, zones of the lens, etc.

The problem of focusing a lens system depends greatly on the
nature of the images produced and on the light source, filter and
emulsion. Usually, for an imperfect lens there will be a focal position

of best resolution and another of best contrast, though the latter may
change with the target contrast. For the perfect lens the optimum
focal settings for best resolution and best microscopic contrast coin-

cide. At moderate levels of resolution such as 10 lines/mm, the
limitation being produced by vibration, image motion and/or by haze,

focusing for best microscopic contrast in the laboratory may prove to

be the best answer. If vibration and image motion are eliminated,

and if haze is moderate, at a level of 20 lines/mm, focusing for best

resolution probably will yield optimum results. An experienced
photographer in the field might consider the situation and set his focus

accordingly. It is unlikely that routine observers will have sufficient

training, and hence fixed focus cameras are still necessary.

Many workers in aerial photography are not acquainted with the

fact that the focal position of a lens is not necessarily stationary. A
lens may be said to be factory-focused. This statement implies that
there exists a focus and that the only problem is to find its position.
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Once such is accomplished, the aerial pictures taken thereafter are

always supposed to be in focus.

The smaller aerial lenses have such slight changes of focus within
the large tolerance permitted by the observed depth of focus curves as

to cause little or no focus troubles in practice. Large aerial lenses,

however, exhibit a noticeable shift in focus caused by: (1) Temperature
changes between equilibrium conditions; (2) thermal gradients or
transients; (3) air density effect; (4) ground distance, according to

vertical or oblique; (5) simple flexure of the camera and its component
parts; (6) change in focal setting with change of filter and/or emulsion;

(7) change in focus caused by stopping down, if lens imperfect. We
are concerned here with only the first four causes.

Figure 10. 12 shows the results of observations made in a cold-chamber
test of a 40-inch lens. The total range of focal changes amounts to

nearly 1 mm, owing to thermal gradients and to changes between
equilibrium temperatures. The depth of focus at the level of 40
lines/mm is of the order of 0.15 mm. A focal error of the order of 0.5

mm can already cause a loss of resolution to perhaps 20 lines/mm or so.

Figure 10.13 shows the combined effects of ground distance for

vertical photographs and focal changes caused by loss of air from the

lens at the various altitudes. Here again appreciable errors are

ini.aeTt3,M Tuo.oerM nDocru tmwioct2« rmocTzr wrocrn sw. ocrn

Figure 10.12. Focal changes of a J^O-inch fl5 telephoto lens as a function of tem-

perature and temperature gradients.

UnOml-OA -.02 -.01 0 .01 .02 .03 .04

auc£ PLAW Towwai lenses huce puihe ma from lenses

Figure 10.13. The air-density effect and ground-distance image shift for a 40-inch

f/5 telephoto lens.
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encountered for both effects. At very low altitudes, of course, the
ground distance effect becomes very large.

Table 10.2 contains calculated shifts for the case of a 24-inch and of
a 144-inch focal length. It is clear that the focal errors are so large
as to represent a serious problem to the aerial photographer. Ther-
mal-gradient changes are even more serious than equilibrium changes,
as shown by figure 10.12.

Table 10.2. Change in equilibrium temperature

A change of — 80° C causes the image in the case of a 24-inch focal length to move 0.90mm beyond the film
plane away from the lens. The corresponding shift in the case of a 144-inch focal length is 6.30 mm.

Air-density effect

Focal length

Altitude
24-inch 144-inch

image shift image shift

ft 771771 77J771

Infinity -0. 65 -3.44
40,000 - .50 -2. 60
20,000 - .32 -1.71
10,000 - .19 -1.00
5,000 - .11 -0.54
2,000 - .05 - .24
Ground .00 .00

Ground-distance effect

Infinity 0.00 0.00
40,000 .03 1. 10

20,000 .06 2. 20
10, 000 . 12 4. 39
5, 000 .24 8. 78
2. 000 .61 21.95

Ideally, large lenses ought to be focused in the air immediately
before a picture run is made. Short of this, the next best procedure
is to prepare tables of focal changes from laboratory cold- and pressure-
chamber observations. There is little justification in one's guessing
at the focal setting for a large lens unless such tables have been
prepared. A trained observer should also take thermal gradients into

account. If the focal problem is carelessly handled, pictures as poor as

3 lines/mm might result and one may as well make use of a lens of

shorter focal length.

Several of the lenses discussed above have been tested thoroughly
at the Eastman Kodak Co. through the work of L. A. Jones, R. N.
Wolfe, and associates. A very few of the voluminous and careful

test results are reproduced here by permission of the Research Labora-
tories, for which acknowledgment is hereby made.

Figure 10.14 and figure 10.15 show the results of resolving power
against focal setting for a 6-inch f/3.5 spherically-concentric lens.

Because of the spherical symmetry no single optical axis exists. The
very slight deterioration of the tangential resolving power in figure

10.14 is brought about by the fore-shortening of the aperture in the
oblique beam with the consequent loss of diffraction resolving power.
This lens was corrected for use with a red filter, and the spherical

correction at f/3.5 was just slightly beyond one Rayleigh limit. The
curves at high contrast show peak resolutions as much as 70 lines/mm
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Figure 10.14. Resolving power versus focal setting for a 6-inch f/3 wide-angle
lens with red filter, Super-XX Aero Pan, and high-contrast 3-line test object.
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Figure 10.15. Resolving power versus focal setting for a 6-inch f/3 wide-angle
lens with red filter, Super-XX Aero Pan, and low-contrast Cobb test object.
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on Super-XX. The apparent large depth of focus is brought about
by the broadening of the bright hnes of the test pattern at the expense
of the dark spaces between the hnes. That is, at a position 0.3 mm
outside of focus, the dark spaces were only 0.020 mm wide on the test

negative but still one could see three separate lines. This effect

increases the depth of focus of the three-line pattern over and beyond
what one would normally expect from the size of an out-of-focus star

image.
Figure 10.15 shows the peak resolution to be expected with the

Cobb 2-line test chart at low contrast (log contrast equals 0.17).

This f/3.5 lens is nearly as good a lens as might be required to test

the film itself. Hence, the loss of resolution down to about 20 lines/mm
is an emulsion property. It is clear again that good image correction
can be swallowed up at low contrast by the turbidity of the emulsion.

Testing at low contrast provides only a compressed scale for distin-

guishing between good and poor lenses. Table 10.1 is typical of

what happens. Figure 10.15 as compared to figure 10.14 points it

out again. If testing at low contrast is to be accomplished without
additional testing at high contrast, the observer must content himself
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with considering that no lens is very good and that every designed
lens is fair.

The author believes that the high peak resolution observed may be
brought about by the f/3.5 speed rating of the spherical lens, along
with a near absence of spherical aberration and color. The 40-inch
f/5 telephoto lens in the controlled models at least was just as well

corrected for spherical aberration but in red light gave somewhat
lower peak resolutions. The probable slight dependency on f/number
ought to be kept in mind as more data become available. The
dependence is shown to some extent by the many Eastman tests.

Figure 10.16 shows wedge photographs made with the 40-rnch f/5

telephoto. The figure is more or less self-explanatory. The ordinates

are logarithmic and hence the length of the sharp peak indicates that
most of the light is where it belongs. For comparison purposes
figure 10.17 shows similar wedge patterns for the standard 24-inch

f/6 aerial lens, which is of Tessar construction, and about at the limit

of what a Tessar can be expected to accomplish. The sharp peaks
of figure 10.16 are intended to produce high resolving powers with
good microscopic contrast at the level of 30 lines/mm. The shallow
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Figure 10.16. Wedge tests on images from a 40-inch f15 telephoto lens.
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Figure 10.17. Wedge tests on images from a 24-inch f/6 Tessar lens.
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peaks of figure 10.17 in cases of heavy exposure produce "muddy"
photographs so far as the microscopic contrast is concerned, at levels

around 20 lines/mm. Figures 10.18 and 10.19 show the resolution
curves for this same f/6 standard Tessar for high and low contrast.

Figure 10.20 shows the wedge photographs for a 100-inch astro-
nomical Ross lens. The peaks are sharp, even though there is very

I.: ao
VISUAL AXIAL FOCUS

Figure 10.18. Resolving power versus focal setting for a 24-inch f/6 Tessar lens,

with Super-XX Aero Pan, tungsten, no. 12 filter, and high-contrast 3-line test

object.

radial;—, tangential.
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Figure 10.19. Resolving power versus focal setting for a 24-inch f/6 Tessar lens,

with Super-XX Aero-Pan, tungsten, no. 12 filter, and low-contrast Cobb test object.
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Figure 10.20. Wedge tests on a 100-inch f/10 Ross lens.
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considerable secondary spectrum. Figures 10.20 and 10.22 show the
observed resolving powers at high and low contrasts. It should be
noted that the optical glass of this lens was deficient. The observed
axial visual image in red light showed no "clean" edge, but rather a
hazy patch of small size. The loss of contrast in the edge causes a
loss of microscopic contrast for the finer lines. This loss is barely
discernible in the wedge photographs of figure 10.21, where the
approach to the peak is slightly broader than would have been the
case if the lens had been fully corrected. Another lens of the same
design made since shows resolving powers as high as 55 lines/mm at

high contrast.

Figures 10.23 and 10.24 show the resolving power results for the
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Figure 10.21. Resolving power versus focal setting for a 100-inch fjlO Ross lens

with Super-XX Aero Pan, tungsten, no. 12 filter, and high-contrast 3-line test

object.
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Figure 10.22. Resolving power versus focal setting for a 100-inch fl 10 Ross lens

with Super-XX Aero Pan, tungsten, no. 12 filter, and low-contrast Cobb test object.
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Figure 10.23. Resolving power versus focal setting for a 36-inch f/8 apochromat
with Super-XX Aero Pan, "daylight", no. 12 filter, and high-contrast 3-line test

object.
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Figure 10.24. Resolving power versus focal setting for a 36-inch f/8 apochromat
with Super-XX Aero Pan, "daylight" no. 12 filter, and low-contrast Cobb test

object.

Object distance = 28.8 focal length; , radial; , tangential.

36-inch f/8 apochromat discussed above. The effect of the apoch-
romatism is not evident in the resolving powers as such but would
show up more in the level of microscopic contrast around 30 lines/mm.
Such lenses as the 36-inch apochromat would take aerial pictures of

good microscopic contrast around the average expected resolving
power in the air of 25 lines/mm., where other factors have been
minimized.

The Calculated Photographic Image

With the coming use of electronic calculating equipment in optical

design, consideration must be given as to whether the photographic
image can be calculated. The cost of a large lens is so considerable
as to make it desirable to go as far as possible on paper during the
design stages. To a considerable extent the views described above
have been drawn on repeatedly by the author in designing photo-
graphic systems and in predicting by judgment alone what might
resonably be expected of the lens in photographic test. However, if

it should prove possible to calculate the photographic image with
accuracy, a step in quantitative analysis will have been achieved.

The author with the valued assistance of W. Randolph Angell, Jr.

has made a preliminary attempt to calculate the photographic image
in a special case. A simple plano-convex lens of barium crown glass

with its normal complement of primary color was set up in the lab-

oratory. Infrared photographic resolving power focusing runs were
made at a 10-fold reduction between collimator and lens. A minus-
blue filter was used, but otherwise the standard aerial infrared film was
exposed to the spectral colors from a 3,000° tungsten source. Figure
10.25 reproduces a portion of the photographs taken. The second
pattern seems resolved and corresponds to a resolution of 16.6 lines/mm
When one considers that the primary spectrum from 5000 to 9000
angstroms is altogether uncorrected, that the lens has some spherical

aberration, and otherwise is f/4, the observing of 16.6 lines/mm indi-

cates to some extent how inadequate a lens can be and still give fair

photographs. Of course, the microscopic contrast is low and even at

a level of 5 lines/mm the photograph resulting would appear "muddy"
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Figure 10.25. Enlarged view of test images produced by a simple f/4 lens of 10-inch
focal length.

Pattern 2 is 16.6 lines/mm.

Figure 10.26. Schematic view of the problem of calculating the photographic image
in the presence of large chromatic aberration.

Figure 10.27. Enlarged view of the image region in the problem of calculating the

photographic image in the presence of large chromatic aberration.

and unsatisfactory. Some of the out-of-focus colors have blur circles

considerably larger than the entire test pattern.
Figure 10.26 shows the initial circumstances of the attempt to cal-

culate the image. A mean focal plane was chosen to lie at 0.8 micron,
though the results of figure 10.25 are not necessarily found optimum
at 0.8. A small object element of area providing the illumination

images into a similar area, da'. The illumination on the mean focal

plane at 0.8 micron consists of the in-focus 0.8-micron light plus the
inside and outside focus neighboring colors.

The illumination of any element da' in its own focal plane is given by

Eyd\da'=kT sin^ e'BxdXda,

which is the standard formula. We need it here only to show that the

distribution of the illumination E\ with wavelength is proportional to

the similar emission from the object. The dilutionJactor k need not be
evaluated, and we can work directly with E\, instead of B\.

Figure 10.27 shows an enlarged view of the space around the image,
element. El (not a derivative) is taken as the illumination function

on the chosen focal plane at 0.8 micron, resulting from the illumination

Ex on the displaced focal plane at another wavelength, X. If the ele-
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ment of area da' is taken to be extremely small compared to the color

aberration, then the illumination in the focal plane at 0.8 micron will be

Ax

where (-40 max. is the total area of the out-of-focus blur circle striking

the 0.8-micron focal plane, and where the integration is taken over
the entire illuminated area of the test pattern, whatever its shape,

within the radius of the blur circle of area (^x)max..

This integration can be performed at each wavelength, and in fact

E[d\da'^ Ax

dAy

_ (-4x)max. _
Exd\da'.

If we multiply by the dependence of filter transmission on wavelength,
F\, and by the sensitivity of the emulsion relative to wavelength, S\,

we have

F^SxE'd\da'= Ax

_(-4x)niax._
{FySxEy)d\da'.

To convert to the characteristic curve, we have simply

00

log^=logJ^
Ax

(-4.x)max._
{FyS.Ey) d\+\og K,

where k is a constant. Where the blur circle is completely illuminated
for a macroscopic area, a', then the photographic density can be set

at any desired value by an adjustment to the abscissa scale. In par-
ticular, for infrared aerial film we can set this maximum density that
would be obtained by photographing a uniformly illuminated surface

at 1.6 on the standard characteristic curve for this emulsion. For
any other pattern to be calculated, we have only to evaluate

JJ
Ax

dAx

,
(.Ax)inax._

{FxSyE^)dl,.

This procedure has been carried out for the case actually photo-
graphed, as in figure 10.25, but only for the 10 lines/mm resolution

level. Figure 10.28 shows the variation of focal position with color,

which represents a substantial change. Figure 10.29 shows a graph
of which we can take directly as being equivalent for our purposes
to E\. Figure 10.30 is the spectral sensitivity curve obtained from
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Figure 10.28. Variation of back focal distance with color.
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FiGUKE 10.29. Black-body radiation curve for 3,000° K.
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Figure 10.30. Spectral sensitivity curve for I—N emulsion.

Log e

Figure 10.31. Characteristic curve adopted for I-N emulsion.
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the Kodak Handbook of Photographic Plates. Figure 10.31 is the
characteristic curve adopted for type I-N infrared emushon. Figure
10.32 is the product of the filter function F\ (minus-blue), S\, and
E\. The total area under the curve represents the maximum expo-
sure. Integration was performed by planimeter, in convenient units.

The logarithm of the area was then set at density 1.6 on the character-
istic curve.

Figure 10.33 represents typical curves for the indicated points on
the pattern. The solid curve represents the illumination at point A
on the inserted diagram, which is within a bright line. The peak
illumination comes then from the in-focus 0.8-micron light and
neighboring colors. Similarly, at point B where there would be no
illumination if the lens were good, one can see from the dashed curve
that at 0.8-micron there is indeed no illumination. Other outlying
colors do contribute to the surface brightness, however, mostly from
colors not far distant.

It is to be noted that the blur circles include all three lines of the
pattern. The integration is performed by moving the chief ray or
point of the planimeter over the outline of the bright areas of the best
pattern within the requisite distance of da' . The color aberrations of

this particular lens are so large as to have the entire out-of-focus
pattern contributing to the photographic image at each point.

Figure 10.34 is the final result, where the calculated densities are
tabulated on an enlarged diagram of the three-line pattern. The
largest calculated density is 1.20, whereas the adopted density for

macroscopic areas is 1.6. However, a density of 1.20 still represents

0.S0 ojs aeo 0.6S 0.7O a7s aao aes 0.90

AW
Figure 10.32. Maximum effective exposure for filter, emulsion and light source.

Figure 10.33. Sample curves of calculated illumination versus wavelength.

Back focal distance = 275.27 mm at X = 0.8,i. —
,
exposure A at Aro=12.5 ul., Fo=12.5 ul.;

, exposure B
at Aro=27.5 ul., Ko=12..') ul. 1 ul= l unit length= 10 microns Lines and spaces of resolving-power pattern
are each 50 microns wide.
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DENSITY CHART

10 LINES PER MILUMETER

12.5

8.5

0.75 0.75 O.aa 0.75 0.90 1.05 0.90 0.75 0.88 0.75 0.75 0.50 0.35 0.13
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1.10 1.08
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1.10 1.19

1.04 O.SS 0.50 0.24

1.09 0.80 0.49 0.24
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0.88 0.75

1.09 1.04

).90 0.75

30 35

1.04 0.55 0.50
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0.24

0.13

-20.5 0 17 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.24 0.23 0.24 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.17 0.18 0.10 0.08

Figure 10.34. Calculated photographic image of a three-line resolution pattern at

10 lines!mm level for test case of unachromatized simple lens.

good blackness of the image, and indeed this density can be changed
by exposure time and development.
The density differences between the spaces and the centers of the

bright lines seem small, but experience with measured targets indicates

that the eye would call this pattern well resolved. The microscopic
contrast would be low, but the three lines could easily be seen.

It is difficult to determine whether the calculated and observed
patterns agree. We plan to repeat the experiment with a photomicro-
graphic enlargement as well, in order to have some control on the
photographic factors. Also, in redoing the work, we plan to deter-

mine the actual best-focus position of the emulsion against millimeters

of back focal length, as calibrated from the sodium image. Also, the
lens will be stopped down enough to minimize the added effects of

spherical aberration.

An Objective Method of Testing

During the summer of 1944 in the wartime laboratory at Harvard,
the author initiated a form of testing designed to eliminate the

personal equation from evaluation of lens performance. Special card-

board charts were printed for the purpose and copied to target size
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Figure 10.35. A view of the large testing tunnel.

at varying contrasts onto lantern slide plates. These charts contained
lines of thoroughly scrambled block letters, the letters in each line

being smaller than in the preceding line in a geometrical progression.

Test negatives from the tunnel were read off by an uninformed observer
against a check list. The lens performance was scored according to

the line where the observer made fewer than 50 percent errors. This
particular testing method was used for awhile in 1944 and then set

aside for other more urgent activities.

In recent months the author has taken up this type of test procedure
once again, the purpose being to determine what image properties of a
lens facilitate recognition of various types of objects at varying
contrasts. Time has not permitted more than a preliminary series of

observations, but enough can be presented here to indicate the nature
of the work.

Figure 10.35 shows a view of the testing tunnel in the author's
laboratory. The tunnel is 28 feet long, 4 feet square, and so con-
structed that the sides of the tunnel may be fastened to the ceiling or
lowered at will. A 16-inch paraboloidal mirror is set up as a colli-

mator at the far end of the tunnel. This mirror delivers the col-

limated rays from a target about in the center of the tunnel to the
test lens at the other end. Ordinary focal-plane test photographs or
photomicrographic enlargements can be made for any lens up to

100-inches focal length or so.

In order to avoid small photographic targets with uncertain prop-
erties for the smallest resolution lines, the writer has prepared to use
a live target, shown in figure 10.36. The target cabinet is made of

oak and houses 52 light bulbs of daylight type rated at 60 watts.
There is an intermediate diffusing screen and then an interchangeable
target panel. The present target measures approximately 24 by 24
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Figure 10.36. A view of the test target and cabinet.

inches and is handpainted onto a 48- by 48-inch ground glass. The
unpainted surface serves as a macroscopic photometric standard.
The surface brightness corresponds to that of the ground on a cloudy-
bright day.

In testing lenses of short focal length one can photograph the
target directly from distances up to 50 feet in the laboratory itself.

For testing lenses of greater focal length, one reimages the target by
means of a suitable reducing lens of high quality onto the focal plane
of the collimator mirror. The resulting small image is collimated by
the mirror and the parallel rays sent to the test lens. In this way one
can be sure that the surface brightness of even the smallest target

will remain the same as for the macroscopic photometric areas.

Varying contrasts are introduced into the collimated beam by
means of a beam-splitter placed over the reducing lens near the focus

of the mirror. The lowered contrast will then be brought about by
a superposition of uniform illumination onto the whole target area
including the photometric area and test patterns. Temporarily, the
writer has had to approximate the equivalent by adding fogging
exposures to the target exposures and for this paper has made use of

a 3-inch f/3.5 Tessar test lens.

Because the target panels are interchangeable, one can copy large-

scale transparencies as live objects down to the smallest size used for

test purposes. Thus, different surface objects of interest, such as

roads, houses, streams, railroads, etc., can be copied at varying scale

with a given lens and the range of its effectiveness for each kind of

target determined. Variable haze and color of haze can easily be
introduced.
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Figure 10.37 shows the target used in the present prehminary
investigation. The picket-fence pattern is intended for micro-
densitometry. The standard three-hne patterns decrease in size

according to the cube root of 2, although admittedly, the sixth root
of 2 is more desirable. Similarly, the letters are selected for unique-
ness from the alphabet and in each line have been scrambled to

confuse the observer. The block letters are as large as the three-line

patterns, and the line width of the letter in every case is equal to the
line width of the corresponding three-line pattern. There are 10

shape objects selected for distinctness but basic to the problem of

recognition. Also, there are \Q figure objects, selected for recognition
tests of orientation and shape.

Every test line and shape in the entire target has clean-cut edges
and sharp intersections, produced by ruling pen and hand correction.

Thus, every edge and corner delivers a pure square wave to the test

lens via the collimator. There is no intermediate photographic
process to cause a crumbling away of edges and corners of the smaller
patterns, and the minifying lens used at the focus of the collimator
at f/15 gives results of microscopic quality. The only real deficiency

in this live target set-up arises from small air turbulence within the test

tunnel. Experience to date indicates that the air in the tunnel limits

performance to approximately 1 second of arc.

Five test films have been taken. The results of the fifth run are

given in figures 10.38, 10.39, 10.40, and 10.41. The author reduced

— Ill
III

OLBFTHCJVZ
VLCHFSTZJO
vJTOSCFVHZL

Z VL-TJSCFOH-
i_HjrSVTZO:C

Figure 10.37. The test target for letters, shape-i and figures as used at present.
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the negatives personally, making use of a 60X microscope and calling

off each shape, letter, or figure to a recorder who scored against a key.

The order of reading was altered frequently, nor did the author
examine the key prior to the microscopic examination of the test

negatives. Nevertheless, it was apparent that slight effects of memory
do interfere with the complete objectivity of the test, and arise in the
unavoidable process of elimination.

In figures 10.38 through 10.41 the first column gives the resolving

power at the image plane of the test lens, corresponding to the pattern

number given in the second column. However, these resolving-power

figures are not the observed values but are the progression used.

Row 1 is the finest pattern, and also represents the finest patterns

among the shapes, figures and letters. The scale, then, runs from
5 to 40 lines/mm. The check marks mean that the particular test

object was read correctly against the key.

Roll 5 - SUPER-XX, 18 min. Microdols, 70°C, tray.
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Figure 10.38. A tabulation of individual test results, 5-1 to 5-4.
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Figure 10.39. A tabulation of individual test results, 5-5 to 5-8.

In the last column on the right, we have from top to bottom in each
group the film number and picture number. The f/number is then
given, and next the exposure time as marked on the lens. It is obvious
that these exposures are not correct, because there is no recognizable
difference in density between l/500th and l/125th. However, the
first three observations can be compared for they should be equivalent.

40/32 means that the lens resolved 40 lines in the horizontal line

pattern, and 32 lines in the vertical pattern. The pictures indicated
that the lens possesses either a slight decentration or that the shutter
introduced vibration, even though the camera was clamped to a
concrete pier. The next figure is the distance to the target in feet,

focused by rangefinder. The figure 0.45/0.06 represents the observed
densities of the high light and low light as measured by visual densito-
meter, and therefore represents the contrast in terms of density
differences.
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6 9 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 0.49

10 X X 35 }i X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X _x_x_

40 1 X X X X
—

X X
—
X
—
X
—
X

oz X X X X X X X X X X
f/1125 3 X X X X X X X X X X

20 4 X X X X X X X X X X

1/50016 5 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

13 6 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 32/25

10 7 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 20'

8 8 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
0.74

6 9 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
0.47

5 10 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 55

Figure 10.40. A tabulation of individual test results, 5-9 to 5-12.

Roll 3- Plus -X, 13 min. Microdol,, 70°C, tray.

R.R Row Shapes Figures Letters #

40 1 3-12
32 2 X X XXX X X X

25 3 X X X X X X X X X f/11

20 4 X X X X X X X X X X

16 5 X X X X X X X X X X 1/100

13 6 X X X X X X X X X X 20/20

10 7 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 20

'

8 8 X X XXX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
0.89

0.75
6 9 X X XXX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

5 10 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Figure 10.41. A tabulation of individual test results .3-12.
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The first six pictures of roll 5 (5-1 through 5-6 in fig. 10.38 and
10.39) are for high contrast and were taken by single direct exposures
of the infinite contrast target at the marked exposure times given.

The next six pictures of roll 5 (5-7 through 5-12 in fig. 10.39 and
10.40) were taken in reverse order of exposure time, and contained
the direct exposure as marked and a fogging exposure of the photo-
metric area, also of the exposure time marked. Hence, in this case

the total exposure given the emulsion was in the ratio of 2/1, if we
neglect the superposition of exposures. The recorded densities of

high light and low light show what happened, and again we note
from 5-10 to 5-12 no change in low light density in spite of a sup-
posedly shorter exposure time for the last picture.

Figure 10.41 shows a similar set of observations made with a single

direct exposure and two fogging exposures made for 3-12 at 1/lOOth
of a second. The observed densities are 0.89/0.75. Figure 10.42

reproduces another low-contrast picture of densities 0.62/0.47. The
patterns look well resolved in spite of the lowered contrast, but the

picture quality is far from pleasing.

Table 10.3 gives a summary of the test results on roll 5 and on
3-12, and represents therefore three contrast groups. In order to

make this tabulation the author arbitrarily assumed a criterion from
figures 10.38 through 10.41 that at least 6 out of 10 test patterns had
to be read correctly. The line so qualifying is then recorded in table

10.3 as the resolving-power equivalent. Thus, on 5-2 under Shapes

L5FTHCJVZ
VLCHrSTZ^
JTOSCFVHZL
HTCDZ^SVLF '

Z VLTJBC -

^ " ^.

Figure 10.42. Reproduction of a sample low-contrast target photograph.
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Table 10.3. Target resolving power corresponding to 60-percent score

Densities Shapes Figures Letters R.P. Number

0. 45/0. 06 13 20 >40 36 5-1

0. 53/0. 07 20 16 >40 3G 5-2

0. 51/0. OR 20 16 >40 36 5-3

0. 80/0. 07 Ifi 16 >40 32 5-4

1. 12/0. OS 20 16 >40 32 5-5

1.46/0. 33 16 20 >40 32 6-6

0. 74/0. 47 13 13 40 28 5-12
0. 76/0. 40 13 10 >40 28 5-11

0. 68/0. 44 13 13 >40 28 5-10
0. 92/0. 64 10 10 40 24 5-9

1. 17/1.00 8 8 32 22 5-8

1. 57/1. 42 13 8 32 25 5-7

0. 89/0. 75 8 6 32 20 3-12

the equivalent resolving power 20 is recorded. This means that the
three-line pattern at 20 lines/mm has a single line width equal to

0.025 mm and a height to each line of 0.125 mm. The corresponding
shapes all have a longest dimension of 0.125 mm on the test negative
and an average width of 0.025 mm. Under these conditions at least

6 out of 10 were recognized while at the same time the mean resolving
power in the two directions on the same test negative 5-2 was observed
to be 36 lines/mm. One would conclude that when the photograph
resolves 36 lines/mm, shapes measuring 0.125 by 0.025 mm can be
recognized with at least a 60-percent probability of correctness from
among 10 varying objects of similar nature if the contrast is high on
the photograph.
Table 10.3 indicates that on the whole the Shapes and Figures

correspond well for equal difficulty of recognition. The letters on the
other hand are so easily recognizable as to require a complete revision

of the target.

It was obvious to the author in reducing the test negatives that
there is a considerable variation in difficulty of recognition among
the various shapes and figures in the same rows. After a few thousand
readings have been made from test negatives taken with the best lens

available at different scales, one could make up a new target with the
shapes and figures on a line arranged for equal statistical difficulty,

and similarly for the letters. This new target would then serve

for testing inferior lenses and the criterion of a 60-percent score

would become much more meaningful and more sharply defined

between lines. As it stands, the diamond figure with its longest

diagonal tilted at 45 degrees was recognizable down into the smallest

lines of patterns. Likewise, among the shapes the so-called trtick

was recognizable, even when only a grain or two represented the

wheels. Practice of the observer is also a real factor. The author
became rapidly more skillful in interpreting the test negatives as he
worked. Figures 10.38 through 10.41 were observed after the author
had practiced for about an hour in a preliminary reading. The most
difficult patterns to distinguish were those having rounded comers
versus those with sharp corners, such as the shapes representing the
basic profiles of a boat versus a canoe. The decay in the image
quality caused by the lens-film combination does round off corners

and therefore interferes with recognition.
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Recognition Factors

Different types of objects have certain characteristics that lead to

their recognition, as distinct from resolving power and detectability.

Near the limit of the emulsion where the recognition factors become
suppressed, recognition begins to fail. An imperfect lens in general

will require a larger scale compared to the perfect lens before recogni-

tion can be achieved. Similarly, an increase in contrast of the image
will improve the chances for recognition, whether this increase in con-
trast arises from use of a better lens or from higher target contrast or

both. For example, the good lens may be able to show recognizability

for a truck in the shade of a tree. The bad lens will fail here, but
may nevertheless be able to provide recognizability for the truck at

exactly the same scale, if the truck is out in sunlight. The labora-

tory target discussed above contains recognition factors for each of the
shapes and figures involved.

Figure 10.43 shows these recognition factors in the case of standard
block letters. The particular choice of the factors in the second line

was made by the author, whereas other workers might adopt different

criteria. However, an attempt is made here to have an arc as short
as can be distinguished from a straight line segment, and to give only
a minimum number of factors. Every letter can be distinguished

clearly from every other letter in the scheme adopted.
The third line shows a message that appears entirely unfamiliar,

and seems to be only a hodge-podge of letters. The fourth line shows
a message that becomes legible upon close examination. The fifth

line reproduces the fourth with fewer recognition factors, but is still

recognizable once the fourth line has been read. Finally, the third

line is simply the fourth line reproduced backwards without spaces. A
trained interpreter could easily read the message in the third line.

The point is that training is necessary in deciphering various types of

objects, and the trained observer needs fewer recognition factors.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

» V" ' " V ** 'i '
' V- r ^ » - r • - % " - : • • • • : - ^ •

, .

•.,.f r # I

• ^ c

Figure 10.43. Recognition factors for letters of the alphabet.
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The last double line presents a statement familiar to most people.
These are ample clues for almost anyone to determine the meaning. A
trained observer could read this line with fewer than half the clues.

Context is so effective that clues required to decipher letters or words
can be suppressed in the entire message. Hence, if the message is

viewed as a unit, there will exist a minimum number of recognition
factors for the message, as distinct from the individual letter. That
is, each object or unit of information required will have this minimum
number of recognition factors in context with the surroundings.
A blur on a railroad track is lii^ely to be a locomotive or a car. The
same blur on a road is likely to be a truck. If on a runway, the same
blur is likely to be an airplane, etc.

The type of lens testing described above is to be applied toward
measuring the ability of the lens to produce recognition of standard
objects and forms. Once correlations have been established with
ordinary three-line patterns, the latter may continue to serve as a
quick measure of lens performance. In the final analysis it should be
possible to draw up a list of object types, and tabulate the scale versus
contrast any given lens must employ in order to assure recognizability.

A good lens should be able to provide such information at a smaller

scale than a poor lens. Hopefully, the correlations between resolving

power and contrast on the one hand, and the objective targets on the
other, will be so distinct as to render the laboratory study sufficient

for a broad range of applications in the field.

Discussion

Mr. D. p. Feder, National Bureau of Standards, Washington,
D. C: This question is addressed to Dr. Coleman. What about the

difficulty of calculating the interferometer patterns that I notice seem
to fit quite well to the observed pattern? How long a calculation

is this?

Dr. Coleman: That takes about 8 hours.

Mr. Feder: Is that for any degree?
Dr. Coleman: Yes. You would have to know the aberrations to

know the magnitude.
Dr. Baker: Is this with a test system?
Dr. Coleman: This is to calculate.

Dr. Baker: On a test instrument?
Dr. Coleman: Any system we considered.

Chairman: Are there other questions, please?

Dr. K. V. Pestrecov, Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Kochester,

N. Y.: This question is to Dr. Baker. You mentioned a beautiful

wide-angle lens that resolves 60 or 70 lines/mm. Why isn't it used for

aerial photography?
Dr. Baker: That is a spherically symmetrical lens with a curved

field that I developed for aerial photography in 1941. The system
has been used successfully. However, the curved field introduces

awkward problems and as a consequence the lens has been little used.

The first one was designed and built at the Harvard Observatory in

1941. Two more were built at Harvard during the war along with a

rectifying printer projection lens designed by Dr. Grey.
Dr. Pestrecov: Were the calculations on the photographic image

resulting from large color aberrations published?
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Dr. Baker : The work will be published. It is part of our activities

at Harvard Observatory right now.
Dr. Pestrecov: Is it contract work?
Dr. Baker: Yes, it is contract work. This portion of our work is

declassified, as most of it probably will be. It is of interest, I think.

Dr. Pestrecov: It is very interesting. Do ou hope to publish

it soon?
Dr. Baker: Well, I think so, as part of the proceedings of this

Symposium.
Prof. B. O'Brien, University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.:

I would like to ask Dr. van Heel if he has been successful in using
ordinary photographic materials for recording these interesting pat-

terns. Granted the color film is ideal but there are inconveniences
as has been emphasized ; can you not make rather successful measure-
ments from black and white photographs?
Dr. van Heel: I did not understand you.
Dr. Pestrecov: Can you not make rather successful measiu^ements

in black and white?
Dr. an Heel: I am sorry. I have not been clear. The whole

method depends on the fact that you can discern colors.

Dr. Pestrecov: Must this necessarily be true? For example, sup-
pose you admit two narrow wavelength bands. Can you not use these

as appropriately?

Dr. van Heel: Assume that you use two filters. The image of a

red line and of a green line are next to each other on the plate. If

the limit of resolution is infinitely small, you can get anything you
want, but in practice it is hardly feasible to obtain that precision in

black and white. I tried it with monochromatic light and with the
photographic plate. It is difficult to locate the right position. I

don't contend it is impossible, but why not use your ability to discrimi-

nate colors?

Dr. Pestrecov: I was thinking only of the practical difficulties of

the time—was it two weeks?—required for the return of the processed
films from Paris.

Mr. J. M. Naish, Optics Section, Instrument and Photographic
Dept., Royal Aircraft Establishment, Hants, England: Would Prof,

van Heel please say a little about the actual making of the grating?

How accurate is it necessary to maintain the spacing and thickness of

the wires?
Dr. van Heel : It should be perfect—a grating of that spacing would

be like this (illustrating). I ought to know all of these positions

within 2 microns, and it would be fine without recalibrating every
time, but I have not succeeded in making such a grating so I have
to calibrate for all positions and all the lines and to use my cali-

bration table.

Mr. Naish: And what is the ratio of line to space?
Dr. van Heel: It is unimportant. In any case you get colors.
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11. Geometrical and Interferential Aspects of the

Ronchi Test

By G. Toraldo di Francia ^

The Ronchi test, when performed with a low-frequency ruling, presents a
purely geometrical character; ray optics is then fully sufficient to explain the
appearance of the patterns. On the contrary, when a high-frequency grating is

employed, the result is undoubtedly a phenomenon of interference and must be
dealt with by means of wave optics. Still the interference patterns retain a close
resemblance to the geometrical ones. It is interesting to investigate the cause of
the resemblance and this is done very easily by means of the eikonal function.
As the frequency increases the transformation of the shadows of the grooves into
interference fringes is followed step by step. The theory is applied to the third-
order aberrations and in that case it is found that, apart from a displacement,
the interference pattern is identical to the geometrical one.

Introduction

One of the most sensitive tests for the quahty of the image of a
point is the Ronchi test. As is well known, this test consists in study-
ing the light wave transmitted by an optical system by means of a
diffraction grating. In spite of the fact that diffraction plays an im-
portant role in the observed phenomena, there can be no doubt that
the ultimate result is the production of an interference pattern. For
this reason it is customary to give the apparatus the name of "grating
interferometer". On the other hand there are many cases when the
test can be considered from a third point of view, that is, the merely
geometrical one.

Since the early days of the Ronchi test there has been much spec-
ulation regarding its theory and interpretation. In this connection
the question arose as to the simplest way of approaching the problem
of interconnecting the three different aspects we have just mentioned.
Many bulky calculations were carried out on this purpose, especially

by the researchers of the Istituto di Ottica at Arcetri.

In almost all previous researches on the subject the simplifying

assumption was made that the grating merely splits the impinging
wave into many identical waves, rotated through a given angle with
respect to one another. However this procedure did not bring about
an actual simplification ; on the contrary it led invariably to extremely
lengthy calculations.

The purpose of this paper is to show how much the problem is

simplified by a more rigorous approach that takes into account the

actual phenomenon of diffraction. It will become apparent that in

this way a better insight can be obtained of the passage from the

pure geometrical phenomenon to the interferential one.

' Istituto Nazionale dl Ottica, Arcetri, Firenze, Italy.
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Some Geometrical Relations

The shape of the wave under test will be determined by means of

the mixed eikonal function, or what amounts to the same, by means
of its wave aberration at infinity. In other words the wave will be
thought of as coming from infinity and its wave aberration will be
computed with respect to a spherical wave of infinite radius, whose
center we shall call Cr- Taking the axis of the wave as the x-axis,

any point on the wave front at infinity can be defined by means of

the two last direction cosines /3,7 of the corresponding ray. The wave
aberration w{0,y) will also be a function of these two cosines.

As is well known, from the theory of the eikonal function, if we call

y and z the coordinates of the point where a given ray meets the
plane through Cr perpendicular to the axis, we have

From these relations it follows easily that, if w has the form

w=|(/3^+y), (2)

the wave is spherical and is located at a distance x apart from the
center of the wave.
Astigmatism corresponds to the wave aberration

w-

If we assume the plane 7=0 to be the meridional plane, a is the dis-

tance from the radial focus to the tangential one and x is again the
distance of Cr from the middle focus.

Third-order coma for a centered system is given by

iv=^{0'+y')+c{^'+0y'), (4)

the plane 7=0 being taken as the meridional plane and Cr being at

a distance x from the paraxial focus.

Third-order spherical aberration is given by

W:=~{l3'+ y^+ s{0'-{-y^', (5)

where x has the same meaning as before.

Now let us take a thin rectilinear wire and put it in the path of the
hght wave. If the observer places his eye directly behind the wire,

he sees the shadow of the wire projected at infinity. The shape of
the shadow is an indication of the type of aberration that is present.

Now it is very easy to find an angular equation for this shadow.
Let us suppose that the wire is parallel to the y axis and is placed at

a distance Zo from the x axis. We take Cr to be the point of the x
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axis that has minimum distance from the wire. According to eq 1

the wire will meet with aU rays satisfying the equation

by (6)

This is the angular equation of the shadow. In practice, after writ-

ing eq 6 explicitly, one can replace /3 and y by two rectangular coordi-
nates Y and Z, respectively, and obtain the equation of the shadow as

projected on some very distant screen. This is only an approximation,
but a very good one, meeting all the requirements of practical appli-

cation. Accordingh" we shall rewrite eq 6 in the form

dw(r,z)

dZ
-Zq. (7)

In this way one obtains for a spherical wave from eq 2

xZ- (8)

which is a straight line parallel to the y axis. This is represented in

figure 11.1a, where the circle represents the exit pupil of the instru-

ment.
In the case of astigmatism we assume that the meridional plane of

the wave is rotated through an angle ^ with respect to the y axis, that

is, with respect to the wire. Thus we replace )3 with ^ cos (p—y sin ip

and 7 with j8 sin <p-\-y cos <p. With this substitution the wave aber-

ration (3) takes the form

w-
\ o+— cos 2
.2 ' 4 ^) &y cos

2<p+(^-l
cos 2^) 7

Figure 11.1. The shadow of a thin straight wire.

a. Perfect spherical wave: b, astigmatism; c, coma (wire parallel to the meridional plane); d, coma (wire

perpendicular to the meridional plane); e, spherical aberration.
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By applying eq 7 we easily arrive at

y_ 2x— acos2^ ^ 2zo '

a sin 2(p a sin 2<p

This equation represents a straight line. When x is made to vary,

the line turns around a fixed point P of the Y axis (fig. 11.1, b).

Let us consider the case of coma. By applying (7) to (4) one
easily gets

Z{2cY+x)=Zo- (10)

The shadow has, therefore, the shape of an equilateral hyperbola,

with the asymptotes parallel to the Y and Z axes, respectively (fig.

11.1, c). The center of the hyperbola is located on the Y axis (that is

on the meridional plane) at a distance —x/2c from the axis. It is

interesting also to consider the case where the wire is perpendicular

to the meridional plane, instead of being parallel to it. One has only

to write (4) in the transposed form

w=|a;(^^+ 7^+ c(T^+ T/3^, (11)

where the roles of jS and y have been interchanged, and to apply the

eq 7. Thus, one obtains

xZ+3cZ'+cY'=Zo. (12)

as the equation of the shadow. This is an ellipse, with its axes
parallel to the Y, Z axes (fig. 11.1, d.) The center of the ellipse is

located on the Z axis at a distance —x/Qc from the axis of the wave.
Finally in the case of spherical aberration, we use eq 5 to obtain the

equation

Z[x+As{Y'+Z')]=Zo. (13)

This represents a cubic, very well known in optics (fig. 11.1, e).

The Grating Interferometer

Let us now consider the grating interferometer. If the spacing of

the ruling is large, we can apply ray optics, considering the pattern as

consisting of the shadows of the grooves. It would then be very easy
to discuss the patterns, by means of the results of the preceding
section. However, we will take another way of approach that will

prove much more instructive.

According to Huygens principle, each point of the wave front at

infinity sends out a spherical wave, which arrives at the center of the
reference sphere as a plane wave. The phase of this plane wave can
be computed by means of the wave aberration at infinity and is

evidently —2irw/\.
Thus, we arrive at the decomposition of the impinging wave into a

bundle of plane waves, each having its own orientation and phase.

Each one of these plane waves, when incident upon the grating is
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split into a set of diffracted plane waves. We assume the grating to

be perpendicular to the x axis and the grooves to be parallel to the

y axis.

According to the laws of diffraction by a grating, a diffracted wave
of the A:'th order will have the direction cosines /3, 7 if the original

wave had the direction cosines /3', 7', given by

p being the period of the grating. In the same direction we find the
diffracted wave of k"th. order, corresponding to an incident wave
whose direction cosines are

V

According to what we have stated above, the phases of these two
waves will be, respectively,

There will be positive or negative interference, accordingly, as the
difference of the phases is a multiple of 2x or an odd multiple of tt.

Therefore, the angular equation of the nth bright fringe at infinity

will be

If only the two waves considered were present, an observer, placing
his eye directly behind the grating, would see an interference pattern
whose nth bright fringe on an infinitely distant screen would have the
equation

w(Y,Z-k"~^-w(^Y,Z-k'^=n\- (14)

This is the fundamental functional equation of the grating inter-

ferometer.

The Passage from Geometrical Optics to Wave Optics

Let us now assume that the spacing p is very large with respect to

the wave length. In this case k'\/p and k"\/p are very small and
we can expand the functions w of eq 14 in Taylor series, retaining
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only the first derivatives. Thus we obtain

dw np

For two consecutive waves k'—k"= 1, and we get

-^=np. (15)

A comparison with eq 7 shows that the nth bright fringe has the same
equation as the projection of the 7?,th transparent groove of the grat-

ing; the dark fringes are therefore coincident with the shadows of

the opaque groove of the grating.

This result is valid for the interference of two consecutive waves.
But we can easily extend it so as to take into account all the waves
diffracted by the grating. Indeed, we can divide the entire set

of diffracted waves into pairs of consecutive waves, each pair

forming its dark fringes on the geometric shadows of the opaque
grooves. By superimposing the interference patterns of all these

pairs we get evidently as a net result the shadows of the grooves.

In this manner, although we started from wave optics, we have
accounted for a purely geometric phenomenon. We can therefore

utilize the results of our discussion of the shadow of a wire. The
patterns of figures 11.1 now become, respectively, the patterns of

figure 11.2.

Let now the spacing p become smaller, so that a better approxima-
tion is needed. In the Taylor expansion of the functions w of eq 14

d) e)

Figure 11.2. Interference patterns with a low-frequency grating.

a, Perfect spherical wave; b, astigmatism; c, coma (meridional plane parallel to the lines of the grating);
d, coma (meridional plane perpendicular to the lines of the grating)

;
e, spherical aberration.
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one must retain also the second derivatives. Assuming for the sake
of simpUcity k'—k" = l, one obtains

Let us put

2— ^5Z^=^^- (16)

(17)

We see at once that in the present approximation eq 16 can be written

where the left side is dw/dZ computed at the point Y,Z—8. It is

easy to interpret eq 18 if we notice that 5 is the arithmetic mean of the
angles of diffraction k'\/p and k"\/p of the two waves k' and k",
respectively. A comparison of eq 18 with eq 15 shows that the entire

pattern has been shifted by the amount 8 along the Z axis with respect

to the preceding approximation. This happens because the scatter-

ing of the different waves with respect to the central wave has now
become apparent and the field of interference of the waves k^

J
k'^ is

centered around the point Y=0, Z=h. The situation is illustrated

in figures 11.3a, 11.3b, 11.3c, 11.3d, and 11. 3e, each case correspond-
ing to that designated with the same letter in figures 11.1 and 11.2.

Apart from the shift, the patterns are still identical to those of the
shadows of the grooves. Of course, they are repeated many times;

once for each possible pair of waves. If the successive interference

fields partially overlap, the result is a very complicated phenomenon
of multiple interference. However, in figure 11.3 we have repre-

sented the case where p is already sufficiently small for being out of

this intermediate stage of confusion.

Finally we pass to a third approximation. First we shift the origin

to the point Y=Q, Z=b; owing to the definition (17) of 5, eq 14 is

replaced by

w (y,Z+^-^ I)-^ (^r,Z-^^ ^)=uX. (19)

We put k'—k" = l, and

Then we expand the functions w of eq 19 in a Taylor series, up to the

third derivatives inclusive. We find thus

The new feature with respect to eq 15 is represented by the term con-
taining cfw/bZ^. This term has no influence when only such aberra-

tions are present as are described by eq 2, 3, and 4, where no power
of 7 higher than the second appears. In the casd of eq 11, the term
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C7' would only bring a constant in the left side of eq 21 ; this would
amount to the same as changing n, i. e., the order of each fringe,

and would by no means alter the structure of the pattern.
We conclude that, apart from the lateral shift, the interference

patterns of the third-order aberrations up to coma are identical to

the corresponding shadow of the grating, repeated as many times as
there are pairs of consecutive waves. This result evidently holds
good in any further approximation, depending on higher derivatives
of w.
As regards spherical aberration, insertion of (5) into (21) brings to

Z[x+ ^se'+ 4siY'+Z')] = np. (22)

A comparison with eq 13 shows that the difference is represented by
the constant term 4se^ in the square brackets. This term has the
same effect as a change of origin for x. It follows that in the present
approximation we have exactly the same patterns as in the preceding
ones; but they occur at different locations of the grating along the
axis of the wave. This result holds in any higher approximation.

Conclusion

We have thus given all the elements that are needed for a discussion

of the Ronchi test as applied to third-order aberrations. We have
purposely not dwelled on the many rules that can be given for the
quantitative evaluation of actual aberrations by means of the inter-

ference patterns. These rules are very easy to derive once the basic

equations given in the present paper are known and their meaning
is understood.
We have shown that both the geometric and the interferential ver-

sions of the Ronchi test give rise to the same type of patterns; but
this does not mean that they are equivalent. Of course the inter-

ferential one is much more sensitive and must be applied in all the

cases where a high degree of accuracy is required. One must not
be deterred from making use of it by the fear of all the fine adjustments
that are inherent in every interferential test. Indeed, the grating

represents the only interferometer that need not be adjusted; it could
be termed a self-adjusted interferometer.
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12. A Combined Test Procedure for Camera Lenses,

and Photoelectric Examination of Intensity

Distribution in Line Images

By Erik Ingelstam and Per J. Lindberg ^

Lens Tester

The first part of this paper deals with a simple and convenient instru-

ment for testing lenses, which we believe to be novel. By means of

this instrument it is possible to determine the tangential and radial

resolving power (estimated from a photographic negative), the cor-

responding image surfaces, and the distortion, by a method that is

rapid and inexpensive. For a more complete description reference

should be made to an earlier report from our laboratory [1].^

Apparatus

This instrument is shown in figures 12.1 and 12.2. The characteris-

tic feature is a collimator provided with a "tilted test plate" making
an angle of 60° with the focal plane and shaped as shown in figure 12.2.

Its function is evident from the figure. An advantage of the method is

that the test is made with the lens mounted in the camera to which
it is fitted, with its own film holder and in conjunction with a filter if

desired. The test can be made at different field angles, |3, from the
axis and on the resulting negative one can read the point of greatest
sharpness. This point is related to the distance from the emulsion to

the position of greatest sharpness by the quadratic equation shown in

figure 12.1. The patterns of line groups on the plate shown in figure

12.2 have been distorted to produce the known square contour of the

Foucault groups on the test negative as shown in figure 12.3. The
determination of the x positions is very rapid, and in the legend com-
ments are made concerning the presence in this case of one region of

best resolution and one of best contrast as discussed by Kingslake in

this symposium.
This type of test plate has been of good use for different purposes.

The requirements of the Royal Swedish Air Force brought about the

construction of most of the apparatus reported here, and it has been
used for most of the qualification tests of new lens designs as well as

for a routine collimator to be used in the over-all program of the Swed-
ish Air Force for controlling and adjusting the cameras for air recon-
naissance. The authors are indebted to O. Hagsten, Chief of the

Photographic Department of the Royal Swedish Airboard and his

staff, for excellent collaboration and advice concerning the many
practical problems in aerial photography.

Optics Laboratory, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm 70. Sweden.
2 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the on p. 182.
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Figure 12.1. Arrangement with the "tilted test plate" in the collimator.

Figure 12.2. Shape of the "tilted test plate," the consecutive line groups being in

the scale ratio of 2'-^.

HI « '*> *

— =—111 =

Figure 12.3. An enlarged record of a tilted test plate with interrupted line groups.

The smallest groups are best resolved at iS, which coordinate indicates the intersection between the test-

plate image and the camera plate, so the focusing defect is the distance between iS and j=0.
At the point 12 out of focus there arise line groups with reduced number of lines, which is sometimes a form

represented in the record. At 13 large groups are imaged without halation, and at first one would say that

the best sharpness is situated there, but iS indicates the best "micro-sharpness."
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Another application of the tilted test plate is the testing of the
optics of fluorographic cameras, which is reported elsewhere [2].

In order to obtain the distortion of a camera simultaneously with
the test of its resolving power, we have made use of a support, of

which the main features are shown in figure 12.4. Not having the
several fixed collimators used in the larger laboratories, we turn the
camera support around an axis, the angles being read with the pre-
cision of a few seconds of arc. Besides the plate (fig. 12.2), the colli-

mator is provided with indices in the focal plane designed to photo-
graph well with different resolutions. In the series of records taken
as the camera is turned to equally spaced fixed angular positions, the
positions of these indices can be exactly measured in the comparator.
In order to avoid reading the micrometers on the precision scale every
time, the support has fixed angular positions, maintained by the ball

and spring positioner shown in detail in figure 12.5. It has been
proven that the positions determmed by a ball-bearing ball position-

ing into conical holes are, because of freedom from hysteresis, repro-

ducible within less than 1 micron. Therefore, in certain cases, when
it is not necessary to know the absolute, value of the distortions, but

Figure 12.4. Side and upper view of rotatable camera support.

1, Camera-lens system; 2, collimator lens; 3, film or plate holder; 4, rotatable camera support; 5, goniom-
eter precision scale; 6, ball and spring positioner; 7, ball bearing of the rotatable support; 8, V-shaped path
for the ball bearing; 9, optical prism bench; 10, box-like base.

Figure 12.5. Ball and spring positioner.
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only relative displacements across the image field, these positions

form the necessary fixed points. This is the case when lateral chro-
matic aberration is examined; parallel adjacent rows of records are

taken with six different interference filters inserted between the test

plate and the light illuminating the collimator, the successive rows
being displaced by slightly tilting the collimator. A cross-table

measurement of the indices obtained rn this way is sufficient to eval-

uate this type of aberration. The corresponding axial chromatic
aberrations in the radial and tangential directions are, of course, at

the same time determined from the records of the tilted test plate.

It should be clear that all photographically achievable information
about a camera can be recorded on one single photographic plate by
means of this procedure. The values of the resolving powers ob-
tained are relative ones photographically recorded and visually esti-

mated. Because of this lack of information the instrument described

in the second part of this paper was constructed.

Image Scanner

In our laboratory we have found it valuable also to construct equip-

ment for measuring intensities in optical images, and accordingly, a
photoelectric scanning device has been constructed. The arrange-
ment is suitable for measuring across a line, as the light passes through
a linear slit to the phototube. The sensitivity is sufficiently great to

permit the use of a pinhole aperture, e. g., of a few tenths of a micron
in diameter if this should be necessary, but the "indefinitely long"
linear slit is appropriate for most purposes. Of former constructions

of this class the interesting method of Jones and Wolfe [3] may be
mentioned. The intensity distribution perpendicular to the slit was
obtained by photographing through a gray wedge, thus obtaining
logarithmic curves that gave much information about image intensity

distribution in a lens system. Further, Herriott [4] has devised a
registration device utilizing a photocell, its current being coupled to

the 2/-coordinate of an oscillograph whose x-axis was synchronized
with the movement of the entrance slit across the image, the move-
ment being maintained by the electromagnetic system of a loud-
speaker. In this way the oscillograph directly shows the intensity

curve. Surely, other laboratories in optics must also have devised
similar equipment utilizing photoelectric measurements of aerial

images.
The main characteristics aimed at in our construction are : (1)

Wide range of sensitivity with true response (10^), which makes it

necessary to have the power supply for the photomultiplier tube, the
amplifier contained in the system, and the recorder, all well and pre-

cisely constructed and quickly adjustable by switches to different

ranges of sensitivity; (2) freedom from extraneous light in the system
itself, a feature that is absolutely necessary in order to cover the large

range to which reference has been made (achievable only by avoiding
the use of any type of subsequent magnifying system after the image,
such as a microscope)

; (3) very narrow entrance slits, as we still want
a true shape of the intensity function perpendicular to the slit.

Photocell carnage. The photomultiplier tube is an RCA 931-A,
its mounting with base above being shown in figure 12.6. The adjust-

ment of the device before inserting the phototube is obtained by the
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FiGtiHE 12.6. Photoelectrical unit.

A, Tube housins; B, screw for slit adjustment; C, tube for insertion of adjusting microscope; D, microme -

ter screw for axial slide displacement; E, micrometer screw for transversal slide displacement; F, gear box for
E screw; G, synchronous motor; H, glass under test.

microscope inserted into a tube at the rear. The upper part of the
carriage is adjustable in all directions; if the slit is to traverse a plane
which is obliquely cut by the light rays, the tube housing can be
turned before clamping. A micrometer serves for the displacement
in the axial direction. A precision advance laterally is obtained
by a micrometer screw pushing a slide. The synchronous motor is

coupled to the gear box giving to the slide a variety of speeds easily

changed during the recording. The most commonly used speeds are

25, 5, 1, and 0.2 microns per second. Of course, everything must be
very substantially built in order not to be disturbed by occasional
vibrations in the building during the recording.

Production of the slit. The slits are formed by shadowed metal evap-
oration onto glass plates. Before evaporating the aluminum the in-

tended slit area is covered by a quartz thread drawn as described in

Strong's Handbook [5], and fixed in position by tapes. A selection

of such slit plates from 1-micron slit width up to about 10 microns for

use as will be reported later was prepared. Made by this method they
are precisely uniform, the measurement of their widths being deter-

mined by viewing the positions of their Fraunhofer diffraction minimas.
One eye looks at a slit illuminated with monochromatic light, the other
eye observes where the diffraction minima fall on a metric scale. In
this way the uniformity of a slit is rigorously controlled, and a precise

measure of its width is achieved. The slit side of the glass plate is

always turned toward the incident light. Between the slit plate and
the photomultiplier tube a diffiusing screen is mounted to equalize

the intensity over the photosensitive area thus securing a constant

Electric equipment. The potential applied to the multiplier tube is

supplied by a rectifier and stabilizing unit shown in figure 12.7 as P.

It gives variable dynode voltages, of 50, 70, and 100 volts. The photo-
multiplier current is amplified by a balanced d-c amplifier. A, with
decade input resistances, making it possible to vary the sensitivity in

decades by means of simple switching. The output of the A unit

leads to the Speedomax recorder, ordinarily adjusted, however, for a
balancing time of 1.5 seconds.
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Figure 12.7. Electric equipment.

P, Power supply; S, switch; A, amplifier; R, recorder.

Records of test line figures, etc. We need not go in any detail into

the troublesome questions related to resolving power in this sympo-
sium. It should be sufficient to point out that most of the practical

men dealing with and buying photographic lenses still have nothing
more than a specification that the resolving power is e. g., 38 lines/mm
at the image center, though we know that such a specification is so

incomplete as to have little value because it is based on a subjective
estimation of the limit of visual recognition of structure by means of

magnification on a photographic film, possibly also with unknown
graininess. In view of the large amount of basic research by Selwyn,
Arnulf, Coleman, and others we feel that there is now a great need to

base measurements upon real physical quantities and to separate a
physical resolving power which only deals with the intensity distribu-

tion in the aerial image.
Even in this idealized case of an infinitely narrow long object slit

the specifications are, as well known, not unambiguously defined.

In spectroscopy the conventional measure of resolving power is, in

spite of criticism, the well-known Rayleigh criterion. The applica-

tion of this criterion in spectroscopy generally requires that the natural
line width be substantially infinitely small. Therefore, very narrow
spectrum lines and appropriate slit widths are used. The criterion

corresponds to a drop in the intensity curve between the two maxima
of 19 percent, this figure being partially conventional. As is well

known, the eye easily resolves closer line objects, which often leads to

confusion. The Sparrow criterion [6] which demands that between
two or more lines, no drop shall be present in the intensity curve, or

the slope shall be zero at one intermediate point, thus defines a limit

of resolving power less severe. The criterion has also some further

advantage.
When one tries to define physical resolving power for line images

for photographic and similar optical apparatus, it seems to be proper
to consider the infinitely narrow line. From this ideal object, by
integration, one can derive the common test figures with a rectangular
intensity shape, as the Foucault targets, and also the desirable Selwyn
test objects with a sinuoidal intensity function. This is possible by
means of known mathematical procedures [7, 8]. The criterions

mentioned, however, relate to the shape of the curves at the top, or

to the slope, and they are insensitive to the presence of stray fight.
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The stray light is taken into account in Selwyn's tests but only when
the tests are performed in such a manner that the whole area or a

known area of the light field is occupied by the test figures, which in

practice is often neglected. The test figures with rectangular shape
and decreased contrast now often in use are no doubt valuable for

routine practice, but there is a link missing between what they give

and the problem of the influence of stray light on a physically ideal

image.
If one can obtain a well-defined physical conception of the resolving

power, and by means of recording devices such as the one reported
here analyze experimentally the true intensity shape of lines, it would
be possible to relate this physical recolving power to visual resolving
powers and the photographic resolving power under the various cir-

cumstances as investigated by Arnulf, Selwyn, and others. In the
general case it demands recalculations which may possibly be incon-
venient, but there is still a large interest in exactly knowing the in-

tensity distribution in one-dimensional optical images. In designing
and constructing this highly precise image scanner, the chief purpose
has been to provide a means for making objective physical measure-
ments of resolving power and contrast. The experimental results

here presented illustrate its suitability for this purpose.

Special Records

Experimental results. Several series of records have been made with
test plates of the ordinary rectangular shape in our device. Figure
12.8 shows records taken with lines in groups of three in geometric
progression. They were taken with commercial photographic ob-
jectives. Without any large uncertainty, the resolving power accord-
ing to the Sparrow criterion can be determined from the first group
where the undulations at the top disappear. It must, however, be
understood that one deals here with broad lines, their widths being
equal to the space between them, and not with an ideally narrow line.

Figure 12.8. Records of three-line Foucault groups.
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Accordingly, a recalculation of the ideal narrow line is necessary;
such integration procedures being possible by means of mechanical or
optical devices. Collimators with different focal lengths were used,
the objects being placed in their focal planes. When the focal length
of the objective to be tested was short, the object was placed about 15
meters distant without a collimator. In these records white light was
used.

A better solution for the study of a physically ideal line is achieved
by examining a single line imaged by the lens under test. A special

purpose in taking up this research is the examination of the influence

of poor polish of glass surfaces on the intensity distribution.

When examining the image intensity distribution in the outer part
of the line image where the intensity has dropped to 10 or 10 ~®

complete freedom from scattered light and other disturbances must be
achieved. For example, in the plate forming the entrance slit of the
photocell there may be some very small pinholes in the evaporated
layer that permit the passage of stray light. In order to be free from
this, an additional opaque screen is placed between the slit and the
source with a slit approximately 20 microns wider than the definitive

slit.

The apparatus is arranged for this purpose as shown in figure 12.9.

The object slit consists of a uniformly broad straight slit. It is

illuminated by a monochromator of special type. This monochrom-
ator consists of a plane grating and a lens, this device imaging a
monochromatic part of the light from a ribbon-filament lamp onto the
slit. This arrangement provides many times the illumination that is

provided by interference filters, which have also been used. The lens

whose intensity distribution was primarily studied was a plano-
convex lens of F= 1,000 mm and a diameter of 45 mm, the edges being
shielded to prevent reflection of any noticeable amount of light.

The special investigation taken up is the influence on the intensity

distribution of different polishes on a glass surface situated near the

focal plane. For this purpose two nearly equal thick piano-parallel

plates, one of smooth, one of rough polish, were subsequently placed
as shown in figure 12.9. Because of the short distance between
surface and focal plane, only about one-hundredth of the focal length,

a bad polish causes mainly stray light; when the distance is larger, the

Figure 12.9. Apparatus outline.
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central part of the image will be affected causing loss of resolving

power. The additional spherical aberration caused by the plate, as

well as the original spherical aberration, is of minor importance for the

total shape of the curve and can be calculated with sufficient precision.

The area where the rays traverse the glass plates is precisely determined
by records on photographic paper to permit their examination with
multiple beam interferometry

;
they were in advance selected by

examination in a Michelson interferometer and had sensibly perfect

planeness and homogeneity.

0 50 100 150 200 250

DISTANCE FROM IMAGE CENTRE IN MICRONS

FiGUHE 12.10. Intensity distribution.

Solid curve, fine-polished glass; dotted curve, rougli-polished glass.
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Figure 12.10 gives two typical curves for the central part of the
image transformed to a logarithmic scale of intensity. The x-co-

ordinate is linear. An interesting feature is the true record of the
outer parts of the image, the undulations up to about the 20th being
clearly recorded. A test of the correct performance of the carriage
micrometer drive is afforded by the coincidences of the fringes. In
figure 12.11 the central image is represented, down to about 10"^-^

of the maximum intensity. The different curves are displaced
laterally in this diagram for different positions along the axis. There
are different parallel sections of the ray about the plane of the best
focus. Figure 12.12 shows an original record for illustrative purposes.
The sensitivity range has been changed three times, namely, in the
ratios of 10, 10, and 19, the exact values of these ratios having been
determined separately. The fluctuations of the last record is due to

electronic noises and thus limit the accuracy.
In order to pass over to still larger angles, the intensity was in-

creased about 100 times by widening the slits. This affords less

detail and accuracy in the central part, which is of no great importance
as this second record covers a region extending some hundreds of

microns beyond the first record. These recordings have been extended
to approximately 4 mm from the center, thus covering scattering

angles up to about 20 degrees.

In figure 12.13 the corresponding curves for the best focal position

in the two cases, with high-polished glass and with rough-polished
glass are traced, logarithmically in the x-direction. The curves without
glass are, within the accuracy, close to those for the highly polished

glass. A comparison shows that the centers are somewhat changed in

the sense that the rough-polished glass gives a lower intensity. The
outer regions are still more different, the light spread resulting from
the fine structure of the wavefront due to the undulated profile curve
is quite evident and well measurable within desired accuracy.

Quantitative relations between the amount of stray light and the
shape of the wavefront as studied by means of the multiple-interference

or phase contrast ma}^, we hope, be established when more data are

gathered and treated in detail. The interest of such an investigation

seems to be indicated b_v, on one side, the possibility nowadays,
thanks to phase contrast and other methods, to examine precisely
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Figure 12.12. Original record.
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Figure 12.13. Intensity distribution far from the center.

Solid curve, fine-polished glass; dotted curve, rough-polished glass.

such fine structure of wavefronts, and, on the other side, the troubles

in some instruments due to scattered hght for the reason mentioned.
Illustrative examples to be studied are the front lenses of micro-
scopes, and spectroscopic instruments, where this type of stray light

is often known as foot light. A recent investigation with phase con-
trast on such types of irregularities in the wavefront [9] should be
supplemented by recordings of the intensity distribution as per-

formed here.

The experimental procedure used here is a means for studying the

real performance of a lens system comparing the intensity with that
predicted from theoretical calculations. The curves shown here
have not yet been analyzed in this way, but the slope of the curves,

figure 12. is, seems to agree with the corresponding functions in this

region {W, more than one hundred diffraction units) remote from the

line center.

Note added in proof (Oct. 1963): A subsequent development of

this scanner is reported in P. Lindberg, Measurements of Contrast
Transmission Characteristics in Optical Image Formation, Optica
Acta (in press).

518-743 0 - 73 - 26
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13. Measurements of Energy Distribution in Optical

Images

By R. E. Hopkins/ Howard Kerr/ Thomas Lauroesch/'^ and Vance
Carpenter ^-^

Introduction

The Photographic Branch of the Signal Corps is constantly faced

with the problem of how to write specifications for lenses to be used
in their various applications. They were well aware of the short-

comings of the standard methods of specifying a lens' performance,
and requested that our laboratory study the problem and recommend
testing and specification procedures. In contrast to the Air Force
they were primarily interested in lenses of moderate focal length
ranging from 1 to 20 inches.

The first part of this study included an investigation of the literature

on the subject. One point that seemed to crystallize out of the study
was that most of the work had been done by users of equipment.
The tests performed were usually designed to measure the final per-

formance of the lens, and most of the interest was centered around
the validity of the testing procedures.
During and after the second war several workers began describing

methods for testing the lens itself [1,2,3].* Jones and WoM [4]

described a method for determining the distribution of energy in an
image with a photographic process. Herriott [1] described a photo-
electric method for measuring the intensity contour of a line image.

Hansen [5] performed an important basic experiment. He studied

an Elmar 8-cm focal-length lens at several apertures by photographing
a periodic grating and a transparency of a building. He found that

the lens resolved the best when used at the full aperture of f/3.5. On
the other hand, observers when asked to pick the sharpest picture of a

building selected pictures taken at f/6.3. The spherical aberration of

the lens was measured on an interferometer, and showed that the

minimum diameter of the blur circle at f/6.3 was less than for f/4.5.

Prior to reading this article Dr. Robert Wolfe at Eastman Kodak
suggested to us during a conference a similar approach to the problem
of image evaluation.

S. Huber [6] wrote a paper in 1943 that described a logical approach.
He designed and constructed a lens with known spherical aberration,

and calculated the distribution of light in the image. He then took
photographs of a test chart and correlated the results. He found that

the resolving power could be related to the diameter of the central

core of the image that contained 25 percent of the total light.

1 Institute of Optics, University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.
2 Now located with Eastman Kodak Co.
3 Now located with American Optical Co.
* Figures in brackets indicate the literature references on p. 198.
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It was clear from the trend of papers that more information on the
image energy distribution of lenses was needed. It was also evident
that purely physical measurements on the image would not be
sufficient. A physical measurement would answer many of the
problems of resolution and contrast but, in order to set up tolerances

on energy concentration, experiments like Ruber's and Hansen's
would be needed.
With this background it was decided that the problem would be

studied as follows. (1) A purely physical method for measuring the
characteristics of the lens would be developed; (2) studies similar to

Huber's and Hansen's would be made to relate image characteristics

with performance on film.

Another point that came out of the literature was that many of the
papers on the subject dealt with the problem of how to treat unsym-
metrical off-axis images. If one accepts the concept that the object
is made up of a series of points and that it is the function of the lens to

form a faithful image of the point, the problem then is to measure how
well the lens does form a point image and no particular weight should
be given to structure of the image in anything but a radial direction.

Therefore, it was decided to measure only the radial energy distri-

bution. This approach is probably valid only if the objects being
photographed have random orientation of all edges. It is obvious
that if one intends to photograph railroad ties or picket fences then
radial and azimuthal distribution should be known.

Methods for Measuring Energy Distribution

Interferometer

The first approach was to use the interferometer. The instrument
and testing procedures have been adequately described in the litera-

ture [7, 8]. In general, the interferometer has been rejected as a
testing instrument on two counts, which are believed to be not entirely

justified.

Several authors have described detailed methods for analyzing an
interferogram to determine the coefficients of the various Seidel

third-order and high-order coefficients. These methods are difficult

and time consuming. However, if one merely uses the interferogram
to determine the radial energy distribution the interpretation is

simple and straightforward. For example, figure 13.1 shows the

interferometer pattern of an f/2 photographic lens. The radial energy
distribution of energy can be determined by marking off equal slope

contours. Measuring the areas included within the contour lines

and dividing them by the total area gives a radial energy distribution

plot. This can be done accurately if necessary, but for many pur-

poses merely a rough estimate of area is sufficient. For example,
figure 13.1 shows at a glance that there is considerable vignetting at
20° off-axis and that only about 30 percent of the energy is well

concentrated into a spot.^

The other complaint about the interferometer is that it is too

sensitive. This is not justified if one attempts to gather no more
information than other less sensitive devices like a lens bench test.

The interferometer is sensitive because it is capable of giving detailed

5 Coleman [8] made the valuable suggestion of using the area of the largest inscribed circle free from fringes

as a measure of quality.
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FiGURK 13.1. Interferograin of F12-50-vim focal-length photographic lens.

Wave length 5461 A.

information much of which is not needed for analyzing a photo-
graphic lens.

The interferometer is the perfect instrument from a lens designer's

viewpoint. It dissects the image for him. It gives him a quantitative
picture of the wave front. It gives him a feel for the design.

It does have the following disadvantages: (1) It does not indicate

directly the effect of diffraction; (2) the interferogram does not show
the effects of scattered light.

Further studies relating interferograms and the diffraction effects

are needed in order to make the interferometer more useful.

Several measurements of energy distribution were made on lenses

with the interferometer. Reasonably good agreement was obtained
between this method and a photoelectric method to be described.

However, the measurements on the interferometer and the photo-
electric device were made on separate pieces of equipment and it was
not possible to be sure of the focus accurately enough to establish

whether the differences were real or due to diffraction.

Photoelectric Method

There are several methods described in the literature for measuring
the performance of a lens photoelectrically [1, 2]. Most of the

methods described use a slit source and the image formed by the lens

is scanned across the narrow dimension. If one accepts the concept
that the radial energy distribution is a measure of the performance
of the lens, then the image of a point source may be photometered
by allowing the light to pass through successively larger circular

apertures.

The experimental arrangement to be described measures the radial

energy distribution. A schematic arrangement of parts is shown in
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Figure 13.2. Schematic arrangement for photoelectric testing of photographic lenses.
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Figure 13.3. Method of plotting energij distribution

Lens name, Sonnar 50 mm; focal number, F/2; focal setting, best visual; filter, Wratten 58. X — ,
0°;

•
,
15°.

figure 13.2. The lens to be tested is set up to form an image of a
point source, imaged at infinity by a collimator. The image is then
reimaged with a microscope objective onto an aperture slide. The
aperture slide contains a series of small apertures that may be slid

into the image plane. The light that passes through the aperture is

received by a photomultiplier. A measurement of the energy distri-

bution is made by sliding in the smallest aperture. The current
through the photomultiplier is recorded. Larger and larger aper-

tures are then slid into place until there is no further increase in

photomultiplier current. The percentage of flux for any particular

aperture is then obtained by dividing the current for each aperture
by the current for the largest aperture. The data obtained for a
lens is then plotted as shown in figure 13.3. The interpretation of

this plot for the 0° image is as follows: 30 percent of the total energy
in the image of a point source is contained within 10 microns; 80
percent is confined to 60 microns. Note that these curves are not
intensity-distribution curves. In order to find the intensity at any
radius it is necessary to differentiate the curve.

Experimental Details

1. The photomultiplier used was an RCA 931A. This tube is

definitely red insensitive, but no attempt was mads to balance the
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photomultiplier with photographic response. Most of the measure-
ments reported in this paper were made using filtered hght. The
hght source was a 50-cp automobile-headhght bulb.

2. The photomultiplier was battery operated and was followed by
a low-noise a-c amplifier. The final signal was measured with a
Ballantine volt-meter. The light was chopped at 900 c/sec.

3. Special Bausch and Lomb ® coated microscope objectives were
used to view the image. These objectives were painted dull black
and special care was taken in blackening the mount and spacing rings

in order to eliminate scattered light.

4. Ground glass was used between the apertures and the photo-
multiplier.

5. The size of the holes and their apparent sizes when in use by the
microscope objectives is shown in table 13.1.

6. The reflex viewer was used to provide a view of the image being
photometered.

Table 13.1. Size of holes in aperture plate versus size appearing in focal plane of
lens being tested

Apparent size with

Size of hole G")

100 200 400 800 1600 2000 4000

16-mm objective
8-mm objective -W-

7.8
3.9

15.5
7.8

31.0
15.5

62
31.0

124
62

155

78

310
155

Test on Reliability of Equipment

The linearity of the amplifier was checked electrically b}'' putting
in a calibrated electrical signal from a Jackson signal generator. The
overall equipment was checked as a photometer in the following
manner. A well corrected telescope objective was used as a test lens.

The largest size aperture was then put in place. A green Wratten
No. 58 filter was inserted in front of the point source. Neutral filters

were then also inserted in front of the point source and their trans-

missions were measured with the equipment. The filters were cali-

brated previously using a Bausch and Lomb Martens photometer.
The results are shown in table 13.2. The errors included in the table

are the average deviation from the mean of four readings. The

Table 13.2. Transmission measurement made with photoelectric equipment and
compared with measurements made on a Martens polarizing photometer

Martens
polarizing
photometer

Photoelectric
photometer

% /O

78. 2 ± 2 73. 9 ± 0.

7

62 ± 1 62. 9 ± 0.

4

46 ± 1 44. 7 ± 1

36. 6 =t 0. 7 38. 6 ± 1

28. 9 ± 0. 6 28. 3 ± 0.

1

25. 3 ± 0. 5 26. 0 ± 0.

4

18. 5 ± 0. 4 18. 4 ± 0. 3
14. 9 ± 0. 3 15.2 ± 0.4
9. 1 ± 0. 2 10. 4 ± 0. 6

8 Recommended for our use by James Benford.
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greatest discrepancy occurs at the high transmission values. The
error may be due either to the Martens or the photoelectric reading.

The largest discrepancy between the two methods amounts to 4
percent.

The complete reflex viewer and photoelectric equipment was checked
by measuring the energy distribution of the image formed by a perfect

lens. A well corrected telescope objective stopped to f/15 was set up
directly on axis. Several attempts were made to measure the image
from a point source and when compared with the Airy disk the meas-
ured image was always larger. Several refinements were made. The
lens was centered more accurately, the tungsten source was replaced
with a mercury source with a filter isolating the 5461 A line. The
energy distribution was measured at several positions of focus. The
pinhole was made as small as feasible. With all these refinements the
agreement with the theoretical curve improved. The best agreement
found is shown plotted in figure 13.4. The results are tabulated in

table 13.3. The curve is made up of points using a 16-mm and an
8-mm objective. The agreement with the theoretical curve is only
fair but we believe the difference is not due to an error in measurement.
There are two reasons why the experimental curve could be broader
than the theoretical curve. (1) There is scattered light. The lens is

an air-spaced doublet. The surfaces were not tested but they may be
imperfectly polished or imperfectly cleaned. (2) The air between the
source and lens was not completely homogeneous. One could observe
slight image boiling. This effect would broaden the image.
Attempting to fit the measured curve with the theoretical curve

actually strengthened our confidence in the reliability of the equip-
ment. Each improvement made in technique showed up as a better

check. In order to get still better agreement it would be necessary to

check the lens surfaces and probably repolish them. Also steps would
have to be taken to ensure perfectly homogeneous air between the
source and the lens.

Since we were interested in testing lenses and it was not known at

the time what accuracy of measurement was needed it was decided
not to check this point any further. As can be seen, there are differ-

100

O 10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 100 120 140 160

APERTURE IN MICRONS .

Figure 13.4. Energy-distribution curve for an f/15 telescope objective.

Lens name, Telescope Objective; focal number, 15; focal setting, best visual; filter, Mercury 5461.

, Theoretical; , experimental; x, 16-mm objective; • , 8-mm objective.
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Table 13.3. Energy content for a perfect telescope objective

The theoretical energy content for £ point source on axis is compared with the measured energy content
for a well-corrected F/15 (F'=35 cm) air spaced telescope objective. Monochromatic 5461 A light was used
for this test.

Spot
diameter

Energy

Airy disk
theoretical

Measured with
8-mm objective

Measured with
16-mm objective

3. 75
7.50
15.0
30.

1

60.0

%
14. 5

47.2
83.0
90.8
94.0

9. 6 ±"0. 04
35 ± .6
73 ± .9

89 ±1.3
92 ± 3.

1

%
35 ± 1.5
71 ± 1.5

85 ± 1.0

90 ± 2. 0

Figure 13.5. Experimental setup for image evaluation.

ences between the theoretical curve and the measured curve as large

as 12 percent, but it is our belief that the difference is not entirely an
error.

Image Evaluation Experiment

Following the suggestion of Wolff, Huber and Hansen the following
experiment was performed to relate the energy-distribution curve with
pictures taken on film. The basic experiment performed and the
equipment is illustrated in figure 13.5.

The point source image of a 7-inch Aero Ektar lens was photo-
metered. The lens was then shifted to a new position and a trans-

parency of a scene was photographed. The film plane was located
in the same position as viewed by the photometer. The scene that
was photographed is shown in figure 13.6. Finally, on a separate

film, a photograph of a V2 line test chart was taken. In this manner
the energy distribution in the image, the resolving power, and a pic-

ture of a scene were obtained for several focal settings and f-number.

Experimental Details

1. The 7-inch Aero Ektar was used because it provided a large

variation of spherical aberration with change in f-number.
2. The scene was placed 8 feet from the lens, and it subtended 5°.

The image of the scene on the film was 13 mm by 11 mm. The long
focal length was used to obtain a reasonable size image on the film

without using the lens more than 2}^° off-axis. The image quality

over the entire picture was then uniform.
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3. The Aero Ektar was mounted on a Kine Exacta camera body.
A special stiffened focal plane was built into the camera. For each
picture the film was pressed against the film plane by a pressure plate
that could be screwed down tight from the outside of the camera.

4. The lens was always focused at a definite focus position. The
settings used were 4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5, 9.5, 10.5, and 11.5. The
distance between each setting was 80m-

5. Eastman Super XX film was used for all the tests. The Aero
Ektar was provided with an accurately polished 4-mm thick Corning
Sextant green filter. This filter has a peak transmission at 5200 A
and transmits 12)^ percent at 4900 A and 5580 A. All of the picture-

evaluation data was taken in green light with this filter.

6. A Wild^, %j2 light lines on a dark background, high-contrast
resolution chart was used for resolution data. A 1-inch clear area
was used as a control area. The films were always developed to a
gamma of .8 ± . 1 . For each focal setting several exposures were made.
The resolution was read by at least two observers by viewing the
negatives with a 40X microscope.

7. The scene shown in figure 13.6 was photographed with an 8 by
11 camera using a Bausch & Lomb 12-inch Protar. The positive

transparency has a range of densities from .3 to 1.4 and a gamma of

.8. U. S. A. A. F. charts were placed alongside both sides of the print.

These were used as a check on the enlarging step. On the top and
bottom of the scene grey scales were used to control the exposure and
development. All the negatives were exposed and developed in

' Supplied by Alan Murray, Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.

Figure 13.6. Scene 'photographed for image evaluation.
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microdol to a gamma of .8 ±.03 with a maximum density of 1.8

±.02.
The negatives were then enlarged eight times in a Leitz condenser

enlarger, using a special lens loaned by the Signal Corps. This lens

is a Zeiss Biotar 10-cm focal length f/4, stopped down to f/6.3. The
lens is nearly perfect at this aperture ratio. The white-light image to

the first bright ring measured to be 1 tx.

The prints were made on Kodabromide F.3. Exposure and de-
velopment were controlled carefully to make the reproduced grey
scales alike. The grey scales were measured on the Cap staff reflection

densitometer. Any picture that had a density step differing by
more than ± .1 in the highlights and ± .02 in the shadows was rejected.

In the first series of pictures made (f/4 set no. 1) the tolerance was
±.02 but the tolerance was relaxed in order to obtain some results.

It was extremely difficult to make prints to fall within this tolerance

by using carefully controlled methods. The method finally adopted
was to make several prints and then select the ones that fell within
tolerance.

An extensive series of tests were performed to determine the loss

in resolution from the enlarging process. With a negative resolving

power of 37 to 40 lines per mm the prints on the average resolved 30
to 32 lines per mm. With a negative resolving power of 20 lines/mm
there was less than 1-line/mm loss in resolution due to the enlarging

process.

The above series of experiments provided the following data for

each position of focus of the lens: (1) Energy distribution curves;

(2) lines/mm resolution for several exposures; (3) glossy prints of a

scene.

Energy-distribution curves. Figures 13.7, 13.8, and 13.9 show the
energy-distribution curves for aperture ratios of f/2.5, f/4, and f/5.6.

Resolving-power data. The resolving-power data is summarized in

figure 13.10. The measured resolving power indicated by the dotted
lines is plotted against positions of focus. The first results showed
that the resolving power did not change with exposure if the density

of the control area remained between 1.4 and 2.0. The resolving

0 10 20 SO «0 50 60 70 80 90 100 120 140 ISO

APERTURE IN MICRONS

Figure 13.7. Energy-distribution curves for Aero Ektar at f/2.5.

Lens name, Aero Ektar; focal numbers, 2.5; focal setting, 4.5 to 11.5; filter, Corning Green.
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100

APERTURE IN MICRONS

FiGUBE 13.8. Energy-distribution curves for Aero Ektar atf/4-

Lens name, Aero Ektar; focal number, 4; focal setting, 4.5 to 11.5; filter, Se.xtant Green.

100

4PERTURE IN MICRONS

FiGUBE 13.9. Energy-distribution curves for Aero Ektar at f15. 6.

Lens name. Aero Kktar; focal number, 5.6; focal setting, 4 to 11; filter. Corning Sextant Green.

powers were, therefore, averaged if they fell within this range. At
least six independent film strips were used. It is well known that
reading resolving power is difficult. The result that one obtains

depends on the criterion used. The two observers who read the data
agreed on a criterion and then they read resolving power to within
an average deviation of not more than 3 lines/mm. It is our opinion
that the R. P. figure given is subject to a large error, as much as 10

or 15 lines depending on the criterion used. The resolving-power
data does, however, offer an interesting relative measure of the image
quality.

The solid curves in figure 13.10 are resolving powers calculated from
a formula based on the energy-distribution curves. At each focal

setting the size of spot that contains 30 percent of the energy was
determined. These spot sizes were used in the following formula to

predict resolving power.

i?.P.=605M2+(^/)S (A)
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where

di= spot size for 30-percent energy in microns
df=spot size for film (10 microns for Super XX).

•0-
50-

40

30

M-

60
•c 50w

a.

_ 90

20

«0

SO

40-

90

20

AERO EKTAR

F/5.6

- MEASURED

- FORMULA

F/2.5

4.9 5.5 «j6 79 8.3 9.5 109 119

FOCAL SETTING

Figure 13.10. Resolving power for several focus settings of the 7 in. Aero Ekton
atf/2.5,f14, f/5.6.

The formula is empirical and is an oversimplification. It does,

however, indicate that the resolving power is determined by a very
small percentage of the energy. The agreement is good at the large

focal settings but discrepancies show up at the small focal settings.

At focal settings 4.5 and 5.5 the images contain small cores of light

and a large flare. This small core of light accounts for the high resolu-

tion. This type of distribution is due to the spherical aberration in the

lens. The effect is most pronounced at f/2.5, where the spherical aber-

ration is considerable. Inspection of the energy-distribution curves
indicates that less than 30 percent of the total energy is contained
within the small core. If the above formula were to predict the high
resolution shown at focal settings 4.5 and 5.5, it would be necessary to

use a spot size that contained less than 30 percent of the energy,

possibly as low as 10 percent.* It would then also be necessary to

combine this spot size with one at a higher energy level in order to fit

the curve at the higher focal settings. No attempt was made to obtain

8 We should recall that Huber [6] found that 25 percent of the energy determined the resolving power.
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better fittings for several reasons. The curves measured are not accu-
rately determined at such extremely small images. At the 10-percent
level, for example, the spot sizes run between 2jLi and 14jli in diameter.
There is also some question that the limiting resolving power is

significant. Finally, much more data would be needed to obtain a

reliable empirical formula.
Formula A is clearly incomplete because it limits the resolution to

60.5 lines/mm for Super XX. Resolution higher than this is possible.

A much simpler formula using the first power is as follows:

700

de-\-df
(B)

A comparison between these two formulas is shown in tables 13.4, a,

13.4,b, and 13.4,c.

Table 13.4. Comparison of calculated resolving powers,.using formulas A and B

rfl A B Measured rfl A B Measured

(a) //5.6 (b) //4

M Lines/mm Lines/mm Lines/mm M Lines/mm Lines/mm Lines/mm
21 26 25 33 17.5 17. 5

12 38.8 36.8 43.2 25 22.5 21.9 29.4
6 51.7 53.8 51. 5 14 3,').0 33.0 34.6
4 .':6. 2 63.6 55.9 7 49.6 50.0 44.8
fi 51. 7 53.8 54.1 7 49.6 50.0 49. 2

10. 5 42,7 40.0 38.3 9 44.8 43.8 44.8
16 32 30.4 28.

1

15.5 32 31.1 32.4
24.0 23.3 22.6 22. 5

Measured

(0 //2.5

M
47
40
30
20
15

13

15

Lines/mm
12
14.7
19.

1

27
33.6
36.7
33.6

Lines/mm
12.2
14
17.5
23.3
28.0
30.4
28.0

Lines/mm
19

21

26
31

34
34
30

It should be pointed out that these formulae do give a lens designer
some idea of the relation between resolving power and image size.

The examples are limited but it is the type of data a lens designer needs
to know, for how else is he to design a lens to meet specifications that
are invariably written in lines/mm. The formula gives a pessimistic

answer that may be advantageous.
Picture evaluation. The prints of the scene were observed by two

of the authors. Several combinations were obviously difi^erent in

sharpness. The remaining combinations that were difficult to dis-

tinguish between were selected for inspection by several observers.

The observers were asked to compare the pictures by pairs and to

pick the picture that they believed contained the more information.
Tables 13.5, 13.6, and 13.7 show the results of this survey. The first
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Table 13.5. Image evaluation data at f12.5

Picture evaluation F/2.5

Focal
Setting

9.5
8.5
9.5
10.5
8.5
7.5
8.5
10.5
7.5

10.5
7.5

11.5
6.5
11.5

B. P.

Linesimm
34
34
34
30
34
31

34
30
31

30
31

19

26
19

13

15

13

15

15
20
15

15

20
15

20
26
30
26

V. B. T.
Set 1

Comments

Very difficult to differentiate.

No significant difference.

jsignificant difference.

jsignificant difference.

ISignificant difference due to less than 30-

/ percent energy concentration.
INo significant difference. Depends on
/ observer's method of viewing,
jsignificant difference.

[Significant difference. Reason not clear.

Table 13.6. Image evaluation data atf/4

Picture evaluation F/4

V. B. T.
Focal R. P. Comments

settings
Set 1 Set 2

LinesImm
8.5 49 i 8 3
9.5 45 9 1 5
8.5 49 7 8 4 1 All these pictures are similar. There is a possi-
7.5 45 7 1 3 J bility that 8.5 is better than 7.5.

9.5 45 9 2 4

7.5 45 7 7 3

10.5
6.5

32
35

15. 5

14.0
2

7

5

2
jDifference less than errors in printing.

10.5
5.5

32
29

15. 5

25.0
7

1

6

1
|l0.5 significantly better than 5.5.

11. 5 23 24.0 6 3 1 No preference, however, 5.5 definitely has more
5.5 29 25.0 3 4 J detail.

Table 13.7. Image evaluation data at f15.

6

Picture evaluation r/5.6

Focal
settings

R. P. di
V. B. T.
Set 1

Comments

8
7

Linesimm
56
55

4
5

6

0
[significant difference.

9

7

10

5

6
10

50
55

38
36
47
38

8

5

14

15

9

14

0

6
3

3

6

0

[significant difference.

INo significant difference indicating influence

J of low energy concentration.

[Significant difference.

6
9

47
50

9

8

4

2
[No significant difference.

column is the focal setting. The second column gives the measured
resolving power on the negative. The third row contains the 30-

percent energy spot size. The fourth row contains the "Votes Better
Than" for the final prints. An arbitrary value of 75 percent of the
votes was called a significant difference.
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The data at f/4 is the most complete. Print set No. 1 was made
with the closest tolerance in tone quality. A complete duplicate set

of prints No. 2 were made to check the enlarging process.

Summary of Results

The survey may be summarized briefly as follows:

1. There was only one case of a significant difference where there
was disagreement between lines/mm and the 30-percent spot-size

criterion. This occurred at f/2. 5 for focal settings 6.5 and 11.5. The
curves for the two focal settings cross below 25 percent of the energy.
The lines/mm criterion agreed with the picture valuation. This
indicates that less than 25 percent of the energy is determining the
resolution and picture quality. This value may be lowered in this

case because the curves cross again at 65-percent energy content.

2. In one case (f/2. 5) there was a significant difference between
focal settings 8.5 and 10.5 in evaluation, no difference in the 30-

percent spot size but a difference of 34 and 30 lines per mm. This
also indicates that the energy concentration below 30 percent is

influencing the results.

3. There are cases, for example, at f/4, focal settings 11.5 and 5.5

where the observers divided their opinion, and the resolving power
and the 30-percent spot-size criterion were opposite. Careful observa-
tion of the prints reveal definitely more detail in some parts of the
picture with the high resolution. If the observers viewed the pictures

from a distance they picked picture 11.5. However, if they were
asked to view the pictures closely with a low-power magnifier they
would agree 5.5 had more detail. This observation agrees with what
Hansen [5] pointed out. His observers picked the pictures taken at

f/6.3 even though the pictures at f/4. 5 resolved more. The observers
either did not look for the fine detail, were not able to see it, or there

was a small percentage of fine detail in the picture and most of the
observers did not notice it.

4. The survey does show that very slight differences in resolving

power are significant in the final picture. The pictures also show that
as small as a 20-percent difference in spot-size results in a significant

difference in performance. No attempt was made to compare the

different f-number sets. Table 13.8 shows comparisons between
resolving powers for different focal settings and f-numbers when the

spot sizes were common. The agreement is fair but disagreement
does occur when spot sizes are similar and focal settings are on opposite

Table 13.8. Comparison of resolving powers for equal spot sizes obtained with

different conditions

Spot size P. P.

Condition

f/No. Focal setting

9 47 f/5.6 6

9 45 f/4 9.5

14 38 f/6.6 10

14 35 f/4 6.5

15 36 f/5.6 5.0

16 34 f/2.5 8.5

15 30 f/2.5 10.5

15.5 32 f/4 10.5
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sides of focus. The pictures taken at the best setting at f/5.6 were
definitely better than those obtained at f/4, which in turn were better

than at f/2.5. . The pictures also show very clearly the focus shift

between f/2.5 and f/4. There is a focal shift from 9.5 to 8, which is

approximately 120^. This particular lens should be focused for best

focus at f/2.5. It is surprising how well the lens performs at f/2.5.

The image of a point source viewed visually is very large. The flare

extends out to 200;u.

It is clear that the energy-concentration requirements of a lens

depend on viewing conditions and interests of the observer. One
might generalize in the following manner. If a lens is required to

resolve fine detail then between 20 and 30 percent of the energy must
be concentrated to within the appropriate spot size. On the other
hand, if the prints are to be viewed so that this fine detail will never be
resolved by the observers then it would be better to allow a larger

spot size and put more energy within the spot size. Two opposite
cases are illustrated between the interests of a photointerpreter and
an amateur photographer.
The photointerpreter will view the prints with a magnifier looking

for every bit of information available. A lens for him then should
provide as much resolving power as possible, and the designer should
attempt to design a lens to put 30 percent of the energy to within as

small a spot as feasible.

The amateur photographer may take his pictures on a 3 K X 4}^

negative, make a contact print, and then view them from 10 inches.

From this distance he will probably not notice any detail less than
14 lines/mm. The lens, therefore, needs to have a spot size 40/x

(Formula B) in diameter. The designer has the alternative of

placing more than 30 percent of the energy in this spot or simplifying

the design and allowing just 30 percent.

It is agreed that one can be carried away by oversimplified formulae.

The data obtained so far is scant. More data on more difi^erent

types of energy distributions should be studied. The data is confined

50

0
10°

HALF FIELD ANGLE

20°

Figure 13.11. Plot of area weight-average spot size for several lenses.

Weighted-mean spot diameter of 50-mm objectives (50-percent concentration).

A, Ektar f/1.9; B, Sonnar f/2; C, Ektar f/4; D, Elmar f/3.5; E, Sonnar f/4; F, Elmar f/6.3.
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to Super XX and green light. Similar studies should be made with
red and blue light separately and then added together.

It is our belief, however, that much of the concern about the ac-
curacy of resolution data is splitting hairs. In actual practice a lens
must cover an appreciable field of view. Over this field of view the
spot size for the 30-percent energy concentration may vary by more
than a factor of 10. It would appear, therefore, that a lens can be
appraised most profitably by analyzing the energy concentration for

several points in the field for several positions of focus, and to place
the film in the proper position to obtain the minimum area-weighted-
average spot size. Figure 13.11 contains plots of area-weighted-
average spot sizes for several lenses. This type of analysis is extremely
lengthy and a simple criterion like a 30-percent energy spot size is

needed. We believe a simple formula, even though an oversimplifi-

cation, is what optical designers need now. With it they can make
improvements in overall field performance of existing lenses.

Conclusions

The above experiments show that the energy-distribution curve
does indicate the performance of a lens. If the requirements on a
lens call for maximum resolution, as little as 25 or 30 percent of the
energy may be concentrated into as small a spot as possible.

It is recommended that lenses should be tested independent of film

by measuring the energy distribution in the image of a point source.

It is recommended that the lens should be checked photographically.
Line test charts are satisfactory if backed up with energy-distribution

curves. Anomalies may show up but they can be explained and
advance the knowledge of the subject.

It is also urged that the lens designer's interests should be consid-

ered, by specifying lenses by their energy distributions. A single

spot size may be sufficient; two spot sizes would probably be even
better. Almost all military specifications are written today in terms
of lines/mm resolution. There is so little data available connecting
lines/mm and lens characteristics that the lens designer can go only
on his past experience and theories.

The photoelectric method described in this paper is probably not
suitable for production testing of lenses. The task of making all

the required measurements is formidable. The method suggested
by Schade [2] may offer a more convenient method of measurement,
but we urge that specifications should be written in terms of energy
concentration. Schade's response factors can be converted to energy
concentration.
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Discussion

Dr. K. V. Pestrecov, Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester,
N. Y.: Dr. Hopkins, I really appreciate what you said at the very
end about too much emphasis put on resolution and perhaps some
other test could give you adequate results. But one who gets involved
in these data comes to a conclusion because of oversimplification. I

would like to challenge this statement. After all, if you have to

choose between photographs and one at first looks a little better to

you—perhaps because there is a little better contrast—although the
resolution is a little lower, the picture with higher resolution still is

better when you look for finer detail. I think the interpreter looks

for recognition of detail. Resolution is my pet subject although I

don't have much time to perform all these excellent experiments.
For example, if you consider a steeple on a church in several photo-

graphs, on one of the superficially worse looking photographs the

steeple may look a little better. The picture with the highest reso-

lution would have the peak of the steeple clearly defined. The photo-
interpreter looks for recognition of the steeple. Perhaps in high-

resolution photography some corners will be better defined although
the overall detail may be hazy; nevertheless, the picture may look a
little better and one would have an easier job of recognition. I am
not defending my position, I am just questioning. I think there is

some work pointing in that direction. It may be recognition of

detail but not mathematical detail that is so important. The photo-
graph may actually be better for functional use, aerial interpretation,

or something like that. I should like j^our comments.
Dr. Hopkins: I think there is a great deal in whether you are

trying to recognize something or whether you are trying to detect
what is there. I think it is splitting hairs. I think basically that if

you want to get a lens to satisfy all photointerpreters, you have to

put at least 25 percent of the light within as small a spot as is prac-
ticable. That, in itself, is theoretical. When you start to design
the lens, the minute you get off axis you really have a problem. I

am not so sure that anything more refined is necessary at this time.

The experience we have had is that if there is high resolution the
people can pick up more detail. We would ask them to look at the
ivy in this picture and tell whether it had little leaves or little buds
on it. They would be able to tell in the high-resolution picture but
not in the others.

From the results we had, resolution is very important. Also, I

have heard a lot of comments about people saying they can show
me a picture that does this or does that, but I haven't seen them.
We have a set of pictures you can look at.

Mr. R. V. Shack, National Bureau of Standards, Washington,
D. C: When you get off axis do you recenter your spot?
Dr. Hopkins: Yes, when you have coma it means that you will

be pushing the aperture around each time you change it.

Dr. M. Herzberger, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.:
Prof. Hopkins, I think your method and the method that we apply
can be very easily coordinated since we have in our calculations a
quantity that is equivalent to the light distribution. One can very
easily count the number of points within an area, and this deter-

mines the area that contains 20 or 25 percent of the light and one
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can easily see by inspection where to look for such an area. I think,

if you have a lens, it would be quite interesting to try to see whether
we could duplicate your results from the data of the calculation.

Dr. Hopkins: It would be very interesting. We actually have
the design data on that F/2.5. We have retraced it and checked the
energy-distribution curves. There is quite a difference. We don't
know whether the lens was not made right or the patent fails to
include the latent constructional details.

That actually is a very difficult problem to work out. I would
not want to attempt it on anything more than a simple doublet.
Dr. Pestrecov: I would like to state that we have recently found

with some of our work that there is a negative correlation between
limiting resolving power and what we have been choosing to call

picture sharpness. This business of using a resolving-power limit

can get you into very serious trouble. It does not tell you about
picture sharpness. In a great many cases they do run parallel, but
in many significant cases they do not.

Dr. Hopkins: I covered myself by saying that if we had high-
resolution data and energy data we would be able to explain this.

Mr. a. H. Katz, Wright Air Development Center, Dayton, Ohio:
In connection with the points raised by Dr. Pestrecov and in earlier

papers, I notice that a number of people have been gleefully trying
to kick the three-line resolution target to death. I want to point out
again—and I have done this in other meetings/'- that it has served
its purpose well. This purpose, simply stated, is to serially grade
lenses in a manner that will correlate with their photograph-making
rank. I have yet to be shown that our use of the three-line target in

the judging of lenses to be used for aerial photography has led to any
error, let alone consistent error.

Now, we have lots of data, most of which is not neat and packaged.
The exigencies arising with the working conditions in the Air Force
are such as to effectively preclude the careful running of planned ex-

periments. We substitute large numbers of airplane flights and
tests, and after a number of years we come to pretty definite con-
clusions—by statistical osmosis, if you will. We know by now that
when we get a lens that performs well in the laboratory (on the much
maligned three-line high-contrast target) it will take high-quality

photographs in the air on good days as well as bad days. The con-

verse is also true. Laboratory tests enable us to predict the quality

of actual aerial photographs. I can't expect much more of a labora-

tory test. Let us not forget that it is only within the last 10 years

that lens performance began to be specified in terms of resolution

requirement over the field, and that manufacturers began to use these

tests, and it is only within the last couple of years that photointer-

preters have begun to hear of lines per millimeter as a measure of

performance.
A word about the photointerpreter, whose name has already been

taken in vain. He is the consumer of the photographs produced by
the lenses, and if he were here today he'd be speechless. Only lately

has he really realized that the scale of a photograph (the altitude

divided by the focal-length) is not enough to describe what he needs.

The fact that some photographs are sharper than others has only com-

1 A. H. Katz, Contributions to the theory and mechanics of photointerpretation from vertical and oblique

photographs, Photogrammetric Eng. 16, 339-386 (June 1950).
2 Panel Discussion, Cameras, lenses, and calibration, Photogrammetric Eng. 17, 417-420 (June 1951).
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plicated his life, and it is not because of him—as would be logical

—

that we have specified, procured, tested, and standardized lenses,

manj^ of which can hardly be significantly proved. What I mean is

that we've done this for the photointerpreter, but not because of any
enlightened self-interest on his part.

A few years ago the Air Force issued a statement that we could

take photographs of railroad ties from 40,000 feet. It so happens
that we had previously resolved railroad ties on photographs from
30,000 feet, but we couldn't find these when asked to produce actual

photographs. Well, we had to do it. We did it. It was not extra-

ordinarily difficult, but it was not done the first time we tried. One
of the requirements on the photography was that it be of the St. Louis
area. We used one of Dr. Baker's 40-inch f/5.0 telepho<^o lenses,

mounted on a standard K-22 camera, and flown in an RF-80 recon-

naissance aircraft. No moving film magazine, no special mounts were
used. Just straight photographic technique—careful exposure, devel-

opment, and printing. We found the particular stretch of track later.

The contrast—on the ground—between ties and ballast was negli-

gible—the main differences being that of texture between well oiled

ties and dirty darkened ballast. Now in this series of photographs
was one of the Alcoa aluminum plants in East St. Louis; I identified

this as such because on the roof of one of the buildings was painted
"ALCOA." However, when I started to show these exceptionalh^

sharp photographs to a photointerpreter here in Washington he iden-

tified the aluminum plant before I got the photograph within 2 feet

of his eyes. His identification was based on the large residue lake

near the plant, a characteristic feature of aluminum production plants,

I haven't the vaguest idea how to put this into an equation.

I think many of you here have either cooperated on or seen this

standard—Military Standard-150.^ It represents the best govern-
ment-industry-designer agreement we have ever had on the subject of

definitions and test methods. In this standard we adopted the area-
weighted-average resolution of radial and tangential resolution

where Ri and Ti are the radial and tangential resolution in the zone of
area Ai, and A is the total area of the field used. Some of us like to

ascribe some meaning to this average, although what happened is

that we needed a number and we produced the most reasonable and
justifiable we could think of.

But how about the difference between two lenses that have the same
AWAR? Suppose we have a lens whose resolution varies from 40
lines/mm at the center to 10 lines/mm at the edge of its field, and that
the average is 20 lines/mm. Let us say we have another lens that
varies from 22 to 18 lines/mm, center to edge, and that also averages
20 lines/mm. Which lens is preferable, assuming uniform probability
of occurrence of objects of interest in all parts of the field? I strongly
suspect that we really want the second lens.

Other questions dealing with evaluation of two lens systems are
even more complicated. Suppose for Air Force purposes, we have,

3 Photographic lenses, Mil-Standard-lSO (U. S. Government Printing Office, Oct. 23, 1950) 25i.
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let's say (with our test, which can be disputed the rest of the evening
of course) a lens that will average 22 lines/mm with the film used in

aerial photography. Let's also suppose it weighs 3 times as much and
costs 10 times as much as another lens of the same focal length and
angular coverage, but that the second lens averages only 14 lines/mm.
(By the way, we never seem to be faced with the converse of this situa-

tion. Here's a good problem for the lens designers.) Let's further
suppose that the detail we're interested in is caught with the lighter,

cheaper, lower resolution lens perhaps but 10 percent of the time it is

used, but the better lens records this detail in interpretable form 90
percent of the time it is used. How then compare the value of the
lenses?

From this standpoint it is clear that relative figures of 9 to 1 , or some
function of these figures, is more reasonable than actual cost or resolu-

tion figures. I am not throwing these out as answers but am only
suggesting that there are large numbers of questions that are im-
answered, even after resolution figures or other performance indices

are given. Unfortunately, the more we learn of this business, the more
questions arise. Progress here seems to lie in the direction of aware-
ness of relevant questions.

I also feel strongly that we are really looking for some measure of

the information content of an optical (or photographic) image. This
question has not been thoroughly explored, and as far as measuring
information content, I feel that all proposals—U. S. Air Force resolu-

tion measurements, Howlett's doughnuts, Cobb Charts, Eastman's
acutance, etc.—while clearly having some relation to information
content, are equally poor measures of information content. This is

no criticism of these interesting systems. They weren't supposed to

measure information content, and they don't. I think this may well

be a fruitful area for careful investigation.

This particular problem is already under investigation by Dr.
Macdonald's group at Boston University, where the concepts of com-
munication theory and related techniques are being applied. The
main difference between this approach and the ordinary methods of

measuring lens performance seems to be in consideration of the over-

all system—including the ground object, the atmosphere, the camera,
its platform, the lens, and its windows, the film, processing system,
and the interpreter. But since this is such a large subject it provides
me a good place to stop.

Chairman: Dr. Baker?
Dr. J. G. Baker, Harvard College Observatory and Perkin-Elmer

Corp., Norwalk, Conn.: There is one point I meant to emphasize this

morning in connection with aerial photography. It is that an increase

in focal length appears to be much more effective in improving ground
resolution than an increase in the ultimate quality of a lens. In other

words, put it this way. Suppose that you are taking aerial photo-
graphs imder hazy conditions, which is often the case. If you double
the focal length, you may realize up to twice the results in groimd
resolution, whereas if you double the lens quality of the standard
lenses, you may realize only a 20-percent gain. On good photographic
days, a doubling of the lens quality may realize up to a 60 percent-

gain, possibly, which is likely to be a striking difference. The focal

length is still the more important parameter.
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This does not mean that quahty should not be sought after. Where
the focal length must be held to a certain value because of space
limitations, the high-quality lens will easily out-perform the low-
quality lens. Differences of a few lines/mm are discernible and often

of importance. But where the focal length can be increased, that is

the more certain way to increase ground resolution. Where quality

and long focal length are combined, you have the best answer, and
this has been the goal of my own work since 1941.

However, at some point in the quality spectrum the law of dimin-
ishing returns sets in, and a lens may become too expensive for the

percent gain achieved. The designer should go as far as he can in

obtaining quality, while emplojang practicable constructions. But
sometimes the demands of a problem are so severe as to require com-
plicated constructions in order to maintain even a fair degree of

quality. When I speak of lens quality, I am thinking of microscopic
contrast as well as of resolution.

Dr. R. C. Gunter, Clark University, Worcester, Mass.: These
remarks are addressed to Dr. Ingelstam and to practically everyone
who has spoken before and some who are going to speak subsequently.
Some years ago during a rather heated discussion between some
medical men, when it didn't seem that we were going to be able to

resolve the question as to whether a new theory was or was not
applicable to the human brain and various ones were tearing each
other apart mentally, I suggested that perhaps the reason for the
difficulty and the lack of agreement between the experimentalists and
the theorists was similar to that that had existed in objection between
the wave theory and the particle theory. The minute I said that
Werner turned around like a flash—I was the only physicist I think
in the group and that was the only observation I could make—and he
said, "The trouble with you is that you neglect the role of the
observer."
Now, it has been touched upon several times as I have said, by Dr.

Howlett, by Dr. Hopkins, and by many others, that we should be
able to separate the observer, the human being, from the equipment.
If we cannot at this time define what we mean by the word "energy
distribution", perhaps we had better reevaluate some of the funda-
mental concepts of physics. On the other hand, it is perfectly pos-
sible and is indeed present in every day life—as Dr. Hopkins could
undoubtedly tell you though I haven't conversed with him on this

—

if you ask somebody, "Do you see such-and-such in a picture," if

there is any possibility of seeing it there invariably people will say,

"Yes." There are many other experiments in which the borderline,

where we go from psychology, perhaps, into physics, is so nebulous
as to influence our decisions. This is a point, as Dr. Howlett men-
tioned, actually of rather deep philosophical importance, but I be-
lieve that the point that was made in Dr. Ingelstam's abstract—it is

in quotations where he says so-and-so. I would like to see some dis-

cussion at a later date—it is getting late tonight—on some support
of experiments that could be conducted to find out just how much of

a part the observer plays from the point of view of seeing what he
wants to see. I have measured spectral lines and after awhile I knew
I was measuring lines that were not there but I was recording wave-
lengths for them.
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I would like to hear Dr. Ingelstam's further delineation of his ideas

of putting down this term "standardization."
Dr. E. Ingelstam, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm 70,

Sweden: I quite agree with you. One should distinguish what is

really physically measurable concerning the intensity distribution.

How it should be done I can not say at present. I think there could
be some discussion tomorrow after we hear Selwyn's paper and some
other papers. However, I think that one should make a separation
between the physical resolving power and the intensity distribution

in a given instrument, and the influence of the receiver, maybe the
eye or the photographic plate. I think that there is sufficient work
done now to enable one to make decisions of this type. I quite agree
with the logic of your question.
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14. Optical Calculations at the National Bureau of

Standards

By Donald P. Feder '

Since the advent of automatic computing machinery in the past
few years, these machines have been increasing in numbers very
rapidly. There are at present some six, large-scale, general-purpose,
automatic, digital computing machines in operation. In the next few
years their number will have increased to about 50. In addition
there are a larger number of medium-sized machines in use. In view
of the increasing availability of this equipment, which can greatly

facilitate optical calculations, you may like to hear something about
these machines and the optical calculations which have been pro-
grammed for them, at the National Bureau of Standards.

Three words have been used to describe these machines, "auto-
matic", "high speed", and "electronic". By "automatic" one means
that the initial data and the constants of the system are introduced
into the machine, which solves the equations, stores necessary inter-

mediate results, makes logical decisions about the course of the
calculations, and finally prints out the answers in a useable form.
The phrase "high speed" can be best illustrated by an example.

The SEA.C (Standards Eastern Automatic Computer) has been
coded to trace a general ray through a system of spherical surfaces.

Through a system of 10 such ^surfaces, the SEAC can trace a skew
ray in 8 seconds. In this time it does 440 additions, 320 multiplica-

tions, 10 divisions, and 20 square roots, and it does these things to 44
binary places (about 13 decimal places).

Finally "electronic" simply refers to the technology that has made
these machines possible.

In addition to the SEAC there is also available at the Bureau a
CPC (Card Programmed Electronic Calculator). This is a machine of

more moderate speed and capacity. It has a memory for 23 numbers
in one type of storage, and, in addition, a small high speed memory.
The use of the high speed memory permits the very rapid extraction
of square roots.

By comparison the SEAC has a memory of 1,024 words. In the
SEAC, however, some of the storage space always contains instruc-

tions. This limits the effective memory considerably. In the CPC
the instructions are on punched cards and do not occupy any of the
memory cells.

The CPC has been used for routine ray tracing since March 1950.

This machine required 34 seconds to trace a skew ray through a spherical

surface. It traces one ray at a time, which distinguishes it from cer-

tain other machines of this type. It has also been coded for non-
spherical surfaces so that now rays can be traced through any system
of rotationally symmetrical surfaces. The aspheric surfaces are

' National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. Gt-
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handled by adding a power series to the equation of a spherical surface.

The power series may contain as many terms as necessary and this

introduces no storage problem because the coefficients of the power
series are stored on punched cards. The problem is to find the inter-

section of the ray with the aspheric surface. A simple iteration has
been found, which converges and, what is more important, converges
in less than five iterations for any aspheric surface likely to be used
optically. The entire calculation requires about 2 minutes per
surface, but since not many surfaces of a system are apt to be aspheric,

this is not very serious.

Something should be said about the type of fonnulas used in these
calculations. They involve only curvatures and never radii of curva-
ture. Each numbevi used by the computer is bounded in a known way
by the linear dimensions of the optical system. Hence, by choosing a
proper scale factor it is always possible to fit the problem into the
machine. Floating decimal operations are thus avoided. All the
numbers involved are of the same order of magnitude and the accuracy
is very good.

These same statements might also be made in connection with the
other optical calculations discussed in this paper. The formulas have
always been converted to such forms that no number has the possi-

bility of becoming infinite. In practice this means that no number
becomes very large and so accuracy is maintained.
The other type of calculations presently being done at the Bureau

are calculations of the image errors of various orders. The CPC was
first programmed for the calculation of the first and third orders (that

is the Gaussian and Seidel coefficients) . For this purpose two paraxial

rays are traced through the system, a paraxial marginal and a paraxial

principal ray. The machine runs through the calculation and prints

the following data: The height of each ray on each surface; the slope

angle of each ray in each medium; the coefficient of spherical aberration,

of coma, of astigmatism, of field curvature, and of distortion. In addi-
tion it prints the first-order coefficient for the two types of chromatic
aberration and five checks, which ought to be zero. These checks
may be inspected to verify that no mistake has been made. The
entire calculation including the printing requires only 40 seconds per
surface.

A somewhat more unusual calculation is that to obtain the fifth-

order coefficients. The equations are algebraic equations modified
from those published by Wachendorf.^

It is too early to say how valuable the fifth-order coefficients will be
since our experience with them is extremely limited. It is likely that
their chief value will be in optical design rather than in the evaluation
of image quality.

With the CPC the complete calculation of the fifth-order coefficients

requires 7 minutes per surface. \^Tiile this may seem a long time, the

calculation is very laborious and would require almost too much time
to be practical for hand computing. This calculation is being pro-

grammed for SEAC and on this machine will probably require only a

few seconds per surface.

The calculations mentioned above are all being done routinely at

present in this laboratory. It can be seen that with the possible

2 F. Wachendorf, Optik 5, 80 (1949).
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exception of the fifth-order coefficients and the tracing of skew rays
through aspheric surfaces, these calculations are no more extensive
than are commonly performed by lens designers using hand machines.
We have seen that there are gaps between the information that the
designer gains in this manner and the information that the user of the

system would like to have.
In the past the designer has usually obtained curves denoting the

aberrations of meridian rays as functions of aperture, and curves
showing the position of the sagittal and tangential foci as functions
of field angle. These have not been sufficient to answer many ques-
tions about the image formed by the system. Such a question, for

example, as the calculation of the limiting resolution in lines per
millimeter from a particular combination of object, lens, and film

could not be answered from such data alone. More generally, one
might be interested in the image contrast from an object of given
contrast produced by a lens and film of known characteristics. Ques-
tions such as these ought to be answered by calculation from the con-
structional data of the sj^stem.

In accomplishing this purpose various approaches might be tried.

With a machine such as SEAC, it should be possible to calculate the
diffraction disk for a luminous point. On the other hand it may not
be necessary to go beyond the geometrical picture, especially for

photographic objectives where the aberrations are likely to be many
times the Rayleigh limit. In this case it is possible to get an approxi-
mate distribution of energy in the image using a method similar to

that used by Herzberger.
In this method one divides the entrance pupil into a large number of

equal areas. For a particular object point a ray is traced through
each of the small elements of area, and its intersection with the
image plane is calculated. One supposes that the energy of each
element of the wave front arrives at the image plane in the neighbor-
hood of the ray. If the calculation is made for a large number of

rays, the distribution of their image points gives an approximate pic-

ture of the energy distribution in the image of a luminous point.

When the distribution of energy is known, a knowledge of the charac-
teristics of the photoreceptor should enable one to find the appearance
of the image.
Another possibility is to calculate the interferometer pattern for

various field angles. A large number of rays might be traced by a
machine such as SEAC which would retain in its memory the results

of the calculations, fit them to some favorable type of function giving
the wave surface and then by intersecting this surface with a series

of spheres one-fourth of a wavelength apart obtain an interferogram.
This could then be interpreted directly to secure an idea of the image
quality.
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15. Resolving Power of Airplane-Camera Lenses

By F. E. Washer '

Shortly after the close of World War I, the National Bureau of

Standards began testing photographic objectives for the U. S. Army
Air Corps to determine their suitability for use in airplane cameras
for mapping projects. The measurements made included determina-
tions of spherical aberration, chromatic aberration, curvature of field,

astigmatic difference and distortion.

These measurements were made on a visual optical bench [1]^ and
for a time were entirely adequate. However, as the use of airplane

photography for both planimetric and topographic mapping increased,

it became evident that the volume of work submitted to this Bureau
was too great to handle by the visual method. In addition, the eval-

uation of the quality of definition throughout the image plane together
with the location of the plane of best average definition is a laborious
and time-consuming process when performed visually. Moreover,
legitimate doubt exists as to whether a visual method can be satis-

factorily used to determine probable photographic quality of definition.

To meet the increasing demand for a rapid and adequate perform-
ance test for photographic objectives, the precision lens-testing camera,
shown in figure 15.1, was conceived by I. C. Gardner and designed by
F. A. Case [2]. This device in its earliest form permitted the evalua-
tion of the equivalent focal length, distortion, and resolving power
from a single negative. Nineteen rows of images were obtained on
the negative, each of which showed the quality of imagery at 5° inter-

vals from the center of the field to a point in the image plane 30° from
the axis for a specific distance from the lens. Consequently, it became
an easy matter to locate the plane of best average definition and to

determine the back focal length of the lens associated with the plane
of best average definition.

A resolving-power test chart, shown in figure 15.2, was developed
for use in this equipment, consisting of a series of patterns of parallel

lines with the spacings varying by the square root of two. The con-
trast between the lines and spaces in the target patterns is high and
may be considered as infinite.

With the large number of lenses being tested, it was only natural
that a considerable quantity of test negatives would accumulate that
could be used to carry out statistical investigations of the quality of

imagery inside and outside of focus as well as in the plane of best axial

imagery. The first of these studies was reported in 1939 [3] and dealt

with three types of airplane camera lenses in most common use at that
time. The wide-angle lens had not yet come into extensive use at

that time and the investigation was confined to imagery in the angular
region between 0° and 30° from the axis for lenses having a focal length

1 National Bureau of Standards. Washington, D. C.
2 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references on p. 218.
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Figure 15.1. Precision lens-testing camera.

The 10 collimators are In the upper right-hand part of the photograph; the lens testing bench and plato

holder are in the lower left-hand part; the lens holder is obscured by the camera back and doew not appear
in the picture.

= III

= II
Figure 15.2. Chart for testing resolving power.

A chart of this type is located in the focal plane of each collimator.

of 8/{ inches. Several items of interest were found in this early in-

vestigation. First, the resolving-power characteristics of a given type
of lens remain remarkably constant from one lens to another. Second,
what appeared to be striking variations from one lens to another so

long as a single image plane was considered faded into insignificance

with proper choice of the focal plane. Third, by proper choice of a
focal plane, the performance of a lens in the outer portions of the field

could be considerably improved with only a small diminution of qual-
ity in the axial regions. This finding led directly to the concept of

plane of best average definition, which is now recognized as the best
plane to bring into coincidence with the focal plane of the aerial

camera. Fourth, the phenomenon of false resolving power was noted.
This led to the concept that a pattern should only be counted as re-

solved when it and all coarser patterns in the series were resolved.
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Each of the conimators of the lens-testing camera is provided with
one of these charts with the Une patterns so proportioned that when a
given pattern is imaged by the lens under test the same value of re-

solving power is indicated regardless of its position in the field. The
values of the resolving power in the image plane of the test lens usually
ranges from 3.5 to 56 lines per mm for both tangential and radial

lines.

Eastman type V-E spectroscopic plates are generally used. This
emulsion, while too slow for airplane photography, has much greater
resolving power than the panchromatic films used in aerial photog-
raphy. Consequently, this makes it probable that an indicated
deficiency in the observed resolution arises from a deficiency in the
lens rather than in the photographic emulsion. The plates are proc-
essed in Eastman Dl9 developer for 3 minutes at 65° F.

When the lens-testing camera was first put in operation in early

1936, perhaps 50 lenses were tested the first year. The number has
increased steadily since, and during one recent year more than 300
lenses were tested. It is safe to say that the performance of well

over 1,500 lenses have been evaluated on the lens-testing camera
alone since 1936.

By 1940, it was evident that the trend was toward the use of wide-
angle aerial camera lenses and the precision lens-testing camera was
modified to extend its range to cover the region from 0 to 45 degrees
from the axis. The second study on resolving power was reported
in 1942 [4] and dealt among other things with the resolving-power
characteristics of several types of wide-angle lenses.

Throughout the years of making test negatives on the precision

lens-testing camera, it was always evident that the device was admir-
ably well suited to investigating image quality throughout the region
of usable imagery and in 1945 [5] a studv was reported along these
lines. The curves, shown in figure 15.3, illustrate the manner in

which the resolving power increases and decreases as the image plane
moves steadily from a point well inside focus to a point well outside

focus. The results are plotted at each 5° interval from 0 to 45
degrees from the axis for both tangential and radial resolving power.
The zero line of abscissae corresponds to the point of best axial focus.

The effect of curvature of field is strikingly manifested by the change
in relative position of the maximum with respect to the plane of best
axial imagery. The varying widths of the principal maximum
increase with increasing f-number and in the graphs shown for f/16,

the heights of the peaks are beginning to show the expected decrease.

.From curves of this type, complete information concerning the
effect of stop opening on resolving power and depth of focus; the
change in maximum resolving power with angular separation from
the axis; and the effect of change in stop opening on the resolving

power in a given image plane may readily be obtained for a given lens.

The possibilities of the precision lens-testing camera as a research
instrument in the study of resolving power are by no means exhausted.
However, since this device was first put in operation the study of

resolving power of aerial camera lens has become the subject of interest

in other laboratories both here and abroad. These other investiga-

tions brought fresh points of view and new ideas regarding the manner
in which the subject should be approached. A wide variety of test

charts was developed by the various groups. Chief among these
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Figure 15.3. Resolving power versus position of the image plane for lens A a
apertures f/8 and f/16.

The resolving power throughout the region of useful imagery is shown for tangential T and radial R lines

at 5° intervals from 0° to 45°. The zero of abscissae marks the position of best visual focus on the axis at
f/8 and positive values of abscissae indicate positions farther from the lens.

charts are the three-line high-contrast target of the Air Force [6], the

low-contrast annulus target of the Canadian group [7] and the low-
contrast two-line or Cobb chart of the British group [8].

The principal changes in approach from that followed at this

Bureau are the emphasis on low contrast and the use of emulsions
having characteristics more nearly approximating the emulsions used
in the aerial camera. The low contrast of the test chart was justified

on the basis that the difference in brightness between adjacent objects

on the ground was small when viewed from an airplane and, conse-

quently, the variation in contrast in an aerial negative is low.

As a result of the findings of these other laboratories, there has
been some tendency to question the suitability of the high-contrast
chart in the determination of resolving power. It is right and proper
for such questions to be raised, but in defense, it ought to be stated
that the results of the resolving-power test as used at the National
Bureau of Standards have been applied as a go or not-go criterion by
the various mapping agencies. A lens to be accepted for use in aerial

photography must satisfy certain minimum requirements. These
minimum requirements were early established by examining a number
of negatives made by different cameras and assessing the negatives
as being suitable or unsuitable for use in map making. On checking
back to the resolving-power measurements made on these lenses for

the high-contrast target, it was found that the unsuitable negatives
were obtained with lenses having a resolving power less than 7 lines/

mm, whereas for the suitable negatives the resolving power of the

lenses exceeded 7 lines/mm in all parts of the useful field. It is
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unfortunate that this correlation was not made the subject of a
formal report instead of being- informally presented as was done at
the time.

This work was done by a committee of the American Society of

Photogrammetry and the suggested lower limit of 7 lines/mm first

appeared in 1935 in a tentative set of standard specifications [9]

prepared by this society. In later specifications the figure was
changed to 20 lines/mm for central imagery with the figure left at

7 lines/mm throughout the remainder of the useful field. In addi-
tion, there are Federal Specifications pertaining to optical perform-
ance that require that the quality of imagery be determined with the
aid of high-contrast charts. The Federal Specifications are used
extensively in connection with government purchases. The require-

ments contained therein have been developed over a period of years
in collaboration with representatives of industry and government
agencies. Consequently, any change that is recommended must be
in the direction of a definite improvement that is clear to all concerned.
A change in requirements frequently necessitates the development of

new test methods, the development of which must precede any actual

change in the Federal Specifications themselves. Accordingly,
changes in these specifications are not quickly made and even though
new requirements may appear desirable, the existing requirements
continue in use until the new requirements with appropriate test

methods are agreed upon.

Because of the uncertainty that had been created in the minds of

those people concerned with specifying quality of definition as a
result of the many diverse opinions on the subject, it was decided to

initiate further research at this Bureau into the factors affecting

definition in the photographic image. A new resolving-power test

chart was designed that would simultaneously give information on
resolving power and the effect of contrast on resolving power. At the
same time, the chart was provided with a greater range of frequencies

and capable of yielding greater precision in determining the limit of

resolution. The design of this chart was reported by I. C. Gardner
in March 1950 [10] at the New York meeting of the Optical Society
of America.

The actual making of the new chart was reported at the Cleveland
meeting of the Optical Society of America in October 1950 [11].

This new resolving-power chart is so made that the transmittance of

the lines and spaces along the y-axis vary in such a manner that the

contrast is a linear function of y and the transmittance of the chart
averaged over an area embracing several pairs of lines is uniform
for the entire plate. Along the 2;-axis, the widths of the lines and
spaces progressively decrease so that the "instantaneous" value of

the line frequency is a linear function of the distance measured nor-

mally to a "zero" line of abscissal of the chart.

The chart was made in two steps, the first step being the making
of the master high-contrast chart, shown in figure 15.4. The range
of frequencies on the master target plate is from 0.2 to 2 line/mm,
which means that the actual widths of lines and spaces vary from
2.5 mm to 0.25 mm. To cover this range in a continuously varying
linear manner there are 200 lines and 200 spaces contained in a dis-

tance of 180 mm. The zero line is 20 mm from the origin so that

the over-all length of the resolving-power portion of the chart is 200
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FiouRE 15.4. Master high-contrast test chart.

The line frequency is a linear function of the distance measured across the lines. The zero of tlic chart
Is at the inner edge of the first broad line.

mm. It is necessary that the hnes be as long as possible to provide
a contrast scale of approximatel}^ the same length as the frequency
scale and, moreover, to simplify the process of making microdensi-
tometric studies of final test images. The length of line used is ap-
proximately 185 mm, enabling the entire chart to be registered on a
standard 8- by 10-inch plate.

The second step consists in contact printing the high-contrast
target on a photographic plate under conditions such that the exposure
time varies over the plate in a predetermined manner [11]. The
high-contrast target is then removed and a second exposure is given
to the photographic plate in such a manner that the transmit tance
averaged over several lines of the finished negative is a constant.
Figure 15.5 shows a typical variable-contrast target produced by this

process. For the particular variable-contrast target illustrated in

figure 15.5, the scale at the left marked "Contrast" shows that in the
original transparency the contrast varies in a linear manner from
0 to 1.5. Contrast as used here is simply the difference in photo-
graphic density between dark and light areas as measured on a densi-

tometer. The lower scale gives the line frequency or resolving power
in lines per millimeter at a 25x reduction. Since the present print
is somewhat reduced in size, the marked scale is correct only when
the distance from 0 to 50 is equal to 8.0 mm in the final image. The
chart was photographed for use in this illustration and it is unlikely
that the contrasts shown on the scale are still correct. However, in

the original, the contrast remains constant at a given ^/-height, whereas
the line frequency varies linearly from 0.2 to 2.0 lines/mm.

518-743 0 - 73 - 28
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Figure 15.5. Variable-contrast master test chart.

In addition to the features contained in the master high-contrast chart, the contr.ist varies in a linear
manner from u to 1.5. The "moire" effect appearing in the right-hand portion of the illustration is pro-
duced by the interaction of the periodic pattern of the halftone screen and the pattern of continuously vary -

ing line spacing in the chart. ConseQuently, the above figure is not a true reproduction of the chart, al-

though it is a fairly close approximation in the left-hand portion.

Some trials have been made with this new target and the results

are shown in figure 15.6. The target was set up at a distance of 51

focal lengths in front of the test lens. It was lighted from the rear

by a broad uniform light source and negatives were made using three

different emulsions with the lens set at an aperture of f/8. Figure
15.6 shows the results obtained with Eastman Spectroscopic Plate,

type V-G. The reduction ratio is 50 to 1 so that the frequency that
is shown at the bottom of the figure ranges from 10 to 100 lines per
millimeter. Values of the contrast obtained from microphotometric
recordings at three different heights across the negative image are

shown as a function of the line frequency. The contrast in the target

at a given height is approximately constant, so that the decrease in

contrast in the image results from action by the lens-emulsion combi-
nation. Curve 1 shows the results for high-contrast target, curve 2

for a medium-contrast target, and curve 3 for a low-contrast target.

The results appear to be in agreement with what one might anticipate

on the basis of the literature dealing with the subject of target con-
trast and resolving power. However, the chief point to emphasize
here is that the data for drawing these curves were obtained from a

single negative, with consequent marked reduction in the number of

factors that might conceivably make difficult the correlation of resolv-

ing power with contrast in the target.
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Figure 15.6. The variation in contrast for increasing line frequency for Eastman
spectroscopic type V-G emulsion.

Target contrast is 1.3 for curve 1; 0.5 for curve 2; and 0.2 for curve 3. (The average density of the negative
i.<!0.45).

At the present stage of the investigation, it is clear tliat it would be
difficult to determine just what value to assign to the upper limit of

resolving power of the lens for a given target contrast. The resolving

power reaches its maximum when the contrast in the image reaches
zero. However, because of local irregularities in the image it is not
possible in the present stage of the investigation to state with cer-

tainty just when the contrast in the image reaches zero. As a prac-
tical expedient it may be preferable in reporting the performance of a

lens under given conditions to state what the value of the resolving

power is for a selected value of contrast in the image for a specified

value of contrast in the target.

For example, we may wish to report what the resolving power is for

an image contrast of 0.1 for several values of target contrast. This
information is readily obtained from these curves. Table 15.1 shows
the values of the resolving power for an image contrast of 0.1 for three

emulsions for the three values of target contrast that were shown in

figure 15.6.

Table 15.1 Resolving power in lines per millimeter for image contrast of 0.1 for
three emulsions for three target contrasts

Target Contrast V-O Pan Process I'anatomic X

1 1.3 64 3(i 30
2 0.6 46 25 20

3 0. 2 33 13 13

The development and use of the multilin(>. variable-contrast target

have been of primary interest in our work on resolving power during
the past year. Consideration has been given to 3-line, 2-line, and
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Figure 15.7. Typical out-of-focus exposure showing spurious resolution.

0.6 mm OUTSIDE FOCUS

0.6 mm INSIDE FOCUS

7 28 49
RESOLVING POWER , LINES /mm

70

Figure 15.8. Micropholoineler traces of images formed hi/ a lens at f/-'>.6 on Kaslman
spectroscopic emulsion type 5^8 GII.

1-linc tar<2;ots. Some of tlit- results obtained with these targets, to-

gether with their theoi'etical interpretation, are reported in pap(>r 20.

Work with high-eontrast targets has not, however, been completely
neglected. The high-contrast target with continuously varying fre-

quency has l)een found to l)e exceptionally well suited to the study of

some phases of spurious resolution. A report on this jihase of the

investigation was made by R. N. Hotchkiss [12] at the Cleveland meet-
ing of the Optical Society of America.

The axial imagery was studied throughout a region extending from
a ])oint well inside best focus to a point well outside best focus. A
typical out-of-focus image is shown in figure 15.7. It is rea<lily seen
that the contrast between adjacent lines and spaces quici<ly falls to

approximately zero as one proceeds toward the finer patterns. How-
ever, instead of remaining zero, the contrast rises and falls repeatedly
as one continues in the direction of the liner patterns. This waxing
and waning effect is even more strikingly illustrated in the niicrodensi-

tometi'ic traces shown in figure 15.8. For the cases shown, the phe-
nomena can be explained faii-ly simply on a geometric l)asis. This
analysis is given in the September 1951 issue of the Journal of the

Optical Society [13].
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16. Theory of Resolving Power

By E. W. H. Selwyn '

Fundamental Theory

The test object for a measurement of resolving power is usually

one in which the demarcation between areas of different brightness
is a hard edge. A. common and typical example consists of dark and
bright bars. When an image of this is produced, either an aerial

image or one in a sensitive photographic layer, light spreads from the
bright bars into the dark. The diagram representing the brightness
distribution in the test object is like the castellations on old fortresses,

wherein the light bars are represented by short horizontal lines

interposed between other short lines, representing the dark bars,

spaced lower and connected by vertical lines. If the degree of spread-
ing of the light is small the corresponding diagram for the image is

somewhat similar but the corners are rounded and the vertical lines

are replaced by sloping ones. As the spread of light is increased,

relative to the spacing of the lines, the corners become more rounded,
and the slope of the connecting lines becomes greater until the spread
of light is about equal to the space between two light lines. A still

greater spread of light then causes the hollows to start filling up and
the tops of the diagram to drop. If we wish to be strict in terminology
we may say that the first stages represent a diminution in sharpness
and the last stage a diminution in contrast. \Mien the last stage has
been reached the top of the diagram representing the distribution

of brightness approximates in shape to a curve of sines. If we start

with a test object in which the graduation from light to dark lines

is smooth and represented by a sine curve, only the contrast change
can take place, for the effect of spread of hght must then always be
to raise the hollows and bring down the tops of the curve. Also the

curve cannot change its character. It always remains a sine curve,

with the same period. That this is necessarily so can be seen from
the consideration that two sine curves of the same period always sum
to another sine curve whatever the amplitudes of the original curves
and whatever the phase difference between them. We may consider

the spreading of the light as producing from the sine curve of the

original test object a whole set of sine curves of equal period, with a

total phase difference equal to the total spread of light and amplitudes
varying according to the character of the spread of light. Thus the

final curve for the image is also a sine curve with a lower amplitude
(but of the same period). It may also be shifted in phase from that

which would be appropriate if the image were perfectly sharp.

' Research Laboratories, Kodak lyimited, Harrow, England.
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Apart from any difference of phase, which is related to the optical

distortion produced by the image forming system and is not of interest

in the pure resolving power problem, the only physical variables in-

volved are the period of the sine curve and the contrast. By elimi-

nating the gradual change in shape of the light-distribution curve (by
choosing a sine-curve test object in the first place) it becomes possible

to proceed with theoretical arguments. This is mainly because the
necessity of knowing how the changes of shape affect visibility of

the image of the test object is avoided. The contrast in the image
depends upon the interval between the bright bands, for as the test

object is made smaller and smaller (the image following suit) the

smudging-out effect of any unsharpness in image formation becomes
more and more pronounced. In theoretical discussion the relation

between the contrast in the image and the period of the sine curve is

of fundamental importance. We shall find it convenient to consider
first an optical system forming an aerial image.
The diagram representing the brightness of the test object or its

image may be split into two parts, one representing a uniform bright-

ness and the other the sine-curve portion, consisting of alternate

positive and negative sections. The uniform brightness is unaffected
by any lack of sharpness, but lack of sharpness diminishes the positive

and negative sections of the sine-curve portion equally since they are

of identical shapes. In other words, what happens to the amplitude of

the sine-curve is independent of what happens to the mean brightness
and if we change the mean brightness of the test object without
changing the amplitude (in brightness) of the sine-curve component,
the mean brightness in the image will be changed but the amplitude
of the sine-curve component in the image will remain unchanged, and
vice-versa. If a neutral filter is introduced between the test object
and the lamp illuminating it the amplitude will be reduced (so also

will the mean brightness but this is immaterial) and the amplitude
in the image will also be reduced in the same proportion. Thus the
ratio of the amplitudes in image and test object is constant for any
given test object and optical arrangement. In fact, however, the
amplitudes and mean brightnesses change in the same ratio, so that for

both test object and image, the important quantity is the ratio of

amplitude of brightness to mean brightness. If we call this ratio

for the test object a and for the image a*, then a*/a is a constant
for any one test object and optical system. Now the amplitude in

the image is dependent upon the amplitude in the test object, upon
the optical system and the spacing between bright stripes in the image.
It will be convenient to use the reciprocal r of the last quantity. The
above result therefore shows that

a*=ajir), (1)

J{r) being a function characteristic of the optical system, which may
be calculated, at least in theory, from the specification of the optical

system. The process of calculation starts from the brightness dis-

tribution in the image of a long line source. Each linear element of

this image is regarded as producing a geometrically perfect image of

the test object, a sine wave, that is, with phase appropriate to the
distance of the linear element from the center of the image and ampli-
tude proportional to the brightness of the element. All the sine
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curves of this type are added. The above is the fundamental formula
of the theory of resolving power when the test object is of the sine-

curve form.

Visual Resolving Power

The value of r that makes (ij{r) equal to the least value of a* that
can be appreciated by the eye, under the conditions of observation,
is the visual resolving power of the system. The threshold value of

a* is not a quantity that can be calculated, a priori, but must be
determined experimentally. It may depend on the effective aperture
of the pupil of the eye, on the angular separation between the bright
stripes in the image on the retina, and upon the mean brightness of

the image, apart from other conditions such as the presence or absence
of a bright surround to the image. Let us take a simple system con-
sisting of a test object, a perfectly corrected lens forming an aerial

image of it, a perfectly corrected eyepiece to make the emergent
wave fronts flat, and the eye. The aerial image may be replaced by
a luminous test object exactly similar to the original but with spacing
between the bright stripes changed according to the magnification
and with lower contrast (an amplitude in fact of a*), owing to loss

of definition as a result of diffraction. That this is possible must be
so because the wave front arising from any point is spherical, exactly

as with the aerial image. But we have to assume that there is no
diffraction by the eye, although there may be distortions of the wave
front by refraction. The eft'ective aperture of the eye is determined
by the exit pupil of the lens and eyepiece system. With such an
arrangement, using a test object with variable contrast, and placing

the lens at different distances it is possible to determine a wide variety
of conditions under which the image just ceases to be visible, as an
array of bright and dark stripes. The value of/(r) can be calculated,

since the image-forming properties of a perfectly corrected lens are

known from Airy's discussion of diffraction by such a lens. Thus
it is possible to calculate aj{r) at the limit of resolution, the angular
separation between bright bands, as seen by the eye, the effective

diameter of the pupil of the eye (the . exit pupil of the telescopic

system), and the relative brightnesses of the various images. The
results that were obtained by such an experiment are exhibited dia-

grammatically in figure 16.1. There appeared to be no influence of
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Figure 16.1. Visual threshold as a function of size of detail.
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FidUKK 16.2. Comparison of Cobb's experimental
results with theory.

A, Limit set by retina and/or nystagmus; B, limit set by dif

fraction at pupil.
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Diatn. of Pupil (mm)

brightness (over a rang-c of 10,000:1 !) outside the experimental error.

The striking feature about figure 16.1 is that the curve approaches
an asymptote at around If minutes of arc, but tliat apart from this

the thrcshohi vahu^ of a/(r) is remarkably nearly constant. The
simplest way of accounting for the asymptotic rise is to suppose
that the eye averages out detail over a range of Ij minutes or so, in

consequence of coarseness of structure of the retina, or involuntary
movem(>,nts (nystagmus) or both.
There is no evidence in the results that the value of o,f{r) at (he

threshold varies with pupil aperture over a range of 0.1 to 2.0 mm and
it is probably legitimate to assume that below pupil apertures of 2

mm the eye is perfectly corrected. The light used in the experiments
was monochromatic and it may be that this is the reason why tlu^ eye
appears to be perfectly corrected to an aperture as large as 2 mm.

if it is assumed that the eye is perfectly corrected and that the

retina averages out the illumination over 1% minutes of arc, the value
of a* in the image transmitted by the retina to the brain may be
calculated, in terms of brightness, from the formida

where /i(r) is a fa(;tor calculated for diffraction by the eye and f-iir)

a factor calculated for tlu^ averaging etfect of the retina. If now a*
is taken as O.O;^, and a unity, corresponding to a high-contrast test

object, the results of Col)l) on the resolving ])ower of the eye at din"(>]-(>iit

pupil apertures may t)e well dui)li(;ated, ex(;ept that at apertures al)ove

say 3 mm the observed resolving power is rather less than that cal-

culated, presumably owing to the greater effect of aberrations at
higher apertures (fig. 16.2).

For some purposes the theory of photographic resolving power can
be very simple. If sine curve distributions of light, of different con-
trasts, were projected on a photographic material it would be possible

to determine the relation between the resolution of the developed

Photographic Resolving Power
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imago and tlio contrast of tlio light distribution. .Suppose tliat tlio

results are exhibited in the form of a curve relating the minimum con-
trast of incident distribution necessary for the light and dark stripes

to be just visible in the developed imaged and r the reciprocal of the
distance between neighboring light stripes. Now draw on the same
diagram the curve showing the relation between the contrast in the
aerial image produced by an optical system and r. .A.t the point where
the two curves cross, the optical system is producing an image with
spaces between stripes equal to those at which, resolution just occurs
with an image on the material of the same contrast as that producred
by the optical system. The value of r at the common point is there-

fore the resolving power of the combined optical system and sensitive

material.

By this means we have accomplished a synthesis between the purely
optical and the purely photographic properties of the combined
system. In principle, if the photographic curves for photographic
materials and the optical curves for A^* optical systems were known
we could immediately find the resolving power for all the A^A^^* com-
binations, for any and every contrast of test object.

There is, however, a difficulty. The above argument is sound if

the light is monochromatic. But if it is not monochromatic we may be
faced with a situation of the following type. Suppose we have a lens

giving an aerial image of a point source consisting of a bright central

dot of red light surrounded by a thin blue halo. This image is first

supposed to be projected on a sensitive layer that diffuses red light

more than blue. The image in the emulsion layer will then consist of

a diffuse red central area with a moderately diffused blue halo. Now
suppose the aerial image is projected on a sensitive layer, with the
same diffusing properties, for white light as a whole, as the preceding
one, but which diffuses blue light more than red. The image in the
emulsion layer will then be a fairly small central red spot with a diffuse

blue halo. When converted to black and white (by the process of

development) these two images will be quite different. In other
words we must take account of the distribution of color in the aerial

image and of the variation with color of the diffusion of light in the

sensitive layer. In practice this means that one needs to calculate

the amplitude of the sine distribution in the sensitive layer for every
wavelength of which the light is composed and then average according
to the color sensitivity of the material. Alternatively one may calcu-

late the distribution of actinic energy in the sensitive layer of the

image of a long thin hne of light and use this for calculating the
amplitude of the sine-curve image.

Resolving Power of Sensitive Material

The amphtude of a sine-curve distribution of light projected on the

sensitive layer is reduced by diffusion of light in the layer, according
to the formula,

a**=a*^(r), (2)

analogous to that for an optically formed image. The process of

development converts small percentage variations in exposure into

the same percentage variations in transparency, multiplied by 7, the
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slope of tho usual density versus log exposure curve of the material at

the density at which the mean exposure is reproduced. The amplitude
of the image after development is therefore ya*>p{r). This is true only
if the amplitude is small, otherwise there is some distortion of the
sine curve. If the photograph is magnified M times the apparent
separation hetween bright stripes in the image is increased in the ratio

M and the reciprocal of the separation is decreased, so far as the eye
is concerned, to r/M. Thus the amplitude of the signal to the brain,

in terms of light intensity, is reduced to

ya*,pir)FirlM),

where F{r/M) is a factor (equivalent to /i(r)/2(r), used in discussing

Cobb's results on variation of acuity with pupil aperture) to take
account of the unsharpness in image formation in the eye and the
averaging effect of the retina.

So far, everything has proceeded on the assumption that the image
is "smooth" that is to say, without taking any account of the irregular

distribution of grains in the photographic material. In order to deal

with the effects of this irregular distribution we imagine that the
surface of a uniformly exposed and processed material is divided up
by a grid into small equal and contiguous areas and that the densities

of all these areas are measured. These densities will be different one
from the other owing to the irregularity of distribution of grains. We
ask, "What is the statistical distribution of density and in particular

what is the root mean square fluctuation of density?" We suppose
that the variation from the mean of the density of any elementary
area of the grid is small enough for the density of a pair of areas taken
together to be equal to the average of the densities of the pair.

If the fluctuations of density from the mean for a long set of N
alternate areas of the grid be denoted b}^ symbols like 8^ the mean
fluctuation ZdJN is zero and the mean square fluctuation is equal
to ZdllN. For the set of areas interposed between the preceding
areas, with fluctuations denoted by symbols like 62 the mean fluctua-

tion 252/A'is again zero and the mean square fluctuation is again equal
to and to Zdj/N. The mean fluctuation for the pairs of areas
taken together is 2(6,+ 52)/2A' and is zero and the mean-square fluc-

tuation is 2(6i+ 52)74A', which is equal to 26?/4A+25^/4A^+26i52/2A^.
If the distribution of fluctuations is symmetrical 5i52 is as likely to be
positive as negative, so that in a long sequence 25i52/4A^ is zero. Thus
the mean square fluctuation for doubled areas is From this it

follows that the root mean-square fluctuation is inversely as the

square root of the elementary area of the grid, or

A=(y/v^,

where 6 is a constant, for the given sample of material, called the
"granularity" and a the area of an element of the grid.

There is a peculiarity about density, since it may legitimately be
regarded as having a "dimension" in the same way as mass. For in

just the same way as a mass may be measured by equilibrating it

against a number of arbitrary units of mass, a density may be mea-
sured by equilibrating it photometrically against a stack of units of
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density, such as pieces of neutral glass all of the same density. The
clioi(;c of unit is arbitrary. In terms of the definition of density,
namely

lJ=\og{\IT),

(where I) is the density and T the transmission) all this means is that
wc have chosen the base of the logarithm arbitrarily. A much more
elaborate argument than the above, based on assuming a dimension
for density and assuming that the fluctuation of density is controlled
by a constant G and that the densities of neighboring areas arc
uncorrelated, yields both the statistical distribution and the formula

The question now arises whether it is possible to estimate the
nature of the signal to the brain obtained from grainy photographic
material. Wc suppose that the retina constitutes a grid with elements
having areas determined by the disk of confusion (mainly the ..\iry

disk) of the optical apparatus of the eye and the averaging effect of

the retina, already discussed. The corresponding areas on the mate-
rial itself may be taken as a*/AP, where a* is the area of an element of

the retinal grid projected on the material at unit magnification and M
the magnification. The signal to the brain, in terms of density
fluctuation, is therefore

The signal from the sine-curve image to the brain is, in terms of light

intensity,

B[l + ya*cp (r) Fir/M) sin 2 rrj: ]

,

where B is the mean light intensity and x distance across the bright

and dark stripes. Xow the appearance of almost any object, a

picture, for example, of the above sine-curve distribution of light, is

practically independent of the light intensity (except for very low and
very high intensities). We may therefore legitimately take the

logarithm of the above expression and drop the term log B, thus
giving the equivalent total density fluctuation

provided the amplitude of the sine curve is small.

Xow it is easy to show, for instance by superimposing a sample of

grainy photographic material upon a grainless transparency, that the

irregularity in density reduces the visibility of detail, and we therefore

have to enquire what the relation is between the sine-curve density

fluctuation, and the density fluctuation due to granularity at which
the sine-curve density fluctuation is just visible. Since the two terms
in the relation have the same dimension, namely of density, it follows

immediately by the very simplest of dimensional arguments that -

2 If the limiting density difference, S, that the eye can perceive be introduced_2nt" the dimensional argu-

ment, the right-hand term must he multiplied by an arbitrary function of 6 > aV; A/. Other calculations
show that this function is constant when the parameter is small.
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2 lo<jio eJa*<p{r)F{r|^^)=ConKt. aM|^|a*.

The rcsolvin*!; iwwcr is to bo calcnliitod from (his by solviiifj: for r.

The vahie obtained is (lepemlent on the inajjnification. If F{r/M)
wore proportional to ]\'f/r, the observed resolvni<j power would bo,

independent of the magnificat ion, since Af would then disappear from
the equation. But if the magiiification be chosen to ol)t.ain the

maximum value of r, the value of r will remain the same for small
changes in magnification. Thus the maximum value of r will be
secured at the value of Ai/r at which the curve of F{r/Af) against

r/M contacts a rectangular hy])orbola (i. e., a curve of CouNt.AI/r

against r/AI). This occurs at the point at. which the slope of log

F{rlM) against log rjAi is —45°. 'I'his point ol)viously specifies a con-
stant ratio between r and Ai. That is to say maximum visibility and
maximum resolving power are attained when the magnification is

chosen so that the apparent separation between strii)os is always the

same and of a certain magnitude.
In these circumstances the equation becomes

ya*^{r)=Const. Gr. (8)

'J'he value of the constant has been estimated, from what is known
about the eye, at 0.003. The value of a* is determined by the con-
trast of the original tost object, and the optical apparatus forming
the image, according to eq 1.

Thus the complete formula for the photographic resolving power is

yaf{r)(p{r)= Const. Gr. (4)

A graphical illustration of the use of this formula is shown in figure

16.3, for a high contrast tost object, for which a is unity. The visual

resolving power in the aerial image produced by the optical apparatus
is the value of r at the point of intersection .A. of fir) with the visual

I 1.5

log r

Fkiure 16.3. Graphical illuslration of theory of resolving power.

A, Visual resolvinR powpr of optical systpm; B, resolving power of photographic material; C, resolving
power of photographic material and optical system combined.
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threshold, the resolving power of the photographic material is deter-
mined by the intersection B, at which eq 3 holds, and the resolving
power in the negative produced by the optical system by the inter-

section C, at which eq 4 holds. It is obvious that there is no simple
connection between the visual resolving power and the photographic
resolving power.

Results

The value of a theory is either that it enables results to be calculated,

or that it enables one to understand a phenomenon or group of
phenomena. Obviously, the function of a theory of resolving power
is to permit one to understand what is happening, for it is much easier

to measure the resolving power in any given case than to calculate it.

In spite of its defects (which will be mentioned shortly) the theory
given here gives an account, of certain features found in resolving-

power measurements, sufficiently nearly quantitative to justify the
belief that any physical properties other than those discussed have
relatively unimportant effects.

The first result to be discussed concerns the variation with aperture
of the resolving power in the center of the field of a photographic
objective. The aberrations of such a lens are relatively unimportant
at small apertures such as F/45. The function/(r) may thus be taken
as identical with that for a perfectly corrected lens. When the
aperture is increased a little the central core in the image of a point
remains about the same in size as the Airy disk appropriate to the
aperture imder consideration, but there is a greater amount of light

in the outer parts of the image than when the lens is perfectly corrected.

The main effect of this is to decrease the value of/(r) by a roughly
constant factor for moderate and large values of r. As the aperture
is still further increased the image becomes more extended and the
central core may disappear or almost disappear. Then/(r) is dimin-
ished still more, its value at large values of r diminishing greatly.

An estimate of its value at various values of r may be obtained from
estimates of the visual resolving power of the lens with test objects

of different contrasts. It is not difficult, if this be done for the maxi-
mum aperture, to estimate graphically a set of curves of j{r) for

different apertures. The form of (p{r) for photographic materials
may be found if it is assumed (as is commonly done in photographic
theory) that the sideways scatter of light in the sensitive layer follows

a negative exponential law. The curve for any given material may
then be obtained from a knowledge of the granularity G and the
resolving power, using eq 3. Sufficient information is thus provided
to determine, by the method illustrated in figure 16.3, the resolving

power at any aperture. Results of such a calculation are shown in

figure 16.4. The visual resolving power for high-contrast test objects

at moderate and small apertures approximates closely to that expected
from Rayleigh's formula, while the decrease caused by diminishing
the contrast of the test object is not great. The resolving power at

high apertures is markedly below the theoretical. With a material
of low granularity the resolving power is much decreased and the
maximum occurs at a smaller aperture than that at which maximum
visual resolving power is found. With materials of greater granularity
the resolving power is still more decreased and the curve against

aperture becomes flatter. These results are of a general character
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Figure 16.4. Resolving power of camera objective as a function of aperture.

a, Visual resolving power, high-contrast test object; b, visual resolving power, low-contrast test objei t;

c, photographic resolving power, fine-grain film, low-contrast test object; d, photographic resolving power,
medum-grain film, low-contrast test object; e, photographic resolving power, coarse-grain film, low-contra; t

test object.
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Figure 16.5. Effect of magnification on resolving power.

and have been observed with all lenses that have been tested in these

laboratories. The resolving power observed varies with the density

of the processed material. The above results refer to a density of

1.0, at about which density the resolving power is a maximum.
The results obtained by experiments designed to check the theory

of photographic resolving power also provided evidence that the

observed resolving power depended upon the magnification used.

Typical results are shown in figure 16.5. The points shown consist

of six sets in which the resolving power varies over a range of 5:1,

but in the diagram as shown the six sets of points have been adjusted
along the log r direction so as to have the same mean value. It is

clear from the diagram that maximum visibility is attained when the

apparent separation between bright stripes is 1 mm, at the standard
viewing distance of 250 mm. As expected from theory this is a uni-

versal condition independent of the actual separation and the granu-
larity, but calculations from F(r/M) suggest a value four times less

for the magnification. The reason for the discrepancy is not known,
but it is known that different observers prefer different magnifications.

The above condition, namely making the apparent size of detail it is
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wished to see about 1 mm, is not far from correct for maximum visi-

bility on most photographic records.

If one could provide a diffusing screen with turbidity identical

with that of a photographic material, and introduce granularity into

the image, the image seen should be identical with that seen on a
negative developed so that 7=1. A difference of 7 from unity
can be allowed for by changing the contrast of the test object. Appa-
ratus of this kind has, in fact, been devised, and although the test

object consisted of two short bars of the type used by Cobb, and not
the sine-wave form, the resolving powers so observed were the same
as the photographic resolving powers within a standard deviation
of 15 percent. This is not much more than can be accounted for by
experimental and observational error. The gain in speed over photo-
graphic measurement is substantial.

Evaluation

There are certain defects in the preceding theory. The most out-
standing are the disagreement between the calculated optimum
magnification and that found by experiment as shown in figures 16.5,

and the disagreement between the theoretical estimate of the photo-
graphic threshold, involving granularity, and experimental determi-
nations. The latter are shown in figure 16.6. Curve B is the theo-
retical result (eq. 3). Curve A refers to a few estimates made by
determining corresponding values of G and r at which images of Cobb
test objects projected optically on samples of uniformly exposed and
processed photographic materials ceased to be visible. Curve C
refers to exposures made with sine-curve test objects of different

contrast analysed in such a way as to give the threshold almost
directly. Full details are given in the original publication. There is

agreement in order of magnitude and in the general result that the
photographic threshold increases with Gr approximately according to

a power law with an exponent of the order of unity. Perhaps this is

as much as can be expected from photographic experiments of a type
that is notoriously liable to both systematic and accidental errors.

There are, however, stronger reasons than these for supposing that

8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

I09 Gr

Figure 16.6. Photographic threshold {log A) as a function of Gr.
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the theory may be defective. Jones and Higgins have demonstrated
that granularity figures, obtained by the method used (theoretically

described in principle in this paper) do not correlate well with figures

for the graininess, the corresponding quantity estimated by purely
visual observation, and have also shown that the theoretical descrip-

tion is not followed when a is small. It seems likely that the density
of any given small area on the photographic material is not inde-

pendent of that of neighboring areas. In other words there is cor-

relation, which may formally be described by a quantity with the
dimension of length, corresponding with the distance over which the
correlation extends. The theory as given takes no account of such
a quantity, nor indeed does any theoretical treatment of granularity
yet proposed. Correlation might give the grainy structure a char-
acter akin to periodicity and this could well affect both the threshold
and the optimum magnification.
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17. A New System of Measuring and Specifying

Image Definition

By O. H. Schade '

Introduction

An objective analysis of image definition leads fundamentally to

methods for determining the geometrical properties or an equivalent
measure of the point or "star" image of the imaging device. When
the intensity distribution of the point image is invariable, it is obvious
that image quality and apparent sharpness vary inversely with a
significant diameter of the point image. When point images having
different intensity distributions are compared, however, this relation

is no longer true. It then becomes necessary to specify the relative

intensity distribution as well as a diameter. The problem is further
complicated by the fact that the point image of practical lenses

departs considerably from circular symmetry. Figure 17.1 illustrates

the changes in the geometry of the axial-point image in successive
stages of a motion-picture process. From a study of resolution

and detail contract characteristics of photographic and television

images it has long been apparent that the sharpness of an image has
no fixed relation to the limit of resolution of the system but depends
rather on the steepness and form of the intensity or luminance curve
representing a unit function transition, i. e., a sharp edge. It is not
difficult to see that the total length of the transition is equal to the
diameter of the point image (fig. 17.1), while shape and gradient
depend on the energy distribution in the point image. It must be
appreciated that the energy in a point image is a function of its volume
(considering intensity of the third dimension), and that a low-inten-

sity disk of light surrounding a small high-intensity center may con-
tain as much or more light flux as the bright center of the light spot
and thus produce a gradual transition with rounded corners. The
transition curve that is readily generated by displacing the point
image over a brightness step is, therefore, a much more sensitive

measure of quality than the intensity distribution in the point image.
The maximum gradient of a single transition, however, is not a
sufficient specification of image quality. Furthermore, the shape of

the transition is affected when several edges (or repetitive contours)
occur within a distance less than the maximum spot diameter. It

is known from communication theory that any complex transition

or waveform can be expressed by its Fourier components. The
properties of the point image can thus be specified accurately by a

response characteristic to optical sine waves ranging in wavelength
from infinity to zero.

' Radio Corp. of America, Tube Department, Harrison, N. J.
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Figure 17.1. Point images and edge transitions in a photographic process.

Response Characteristics of the Point Image

Normal optical-bar test patterns are "square-wave" flux patterns.

Accurate sine-wave test patterns can be obtained from variable-

density recordings of electrical constant-amplitude sine-wave fre-

quencies on the sound track of motion-picture film. A number of

sections so obtained are shown in figure 17.2. It is customary to

express the wavelength in these patterns in reciprocal units: the line

number N. The line number N will be defined in this paper as the

number of half-waves or "lines" (dark and light) in a length unit.

The line number has the dimension length"^ When the geometrical
properties of the point image are known, its response to sine-wave or

square-wave flux patterns is readily computed by scanning the flux

pattern with the point image, considering it as a scanning aperture.

The point image is thus defined as the resolving aperture or sampling
aperture of the image-forming device referred to the image plane,

the intensity distribution in the point image is represented by the

transmittance t of the aperture.

Response characteristics of a number of aperture types are shown in

figures 17.3 to 17.8. The line number is given in relative units Nf,

defined by the equation

N6=II8, (1)

where I is the unit of length {1= 1 mm) and 5 is a significant diameter
of the aperture. The sine-wave or square-wave response is likewise

given in relative units. The sine-wave response factor is defined

as the ratio of the sinusoidal aperture flux i/-^ at a line number N to

the sinusoidal flux at a line number approaching zero as a limit

as expressed by

r-,=4'N/^o. (2)

The square-wave flux response factor is defined similarly by

rAj=AlpN/M'o- (3)

The symbol Ai/- indicates that the square-wave response is measured
not by the peak amplitude - of the waveform but by the differential

2 The square-wave amplitude response r^^ is shown for comparison in some figures.
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Figure 17.2. Sine-wave test pattern.
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Figure 17.3. Response characteristics of square aperture {t= 1).
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Figure 17.4. Response characteristics of round aperture (t= 1).
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Figure 17.5. Response characteristics of round aperture {t= cos' r).
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Figure 17.7. Response characteristics of theoretical lens {white light).
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Figure 17.8. Response characteristics of round aperture (r= e"''/''o).

flux, which is proportional to the mean value or area under the recti-

fied half-waves of the waveform, because the latter changes from a
rectangle to trapezoids and triangles or sinusoidal shapes when
is varied from zero to infinity. I3oth response factors are single

valued and independent of contrast, provided waveform distortion is

avoided by the use of small "signals" when nonlinear devices such as

photographic films are measured. The use of sine-wave patterns
has the advantage of permitting a direct and accurate evaluation of

the overall response of systems containing a number of imaging
stages in cascade. The over-all sine-wave response factors of the

system are simply the product of the response factors of the com-
ponents at corresponding line numbers. This advantage is lost for

square-wave response factors, because of the variable harmonic content
of the waveforms. Inspection of the computed characteristics,
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figures 17.3* to 17.8, however, shows that the ratio r^lrc,-;^ is substan-
tially independent of the aperture type at given values r^J, permitting
a point by point conversion of square-wave to sine-wave response
cbaracteristics with satisfactory accuracy.

The response characteristic of a theoretical aberration-free lens
limited only by diffraction is of interest as a standard of comparison.
The characteristic (fig 17.7) shows the "white"-light response com-
puted for a coaxial superposition of diffraction spots for a constant
energy spectrum for 0.4 n to 0.7 ^l? The round aperture with a trans-

mittance r=e"'"^''o (fig. 17.8) is of interest as a mathematical equiva-
lent for the aperture effect of grain structures in which the intensity

from an infinitesimal pencil of light decreases exponentially from
its center outward because of diffusion, absorption, and diffraction

in the grain layer; the magnitude of these optical effects (diameter
of the aperture) depends on the layer thickness, transparency,
spacing, and size of the particles. The theory is well substantiated
by measurements on a variety of film types and kinescope phosphors.^
Plotted to a normalized scale with reference to the rated resolving

power Ncr of photographic film* at which r;f~0.02, the measured
values result in a single curve shown in figure 17.9. A comparison
with figure 17.8 shows excellent agreement when Ncr is placed at

NINi=5.\l.
Another characteristic of special interest is that of the round aper-

ture with T= e~''''"'o'^ (fig. 17.6), which has the form rJ=€~*'^^ It

can be seen from this form that a repetition or cascading of such aper-
ture processes will not change the shape of the characteristic, but only
the constant k.

The response characteristics of practical lenses, microscopes, tele-

vision tubes, and other image-forming devices can be measured accu-
rately by photoelectric methods, either by scanning test patterns with
their point image or by using a photoelectric or electronic micropho-
tometer ^ to scan the test-pattern image formed by the device. One
of these latter methods developed by the author appears to be partic-

ularly simple and flexible for testing lenses and was described and
demonstrated.

The quantitative information obtained from response character-

istics is demonstrated by table 17.1 showing the changes in the square-

0 0.5 1.0

REL4TIVE LINE NUMBER (n/Nj,)

Figure 17.9. Response characteristics of grain structures (measured).

3 Compare first reference on page 249. . .

< The photographic value Nrr (lines/mm) is to be multiplied by a factor of two according to the definition

of Wussd in this paper.
• Tho Kr^von lino piirvp fnr M/NT. ^ 2.S should be positive in figure 17.3.
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Table 17.1 Square-wave response (r^
,f) of 8.3-mm apochromat, NA — 0.65 with

lOx compensating eye piece

(White light)

Theoretical •
''a7

AT/iV/niiTi

Cover glass 0. 18 0.127 0.127 None None
Tube length: (mm) 160 160 172 160 196

lUU 0. 98 0. 95 0. 925 0. 91 0. 925 0. 76 0. 89

zou .94 .88 .81 .78 :8i .49 .76
500 .87 .78 .655 .57 .648 .34 .585

700 .83 .72 .565 .45 .555 .25 .485

1,000 .75 .64 .45 .31 .44 .195 .37

1,500 .64 .53 .30 . 17 .30 .13 .225

2,000 .52 .43 .21 .13 .21 .08 .135

2,500 .42 .34 .14 .12 . 14 .03 .07

3,000 .32 .26 .095 .11 .095 .01 .033

3,500 .22 .18 .055 .065 .055 .0 .018

4,000 .14 .11 .036 .038 .036 .0 .002

4,500 .07 .06 .018 .018 .018 .0 .0

5,000 .03 .025 .008 .008 .008 .0 .0

5,500 .01 .008 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0

•Computed for 2,870* K source and 1P21 multiplier phototube.

wave response (rAt/') of an 8.3-mm Bausch & Lomb Apochromat
{N. ^.= 0.65) used with a lOx compensating eye piece at a magnifica-

tion of 300 when cover-glass thickness and tube length are varied.

The values have not been corrected for aberrations in the measuring
microscope (4-mm Apochromat N. ^.= 0.95 with 25x compensating
eye piece) . It is of interest to the lens designer to note that a response
characteristic (sine wave or square wave) can be considered as the

sum of a number of component response characteristics of known
shape thereby permitting a reconstruction of the point image. This
process is illustrated on the characteristic of a 40-mm Cine Ektar lens

shown in figure 17.10. The measured characteristic (at 5°) can be
regarded as the sum of response characteristics from cos^ apertures.

The first component, curve 2, is obtained by continuing the "tail"

end of the curve as a cos^ response curve. Subtraction of this com-
ponent from the normal characteristic leaves curve 1, which closely

matches the response characteristic of a second cos^ aperture. The
flux division and ^2) between the corresponding coaxial spots is

indicated by the response at N=0 and happens to be equal for both
components. The diameters of the corresponding cos^ spots follow

from the respective Ni values (eq 1) ; the relative flux intensities

00.5

Nt = 27 = 120

i' ' S
S| = 37^ Sj = 8.35(1

J

Y| = 0.05 Yj = 0-95 /

^^ , ,f, . . /

Lequiv.

1 S.= I77/J

1

n
t- A

a

\
K̂ i°l SI Focus

cos'

-J 1 -ft-
100 200 300 400

LINE NUMBER N (L/^^)

Figure 17.10. Response characteristics of a camera lens for 16 millimeter film.
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LINE NUMBER N(L/mm)

Figure 17.11. Synthesift of response characteristic from three round aperture
characteristics {t— 1).

{Yx and F2) at the spot centers are obtained with

Y,IY,=^P,bll^,b\ and Y,^Y,= l. (4)

Addition of the cosine-squared intensitj^ curves of the components
furnishes the approximate intensity in the point image from the lens.

A practical method for performing this analysis is shown in figure 17.11

illustrating a breakdown into round apertures with uniform transmit-
tance that appear as coaxial cylinders in a topographic representation
of the point image. The response characteristic of the lens is drawn
in log-log coordinates (curve r j in fig. 17.11). The response character-
istic of the round aperture (fig. 17.4) is drawn on a separate sheet of

log-log paper. The two curves are superimposed and a position
matching the tail end of the lens curve is found. This portion (curve
1 in fig. 17.11) is subtracted and the process is repeated. In this

particular case, the two additional component curves shown result.

Flux values, diameters, and intensities are then found as outlined
above and shown in the insert of figure 17.11. It should be noted
that the negative-phase portions of the round aperture responsemust
be included with negative sign when making the summation. The
process is reversible, illustrating a synthesis of the sine-wave response
from a complex symmetric aperture as the sum of three component
characteristics. It is not difficult to see that the response of an asym-
metric aperture can be obtained by the same process of subdivision
into cylindrical sections having displaced axes. This displacement is

equal to the displacement of all sine waves between respective response
characteristics, and causes a phase shift proportional to that must
be duly considered when the summation is made.

Evaluation of a Measure of Equivalence {Ne) from the
Response Characteristic

The response characteristics of practical imaging devices depart in

general more or less from theoretical characteristics and may differ

considerably in the relative response between low and high line num-
bers. In the case of optical lenses the response may decrease more
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or less rapidly at low line numbers because of aberrations, although
the theoretical resolving power may still be measurable in some cases.

The diflferences in response characteristics and the condition of

astigmatism indicates that a comparison of image definition by a single

figure of merit requires the evaluation of a measure such as an equiv-

alent response characteristic or an equivalent aperture with standard
transmittance that can be specified by one significant number. It is

important that this equivalent measure agree with a visual impression
of sharpness. In an objective evaluation the "quality" of an image
or, more general, the quality of a device or system transmitting
information (code, sound, or pictures) is specified by three funda-
mental characteristics: Transfer characteristic, fluctuation or "noise"

level, and sine-wave response characteristic. The seemingly corre-

sponding visual impressions of tone range, graininess, and sharpness
in optical images, however, are not exact equivalents, because they
represent combinations of the above objective characteristics. A
judgment of contour sharpness, for example, is influenced by graini-

ness and by the amplitude of the brightness step (contrast), whereas
the sine-wave response characteristic is a relative measure describing

shape and length of the brightness transition only. In an objective

system of ratings, amplitudes, transmittance, "flare", wave-form
distortion, rectification, etc., are specified or determined separately

by the transfer characteristic, which, in general, is not controlled by
the same parameters determining the frequency response of a system.
A low-refiection coating of lens elements, for example, improves the
light-transfer characteristic of the lens, but has no effect on the sine-

wave response characteristic. In order to agree with an objective
measure of definition, a visual comparison must be arranged for

judging the relative sharpness of images and requires that image con-
tent, transfer characteristic (luminance and contrast) and fluctuation

level in the images are made substantially identical. The impression
of relative sharpness in an image can then be considered as a visual

evaluation of the complex waveforms from a large number of arbitrary

cross sections of the intensity distribution in an image frame. In an
ideally sharp image the sum of the Fourier components of these cross

sections fills an infinite sine-wave spectrum with constant ampli-
tudes. Superposition of all components in random phase relation

results in a most general and interesting test pattern, appearing
optically as a random grain structure. Any cross section of this struc-

ture taken by a microphotometer with infinitesimal aperture is a
complex wave containing a constant-amplitude sine-wave spectrum

SCANNING
APERTURE

$=0
IDEAL RANDOM

GRAIN STRUCTURE
COMPLEX

APERTURE OUTPUT

number of half waves
(n) per unit length

SPECTRUM OF SINE -WAVE
COMPONENTS IN COMPLEX WAVE

Figure 17.12. Fourier components in ideal random grain structure.
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up to a very high Hne number, as illustrated by figure 17.12. An
imaging device with a finite scanning or sampling aperture integrates
high-"frequency" components, as illustrated by figure 17.13, a har-
monic analysis furnishing the sine-wave response characteristic of the
device. The complex wave contains a variational or modulation

component [^] that can be measured in total by an rms current meter,

and a steady component ^ that can be measured by a d-c meter.
Their ratio, known electrically as the "noise-to-signal" ratio, is the

relative deviation

(5)

When the sine-wave response is normalized according to eq 2 so

that }p(N-) = l at N=0, the mean squared deviation is expressed by

(6)

where r j is the sine-wave response factor and i/'o is a measure of the
magnitude of the a-c flux passing through the aperture at a line

number N approaching zero. A hypothetical aperture having a
constant response (rj = 1) from N=0 to a line number N*^ where the
response drops abruptly to zero, would give a mean-squared deviation

The integral of squared response factors in eq 6 may hence be inter-

preted as a normalized mean-squared deviation or as an equivalent

passband of constant amplitude extending to the line number N* as

defined by

C'" ?) {N ,dN. (7)

The measure N* has the dimension length Its reciprocal value
expresses an equivalent length or diameter of the aperture in the

scanning direction. Like the aperture response, Nf depends, in

general, on the aperture orientation relative to the direction x of

aperture displacement. Apertures with circular S3anmetry have a

IDEAL RANDOM
GRAIN STRUCTURE

SCANNING
APERTURE COMPLEX

8>0 APERTURE OUTPUT

LINE NUMBER Cn)

SPECTRUM OF SINE -WAVE
COMPONENTS IN COMPLEX WAVE

P'iGUEE 17.13. Fourier components in grain structure integrated by a finite aperture.

' The asterisk on the value Ni is used to indicate that this value is obtained when a random grain struc-

ture is scanned. Other values will be introduced subsequently.
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single effective length proportional to their diameter 8 and a single

value Nf. Elliptical or rectangular apertures can be specified by
two values A^fw and N*^|,•, obtained by orienting their major or minor
dimensions (a or b) in the direction of scanning. These two values
can be combined into a single value

N:={Nx,N:,,,y" (8)

representing an equivalent symmetric aperture.

The direct evaluation of the measure N* for an unknown aperture
requires a calibrated random grain pattern that must be tested by a
harmonic analysis of the complex aperture output. A practical

alternative is a synthesis of the sine-wave characteristic from the
aperture response to constant amplitude sine-wave patterns of

various wavelengths and an evaluation of Ne by eq 7. Optical sine-

wave patterns consisting of parallel "lines", however, do not duplicate
exactly the sine-wave components in a random flux pattern, but rather
in a pattern that is random only in the direction x of scanning and
uniform in the direction y, perpendicular to the scanning direction.

Figure 17.14 illustrates the difference in cross sections through a
random grain structure and a synthetic structure representing a
random addition of sine-wave test patterns (random phase relation).

The differences resulting from scanning a random grain structure or
sine-wave test patterns and the suitability of A^'e-values, in general,

for the purpose of indicating an equivalent aperture area can be

determined by a comparison with an equivalent No based on the
sampling of a normalized random structure. The various equivalents

Nf, Ne, and A^o can be computed without recourse to response
characteristics when the geometrical properties of the aperture are
known.
The effective sampling area of an aperture (pictured as a three-

dimensional body, the aperture transmittance r representing height)
may be determined by subdividing the aperture into differential

columns (fig. 17.15) with a base area Aa=AxAy and constant or
varying height representing the transmittance t= f{x,y) . The relative

deviation obtained by taking a large number of samples from a random

FLUX PATTERN
RANDOM IN X AND y

SYNTHETIC FLUX PATTERN
RANDOM IN X, UNIFORM IN y

Figure 17.14. Cross sections of random and synthetic grain structures {see text).
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grain pattern with one differential column is Aa-= (T^WoAa)^''Vi"7ioAa,

where Uq equals average number of grains per unit area. For a
normalized grain density 'Ho= l, the above relation becomes Aao=
(T^Aay^/rAa. Integration over the aperture yields the normalized
relative deviation

_ [limi: r'Aay'\ [fff(x,y)dxdyy"
limSrAa fff{x,y)dxdy '

^''>

The normalized relative deviation o-q has the dimension length"^
The length may be regarded as the geometric mean of the sides of an
equivalent rectangular sampling area having constant trans-

mittance t= 1. According to eq 1 the relative deviation (ro=l/(ae)^'^

can also be interpreted as the line number A^o of an equivalent square
sampling aperture and eq 9 may, hence, be stated in the form

l^_ [fffix,y)dxdyY''

fff(x,y)dxdy

The measure A^o is independent of the aperture orientation for both
symmetric and asymmetric apertures and can, hence, be used as a
standard for comparison. The equivalent passband Nf of an
aperture scanning a grain structure random in x and y directions can
be computed by subdividing the aperture into incremental sections

parallel to the direction of scanning (fig. 17.15). The mean-squared
flux obtained is the same as that obtained when the aperture is

sampling. The flux ^o(i/) at A^=0 contributed by each section to

is represented by the areas J'rdx of the sections, and because the flux

is random (out of phase) in y, the total flux is obtained by the sum
of the squares 4^l=^[STdxY. The measure N* obtained when a
random grain pattern is scanned is, therefore,

fdy{ff{x,y)dxY ^ ^

The asterisk is used to distinguish N* from the value Ne that will

henceforth be used to indicate a sine-wave synthesis.

APERTURE SCANNING FLUX PATTERN RANDOM IN X AND y

/dy[/f(x,y)dx]'

SCANNING DIRECTION

APERTURE SCANNING SYNTHETIC FLUX PATTERN RANDOM IN X, UNIFORM IN y

" 1^'/^°
[//f(x.y)dydxr

SCANNING DIRECTION
APERTURE SCANNING FLUX PATTERN"^ RANDOM IN X AND y

[//f'Cx.y^dxdyj''^

f(x,y)i'^ //f(x,y)dxdy

("^ PATTERN FLUX NORMALIZED SO THAT Nq = I PER UNIT AREA WITH T = l)

Figure 17.15. Subdivision of apertures for evaluation of the equivalent measures

N, N* and No.
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Evaluation of the equivalent passband Ne from a response character-
istic obtained by the method of scanning sine-wave test patterns
represents the case in which a synthetic structure random in the x

direction but uniform (in phase) in the y direction is scanned. The
aperture is subdivided into sections parallel to y. The mean-squared

flux [^]^ is the sum of the squares of the section flux values y^J./* rdvY,

and the flux xpl is the squared sum of the section flux values, furnishing

the ratio

^'~^^^'^''~[ff.i{x,y)dydxY
^'^^

All measures A'^o; ^nd represent dimensionally a length"', but
the formulations appear to have little resemblance to one another.
Because the measures N* and A''^ depend on the direction of scanning,
asymmetric apertures require evaluation of two TV^-values as stated

by eq 8. For apertures having circular symmetry, however, the

sampling equivalent A^o is seen to equal the geometric mean {Nt NfY'"^.

To evaluate the relative accuracy of the three measures it is of interest

to determine how closely the values computed with eq 10, 11, and 12

compare in a number of representative cases. To obtain Ne in relative

units Ne/Ni, the above equations must be multiplied by the ratio of the
characteristic lengths 8/u when the length u chosen for computing the
measure A^^ differs from the length expressing a characteristic diameter
of the aperture. In relative imits eq 10, 11, and 12 can be written.

\T*iAT _ ^ fff{x,y) dx dy

u.fdy[fj{x,y)dx\''
^''^

M IM ^ fdx[fj{:x,y)dyY
^''^'= u. fff(x,y)dydxr

^''^

It must be kept in mind that the length u in eq 10 is the square root
of an area and, therefore, independent of the aperture orientation.

The length u^- in eq 11 and 12 however, is always the characteristic

aperture length in the direction x of scanning.

The measure A^^ for a round aperture with r= €""'"'o'^, for example,
may be computed in terms of a radius length ro^u^; the corresponding
relative line-number unit Ns in figure 17.6 represents a length"'
measured by the diameter 5=4ro. The ratio in this case is, there-

fore, four. The relative values in table 17.2 show that the sine-wave
equivalent A^^ is as good an equivalent as the value A^* obtained by
the scanning of a random grain structure. Both values are somewhat
in error for a round aperture with t= 1 and for a square scanning
diagonally. Practical apertures such as lenses, grain structures, or

electron beams have nonuniform transmittances similar to the

aperture types 4 to 6 in table 1 7. 1, for which the error is negligible or

zero. The definition of TV* as the integral of squared response factors

given by eq 6 applies also to the measure A^e, which is obtained from a
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Table 17.2. Relative passband- equivalents of apertures

APERTURE TYPE

Ks-I

>

0

I SQUARE

2 SQUARE

3 ROUND 8

4 ROUND

5 ROUND Sl'f''<^^|

_1» 0

6 ROUND S! .'O I

T =
I

_r~L

_r-L

-M To I— COS'r

2r„

No/n5

2

1.13

1.575

6

1.245

4

1.596

nVnS

(2/3)^7 =

1.06

37r .

8
1.178

1.56

1.596

n./nS

(2/3)yr=

0.943

32 _

1.08

1.59

1.245

1.596

7 RECTANGLE b =

'

1 Ne(a) = "a

ab Ne(b) =
FOR_a = 8;

Ne.-]/^

Ns lb

8 ELLIPSE a Nc =-

sine-wave synthesis; i. e.,

N,=j\r':pyNdN. (13)

The results obtained by a numerical integration of the squared
aperture response according to eq 13 are illustrated by the curves
N e(o->iv) in figures 17.3 to 17.9 that show the growth of the partial

integral when the limit is increased from A^=0 towards A^=oo.
The accurate agreement of the values obtained by this method is a
check on the accuracy of the sine-wave response characteristics as well

as the formulation of eq 12. The aperture is of interest as a
mathematical equivalent for grain structures with finite thickness.

The line-number scale of this aperture is referred to a diameter 6=6ro,
which for identical values Ne places the rated resolution Nct of fihn

at the value 7V„/A^5= 1.245/0.241 = 5. 17 of the theoretical character-

istic. A comparison of figure 17.8 and 17.9 shows an almost perfect

agreement of the sine-wave response characteristics. The resolving

or sampling aperture of grain structures is, therefore, well represented ^

' A finite grain size removes ttie pointed tip of the aperture transraittance. The effect, however, is negli-

gible because the flux contributed by a transmittance exceeding the value t=0.65 (r=0.6 ro) if only 2.5 percent
of the total flux.
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by a round aperture with a transmittance T=t~''''o. The value A^^ of

an asymmetric aperture of width a and height b can be determined
accurately when the deformation of the dimensions a or 6 from
circular symmetry does not alter the relative aperture transmittance
in the 6 or a dimension, respectively. In this case the sine-wave
measure Nei,a) or A^e(6) obtained with eq 12 is determined by the
dimension of the aperture (a or h), which is oriented parallel to the
direction x of scanning, the measure being independent of the aperture
scale factor in the y direction. The aperture is thus simply considered
first as an aperture with circular symmetry and a diameter b=a,
furnishing the value Ne^a), and second as an aperture with the diameter
5= 6, furnishing the value A^ecs)- The geometric mean of these values

(eq 8) furnishes the symmetric equivalent A^e- The corresponding pro-

cedure when the sine-wave response of an astigmatic lens is measured,
for example, requires orientation of the sine-wave pattern and scanning
direction parallel or perpendicular to the direction of astigmatism.
The values A^e(a) and New ^re then determined by numerical integra-

tion from the two corresponding sine-wave response characteristics

(eq 13). The evaluation of A^e is illustrated by two examples in

tables 17.3 and 17.4

The numerical evaluation of the measure Ne from a sine-wave
response characteristic by means of eq 13 is illustrated by table 17.3

for a 40-mm f:1.6 Cine Ektar lens measured at f:1.6 and 5° off axis.

The value a is the mean response factor within the increment AA/^.

The equivalent passband A^^ is obtained directly in television lines per
millimeter; Ne= 'dO L/mm. Table 17.4 illustrates the evaluation of

A^e for grain structures from figure 17.9 in relative units. With
reference to the rated resolving power Nct of fibn, A^e= 0.241 A^„.

Hence, for fine-grain positive film (type 5302) with A^cr= 180 television

lines per millimeter, Ne= ^2)A L/mm.
It may be of interest to the lens designer that the measure A^e can

be estimated from the diameter Sq.s of the physical aperture passing
50 percent of the light flux in the star image. The relation

Table 17.3. Evaluation of Ne for 40-mm Cin6 Ektar lens at f/1.6 (5°)

iV, = 90 lines per millimeter

N/mm "a

10 0.98 0.99 9.8
20 .94 .96 9.2
30 .90 .92 8.5
40 .85 .88 7.7
50 .79 .82 0. 75 41.95

60 .74 .765 5. 85
70 .67 .70 4.9
80 .62 .65 4.22
90 .57 .59 3.5

100 .53 .55 3.0 63. 42

120 .46 .49 4.8
140 .42 .44 3.88
160 .39 .40 3.2
180 .36 .37 2.76
200 .33 .345 2.38 80.44

250 .27 .30 4.5
300 .20 .23 2. 65
350 .14 . 17 1.45
400 .08 . 11 .61

450 .03 .05 .13 89.78
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Table 17.4. Evaluation of Ne for grain structures

JV,=0.241 Ncr

a^AN 2(a)2A7V

0. 05 0. 97 0. 985 0. 049
. 10 '. 91 . 95 . 045 0. 094
'

15
'

835 . 88 . 0385
. 20 . 740 ] 79 . 031 . 1635
. 25 '. 67 . 685 . 0235
'. 30 . 53 . 585 . 0171 . 2041
.35 . 44 . 50 . 0125
. 40 . 37 . 41 . 0084 . 225
. 45 . 30 . 335 . 0055
'. 50 . 245 . 275 . 0038 . 2343
.55 . 20 .22 .0024
.60 .16 .18 .0016 .2383
.65 .125 . 14 .0010
.70 . 10 . 11 .0006 .240
.75 .075 .085 . 00035
.80 .058 .065 .0002 .2405
.85 .04 .045 .0001
.90 .03 .04 .0001 .2407
.95 .02 .03

1.0 .018 .02 .241

Table 17.5. Diameter S and equivalent passband Ne of various aperture types

Aperture type
Relative trans-

mittance Diameter (5) Relation of S to

Square, . T = l s s= 11N.
Round - -- r= l 2ro «o=1.08 UN,

Do 7-=cos2r 2ro i CO.= 1.59 l/N,
Do 7-=e— r/;o Oro ^£=1.245 //A'.

Do._ r= €— (r/ro)2 4ro « ,1= 1.6 l/Ne

Table 17.6. Equivalent passband (Ne) and diameter {So) of equivalent round
sampling aperture of iinaging components

Theoretical lens //4, .

.

//6.3.

//16-

40 mm Cinfe Ektar{a[-------;//l;6

50 mm Baltar at //2.i

4-inch Super Cinephor //2-

Film _ Nc,

(5°)-—

Plus X 110 L/mm.
Fine-grain negative (5203) 220
Fine-grain positive (5302) 180
16 mm reversal 150
Square spot t=1..

Round spot r=l
Round spot T=cos2r

—

Exponential spot T=e-'/'ti

Exponential spot t=«-''/''o' 2
.

Theoretical lens

so (microns)

250 L/mm 4. 32
159 6.8
125 8. 65
62.5 17.3
90 L/mm 12

180 6
64 17
27.3 39. 5

0. 241 N„ See figure 17.9

26. 5 L/mm 40.8
53 20. 4

43. 4 25

36 30
0. 50 N,** See figure 17.3

.45 N, See figure 17.4

.38 See figure 17.5

. 244 iVcr*

. 222 AT, See figure 17.6

.20 AT, See figure 17.7

See figure 17.7.

See figure 17.10 and
table 17.2.

•iVj, = "rated" resolution
at rjS2%.

*iVt = limiting resolu-
tion atr7 = 2%.
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A^e~0.63/5o.5 is an approximation computed from the flux distribution

occurring in practical star images. The factor 0.63 is a compromise
value depending on the percentage of flux in the haze surrounding the

nucleus of the star image.
The line number for known round apertures is expressed in relative

units N/N& that refer to the aperture diameter 8= l/N6, where I is

the unit of length (/=! mm, or Z=F= vertical picture dimension).

Relative to the equivalent passband A^^, the diameter of these aper-

tures is expressed by the relations given in table 17.5.

An equivalent aperture or point image of specified characteristics

can thus be obtained for a system element by the insertion of its

Ne-y&lue into the relations given in table 17.5.

The equivalent passband A^^ (television lines) and the equivalent

aperture sizes of a number of system elements used in photographic
processes are summarized in table 17.6.

Equivalent Passband and Aperture Diameter of Proc-
esses Containing a Number of Elements in

Cascade

The sine-wave response characteristic of a number of system ele-

ments in cascade, including the eye if desired, can be computed
accurately by forming the products of the response factors r^^ r;^,

. . - rj.^ of actual response characteristics at corresponding line

numbers. The equivalent passband Ne(p) of the process is thus given
accurately by the integral

Ne,r^= £{ri^n^ . . . r-,JdN (14)

Because of the nature of the response characteristics of lenses, films,

and television tubes it has been found that the equivalent sampling
area of a combination of such "apertures" can be evaluated with
usually less than 5-percent error by simply adding the equivalent
aperture areas of the components or, as expressed in terms of equiva-
lent aperture diameters:

6,,)~(5i^+5,^+ . . . +S/)i (15a)

also

l/N,,,,^{l/K^'+l/N^'+ . . . +l/K„^y (15b)

Thus, it becomes a simple matter to compute the equivalent passband
A^e(p) and the aperture diameter of photographic systems by the use of

eq 15 in conjunction with table 17.6. Equation 15 is exact for expo-
nential apertures r= e~*'''''o'2 because the response characteristic figure

17.6 has the form = €-KN^. The response characteristic of a

system of two-dimensional apertures tends to approach this form
(fig. 17.6), which may therefore be used as an equivalent response
characteristic with a line-number scale Ns= Ne/l.6.
The simplified method will lead to larger errors and should not be

used when electrical components of a television system such as am-
plifiers or filters with sharp cutoff or a rising frequency characteristic

518-743 O - 73 - 30
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are included. Although equivalent pass-bands (A^e) for such com-
ponents have a significance, they cannot be treated as normal optical

apertures.

Tests for Visual Equivalence

Now that an objective measure for the equivalence of imaging
devices or systems has been established, it remains to be shown that
the equivalence holds under visual examination. It is obvious that
an equivalence indicated by equal measures Ne will be satisfactory

when obtained from sine-wave response characteristics that are very
similar in shape. A repetition of aperture processes always tends
to approach an t-*'^^^ shape. This observation can be proven when
apertures of widely different form such as the combination of lenses

and film shown in figure 17.16 are cascaded. In combination with
the eye (fig. 17.17), the curve shape becomes even more normalized,
indicating that the measure A^^ agrees with visual observations. A
most critical test for visual equivalence is a comparison of single

imaging processes with widely different characteristics but equal
measures A^^- This test can be made by comparing pictures made
with a complex aperture (lens) such as shown in figure 17.10 with
pictures made by an equivalent round aperture of constant trans-

mittance or with a round aperture with cos^ transmittance. The
response characteristic of the latter is shown by broken lines in figure

17.10, differing materially in resolving power from the actual lens.

From this point of view the equivalence may appear rather inade-

§06
h-

i 0.6-

u
in

O 0.4-

a.
•Au
<^ 0 2-

CURVE
1 SO mm BALTAR LENS AT f:

2.6

2 1 t PLUS X NEC. FILM
3 2* FG PCS. FILMN^/i --^^ 4 3 +4"SUPER CINEPHOR LENS

1 \ N/Vi^
! X^v* N

|N(>= 260
t

500
,6,

1000 1500
LINE NUMBER (N)

20
—1

1 1 1 1 1 1

40 60 80 100
LINE NUMBER (L/mm)

Figure 17.16. Response characteristics in a 35-millimeter motion-picture system.

Figure 17.17. Response characteristics of the eye at a viewing distance of Jour times

the vertical picture dimension.
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DISTANCE-MICRONS

FiGUBE 17.18. Edge transitions of equivalent apertures shown in figure 17.10.

quate; but when pictures are scanned or produced with these equiva-

lent spots, the transitions at sharp edges do not differ nearly as much
as shown by figure 17.18. To permit a visual comparison of images,

different aperture shapes and intensity distributions have been
S3Tithesized accurately by out-of-focus projections with a precision

enlarger. When a pinhole is imaged out of focus it assumes the shape
of the enlarger lens diaphragm. In this position, variation of the

lens-stop diameter causes a proportional variation in diameter of the
out-of-focus point image. The f numbers corresponding to the lens

aperture components in figure 17.11 are indicated in the lower portion

of the insert as well as the relative exposures (1/speed) for obtaining
respective flux values.

Photographs were produced in this manner by multiple exposures,

the flux values being measured by a photoelectric device. To be
able to show any difference more pronouncedly, the pictures were
made with aperture sizes three times larger than that of the lens

(respective to the picture frame for which the lens is designed) and
thus represent a three times magnification of the image. The A^^-

value in the originals was A^e=210, whereas that of the lens is A^e=630
in a frame 7 mm high. At a normal viewing distance these magnifi-
cations are found to have substantially equal sharpness, the equivalent
round aperture with constant transmittance appearing slightly

sharper. Upon close study the actual lens image exhibits higher
resolution but slightly softer edges. Similar observations and tests

made by comparing television images and motion pictures of equal

Ne ratings have shown that a visual evaluation of sharpness is in

good agreement with the objective equivalent A^'^.

Conclusions

A study of the factors determining the sharpness in images produced
by optical, photographic, and electrical image systems has shown
that the relative performance of an imaging device with respect to

detail rendition and edge sharpness is accm-ately specified by its

sine-wave response characteristic. Given the characteristics of the
components, the performance of any combination forming a multi-

element imaging system can be computed accurately. It has thus
been possible to solve many problems arising from a combination of

optical, photographic, and television processes. Measurement of a

I
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considerable number of lenses and television components has shown
clearly that the resolving power has little significance as a measure of

quality being perhaps the least important point on a response charac-
teristic. The objective measure A^^ specifying the equivalent optical

passband of the imaging device or system is ideally suited for a
universal system of rating image quality, its use permitting a great
simplification of many problems. The sine-wave response factors and
the measure N'e state performance in relative units. Absolute values
of contrast require one additional specification—the large area con-
trast in the image plane, which can be determined by well known
methods. A specification of lens quality must, therefore, include
data on its large area contrast as well as a family of response character-
istics (or A^e-numbers) as a function of fmumber and angle. In view
of the inadequacy of the present method of rating image quality by
the resolving power of the device, and because of the lack of precise

or useful information on detail rendition by lenses intended for pic-

torial purposes, the author recommends that the above system of

rating be studied for adoption as an objective standard. A lens

bench for photoelectric measurement of the response characteristic

of lenses (including microscopes) has been developed by RCA for

the Office of Naval Research under a study contract requiring an
accurate evaluation of image quality. It employs moving sine-wave
or square-wave test patterns photographed on the sound track of

motion-picture film and analyzes the image formed by the lens with a

slit aperture, which, referred to the image plane may be made as

small as 0.01 micron. Direct readings of the measure Ne can be
obtained with a calibrated "noise" film permitting, for example, an
experimental and rapid determination of optimum spacings of lens

elements. The proposed system of rating image-forming devices
has been applied successfully to solve many problems in television

systems that require a combination of optical, electrical, and photo-
graphic elements.

The author acknowledges the helpful criticism and contribution of

W. A. Harris of the RCA Tube Dept., Harrison, N. J., and Dr. D. O.
North of the RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J., in the analytical

evaluation of equivalent-aperture passbands (Ne).

O. H. Schade, Electro-optical characteristics of television systems, RCA Rev.
9 (1948).

O. H. Schade, Image gradation, graininess and sharpness in television motion-
picture systems, J. Soc. Mot. Pict. Televis. Engrs. 56, No. 2 (Feb. 1951) and
58 No. 3 (March 1952).

O. H. Schade, A new system of measuring and specifying image definition, (un-
published paper given at the 69th Semiannual Convention of the Society of

Motion-Picture and Television Engineers in New York City on May 3, 1951).

Discussion

Dr. R. C. Spencer,^ Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories,

Cambridge, Mass.: The repeated accounts over the past 2 days of

the subtle differences between resolving power on close-packed parallel

lines and overall picture quality, coupled with Otto Shade's excellent

treatment of the subject using communication theory, prompt the

following remarks.

1 Presented in written form following tlie Symposium as a summary of Dr. Spencer's oral discussion.
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Most optical tests involve the high-frequency cut-off of the optical

instrument, i. e., its ability to resolve two points (such as stars), two
parallel lines, or to follow an abrupt change in illumination (step

function). • Let us consider now a more general target or input func-

tion Go(x,y) containing lower frequencies that can be represented in

the neighborhood of any point by a Taylor's series. Assume that
if Go were a point (impulse) the optical instrument would spread it

out into a system function F(x,y). In general the output function
Gi(x,y), when Go(x,7j) is the input function, is the convolution i¥al-

tung) of 6^0 and F, expressed as Gi— GoyCF. I have shown ^ that for

a one-dimensional case

where P is an operator. Thus, if the nth moments of F(x), defined
by Hn— J'^"'F{x)dx exist, the output function is a series of products of

moments of F(x) and derivatives of Go(x). Thus, for an even func-
tion with Mo normalized to unity

This form is ideal for the correction or estimation of error of, say 10
percent, introduced into an input function by the limited resolving

power of the instrument. Note that for positive moments the output
curve Gi lies always on the concave side of the Go(x) curve, thus
cutting the corners. The case of the second moment for estimating
distortion due to television scanning spots was substantiated by
Mertz and Gran ^ in 1934. I later generalized the term "instrument"
to include circuits, recording galvanometers, etc., in which cases the

M2 term can be made zero or negative by proper underdamping.
It is noteworthy that the series of corrections is a differential

operator P; that a series of instruments can be used in tandem and
that the overall operator P is the product P1P2P3 • • • ; that if

each F{x) is shifted to its own center of gravity, thus making each
/L<i=0, and all no's are normalized to 1, the second moments M2 are

additive; also the /xs's.

These results are in agreement with the diffusion processes, and
laws of combination of random errors; in particular, the root-mean-
square width of the apparatus function is the square root of the sum
of the second moments of the individual system functions.

The simple theory breaks down in the case of the second moment
of the slit diffraction pattern [(sin <t>)/(i)Y, which is infinite. This was
solved by Norbert Wiener who had independently realized the im-
portance of the second moment and by 1941 had derived the best
filter for an aperture, such that the second moment of its intensity

diffraction pattern, and hence its rms width, would be a minimum.
According to Wiener the amplitude transmission function over a

slit aperture should be cos x with the edges of the aperture at the

first zeros; also for a circular aperture the amplitude transmission

2 R. C. Spencer, Phys. Rev. 38, 618-629 (1931); [A]46, 337 (1934); [A] 48, 4 3 (1935); 52, 761 (1937), of which
CO

eq 4 should read ^L„= K'' 4''''f(<P)di; [A] 55, 239 (1939); [A] 60, 172 (1941). J. Appl. Phys. 20, 413-414

G,{x) = Go(x) hn2D'Go(x)+ . . . .

(1949).
3 P. Mertz and F. Gray, Bell Systems Tech. J. 8, 464-515 (1934).
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should be Jo{r) with the edge coincident with the first null circle.

In conclusion, let me say that with most of the effort going into

the study of the limit of resolution using sharp targets, we should
begin to pay more attention to faithfulness of reproduction. The
discussion above presents the low-frequency extreme. It does
reiterate Shade's contention that the moment of inertia is important,
especially for faithfulness of reproduction.
A complete solution, if successful, would have to incorporate con-

siderable portions of the theory of information and in particular
Wiener's theory of filtering which not only encompasses the complete
spectrum of frequencies but enables the engineer to specify the opti-

mum filter for maximum faithfulness of response of a typical class of

input functions in the presence of unwanted noise. During the
present sessions we have seen repeated indications of variety of:

(a) inputfunctions such as star points, lines, sine waves, step functions,

square or round areas and typical shapes for letters, trucks, ships,

etc.; (b) noise from atmospheric haze and temperature variations,

photographic haze and particle size and resolution of the human eye.

There is still lack of agreement on what is considered to be maximum
faithfulness of reproduction for any one set of conditions but there
is agreement on the fact that defocusing and other aberrations change
the filtering characteristics of the instrument in a measurable manner,
these characteristics being resolution and contrast.

Dr. D. S. Grey, Polaroid Corp., Cambridge, Mass.: I would like

to comment on the papers by Selwyn and Schade. It has been some
3 years now since Selwyn and Schade have answered for us two ques-
tions that have received considerable discussion at this symposium.
One question is, what sort of resolution target should we use? The
second question is, how, from the energy distribution of the image of

a point source, can the lens designer determine what results his lens

will achieve under any particular test system with particular targets?

Now, the answer that Selwyn and Schade have given to the first

question is that it is entirely imm.aterial what type is used. It is

a question of how you interpret your results in connection with the

type of target you use. If you use a line target it does not matter
what the contrast in your lens is. If you interpret your results

properly you can get the factors that Selwyn and Schade have shown
to be pertinent and apply their analysis, and get the test results

you would receive with any other type of test target.

The other question that is of interest particularly to the lens de-

signer, is simply that the lens designer may obtain a spectrum of his

point image and then he can predict just what his lens will do under
a particular specified resolution of test.

I would like to point out one limitation to certain general aspects

of the Selwyn-Schade method of analysis, which is the dependence on
the object being illuminated by incoherent radiation. If the radia-

tion is coherent, many of the linear properties do not hold, and since

I have been working mainly in microscopy since Selwyn and Schade's

paper appeared, I am, therefore, excused for not having climbed on
the bandwagon sooner.

Now, we can go even further than Selwyn and Schade have indicated

directly this morning. I am sure they had it in mind, however. If

we analyze the image by their method we can predict what the results

will be under test by any particular method. In particular, we can
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predict what we are going to get in the photographing of a real object,

if we know what the object is.

We can go even further than that by using certain very general
theorems that have been developed in communication theory. We
need not know exactly what our object is before we specify how our
lens is going to perform., that is, to permit us to distinguish certain

detail and say, "Is it there?" or "Isn't it there?" We can use the
communication theorems and not concern ourselves with precisely

what objects we are trying to image, but with the certain general
properties of certain general classes of objects that we would like to

examine. All the theorem.s of communication theory can go right

over into optics just by a trivial change from one-dimensional notation
to two-dimensional notation. We just draw a wiggly line under
certain variables indicating that they are vectors and that certain

multiplications are dot products of certain vectors.

I have been quite surprised that there has been so m.ucli discussion

about just what type of target we should use so long after Schade and
Selwyn first published their work.
Chairman B. O'Brien, University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.:

Thank you, Mr. Grey. Is there any further discussion?

Dr. G. Toraldo di Francia, Instituto Nazionale di Ottica, Flor-

ence, Italy: I should like to remark upon Dr. Selwyn's paper and
Dr. Schade's paper.

Dr. Selwyn measured the increasing contrast that shows up in the
curve representing the contrast versus the spacing. He attributed

it to the defects of the eye. I think that one can very well explain

the phenomenon if one keeps in mind the fact that the resolution by
the eye is not a static thing but a kinetic thing. When the spacing
between the lines you have to resolve is larger, you need a larger

contrast because the eye needs a longer time to scan it.

In this connection, may I remind you of a very fine experiment
which I think was known to Helmholtz

;
looking through a pinhole in

a cardboard at the sky and moving the pinhole before one's eye, one
may see the blood vessels of the eye very clearly. But as soon as the

cardboard is held stationary the blood vessels can no longer be seen.

This indicates that the veins in the eye cannot be seen because they
are not moving with respect to the retina.

Dr. Schade mentioned that the resolving power depends not on the
amplitude of the illumination but on the flux, and I agree with him.
We have made many experiments at the Optical Institute in Florence
that confirm that the resolving power does not depend on the ampli-
tude but on the energy. We have called it the energetic theory of

resolving power. Our experiments are in agreement.
Chairman O'Brien: Thank you, Dr. Toraldo. Now, at the risk

of being informal, and with Dr. Gardner's permission, I would like

to add a comment to the discussion. What I have to say is that one
can resolve quite successfully complex patterns where the total time
of illumination is a microsecond or so and no possible scanning of

the eye can take place. In order for the visual mechanism to sense

the detail, it is necessary that the scanning be in space or in time.

It is not essential that it be a scanning in space. Either is adequate.
This does not mean that Dr. Selwyn's results are to be disagreed

with. As a matter of fact, the agreement of published data is even
better than he said. This is, no doubt, modesty on his part. Even
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in Cobb's figures you will find perfect agreement with the curve
sketched by Dr. Selwyn. Moreover, the fact that the angular sepa-
ration of lines as it broadens requires a higher, not a lower, contrast
of threshold, is in keeping not only with the physiology but the anat-
omy of the structures.

I shall now call time on myself and ask for more discussion.

Dr. R. E. Stephens, Optical Instruments Section, National Bureau
of Standards, Washington, D. C: Dr. O'Brien, there is another thing
to add to that discussion, I think. The eye seems to be responsive
to gradients and also gradients of gradients. There is an experi-

ment I remember in which one produces a split field, one side of

which has uniform brightness, the other having a constant gradient
where the brightness at the boundary is the same as that of the uni-

form field. On opposite sides of the boundary there is an infinitesi-

mal difference in brightness nevertheless, a definite line is visible.

For sinewaves with the constant contrast, not only the gradient but
the gradient of the gradient is smaller for large spacing than for

short spacing.

Chairman O'Brien: I know you will agree that this is perhaps a
more elegant way of stating the same quantity. Data have been
published as a function of the breadth of that. All of these tie

neatly together. Is there any further discussion?

Mr. J. M. Naish, Royal Aircraft Establishment, South Farn-
borough, Hants, England: I would like to make a remark upon the
question of standardization of resolving power by measurements.
This may not be a very appropriate moment to mention it in the
course of the symposium but I feel that sooner or later some remark
should be made upon this question. We believe that progress will be
accelerated by standardization of resolving-power measurements.

From the symposium so far the importance of resolving power as

a means of specifying the performance of the lens in terms of picture

quality must be amply illustrated. In spite of the many defects in

resolving power as a means of measurement, I think it seems that
there remains a thing that wiU be measured and Dr. Washer's descrip-

tion of the measurement he makes, makes it very clear that it is not
a simple matter to carry out a large number of measurements on a
given day. The importance of other criteria for picture quality can-
not be called in question and, indeed, we have done a certain amount
of work on the relation between knife-edge test-object gradients and
interferometer quality values with the corresponding resolving-power
measurements in the same focal plane. I would think that is an
important correlation, especially if the results may be weighted for

the variation of wavelength, because of the importance of particu-

larly transverse chromatic aberrations, but nevertheless we feel that
we shall all be called back to the question of making these resolving-

power measurements in the standard fashion.

I would like to invite attention to the importance of standardizing
this procedure. Difficult though it is, it remains very important.
We have a British standard. I am not sure whether there is an
American standard for measuring resolving power, but I think that
eventually we must arrive at an international standard.

The difficulties envolved in accomplishing this are enormous but
may I briefly invite attention to the necessity for at least keeping
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this goal in mind in the future?

Chairman O'Brien: Thank you. That is a noble goal. I hope
some day we do achieve it. It certainly is worth keeping in mind.

Is there any further discussion of these papers?
Prof. F. Zernike, Natuurkundig Laboratorium, Groningen, Neth-

erlands: One question to Mr. Feder. In considering the calculation

of intensity in the aberration image, he has said that he is troubled

somewhat by the infinities that may occur there and he tries to get

away from them by looking at the energy on a certain small surface.

I would like to know how he determines the size of that surface

because everything will depend on that. Of course, in reality the

finite wavelength of light takes care of this infinity and it will never
be infinity at all.

Chairman O'Brien: Is Mr. Feder here?

Mr. D. P. Feder, National Bureau of Standards, Washington,
D. C: I think my point was that with respect to geometrical optics

alone, in which the question of energy density has no meaning. Do
you agree with this?

Prof. Zernike: Yes.
Mr. Feder: And that one might try something of this nature if

the image is poor with respect to the Airy disk? One could, for

instance, divide the entrance pupil of the lens into a series of apertures

that cover the entire entrance pupil—^say you divide it up in squares—
and consider where the rays from the corners of the squares go.

Assume that the energy then goes into the spot formed by these rays.

Prof. Zernike: How many squares do you need?
Mr. Feder: I don't know the answer to that, but I would like to

hear from Dr. Herzberger. Perhaps he will have an answer.
Dr. M. Herzberger, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.:

Thank you very much. I would like to give an answer to that. In
the case of very well corrected optical systems, microscopes or

telescopes, it is , of course, necessary to calculate the diffraction image.
This is the only way to get the light intensity; but you can get a kind
of geometric optical pattern for a photographic lens in the following

way. Make a grating in the entrance pupil by dividing the entrance
pupil into equal parts. One can do that by a large number of equi-

lateral triangles. Then each ray represents an equal amount of light.

If one has a large number of rays and intersects them with the image
plane, one gets a distribution that is equivalent, or practically equiv-

alent, to the light distribution in the image. In that manner one can
get, by calculating the mumber of points within a given area, the

amount of light falling within that area.

Prof. Zernike: Well, my impression is that in order to make, as

I would say, an improvised method of taking into account the wave-
lengths of light

—

Dr. Herzberger: No, the wavelengths of light do not come into

this pattern because it would not be very different for different wave-
lengths—at least as long as the aberrations of the system are large

with respect to the wavelengths of light.

Prof. Zernike: I do not agree because Mr. Feder said expressly

that the intensity would be infinite.

Dr. Herzberger: Yes. You see, if one looks at these pictures

one gets an immediate impression of the light distribution because
the points are so dense. In geometrical optics there would be an
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infinite density at the caustic. W. R. Hamilton already has investi-

gated this problem and has tried to compare the intensity at different

parts of the caustic. One compares equal areas of the caustic and
thus finds a comparative measurement of the intensity at the caustic.

The spot diagrams, on the other hand, do not give a correct but an
approximate picture of the intensity distribution. They do, however,
seem to provide a more graphic method of showing the intensity

differences in the image than drawing lines of equal intensity.

Chairman O'Brien: Thank you. Dr. Herzberger. This subject
could easily be the topic of another symposium as extensive as this

one, and Dr. Gardner has asked that we try to undertake the afternoon
program very soon. However, before I spoke, at least Dr. Lucy had
waved and perhaps others, so rather than cut off too abruptly, may
we have your remarks?

Dr. F. a. Lucy, University of California, Los Alamos Scientific

Laboratory, Los Alamos, N. Mex.: I have a brief comment. I don't
think we have to worry too much about the product of an infinite

density over a zero area. The exact limit of the caustic here being
really zero in area, we have an indeterminate form that can have a

finite product.
Dr. G. H. Conant, Jr., Harvard College Observatory, Cam-

bridge, Mass.: May I say in defense of Mr. Feder, that the problem
that he was discussing was one of computing with automatic computing
machinery and your machine cannot evaluate these indeterminate
things. The machine, itself, can only handle a certain finite range of

magnitude.
Chairman O'Brien: Mr. Feder, would you like to cap your climax,

so to speak?
Mr. Feder: No, I was thinking about Dr. Zernike's question. It

seems to me that it is essentially a matter of how closely you examine
the image. In other words, if you are going to look at it with a very
high powered microscope, then I don't think this method will work.
But if you are going to examine it with something that has farily low
sensitivity, that is if you take a fairly large area of the image, and if

the image is bad with respect to the Rayleigh limit, it is a question of

selecting the triangles or squares or what have you in the entrance
pupil, so that the energy from one triangle or one square gets into the

portion of the area you examine in the image.
Chairman O'Brien: Dr. Hopkins?
Dr. R. E. Hopkins, University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y. : It

seems to me that it is easy to see what the problem is if you think of

the interference patterns that I showed. When you have a round,
circular area free from fringe, you have to tell from physical optics

where the rays within that area are going.

Chairman O'Brien: It is refreshing to see you in such complete
agreement.

Prof. A. Marechal, Institut d'Optique, Paris, France: I have to

mention that Prof. Durand in France obtained a better approximation
in taking account of the different phases of the vibrations correspond-
ing to the traced tslys. It is simpler than complete calculation of

diffraction patterns and nevertheless gives a good approximation.
In order to know the contrast of images, or the resolving power of

an instrument, information is needed on the diffraction pattern.

Those quantities determining the optical quality of the instrument
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can be computed by various integrations over the diffraction image.
Fortunately, Prof. Dufiieux * and his co-workers have shown that

those quantities can also be computed by convenient integrations

performed on the exit pupil. The example of the contrast of images
of lines has been studied in a previous communication.
Mr. W. a. Allen, ^ U. S. Naval Ordnance Test Station, Inyokern,

China Lake, Calif. : In reference to the paper presented by Mr. Feder,
it might be mentioned that many other laboratories have been using
automatic computing machinery for the purpose of ray tracing. Spe-
cifically, the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory " and the U. S. Naval
Ordnance Test Station ^ have investigated and designed many lenses

by automatic computing-machine methods. Recent work at the
Naval Ordnance Test Station has been based on generalized equations
used to trace rays through uncentered-spherical interfaces, prisms,

and aspheric surfaces. All surfaces may be considered either refract-

ing or reflecting. Our equations for an aspheric surface appear to

converge more rapidly than those used by the National Bureau of

Standards.
We have heard much discussion here about the desirability of con-

sidering the problem of lens design from the standpoint of physical
optics. It should be mentioned that ray tracing in the notation used
by the National Bureau of Standards and the Naval Ordnance Test
Station provides a calculation of the optical pathlength from object
to image. Machine performance is such that this distance is accurate
to the wavelength of light. Thus, the data from geometrical ray
tracing can be translated by straightforward methods into the lan-

guage of phj'sical optics. Aspheric surfaces have been designed by
the methods of equalizing all optical pathlengths from object to

image. ^

In conclusion, I would like to suggest that there exists a great need
for a program involving the systematic evaluation of existing lens

prescriptions in terms of resolving power. Such a program would
entail the adoption of some reasonable arbitrary standard, such as

the criterion suggested by Dr. Hopkins, relating the results of ray
tracing to resolving power. Some agency should undertake the
analysis and publication of results pertaining to all lenses described
in the patent literature. At the present time, any lens design can be
investigated exhaustively and rapidly with respect to available glasses,

contemplated magnification, and configuration of the image surface,

by means of automatic computing machinery. Some resolving-power
data, however, brief and inadequate, should be known in advance of

such a thorough analysis in order to screen the large group of all

known lenses down to a few that might meet prescribed minimum-
performance standards. As Dr. Hopkins has remarked, many elec-

tronic calculators have been built at the public expense; ray-tracing
data obtained by their use should become public property. In my
opinion, publication of such information would eliminate much present
duplication of effort.

< p. M. DufEeux, L'intfegrale de Fourier et ses applications i I'optique, (Faculte des Sciences de Besanfon,
1947).

' Received after the close of the symposium.
8 W. A. Allen and R. H. Stark, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 4I, 636 (1951).
' W. A. Allen and J. R. Snyder, J. Opt. Soc. Am. (in press).
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Editor's note: Dr. Allen's refsrence to the early use of automatic computing
machinery for ray tracing at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory and at the
U. S. Naval Ordnance Test Station is most welcome. At the same tim>i this

suggests the advisability of listing other early applications of a similar nature.
In 1944, Dr. James G. Baker used the IBM Automatic Sequence Controlled

Calculator (Mark I) at Harvard for tracing a series of skevi^ rays through an optical
system. Th? equations used and an example of recorded data will be found in

one of the National Defense Research publications [1]. This is believed to be
the earliest use of automatic programmed computing machines for ray tracing.

In 1945 Grosch [2] reported on the tracing of meridional and skew rays by
means of International Business Machines Corporation equipment. The equip-
ment available at that time did not have large storage capacity or provision for

sequence programing. Consequently the tracing of a ray through a single sur-

face required the application and removal of 28 plug-boards. Such a procedure
reallv constituted a tour de force and could be only used when a large number of

rays, say 100 or more, were to be traced through a given optical system. With
such a requirement it is possible and desirable to perform a given operation on
all the rays before the plug-board is changed for the next operation. In this

method the rays are traced in parallel instead of in series.

At the fall meeting of the Optical Society of America, October 1949, Grosch [3]

raported on the tiacing of skew rays by the Selective Sequence Electronic Calcu-
lator (SSEC) of the International Business Machines Corporation. This is a
programmed machine with sufficient storage capacity to permit ray tracing in
series through a series of surfaces. In other words, a given ray is traced through
the entire optical system before a computation of a second ray is begun. On
March 9, 1950, at the time of the meeting of the Optical Society of America in

New York there was a demonstration of ray tracing by this machine for the
members of the society. At this same meeting Epstein [4] described a method
for calculating the third-order aberrations of an optical system by means of soma
of the less complex IBM equipment.

In March 1950 at a meeting of the Association for Computing Machinery,
Donald P. Feder and Benjamin F. Handy, Jr., of the National Bureau of Standards
presented a paper titled "Optical Ray Tracing Problems and The Card Pro-
grammed Calculator" (CPC). Thi.s paper described the use of the CPC in tracing
skew rays through a system of spherical surfaces. Also in March of 1950 the
Standards Eastern Automatic Computer (SEAC) was first used to trace rays.

The use of both of these machines was further discussed by Feder [5] in a talk

given a year later at the March 1951 mefting of the Optical Society. At this

same meeting Wooters [6] described a method of ray tracing by means of the
IBM 604 unit.

In September 1951 Feder [7] gave the detailed formulas that had been used
with automatic computing machinery for tracing skew rays through any rota-
tionally symmetric optical system and also formulas for calculating third-order
image errors for such systems. At the October 1951 meeting of the Optical
Society papers on the use of automatic digital computers for use in geometrical
optics were given by Cox and I^edda [8]; Jacobs, Mav, and Scholnick [9]; Wooters
[10]; and Woodson [11].

The foregoing is believed to be a complete summarv of the papers appearing
in the journal of the Optical Society of America as presented at its meetings
during the past 7 or 8 years. Other applications of programmed computing ma-
chinery to optical computations have perhaps been made by other firms and
institutions in this country but the information is not available for a complete
liscing. It may be mentioned, however, that at the National Bureau of Stand-
ards, fifth-order aberration equations derived from the equations of Wachendorf
[12] are being used for computations on the SEAC machine.

[1] Design and development of an automatically focusing 40-inch f/5.0 distor-

tionless telephoto and related lenses for high-altitude aerial reconnaissance,
NDRC, Section 16.1, Optical Instruments.

[2] H. R. J. Grosch, Ray tracing with punched-card equipment, Abstract 27,

J. Opt. Soc. Am. 35, 803 (1945).

[3] H. R. J. Grosch, Ray tracing with the selective sequence electronic calcu-
lator, Abstract 42, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 39, 1059 (1949).

[4] L. Ivan Epstein, Calculation of third-order aberrations with the aid of IBM
machine, Abstract 9, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 40, 255 (1950).
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[5] Donald P. Feder, Ray tracing with automatic computing machinery, Ab-
stract 45, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 41, 289 (1951).

[6] Glenn Wooters, Ray tracing with the IBM Electronic Calculating Punch
Type 604, Abstract 44, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 41, 289 (1951).

[7] Donald P. Feder, Optical calculations with automatic computing Machinery,
J. Opt. Soc. Am. 41, 630 (1951).

[8] Arthur Cox and Catherine E. Ledda, IBM automatic equipment in optical
design, Abstract 48, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 41, 874 (1951).

[9] Donald H. Jacobs, Michael May, and Seymour Scholnick, A compact ultra-
high Speed digital ray-tracing machine, Abstract 49, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 41,
874 (1951).

[10] Glenn Wooters, Computing effects of lens variations with electronic calcu-
lator, Abstract 50, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 41, 874 (1951).

[11] Robert A. Woodson, An analysis of H. D. Taylor's f:2 photo lens using a
card programmed electronic calculator, Abstract 51, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 41,
874 (1951).

[12] F. Wachendorf, Bestimmung der Bildfehler 5. Ordaung in zentrierten
optischen Systemen, Optik. 5, 80 (1949).
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18. Position of Best Focus of a Lens in the Presence

of Spherical Aberration

By R. Kingslake ^

Introduction

The relation between the image formed by a lens and the amount
and. kind of spherical aberration present, is of perennial interest to

optical designers. Since some residual spherical aberration is usually
unavoidable, the designer is concerned with knowing how best to

subdivide this residual between marginal overcorrection and zonal
undercorrection. The properties that must be considered in this

connection are (a) resolving power; (b) depth of focus; (c) the position

of the best image, and hence the "Focus shift" (i. e., a longitudinal

displacement of the plane of best definition as the lens is stopped down
to a smaller aperture)

;
(d) contrast (aberrational haze causes a loss

of contrast in the image; this is, of course, entirely distinct from the
loss of contrast due to flare light from the lens).

No attempt was made in the present work to measure image con-
trast, although that would be necessary for a complete study of the
problem.

Historical Outline

For very small amounts of primary spherical aberration, in which
the sum of the maximum positive and negative departures of the light

wave from a perfect sphere does not exceed about a quarter of a wave-
length (the Rayleigh limit), it is well known [1]^ that the best-focus

plane falls midway between the marginal and paraxial images, the light

distribution in the elementary star image being then very similar to

that of the ideal Airy disk. From integrations made by Lommel and
others, Picht [2] was able to plot a longitudinal section of the light

distribution in that simple case.

In 1925, H. G. Com*ady [3, 4] studied the properties of a lens having
up to 20 times the Rayleigh limit of primary spherical aberration, and
found that neither the position of the best focus, the resolving power,
nor the depth of focus then agreed with simple theoretical predictions.

Her graphs indicate that as the amount of aberration is gradually
increased from zero, the plane of best resolution first falls midway
between the paraxial and marginal foci, up to the Rayleigh limit, but
after that it remains approximately stationary relative to the paraxial

focus while the marginal focus moves progressively further away.
Thus, neither the simple optical-path-difference theory nor the circle-

of-least-confusion theory derived from ray paths represents the facts

when large amounts of primary aberration are present.

The more general case of a lens having a zonal residual of undercor-
rection with some marginal overcorrection has been attacked by

' Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
2 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references on p. 266.
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various workers, an outstanding paper being that by Fliigge [5], but
without any general results being established. In view of the impor-
tance of the problem, it seemed worth while to make some direct

determinations of the properties of a lens having a variable amount of

zonal aberration, in the hope of finding out some definite laws.

Experimental Procedure

A convenient source of a variable amount of spherical aberration
was found to be an f/4.5 photographic lens of the Tessar type, of 4
inches focal length, focused by moving the front elem.ent. At each
position of the front element, the spherical aberration curve was
plotted by a modified form of the well-known Hartmann Test, taking
five zones of the lens in succession, using "Super-X" panchromatic
16-mm film, D-76 developer, and the band of green light transmitted
by a No. 57 filter. The lens was mounted on a nodal-slide lens testing

bench, with a 25-mm photographic lens used as a microscope objective
to magnify the aerial image 14 times before it was photographed.
The film was housed in a Cine-Special 16-mm camera, without lens,

this camera being particularly suitable for the purpose as it is equipped
with a direct-view reflex finder and a single-frame crank. The longi-

tudinal position of the viewing microscope was indicated by a dial

gauge on the bench, graduated in thousandths of an inch (.025 mm).
The test object was either a point source or a resolution chart about
70 feet distant, the chart lines being spaced at intervals of \/2 from 24
to 300 lines per mm in the aerial image.
For each lens position, a strip of film was obtained, showing on suc-

cessive 16-mm frames: five pairs of dots from the five lens zones at
the inner Hartmann plane just within the best focus; then five pairs

of dots from the same zones of the lens at the outer Hartmann plane
0.080 inch (2 mm) beyond the inner Hartmann plane; and finally a
succession of photographs of the resolution test object at one-thou-
sandth-inch steps, passing through the best focus region. The expo-
sure time for the Hartmann dot patterns was about 40 seconds, and
for the resolution charts an 8-second exposure was satisfactory. In
some cases, the lens was subsequently stopped down to a known re-

duced aperture by an iris diaphragm mounted behind the lens in the
same plane as the Hartmann diaphragm, the exposure time being
increased to compensate for the reduced lens aperture.

The spacing of the successive pairs of dots in the Hartmann images
was measured by projection on a distant screen, the exact projector
magnification being immaterial since the position of each zonal focus
between the two Hartmann planes was found by simple proportion.
Four of the zonal foci were used to determine the four coefficients

a, 6, c, and in a power series of the type

F=a^hY^^cY^^dY\ (1)

the coefficient a representing, of coiirse, the position of the paraxial
image-point. The fifth zonal focus was then used as a check, the ob-
served and calculated positions never difi^ering by more than 0.001
inch (.025 mm).
The series of resolution-chart images on the film were first examined

macroscopically with the unaided eye, to locate the cleanest image
where the contrast is a maximum. They were then further studied
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under a lOX loupe to read the actual resolution achieved at each focus
position. The resolution figures were plotted on the same graph as

the measured spherical aberration curve for easy comparison.

Experimental Results

The effects of unscrewing the front element of the lens used for these
experiments, are shown in figures 18.1 to 18.6. The front element of

the lens was mounted on a triple-40 thread, hence it moved 1.905
mm/turn.

In these diagrams, each aberration curve is plotted against semi-
aperture, and above it is added a curve of the resolving-power data
read directly from the film. The shaded circle on each chart repre-

sents the position of the image of greatest contrast and clearness, de-

termined from the film by direct view without a magnifier. It is

probable that this would represent the preferred image position for

FOCUS POSITION, mm T,mm OPD^

Figure 18.1 Front element screwed in fully.

FOCUS POSITION, mm T,mm OPDx

Figure 18.2. Front element unscrewed 1/8 turn (.24 mm).
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FOCUS POSITION , mm T,mm OPD>.

Figure 18.3. Front element unscrewed 1/4 turn (.48 mm).
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Figure 18.4. Front element unscrewed 3/8 turn {.71 mm).

ordinary photography, although the focal position corresponding to

the peak of the resolution curve might be preferred if fine detail of

high contrast is being studied. An excellent illustration of this

phenomenon is given in [6].

The resolving-power graphs consist of two branches. The heavy
curve represents genuine resolution in which the separate lines in the
target are clearly imaged with sharp edges. However, in many cases

after genuine resolution had ceased or almost ceased, the finer pat-
terns would become clear again down to a very small pattern, after

which resolution would vanish a second time (fig. 18.7). The limits

of this extra-fine pseudo resolution are marked on the various graphs
by dotted lines. It must be regarded as a form of spurious resolution,

518-743 O - 73 - 31
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FOCUS POSITION, mm T, mm OPDx

Figure 18.5. Front element unscrewed 1(2 turn {.95 mm).

even though each pattern shows the correct number of hnes (in this

case four) and there is no reversal of black and white. This case

has been recently recognized by workers at the National Bureau of

Standards [7].

The curves for extreme undercorrection, figures 18.5 and 18.6, show
two distinct peaks of genuine resolution, one a broad peak represent-

ing good resolution but a rather hazy image, and the other an abrupt

peak at the point of maximum contrast where the image is very clear

and clean. The latter resolution peak is evidently caused by the

bend in the aberration curve, for it vanishes when the lens is stopped

down (fig. 18.6). It should be noted that the peak resolution in lines

per millimeter is not greatly different in any of the charts, showing
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Figure 18.7. An enlargement from a typical 16-mm frame showing -pseudo resolutions

.

that even 1 mm of spherical aberration is not serious in this respect.

The depth of focus increases greatly in the presence of undercorrection,

but it is very little effected by overcorrection.

The resolution figures obtained in this test were very high, being
substantially the visual resolution of the lens for monochromatic light.

It is probable that the pseudo resolution observed in these experi-

ments would not have been found had the aerial image been photo-
graphed directly without magnification.

By far the worst practical objection to spherical undercorrection
is the shift of focus with aperture. The small shaded circle on each
chart represents the position of the "best" image for ordinary photog-
raphy, and it is clear that if the lens were stopped down to a very
small aperture, the plane of "best" focus would move to the paraxial

image position. To illustrate this for the case shown in figure 18.6

the series of test-chart photographs was repeated after stopping the

lenses down from 17- to 12-mm aperture, and the "best" focus was
found to have moved to the position marked by the dotted shaded
circle on that chart. However, the peak of the resolution curve (ig-

noring the psuedo resolution) was unchanged in both position and
height by stopping the lens down in this way. This bears out the

conclusion of Conrady [3, 4] for lenses having pure primary aberration,

that the best-resolution plane remains approximately fixed relative to

the paraxial focus, even though the marginal focus is moved. This
phenomenon of focus shift did not appear when the lens was over-

corrected.

Theoretical Attempts to Explain the Observed
Phenomena

Two standard modes of approach have been used in the past in at-

tempting to predict the position of the best focus when the form of a

spherical aberration curve is known: (a) to determine the position of
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the geometrical circle of least confusion, and (b) to locate the center
of the sphere that best fits the emerging wave-front.
These procedures are well known, and they have been applied to

each of the six cases considered in this investigation. The geometrical
approach consists in plotting the curve of transverse aberration, T,

against semiaperture, Y, computed by T=F{Y/l'). Here F is the

—

longitudinal focus position relative to an arbitrary zero, and I' is

the distance from the Hartmann diaphragm to the image, in this case

about 80 mm. The position of the geometrical circle of least confusion
marked C on the graphs, is found by drawing such a sloping straight

line through the origin that the maximum positive and negative de-
partures of the T curve from the sloping line are equal to each other.

Taking any point on this line, the coordinates of which are Y and T,

the longitudinal position of the circle of least confusion on the F scale

is found at 8F=T{l'/Y). It is seen from the charts that only in the
presence of an undercorrected zone did the geometrical circle of least

confusion agree closely with the observed position of best contrast.

The second approach, namely, to plot the shape of the emerging
wavefront and try to fit a sphere to it as closely as possible [8, 9],

is more elaborate as it requires some additonal calculation. The
optical path difference, OPD, is equal to the integral of the angular
spherical aberration with respect to the aperture-height Y. Hence,

OPDy=j,j^^TdY=j;,j^'^FY.dY=j;,j\aY+bY'+cY'+dY^dY.

(The most convenient unit of OPD is the wavelength.) After sub-
stituting in this formula the values of a, b, c, and d found for each
case, the OPD curve was plotted against Y^ as ordinate, and a straight

line added such that the sum of the greatest plus and minus departures
of the curve from the line is a minimum. In most of the cases con-
sidered here, such a line merely joined the two ends of the curve.

By reading the Y^ and OPD values of a point on this line, and sub-
stituting them in the formula

8F=2l''-OPDIY',

the position of the center of curvature, P, of the best-fitting sphere
could be found. The maximum residual OPD between the wavefront
and the straight line was also read off the graph, giving a measure of

the aberration in multiples of the Rayleigh limit (X/4). By adding a
second straight line to the wavefront graph, at a maximum distance

X/4 from it, it was possible to ascertain by how much the lens must be
stopped down to reduce the aberration to the Rayleigh limit; this

point is shown on the aberration curves by an asterisk.

The position of physical best focus, P, agreed with the focus for

maximum contrast remarkably well, except in the case of extreme
overcorrection.

The numerical results of this investigation may be summarizd in

tabular form as follows. The "depth of focus", in column 7, represents

the longitudinal distance between the planes of 30-line genuine resolu-

tion on the two sides of the peak. The lens was, in all cases, used at

its full f/4.5 aperture.
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Movement
of front
lens
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spherical
aberration

Spherical
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(30 to
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0
0.24
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0. 95
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5.0
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1.2
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0
-0. 10
-0.24

-0. 45
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mm
+0. 10
-0.02
-0. 10
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1-0. 45

r-O. 23
1-0. 67

IjI llco/ lit III

230
280
270
240
ri80

1240
/180
ll30

™S
0. 51

0. 46
0.40
0.-70

1.17

Conclusions

The best distribution of undercorrection and overcorrection is

probably that shown in either figure 18.2 or figure 18.3, in which the
marginal overcorrection is several times as great as the zonal under-
correction. In these cases the peak resolution is very high, while
the best-contrast image and the peak of resolution fall close to the
paraxial focus. Such a lens will show negligible focus shift when it

is stopped down. The actual position of the best focus can be calcu-

lated by finding the center of the sphere that best fits the calculated
wave front, but in making this determination the extreme overcor-

rected margin of the lens must be ignored as the overcorrected
aberration tends to move the calculated point, P, more than it moves
the observed best focus. It must always be remembered that any
significant zonal undercorrection wUl lead at once to a focus shift.

The experiments described in this paper refer, of course, to a lens

of one particular focal length and aperture, and to one amount of

spherical aberration. It may well happen that in a much larger or
much smaller lens, different conclusions as to the best distribution

of marginal overcorrection and zonal undercorrection would be
reached. Also, if accurate measurements on image contrast had
been included, the advantages of a large amount of overcorrection
might well be offset by the excessive haze accompanying it.
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19. Image Evaluation by Edge Gradients

By Arthur Cox ^

The elementary fact to be faced in connection with any lens is

that it yields a light patch of finite size in the focal plane, and that
the quality of image it yields depends on the shape and size of this

light patch. A. practical problem of importance is to bridge the gap
between knowing that the image quality is correlated to the form of

light patch, and establishing the^correlation in a simple and quanti-
tative way.
No correlation can be attempted until an adequate definition or

series of definitions of image quality, are established. Setting up a
suitable and useful criterion of image quality is a major problem,
and a number have been proposed. Two criteria of quality will be
considered in this paper, namely the resolving power of a lens as meas-
ured with a target having equal lines and spaces, and the ability of

a lens to detect a fine dark strip against a bright background. The
way in which these may be correlated with the form of light patch,
either measured or computed, will be examined. The correlation

between other criteria of quality and the form of light patch may
be established, in some cases, by an extension of the method proposed.

Suppose that the object field in front of a lens comprises two semi-
infinite areas, one bright, the other perfectly dark, with an abrupt
brightness transition across the boundary between them. If the light

patch were infinitesimally small the intensity distribution in the focal

plane would be represented by the line ABB'Cm figure 19.1. Because
of the finite size of the light patch the actual intensity is represented
by the continuous curve of figure 19.1.

Suppose next that the object field comprises a bright strip of finite

width on a dark background. In the ideal case the boundaries of

the image of this strip would lie along BB' and DD' . With a semi-
infinite area terminating on BB' the intensity at a point P would be
given by PA' in figure 19.1. With a semifinite area terminating on
DD' the intensity at P would be given by PX'. The difference

between PX and PX' is the intensity at P due to the strip of finite

width. The intensity curves in figure 19.1, both the continuous curve
corresponding to BB' and the broken curve corresponding to DD'

,

are identical and parallel to one another. Hence PX' is equal to

QY where DB=PQ, and the intensity a,t P is the difference between
PX and QY. This procedure for obtaining the intensity due to a

bright strip may be extended to the case where the object field con-
tains lines and spaces of equal width, the spaces being completely dark.
Thus with the edge intensity distribution and the object field pattern
shown in figure 19.2 the intensity at P is given by PX—PiXi-{-
P,X, . . . P„Z„-P_iZ_i+P-2X_2-P_3X-3 . .. . The
summation of the terms with negative subscripts is over an even

' Farrand Optical Co., New York, N. Y., (now Chief Optical Designer, Bell & Howell Co., Chicago, 111.
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number of terms ending on the flat part of the intensity curve.

In this way the intensity at any point, due to a repeated pattern
of bright Unes and dark spaces, may be readily determined. In par-
ticular, the intensity at the center of a dark space may be compared
with the intensity at the center of a bright line. With a coarse line

pattern there is a considerable difference between these intensities.

A.S the pattern becomes finer the difference becomes less, goes through
zero and reverses its sign. By setting a suitable ratio of these inten-

sities, usually less than unity, as a criterion of resolution we can
readily determine the resolving power of the lens.

The above treatment is appropriate to the case where there is in-

finite contrast between lines and spaces. When the contrast is finite

we can consider a pattern of infinite contrast superimposed on a back-
ground intensity, and so derive the resolving power for finite contrast.

Thus if we have as light patch a uniform disk of diameter D. and if

X is the relative width of line or space, the intensities /i and I2 at the
centers of the lines and spaces are given by table 19.1. Assuming a
criterion of resolution as /2>.8/i we have x=.45. For a finite con
trast we can take a base intensity Iq and {Io-{-I)IIo=oi [a is the con-

trast ratio). Then we have

/;= /o+//,-/o(l + a-l/,>

/^=/o+ /72= /o (1 +^^/2)

For a==2 and /2>.8/; we have 72= -.2 + .81,, and X=.55. The
reduction in contrast has reduced the resolving power by about 20
percent.

The same basic technique used to determine resolving power can be
used to determine the visibility of a dark object on a bright back-
ground. Thus if the object field consists of a strip of width sepa
rating two semi-infinite areas, as shown in figure 19.3, the intensity

dip at the center of the strip is given by the difference between PX
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Table 19.1.

X h h X h h

1.0 1.000 0. 000 0. 35 0. 440 0. 560
0.9 0. 963 .037 .30 .414 .586
.8 .896 .104 .25 .462 .538
.7 .812 .188 .20 . 538 .462
.6 .715 .285 .15 .486 .514
. 5 .609 .391 .10 ..511 .489
.4 .495 .505 .05 .508 .492

INTENSITY

Figure 19.3. Light intensity in a narrow gap.

and QY. With a suitable criterion for a perceptible dip in intensity

it is a simple matter to determine the least angular width of a dark
strip that may be detected against a bright background.

The intensity gradient across an image boundary may be found
quite readily from the computed lens data, or determined experi-

mentally. As far as the computed intensity gradient is concerned,
it may be evaluated purely on the basis of geometrical optics, or on
the basis of diffraction theory and physical optics. These methods
of evaluation will be considered in turn.

At any point in the focal plane of the lens the deviations from the
principal rays, of rays through other points in the entrance pupil, may
be evaluated by standard ray tracing. A considerable economy in

ray tracing is effected if an aberration function of suitable form is

adopted to represent these deviations. A small number of rays then
furnish aberration constants from which the points of intersection

with the focal plane of a large number of rays may be readily deter-

mined. A convenient way in which to represent the deviation com-
ponents X and Y is the following:

AX= ^ao+ a, ^r?+ ^ (aoy+ 6oC') + (a^v' +b,^') + ^ ia,v'+c^')+ b2^'v'

This is the most general formula taking in terms up to the fifth order
of the aperture, and is in effect a determination of the characteristic

function relative to a principal ray. The coefficients are functions of
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the position of the iiViage in the field of the lens. To determine them
at any field position 16 rays have to be traced. This is no great prob-
lem with automatic computing machinery. Using these coefficients

we can determine the points of intersection with the focal plane of

rays that come through a large number of pupil points. We have
prepared tables for a less general aberration function, and calculated

the intersection points of 64 rays in each half of the exit pupil, for a

total of 128 intersection points, the calculation being carried out with
a Marchant desk calculator. We estimate that with the more general

aberration function, using an IBM 604 Electronic Calculating Punch,
we can calculate the intersection points of 200 rays from each half of

the pupil, giving a total of 400 intersection points, in about 15 minutes.
Prepunched decks of cards are used on which the aberration coefficients

are subsequently punched.
Given these intersection points we can prepare spot diagrams of the

type used by Herzberger and by Linfoot and Hawkins.
For present purposes they can be used to determine edge gradients

and then resolving power, using the technique already described.

Thus if we have the spot diagram shown in figure 19.4 for the points of

intersection of rays from an object point, and if we have a semi-
infinite bright area terminating on AA', then the intensity at P is

given by the fraction of image points lying to the right of the line

P'P" through P parallel to AA\ By varying the position of P, and
so of P'P", and counting the number of points to the right of P'P"
we get the intensity gradient across AA'. The counting can be carried

out quickly on an IBM Sorter.

To summarize the method of evaluating resolving power we have
the following steps:

1. Trace sufficient rays to determine the coefficients in an aberra-
tion function.

2. Determine a sufficient number of points in the focal plane, using
the aberration function.

3. Determine the edge gradient across the boundary between a
light and dark area by counting the points in a focal plane to the right

of a line parallel to the boundary.
4. Determine the intensity, due to a repeated pattern of lines and

spaces, by erecting ordinates to the edge gradient curve with the
spacing of the test pattern and summing these alternatively positive

and negative.

5. Carry out the process described in step 4 for points correspond-
ing to the centers of lines and spaces. The resolving limit is achieved
when the ratio of these intensities surpasses a prescribed value. The
procedure described in step 4 must be modified, of course, to take into

account finite contrast, in the way previously described.
The above treatment has been described for the case where the ray

theory of geometrical optics is applicable and gives a sufficiently close

account of image formation. It may readily be extended, in theory,
to the case where the image intensity is determined by diffraction

theory. Thus if the intensity is I(x, y) at the point (x, y) in the neigh-
borhood of the Gaussian image X of an object point,—then the inten-
sity of / (P), at a point P near the boundary of a bright area and a
dark area, as shown in figure 19.4 is given by

I=flda,
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where da is an element of area, as shown, and the integration is carried

out over the shaded area shown in figure 19.4. This integration may
be carried out numerically if I(x, y) is known at a sufficient number of

points within this area. Evaluating /(cc, y) at a large number of points

is a tedious process even with automatic computing machinery com-
mercially available. With the IBM 604 Electronic Calculating Punch,
for example, we estimate about 4 minutes per point in the image plane,

the integration over the pupil being replaced by summation over 400
points in the pupil. We have no estimates of how long the process

would take on SEAC or any like computer. The time taken by
Marechal's analogue computer is 8 minutes per point in the image
plane, and is restricted to a narrow class of aberrations.

The equation for /(P) given above leads immediately to an experi-

mental method of determining the edge gradient, namely by using the

knife-edge test. If a knife edge is traversed from right to left across

the image of a fine object point, then the intensity at a point such as

P due to the area bounded by AA' , is the light transmitted past the
knife edge when it has moved from S'S" to P'P"

.

Under suitable circumstances the same basic technique can be ap-
plied to determine the resolving power of a film-lens combination.
Thus if we have an evenly illuminated area of film, sharply bounded

by the line AA' , the film density across the line AA' will not show an
abrupt change, but will be represented by the curve shown in figure

19.5, a. Suppose that we can consider this curve" as resulting from the

operation of two factors, without specifying in detail the physical

basis underlying them. As a result of the first factor, which may be
connected for example with scattering in the emulsion, points near

the boundary AA' receive an effective exposure represented by the

curve shown in figure 19.5, b. Exposure here is measured in terms of

incident light energy, not in terms of its logarithm. The second factor

s'

p'

DARK
AREA

A"

Figure 19.4. Relation of light intensity to image patch.

(«.)

Figure 19.5. Combination of factors into film-density curve.
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conditions the response of the emulsion effective exposure, and
may be of the general form of the H and D cuive of the emulsion, show-
ing an initial toe and a region of saturation, as shown in figure 19.5, c.

We have to determine the effective exposure at a point due a given
pattern of radiation incident on the emulsion. Again we may proceed
by determining first the effective exposure at a point due to a semi-
infinite bright area bounded by a line AA'

,
taking into account the

intensity curve J(x) due to the finite size of the light patch, and the
effective exposure curve E(x) due to the scattering another factor

previously defined. The effective exposure E(y) at a point distant y
from the boundary AA' is given by

taken over all values of x for which the integrand does not vanish.

The geometrical interpretation of this equation is that if we graph
I{x) as ordinate against E{y—x) as abscissa, then E{y) is the area
under the graph. To evaluate this geometrically for a range of values

of y we proceed as follows. With the same abscissa x draw the graphs
of I{x) and E{—x). Erect ordinates at a suitable number of points

and read off values of I{x) and E{—x) to serve as

ordinates and abscissae in the /(x) versus E{— x) graph. By erecting

ordinates at a distance y, positive or negative, from the original ordi-

nates, and by reading I{x) from the original ordinates and E{— x) from
the new ordinates we get the appropriate values of /(x) and E{y—x)
to insert in a graph such as that shown in figure 19.6. In one extreme
position the graph becomes the straight line MN: in intermediate
positions it takes the form shown by the dotted lines; and in the other
extreme position the graph degenerates to the origin 0. The param-
eter y defines a family of curves, and the area under the curve defined

by a particular value of y represents the effective exposure at a point

distant y from the boundary of an illuminated area.

Given the effective exposure due to a semi-infinite area we can pro-

ceed as before to find the effective exposure due to a repeated pattern

of lines and spaces. Using the response curve, which relates the
image density to the effective exposure, we can determine the image
densities due to the repeated pattern of lines and spaces. By adopting
a criterion of resolution in terms of image density we can proceed in

this way to determine the resolving power of the lens-film combination.

It is readily seen that the effective exposure curve obtained in this

way extends over a distance Xi-\-X2, where I{x) and E(x) extend over
distances Xi and X2. This corresponds to the rough rule given by Katz
that the reciprocal of the resolving power of a combination is the sum

Figure 19.6. Density distribution on film of finite resolving power.
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of the reciprocals of the components. The exact relation between
component and combination resolving powers depends on the detailed

forms of and E{x) . Under the conditions stated it is not a matter
of particular difficulty to establish this in any given case when the
forms of /(x), E{x) and the response curve are known. Numerical
and graphical methods have to be used, since the determination of the
area under the /(x), E(y—x) curve does not as a rule lend itself to

simple analytical treatment.
The technique described enables us to predict the resolving power

of a lens when its aberrational characteristics are known. When the
lens performance is described adequately by geometric optics the
determination of resolving power may be carried out quickly using an
IBM 604 Electronic Calculator. When the lens performance is

governed by diffraction theory, and if the diffraction pattern is known,
a simple adaptation of the method enables us to predict resolving

power in this case also. If we make reasonable assumptions about
the photographic emulsion we can obtain the resolving power of the

lens-film combination.
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20. A Proposed Approach to Image Evaluation

By R. V. Shack '

Introduction

The basic element in the formation of any general image is the

image of a point. The description of a point image in terms of the

aberrations affecting it evaluates the imaging properties of the system.
This is the information with which the lens designer is most concerned,
but the user obtains from it only a rough qualitative idea of the
imaging properties as far as general usage is concerned. That is,

he knows that if the aberrations are small, the complex image he
obtains is better than if they are large. However, he finds it difficult

to establish a good psychophysicail correlation between this type of

evaluation and the quality of the complex image he generally observes.

For quite some time the user has had his own way of evaluating an
image forming system. He determines its ability to resolve the com-
ponents of a repetitive object, the most common type now in use
consisting of alternate black and white lines of equal width. A
resolving-power test has several virtues. It is simpler and more
rapid to perform than any other existing test, and it gives the user an
indication of the size of the finest image detail he can obtain.

However, such a test has its disadvantages also. It is very difficult

for a designer to evaluate his design in terms of resolving power.
The resolving power obtained in a given test depends not only on the
imaging properties of the system, but also on the contrast of the object
and the amount of superimposed, nonimage-forming light falling on
the image plane. The fact that it is a threshold phenomenon results

in a low degree of precision in its determination and variability from
observer to observer. It is in a sense an artificial test, even to the
user, because he is in general not interested in the ability to separate
similar objects but in the ability to image random detail. It has been
found recently that the correlation between resolving power and the
subjective feeling of sharpness in the image is not as good as it had
been assumed to be.

Consequently, considerable work has been done in analyzing the
imaging process in order to improve testing procedures. The follow-

ing approach is based on the image of a straight edge, the basic method
of image derivation being suggested by Cox.^ This was chosen because
its properties are two-dimensional, thereby simplifying the analysis,

and because its use makes the presentation of the concepts involved
much simpler than they otherwise would be. The information ob-
tained from a straight-edge image, or edge gradient, also has the
advantage of lying midway between the type of information contained

' National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.
'A. Cox, Technical Report No. 102, Farrand Optical Co., Inc.
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in a point image, of interest to the designer, and the type of informa-
tion that the user is interested in. The hght distribution in the edge
gradient can be obtained directly from the light distribution in a point
image, and yet the nature of the edge gradient is of direct interest

to the user because much of the structure of his general image consists

of edges.

In figure 20.1, a, the upper drawing represents the light distribution

in a straight-edge object, where the light passing the straight edge is

assumed to be superimposed on a general background light. The
. lower drawing represents the light distribution in the image. This

curve is the edge gradient. In figure 20.1, b, the straight edge is

assumed to block out light from the general background. The broken
curve in the lower drawing might be called an edge gradient attenua-
tion curve, because it represents the amount of light to be subtracted

from the background to yield the edge gradient, which is shown as a
solid curve.

1. The formation of a line image. A line can be considered to be a
combination of two straight edges. In figure 20.2, a, the solid curve
in the center drawing represents the edge gradient for the left edge of

the line, as if the right edge were indefinitely far away. This light

The Edge Gradient Concept

Single Line Image

A B

Figure 20.1. The edge gradient.

I
/

A B

Figure 20.2. Derivation of a line image.
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distribution is attenuated according to the dashed edge gradient
attenuation curve for the right edge of the Hne. The remaining light

is the hght actually existent in the image of the line. The point by
point ordinate difference between the two curves yields the image
curve for the line, as shown in the bottom drawing.
Now a little reflection will show that the dashed curve is ideatical in

shape to the solid curve. The two curves are separated by the width
of the line, so the ordinate differences could just as easily have been
obtained by using one curve and obtaining ordinate differences between
points on the curve whose abscissa difference is equal to the line width.
This is illustrated in figure 20.2, b.

The ordinate difference A/ is equivalent to the illumination at the
corresponding point in the image; Ax is the width of the idealized

geometrical image. These two methods for obtaining the image
curve are equivalent.

2. Variation in the line image with line vndth. The edge gradient

can be represented by a function j{x) . The line-image curve can
be represented by a function h{x), which will, in general, be differ-

ent for each Ax, diminishing as Ax approaches zero. This is illustrated

by the curves in figure 20.3, a. The marks on the curves indicate the
magnitude of the Ax associated with each curve. If each curve is

divided point by point by its associated Ax, the set of curves in figure

20.3, b, will be obtained (actually, the curves as shown were divided
by 2Ax for convenience in presentation). The result of this process is

that the area under each curve is equal to the area under any other
curve in the set. The heavy curve at the bottom corresponds to the
distribution of the illumination in the image of an infinitesimally

fine line.

3. The relation between thefine-line image and the edge gradient. This
last curve is the limit as Ax approaches zero of h{x)/Ax. But, as

obtained, /t(x)=/(x+Ax) —/(x). Therefore, by the definition of a
derivative, this limit is the first derivative of/(x). That is, the curve

Hx)

Figure 20.3. Line-image variation with changing object line widths.
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Figure 20.4. Central illumination increment versus ideal image line width.

of the derivative of the edge gradient has the same shape as the
distribution of the illumination in a fine-hne image.

4. The relation between the illumination at the center of a finite line

image and the edge gradient. If the illumination at the centers of the
line images in figure 20.3a are plotted against each corresponding Ax,
a curve is obtained such as that in figure 20.4. Hereafter, Ax wUl be
called W, the width of the ideal image line.

It will be noticed that, assuming the edge gradient to have point
symmetry about its center, each half of the edge gradient may be
obtained by plotting jiAl against jiW. If the edge gradient is not
symmetrical, the plot of YiAl against }^PF wUl yield a curve of

average ordinates between the two halves, assuming that the lower
half is rotated 180° about the center to bring it into near coincidence
with the upper half. This curve is identical to the curve obtained by
plotting the line centers against the widths except that it is half the
size.

It is convenient to normalize the ordinate in order to make the
result independent of the brightness of the object line. The ordinate
then becomes K=Al/(Al)m&x, which varies from 0 to 1.

5. Summary—correlations. This curve of K versus W then is a
simple curve, characteristic of the imaging process, and independent
of variations in the contrast of the object, or, for that matter, any
amount of nonimage-forming light. This is true because K is a ratio

of the differences between two pairs of illumination levels and so is

independent of change of illumination, which acts on all the levels

either proportionally or additively. The curve is first of all a plot of

the variation in the relative illumination at the center of a line image
versus the ideal width of the line. By section 4, its shape is the same
as that of the edge gradient, or very nearly so, depending on the

symmetry. And by section 3, it is a plot of the relative amount of

flux contained within the limits of W in the fine-line image. These
relations are illustrated in figure 20.5. For example, at a point cor-

responding to a ilT of .5, the W obtained is the width of the ideal line

image where the corresponding actual line image has only half the

relative peak illumination. The same W is the width in the fine-line

image, which contains 50 percent of the total flux. And if there were
some good method of obtaining a numerical value of the edge gradient,

it could also be applied to this K versus W curve.
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FINE LINE IMAGE

IMAGE OF LINE WIDTH W

Figure 20.5. Line image, edge gradient relationships

.

Therefore, such a curve is suggested as the basis for a new approach
to image evaluation. The lens designer can plot the curve for a
design if he knows the light distribution in the point image. This
means that he can predict the performance in terms that conve}'
considerable information to the user. This information is, of course,

the nature of the image of an edge, and the ability to reproduce
isolated fine detail.

6. Image-object contrast relations. Both the eye and a photographic
emulsion can be assumed to be linearly sensitive to the logarithm of

the illumination in the image. A convenient definition of the contrast
between two illumination levels is the difference between their loga-
rithms, or the logarithm of their ratio, which amounts to the sam.e

thing. Photographically, this is equivalent to the density difference

between the corresponding parts of the image divided by 7.

The relation between the object brightness ratio Kg and the image
illumination ratio Ri is given by the following equation,

where K is the image evaluation function obtained above; a is a meas-
ure of the nonimage-forming light present; log Tti is the image contrast;

and log Ro is the object contrast.

This equation, derived in appendix 1, applies to dark lines in a
bright field as well as bright lines in a dark field.

AH the quantities considered in eq 1 are ratios, and so anything
affecting illumination proportionally, such as transmission loss in the

lens, does not enter into the situation. In other words, such an
effect does not alter the contrast.

The quantity {R—l) is what is usually considered the optical con-

trast. Log R has the advantage of a better psychophysical correlation.

In dealing with photographic images, an emulsion contrast might be
defined as 7 log R. This would be simply the density difference in the

emulsion.

518-743 0 - 73 - 32
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Multiple Line Image

1. The formation of a multiple-line image. In this section, only-

patterns having equal line and space widths will be considered.
The approach that was used to obtain the image of a single line can

be extended to images of a series of parallel lines. As illustrated in

figure 20.6, if the center of the edge gradient is located at the center
of one of the lines, then the illumination in the image at that point is

given by the sum of the components produced by each line within the
effective range of the edge gradient. An equivalent illumination is

obtained at the center of a space. Curves for both the line response
and the space response may be plotted as K/ and K/ versus W, where
the K's are analogous to the K obtained for a single line, the prime
being used to distinguish them.

If the lines and spaces are equal in width, then K/ -\-Ks'= 1, and the
curves are symmetrical about K'= .5, as shown in figure 20.6. The
point where the curves first meet as W diminishes is the physical limit

of resolution, for it is there that both line and space images have the
same illumination. Regions where the curves have crossed each other
show line patterns, but the resolution here is spurious. This occurs
because of the repetitive nature of the object.

2. Image-object contrast relations. The contrast relations for a
multiple-line image derived in appendix 2, are a little more complex
than they are for the single-line image. They are as follows.

p is a contrast reduction function defined in the same way as Schade's
amplitude response factor.^ It is equal to 2i^/— 1. ^ is a measure of

the nonimage-forming light present. Mi is an image contrast factor,

where Mi=(/?i— log Rt being the image contrast. Mg is

the same type of factor for the object contrast.

That this equation is valid is indicated by figure 20.7. The three

graphs on the left are three plots of the same experimental data. They
were plotted this way so as to indicate the nature of the function

involved. The image contrast is the contrast in the emulsion. The
three graphs on the right, plotted from eq 2, are based on entirely

theoretical material, an analytical function being chosen for p as a
function of line frequency, which is similar to the p of the experim.ental

(2)

w

FiGUEE 20.6. Derivalion of a multiple line image.

O. H. Schade, RCA Rev. June, 1948.
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Figure 20.7. Comparison of experimental and theoretical contrast relationships.

The experimental data is for a 127-millimeter Ektar lens on V-G emulsion.

curves. Also, for convenience, a 7 of 2 was assum.ed. The nature of

the theoretical curves seem to agree quite well with the nature of the
experimental curves.

3. Correlation between the multiple-line image a,nd the one-line

image. Figure 20.8 shows the relationship between the i^-curve for

the one-line image, plotted as a solid line, and the i^'-curves for the
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Figure 20.8. Relation between single and multiple line images.

Figure 20.9. Comparison of two- and three-line images with the multiple line

image.

multiple-line image, plotted as dotted lines. K,' is identical to K
except for a small region of W smaller than its value for a point near
the limit of resolution. The inserts are profiles of the fine-line images
associated, with each graph.

4. Two- and three-line images. Figure 20.9 indicates the proper-
ties of two- and three-line images. In general they are identical with
those of the multiple-line image until the pattern is so fine that the
width of the edge gradient (or fine-line image) overlaps the entire

pattern of two or three lines. For smaller patterns the efl^ect is approx-
imately as if the entire pattern were replaced by one broad line.

Figure 20.10 illustrates the nature of the image of a three-line

pattern as the line width in the pattern relative to the width of the

edge gradient diminishes. All the curves are drawn with the ab-
scissae expanded, so, that the apparent widths of the object lines are

the same for all the patterns.
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Figure 20.10. Variation in appearance of three-line image with changing pattern
size.

Summary
This analysis accomplishes two things. First, it suggests a new

approach to image evaluation, which conveys considerable information
to the user and yet is close enough to the designer's approach for him
to predict the performance of his design in terms of the new approach.
Second, it provides an explanation for the phenomena involved in a
resolution test, thereby linking the new approach to the older resolu-

tion test. Experimental work is going on at present to investigate

the validity of the assumptions and conclusions obtained.

Appendix 1. Derivation of Image-Object Contrast
Relations for an Isolated Single Line

Let Bi be the background brightness and B2 the hne brightness in the object.

The line may be either brighter or darker than the background. The corre-
sponding illuminations in the image are Ii= kBi and l2= kB2, assuming no image
degradation. Let /( be the illumination in the center of the actual line image,
and i be the illumination in the image plane produced by nonimage-forming light.

Furthermore, let the following symbols be defined as indicated.

K^r^ ^
(1)

(2)

Then

i?. =|j=^ (3)
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Figure 20.10. Variation in appearance of three-line image with changing pattern
size.

Summary
This analysis accomplishes two things. First, it suggests a new

approach to image evaluation, which conveys considerable information
to the user and yet is close enough to the designer's approach for him
to predict the performance of his design in terms of the new approach.
Second, it provides an explanation for the phenomena involved in a
resolution test, thereby linking the new approach to the older resolu-

tion test. Experimental work is going on at present to investigate

the validity of the assumptions and conclusions obtained.

Appendix 1. Derivation of Image-Object Contrast
Relations for an Isolated Single Line

Let Bi be the background brightness and B2 the Une brightness in the object.
The line may be either brighter or darlier than the background. The corre-
sponding illuminations in the image are Ii= kBi and Ii= kB2, assuming no image
degradation. Let /; be the illumination in the center of the actual line image,
and i be the illumination in the image plane produced by nonimage-forming light.

Furthermore, let the following symbols be defined as indicated.

K^\^ (1)
1-2— I \

I

(2)

Then

l^o= -^=-r (3)
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Any method of calculating the light distribution is valuable. One
advantage of the method that I happened to select for my paper is

that this method gives the characteristic function, and thus a complete
mathematical analysis of the optical system.
Dr. D. S. Grey, Polaroid Corp., Cambridge, Mass.: Dr. Herz-

berger just touched in his last rem.ark on what I wanted to say. His
method is the equivalent of getting response characteristics on the

lens whereas what you get is resolving power. If you admit in the

beginning that the response characteristic is what you want, you can.

replace the integration by multiplication. The response-character-
istics method is not intended to make work, it is intended to save work.
Dr. R. E. Hopkins, Institute of Optics, University of Rochester,

Rochester, N. Y.: I asked Dr. Grey if he was going to start computing
response factors for every lens he designed and he made the statement
that he was not going to do it for every lens but he was going to do it

for some of the lenses. He has already done some, but what he
hopes is that this theory is going to give him rules of thumb for

designing better lenses. I thought that was a wonderful way of

putting it. I think that studies such as Cox is doing on the high-speed
computing machine are going to give valuable information, but I

think we m.ust remember that not everybody is going to be able to use
these machines. Since you are spending taxpayers' money to get
this data—and I am. a taxpayer—I think it is up to you to publish
this data so I will be able to get this rule of thumb for m.aking better
lenses.

Mr. a. Cox, Bell & Howell Co., Chicago, 111.: The equipment we
are using is an IBM Comm.ercial Unit, not the rather glorified equip-
ment that the Bureau of Standards can afford.

Chairman B. O'Brien, University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.:

Even so, it is your duty to publish it.

Dr. G. H. Conant, Jr., Harvard College Observatory, Cambridge,
Mass.: I would like to ask Mr. Cox a question, if I m.ay. What
digital accuracy do you find it necessary to carry in tracing the rays
through the system to get the data that are later evaluated?
Mr. Cox: As a rule we planned on using machine 604. The work

will be described in Chicago. We have used 60 program som.etimes
and for spherical surfaces, using the 604, we go to five-figure accuracy,
which is quite sufficient for most photographic lenses. That takes
about 16 seconds per surface. When we need to pick up the accuracy,
then we do another run through four different boards, which provides
us with an extra two-figure accuracy.
Dr. K. V. Pestrecov, Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester,

N. Y.: My question applies to three or four speakers who talked
about analysis of response factors, energy distribution and about pre-
dicting the resolution. However, perhaps I am presenting the
question too soon. I am interested in why we did not have any tables

here computed at a 25-degree resolution on double X. We actually
obtained 13. Why is there no experimental confirmation or data?
Maybe it is too early to have them. I would like to see them to know
where we really stand in actual experimentation with these suggested
methods for computing resolving power.
Mr. Cox: So far the results that have been com.puted have been

on classified military instruments. We have found reasonably good
agreement on a rather sim.ple basis. With military instruments we
would be working on or near the axis.
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Dr. Pestrecov: It would be on or near the axis. I probably can
design a lens that will resolve to the Rayleigh limit. I am a little

lost as to what to expect from a lens of large field angle. I would
like to know if you computed such lenses?
Mr. Cox: We computed an F.2 lens at 15 degrees and got close

agreement.
Dr. Pestrecov: Thank you.
Dr. Grey: "What else could have gone wrong? Are you asking

whether we know our arithmetic?
Dr. Pestrecov: Well, on paper all of the theories sound very

plausible. I don't know whether you have experimental confirmation
but I would like to know how they work when you have extrem.ely
complicated aberrated images—I am. stUl somewhat doubtful that
your resolution measurements given in comparison wUl be correct.

I am going to suggest a test at 25 degrees with an extremely complex
image pattern and I would like to see somebody predict the resolu-

tion, at 15 degrees. Has anybody done anything like that?
Dr. Grey: I haven't had any complaints and I have used this.

Even in tests 15 degrees off axis I would expect that the physical
optics would enter in an order of magnitude that would be about the
discrepancy you would expect. We don't know exactly what the
response characteristic of the emulsion is so there are two sources of
error. One is the emulsion and the other is the use of geometrical
optics rather than physical optics.

Dr. J. G. Baker, Harvard College Observatory and Perkin-Elmer
Corp., Norwalk, Conn.: I should like to add a few remarks. I have
studied the effect of chromatic aberrations on resolving power because
color addition is an important part of the problem. Also, in the
presence of aberrations of large magnitude it is necessary to consider
the particular resolving-power target rather than just the intensity

distribution across an edge. One has to integrate over the pattern
as a whole in order to determine what its photographic image will be.

There is another point I want to make. For a number of years I

have been using at Harvard a method of testing related to the one
Dr. Cox describes. I have called it the "Visual Hartmann Test."

Instead of integrating across the im.age, in this particular form of

test I have integrated across the exit pupil. The set-up requires a
linear scale across the meridional diameter of the exit pupil and a

micrometer controlled knife-edge movement in the vicinity of the

mean image. Observing as in the Foucault test, one plots the posi-

tions of all bright-dark edges seen in the exit pupil according to scale

readings against the micrometer reading. The knife-edge is moved
in chosen small increments across the image. The resulting graph
represents in effect the slopes of the wave-front. By integrating

under the curve, one obtains in effect the shape of the wave-front
error in fringes or in any other convenient units, and can correct to

any other nearby focal setting. The test is particularly useful for

aspheric figuring and I have used it during 1937 to 1939 perhaps sev-

eral hundred times. I have used it also in the area figuring of a
completely unsymmetrical optical system. The test is a useful one
in the laboratory.
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Excerpt From Letter From T. Smith ^

Dr. Gardner : It was my sincere wish that Mr. T. Smith might be
present at this symposium. He is so well known personally to all of

you from across the Atlantic and so well known by his publications

to those on this side that his presence would have added greatly to

the meeting as a whole, and in particular his contributions to the

discussions of the papers would have been most illuminating and
helpful to all of us. I know that all here join me in regretting that
Mr. Smith found it not possible to be with us. At my request he has
prepared a letter for the symposium which I wish to read at this time:

"My hope is that on this occasion when you have present representatives of

many countries, you may be able to present questions to them which they will

like to consider with their colleagues when they have gone home, and that ulti-

matel.v agreements may be reached which will be of service to all concerned with
optical instruments.

"I will begin with a somewhat minor matter. I suppose that in these days
almost all countries are interested in aerial surveys. We all desire the maps that
are made to be highly accurate, and one of the factors necessary to this end is

excellent correction in the photographic lenses used in the cameras. Perhaps
each of the major countries has its own specification for the lenses used for this

purpose. It would be interesting to know whether there is sufficient experience
for all to agree on the relative importance of the various aberrations that must be
kept within close limits. Since the focal lengths are greater than with most lenses

intended to cover the same angular field with corresponding relative apertures,-

aberrations are more appreciable, and it becomes more difficult to keep the large
number that may be significant within acceptable limits unless the construction
becomes decidedly complex. Freedom from distortion seems to be an important
property, and if this is achieved there seems to be no Justification for demanding
precise centering of the lens in the camera. The prints of the reference marks on
the pressure plate enable every photograph to be placed in the same position
relative to the lens, and this, rather than reference to the lens axis, is the essential

requirement for the construction of accurate maps. It appears undesirable to
insist on high accuracy in making an adjustment of some difficulty when this

results in no improvement in the final product, and may possibly cause less

perfect adjustment in ways that are of real importance, through the difficulty of
securing close observance of many adjustments simultaneously.

"Another question that might be considered is whether tele-photo lenses should
be used for taking photographs for maps. Unless the centre of the lens aperture
coincides with a nodal point or its real image in part of the system the axis of the
refracted cone of rays lies in a different direction from that of the incident cone,
and this causes a displacement on the plate of the point representing a feature
of the ground which lies out of the plane focused on the plate. The use of tele-

photo lenses for purposes other than precise mapping seems free from objection.
I should be greatly interested in knowing what opinions are held now on these
questions—it is some years now since I was in touch with these matters.
"The second subject on which I would like to say a word is the graphical rep-

resentation of aberrations. It was natural that the representations of aberrations
used by von Rohr and others should have been adopted in the early days when
new constructions were being evolved, but it is less clear that we should now con-
tinue to employ them rather than record our results in a different way. We ought,
I think, to consider in the first place what the purpose of these records is. If we
only mean to give some idea to the general public of the state of correction of
lenses of different designs it may not matter much how these outstanding defects
are recorded. But if we are concerned in giving information that will be of value

1 Roselyn, Holton, Wincanton, Somerset, England.
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to technical workers the position is different. For example, if longitudinal central
aberration is recorded with the first power of the aperture zone as independent
variable, the central part of the curve means nothing, and the outer parts which
are of real importance are considerably squashed up; a diagram of this kind no
doubt appeals to the makers of lenses that are less good than the best obtainable.
But apart from this a diagram of this kind is not particularly useful to technical
workers. The prime consideration for work of high quality is that path differ-

ences should not exceed some definite limit—say a quarter of a wavelength of the
light taken as a reference standard. If the longitudinal aberration is plotted
with the cosine of the angle made by the ray with the axis as ordinate, the position
of focus where the differences of path are a minimum can be found by drawing a
straight line parallel to the ordinate axis so as to cut off equal areas between this
line and the aberration curve, the axis and the extreme aperture being the other
limits of these areas. In many cases the same use can be made of diagrams w ith
the square of the aperture rather than the first power as the independent varialjle.

Second-order ordinates should also be used to record coma. Similar criticif ms
can be made of the usual representations of curvature and astigmatism as weh as
of distortion. The central parts of these diagrams are useless, and the important
parts made to look of little consequence. If the square of the angular field, or
better still the cosine of the inclination of the principal ray of a pencil to the axis,

were taken as variables the diagrams would gain greatly in value. For distortion
the transverse displacement would be plotted as a fraction of the ideal distance
from the axis.

"But there is another point to be considered bearing on the graphical represen-
tation of aberrations. In all the early work it seems to have been assumed that
it would suffice to record only those aberrations which are of types represented
in the aberrations which I call the first order but are very frequently named third

-

order aberrations. It happens that these can be exhibited as dependent on only
one of the fundamental variables—some on the aperture and others on the field.

Among the higher order aberrations are some which necessarily depend on both,
and the way in which these aberrations—and they are becoming increasingly im-
portant in the development of modern instruments—can be represented graphically
so as to be of value to lens designers is not clear. For this reason I am inclined
to think that it is of more importance to give aberrations by means of the values
of coefficients than by means of diagrams. The coefficients that occur in one of

the Hamiltonial Characteristic functions—the directional function T has distinct

advantages for this purpose—would meet all needs conveniently. In this con-
nection it is not superfluous to point out that the theory of these calculations has
been fully worked out; the real bar to their use in the past for all but the best
known alaerrations has been the numerical computation; but with the advent of

the very powerful and rapid computing engines developed in recent years the
labor aspect of this suggestion seems no longer important. It would, of course,

become important to reach agreement on standard forms for the representation
of those aberrations to which in the past so many of us have been willing to shut
our eyes.

"I have taken the liberty of mentioning two or three optical topics that seem
interesting to me, but I realize they may not fit at all into the program that you
have in mind for the celebrations you are holding. I should like to leave them in-

your hands to deal with exactly as you think fit. I should in any case be most
interested to hear your views on these and indeed on any other optical subjects
that are discussed at your meetings."

Prof. F. Zernike, Natuurkundig Laboratorium, Groningen, Neth-
erlands: Yes. Mr. Chairman, and attendants of the symposium.
As one of the foreign guests who have so generously been invited to

come to this country apd attend this wonderfvd sym.posium that has
I think, and you will all agree, far surpassed our best expectations, I

want to express our great gratitude to all who have given their time

and efforts to the organization of this symposium as well as to the

National Bureau of Standards and the other organizations who have
backed it and altogether enabled us to come here.

Of course, we see all these personified in Dr. Gardner and therefore

I expressly address Dr. Gardner and tell him how much we have
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enjoyed being here. We have not only Hstened to so many, perhaps
too many, scientific papers, all presented in a very congenial way I

would say, but we have especially, also, met old frienas and have made
new ones, and I think this personal note is also of great importance
to the progress of the science we represent. Thank you very much.
Dr. I. C. Gardner, National Bureau of Standards, Washington,

D. C: Dr. O'Brien, I would like to say that the success of this sym-
posium has depended in the main on the fact that fortunately a very
timely subject was chosen and those who participated have cooperated
most wonderfully well.

o
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Light Distribution in the Image of an Incoherently Illuminated Edge"

W. WEINSTEINt
Technical Optics Section, Imperial College of Science and Technology, London, S. W. 7, England

(Received May 4, 1954)

The image of an incoherently illuminated edge is shown to have a simple structure with no diffraction

fringes for any state of correction of the imaging system. The light distribution in the defocused image is

calculated and numerical results are given. A comparison is made with the predictions of geometrical optics.

I. INTRODUCTION

A CONSIDERABLE amount of experimental and

theoretical vi^ork has been carried out recently on

the diffraction images of point sources formed by optical

systems with varying amounts of aberration ; a bibliog-

raphy is given by Wolf From this work it appears that

the main effect of aberrations less than a quarter of a

wavelength is to decrease the flux density in the center

of the diffraction pattern; this drop in central flux

density forms the basis of a useful measure of the efi^ect

of small aberrations on the imaging quality, the "defi-

nitions-helligkeit" of Strehl. In many optical systems,

among the most important being photographic objec-

tives, the aberrations are much greater than X/4 and

when this limit is passed the diffraction image of a point

becomes increasingly complex, with very beautiful

fringe structures, as may be seen from the samples

reproduced in Wolf's review. A consequence of this

complexity is that point images are quite useless as a

basis for the study of the influence of moderate or large

amounts of aberration on imaging quality, since there

is no region in the image where the flux density de-

creases more or less regularly with increasing aberration.

Very little trace of this fine structure can be discerned

in the normal use of such optical systems; it therefore

appears reasonable to study the images produced, not of

point sources, but of objects such that increase in aber-

ration in the optical system causes general deterioration

of image sharpness and contrast, rather than compli-

cated fringe formation. Such an object is the incoherent

half-plane, i.e., an incoherently illuminated plane

divided by a straight line into two regions of different

uniform flux density; usually one region would be of

zero flux density but this is not essential.

It will be shown that under the usual assumptions of

scalar diffraction theory^ the gradient of the flux

density in the image of an incoherent half-plane has

the same sign over the whole image plane. This theorem

is true whatever the aberrations, pupil shape or varia-

tion of amplitude over the pupil, so that the image has

* Invited paper given before the Optical Society of America,

Spring meeting, 1954.

t Guest worker, Optics and Metrology Division, National

Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C, from January to July
1954.

1 E. Wolf, Repts. Progr. Phys. 14, 95 (1951).
' Theimer, Wassermann, and Wolf, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London)

A212, 426 (1952).

no fringe structure and preserves a relatively simple

character. Furthermore, it may be expected that the

effect of increasing aberration will be chiefly to cause a

greater spreading in the image. Thus the incoherent

edge, as it may be called, is a suitable test object to

form the basis of a theoretical study of the influence

of large aberrations on image quality,^ since the condi-

tion of incoherent illumination is appropriate to most of

the applications of photographic objectives.

II. GENERAL FEATURES OF THE EDGE IMAGE

Let ($o,7?o) be rectangular coordinates in the object

plane. The flux density /o(^o,t?o) in the object can with-

out loss of generality be taken as

1, (^0^0)

0, (i7o>0).

(1)

Let (^,17) be rectangular coordinates in any chosen

image plane. The origin will be assumed to lie on the

principal ray from the origin of the {^o,r]o) system, and

the ^ and 77 axes will be parallel to the images of the

^0 and t?o axes. Let A (^,77) be the flux density distribution

in the image plane due to a luminous point at the origin

in the object plane. Then the flux density distribution

7(77) in the edge image is obtained by integrating the

effect of a distribution of such point sources over the

half-plane 170^ 0. It will be assumed that the aberrations

of the pencils from all points of the field making appre-

ciable contributions to the flux density in the region of

the edge image are the same. This is a reasonable as-

sumption since only points very near the edge make

such contributions, and the relevant variations of the

aberrations with field angle for a system of moderate

numerical aperture are very small, even when the

system is not isoplanatic in the usual sense. It then

follows that

(2)

neglecting a scale factor. This integral may be inter-

preted in the usual way as the volume of the diffraction

solid contained in the space tj^v'-

Since A (^,17) is a non-negative function, being a flux

density distribution, I(r]') must be nonincreasing with

3 W. Weinstein, Phot. J. 91B, 138 (1951).
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increasing t?', that is, the gradient of I is always negative

jbr zero. This proves the theorem stated in Sec. I.

In most cases the gradient will not be zero for any

value of -q' since this would require that A {^,r]') should
i vanish for all values of ^; this could only occur in

relatively few cases, of which perhaps the most likely

is that of astigmatic imagery with a rectangular pupil,

;

where it is known that A (^,t)) can be expressed in the

iiform F{^)-G{ri). In the case of photographic objectives,

for which the edge test object is particularly suited, it

seems very unlikely that this situation could occur.

iThus, it may be expected that the flux density dis-

tribution with any aberrations would be strictly mono-

, tonic and that its general features could be summarized

;,by some such quantity as the maximum gradient or

iithe distance within which a specified fraction of the

, total flux density change across the edge takes place.

' It was decided to investigate the light distribution in

, the edge image in more detail in order to see how nearly

this expectation was fulfilled.

III. THE INTEGRAL FOR THE FLUX DENSITY
DISTRIBUTION

An expression for I{^,n) can be obtained from the

double integral in Eq. (2) by substituting the appro-

: priate expression for A . However, manageable explicit

expressions for A have not been obtained for aberra-

tions greater than about |X with the exception of pure

defocusing and even in this case the required double

^

integral seems intractable. An indirect method was
therefore adopted.

Take rectangular coordinates (x,y) in the exit pupil

parallel to the axes. Let 4>{x,y) be the aberration

j

of the wave front from the i^OfVo) origin in the object

plane, in radians, where it is met by the ray passing

through the point {x,y). The aberration is taken with

(respect to a reference sphere centered on the (^,??)

[
origin, so that 4> is lir/X times the optical path between

I

this sphere and the wave front. Let ^(^,77) be the

]
complex amplitude in the image produced by this

! wave front.

Duffieux and Lansraux'* showed by an application of

'the Parseval formula for Fourier transforms^ that

dx, (3)

I

-neglecting a factor depending on the scales in the two
Incoordinate systems. The integrals on the right-hand

J

side are taken over ranges defined by the pupil area.

;

Alternatively they may be taken between infinite limits

I if the integrand is defined to be zero outside the pupil.

By definition G is the amplitude corresponding to a
finite energy distribution. Thus G is square integrable

and the application of the Parseval formula is valid.

" P. M. Duffieux and G. Lansraux, Rev. opt. 24, 76 (1945).

j

' E. C. Titchmarsh, Theory of Fourier Integrals (Oxford Uni-
I versity Press, London, 1937).

The integrand on the left-hand side of Eq. (3) is

equal to ^(^,0), so that the integral is the area of the

section of the diffraction solid by the plane 7j = 0. Thus,

from Eq. (2) it gives the negative of the gradient of

flux density in the edge image at 77= 0 to a certain

scale, or, to another scale, the central flux density in

the image of an incoherently illuminated line.

Next let the integrand with respect to y on the right-

hand side of Eq. (3) be replaced by txT^i\j>{x,y)-{-vy'],

where z) is a variable parameter. The integral then repre-

sents the central gradient in the image when the aberra-

tion is (}>{x,y)-\-vy instead of simply 4>{x,y); but these

two aberration functions are essentially the same, the

former being taken with respect to a reference sphere of

which the center is displaced laterally a distance

q= JXv/lir, where / is the radius of the reference sphere,

i.e., the distance from the exit pupil to the image plane.

Thus the new integral represents the gradient in the

flux density distribution of the edge image at the point

1), or the flux density of the line image at 77,

dliri)

=
J*jj*

tyiY>i(^{x,y)-{-~r]y^dy\^dx. (4)

di)

Integrating with respect to 77, the flux density in the

edge image is then [see Eq. {2)~\

Iiv') =
^'^J^J

expi^(3!)(x,y)+— •77y^c?>'| dx. (5)

The theorem of Sec. I also follows from the fact that

the integrand with respect to 77 is non-negative.

The flux density distributions with perfect in-focus

imagery for the incoherent edge and line were obtained

by Struve^ by direct application of Eq. (2) ; in this

paper the case of aberrationless but defocused imagery

is treated by evaluating the integral in Eq. (5).

V. FLUX DENSITY DISTRIBUTION IN THE
DEFOCUSED EDGE IMAGE

For simple defocusing the aberration function (j>(x,y)

takes the form p(x'^-\-y'^) where the parameter p is re-

lated to the geometrical displacement ^ of the image

plane by \pp= ir^. If the exit pupil is circular and of

unit radius the integral (5) may be written

np,v)=Aj dv

X
x:i/:

exipi{p(x^-{-y^)-\-vy}dy dx+B, (6)

where a=-\-{\ — x^)^ and the parameters p and v are

used as coordinates instead of ^ and 77 ; the constants A
and B will be used to normalize the result so that the

total flux density step is unity and / tends to zero as

« H. Struve, Wiedemann's Ann. 17, 1008 (1882).
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V tends to infinity. This integral is conveniently evalu-

ated in different ways according to the ranges of p and v

in question.

VI. POWER-SERIES EXPANSION

For small values of p and v a simple power-series

solution can be obtained. The factor expipx^ in the

integrand in Eq. (6) can be ignored since it vanishes in

taking the modulus. The squared modulus can then be

written as a repeated integral

I/;
expi{py^-\- vy}dy\

exi>i{p(f-y'')+^{y-y')}dydy'. (7)

On making the change of variables t= (y—y')/2a,

z=y-\-y' and carrying out the integration with respect

to z the result is

cos(2avt) sin[4a2^/(l-0]
-dt

pt

plus ah imaginary term which must vanish identically

since the result is to be a squared modulus. Substituting

in Eq. (6),

I{p,v) = 2A f dv f
Jq J

1

dx

cos{2avi) sin[4a2^i(l-t)]

pt

dt+B. (8)

Integrating with respect to v and expanding the

second sine in the integrand as a power series,

« (-)'"G2™(f)
I{p,v) = A E P'^'+B,

{2m+\)\
(9)

where

G^(^) = 22'»+2 dx

•^0

(10)

Expanding the sine, integrating term by term and

using the factorial function duplication formula,

G„(v) = 27r(w+1)!

X E
(-)"(2«+w)!7;2«+i

nM) (2«-f l)!(«+m-f-|)!(«+w+f)!
(11)

The constants A and B can now be chosen, since the

result must reduce to Struve's expression for the

in-focus flux density distribution when /'= 0; it is found

that ^ 5= — l/(2ir2), B= ^, giving for the normalized

flux density distribution

1 1 =«

2 TT m=0

X E
(-y(2n+2m)

"=o (2n+l)!(w+2w+|)!(w+2w+f)!
(12)

In the above derivation the series expansions can be

dominated by sine-t)TDe power series, so that the term-

by-term integrations are justified by uniform

convergence.

The functions Gmiv) of Eq. (11) can be expressed in

terms of hypergeometric functions of 2F3 type^ and

they can be shown by a number of differentiations and

eliminations to satisfy the following recurrence relations

:

Gm+2(f) = -

m-\-3

-{4(w+l)2(w-f-2)G„+i(i')
{m-\-2) {m-\-A)v'^

- {Sm+2>)vGrnW{-v)-^m{m+\){m+2)Grn{v)}, (13)

4(ot+3)
{v) = { 3 (w+ 1) (m+ 2)Gm+i {v)

(w+4)?)^

+ {m'^+1m-\-9)vGr„+i {v) — ?)m{m+2)Gm{v)

-{m+2){m+^)vGj{v)}. (14)

These relations are useful for computing numerical

values when v>m.
Equation (12) is only suitable for computation with

moderate values of the variables, although the series

are convergent everywhere. In the next section an ex-

pansion suitable for large values of v is obtained.

VII. EXPANSION IN DESCENDING POWERS OF v

When V is large compared with p an expansion in

descending powers of v can be obtained in the following

way.

Let

/(x) =
J*

gisV^'^'^^t^y, (15)

so that from Eq. (5), using the parameter v instead of 77,

I{y) = j d^f \f(.x)\'dx; (16)

the ranges of integration with respect to x and y are

again determined by the pupil edge. Put expi4>{x,y)= U

^ G. N. Watson, A Treatise on the Theory of Bessel Functions

(Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1944).
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and integrate Eq. (15) by parts, giving

f{x) = \e''«\--U+-U'--U"+---

H
I

e''«U^"^dy. (17)

If after taking the squared modulus the integrations

with respect to x and v van be carried out, this will

provide an expansion in descending powers of v;

whether it will converge or be asymptotic depends on

the form of <l>(x,y). For the case of simple defocusing,

where as in the foregoing 0= /'(x^+3'^), it is found that

\f{x)\^=—I

h- 1 sinlav

+
2 8aY 40/>2 32aY

Xcos2av-\-0 (18)

This can be integrated with respect to x by means of

functions introduced by Lommel ;^ these are expressed

Fig. 1. Flux density in the image of an
incoherently illuminated edge.

in descending powers of v and the result is integrated

with respect to v from z; to oo
. The first few terms of

the expansion for the flux density distribution are as

follows

;

1 (2 6 3 16^2 gp2 256p*

J / ^\ / I 937 2p^

512d^ V* )

+ (!)'cos(2,-9

/ 17 16813 39p\ 1 / 1 \
x( + +

) +0( - ). (19)

Fig. 2. Relief of flux density in edge image.

It is shown in the appendix to this paper that this

is an asymptotic expansion.

VIII. THE CENTRAL FLUX DENSITY GRADIENT
IN THE EDGE IMAGE

The flux density gradient S{p) in the edge image at

the center of the geometrical image can be found by
differentiating the expression (12) for I{p,v) with re-

spect to V and setting v=0; the result is

1 00 (-)'"(2w)!*2'»

sip)=— E •

. (20)
TT -M) (2w-M)!(2w+f)!

A formula equivalent to Eq. (20) was given by

Steel^ as the central flux density in a line image.

Equation (20), although convergent for all values

of p, is only suitable for computation with moderately

low values. An alternative expression, which is suitable

for all values of p, can be obtained by direct integration

across the diameter of the difi^raction solid. Starting

from the series of Nijboer^ for the complex amplitude

in the out-of-focus Airy disk, the squared modulus is

taken, giving for the flux density distribution

A{p,v) =—ZZ (-)^+''(4X-2/.+ 1)(2m+1)
^2p X=0 M=0

X {hp)J,+i (|i')/4X-2M+l (f)/2m+1 (v) . (21)

Fig. 3. Isophots in edge image.

8 W. H. Steel, Rev. opt. 31, 334 (1952).
9 B. R. A. Nijboer, Physica 13, 605 (1947).
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Figs. 1 to 4 and are given in Table I. Figure 1 shows the

flux density distribution for v^O for a number of

different values of p, the defocusing parameter; the

values for v<0 are, of course given by I{p, —v)=l
-I{p,v) and for p<0 by I(-p, v) = I{p,v). The largest

value of p taken corresponds to 1.9 wavelengths de-

focusing. Figure 2 shows a perspective relief of the /,

p, V relationship and Fig. 3 shows the isophots, or lines

of constant flux density, in the p, v plane. It can be seen

that the I—v curves are, as expected, very smooth and
even the faint indication of an inflection which appears

in the in-focus image at about z)= 4 cannot be seen in

the out-of-focus images.

The flux density distribution in the defocused edge

image on the basis of geometrical optics, i.e., neglecting

diffraction effects, can be shown to be

11( /f\ 'v / v'^ \h
I{P,v) = arcsinf - )+-( 1

) ,

{-2p^v^2p) (23)

l{p,v) = 0, {v<-2p,v>2p).

For comparison the values obtained from this ex-

pression are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4 with broken lines.

It can be seen that for values of p greater than about

2 (defocusing >X/3) the agreement between the two

sets of values is fairly good until the region of the

geometrical shadow {v=2p) is reached; beyond this

region, however, there is a considerable "tail" of light

in the true image which remains unaccounted for by

geometrical optics.

The central flux density gradient computated from

the expressions in Sec. 8 is plotted with reversed sign in

Fig. 5; for comparison the gradient on the basis of

Table I. Flux density I{p,v) in the defocused image of an incoherently illuminated edge.

X 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

0 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500
1 0.252 0.266 0.304 0.352 0.398 0.431 0.447 0.452 0.456 0.459 0.464 0.470 0.474
2 0.107 0.127 0.178 0.246 0.312 0.362 0.389 0.410 0.417 0.424 0.430 0.439 0.446
3 0.063 0.078 0.119 0.178 0.238 0.291 0.329 0.359 0.378 0.391 0.400 0.409 0.417

4 0.053 0.061 0.085 0.124 0.171 0.222 0.266 0.310 0.338 0.357 0.370 0.379 0.388
5 0.041 0.045 0.059 0.084 0.121 0.172 0.211 0.262 0.298 0.323 0.339 0.351 0.361

6 0.033 0.035 0.044 0.061 0.088 0.130 0.169 0.217 0.257 0.285 0.309 0.323 0.337
7 0.029 0.031 0.037 0.048 0.068 0.096 0.132 0.173 0.213 0.248 0.276 0.299 0.313
8 0.026 0.027 0.030 0.037 0.052 0.071 0.101 0.136 0.175 0.212 0.246 0.270 0.287
9 0.022 0.023 0.025 0.031 0.040 0.055 0.078 0.107 0.142 0.178 0.214 0.242 0.263
10 0.020 0.021 0.023 0.026 0.033 0.044 0.061 0.083 0.114 0.147 0.181 0.211 0.238

11 0.019 0.019 0.020 0.023 0.028 0.036 0.048 0.066 0.090 0.119 0.151 0.183 0.212
12 0.017 0.017 0.018 0.020 0.023 0.030 0.039 0.052 0.072 0.097 0.126 0.157 0.186
13 0.016 0.016 0.017 0.018 0.020 0.026 0.033 0.044 0.059 0.080 0.105 0.134 0.164
14 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.017 0.018 0.022 0.027 0.035 0.048 0.064 0.086 0.111 0.141
15 0.014 0.014 0.014 0.015 0.016 0.019 0.023 0.029 0.038 0.051 0.068 0.090 0.116

16 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.014 0.015 0.017 0.020 0.025 0.032 0.042 0.056 0.074 0.095
17 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.013 0.014 0.016 0.018 0.022 0.027 0.035 0.046 0.061 0.080
18 0.011 0.011 0.012 0.012 0.013 0.014 0.016 0.019 0.023 0.029 0.038 0.050 0.066
19 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.012 0.013 0.015 0.017 0.020 0.025 0.032 0.042 0.055
20 0.010 0.010 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.012 0.014 0.015 0.018 0.022 0.027 0.035 0.046

Fig. 4. Comparison of predictions of geometrical optics

and diffraction theory for edge image.

This must be integrated from 0 to with respect to

V to give the central gradient. On making use of the

Bessel function recurrence formulas the integration can

be carried out by means of an indefinite integral due

to Lommel;^ the result normalized to correspond to

unit flux density step at the edge is

8

s{p)=~y:
TTp x=o (4X+l)(4X+3)

X ^ (-)''6x,,(4\-2m+1)(2m+1)

M=o (4X-4m-1)(4X-4m+1)

XJ2x-,+^XhP)J.+h{hp)]^, (22)

where f„ is Neumann's factor, defined as equal to 1 if

n is zero or 2 if « is not zero. This expression is suitable

for computation with large values of p.

IX. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The results of numerical computations using the

expressions obtained in Sees. 6 and 7 are shown in
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geometrical optics, which from Eq. (23) is given by
= — is also shown with broken line. It

can be seen that the gradient decreases more or less

steadily, so that for the case of simple defocusing the

gradient is a measure of image quality which fulfills the

requirements outlined in Sec. 1.

APPENDIX: PROOF THAT EQUATION (19) IS AN
ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION

The expression for G2m'{v) which can be obtained by
differentiating Eq. (10) can be integrated by parts

with respect to t; on making the change of variable

5=1— 2/ and using Poisson's integral for the Bessel

function it follows after some reduction that

22"+? (2w)!

I
X a2'"+?{ cosaz)/2m+i {av)+ sinat)J2m+§ {av) } dx.

Thus

^i22"'+6/2(2w)

!

G2m'iv) = g2m{v), ( |

g2,;,(f)
|
< 1, V>1),

and from Eq. (9), ignoring a constant factor,

a *«= (-)-" /2/>\2'"

-np,v)= E -(-) g2r.(v).

dv rn=0 (2m+ 1) \ V /

OS

'
1 —'III

l\
v\

\ \
\ \
\ \

OJ

\ \
\ \
\ \
\ \- ^ \

\ \

1 1 1 1

Fig. 5. Central flux density gradient in edge image.

If I)> 2p, this series converges more rapidly than the

geometric series J2{'2p/'vy'"', in order to evaluate the

expressions gzmi'v), the Bessel functions in the integrand

are expanded as finite descending series in v, and the

result is equivalent to the right-hand side of Eq. (18),

which is therefore a convergent series for v>2p. The
subsequent operations in which asymptotic expansions

of the Lommel functions are introduced are all per-

missible, so that Eq. (19) is a true asymptotic expansion

for v>2p.
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Variation in Distortion with Magnification

Arthur A. Magill

The distortion introduced in the image by a lens for a given axial inclination of the
chief ray is a linear function of the magnification. Specifically, if Do represents the distor-

tion with parallel light incident on one side of the lens (zero magnification) and the
distortion with parallel light incident on the other, then the distortion Dm at any magnifica-
tion m is given by Dm= Do— '"Da>- This equation has been experimentally verified for
examples of three types of symmetrical lenses.

1. Introduction

The growth of photogrammetry with its high-
precision imaging systems has necessitated accurate
determination of the distortion introduced by a lens.

Because the distortion varies with the magnification,

it has been customary heretofore to have the dis-

tortion measured for each object-to-image ratio em-
ployed. To avoid making such a series of

measurements, a simple linear equation for a lens

with a single effective stop has been developed, from
which the distortion at any magnification may be
computed from the measured values obtained at

two magnifications. The two distortions that would
normally be used are those obtained with parallel

light incident, in turn, on the front and on the back
of the lens. These not only require the simplest

experimental setup, but also have special significance

as the limits of real image formation. Virtual

images (i. e., negative magnifications) will be ex-

cluded as having little practical value.

2. Theoretical Development

In 1907 E. Wandersleb ^ developed a hyperbolic
relation between magnification and the ratio of the

lateral displacement of the image from its distortion-

' E. Wandersleb, Uber die Verzeichnungsfehler Photographischer Ohjeetiv,

Z. Instrumentenk. 27, 33-37, 75-85 (1907). The equation is also used in many
optical texts.

Figure 1. Diagram of a lens and a given chief ray.
The lens elements preceding and following the stop image is at Eo and E'a.

respectively. For the indicated nonparaxial chief ray the spherical aberration
of the elements relocates these images at E and E'.

less position to the height of the distortionless image.
By defining the distortion as the later displacement
of the image, the relationship may be reduced to a
linear function, fully expressible by the introduction
of the two values obtained with parallel light.

In figure 1 , a lens of focal length / with surface 1

and final surface k has the paraxial foci F and F'.

It is equipped with a single effective stop. The
paraxial pupils are located at Eq and E'q at distances

Po and p'o from the foci. The spherical aberration
of the lens elem.ents preceding and following the
stop changes the positions of the pupils for non-
paraxial rays. For the chief ray with a slope angle
of u to the optic axis in the object space and u' in

the image space, the pupils are shifted by amounts
5 and 8' to E and E' at distances p and p' from the
foci.

Now consider the object point O with this same
chief ray located at a height y from the optic axis, as
shown in figure 2. The sign convention is that of

taking figure 2 as an all-positive diagram. The
intersection of the emergent chief ray with the
Gaussian image plane at O', a height y' from the
axis, will be taken as the image of O. For low-
aperture lenses with negligible zonal aberrations,

this is certainly a legitimate definition of the image
position. Because most precision projection is done

Figure 2. Same lens as figure 1 with object and image planes
included.

The object O is imaged at 0' in the Gaussian image plane. The distortion
Dm is the lateral displacement of O' from its Gaussian position, Dm=y'—my.
All distances and angles are to be considered positive, as shown.
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at /-numbers of 22 or larger, the definition is also in

accord with photogrammetric practice. Thus, the
magnification m, can be defined in terms of Gaussian
optics as

1- y' ^' f
(1)

where x and x' are the distances of the object and
image planes from their respective foci. A ray in

the object space directed toward the first nodal point

A^, will emerge at the same slope angle in the image
space as though emanating from the second nodal
point, N'. This ray intersects the Gaussian image
plane at the distortionless image position, a height

7ny from the optic axis.

The linear distortion for any magnification is

defined as the difference between the actual image
position and this distortionless image position, that

is,

D^=y'-my. (2)

From figure 2 it is apparent that the values of y
and y' referred to the chief ray are

y= (x+^)tan u,

y'=(x'-\-p')tBin u'.

(3)

(4)

By substituting the values of x and x' from eq (1)

and multiplying y through by m, the following

equations are obtained:

my= {f -{-mp) tan u, (5)

y'^{mf+p')tsin u'. (6)

Substitution of eq (5) and (6) in eq (,2) yields

Dm= ip' tan u'— f tan u) — (p tan u—f tan u')m. (7)

For any given chief ray, all values in eq (7) are

constants with the exception of the magnification,

and Dm is a linear function of m.
The magnification for an object located an infinite

distance to the left is zero and eq (7) reduces to

Do=p' tan u'— f tan u. (8)

This is geometrically illustrated in figure 3 where
parallel light incident on the left at the slope angle

u forms an image in the paraxial focal plane on the
right at a height of p' tan u' . The distortionless

image position is given as the limiting value of my
as m approaches zero and y approaches infinity,

which from eq (5) is / tan u.

For an object in the focal plane at the left, the
magnification and the linear distortion are both
infinite. However, if an object point is considered
to be located at the position of the infinite image,
it would in turn be imaged at the intersection of the

chief ray with the focal plane on the left. The
linear distortion is here defined as that obtained

STOP

r

N'l

— P' -

f

E'
1

f' AXIS

\ X \ u'

S

K

0

o

L

Figure 3. Same lens as figure 1 at a magnification of zero.

An infinite point object on the left is imaged in the focal plane at the right at
0'. For this magnification of zero the distortion is given by Da^y'—f tan u.

Figure 4. Same lens as figure 1 at a magnification of infinity.

An object O in the focal plane at the left is Imaged at infinity on the right. If

the infinite image were replaced by an object, it would in turn be imaged at O
The resulting distortion is designated iJco and In this case is negative.

when parallel light is incident on the right at a slope

angle of u' . Referring to figure 4, it is clear that

D^=p tan u—f tan u'. (9)

By dividing eq (7) by m, it is also true that

Z>„=—lim —=p tan u—f tan u'
, (10)

where the negative sign indicates that is measured
with the light going backward througli the lens.

From eq (7), (8), and (9),

D^=Do—mD, (11)

This equation gives the linear distortion at any
magnification in terms of the two distortions obtained
with parallel light for any given chief ray. The
only restrictions are that there be a single effective

stop and a requirement that the chief ray ade-
quately determine the center of gravity of the image
or that, if it does not, the discrepancy be a linear

function of the magnification.
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Figure 5. Same lens as figure 1 illustrating other reference

angles.

It is often more convenient to lefei- the distortion to the slope angles w or 0
than it is to the slope angle, u . For a symmetrical lens, u,w, and 0 may be used
interchangeably with little error.

3. Experimental Method

The equation has been verified for three types of

commonly used symmetrical objectives at relative

apertures of //22. The experimental method is the

same as that described hy Bennett,^ using a nodal
slide and optical bench. The probable error of

measurement varies with the slope angle, ranging
from approximately 1 to 5 yu at 45° with parallel

incident light. For finite object distances the

probable error is greater bv the nominal factor of

For the measurement of , the value of u' that
corresponds to any given u may be found from
cq (8), providing the distance p'={pQ-\-8') is known.
Furthermore, for the user of the lens to be able to

refer distortion to the chief ray requires that he
know either or (j)o'-\-8'). The measurement
of the location of the paraxial pupils presents no
particular problem. To determine the values of

5 and 8', the stop could be equipped with a cross hair

and the displacement of its image measured as the
lens is rotated around each paraxial pupil in turn.

The magnitude of 8 could also be computed from
ecj (9) as a check on the measured values.

In practice it is often more convenient to refer

the distortion to some other basis than the slope
angle of the chief ray. In the nodal slide method
the distortion is referred to the slope angle of tlie

straight line joining the object and its Gaussian
image, indicated as |3 in figure 5. The slope angle,

v:, of the ray in the object space directed toward the
first nodal point might serve as a more convenient
basis for the user of the lens, who normally computes

the conjugate distances from the nodal points. The
equations relating these two slope angles to that of

the chief rav are

, Po+8+x ,

tan w=^—-r; tan u,
J+x

tan^=-^°+^+'^ tan u,

(12)

(13)

m+ 1

- .V. H. Bennett, The distortion rf sr^mp typical photographic objectives, J.

Opt. Soc. Am. and Rev. Sci. Instr. U, 235 (March 19271.

where « is the separation of the nodal points.

For the ideal symmetrical lens, the pupils coincide
with the corresponding nodal points and Po—Po=.f-
u= u', and 8= 8'. Also from eq (8) and (9), Dn=
D^= 8 tan u. Remembering that x=f/m, eq (12)

and (13) may be rewritten

tan w=tan u-{-

tan

m
j Vm+1

1+
m tan w.

(14)

(15)

/ (m+1)^

That XL, w, and /3 may be used interchangeably
with little error is superficialh" apparent because
Di) is normally a ver}' small percentage of / and the

discrepancy between (3 and w maximizes for m=L
for which magnification the distortion is zero.

Although nominally symmetrical lenses are actually

slightly as3^mmetric resulting in obvious differences be-

tween Do and ,
the effect on the reference slope angle

has been ignored in obtaining the data for this paper;
that is, the assumption has been made that u, u'

,

and B are all equal. A detailed defense of this

assumption for each lens tested would appear to

be trivial in view of tlie good experimental agreement
that was obtained. It should be pointed out,

however, that if u' is not equal to u, the assumption
of equality will in itself tend to minimize the errors

introduced by employing a constant j3 for finite

object distances.

4. Experimental Verification

The experimentally determined distortions are

given for examples of the three types of symmetrical
lenses in tables 1,2, and 3. In all cases the value

of the distortion at a slope angle of 5° is as-

sumed to be zero. The errors in magnification are

so small with respect to the other errors involved

that all magnifications are considered exact. The
measurements were made with a tungsten light

source and a narrow-band filter having a dominant
wavelength of 575 m/x.

The italicized digits represent the differences be-

tween the computed and observed values, and give

a measure of the error involved in predicting dis-

tortion from Do and D^. In general these dif-

ferences are what would be expected from the prob-

able error of measurement. The greatest discrep-
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Table 1. Distortion of two Hypergon-Iype lenses

The measured values of the linear distortion D,„ in millimeters for two Hy-
pergon-type lenses are given for the indicated maenifications 771 and slope angles.
The italicized digits beneath each distortion give the differences in microns
between the values computed from Z)o and Dm and the measured values.

m
Slope angle

10° 15° 20° 25° 30° 35° 40° 45°

Lens Al, f/22, 127 mm

0
CO

0.000
.001

0.001
.002

0. 005
.004

0. 012
.003

0. 024
.000

0. 041
-.007

0.067
-.013

(")

(')

0.2 .000
0

.001
0

.004
0

.013
-2

.021

+3
.044
-2

.074
-4

C)

0.5 -.001
+/

-.001
+1

.003
0

.010
0

.025
-1

.044
0

.074
0

(>)

1 -.001
0

.000 .003
-2

.014
-5

.029
-5

.054
-6

.087
-7

C)

-.002
0

-.005
+^

-.006
+s

.003
+3

.022
+B

.044
+//

.085
+8

C)

5 -.001
-4-

-.014
+5

-.013
-2

.001

-i
.025
-1

.068
+«

. 138
-6

C)

Lens A2,//22, 127 mm

0
CO

0. 001
.001

0. 002
.002

0. 003
.007

0. 003
.013

0. 002
.031

-0. 001
.048

-0. 004
.064

-0. 008
.093

0.2 .000
+1

.000
+2

.000
+2

.000
0

-.004
0

-.009 -.019
+2

-.025
-2

0.5 .000
0

-.001
+2

-.003
+2

-.006
+2

-.011
-.3

-.020
-5

-.036
0

-.054
0

1 .000
0

.000
0

-.002
-2

-.007
-3

-.020
-9

-.040
-9

-.062
-6

-.096
-5

2 -.002
+/

-.004
+2

-.012
+/

-.028
+5

-.049 -.090
-7

-.146
+14

-.209
+15

-.002 -.003
-5

-.017
-15

-.046
-16

-.092
-61

-.160
-81

-.262
-62

-.375
-98

» The special barrel in which this lens was mounted limited the effective
total field to about 84°.

1) The differences obtained at this magnification are an e.xample of the sys-
tematic error introduced by a poor setting of the transverse axis over the center
of rotation of the nodal slide. The differences could be materially reduced by
employing a calibrating procedure such as that illustrated in figure 10.

Table 2. Distortion of three Dagor-type lenses

The measured values of the linear distortion Dm in millimeters for three Dagor-
type lenses are given for the indicated magnifications m and slope angles. The
italicized digits beneath each distortion give the differences in microns between
values computea from Da and Da, and the measured values.

Slope angle

m
10° 15° 20° 25° 30° 35° 40°

Lens B,//22, 6^ in.

0 0.004 0. 018 0. 048 0.110 0.232 0. 462 0. 919
OS .005 .017 .041 . 101 .212 .413 .838

0. 25 .002 .011 .032 .081 .173 .355 .702
+1 +3 +6 +4 +6 +4 +r

1 .001 .001 .004 .010 .020 .052 .095
—2 0 +3 -1 0 -3 -14

4 -.009 -.048 -. 120 -.280 -.603 -1. 194 -2. 380
-7 -2 +4 -14 -13 +4 -53

Table 2. Distortion of three Dagor-type lenses—^Continued

The measured values of the linear distortion Z)„, in millimeters for three Dagor-
type lenses are given for the indicated magnifications m and slope angles.»|The
italicized digits beneath each distortion give the differences in microns between
values computed from Ds and Dm and the measured values.

Slope angle
m

10° 15° 20° 25° 30° 35° 40°

1 1 1

Lens Ti3,//22, 6!,2 in.

0 0. 004 0.017 0. 049 0. 116 0. 244 0.488 0. 967
CO

. 002 .011 .032 .077 . 171 .346 . 706

0. 25 .005 . 013 .043 . 100 . 20s . 412 .787
-1 + / -2 -7 -to +3

1 .001 .005 .016 .038 .073 . 144 .265
-j-/ + 1 +/ + ' 0 —2 —

4

4 -. 004 -.021 -.072 -.188 -.439 -.883 -1.884
0 -6 -7 — 4 - / -IS +27

Lens B4, //22, C'A in

0 0. 004 0. 018 0.049 0. Ill 0. 232 0. 464 0.914
CO

. 002 .012 .038 .086 . 185 .372 . 745

0. 25 .005 .015 .039 .089 . 191 .379 .739
-/ 0 0 0 -5 -8 -11

1 .002 .005 .013 .026 .047 .089 . 163

0 + .' -2 -1 0 +3 +s

4 -.009 -.031 -. 100 -. 216 -. 526 -1.042 -2. 098

+5 + / -3 -17 +18 +18 +32

Table 3. Distortion of two Artar-type lenses

The measured values of the linear distortion Dm in millimeters for two Artar-
type lenses are given for the indicated magnifications m and slope angles. The
italicized digits beneath each distortion give the differences in microns between
the values computed from Do and Da> and the measured values.

m
Slope angle

10° 15° 20° 25° 30°

Lens, Cl,//22, 12 in.

0
CO

0. 010
.005

0.033
.024

0.088
.051

0. 196
. 121

0. 392
.222

0. 25 .008

+1
.020

+1
.073

+2
.163

+3
.331

+5

0. 5 .008
0

.023
-2

.064 . 1.S7 .287
-6

1 .004

+1
.008

+/
.034

+3
.073
+2

.154
+16

.000
u

-.006
-9

-.016
-2

-.054
+8

-.061
+2

4 -.008
-2

-.056
-7

-. 120

+4
-.281

-7
-.509
+13

Lens C2,//22, 16>.^ in.

0
CO

0.014
.011

0.043
.040

0. 106
.098

0.214
.215

0. 354
.,386

.5 .008
0

.022
-1-/

.054

+3
. 115
-9

a

1 .001

+2
.000
+3

-. 001

+9
-.004
+3

-.036
+4

2 -.006 -.031
-6

-.090
0

-.232
+ 16

a

" The conjugate distances were too great for the range of the optical bench.
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Table 4. Distoriion of twenty Hypergon-type lenses

The measured values of the linear distortion D,„ in microns for 20 Hypergon-
type lenses are given for parallel light and the indicated slope angles. These
lenses have a nominal focal length of 127 mm and a nominal aperture of //22.

Lens

A4.

As.

As.

A7.

As-

A9-

Aio

An

Al2

Al3

An

Al5

Al9

Ai;

Al8

Ai9

A 20

A21

A22

Slope angle

10° 1 COJo 20 25 30 35 40° 45

2 Q0 Q 7 12 on 54
2 4 6 7 12 17 21 27

— i — z — 0 1 1— 11 1 0 OA AO — Do
1 5 10 18 32 52 82 124

}
0 Q lo

0 1 3 3 2 0 -2 1

1
1

1 11
A ft0 iz

2 5 9 15 23 34 47 64

AU 1 — 0 —

7

ft— 0 — 5 ,1 ft

0 4 6 15 23 33 49 67

Q 7 xz AO 65 91
-2 -4 -7 -9 -12 -16 -19 -19

nU Q
1

1

1 A1*1 OAZU Zo
0 2 4 G 11 16 27 45

0 2 10 16 25 56
1 3 5 5 2 1 1 1

U 1
Q 6 8 12 12 12

0 1 2 6 11 17 30 62

Au Au Q ft0 OA
/X)

t^A

0 1 3 7 10 14 16 22

0 Au 1 Q 5 7 11 22
1 3 5 9 17 27 39 66

0 2 Q
fi 1

1

19 30 63
0 0 0 2 6 12 18 23

1 0 E
0 0 9 12 1 All 22

0 -2 -2 4 11 22 39 56

— 4 r— 0 —

6

—

6

—

3

14
1 3 7 12 25 32 40 58

0 1 2 5 9 13 18 26
0 0 1 5 10 17 26 42

1 3 4 6 7 7 9 10
-1 -2 -1 6 13 24 40 66

0 0 0 5 8 13 18 29
1 2 3 8 17 24 36 60

1 0 1 5 9 17 23 42
1 4 6 11 15 21 35 49

3 7 9 14 17 28 32 48
1 1 1 4 9 18 26 47

0 1 3 5 8 13 22 38
2 6 9 16 22 34 44 67

ancy occurs for lens A2 at a magnification of 5,

representing about three times the nominal probable
error. The good agreement at other magnifications
for this lens indicates that the greatest part of the
discrepancy is a result of errors in the observed
values. That the differences have the same alge-

braic sign is evidence of a systematic error, which
can be attributed to the method of measurement.
This consisted of making a run at 5° intervals of

the slope angle without resorting to the time-con-
suming process of resetting the lens on the nodal
slide for each angle measured. Thus, any longi-

tudinal displacement of the transverse axis (located

at T in fig. 5) from the center of rotation of the
nodal slide for a given run results in a systematic
error in the distortion. The magnitude of this error

is very closel}^ proportional to the tangent of the

slope angle. With the exception of B2 and B5, all

of the lenses were submitted to the Bureau for

routine tests and were not available for sufficient

time to allow more than 2, and in some cases 3,

such runs to be made at each magnification.
The data obtained on four other lenses are pre-

sented graphically in figures 6, 7, 8, and 9. For
convenience in plotting, the equation has been de-
fined in two regions around unit magnification. D„
is plotted against m for 0<m<l and Dm/m against

1/m for l<m<oo. This allows the point —D^ to

be included as the lim Dm/nt,. The points give the

experimental distortions and the straight lines the
computed values from Do and D^. For the perfectly

sj^mmetrical lens, all the lines would intersect at

zero distortion and unit magnification; only in this

case would there be no discontinuity. For the lenses

measured, minimum distortion occurs at some other
magnification than unity, indicating slight asym-
metries introduced in manufacture. For very low
distortion lenses, these slight asymmetries can result

in pronounced differences in distortion between
lenses of the same type. This is clearly illustrated in

table 4, where the measured values of Do and D^ in

microns are given for 20 Hypergon-type lenses of the

same nominal focal length submitted to the Bureau
for test.

Eciuation (11) may also be applied to minimized
distortions that have been calibrated by a given cri-

1.0 0.5 0

1/ MAGNIFICATION (I /m) --j

Figure 6. Distortion plotted against magnification for the

indicated slope angles.

In order to include infinite magnifications, the graph has been split as shown
into two regions at unit magnification. The straight lines represent the values
computed from the two equations shown in their respective regions. The points
indicate the experimentally determined values. The same graphical form has
been employed in figures 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11.
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LENS A

127 mm HYPERGON f/22-
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Figure 7. Distortion plotted against magnificaticn for the

ind'icated slope angles.

0.5,

0.5

. MAGNIFICATION (m)

1.0 0.5 0

-L— I / MAGNIFICATION ([/m]

Figure 9. Distortion plotted against magnification for the

indicated slope angles.

Figure 8. Distortion plotted against magnification for the

indicated slope angles.
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Figure 10. Calibrated distortion plotted against magnification
for the indicated slope angles.

The data for the same lens as presented in figure 8 has been calibrated to give
zero distortion at a slope angle of 30° . The magnitude of the change in distortion
for any given magnification is proportional to the tangent of the slope angle.

zo
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0.0

Figure 11. Difference between the experimentally determined
distortions for the indicated slope angles and those com-
puted from the measured values of Do and D<» at f/22.
The open circles represent data obtained at an aperture of //6.8, and the solid

circles at an aperture of //22.

terion. At any given magnification, tlie magnitude
of the change in distortion introduced by tliis cali-

bration is proportional to the tangent of the slope
angle, representing an effective shift in the position

of the nodal points. For parallel incident light this

results in calibrated focal lengths, which are equal
only for a perfectly symmetrical lens. At finite ob-
ject distances this results in a calibrated image dis-

tance or, more conveniently, a calibrated magnifica-
tion. The calibrated focal lengths and magnifica-
tions are applied solely as scale factors and are not
used in the determination of conjugate distances.

Figure 10 shows the distortion presented in figure 8
calibrated to zero at a slope angle of 30°.

A detailed discussion of the effects on distortion of

zonal aberrations introduced at apertures largei- than

f/22 is beyond the scope of this paper. However,
their net effect can only result in a shift of the center
of gravity of the nonparaxial image and a change in

the plane of best focus. If the center of gravity
shift is a linear function of the magnification and if

the Gaussian identities expressed in eq (1) adequately
determine the image plane of best focus when the
higher aperture focal length is used, then eq (11) will

still be valid.

In figure 1 1 the experimental distortions of a sym-
metrical-type lens at//22 and the maximum aperture
of //6.8 have been plotted as the difference from the

values computed from Do and D„ at //22. The
focal lengths and the values of Z?o and D„ for both
apertures are given in table 5. No attempt was
made to determine whether the image planes com-
puted from the measured focal lengths were actually

the planes of best over-all definition. At maximum
aperture the effective stops were the outer lens retain-

ing rings.

For this lens the experimental points for//6.8 seem
to lie along an S-shaped curve rather than being
distributed about the straight line given by eq (11).

The probable error of measurement is certainly-

higher at //6.8 than at//22, particularly for the larger

slope angles. More data would have to be taken to

determine if figure 11 is typical of all lenses of the

same type, so at the present time the results must be
considered as applying only to this particular lens.

It is of interest that the difference between the dis-

tortion at//22 and//6.8 minimizes in the region about
unit magnification, and elsewhere is generally greater

than the deviation of the experimental distortions at

//22 from the computed values.

Table 5. Change in focal length and distortion with aperature

The change in focal length and distortim with aperature for two apertures of
the Dagor-type lens Bs, with a nominal focal length of 6 in. The distortion is

given in millimeters at the indicated slope angles.

.Aperture
Focal
length

m
20°

Distortion

30° 35°

mm
//22 150. .52 0 0. 028 0. 152 0. 302

00 .047 .224 . 435

//fi.8 150. 12 0 .052 . 199 .300
CO .075 .267 . 492
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5. Conclusion

The findings reported show that for low-aperture
symmetrical lenses, the distortion at finite object
distances can be simply computed from the two
values obtained with parallel incident light with
about the same accurac}^ as the direct experimental
measurement. The necessary modifications required
in carrying out this computation on other types of

lenses have been indicated, and it is hoped that ex-

perimental verification of these procedures will soon
be available.

Acknowledgment is made to F. E. Washer, who
suggested the project and to W. R. Darling, who
made manj^ of the calculations and experimental
measurements.

Washington, October 5, 1953.
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Characteristics of an Image-Forming System

Roland V. Shack

Two general approaches to the analysis of an inaage-forming system are considered.
One depends on the image of a point object and the other on the Fourier transform of this

image. The two are developed independently and then coordinated, a practical character-
istic function being determined for each approach. The relative merits of the two approaches
are considered.

1. Introduction

For the past few years considerable energy has been expended in the search for an objective

procedure for evaluating the quality of images formed by optical instruments. Existing pro-

cedures have been found to be not entirely satisfactory, and much work has been done in

measuring previously unused physical parameters, which are objectively determinable, for the

purpose of correlating them with the existing quahty criteria.

The objection to this is that such an empirical, and therefore much limited, correlation

eliminates only one of the faults of the existing criteria, and this is the subjectivity of their

determination. Any other weakness is ignored.

A better approach is to analyze the image-forming process as a phenomenon, the aim being

to characterize the process in as general and inclusive a way as possible, consistent with practical

instrumentation. New criteria of image quality would of coiu-se be expected to be developed.

Many approaches have been made in this direction also, and the present paper is to be included

among them. However, in contrast to some of the published material, the emphasis here is on

the practicality and usefulness of the results obtained rather than on mathematical rigor, al-

though the treatment should be rigorous enough to include all essential factors.

Let us consider this matter of practical instrumentation. The heart of the test instrument

is the photosensitive detector, for it is this which provides the data by which the tested, instru-

ment is evaluated. Three practical photosensitive detectors are available—the eye, the

photographic emulsion, and the photocell.

The only test of image quality for which the eye is capable of making quantitative measure-

ments is the resolving-power test. This test is rapid and relativelj^ inexpensive, but the in-

formation obtained is incomplete, the precision is low, and the results are subject to variation

from individual to individual.

A photographic detector allows quantitative measurements to be made under nonthreshold

conditions, but time is required for processing, the processing conditions must be rigidly stand-

ardized, the granularity and diffusion in the emulsion affect the results, the response of the

film is nonlinear with respect to incident flux, and, in the end, an additional sensing mechanism,

such as a microdensitometer, is needed to reduce the emulsion properties to numerical values.

The photocell is probably the most satisfactory photosensitive detector for the test in-

strument. Within its proper operating range, its characteristics remain reasonably constant,

its response is linear with respect to incident flux, its spectral response can be adjusted so as to

approximate that of the eye, and its output can very easily produce graphical or numerical

results. However, it must be used in conjunction with an apertm'e that limits the spatial

integration of the detail in the image being examined, and there must be provision for relative

displacement between the aperture and the image so that various portions of the image may be

sampled.

It should also be pointed out that the report is illustrated throughout by the characteristics

of an aberration-free system with a circular apertm-e in monochromatic light, diffraction being

the sole source of image degradation, and the light from various points in the object space

being noncoherent. This has been selected as an interesting and informative type of system,

which real systems tend to approximate as their quality improves. It must be emphasized,
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however, that this is used for illustration only. The material covered applies to all types of

images, assuming noncoherence.

There are two viewpoints from which image evaluation can be approached. One, the clas-

sical viewpoint, considers the point image to be the most fundamental element in an image

process. Any object can be regarded as a summation of points, and its image as the summation

of the corresponding point images. An evaluation of the point image would be sufficient

to characterize the S3^stem.

The other viewpoint involves the concepts of Fourier analysis. Here the object is con-

sidered to be the summation of a set of sinusoidal waves distributed in the object plane. These

component waves, differing from each other in amplitude, frequency, phase, and direction, are

spatially distributed waves. That is, they are spatial, not temporal, sinusoidal variations in

brightness throughout the object plane. The image consists of the summation of the images

of these component waves. A description of the manner in which the optical system forms

images of these component waves would also be sufficient to characterize the system.

In section 2 a way of describing the point image is developed, which can be obtained, at least

in principle, from a variety of test objects, namel}^, a point, a fine line, a variable slit, and a

knife edge. Data from any or all of these objects can be represented by a single common
curve, which can be interpreted in terms of any of the objects.

Section 3 deals with the Fourier type of approach. An imaging system does not affect the

frequency, direction, or sinusoidal character of the component waves. It can only affect their

amplitudes and phase relationships. The function that describes these modifications as a

function of the frequency and direction of the component waves is also characteristic of the

imaging system. The test object requu-ed to obtain this information consists of a series of

patterns in which the luminance varies sinusoidally, each pattern having a different spatial

frequency and all oriented in the same direction. The directional variation can be obtained by
rotating the test object with respect to the system being tested.

Section 4 is concerned with the coordination between the two viewpoints. It is shown that

it is possible to obtain from either approach the characteristics for a periodic test object consist-

ing of alternate dark and light stripes of equal width, such as is common^ used in resolving-

power work. It is also shown that it is possible to transform the characteristics of either

approach into those of the other.

Section 5 discusses the application to practice, the interpretation of the results and the

relative merits of the two approaches.

The appendix gives the mathematical formulation of the diffraction images used as

illustrations.

In the following mathematical statements, constant coefficients are ignored in the integra-

tions unless otherwise indicated. The functions are assumed to be normalized after integration.

Also, the object-plane coordinates are reduced to the image plane by application of the magni-

fication.

The point image is the flux-density distribution in the image plane when the object is a

point source (figs. 1, 2). A general object can be considered to consist of a summation of

points, and its image the summation of the corresponding point images.

Let 0(.r,?/)= general object function,

<p(x,?/)= point image function,

I{x,y)= general image function.

2. Evaluation of the Point Image

2.1. General Image Formation with the Point Image

Then

(1)
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Figure 1. Point-image model.

In this model the vertical dimension represents flux den-

sity (per unit area) . It is understood that the rings actually

continue indefinitely, whereas only the first bright ring is

shown completely.

Figure 2. Section of point image.

The normalized distance in the image plane is measured in z-units,

as explained in appendi.x 1.

The primed variables represent the displacement between the 0 and <p functions required

for the integration. For each displacement, the integral, being a definite integral, establishes

a specific value for /. The image function, I, then, is a function of the displacement involved

in the integration. The space described by x' ,y'
,
however, is the same as that described by

x,y. 0 and / can be compared point for point.

The integration can also be written in such a form that the object function is the displaced

function, that is,

Iix',y')=\
\

<p{x,y)0(x'-x,y'-y)dxdy. (2)
«/ — 00 >/ — 00

Either of these forms is perfectly valid, and either may be transformed into the other,

provided one recognizes that x,y in eq (1) is not the same as x,y in eq (2). To distinguish them,

one might use subscripts on the symbols, but this would make the equations more confusing,

and is not necessary if one understands the situation.

The image function is to be sampled with a space-integrating detector in the image plane,

that is, a photocell behind an aperture.

Let ^(a;,?/)= detector aperture transmission function,

E{x,y)= total flux passing through A as sl function of the position of A.

Then

E{x",y'^)=r r I{x',y')A{x"-x',y"-y')dx'dy'. (3)
J — CO J — CO

Combining this with eq (2) we obtain

CO

Eix",y")=jjjj<p{x,y)0{x'-x,y'~y)A(x"-x',y"~y')dxdydx'dy'. (4)

From this it can be seen that the functional charactei'istics of 0 and A can be interchanged

without affecting the measured flux, E. For example, suppose the object were a point source

and the aperture a circular hole centered on the point image. The output from the photocell

will indicate amount of flux passing through the hole. Then interchange the object and aper-

ture. Now the object is a uniformly luminous disk with a reduced diameter equal to that of

the previous aperture, and the new aperture is a minute hole, equal in size to the reduced

geometric size of the previous point source. The output from the photocell will be the same

as before.
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Figure 3. Point-image evaluation—
Hopkins' method.

The solid represents the portion of the total flux that

passes through the circular aperture.

RADIUS OF CIRCULAR REGION

Figure 4. Radial flux distribution of point image.

This curve shows the normalized volume of the solid of figure 3

as a function of the radius of the limiting cylinder.

Mathematically, and in a more general sense, this situation is as follows:

If 0 is a point source, then

E(x",y")=r Ai2"~x',y"-y')l r <p(x,y)0{x'~x,y'-y)dxdy]dx'dy'
J—aiJ—a> |_t/— <»«/— ^ J
Ceo fa>

=J_ J_ <p{x',y')A{x"~x',y"-y')dx'dy',

and the flux detected depends on the nature of A.

On the other hand, if ^ is a point aperture, then

E{x",y")=\ <p(x,y)\
\

0{x'~x,y'-y)A{x"-x',y"-y')dx'dy' \dxdy
J —to J —CO \_J—coJ—co J

Jo
n CO

\ <pix,y)0(x"~x,y"—y)dxdy,

which is identical in form with eq (5), except that A is replaced b}'' 0. If 0 in eq (6) had the

same functional characteristics as A in eq (5), then they would be mathematically indistin-

guishable, and the same E will be obtained from either. Also note that eq (6) has the same
form as eq (2). As one would expect, the use of a point aperture would produce an undistorted

map of the flux-density distribution in the image plane.

2.2. Determination of a Characteristic Function of the Point Image

It should be clear from the above that the function which distinguishes one image-forming

system from another is the point-image function <p. The problem is to find some wa}- of de-

scribing <p, which can be obtained experimentally and which provides significant information

to the user.

The direct mapping of the flux-density distribution in the image of a point object with a

point aperture is impractical because of the very low-energy levels involved. A practical

method must involve in some manner the integration of the flux over an area.

One method, used by Hopkins [7] ^ is to measure the flux contained within successive

concentric circular regions about the center of the point image (fig. 3). The ratio of the flux

contained within a circular region to the total flux of the point image is plotted as a function

of the radius of the circle (fig. 4).

' Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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Figure 5. Determination of point-image

characteristic.
Figure 6. Point-image characteristic.

The solid represents the portion of the total flux that

passes through the receiver slit, the point image being cen-

tered on the slit.

This curve shows the normalized volume of the solid in figure 5 as

a function of the width of the slab.

This method has several advantages over mapping the flux-density distribution directly.

Of course, there is an increase in the energy involved, which increases the signal-to-noise ratio

of the measurements. Also, there is a reduction of a tliree-dimensional function to two

dimensions, which is more convenient. Further, this method provides the user with an idea

of the contrast with which small detail will be imaged, for, by the interchangeability of the

object and aperture function, the resulting curve (fig. 4) can be considered to represent the flux

density at the center of the image of a disk as a function of the size of the disk. This disk

corresponds to a small object in the scene, later observed by the user.

This method does have disadvantages, Iiowever. It is satisfactory for sj'stems in which

the point image is radially symmetrical, but is insensitive to the presence of radial asymmetry,

such as exists in an astigmatic or comatic image. It also presents the practical difficulty of

locating the centers of the apertures or disks in two dimensions with precision.

A different integrative method that allows a considerable increase m the available energy

is one in which the integration is limited in one direction only. This is done by measuring the

flux contained in successive widths about the center of the point image (flg. 5). The normalized

flux contained in a region as a function of the width of the region (fig. 6) is the function that

is here proposed as the most useful and practical characteristic function describing the point

image. It will hereafter be called the point-image characteristic K{w), where w represents the

width of the region. For example, if the integration is limited in the x-direction, then

It should be noticed that this function does not actualty involve a reduction of three

dimensions to two, because the curve obtained is a function of the direction in which the

integration is taken. This makes the data somewhat less convenient than is true of the

previous method, but this is not objectionable because of the additional information obtained.

The new method will detect a lack of radial symmetry. Iiowever, the inconvenience involved

is not too great because most images are bilaterally symmetrical, or nearly so, and two mutually

perpendicular orientations are all that are necessarv to characterize the image.

The point-image characteristic has other virtues beyond the relatively large amount of

available energy and the abiltty to detect lack of radial symmetry. These arise out of the

unidirectional limitation of the integration.

For example, the point-image characteristic is closely connected with the fine-line image.

The fine-line image is the image of a line of infinite length but infinitesimal width. The flux

density is constant along the length of the line image and varies in a direction perpendicular
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Figure 7. Generation of fine-line image.

The flux density at a point in a fine-line image is propor-

tional to the area of the section of the point image orien-

tated in the direction of the line.

-5 0 5

NORMALIZED DISTANCE IN IMAGE PLANE

Figure 8. Cross section of fine-line image.

The vertical line corresponds to the area of the section shown in

figure 7.

to the length. It is obtained by integrating the point image in one direction only. For

example, the image function for a fine line, the length of which is in the ^/-dhection, is given by

<p{x,y)dy.
— 00

This is illustrated in figures 7 and 8.

The point-image characteristic can be obtained from the fine-line image by

(8)

rwj2

J -W,/2
L(x)dx. (9)

This is illustrated in figure 9.

Up to this point we have been considering the object to be a point or a fine line and the

detector aperture to be a variable slit, the operating mechanism that produces the variation

in w. But, because of the interchangeability of the object and aperture, an illuminated variable

sht could be used as an object and a fine slit centered on the variable slit image as the detector

aperture. This method of obtaining the point-image characteristic is illustrated in figure 10.

The point-image characteristic is also closely connected with the knife-edge image. The
latter is related to the point image as follows

:

Six')= r f" ,p{x,y)dydx. (10)
^ — CO ^ — 00

This is shown in figures 11 and 12.

The relationship between the knife-edge image and the fine-line image is given by

S{x')= r L{x)dx. (11)
*/ — CO

The point-image characteristic is obtainable from S{x) by observing the values of Six) at

x=—Wxl2?La.diX=-\rWxl2. Then

L{x)dx- L(x)dx= L(x)dx. (12)
- a> J - CO J -Wzl2

These relationships are illustrated in figiu-es 13 and 14.

In summary, it may be pointed out that the point-image characteristic provides a simple

yet practical and informative way of evaluating an imaging system. It may be obtained from

a variety of test objects, namely, a point, a fine line, a variable-width line, or a knife edge.
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Figure 9. Determination of point-image character-

istic from fine-line image profile.

The cross-hatched area corresponds to the solid in figure 5.

Figure 11. Generation of knife-edge image

from point image.

The flux density at a point in the knife-edge image is pro-

portional to the volume of the solid indicated where the

limiting plane has the same orientation as the knife edge
and passes through the point in question.
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Figure 13. Generation of knife-edge image from fine-

line image.

The flux density at a point in the knife-edge image is proportional

to the area under the flne-line image to the left of the corresponding
abscissa. The area under the fine-line image between any two
abscissa values is proportional to the difference between the corre-

sponding ordinate values of the knife-edge image.
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Figure 10. Cro&s sections of images of finite-

width object lines.

The reduced object line widths are 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 r-units.

Plotting the central flux density as a function of the reduced object

line width results in the point-image characteristic curve shown in

figure 6.
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Figure 12. Cross section of knife-edge image.

The vertical line corresponds to the solid shown in figure 11.
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Figure 14. Determination of point-image character-

istic from knife-edge image.

If the abscissa values a and 6 in figure 13 are made equal to —w!2
and -f-!()/2 as in tnis figure, then the ordinate difference shown here is

proportional to the corresponding area in figure 13, which itself is

proportional to the corresponding value of the point-image character-

istic, as indicated in figure 9.



FlU'thermore, regardless of which way it is obtained, it can be interpreted in terms of any of the

objects. This is discussed further in a later section.

3. Evaluation by Fourier Analysis

A general object 0{x,y) can be analyzed into a continuum of sinusoidal spatial waves, differ-

ing from each other in direction, frequency, amplitude, and phase. The characteristics of these

waves are given by the Fourier transform of the object,

J
CO 00

0{x,y) exp [~i{w,x+(,iijy)\dxdy, (1,3)
— CO t/ — CO

where To{o^i,Wy) is complex, containing both amplitude and phase factors, and o^x and are

directional frequency components of the component waves.

A component wave itself is represented by

Wc=To{o:>x,o}y) exp [i{w^x^ u,y)\. (14;

Consider this to be an object. Then by appljdng eq (2),

J
00 03

^{x,y)To{o:x,oi,^ QXY>[i{oix{x'—x)+ o:y{y'~y)}]dxdy
— CO «y — CO

J
CO /» CO

J
<p{x,y) exp [~i{uixX+u,yy)\dxdy. (15)

The integral is the Fourier transform ^{o}x,<^v) of fi^jV), and therefore

Iwix' ,y')=^cox,ox,)To(o}x,cou) exp [iic^xx'+oiyy')]. (16)

The function modified by $ is seen to be simply the component object wave. Each component
image wave then will be the product of $ and the corresponding component object wave.

Therefore,

Ti(ax,0:i/)= ^(ux,(^y)To(u>x,Wi/), (17)

where Ti is the Fourier transform of the image.

If I(x,y) can be considered to be the object of a second imaging precess, then

Tj,J^O:x,o:y)= ^2io>x,0>y)Ti^(cCx,0),j)=^2^lTo. (18)

This can be extended to as man}- imaging processes as desired.

The transform

$(wx,wj=
1 j

(p(x,y) exp [—io:xX+Wyy)]dxdy (19)
tJ — cc t/ — 00

is seen to be characteristic of the imaging process. Let us examine it in more detail.

The transform is the double integral of the product of two functions, one being the point

image <p(x,y) and the other a two-dimensional wave exp[—i(uxX-\-(j:yy)].

This two-dimensional wave is sinusoidal in one direction and constant in the perpendicular

direction, like a corrugated roof. The direction of the sinusoidal variation is inclined to the

ic-axis by an angle 9, where tan d=cjOy/iCx, and the frequency is given by we=^'col-{-o}l (see fig. 15).

The transform can then be considered to be # (6, we).

For 6=0, u>y=0 and the transform becomes

JCO
/» CO CO

<p{x,y)exp[—i(o)xX)]dydx= L{x)exp[~'i(o3xX)]dx, (20)
-ccty — CO */ — 00
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Figure 15. Transformation of coordinates.

If the direction of the pattern is inclined to the original r-axis by an
angle S, then, in the new coordinate system in line with the pattern,

$= -yjwx--{-oi and tan 6=u3y(wx.

1.0 2.0

NORMALIZED SPATIAL FREQUENCY

Fi'iURE 16. Sinc-wave response curve.

This is the positive side of the cross-section of the Fourier trans-

form of the point image shown in figure 1. It is also the Fourier

transform of the fine-line image shown in figure 8.

where <p{x,y)dy is the fine-Hne image (fig. 16).

If the X, y coordinates are rotated in Xe, ye tlirough the angle 6 (fig. 15), then eq (20) can be

generahzed into

L(x8)exp[~i(weXe)]dxe.
- 00

(21)

For any 6, the transform $ of eq (21) is the cross section in the ^-direction of the soUd

representing the transform ^(co^, Wy). This is shown in figure 17.

Equation (21) serves as the basis for the experimental determination of since for each d

it is the transform of the fine-line image oriented with its length perpendicular to the 0-direc-

tion. The object can be one in which the flux density varies sinusoidally in one direction, and

the detector aperture can be a fine slit.

The object can be represented by

0{xe)=A+B exp [ioieXe] , A>B. (22)

The constant term is necessary because all flux densities must be positive. The image is

given by

/(/«)= 4 +<i>(co8)5 expliueXe]. (23)

Let Mo=B/A be defined as the modulation in the object. The corresponding modulation in

the image is Mi=^B/A. The transform * is obtained by

Mo
(24)

The use of the modulation automatically compensates for any factor that changes the

signal output of the testing device proportionally, such as the transmission factor of the

lens, change in brightness of the source, change in gain of the detector amplifier, etc.

It must be remembered that $ is actually complex, involving both an amplitude and a phase

factor. However, if the origin of (p(x,y) is properly selected, the phase shift is small. If <p{x,y) is

symmetrical about its origin, then there is no phase shift involved. In most cases, for evaluation

purposes, the phase-shift factor can be neglected.
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Figure 17. Three-dimensional model of Fou-

rier transform of point image.

Each radial cross section is the sine-wav e response in that

direction. Note that the space is frequency space.

Figure 18. Square-wave response curve.

The dashed line is the sine-wave response curve from which this

was derived. The vertical lines separate regions in which the square-

wave image contains different numbers of harmonic components,

each region having one more component than its neighbor to the

right. In the region farthest to the right, the square-wave image con-

tains only the fundamental.

4. Coordination

If ^>(w) is given, it is possible to predict a similar response curvem which the test object con-

sists of alternate dark and light stripes, a spatial square wave. The square-wave test object

can be analyzed into its component harmonics, each of which is attenuated by the value of $
corresponding to its frequency, and the image is obtained by adding together these attenuated

harmonics. For the response curve we are only interested in the peak-to-peak values that are

obtained from the values at the centers of the lines and spaces. The square-wave response

curve then is given by

^(co)=^[$(co)-|s>(3a;)-f|i.(5co)-. • (25)

It should be noticed that there will be only a finite number of terms in the sum because there

is a limiting value of w beyond which $ remains at zero. This limit exists because of the finite

dimensions of the aperture of the system; the larger the aperture the higher the limiting

frequency.

Because of the finite range ia it is possible to obtain <J>(co) from 1^(0) by the inverse

process. Here it is necessary to start at the limiting value of co and work backward. From this

limiting value coc back to Wc/S the sine-wave response is given by

*(co)=7r/4 (26)

because $ and \p are both zero for the odd multiples of co for co greater than coc/3.

From coc/3 to coc/5,

$(co)=7r/4iA(co)+|«>(3co), (27)

where $(3co) may not be zero, and has already been found.

From coc/5 to We/7,

*(co)=7r/4^(co)-fi$(3co)-i3'(5co), (28)

and so forth.

The relationship between the square-wave response and the sine-wave response is illustrated

in figure 18.
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Figure 19. Generation of square-wave response from

point image.

The sum of the volumes of the slabs is proportional to the flux

density at the center of a bright line in the image. The sum of the

\ olumes of the slabs that ha\ e been removed corresponds to the dark

line. The difference between the two is proportional to the square-

wave response.

Figure 20. Generation of square-wave response from
fine-line image.

The cross-hatched areas correspond to the slabs in figure 19. The
marked widths indicate how the square-wave response can be ob-
tained from the point-image characteristics.

The square-wave response may also be obtained from the point-image characteristic. If

we consider the imaging of a square-wave test object as a point-image integration, then the flux

density at the center of the image of a bright line in the pattern is proportional to the sum of the

volumes of the slabs illustrated in figure 19, or the areas of the stripes in figure 20. The flux

density at the center of the image of a dark line is proportional to the sum of the volumes of the

slabs (or areas of the stripes) which lie between those illustrated. The sum of these two flux

densities is proportional to the total flux in the point or fine-line image, and the square-wave

response is given by

where E{l/2w) is the flux density at the center of the image of a bright line and l/2w=w is the

width of a line, bright or dark, in the pattern.

It can be seen from figure 20 that

E(^^=Eiw)=K{w)+[K{5w)-K{3w)]+ [K(9w)--K(7w)]+ (30)

where K{w) is the point-image characteristic, so

^{o>)=2{Kiw)+[K{5w)-K(3w)]+ . . . } -1. (31)

It is now apparent that $(w), the sine-wave response, may be obtained from K(w), the

point-image characteristic. This is done by determining i^Cw), the square-wave response, from

K{w) and then applying the procedure indicated in eq (26), (27), and (28) to obtain the sine-

wave response.^

To obtain the point-image characteristic from the sine-wave response is more direct. Con-
sider the test object to be a variable-width line. The transform of the image of this object is

obtained by multiplying the transform of the object by the sine-wave response of the system.

2 This calculation for the case of the unaberrated image was made by the author before he was aware of Steel's equation (see appendix). It

was done for 30 different spatial frequencies, using the tabulated values for the knife-edge image given by Struve (see appendix) as well as his

approximation for values beyond those tabulated. The agreement between this calculated sine-wave response and Steel's equation is well within

the error of calculation.
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The transform of this object is of the foim

sin^
.

(32)
irccw

shown in figure 21, and the transform of the image is given by Ti= ^To. The image itself would

be given by the inverse transform

I{xe)=
I

^To exp [i{(^6Te)]dc^e, (33)

but we are interested only in the value at the center of the line image where Xe=0, so

K{wo)= I{0)== {
"
$nr/co,=2w ^{o^ef^^^^'^^cU. (34)

J -co Jo TTWW

This equation shows the direct manner in which K{w) may be obtained from $(0)). For each

w selected, the sine-wave response is multiplied by the proper calculated function of the form

sin xjx, and the product is integrated graphically or numerically. The result is then multiplied

by 2w, and the value obtained is the desired K(w).

5. Application

It has been shown that an imaging S3'^stem can be evaluated by means of a description of

the point image or, alternatively, a description of its Fourier transform. Each of them lias

its advantages.

The Fourier approach allows us to combine several S3^stems or to analyze a system into

its components, under certain conditions. The piincipal condition is that each intermediate

image formed by each component must be equivalent to a real luminous object having the same
flux-density distribution in the image plane. Thus the combining or analyzing process can be

applied to a photographic process, a television system, or a system m which each intermediate

image is formed on a diffusing surface. It cannot be applied to a telescopic system because

the light emerging from the primary image still contains the wave-front deformations produced

by the objective and is subject to aberration correction by the ocular.

This does not mean that the Fourier appi"oach cannot be applied to the entire telescopic

system. It is just that the whole telescope cannot be precisely evaluated by simply evaluating

the components.

Using the Fourier approach also enables one to appty the concepts developed in information

and communication theory to imaging processes.

Another virtue of the Fourier approach is that the transform determined for any orienta-

tion of the sine-wave pattern in the image plane is a true section of the solid representing the

entire transform in the image plane. A similar property does not hold for the point-image

characteristic.

It should be noticed also that the sine-wave response of a lens has a finite boundary deter-

mined by the aperture of the system, Avhereas the point-image characteristic is unbounded.

The point-image characteristic, on the other hand, directly provides two basic types of

information about the performance of the system, apart from the distribution of flux in the

point image. These are the contrast at which an isolated object will be imaged as a function

of the object size, and the gradient in the image of the edge of an extended object. The first

holds because the point-image characteristic can be obtained by measuring the flux densities

at the centers of finite-width line images. The second holds because the characteristic can

also be obtained from the image of a knife-edge object.

However, if one laiows either the point-image characteristic or the sine-wave response,

he can calculate the other, as has been shown. It would probably be preferable to have a

research instrument that would determine the sine-wave response, because the transformation

to the point-image characteristic is more direct and more suitable for calculating machines than

the reverse transformation.
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Figure 21. Transform offinite-width line object.

a is the Trequency of the component wave, and w is the reduced

object-line width.

Figure 22. Schade's equivalent bandwidth.

The solid curve is tfce sine-wave response curve; the dashed curve is

the square of the solid curve; and the rectanpilar area is equal to the

area under the dashed curve. This rectangular area is measured by a

single number, its limiting frequency, thereby providing a single

number to describe the sine-wave-response curve.

Another problem that comes up is one that is involved in routine testing. It would be

desirable to reduce the evaluating curve to a single number with as little loss of significant

information as possible, and it would be desirable that this reduction be done automatically in

the test procedure.

With respect to the sine-wave response curve, Schade has suggested a reduction in which

the curve is squared, ordinate by ordinate, and then integrated. The resulting number
is equal to the limiting frequency of a rectangular "response" curve having the same area

as the squared sine-wave response curve. This establishes an equivalent bandwidth, shown
in figure 22.

The mechanism that would permit this determination directlj^ would be similar to the

sine-wave response mechanism, except that a "noise" pattern instead of a sinusoidal pattern

would be used. The ideal noise pattern contains all frequencies at equal amplitude but with

random phase relations. The fluctuations in the photoelectric output produced by this pattern

are fed through a squaring circuit and then integrated. The resulting steady current, indi-

cated on a meter, is proportional to Schade's equivalent bandwidth. One trouble with this

system is the difficulty involved in producing an acceptable noise pattern.

Equation (34) indicates another approach to the problem of representing the sine-wave

response curve with a single number. The object transform To in this equation can be con-

sidered to be a weighting factor for the sine-wave response curve, and the integral to represent

the equivalent bandwidth fi. Then this equivalent bandwidth can be determined by the use

of a variable slit or a knife edge, for

For this to be single-valued, w must be fixed, and two convenient possible values appear

evident. One is to set w=l/w^, where is the limiting frequency for a theoretically perfect

lens having the same aperture as the lens under test. Then the weighting function goes to

its fu-st zero at w^. This method is illustrated in figure 23.

The other convenient value for w is zero, for the limit of K(w)/w as w goes to zero is the

slope at the center of the knife-edge image, as can be seen with the aid of figure 14. As indi-

cated in eq (35), this equivalent bandwidth is given by one-half the slope at the center of the

knife-edge image. The weighting function approaches unit}^ for small values of w as w ap-

proaches zero, so this equivalent bandwidth is given by the area under the sine-wave response

curve itself. This is illustrated in figure 24. It might be emphasized that this latter relation-

ship is an important and fundamental condition. The slope at the center of a knife-edge

image is exactly proportional to the area under the sine-wave response curve.
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NORMALIZED SPATIAL FREQUENCY

Figure 24. A third equivalent bandwidth.

This bandwidth is measured by the area under the sine-wave-

response curve itself. The area is exactly proportional to the slope at

the center of a knife-edge image.

NORMALIZED SPATIAL FREQUENCY

Figure 23. Another equivalent bandwidth.

The solid curve is the sine-wave response curve; the long-dashed

curve is the transform of the finite-width-line object; the short-

dashed curve is the product of the other two; and the rectangular

area is equal to the area under the short-dashed curve. This provides

a different single characteristic number, which can be obtained more

easily than Schade's equivalent bandwidth.
I

The idea of measuring an equivalent bandwidth may be a good way of reduciug the sine-

wave response curve to a single number, but this process eliminates one of the advantages of

the sine-wave approach, and that is the ability to combine directly a sequence of imaging proc-

esses. For most telescopic systems this may be unimportant, but if such a combination is

desirable, then perhaps the sine-wave response curve can be characterized well enough by some
particular frequency. If the response to some such frequency were established as a measure of

quality, then the measure of the quality of the combination is simply the product of the measures

of quality of the components.

To summarize, the Fourier approach seems to be more desirable for research and detailed

testing, but the determination of the point-image characteristic lends itself to rapid routine

testing.

6. Appendix

6.1. Images Produced by an Aberration-Free System With a Circular Aperture in Mono-
chromatic Light

The extended objects are assumed to be illuminated noncoherently. In the following expressions, the

unit of displacement in the image is:

2=-^> (36)

where a is the radius of the circular aperture, x is the distance in the image plane from the center of the image,

d is the distance from the image plane to the aperture, and X is the wavelength of light.

a. Point Image

This is well known, and its section is given by

(37)

It is illustrated in figures 1 and 2.

b. Fine-Line Image

An expression for the cross section of the fine-line image, implicit in the original work of Struve [1], is explic-

itly given by Steel [2] as
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Sir H,(2z)
(38)

where Hi is what is known as the Struve function, and has been tabulated.^ The cross section of the fine-

line image is illustrated in figure 8.

c. Knife-Edge Image

Struve [1] developed this in a series expansion and tabulated it for z up to 15. If the edge is oriented so

that the gradient for the image is positive, then the image is given by

(39)

Struve also gave a simple approximation, which is in error by less than 0.1 percent for Z>7 and 1.0 percent

for Z>3.

S(z)^l— (40)

The knife-edge image is illustrated in figure 12.

d. Finite-Width Line Image

If the width of the Gaussian image is w^, then

L{z)=s(^2+'f^-s(^2-'^y

This family of images is illustrated in figure 10.

e. Point-Image Characteristic

This is given by

/rw=s(f)-s(-f)=2s(f)-i.

Combining this with eq (39) gives

12.32 3 1

(2w,)3 7 (2w,y

This is illustrated in figure 6.

f. Sine-Wave Response

Steel [2] gives the following expression for the sine-wave response:

=—
\ arc cos

=0

0<w<2

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

where co= 5r/w2, and is the wavelength of the sinusoid. Notice that there is an absolute limit to the fre-

quency of the pattern that a lens can form, this limit being where the wavelength of the pattern in z units

is equal to x.

The frequency, v, in the image plane is given by

'-2m'

where N= d/2a and X is the wavelength of light. If X is in millimeters, v is in cycles per millimeter.

Figures 16 and 17 show the sine-wave response.

(45)

' E. Jahnke and F. Emde, Tables of functions with formulas and curves, 4th ed. (Dover Publications, New York, N. Y., 1945).
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The relationships between certain fundamental characteristic functions relating to an optical image-

forming system are indicated, some being observable experimentally and others being unobservable. Of
the observable characteristics two are especially useful in the analysis of the image-forming properties of the

system. One of these represents the image of a point object and the other the Fourier transform of this point

image. The two are considered for their practicality as bases for objective laboratory techniques in image
evaluation. The transform of the point image is practical as it stands whereas the point image itself is not.

A function directly related to the point image and to a number of other simple objects is suggested as a

practical representative function. The practical functions are correlated and the relative merits of the two
approaches are considered.

1. INTRODUCTION

DURING the past few years the National Bureau

of Standards, as well as a number of other

laboratories, has been concerned with the problem of

developing an objective procedure for evaluating the

quality of images formed by optical instruments. One
general approach has been to try to find some physical

parameter which can be measured objectively and then

to try to correlate this parameter with some already

existing quality criterion. Although it is true that, if

successful, such an empirical approach will eliminate

the subjective element in the determination of image

quality, it is made under the assumption that the chosen

criterion is in itself a satisfactory index of image quality.

There is reason to doubt the validity of this assumption.

A more fundamental approach is to analyze the

image-forming process as a phenomenon, the aim being

to characterize the process in as general and yet in-

formative way as possible, consistent with practical

instrumentation. New criteria of image quality would

of course be expected to be developed. The present paper

is intended to be an outline of such an approach.!

2. OBSERVABLE AND UNOBSERVABLE
CHARACTERISTICS

Figure 1 illustrates the relationships existing between

some of the more significant or characteristic functions

of an optical image-forming system. The actual func-

tions are functions of two spatial dimensions, but to

avoid complexity in the figures, they are drawn as

functions of one dimension. These curves can be con-

sidered to represent cross sections of the more complete

functions.

Perhaps the most elementary characteristic function

is that represented by Fig. 1(a). This curve represents

the variation in optical path length between an object

point and its Gaussian image point plotted across the

pupil of the system. It can also be interpreted as the

wave-front deformation across the pupil.

From this function can be derived the complex

amplitude of the wave function in the pupil [Fig. 1(b)],

another characteristic function. The Fourier transform

of this complex amplitude in the pupil gives the complex

amplitude of the wave function in the image plane

[Fig. 1(c)]. The product of this third characteristic

function with its complex conjugate yields a function

which has been traditionally called the intensity

distribution in the image of a point [Fig. 1(f)].

Of the functions so far considered, only the last is an

observable characteristic. That is, it can be directly

ascertained by experimental means. The others cannot,

and must be considered to be unobservable character-

istics.

However, the point image is not the only observable

characteristic. The product of the complex amplitude

in the pupil [Fig. 1(b)] with its complex conjugate

Fig. 1. Characteristic

functions of- an optical

image-forming system.

WAVE- FRONT
DEFORMATION

WAVE AMPLITUDE
IN PUPIL

WAVE AMPLITUDE
IN I MAGE PLANE
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1

^ Fourier tronsformotion

_ _ Squaring f

Self-

Convolution g

interferogram

.MODULATION FUNCTION

J Fourier tronsformotion

- POINT image

* This work was done in connection with a project sponsored by Army Ordnance, Frankford Arsenal,

t Most of the material in this paper is somewhat more thoroughly dealt with in another paper by the author,

of An Image-Forming System," to be pubUshed in the Journal of Research of the National Bureau of Standards.
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Fig. 2. Object-image
relationships.

yields the function represented by the curve of Fig.

1(d), the kind of curve obtainable by means of an

interferometer. This last function is also observable,

and from it can be inferred the nature of the wave-front

deformation [Fig. 1 (a)], although not unambiguously.

A third observable function, only recently investi-

gated, is that represented by Fig. 1(e). This is the

Fourier transform of the point image [Fig. l(f)3. It

can also be obtained by convolving the complex

amplitude in the pupil [Fig. 1(b)] with its complex

conjugate.

We therefore have six interrelated functions charac-

teristic of an optical image-forming system. Three of

these (on the left of Fig. 1) are unobservable, cannot be

directly obtained experimentally. The other three are

observable. The interferogram [Fig. 1(d)] is valuable

primarily because of its indication of the nature of the

wave front in the pupil, but it is very difficult to infer

from it the manner in which an image will be formed

by the system. However, both of the remaining ob-

servable functions are concerned with object-image

relationships.!

3. OBJECT-IMAGE RELATIONSHIPS

That both are equally applicable to the problem of

relating the image to the object is indicated in Fig. 2.

Any object can be looked at as a summation of points

and its image as the summation of the corresponding

point images. The point image function is the charac-

teristic modifying function.

On the other hand, the object can be considered to be

the summation of a set of sinusoidal waves distributed

in the object plane. These component waves, differing

from each other in amplitude, frequency, phase, and
orientation, are spatially distributed waves. That is,

they are spatial, not temporal, sinusoidal variations in

brightness throughout the object plane. The image

consists of the summation of the images of these

component waves.

Now an image-forming system, if linear, does not

affect the frequencies, orientations, or sinusoidal

t Strictly speaking, both are significant only when the objects

with which the system is to be used can be considered to be
noncoherent extended luminous sources.

character of the component waves. It can only affect

their amplitudes and phase relationships. The function

which describes these modifications as a function of the

spatial frequencies and orientations of the component

waves is that represented by the curve in Fig. 1(e), the

Fourier transform of the point image. This function

has many names in the literature, e.g., sine-wave

response, system function, modulation function, trans-

mission factor, contrast reduction factor, etc.

It might be noted, as indicated in Fig. 2, that, since

an object can be considered to be made up of component

sinusoidal waves, it can also be represented by a func-

tion in which the amplitudes and phase relationships

of the component waves are plotted against their

frequencies and orientations. This function is the

Fourier transform of the object function. Multiplying

this by the modulation function yields the Fourier

transform of the image. An inverse transformation will

yield the image function itself.

Now an image-forming process is useless unless the

image is picked up by a detector, which may be the

eye, a photographic emulsion, or a photoelectric de-

tector. The detector itself modifies the image and must

be considered to be a secondary image-forming process.

Its inclusion in the over-all process is easily done with

the approach involving the modulation function because

the modulation function of an entire system is the

product of the modulation functions of the components.

The approach involving the point image, however,

requires a convolution for every component image-

forming system, rather than a simple product.

4. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION

Although any given optical system may be intended

for use with one type of detector (i.e., the eye, a

photographic emulsion, or a photoelectric detector), it

is not necessary that a laboratory performance test use

the same detector, provided that the effect of the

detector on the image is predictable. The choise of

detector for laboratory use should be made on the basis

of convenience, controllability, and objectivity of the

data obtained. The photoelectric detector in most cases

will best meet the requirements.

However to avoid integrating the fine detail in the
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image, the photoelectric detector must be used behind

a small aperture, and provision must be made for

producing a relative displacement between the aperture

and the image in order to explore various parts of the

image.

The required smallness of the detector aperture places

a premium on the amount of energy available, but the

development of the photomultiplier tube has made this

technique feasible. The shape of the detector aperture

can be rigidly controlled and the results obtained should

be highly reproducible. However, the photomultiplier

will generate noise which will interfere with weak
signals.

It should be pointed out that the electrical signal

obtained from the detector cannot distinguish between

the effect of the object and the effect of the detector

aperture. The test object and the detector aperture are

interchangeable. For example, the signal obtained by
using a luminous disk for a test object and a pinhole for

the detector aperture will be the same as the signal

obtained by using a pinhole for a test object and a

circular hole for the detector aperture, provided that

the Gaussian geometry is the same. Also there are a

number of ways of producing the relative motion

between the image and the detector aperture. The
detector aperture can be moved across a stationary

image, or the image can be moved across a stationary

detector aperture by moving the object or by rotating

or rocking some element in the optical train.

The modulation function of an optical system can be

obtained experimentally by using an object whose

transform is known and a detector aperture whose

modulation function is known, and determining the

transform of the output signal. The modulation

function of the optical system is given by the ratio of

the latter to the product of the former. There are a

number of ways of doing this, but the maximum energy

in the signal for any given frequency will be obtained

by using a sine-wave or a square-wave pattern for one

of the functions.

The point image is not so easily obtained. The effect

of the detector aperture cannot be divided out as in the

case of the modulation function, and so the detector

aperture must be made as minute as possible. This

reduces drastically the energy available. To make
matters worse, a large part of the energy in the point

image may be distributed in the flare about the central

peak, the area of the flare region being so large that the

intensity is very low at any given point. The effect of

this flare is noticeable with extended objects, although

it may seem to be negligible in the image of a point.

A test object which is more easily handled and which

shows the effect of the flare is the well-known knife-

edge. If the data obtained with a knife-edge object is

recorded as a curve in which the intensity difference

between two points located at equal distances on either

side of the geometric image is plotted against the

distance between the points, it can be shown that this

curve can be obtained from or interpreted in terms of a

variety of objects, namely, a point, a fine Hne, a variable

slit, and, of course, a knife-edge. Such a curve would be
a useful characteristic, related to the point image, for

determining image quality, and in the rest of this paper

will be called the point-image characteristic.

5. COORDINATION

If the modulation function is known, this point-image

characteristic is easily obtained because the Fourier

transform of a variable slit object is simple and well

known. When multiplied by the modulation function it

yields the transform of the image, and because only the

value at the center of the image is needed, the desired

value for a given width is obtained by a direct numerical

or graphic integration of the product of the two curves,

the oscillatory component of the inverse transformation

dropping out.

An interesting result of this relationship is that the

area under the curve representing the modulation

function itself is exactly proportional to the slope at the

center of the knife-edge image. This is also the Strehl

definition for the image of a fine line.

The modulation function can also be obtained from

the point-image characteristic. For a given frequency

the response of the system to a square-wave bar pattern

can be predicted from the point-image characteristic by
a simple addition and subtraction of selected ordinates.

Once a square-wave response curve is obtained, the

sine-wave response curve (modulation function) can

be obtained by subtracting out the harmonic com-

ponents.

6. MERITS

The modulation function has a number of features to

recommend it for image evaluation. It is a bounded

function, relatively simple in form, relatively easy to

measure, and easily manipulated. It allows the con-

venient analysis of cascaded systems. Its use opens the

possibility of applying to optical image formation many
of the concepts of communication theory and allied

fields.

The point-image characteristic has the advantage of

presenting graphically the image characteristics of a

number of important types of objects. It is also easy

to obtain. However, it is an indirect measure of the

properties of a point image and is relatively difficult to

manipulate.
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Evaluation of Lens Distortion by Visual and
Photographic Methods

'

Francis E. Washer, William P. Tayman, and Walter R. Darling

The evaluation of lens distortion by photographic and visual methods is discussed.
Measurements made on a single lens using the two methods are reported. The precision of

measurement of each method is determined which shows that the observed differences must
be attributed to systematic error. Various sources of systematic error are considered. Un-
compensated differential plate tipping is identified as the most probable cause of the observed
differences. A method of correction is developed. It is concluded that when work is done
with extreme care and with due account taken of various insidious sources of error, it is

possible to achieve comparable results with either method.

1. Introduction

The measurement of radial distortion in the focal

plane of photographic objectives has been the subject

of intensive study since the advent of aerial mapping
from photographs. This particular aberration is of

prime interest as its magnitude determines the accu-
racy with which the final negative maintains the
correct relationships among the array of point
images making up the photograph of the corre-

sponding array of points in the area photographed.
It was early realized that the reliability of the quanti-
tative information obtained from a photograph in-

creased as the distortion in the taking lens decreased.
Consequently, the development of improved lenses

was encouraged with the result that succeeding series

of new lenses were characterized by ever lower values
of distortion.

During this period of change, diverse methods of

evaluating the distortion of lenses came into use at

various laboratories. The reason for such diversity
was primarily the availability of given types of

measuring instruments in various laboratories. There
are now three principal methods of measuring dis-

tortion plus numerous additional methods that are
either the inverse of one of the principal methods or
a variation thereof. The nodal slide bench is one of

the oldest methods; this is a visual method capable
of high accuracy and is perhaps the most widely
used. The photographic method is more recent and
arose out of the desire to make measurements under
conditions approximating that of use. The third

principal method is the goniometric method which is

used to considerable extent in Europe.
Because of the diversity of methods being used in

the evaluation of distortion, it seems worthwhile to
investigate the results of measurement made in a
single laboratory on a number of lenses by a variety
of methods to determine whether or not the values so
obtained varied appreciably with method. This is

being done for several different methods and some
preliminary results are reported herein for two
methods.
The two methods are as follows

:

A. Photographic, precision lens testing camera,
B. Visual, nodal slide optical bench.

This work was performed in connection with tlie research project sponsored by
the U. S. Air Force.

2. Methods of Measurement

Methods A and B have been described at some
length in the literature. However, for purposes of

clarity, in the following section, a brief description

of these methods is given.

2.1. Precision Lens Testing Camera. Method A

The precision lens testing camera [1]- shown in

figure 1 was developed at the Bureau by T. C. Gard-
ner and F. A. Case. It is one of the earliest successful

devices developed to measure the performance of

lenses by photographic means. It consists of a bank
of collimators spaced at 5-deg intervals having reso-

lution test charts as reticles. The lens under test is

mounted at the center of convergence of the collima-

tor fan and can be aimed at any one of them by ro-

tation of a carriage which carries the lens holder and
camera back whereon the photographic recording
plate is mounted. As presently constituted, the lens

testing camera has 10 collimators covering a total

angle of 45 deg. When used to test wide angle lenses,

the camera is aimed at one of the extreme collimators

(position I) and the test made. In order to cover a
complete diametsr, a second test is made with the
camera aimed at the collimator at the opposite ex-

2 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

Figure 1. Precision lens testing camera (Method A).

This photograph shows the camera back with a light metering device in place
on the plate holder. The values of illumination in the focal plane are read
from the large meter above the collimator. Use of this device enables the
operator to adjust for uniform exposure in making the test negatives from
which the values of distortion, Da, are obtained.
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treme (position II). It has been found by experience

that the results obtained from two negatives made
in this manner are quite rehable.

To determine the value of the distortion, the best

row of images is selected on the negative made in

position I. The separation of all images on this row
from the image formed by light from the 0° collimator

is measured. The equivalent focal length (EFL) is

then determined from the relations

f,=d, cot /35, (1)

f2=dio cot /3io, (2)

EFL=^^^- (3)

Where dt and f/,o are the measured distances on the

negative separating the images formed by the lens

for the target in the 0° collimator from the corres-

ponding images formed by the lens for the targets in

the collimators located at |3=5° and 10° respectively

from the 0° collimator. One then determines the

distances from the 0° image to the other images using

the relation

ds=EFL tan 0. (4)

The difference between the distances found with the
aid of eq (4) and the corresponding measured distance

for a given value of (3 is the value of the distortion

at that point. It is positive if the measured location

of the image is farther from the central image than
the computed location. Similar computations are

made for the negative obtained for position II and
the results averaged and accepted as final.

It has always been maintained that the probable
error of values of distortion obtained by this method
did not exceed ±0.020 mm. The sources of error

arising from error in angle in plate measurement are

discussed in an earlier publication [2] where it was
established that errors from this source should not
exceed ±0.013 mm.

In making the negatives, the collimator targets are
illuminated by light from a tungsten source after

passing through a K-3 filter. Eastman Kodak
Spectroscopic plates, emulsion Type V-F, are used to

record the image formed by the lens under test.

The exposed plates are processed in tra^^s containing
Eastman Developer D-19 and 68° F for 3 min with
continuous agitation.

2.2. Visual Optical Bench, Direct Nodal Slide.

Method B

The visual optical bench has long been the basic
tool for evaluating the optical constants of lenses.

The one used at the Bureau has been in existence for
approximately 30 yr and can still be regarded as a
precision instrument [3]. For measuring distortion,

one uses a collimator, nodal slide lens holder shown
in figure 2, and micrometer microscope. The lens is

carefully alined in the holder and the axial image
formed by the lens under test of the illuminated

Figure 2. Visual nodal slide {Method B).

This photograph shows the nodal slide in which the lens under test is mounted.

reticle of the target is brought into coincidence with
the object plane of the viewing microscope. The
reticle is illuminated by filtered light from a tungsten
source. The effective wavelength is approximately
575 m/i. By a series of successive adjustments, a
condition is found for which a small rotation of the

lens about a vertical axis does not produce a displace-

ment of the axial image viewed. The rear nodal
point of the lens is then considered to coincide with
the center of vertical rotation of the nodal slide.

Assuming the equivalent focal length, /, to be
known, the nodal slide is rotated by amount ^ about
the vertical axis using the calibrated circle of the

nodal slide to position it exactly. The entire saddle

carrying the nodal slide and lens is then moved away
from the microscope toward the collimator by an
amount, /(sec /3— 1). The viewing microscope is

shifted laterally to the new position of the image
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and its dial read and recorded as reading R. Tlie

nodal slide is then rotated to position — 18 and a

second setting of tlie microscope, L, is made. The
distortion, Dg, is then obtained from the relation

Da
{R-D

sec ^. (5)

3. Results of Measurement

At the time this study was initiated, it was planned
to make measurements of distortion on a series of

seven or more lenses by different methods and to

compare the results. Measurements have been made
on seven lenses by two different methods and com-
parative tables of results prepared. All values of

distortion are referred to the calibrated focal length

[4] for ease of comparison. In general the results are

comparable and all values fall within the range of

±0.02 mm which has been established here as the
accepted maximum value of the probable error for

distortion measurements. However, the agreement
fell somewhat short of that expected in that system-
atic differences were observed. Because of these

systematic differences, it was deemed wise to con-
centrate on the analysis of the results of measure-
ment made on a single lens by the two methods, in

the belief that more information on the causes of lack
of agreement could be gained thereby. This has
proved to be the case, and in the following pages
some of the steps in this investigation and analysis

are reported.

3.1. Values of the Distortion by Methods A and B for

Wide Angle Lens No. 3

The values of the distortion referred to the cali-

brated focal length obtained photographically with
the precision lens testing camera (D^) and visually

with the nodal slide optical bench (Db) are shown
in table 1. These values are based on a single run
by each method. For method A, a single run
provides two negatives, one each for positions I and
II; each negative is measured 5 times and the
results are averaged. For method B, a single run
consists of two independent sets of measurements;
the accepted values of distortion are based on the
average of two sets. It is clear from table 1, that

Table 1. Measured values of the distortion versus angular
separation /3 from the axis for wide angle lens No. 3

The values obtained with the precision lens testing camera are designated
Da while those obtained on the nodal slide optical bench are designated Db.
All values are referred to the calibrated focal length and are given in microns.

Da Db Db-Da

deg
Q 0 0 0
5 -11 -6 5

10 -18 -8 10
15 -17 1 18
20 -2 19 21

25 32 50 18
30 65 89 24
35 97 104 7

40 76 80 4
45 -97 -104 -7

the values of and Db do not depart from their

average by more than 12 n at most and accordingly
either set of values can be regarded as accurate
within the usual tolerance of ±20 n. However, the
differences in the values obtained by the two
methods Db—Da which are also shown in table 1 do
not appear to be random but rather appear to

indicate the presence of systematic error. This is

shown more strikingly in figure 3 where Db— Da is

plotted as a function of /3.

Figure .3. Variation of distortion difference, Db—Da, with
angular separation from the axis /S.

3.2. Precision of Measurement for Visual Nodal Slide

One's first thought when confronted with dis-

crepancies in the results of measurement obtained
by two different methods is to make additional

measurements using the method most likely to be
suspected. The visual nodal slide optical bench in

use at the time of these measurements was somewhat
antiquated so it seemed proper to check its per-

formance first. Five additional independent sets of

measurements were made. A pinhole reticle was
used initially, but a transparent crossline was sub-
stituted for it during two sets of measurements.
Some time elapsed between the first two sets of

measurements and the 3d, 4th, 5th, and 6th cali-

bration. During this time, the lens cells were
removed from the test barrel and replaced. A
similar operation occurred between calibrations 6 and
7. Additional care was taken in checking alinement
in the course of calibration 3 and 7. Each set of

data was carefully processed and the values of

distortion adjusted to a calibrated focal length with
maximum plus at 35° and maximum minus at 45°.

The results are shown in table 2. Cursory examina-
tion of these values indicates quite good agreement, so

an average for all seven including the first two
calibrations was made. The table also shows the

probable error of a single determination, and the

value of PEs. The values of PEs are so low that it

seems there is no cause to question the precision of

method B. While there may be a systematic error

present that impairs the accuracy, none comes to

mind at the present writing.
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Table 2. Vahies of the distortion, Db, versus /3 for seven sets

of measurement using method B

These values oi Db were obtained for wide angle lens No. 3 with the visual

nodal slide bench. All values are referred to the calibrated focal length and are

given in microns. The values of PK, are also shown.

Values of Bs obtained from calibration Average
value of

Db
PR.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

deg

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ±0
5 -6 -6 -7 -7 -8 -8 -7 1

10 -7 -8 -9 -8 -6 -6 -11 -8 1

15 1 1 1 4 3 3 -7 1 2

20 19 19 21 24 23 27 13 21 3

25 48 52 52 53 60 53 45 52 3

30 88 89 85 88 85 87 84 87 1

35 103 104 105 107 104 105 111 106 2

40 83 78 86 82 80 69 77 79 4

45 -103 -104 -105 -107 -104 -105 -111 -106 2

3.3. Precision of Measurement for Lens Testing

Camera

a. First Trial

Comparison of the average values of distortion

based on the seven separate determinations shown in

table 2 with the values of for the first two deter-

minations shown in table 1 indicates that the

difference between Db and Da can not be explained

by lack of precision in method B. The average
value of Db for the seven calibrations differ at most
hj 2 ^l from the average of the first two calibrations.

Accordingly further tests by method A were made.
Five new^ negatives were made in position I on the

precision lens testing camera and five new negatives

were made in position II. Test negatives 1 to 4

were made under identical conditions in position I

so also were test negatives 5 to 8 in position II.

The lens was removed, replaced, and realined for

test before making negatives 9 and 10. Each nega-

tive was measured and the distortion evaluated
separately and the results are shown in table 3.

Part (a) of table 3 shows the results for position I,

and part (b) shows the results for position II. In
part (c), the results shown in parts (a) and (b) are

combined by pairs and results of this combination
are shown. The values of the precision index,

PEg, are somewhat higher in parts (a) and (b)

than those shown in part (c) where the results are

averaged in the usual manner. The differences in

the average value of D^ for positions I and II are

not regarded as serious as it is presumed to arise

from a small amount of plate tipping of a nature
that becomes negligible on averaging. The final

values of the average, D^, shown in part (c) of

table 3, differ by a few microns from the values of

Da shown in table 1, but have not changed in a
manner that appreciably reduces the values of

Db—Da- The values of the precision index PE,,

shown in part (c) compare favorably with the similar

values shown in table 2 for method B. However,
the magnitudes of PE, for both methods are too

small to justify the existence of differences in the
values of the distortion as great as are found.

Table 3. Values of the distortion, Da, versus (3 for the first

trial using method A
These values of distortion were obtained for Wide Angle Lens No. 3 with

the precision lens testing camera. All values are referred to the calibrated focal
length and are given in microns. In part (a) values are given for position I
for five negatives, together with the average value of Da and the value of PP..
In part (b), similar results are given for position II, and in part (c) average
values for paired negatives for position I and II are given.

(a)

Values of Da obtained in position I from Average
negatives value of PE.

Da

1 2 3 4 10

aeg

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 =bO
5 -13 -13 -13 -11 -9 -12 1

10 -21 -18 -22 -18 -15 -19 2

15 -16 -12 -15 -9 -5 -11 3
20 2 1 1 3 7 3 2

25 20 24 28 26 32 26 3
30 53 60 63 58 64 60 3
35 87 91 96 86 83 89 4

40 81 75 84 77 83 80 3

45 -87 -91 -96 -86 -83 -89 4

(b)

Values of Da obtained in position II for Average
negatives value of PE.

Da

5 6 7 8 9

deg

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ±0
5 -10 -12 -16 -12 -12 -12 1

10 -15 -22 -22 -19 -18 -19 2

15 -10 -23 -20 -16 -18 — 17 3

20 6 -9 -6 -4 2 -2 5

25 34 22 22 22 33 26 5

30 72 50 63 56 75 63 8

35 108 102 100 101 117 106 5

40 88 86 82 84 95 87 3

45 -107 -103 -101 -100 -117 -106 5

(0)

Values of Da obtained in position I and Average
II for negative pairs value of PE,

Da

1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and 10 and
5 6 7 8 9

deg

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ±0
5 -12 -12 -14 -12 -10 -12 1

10 -18 -20 -22 -18 -16 -19 2

15 -13 -18 -18 -12 -12 -15 3

20 4 -4 -4 0 4 0 3

25 27 23 25 24 32 26 2

30 62 55 63 57 68 61 4

35 98 96 98 94 100 97 2

40 84 80 83 80 89 83 2

45 -97 -97 -98 -93 -100 -97 2

b. Second Trial

While the first values of the distortion obtained

in section 3.3a compare favorably with the values

shown in table 1 for method A, it is disquieting to

see the large discrepancies that exist between values

obtained in positions I and II. While it is probable

that these discrepancies arise from actual differ-

ences in performance along the opposing radii, none-

theless it seemed worthwhile to determine whether
or not any maladjustment of the lens testing cam-
era could produce this effect. Careful anal3^sis

showed that when the camera was properly alined
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so as to point properly at the center of the collimator

reticle for position I that it did not so point when
swung into position II. Instead there was an error

of 36 sec in the pointing for position II. Compu-
tation indicated that this defect in alinement in

position II could produce small errors in the distor-

tion although the indicated magnitude was too small

to change the values of Da by more than a few
microns. This alinement error was corrected, the
angles were recalibrated, 10 additional negatives
were made, and the measurements described in sec-

tion 3.3a were repeated. The new results are shown
in table 4.

Table 4. Values of the distortion, Da, versus 0 for the second
trial using method A

These values of the distortion were obtained for Wide Angle Lens No. 3 with
precision lens testing camera following its recalibration. All values are referred

to the calibrated focal length and are given in microns. In part (a) values are
given for position I for five negatives together with the average value of Da and
the value of PE,. In part (b) similar results are given for position II, and in

part (c), averaged values for paired negatives for positions I and II are given.

(a)

Average
Values of 2)x obtained in position I for value of PE,

negatives

11 12 13 14 20

deg
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ±0
0 -10 -12 -12 -16 -15 oz

10 -18 -23 -21 -19 -19 -20 2

15 -12 -20 -18 -15 -16 -16 2
20 1 -9 -7 0 -2 -3 3

25 27 16 19 25 22 22 3
30 64 57 57 68 62 62 3

35 95 91 94 94 98 94 2

40 86 82 86 83 87 85 2
45 -95 -91 -94 -94 -98 -94 2

(b)

Values of Da obtained in position II for Average
negatives value of PE.

UA

15 16 17 18 19

deg

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ±0
5 -19 -19 -19 -19 -17 -19 0

10 -28 -26 -25 -26 -26 -26 1

15 -27 -23 -23 -21 -23 -23 1

20 -11 -8 -9 -5 -9 -8 2

25 17 18 21 25 21 20 2
30 58 56 55 62 54 57 2
35 99 102 100 104 96 100 2
40 77 80 84 85 78 81 3
45 -99 -102 -100 -104 -96 -100 2

(0

Values of Da obtained in positions I Average
0 and II for negative pairs values of PE,

Da

11 and 12 and 13 and 14 and 20 and
15 16 17 18 19

deg

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ±0
5 -14 -16 -16 -18 -16 -16 1

10 -23 -24 -23 -22 -22 -23 1

15 -20 -22 -20 -18 -20 -20 1

20 -5 -8 -8 -2 -6 -6 2

25 22 17 20 25 22 21 2
30 61 56 56 65 58 59 3
35 97 96 97 99 97 97 1

40 82 81 85 84 82 83 1

45 -97 -96 -97 -99 -97 -97 1

When the final results obtained from negatives
11 to 20 are compared with those obtained from
negatives 1 to 10, it is clear that while there is

slightly better agreement at the large angles than
before, the agreement is somewhat worsened at the
small angles. Finally, the average values for

the second trial, shown in part (c) of table 4, are

substantially the same as those obtained from the
first trial, shown in table 3.

C. Summation

The final accepted values obtained by methods
A and B are brought together for comparison in

table 5. The values of Da and Db differ slightly

from the values shown in table 1 but are believed
to be more reliable as each value is the average
of many more determinations. It is noteworthy
that the magnitude of AZ? has increased slightly.

This table also shows the probable error of the mean
for the values of Da, Db, and AD. Consideration
of these various values indicates that the systematic
error still exists and has not been reduced by the
multiplication of measurements.

Table 5. Comparison of the average values of distortion, Da,
derived from 20 negatives using method A and the average
values of distortion, Db, derived from sevenc alibrations using
method B.

The difference is shown as AD = Db— Da. Values of the probable error of
the mean for each set of determinations are also shown. All values are expressed
in microns.

0 Da Db AD =
Db-Da

Da

PE„ for

Db AD

0 0 0 0 ±0.0 ±0.0 ±0.0
5 -14 -7 7 . 6 .4 .7

10 -21 -8 13 . 6 .4 .7

15 -17 1 18 .9 .8 1.2
20 -3 21 24 1.0 1.

1

1.5

25 24 52 28 0.8 1.

1

1.4
30 60 87 27 1.0 0.4 1.

1

35 97 106 9 0.3 .8 0.9
40 83 79 -4 .6 1.5 1.6
45 -97 -106 -9 .3 0.8 0.9

3.4. Effect of Plate Curvature

In view of the known effects of plate curvature
on the values of distortion, [2] it seemed worthwhile
to examine the emulsion surfaces of the negatives

used in method A. This was done and a small

amount of plate curvature was found. However,
in no instance was curvatm-e present in sufficient

amount to produce more than one-fourth of the

measured differences in distortion values. The
average departure from flatness for the 20 negatives

could not produce differences in distortion in excess

of one-tenth of that found. It may therefore be
stated that plate curvatui'e is not a prime cause of

the differences in values of distortion found by the

two methods.

3.5. Effect of Plate Tipping

The plate holder in the precision lens testing

camera is so constructed that the emulsion surfaces

are coplanar for positions I and II. For the coplanar
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or parallel plane condition, small departures of the

plane from true normality to the optical axis of the

system under test would not produce variations in

the average value of distortion even though the

measured distortion on either side of center would
be different. However, if a slight warpage of the

holder has occurred, the plate in position II would
not be coplanar with that in position I and a small

amount of asymmetric distortion would persist and
adversely affect the final average. Accordingly a

procedure was developed for checking this possibility

based on the plate tipping analysis described in an
earlier paper [5]. The final product of this analysis

is shown in table 6. When the values of AZ) in

table 5 are divided by the appropriate multiplier M,
then the magnitude of /e< can be obtained for each
value of AD, where is the angle between the plane
of the plate in position I and that in position II.

This was done and the results are shown in table 7.

Table 6. Values of tan ^ /3 and the multiplier, M, for a value

of ftt= 1.00 micron

The multiplier, M, is so calculated that when it is multiplied by a given value
of fei, it yields the distortion correction referred to the calibrated focal length.

Angular
separation,

/3, from
axis

tan2|8 M

deg
6 0. 0000 0. 0000
o .0077 -. 0690

10 .0311 -. 1234
15 .0718 -. 1630
20 . 1325 -. 1865

25 .2174 -. 1913
30 .3334 -. 1727
35 . 4903 -. 1234
40 .7041 -.0314
45 1. 0000 . -.1235

Table 7. Computation of fet to determine effective amount of
uncompensated plate tipping that may be present in method A

Values of /ei are obtained for each value of AD given in table 5; the average

/ei for |8 ranging from 10° to 30° Is —129 microns; this value is used to determine

the probable contribution to distortion Mfn. The last column shows the mag-
nitude of difference that remains. All values are given in microns.

$ AD f(,= DIM AD+Mfft

deg

0 0

5 7 -101 -9 -2
10 13 -105 -16 -3
15 18 -110 -21 -3
20 24 -129 -24 0

25 28 -146 -25 3

30 27 -156 -22 5

35 9 -73 -16 -7
40 -4 127 4 0
45 -9 -73 16 7

The values of fe, that are shown in table 7 indicate
that some effect of uncompensated plate tipping
may be present in the values of distortion obtained
by method A. All values of /e, are of the same sign

and are of the same order of magnitude except that
computed for (3=40°. The value of AD for this

point is so small (4^) that little weight can be given
to the values of fe,, derived from it. While there is

appreciable variation in the remaining values of

fei, it must be remembered that the warping that

introduces this effect probably bends the plaet
slightly as well as tipping it. An average /e,, for the
range 10° to 30° was determined and found to be
/e,= —129 microns which indicates that the effective

angle between the plates in positions I and II is

approximately 3.0 min of arc. The quantity Mfe,
was then evaluated for each value of |8. The degree
of compensation achieved by assumption of this

amount of uncompensated plate tipping is shown
graphically in figure 4. The solid curve shows the

variation of the quantity —Mjtt with /3 while the
circles show the corresponding values of AD. The
quantity, D-\-Mfe,, would equal zero if /e, was
invariant for all values of /3. However, the de-
parture from zero is sufficiently small that it is

evident that uncompensated differential plate tipping
makes an important contribution to the systematic
error whose cause is being sought.

20

-20

O

0 \

0 15 30 45
ANGULAR SEPARATION FROM THE AXIS , deg

Figure 4. Variation of the quantity —Mfti with angular
separation from the axis /3.

Compensation of the differences in distortion values (AD=Db—Da) by an
assumed differential plate tipping^ of appro.ximately 3 min of arc. The solid

line is a plot of the function, —Mfer, the circles are corresponding values of Ai?

Following this work careful measurements on the

plate holder were made to determine if this warpage
actually existed. While measurable values of war-
page were found that were somewhat smaller than
might be inferred from the results shown in table 7,

they appeared large enough to warrant correction.

Accordingly a new heavier plate holder has been
constructed and has replaced the one in use during
this experiment. Recent measurements show that

the values of AD= D^—Da now obtained are less

than one-fourth the values of AD obtained prior to

the change.

In table 8, the correction MJe, is applied directly

to the values of distortion D^- The corrected value

DA=DA—M)€t is given in the table and agrees

closely with the corresponding values of Dg. The
last column shows the differences still remaining
between values of Da' and Db- It is clear that the

remaining discrepancies are so small in comparison
with the values of D^ and Db that they can be
neglected.
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Table 8. Comparison of Da' (the value of Da after correction

for plate lipping) and Db
5. References

The values of Da and Db are taken from table 5; values of Mfn are taken from
table 7. The last column AD' shows that the discrepancies between the t«o
methods have been reduced to tolerable values. All values are given in microns.

A n p"iil ar

separation
from axis

Da
Da' =

Da-MWi Db
Ai)'=
Db-Da'

deg

0 0 0 0 0 0
5 -14 -9 -5 — 7 -2

10 -21 -IC) -5 -8 -3
15 -17 -21 4 1 -3
20 -3 -24 21 21 0

25 24 -25 49 52 3
30 60 -22 82 87 5

35 97 -Ifi 113 106 —7
40 83 4 79 79 0
45 -97 16 -113 -106 7

4. Conclusion

It is evident from the foregoing study that highly
accurate vahies of distortion can be obtained by
either the photographic method using the precision

lens testing camera or the visual method using the
nodal slide bench. For each method, values can be
obtained that are precise to within ±4 microns.
When proper care is taken, the values obtained by
either of the methods do not depart from the common
average by amounts exceeding ±5 microns.

It is however clear that to obtain and maintain
such high accurarcy it is necessary to be constantly
on the alert for various insidious sources of error

such as plate curvature, differential plate tipping,

and incorrect prime calibration of angles used in the
determinations.

fl] I. C. Gardner and F. A. Case, Precision camera for testing

lenses, J. Research NBS 18, 449 (1937) RP984.
[2] r. E. Washer, Sources of error in various methods of air-

plane camera calibration, Photogrammetric Eng. XXII,
p. 727 (1956).

[3] A. H. Bennett, The distortion of some typical photographic
objestives, J. Opt. Soc. Am. and Rev. Sci. Instr. 14,

245 (1927).

[4] F. E. Washer and F. A. Case, Calibration of precision

airplane mapping cameras, Photogrammetric Eng. XVI,
502 (1950); J. Research NBS 45, 1 (1950) RP2108.

[5] F. E. Washer, Effect of camera tipping on the location of
the principal point, J. Research NBS 57, 31 (1956)
RP2691.

Washington, April 12, 1958.
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Note on Measurement of Sine-Wave
Response of Lenses

Robert E. Stephens
National Bureau of Standards, Washington 25, D. C.

(Received November 26, 1958)

ON reading of the ingenious method described by Lamberts'

for evaluating both the magnitude and the phase shift of

the sine-wave response of a lens it occurred to me that it should be

possible to evaluate the sine of the phase angle as well as the

cosine. It is of course desirable to be able to do this because for

small angles up to 45° the sine is a more precise measure of an

angle than the cosine. Considerable thought stimulated by the

idea of measuring the difference F{x) — F{— x), which of course

does not work, led to the following.

The procedure of Lamberts, where two equal sine-wave object

patterns are moved simultaneously in opposite directions to pro-

duce the scanning effect at the image slit, actually produces what
amounts to a standing wave of luminous flux at the image (as

collected by a long narrow sUt). This wave can be represented by
the sum of two equal traveling waves moving in opposite direc-

tions, thus;

h l-iv

F(x,t) = bo+— cos

—

{x— 8— vi)
2 X

b\ 2tt

+y cos—{x-h+vi).

By means of trigonometric identities this may be reduced to a

form more convenient for our purpose, namely

27r 27r
F{x,t) = ba+bi cos— (.r— 5) cos

—

vt.

X X
(1)

The variation resulting from the motions of the object patterns

with the velocity v, is cos(25r/X)t)i and its amplitude is a function

of position {x) in the image,

A{x) = bi cos

—

{x—h),
X

(2)

which varies from b\ at x—i to zero at x= 6±(X/4). The term 5

has been included so that x may be measured from an arbitrary

origin (in lieu of carrying along a sine term).

On the basis of general mathematical principles we should

expect to be able to evaluate b\ and the phase angle 27r(x— 0)/X

by evaluation of A {x) at any two positions, x=xi and x— x\+i^x,

where Ax is a known quantity, and subsequent solution of simul-

taneous equations. However, solution is greatly simplified by

choosing Ax=±X/4.
Let the amplitude be measured at an arbitrary position of the

slit designated by the coordinate x= x\; it is

A (xi) = bi cos— (xi— 5).
X

(3)

Then the receiving slit is displaced a distance X/4 in either direc-

tion. The amplitude measured at the second position is

^^Xi±^^ = 6i cosY^a;i-5±|^;

again applying trigonomentric identities this is converted to

. 27r
= =Foi sin— (xi — 6).

A
(4)

Solving Eqs. (3) and (4) simultaneously we obtain

in i

6. = {[-4(x,)T+[^(x.±^)]'y

(5)

tan--(xi — 6) =

X A{x,)

The quantity 61/60, called the "normalized amplitude" by

Lamberts is also called the "modulation." The value of 60 is easily

measured as the average value of F{xx,t) [Eq. (1)]. The sine-wave

response is the modulation in the image divided by the modulation

in the object. The angle 27r(.i;i— 5)/X is, of course, the phase angle

<p for the slit position x=x\. Of greater interest perhaps is the

actual displacement of the pattern which is ipX/lir.

This is as far as the discussion would need to go if it were prac-

ticable to determine the signs of A{xi) and yinxi±(X/4)]. How-

ever, measurements at the two positions ordinarily will give only

the magnitudes of these amplitudes; consequently the sign of the

phase angle is indeterminate. This problem can be resolved if the

direction of the change in amplitude for small displacements of

the slit can be determined. By differentiation of Eq. (2) the follow-

ing is obtained

:

dA —2wbi . 2Tr

sm— (.r— 0),

thus

dx

— 2irbt .
2ir

A.4 = sin— (x—S)Ax.
X X

(6)

Referring to Eq. (2) again, bi and X are positive quantities.

Also, if the object patterns and slit are initially positioned as

described by Lamberts the phase angle will be small for coarse

patterns and the cosine will be positive. Thus A (xi) as well as

I

A (xi)
I

is positive. The sign of the sine thus determines the sign

of the phase angle. Equation (6) shows that sin(27r/X) (xi— 5) is

negative if Ax and A.4 are both positive or both negative, and is

positive if Ax and A.4 have different signs. On the assumption

that the phase angle is a slowly and smoothly varying function of

frequency (or wavelength) the progression of <p can be inferred if

the steps in frequency are sufficiently small.

Equation (6) also shows that this test is insensitive if <p is small.

This does not matter because one may ignore the phase shift until

it can be measured with some accuracy at a higher frequency.

1 Robert L. Lamberts, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 48. 490 (19S8).
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Equipment and Method for Photoelectric Determination of

Image Contrast Suitable for Using Square Wave Targets

Fred W. Rosberry

(September 1, 1959)

Conventional measurements of the resolving power of lenses employ measuring photo-
graphs of test charts containing an array of accurately spaced parallel lines. This method
has limited precision because of the variability of photographic emulsions and is time-
consuming in operation. This paper extends previous work by others in obviating these
differences by using a direct photoelectric scanning of a line-pattern image formed by the
lens under test. Square wave high contrast resolving power targets with two different line

pattern arrangements were used as test objects. The image was moved across a stationary
slit and photomultiplier tube. The output was recorded as relative transmission.

1. Introduction

The evaluation of the performance or efficiency

of a lens involves, to some degree, the comparison
of the output with the input. The respective outputs
and inputs are essentially areas of information with
input represented by the object or target and the

output by the resultant image. A visual comparison
of the two represents a typical subjective type of

test. An effort was made in the construction of this

equipment to minimize the subjective type of test

and emphasize the objective. An objective approach
includes making some sort of measurements in the

object area in order that a numerical comparison
might be made with similar measurements in the
image. There are several quantities which can be
measured in these areas to determine the preserva-
tion of information content. It is known that there

is a relation between information content and
resolving power, the latter of wliich relates to the

smallest distinguishable separation of separate ob-
jects and is probably affected by the contrast of the
adjacent objects to be distinguished.

^lany types of line pattern charts have been
developed for testing resolving power. These charts

consist of line patterns of varying spacings which
proceed in some form of an orderly progression.

For example, the ratio of line widths existing between

adjacent patterns may be V^, V2, or ^2. In
one chart developed at NBS the values of resolving

power, indicated by successive line patterns, vary
continuously in a linear manner [1].^ Each of these
charts has some desirable features. Charts having
large steps between successive patterns can cover
a longer range of values of resolving power with a
relatively small target area as compared to cliarts

of a linear nature or those having small steps between
successive patterns. Coarse charts permit a higher
degree of repeatability, but a lower degree of pre-

cision with respect to the actual limit of resolution [2].

' Figures in braclcets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

The actual determination of the focal location of

this resolution limit can be avoided and yet similar

results produced by a method which is based on the
measurement of contrast in each of the line-space

patterns in the image as it approaches the limit.

Earlier work along these lines consisted of recording
the image on a photographic plate and then scarming
or measuring the line-space density with a micro-
densitometer which recorded the measurements in

the form of a curve on graph paper, from which
density values could be read [3]. Tliis procedure
soon led to the discovery that different types of

photographic plates gave different results. The
slower, fine-grain emulsions gave higher limits of

resolution than did the faster coarse-grain emulsions.

Different development procedures applied to the

same type of plate would also produce a variation in

results. It naturally followed tliat a procedure to

eliminate this photographic variable was necessary.

A different type of receiver was needed to supplement
the photographic emulsion.

The photoelectric tube had already proven itself

a suitable and reliable receiver. The linearity of

response for increasing quantities of light is superior

in the phototube to that of a photographic emulsion.

The work of Schade [4] demonstrated one method
in which the photographic process could be elimi-

nated completely: Scanning the image with a narrow
slit followed by a phototube measuring the flux

which entered the slit. Another modification in-

corporated in this method is the use of a target which
has its line-space transmission varying along a curve

which is essentially sine wave. Targets used pre-

viously were square wave in transmission with the

dividing edge between line and space a sharp line.

The Schade apparatus, on the other hand, uses a

rapidly moving target causing a rapid sinusoidal

fluctuation in intensity at the receiving slit. The
phototube and accessory equipment received and
converted this signal, producing on a meter or

recorder, a measurement of the amplitude of the
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a-c component. As the test signal emitted from the

target is a sine wave and reaches the receiving slit

in the same waveform, the effect of the lens under
investigation in the system was only to reduce the

amplitude of the fluctuations. A comparison of the

amplitudes leaving the target with those leaving the

lens was handled in a mathematical manner to

produce a term called "sine wave response." This
equipment is now at the National Bureau of Stand-
ai'ds and has been used in a number of investigations.

One objection to the system has been the short

length of line which it uses. The length of the lines

is approximately 2 mm in the target plane as they
are located on the sound track of 35-mm film.

Rather than try to make a sine wave target with
greater line length, an effort has been made to

utilize the square wave target and scan it at a slower
speed in order to register each individual line and
space. Square wave targets are readily available

with line lengths of 8 in. and, by using a long target

line and relatively short scanning slit, the end effects

of the line image are screened out bv the scanning
slit

In brief, a method has been developed here involv-

ing the use of a microphotometer to study the aerial

image of long line target transparencies. This
method and a few representative results are described
in this paper.

2. Description of Apparatus

The direct scanning of the image with a phototube
was accomplished by arranging the microphotometer
as shown in figure 1. A schematic layout is shown
in figure 2. The source was a ribbon-filament lamp
operated at 6 v and 18 amp by a suitable transformer,
with a control for varying lamp intensity. Nine
inches in front of the lamp were located the filter

holder and condenser system. The target was

EYEPIECE

SLIT \
PHOTOCELL \

SOURCE

TEST LEN

Figure 1. Microdensitometer modified to accommodate lamp
house and filter holder.

The 3-line target is in place on the instrument cross" slide. Test lens and receiv-
ing unit can be seen at left.

DIRECT SCANNING

SOURCE
\-

TARGET

/
FILTER

FOCAL SLIT

PLANE
/

-ee-

/
TEST LENS

\
IPZI

MICROSCOPE
OBJECTIVE

Figure 2. Schematic layout of arrangement of equipmepir

The arrow indicates the component in the system which was movf^ ^rmg
I test.

mounted on the traveling carriage of the iwicropl?toto-

meter and driven by a motor which was synchronized
with the paper drive of the recorder. The plane in

which the target moved was perpendicular to the
optic axis of the test system. The target was so

designed that, to cover the required line-space fre-

quency range in the image plane, it was necessary
that the target be reduced in size by a factor of 25,

or that it be placed a distance of 26 focal lengths from
the lens under investigation. The test lens having a
focal length of 6 in. thus required a target-to-lens

separation of 13 ft. Available space in this labora-

tory did not allow such a spread of equipment, so

the sj^stem was folded almost back upon itself by the

use of a high equality front-surfaced mirror. The
next component along the optical axis was the lens

under test, which in this investigation was a typical

distortion-free wide angle mapping lens including

anti-vignetting filter. A microscope was focused on
the focal plane of this lens which reimaged the target

at 10 X magnification on a slit. Immediately be-

hind the slit, in a light-tight enclosure was a photo-
tube, the output of which was amplified and used
as the input to a recorder which traced tlie trans-

mission of the target image lines and spaces on a
chart.

2.1. Description of Targets

The two targets used in this work were of the

square wave type made at this laboratory. Each is

on a 2- by 10-in. photographic plate used as a trans-

parency. The geometry of the scanning system re-

quires that only a small portion of the target be
illuminated at one time. The only requirement was
that the image of the illuminating aperture be larger

than the receiving- slit and this was relatively easy to

accomplish. Another advantage of this system was
that the distribution of light flux need not be exactly

uniform over the illuminating aperture, as there was
no movement of the illuminating aperture with re-

spect to the slit. The targets were both high con-

trast, with the lines having a density of approxi-

mately 3.0 and the clear spaces a density of 0.05.

The target was mounted on the scanning carriage of

the microphotometer and moved through the light

beam. The target speeds were constant for a given

pattern but for coarse patterns the scanning speed

was higher than for fine patterns. An effort was
made to maintain a constant lines-per-minute scan-

ning rate for the entire target by changing target

speed with a gear transmission.
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One of the two targets used was a 2-m.-wide strip

of the multi-line, as shown in figure 3a. The range of

this target is from 0.2 to 2.0 lines/mm which gave a
range, in the image plane of t:he lens under test, of

from 5 to 50 lines/mm at 25 times reduction. The
second target was a 2-in.-wide strip of the 75-line

target (fig. 3b) which is in the form of 25 groups of 3

equally spaced lines. The line and space widths
were the same in a given group; however, the spatial

frequency values varied from one group to the next

by a ratio equal to V^- The range of resolving power
of this target was from 0.2 to 3.2 lines/mm and gave
a corresponding range in the image plane of 5 to

79.6 lines/mm.

2.2. Mirror Assembly

The front-surface mirror used for folding the
optical axis to satisfy space limitations does not show
in the schematic diagram or the photographs. It

was actually an end mirror borrowed from a 4-tn.

aperture interferometer. The front surface was of

very high quality and flatness, aluminized to enhance
the reflecting properties. This mirror was in turn
supported on a rigid moimt, with provision for minute
rotational adjustments about horizontal and vertical

axes. Adjustments of this unit were necessary only
in the initial alinement of the equipment. The
distance from the target to the mirror was roughly
the same as the distance of mirror to lens under test,

making both legs of the folded system approxi-
mately equal. A poor quality mirror at this point
in the system would have had a disastrous effect on
the results.

2.3. Lens Assembly

The lens to be investigated was mounted in a
nodal slide as shown in figure 4 and this in turn was
mounted on a saddle which slides parallel to the
optic axis of the system. When the lens was cor-

rectly mounted in the slide, it could be moved about
its vertical axis of rotation without displacing the
image an appreciable amount to right or left of the
receiving slit. This adjustment was not important
for data taken only in axial positions as reported in

this discussion, but a few trials were made at extra-

axial positions. It was found that the equipment
functioned equally well in off-axis positions, but
results of these extra-axial positions are not reported
here.

2.4. Receiving Unit

The receiving unit, shown in figure 1, was com-
posed of the microscope, slit, and phototube with
associated equipment such as amplifier and recorder.

The microscope was of standard design, with the
incorporation of an eyepiece at right angles to the
line of sight and focused on the slit by means of a
mirror, providing an opportunity to examine the
image as it was focused on the slit. This feature was
also necessary for making adjustments to render the
line pattern in the image and the slit parallel. ^Ad-
justments could be made by rotating the slit with
respect to the image. The microscope objective

used in this work was a 10-power, 16-mm apochro-
mat. The slit size was 35-m wide by 10-mm long,

which was somewhat shorter than the image of the

Figure 3. Multiline (a) and 3-line (&) targets used in this investigation.
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J'iGURE 4. Lens mounted in nodal slide.

target lines, thereby virtually eliminating any of the
end effects in the line patterns.

The slit support, phototube enclosure, and micro-
scope were the standard receiving unit on the micro-
photometer. The phototube enclosure was origi-

nally made to accommodate a 921 type of photo-
tube, but this did not have the necessary sensitivity

for successfully recording the small flux densities

which sometimes passed the somewhat narrow slit.

A 1P21 photomultiplier tube was found to give much
better results but would not fit into the standard
housing. A new rear cover plate was made for the
standard housing and the photomultiplier probe unit
was attached to this cover. This separated the
photomultiplier and slit about 2 in. which was more
than a good design should allow. This was corrected
by building a tunnel to collect all the flux emerging
from the slit and pipe it to the tube. A high reflec-

tive coating on the interior of the tunnel reduced
losses from scattering to a minimum. The photo-
multiplier unit had its own amplifier with four dif-

ferent ranges of sensitivity and a control for adjusting
the dark current of the phototube. A small adapting
unit was all that was necessary to run the micro-
photometer recorder from this amplifier. The re-

corder strip chart was a 100-division, uniformly
spaced chart, which made the response plotted on
a percent transmission scale.

The receiving unit, consisting of microscope, slit,

and phototube, was mounted on one saddle similar

to the one holding the nodal slide. Movement of
one saddle with respect to the other was used as the
means of locating a good focal plane of the lens.

The nodal slide saddle was locked in position after

the initial setup, and all focusing was done with
the receiver unit. A dial indicator was fixed to
the ways with its indicating probe in contact with
the saddle for measuring the small displacements
in focal position.

2.5. Alinement

Proper alinement of some of the components in

this system was very important, while small mis-
alinements in others did not appreciably affect the
reliability of the data. The nodal slide and receiving

unit were mounted on a short length of wa3^s. It

was important that the axis of these ways were
parallel with the optical axis established by the light

source and mirror. The target was mounted on
the plate carriage of the microphotometer, thus
establishing the direction of travel of the plate

carriage perpendicular to the optical axis. Per-

pendicularity was checked by substituting a mirror
for the target and adjusting the direction of the
ways until reflected light from the source fell back
upon itself.

The lens was mounted in the nodal slide with the

aid of an axis finder to assure that the optical

axis of the lens was parallel with the line of travel of

the saddle on the ways. The lens was also located

with its nodal point over the center of rotation of

the nodal slide, thus assuring that the image would
not move laterally from the receiving slit when the

lens was rotated to simulate off-axis positions.

The microscope and slit combination were next
alined along the axis established by the lens in the

nodal slide. Alinement of these two components
was important, as they were mounted on two dif-

ferent saddles, and focusing of the test lens was
accomplished by varying the distance separating

them. Misalinement here resulted in a lateral shift

of the image when the lens-to-receiver distance was
changed. The components on the ways were now
in alinement with each other and it was relatively

easy to make this optical axis coincident with the

one for the whole system by moving the ways and
saddles as a unit.

2.6. Calibration

The linearity of the amplifier, phototube, and the

recorder was checked as a unit by substituting an
adjustable slit for the fixed slit in front of the photo-

tube fmit. The space between slit and phototube

was suitably masked to exclude all extraneous light,

thus allowing only the slit to pass the light regis-

tering on the phototube. The recorder was then

zeroed for dark current conditions. The slit was
opened by small but uniform increments to its

maximum opening. The amplifier and recorder thus

produced a trace which was read and plotted against

slit area to indicate the response of the system.

The curve produced by these data verified the ex-

pected linearity of the system.
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3. Description of a Typical Run

A typical run consisted of determining the response
of 5 known spatial frequencies at 11 different focal

positions on axis of a common type photographic
objective. The response in the image was expressed
in terms of contrast between lines and spaces. The
target, figure 3a, provided a choice of 200 different

spatial frequencies but to shorten the scanning and
data handling time only 5 preselected frequencies
were accurately measured, skipping over all inter-

vening patterns. During a run the target was the
only component in the system which moved. It

could be moved slowly during measurement of each
of the 5 frequencies and then, moved rapidly through
those between. The 5 spatial frequencies selected

for measurement were 10, 20.5, 30.5, 40, and 63.5
lines/mm, but any or all others could have been used.
A visual determination was made of the position of

best focus and the first scan of the 5 frequencies was
made at a focal position 1 mm back from this posi-

tion. Starting at this long focal position a scan of

the 5 frequencies was made at steps of 0.2 mm, to

the other extreme of 1.0 mm inside of focus. This
procedure produced a scan at 11 different focal

positions. Measurement of the changes in focal

position was accomplished with the dial indicator
attached to the ways and bearing against the
receiving unit saddle.

The traces produced by the recorder at each focal

position were treated the same in that the maximum
and minimum light transmission of each line and
space of the predetermined frequency patterns was
recorded. The contrast of each frequency was
determined from the transmission data by using the
formula

where Ts is the transmission of a space and Ti of the
adjoining line. These contrast data are plotted
against spatial frequency in figure 5, which includes
the 10 most informative of the 11 focal positions.
There is a curve for each focal position, showing the
manner in which the contrast decays toward zero.
The larger numbers along the ordinate axis indicate
the focal position and the smaller positive and
negative numbers indicate the contrast scale. The
abscissae represent the frequency in lines per milli-
meter. It will be noted that portions of the curves
drop below the zero contrast value and have negative
values. The negative values indicate the areas in
which spurious resolution [5] is present and are only
on the extreme short focus positions for this particu-
lar lens.

This equipment was found to lend itself very well
to producing evidence showing what is taking' place
in these areas of spurious resolution. Two micro-
photometer traces of two aerial images are shown
in figure 6. The trace which has the larger ampli-
tudes represents a focal position close to best focus.

0 20 40 60 0 20 40 60

FREQUENCY, LINES/mm

Figure 5. A set of curves showing the contrast at various

spatial frequencies of the direct scanned image as recorded

at 10 different focal positions.

Large numbers on the ordinate represent focal positions in millimeters.

and forms a good representation of the actual target

in use as each line and space is registered in its rela-

tive position. The inner or low-amplitude trade
represents a focal position 1.2-mm closer to the lens

than the other trace. The two traces have been
put in proper register with the maximum of the first

line for the two traces in coincidence. It can be
seen by following the inner trace that, for parts of

the range of spatial frequency, the lines and spaces
are registered out of phase and a line is indicated
where a space should be. This indicates that, in

this first zero point or node, one-half line has been
lost, and the indicated resolution in this area to the
next node is 180° out of phase. This is spurious
resolution. At node two, another one-half cycle is

lost. The area extending between nodes two and
three shows the lines and spaces back in proper
register but 360° out of phase, as one whole cycle
has been lost.

The curves in figure 5 show the contrast as nega-
tive when the line-space register is out and positive
when it is in. All of the contrast curve to the right

of the first zero point represents spurious resolution.
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0

SPATIAL FREQUENCY

Figure 6. Two microdensitometer traces made by direct scanning of the image.

The trace with greatest magnitude was made at a position near best focus. Inside trace was made at a focal position 1.2-mm nearer lens. Note changes in phase.

4. Other Uses of Equipment

It is possible to insert color filters in the light path
between the light source and target. The effective

area of the receiving slit when projected back to the
target is small enough to allow the use of standard
2-in. square filters. With the use of a suitable

filter, investigative work can be carried out in a
narrow spectral region. The use of several different

narrow band filters permits the whole range of white
light to be broken into as many narrow bands, which
greatly reduces the effects of chromatic aberration
within each band.

If repeated measurements of the same frequency
pattern are made at different focal positions using
the three-line target, it can be assumed that a best-
focus position could be established by locating the
position of maximum contrast rendition. This pro-
cedure was followed, using a filter and recording
traces at 14 established focal positions. It was
noted that at the various focal positions the contrast
started at a low value, increased to a maximum,
and then diminished. The filter was then changed
to one which transmitted light in an adjacent spectral
region. Another set of traces was taken using the
same focal settings and noting the resultant contrast.
This procedure was repeated using 6 different spectral
regions to cover the range of visible wavelengths.
When the 6 traces were arranged on a common focal

position scale the results appeared as shown in figure

7. The numbers along the ordinate represent the
Wratten filter number used to produce that trace,

otherwise the ordinate scale is in transmittance.
The spectral range passed by these filter numbers
were: Blue with 45; green with 16 and 60; yellow
with 90; orange with 25; and red with 29. Further
investigation with different f/values and at off-axis

positions could have easily been performed but

exploration of the versatility of the equipment was
the prime interest at the time.

Another image phenomenon which shows itself

rather clearly can be seen by referring to figure 8.

This illustration consists of two runs through focus
in which the same spatial frequency pattern was
scanned for each run. The upper run was the result

of repetitive scans of a relatively coarse pattern
of 5 lines/mm in the image whUe the lower run
represents the response to the 64 lines/mm pattern.

The unrestricted spectral range of a tungsten-lamp
source was used for these traces. Close examination
of the focal location of the two areas of maximum
contrast shows a separation of about 0.2 mm. The
values of contrast at each focal position could have
been determined for these traces and curves of

contrast versus focal position drawn to illustrate

the same effect. The added work is not necessary
here as the raw data alone indicate the results in a
satisfactory manner.
The next experiment showing the possibilities of

this apparatus involved making two apertures to be
used as stops in the lens under investigation. These
were constructed by depositiig opaque material in

the shape of a circle on thin cover glasses. The diam-
eter of the full aperture of the lens at f/6.3 was
measured and an annular ring was deposited which
reduced the clear aperture of one-half the original

area, or an f/value of 8.9. Another cover glass was
used to make a negative of this aperture, which con-

sisted of a circular opaque center with a transparent

annular ring to transmit the light. The two apertures

contain the same amount of clear area and are there-

fore the same f/value.

A full aperture (f/6.3) trace was made by again

making repetitive scans of a constant spatial fre-

quency 3-line pattern at 10 different focal settings
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NO
FILTER

BLUE 45

GREEN 16 860

YELLOW 90

ORANGE 25

-L4 -L2 -1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 L2

FOCAL POSITION, mm

Figure 7. Traces showing the response of a single 3-line pattern made at various focal positions.

Each horizontal row was made in a different spectral region indicated by the filter number at the left. Note the shift in position of best focus.

while using a tungsten source as an illuminant. The
full aperture trace was made with a clear cover glass

in the same position the partially opaqued aperture
stops were to occupy in the succeeding two rims.

This was done to render constant the effect of the
0.1-mm glass thickness which was added to the lens

system. Traces were then made with the two f/8.9

apertures, and the three traces arranged according
to a common focal-position scale for comparison as
seen in figure 9. A test along these lines might be

used in a study of longitudinal spherical aberration
in a lens system.

There are undoubtedly other areas of image evalu-

ation which could be investigated with this equip-

ment. One such area of study is that of star images,
which was accomplished by substituting a camera for

the photocell. One of the initial aims in building this

apparatus was to reduce the time required for a lens

test over the photographic method and this has
attained that goal.
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SL/mm

64 L/mm

-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 0 .2 .4

FOCAL POSITION,mm
.8 1.0

Figure 8. Traces showing the response of two frequency -patterns as indicated at left.

O f/6.3

f/8.9

f/8.9

-.6 -.4 .2 4 .6

FOCAL POSITION, mm
1.0 1.2

Figure 9. Traces showing the response of repeated measurement of a single 3-line pattern at 10 different focal positions.

Each horizontal row was made with a different aperture stop, the first stop was the normal, in the second the aperture was stopped down to f/8.9, and in the third
the stop opening was shaped in the form of an annular ring with the same f/value as the second.
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The plane of best average definition is located for a number of lenses of a type used in
airplane mapping cameras. Three different types of test pattern are used for each lens.

These patterns are the long-line, short-line, and annulus. Results of measurement that
show the variation of resolving power throughout the region of usable imagery are given
for each type of test pattern with two types of photographic emulsion. It is found that the
plane of best average definition can be located equally well with each type of pattern.
There are, however, pronounced differences in the numerical magnitudes of the values of
resolving power determined with the various types of test pattern. In general, the highest
values are attained with the long-line patterns. Values of the various rating indices

g Tg, AWAR, and ADWAR are given together with a comparison of the different order
of merit assigned by these indices.

1. Introduction

The quality of definition throughout the image
plane of lenses used in airplane mapping cameras is

of prime importance in ensuring satisfactory^ photog-
raphy upon which to base the compilation of reliable

maps. In forming an estimate of the probable
quality of definition for a given lens, it is customary^
to use the measured values of resolving power for

specified areas of the image plane as the principal
criterion upon which to base the estimate.

The measured values of the resolving power have
in general proved satisfactory for locating the plane
of best average definition and for determining the
suitability of a given lens for use in an aerial camera.
Consequently, most specifications dealing \vith aerial

cameras contain requirements prescribing the mini-
mum acceptable values of the resolving power. Un-
fortunately, there is marked variance in the type of

test chart used in various laboratories and in the
conditions of use. This variance is a source of

difficulty in any attempt to formulate an interna-

tional specification dealing with the calibration of

photogrammetric cameras as was done at the Wash-
ington meeting of the International Society of Photo-
grammetr}'- in 1952 [1].^ To obviate the difficulty, a
specification was adopted for trial and discussion
that permitted the use of several different types of

resolving power target. It was noted that it was
not possible at the time to standardize on a single

type of resolving power target.

Three types of test chart were included in this

tentative specification which were the three-line

target used by the U.S. Air Force [2], the Cobb two-
line chart used in Great Britain [3], and the annulus
chart used in Canada [4]. All of these charts were
of low contrast except the three-line chart of the Air
Force which included both high- and low-contrast
versions. The three-line chart used by the National
Bureau of Standards was not included, as it had been

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

in existence for only a few months prior to the con-
ference, and its properties were not widely known.
Each of the charts covered by the specification

included a series of patterns whose sizes were in a

geometric progression with the V2 preferred for the
common ratio between adjacent pattern sizes. The
NBS chart of 1952 not only diftered from the others
in length of line but also in the ratio between succes-

sive pattern sizes which is ^2.
In the seven years that have passed since the

adoption of this specification, agreement on a single

type of chart has not yet developed. A few publica-

tions have appeared [5, 6] that permit an estimate of

the differences in resolving power likely to be found
for line charts compared with annulus charts.

Because of some of the diff'erences that exist

between the procedures reconmiended for the calibra-

tion of photogrammetric cameras and those used at

the National Bureau of Standards, it is worthwhile
to describe the methods used at the Bureau and to

compare the results derived therefrom with those

that would be obtained by the methods approved in

the international standard. In the present paper
measured values of resolving power obtained with
the NBS chart of 1952 [7] are compared with those
obtained with the three-line chart used by the U.S.
Air Force and with an annulus chart which differs

from that prescribed in the international specifica-

tion in that it is a high-contrast instead of a low-
contrast target. In addition, the size ratio for

successive patterns in each type of target is ^2 in-

stead of V2.
Results are presented for six lenses using two tA'^pes

of emulsion. Values of the several indices that might

be used as rating factors such as -yjR^Tg, AWAR,
and ADWAR are compared. It is found that the

plane of best average definition may be located

equally well with any of the three types. Values of

resolving power obtained with the NBS chart are

usually higher than those obtained with the other

charts.
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2. Method of Measurement

2.1. Test Camera

The National Bureau of Standards precision lens

testing camera [8] was used in making the negatives

from which the values of resolving power are de-

termined. This device is well adapted for use in

locating the plane of best average definition of a

lens. Its construction and mode of operation sim-

plifies the process of evaluating the resolving power
of a lens in a series of focal planes spaced at definite

intervals along the optical axis. Moreover, by using

one type of chart in the odd-numbered collimators

and another type in the even-numbered collimators,

it is possible to register the imagery in the same
identical series of focal planes for each type of chart

for the same series of angular separations ^ from
the axis on the same plate.

2.2. Test Charts

Three distinct types of test charts are used in the
present investigation. All three are high-contrast
charts, i.e., the difference in optical density between
line and background exceeds 2.0. Each chart con-
sists of a suitable range of sizes of the test object
with the size proceeding in a geometric progression
with \/2 (or 1.1892) as the common ratio. The
various types of test chart are described in the
following sections.

a. NBS Resolution Test Chart of 1952

This chart was introduced in 1952 and is described
in detail in NBS Circular 533. The test chart,

shown in figure 1, is a composite chart prepared by
superimposing one test chart upon a four-times
enlargement of the same chart. In this chart, all

patterns have the same line count, namely three to

each group. Two series of test patterns are included

4.2
6

85

3.5

Figure 1. NBS long-line resolution chart with extended range.

This chart is a composite formed by superposing the NBS standard test chart upon a 4X enlarged copy of the master chart. The ratio of line spacings in adjacent
groups of the master chart is equal to tJ2; however, the ratio of the line spacings of corresponding opposite patterns is \/2. Consequently, for this extended range
chart, the values of resolving power that can be measured for a lens of 6-in. focal length range from 6.3 to 168 lines/mm. in a geometric series proceeding by 2.
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such that the spacings in the hne pattern of a given
group differ from those in the adjacent group in the
ratio of \/2. However, the spacing in the initial

pattern of one series differs from the initial pattern
of the other series by \/2, Consequently, considered
as a whole, the range of values provided by this

chart proceeds by the \/2, The size of the chart
used as a reticle in the collimators of the lens testing

^
camera for this study was such that the range of

values in the image plane of the lenses investigated
extends from 6.3 to 168 lines/mm. The most
striking feature of this chart is the relatively great

' length of the lines forming the patterns. The ratio

of length to width of line is sufficiently great that
the visual resolving power as read will not be subject
to variations arising from end effects, and the images
will continue to look like lines down to the limit

of resolution. The ratio is also sufficiently great
that the variation of resolving power with ratio

of length to width of line can be neglected [5]. In
addition, both the original test pattern and the
images on a negative formed by a lens can be readily
scanned with a recording microdensitometer. This
property permits the user to make accurate measure-
ments of the contrast between line and space for

both object and image for studies involving degrada-
tion of contrast for a particular lens-emulsion
combination.
The same size test chart is used in the various

collimators so that it is necessary to apply the
"cosine" and "cosine-squared" corrections to images
formed off-axis.

b. Short Three-Line Charts

These charts, shown in figure 2, were adapted
from that used in the camera calibrator [9]. The
basic line pattern of this chart is the same as that
prescribed in the specification prepared by Com-
mission I of the International Society of Photogram-
metry in 1952 [1] which is listed under paragraph
1.3.3 of the specification as the "three line high
contrast target." The three-line patterns reduce in

size in a geometric progression, the ratio being \/2.
The sizes of the patterns in the off-axis targets have
been modified to compensate for the "cosine" and
"cosine-squared" factors affecting the resolving
power values for radial and tangential lines. For
lenses having a focal length of 6 in., the range of

values of resolving power in the image plane of
the lens under test extends from 5.9 to 264 lines/mm.

c. Annulus Test Chart

At the time the chart containing the series of

short three-line patterns was made, a series of

annulus patterns was included as may be seen in

figure 2. The range of sizes is the same as for the
short three-line patterns. The shape of the off-axis

patterns was also distorted so that at specified angles
they register on the test negative as circles. This
pattern differs from that described in the inter-
national specification in paragraph 1.3.5 [1] in that it

is high-contrast and consists of a dark circle on a
light background.

Figure 2. Short three-line and annulus chart.

The three-line chart consists of patterns of paralleHines in two orientations

with spaces varying in a geometric progression by 2._ The circle or annulus

charts change in size in a geometric progression by \/2. For a lens having a
focal length of 6 in., the range of values in the image plane extends from 5.9 to
264 lines/mm.

2.3. Test Negative

In making the test negative, the lens under test

is initially so alined that its optical axis is parallel to

and approximately coincident with the axis of the
collimated beam emergent from the first collimator.

The lens is adjusted along the bench to a location

such that the collimated beam at 40° from the axis

fills the front aperture of the lens under test as

viewed through the lens at an inclination of 40°

from the axis. The plate holder is adjusted to a
position such that the front surface of the emulsion
is in the plane of best visual axial focus for the
central row of images to be registered on the plate.

The plate holder is then moved to a position 1.05

mm nearer to the lens, and an exposure is made by
illuminating the reticles in odd-numbered collimators,

which thus registers the imagery on the plate at 10°

intervals for the range of angles from /3=0 to ;8=40°.

This process is repeated with the plate being moved
0.15 mm farther from the lens until 15 exposures
have been made with the last for the plane 1.05 mm
farther from the lens than the position of best visual

axial focus. Between each exposure, the plate

holder is also moved downward by an amount
sufficient to avoid superposition of successive rows
of images. The foregoing operation registers the

imagery for the long-line patterns on the plate. The
plate holder is then returned to its initial position for

which the emulsion sm-face is 1.05 mm nearer to the

lens than the plane of best visual axial focus; the

plate is displaced sidewise in its holder approxi-

mately 12 mm; and the entire bench on which the

camera is mounted is rotated on its pivot by 5° so
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that the axis of the lens is now parallel to and nearly

coincident with the axis of the collimated beam
emergent from the second collimator. The foregoing

procedure is then repeated with the exception that

exposm'es are made by illuminating the reticles in

the even-numbered collimators, which again register

imagery on the plate at 10° intervals for the range
of angles from /3=0° to /3=40°. This process

registers the imagery for the short three-line and
annulus patterns on the plate. The exposed plate

is then processed to form the finished negative from
which values of resolving power are determined.

All exposures are made with the reticles illumi-

nated by light from tungsten lamps with K-3 filters

"between the light source and test charts. Neutral
filters are used to adjust the intensity of the illumi-

nation of the plate so that the final resulting optical

density of each image on the negative is approxi-

mately the same for all values of /3. The two types

of photographic plates used in this work were
Eastman Spectroscopic VF, which has a fine-grained

panclu-omatic emulsion, and Eastman Super Panchro
Press, Type C.

2.4. Reading the Negative

The negative images were examined with a micro-
scope using powers ranging from SOX to 50 X.
The criteria for declaring a particular line pattern

to be the finest resolved were that all coarser patterns
were clearly resolved and that the number of lines

in a given pattern was the same as that of the
corresponding pattern in the object. For the

annulus pattern, the prime criterion that all coarser

patterns were resolved was used.

It was readily apparent that there were marked
differences in the ease of reading the three types of

patterns. The long-line pattern was the easiest of

the three, and the feeling of confidence in the values
recorded was accordingly the greatest. The short-

line pattern was the next easiest, but there was an
appreciably higher level of uncertainty in the reli-

ability of the higher values of resolving power. The
annulus pattern was the most difficult when attempt-
ing to determine the limit of resolution. It is note-
worthy that the single circular black spot, which
appears on the test chart in each cell of the target

and which is identical in size with the white inner

circular area of the annulus pattern, was easier to

read than the annulus. It was usually possible to

distinguish this single spot on the negative down to

smaller sizes than the annulus; it could usually be
detected down to one or two steps smaller in size.

The presence of this spot was frequently used as an
aid in determining the limiting resolution for the

annulus.

3. Results of Measurements

The results of measurement on six wide-angle
lenses are reported and analyzed in this study. Three
lenses, designated Nos. 1, 2, and 5, are essentially

distortion free; the other three, designated 3, 4,

and 6, have moderate amounts of distortion. Meas-

urements of resolving power were made at 10°

intervals from 0° to 40°.

Negatives were made with both VF and SP
emulsions for each of the six lenses. For a given
lens, the plane of best visual axial focus is the same
for each emulsion. The measured equivalent focal

length for the plane of best visual axial focus for a
given lens was the same for each emulsion and type
of target pattern. The maximum range of change in

measured equivalent focal length for the various
conditions of test did not exceed ±0.02 mm for a
given lens.

In the presentation and analysis of the results of

measurement in an investigation of this sort, it is

necessary to keep in mind the primary aims of the
study. First, the intercomparison of the magnitudes
of the measured values of resolving power for each
t\'pe of pattern and emulsion is important. Second,
it is important to determine whether or not any
shift of the plane of best definition occurs with type
of target pattern. In addition, the manner in which
the values of resolving power for the various patterns
wax and wane as the image plane approaches and
passes through the plane of best visual axial focus
is of interest.

In an earlier paper [10], the measured values of

resolving power for tangential lines (T^) and radial

lines (Re) obtained with the short three-line chart
using VF and SP emulsions for values of j3 ranging
from 0° to 40° at 10° intervals are presented in tabu-
lar form for lens No. 1 . In addition, the values of the

geometric means values -yjE^T^ are also given. In
this paper, a discussion of the various indices used in

locating the plane of best average definition is given.

These indices are as follows:

(a) Boot Mean Square Mean (RMSM). This is

defined as

RMSM=y^|^=V^^.

In the above expression, i?^ and Tfj are measured
values of resolving power for radial and tangential

lines for discrete values of ^ ranging from 0° to 40°

in 10° steps. The number of steps, n, in this instance

is five.

(6) Area Weighted Average Resolution (AWAR).
This is defined as

where a^ is the area of a particular annular zone, Rg
is the average resolving power for radial lines, and
is the average resolvmg power for tangential lines

for that zone. The value of X)^^ is the entire area A
of the picture formed.

(c) Area and Depth-of-Focus Weighted Average Res-

olution (ADWAR). This is defined as
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where 3. 1 . Location of the Plane of Best Average Definition

where dr^ is the depth of focus for tangential lines,

is the depth of focus for radial lines, and do is the

depth of focus on axis for a given value of resolving
power.

Because some of the results for one type of pattern
used in this paper have already been presented in

tabular form, it was decided to present the results of

measurement and some of the quantities derived
from the measurements in graphical form.
The results of measurement are presented in figures

3 through 9. Values of the resolving power for tan-

gential lines (T) and radial lines {R) are shown for

the two emulsions and three patterns for lenses 1 and
3 only. These results on these two lenses are given in

the left and central columns of graphs in figures 3, 4,

5, and 6. The nature of the test pattern is indicated

by the symbols, L for long-line, S for short-line, and
A for annulus. The values obtained for the annular
patterns are shown on both sets of graphs for ready
comparison with the T and R values for L and S. It

is readily apparent from these graphs that the higher
values found for resolution of long lines are more
evident for the regions inside focus (negative values
of A/) than for the regions outside focus (positive

values of A/). This is in keeping with a similar find-

ing reported by Selwyn and Tearle [11]. This effect

is present for both VF and SP emulsions for axial

resloving power; it is usually more noticeable for the
VF emulsion. The values found for the annulus
pattern are generally substantially lower than the
values for either tangential or radial lines throughout
the region of usable imagery as might be inferred

from similar comparisons previously reported [5, 6].

The values of yjRpT^, the geometric mean value
of resolving power for tangential and radial lines,

are given for each value of jS for each of the six lenses

for both emulsions. For lenses No. 1 and 3, values

of M^RffTfi are shown in the right-hand column of

figures 3, 4, 5, and 6. The values of -s/R^T^ for

lenses No. 2, 5, 4, and 6 are presented in the five

upper sets of graphs in figures 8 and 9. These
curves permit a ready comparison of the average
values of resolving power for the three types of

patterns for the five values of /3. It also seems more
appropriate to use values of yjR^Tfs in a comparison
of values obtained by line targets with that obtained
by the annulus target. For the annulus, the value

of -^RfsT^ is simply the observed value of the resolv-

ing power.
For lenses No. 1 and 3, values of the three indices

VS^3, .A.W.A.R, and .A.DW.A.II for the three types
of line patterns and two emulsions are given in

figure 7. For lenses 2, 5, 4, and 6, values of ^R^Tp
are shown in the lower row of graphs in figures 8
and 9. Values of AW.A.R and ADW.A.R were de-
termined for these four lenses but are not shown.

The plane of best average definition was located
for each lens both by graphical analysis and by
location of the maximum value of the various indices

for each type of pattern and each emulsion.

a. Graphical Analysis

The plane of best average definition for each lens

for each set of conditions was located by the graphi-
cal method reported in a previous paper [10]. The
separations, A/, along the optical axis of the lens of

the focal planes of best average definition for short-

line and annular patterns selected by graphical
analysis from the focal planes of best average defini-

tion for long-line patterns selected in the same
manner, are shown in table 1. It is clear from this

table that there is no significant variation in the
location of the focal plane of best average definition

for these three types of test pattern. Such variation,

as appears is usually random and within the limits of

experimental error. Table 2 shows the variation in

location of the plane of best average definition for

the three types of patterns using SP emulsion com-
pared with that for long-line patterns and VF
emulsion. In this instance, the optimum image
plane for SP emulsion appears on the average to be
slightly nearer the lens than the corresponding plane
for VF emulsion.

Table 1. Separations, Af, of the focal plane of best average

definition for long lines selected by graphical analysis front

focal planes of best average definition for short-line and annulus
patterns selected by graphical analyses

Results are given for six lenses and two emulsions.

Values of A/

Lens
No. VF emulsion SP emulsion

Short line Annulus Short line Annulus

mm mm mm mm
1 0.00 0. 15 0. 00 0.00
2 .00 .15 .00 -.15
3 .30 .00 .00 .00

4 .00 .15 .00 .00
5 .00 .00 .00 .00

6 .00 .00 .00 .00

Table 2. Separations, Af, of the focal plane of best average

definition for long lines with VF emulsion selected by graphical

analysis from the focal planes of best average definition for
long line, short line, and annulus patterns obtained with SP
emulsion by graphical analyses

Values of A/
Lens
No.

Long line Short line Annulus

mm mm mm
1 0. 15 -0. 15 -0. 15

2 -.15 -. 15 -.30
3 .00 .00 .00

4 .00 .00 .00

5 .00 .00 .00

6 -.15 -.15 -.15

518-743 O - 73 - 36
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Figure 3. Resolving power versus position of the image plane for lens No. 1 with VF emulsion.

The resolving power throughout the region of usable imagery is shown for tangential (70 and radial (/?) lines and for the averse -jR^Tg at 10° intervals from 0°

to 40°. Values are given for long-line (i1 and short-line (S) test patterns. Values for the annular (A) pattern are shown with the corresponding T, R, and -JlifTfi

values for ready comparison. The zero of abscissas (A/) marks the position of best visual axial focus, and positive values of abscissas indicate positions farther from
the lens.
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Figure 4. Resolving power versus position of the image plane for lens No. 1 with SP emulsion.

The resolving power throughout the region of usable imagery is shown for tangential (T) and radial (R) lines and for the average -y/RfT^ at 10° intervals from 0°

to 40°. Values are given for long-line (i) and short-line (S) test patterns. Values tor the annular (A) pattern are shovra with the corresponding T, R, and -^R»T^
values for ready comparison. The zero of abscissas (A/} marks the position of best visual axial focus, and positive values of abscissas indicate positions farther from the
lens.
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Figure 5. Resolving power versus position of the image plane for lens No. 3 with VF emulsion.

This set of cuives gives information on lens No. 3 of the same type that is given in figure 3 for lens No. 1.
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This set of curves gives information on lens No. 3 of the same type that is given in figure 4 for lens No. 1.
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b. Maximum Value of Indices

The plane of best average definition for each lens

for each set of conditions was also located with the

aid of each of the three indices, 4r^^, AWAR, and
ADWAR. In each instance, the optimum image
plane was located with respect to the focal plane of

best average definition for long-line patterns selected

by graphical analysis. The results are shown in

table 3. It is clear from this table that the varia-

tion is, in general, within the limits of experimental
error.

Table 3. Separations, Af, of the focal plane of best average

definition for long lines selected by graphical analysis from
the focal planes indicated by the maximum value of the indices

VrTt^, AWAR, and ADWAR
Eesults are shown for six lenses and two emulsions.

Lens
VF emulsion SP emulsion

No.
Long line Short line Annulus Long line Short line Aimulus

(a) Separations, A/, of plane selected by graphical analysis from planes

selected by maximum value of '^"pJt^ for

mm mm mm mm mm mm
1 0.15 0.00 0. 15 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 .15 .00 .15 .15 .00 -. 15

3 .15 .30 .30 .00 .00 .00

4 .15 .00 .15 .00 -. 15 .00

5 .15 .15 .00 .00 .00 .00

6 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

(b) Separations, Af, of plane selected by graphical analysis from planes se^

lected by maximum value of AWAR for

1 -0.15 0.00 0. 00 -0. 15 -0. 15 0.00

2 -.15 .00 -. 15 -.30 -. 15 -.15
3 -.30 .30 .00 .00 .00 .15

4 .00 .00 -. 15 .00 .00 .00

5 .00 .00 .00 .00 -. 15 .00

6 .00 -.30 .00 .00 .00 .00

(c) Separations, A /, of plane selected by graphical analysis from planes se-

lected by maximum value of ADWAR for

1 -0. 15 0.00 0.00 -0.15 -0. 15 0.00

2 .00 .00 .00 -. 15 .00 -.15
3 -. 15 .30 .00 .00 .00 .00

4 .00 -. 15 -. 15 .00 -.15 .00

6 .00 .00 .00 .00 -.15 .00

6 .00 -.15 .00 .00 .00 .00

4. Comparison of Results Obtained With
the Three Charts

In the foregoing sections, it was shown that the

focal plane of best average definition could be readily

located using any one of the three types of test charts

under consideration. Moreover, such minor differ-

ences in location that were noted could be regarded
as negligible in comparison with experimental error.

In the present section, some attention is given to

the actual magnitudes of the values of resolving

power obtained with the various charts. Some
attention is also given to the use of the indices as

rating factors.

4.1. Values of Resolving Power in Focal Plane of

Best Average Definition

Values of ^R^, slR^, AWAR, and ADWAR
are shown in tables 4 and 5 for various patterns and

emulsions. These values are all for the plane of best
average definition for long-line patterns. In some
instances, the value of a given index was higher for

an adjacent plane. This is indicated in table 6

which shows the departure in percent of the maxi-
mum of a given index from the value reported in

tables 4 and 5. It is noteworthy that the departures
are for the most part negligible. It is clear from
tables 4 and 5 that it would be difficult to determine
the value of resolving power that might be obtained
for a given type of pattern at a given angle j8 when

Table 4. Comparison of values of average resolving power
obtained with three types of test chart using VF emulsion in
the plane of best average definition for long lines selected by
graphical analysis.

Values of \jR$Tf, -tJr^'I'p, AWAR, and ADWAR are shown for six lenses for
long line, short line, and annulus charts. All values of resolving power are
given in lines per millirre^er.

Lens
No.

Target
Indices

0° 10° 20° 30° 40° AWAR ADWAR

1 Long line -- 59 68 46 44 43 50 46 49
Short line... 56 49 56 35 19 45 38 45
Annulus 33 38 28 16 8 27 20 26

2 Long line- -- 54 52 49 47 46 50 48 49
Short line... 47 49 42 45 49 46 46 46
Annulus 28 32 28 20 19 26 23 26

3 Long line .. 54 48 45 44 39 46 43 46
Short line--. 66 49 36 38 34 46 38 41
Annulus 33 32 20 16 19 25 20 22

4 Long line-.. 59 48 39 32 29 43 35 38
Short line--- 51 54 34 33 26 41 34 38
Annulus 33 32 20 16 13 24 18 21

5 Long line.-- 54 48 49 38 28 44 39 41
Short line--. 47 49 42 28 29 40 34 38
Annulus 23 45 28 16 16 28 23 28

6 Long line 65 48 45 38 33 47 39 42
Short line.-- 51 45 34 33 34 40 35 37
Annulus 39 32 17 16 19 26 20 22

Table 5. Comparison of values of average resolving power
obtained with three types of test chart using SP emidsion in.

the plane of best average definition for long lines as selected

by graphical analysis

Values of -^R^Tp, siR^Tf, AWAR, and ADWAR are shown for six lenses for

long line, short line, and annulus charts. All values of resolving power are given
in lines per millimeter.

Lens
No.

Target
Indices

0° 10° 20° 30° 40° '^RfiTu AWAR ADWAR

1 Long line.-- 32 32 23 22 20 23 25 26
Short line.-- 33 24 22 21 14 24 20 22
Annulus 20 19 14 13 9 15 12 15

2 Long line,.. 29 29 23 23 20 25 23 25
Short line--- 25 24 20 20 18 22 20 21
Annulus 20 19 10 12 11 15 12 14

3 Long line... 29 29 25 24 20 26 24 25
Short line... 28 22 21 20 19 22 20 21

Annulus 23 19 14 12 11 16 13 14

4 Long line-.. 32 27 25 22 17 25 22 24
Short line.-- 25 27 22 19 14 22 19 21

Annulus 23 19 12 12 11 16 13 14

5 Long line... 27 27 21 19 19 23 20 22
Short line..- 28 20 18 16 16 20 17 18
Annulus 20 16 17 12 13 16 14 15

6 Long line... 30 29 27 22 19 23 25 26
Short line..- 25 27 18 18 16 21 18 20
Annulus 20 22 12 10 11 16 12 14
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Table 6. Departure in percent of the maximum value of a
given index from that occurring in the plane of best average

definition for long lines selected by graphical analysis

Results are shown for V-'^u T^, AWAR, and ADWAR for six lenses with each
type of target for VF and SP emulsions.

VF SP

No.
AWAR ADWAR AWAR ADWAR

liong-line Long-line

1
1 4.0 2.6 0.6 3.4 3.0 0.0
oZ 2.5 1.0 .0 2.7 1.7 1. 6
•3

O 3.3 0.0 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
A
'* 3.0 .0 0.0 .0 .0 .0

5 0.9 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0

5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0

Short-line Short-line

I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 1.8
9 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 0.0
O .0 .0 .0 .0 0.0 .0
A .0 .0 . 2 .0 .5 .0

5 .5 .0 .0 .0 1.2 1.6
6 .0 3.6 .5 .0 0.0 0.0

Annulus Annulus

1 0.0 3.9 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 6.5 0.0 0.0 3.8 6.

1

6.7
3 13.0 .0 .0 0.0 0.8 0.0
4 3.6 .5 .5 .0 .0 .0

5 0.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0

6 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0

the value of resolving power for a different type
pattern is known. The relative magnitudes of

^RffTff at a given value of ^ for the various type
patterns are significantly different for the different

lenses. Certain generalizations can, however, be

drawn. The values of ^R^T^ in general are highest
for the long-line and lowest for the annular patterns
with the values for the short-line patterns being
usually slightly lower than those for the long-line

patterns.

4.2. Use of Indices as Rating Factor

In table 7, the relative ratings of lenses 1 through
6 are shown for each of the various conditions of test.

It is, at once, apparent that the order of merit is not
the same for the various patterns. This variation

in the order of merit emphasizes the fact that indices

such as these ought not to be used to differentiate

between lenses unless the differences are of the order
of 10 percent or more. Thus, in considering the
relative merits of these lenses, 1, 2, and 3 are usually

more favorably rated than 4, 5, and 6. However,
it would be difficult to arrange 1, 2, and 3 in order of

decreasing performance. Likewise, it would be
difficult to arrange 4, 5, and 6 in proper order. Most
of this difficulty arises from the relatively small

differences in the particular index.

4.3. Relative Magnitudes of Values of Resolving
Power

a. For Three Types of Test Pattern

It was evident at a fairly early stage in the investi-

gation that there is no clear-cut ratio existing between

Table 7. Rating of six lenses in order of merit for VF and SP
emulsions

The ratings are made for each of three targets on the basis of the relative

magnitude of the three indices V/^'s 7>, AWAR, and ADWAR.

VF emulsion SP emulsion

Lens
No. Rating based on Rating based on

AWAR ADWAR AWAR ADWAR

(a) Long-line (a) Long-line

1 1 2 1 4 1 1

2 1 1 1 2 4 3
3 4 3 3 1 3 3
4 6 6 6 2 5 5
5 5 4 5 4 6 6
6 3 4 4 4 1 1

(b) Short-line (b) Short-line

1 3 2 2 1 1 1

2 1 1 1 2 1 2

3 1 2 3 2 1 2
4 4 5 4 2 4 2
5 5 5 4 6 6 6
6 5 4 6 5 5 5

Co) Annulus (c) Annulus

1 2 3 2 5 4 1

2 3 1 2 5 4 3
3 5 3 4 1 2 3
4 6 6 6 1 2 3
5 1 1 1 1 1 1

6 3 3 4 1 4 3

values of resolving power obtained for one type of
pattern and those obtained for another type of pat-
tern. This is at once apparent from consideration
of the various curves in figures 3 through 9. Even
on axis, there are variations which might be in part
a consequence of the large interval between succes-
sive patterns but are more likely a consequence of

the inherent uncertainty in locating the limit of

resolution. However, some idea of the approximate
magnitude of the values of resolving power for the
various patterns relative to one another can be
gained from consideration of the relative magnitudes
of the various indices. Ratios have been computed
for long-line versus short-line, short-line versus an-
nulus, and long-line versus annulus for the various
indices for VF and SP emulsions. These ratios are
shown in table 8. From these values, one may infer

that the values of resolving power obtained with
long-line patterns using SP emulsion are likely to be
18 percent higher than values obtained with short-

line patterns. In a similar manner, values for short-

line patterns may be expected to be 45 percent
higher than for annular patterns. Long-line pat-
terns may be expected to yield values approximately
70 percent higher than annular patterns.

b. For Two Types of Emulsion

Of the two emulsions for which values are reported
in this study, the VF emulsion has been used at the
Bureau over a long period of years in making the
negatives used in evaluating equivalent focal length,

distortion, and resolving power of lenses. It has
been eminently satisfactory for this purpose, and
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Table 8. Ratio of values of given indices as a function of
pattern type

Values are given (a) for the average ratio (LIS) of the values of a given index
for long lines'^and the same index for short lines. Values are also given (b) of

the average ratio (SIA) of the values of a given index for short lines and the same
index for annulus type patterns. Values are also shown of the average ratio

(LIA) of the values of a given index for long lines and the same index for annulus
type patterns. Values are shown for both \'F and SP emulsions together with
tiie probable error of a single observation (PE,) for each ratio.

Index

(a) Values of LIS and PE, for emulsion

VF SP

LIS PE, LIS PE,

Rfi T^s

AWAR
ADWAR-_..

1.09
1. 11

1.08

±0. 04
.05
.03

1. 11

1. 22

1.20

±0.05
.06
.03

(b) Values of SIA and PE, for emulsion

SIA PE, SIA PE.

AWAR . - .

1.66
1.82
1.70

±0.11
. 12

.11

1.40
1.51
1.43

±0.09
. 11

.07ADWAR ...

WAR

(c) Values of LIA and PE, for emulsion

i/A PE, LIA PE,

1.80
2.02
1.84

±0.07
. 14

. 12

1.55
1.84
1.72

±0.07
.18
.08DWAR..-.

numerous specifications involving resolving power
of lenses are based upon determinations made there-

with. In recent years, there has been a tendency
on the part of many engaged in evaluating lens per-

formance to use emulsions similar to the SP emul-
sion used in this study. This practice is justified on
the grounds that with this emulsion, the test condi-

tions more nearly approximate the conditions of use.

Because the two types of emulsion are used for

much the same purpose, it is of interest to compare
the values of resolving power under like conditions

for the two emulsions. It is clear from the curves
shown in figures 3 through 9, that there is no clear-

cut ratio that is valid for all conditions of focus and
for all angular separations from the axis. Accord-
ingly, the ratios existing between the values of the
various indices for the two emulsions were deter-

mined and are shown in table 9. From this table,

Table 9. Ratio q of the value of a given index in plane of best

average definition for emulsion to the value of the same
index in the plane of best average definition for SP emulsion
for three types of test patterns

Values of the ratio are shown V^^s T^, AWAR, and ADWAR obtained with
long-line, short-line, and annular patterns. These are average values for six
lenses, and the probable error of a single determination of each ratio is also shown.

Ratio for patterns comprised of

Index Long lines Short lines Annuli

? PE. Q PE, 9 PE,

ViJ? T3 1.94 ±0.12 1.97 ±0.09 1.66 ±0.09
AWAR ... 1.80 . 14 1.97 . 11 1.64 .11
ADWAR 1.79 . 11 1.99 . 11 1.68 .13

one may infer that the values of resolving power
obtained with VF emulsion are likely to be 84 per-

cent higher for long-line patterns, 98 percent higher
for sliort-line patterns, and 66 percent higher for

annular patterns than are obtained for SP emulsion.

5. Conclusion

In this study, the values of the resolving power
of si.x lenses were measured using thi'ee types of

target pattern and two emulsions. Analysis of the
results of measurements leads to the following

conclusions.

(1) For either of the two emulsions used, the same
plane of best average definition is usually selected

by graphical analysis for long-line, short-line, and
annulus target patterns.

(2) The plane of best average definition located
with the VF emulsion is generally identical with that

located with SP emulsion.

(3) While small variations in the location of the
focal plane occur with type of index used, these var-

iations are generally sufficiently small that the plane
selected by anyone of the three indices is likely to

prove satisfactory.

The authors express their appreciation to other
members of the staff of the National Bureau of

Standards for assistance during this work and in

particular to E. C. Watts who prepared the illustra-

tions.
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Materials suitable for the construction of achromatic lenses corrected for four wavelengths are selected

by the use of three graphs which are the three orthographic projections of a three-dimensional graph in P.

Q, and 1'; where 1'= (n^— 1)/ {np— nc), P= (nh— nc)/ {np—nc), and Q = (ui.on— nc)/{nF—nc)- One set of

three glasses, Schott PKS-1, F-1, and KzFS-4, has been selected, from which a four-color achromat has

been designed. Analysis at 12 wavelengths shows this design to have negligible residual chromatic aberration.

It is consequently a superchromat in accordance with Herzberger's prediction.

THE preparation of this paper was originally

projected as a continuation and extension of the

principles presented in the author's earlier paper' on

the design of three-color achromats. It was considerably

accelerated, however, by Herzberger's suggestion- that

a lens would have the same focal length for all wave-

lengths in the spectral range approximately from

0.365 to 1.014 if it were designed to be chromatically

corrected for four wavelengths in that range. Herzberger

stated some of the conditions necessary for materials

to be suitable for the construction of such a system.

However, he did not state all the conditions and did

not show that a suitable set of materials exists.

Herzberger has found that the index of refraction of

all glasses and other optical materials so far e.xamined

can be described by an equation of the form

C D
nx= .4+5X2-}- + .

(X--0.028) (X--0.028)==

If this were rigorously true, then it would follow that

a lens system so corrected as to have the same focal

length at four wavelengths would be automatically

corrected at all wavelengths. Such a lens is called a

superchromat by Herzberger. This author would prefer

to call it super achromat in the belief that its properties

are more nearly connoted by the latter name.

The formal statement of the conditions to be fulfilled

for a lens of four elements to be chromatically corrected

» R. E. Stephens, J. Opt. Soc. .\m. 49, 398-401 (1950).

» Max Herzberger, Optica Acta (Paris) 6, 197-215 (1959).

for four colors is

(</>i/Fi)+ (Wl-'2)+ (<^'a/F3)+(<A4/FO-0 ,

(<t>i/U,)+ {<t>2/Cd+ {<t>v'Uz)+{<l>,:'L\) = 0
^

where 4>j is the dioptric power of the 7th lens element,

rj = [(«d— 1)/ «c)]j- I' and W are similar to V
but with np replaced by the indices for other wave-

lengths. For a solution to Eqs. (1) to exist, it is necessary

that the determinant of the coetiicients not be zero.

Mathematically, that is a sufficient condition but

practically the value of the determinant must be of

considerable magnitude. I am not prepared to set a

definite limit, but a solution in which (0i4-<^>2j = 100<^,

{4>3+<l)i)= — 994>, certainly cannot be called a practical

solution as the curvatures would constitute a much

more serious restriction to the focal length and aperture

than a modest residual of secondary or tertiar>' chro-

matic aberration.

It is also possible that a three-element system be

chromatically corrected for four wavelengths. The

equations governing such a system are

(<^l/ V,) -f («^o/ K,)+ i<t>,/ V:0 = 0

{<t>i/Ux)+{<t>->/U.>)+(<i>z/Uz) = 0

i<t>i/W,)+ (<^->/ IFa) ^- {<f>:,/W,) = 0.

It is not possible to satisfy these for arbitrary values
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of the r's, r's, and U"s, bul if

(l/^'i) (l/f'-e) (3)

it may be possible. A further condition is that

1 1

(1/6-2)

1

(1/1^3)

(l/t^3)

(4)

These two conditions are mathematically necessary

and sufficient, but again the value of determinant (4)

must be of considerable magnitude for a practical

solution to exist.

Likewise, it is conceivable that two elements be

sufficient. The equations for such a system are

(5)
{<t>i/Vi)+{<i>,/V2) = 0

(<t>i/U,)+ i4>2/l'2)-0

i4>i/w,)+i<i>2/n\)=o.

These could be satisfied if

{Vi/V,)={U,/U,)=iW,/W2),

and
I

Fi— 1^2! 5^0. Again, a practical solution demands

that |Fi— F2I be sufficiently large (say greater than

five).

To attempt to determine the suitability of various

combinations of glasses for four-color achromats by

means of the determinants would require the evaluation

and comparison of some 10 million or more of such

determinants even for just the glasses contained in the

Schott catalog. Obviously a more expeditious procedure

is desirable. One such procedure, which is used by this

author, consists of a logical extension of the methods

presented in the earlier paper.^ The third and fourth

equations of (1), (2), and (5) are modified by the

following substitutions

l/U=P/V and 1/W=Q/V.

It has been shown in the earlier paper that the suita-

bility of glasses for construction of achromats corrected

at three wavelengths can be determined from a graph

on which the characteristics P and V of a glass are

plotted as the coordinates of a point. On such a plot,

the straight line through the points for two glasses is

the locus of the effective values, P and V, of all two-

element lens systems made up of these two glasses.

If two glasses can be combined in such proportions

that the value of_P matches the P of a third glass and
the ditTerence (V—V) is of practical magnitude (say

greater than five), a three-color achromat for wave-

lengths C, F, and can be constructed. Now Q is the

same kind of quantity as P e.xcept that the third

wavelengths are different. On a graph of Q and V,

one could determine the suitability of glasses for

achromatism at wavelengths C, F, and A^;;. If for three

glasses P\i=P-^, Qii = Qi, and Fio?^ 1' 3, we would have

glasses with which a three-element lens corrected for

four wavelengths could be made (if |F— Fsj were

large enough).

The two graphs PV, and QV, are the orthographic

projections of a three-dimensional array in which the

properties, P, Q, and V, of a glass are the coordinates

of a point. The third orthographic projection of this

array gives a third graph on which the coordinates are

P and Q. This corresponds to one of Herzberger's

preferred graphs {P*,P**).

The line through two points on the P, V graph and
the line through the points for the same two glasses

on the Q, V graph are obviously the projections of a

line in PQV-space which is the locus of effective values

P, Q, and F, for all possible binary combinations of

the two glasses in question. Consequently, the third or

PQ projecUon of this line is the locus of all possible

values of P and Q for the same binary combinations.

If the point for a third glass were found to lie on the

line of two other glasses, then presumably a four-color

achromat of three elements could be designed. This

condition and its analytical equivalent,

1 1 1
I

Pi P2 Pz\=0,

Qi Q2 Q.\

are those stated by Herzberger. Obviously, this condi-

tion is a necessary one, but it is not sufficient. A
further necessary condition is that [Vn—V-i' be

sufficiently large (say greater than five). The two

conditions together are both necessary and sufficient

to guarantee that a four-color achromat can be made
of three glasses.

The P^F-characteristics of seventeen glasses from

Schott catalog number 3oO and of tluorite are plotted

in Fig. 1. The quantities are defined as given here:

For P, the wavelength of the mercury line // (0.4047 n)

was chosen rather than the line at 0.365 fi, because,

some of the glasses are evidently too absorbent to be

measured at the latter wavelength and in particular,

the index for F-16 is not given for that wavelength.

It was desired to include F-16 because of its very

exceptional refractive characteristics.

The glass F-16 which has such exceptional character-

istics for three-color correction when the third color is

in the violet region of the spectrum is seen to be not as

good as an ordinary flint when correction in the red

and infrared are considered. The glasses KzFS-4 and

PKS-1 are seen by their positions on the PV and QV
graphs to be really exceptional. Consequently, a search

was made for a flint glass such that the three points

on the PQ graph for KzFS-4, PKS-1 and a flint would

lie on a straight line. The flint F-1 was found to be

satisfactory.

On the PV and QV graphs, straight lines were drawn
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40 »» •(> «3 ro »s
Fig. 1. r=(«<j-l)/(«f-Mc),

P = («A-«c)/(«f-«c), Q=ini.iiu
— nc)/(nF— nc).

connecting the F-1 and PKS-1 points. On the PV line,

the point having the same value of P as that of KzFS-lr

was located and the corre.sponding_value of V, which

will be called Vu, was found; thus Fi2=50.0. Approxi-

mately the same value would be found by the QV
graph. The value of Vz for KzFS-4: is 43.91. Thus,

(Fi2— l'3) = 6.09; this is not as large as we would like

but is not completely impractical. By the procedures

of the earlier paper, the dioptric powers of the three

elements, for a total power of one diopter, were com-

puted and found to be (in diopters)

.^1=4.83 (PKS-1),

<^2=3.38 (F-1),

<^3=-7.21 (KzFS-4).

The corresponding curvatures, (l/i?i— I/.R2), were

found to be (also in diopters)

A'i= 9.337,

K2= 5.m,

The chromatic differences of dioptric power (0\— <^c-)

were computed for all eleven wavelengths (other than

C) for which indices are given in the Schott catalog.

The residual for A = 0.365m is -0.0()022; the others

are so small and unsystematic that they are not

significant. The system is thus shown to be almost

perfectly achromatic from \=^0A0A7 n to X= 1.014 /j.

This design verifies Herzberger's prediction and. in

accordance with his terminology, is a superchromat.

If no suitable combination of three glasses could be

found, one might expect to find a set of four glasses

that could be combined to produce a superchromat. If

one examines the points on the PQ graph, he will see

that the diagonals of the quadrilateral formed by any

four points intersect unless three of the points are on a

straight line. This intersection represents the common
effective values of P and Q for combinations in the

proper proportions of glasses 1 and 2, and 3 and 4. If

these values of P and Q are read, we can then go to

either the PI', or the QV graph to determine suitability.

For example, on the PV graph draw a straight line

through the points for glasses 1 and 2; draw another

straight line through the points for glasses 3 and 4.

At the common value of P^ and ^34 found above, the

values Vu and V-u are found. If [Vi-y—Vzil is large

enough (say five or larger) a four-element superchromat

could be designed from these glasses. Since the three-

glass set used above gave a difference 1^12—^3= 6.09,

a set of four for which
,

Vii— Vzi\ exceeds 6.09 would

have to be found in order to get a better result than

was obtained above with three. The author has not

found any such set although his cursory search by no

means precludes the possibility that such exists.

Study of the PV and QV graphs leads lo the belief

that pairs of glasses may be selected from which binary

achromats with much reduced secondary chromatic

aberration can be designed. For example, KF-8 and

KzFS-4 have a F-ditTerence of 7.00, which is a little
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belter than was obtained above with three ghisses, and

the F- and (^-dilTorcnccs are both small. Since the

slopes of the lines between the two glasses on these

graphs indicate the residual chromatic aberrations at

the respective wavelengths of P and Q, this binary

combination would be almost as good as the siiper-

chromal.

It is evident that superior achromats (binary) can

be achieved by the use of fluoritc as one of the compo-

nents and a zinc or lanthanum glass as the other. It

may also be that a glass exists, or could be made, which,

with fluoritc, would make a two-element siipercliromat.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that, for the purpose of selecting

glasses for achromatic lenses of all types, the repre-

sentation of the characteristics of glasses on three

graphs {PV, QV, and PQ), drawn in projective relation,

is most expeditious. These graphs facilitate the design

of achromats, three-color achromats, and superchro-

mats. The accuracy with which the proportions of the

various glasses can be determined by the use of these

graphs, each in ordinary letter size, is all that is justified

by the accuracy of index data in catalogs. The fourth

characteristic of glass, the index of refraction for some

wavelength in the region, although not irrelevant, is

almost taken care of in the preliminary selection by its

inclusion implicitly in V. Xo separate graphical repre-

sentation of it is necessary. However, the customary

graph of lid vs V is useful to a designer, and is con-

sidered by this author to be of more significance in

design work than one of tu vs {>ir—nc).

Herzberger's prediction of the possibility of the

superchromat has been confirmed by analysis through

the spectrum of one design consisting of glasses selected

by the methods presented in this paper.
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Magnifications of a Telescope

Robert E. Stephens
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GEOMETRICAL optics is a subject that seems to give

students more difficulty in real comprehension than most

of the other divisions of classical physics. The full explanation of

this is not known to this writer, but it is suspected that several

generations of textbook writers have, in the laudable attempt at

simplification, left out so much that what remains is more a subject

for committing to memory than for understanding on the basis

of fundamentals.

The effect of oversimplification upon comprehension is bad even

if the presentation is correct and results in valid conclusions; but

if a derivation is made incorrectly by the use of faulty reasoning

the student's failure to comprehend can hardly be surprising.

A well-known text on optics contains an example of oversimpli-

fication and faulty mathematical procedure which gives an in-

correct result. The problem is also interesting in itself because of

an apparent paradox. The problem is given in the book in question

as an example of the successive application of the thin-lens equa-

tions, which relate image and object distances and magnification

to a system of two thin lenses in sequence. The chosen example

consists of a converging lens followed by a diverging lens in the

arrangement of the Galilean-type telescojje. It certainly is an

unfortunate choice as an example because of the peculiarities of

that system. In addition, the mathematical treatment is faulty

because of an incorrect estimate of the limiting value of an inde-

terminate ratio, and results in an incorrect answer. The procedure

used in the book would, if completed correctly, give the lateral

linear magnification. The fact that the faulty procedure gives the

correct expression for the angular magnification is purely acci-

dental. It certainly is unsatisfactory- pedagogically.

The following rigorous analysis of this problem, which is simple

and free from indeterminate forms, brings out the somewhat
surprising facts about the position, size, and apfjarcnt size of the

image formed by a telescopic sj'stem.

Analysis. Let two thin lenses, whose focal lengths are /i and /j,

be axially aligned and sejiarated by a space / = This spacing

places the first focus oi the second lens in coincidence with the

second focus of the first lens. The focal length of the first lens

is positive; that of the second (/j) may be either positive or nega-

tive. (Two negative ler>c-? cannot be placed so that /= /i+/i,
because i must be posiiix . give a physically realizable system.)

A typical telescopic sysx>. . of the Galilean type, in which the

second lens is a diverging one, is shown schematically in Fig. 1.

The problem is to find i he position of the image, the linear mag-
nification, and the angular magnification of the system. In general

these are functions of the object distance. In this discussion we are

especially concerned with their Umiting values as the object dis-

tance approaches infinity.

The formulas used in solving the problem are* the usual ones

and
(iA)+(i/i') = i//

m« —s'/s.

(1)

(2)

where s and s' arc the axial obja l and image distances, res[)cctively,

measured from the vertex of the lens, / is the ffx al k-ngth, and w; is

the lateral linear magnification; and the Ncwioiiiaii forms

and

(3)

(4)

where x and x' are the object and imago dislamcs, nu-asurcil from

the first and second foci, respectively, inslrad of from llu' vertex.

Applying Eqs. (3) and (4), for the lirsl lens we olilaiii

and

mi= —xi'//,.

For the second lens we obtain

Xi'=j2yx,

and

m2=—fi/xt. (8)

To get the magnification of the system we combine 1'>|S. (6) and

(5)

(r.)

(7)

(8) obtaining

m= w«iW2= i-xi'/fi) (-/:/.y-i) ;

but since the spacing is such that the second fmus of the first lens

is coincident with the first focus of the sicond lens, aj=— .Vi'.

Thus we obtain

This is the correct expression for the lateral liiiear niannilu ation of

a telescopic system. It is a constant, indi |Hi)ci(iu <>f the objon

and image distances. Thus there is no iiiili ttTininai y as ilu- ohji-ci

distance approaches infinity. This may In- .stvn liy n liniuc to

Fig. 1. Since the ray (^j'^:) extended is the inuiKe of r;iy ({>x.\,)

e.\tended, both of which are parallel to the a\is. the iniafie oi any

point on (QiA i) or its projection must lie sonirwlHTe aion;: {>/. I ••

or its projection. An object whose tip is on .('i.l ,
ii:is tin- l< in;ih

yi, and its image has the length — vi./j/./i-

From Eqs. (5) and (7) we find that

but, as before .tj = - Xi' ;
consequent ly

.

.r-7.n = -(M/'.''-

Thus the ratio of the image .listance to ilu- .>l,ji, i .!l>i.ii.. f h

measured from the appropriate Imusi is a i-ii-Lua, not

to — 1 unless fi = fi-

A telescopic system cannot in.- destTil..'i !.v il..- «..i.1"mii tfn.k

lens constants, because the fo<:al leii^rths :.r.- luuv.iu .iml il., r, .ir,-

no planes of unit magnilicalion. Tliu> ilu- hi.-,, m M-.-. ..iM-. i

and the image cannot be given with r. i.-r. i.. .• i- |.i..ius.

Equation (10) is probably the simpU-i .r>" t -..rv

relation between the object an.l ima^.- .ii.i.i 'I' •

lens system.
,

,

Since we can see that the ratio ^.. «, ..i.i.;.....
i-- .

as the x's and s's approach inlmity ar.-l 'i> >i I'l
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It ina>' III' Mion sat i>r\ ini; lo uoi k this out in aiiotiicr way, in

which no indficrniiiiacy arises. l-sinK I'.q. (1) we obtain for the

lirsl lens

iAi=Ui'-/i)Ai7i

and for the second lens

,f./= s.,/,,/(,tj-/,).

Then

Sl Si'ft (S'-fS

But 52 = /— ii' = /i+/i— i;'; consequently

Si' _ (st'-fi)

Sl Si'/i

When Si = X, 5/= » also, and Si' = ft; the ratio s/fs, remains

determinate and is

[5,].= -. (/,)

To analyze the performance of a telescopic s\-stem, applied in

the usual way for observing distant objects, the customary text-

hook treatment defines the magnification as the ratio of the angular

subtense of the image to the angular subtense of the object. It may
alternatively be defined as the ratio of the size of the image on the

retina of the eye when observing through the telescope to the size

of the retinal image when observing the distant object with the

unaided eye. The fact that one eye position is used to compute

the angular subtense of the image and a ditTerent one is chosen

for computing the subtense of the object when viewed unaided

causes the textbook writer no logical ditTiculty. Neither is it likeh-

to cause the instructor any trouble. But it can and often does con-

fuse the student. Neglecting this ditTerence in eye positions does

lead, in this case, to the correct limiting value for the magnification.

Fig. 2.

It is possible, with only slight additional complication of the

algebra, to eliminate completely the logical problem arising from
different viewpoints and at the same time eliminate the necessity

for evaluating an indeterminate expression. We choose a suitable

fixed eye position from which to observe, both with and without

,the telescope; such a point is fi in Fig. 2. This point is located at

any convenient position behind the eyepiece when the telescope is

present. Let its position be specified by the distance 6, measured
from the second lens. The object distance measured from this

point (as observed with the telescope removed) is

/.= xi+2/,-f/2+5.

The image distance from this same point (telescope present) is

//=iV-|-/,-5.

The angle subtended by the object is given by

and the angle subtended by the image is given by

The angular magnification, defined by

M •= tan^j'/tan^Si,

This expression is indeterminate for l\ = l>' = x\ = x>' = ^ \ so we
modify it by using the values for xt and x/ given by Eqs. (5)

and (7) ; thus

_.U [(/i7.v,')+2/i+/i+a]

/. [(/2V.r2)+7-:-«]
•

As before, .r2= —Xi'; consequently

„ A [/.'+ X.'(2/i+/2+g)]
^''=7;

C-y2^+..'(/2-a)]
•

This expression remains determinate at xi = » , as .vi'= 0; therefore

ih/jy) (-/iV7"r) = -^^/h. (13)

We can analyze the peculiar action of a telescope by noting that

although the image is smaller than the object it is much nearer

the observer and thus appears magnified. If we remember the deri-

vation we realize that the ratio in the brackets in Eq. (12) is equal

lo the ratio of the observation distances for object and image,

[/,'+.r/(2/i+/2+a)] _/i

C/2*-.vi'(/2-5)] W
A telescope focused so that / = f\+fi is normally used only for

object distances that are very large compared to the length of the

instrument, for which .vi' is very small. Consequently, the distance

ratio is always

h/lt^ — (Ji/fiY, appro.ximately.

The limiting value given by Eq. (11) and the angular magnifica-

tion CEq. (13)] are quite independent of the value of 6. We could

even have chosen different values of S in the numerator and de-

nominator of Eq. (12). This latter condition is usually the case in

textbook analysis; also usually without adequate explanatory

text in justification.

As a numerical example the image formed by a telescope with a

power of lOX has linear dimensions only 1/10 'of those in the

object
;
however, the image is only 1/100 as far away and thus

appears 10 times as large.

It is to be noted that for a remote object the two magnifications

of a telescope. Unear and angular, are reciprocals. This is made use

of in evaluating the power of a telescope (the angular magnifica-

tion) by measuring its linear magnification. Since an>' object at

any distance may be used we choose the most convenient one. the

rim of the objective, which is the entrance pupil. The image of

this is the exit pupil. The diameter of the exit pupil divided by the

diameter of the rim of the objective is the linear magnification and

the reciprocal is the angular magnification. It is. of course, neces-

sary to make sure that the rim of the objective is the actual

entrance pupil. It is, in all well-designed telescopes.

Although the longitudinal magnification is of negligible im-

portance, it is included for completeness. If two axial points are

separated by a distance A.vi, their images will be on the axis,

separated by a distance Sx/. The ratio, A.v^'iAa'i, is by definition

the longitudinal magnification. It is easily deducible from Eq. (10)

that

Aar27Axi=-(/2//0'.

The results deduced in this paper have been known for a long

time; they seem, however, to have been appreciated only by a few-

specialists. This manuscript was stimulated by the error found in

the well-known textbook, and was submitted for pulilication in the

hope that it might help a little toward the understanding of

optics by physics students in the future.

* Consultant in optics at the N'ational Bureau of Standards and instruc-
tor. NBS Graduate Sclionl.

' Tile notation and sign conventions agree witli tliose of .\. C. Hardy
and F. H. Perrin in The Frtnciphs of Optics (McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc., .\ew York, 19J2).
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Measurement of Contrast

in the Aerial Image*

FRED W. ROSBERRY,
Physicist, National Bureau of Standards

Abstract: The quality of a lens is evaluated by examining the image it pro-

duces and comparing it with the object or target of which the image is made. An
instrument has been developed which scans the aerial image directly with a slit

and photomultiplier tube. The resultant variations in luminosity in the image
are recorded on a moving chart paper. This process substitutes a linear receiver

or phototube for a non-linear receiver such as an emulsion. Results are shown
in which contrast is plotted against image frequency for several f/values of a

lens. A comparison is also made between image contrast and star images at

several focal positions. A second comparison is made between measured con-

trast and best definition at several focal positions.

ANALYZING the image of a lens as a means
of judging its quality or capabilities

might be compared to determining the re-

sponse of an electronic amplifier. In each

case, a known quantity is presented as input

and the resultant output is analyzed and com-
pared with the input. Both amplifier and lens

are limited in response to the input signal.

Beyond this limit in each case is only noise,

either electrical from the amplifier, or light in

the optical image.

In setting up a lens for test, an illuminated

target is placed in front of the lens, within

limits of distance and field angle, to produce

an image. ^ This image exists only in space, to

be seen and examined, it is usually registered

by one of the following methods:

1. A diffuser is employed such as a ground
glass which allows immediate examina-

tion of the image at the expense of con-

siderable degradation of quality;

2. A photographic emulsion such as a film

or plate is used in which a secondary
chemical process is necessary to bring

out the latent image for further examina-
tion;

3. The primary image is used as the object

of a projection lens system such as a

microscope objective. This approach, or

the one permitting the image to fall

directly on a slit, is referred to as the

"aerial image."

To make the third method as objective as

possible and to reduce the subjective or

human element, a procedure for instantane-

ous read-out must be established to minimize
the use of the eye. The phototube is an excel-

lent tool and is used in this method since it

responds to the amount of luminous energy

falling on it. The response is the product of

the area, the energy density, and the spectral

response of the tube. This response varies as

* Presented at the Society's 26th Annual Meeting, Hotel Shoreham, Washington, D. C, March 23-
26, 1960.
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mill
MULTI-LINE

3-LINE

SINE WAVE

Fig. 1. Three types of resolution targets which have been used to determine image contrast.

the area of the light beam striking the tube is

changed. The conventional way for control-

ling this variable is by use of a slit which
renders constant the illuminated area, the

source of illumination being constant. The
tube is then required to read out only the

variations of illuminance from one very small

area of the image to another.

The entire image is scanned by movement
of the image of the target relative to the

phototube-slit combination. This movement,
accomplished by lateral movement of the

target, allows the receiving slit to be always

in the same axial position of the lens under
investigation.

The signal from the target must function as

a known input to the system and the detail of

the signal should have a geometric resem-

blance to the receiving slit shape. A target

was therefore developed with detail in the

form of parallel lines and spaces, commonly
called the bar type of target.^ The lines and
spaces can be varied in width to produce

coarse and fine patterns. The fine pattern in

the target is in the range of high spatial fre-

quency. The spacing from bar to bar gen-

erally varied between \/2 and v^2.
A high progression rate target provides for

a longer range of frequencies but gives less

accuracy at locating a given frequency than
a low progression rate target of the same over-

all length. The latter has a shorter range of

frequencies but it provides more steps. In

these two targets an opportunity also exists

for variation in the arrangement of the line

patterns, which are usually composed of

groups of three lines with a constant line

space width for each group.

Another type of target is one in which each

line and space dififers in width in a continuous

manner from the adjacent lines and spaces.

Target transparencies that are positive or

negative in regard to line patterns and back-

ground can also be used. These transparencies

may have clear lines with an opaque back-

ground or vice versa. In general the limits of

resolution observed with positive and nega-

tive targets will not be the same. A target with

a clear background will usually give a lower

resolution limit due to the increased amount
of flare light contributed by the background.

In choosing a target, other factors to be
considered are the length of the line the target

produces in the image plane, whether the line

is longer or shorter than the receiving slit, and
target contrast. Contrast is the difference in

density between dark and light parts of the

target detail. Three types of targets in general

use are shown in Figure 1.

When the target is moved in a plane paral-

lel to the image plane along a line at right-

angles to the line pattern on the target, the

image will correspondingly move in its plane.

With the slit in the test instrument fixed, the

target image passes over the slit. As the

phototube and slit measures illuminance, a

measure of the respective transmission of

each line and space is made. If the transmis-

sions of the lines and spaces are termed Tl
and Ts respectively, the contrast is expressed

as:

C = Ts - Tl

Ts

If the results are measured in terms of

density, the contrast is determined by the
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PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE

SLIT MICROSCOPE
\ OBJECTIVE TEST LENS

\\\\\\\'\\\\\\\\\\\\\\^
\

I WAYS '

POWER
SUPPLY

MECHANICAL
TARGET DRIVE

Fig. 2. A schematic layout showing arrangement of apparatus as used to determine image contrast.

difference of the line and space densities.

Thus:

C = AD = Dl - Ds.

In the newer types of rapid scanning elec-

tronic benches, which use a target whose
transmittance fluctuates sinusoidally while

scanning lines and spaces, a term called con-

trast transmission function or modulation
is employed. This modulation is expressed as:

Determinations are made of target modula-
tion (Mt), and of the image produced by the

lens under test (Mi). A simple ratio of the two
yields a value called response:

The equipment currently in use at the

National Bureau of Standards generally satis-

fies the conditions required for analyzing an
aerial image of a target. A schematic diagram
of this equipment is shown in Figure 2. The
source is a ribbon filament tungsten lamp
focused by a condensing lens on the target

located at the focus of a collimator. The lens

under investigation is located on a nodal slide

in the collimated beam. The nodal slide and
pickup unit are mounted on separate saddles

that ride on a length of ways which has been
aligned with the optical axis established by
the collimator.

Immediately behind the test lens is the

pickup unit consisting of microscope, slit, and
phototube. Associated equipment is used to

amplify and record the output of the tube. As
the receiving slit and source remain stationary

on the axis of the system, and as only a small

portion of the target is illuminated at one
time, the entire target is scanned by one
movement across the optical axis. A short

length of ways guides this movement and a

synchronous motor provides the power. The
instrument is operated in such a manner that

the image of the entire target is allowed to

pass over the receiving slit.

Tangential and radial line patterns are pro-

duced from one target by rotating the lens in

the nodal slide about two different axes: a

vertical axis for tangential patterns, and a

transverse horizontal axis for radial patterns.

Figure 3 shows two traces made by scan-

ning the aerial image of the target. The trace

forming the outer envelope—the one with the

largest magnitudes of oscillations—was made
at a focal position near best focus. The inner

trace was made at a focal position 1.2 mm. in-

side of the first focal position. The lens under

test was of about 150 mm. focal length.

The two traces have been started in phase

at the low frequency end of the target. By
following the inner trace it can be seen that

resolution ends at the first null point where
one half of a line is lost, and where apparent

or spurious resolution starts. By using the

outer trace as a control, it can be seen how in

this area of spurious resolution, transmission

is out of phase. A line is indicated where a

space should be. The next null point indicates

the loss of another one half of a line. This loss

puts the lines and spaces back in phase, but a

count shows one whole line and space missing.

The only measurable quantity in this type

of investigation is the light flux. There are

many parameters which can be given different

values, resulting in a corresponding variation

in light flux. Some of these parameters are

associated with the lens, for example: location

of focal-plane, ofT-axis location of receiving

slit in the focal-plane, and //value. Typical

parameters associated with the target are:

contrast, type (such as square wave or sine

wave, and positive or negative), spatial fre-

quency, and line orientation (radial or tan-

gential). A source parameter is spectral range.

Figure 4 illustrates a plot in which contrast
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SPATIAL FREQUENCY

Fig. 3. Recorder trace showing the response in

the aerial image at two focal positions, The outer
trace was made near the best focus while inner
trace was at a location 1.2 mm. nearer the lens.

has been plotted against two parameters, //
value and spatial frequency. These data were
obtained in testing a lens of 58-mm focal

length, on axis, at the best //2 focus, in a

spectral range passed by Wratten filters 16

and 60 in combination. Figure 5 shows the re-

sults of two tests through focus. The first test

measured image contrast of two spatial fre-

quency line patterns at both radial and tan-

gential line orientations, illustrated by the

four curves. Results of the second test are

shown at the top. In this test, the target was
replaced by a pin hole, and photographs were
made at the same focal positions of the re-

sultant star images. These data were obtained

from the image of a lens of 32 mm. focal-

length at a stop opening of//4.5, and at 15 de-

grees off axis.

210 ZOO 160 120 ao 40 0

FREQUENCY (L/MfA)

Fig. 4. A 3-dimensional plot illustrating the con-
trast at various spatial frequencies for seven lens

stop openings.

The intersections of the radial (solid lines)

and tangential (dotted lines) curves for each

spatial frequency locate the approximate posi-

tion of best focus. The star image in the top

strip at focal position 0.5—this is almost at

the intersection of the radial and tangential

curves for the finer lines—is of such shape

that a circle surrounding the entire pattern

would be smaller than one around any of the

other star images, thus showing the highest

concentration of light. This result agrees with

findings made in studies of spot diagrams.'

Figure 6 is a comparison between contrast,

as measured in the aerial image, and best

definition, as determined by photographs

made in the same focal-plane. The horizontal

row of traces (center) shows the raw data as

1

01 0 2 0 3 OA 0 5 0.6 0 7 O.B 0 9 1,0

FOCAL P0S:7 ION imm)

Fig. 5. Curves indicating contrast of tangential image patterns with solid lines and radial patterns
with dashed lines at various focal positions. Star images are shown, for the various focal positions, at the
top of the illustration.
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MtliHIitiilllPIIII

FOCAL POSITION MM.

Fig. 6. A comparison on a common focal position scale of contrast (bottom curve) which was com-
puted from recorder traces of middle row and photographs of the image of a 3-line target pattern (top
row) made at the same focal positions.

traced by the recorder, and was made by re-

peated scans of the same three-line frequency

pattern. The bottom curve indicates the con-

trast at various focal positions, as determined
from the traces. The row of photographs ar-

ranged across the top of the illustration show
how the three-line, square-wave pattern ap-

pears to the eye as it is scanned by the slit. A
comparison of the contrast curve with the

photographs shows that the position of maxi-

mum contrast differs from the focal position

of best definition for a line spacing of 11.1

lines/mm.

This discrepancy between position of high-

est contrast and best definition exists only in a

spatial frequency area somewhat removed
from the limit of resolution; near this limit,

the two focal positions are coincident. Ap-
parently, the reason for this phenomenon is:

When the square wave pattern in the image is

degraded because of a small departure from
best focus, it approaches in wave form the

fundamental term in the series representa-

tion, the third harmonic being unresolved. In

Figure 6, the position of best definition is indi-

cated by a wave form more nearly resembling

a square-wave with flat tops although of lower

amplitude.
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Location of the Plane of Best Average Definition With Low

Contrast Resolution Patterns

Francis E. Washer and William P. Tayman

(April 28, 1961)

The plane of best average definition is located for each of several airplane-camera lenses

using two types of low contrast test pattern and two emulsions. A low contrast pattern
composed of dark lines on a light background and the reverse pattern consisting of light

lines on a dark background are used. The results of measurement indicate that the position
of the plane of best focus and the numerical magnitudes of the root mean product mean

-yju^ Tff
value of the resolving power are not significantly affected by this reversal of contrast

In addition, the results obtained using low contrast targets are compared with those obtained
with high contrast targets. Hence the position of the selected focal plane remains invariant
although the values of the measured resolving power are substantially higher for the high
contrast targets.

1. Introduction

In specifications dealing with airplane mapping
cameras, great emphasis is placed upon the photo-
graphic resolving power of the lenses used in the

camera. The method of measurement to be used
in evaluating the resolving power is usually described
in careful terms, with the type of test chart, the

characteristics of the registering emulsion, the

physical conditions of test, and the manner of report-

ing results all given in detail. A 1950 militar}^

specification, MIL-STD-150 [1] ^ attempted to

establish standard practices in the evaluation of lens

performance. A recent revision of this compre-
hensive specification, MILr-STD-150A [2] was issued

in 1959. At the Washington meeting of the Inter-

national Society of Photogrammetry in 1952, a
specification dealing with the calibration of photo-
grammetric cameras was adopted for trial and
discussion [3].

At the time the International Specification for

the calibration of photogrammetric cameras was
drawn, it was not possible to standardize on a single

type of resolving power chart. Consequently several

were listed as suitable for use; these include the

three-line chart used by the U.S. Air Force [2], the
Cobb two-line chart used in Great Britain and the
annulus chart used in Canada [4]. These charts

were of low contrast except that the three-line

chart of the Air Force was provided in both high
and low contrast versions. The three-line chart of

the National Bureau of Standards [5] was not included
as it has been available for only a few months prior

to the drawing of the specification and its properties

were not widely known.

1 Figures in brackets indicate tbe literature references at the end of this paper.

In the eight years that have passed since the
adoption of this specification, agreement on a single

test chart has not yet developed. A few publications
have appeared [6, 7] that permit an estimate of the
differences likely to be found in comparing various
types of charts.

Because of the differences that exist among the
various test charts used in various laboratories, a
study was initiated at the National Bureau of
Standards in which the values of resolving power
for the same group of lenses were determined for

a variety of test charts, target contrasts, and
emulsions. The results of this study should be
useful in estimating the probable values of resolving
power that would be obtained for a lens with a
given type of chart when results are available for

the same lens with a different type of chart.

This is the concluding portion of a three part
investigation. The results for the first part dealing
with various indices and methods used in locating
the plane of best average definition have been
reported in Photogrammetric Engineering [8]; the
results for the second part which comprises results

for lone-line, short-line, and annular charts are
reported in J. Kesearch NBS [9]. The results of

the third part which deals with variations arising

from differences in target contrast for two emulsions
are reported in the present paper.
Measurements of photographic resolving power

at the National Bureau of Standards are customarily
made using a long-line three line high contrast test

chart having dark lines on a light background with
the images registered on a high contrast emulsion
which has a higher resolving pov/er than the emulsion
commonly used in aerial photography. In many
other calibration laboratories, the tendency is to
use test charts having light lines on a dark backgroimd
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with the images registered on a medium contrast
emulsion with resolving power comparable to that
being currently used in aerial photography.

In the present study, values are obtained for two
emulsions and three targets of differing contrast.

Results are given for four lenses of types commonly
used in photogrammetric cameras.

2. Method of Measurement

2.1. Test Camera

The National Bureau of Standards precision lens

testing camera [10] was used in making the negatives
from which the values of resolving power are deter-

mined. Its construction and mode of operation
simplify the process of evaluating the resolving

power of a lens in a series of focal planes spaced
at definite intervals along the optical axis. The
precision lens testing camera is equipped with 10

collimators spaced at 5° intervals and spanning the
range from 0° to 45°. Resolving power test charts

placed in the focal plane of the collimators and
imaged by the lens under test permit the study of

quality of imagery for a series of focal planes of the
test lens. By using one type of chart in 5 of the 10

collimators (designated the odd-numbered colli-

mators) spaced at 10° intervals and another type
in the remaining five collimators (designated the
even-numbered collimators) it is possible by proper
manipulation of the various controls to record the
imagery of a lens under test on a single photographic
plate for each of two types of chart in the same series

of focal planes for the same angular separations,

j8, from the axis of the lens imder test.

2.2. Test Charts

Three types of test chart are used in the present
investigation. All three are based upon the NBS
resolution chart of 1952 but differ in contrast between
the lines and spaces. Each chart has the same
range of sizes of the test object with the size pro-
ceeding in a geometric progression with \/2 (or

1.1892) as the common ratio. The same size test

chart is used in the various collimators so that it is

necessary to apply the "cos" and "cos^" corrections

to images formed off-axis. The various types are
described in the following section.

a. High Contrast Test Chart (HDL)

This is a composite chart based upon the NBS
resolution test chart of 1952 which is described in

detail in NBS Circular 533 [5]. It is a long-line

three line chart with dark lines on a light background.
The difference of log luminance between the dark
lines and the Ught background exceeds 2.0.

b. Low Contrast Test Chart (LDL)

This chart is identical in all respects to that
described in (a) except that the contrast is low
between the dark lines and the light background.
The difference of log luminance between the dark
lines and the light background is 0.20 ±0.02.

c. Low Contrast Test Chart (LLD)

This chart is identical to that described in (b)

except that the contrast is reversed, that is, the
difference in log luminance between the light lines

and the dark background is 0.20 ±0.02.

2.3. Test Negative

In making the test negative, the lens under test is

initially so alined that its optical axis is parallel to
and approximately coincident with the axis of the
coUimated beam emergent from the first collimator.
The lens is adjusted along the bench to a location
such that the coUimated beam at 40° from the axis
fills the front aperture of the lens under test as viewed
through the lens at an inclination of 40° from the axis.

The plate holder is adjusted to a position such that
the front surface of the emulsion is in the plane of
best visual axial focus for the central row of images
to be registered on the plate. The plate holder is

then moved to a position 1.05 mm nearer to the lens,

where an exposure is made by iUuminatuig the
reticles in odd-numbered collimators, which thus
records the imagery on the plate at 10° intervals for

the range of angles from /3=0° to (3=40°. This
process is repeated with the plate moved 0.15 mm
farther from the lens until 15 exposures have been
made with the last for the plane 1.05 mm farther from
the lens than the position of best visual axial focus.

Between each exposure, the plate holder is also moved
downward by an amount sufficient to avoid super-
position of successive rows of images. The foregoing
operation registers the imagery for the long-line high
contrast patterns on the plate. The plate holder
is then returned to its initial position for which the
emulsion surface is 1 .05 mm nearer to the lens than
the plane of best visual axial focus; the plate is dis-

placed sidewise in its holder approximately 12 nun;
and the entire bench on which the camera is mounted
is rotated on its pivot by 5° so that the axis of the
lens is now parallel to and nearly coincident with the
axis of the coUimated beam emergent from the second
collimator. The foregoing procedure is then re-

peated with the exception that exposures are made by
illuminating the reticles in the even-numbered col-

limators, which again registers imagery on the plate

at 10° intervals for the range of angles from /3=0°

to /3=40°. This process registers the imagery for

the long-line low contrast patterns on the plate.

The exposed plate is then processed to form the
finished negative from which values of resolving

power for tangential hues (Tp) and radial lines {R^
are determined.

All exposures are made with the reticles illuminated

by light from tungsten lamps with Wratten K-3
filters between the light source and test charts.

Neutral filters are used to adjust the intensity of the
Ught reaching the plate so that the final resulting

optical density of each image on the negative is

approximately the same for all values of ;8. The
two types of photographic plates used in this work
were Eastman Spectroscopic VF which has a fine

grained panchromatic emulsion and Eastman Super
Panchro Press, Type C. The plates were developed
for 3 min. in D-19 developer at 68 °F.
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2.4. Reading the Negative

The negative images were examined with a micro-
scope using powers ranging from 30 to 50 X. The
criteria for considering a particular line pattern to be
the finest resolved were that all coarser patterns were
resolved and that the number of lines in a given
pattern was the same as that of the corresponding
pattern in the object.

3. Results of Measurements

The results of measurement on four wide-angle
lenses are reported and analyzed in this study.

Two lenses, designated Nos. 1 and 5, are essentially

distortion-free ; the other two, designated 7 and 8,

have moderate amounts of distortion. Measure-
ments of resolving power were made at 10° intervals

from 0° to 40°.

Negatives were made with both VF and SP emul-
sions for each of three target contrasts for each of

the four lenses. The measured equivalent focal

length for the plane of best visual axial focus was
the same for each emulsion and each type of target

pattern. The maximum range of change in measured
equivalent focal length did not exceed ±0.02 mm
for a given type of lens.

The results of measurement are shown graphically
in figures 1 and 2 . The values of the geometric mean
resolving power -jRffT^ are shown plotted against the

separation, A/, from the plane of best visual axial

focus. Positive values of Af denote positions of the
image plane farther from the lens than the plane of

best visual axial focus. In figure 1, values of -yjR^

obtained with VF emulsion are shown for values of j8

ranging from 0° to 40°. The lowest frame in each
column shows values of the root mean product

mean [8] ^R^Tff versus Af. The curves, numbered 1,

show the results obtained with the high contrast
target having dark lines on a light background. The
curves, marked 2, show the results for the low con-
trast target having dark lines on a light background.
The curves, marked 3, show results for the low con-
trast targets having light lines on a dark background.
In figure 2, comparable results are shown for the
same four lenses using SP emulsion.

Values of -yjRp are shown in these graphs as this

quantity is of primary interest in evaluating the
image forming qualities of a lens intended for use in

an airplane mapping camera. In two earlier papers
[8, 9], values of and are shown for lens No. 1.

4. Location of the Plane of Best Average
Definition

The plane of best average definition was located
for each set of conditions by the maximum value of

the index ^Rb Tb. The plane so located is likely to
be slightly farther from the lens than that located by
graphical analysis [8]. For the purposes of the pres-

ent paper, the use of the maximum oi^Rg Tg is satis-

factory. The values of the index Vi?^ Tp for the

range of A/ extending from 0.45 mm nearer to the
lens to 0.30 mm farther from the lens than the plane
of best visual axial definition is shown in table 1 for

the four lenses for all of the various conditions. The
values listed are the averages for several runs ranging
from 1 to 6. The total number of runs for the high
contrast target is equal to the sum of the rims for

the two low contrast targets. This occurs because a
single negative always contains a record of the im-
agery for the high contrast target and for one of the
two low contrast targets. In table 1 the imderlined
value of the index in each column is the maximum
for the indicated set of conditions.

5. Comparison of Results Obtained With
the Three Charts

The principal points to be considered in the
analysis of the results of measurement are possible

differences in the location of the focal plane for the
various conditions, the reduction in average resolving

power that may result from such differences, relative

magnitudes of average resolving power for the two
emulsions and effects of contrast. These are dis-

cussed in the present section.

5.1. Relative Positions of Focal Plane

The relative positions of the focal plane for the
various conditions are indicated for the four lenses

in table 1. The displacements for each of the con-
trasts and emulsions from the focal plane of best
average definition for the high contrast target using
VF emulsion of the corresponding planes are shown
in table 2. It is clear from this table, that differences

in contrast of target have little or no effect upon the
location of the focal plane of best average definition

for either emulsion. Only in the case of the low
contrast target having light lines on a dark back-
ground (LLD) used with SP emulsion is there any
indication of a possible effect on the location of the
focal plane and even in this instance the apparent
shift may be a result of random error.

On the average, the plane of best average definition

for the various contrasts appear to be 0.15 mm
nearer to the lens for the SP emulsion than is the
corresponding plane for VF emulsion. This difference

is small and may be real. However, it would be
unlikely to present serious cause for concern in the
locating of the plane of best average definition. It

is likely that the average plane selected using VF
emulsion will be satisfactory if this plane be used for

photography with SP emulsion. Likewise the plane
selected using SP emulsion would be reasonably
satisfactory for photography with VF emulsion.

5.2. Reduction in Resolving Power From the
Maximum

If the differences in the relative location of the
focal plane are regarded as genuine, it is instructive

to determine the magnitude of the effect of these
differences on resolving power under the various
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Table 1. Variation of with separation, A/, from the

plane of best visual axial focus for four lenses

Values of Vifj in lines per millimeter are given for two emulsions and three
target contrasts. The columns, designated HDL, show values obtained with a
high contrast target having dark lines on a light background. The columns,
designated LDL, show values for a low contrast target having dark lines on a
light background. The columns, designated LLD, show values obtained with
a low contrast target having light lines on a dark background. The maximum

values of Vi?^ Ta are underlined. The number of test negatives used in each
set of determinations is shown in the row marked n.

n

Values of Vfi^ for lens No. 1 obtained with emulsion

VF SP

2 1 1 3 1 2

A/ HDL LDL LLD HDL LDL LLD

myn
— 0.45
-.30

-.15

.00

.15

.30 -

39.3
42.0

46.4

48.6

48.4
38.6

27.2
28.9

3L3
32.4

29.3
23.2

25.2
27.8

28.3

28. 7

26.6
23.2

20.0
22.2

22.9

21.8

19.4
15.6

14. 6

15.3

15.4

14.9

12.7
11. 1

13.5
13.8

13. 7

13.5

11.8
10.4

71

Values of V for lens No. 5 obtained with emulsion

VF SP

3 2 1 6 3 3

A/ HDL LDL LLD HDL LDL LLD

mm
—0 45
-.30

.15

.00

.15

.30

30.1
34.6

39.8

42.2

42.

1

36.6

22.2
26.0

27.6

28.8

26.8

23.0

22.3
24.8

27. 2

27.2

28.3

23.4

19.8
21.8

23.4

22.8

21.4

17.6

14.4
15.1

15. 6

15.2

13.5

11.7

13.1
14.5

14. 1

13.8

12.6

10.8

71

Values of V for lens No. 7 obtained with emulsion

VF SP

4 2 2 2 1 1

A/ HDL LDL LLD HDL LDL LLD

771771

-0.45
-.30

-.15

.00

15

.30

42.6
46.5

48.

1

46.8
43.4
36.5

31.6
33.0

33.0

32.3
27.2
24.2

29.6
29.8

30.0

29.2
27.4
23.4

24.6
24.8

24. 5

23.6
21.5
17.9

16.1
16. 4

16.2

16.2
13.9
12.8

14.3
14.3

14.0

13.9
12.4
11.

1

71

Values ofVi?s Tp for lens No. 8 obtained with emulsion

VF SP

3 1 2 2 1 1

A/ HDL LDL LLD HDL LDL LLD

mm
-0.45
-.30

-.15.—

34.5
36.7

37.4

38.9

37.4
33.2

28.0
28.3

28.8

27.8

25.5
23.2

24.2
26.6

26.4

25.9

24.4
21.6

21.4
2L5
21.7

21.0

18.8
17.2

13.3
13.3

13. 7

13.2
13.2

12.9

12. 5

11.6
10.9

.00

.15

.30

13.4

11.7
10.8

Table 2. Location of the focal plane of best average definition
with respect to that obtained for a high contrast target using
VF emulsion for four lenses

Results are given for VF and SP emulsion and for two types of low contrast
target. The symbols in the colmn heading are defined in table 1. A negative
value of A/indicates a position of a selected focal plane nearer to the lens than that
selected for the high contrast target using VF emulsion. The focal plane of best

average definition is determined by the maximum value of 's/r^T^.

Separations, A/, in millimeters from plane of best average
definition obtained with high contrast target for emulsion

Lens
VF SP

HDL LDL LLD HDL LDL LLD

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0. 15 -0.15 -0.30
5 .00 .00 . 15 -. 15 -. 15 -.30
7 .00 .00 .00 -. 15 -.15 -. 15

8 .00 -.15 -.30 -.15 -. 15 -.30

Average 0.00 -0.04 -0.04 -0.15 -0.15 -0.26

Table 3. Effect on average resolving power, -\J Rg for various
contrast targets produced by using focal plane of best average

definition obtained with VF emulsion for the high contrast

target

Values of the reduction from the maximum are given in percent for four lenses
using VF and SP emulsions for one high and two low contrast targets. The
meanings of the symbols heading the columns are as given in the caption of table 1.

Reduction in % of V i?a from its maximum for

Lens VF emulsion SP emulsion

HDL LDL LLD HDL LDL LLD

1 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.8 3.2 2.2
5- .0 .0 3.9 2.6 2.6 4.8

.0 .0 0.0 1.2 1.2 2.1

8 .0 3.5 2.6 3.2 2.2 5.3

conditions. For example, one may select the focal

plane of best average definition for high contrast

targets with VF emulsion and then use this focal

plane for photography under all conditions of con-

trast for both emulsions. This has been done and
the effects on resolving power for the other conditions

are shown in table 3. From this table it is clear that

for 3 of the 4 lenses, there is no reduction in resolving

power when using VF emulsion for the low contrast

target having dark lines on a light background
(LDL) while there is a 3.5 percent loss in the case of

lens No. 4. For the low contrast target having light

lines on a dark background, the change is zero for

two lenses and reductions of 3.9 and 2.6 percent are

shown for the other two. When SP emulsion is used,

reductions in resolving power ranging from 1.2 to

5.3 percent occur, with the reduction under 3 percent

in 7 of 12 instances. One can expect a 3 percent

variation in the magnitude of -yjR^T^ on the basis of

observational error, hence in only five of the twelve

cases is the reduction in resolving power in excess of

the probable observational error.

If the plane of best average definition for the high

contrast target using SP emulsion is taken as a ref-

erence plane, values of the reductions in resolving

power can be determined for the other condition.
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The values of these reductions are shown in table 4.

For this condition, the reduction is zero for the low
contrast target (LDL) with SP emulsion. For the

VF emulsion, the reduction is under 3 percent in 5 of

12 cases and does not exceed 5.6 percent for any of

the remainder.

5.3. Relative Magnitude of the Resolving Power

From figures 1 and 2, it is apparent that the re-

solving power for VF emulsion is higher than that
for SP emulsion for all values of (3 ranging from 0° to
40°. It is moreover clear that this is true for all three

conditions of contrast. It is not possible to determine
a numerical value of the ratio of the resolving powers
that would be invariant for all values of /3 and all

values of A/. Accordingly, average values of the ratios

based upon the values of shown in table 1

have been determined for each lens and are shown in

table 5. In table 5, the ratios of average resolving

power for the two emulsions and three contrasts with
respect to the average resolving power for the high
contrast target obtained with SP emulsions for four

lenses. From the average values of the ratios given
in this table, an estimate can be made of the probable
value of other ratios that are of interest. For ex-

ample, values of resolving power obtained with the

low contrast target are approximately two-thirds

of that obtained with the high contrast target for

either of the two emxilsions.

Table 4. Effect on average resolving power, for various
contrast targets produced by using focal plane of best average
definition obtained with SP emulsion for the high contrast
target

Values of the reduction from the maximum are given in percent for four lenses
using VF and SP emulsions for one high and two low contrast targets. The
meanings of the symbols heading the columns are as given in the caption of table 1

Keduction in % of y RpT^ from Its maximum for

Lens VF emulsion SP emulsion

HDL LDL LLD HDL LDL LLD

1 4.5 3.4 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.7
5 5.6 4. 2 3.9 .0 .0 2.8
7 3. 3 0.0 0.7 .0 .0 0.0
8 3.8 .0 .8 .0 .0 2.3

Table 5. Ratios of average resolving powers for two emulsions
and three targets of various contrasts

Ratios are given showing the relative magnitude of the average resolving power
obtained under specified conditions to that obtained with a high contrast target
on SP emulsion. Values are given for four lenses, using two emulsions and three
contrasts. Values of the averages are given together with the average probable

error PE, of a single determination. The meanings of the symbols heading the
columns are as given in the caption of table 1.

Ratios of average resolving powers for

Lens VF emulsion SP emulsion

HDL LDL LLD HDL LDL LLD

1 2.17 L42 1. 32 LOO 0.69 0.63
5 .- 1. 77 L22 1. 21 1. 00 .67 .62
7 1.93 1. 32 L24 LOO .67 .59
8 1.80 1. 33 L23 LOO .63 .63

Average 1. 92 1. 32 1. 25 LOO 0.66 0.62

PE. (%) ±6.9 ±4.0 ±2.8 ±2.6 ±2.1

5.4. Effect of Reversed Contrast

In many specifications that require measurements
of resolving power of lenses with low contrast targets,

it is stipulated that the test chart shall consist of
light lines on a dark background. This is so speci-

fied because of the belief that the use of a target
having dark lines on a light background will result

in lower measured values of resolving power than
would be found with a target of opposite contrast
because of the effect of veiling glare [3]. In figures

1 and 2, the curves marked 2 show values of y'R^

as a function of A/ for the low contrast target having
dark lines on a light background ; the curves marked
3 show values of V^is Tp as a fraction of A/ for a low
contrast target having light lines on a dark back-
ground. It is noteworthy that in most instances,

the curve marked 2 lies slightly above the curve
marked 3. Even if one ascribes the difference to

experimental error, it is improbable that such error

could reduce all of the observed values of curve 2

below those for curve 3. From these results, it is

clear that the values of resolving power obtained
using targets having dark lines on a light background
are not lower than those obtained using targets

having light lines on a dark background when the
difference in log luminance between line and back-
ground is 0.2.

It seems probable, therefore, that when resolving

power tests are made using transparent charts
located in the focal plane of collimators, the use of
light lines on a dark background will not, in general,

yield higher values of the resolving power than will

the use of dark lines on a light background. In this

case, the values of resolving power are not noticeably
reduced by the effect of veiling glare. Although
veiling glare may affect the values of resolving power
on the axis which may be the case for lens No. 5 in

figure 2, it is not likely to do so for extra-axial imagery.
The effect of veiling glare possibly would be more
pronounced in using resolution targets on a range
rather than in collimators which may account for

the prevalence of the specification of targets having
light lines on a dark background.

6. Conclusion

In this study, the effect of contrast upon choice of

a focal plane has been investigated using four lenses,

two target contrasts, and two emulsions. Analysis
of the results of measurement leads to the following

conclusions.

(1) For either of the two emulsions used, the choice

of focal plane of best average definition is not affected

by differences in contrast between lines and back-
ground in the target.

(2) When a lens images targets where the differ-

ence in log luminance between lines and background
equals 0.20, the values of measured resolving power
are not significantly affected by reversal of target

contrast. In other words, low contrast targets with
either dark lines on a light background or light lines

on a dark background will yield substantially the

same measured values of average resolving power for

a given lens.
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AF, mm
Figure 1. Average resolving powers versus -position of the image plane for four lenses with VF emulsion.

Values of the average resolving power Vfi? Tg are shown at 10° intervals from 0° to 40°. The lowest box in each column shows values of "s/Rp Tp . Curve 1
shows the result obtained with a high contrast target having dark lines on a light background with contrast between lines and background greater than 2.0 on a density
scale. Curve 2 shows the results for a low contrast target (,0.2 difference of log luminance between lines and background), having dark lines on a light background.
Curve 3 shows results obtained for a low contrast target (0.2 difference of log luminance between lines and background) but having light lines on a dark background.
The zero of abscissas marks the position of best visual axial focus, and positive values of A/ indicate positions farther from the lens.
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AF, mm

Figure 2. Average resolving power versus position of the image plane for four lenses with SP emulsion.

Values of the average resolving power VR? Tg are shown at 10° intervals from 0° to 40°. The lowest box in each column shows values of Vif^ ". Curve 1
snows the results obtained with a high contrast target having dark lines on a light background with contrast between lines and background greater than 2.0 on a
density scale. Curve 2 shows the results for a low contrast target (0.2 difference of log luminance between lines and background), having dark lines on a light back-
ground. Curve 3 shows results obtained for a low contrast target (0.2 difference of log luminance between lines and background) but having light lines on a dark
background. The zero of abscissas marks the position of best visual a.xial focus, and positive values of A/indicate positions farther from the lens.
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Square-Wave Targets at Several Focal Positions
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A study has been made of the sine-wave and square-wave responses of a lens at two
apertures and several focal positions, both on- and off-axis. Two focal positions, one of
which gives the best definition and the other the highest contrast for coarse patterns, were
located precisely. At these focal positions and at several other arbitrarily chosen positions
the sine-wave and square-wave responses were measured. Because of the scattering charac-
ter of the photographically-made target objects, a special technique has been employed for

calibrating the targets to obtain their contrast as seen by the lens under test.

The results show that for large apertures of the lens there is some frequency at which
the response (either sine or square) is the same for the two focal positions (curves cross).

This phenomenon has been further studied by computing the square-wave response of the
lens from its sine-wave response; and it was found that there is close agreement between the
computed and experimentally determined responses.

1. Introduction

During the past few years the National Bureau
of Standards and a number of other laboratories
have been engaged in a research program with the
aim of developing a more objective method of assess-

ing the image qualities of a lens than those methods
currently in use.

Among numerous procedures, the one based upon
Fourier analysis of the object and the image into
sinusoidal components is of great theoretical interest.

The striking feature of the Fourier approach is the
simplicity with which sinusoidallj^ varying luminance
patterns are imaged. Diffraction and aberrations
have no effect whatsoever on the sniusoidal shape of
the image of such a wave, nor on its orientation. In
other words, the image of a sinusoidal pattern is also
sinusoidal; only the amplitude (or modulation factor)
is changed by the imaghig process. Thus the per-
formance of an image-forming system may be de-
scribed by a graph or table that gives the degradation
of contrast as a function of spatial frequency for
sinusoidal objects. Two such graphs or tables for
sinusoidal objects at right angles to eacli other com-
pletely describe the image-forming characteristics
at one point in the field.

The easiest method for determining these char-
acteristics makes use of the multiple line object and
has been used by several workers [1, 2, 3]. For this
method the image of the lines is scanned by a nar-
row slit to measure the distribution of flux in that
image. Recently an improved technique was devel-
oped at the National Bureau of Standards which
scanned the aerial image directly with a slit and

_
*Guest worker, at the National Bureau of Standards, from Ein-Shams Univer-

sity, Cairo, Egypt.

photo-multiplier tube [4]. The resultant variations
in illuminance in the image were recorded on the
moving chart recorder.

One might suppose that the proper focal plane
at which the measurements should be performed
would be easily determined as the one at which the
response (or transfer function) was maximum. Un-
fortunately patterns of different frequency give
different focuses for their respective maxinmm re-

sponses [5]. Consequently, the selection of the proper
focus must be judged by additional criteria. Many
investigators have reported the existence of different

best focuses, depending upon the criteria. There is

a focus that gives the best resolution of fine detail

and, presumably, as a consequence, the shaipest
reproduction of edges. There is another focus that
gives best contrast of coarse detail. If only coarse
detail is important, as in 530-line television pictures,

this focus may be more nearly optinmm than the
other. In a previous work a comparison was made
between the focal position for highest contrast and
the position for best definition, using a coarse parellel

line target [6]. Examination of photographs of the
pattern indicated a maximum sharpness of edges at
one focal position wlide the maximum amplitude
of the traces gave a different position of highest
contrast, with a separation of several tenths of a
millimeter between the two positions for the particu-
lar lens tested. Although the results showed this

discrepancy between the focal positions of highest
contrast and best definition in a spatial fiequency
area somewhat removed from the limit of resolution,

near this limit the two criteria were satisfied at the
same position.

The conclusion arrived at for the location of the
position of best definition were based entirely upon
visual judgment. Also, all observations were carried
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out using only one coarse pattern and one position,

off-axis. Therefore, it was felt that further study

of the problem, using more precise measurements,
should be made. Thus it is the aim of this paper to

present accm-ate procedures to locate the focuses of

best definition and highest contrast and then to

measure the sine-wave response and the square-

wave response over a wide range of frequencies and
apertures for a given lens in the hope of finding a

satisfactory explanation of this phenomenon.
Although the work was done with only one lens,

a Zeiss Biotar, //2, with a focal length of 58 mm, the

results are representative of the performance of

practically all high grade photographic lenses.

2. Arrangement of Apparatus

The apparatus was as shown in figure 1. The
source was a ribbon filament tungsten lamp focused by
a condensing lens on the target located at the focus

of the collimator. Thus illumination in this case

fulfills the conditions for noncoherence [7]. The
lens under test was located on a nodal slide in the

collimated beam. The nodal slide and pickup miit

were mounted on separate saddles ridmg on a length

of ways alined with the optical axis established by
the collimator.

Immediately behind the test lens was the pickup

unit consisting of a microscope, slit, and photo tube.

In operation the object was moved in the focal plane

of the collimator so that the image moved across the

sht.

3. Description of Targets

The two targets used in this investigation were

transparencies on glass plates, with a transmittance

variation forming a square wave for one and a sine

wave for the second. There was no variation in

transmittance in the orthogonal direction. The
square-wave target consisted of 25 patterns, each of

which had three dark lines, with lines and spaces of

equal width. The spatial frequencies in the image
of the patterns ranged from the coarsest, of 6.12

lines per millimeter, to the finest, of 97.6 lines per

millimeter. The sine-wave target had 23 patterns

producing spatial frequencies in the image of 3 lines

per millimeter for the coarsest pattern and approx-

imately 500 lines per millimeter for the finest pat
tern.

PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE

SLIT MICROSCOPE

\
OBJECTIVE TEST LENS

MECHANICAL
TARGET DRIVE

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the apparatus used.

The target under investigation was mounted on a
carriage and moved through the light beam in a plane
parallel to the iniage plane along a line at right angles
to the lines on the target. The scanning speed was
constant for a given pattern but for coarse patterns
it was faster than for fine patterns. An effort was
made to maintain a constant scanning rate in terms
of lines per minute for the entire target by changing
target speed with gears.

4. Calibration of Targets

Both targets were calibrated using a Leeds and
Northrup microdensitometer. The nimierical
apertures of the microscope and condenser lenses

of the microdensitometer were approximately 0.35,
whereas those of the coUunator and lens being tested
were very small, always less than 0.008. This
difference of geometry between the sj^stem in which
the targets were calibrated and that in which they
were used resulted in an error. This error was dis-

covered when the measured sine wave responses
of the lens were apparently greater than one for

some of the coarse patterns. This cannot, of course,

be correct. The discrepancy was attributed to the
fact that the contrast of photographic materials
appears greater with small apertures than with
large because of their scattering nature.

It is not possible to eliminate this error by per-
forming tlie calibration with the aperture of the
microdensitometer reduced so as to match the
conditions of use. Such a procedure would so

reduce the resolving power of the microdensitometer
as to render the calibration useless at the higher
frequencies. Consequently an indirect calibration

process was adopted.
For this calibration a photographic plate was

exposed to give a series of fairly broad strips, about
1 cm in width, varying in transmittance by small
increments over the entire density scale of the
plate. The type of plate was chosen in order to

have shnilar scattering characteristics to that on
which the target objects were made. The trans-

mittances of the strips on this plate were measured
on the microdensitometer; they were also measured
on the test instrument at a numerical aperture of

approximately 0.008. The widths of the strips were
sufficient that the accuracy of these measurements
was not reduced by the low resolving power of the
system. The values obtained are exactly the same
as if the lens system were free from aberrations and
diffraction. A calibration curve was made by
plotting transmittance values by test instrimient

as a function of transmittance by microdensitometer
using the data obtained with the step density plate.

This is shown in figure 2.

Obviously the end points, zero and unitj^, are

the same on both instruments, but in between there

is considerable difference. Correction of target

modulations by means of this calibration eliminated

responses greater than one and led to satisfactory

agreement between measured and computed square-

wave responses.
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Figure 2. Calibration curve for transmittance measured by the

test instrument.

5. Procedure

The initial requirement of each run was to de-
termine the focal positions of best definition and
highest contrast for the selected /-stops. Runs
were made at lens stop openings of//2 and //8. The
position of best definition was determined by using
a pattern near the limit of resolution but still giving
enough modulation, compared to the noise level,

to be measured with moderate accuracy. Several
scans were made of the same target pattern with
small change in focal position between scans to
determine the position yielding the largest signal or
modulation. Modulation of the image was cal-

culated using the formula

m 'T
itr _-'-max min

max 'i J- mln

where Mi is the image modulation produced by the
lens under test, T^^^ the illuminance of a space,
and the illuminance of the adjoining line. A
plot of image modulation against focal position
was drawn. The maximum modulation of this

curve determined the position for best definition.

The procedure was repeated using a coarse pattern
on the square-wave target and a similar curve was
drawn to indicate the position of highest contrast.
There was little difficulty in finding these focal

positions of the lens on axis but at off-axis positions

the increased depth of focus of the lens gave flat-top

curves, especially for the highest contrast positions,

as can be seen in figure 3.

Several runs were made at other apertures,

//2.8, //4 and //5-6, where it was found that there

was practically no difference between the positions

of best definition and best contrast. This is an
interesting phenomenon itself, which is worthy of

further investigation; but, as we were interested in

cases where these two focuses were distinct, no
further results are reported for these apertures.

After the correct focal positions had been obtained,
the response was determined for several patterns on
each target and a plot was made of response as a
function of frequency for each focal position. This
was accomplished by moving the target through
the light beam parallel to the image plane and
tracing the resultant image illuminances on the
recorder chart. A pattern consisted of a set of lines

and spaces of constant spatial frequency. Thus,
the target pattern produced a spatial variation in

luminance consisting of a sinusoidal component
superimposed on a constant component. The ratio

of the amplitude of the sinusoidal component to the
magnitude of the constant component is the target

modulation. An imperfect image of this pattern
was formed by the lens under test. This image
was further projected onto the plane of the receiver

slit with a good low-power microscope objective.

Thus the distribution of illuminance in the image
was measured.
When the target is imaged by the lens under test,

the modulation is reduced, the degree of reduction
depending on the quality of the lens. The ratio

of the modulation in the image to that in the object

is called the response. This factor generally dimin-
ishes as the spatial frequency of the pattern increases,

the lens acting as a low-pass filter on spatial fre-

quencies. Thus if Mt denotes the modulation of

the target and Mi that of the image produced by
the lens under test, then the ratio of the two is

called response,

The use of the modulation automatically com-
pensates for any factor which changes the signal

output of the testing device proportionally such as

the transmission factor of the lens, change in bright-

ness of the source, change in gain of the detector

amplifier, etc. It must be remembered that the

complete response function is actually complex,
involving both an amplitude and a phase factor, of

which $ is the amplitude factor. However, for

measurements made on axis there is no phase shift

involved. In most cases, for evaluation purposes,

the phase shift factors can be neglected.

The square-wave response of the lens was com-
puted from its sine-wave response, employing Fourier

analysis. A general object was considered to be the

summation of a set of sinusoidal waves spatially

distributed in the object plane, these component
waves differing from each other in amplitude, fre-

quency, phase, and direction. The image consisted

of the summation of the images of these component
waves.
The square-wave test object can be analyzed

into its component harmonics, each of which is

attenuated by the * corresponding to its frequency,

and the square-wave response is obtained by adding
these attenuated harmonics [8J. For the response
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curve we are only interested in the peak-to-peak
values which are obtained from the values at the

centers of the lines and spaces. The square-wave
response curve on axis is then given hy:

^(a;)=^|^<i.(co)-|3.(3a;)+^$(5a;)- . .

.J
(1)

It should be noticed that there will be only a finite

number of terms in the sum because there is a
limiting value of w beyond which * is zero for all

larger values of co. This limit exists because of the
finite dimensions of the aperture of the system the
larger the aperture, the higher the limiting frequenc3^

Figure 4 shows square-wave target curves or axis

using a lens stop of //2. The two solid curves are

the experimental curves plotted from data taken
in the focal positions of best definition and highest
contrast, while the two dotted curves are obtained
from values calculated from eq (1). The agreement
between the experimental and the calculated curves
is very good.

It is to be emphasized that comparison of measured
square-wave responses with computed values was
entirely unsatisfactory until averages of several
runs were used for both tlie square-wave and sine-

wave responses used in the comf)utation. Accord-

ingly, care has been taken to have an average of

several runs for each curve shown in this investi-

gation. To convey an idea of the magnitudes of
the uncertainties of these results, tables 1 and 2
show the average responses and associated probable
errors for two different focuses, best definition and
highest contrast, respectively, for the square wave
target. These tables represent the results of five

runs each.

1.0 I
: ! 1 1

1

0 I
\ : I

.

1.0 5 10 20 50 100
SPATISL FREQUENCY

,
LINES/mm

Figure 4. Best definition and highest contrast curves for the

square-wave target at f/2 on axis. The two solid curves are
those obtained by experiment while the two dotted curves are for
values calculated from the sine-wave response using Fourier
analysis.

Table 1 . Responses to square waves at the focus of best definition with associated probable errors;

measured on axis at f/2.

Lines/mm 6.12 9.7 19.4 30.7 38.7 49.2 55.2 62.4 69.8 78.5 88.4 97.5
Average response 0.820 0. 720 0.62fi 0.492 0. 384 0. 310 0. 272 0. 220 0.177 0. 151 0. 142 0.111
Probably error- ±0. 025 ±0.027 ±0. 021 ±0.018 ±0.018 ±0.012 ±0.012 ±0. 008 ±0. 008 ±0.007 ±0. 008 ±0. 006

Table 2. Responses to square waves at the focus of highest contrast with associated probable errors;

measured on axis at f/2.

Lines/mm 6.12 9.7 19.4 30.7 38.7 49.2 55.2 62.4 69.8 78.0 88.4 97.5
Average response 0. 860 0.800 0. 514 0. 228 0.158 0. 13S 0.124 0. 114 0.097 0.084 0.079 0.060
Probable error - . - ±0. 027 ±0. 026 ±0. 035 ±0.015 ±0. 008 ±0.014 ±0. 007 ±0. 006 ±0. 007 ±0. 007 ±0. 005 ±0. 002

6. Results

Figure 5 illustrates the square- and sine-wave
response curves at an f/2 stop opening on axis and
at off-axis positions of 6°, 12°, 18°, and 24°. The
curves for the square-wave show an interesting

phenomenon. On axis the best-definition and
highest-contrast curves intersect at a spatial fre-

quency of 14.5 lines per millimeter with a response
of 0.66. At 6° off-axis best-definition and highest-

\
contrast curves intersect at the spatial frequency of

f
11 lines per millimeter, where the response is 0.65.

i} At 12° these curves intersect at a point where the

I
frequency is 11.5 lines per millimeter at a lower
response of 0.39. At 18° the frequency at which
they intersect reaches a value of approximately 9.6

lines per millimeter at a response as low as 0.34.

At 24° the two curves intersect at a spatial frequency
of 17 lines per millimeter at a response of 0.65.

The curves for the lens at the position of highest

contrast show that the finest pattern resolved

decreases in frequency at off-axis positions and
reaches a minimum of 23 lines per millimeter at
18° but increases again at 24° reaching a value

of 46 lines per millimeter, while the best-definitioii

curves show little change.
The sine wave shows characteristics similar to

those for the square wave. On-axis the behavior is

as expected; but at 6° oft'-axis the highest contrast

and best definition curves intersect at a frequency

of 7.8 lines per millimeter, where the response is 0.71.

At 12° the two curves intersect at a spatial frequency

of 10.8 lines per millimeter with a decreased response

of 0.31. At 18° off-axis the spread between the best

definition and highest contrast decreases with coin-

cidence at a spatial frequency of 8.2 lines per milli-

meter and a response of 0.36. As the lens is rotated

further about its vertical axis imtil 24° off-axis is
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reached the best definition and highest contrast
curves intersect at a spatial frequency of 8.8 lines

per millimeter with a response of 0.77. It is of in-

terest to note that at this frequency the response has
again reached a higher value, closer to that obtained on
axis. The finest pattern resolved for the highest
contrast curves decreases in frequency for increasing
off-axis angles, reaching a minimum of 18 lines per
millimeter at 18° and then increasing to a value of
42 lines per millimeter at 24°.

This suggests that for both targets there is a serious
effect from aberrations reaching a maximum near
12° off-axis and then decreasing as off-axis positions
approach 24°. This obviously is a consequence of
the zonal nature of the corrections in photographic
lenses. In this case the observations appear to be
most nearly corrected on axis and at about 24°

off-axis with some deterioration of image quality in

between.
Figure 6 shows a set of curves for both targets

using//8 stop of the lens on axis and at 18° and 24°

off-axis positions. It is clearly seen that the results

obtained with the two targets are similar. The best

definition and highest contrast curves differ consid-
erably on axis and at 24° off-axis while the difference

at 18° is smaller.

Curves at 6° and 12° with an//8 stop opening arc
omitted because at these off-axis positions the focal

positions for best definition and highest contrast
were very close and no appreciable difterence in

response could be observed on these curves.
Further runs were made, both on- and off-axis,

using the //2 lens stop and four different focal posi-

tions, two of which were the positions of highest
contrast and best definition. Two examples are

given illustrating the effect of changing the focal

positions. Figure 7 shows curves for the sine-wave
target at four different focal positions on axis of the
lens. The best focal position is that of best defini-

tion. Figure 8 illustrates another set of curves at
18° off-axis. Here again it is clearly seer that in

the spatial frequency range of 5 to 6.8 lines per
millimeter the highest contrast position (0.62) gives
the highest response while in the range of 6.8 to 12

lines per millimeter the position next to highest con-
trast (0.40) is best. In the area 12 to 29 lines per
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Figure 7. Sine-wave response curves forfour diferent focal posi-

tions on-axis.

millimeter the next focal position (0.20) is best and,
finally, from 29 lines per millimeter up the position

of greatest definition (0.05) is best.

7. Conclusions

There are a number of conclusions which can be
drawn:

1. The square-wave response can be predicted rea-

sonably well if the sine-wave response is known. It

is concluded that for a large aperture of the lens

there is a certain spatial frequency at which the
best definition and highest contrast curves coincide.

Its vnlue differs slightly for off-axis positions.

2. The response for both targets decreases as

spatial frequency increases.

3. There is a serious effect caused by lens aberra-

tions at off-axis positions; reaching a maximum for

this lens close to 12° and decreasing again at 24°.

4. Displacement of focal positions at large aper-

tures shows that the position of best definition may
be inferior for some purposes.

5. Curves drawn for locating the focuses of best

definition, and especially those for locating focuses

of highest contrast become very flat topped for small

apertures. Consequently these two focuses become
indistinguishable. This is, of course, a manifesta-

tion of the increasing of depth of focus.

SPATIAL FREQUENCr
,
LINES/mm

Figure 8. Sine-wave response curves for four differe7it focal

positions at 18° off-axis.
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A method of measuring longitudinal spherical and chromatic aberration in the extra-
axial region of lenses is described. The method employs an especially constructed optical

T-bench equipped with nodal slide and angle-measuring telescope. The determinations are
based upon measurements of angular deviations in selected small regions of the coUimated
beam emergent from the lens under test. The underlying theory of the method is presented
together with a brief description of the apparatus used and techinque of measurement.
Results of measurement on three lenses are included.

1. Introduction

Longitudinal spherical aberration is one of the

prime causes that prevent a given lens from yielding

optimum imagery. The measurement of this aber-

ration is therefore of some interest, as the probable
image forming qualities may be inferred from an
analysis of the results of such measurements. Such
measurements are also of interest in a diagnostic

sense in that tlie results of mtasurement serve to

explain why the performance of a given lens may fall

short of expectations. In an earlier paper ' the

senior author described a simple, rapid method of

measuring the axial longitudinal spherical aberration

in an indirect manner. I a this process, the lens is

used to coUimate the light from a point source located

in the focal plane and the angular deviations of

adjacent portions of the emergent beam from paral-

lelism are measured; the longitudinal spherical

aberration is then determined by computations
using the angular displacements.
The present paper extends this process to the

extra-axial region. The problem is somewhat more
complicated in the extra-axial region, as the lens is

not rotationally symmetric about a chief ray in-

clined at angle /3 to the axis ; so adequate information

can be gained only by measuring in two meridians.

The measurement of longitudinal chromatic aber-

ration can readily be performed by the same process.

Results of measurement are presented on three lenses.

2. Theory of the Method

The manner in which the values of longitudinal
spherical aberration are derived from measure-
ments of angular deviations from parallelism in a
collimated beam of light emergent from a lens under

; test is described in detail in an earlier paper (see

footnote 1). In this earlier paper, the discussion

was confined to the situation where the luminous
object was located on the optical axis at or near the
focus and measurements were made in the axial

> F. E. Washer, Optical T-bench method of measuring longitudinal spherical
aberration. J. Research NBS 61, 31 (1958) RP28S0.

collimated beam. Under these conditions, shown
schematically in figure la, the relation governing
A/, the displacement 00' in the figure and e, the
change in angular deviation of a small portion of the
collimated beam located at height h from the optical

axis was shown to be

A/=f (1)

where / is the equivalent focal length of the lens

under test.

For an ideal lens, the quantity ejh is invariant
with varying h. For a lens aff'ected with longi-

tudinal spherical aberration, the quantity e/A varies

with h, and measurement of e as a function of h
permits the evaluation of longitudinal spherical

abberration.

l'

\ h

i—i

r p.

(f + Af)

L

U R+AR

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of a lens sho.wing (a) arrange-
ment for measurement of longitudinal spherical aberration
on axis and (6) arrangement for measurement of longitudinal
spherical aberration along a chief ray inclined at angle p to

the optical axis.
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In the present study, the chief interest is in the
magnitude of the longitudinal spherical aberration
as measured along a chief ray inclined at angle /3 to

the optical axis of the lens system. It is clear from
figiu-e lb, that the same principles are involved as on
the axis. Consequently the following modification
of eq (1),

AR=-j-> (2)

is satisfactory in determining the displacement O1O2

of the focus along the chief ray with zone height h.

In the above equation,

R=J sec ^, (3)

h is measured normal to the chief ray, and Ai?=0i02
is measured along the chief ray.

3. Method of Measurement

3.1. In the Tangential Fan

The method of measurement is essentially the
same as that for determination of axial longitudinal

spherical aberration. However, some changes in

procedure are necessary to make measurements
along the chief ray inclined at angle /3 to the axis.

For measurements in the tangential fan, the ap-
paratus is arranged as shown in figure 2. Initially

the lens is placed on the nodal slide with its front

facing the pentaprism through which the angular
deviations are viewed. The lens is adjusted untU
its rear nodal point is in the vertical axis of rotation

of the nodal slide and the illuminated target reticle

is located at the rear focal point of the lens. In

Figure 2. Test equipment arranged for measurements in the

tangential fan.

The lens under test is shown mounted on the nodal slide in the center of the
photograph; the lens has been rotated through an angle /3 about the vertical
axis. The target reticle and illuminating system are shown at the right with
the target reticle facing the rear of the lens. The parallel beam of light emergent
from the front of the lens is turned through 90° by the pentaprism in the left

of the scene into the viewing telescope at the rear. The diaphragm covering
the telescope objective limits the beam to a small pencil of rays.

addition, the optical axis of the lens is set parallel
i

to the bench ways upon which the lens and target
j

supports are located, ^hen the target is illumi-
nated, the light proceeding from the target falls upon

j

the rear sm-face of the lens and emerges from '

the front as a coUimated beam of light. This col- !

limated beam is incident upon one face of the penta-
j

prism mounted on the ways of the second bench and
{

is directed into the viewing telescope located as {

shown in figure 2.
j

The telescope objective is equipped with a dia-
phragm having a small central aperture which is

'

centered with respect to the telescope objective.
When an observer looks through the telescope, he
sees the image of the illuminated target (either a
cross or pinhole pattern) superimposed on the cross-

hairs in the ocular of the viewing telescope. When
the slide carrying the pentaprism is moved along the
bench ways, the observer sees the target through
successive small areas of the lens along its diameter.
In the event of movement of the image, it can be
brought into coincidence with the crosshairs by
appropriate movement of the transverse miicrometer.
Movement of the transverse micrometer changes the
direction of pointing of the viewing telescope. The
lateral movement of the micrometer is directly pro-

j

portional to the angular change in pointing. Hence
i

the change in pointing is a measure of the change in

direction of a small circular beam of light emergent
from a given area of the lens under test from the
direction of another similar area lying along the
same diameter of the lens. This angular deviation
e is measured in scale divisions read on the trans-
verse micrometer. The value of e in scale divisions

may be converted to radians on multiplying by the
calibration constant of the micrometer. For com-

\

parison purposes the value of e in scale divisions

may be used directly, but is usually converted to

radians for the final evaluation of the longitudinal
spherical aberration.

It is customary to select a size of diaphragm
opening small in comparison with the area of the
lens under test and to select a series of steps so that
measurements of the deviation of these successive

small emergent beams can be made for an entire

diameter of the lens. If the lens under test has
been properly focused, the angular deviations !

noted arise from parallax (or angular spherical
j

aberration) of the lens under test. '

The scale on the bench carrying the pentaprism
is used in making the successive settings at selected

intervals. These settings are recorded and the
difference of a given bench scale reading from the
one in the central position is the zone height, h.

The readings of the angular micrometer are taken for

each value of h and the difference of a given microm-
eter reading from that one in the central position

is recorded as e.

The longitudinal spherical aberration usually
varies with the wavelength of the image forming
light. It is therefore necessary when making
measurements to know the wavelength of the light

used. While it would be desirable to use mono-
chromatic light, useful measurements can be obtained

!
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Table 1. Filters used in controlling illumination of target

reticle *

Filter Nos. 58 and 25 transmit a moderately wide band of wavelengths; filter

No. 73 is a narrow band filter. The column headed dominant wavelength gives

the value of the wavelength that appears to be dominant in the light transmitted
by the filter when illuminated by standard illuminant "C".

Filter No. Description Dominant

wavelength m/i

58 Tricolor green 540.2

73 Yellow-creen (narrow band) 574.9

25 Tricolor red- 615.1

•Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (37th Ed.) pp. 2730-2734, Chemical
Rubber Publ. Co., Cleveland, Ohio (1955-56).

using filters to control the quality of the light.

FUters of the type used, in photographic processes

are suitable for the purpose. Moreover, results

obtained with these filters present a picture of the

manner in which longitudinal spherical aberration

is operative under conditions of use. In the present

study, three Wratten light filters were used; their

characteristics are given in table 1. Filter No. 73

is a narrow-band filter while filters Nos. 58 and 25
transmit relatively broad regions of the spectrum.
These filters are interposed between the primary
light source and the target reticle, hence the spectral

characteristics of the light emerging from the lens

under test are determined by the filter used.

The foregoing procedure permits evaluation of

longitudinal spherical aberration, A/, on the axis

of the lens. To make measurements of longitudinal

spherical aberration for the tangential fan of a chief

ray inclined at angle 13 to the axis, it is only necessary
to rotate the lens through the angle j3 about the
vertical axis of the nodal slide and to move the
target away from the lens by amount/ (sec 13—1)
which places the target in the focal plane at distance

/ tan jS from the focal point. Measurements are

then made in the same manner as was done for the
axial region. A typical set of measurements is

shown in table 2 for measurements made in the
tangential fan for a chief ray inclined at angle
(8=20° to the axis of the lens. In this table, the
column headed zone height h gives the intervals

along the bench scale at which observations were
made. The value h^O corresponds to the center
of the emergent beam, plus values of h indicate
positions to one side, and negative values positions

to the opposite side, of center. For each value of

h, observed values of the angular deviation e using
each of three filters are listed under the filter Nos.
58, 73, and 25; the characteristics of these filters

are given in table 1. For positive values of h,

negative values of e indicate that the emergent
beam is diverging or that the target is nearer to

the lens than the focus. More generally when the
sign of £ is the same as that of h, the emergent beam
is converging; and when the sign of e is the negative
of the sign h, the emergent beam is diverging. The
values of e shown in table 2 indicate that the emergent
beam is diverging and that the target is nearer to the
lens than the focus for every zone. This is con-
firmed when the displacement AR^ of the target
from the focal point is determined with the aid of

Table 2. Variation of parallax angle e and apparent target

displacement ARt as a function of zone height hfor a chief ray
inclined 20° with respect to the axis of the lens

These values were obtained for lens No. 1, a photographic objective having a
focal length of 152.4 mm. The values of e were measured in the tangential fan for

angle B = 20°. Values are given for three conditions of target illumination deter-
mined by Wratten filters Nos. 58, 73, and 25.

e ARt
Zone for filter Nos. for filter Nos.
height

ft

58 73 25 58 73 25

mm sc. div. sc. div. s. . div. mm mm mm
Q -34.5 -28.

1

-23. 5 -2. 76 -2. 25 -1.88
S -29.

8

-24.5 -19.4 -2. 68 -2. 20 -1. 74
7 -23. 7 -19.6 -15.0 -2. 44 -2.01 -1.54
6 -17.1 -13.9 -10.3 -2. 05 -1.60 -1.23
5 -11.9 -9.5 -6.4 -1.71 -1.37 -0.92
4 -7.9 -5. 9 -3.5 -1.42 -1.06 -.63

3 -5.0 -3.3 -1.5 -1.20 -0. 79 -.36
2 -2.6 -1.3 -0.5 —0. 93 -. 46 -. 18
1 -1.2 -1.

1

-.3 -.86 -.79 -.21
0 0 0 0

-1 1.4 0.5 0.2 -LOO -. 36 -.14
o 3.3 2.0 .5 -1.18 -.71 -.18

-3 5.0 2.9 1.2 -1.20 -.70 -.29

-4 8.1 5.7 3.1 -1.46 -1.03 -.56
-5 14.4 11.0 6.4 -2. 07 -1.58 -.92
-6 20.5 16. 5 12.1 -2. 45 -1.97 -1.45
-7 25.9 21.0 16.3 -2. 66 -2. 16 -1.68
-8 30.8 26.

1

20.0 -2. 77 -2. 35 -1.80
-9 38. 5 30.8 25.9 -3. 08 -2.46 -2. 07

Average..- -1.88 -1.44 -0. 99

eq (2). For these calculations, it is convenient
to use the following modification of eq (2)

:

^j^^JcjP^,
(4)

where ^=27.35X10"^ radians/scale division is used
to convert e from scale division to radians, / is the
focal length of the lens, and /3 is the inclination of

the chief ray to the lens axis. Values of A/?^ derived,

from the observed values of e listed in table 2 are
shown in the same table under the heading A/??,

for filters Nos. 58, 73, and 25.

In table 2, the values of A/??, for each value of

h and e are negative as were indicated by opposing
signs of h and e. It is clear that the magnitude of

A^T. varies appreciably with h. For comparison
purposes, we may define the average of A/?^ obtained
with a given filter as the position of best focus with
respect to the focal plane for use with that filter. In
the present instance, it is noteworthy that the

average value of Ai?r is different for each filter and
it is negative for each filter. Since the target was
originally located in the plane of best axial focus,

it is clear that for image-forming light incident upon
the lens at an angular inclination of /3=20° the

plane of best focus for use with any one of these three

filters is nearer to the lens than the plane of best
axial focus.

This displacement of the plane of optimum focus

in the extra-axial region from the plane of best axial

focus arises from curvature of field and could not
necessarily be anticipated at the start of the measure-
ments. However, it does not invalidate the results,

as variation of e may arise from a combination of two
effects (1) out-of-focus effect and (2) angular spherical
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aberration or parallax resulting irom longitudinal

spherical aberration inherent in the lens. These two
effects are easily separable, as out-ol'-focus effect

produces a variation of e proportional to h which
expressed graphically plots in a straight line of

constant slope passing through the zero point. In
terms of A/?r, it simply means the addition of a

constant to all terms or displacing the entire longi-

tudinal spherical aberration curve by a constant
amount when A/»V is plotted as a function of h.

Examination of the values of A/?^ for any one of

the three sets of data shown in table 2 reveals an
asymmetry in the manner in which A/?^ varies with
h on opposite sides of the zero point of h. Thus in

the column headed 73, Ai?r=— 2.25 mm at A=+9
mm and A7?r= — 2.46 mm at A= — 9.mm. Differences

of this nature may be ascribed to anyone of, or

combination of, three causes which are (1) random
error, (2) error in location of the center point, h=Q;
and (3) asymmetric aberrations in the lens. The
effects of all three sources of error may be minimized

by averaging the values of Ai?r for paired values of

-\rh and —h. The results of such averaging of the

values of Afir given in table 2 are shown in table 3.

These values of A^^ shown in table 3 are therefore

the accepted values of the longitudinal spherical

aberration plus a constant which measures the de-

parture of the position of best focus for rays in tlie

tangential fan from the plane of best axial focus for

a chief ray inclined at angle ^=20° to the axis. As
a check upon the accuracy of measurements, it is

customary to repeat the entire series of measure-
ments for the chief ray inclined at angle j8= — 20°

to the axis. Since the lens is symmetric about the

optical axis, the values found for '/3= —20° are usually

sufficiently nearly identical to the values found for

^=-[-20° that the results may be averaged to pro-

duce the final accepted values of longitudinal spheri-

LENS NO.

/3 = 20°

J [

-20 0 20
e, SCALE DIVISIONS

-3 -2 -I 0
ARf ,

mm

Figure 3. Variation of parallax angle, e, with zone height, h,

(frame A) and derived longitudinal spherical alerration,

ARt, versus zone height h (frame B).

Results are'give-n for a chief ray inclined at /3=20'' to the optical axis. In each

of the frames, the dotted-line curves show results obtained with light trans-

mitted by filter No. 58; the solid-line curves show results for light transmitted

by filter ISTo. 73; and the dashed-line curves show results for light transmitted

by filter No.' 25

Table 3. Values of ARy and aCaRt-) an a function of
zone height h for a chief ray inclined at 20° to the axis of the

lens

These results are for lens No. 1. The values of AP't are derived from table 2
by averaging the values olitained at the same absolute value of zone height h.

The values ol)tained with each of three filters (Wratten Nos. 58, 73, and 25) are
shown. Negative values of A/?r indicate apparent displacement of the target
reticle along the chief ray and toward the lens with respect to the focal plane.
Values of A(A/?r) are given for the three filter pairs. All values are expressed
in mm.

Zone height h
^RT for filter No. ACAffr) for filter pairs Nos.

58 73 25 73-58 25-73 25-58

1 -0.93 -0. 58 -0. 18 0. 35 0.40 0.75
2 -1.06 - .58 - .18 .48 .40 .88
3 -1.20 - .74 - .32 .46 .42 .88
4 -1.44 -1.04 - .60 .40 .44 .84
5 -1.89 -1.48 - .92 .41 .56 .97
6 -2.25 -1.82 -l.;34 .43 .48 .91

-2. 55 -2. 08 -1.61 .47 .47 .94
8 -2. 72 -2. 28 -1.77 .44 .51 .95
9 -2.92 -2. 36 -1.98 .56 .38 .94

Average , -1.88 -1.44 -0.99 0.44 0. 45 0.89

PS, --- ±0. 04 ±0, 04 ±0. 05

cal aberration for the chief ray inclined at (8=20°
to the axis. A graphical presentation showing both
the averaged values of e versus h (frame A) and A/?r
versus h (frame B) for ,8= +20° and /3=— 20° is

given in figure 3. In this presentation, there was
no averaging of values of e and AT? 7. for paired values
of -\-h and ~h, consequently the effect of small
asymmetric aberrations are still present. In frame
B of figure 3, the effect of this asymmetric aberration

is to tUt the whole array of A/? 7. curves slightly in a
clockwise manner. In the final determination, aver-

age values of A/?^ are obtained from paired values

of -f/3 and —fi, and for paired values of and —h.

3.2. In the Sagittal Fan

To make measurements of longitudinal spherical

aberration for the sagittal fan of a chief ray inclined

at angle /3 to the axis, it is necessary to rotate the

lens about a horizontal axis normal to the optical

axis and passing through the rear nodal point of the

lens and to move the target away from the lens by
an amount /(sec /3— 1). This places the target

at distance / sec /3 from the rear nodal point of the

lens as measured along the chief ray inclined at angle

i8 to the axis and at distance / tan jS from the axial

focal point as measured in the focal plane. The
arrangement of apparatus is shown in figure 4.

Measurements of e versus Ji are then made in the

same manner as for the axial region. In order that

the measurements are made for the same region of

the picture area as those made in the tangential fan,

the lens is also rotated 90° about its own optical

axis from the position occupied during measure-
ments in the tangential fan. Except for the fore-

going differences, the process of measurement is

essentially the same as that employed for the tan-

gential fan. Values of the displacement ARs of the

target from the focal point of the lens for the given

chief ray are obtained with the aid of eq (4). The
final accepted values of A7?s are obtained from the
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Figure 4. Test equipment arranged for measurement in the

sagittal fan.

The same equipment appearing in figure 2 Is shown with the lens rotated through
an angle 0 about the horizontal axis.

average of paired values for +/3 and — /3 and for

paired values of +4 and ~h.

4. Results of Measurement

The results of measurement on three wide-angle
lenses having focal lengths of approximately 150
mm are presented in this study. Two of the lenses,

designated Nos. 1 and 2, are essentially distortion-

free while the third lens, designated No. 3, has a
moderate amount of distortion.

4. 1 . Longitudinal Spherical Aberration

The values of the longitudinal spherical aberration
for both the tangential and sagittal fans are shown
graphically in figures 5, 6, and 7. In the upper series

of frames of each figure, average values of the dis-

placement ARt for the tangential fan are given as a

function of zone height h at angular inclinations of

the chief ray from the axis 0, 10, 20, 30, and 40
degrees. Results for the same series of filters are
presented for each lens for each angular inclination.

In each of the figures, the dotted-line curves show the
results obtained with light transmitted by filter No.
58, the solid line curves show the results obtained for

light transmitted by filter No. 73; and the dashed
line curves show the results obtained for light trans-
mitted by filter No. 25. The optical characteristics
of these filters are given in table 1. In the lower
series of frames in figures 5, 6, and 7 values of the
displacement AR^ for the sagittal fan as a function of
zone height h, are given for the same angular in-

clinations of the chief ray to the optical axis and for
light transmitted by the same three filters. In the
graphs, values of AR^ and A^^ are plotted for both
positive and negative values of h. This was done to
increase clarity for, although the lower portion of a
given curve is a mirror image of the upper portion.

the inclusion of both upper and lower portion permits
a better visualization of the plienoiuenon. In con-
templating these curves, it is interesting to note the
variation in shape with increasing (3. In all cases

shown, the curves of AR-r versus h become increasingly

concave toward tlie axis and the curves of ARg versus

h become increasingly convex with respect to the

axis with increasing values of 13.

Too, it is evident that the zero points of ARt and
ARs do not always maintain the same relative position

with respect to the curves of ARt and AR^ for various
values of (3. This shift results from curvature of

field and the magnitude of the shift is a measure of

tangential field curvature in the case of the ARr
values of the sagittal field curvature in the case of

ARg values. It may also be noted that the range of

values of h decreases with /3 in the tangential fan but
remains constant for the sagittal fan. This reduction
in range is caused by vignetting which has a more
pronounced effect in the tangential fan.

4.2. Longitudinal Chromatic Aberration

In figures 5, 6, and 7, it is clear that the longitudi-

nal spherical aberration curves obtained with the
various filters for a given value of /3 are very similar

in appearance but are displaced along the chief ray
with respect to one another. This displacement of

the curves with respect to one another may be
ascribed to longitudinal chromatic aberration as the
effective wavelength of the light illuminating the
target reticle varies from one filter to another as

may be inferred from the information contained in

table 1. Hence it is reasonable to suppose that the
magnitude of the displacement of one curve with
respect to another may be taken as a measure of

the change in focal position along the chief ray
produced by the change in character of the light

transmitted by one filter as compared to another.

While strictly speaking the term "longitudinal
chromatic aberration" applies onl}^ to differences in

focal position induced by change in the nature of

the image forming light from one monochromatic
illuminant having a sharply defined wavelength to

another monochromatic illuminant having a different

sliarply defined wavelength, it is nonetheless at

times expedient to use the term when dealing with
image forming light whose nature is determined by
a filter. Hence in this study the term "longitudinal
chromatic aberration" will be used as a convenient
mnemonic to designate the change in focal position

produced by a change in the filter controlling the
natures of the illuminant. With this as a basis,

the longitudinal chromatic aberration in the tan-
gential fan for a given filter pair may be determined
zone-by-zone from the relation

A{ARt)=ARt-AR't (5)

where ARr is the longitudinal spherical aberration
in the tangential fan determined for a specified

value of h when using a given light filter and AR't
is that determined for the same value of h when using
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ARs , mm

Figure 5. Variation of longitudinal spherical aberration, ARt, in the tangential fan and, ARj, in the sagittal fan with zone height,

h, for five values of /3.

The results are for lens No. 1, a wide-angle distortion-free lens having a focal length of 152.4 mm. The series of curves in the upper frames show the variation ol ARt
with zone height for five values of 0; the series of curves in the lower frames show the variation of AR, with zone height for five values of S. In each of the frames

the dotted-line curves show results obtained with light transmitted by filter No. 58; the solid-line curves show results obtained with light transmitted by filter ,

No. 73; and the dashed-line curves show results obtained with filter No. 25. •
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Figure 6. Variation of longitudinal spherical aberration, ARt, in the tangential fan and, AR3, in the sagittal fan with zone height,

h, for five values of |3.

The results are for lens No. 2. a wide-angle distortion-free lens having a focal length of 153.3 mm. The series of curves in the upper frames show the variation of ARt
with zone height for five values of 5; the series of curves in the lower frames show the variation of AR, with zone height for five values of /9. In each of the frames,
the dotted-line curves show results obtained with light transmitted by filter No. 58; the solid-line curves show results obtained with light transmitted by filter

No. 73; and the dashed-line curves show results obtained with filter No. 25.
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Figure 5. Variation of longitudinal spherical aberration, ARt, in, the tangential fan and, ARs, in the sagittal fan with zone height,

h, for five values of (3.

The results are for lens No. 1, a wide-angle distortion-free lens having a focal length of 152.4 ram. The series of curves in the upper frames show the variation of ARt
with zone height for five values of /3; the series of curves in the lower frames show the variation of AR, with zone height for five values of S. In each of the frames

the dotted-line curves show results obtained with light transmitted l)y filter No. 58; the solid-line curves show results obtained with light transmitted by filter

No. 73; and the dashed-line curves show results obtained with filter No. 25.
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The results are for lens No. 2, a wide-angle distortion-free lens having a focal length of 153.3 mm. The series of curves in the upper frames show the variation of ARr
with zone height for five values of ^; the series of curves in the lower frames show the variation of AR, with zone height for five values of p. In each of the frames,
the dotted-line curves show results obtained with light transmitted by filter No. 58; the solid-line curves show results obtained with light transmitted by filter

No. 73; and the dashed-line curves show results obtained with filter No. 25.
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'I'he results arc for lens No, 3, a wide-angle lens having a focal length of 1.53.3 mm. The series of curves in the upper frames show the variation of ARt with zone height
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dashed-line curves show results obtained with filter No. 25.
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a different light filter. In a similar manner, the
relation

A{AR,)=AR-AR: (6)

may be used to determine the longitudinal chromatic
aberration in the sagittal fan. It is clear from figures

5, 6, and 7 that for a given value of 13, the quantities

A(ARt) and A (A/?,,) do not vary appreciably with
zone height for these three lenses.

The invariance of A(ARt) with zone height is

also indicated in table 3 where values of A(ARt)
are given for three filter pairs. The average values

of A{ARr) are also given together with the probable
error of a single observation (PEs). In view of the
various errors inherent in the measurement of A/iV,

it is reasonable to conclude from the low values of

PEs that the quantity A(A/?r) may be regarded as

invariant for these lenses. This leads to a simpli-

fication in the determination of A(A/;^7-) as one may
determine the average value of ARr for each filter

used and evaluate A (A/? 7.) for any pair of filters from
the relation

A{ARt=ARt-AR'j. (7)

In a similar manner, the average value of A{ARs)
for the sagittal fan for a given value of ^ may be
determined from the relation

a{ar,)=ar-ar:. (8)

Table 4. Values of ARt, ARs, A(ARt), and A(aR3) for the

tangential and sagittal fam, as a function of ^

These values are for lens No. 1 a wide-angle distortion-free lens having a focal

length of 152.4 mm. Part (a) shows the values of A(Rt) and A{ARt) for the tan-
gential fan and part (b) shows the corresponding values for the sagittal fan. Values
are given for three conditions of target illumination determined by the indicated
filter numbers. All values are expressed in mm.

(a) Tangential fan

ARt A(ARt)
for filter No. for filter pairs Nos.

degrees

58 73 25 73-58 25-73 25-58

0 -0. 41 -0. 15 0. 14 0.26 0.29 0. 55

5 -.46 -.17 .08 .29 .25 .54
10 -.76 -.45 -.16 .31 .29 .60
15 -1.27 -.90 -.57 .37 .33 .70
20 -1.88 -1.47 -1.01 .41 .46 ,87
25 -2. 21 -1.64 -1.22 .57 .42 .99
30 -2. 26 -1.58 -0.90 .68 .68 1.36
35 -2. 44 -1.53 -.73 .91 .80 1.71
40 -3. 12 -2. 01 -.72 1.11 1.29 2.40
45 -5.76 -4, 42 -2.84 1.34 1.58 2. 92

(b) Sagittal fan

AR, A(AR,)
for filter No. for filter pairs Nos.

degrees

58 73 25 73-58 25-73 25-58

0 -0. 24 0. 08 0.30 0. 32 0. 22 0. 54

5 .02 .28 .52 .26 .24 ..50

10 -.20 .04 .32 .24 .28 .52
15 -.04 .24 .48 .28 .24 .52
20 -.02 .27 .54 .29 .27 .56
25 -.30 .02 .32 .32 .30 .62
30 -.18 . 19 .52 .37 .33 .70
35 -.08 .32 .71 .40 .39 .79
40 .09 .47 1.02 .38 .55 .93
45 -.04 .5-1 1.02 . 58 .48 1.C6

Further consideration of the curves in figures 5, 6,

and 7 indicates that both A{ARr) and A(AA%.)

increasing (3 and that for a givenincrease with

value of (3 the value of A(A/iV) is greater than that

of A (A//,). The variation of A(AAV) and A(A//J
with 13 is shown in tables 4, 5, and 6 for three filter

pairs for lenses Nos. 1, 2, and 3. In each table, the

values of ARt and AR^ obtained for light trans-

Table 5. Values of ARt, ARs, A(ARt), and A(ARs) for the

tangential and sagittal fans as a function of /3.

These values are for lens No. 2, a wide-angle distortion-free lens having a focal

length of 153.3 mm. Part (a) shows the values of ARt and A{ARt) for the tan-
gential fan and part (I)) shows the corresponding values for tl\e sagittal fan.

Values are given for three conditions of target illumination determined by the
indicated filter Nos. All values are expressed in mm.

(a) Tangential fan

ARt A{ARt)
for filter No. for filter pairs Nos.

degrees

58 73 25 73-58 25-73 25-58

0 0. 19 0. 39 0. 65 0.20 0.26 (1. 46

10 -.15 .10 .39 .25 .29 . 54

20 -1.25 -.82 -.48 .43 .34 . 77

30 -1.20 -.65 -.10 .55 .55 1. 10

40 .00 1.16 2.11 1.16 .95 2.11

(b) Sagittal fan

AR, A(AR,)
for filter No. for filter pairs Nos.

degrees

58 73 25 73-58 25-73 25-58

0 -0. 01 0.21 0. 44 0. 22 0.23 0. 45

10 .18 .41 .66 .23 .25 .48

20 . 15 .43 .70 .28 .27 . 55

30 . 14 .44 .77 .30 .33 .63

40 .81 1. 17 1.62 .36 .45 .81

Table 6. Values of ARt, AR„ A(ARt), and A(ARs) for the

tangential and sagittal fans as a function of /3.

The values are for lens No. 3, a wide-angle lens having a focal length of 153.3

mm. Part (a) shows the values of ARt and A(ARt) for the tangential fan and
part (b) shows the corresponding values for the sagittal fan. V alues are given

for three conditions of target illumination determined by the indicated filter

Nos. All values are expressed in mm.

(a) Tangential fan

0
degrees

0
10
20

30
40

ARt
for filter No.

58

0. 05
-.07
-.33
-. 10

.99

73

0. 31

22
-!08
.44

2. 04

25

0. 67
.56
.49

1. 12

3. 06

A(ARt)
for filter pairs Nos.

73-.58

0.26
.29
.25
.54

1.05

25-73 25-58

0. 36
.34
.57
.68

1.02

0. 62
.63

1.22
2.07

(h) Sagittal fan

degrees

0
10

20
30
40

for filter No.

58 73 25 73-58 25-73 25-58

-0. 35 -0.03 0. 23 0. 32 0.26 0. 58

.45 .67 .96 .29 . 51

.02 .41 .65 '.39 .24 .63

1.10 1.40 1.81 .30 .41 .71

1.30 1. 70 2. 14 .40 .44 , 84

A(AR,)
for filter pairs Nos.
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Figure 8. A(AR) versus (sec /3-1) curves for three lenses for three filter -pairs.

Observed values of ACARr) are plotted as X's in each frame; the straight line, marked T, is the regression line of AlAffr) on (sec |8-1) computed by least-squares. Ob-

served values of A (A/?,) are shown as circles; the straight line, marked S, is the regression line of ACAffai on (sec |8-1) computed by least squares. The plotted

values are taken from table 5.

mitted by each filter for each value of /3 are also

given. The values of A(Ai?7') and A(Ai?s) for each

filter pair are derived from these values of A/^r and

A^s with the aid of eqs (7) and (8).

When the values of A(Ai?r) and A(A/?s) are plotted
as a function of (sec |8— 1) as shown in figure 8, it

found that the variation of these quantities with
(sec ;8— 1) is close to linear. Accordingly one may
write an empirical formula connecting A(A/?r) with

(sec /3— 1) as follows:

A(AZ?r)=a+KseC|8-l) (9)

which is the equation of a straight line with a as the
y-intercept and b as the slope of the line. A similar

empirical formula of the same nature may be written

connecting A(Ai?,,) and (sec /3— 1). The constants

a and h may be determined graphically by drawing
the best fitting straight line or analytically by
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Table 7. FaZues of the constants a and h for fitting an equation

of the form A(AR) =a+b (sec j3— 1) to the observed values of

A(Rt) and AtARs) as a function of (sec ;3— 1).

Valuesof a and b arc given for three filter pairs for both A(ARr) and A(AR,)
for each of three lenses. All values are expressed in mm.

Lens
No.

Filter
pairs
Nos.

Values of a and 6 for use in equation of form

A(A/?r) = a+6 (sec/S-1) for

A(A/fr) A(A/f,)

a 6 a b

1 73-58 0. 27 2. 67 0. 26 0. 64
25-73 . 22 3.21 .23 . 73
25-58 !49 5.88 .49 1.37

2 73-58 0.19 3. 02 0.23 0. 47
25-73 .23 2. 27 .23 .71
25-58 .43 5. 28 .46 1.17

3 73-58 0.19 2.63 0. 29 0. 33
25-73 .36 2. 18 .26 .67
25-58 .55 4.82 .55 1.01

applying the method of least squares. It is evident
from the curves shown in figure 8 that the constant

ffl is approximately equal to the value of A(Ai?r) or

A(Ai?J at /
3=0°. It is also evident that the increase

in A(A/?r) with (sec /3— 1) is substantially greater

than that of A(Ai?s)
;
accordingly the slope h is greater

for the tangential fan than for the sagittal fan.

Determinations of the constants a and h that are
usable in equations of the form given in eq (9) for

showing the relation of values of A(A/?r) or A (A/?,,)

to (sec (8— 1) were made for each of the filter pairs
for each of the three lenses using the values given
in tables 4, 5, and 6. The values of a and h for

each combination are given in table 7. The straight

line shown in each of the frames in figure 8 is drawn
to satisfy the equation of the line fixed by the least

squares determination of values of a and h for the
particular filter pair. It is clear from the manner
in which the points in any one of the graphs are '

distributed with respect to the straight line in that
graph that the assumption of a linear relationship

between values of A(A/^7.) and (sec ^3—1) and between

values of A(Ai?s) and (sec |8— 1) is a valid one.

For a given filter pah', it is clear that the value of

the slope h found for the A(A/?y) data is not the same
as that for the A (Affs) data. The value of the slope

h for the A(Ai?7.) data is in all instances greater by a
ratio ranging from 3.2 to 7.9 times greater than that

for the A(A/?.) data. In view of the relative magni-
tude of this ratio, it is believed that it may be

regarded as established that the variation of A(A/?r)
with (sec j8— 1) is significantly greater than that of

A(A/i's) for the three lenses.

5. Discussion

In this study, a visual method of determining
longitudinal spherical and chromatic aberration from
measurements of angular deviation in the collimated

beam emergent from a lens has been extended to the

extra-axial region. Results are reported for measure-
ments made on three lenses at five angular inclina-

tions to the optical axis. It is of especial interest

to note the increase in the values of longitudinal

spherical aberration with increasing 0 and to note
the large magnitudes attained. At |8=40°, a range
of 3 mm in the measured values of the longitudinal

spherical aberration is not imusual; of course if these

values were referred to the normal to the focal plane
they would be reduced by a cosine factor but would
still remain quite large.

The authors express their appreciation to other

members of the staff of the National Bureau of

Standards for assistance during this work and in

particular to Edgar C. Watts who prepared the
illustrations.

(Paper 66C3-95)
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Biprism Method of Determining the Equivalent Focal

Length of Flat Field Lenses
Walter R. Darling

(June 25, 1962)

A device is described that permits the rapid determination of the equivalent focal length
of a lens. A transmitting biprism mounted between a collimated light source and a lens,

divides the light incident upon the front of the lens into two parallel beams making a fixed
angle with one another. On passing through the lens, two images are formed in the focal

plane. The magnitude of the lateral separation of the images is determined by the angular
separation of the two incident beams and the focal length of the lens. The focal length of

the imaging lens may be determined from the measured separation of the images at the focal
plane of the lens and the known angle of deviation of the two incident beams produced by
the biprism.

1. Introduction

The National Bureau of Standards is frequently
called upon to determine the equivalent focal length
and related constants of lenses with a high degree
of accm'acy. For many types of lenses these meas-
urements are customarily performed visually on the
precision optical bench to withm ±0.10 mm on
lenses whose equivalent focal lengths range up to

200 mm, ±0.15 mm for lenses whose equivalent
focal lengths range between 200 and 800 mm. ±0.25
mm for lenses whose equivalent focal lengths range
from 800 to 1,200 mm, and ±0.50 mm for lenses

whose equivalent focal lengths range from 1,200 to

1,800 mm.i
Frequently it is desirable to determine only the

equivalent focal length of lenses for use in evalua-
tion of certain metrical qualities, such as distortion

and resolution at finite and infinite distances. For
these determinations the values of the focal lengths
need not be as accm'ately known as those obtained
by the precision optical bench method, yet it is

desirable to know these values to a greater degree
of accm'acy than the value marked on the front of

the lens, which is referred to as the nominal focal

length. The tolerance for the nominal focal length
is given by the ASA Standai'ds ^ as ±4 percent.

There is small likelihood of gross error in optical

bench methods, but to preclude the possibility of

such error it is desirable to have a method that per-

mits a quick check of the value of the equivalent
focal length of a given lens obtained with the optical

bench. It is moreover desirable that the check
measurement be based upon a different principle of

measm'ement and employing different data to mini-
mize the danger of systematic error. In this paper
a simple check method for measuring the equivalent
focal length of a lens is presented. A biprism placed
in front of the lens under test splits the incoming
collimated beam into two parallel beams with a

1 The differences in accuracy depend more upon the relative apertures"than
upon focal lengths, as a consequence of the differences in depth of focus.

2 ASA Standards—Focal Length Marking of Lenses. PH.3.13-1958.

fixed angular separation. With this prism, values
of focal length accm-ate to within ± 1 percent may
be obtained. While the range of uncertainty is some-
what higher than that attained by the optical bench
method it nonetheless permits one to evaluate the
equivalent focal length of a given lens with a degree
of precision well within the tolerances set forth in

the ASA Standards for nominal focal length.

2. Description of the Instrument

An optical wedge of borosilicate optical glass

approximately 2% in. in diameter was ground and
polished with an angle of approximately 2 degrees
between the faces. The finished wedge was then
cut on a diamond saw in the principal section across

its diameter. One half of the wedge was inverted
with respect to the remaining half so that the devia-
tions were in opposite directions. These two halves
were then cemented to a flat base of grcnd and
polished optical glass of approximately 3}^ in. in

diameter and )^ in. in thickness. For small wedge
angles a, the deviation angle 6 for normal incidence is

:

e=(n-l)a, (1)

n being the index of refraction of the material used
for the biprism. For this borosilicate glass (n— 1)
= 0.519. For a collimated beam of light incident

normally upon one side of the biprism, the angle
separating the two emergent beams is 2d. The
magnitude of the angular deviation, 2d, was measured
in the refractometry laboratory with white light

and was found to be 2.059 degrees. The probable
error of this measurement is approximately 6 sec.

The rest of the instrument consists of a cell to hold
the biprism and a rod attached to the cell for adjust-

ment of the entue unit. The component parts of

the instrtunent are illustrated in figure 1.

The wedge is not achromatic but the error re-

sulting from the lack of achromatism is negligible.

When white light passes through a prism (fig. 2), the
components of different wavelengths are deviated by
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Figure 1. The component parts of the instrument are

illustrated.

riGTJHE 2. When a white light beam passes through the wedge,
the difference in the deviation of the red beam and the blue
beam forms an angle S.

different amounts. The magnitude of the disper-

sion customarily measured by the difference

between the deviations for red hght, hydrogen 656,
and blue light, hydrogen 486. Let this difference in

deviation be called 6. It may easily be deduced
from eq (1) that

where v is the Abbe number of the glass. Our
biprism is made of borosilicate glass, ^= 64.5.

Consequently

5= 0.0159.

The wavelength of maximum visibility, for which
visual settings are made when white light is used, falls

almost midway between the wavelengths F and C.
Since light at F and at C is definitely colored and
also considerably less bright than that of maximum
visibility, it is very unlikely that a setting would be
off as far as K S. Further, the deviation of the bi-

prism consists of deviation to the left of d plus
deviation to the right of 6. Consequently the dis-

persion is also half in one miage and half in the other.
The error in setting, on one of the images, resulting

from chromatic aberration should not exceed

- where 2d is the total deviation of both prisms,
4 V

and the error in the measured separation of the two
images from this source then should not exceed

1 4a;
,

"

; where x is the separation of the images, or
(4) (d4.5)

approximately one quarter of 1 percent of the meas-
ured interval. This represents an upper liniit of

error that should never be exceeded, not the probable
error, which would be one fourth as large.

3. Method of Measurement

The lens under test is placed in the chuck of the
nodal slide assembly of the optical bench. The
nodal slide assembly is moved along the waA's of

the optical bench until the image of a coUimated
source formed by the lens under test is viewed in

the microscope of the optical bench. The reticle

used in the collimator consists of a vertical and
horizontal line at right angles to each other forming
a cross. The nodal slide assembly is now adjusted
by the lead screw of the optical bench until the
image formed by the lens of the coUimated beam
proceeding from the illuminated reticle is in sharp
focus. The biprism is now inserted close to the
face of the lens under test between the lens and
the coUimated beam from the illuminated reticle.

This is illustrated in figure 3. The image of the
reticle formed by the lens under test is split by the
biprism into two images which are viewed in the
ocular of the viewing microscope. Figure 4 is a
photograph of the two split images as seen through
the microscope. Care must be exercised in the
orientation of the biprism to achieve maximum dis-

placement of the split images. This orientation is

produced by rotating the biprism within its cell

about its optical axis until the two horizontal lines

of the viewed images, if continued, would appear as

one continuous line. The horizontal crosshair in

the viewing microscope is used as a guide in making
this adjustment. The biprism has no spherical

refracting power so the position of best focus is not
changed by the introduction of the biprism. The
viewing microscope is equipped with a lateral ad-
justment and scale that allows measurements to be
made to within ±1 The vertical arm of the

crosshair in the microscope is brought into coinci-

dence with the vertical line in the image of one of

the two images formed by the biprism and lens by
the lateral adjustment of the viewing microscope.
A reading is taken of this position on the lateral

scale of the microscope. The microscope is now
traversed laterally until the vertical line in the cross-

hair of the microscope is in coincidence with the
vertical line in the second miage of the cross and a
reading B2 is taken on the lateral scale of the viewing
microscope. Readings Ri and i?2 are successively

taken until an average of at least five readings of

each position has been obtained. The focal length
can then be determined from the following relation:

Z)=i?i„— i?2„=2/tan 8
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Figure 3. The hriprism is inserted close to the face of the lens

under test, between the lens and the coUimated beam from the

illuminated reticle.

-h "I-

Figure 4. A photograph of the two split images as seen through
the microscope.

or
y=0.5 D cot d

where D=Ria—R2a or the difference of the averages

of the lateral scale measurements of Ri and R2.

The quantity 0.5 cot 0 is a constant of the instru-

ment. Hence the value of the equivalent focal

length may be obtained directl}^ from the formula,

/=27.81 D. (2)

4. Precision Optical Bench

The operation of the precision optical bench has
been discussed in a previous paper.^ It may be
mentioned here that the lens under test by the opti-

cal bench method of measurement is subjected to a
number of critical time-consuming adjustments be-
fore any measurements are made. Depending upon
the physical size of the lens and the focal length as

much as two hours time is needed for adjustment of

the lens on the precision optical bench.

5. Results of Measurement

The following table contains the results of measure-
ments made on a number of lenses of varying focal

lengths.

Table 1

Values of equivalent Percent
focal length difference

Lens Nominal Measured

by optical by using
100bench biprism

/omethod
/ /o h

mm mm mm
1 58 58. 39 58. 38 -0. 02
2 58 58. 36 58. 37 +.02
3 58 58.50 58.79 +.50
4 58 58. 26 58.22 -.07
5 58 58.14 58. 09 -.08
6 58 58. 55 58.42 -.22
7 58 58. 22 58.22 +. 00

8 150 149. 94 150.29 +.23
9 180 180. 50 179. 38 -. 62
10 306 305. 83 306. 52 +.22
11 483 486.58 486. 67 +.02
12 610 610. 67 610. 59 -.01
13 763 763. 09 763.44 +. 04
14 1065 1065. 55 1064. 99 -.05

Average deviation ±0.15%

Improper orientation of the prism may lead to

error, but even this is unlikely to lead to serious error

as long as the prism axis does not deviate from
normality with the ways of the measuring micro-

scope by an amount exceeding ±2.5 degrees. A
misorientation of this magnitude is not likely to

occur as the splitting of the horizontal arm of the

cross would immediately make manifest this type
of error.

6. Limitations in Measurements

The maximum travel of the viewing microscope
available for the measurement of R^ and R^ was 50
mm. With the biprism whose angle of deviation

being 2.059 degrees, the maximum equivalent focal

length that can be determined is 1390 mm. Longer
focal lengths can be determined by decreasing the

angle of deviation in the biprism or by increasing the

lateral travel of the viewing microscope. Care must

3 F. O. Washer, W. R. Darling, Factors affecting the accuracy of distortion

measurements made on the nodal slide optical bench, J. Opt. See. Am. 49, 517

(1959).
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be exercised in using a prism of this nature, one must
use a reasonably monochromatic hght source, and
the initial calibration of the prism must be made
with near monochromatic light of approximately the
same wavelength as that which will be used in the

focal length determination.
Upon examination of the results of measurements

obtained in the experimental data the focal length
determinations by the biprism method were found
to be biased. The values reported in table 1 using
the biprism method were adjusted in the amount of
— 0.07 percent. A 0.07 percent change in the focal

length amounts to approximately 5 sec change in

deviation of the biprism, this is well within the toler-

ance of the measurement of the biprism. With the
deviation from the average not greater than ±0.15
percent one can be confident that a focal length de-

termination by means of the biprism is very un-
likely to be error by as much as 1 percent.

The focal length determinations in table 1 were
made with a Wratten No. 73 filter with an effective

wavelength of approximately 575 m/x.

7. Sources of Error

Since f=0.5D cot 6, error can be produced by
errors in D and by errors irj- 6. Assuming 6 to be
without error, from the relation in eq (1) 0.5D cot 6

is a constant equal to 27.81. Therefore the error in

the equivalent focal length as a result of error in the
lateral scale readings is given by the expression:
A/=27.81 AD, eq (2).

From the above it is clear that a 2^ error in D
leads to an error of ±0.055 mm in / which can
usually be considered negligible. Errors in / arising

from errors in the measured value of 6 can be neg-
lected as it is unlikely to exceed ±0.2 percent for a
probable error of 6 sec in an angle of 2.059 degrees.

8. Discussion

It is evident from the information contained in

the foregoing sections that the biprism method is a
satisfactory means for quickly determining the equiv-
alent focal length of flat field lenses with an error

that does not exceed ± 1 percent. It is also pointed
out that a nodal slide assembly is not a necessity in

making the focal length determination. Any method
that allows the lens to be held firmly and in a reason-
able alinement with the collimated incident beam is

sufficient.

Acknowledgment is made to F. E. Washer and
R. E. Stephens for assistance and suggestions in the
preparation of this paper.

(Paper 66C4-106)
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Calibration of Photogrammetric Lenses and

Cameras at the National Bureau of

Standards

Francis E. Washer.
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, D. C.

Abstract: A summary of calibrations performed at the National Bureau of

Stafidards on lenses and cameras that are used in precise photogrammetric

work is given. Brief description of the photographic and visual calibrations

most frequently required are given. This paper includes a list of publications by

members of the NBS staff that pertain to problems of lens and camera calibra-

tion.

1.0 Introduction

THE success of a given mapping program
depends in large measure upon the qual-

ity of the lenses used in the various opera-

tions intervening between the initial photog-

raphy from the air and the production of a

usable map. This was early recognized and

various tests were developed to measure the

optical constants and imaging properties of

lenses. Emphasis was placed initially upon
the characteristics of the lens in the aerial

camera and many types of tests and calibra-

tions were developed which proved useful.

Subsequently, the performance of lenses used

in other phases of the operation was investi-

gated in greater detail with the aim of achiev-

ing the minimum loss in information content

of the original photography.

A great deal of the early work in the meas-

urement of lens performance was done at the

National Bureau of Standards at the request

of various mapping agencies. In the process

of making these tests, information was

gathered which when correlated with the

quantitative and qualitative properties of the

aerial photograph formed the basis for numer-

ous lens and camera specifications.

At present, lenses that are to be used in the

government mapping projects are required

to satisfy minimum standards of performance

as determined by the National Bureau of

Standards or an accredited testing agency.

The present article presents a brief de-

scription of a number of the more commonly
required calibrations together with definitions

of the quantities measured.

2.0 Calibration of Aerial Camera
Lenses

The nature of the calibration of a given

lens is determined by the requirements of the

user. For some lenses, an accurate deter-

mination of the equivalent focal-length

suffices. For lenses used in precision mapping
cameras, accurate information on all the

metrical properties of the lens that have a

bearing upon the accuracy of the first map
is required. These requirements are contained

in specifications that list the specific require-

ments and set limits on the range in magni-
tude of the various quantities to be measured
that will be acceptable for the given use.

2.1 calibrations using photographic
methods

It is customary to perform the calibrations

on most lenses that are to be used in aerial

photography by photographic methods. For
this work the Bureau emploj's the precision

lens testing camera (1) and the camera
calibrator (31).

2.1.1 Calibrations on lenses not rriomited in

cameras

The lens-testing camera is used primarily

for determination of such quantities as

equivalent focal-length, EFL; back focal-

distance, BF; distortion, D; and resolving-

power, RP. This instrument consists of 10

collimators, spaced at 5° intervals which
provide infinitely distant objects within the

confines of the laboratory. Each collimator is

equipped with a resolution chart in addition
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114 PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING

to the cross-lines in the reticle that are used

in the precise determination of the angle

separating the collimators. With this instru-

ment, the entire region of usable imagery of

the lens under test is sampled at intervals

photographically to determine the plane of

best average definition. When this plane has

been located by examination of the imagery

which is recorded on the test negative, the

distance separating the image at known
angle /3 from the axial image is measured. The
value of EFL is then obtained using the rela-

tion

EFL = cot (1)

The distance separating the rear vertex of the

lens from the position occupied by the emul-

sion surface of the photographic plate when
in the plane of best average definition is

measured with the aid of a viewing micro-

scope and a standard scale mounted on the

bench ways; this is the back focal-distance,

BF.
The measured value of BFis of prime inter-

est to the camera maker in that it permits the

camera maker to position the camera lens

with respect to the fixed focal-plane with a

high degree of confidence that optimum per-

formance will be achieved provided that the

focal-plane is placed at a distance from the

rear vertex of the lens corresponding to the

value of the back focal distance, BF, for best

average definition.

The measured value of the equivalent focal

length, EFL, is valid as a true scale-factor for

use in interpreting transverse distances in the

central region of the negative. For the outer

regions of the negative, the relation

/ = EFL = cot ^ (2)

yields varying values of EFL. It is customary

to attribute this value to distortion, D^,

defined by the equation

F>?= r^-j tan /3 (3)

where EFL is written / for brevity. Values of

Z?(3 are determined from the measurements of

made on the original test negative. It fre-

quently happens that so defined may reach

a high value at large values of /3 and produce

intolerable error for the given scale-factor be-

cause of wide variation in the measured mag-
nitude of equal areas located in different

regions of the negative. This may be min-

imized by selecting a value of / which when
used in Equation 3 equalizes the magnitude

of the maximum positive and the maximum
negative distortion. This particular value of /

is designated fc or calibrated focal-length,

CFL.
Values of the resolving power are read

from the images registered on the negative

in the plane of best average definition. At
this Bureau, high-contrast line charts are

used and values of resolving power for tan-

gential and radial are reported at each angu-
lar interval. Values are given in lines-per-

millimeter and indicate that the given pat-

tern and all coarser patterns are clearly re-

solved. The values of resolving power vary
with contrast of target and emulsion used to

register the image. Knowledge of the meas-
ured value of the resolving power is of inter-

est to the lens user in that it gives an indica-

tion of the quality of definition that can be

obtained with the lens. High values indicate

good definition. The foregoing measurements
which are made on the precision-lens testing

camera are made on lenses not mounted in

cameras. When the values obtained indicate

that the lens is suitable for use in a precision-

mapping camera, the lens is mounted in its

camera and returned for calibration on the

camera calibrator.

2.1.2 Calibrations on lenses mounted in pre-

cision-type cameras

The camera calibrator is equipped with 25

collimators consisting of four arrays of col-

limators spaced at 7.5° intervals. The four

arrays make successive angles of 90° to form
a cross-shaped arrangement. The central

collimator is common to all. This device per-

mits the valuation of the distortion at 7.5°

intervals for four separate radii of the picture

area. In addition, the device is used for locat-

ing the principal-point of collimation and the

relative positions of the four collimation-

markers mounted for registry in the focal

plane. A schematic drawing of a typical test

negative is shown in Figure 1. The location of

the collimation index markers, designated A,

B, C, D are registered on the photographic

plate at the same time as the images of the

collimator targets along the radii, designated

/, //, ///, and IV. While a single negative

contains all of the information necessary for

the calibration of a precision-camera, two are

made with the camera rotated 180° in azi-

muth between exposures and the measured
results averaged to insure accuracy.

With this device, the equivalent and cali-

brated focal-lengths of the lens are deter-

mined for the actual focal-plane of the

camera. In addition, values of the radial

distortion are determined for four radii

spaced at azimuths 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°.
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of test negative obtained with camera calibrator.

Variations in the value of for a given value

of 13 with azimuth indicate the presence of

radial asymmetric-distortion.

To illustrate the effect of radial asymmetric-

distortion measured values of the distortion

Dp for ,8 ranging from 0° to 45° for four azi-

muths are shown for two lenses in Table 1.

In this table, it is clear that for lens No. 1,

the values of Dp for a given value of /3 show

relatively small variation with the azi-

muthal angle: moreover the^ average depar-

ture ADff from the average Dff is not appreci-

ably greater than the probable error of meas-

urement. On the other hand, the values of

for a given value of (3 for lens No. 2 show

marked variation with <j). In_ addition, the

average departure XDff (rom Dff isjn two in-

stances greater than D?; and AD? is also

much greater than the probable error of

measurement.

If the target images for radii 0° and 180°

do not fall in a straight line, tangential-

distortion is indicated. Also the failure of

images for radii 90° and 270° to fall in the

same straight line indicates tangential-dis-

tortion. The use of the two negatives taken

at azimuth 0° and 180° of camera rotation

about its axis increases the accuracy of deter-

mination of tangential-distortion.

The function of the collimation markers is

to locate the position of principal-point of

autocollimation on each negative produced

by the camera in use. Consequently extreme

care must be taken in the design and installa-

tion of such markers to ensure their precise

positioning and to permit precise measure-
ment of their separations and locations rela-

tive to each other. Their configuration

simplifies the orientation of successive nega-

tives relative to each other; indicates direc-

tion of flight; and the measured separation

of their images on the film permits a com-
parison with the separations listed in the

calibration report for use in checks on dif-

ferential film shrinkage. Close tolerances are

usually set on the location of these markers
both for the angle between the lines joining

opposite pairs of markers and the position of

the intersection point (center of collimation)

of these lines and the principal-point of auto-

collimation. Because of these close toler-

ances, it is usually necessary to adjust the

location of the markers following preliminary

calibration in such a manner that the pre-

scribed tolerances are satisfied. Following

such adjustment, the calibration is repeated

to determine whether or not the require-

ments have been met.

The platen is checked for flatness in the

course of calibration. Tolerances for flatness

are usually set as low as feasible because

departures from flatness introduce appreci-

able amounts of distortion. In addition,

measurements of the departures from paral-
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Table 1. Variation of the Distortion Referred to the Calibrated Focal-length with
Angular Separation from the Axis and Azimuthal Angle <^ About the Axis

These values are shown for wide-angle lens No. 1, which has low asymmetric- distortion (part a)

and lens No. 2 which has appreciable asymmetric-distortion (part b). Values of the average Dp and the

average departure from the average AZ)(3 are also given. All values are expressed in microns.

(a) Lens No. 1

Azimuth
0° 7.5° 15° 22.5° 30° 37.5° 45°

degrees

0 0 2 4 -2 -9 3-11
90 0 2 1 -9 -9 3-8
180 0 2 -1 -5 - 6 6 -6
270 0 2 2 -8 - 7 6 -1

Dff 0 2 2-6-8 5-6
AD$ 0 0 ±1 ±2 + 1 ± 2 ± 3

(b) Lens No. 2

Dpat fi
=

0 0 -1 -1 -2 -15 -12 -22
90 0 -2 -5 0 1 16 28

180 0 -1 -5 -4 - 6 9 27

270 0 0 2 2 - 3 0 -10

Dp 0 -1 -2 -1 - 6 3 6

0 0 ±3 + 2 ± 5 + 9 + 23

lelism of surfaces of the filter mounted on the

front of the lens are made. This is done be-

cause a filter whose surfaces are appreciably

out of parallel behaves like a thin prism and
introduces both radial, asymmetric, and tan-

gential-distortion into the final negative.

It must be mentioned that the foregoing

calibrations are intended for precision-type

mapping cameras, which do not have the

collin>ation index markers and focal-plane

located in detachable magazines. In addition,

the calibration negatives are made without
activating the shutter mechanism. Conse-
quently, it is necessary that cameras sub-

mitted for this type of calibration should be

in such condition that the shutter can be

maintained in the open position during test.

3.0 Calibration of Lenses Used at
Finite Distances

In general, the lenses used at finite dis-

tances include such a wide range of sizes and
focal-lengths that it is impracticable to use

photographic methods because of space
limitations. It is therefore customary to use

a visual optical bench for such lenses.

3.1 calibrations using the visual
optical bench

Measurements commonly made on the

visual optical bench (21) include focal-lengths;

back and front focal-distances; lens thick-

ness; nodal-point separation; and distor-

tion.

The optical bench, presently in use at the

National Bureau of Standards, consists of a

set of bench ways upon which are mounted
slides carrying a viewing microscope and
nodal-slide assembly. A collimated beam of

light is provided by a parabolic mirror

mounted at one end of the bench ways.

Length measurements are made with re-

spect to a standard scale mounted beside

the bench ways or in the case of distortion

with respect to a transverse scale that indi-

cates sideways displacement of the viewing
microscope. The nodal slide assembly upon
which the lens under test is mounted is pro-

vided with a variety of adjustments for posi-

tioning the rear nodal-point of the lens in the

vertical axis of rotation. In addition, pro-

vision is made for measured angular dis-

placements of the optical-axis of the lens with
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respect to the axis of the collimated beam
from the mirror.

To measure the equivalent focal-length of

a lens, the lens is so positioned that its rear

nodal-point is located in the vertical axis of

rotation of the nodal-slide and the entire

assembly moved along the bench ways until

the illuminated target located in the focal-

plane of the lens is imaged by the lens in the

object-plane of the viewing microscope. The
distance beparating the image formed by the

lens and its rear nodal-point is the equivalent

focal-length, EFL, of the lens. The distance

separating the image and the vertex of the

back surface of the lens is the back focal-

distance, BF.
A simple focal-length determination usu-

ally suffices where the user is concerned

only with the scale-factor in the image for

very distant objects and is not concerned with

distortion.

For lenses used at finite distances, the

front equivalent focal-length, front focal-

distance {FF) nodal-point separation {NFS),
and lens-thickness (T") are also measured.

These front and back equivalent focal-lengths

can usually be regarded as equal. These
quantities are related as follows:

2 EFL + NFS = BF + FF + T (4)

It is necessary to have reliable values of the

foregoing quantities for proper positioning of

object-plane, lens, and image-plane in a

camera used at finite distances at specified

values of the reduction ratio (1/Af) where M

is the ratio of object-to-image size, shown in

Figure 2. In such instances, the object-

distance do and image-distance di are given by
the following formula:

do = KM + 1) (5)

^.=/(l+^) (6)

and the distance D separating object and
image planes is

D = do + di + NFS

= {-AM + IV + NFSM
If the lens is intended for use in highly precise

copying or projection work, the values of the

distortion in the image-plane at one or more
specified values of the reduction ratio are also

measured.

Values of the resolving power can also be
determined with the visual optical bench.

These values are useful in indicating the

probable performance of the lens although

they are likely to be appreciably higher than
those determined by photographic means.

4.0 Miscellaneous Calibrations

In the foregoing sections, a brief account
of calibrations that are frequently performed
at the National Bureau of Standards is given.

In addition, many calibrations are performed
of a less routine nature. These calibrations in-

clude items such as determination of geo-

metric /-number, T-number, lens transmit-
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tance, relative illumination in the focal-

plane, longitudinal spherical and chromatic-

aberration, sine-wave response, and many
tests of a specialized nature.

5.0 Fees for Calibration

The calibrations described in the foregoing

sections are performed on a fee basis with the

fee determined by the actual cost of labor

and materials used in the work. Calibrations

that are frequently performed are usually on

the basis of a fixed fee which are listed in the

Test Fee Schedule published in the Federal

Register. The schedule presently in use was
published Apirl 8, 1961 in Volume 26,

Number 67 of the Federal Register. The fee

for calibrations of a specialized nature are

based upon actual labor costs and computed
at the time of the test.

These calibrations are performed as

promptly as possible following receipt of the

material in condition for test; a specific re-

quest authorizing the test; and instructions

describing the nature of the test required. It

is usually possible to complete a given cali-

bration within three weeks following recipt

of the material. Further information on spe-

cific details may be obtained on request from
the Refractometry Section, Metrology Di-

vision (2.2), National Bureau of Standards,

Washington 25, D. C.
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Determination of Optical Path Difference for a
Photographic Objective

Francis E. Washer and Walter R. Darling

(June 6, 1963)

A method of measuring longitudinal spherical aberration and optical path differences
by a direct visual means is described. The method employs a nodal slide optical bench
and a movable-slit system. The underlying theory of the method is presented together
with a brief description of the apparatus used. The results of measurement on a typical
lens and a procedure for checking the consistency of measurements are included.

1. Introduction

One of tho criteria used in evaluating the potential

image forming qualities of a photographic objective

is the magnitude of the longitudinal spherical abei'-

ration which uieasures the variation in axial focus

with radius of annular zone of the lens. It is some-
times desirable however to use a related quantity

more meaningful in terms of physical optics, namely
the optical path difference existing between the par-

axial region of the lens and the various annular zones

located between the axial and marginal regions of the

lens. The optical path difference expressed in units

of wavelength yields information on the manner in

which light converging from a given annular zone of

the lens to a specified focal point may be expected to

contribute to image formation. In specifying the

performance of a high quality telescope objective, a

common requirement is that the optical path differ-

ence over the entire wave front emergent from a lens

shall not depart by more than 0.25 wavelength from
a true sphere.

A method has therefore been developed for the

measin-ement of the departure of the emergent wave
front from a true spherical surface in imits of wave-
length. The method is essentially a refinement of

the method reported by Chalmers ' and similar to

the two slit method used by Vaisala.^ The present

method is well adapted for use with lenses having a

wide range of focal lengths.

The accuracy of the final results compares favor-

ably with that of results obtained by more elaborate

interferometric methods. Moreover the results are

in such a form as to simplify the computation of

changes in optical path difference with shift of the

focal plane.

2. Theory of the Method

2.1. Determination of Optical Path Difference, P

When a lens is affected by longitudinal spherical

' S. D. Chalmers: Proceedings of the Optical Convention 2, 156 (1912).
= Y. Vaisala, Ann. Univ. Fenn. Abo. 1 .3 (1922).

aberration, the position of best axial focus changes
from zone to zone of the lens. The magnitude of

this focal shift can be readily measured by a variety
of methods, one of which is reported in an earlier

paper. ^ The effect of longitudinal spherical aberra-
tion may also be described as a distortion of the
wave front from a true spherical form by action of

the lens. This distortion of the wave front pro-
duces variation in the optical path separating
different portions of the wave front emerging from
the lens and the focal point. It is possible to meas-
ure this variation using a technique similar to that
reported by Chalmers (see footnote 1). In this

method, two parallel slits, separated by distance ho,

are placed in front of a lens, the image of an infinitely

distant bright line object formed by the lens then
appears as a series of parallel interference fringes in

the focal plane of the lens. The central fringe is

the brightest of the group, the others growing fainter

with increasing order of interference.

The separation of these fringes is given by the
relation

where S is the measured separation of the central

fringe and an adjacent fringe, ho is the slit separation,

/ the equivalent focal length of the lens, and X the
wavelength of the incident light.

If the slits are so placed that one is on the axis of

the lens, the second slit will be at distance ho from the

axis. A difference in focus between the paraxial

zone and the annular zone of radius ho, will shift

the image of the central fringe laterally by amount
8i and the change in optical path, APj, is given by
the relation

APi=^°- (2)

3 F. E. Waslier and W. R. Darlins, Optical T-l)ench method of measuring
longitudinal spherical aberration, J. Research NBS 61, 31 (195S) RP2S80.
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Oil moving- the slits outward along a radius of the
lens in such a manner that the first slit occupies the
position formerly occupied by the second slit, a new
value §2 will be found and the cliange in optical

path difference AFg is given by the relation kPo^

This process is continued until the last setting

is made with the second slit near the margin of the
lens, and the corresponding value of AP is AP„,=

The total optical path difference P between

the center and a given zone designated by zone
number m{m— \, 2, 3, . . .) is given by the expression

(3)

Tliis may be expressed in units of wavelength by
dividing by X giving tlie optical path difference in

wavelengths, «x, which is

(4)

With the aid of eq (4), the variation in Ux, which
may be interpreted as phase shift, can be determined
for any point of the wave front with respect to any
other point of the wave front located along the same
diameter and for the particular image plane in which
the measurements are made.

2.2. Effect of Focal Shift

The relation, shown in eq (4), is valid for any
single position of the focal plane. For a focal plane
separated by distance A/ from the initial position,

a different set of values of Ux will be found. The
measured values of 5 change by amount Ad which
changes are related to A/' as shown in the following
eciuation

-=-^ (5)

where /; is the zone height. The change Arix in rix

is given by the relation

(6)

For the case of one slit located initially on the lens

axis, h= ho(m— ^) and A7ix is given by the relation

(7)

For a specified value of the zone number m, eq (7)

may be written

A,>.^^.A/.=-'. (8)

For the case of the lens axis located initially midway
of tlie two slits, the zone heiglit h is given by the
relation

h=mho. (9)

The value of A«x is given by

A«x=7^,- A/2m

which for a specified value of m becomes

JilAf m(m+ l)

(10)

(11)

2.3. Determination of the Longitudinal Spherical
Aberration

The same initial observations d from which the
distortion of the wave front in units of wavelength
are determined may also be used to derive the
values of longitudinal spherical aberration A/',

expressed as a focal shift. The values of Af, 8,

and h the zone height are related as follows:

(12)

For the case of one slit on the lens axis at the start of

observations, eq (8) becomes

Af'--
8f

(13)

and for the case of the zero point of observations
occurring midway of two slits, eq (8) becomes

4/
jnhn

(14)

3. Method of Measurement

The optical bench, shown in figure 1, is used in

making the measurements required for the deter-

mination of the distortion of the wave front, nx,

and the longitudinal spherical aberration Af'

.

Initially the lens under test is mounted in its holder

on the nodal slide assembly and its optical axis

alined with the optical axis of the collimator. The
reticle, located in the focal plane of the collimator,

consists of a luminous cross composed of intersecting

vertical and horizontal lines. The collimated beam
is incident upon the lens under test and forms an
image of the luminous reticle in the focal plane of

the lens. The viewing microscope is adjusted using

the transverse and longitudinal motions provided
until the microscope is focused on the image formed
by the lens and the vertical line of the image coincides

with the intersection of the crosshairs in the ocular

of the viewing microscope.
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A diaphragm containing two parallel slits is placed

in front of the lens under test. This diaphragm is

so mounted that the double slit may be moved
transversely across the front of the lens by meas-
ured amounts. The slits are alined parallel to the

vertical line of the target reticle and so positioned

that the center of the slit system will lie in the

plane determined by the horizontal front diameter
of the lens and the center of the target reticle for

all positions to be occupied by the slit system
throughout its range of transverse movement.
At the start of a run, the slit system is brought to a

position as near the edge of the lens as feasible.

Light from the collimator on passing through the
double slit and lens forms a set of interference

fringes in the focal plane of the lens. A photograph
of the fringe system is shown in figure 2. The
crosshair of the viewing microscope is brought into

coincidence with the image of the central fringe

using the transverse micrometer movement of the
microscope to make the setting. This setting of the
transverse micrometer is recorded. The slits are

now moved transversely by an amount equal to

the slit separation, ho, and the new location of the
central fringe is recorded. This process is repeated
until the entire diameter of the lens is spanned.
The microscope setting made when one of the slits

lies on the lens axis is taken as the zero point of

the displacement, 5, and the corresponding setting

of the double slit is taken as the zero point of

the zone number, m. From the series of observa-
tions made at the measiured intervals across the lens

diameter, the values of 5 as a function of m are
obtained for the particular focal setting. In ad-
dition, it is customary to determine the average

fringe separation Sq in the vicinity of the lens axis

as it can be used in eq (1) for the determination of/
when X is known or for the evaluation of 25 in units

of wavelength in eq (4)

.

It is recognized that the use of a collimator with
the illuminated reticle located in its focal plane
instead of an object at infinite distance may intro-

duce a systematic error in the determination of the
longitudinal spherical aberration and the optical

path difference in units of wavelength. However,
such systematic errors may be minimized by using
a collimator having negligible longitudinal spherical
aberration. The measurements, reported in the
following section, were made using an off-axis

paraboloidal mirror to coUimate the light from the
target reticle. For the area of the emergent beam
used in the measurements the error arising from this

source does not exceed ±0.01 wavelength in the
determination of 7^^ and hence may be regarded as
negligible.

4. Results of Measurement

A series of measurements was made on a photo-
graphic objective of a type commonly used in aerial

photography. The lens has a measured focal length
of 210.4 mm and a maximum nominal f-number of
f/6.8. The slit separation was 1.453 mm and the

Figure 1. Photograph showing optical bench with lens in
position for test.

The lens is mounted in the holder of the nodal slide. The double slit system is

raountP.d in front of the lens on a transverse micrometer slide. Parallel light
incident on tl'e slit system passes through the Isns and forms a fringe system
in the fecal plane of the lens under test. The fringe system is viewed with
the microscope having a transverse micrometer movement.

Figure 2. Photograph of fringe system formed in the focal
plane of the lens wider test.

In the photograph, the central fringe is indicated by the vertical arrows. The
zero, first, and second order fringes are clearly visible; higher orders are pres-
ent and may be seen through the microscope. The bright horizontal line

is the image of the horizontal crossline in the collimator target.

effective wavelength of the light incident * on the
lens was approximately 589.3 mp,. Observations of

d were made in the position of best focus and for two
positions on either side of best focus. Values of d

for these three runs are listed in tables 1 to 3. Ten
observations were made on either side of the optical

axis and are designated by zone number m ranging
from —10 to +10. Actual values of the zone height
h are shown under the column headed (m—^)ha.
The observed values of the displacement 8 of the

central fringe with transverse displacement of the
slit systems are shown graphically in the left hand
frame of figure 3 which shows the variation of 5 as a
function of the zone height h for three positions of the
image plane.

* The wavelength of the incident light^s controlled by a narrow band inter-
ference filter whose peak transmittance is at X = 589.3.
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Figure 3. Variation of transverse displacement, 6, of central

fringe and computed value of longitudinal spherical aberration
with zone height h.

The left-hand frame shows the variation of 6 with h for three positions of the fecal
plane. Curve 1 shows the results for a focal plane 0.4 farther from the lens than
the position of best visual focus; curve 2 shows the results for the plane of best
visual focus; and curve 3 the results for a plane 0.8 mm nearer to the lens than
the plane of best visual focus. The right hand frame shows the values of the
longitudinal spherical aberration A/' derived from the measured values of 6

for the conditions described for the left hand frame.

Table 1. Displacement 5 in the image plane of central fringe
as a function of zone height, h=(m — }^)ho

These values were obtained for a focal plane 0.4mm farther from the lens than
the plane of best focus of a lens having a focal length of 210.4 mm. The double
slits are separated by /io=1.453 mm. Wavelength of the incident light was
589.3 mm. Values of the longitudinal spherical aberration A/' and the distortion
of the wave front, n\, in units of wavelength are al.so given.

m (m—li)h<i S A/' n\*

mm M mm M
10 13.8 193 2.94 296 3. 47

9 12.4 59 1.00 103 1.21

8 10.9 11 0. 21 44 0. 52
7 9.4 - 1 -.02 33 .39
6 8.0 _ 9 -.05 34 .40
5 6.5 5 .16 36 .42
4 5.1 9 .37 31 .36
3 3.6 10 .58 22 .26
2 2.2 9 .87 12 .14
1 0.7 3 .87 3 .04
0 0 0

-1 -0.7 - 3 0. 87 - 3 0. 04
_2 -2.2 - 8 . 77 -11 .13
-3 -3.6 -13 .75 -24 .28
-4 -5.1 -13 .54 -37 .43
-5 -6. 5 - 9 . 29 -46 .54
-6 -8.0 - 4 -. 10 -50 .59
-7 -9.4 - 1 .02 -51 .60
-8 -10.9 - 6 .12 -57 .67
-9 -12.4 -46 .78 -103 1.21
-10 -13.8 -148 2. 26 -251 2.94

4.1. Evaluation of Longitudinal Spherical
Aberration Af

It is usually convenient to evaluate first the
longitudinal spherical aberration Af' as it can be
done readily using the observed values of 8 and
eq (13). The values of Af are listed in tables 1 to

3 and are shown graphically in the right-hand frame

of figure 3. It is clear that the form of the curves is

essentially the same for the three focal positions but
the curves are displaced with respect to each other by
amounts closely approximating the nominal separa-
tions of planes in which the measurements were made.

Table 2. Displacement S in the image plane of central fringe
as a function of zone height, h=(m— J'^)ho

These values were obtained for the plane of best focus of a lens having a focal
length of 210.4 mm. The double slits are separated by Ao=1.453 mm. Wave-
length of the incident light was 589.3 mm. Values of tlie longitudinal spherical
aberration Af and the distortion of the wave front, nx, in units of wavelength
are also given.

TO 23 tlx

mm mm ti

10 13.8 178 2.71 192 2. 25
9 12.4 41 0. 70 14 0. 16
8 10.9 -10 -. 19 -27 -.32
7 9.4 -16 -.36 -17 -.20
6 8.0 -16 -.42 - 1 -.01
5 6.5 - 5 -. 16 15 .18
4 5.1 4 . 16 20 .23
3 3.6 7 .40 16 .19
2 2.2 6 .58 9 .10
1 0. 7 3 .87 3 .04
0 0

-1 -0.7 - 2 0. 58 _ 2 0. 02
—2 -2.2 - 5 .48 - 7 .08
-3 -3.6 - 7 .40 -14 .16
-4 -5.1 - 4 .16 -18 .21
-5 -6.5 0 .00 -18 .21
-6 -8.0 9 -. 24 - 9 .10
-7 -9.4 17 -.38 + 8 - 09
-8 -10.9 9 -.17 17 -.20
-9 -12.4 -23 .39 - 6 .07
-10 -13.8 -114 1.74 -120 1.41

Table 3. Displacement 5 in the image plane of central fringe
as a function of zone height, h=(m— J^)ho

These values were ol^tained for a focal plane 0.8 mm nearer to the lens than the
plane of best focus of a lens having a focal length of 210.4 mm. The double slits

are separated by /io= 1.453 mm. Wavelength of the incident light was 589.3 mm.
Values of the longitudinal spherical aberration Af and the distortion of the wave
front, nx, in units of wavelength are also given.

TO 5 Af S5

mm M mm
10 13.8 130 1.98 -77 -0. 90

9 12.4 - 4 - .07 -207 -2.42
8 10.9 -47 - .91 -203 -2. 38

7 9.4 -53 -1. 19 -156 -1.83
6 8.0 -44 -1. 16 -103 -1.21
5 6.5 -29 -0.93 - 59 -0. 69

4 5. 1 -16 - .66 - 30 - .35

3 3.6 - 8 - .46 - 14 -
. 16

2 2.2 - 4 - .39 - 6 - .07

1 0. 7 - 2 - .58 - 2 - .02

0 0

-1 -0. 7 2 -0.58 2 -0. 02
-2 -2.2 5 - .48 7 - .08
-3 -3.6 10 - .58 17 - .20
-4 -5.

1

14 - .58 31 - .36
-4 -6.5 26 - .84 57 - .67
-6 -8.0 38 -1.00 95 -1. 11

-7 -9.4 47 -1.05 142 -1.66
-8 -10.9 46 - .89 188 -2. 20
-9 -12.4 18 - .31 206 -2.41
-10 -13.8 -62 .94 144 -1.69

4.2. Check on Consistency of Observed Data

In work of this nature it is desirable to have and
use check methods to ensure that errors are held to

a minimum and to verify the selection of the form of

equation used in the determination. This can be

done by analysis of the variation 8, the average of 8,
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for paired values of +m and — m, for two focal posi-

tions. Consideration of eq (12) indicates that the

difference A8 obtained from the differences in 5 for a
given value of m at two different focal positions is a

linear function of m. In table 4, values of A8 obtained
by taking the differences between the corresponding

values of 8 for focal positions +0.4 and —0.8 are

listed under the caption, observed values of A8.

When these values of A8 are plotted against zone
number m as shown in curve 1 of figure 4, it is clear

that a linear relation exists between A8 and m—ji.
This indicates that it was proper to use eq (13) in the
evaluation of A/'. The slope a of the best fitting line

through the points on the graph is given by the
expression

XA8

2(m-|)

which in this instance gives a value

a=383/50=7.66 m-

The equation of the best fitting line is

A5^=a(m— I).

(15)

(16)

75

50

|00

10

ZONE NUMBER, m

Figure 4. Variation of the change in average transverse

fringe displacement AS between two specified focal planes
with zone number, m.

Curve 1 shows the variation In ASfor focal planes designated A/=0.4and A/=— 0.8;

curve 2 shows the variation in A5 for the focal planes designated A/=0.0 and
0.8; and curve 3 shows the results for focal planes designated A/=0.4 and A/=0.0
mm. The equations of the best fitting straight line are shown adjacent to
each curve.

Values of A8c obtained with this equation for

a=7.66 M are listed in table 4 together with the de-

partm-es from the observed values of AS. It is clear

that the agreement is excellent. Values of A8 for the
other two combinations of focal position (+ 0.4 and
0.0, curve 3; 0.0 and — 0.8, curve 2) are also shown
in the graph and indicate that all three sets of data
are reasonably consistent.

Table 4. Comparison of values of AS obtained for focal posi-
tions + 0.4 and_— 0.8 as a function ofm with values computed

from relation AS =7.66 (m—

A6 in microns
m

Observed Comp o-c

1 5 4 1

2 13 11 2
3 20 19 1

4 26 27 -1
5 34 34 0

6 42 42 0
7 50 50 0
8 55 57 -2
9 64 65 -1

10 74 73 1

From the values of the slope a, for the three com-
binations of A8 versus m, it is possible to determine
the average displacement of the focal plane for the
three focal positions using the relation

A(A/)=^
af

(17)

Values of A (A/) derived from the analysis of A5 for

the three combinations are given in table 5. The
focal positions were known initially within ±0.1. mm
so it is clear that good agreement exists between the

nominal values of A(A/) and those derived from

analvsis of AS as a function of m.

Table 5. Comparison of nominal values of the relative separa-
tion A (At) of the three focal planes with that derived from the

slopes of AS versus in — }i and with that derived from the slope

of Anx versus

Value of A(A/)

Focal positions Nominal
From slope of From slope of
A(5 vs m— \i A)!x vs ot2

mm mm mm
0. 0 and 0. 4 0.4 0. 34 0. 32

0. 0 and -0, 8 .8 .77 .80
0. 4 and -0.

8

1.2 1. 11 1.12

4.3. Evaluation of Optical Path Difference, n\

The values of the optical path difference, n\, are

obtained with the aid of eq (4). Here the value of

610/315
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Figure 5. Variation of the optical path difference expressed
in number of wavelengths, nx, as a function of zone height h.

Values of mx are shown for three focal positions. Curve 1 shows the results for

A/=0.4, curve 2 for A/=0.0, and curve 3 for A/=-0.8. These values of m, are
derived from the values of 6 show-n in figure 2.

Figure 6. Variation of the average change Anx between two
specified focal planes with m^, where m is the zone number.

Curve 1 shows the variation in A«x for focal planes designated A/=0,4 and Af=
—0.8 mm; curve 2 shows the variation for the foca! planes designated A/=0.0
and —0.8 mm; and curve 3 shows the variation for focal planes designated
A/=0.0 and 0.4 nun. The equations of the best fitting straight lines are shown
adjacent to each curve.

the term hofXfis equal to 0.01 172 wavelengths/iuicron.
Values of 25 and nx for the three focal positions are
shown in tables 1 to 3. The values of n\ are also

shown graphically in figure 5.

4.4. Check on Consistency of Values of n\

While it is possible to evaluate n\ from data ob-
tained for a single focal position, confidence in the
results is increased by comparison with results for

a different focal position. Hence it is desirable to

check the inner consistency of results obtained for

several focal positions to ensure that errors have been
held to a minimum and to verify the form of equation
to be used in determing the change in n\ with shift of

focus. This can be done by analysis of nx, the

average value of nx for paired values of +m and
—m for two focal positions. Consideration

of eq (8) indicates that the differences Anx obtained
from the differences in nx for a given value of m at

two different focal positions is a linear function of m^.

In table 6, values of Anx obtained by differencing the

corresponding values of nx for focal positions -f 0.4

and —0.8 are listed under the caption, observed

values of Anx- When these values of Anx are plotted

against as shown in curve 1 of figure 6, it is clear

that a linear relation exists between Anx and m^.

This also indicates that eq (8) was the proper choice

for use in the interpretation of the relation between

Anx and m. The slope b of the best fitting line

through the points on the graph is given by the

expression

(18)

which in this instance gives a value of

6= 17.53/385= 0.04553

The equation of the best fitting line is

Anx= bm\ (19)

Values of Anx obtained with this equation for

6= 0.04553 are listed in table 6 under the caption,

computed values of Anx together with the departures

from the observed values under the caption, 0— C.

It is clear that the agreement is excellent. Values of

Anx for the other two combinations of focal position

(0.4 and 0.0, curve 3; 0.0 and —0.8, curve 2) are also

shown in the graph and good consistency is indicated

for the three sets of data although the values of

0— C are larger at m= 9 and m= 10.

From the values of the slope b for the three

combinations it is possible to determine the average

displacement of the focal plane for the three focal

positions using the relation

_2AnX
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(20)

Values of A (A/) derived from analysis of An\ for the
three combinations are also listed in table 5. It is

clear that good agreement also exists between the

nominal values of A (A/) and those obtained in the
foregoing manner.

Table 6. Comparison of values of Anx obtained for focal
position +0.4 and —0.8 as a function of m with those

computed from the relation Anx= 0.04553m2

m
Values of Anx

0-C

Observed Computed

1 0. 06 0.05 0. 01

2 . 21 .18 .03
3 .45 .41 .04
4 .76 .73 .03
5 1.16 1.14 .02

6 1.65 1.64 .01
7 2. 24 2.23 .01
8 2. 88 2.91 -.03
9 3. 63 3. 69 -.06
10 4. 49 4. 55 -.06

4.5. Effect of Focal Shift A/ on the Values of rix

One of the manifest advantages of this method of

measuring optical path difference Wx, is that it per-
mits the evaluation of n\ as a function of zone height
h for any given local position separated by A/ from
the focal plane in which measurements were made.
Hence it is not necessary to make the measurements
of 8 at the position of best axial focus. It is only
necessary that the focal plane in which measurements
are made is that of a reasonably good focus as the
form of the curve can be computed for a selected
focal plane if one has the measured values of n\ as a
function of m for a nearby plane. The suitability

of such a procedure is illustrated by comparison of
the 3 sets of values of n^, the adjusted values of

n\, obtained from n^, the observed values of nx for
the three focal positions for which results are given
in tables 1, 2, and 3.

Values of Uq, the observed values of n\, as a function
of zone number are given for the three focal positions
in table 7. It is clear that the values differ by
appreciable amounts. It is worthwhile to adjust
these values by a focal shift of such amount that Uc,

the adjusted values of n\, shall be zero at m=7.
This may be done using the relation

where

m (21)

and no' is the observed value of n-s for zone number
m=7. Values of Uc obtained in this manner are

also listed in table 7 together with Uc, the average for

the three focal planes. It is clear that there is good
agreement among the three values of Uc although
the determinations are based upon measurements
made at markedly different focal positions. Con-
sideration of the departures from the average Ue
shows that the average error in nx does not exceed
±0.02 for the range from in= l to m=8 and does
not exceed ±0.05 for values of m=9 and to=10.

Table 7. Values of nc as a function of zone number m for
three focal planes

Values of Ue obtained from no, the observed values of n\, for three focal planes.

Values of Anx are so chosen that nc=0 at m=7. The value of Uc, the average of
nc for the three focal planes, for each value of m is also given.

A/=0.4 mm A/=0.0 mm A/== -0.8 mm
m no

no Anx no Anx Tic no Anx

1 0. 04 0. 01 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.03 -0.02 -0.04 0.02 0.02
2 .13 .04 .09 .09 -.01 .10 -.08 -.14 .06 .08
3 .27 .09 .18 .18 -.03 .21 -.18 -.32 .14 .18
4 .40 .16 .24 22 -.05 .27 -.36 -.57 .21 .24
5 .48 .25 .23 !l9 -.08 .27 -.68 -.89 .21 .24

6 .49 .36 .13 .05 -.11 .16 -1.16 -1.29 .13 .14
7 .49 .49 .00 -.15 -.15 .00 -1.75 -L 75 .00 .00
8 .59 .64 -.05 -.26 -.20 -.06 -2.29 -2.29 .00 -.04
9 1.21 .81 .40 .12 -.25 .37 —2.42 -2.89 .47 .41
10 3.20 1.00 2. 20 1.83 -.31 2.14 -L29 -3.57 2.28 2.21

The average value ric versus zone height h is

shown in figure 7. It is clear that for this particular

focal position the optical path difference does not
exceed ){ wavelength for the range from m=l to

m=8. From this it may be inferred that the optical

I
o

o

1-0

rTc, WAVELENGTHS

2 0

Figure 7. Variation of the average adjusted value, iiu with

zone height h=(m — K)lio where m is the zone number and
he the slit separation.

The value of Uc is the average value of mx for the three focal planes designated

A/=0.4, 0.0, and —0.8 following adjustment such that nc=0 at m=7 in all three

cases. The scale on the right-hand ordinate of the graph shows the value of

the f/number corresponding to the indicated value of ft, the zone height.
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path difference will not exceed }i wavelength for one-
half the effective area of the lens at maximum aper-

ture. Moreover, it can be inferred that this lens

should yield excellent imagery at f/11, good imagery
at f/10, and that the quality of imagery can be ex-

pected to lessen appreciably at f/8 and smaller

f/values.

5. Discussion

In this study, a visual method of determining
longitudinal spherical aberration and departure of

the wave front arriving at the image point from a
true sphere is described. Results are reported for

measurements made on a single lens for three posi-

tions of the focal plane. Tests for consistency of

observations are described which permit an estimate
of the reliability of the measurements.

The authors express their appreciation to other
members of the staff for assistance during this work
and particularly to Edgar C. Watts who designed the
slit system and prepared the illustrations; and to

George Cassiday and Peter Costello who performed
many of the measurements.

(Paper 67C4-142)
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Experimental Verification of Superachromatism

Robert E. Stepkens

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C. 20234

(Received 20 September 1965)

To verify superachromatism experimentally a five-element prism, to deviate a beam of light approxi-

mately 30 degrees without dispersion or distortion, has been designed and constructed from three types of

Schott glass. When tested on a spectrometer, viewing a narrow slit with a telescope magnification of ap-

proximately 30 times, no dispersion could be seen. Pointings on 7 isolated spectrum lines separated by a

monochroraator show a maximum dispersion of 3 sec, 1 part in 36 000.

Index Headings: Dispersion; Refractive index; Aberration; Lens design; Refraction.

PHOTOGKAPHIC lenses of focal lengths up to about

6 in. usually have resolving powers greater than

that of the fibn that is used to record the image. Con-

sequently, less infonuation is recorded on the film than

was present in the image projected upon it by the lens.

The obvious remedy for this situation is to increase the

magnification until the resolving power of the film

matches that of the lens. Then, by the use of a cor-

respondingly larger fibn, the infonuation in the image

may be recorded. The angular resolving power of the

lens is not changed by this procedure if the aperture

is kept constant, and the aberrations are suitably cor-

rected. The magnification is e.\-peditiously produced by
an increase in focal length. It would be e.vpected then

that the resolving power and the recording of infor-

mation could be increased indefinitely by increasing

both the aperture and the focal length, keeping the

resolving power of the film equal to or greater than

that of the lens. That this belief is widely held is attested

to by the extensive use of telephoto lenses for aerial

recormaissance with apertures of 6 to 10 in. and focal

lengths from 30 to 50 in., also by the construction of

an experimental lens of 30-in. aperture and 20-ft focal

length.

Photographs made with such large lenses always lack

the sharpness and crispness of those made with lenses

of modest aperture and focal lengths up to about 6 in.

Calculations have shown that residual secondary longi-

tudinal chromatic aberration drastically limits the in-

formation that can be obtained by photography. Only
if the focal length is as long as given by Conrady's

formula can the secondary chromatic aberration be

made innocuous and the theoretical resolving power be

realized.^ This results in a relative aperture that is much
too small for most photographic purposes.

In photographic lenses of usable relative aperture,

the residual chromatic aberration limits the usable aper-

ture independently of the focal length. The limit appears

to be reached for telephoto and anastigmatic lenses at

an aperture of 2 to 3 in. The Petzval tv-pe is less limited,

thus may be extended with satisfactory results to aper-

tures of 4 to 5 in.

The deductions mentioned above were made on the

assumption that photographs are to be made with light

containing the whole visible spectrum. This is, of course,

the case if color photographs are to be made or if pan-

chromatic film is used. Apertures are also limited, but

to larger values, if the spectral range is restricted by
filters or the use of orthochromatic fibn.

Until recently very little could be done about the

residual chromatic aberration. Three-color achromats

have been made for telescope and microscope objectives.

These have a larger usable spectral range but the resid-

ual tertiary chromatic aberration is almost as large as

the secondary chromatic aberration of a two-color achro-

mat. I am not aware of any photographic lens that has

three-color achromatisna although two lenses containing

fluorite have been reported.^-*

Several years ago Herzberger* predicted that a lens

achromatized for four wavelengths would have no resid-

ual chromatic aberration in the range from 0.365 to 1 ju.

He also predicted that 4-wavelength correction could

be accomplished by the use of only 3 properly chosen

glasses. Somewhat later Stephens'' devised a procedure

for selecting suitable glasses and showed that there

exists at least 1 set of 3 glasses that is marginally suit-

able. A lens with this tN'pe of chromatic correction has

been named a siiperachromat.

It was deemed desirable to test superachromatism ex-

perunentally. To do so with a lens would require the

design and construction of an anastigmatic lens of at

least 5-in. aperture or a Petzval type of at least 10-in.

aperture to definitely demonstrate its superiority over

two-color achromats. The corrections of the monochro-

matic aberrations would have to be superb to obtain

the benefit of the excellent chromatic correction. The
design and construction of such a lens is impracticable

for us at this time.

It occurred to me that superachromatism could be

tested more cheaply, more easily, and better by the

design and construction of a superachromatic prism. A

*A. E. Conrady, Applied Optics and Optical Design (Dover
Publications, Inc., New York, 1957), p. 201.

» J. G. Baker, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 36, 722A (1946).

» F. H. Perrin and H. 0. Hoadley, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 38, 1040

(1948).

* Max Herzbergcr, Opt. Acta 6, 197 (1959).

» R. E. Stephens, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 50, 1016 (1960).
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Fig. 1. Cross section of superachromatic prism showing types of

glass (Schott) used. The width of the incident and emergent
beams is about 15 mm, not enough to resolve a three-second line

separation.

prism used to deviate collimated light near the position

of minimum deviation does not produce monochromatic
aberrations or distortion. Consequently, any residual

chromatic aberration would be easily detectable.

Such a prism has been designed and constructed. The
Schott glass tx-pes and principal section are shown in

Fig. 1. The initial design was computed using the catalog

values of indexes of refraction. It was anticipated that

this preliminary design would not be successful; con-

seqiiently, all three surfaces of the components were

polished so that an acute angle would be available for

making index measurements.

When the components according to the preliminary

design were assembled and the deviation examined, it

was found that there was indeed a moderately large

residual of chromatic aberration. It was not measured.

Instead the indexes of the individual components were

measured for 3 wavelengths. The design was then re-

computed for the actual indexes. The components were

sent back to the optical shop for slight modifications to

conform to the new design.

The five components of the prism were not cemented

together. A small drop of cedar oil was used between

adjacent prisms. The capillary effect tends to pull the

prisms together and to produce a fibii of oil of uniform

thickness. This reduces the chance of some disperison

resulting from wedges of cement.

The finished prism deviates a beam of light appro.xi-

mately 30 degrees, which is equivalent to the deviation

by the marginal zone of a lens v/ith a relative aperture

of//1.0. When tested on a spectrometer with a telescope

magnifying approximately 30 times, no trace of disper-

sion could be seen. A narrow slit, illuminated by an

incandescent lamp, a mercury discharge lamp, or a

cadmium discharge lamp, was viewed.

To detect any dispersion it was necessary to separate

single spectrum lines from the light of the discharge

lamps by means of a monochromator. Pointings were

made on 7 spectrum lines from Cd 4800 A to Cd 6438 A
(including some mercury fines). The spectrometer tele-

scope was clamped, pointings and readings being made
by means of the eyepiece micrometer. Some spectrum

lines outside this range were tried, but those nearer the

ends of the visible spectrum were so weak after coming

through the monochromator that the cross hairs were

not illuminated enough to be seen
;
consequently a set-

ting could not be made. The maximum separation of the

7 lines that were usable was 3 sec, approximately 1 part

in 36 000. This contrasts with approximately 1 part

in 2000 over the same spectral range for two-color

achromats.

Although I have been unable to carry my measure-

ments to the desired limits in the spectrum, nothing

was observed from 4800 to 6438 A to suggest distrust

of the computations. Consequently, it is considered

that the existence of superachromalism has been verified

both experimentally and by computation.

The difficulties encountered in the construction of a

superachromatic system are formidable. As success de-

pends upon a delicate balance of large positive and nega-

tive dispersions, the indexes of refraction used in the

computations must be as accurate as possible. In general,

the index of each piece of glass to be used in such a

system should be measured with an accuracy of ± 1

X

10~^ and the measured values used in computing the

design. It is quite unlikely that the prototype indexes

given in the glass catalog will suffice. After the design

is completed, the elements must be manufactured as

near to the specifications as practicable. In the case of

the prism the angles of the components were accurate

to within ± 1 min. That ± 1 min was sufficient in this

case may be fortuitous since the refraction of a 1-min

prism is about 30 sec and its dispersion 30/V sec. For

the flint glasses this could amount to ahnost a second

between Fraunhofer lines F and C.
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Conditions for Microdensitometer Linearity*

Richard E. Swing
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A simple microdensitometer system is analyzed using the principles and analytical techniques of the

theory of partial coherence. A specification of the physical conditions under which the instrument is linear

is obtained, for incoherent illumination. The illuminating mutual intensity is then generalized, by the Van
Cittert-Zemike theorem, and conditions on the partial coherence of the preslit illumination necessary for

effective incoherence are determined. The new conditions determine a mode of Unear operation for the

microdensitometer for which an optical transfer function may be unambiguously defined.

Index Headings: Microdensitometer; Coherence.

The one essential instrument for the evaluation of

optical and photographic images is the microdensi-

tometer. This instrument can provide the analyst with

precise measurements of the density microstructure of

an image, from which he may then deduce information

about the original luminance distribution or assess the

quality of the system. Both functions require an instru-

ment whose response is independent of the sample being

evaluated. This is also the fundamental requisite for the

quantitative relation of interlaboratory measurements

of the same sample. The requirement is an attribute of

a linear system.

Optical systems with partially coherent illumination

have been rigorously shown to be nonlinear''^ for edges

and sinusoids. Prior to these studies, a large body of

diverse evidence had accumulated which showed that

the microdensitometer and similar optical imaging

devices were generally nonlinear for other types of

objects. Calculations were carried out for images of

specific objects such as opaque disks and lines, with

great attention to the specification of partial co-

herence.'"* Collaterally, experiments were carried

out'''" that confirmed one of the important results of

the calculations: the significant parameter clearly

afifecting the linearity (related to incoherence of the

illumination) was the ratio of the numerical aperture of

the influx objective to that of the efflux objective.

Whenever this ratio exceeded unity, results approached

the theoretical predictions for incoherent illumination.

This effect had previously been documented^' in 1950 in

terms of the resolution of two pinholes of equal bright-

ness. Recently, the relation of this ratio to the resolution

limit of the efflux optics and the limiting sample spatial

frequency, and its attribution to a condition of "strong

incoherence" was cited, although the essential

theoretical development was omitted.

The literature to this point has generally considered

systems that were incoherent in the sample plane or in

the pupil of the illuminating condenser. This pre-

supposed certain conditions on the illumination which

might not be completely realizable in actual systems.

The question of whether optical-system linearity is a

natural concomitant of incoherent illumination has only

been partially answered, and distinctions between

linearity and incoherence are difficult to make when it

is necessary to account for the state of the illumination

at the source slit. It is therefore essential to differentiate

between the two and to determine the conditions under

which the microdensitometer system performs linearly

and the conditions under which the illumination may
be considered incoherent, or effectively incoherent.

This paper is concerned only with the theoretical

aspects of these two problems. Image formation with

the microdensitometer will be formulated with the aid

of the theory of partial coherence. The microdensi-

tometer is commonly used in a scanning mode, the out-

put of which is a measure of specular density (or

transmittance) as a function of time. It is not the

purpose of this paper to consider the scanning aspects

of the problem, inasmuch as they have no real effect on

the basic problems of linearity and incoherence. The
essential problem is the relation of measured (imaged)

flux transmittance to the corresponding transmittance

value at the sample, as a function of the optical-system

parameters that affect its linearity.

ANALYSIS

Optical System

A typical microdensitometer optical system is shown''

in Fig. 1. The lenses are conventionally high-quality

microscope objectives. The coordinate systems are de-

fined in the figure and the object and image distances

are shown. The source slit is imaged onto the sample

(nearly always at a reduction), and the sample is imaged

onto the sensor aperture. Thus, with the system in focus,

object and image distances satisfy the gaussian thin-lens

equation, with the magnifications given by

mi=—Z2/zi; (1)

W2=-?2/^l. (2)

The /Z, w, and x planes are therefore conjugate. The
pupil functions of the influx and efflux optics are Fi{a)

and F2O3), respectively. The Fourier transforms of these

functions are the complex impulse responses of the

respective lenses. The tilde (~) over a function denotes

the Fourier transform of that function in its conjugate

variable.
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Fig. 1. Typical microdensitometer optical system, showing
location of the coordinate systems and the object and image
distances for the optical elements. Component nomenclature and
the corresponding coordinate systems are: Ji—source aperture;

a—influx optics; w—sample plane; /3—efflux optics; x—image
plane and sensor aperture.

Assumptions and Definitions

The microdensitometer optics, constrained by the slit

configuration, operate effectively on axis. Further, be-

cause the slit widths used in microdensitometry are very

small compared with the propagation distances along

the optical axis, standard paraxial approximations are

appropriate. For these reasons also, system stationarity

will be assumed; i.e., the system impulse response will

be considered constant over the field of interest. To
reduce the number of variables and integrations, the

analysis will be limited to one dimension.

The methods of the theory of partial coherence will

be employed. To expedite the development, the quasi-

monochromatic approximation" will be taken. This

provides a useful solution for some mean wavelength, X.

The dependence of the system components on X will be

neglected. The theory of partial coherence requires a

description of the incident illuminating field. This will

be given by a quantity called the mutual intensity. This

function characterizes the state of coherence in the

illumination, by an implicit point-by-point comparison

or correlation across the field. Optical systems respond

linearly to mutual intensity, and an analysis of an

imaging system can be reduced to characterizing the

propagation of mutual intensity from source to image.

The notation to be used generally follows that employed

by Beran and Parrent."

The radiance characteristics of the source slit are

described by ,T{n). In terms of complex quantities, this

is given by

T{pi) = t{^)t*{M), (3)

where the asterisk signifies the complex conjugate.

The sample, inserted in the w plane, has radiance

characteristics denoted by \f/{w). In complex notation,

by analogy with Eq. (3),

This is a general functional description of a spatial

distribution of sample transmittance. Its actual value,

as measured with the microdensitometer, will depend
on the size of the sample area under examination as well

as the cone angle of the collecting optics (degree of

specularity). is usually a photographic trans-

parency, and therefore physically band limited. Denote
this upper spatial frequency value by rio. The amplitude

spectrum of the transparency is given by"

Now

^(rj) = j (p(w) expl^— 2irir)w2dw. (5)

4'{ri) =j <p{w)^*{w) t\^\_— 2mr)W~\dw

=jHv+e)^*{d)de, (6)

and this is clearly the autocorrelation of the complex

spectrum. Because this will have a width twice that of

the correlating functions, (^(ij) and will be

assumed to be band limited to r]o/2. To avoid problems

associated with specular measurement of photographic

emulsions, sample materials will be considered grainless

for present purposes.

Image Mutual Intensity

Consider an illuminating field incident on the source

slit and denote the general mutual intensity by Toinufn).

This propagates through the system to produce the

image mutual intensity, r{xi,X2), in the x plane. The
equation that describes the mutual intensity in that

image can be written in terms of complex impulse

responses,'^ with several quadratic phase factors,^*

T(xi,X2)= jexpj^
Jl j

ro(Mi,M2)

•/(mi)/*(m2) exp

• (fi{wi)(p*{w2) exp

|-t^(;Ui2-;U22)j

ik

+— Fi*(—+—

)

\XZ2 XZi/ \X22 XZi/

_ /Xi /X2 W2\
•F2(—+— F2*(—+—

\Xf2 Xa/ \X^2 X^/

(4)

^2 ^2'

H ]dy.idii2dwid'W2. (7)

X^2 Xa

For normal microdensitometer operation, T{fi),

representing the slit, is a rectangular function. This
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could be incorporated with the mutual intensity to

describe the system illumination in the manner utilized

by Mielenz." However, it will be useful to keep these

characterizations explicit, so that the interrelation of

slit, sample, and illumination may be more advan-

tageously studied.

Before undertaking the reduction of Eq. (7), consider

the quadratic expressions in ix and w. The physical

constraints afforded by normal microdensitometer

operation serve to limit their effect. In the instrimient,

for nearly all modes of operation, the source slit width

is very small compared with the object distance, Zi. The
quadratic in /n can therefore be neglected.^" Further,

since this slit is imaged at a reduction onto the w plane,

the extent of the illiominated sample in w will similarly

be small compared to the propagation distances

involved. This quadratic factor will also be neglected.

Linearity

It will now be useful to establish a criterion for

linearity, and then to develop the analysis towards its

application. One of the best-known attributes of linear

systems is that the image spectrmn equals the object

spectrum times the transfer function. This implies an

analytical separation of the system transfer function

and the object spectrum. Thus, when the image spec-

trum is calculated, the system will be considered linear

when transfer function and object spectrum are

independent. The equation expressing this is

7(a)=7o(cr)r(cr), (8)

where /o(o') is the object spectrum, I{a) the image spec-

trum, T{a) the system transfer function.

The analysis can now continue, with a different

emphasis. Because it is necessary to calculate the image

spectrum, the irradiance limit

X2^X, (9)

will first be applied to Eq. (7). Then the image spec-

trum will be obtained through application of the Fourier

transform

I{x) exp£—2iri(Tx2dx.

The Image Spectrum

(10)

When the quadratic terms are neglected, and the

operations of Eqs. (9) and (10) are applied to Eq. (7),

an expression for the general image spectrum is ob-

tained. After a lengthy calculation, the expression takes

the form

/(<r) =jFiI-^S-H2<tS-\Z2v1Fi*1-^S-}^2v'1

F2[X^2<r+r]F2*[f]^(»,)^*(r,')

j ro(/il,M2)i(Ml)/*(M2)

• exp — 2iriii ihii ( am2
L \ H:-')]

• exp|^— 2irin2mi^ h J?'^ i'^M2
|
dr)dr)'d^, (11)

where

5=22/^1, (12)

and 77 and 17' are the spatial frequency variables in the

sample plane. Because the incident mutual intensity re-

mains general, it will not be possible to continue without

considering specific functional forms of ro(/ii,M2).

The Incoherent Limit

Preliminary to a broader generalization, it will be

useful to consider the case of incoherent illumination.

This is obtained when the mutual intensity is repre-

sented by^*

ro(Mi,M2)=/o(Mi)5(Mi~M2). (13)

This illumination over the source slit will be assumed

constant, with an effective value of unity for this

analysis. When Eq. (13) is substituted in Eq. (11), and

the relation of Eq. (3) is invoked during the ensuing

calculations, the image spectrum becomes

I{a) =jFil-^S-\h<TS-Xz2ri']Fi*l-tS-\z2v':\

F2m2<x+nF2*lGHv)^*W)

•T\_amim2—mi{ri— -r\')'\dT}dr]'d^. (14)

Constant Sample Transmittance

The sample has been illuminated with the reduced

image of the source slit. When this image width is

smaller than any detail variation in <f>{w), the trans-

mittance is effectively constant. For this,

Ci is the complex sample transmittance and

C= CiC*.

(15)

(16)

This condition is exemplified by a sample of neutral

density, or a density tablet step. When Eqs. (15) are

substituted in Eq. (14) and the integrations over 77 and
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f]' carried out, the image spectrum becomes

I.{<j)—c-T{<sm\m-i)

jf,[-r5-X^2<r5]Fi*[-f5]F2[X^2a+f]F2*[r]c/r

= c-T{ffmim2)-T{cr). (17)

Here the image spectrum consists of an object spec-

trum, cT{am\mi), multiplied by the transfer function,

for the integral is the autocorrelation of the effective

aperture distribution.^^ The integral is the convolution

of the four complex pupil functions whose respective

arguments are identical except for the scale factor, —S.
We shall assume that the optics are diffraction limited.

The pupil functions are therefore even functions, and

the negative sign can be neglected. These functions are

rectangular ; the width of the influx-optics pupil function

will have a value of la/S, and that of the efflux optics

will be 2b. To reduce the elements of the convolution to

those of the efflux pupil function and its complex con-

jugate,^' it is necessary that

a/S>b, (18)

which may be determined from a consideration of the

integrand of Eq. (17). Upon the application of Eq. (12),

the inequality reduces to

a/zi>b/h. (19)

Because

a/z2=(NA)inf (20)

and

V|l=(NA)eff, (21)

(NA)i„f
>1. (22)

(NA)e„

When this condition is met,

I{<t) = c f(amum2)jF2m2'^+tlF2*l^2dt, (23)

and the system is independent of the influx optics, a

well-known result.^^ No sensor aperture in the image
plane is technically necessary because the source slit

image is reproduced almost perfectly. This ignores the

effects of flare light. The only modification lies in the

radiance of the image, and this is proportional to the

transmittance of the sample: precisely the quantity
the equipment is intended to measure ! It is not difficult

to show that when the reduced slit image is smaller than
any detail variation within the sample, the system will

manifest the property that the flux transmittance will

be linearly proportional to the sample transmittance,

regardless of the degree of partial coherence existing at
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the source slit. Therefore, if this size relationship be-

tween sample detail and reduced slit image could be

maintained for all sample distributions, no further

consideration of this problem would be necessary.

However, there are limitations to this simple rela-

tionship. There is a lower size limit to the reduced slit

image that is determined by physical optics. When the

source slit is small enough to be unresolved (taking the

magnification, wi, into account), the image will be the

line impulse response of the influx optics. Its profile will

be a one-dimensional representation of the Airy pattern,

and hence illumination of the sample will be highly

coherent. Further reduction of source slit size or changes

of illumination partial coherence will not affect the

nature or size of this image. Provided that this image

illuminates an area of constant transmittance (much

smaller than any transmittance variation in the sample)

no problem of system linearity arises.

On the other hand, many samples contain detail

variations that are smaller than this image. Because the

illumination of such samples is highly coherent, the

efflux optics will image the distributions nonlinearly.

It is therefore essential to consider illumination in which

the degree of partial coherence can be related to the

(assumed) incoherently illuminated source slit. This

condition will be achieved when the slit image is purely

a geometric reduction of the slit, determined by the

magnification, mi, i.e., the slit image must be resolved

by the influx optics. An alternative statement of this

condition is that the slit reduction must occur for

dimensions in which the magnifications have geometrical

meaning.

For these circumstances, then, the reduced slit image

does not illuminate an area of constant transmittance,

and a more general analytical relation is necessary to

describe the imagery.

Relatively Large Slit Image

The other incoherent limiting case occurs when the

slit image is very large compared to the detail variation

in the sample. This does not necessarily call for a large

source slit, and in fact it can be exactly the size that it

might have been for the case of constant sample trans-

mittance. It is the size of the reduced slit image relative

to the variations in transmittance .of the sample within

the illuminated region that is significant. The flux

transmittance that will now be measured will be an

average over this region, and transmittances within the

region must be measured with the aid of a smaller

sampling or sensor aperture located in the image plane.

For this condition, the slit spectrum may be

approximated by

T£<7mim2—mi{r]— ?;')J—5[trwiW2 —mi{ri— r)')']. (24)

The relation is now substituted in Eq. (14), and inte-

gration over 7]' produces
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1/
FiI-^S-\^2<tS-\Z2v1

ip{ri) !p*{(jm2— v)dv \
d^- (25)

The arguments of the complex pupil functions are

identical. Because these functions are rectangular by
hypothesis, the ensuing quadrature does not affect shape

or width. It is necessary, however, that the resulting

function be wide enough to encompass the convolution

of the complex sample spectrum with its shifted con-

jugate. By definition, the sample spectrum is band
limited to no/2. Therefore, the necessary condition that

the inner integral reduce to the convolution of the

complex object spectra is

no/2-\-am2< a/X22— ^2ff5/Z2—fS/\Z2, (26)

which may be determined from an examination of the

pertinent integrand of Eq. (25). For the maximimi ex-

tent of the efflux pupil function, f can be replaced by its

maximum value, b, as before. Further, with a diffraction-

limited lens, the resolution limit is a function of

numerical aperture. For the efflux optics, the resolution

limit will therefore be

(ro= 2(NA)eff/X. (27)

Upon application of Eqs. (2), (12), (20), and (21), the

necessary condition reduces to

and

rio/2+b/\^i< a/Xz2

(NA)i,,/(NA)eff> l+vo/ao.

(28)

(29)

When this condition is met, Eq. (4) is invoked, and the

convolution theorem applied to Eq. (25). The image

spectrum becomes

a-)=\p{— (rm2)
j.F2lM2<7+^']p2*lGd^. (30)

This is again linear, but now the sample is imaged onto

the X plane, and a sensor aperture is clearly necessary

for detail-transmittance measurement. The system has

operated as a projector.

The essential difference between the two extreme

cases is the location or definition of what can be called

the sampling aperture. In the first case, the reduced

image of the slit was imaged with sufficient fidelity by
the system to act as the photometric or sampling

aperture. Nothing was needed (in principle) in the

image plane to restrict unwanted light. In the case just

considered, it would be necessary to insert an aperture

in the image plane small enough to block out the im-

wanted portions of the image, so that a measurement
over a region of constant transmittance could be made.

General Linearity Conditions

The two extreme cases have been examined in detail

because they provide insight into the solution of the

general case that lies between the two. The essential

problem can be formulated easily from Eqs. (14), (17),

and (30). The double integral that defines the inter-

active components is

Iii^,<T) =
j
jFl-^S-H2(xS-Xz2v']Fi*L-tS-\Z2v'l

<f)(ri) <p*(r]')Tl<xmim2— Wi(t?— T]')']dr]dT]'
; (31)

this is contained within an integral that is a function of

the efflux optics alone,

Ii<r) = jl{^,<r)F2\:H2'r+GF2*Zm- (32)

Now, when Eq. (31) reduces to

Io((r) =
jj

ipiv)ip*(v')T\i<Tmim2—mi(ri— v')ldvdv' (33)

(i.e., the sample spectrum no longer depends on the

influx optics), the system can be regarded as linear

according to the criterion of Eq. (8).

At this point, a clarification of the designation,

object, is in order. Because the n, w, and x planes are

conjugate, the microdensitometer images the source

slit and sample distribution together in the x plane.

This dual aspect of the system object is shown in the

double convolution of Eq. (33). When the reduced slit

image is much smaller than the sample details, we have

shown that the slit characteristics predominate in the

image. When the slit image is larger than the detail

transmittance variations of the sample, the sample

characteristics predominate. In all cases, the light flux

in the image plane is related to the transmittance of the

sample, but the microdensitometric object is not a

clearly defined entity located in a single plane. Although

the desired goal of microdensitometer measurements is

the quantitative evaluation of the sample transmittance,

the analysis must contend with this ambiguous specifica-

tion of the object. There need be no confusion in

practice; the sampling or sensor aperture in the image

plane eliminates the ambiguities of transmittance

measurement.

The conditions under which Eq. (31) generally

reduces to Eq. (33) are perhaps best displayed graphi-

cally. The influx pupil function has a physical width 2a

and will be considered diffraction limited. The integrand

of Eq. (31) is sketched in Fig. 2, with the pupil functions

scaled by the appropriate reduced coordinates. The
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the integrand of Eq. (31).

cross-hatched area indicates the region in which the

complete object spectrum is contained, with the ampH-
tude spectra, ^{ri) and (p*{ri), band limited to r?o/2.

The slit spectrum, a function of coordinate differ-

ences, is oriented diagonally with respect to the two
coordinate systems and will sweep across the cross-

hatched area during the integrations. The particular

value of the convolved functions depends on the dis-

placement, (am2)/V2, at a given frequency, and drops

to zero when the displacement exceeds the cutoff fre-

quency of the eflSux optics. From Fig. 2, it is clear that

the conditions for which the sample spectra are inde-

pendent of the complex influx pupil functions are

and

a/X22> ?/o/2+i'/A^i— 0-W2

a/Xz2>»?o'/2+f/X6.

(34)

(35)

The variables f and a are in the image space and are

technically unrestricted in range. However, f defines

the extent of the pupil functions and a is thereby also

restricted. The eflBux pupil function has a width of 2b.

The optics are assumed to be diffraction limited and the

limiting or cutoff frequency of the efflux optics is defined

by Eq. (27).

Because cr is an image frequency, (rw2 is the image

frequency scaled to the sample space in which -q and -q'

are contained. Because the sample is band limited to

77o/2, the maximum frequency in image space will be

related to this through

The condition of Eq. (34) therefore reduces to

a/\z2>b/X^i, (37)

whereas Eq. (35) has already been developed for the

case of a relatively large illuminating slit image. These

relations are best expressed in terms of numerical

apertures.

The ratio of the numerical aperture of the influx

optics to that of the efflux optics has been assigned

various symbols in the literature. Here the designation,

€, originally assigned by Kinzly^ will be used. When
Eqs. (20), (21), and (27) are employed, the conditions

for linearity become

t> 1 (38)

and

1+570/0-0, (39)

(o'W2)max = »?o/2. (36)

results cited previously. The fiurst condition is clearly

weaker than the second, which contains it as a special

case. Therefore, the most-general condition for linearity

is given by Eq. (39).

The bearing of this equation on the specific non-

linearity of concern is important. When this condition

is not met, the outer portions of one side of the complex

sample spectrum are truncated. When the spectrum is

subsequently passed through the efflux optics and re-

combined, the resultant image is not a linear, point-by-

point reconstruction of the sample distribution. Then,

even when a sampling aperture is placed in the image

plane to effect a local measurement of flux transmit-

tance, the output will not be a direct measurement of

the corresponding sample transmittance. This, in com-

pany with the problem of specularity associated with all

microdensitometric measurements, is the fundamental

problem of microdensitometry. Indeed, all optical

systems with this arrangement of components, illumina-

tion, and geometry are similarly susceptible to such

nonlinear image formation.

Incoherent illumination is thus no guarantee of

instrument linearity. On the other hand, this linear

condition was predicated on an incoherently illuminated

source slit. But it is physically impossible to realize full

incoherence, and therefore it is necessary to investigate

the conditions on incident illumination for which the

above condition remains valid. To accomplish this, the

mutual intensity of Eq. (11) must be generalized.

Generalized Mutual Intensity

The illumination of microdensitometers commonly
derives from an extended incandescent source. The

source slit is then illuminated through an optical

system that ordinarily does not locate the source image

in the plane of the source slit. This assures even illumi-

nation at an adequate irradiance. In many cases, the

mutual intensity of this illumination can be reasonably

approximated by the Van Cittert-Zernike theorem.^*

This provides a description of the mutual intensity as a
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function of coordinate differences

ro(Mi,M2)=ro(Mi-M2). (40)

This form of generaHzation is not only useful analyti-

cally, but is also measurable, in principle, in real

systems. Thus, although this may not be the broadest

possible generalization, it characterizes many practical

systems and is subject to quantitative observation.

When Eq. (40) is substituted in Eq. (11) and the inner

integrals are evaluated over m and H2, the image

spectrum becomes

f -[ 1
I(<t) =

j
roj^<TWiWZ2 Wir;—

/3j

•<p(r,)^*(,?')W^2<r+fjF2*[f]

dfidr)dn'd^. (41)

The exact analytical form of To can easily be ascer-

tained. Because the system illumination originated in

an incoherent source (a slit, for the one-dimensional

case under consideration), and the source-slit illumina-

tion, by the Van Cittert-Zernike theorem, is the Fourier

transform of this, the mutual intensity is necessarily of

the form sinc^. Its transform. To, is therefore rectan-

gular. For all states of partial coherence. To is a rec-

tangular function. In the incoherent limit, it will have

infinite width; for the coherent limit, it will be a delta

function.

In practice, it will not be necessary to have an infinite

width for To. To be effectively incoherent, the width

need only be large enough so that the amplitude spec-

trum of the source slit can be autocorrelated over /3 in

Eq. (41). However, a fundamental problem now arises.

In a previous consideration of the band limitation on

the sample, the low-pass nature of the photographic

process provided the necessary physical constraints.

The slit-radiance spectrum is an analytic function that

will not vanish identically over a finite interval,^^ and

its amplitude components necessarily possess related

properties. However, since most of the energy in these

functions is contained within a small distance of their

center, and because some spreading due to truncation

can be compensated by an aperture in the image plane,

an approximate band limiting can be imposed that,

while arbitrary, will subsequently be shown to have

some validity.

If the actual width of the source slit is denoted by

l/i(3o, the distance between the two first-order zeroes of

its transform is 2/3o. Since the location of subsequent

zeroes is periodic, at integral multiples of /3o, the width

of the truncated spectrum can be denoted by 2.Vj8o,

where N is an integer unspecified at this time. These

relations are sketched in Fig. 3.

-N)8o I ° I N^o

Fig. 3. Sketch of the source slit and its amplitude spectrum,

showing the reciprocal dimensional relations, /x and /3 are the

conjugate Fourier variables. Top: Source-slit transmittance

;

Bottom: Corresponding spectrum.

The rectangular To has a width of 2C. Its transform

has a width of 1/2C between its center and first zero.

This width is usually taken as a measure of the co-

herence interval.' Thus, the ratio of the slit width to

coherence interval is given by

p= (l/^o)-(l/2C)

= 2C//3o

= slit width/coherence interval. (42)

This parameter is equivalent to 2R~^ of Ref. 1.

The integral over /3 may now be considered. From
Eq. (41),

I{<^,^,v) = Jro[ao-/3]J(/3)J*(/3+ai)<i/3i, (43)

where

ao= o-Wim2—fwi/X^i— Wi77,

ai = mi{r]— i]')—(rmim2.

Figure 4 sketches the integrand of Eq. (43), to establish

the basis for the condition under which the integral is

independent of Fq. This condition is

-C+ao< -ai-iV/3o. (45)

From this and Eqs. (44), we may derive the expression

C^A'l3o-miv'-tm/Hi- (46)

For maximum sample frequency, as before, the ampli-
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Fig. 4. Sketch of the integrand of Eq. (43).

tude spectrum is limited to i;o/2. Application of this

and Eqs. (1), (27), and (42) to the inequality of Eq. (46)

produces

P^2A^+(|mi|//3o)(77o+<To), (47)

where the negative sign attached to Wi to denote

inversion during imaging has been dropped.

The quantity \mi\/0o is the reduced source slit,

imaged on the sample. The equation shows a require-

ment for a larger value of p as either system resolution

or sample-frequency limit, or both, increases. This is

confirmed by experience with normal microdensitometer

operation.

Reference 1 shows that system response is essentially

incoherent for conditions equivalent to p>4. It is

therefore possible to assign a tentative value of 2 to N
and write

P^4+(|wi|/^o)('7o+<ro). (48)

This is the minimum condition for which the system

may be considered effectively incoherent, and the pre-

requisite for valid application of Eq. (39). When the

sample frequency (vo) and resolution limit (ctq) are

approximately equal, and the reciprocal of the reduced

slit image is on the order of the resolution limit,

p>6.

This is similar to the inequality defining Mielenz's

incoherent slit image, and serves to substantiate the

choice of 2 for A'^.

DISCUSSION

The relation of Eq. (39) implies a maximum value

of 2 for e, because rjo>ao has no meaning. However, the

problem of flare light increases when the numerical

apertures are mismatched in the fashion indicated.

Further, the numerical apertures of microscope objec-

tives are limited in range. It seems clear, then, that the

linearity of the microdensitometer is also a function of

the available microscope objectives and the degrading

effects of flare light. These limitations make it virtually

certain that there will always be sample frequencies for

which the system will be nonlinear.

Practical values of e, determined from the references

exceed 1.0 for linearity. Reference 11 indicates maxi-
mum two-point resolution for €=1.5, and Ref. 12

employs objectives that provide a e of 1.67. All sources

show nonlinear behavior for «< 1.0.

The condition for effective incoherence is limited by
the range of applicability of the Van Cittert-Zernike

theorem for a particular microdensitometer. In the

absence of specific geometries, it remains a useful

approximation. The assigned value of 2 for in Eq. (48)

is arguable, yet a value of, say, 4 appears far too

conservative. The value assigned probably represents

the lowest practical value. Experimentation will be
necessary to establish its correct value.

The purpose of the influx optics is to provide illumi-

nation for the sample. When the reduced slit image is

too small (the impulse response of the influx optics), the

illumination is coherent over its width, and except for

cases of constant sample transmittance, results in non-

linear imaging by the eflSux optics. When it is too large,

the effects of flare light become pronounced. Therefore,

practical operation of the microdensitometer must
strike a balance between the two conditions.

Ordinarily, the line impulse response of a lens can be

obtained as an image when the object slit (accounting

for magnification) is less than one-fourth the width of

the Airy disk. With diffraction-limited lenses, this width

(in micrometers) is approximated by

W^^1/2(NA), (49)

for X = 500 nm. Conversely, we can assume that when
the reduced slit image is at least four times as wide as

the Airy disk, the geometric slit identity has been

preserved. This was shown to be generally necessary in

the discussion following Eq. (23). Therefore, the

recommended minimum reduced slit-image width will

be given by

(|wi|//3o).=4PF

^2/(NA)i„,. (50)

The various relations developed in this analysis can

now be summarized for some microscope objectives

typically used in microdensitometers. These are shown
in Table I for three specific lens pairs. Further permuta-

tions of the four numerical apertures to give higher

values of e are not calculated, because experience has

shown that flare light becomes objectionable for e

greater than 2.

Table I. Linearity and coherence parameters for three typical

microdensitometer lens pairs (X= 500 nm)

.

Vo (|wi|//3o)«,

(NA)i., (NA)e(, e (mm"') (mm ') (mhi) p

0.65 0.40 1.625 1600 1000 3 11.8

0.40 0.25 1.60 1000 600 5 12.0

0.25 0.16 1.56 640 360 8 12.0
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Table II. Maximum allowable coherence intervals

for the influx optics of Table I (X=500 nm).

(NA)inf

Magnification

(wi)

Minimum
source

slit

width (l/;3o)

(Mm)

Maximum
allowable
coherence

interval (1/2C)
(jim)

0.65 1/40 120 10.2

0.40 1/20 100 8.3

0.25 1/10 80 6.7

Sample frequencies cannot exceed the cited values of

770 for linear operation. When the sample frequency

range is known, this tabulation can be used to select

appropriate lens pairs. A sampling aperture in the image

(sensor) plane is necessary, and is assumed to be of

sufficiently small width (accounting for efflux-optics

magnification) to permit accurate measurements of flux

transmittance. Because it undergoes a convolution with

the image luminance distribution when scanning, it is

necessarily a component of the dynamic system transfer

function. This effect is not included in Table I and does

not affect the fundamental considerations of this paper.

Some microdensitometers use only single lens groups

(e.g., microscope objectives) for influx and efflux optics.

Others combine these with eyepieces to alter the

magnification. This has a bearing on the magnitude of

the required coherence interval, because it allows larger

source slit widths. These interrelated parameters are

shown in Tables II and III. Here, the typical magnifica-

tions of the microscope objectives listed for the influx

optics of Table I, and the recommended minimum
reduced slit-image widths, are used to calculate the

actual minimum source slit size. The appropriate values

of p are then used to determine the maximum allowable

coherence intervals. Table III adds the effect of a 10X
eyepiece used for further slit-image reduction.

The required coherence intervals of Table II are

marginally realizable with most microdensitometers,

whereas those of Table III can be routinely obtained

with most sources and slit-illimiinating systems. On the

basis of these calculations, consistent with the reduction

of flare light, the influx optics should employ as large a

reduction as practical.

Table III. Maximum allowable coherence intervals for the
influx optics of Table I, with the addition of a lOX eyepiece
(X=500 nm).

Minimum Maximum
source allowable

slit coherence

(NA)iaf

Magnification width (l//3o) interval (1/2C)

(mi) Oim) (Mm)

0.65 1/400 1200 102

0.40 1/200 1000 83

0.25 1/100 800 67

CONCLUSIONS

The requirements for linearity and effective in-

coherence have been established, and their range of

values estimated. When the microdensitometer is used

within these constraints, linear, reproducible operation

is assured. When these conditions are met, an un-

ambiguous transfer function can be defined and

measured. The design of high-numerical-aperture

microscope objectives to eliminate or reduce flare light

is called for, so that higher values of e may be achieved

without loss of image contrast.
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The optical design of conventional microdensitometers' is similar

to that of a microscope; that is, the sample is illuminated by a

condenser system (influx optics) that focuses a slit on the sample,

which is then imaged (by the efflux optics) at some magnification.

The image falls upon a slit that, as the sample is moved, effec-

tively scans the image. It has been shown by Swing^ and Kinzly'

that such microdensitometers operate in a nonlinear mode at

high spatial frequencies. This is unavoidable, owing to the optical

design of these instruments.

Swing' has shown theoretically that, for a conventional micro-

densitometer to operate in a linear mode out to the cutoff fre-

quency of the efflux optics, the source slit must be essentially

incoherent; that is, the ratio of slit width to coherence interval

must be substantially greater than 1.0. It is also necessary that the

ratio of numerical apertures of influx to efflux optics satisfy the

condition

«>l+('7o/o-o),

where tjo is the sample frequency and <ro is the cutoff frequency of

the efflux optics. These two conditions arise from the demand that

the imaging system (efflux optics) be a hnear system in (power)

transmittance.

The microdensitometer system proposed here and shown in

Fig. 1 eliminates the imaging portion of the system. Instead, the

sample is illuminated by the focused image of the sHt and ap-
proximately all of the transmitted light is collected on the other

side. Hence, the system essentially measures singly diffuse density

rather than specular density as is currently done.

Mathematically, the (power) transmittance measured by the

system for a slit aperture may be described in one dimension by

/ =jro(Mi,/X2)«(Mi)<*(M2)F(ai)F*(a2)

^ /ik(fiii-yt,y\ (-ikiai-HiYX (ikW-ai^)\

Xexpl\ 2Z2 /^"PV 2Z2 )

X \4>{y)
I
'^dindti-idaida^dy, (1)

where ro(/:ti,A'2) is the coherence at the slit, t{ii) is the amplitude

transmittance of the slit, F{a) is the pupil function of the influx

optics, and (^(y) is the amplitude transmittance of the sample. The
coordinates m, oc, and y refer to the planes of the object, influx

optics, and sample, respectively, and Zi and Z2 are the object and
image conjugates of the influx optics. This equation may be
written in the form

' = j\<i>{y)VS(y)dy, (2)

where after using the paraxial approximation and simplifying,

S{y) is given by

5(y) = /ro(Mi,M2)/(Mi)/*(M2)F(a.)F*(.2)exp(
''^^"^^;~"'^'^

)

fiky{a-<—ai)\Xexpl

As the sample is moved a distance x, the output becomes

I{x) = j\4>{y-x)\^S{y)dy, (3)

which is essentially a linear system with impulse response S{y).

If the source is effectively a delta function 6 (/x), then the impulse

response reduces to

S{y) = ||F(a) exp('-^)<ia| (4)

Fig. 1. Linear microdensitometer. (a) source, (b) slit, (c) high-quality

condenser, (d) baffles, (e) sample, and (f) light collector.

and the system transfer function becomes that of the influx optics.

One of the advantages of scanning with the impulse response and

collecting all of the transmitted light is that the system is inde-

pendent of the coherence of the source. Hence, there is no restric-

tion on the type of light source used, other than the spectral

requirements of the user and, in fact, a laser illuminating a narrow

slit or pinhole could be used in cases where a single wavelength

was of interest. Because the system transfer function becomes that

of the influx optics, a high-quality condenser would be desirable.

Because of this, the resulting high numerical aperture may intro-

duce flare light. It is therefore necessary that baffles be introduced,

as shown, and that the barrel of the condenser be blackened.

Focusing of the slit image on the sample requires that the col-

lecting system be replaced initially by a viewing system focused on

the sample, which may then be replaced by the collector during

scanning.

In summary, the advantages of this system are (1) the output is

independent of the partial coherence of the source, (2) fewer

focusing and alignment problems, (3) improved over-all system

transfer function because there is no sampling slit, and (4)

measurement of singly diffuse density makes interlaboratory

comparisons easier.

1 J. H. Altman and K. F. Stultz, Rev. Sci. Instr. 27, 1033 (1956).
2 R. E. Swing. J. Opt. Soc. Am. 60. 1551A (1970).
» R. E. Kinzly, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 60, 1551A (1970).
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In viewing systems that employ critical, Kohler, or collimated illumination, the illumination may fre-

quently be characterized by the complex degree of coherence in the form of a first-order Bessel function

divided by its argument. The anomalies that occur in the image of a tri-bar target viewed in partially

coherent illumination of this form are discussed for a two-dimensional circular diffraction-limited imaging

system. The Sparrow criterion, which in this case correlates with experimental measurements of resolving

power, is applied to determine the resolution limit. The computed resolution-limit curve for a tri-bar target

is shown and compared to the previously published two-point resolution-limit curve for a one-dimensional

system and to the hmiting values obtained in a two-dimensional system for coherent and incoherent illumi-

nation. In the latter case, the full curve is shown as a special case of the application of the Sparrow criterion

to the partially coherent imaging equations for a circular two-dimensional system. Experimental confirma-

tion of the calculations is given.

Index Headings : Coherence ; Diffraction ; Resolution.

Tri-bar targets are used extensively in the testing of

optical instruments, although it has been realized for

some time that methods employing them are subject

to error. Unlike sine-wave targets, they do not contain

a single spatial-frequency component. Kelly^ and Char-

man^ have calculated the spatial-frequenc\- spectrum

of a tri-bar target together with the visibility curve^

for a diffraction-limited incoherent imaging system

with a circular aperture. However, although a tri-bar

target does not yield the correct MTF of an optical

system, these targets continue to be used because they

are easier to make than sine-wave targets and the re-

solving power so measured is useful for comparing

system responses.

In recent years, tri-bar targets have been used fre-

quently for comparing systems employing partially

coherent illumination. In this case, the ambiguities

significantly increase. The degree of coherence is seldom

reproducible from one instrument or instrument mode
to another and care must be taken in extending results

obtained under one set of conditions to another. Also,

as pointed out b)" Becherer and Parrent^ and Swing

and Clay,^ partially coherent imaging systems are in-

herently nonlinear and measurements made on them
are necessarily object dependent. Barakat* and Oftner

and Meiron* have pointed out the nonlinear effects of

partially coherent imaging with one- and two-bar

targets. Little attempt has been made to date to

examine images or the theoretical resolution limit of

the more commonly used tri-bar target viewed in

partially coherent illumination, primarily because of

the complexity and length of the calculations.

In dealing with the resolution of such a target, we
have to define a criterion for judging the theoretical

resolution limit. Several different criteria have been

applied to the two-point resolution problem, including

the Rayleigh criterion' (which presupposes incoherent

illumination), the midpoint criterion of Wolf* used by
Hopkins and Barham,^ and the Sparrow criterion'" used

by Rojaki' '2 ^nd Barakat."'" Of these criteria, the

Sparrow criterion is most easily extended from point

images to bar images. It states that two point sources

are just resolved if the second derivative of the re-

sultant image illuminance vanishes at the midpoint of

the images. Extended to tri-bar objects, we shall define

the resolution limit as the value of the normalized bar

spacing for which the second derivative vanishes at

the center of the target image. It will be shown that this

corresponds either to the occurrence of spurious resolu-

tion or complete loss of contrast and that the imagery

is sufficiently well behaved to apply this criterion

without confusion. Furthermore, this criterion corre-

lates with experimental measurements of resolving

power.

TRI-BAR IMAGES

The amplitude transrnittance of the tri-bar target

shown in Fig. 1 is

t{x)-.

'1 when \x\<P/4:

0 P/4< <3P/4
1 3P/4< <5P/4
0 elsewhere.

(1)

where P is the spatial period and 1/P is the fundamental

spatial frequency associated with a given target. The

/ \
*

P

Fig. 1. Coordinates and constants for the image of a tri-bar obiect.
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general imaging equation in one dimension for a

spatiall}- stationary system'^ is

rim(yi,y2)=
/ /

rob(A;i,x,;)A'( ^

•1 p
object

\q pi
(2)

where K{y/q—x/p) is the ampHtude impulse response

of the imaging system, Tim is the mutual intensity

between the points y\ and y-i in the image, and Fob is

similarly the mutual intensit}' between the points xi

and x> in the object. The coordinates are as shown in

Fig. L
The degree of coherence of the illumination between

the points xi and x - will be taken as

y{xi,x.) = [2Ji[a{x\ -x-:)'])/ol{xi-X:)

= ki\a{xi—x-i)~\ (3)

in which a is a constant that determines the scale of

the coherence function and Ji is the first-order Bessel

fimction. If the Van Cittert-Zernike theorem is applied

to a primar}- incoherent circular source of radius r at

the focus of a collimator of focal length F, \htna= kr/F.

Quasimonochromatic illumination is assumed, with

mean wavenumber k. Equation (3) for the degree of

coherence is applicable to viewing systems that emplo\'

critical, Kohler,* or collimated illumination. For critical

illumination, a is equal to k times the numerical

aperture of the condenser.

The mutual intensity in the object is then

r„b (xi,x.) = Ai[a (xi— xo)]/ (xi)/* (x-j)

,

(4)

where * denotes the complex conjugate. The amplitude

impulse response of a two-dimensional diffraction-

limited imaging system with aperture diameter 2a is

K{y/q) = 2al2J,{kay/q)y{kay/q) = 2ak^(Jcay/q), (5)

Fig. 2. Image illuminance distribution for b equal

to 6.0 and varying values of

Fig. 3. Image illuminance distribution for 5 equal
to 5.4 and varying values of 7(5).

where q is the image distance. The irradiance limit is

reached analytically by letting yi=y2=y. Hence, the

illuminance in the image [after substitution of Eqs.

(4) and (5) into Eq. (2)] is

7Cv)=4a2 / / Ai[a(xi-X2)]/(xi)/*(x2)A:k:-7)]

XAi
fy

X2\"|

ka\
) dx\dx-i . (6)

The images of bar targets near the resolution limit of

the imaging system were computed from Eq. (6) by
use of an Univac 1108 computer. The computation is

lengthy. By working with high-contrast targets, and
suitable packing of the stored arrays, computation

time per image was kept below a few minutes. Some
of the images from Eq. (6) are shown in Figs. 2-5. In

each case, the image illuminance is plotted as a func-

FiG. 4. Image illuminance distribution for 5 equal

to 4.6 and varv-ing values of y{5).
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Fig. 5. Image illuminance distribution for 5 equal

to 3.8 and varying values of 7(5).

tion of kay/q for fixed values of the normalized period

(5=kaF'/q where P'= qP/p) of the tri-bar target. The
curve-to-curve parameter in each case is the scale of

the degree of coherence that is denoted by 7(5) = Ai(a6).

This method of plotting allows comparison with two-

point image data calculated by Grimes and Thompson.
Besides the spurious resolution that occurs in coherent

illumination, a change of the apparent spacing of the

bars occurs, as in the case of two points. Figure 6 shows

a plot of the ratio (i?) of the apparent to real period

as a function of the normalized period (6). The curves

are terminated for lower values of 6 at the value for

which the target is no longer resolvable by the Sparrow

criterion. In the partially coherent and coherent cases,

this corresponds to the value for which the second

derivative at the center of the pattern becomes zero

as the central ma.ximum inverts to a minimum. In the

incoherent limit, the second derivative vanishes as the

contrast of the three bars vanishes and a single broad

bar remains.

APPLICATION OF THE SPARROW CRITERION

Because of the discrete values of 6 for which the

images were calculated, it was not possible to determine

1 1
1 1 ---I \

-

8 .9
'0

I 1 / /

/

/.6
I 1 // 3

- /
I 1

^ _

,1

-.1

0
1 1 1 1 1

Fig. 6. Ratio, R, of the apparent to real period of a tri-bar
object as a function of the real normalized period for varying
values of ->

accurately the resolution limit from the calculated

images of the tri-bar targets. However, a rough approxi-

mation could be made, which was helpful in checking

the following calculations, as well as in limiting their

useful range. To apply the mathematical representation

of the Sparrow criterion

(rW)[7(y)]U=o= 0, (7)

it is necessary to take the second derivative of Eq. (6),

dy'-

[/(j)] = 4a= / Ai[a(xi-:^2)]/(xi)/*(x.)-

X A ''<--)]
. \q p/J

Ai
V X2

ka[ - -
.q p/J

d-

dy'

' dxidxi . (8)

Using the following relationships for the derivatives of

the functions,

(</A/2){[7l(2)]/2} = -[7,(2)]A

(^V(/32){[7x(s)]/2} = [73(2)]/2-[/.(s)]M (9)

substituting into Eq. (8), and evaluating at y=0 yields

[a(.ri—
/(Xl)/*(.T2)

Ji(kaxi/p) Ji{kax-i/p) Jsikaxi/p) Ji(kax-i'p) Ji(kaxi'p) J-i{kax2, 'p)

(kaxi/p) {kax2'p) {kaxi/p) {kaxi^p) (kaxi/p) {kaxi/pY

Ji{kaxi/p) Jiikaxi/p) Ji{kaxi/p) J2{kax'i'pY
: : \-2— ^

)• J.ri(/X2 = 0.

{icaxi/p) {kaxi/pY (kaxi'p) {kax2'p)

TWO-POINT RESOLUTION LIMIT

(10)

Since Eq. (10) does not specify the amplitude transmittance of the target, it may be used to apply the Sparrow

criterion to any object including that of two points. Letting

t(x) = 6{x+b)+8{x-b) (11)

and integrating over xi and X2 yields an equation for the resolution limit of two points in a two-dimensional circular
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diffraction-limited imaging system,

Ji{kab/p)
(l+y) J,(kab/p)J,ikab/p)-(l+y)Ji(kab/p)— +(l-y)lJ2(kab/p)y = 0,

kab/p
where 7 is given by h.i{2laka/p).

In solving this equation for b by computer, it is more convenient to plot the function on the right side of

1-7 \_Ji{kab/p)/{kab/p)'}-Ji{kab/p)-Ji{kab/p)Jz{kab/p)

(12)

1+7 lJ2{kab/p)J
(13)

Then, for a given value of 7, the value of b can be

found for which the function takes on the value

(1—>')/(l+7). In the limiting cases for 7 = 0 (inco-

herent) and 7=1 (coherent), we get the values calcu-

lated by Barakat.'^''* The resultant curve for the two-

dimensional two-point resolution limit is plotted in

Fig. 7.

TRI-BAR RESOLUTION LIMIT

The general solution to Eq. (11) for a tri-bar object

was found by substituting Eq. (1) for t{x) and finding

the roots of the double integral for varying values of a.

Because of the information previously obtained from

the images of tri-bar objects of differing period P, the

easiest method of solution was to plot the values of the

integral in the vicinity of the estimated roots and

determine graphicalh' the zero crossing, as shown in

Fig. 8. For all but the incoherent limit, there are two

roots. They correspond to the inversion of the maxi-

mum to a minimum, with the transition from three

bars to two bars and then a second inversion as the

Fig. 7. (a) Two-point resolution limit for a one-dimensional

imaging system, (b) two-point resolution limit for a two-dimen-

sional circular imaging system, and (c) tri-bar resolution limit

for a two-dimensional circular imaging system.

two bars merge into one broad bar. We have defined

the resolution limit as the former, because at that point

the target is no longer recognizable as a tri-bar object.

Even with this curve-fitting method, it took appro.xi-

mately 2 h of computer time on the Univac 1108 to do

the required computations on a 22 500-meniber array.

The resultant resolution-limit curve is shown in Fig. 7

along with the two-point resolution limits for com-

parison. As expected, because of the nonlinearity of

systems employing partially coherent illumination, the

curves are object dependent.

In Fig. 7, the resolution limit is plotted as a function

of 7(5), where 6 is either the normalized two-point

separation {2bka/p) or the normalized period of the

tri-bar object. For two points this suffices. However,

for finite-width bars, some functional form of the

coherence must be given. Here y{8) = Ai(a8). Because

this function is multiple valued, the resolution-limit

curve is also multiple valued, in this case looping back

on itself, as shown. For this reason, it might be more
convenient to plot this curve in the form 5o vs a8,

where a is kr/F for collimated illumination or k times

the numerical aperture of the condenser for critical

illumination. The resulting curve is shown in Fig. 9

together with the two-dimensional two-point resolution

limit for the same coherence function. Extended to

higher values of a8, the two-point resolution limit will

continue to oscillate while the tri-bar limit remains

constant.

From this latter curve it is also possible to derive the

relationship of the resolution limit to the ratio of the

5.0 5.28

Fig. 8. Illustrating the method of finding the roots of the

second derivative of the image illuminance to determine the

resolution limit of a tri-bar target using the Sparrow criterion.
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1 1 1 ; r

I 1 I I I i I I

7.0 6.0 5.0 1.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 0

a —

Fig. 9. (a) Two-point resolution limit and (b) tri-bar resolution

limit as a function of the argument of the coherence function

A,(a«).

numerical apertures of the condenser and objective for

a microscope viewing system. The curves derived are

shown in Fig. 10 for differing values of the numerical

aperture of the condenser. The shaded areas under the

curves correspond to regions where partial coherence

introduces significant distortion in the image of the

tri-bar object as well as a change in the resolution

limit. The cross-hatched areas correspond to the region

where the greatest changes of the resolution limit

occur, whereas the dotted areas correspond to the

region where changes on the order of a few percent or

less occur.

It is also possible, from the calculated-image data

(Figs. 2-5), to plot visibility curves for varying values

of 7(5) as functions of the fundamental frequency as-

sociated with the tri-bar target.

2.0
0*

^llllll oj^

1.0

0 i.,.. » t I"'" 1 i f .t...t.s;s

0 .5 1.0 1.5

Plimdn ^m)

Fig. 10. The resolution limit of a tri-bar object as a function

of the ratio of numerical apertures of condenser and objective

for X = 550 nm. The numerical aperture of the condenser is shown
as the parameter, on each curve.

Because in partially coherent illumination, the con-

trast of the center bar differs from that of the outer

bars, a definition of visibility must be given. One pos-

sible definition is an average visibility that takes into

account the luminances of all the bars and spaces.

However, in order to be consistent with our previous

definition of the theoretical resolution limit, we shall

define the visibility by using the luminance of the

central bar for the maximum and the luminance of the

adjacent spaces as the minimum. By this definition,

the visibility vanishes at the theoretical resolution

limit. Figure 11 shows the visibility (for available

data) so calculated for varying values of 7(6) as func-

tion a of the fundamental frequency associated with a

given tri-bar target.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental measurements were made to verify the

data of Fig. 6. The experimental setup is shown in Fig.

12. The coherence function at the object plane is

Ai(jtr/F), where r is the radius of the pinhole used as

an incoherent source. The radius r may be varied to

change the scale of the coherence function. The object,

a tri-bar target, is then imaged at approximately 1:1,

as shown by a 300-nmi Schneider lens that has been

stopped down to approximately //150 by placement

of special apertures in front of the lens. This yields a

system with a cutoff frequency of approximately 10

cycles/mm and may be considered diffraction limited

for our purposes. Because of measurement difficulties,

it is necessary to work with relatively low-frequency tri-

bar objects whose images may be photographed and

then scanned on a microdensitometer without notice-

able image degradation by either film or instrument.

The system is very sensitive to alignment errors and

target quality. Very slight alignment errors or a poor-

quality collimator introduce asymmetry and other

anomalies in the images. With partially coherent illumi-

1—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—

r

oP'

Fig. 11. Visibility curves for the image of a tri-bar target for

indicated values of t(«). The modulation-transfer curve of an

ideal lens is shown by the heavy solid curve. The incoherent

limit, according to Charman,^ is shown by the lighter and par-

tially broken curve.
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nation, the surrounding tri-bar groups in an Air Force

Bar Target had to be blocked out, leaving only one

set of three bars; coherence effects from the adjacent

bars distorted the image.

The coherence function was checked by the method

used by Thrmpsun and Wolf,^'^ and it was found that

the scale of the coherence function was such that

7(5) = 0.72. The photographic images of the tri-bar

object (l//)= 8.98 cycles/mm) for different aperture

sizes ranging from 4 to 6 mm were then scanned and

the normalized apparent and real periods were deter-

mined. The results are shown in Fig. 13, together with

the nearest calculated curve [7 (6) = 0.70 rather than

0.72]. The resolution limit and values agree surpris-

ingly well with the calculated values. This was surpris-

ing in view of the fact that the target was not in a

hquid gate and hence some phase variation was present

in the object, due to the relief image in the photo-

graphic emulsion. Other sources of error include sj'stem

alignment (pin-mounted components had to be used

in the optical system) and the effects of photographic

grain in the AHU microfilm used.

CONCLUSIONS

The theoretical resolution limit of a conventional

tri-bar target varies with the degree of coherence of the

illumination. Specifically, for a coherence function of

the form Ai(a5), the predicted limit differs considerably

from the two-point resolution limit. The greatest sig-

nificance of this bears upon the instrumental evaluation

of optical instruments with tri-bar targets (including

microdensitometer evaluation). Significant losses (up to

75% at the coherent limit) may occur in the estimation

of the resolution limit. Figures 7 and 10 are guides to

the magnitude of the errors. For example, a microscope

system utilizing critical illumination with a condenser nu-

merical aperture of 0.25 and an objective numerical aper-

ture" of 0.40 has a resolution limit of 1200 cycles/mm

(at X= 5500 A) due to partial ccherence. Because the

system in incoherent illumination can theoretically

resolve 1450 cycles/mm, there is a 17% loss of resolu-

tion when it is operated in this mode. Furthermore,

coherence effects (distortion and contrast changes) will

be present for tri-bar objects down to approximately

500 cycles/mm. [If the numerical apertures had been

Fig. 12. Experimental system for tri-bar investigation. Ele-

ments are (a) mercury arc, (b) interference filter (X = 5461 A),

(c) diffuser, (d) pinhole, (e) collimator (/=105 mm), (f) tri-bar

target (8.98 cycles/mm), (g) imaging lens, (h) apertures (4-6

mm), and (i) film plane.

.8 - •

.7 I I I I

5.0 6.0 7.0

S-»

Fig. 13. Experimentally measured values of R for 7(5) =0.72
(•). and nearest calculated curve for 7(5) =0.70 from Fig. 6.

The solid point indicates an unresolved image.

matched (0.40), the loss would have been only down
to 1400 c}'cles/mm or 3.4%, with effects observed down
to 750 cycles/mm.]

The results discussed here have all assumed a high-

contrast 1:1 line/space ratio for the tri-bar object. It

is clear that because of the object dependence, different

values for the resolution limit will be obtained if the

line/space ratio or contrast is changed.

The main difficulty in applying these results to visual

evaluation of optical instruments is that the Sparrow

criterion does not take into account the minimum
modulation detectable by the eye. Although this dif-

ference is relatively small compared to the errors due

to partial coherence, it can be taken into account in

conjunction with the data of Fig. 13.

It is tempting to apply these data to the problem of

threshold modulation of photographic film as well.

However, because nonideal tri-bar objects are being

viewed near the resolution limit of the film and these

objects are therefore on the order of the grain size, the

effect of the imaging of the grain as a function of co-

herence level must be considered. Although we expect

the visual resolving power to vary with the degree of

coherence, it will not correlate with the theoretical

values given here for ideal tri-bar objects. Coherence

may well be one of the factors causing the spread

generally observed in threshold-modulation data from

different laboratories.
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nation, the surrounding tri-bar groups in an Air Force

Bar Target had to be blocked out, leaving only one

set of three bars; coherence effects from the adjacent

bars distorted the image.

The coherence function was checked by the method
used by Thompson and Wolf,"* and it was found that

the scale of the coherence function w?vS such that

7 (6) = 0.72. The photographic images of the tri-bar

object (l//?= 8.98 cycles/mm) for different aperture

sizes ranging from 4 to 6 mm were then scanned and

the normalized apparent and real periods were deter-

mined. The results are shown in Fig. 13, together with

the nearest calculated curve [[7 (6) = 0.70 rather than

0.72]. The resolution limit and values agree surpris-

ingly well with the calculated values. This was surpris-

ing in view of the fact that the target was not in a

liquid gate and hence some phase variation was present

in the object, due to the relief image in the photo-

graphic emulsion. Other sources of error include s\-stem

alignment (pin-mounted components had to be used

in the optical system) and the effects of photographic

grain in the AHU microfilm used.

CONCLUSIONS

The theoretical resolution limit of a conventional

tri-bar target varies with the degree of coherence of the

illumination. Specifically, for a coherence function of

the form Ai(a5), the predicted hmit differs considerably

from the two-point resolution limit. The greatest sig-

nificance of this bears upon the instrumental evaluation

of optical instruments with tri-bar targets (including

microdensitometer evaluation). Significant losses (up to

75% at the coherent limit) may occur in the estimation

of the resolution limit. Figures 7 and 10 are guides to

the magnitude of the errors. For example, a microscope

system utilizing critical illumination with a condenser nu-

merical aperture of 0.25 and an objective numerical aper-

ture^' of 0.40 has a resolution limit of 1200 cycles/mm
(at X = 5500 A) due to partial coherence. Because the

system in incoherent illumination can theoretically

resolve 1450 cycles/mm, there is a 17% loss of resolu-

tion when it is operated in this mode. Furthermore,

coherence effects (distortion and contrast changes) will

be present for tri-bar objects down to approximately

500 cycles/mm. [If the numerical apertures had been

Fig. 13. Experimentally measured values of R for 7(6) =0.72
(•). and nearest calculated curve for 7(6) = 0.70 from Fig. 6.

The solid point indicates an unresolved image.

matched (0.40), the loss would have been only down
to 1400 c}'cles/mm or 3.4%, with effects observed down
to 750 cycles/mm.]

The results discussed here have all assumed a high-

contrast 1:1 line/space ratio for the tri-bar object. It

is clear that because of the object dependence, different

values for the resolution limit will be obtained if the

line/space ratio or contrast is changed.

The main difficulty in applying these results to visual

evaluation of optical instruments is that the Sparrow

criterion does not take into account the minimum
modulation detectable by the eye. Although this dif-

ference is relatively small compared to the errors due

to partial coherence, it can be taken into account in

conjunction with the data of Fig. 13.

It is tempting to apply these data to the problem of

threshold modulation of photographic film as well.

However, because nonideal tri-bar objects are being

viewed near the resolution limit of the film and these

objects are therefore on the order of the grain size, the

effect of the imaging of the grain as a function of co-

herence level must be considered. Although we expect

the visual resolving power to vary with the degree of

coherence, it will not correlate with the theoretical

values given here for ideal tri-bar objects. Coherence

may well be one of the factors causing the spread

generally observed in threshold-modulation data from

different laboratories.
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Fig. 12. Experimental system for tri-bar investigation. Ele-
ments are (a) mercury arc, (b) interference filter (X = 5461 A),
(c) diffuser, (d) pinhole, (e) colhmator (/=105 mm), (f) tri-bar
target (8.98 cycles/mm), (g) imaging lens, (h) apertures (4-6
mm), and (i) filmjjlane.
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Optical Autocorrelator with Special Application to

MTF Measurement

D. N. Grimes

An optical autocorrelator is described which is based on a modified Sagnac two-mirror interferometer

that operates in the zero-fringe mode. The real-time radiant flux output is the square of the autocorre-

lation of the aperture function. In a particular application, when the aperture function is the pupil

function of a lens under test, the autocorrelator output is the MTF of the lens. The system is not

limited in focal length; aperature size is limited only by the sizes of the beam splitters and mirrors.

Experimental results are given with comparison data for both infinite-conjugate MTF and the autocor-

relation of an annular aperture. Methods of adapting the system for measurement of the phase of the

transfer function and for finite conjugate testing are also described.

Introduction

Real-time optical autocorrelation has thus far gen-

erally required the use of two identical transparencies

simultaneously placed in an optical system. The
product of the function and its shifted duplicate is

formed by transmitting a uniform beam of light through

the two transparencies successively and collecting the

transmitted light. The technique is cumbersome and
impractical when an exact duplicate cannot be made.
Kovasznay and Arman' eliminated the need for the

duplicate by employing a broad source and a single

mirror. However, they found that this system suffered

from parasitic effects as the shift variable increased.

This was due to the use of off-axis illumination to

achieve the desired shift and was therefore not suitable

for modulation transfer function (MTF) measurement.
Interferometers have been used for MTF measure-

ment by Hopkins,^ Kelsall,^ Hariharan and Sen,* and
others. However, these interferometers, including the

Sagnac interferometer used by Hariharan and Sen, do
not directly perform the optical autocorrelation of the

pupil function. The method employed by these

interferometers based on the addition of sheared wave-
fronts as described by Hopkins^ is conceptually quite

different from the method of optical autocorrelation

described here.

Description

A schematic of the system discussed here is shown in

Fig. 1. The portion of the system shown on the right.

The author is with the National Bureau of Standards, Washing-

ton, D.C. 20234.

Received 29 July 1971.

consisting of two mirrors (Mi and M2) and a beam
splitter P2 forming a closed loop, is a Sagnac interferom-

eter. A laser irradiates a pinhole Ai at the focus of the

lens. The collimated beam is the input to the Sagnac^

interferometer, which is adjusted initially for equal

paths in the two beams. The beams return through the

lens along the same path forming the product of the

aperture function with itself. The beam splitter Pi

separates the return beam from the source, and a second

pinhole A2 at the focus of the lens serves as the collector

for the photomultiplier. Displacement of the mirror M2
perpendicular to its face shears the two arms of the

interferometer in opposite directions. The output as a

function of the mirror motion is the square of the auto-

correlation of the aperture function. Hence, in this

form, only the modulus of the autocorrelation function

is recovered. If the aperture function is the pupil func-

tion of the lens, the autocorrelation yields the MTF.
On the other hand, if a transparency is placed in front of

the lens and the lens is diffraction limited, the aperture

function is the transmittance of the transparency, and

the output is the autocorrelation of the transmittance

function. If the three-mirror version of the Sagnac

interferometer is used instead, the output in this case

will be the autoconvolution of the aperture function.

Theoretical Analysis

To describe the system mathematically, it is con-

venient to use the analog system shown in Fig. 2 where

t{x) is the amplitude transmittance of the aperture

Ai, y(xi,X2) the degree of coherence between the points

Xi and X2 in the plane of the aperture Ai, and ^(y) the

pupil function of the lens. Then the intensity in the

plane of the aperture A 2 is given in vector notation by
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Fig. 1. Schematic of th& optical autocorrelator system.

Fig. 2. Analog system for analysis of the optical autocorrelator.

Hii,v) = fy(xi,X2)t(xi)t*ix2) exp [ikiyi - xi)^/2f]

•exp[-i/c[^2 - *2)V2/] exp[-ik{y2' - yi')/2f]

+ M)**(y2 + m) + - m)**(^2 - m)] (1)

expUHy^' - )7i^)/2/] exp[-*(^ - 2/,)V2/]

•exp[i7c(^ - yiY/2f]dxidxidyidyi,

where the expression in braces represents the two beams
sheared in opposite directions on the second pass

through the lens. By making the usual paraxial ap-

proximations and assuming coherent illumination,

where 7(^1, X2) = 1, we reduce Eq. (1) to

/U^) = S l{ky,/f)t*{ky,/S)<b{y,)<i>*(y,)

+ ^)^*{y^ + m) + (2)

explikijiyi — yi)/f]dyidyi,

where denotes the Fourier transform. If we demand
that the source be a delta function [i.e., i(ky/f) =
constant] and evaluate this integral at ^ = 0, corre-

sponding to an unresolved pinhole source and a pinhole

collecting aperture, the output reduces to the square of

the MTF of the lens,

/(m) = /o|/*(y)**(y +
= /olr(M)h.

(3)

Off-axis MTF measurements may be made by rotating

the lens about its nodal point.

If a transparency with transmission f(y) had been
placed in front of the lens, the output would be given by

/(m) = io\f^m(m*(s + M)f*(s + f^)ds\\ (4)

which for a diffraction-limited lens reduces to the auto-

correlation of the transparency

h\ff{y)f*(g + t^)dy\\/(m) (5)

Alignment

As shown in Fig. 1, two beams are thrown away at the

beam splitter. These overlapping beams serve as an
extremely sensitive monitor of system alignment.

Only when the paths are identical will the overlapping

area be free of fringes. This assures a linear phase error

of less than X/4 across the face of the aperture due to tilt

(assuming negligible error introduced by the mirror or

beam splitter surfaces). The linear phase error will not

affect the MTF. For a discussion of this point, see

Ref. 6. The only affect of this linear phase error is a

displacement of the return beam at the focus, causing

the beam to wander about the collecting aperture.

Calculations show that an error of 1 sec in mirror tilt

causes a displacement of 2 nm at the aperture for a

focal length of 180 mm. The angles of the beam
splitter and mirrors in the interferometer, while not fixed

to specific values, must bear a fixed relationship to one

another as shown in Fig. 3. For both beams to return

along the same path, we demand that the expression for

the angle between the incoming and return beams be

equal to 0°. A convenient choice of these angles is a =
45 °

,
/3 = 22 . 5 °

, and 7 = 67 . 5 °
. The relationship of the

frequency scale of the output to the mirror displacement

is given by

CO = (2d cosy)/\f, (6)

where d is the mirror displacement, / the focal length of

the lens, and X the wavelength. As expected, the

frequency depends only on the angle of the mirror being

moved.

Focus and Autocollimation

When the collecting aperture A2 is not at the focus of

the lens and shift is present, the return images separate.

This image separation is a very accurate focus indicator.

180-20f+2/3-2

/\ \A2
^ /

/ ISJ
/

Fig. 3. Angles of components in interferometer portion of the

system.
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MTF

Fig. 4. The effect of source size on the MTF of a diffraction-

limited lens for a circular source and indicated values of p.

Methods utilizing this phenomenon have been proposed
for focus sensing in high angular resolution systems.''^

(Vyce' indicates this method to be theoretically capable
of an accuracy of better than 10 nm for an //4
system.) However, focus errors at the aperture A2 are

not the only problem. If the aperture Ai is not at the
focus of the lens as well, the resulting beam in the
interferometer will not be collimated. The principal

manifestation of this kind of error is a shift in focus at the
aperture as the mirror is moved. Again this is easily

observable from the resulting image separation in the
plane of the aperture A2. In the initial alignment both
focus positions may be adjusted simultaneously until no
image separation occurs with mirror motion.

Source Size

In the preceding analysis we assumed a delta func-
tion source and collector. The delta function source
produced uniform irradiance (amplitude and phase)
across the aperture of the lens. The question of con-
cern then is how large a source can be used and still

satisfy this criterion. If we go back to Eq. (2) and
allow a finite source size while still evaluating the result

at T? = 0, we get

/(m) = If I (7)

If we now assume a uniform circular source with radius e

and write the ratio of source diameter to Airy disk

diameter as

p = A; 60/3.83/, (8)

the amplitude distribution across the lens becomes

l(kr/f) = Ai(3.83pr), (9)

where Aj is the first-order Bessel function divided by its

argument, the output is given by

/(m) = |/Ai(3.83pr)^'(r)*(r + ^)rdrde\\ (10)

where the vector y has been converted to polar coor-
dinates. The results of calculations of the resulting

MTF for a diffraction-limited lens are shown in Fig. 4
for various values of the ratio (p) of source size to Airy
disk diameter. For p = i, there is less than 0.5%
observable error in the output. This corresponds to

about a 20% observable falloff in intensity at the edges
of the lens.

Experimental Results

The experimental system consisted of a 2.5-mW He-
Ne laser illuminating a b-ixm pinhole. Interferometer

quality pellicles were used for beam splitters to avoid

secondary reflections. While it is necessary for the

beam splitter near the source to be a pellicle because of

aberrations introduced by a thick beam splitter there,

the beam splitter in the interferometer need not be a
pellicle. Although care must be taken to insure that

any light reflected from the second surface does not fall

on the detector, a sufficiently thick or wedged beam
splitter will assure this and at the same time allow test-

ing of larger aperture optical systems than is currently

possible with pellicles. Pellicles, of course, create a

problem if acoustical noise is present. However, if the

person running the system is alone in a fairly isolated

laboratory, the acoustical noise is no more of a problem
than laser fluctuations or other vibrations in the system.

The movable mirror was mounted on ways with the

mirror tilt adjustable with piezoelectric micrometers,

which were also used to position the aperture Ai. With
no lens or aperture Ai in the system, the interferometer

may be grossly adjusted. Finer adjustment is made
with the lens and aperture in place utilizing the fringe

field discussed earlier. The angles are adjusted so that

there are no fringes present with and without shift.

The apertures A-i and A2 were both b-tira pinholes for a

lens at //16. Best focus for the aperture A^, is then

determined with no shift present by searching for the

maximum intensity on-axis. Shift is then introduced

and errors in autocollimation detected if image separa-

1.0

MTF

\ \

\\ X

A\

A\
\\\

\\ ^

\
N

50 -1 100

Fig. 5. MTF of an //16 lens measured on the autocorrelator

(smooth curve) and the sine wave bench (X). The broken lines

represent the <t bounds for the data used.
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(11)

Fig. 6. MTF of an annular aperture (b) for the same lens at//16

together with the curve for a diffraction-limited lens (a).

tion occurs and fringes appear. Repetition of these last

two steps as the lens is moved in small increments

allows accurate determination of best focus for both
apertures. As the mirror is then moved to plot the

MTF, small errors in the ways may necessitate small

adjustments in the mirror tilt. Although in an auto-

mated system this may be done by servo techniques, the

data described here were produced with manual adjust-

ments. Figure 5 shows the resulting MTF data. Sine

wave data are shown for comparison. The auto-

correlator data are based on a least-mean-squares curve

fit of ten data sets (194 data points) to a curve of the

form/(a;) = Ci exp(— 020;^) -\- az exp(— 042;^), which has

been found to fit MTF data, extremely well. The
major contribution to the rms error of 5% is due to

inability to align accurately the optical elements in the

test system. This is a fault of the experimental equip-

ment used and not inherent in the method. Figure 6

shows data for the same lens with a circular obstruction

at its center forming an annular aperture. Sine wave
data were not available for comparison, therefore only

the ideal MTF for an annular aperture of this size is

shown.

Although data are shown for a lens with a 100-cycles/

mm frequency cutoff, the system is presently being

adapted for higher frequencies by insertion of l-/<m

pinhole apertures and improved sensitivity in the photo-
multiplier.

Measurement of the Phase of the MTF and
Adaptation to Finite Conjugates

It is desirable in an optical testing device to be able to

measure the phase as well as the amplitude of the trans-

fer function. The method described here for measuring
the phase is easily implemented in the autocorrelator

already described. Basically, the coherent beam
thrown away at the first beam splitter is reflected back
directly onto the detector. This beam is a diverging

spherical wavefront; but because the detector is ex-

tremely small (less than 5 txm) , the phase of the beam is

essentially constant. Hence, a new function is mea-
sured by the radiometer,

where T(/^) is the OTF of the lens under test and C is the

magnitude of the coherent beam reflected back on the

photomultiplier. If we write the optical transfer func-

tion in the form,

(12)

where A (m) is the MTF already measured, the function

B(fj,) becomes

B(m) = AHu) + + 2CA(n) cos<#.(m). (13)

Solving this equation for the phase of the OTF yields

^B(m) - AH^L) - cn
0(m) cos"

2CA(^L)
(14)

The constant C may be readily determined by blocking

the interferometer beam and measuring the flux from
the reference beam incident on the detector. Unlike

holography, C need not be very large because we know
A(iJ.), which is the MTF of the lens. Hence, with the

lens set up for an MTF measurement, measurement of

B(n) may be speedily performed without realigning the

system. All that is required is the positioning of the

mirror, which is not critical.

The adaptation of the autocorrelator to finite con-

jugates is shown in Fig. 7. The basic changes re-

quired are the addition of another mirror forming the

three-mirror version of the Sagnac interferometer and
the variation of the pathlength in the interferometer

loop so that it equals twice the image conjugate of the

lens under test. Imaging the source within the inter-

ferometer causes a folding of the beam on its return path
through the lens under test. Addition of the third

mirror reverses this effect by folding the beam again.

In setting up this system, it would be best to make the

interferometer rectangular and detach the two mirrors

as a unit from the remainder of the interferometer.

Moving these two mirrors as a unit allows the variation

of the pathlength of the interferometer for testing

different conjugate distances without readjusting the

remainder of the system. As the mirror is moved to

introduce the necessary shear, the pathlength in the

interferometer changes thereby causing a shift of focus

Fig. 7. Adaptation of autocorrelator for finite conjugate MTF
testing.
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for any but a collimated beam. Therefore, a com-
pensated lengthening of the interferometer pathlength

must be made to maintain the proper conjugate

distance. This may be accompUshed by moving the

two-mirror unit simultaneously, as the third mirror is

moved.

Conclusions

The autocorrelation of transparencies may be done

accurately since diffraction-limited optics are easily

available on axis. For MTF measurements the system

will in principle take any focal length lens, the aperture

size being limited only by the surface area of the beam
splitters and mirrors. At present, only infinite con-

jugate testing may be done and only the modulus
recovered. Methods of adapting the system to recover

the phase of the OTF and adaptation for finite con-

jugate testing are presently being tested. We found

the principal limitation for both autocorrelation and
MTF measurement to be source size. Based on the

calculations shown, a lens with 500-cycles/mm fre-

quency cutoff may be measured to 2% accuracy.

Higher frequency cutoff systems will exhibit larger

errors at all frequencies unless a means of uniformly ir-

radiating larger lens apertures is found.

However, in spite of these limitations, the autocor-

relator offers a fast method of MTF measurement.
The method is not prone to object- or coherent-depen-

dence in the way that current MTF measurement tech-

niques utilizing slits, edges, or grating objects are.^ It

is therefore theoretically capable of testing higher
frequency optics with better accuracy.

The author is indebted to R. E. Swing and K. Mielenz
for helpful discussions and to F. Rosberry and R. Hart-
sock for much of the experimental work.

This paper was given at the Spring 1971 Optical

Society of America meeting [J. Opt. Soc. Am. 61, 687A
(1971)].
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Foreword
The first reprint in this section describes the method of making the

so-called Davis-Gibson filters that are used to reproduce sunlight and
daylight in the laboratory. The use of these filters was adopted as part

of a standard method of sensitometry by the Seventh International

Congress of Photography, in 1928, and as part of the standard sources

for photometry and colorimetry by the International Commission on

Illumination, in 1931. They have been cited in national and international

standards since that time. The publication has been out of print for

many years, so its republication will be welcomed by standards writers

everywhere. There is a trend toward the adoption of specified spectral

power distributions rather than detailed physical and chemical speci-

fications of the sources themselves. The development of glass filters to

satisfy the requirements has been slow and not as yet completely

satisfactory. The more general availability of Davis and Gibson's work
should be particularly valuable during this transition period.

The work on photoresists and high-resolution microphotography
played an important role in introducing techniques that were to revolu-

tionize the electronics industry and make much of our space technology

possible. Scientists and engineers from every segment of the elec-

tronics industry came to the Bureau in the late fifties and early sixties

to discuss problems of photoetching with Mr. Pope and to see the new
extremely high-resolution camera we had developed to test the resolv-

ing powers of photographic materials. (See paper No. 4.8 in this volume.)

These techniques, much improved in industry, are the basis of ultra-

microminiaturization of electronics.

The NBS Microcopy Resolution Test Chart has provided the means
of specifying and testing the resolving power of microfilming systems

for over thirty years. Initially intended for specification of Federal

Government contract work, these charts have been adopted throughout
the industry, both here and abroad.

Most of the concepts, terminology, and notation for optical modula-

tion proposed for standardization in paper No. 4.10 in this volume are

in the process of standardization in the American National Standards

Institute.

Archivists know NBS primarily for work on the long-term stability

of paper and photographs. They will find most of the recent publications

on photographs brought together here for the first time.
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FILTERS FOR THE REPRODUCTION OF SUNLIGHT
AND DAYLIGHT AND THE DETERMINATION OF
COLOR TEMPERATURE ^

By Raymond Davis and K. S. Gibson

ABSTRACT

A large number of filters, as listed in the introduction of the paper, have been
developed for use in photographic sensitometry, colorimetry, and photometry.
They are reproducible from specification and may be prepared in the laboratory.
They consist of a 2-compartment cell with three borosilicate crown glass win-
dows,- the two compartments being filled, respectively, with solutions A and B,
having compositions as follows:

Solution A

Copper sulphate (CUSO4.5H2O) ---g-- c

Mannite (C6H8(OH)e) g-. c

Pyridine (C5H5N) cc-_ 30.0
Water (difitilled) to make cc. 1,000

Solviion B

Copper sulphate (CUSO4.5H2O) g-_ Ci

Cobalt ammonium sulphate (CoS04.(NH4)2S04.6H20)_g__ ca

Sulphuric acid (specific gravity 1.835) cc._ 10. 0
Water (distilled) to make cc._ 1,000

The values of c, Ci, and C2 vary from one filter to another.
The design of the filters has been based upon extensive spectrophotometric

measurements of the component solutions and cell, including a study of Beer's
law over the ranges of concentrations used, and upon methods of computation
giving accurate color matches and relatively good spectral energy matches
between the source-and-filter combination and the energy distribution which it

was sought to duplicate. Detailed studies have been made of the reliability of
the data, the spectrophotometric reproducibility of ^he chemicals, the perma-
nence of the solutions, their temperature coefficients, and various other factors
of importance in the preparation and use of the filters.

The paper contains 33 figures and 26 tables, giving among other things the
energy distributions and fundamental spectrophotometric and colorimetric
data used in the computations, auxiliary spectrophotometric and colorimetric
information obtained during the investigation, and the trilinear coordinates of

the various source-and-filter combinations and of the Planckian radiator from
1,600° to 20,000° K. computed on the basis of the adopted mean sun as the
"neutral" stimulus. The filters are further described in 38 charts, each chart
giving the chemical formula, the spectral transmission, and the light transmission
of the filter, as well as the spectral energy distribution of the source, that of the
source and filter combined, and the energy distribution which serves as the ideal

in that particular case.

• Partial reports o( this investigation have been published as follows:
1. Davis and Gibson, Reproducible Liquid Filters for the Production of "White Light" (abstract),

J. Opt. Soc. Am. and Rev, Sci. Inst., 14, p. 135; February, 1927.

2. Davis and Gibson,-Reproducible Liquid Filters for the Determination of the Color Temperatures of
Incandescent Lamps (abstract), Phys. Rev. (2), ?9, p. 916; June, 1927.

3. Davis and Gibson, Filters for the Reproduction of Sunlight and the Determination of Color Tem-
perature (abstract), J. Opt. Soc. Am. and Rev. Sci. Inst., 16, p. 332; May, 1928.

4. Gibson and Davis, Methods for Determining the Color of Sunlight and Daylight (abstract), J. Opt.
Soc. Am. and Rev. Sci. Inst., 18, p. 442; June, 1929.

6. Davis and Gibson, Artificial Sunlight for Photographic Sensitometry, Trans. Soc. Motion-Picture
Engineers, 1?, No. 33, pp. 225-236; 1928; Proc, Seventh International Congress of Photography, July,

1928, pp. 161-173.

6. A Filter for Changing the Color Temperature of 2,848° K. to Average Daylight, B. S. Tech. News
Bull,, No. 138, pp. 143-144; No. 139, p. 166; 1928.

7. Filters for the Reproduction of Sunlight and the Determination of Color Temperature. (Proposed
Working Standards for Sensitometry, Colorimetry, and Photometry.) Standards Yearbook, pp. 188-191;

1928; also Standards Yearbook, pp. 138-141; 1930.

1
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I. INTRODUCTION

Both in photographic sensitometry and in colorimetry 'the need for

a practical and reproducible working standard of "white light" is

well recognized, although there is as yet no universal agreement re-

garding a precise definition of white light itself. It is generally con-
ceded, however, that the spectral- energy distribution of such white
light must approximate that of daylight, noon sunlight, or a Planc-
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kian radiator or "black body" at some color temperature between
4,000° and 8,000° K. (For the sake of brevity in the present paper,
the authors have used the expression "white light" where it is de-

sired not to be specific, but to refer to radiant energy having a spectral

distribution approximating these.)

In the meantime the need is being met by the use of arbitrary

working standards. In the description of a color in terms of domi-
nant wave length, purity, and brightness, or in terms of the three
excitations, whether such description is by way of computation from
spectral distribution or by direct observation, a standard "white,"
often termed a "neutral" stimulus, is necessary. For such compu-
tations, Ives (1) ^ has proposed and used the spectral energy distri-

bution of a Planckian radiator at 5,000° K. Likewise, Priest (2, 3)
has devised, both for computation and direct experiment, an artificial

sunlight which has been extensively used as a "neutral" stimulus
in various investigations at the National Bureau of Standards.
Further information regarding the need and uses of standard white
light may be found in a report (4) of the Committee on Colorimetry
for 1920-21, Optical Society of America, and also in a paper by
Gvuld (5). It may be emphasized that, while the establishment and
general adoption of a standard "neutral" stimulus. satisfactory in

all respects to all concerned is of fundamental importance, valuable
contributions have been and are being made to the science of colorim-
etry by the use of standards such as those noted above, which are
not in universal use. It may be further noted that, while any reason-
able energy distribution may be readily used in colorLmetric compu-
tations as a standard white, the accurate reproduction of such dis-

tribution in the laboratory may not be possible.

In photographic sensitometry the most important factor in speci-

fying the characteristics of photographic negative materials is that
referred to as speed. This has been emphasized in a report (6, 7) of
the Committee on the Unit of Photogi-aphic Intensity, Optical Society
of America. It was there pointed out that relative speeds measured
by incandescent light in the laboratory were radically different from
the relative speeds obtained imder the sunlight Ulumination to which
the great maiority of photographic negative materials are exposed.
This is a result, of course, of the widely varying spectral sensitivities

of the different emulsions. The ordinary emulsions are sensitive only
to the blue and violet (besides, of course, the ultra-violet), the ortho-
chromatic to the violet, blue, and yellow, and the panchromatic in
varying degrees to the whole visible spectrima.

In 1925 the Sixth International Congress of Photography tenta-
tively adopted (6, 8) two standards of energy distribution for use in
sensitometry; one a color temperature of 2,360° K. (nominally the
acetylene flame), and the other a color temperature of 5,000° K.
(representing sunlight) to be obtained by means of a specified light

filter and a 2,360° K. source as recommended by the American com-
mittee. The recommendations' were as follows (6, 8):

> Numbers in parentheses, followed occasionally by page references, refer to the Bibliography at the end
of the paper.

• The action taken by the Seventh International Congress of Photography iti 1928 is considered later in
Section VI, 1.
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1. It is recommended to use, for sensitometric work,<a light source of which the
radiation is identical with that of a black body at 2,360° (absolute).
The intensity of this source shall be expressed in candles. This intensitj- shall

be measured visually by ordinary photometric procedure in comparison with
the usual photometric standards.

2. In case it is considered necessary to use radiation representing approxi-
mately the radiation of a black body at 5,000° absolute (average daylight day)
there shall be placed before the light source provided in the preceding paragraph,
a colored filter suitably chosen.

3. It is provisionally recommended to use for this purpose a filter composed of
two distinct liquids, each of a thickness of 10.0 mm. One of these liquids shall

be an aqueous solution of which 100 cubic centimeters shall contain 3.00 grams
of pure crystallized copper sulphate CUSO4.5H2O and 5 cubic centimeters of a
solution of sulphuric acid containing per liter 50 grams of pure sulphuric acid
reading 66° Baum6. The other liquid shall consist of an aqueous solution of
copper ammoniacal sulphate containing three times the quantity of ammonia
necessary to give the compound Cu(NH3)S04; 100 cubic centimeters of this
solution should contain a quantity of copper corresponding to 0.50 gram of pure
crystallized copper sulphate CUSO4.5H2O; this solution should not be prepared
before use for less than a day nor more than a month.
The cell shall be made of three sheets of white polished glass, the thickness of

each sheet being not less than 2 mm nor greater than 4 mm. The cell used should
be closed.

This compensating filter was hurriedly devised (at the Research
Laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Co.), as the time was very limited
and the American committee was unanimous in its opinion that day-
light or sunlight quahty should be used in determining the speeds of
photographic emiilsions. While this filter did not give the 5,000° K.
energy distribution with the desired accuracy, it was distinctly better
for the purpose than the 2,360° K. som"ce alone. It was suitable

for temporary use, but was not acceptable as a permanent Inter-

national Standard.
The problem of devising suitable filters for converting the coloi

and spectral energy distribution of incandescent Ught sources to thost

of sunlight, 5,000° K., or other possible white light, was of interest to

the authors not only as members of the American committee noted
above, but also in connection with the work of those sections of
the* National Bureau of Standards devoted to photographic and
colorimetric research. The investigation has developed greatly since

its inception, and the scope of the material herein presented may be
outlined as foUows:

1. A series of filters has been developed by which the spectral

energy distribution of a Planckian radiator at any color temperature
from 2,300° to 4,000° K., inclusive, may be converted into a close

approximation of the spectral energy distribution of mean noon sim-
light at Washington. The data cover the range from 350m/i to

720m/i. Light transmissions have been computed for all the filters.

2. By designing these filters so that they all give an accurate color

match with the adopted mean sunlight, in addition to a close energy
match, they may be used to calibrate the intensity and color tem-
perature of incandescent lamps at any color temperature above
2,300° K., provided a soiirce is available calibrated for intensity and
color temperature at some one color temperature within this range.
The comparison of intensities of incandescent lamps at different color

temperatures may thus be made under conditions of exact color match.
3. A second, series of filters has been developed for converting the

color of -a Planckian radiator at 2,848° K. to that of any Planckian
radiator between 3,500° and 10,000° K., inclusive, keeping the energy
distribution as closely matched as possible.
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4. Seven additional filters, not in the above series,, are also given,
viz: (a) A filter for converting 2,848° K. to the color of the svin

outside the earth's atmosphere, which satisfactorily represents the
color of overcast sky, this filter thus affording a reproducible daylight
standard. By varying the color temperature of the light source
from 2,300° to 3,000° K. the filter will closely match the colors given
by daylight and noon sunUght; (b) a filter for converting 2,848° K.
to Abbot-Priest sunlight; (c) a filter for converting acetylene to

mean noon sunlight at Washington; (d) and (e) two filters, one for

converting 2,848° K. to noon sunlight at the summer solstice at

Washington and the other for converting 2,848° K. to noon sunlight

at the winter solstice at Washington; (f) and (g) two filters designed
to cover a wide range of black-body color temperatures by varying
the color temperature of the light source between the limits of 2,000°
and 3,100° K. With this variation one of the filters covers the black-

body' scale from 2,650° to 5,000° K., and the other from 4,000° to

19,000° K.
6. Spectral transmissive data are given on the standard component

solutions which should be of value in checking and caUbrating
spectrophotometric apparatus. Various other detailed information
is given concerning these solutions which is of permanent value
independent of their use in the filters.

6. Tables of energy and visibility data are presented which are

convenient for general reference, viz: (a) The relative spectral

energy of various phases of sunlight, from Abbot's data; (6) the
relative spectral energy of a Planckian radiator, from SSOm/i to

720mM, at various intervals from 2,000° to 20,000° K., the values
being taken or computed from the tables and curves (9) of B. S.

Miscellaneous Publication, No. 56; (c) the internationally adopted
(10) visibility data as recommended by Gibson and Tyndall (11, 12).

7. Tables are presented from which the trilinear coordinates
(r, g, b) may be obtained for a Planckian radiator at any temperature
from 1,600° to 20,000° K., on the basis of the adopted mean sunlight

as standard "white." The excitations and the method used in

these computations are given so that the r, g, and b coordinates may
be computed for any desired energy distribution.

The division of work between the photographic and colorimetry

sections of the bureau has been, in general, as follows: The former
has been responsible for the selection of the materials best suited for

the purpose, for devising methods for the determination of the

correct proportions of the ingredients (filter design), and for the very
extensive computations necessary to the final solution of the prob-
lem; the latter has been responsible for the energy distributions, and
for the fundamental spectrophotometric data on the solutions, in-

cluding the miscellaneous studies of Beer's law, temperature effect,

permanence, etc.

The authors take pleasure in making the following acknowledgments

:

To Hugh K. Clark for general assistance throughout the investiga-

tion, this consisting of extensive computations and reduction of data.

and solutions; to E. Wichers for advice regardmg copper and cobalt
preparation of chemicals
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salts; to A. Isaacs for the chemical analysis of such salts and
solutions; to Burt H. Carroll for advice, analysis, and titrations used
in the study of pyridine and picoline; to Mabel E. Brown for assistance
in spectrophotometric measurements and computations; to Irwin G.
Priest for his interest and encouragement in the development of the
filters; and to others, as noted at various places in the paper.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF WHITE-LIGHT FILTERS

1. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

The problem of absorbing the excess energy of the longer wave
lengths in common incandescent illuminants has been a subject of
investigation for many years. In general, such research and develop-
ment have had one of two objects in view.

In one case the problem has been the commercial production and
utiUzation of white light. "Artificial dayH^ht" is a term used to
advertise a wide variety of illuminants varymg in the color of their

Ught at normal operation from yellower than noon sunUght to the
blue of north skylight and produced by bluish "daylight" glass in

one form or another used as a filter for the yellow Ught of the incan-
descent source. Those interested in the development of this kind of
glass should refer to papers by Ives (13), Luckiesh and Cady (14),
Brady (15), and Gage (16) and to the bibliographies given in the first

two of these papers. Combinations of glass and dyed gelatin were
tried in some cases, but the daylight glasses finally evolved have
proved satisfactory for general illumination purposes without the
use of any additional material. A recent survey of the present
status of artificial white-light illumination may be found in a paper
by Macbeth (17). The filters described in the present paper were
not designed for general illumination but for scientific purposes.
They will, however, serve in an excellent manner as standards for

the testing and caUbration of dayUght glass and artificial white-light

illumination.

In the other case the problem has been the development of perma-
nent and reproducible filters for laboratory use in photographic sensi-

tometry, colorimetry, or photometry. Lacldng more suitable filters,

daylight glass has often been used for scientific purposes. It is. not
sufficiently reproducible, however, for many kinds of work and the
spectral distribution which it gives often deviates more widely from
the ideal than is desirable. Various other attempts have been made
to devise filters which could be prepared in the laboratory from
specification, and which would be satisfactory as regards permanence,
convenience, and spectral distribution. The following brief r6sum6
win illustrate what has been attempted and what is available along

this line.

One of the earliest attempts, apparently , is that of Mees and
Sheppard (18, p. 292; 19, p. 314) who devised filters for converting

the energy distribution of the acetylene flame to that of daylight.

Their method for designing the filters was to take photographs on
panchromatic plates in a Tallent spectroscope, altering the composi-

tion of the filter placed in front of the acetylene burner until the
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8 BUREAU OF STANDARDS

resulting energy gave, as nearly as possible, tlie same curve as day-
light. Their nnal filter was 1 cm each of the following two solutions

:

A. Gentian violet g._ 0. 002
Acid green g._ . 001
Mandarin orange g_. .001
Rose bengal g.. .004
Water to make cc. 100

B. Copper acetate . g._ L 600
Water to make cc__ 100

This filter was apparently imsatisfactory as regards stability and
the accuracy with which it reproduced the ideal spectral distribution.

A later filter (20) is noted in which only dyes are used and which was
considered permanent. The composition of the filter is not given,

however, and the practical difiiculties of preparing the filter were
said to be considerable.

The present Wratten filters (21), made of dyed gelatin—No. 78
"Tungsten to davlight (visual)," No. 78AA "Tungsten (Mazda C)
to daylight," and No. 7Q, "Acetylene to daylight"—are doubtless
the resmt of this earlier work. Thev are classed as "stable" or
"moderately stable." Illustrations oi the energy distributions ob-
tainable with these filters are given below. (Fig. 1.)

A dyed gelatin filter for converting 2,200° to 5,000° K. has been
described by Naumann (22), In its final form, superseding previously
published formulas, the filter is composed as follows

:

Grams

Thionine blue 0. 18
Methylene blue .08
Crystal violet . 12
Fast red D .03
Rapid filter red I . 04
Orange II . 14
Tartrazine . 03

These dyes are dissolved separately and the solutions mixed and
prepared for coating by addition of gelatin. The formula is designed

to cover 1 m^ of filter surface. SmaU scale density ciirves of this

and the author's previous filters are given, but, otherwise, no quanti-

tative data are supplied from which one could derive the spectral

energy distribution or color of this filter. It is said to be somewhat
bluer than daylight in spite of the fact that it was intended to dupli-

cate 5,000° K. Questions of reproducibilityand permanence are not
adequately considered.

A different type of filter, developed by Pfimd, is described by
Sinden (23) as a liquid-ceU having two distinct compartments, one
of which contained an aqueous solution of ammoniacal copper sul-

phate and the other an aqueous solution of the sulphates of copper
and cobalt. The filter was used with a lamp operated at 3,000° K.,

and an actual comparison showed that this combination gave no
appreciable color difference from noon sunlight at Baltimore, in

April, Its energy distribution compared with that of the O. S. A.
average noon sunlight is briefly illustrated. No details regaiding
proportions of the ingredients were given. It would appear that this

filter was designed by trial and error procedure and the exact pro-
portions have apparently never been published.
More recently Guild (24) has described two tentative filters devised

by his colleague Yoimg, using materials similar to those in Pfund's
filter. One of these is for converting 3,260° to 3,000° K. and the
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other for converting 3,000* to 5,000° K. for use as a standard white
for colorimetry. Tneir compositions are given as follows:

2,360° to 3,000° K:
Solution A—Copper sulphate g.. L 41

Ammonia (density 0.90) cc__ 141
Distilled water to cc. 1, 000

Solution B—Copper sulphate - g. _ 11
Cobalt sulphate g._ 8. 5
Distilled water to cc._ 1,000

3,000° to 5,000° K:
Solution A—Copper sulphate g 2. 30

Ammonia (density 0.90) cc. 230
Distilled water to cc 1, 000

Solution B—Copper sulphate g-. 13
Cobalt sulphate g.. 12
Distilled water to cc. 1,000

Solutions A and B are contained in separate compartments of a
double cell, of which the walls are of optical ^lass having very high
and as nearly as possible nonselective transmission. The thickness
of each solution is 10.00 mm. It is emphasized that the figures

given are provisional arid that some modification must be looked for

m a subsequent publication, when "full particulars of the actual
energy distribution, etc., will be given." Such publication has ap-
parently not yet appeared.* GuQd's filter is, however, now being
sold by Hilger (25) under the name of "Standard artificial daylight.-'

In 1918 Priest (2) proposed the use of a rotatorv dispersion filter

for obtaining artificial noon sunlight from the gas-filled txmgsten lamp
operated at 15.6 lumens per watt. He shortly after this changed the
specification of the source to a lamp at a color temperature 2,848* K.,
this being a more precise form of specification having the same intent.

The resulting energy distribution has been designated as "Abbot-
Priest sunlight." Smce this proposal the filter has been constructed
and in service at the National Bureau of Standards for some time.

The filter consists (3) "of a crystalline quartz plate between 'crossed

nicols,' the plate being 0.500 mm thick and placed so that the path
of light is parallel to the optic axis. These parts are built in a cell

which is inserted as a unit near the eye in the optical train of the
colorimeter. The effect is that of a blue filter having a spectral

transmission such that the spectral distribution of enei^ delivered

to the observer's eye approximates very closely to average natural
noon sun at Washington." The desired reproduction was considered
more precise than had previously been obtained by blue glass, dyed
gelatin filters, or solutions of selective absorbents.

Artificial white-light filters available commercially include:
1. The Wratten No. 78, No. 78AA, and No. 79, as noted above,

manufactured by the Eastman Kodak Co. These filters are composea
of dyed gelatin cemented between optical glass flats.

2. Guild's filter as sold by Hilger.

3. Daylight glass, particularly the Luckiesh "Trutint" and the
Corning "Daylite" glass. The thickness of glass necessary to

obtain the nearest approximation to the desired energy distribution

* A pnrtial revision of the specification has, however, been made and is given in the Appendix to apaper
by W. D. Wright, A Redetermination of the Trichromatic Coefficients of the Spectral Colors, Trans.
Opt. Soc, 30, pp. 141-164; 192»-29. The auxiliary filter for rating the gBS-fllled lamp is unchanged, but
the color temperature obtained when it Ls used with a 2,360° K. source is now " believed to be very closa

to 2,900° K." The "white light" filter has been changed in that the copper and cobalt sulphates In solu-
tion B are now given as 15 g each instead of the 13 and 12 g above given. The color temperature obtained
with this filter (with source calibrated by means of the auxiliary filter) is now considered to be "approxi
mately 4,800° K."
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10 BUREAU OF STANDABDS

depends, of course, upon the color temperature of the source' to be
used with the glass as well as upon the spectral transmission charac-
teristics of the glass itself. Coming "DayUte" glass has been used
by Davis in his work on photographic sensitometry (26). The partic-
ular sample used converted the color of a gas-filled lamp operated at
2,810° K. to that of noon sunUght.
The spectral distributions which may be obtained by some of the

foregoing filters are shown in the accompanying figures. Figure 1

shows the computed energy distributions of the three Wratten filters,

based on the published spectral transmission data (21) for them.
With Wratten No. 78 the energy for 2,360° K. was used, with No.
78AA that for 2,900° K., and with No. 79 the energy data of Coblentz
(27) for acetylene. Mean sunUght,* daylight, and 5,000° K. are also

included for comparison.

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750
Wave Length— millimicrons (nyu)

Figure 1.

—

Relative energy distributions obtained with Wratten filters

as indicated, compared to 5,000° K., mean sunlight, and sun outside
earth's atmosphere {which approximates average daylight)

with No. 78, the energy for 2,360" K. was iised; with No. 78AA, that for 2,900" K; and with
No. 79, the energy distribution of acetylene was used.

In Figure 2 is shown the relative energy distribution obtained with
the filter tentatively adopted by the Sixth International Congress of

Photography in 1925. The data were computed ysing a 2,360° K.
source (black-body distribution) and a spectral transmission obtained
by the writers on a solution made up in accordance with the formula
already given using 36 cc of ammonia. Also on the graph are plotted
5,000° K. (the ideal in this case) and mean sunlight for companson.

Figure 3 illustrates Abbot-Priest sunlight as calculated (by Priest)

for the rotatory dispersion filter. For comparison mean sunlight and
5,000° K. energy curves are included.

In Figure 4* are shown the energy distributions obtained with two
samples of Coming "Daylite" glass from different melts. The thick-

• The expression "mean sunlight" (or "mean sun") refers specifically In all cases to a certain energy dis-

tribution, or its resulting color, as defined in Sec. Ill, 1.
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nesses of the glass and the color temperatures of the source are noted.
The spectral transmission measurements were made at the bureau.

150

125

h 100

450 500 550 600 650 700 750
Wave Length— millimicron* 0>)M)

Figure 2.

—

Relative energy distribution obtained with S,S60° K. source
and filter tentatively proposed by the Sixth International Congress of
Photography {shown by circles) compared tvith mean sunlight and
6,000^ K.

150

125

31
Ol

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750
Waye Length— mlllimicrone Oiyu)

FiouRB 3.

—

Relative energy distribution of Abbot-Priest sunlight (shown
by circles) compared with mean sunlight and BflOOf K.

For comparison the curves for mean sunlight and 5,325^ K. are also

given.
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12 BUBEAU OF STANDARDS

2. DESIRABLE FEATURES

In designing filters for scientific tmd technical purposes, such as the
production of standards of light quality, the following properties
would be desirable: (1) Accurate reproducibility from specification,

(2) spectral transmissions which are unaffected by time and tempera-
ture, (3) spectral transmissions such that the energy distribution
obtained is (a) exactly that sought and (6) an exact color match
therewith regardless of whether or not (a) is fully satisfied, (4) the
highest transmission of light consistent with (3), and (5) other physical
properties (size, shape, durabUity, etc.) which facilitate use of the
filters.

It is not to be expected that filters can be constructed which wiU
embody aU these properties. No known absorbing materials exist,

for example, by means of which it would be possible to get (3 (a)) a
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Wave Length— millimicrons (ny*)

FiGtmE i.—-Relative energy distribution obtained with Coming daylight
glass as indicated compared with mean sunlight and 5,326° K.

The thicknesses of glass and color temperatures of source were: Melt of 1918, 3.59 mm and
2,900° K.; melt of 1925, 4.75 mm and 2,810° K.

perfect match in energy distribution. Careful consideration must be
paid to the special purposes of a given filter before the sort of compro-
mise which is most advantageous can be determined. A compromise
which would ordinarily be advantageous is to adjust the unavoidable
deviations in energy distribution so as to obtain (3 (6)) an accurate
color match and, at the same time, (4) a reasonably high transmission
of light. likewise, the lack of an absorbing medium, strictly perma-
nent and completely independent of temperature, is not practically
important if a reasonably permanent medium is available having
known temperature coefficients of spectral transmission, because such
variations in spectral transmission as may occur can be taken into
accoimt. It should be obvious that the minimum requirement (in

the past often imfulfilledj in this respect is that the spectral trans-
mission of the filter be accurately known, including the effects of age
and temperature.
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REPRODUCIBLE WHITE LIGHT FILTERS 13

From the standpoint of convenience and permanence probably
nothing is superior to the various dayUght glasses. However, the
resulting energy distributions depart, in general, to an undesirable
extent from the ideal sought, and, as already illustrated in Figure 4,

glass from different formulas or different melts from the same formula
vary considerably in this respect. Even the best samples show excess

transmission of energy in the yellow-green and usually also in the red.

There seem to be no data available regarding changes in transmission
with temperature, although cobalt blue glasses do not have very large

temperature coefficients over most of the visible spectrum. As
ordinarily used with incandescent hght, the transmission is reasonably
high (10 to 20 per cent). While satisfactory in many respects then,

the principal objection to dayhght glass is that it can not be accurately
reproduced from specification. This outstanding difficulty, together
with its spectral irregularities ia the yellow-green and red, would seem
sufficient to prevent the general adoption of any of the known day-
hght glasses as working standard filters for the production of white
hght. ,

Dye solutions and dyed gelatin films likewise can not be considered
reproducible from specification, the dyes themselves being, in general,

not accurately reproducible in their spectral characteristics. Further-
more, the absorbancy of dyes (coloring strength) is, in general, so

great that it is difficult to make weighings with the desired precision.

When spectrophotometric data have been given to an extent sufficient

for rehable computation, the resulting energy distributions have been
hardly as good as those obtained with dayhght glass. A certain

stability is claimed for the Wratten filters, but the effects of tempera-
ture variation are not given. The use of dyes can not, in general, be
recommended, inasmuch as in solution they are not as satisfactory as

solutions of inorganic salts (see below) and in dyed gelatin films are

not as satisfactory as dayhght glass.

The quartz-nicol rotatory dispersion fflter described in the previous

section is reproducible from specification (although the spectral

selectivity of the nicol prisms has been ignored in the computation)
and its spectral transmission is accurately known (subject to the

same hmitation). Its reproduction of siinlight is very satisfactory

from a colorimetric standpoint, but its relatively high transmission

in the violet and ultra-violet renders it less suitable for photographic
purposes. Its hght transmission is very low (about 1% per cent),

and the smaU dimensions of nicol prisms hmit its usefulness practically

to the eyepiece of optical instruments. Its temperature coefficient

is not given.

Solutions may not at first be considered very convenient to use, but,

on the other hand, hquid filters are more readUy prepared in the lab-

oratory than any other type. Once prepared and inclosed in a suitable

glass cell, they are not inconvenient to handle. The extent to which
the desired energy distributions are attained with our hquid filters

is brought out in the present paper, together Avith data regarding

reproducibUity, permanence, change with temperature, etc. The
Hght transmissions compare very favorably^ with those of other filters.

It is apparent from the brief discussion ^ven in this and the previous

sections, considering the variety of materials and methods which have
been used and the degrees of approximfi,tion to the desired energy

distributions which it has been necessary to accept, that the design
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of satisfactory white-light filters is not a simple undertaking. The
reason is not hard to find. No single absorbing material has been
found which has the desired spectral characteristics and the number
of those which even crudely approximate the desired selectivity is

apparently limited.

In general, the first approximation has been secured by the use of
some blue coloring material; and additional materials have then
been added, to the extent considered necessary, to correct for spectral

deficiencies of the principal material. Considering the type of change
that occurs in the spectral transmission as the concentration or thick-

ness is varied (see Sec. V, 1), it is obvious that the diflSculty has been
not merely in finding suitable materials but in adjusting the concen-
trations of these materials so as to seciu-e the most suitable trans-

mission and resulting energy match.
In the present investigation the problem has been not only that of

selecting materials and adjusting them so as to secure the best spectral

energy match, but also that of securing exact color matches. This
has been done, furthermore, not merely with one filter but with a
large number of them, as already outlined in Section I. It is hoped
that this work will satisfy the demand felt in many lines of research
for reproducible white-light filters which have satisfactory spectral

characteristics and which may be readily prepared and conveniently
used in the laboratory.

III. SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS

Before describing the materials and methods of computation which
have been used in the development of the present filters, it is neces-
sary to define the various energy distributions which enter into these
computations. These include sunlight and dayUght energies, various
black-body distributions, and that of the acetylene flame.

1. NOON SUNLIGHT AT WASHINGTON

Simlight distribution is of importance to photographic sensitometry,

not because it may approximately represent a colorimetric or subjec-
tive white, but because it represents, perhaps better than any other
single ener^ distribution, the average conditions under which the
great majority of photographic negative materials are exposed.

<a) ABBOT'S DATA

Extensive data are available on the spectral energy distribution

of noon sunlight at Washington. Such data representative of average
atmospheric conditions at the two extremes, the summer and winter
solstices, were furnished the National Bureau of Standards by Doctor
Abbot, in a letter dated November 7, 1917. These data have served

as a basis in the development of Abbot-Priest sunlight as already

described. The two sets of data—average noon sunlight at Washing-
ton on June 21 and on December 21—are given in Table 1 and illus-

* Varying bom the incandescent sources often used in indoor motion-picture photography through sun-
llglit to daylight or blue sky,
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REPRODUCIBLE WHITE LIGHT FILTERS 15

trated in Figure 5. The difference between the two sets is of the same
order of magnitude as the variation at noon due to changes in atmos-
pheric transmission at a given time of year, and the data do not, of
course, at all represent early morning and late afternoon sunUght,
which is relatively yellow.

An arithmetical mean of these two sets of noon sunUght energy
data, given in Table 1 and illustrated in Fig\ire 5 and elsewhere, was
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Figure 5.

—

Relative energy distribution of noon sunlight at Washington as
given by Abbot's data of 1917 {Table 1 of the present paper)

chosen by the writers as the ideal enerrv distribution, the duplication
of which has been attempted in the nrst series of filters described
herein. It is hereinafter often referred to simply as "mean sim" or
"mean sunlight"; and whenever these expressions are used in this

paper this particular energy distribution (or color) is meant. The
average noon sunlight given in the report (4, p. 563) of the Color-
imetry Committee of the Optical Society of America is essentially

the same as "herein adopted, except below 420m|x, where an error has
apparently entered in the average data used ia that report. The data
as used by the writers extend from 360mju to 720mM.
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Table 1.—Sunlight energy distribution

Relative energy distribution of sunlight

Wave length in milUmicroiis
Outside

earth's at-

mosphere'

At Washington, D. C,
at noon, average at-

mospheric trans-
mission

Mean sun>

Sun'outslde
atmosphere
reduced to
100.00 at
560m;4

June 21

1

Dec 21

'

Arithmeti-
cal mean of
data for

June 21 and
Dec. 21

to 100 00 at

500m/i

360 59.1 24.0 9.4 16. 70 15. 97 56. 34
370... 64.6 30.0 12.8 21. 40 20. 47 60. 39
380 67.6 35.0 17.4 26. 20 25.06 63.30
390 69.7 40.4 22.6 31.45 30.08 65.26

400 79.1 66.0 88.5 47.25 45. 19 74.06
410 93!o 69.3 60.6 69.95 67.34 87. 08
420 101.5 78.4 69.3 68.85 65.85 95. 04
430 102! 8 81.6 63.2 72.35 69.20 96. 25
440 108.9 89.7 72.9 81.30 77.76 101. 97

450 117.0 99.1 82.6 90.80 86.85 109. 55
460 103.9 89.0 96. 46 92.25 112. 36
470 121.2 107.7 96.0 101.35 96.94 113. 48
480 109.2 97.9 103. 55 99.04 112. 92
490 - 119.4 109.8 loas 105. 15 100.57 11L80

600 117 7 110.2 102.6 106. 40 101. 77 110. 21
610 iieio 109.2 102.3 105. 75 101. 15 108. 61
620 114! 3 108.7 102.9 105. 80 101. 20 107. 02
630 112 6 107.8 103.

5

105.65 101. 05 105 43
640 no! 8 107.3 103.7 105.50 100. 91 m. 76

660 109.

1

107.3 105.4 106.35 101. 72 102. 15

660 106.

8

105 4 103 7 104. 55 100.00 100. 00
670 104! 6 103! 4 102! 3 102! 85 98^37 97.94
680 102 3 101.8 101.4 101.60 97. 18 95! 79
690 looio 100.0 100.0 100.00 95.65 93^63

600 97.7 98.8 100.2 99.50 95. 17 91.48
610 96.2 97.5 99.6 98.55 94.26 89.14
620 92.4 96.7 99.1 97.40 93. 16 86.52
630 89.7 94.0 98.7 96.35 92. 16 83.99
640 86.8 92.1 98.2 96.15 91.01 81.27

650 83.9 90.2 97.3 93.75 89.67 78.56
660 81.2 88.5 96.6 92.55 88.52 76.03
670 78.4 85.9 94.7 90.30 86. 37 73.41

680 -.- 75.8 83.6 93.5 88.65 84.70 70 97
690 73.2 81.6 91.4 86.45 82.69 68.54

700 70.6 79.1 89.3 84.20 80.54 66.01
710 68.1 76.5 86.7 81.60 78.05 63.76
720 65.8 74.3 84.8 79.55 76.09 61.61

730 -.- 63.6 72.0 82.6 77.30 73.94 69.55
740 61.3 70.0 80.6 76.25 71. 98 57.40

750 89.4 67.9 78.5 73.20 70.01 65.62

' These values were submitted to the National Bureau of Standards by Dr. C. G. Abbot in letter of
Nov. 7, 1917.

1 These values were computed from Abbot's data by the authors for the purposes of this investigation.

(b) A STANDARD FOR SENSITOMETRY

As previously noted, the American Committee on the Unit of

Photographic Intensity originally recommended, and the Sixth
International Congress of Photography tentatively adopted in 1925,
6,000° K. as the primary standard of energy distribution for use in

photographic sensitometry. .The color of 5,000° K. is not greatly dif-

ferent from that of average noon sunlight—it was, in fact, chosen for

this reason. In addition, it serves as a precise definition and is a
good round number.
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As a standard for use in photographic sensitometry, however, the
authors beHeve their adopted mean sun is much preferable to 5,000° K.
The reasons are as follows

:

1. In photographic sensitometry it is not the color that is pri-

marily important but the energy distribution, particularly in the
violet and near ultra-violet where all photographic materials are
highly sensitive. In this important region the relative energy of
5,000° K. is not representative of sunlight, as is shown in Figure 6.

2. The energy distribution of mean sun can be duplicated much
more closely by means of incandescent Ughts and filters than can
that of 5,000° K. This is well illustrated by a comparison of charts
8 and 24 showing the enei^ distribution curves obtained with a
2,848° K. source and the respective filters for obtaining mean sun and
6,000° K. Not only are the deviations in the latter case much larger,

'ISO
I I I I I I I I I I I I M I I I I I I I M M I I I I M

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750
Wave Length millimicrons (m/n)

Figure 6.

—

Relative energy distributions of 5,000° K. and mean sunlight

This shows that 5,000° K. is not a satisfactory representatioa of sunlight in the photographi-
cally important region below 420mA».

but the transmission is lower; and this diflSculty of reproducing
5,000° K. from any practicable incandescent lamp color temperature,
considering both the spectral energy match and the light transmission,
is inherent in the difi^erences in the energy distributions, not in the
filters employed.

It seems undesirable to choose any ideal standard of energy distri-

bution for use in photographic sensitometry which is less represent-
ative of natural sunlight conditions than the adopted mean s;m,

and which is at the same time less satisfactorily reproducible in the
laboratory.

2. SUNLIGHT OUTSIDE THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE—A STANDARD
OF DAYLIGHT

Certain problems may arise in colorimetry where a daylight filter

may- be preferred to a simUght filter. However, the spectral energy
distribution of dayUght has apparently never been measured as such;
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indeed, there may be question as to the proper definition of daylight,

which may show considerable variation in color, depending upon
atmospheric conditions, time of day, and other factors.

Priest has previously shown (28; 43, p. 483) that the color tem-
perature (6,000° to 7,000° K.) of the overcast sky is approximately
the same as the color temperature of the sun as it would appear out-

side the earth's atmosphere. Priest's later data (28) also show that,

for clear and partly cloudy skies, the color temperature of the com-
bined hght of Sim and sky received on a horizontal surface exposed
to the whole sky lies generally within this same range, 6,000° to

7,000° K., for a wide range of solar altitudes. Taylor's data ("The
Color of DayUght," Tab. I, 23d Ann. Con. I. E. S.; 1929) are in

substantial accord with Priest's. Kimball (29, p. 514) states (on

the basis of Priest's color-match data and other data on spectral

distribution): "Therefore, for the total daylight with either clear,

cloudy, or partly cloudy skies the energy distribution corresponds
closely to the distribution for black-body radiation at a temperature
from 5,500° to 6,500° K."
As will be shown later in this paper, we have found bv actual trial

that the color of the overcast sky may be nearly matched by the color

of the Sim outside the earth's atmosphere. A filter was designed
(Sec. V, 6) to convert 2,848° K. to sunlight outside the atmosphere as

specified by Abbot's data of 1917, given in Table 1. At certam times

on four different days near the autumnal equinox of 1928 and once
during the tests in December, 1928, a perfect color match was observed
between this source-and-filter combination and overcast south sky,

although on the average the two colors were not identical. DetaHs
of these measurements are given in Section VIII, 4.

3. THE PLANCKIAN RADIATOR OR BLACK BODY

(a) AN EQUIVALENT OF INCANDESCENT ILLUMINANTS—COLOR TEMPERATURE

The determination of spectral energy distribution by direct radio-

metric methods is a matter of considerable experimental difficulty,

lequiring elaborate apparatus and expert knowledge and technique.

The problem is considerably simplified provided one has available a
standardized source of accurately known spectral energy distribution

;

for LP this case it is necessary merely to make comparison, wave length
by wave length, visually or otherwise, of the unknown source with
the standard, and various instrumental calibrations necessary in

direct radiometric measurements are eliminated. At best, however, it

is a laborious undertaking to make spectral energy determinations by
spectrophotometric or spectroradiometric methods.
However, a substitute method is available, involving much less

apparatus, time, and skill, in which the spectral energy distribution

is derived by determining what is known as the color temperature of

the source. The relative energy distribution from a complete
radiator or black body is a function only of the temperature oi the
radiator. The theoretical equation derived by Planck expressing
this relation is of the form

;
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^><-~c,
—

\0
e -1

where
Ex is the energy per unit wave length at wave length X,

6 is the absolute temperature in ° K. (" C.+ 273),
e is the base of natural logarithms, and
Ci and C2 are constants.

It has been found by experiment that the relative enei^ distribu-

tion from many common incandescent Ught sources in the visible

spectrum is practically the same as that from a Planckian radiator,

provided the temperature of the latter is taken to give an accurate
color match with the source in question. The color temperature of a
light source is defined (30, p. 1180) as "the temperature at which
a Planckian radiator would emit radiant energy competent to evoke a
color of the same quality as that evoked by the radiant enei^ from
the source in question." A Ught source accurately allocated on the
color temperature scale—that is, having a perfect color match with the
Planckian radiator at some temperature—may or may not have an
exact relative spectral energy match with this ideal radiator.

The practical advantage of the color-temperature method as a
substitute for spectral energy determinations lies in the fact, noted
above, that many common illuminants, particularly incandescent
electric lamps, not only give a good color match with the Planckian
radiator but a very close approximation, at least in the visible

spectrum, to the relative energy distribution as well. This approxi-
mation is so good that a specification of color temperature serves in
practically all cases as an adequate specification of the relative

spectral energy values.

Of course, there are certain sources, such as the mercury arc,

which can not be described in terms of color tfemperature, and others,

such as the Welsbach mantle, which can be placed only crudely on
the color .temperature scale, not being a match with any black-body
color. However, practically all sources whose light is produced
solely by temperature may be quite accurately described in terms of

color temperature. Passing over the varying red shades of the fur-

nace, we may note as reference points the approximate color temper-
atures of various illuminants—the candle and kerosene flames at
1,900° K., the carbon lamp at 2,100° K., the acetylene flame ^ and
vacuum tungsten lamp at 2,400° K., and the gas-filled tungsten
lamps from 2,600° to 3,100° K. In the case of flames, the values

vary for different portions of the flame and for different conditions of

pressure, humidity, etc. With the incandescent electric lamps, the

values differ with the applied voltage and with the type of lamp,
the effective portion of the filament, etc. The melting point of tung-

sten is near 3,600° K., which is approximately the color temperature
of the low power carbon arc. For more complete discussions of

color temperature the reader is referred to papers from the Nela
Research Laboratory (31) and from the National Bureau of Stand-
ards (30), and to references contained therein. An illustration

' See Sec. in, 4 for discussion of the acetylene flame.
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(fig. 7) from one of the bureau papers (Sci. Pap. No. 443, fig. 1, p.
225) will serve to illustrate the sort of deviations which may be
expected in the case of incandescent electric lamps between experi-

mental determinations of spectral energy distribution and values
computed from Planck's equation.

Such actual experimental determinations of spectral energy
distribution would be all too meager for the needs of the present
paper. Furthermore, they are subject to experimental uncertainty,
especially at the shorter wave lengths where the energy values are
relatively small. It has, therefore, been not only preferable, but nec-
essary, to use the theoretical values given by Planck's equation in
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Figure 7.

—

Relative energy distribution of standard lamp, B. S.

1717, at 118.0 volts, compared with Planckian radiator at 2,820°
and 2,860° K.

This iUustration is reproduced from B. S. Sci. paper No. 443, by I. G. Priest.

1 he computation of the filters to be described, with the exception of

t.he acetylene-to-sunhght filter.

(b) ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS. 2,000" TO 20.000° K.

Relative spectral energy data computed from Planck's (or Wien's)
equation have been pubUshed by various investigators. The most
extensive of these data * comprise Bureau of Standards Miscellaneous

' See also a paper by Skogland entitled, "Tables of Spectral Energy Distribution and Luminosity for

Use in Computing Light Transmissions and Relative Brightnesses from Spectrophotometric Data,"
B. S. Misc. Pub. No. 86; 1929. These tables cover the range from 2,000° to 3,120° K., at 20° K. intervals
for the energy distributions and at 80° K. intervals for the luminosity data, diflerences tor interpolation
being also given. These tables are based on I4,330>i° as the value of Cj.
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Publication No. 56 (hereinafter designated as M56), by Frehafer
and Snow, entitled "Tables and Graphs for Facilitating the Compu-
tation of Spectral Enei^ Distribution by Planck's Formula." By
means of these tables and graphs, Planckian energy distributions over
a wave length range from 400mM to 720m)a may be readily obtained for

all color temperatiu'es from l,Ol)0° to 28,000° K. A table is also

given by means of which with further computation values may be
obtained, at wave lengths beyond this range. The value of used
in these computations was 14,350/x°. The graphs are so arranged,

however, that values may readily be obtained for any reasonable

value of O2. The accuracy claimed for these computations was in

general 0.15 per cent or better for the tables and 0.33 per cent or

better for the graphs.

Table 2.

—

Spectral energy distribution of a Planckian radiator or black body at

variotis temperatures

Relative energy distribution i at—

mllUmlcrons
2,000° K. 2,100° K. 2,200° K. 2,300° K. 2,360° K. 2,400° K. 2,450° K. 2,600° K.

3fi0 - 0.48 0.69 0.96 1.31 1.55 1.73 1.97 2.24
360 - .74 L04 1.41 1.86 2.19 2.42 2.73 3.06
370 -- 1.10 1.61 2.00 2.60 ^.01 3.31 3.69 4.11
380 1.61 2.16 2.79 3.54 4.06 4.42 4.90 6.41
390.... —. 2.29 2.99 3.81 4.74 6.38 6.81 6.40 7.00

400 3.19 4.09 6.10 6.24 6.99 7.51 8.18 8.89
410 4.37 6.46 6.71 8.08 8.94 9.55 10.34 11. 18
420 6.88 7.20 8.68 10.26 11.29 12.00 12.91 13.83
430 7.78 9.36 11.08 12.92 14.06 14.85 15.87 16.90
440 10.14 11.98 13.94 16.00 17.28 18. 16 19.26 20.38

450 13.01 15.12 17. 32 19.60 21.00 21.95 23.13 24.33
460: 16.49 18.84 21.26 23.75 26.22 26.25 27.60 28.76
470 - 20.63 23.22 25.82 28.46 30.03 31.07 32.40 33.71
480 25.52 28.31 31.03 33.79 35.37 36. 45 37.80 39.12
4fl0 31.24 34.11 36.92 39.67 41.32 42.39 43.77 46.08

500 37.85 40.76 43.56 46.31 17.88 48.96 50.20 61.45
510 45.40 48.25 50.95 53.60 56.08 66.03 67.25 58.46
520 1 64.03 56.70 69.13 61.50 62.84 63.67 64.80 65.80
530 63.70 65.90 68.06 70.00 71.18 71.92 72.76 73.60
640 74.49 76.36 77.94 79.35 80.23 80.72 81.36 82.00

650 86.67 87.60 88.52 89.30 89.74 90.04 90.46 oa76
660... 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
570..... 114.5 113.3 112.3 111.3 110.68 110.4 109.9 109.5
580 130.6 127.8 125.4 123.2 122.06 121.2 120.3 119.6
590 147.7 143.2 139.3 135.8 133.78 132.6 131.1 129.7

600. 166.3 159.7 163.9 148.8 146.07 144.2 142.1 140.2
610 186.3 177.2 169.6 162.6 158.77 156.4 153.6 151.0
620 207.7 195.8 185.5 176.6 171.96 168.9 166.4 162.1
630 230.2 215.0 202.4 191.3 185.35 181.7 177.3 173.2
640 254.3 236.6 220.0 206.4 190.24 194.7 189.6 184.6

650 279.4 256.« 238.2 221.9 213.36 208.1 201.9 196.2
660 306.0 279.5 256.9 237.7 227.83 221.8 214.6 207.9
670 334.0 302.0 276.0 253.9 242.64 235.5 227.4 219.7
680 362.9 325.5 296.7 270.2 257.36 249.3 239.7 231.2
690 393.1 350.0 316.2 287.1 272.47 263.1 252.3 242.7

700 424.7 376.5 336.8 304.5 287.56 277.2 265.2 254.4
710 456.8 402.0 357.6 321.0 302.64 291.1 277.9 266.2
720... 490.1 428.0 378.6 338.0 317. 87 305.2 290.7 277.4

(See footnote at end ot table.)
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Table 2.

—

Spectral energy distribution of a Planckian radiator or black body at
various temperatures—Continued

Relative energy distribution ' at-

millimicrons
2 600° K. 2 700° K, 2 800° K. 2 848° K. 2 900° K. Q fW\o rr

350 2.84 3.52 4.32 4.75 5.23 6.22 7.36 8.68
360 3. 81 4.67 5.64 6,16 6.71 7. 92 9.22 10.64
370... 5.03 6.07 7.22 7.82 8.50 9.88 11.39 13.00
380 6. 52 7.76 9. 11 9.79 10. 58 12. 15 13.86 16.66
390.. 8.33 9.74 11.30 12.09 12.96 14. 74 16.65 18.60

400 10.44 12.10 13.82 14.71 16.68 17.66 19.74 21.87
410 12.91 14.76 16.71 17.69 18. 75 20.87 23. 10 25.40
420.. 15.78 17.82 19.94 21.00 22.15 24.44 26. 81 29.20
430 19. 03 21. 24 23.54 24. 68 25.91 28. 33 30. 80 33. 30
440 22.71 25.09 27.52 28.73 30.01 32.62 36.05 37.60

450 26.83 29.33 31.86 33.11 34.43 36.99 39.56 42. 17
460 31.36 33.97 36.55 37.81 39. 16 41. 78 44.3.1 46.89
470 _ _. 36.38 38.99 41.60 42.87 44.24 46.81 49.36 51.80
480 41.80 44. 45 47.03 48.27 49. 59 52.08 54. 50 56. 86
490 47.69 50.25 52. 71 63.92 55. 15 57.54 59.86 62. 15

500 53.99 56.50 58.78 59.90 61.10 63.22 65.36 87.40
510 60. 75 63.00 65.08 66.08 67. 16 69. 11 71.00 72.80
520 67.88 69.85 71.64 72.51 73. 40 75.08 76.70 78.20
530 75. 37 76. 90 78. 45 79. 16 79. 80 81. 23 82. 45 83. 70
540 83.26 84.35 85. 45 85.97 88.45 87.43 88.30 89. 15

550 91.49 92.10 92.68 92.97 93.25 93.71 94.15 94.60
560 .- 100.00 100.00 loaoo 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
570 .- 108.8 108.1 107.4 107.20 106.8 106.3 105.7 105.3
580.. 117.9 116.4 116.1 114.52 113.8 112.7 111.6 110.6

127.

1

124.

8

122.7 121.80 120.7 119.0 117.

3

116.

8

Ann loo. o 133 3 130.4 129.07 127.7 125.3 123 0
610... 146.3 14l!9 138.1 136.42 134.6 131.5 128] 6 126.8
620 156.

1

150.6 145.8 143.64 141.4 137.5 133. 8 130.

6

630 165.9 159.3 153.5 150.88 148.2 143.4 139.0 135.1
GtO . 175.9 168.0 161.1 158.06 154.9 149.3 144.3 139.8

650 185.9 176.6 168.6 166.08 161.4 156.0 149.2 144.0
660 195.7 185.3 176.1 172. 12 167.8 160.6 153.9 148.

1

670 205.8 193.6 183.2 178. 87 174.0 166.0 168.7 162.1

680 215.

6

202. 2 190.6 185. 52 180.2 171.2 163.

2

165.9
690 225.6 210.5 197.5 192. 13 186.1 17a 3 167.4 169.4

700 235.3 218.6 204.4 198. 32 192.1 181.2 171.6 162.8
710 244.9 228.6 211.3 204.49 197.6 186.8 175.3 166.0
720 254.4 234.5 217.7 210. 57 203.0 190.1 178.8 168.9

Relative energy distribution ' at

—

Wave length in

millimicrons
3 250° K. 3 300° K. 3,400° K. 3,500° K. 3,600° K. 3,700° K. 3 760° K.

350 9.26 9.93 11.40 12.97 14.64 16.43 17.36 18. 32
360 11.40 12. 18 13.83 15.58 17.44 19.41 20.42 21.46
370.... 13.86 14. 72 16.55 18.49 20.52 22.63 23. 73 24.87
380 16.00 17.55 19.56 21.66 23.82 26.13 27.28 28.42
390 19.63 20.66 22.83 25.06 27.42 29.77 31.00 32.23

400 .- 22.97 24.06 26.3fi 28.73 31. 17 33.66 34.90 36. 17

410 20. 57 27. 73 30.14 32.60 35. 10 37.07 38.98 40.29
420.. 30,42 31.65 34.15 36.67 39.23 41.83 43. 14 44. 45
430 34.56 35.80 38.32 40.90 43. 50 46.08 47.41 48. 72
440 38.88 40.19 42.73 45. 30 47.84 50.35 51.72 63.00

4.50 43.43 44.73 47.28 49.79 52.30 54.85 66.08 57.40
460 48. 15 49.37 51.80 54.38 56.80 59.20 CO. 46 61.60
470 53.03 54.25 56.65 59.06 61.30 63.65 64.80 66.85
480 58.07 59.20 61.45 63.70 66.85 88.05 69. 14 70.16
490 63. 21 64.30 66. 40 68.47 70.46 72.40 73.34 74.30

500.... 68.41 69.35 71.25 73.14 74.95 76.70 77. 67 78.40
510... 73.67 74.50 76.15 77.82 79.30 80.86 81.63 82.30
520.. 79.01 79.65 81.05 82.39 83.65 84.90 85.56 86.15
530 84.29 84.80 85.90 86.94 87.96 88.90 89.40 89.85
640 89.56 89.90 90.70 91.36 92.10 92.70 93.10 93.36

(See footnote at end of table.)
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Table 2.

—

Spectral energy distribution of a Planckian radiator or black body at

various temperatures—Continued

Relative energy distribution ' at-

millimicrons
3,250° K. 3,300° K. 3,400° K. 3,500° K. 3,600° K. 3,700° K. 3,750° K. 3,800° K.

650 - 94.84 95.00 95. 35 95.69 96.10 96.40 96.55 96.70
660. • 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

670 - 105.1 104.8 104.4 104.0 103.6 103.2 103.

1

102.9

580 110.2 109.7 108.8 108.0 107.2 106.6 106.2 105.8

590 115.1 114.4 113.0 111.8 110.6 109.5 109.0 108.5

600.- - 119.9 118.9 117.1 115.4 113.8 112.4 111.7 111.1

610 124.6 123.4 121.0 118.9 116.9 115.

1

114.3 113.4

620 129.0 127.5 124.6 122.1 119.7 117.5 116.5 116.5

630..-- 133.3 131.5 128.2 125.2 122.4 119.9 118.

7

117.5

640 137.6 135.6 131.8 128.2 125.0 122.1 120.7 119.3

650 141.6 139.3 135.0 130.9 127.3 124.0 122.4 120.9

660 -- 145.4 142.8 137.9 133.5 129.5 125.7 124.0 122.3

670 149.1 146.2 140.8 135.9 131.4 127.3 125.4 123.6

680 152.6 149.4 143.4 138.1 133.2 128.8 126.7 124.8

690 165.8 152.3 145.9 140.1 134.8 130.1 127.9 12.5.8

700...- --- 1.58.8 155.0 148.2 142.0 136.3 131.2 128.8 128.6

710 - 161.8 157.7 150.2 143.6 137.6 132.2 129.7 127.3

720 - 164.4 160.0 152.2 146.1 138.8 133.0 130.4 127.8

Relative energy distribution ' at

—

millimicTODS
3,900° K. 4,000° K. 4,600° K. 5,000° K. 6,500° K. 6,000° K. 6,600° K. 7,000° E.

350 20.29 22.42 34.32 48.17 63.48 79.83 96.73 113.9

360 - -. 23.64 26.84 38. 37 62.55 67.85 83.80 100.1 116.5

370 27.14 29.66 42.50 56.84 71.95 87.51 103.1 118.5

380 30.88 33.41 46.69 61.02 75.85 90. 82 105.7 120.

1

390 34.76 37. 36 50.86 65.04 79. 43 93.74 107.7 121.2

400 38.72 41.39 54.96 68.91 82, 72 96. 37 109.4 121.9

410 42.90 45.64 58.97 72.54 86. 73 98.58 110.6 122.2
420...- 47.05 49. 70 62.91 76.00 88.50 100.5 111.5 122.

1

430.- 61.30 53. 92 66.76 79.23 90.90 102.0 112.2 121.8

440 55.65 58. 13 70.48 82. 17 93.06 103.3 112.5 121.2

450 69.85 62.26 74.00 84.90 94.93 104.

1

112.4 120.1

460 63.90 66.31 77.36 87.42 96.51 104.8 112.2 119.0
470...- - -. 68. 10 70.32 80.47 89.71 97.86 105.1 111.7 117.6

480 72.20 74.20 83. 42 91.72 98.87 105.5 111.0 116.

1

490 - 76.15 77.93 86.22 93. 49 99. 70 105.3 110.0 114.3

500 80.06 81.63 88.78 95.02 100.4 105.0 109.0 112.6

510.. - 83.70 85. 11 91.13 96.41 100.7 104.6 107.7 no. 6
520...- - 87.26 88. 42 93. 36 97.50 100.9 103.9 106.3 108.7
630 - -. 90.70 91.56 95.25 98.41 100.9 103.1 104.8 106.5

540 93.90 94.50 97.06 99.07 100.7 102.2 103.4 104.5

550.- 97.00 97.33 98.58 99.65 100.4 101.

1

101.7 102.3

560 -.- 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
570 - 102.6 102.4 101.

1

100.2 99.33 98. 77 98.20 97. 75
580 106.2 104. 7 102.2 100.3 98. 73 97.51 96.41 95.60
590. 107.6 106.8 103.0 100.2 97.89 96.03 94. 51 93.28

600 109.8 108.7 103.6 100. I 96.90 94.62 92.58 91.05
610.- 111.8 110.4 104.1 99. 57 95.97 93.09 90.75 88.84
620 113.6 111.9 104.6 99. 13 94.89 91.63 88.80 86.73
630 -- 116.3 113.2 104.7 98.50 93.68 90.02 86.94 84.50
640 - - 116.8 114.5 104.8 97.92 92.49 88. 40 84.96 82.37

650 118.1 115.5 104.8 97.16 91.26 86.71 83.05 80.21

660..... 119.2 116.3 104.6 96.24 89.98 85.09 81.20 78. 15

670.-.- - 120.2 117.

1

104.3 95.35 88.63 83.43 79.33 78.05
680 121.1 117.7 104.0 94.39 87.24 81.83 77.44 74.04

690 121.8 118.2 103.6 93.44 85.88 80.17 75.69 72.11

700 122.4 118.5 103.0 92.33 84.46 78. 47 73.80 70. 16

710 - 122.8 118.7 102.6 91.24 82.98 76. 82 72.07 68.30

720 123.1 118.7 101.7 90.07 81.54 75.20 70.29 66.43

(See footnote at end of table.)
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Table 2.

—

Spectral energy distribution of a Planckian radiator or black body at

various temperatures—Continued

Relative energy distribution > at

—

millimicrons
8,000° K. 9,000° K. 10,000° K. 12,000 °K. 14,000° K. 16,000° K. 18,000° K. 20,000° K.

148.

1

180.

9

211.

5

265.

6

310.

3

347.

0

377.

6

403.

0

148.

4

178.

5

206. 2 254. 5 293.

6

325.

7

352. 0 373. 7
370 148. 2 175.7 200.7 243.6 278.1 305.7 328.2 347.

1

380 147.6 172.5 195.0 233.0 263.

1

287.0 306.3 322.5
146. 4 169.

0

189.

1

222.

6

248.

8

269.

4

286.

3

300.

0

400 145.

0

165.

3

182.

9

212. 4 235.

1

253.

4

267. 6 278.

9

143.

1

161. 2 177.

0

202. 7 222.

5

237.

9

250.

4

260.

0

420 140.9 157.2 170.9 193.6 210.4 224.0 234.3 242.5
430 138.5 152.9 165.1 184.6 199.1 210.5 219.4 226.2
AAn

136.

0

148. 6 159. 2 176.

0

188.

4

198.

3

205.

6

211.

3

450 133.

4

144.

3

153.

4

167.

9

178.

4

186. 6 192.

8

197.

5

460 130.

5

140.

0

147.

7

160. 0 169.

0

175.

8

181.

1

185.

0

470 127.5 135.7 142.3 152.7 160.0 165.8 170.

1

173.2
480 124.5 131.4 136.8 145.6 151.7 156.3 159.8 162.5
490 121.

5

127. 2 131.

7

138.

7

143.

7

147.

6

150. 4 152.

5

500 118.

3

123.

0

120.

7

132.

3

136.

3

139.

3

141. 7 143.

2

115.

3

119.

0

121.

8

126. 2 129.

3

131.

6

133. 4 134.

6

520 112.1 115.0 117.0 120.4 122.7 124.5 125.8 126.6
530 109.0 111.1 112.5 114.9 116.5 117.8 118.7 119.2

106.

0

107. 2 108.

1

109.

6

110. 7 111. 5 112.

1

112.

3

650 103.0 103.6 104.0 104.7 105.

1

105.5 105.8 105.9
560 100. 00 100. 00 100. 00 100. 00 100. 00 100. 00 100. 00 100. 00
570 97! 05 96]53 95.98 95] 46 95'. 10 94; 81 94! 60 94! 37
580 94.14 93. 14 92.31 91.19 90.49 90.05 89.55 89.22
690 91.36 89.92 88.75 87.16 86.15 85.46 84. 91 84.38

600 88.50 86.76 85. 21 83.34 82.05 81. 14 80. 42 79.83
610 85.87 83.66 82.02 79.73 78.17 77. 16 76. 30 75.64
620 83.24 80.71 78. 91 76.20 74.51 73.29 72.40 71.67
630 80.68 77.90 75. 78 72.97 71.05 69. 74 68.82 67.95
640 78. 18 75. 21 72.93 09.78 67. 74 66.44 65. 32 64.49

650 75.73 72.54 70. 10 66.83 64.69 63.23 62.09 61.21
660 73.36 69.99 67.51 64.02 61.78 60.26 59.10 58. 18
670 71.12 67.55 64.90 61.33 59. 01 57. 42 56. 25 55.29
680 68.83 65.20 62.49 58. 77 56. 43 54. 79 53. 61 52.61
690 66.73 62.93 60. 12 56.38 53.90 52.28 51.08 50.05

700 64.68 60. 75 57.87 54.09 51.61 49.94 48.66 47.68
710 - 62.67 58.65 55.76 51.89 49.35 47.70 46.41 45.40
720.. 60.70 56.62 53.70 49. 77 47.24 45.55 44. 32 43.27

1 Ci=14,350/i°. AU values from 350mM to 390inM, inclusive, have been computed from Table 1 of B. S.

Misc. Pub. No. 56, Frehafer and Snow, 1925; the remaining values, 400mM to 720mM, have been taken from the
tables of M56 or read from the graphs of M56 when not tabulated, except at 2,360° and 2,848° K., which
came from previous computation m the colorimetry section. Note, however, that the tabulated values
of M56 are given consistently to four significant figures, whereas values less than 10 derived from the graphs
of M56 can be read only to the second decimal. Since further figures were of no practical importance in

this investigation, all values less than 10, however derived, were taken only to the second decimal as

abulated herein.

The authors of the present paper have used the tables of M56 so

far as they were applicable,* have read values from the graphs at in-

termediate temperatures,* and by means of the auxiliary table noted
above have extended values of relative energy to 350m/i, the region

350m/i to 390mM being of importance photographically. These values

of relative energy are given in Table 2, and serve not only as a record
of the actual values used in the present investigation, but as a con-
venient set of reference tables more extensive than those of M56 from
which they were derived.

> Slight qualifications to these statements may be noted in the footnote to Table 2.
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The following method was used to obtain values of relative energy
from S50mn to SOOm^. A large-scale plot of Table 1 of M56 over the

E
range applicable was made, plotting values of against the products

as therein tabulated. Values of \d were then computed for the
values of temperature, 6, given in Table 2 and for values of X equal to

350mM, 360mM, 370m/x, 380m/x, 390mM, 400mM, 410mM, 420m/x, 450mM,
E

and 560m/i. For any value of 6, thereupon, values of were read

from the large-scale plot for the values of \d computed, and then
tabulated at the respective wave lengths. This gave a series of
relative energy values for a given temperature, d, which were then
reduced to 100.00 at 560mju by means of the proper factor.

Values thus obtained at 400mAi, 410mM, 420m^(, and 450m/i were
then compared with the values at those wave lengths previously ob-
tained from the tables and ^aphs of M56. Let Ei be the values
obtained by the authors, as mdicated above, from Table 1 of M56,
and let E2 be the values taken from Table 2b of M56 or read from
the graphs of M56 which are based directly upon Table 2b. Then

^^^XlOO represents the percentage deviation of the two sets of

energy values. Where the values of E2 were taken from the tables

of M56, the deviations were nowhere greater than 0.17 per cent; and
where values of E2 were obtained from the curves of M56, the devia-
tions were nowhere greater than 0.29 per cent. These figures afford

an interesting comparison with the accuracy claimed by the authors
of M56, viz, 0.15 and 0.33 per cent, respectively, for the tables and
graphs. In table 2 of the present pap>er the values given at 400m/i,
llOm/i, 420mM, and 450m/x are those obtained from Table 2b and the
graphs of M56, not those derived from Table 1 of M56 for comparison
pm-poses.

(c) USB OP HIGH COLOR TEMPERATURES

It has been demonstrated by means of Priest's rotatory-dispersion

colorimetric photometer (30) that the various phases of sunlight and
daylight ranging from the yellow of morning and afternoon sim to

the blue of a clear sky may be approximately matched in color by
light having a Planckian spectral distribution. The colors of the

stars may ^so be described in terms of the color temperature scale.

Furthermore, the true subjective white may be found to lie at some
place along this high color temperature scale.

It has, therefore, seemed desirable to design filters for duplicating

black-body colors, beginning at the color temperatures above which
bare Mazda C lamps can not be operated and extending up to 10,000°

or 20,000° K., the color of blue sky. The energy distributions re-

ferred to in the last section have served as ideals in the design of

such filters.

4. THE ACETYLENE FLAME

The acetylene flame has been used extensively in photographic

sensitometry and a filter has, therefore, been designed (Sec. V, 6) for

converting the spectral energy and color of this light to those of mean
sunlight. For this purpose the relative spectral energy data of Co-
blentz (27) have been used. These data were not given regularly at
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every lOm^u. They were accordingly plotted and a curve drawn care-

fully through these experimental values. Value? at every lOmju were
read from this curve and then adjusted by an appropriate factor giving

100.00 at 560mM. In Table 3 are given the values of relative energy
as thus derived from Coblentz's data, and the same values reduced
to 100.00 at 560mM.
The color temperatiire of the acetylene flame with an E. K. stand-

ard burner is commonly taken as 2,360° K., as determined by Hyde,
Forsythe, and Cady (32). The value computed from Coblentz's en-

ergy data is, however, 2,413° K}° Some preliminary tests of the

color temperature of this flame by the authors also gave a value over
2,400° K. This question is discussed further in Section VIII, 6.

Table 3.

—

Spectral energy distribution of an acetylene flame

Wave length in millimicTons

380.

390

400.

410.

420.

430
440

450.

460.

470.

480.

490.

500
510
620
630
540

650
560
670
680
590

Relative energy
distribution

Co- Reduced
blentz's to 100.00

data at MOmit

3.9 9.09
4.4 10.26

1 5.0 11.66
5.7 13.29
6.5 15. 15

7.4 17.25
> 8.6 19.81

1 10.0 23.31
1 11.8 27.51
13.8 32. 17

16.2 37.76
18.5 43. 12

' 20.9 48.72
24.

1

56. 18
127.5 64. 10
31.0 72.26

' 34.6 80.65

' 38.9 90.68
' 42.9 100.00
47,5 1 10. 72

1 52.2 121,68
57.3 133.57

Wave length in millimicrons

600
610
620
630
640.

650.

660
670.

680
690

700
710
720

425
475
525
575.

625
676.

Relative energy
distribution

Co-
blentz's
data

1 02. 5

67.8
1 73.3
79.

1

1 85.0

"91.2
' 97.6
104.2

1 110. 9
117.4

1 124. 1

130.7
1 137. 5

1 7.0
' 15.0
1 29.2
1 49.8
' 76. 1

1 107. 5

Reduced
to 100.00

at 560rD^

145. 69
158.04
170.86
184.38
198. 14

212. 59
227. 51

242. 89
258.51
273.66

289.28
304.60
320. 51

'These values are taken from Table lo(B. S. Sd. Paper No. 362, W. W. Coblentz, "Distribution
of Energy in the Spectrum of an Acetylene Flame," 1920. The remaining values were derived by the
authors from a large-scale plot of Coblentz's data.

IV. COMPONENT MATERIALS OF FILTERS

The several desirable characteristics of white-Ught filters have been
indicated in Section II, 2, and it was there noted that certain solutions

of inorganic salts apparently had none of the serious faults to which
the other materials were subject and which would prevent their

adoption and use as general working standards. Obviously, filters

for converting lower to higher color temperatures should have little

absorption in the violet with increasing absorption toward the red
end of the spectrum. Such filters will, of course, have a bluish

color. Several blue solutions are available, such as aqueous nickel

sulphate and ammonia, aqueous copper sulphate and ammonia, and

As computed by Davis' method, see footnote to Table 13.
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others, but they only crudely approximate the desired spectral absorp-

tion. An important step toward the solution of the problem was
made by Pfund (23) in. the discovery that the spectral deficiencies in

the absorption of an ammoniacal copper-sulphate solution could be
corrected to a large extent by an aqueous solution of cobalt sulphate
and copper sulphate. Considerable interesting information regard-

ing the characteristics of various solutions and glass cells tested for

photometric use is given in papers (33, 34) by Ives and Eongsbury.

1. CHOICE OF MATERIALS

(a) AQUEOUS AMMONIA SOLUTION OF COPPER SULPHATE

At the start of the investigation considerable time was spent design-

ing filters, by trial and error and by computation from spectrophoto-
metric data, with the component materials used in Pfund's filter. It

was foimd that the transmittancy curve of the ammoniacal copper-
sulphate solution changed considerably with the ammonia content
for a given concentration of copper sulphate. There were shifts in

the wave lengths of the maximum and minimum transmittancies with
changes in ammonia content, accompanied by increased values of

transmittancy at some wave lengths and decreased values at others.

From the standpoint of the resulting energy distribution a content of

about 100 cc of ammonia water (28 per cent NH3) per Uter of solution

was determined as the most suitable.

When the copper sulphate is varied, keeping the ammonia-water
content constant at. 100 cc per Uter of solution, Beer's law was appar-
ently obeyed over a range from 2 to 5 g of copper sulphate, but failed

to some extent at 1 g. This question of obedience to Beer's law is,

of course, important when a series of filters is designed by computa-
tion from standard spectrophotometric data obtained at some one
concentration, if it has been chosen to vary concentration rather than
thickness. (The data on Beer's law were rather meager, and the
measurements were not continued because of the decision to use
pyridine instead of ammonia.)
Ammonia water has two well-known characteristics which tend to

make its use for filters unsatisfactory, and which led to the search for

a substitute. These undesirable features are: (1) Its corrosive action

on glass. It attacks the glass of cells and bottles. In addition to

this undesirable property, particularly with respect to its effect on
the optical glass plates of the filter cells, it was thought that this

action might be accompanied by changes in the absorption of the

solution. (2) Its tendency to lose ammonia. Ammonia water must
be tested for strength before using. Furthermore, if the container is

inadequately stoppered or sealed, there is danger of ammonia gas
escaping from the solution, with consequent change in absorption as

noted above. Ives and Kingsbury (33, p. 799) speak of the change
of color caused by the "unpreventable evaporation" of ammonia.

(b) AQUEOUS PYRIDINE SOLUTON OF COPPER SULPHATE WITH MANNITE—
SOLUTION A

As a substitute for ammonia, pyridine (CjHsN) was tried. This
gives a blue solution with copper sulphate resembling that obtained
with ammonia. Spectrophotometric tests of the solutions showed
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absorption changes with variation of pyridine content, as was the case
with ammonia.
However, a very serious defect of the copper-sulphate-pyridine

solution soon developed. It was found to be rather unstable. This
instability varied considerably with the pyridine content, the solu-

tions being most stable with a large proportion (20 per cent total

volume) of pyridine and poorest with small proportions. The best
proportion from the standpoint of the final energy distribution was
judged to be about 30 cc of pyridine per liter, but with this amount
the solution showed signs of precipitation after standing a few days
in very warm weather (35° to 40° C).

Nevertheless, these preliminary tests showed the use of pyridine

to be so promising that some method was sought whereby the copper-
sulphate-pyridine solution could be made stable. During a series of

experiments having this end in view, it was found that the addition
of glycerine to the solution retarded the precipitation enormously.
When precipitation with glycerine present did start, however, a
scum appeared on the surface of the solution and on the sides of the
vessel. (In these experiments just barely enough pyridine was used
to convert the copper sulphate to the soluble copper-pyridine com-
potmd so that precipitation started very shortly after the mixture
was made. The temperature has a very marked influence on the
rate of precipitation.) This increased stability with glycerine was so

striking that a search w.as made for other materials of similar structure

to glycerin, with the result that mannite ((i-manitol) was suggested.
This material proved to be very satisfactory, and solutions over four

years old show no precipitation. A very slight change in absorption
does take place upon long standing, however, and this feature is

discussed in Section VII, 3. The quantity of mannite used is an
amount equal to the weight of copper sulphate used. Apparently no
•change in the transmittancy of the copper-sulphate-pyridine solution

is caused by the addition of mannite.
The copper-sulphate-pyridine-mannite solutions showed the same

changes in absorption with changes in the pyridine content as were
exhibited by the simple copper-sulphate-pyridine solutions, analogous
to the changes in the ammonia solutions as already noted. The data
illustrated in Figure 8 show the effects of varying the pyridine content
over the range from 10 to 100 cc per liter of solution with a constant
quantity (3 g) of copper sulphate. Furthet investigation (Sec. VIII,

3) confirmed the previous conclusion that 30 cc of pyridine per liter

gave a more suitable type of absorption than larger or smaller pro-

portions. An aqueous solution containing, unless otherwise stated,

30 cc of pyridine per Uter and having varying amounts of copper
sulphate (and mannite) has been designated as "solution A" and is

usually thus referred to throughout the rest of the paper.
Having determined the most desirable amoimt of pyridine to use,

a study of Beer's law was made over the range of concentrations of

copper sulphate (and mannite) necessary for the filters. A slight

failure was found which is described in detail in Section VII, 6.

The method of making the Beer's law corrections in the computations
is illustrated in Section V, 3 and in Table 4.

The comparative advantages and disadvantages in the use of

aqueous ammonia or pyridine solutions of copper sulphate may be
summarized as follows:
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1. In the most suitable proportions as determined spectrophoto-
metrically, 30 cc of pyridine and 100 cc of ammonia per liter, the
ammonia solutions will attack glass while the pyridine solutions wiU
not.

2. Ammonia gas readily escapes from ammonia water. This
difficulty is not encountered with pyridine, the boiling point of which

is 115.5° C. In view of the change in absorption that takes place
with variation in either the ammonia or pyridine content this

advantage of the pyridine over the ammonia is important.
3. At the most favorable content of either ammonia or pyridine

there is no particular advantage of one over the other so far as spectral

transmission is concerned, except that in the violet and ultra-violet

the ammonia solutions have the higher transmittancy. If filters were
prepared using ammonia instead of pyridine, the agreement between
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the computed and ideal energy distributions would be slightly better
at these short wave lengths in the majority of cases than was obtained
with the pyridine filters as herein described.

4. So far as the evidence goes, the obedience to Beer's law is closer

for the ammonia solutions than for the pyridine solutions. This
might have saved time and labor in the measurements and computa-
tions, but would not result in any greater accuracy in the final filters.

6. By spectrophotometric test, the ammonia solutions, if evapora-
tion is prevented, appear to be somewhat more permanent than the
pyridine solutions. Here, as elsewhere, the data for the ammonia
solutions is less extensive than for the pyridine solutions, because of

the decision to use pyridine in preference to ammonia. Whether the
ammonia solutions would remain as permanent under actual working
conditions is questionable.

It is believed the importance of the first two points noted above,
wherein the pyridine solutions are superior to ammonia solutions, is

sufficiently great to outweigh the other points wherein the ammonia
solutions seem superior. Although the relative permanence could
not be known at the time a decision had to be made, the authors feel

justified in their search for and use of pyridine, in preference to

ammonia with copper sulphate for securing the principal (blue)

component of the filters.

(c) AQUEOUS ACIDIFIED SOLUTION OF COPPER SULPHATE—SOLUTION Bi

With either solution A or the copper-sulphate-ammonia solution

the resulting energy distributions obtained with the most favorable
concentrations will show a considerable excess in the blue-green and
far red, and it has already been noted that Pfund found that a satisfac-

tory correcting solution could be obtained from a mixture of copper
and cobalt sulphates in aqueous solution.

Copper sulphate (CUSO4.5H2O) is a stable compound, readily

obtained in relatively pure form. Aqueous solutions containing 10

cc of sulphuric acid showed no failure of Beer^s law over a range of

concentrations from 5 to 40 g per liter. The standard medium
concentration used for the principal spectrophotometric measurements
was 20 g per Hter. While the sulphuric acid, which is a part of solu-

tions Bi, B2, and B, does not cause any change in absorption it serves

the useful purposes of clarifying the solutions and preventing the
formation of basic copper compounds. An aqueous solution contain-

ing 10 cc of sulphuric acid (specific gravity 1.84) per liter of solution

and having varying amounts of copper sulphate will be designated as

"solution Bi."

(d) AQUEOUS ACIDIFIED SOLUTION OF COBALT SULPHATE

Extensive spectrophotometric data were taken with cobalt sulphate

(C0SO4.7H2O). The standard concentration, chosen to be in approxi-

mately the middle of the desired range, was 10 g of cobalt sulphate per
liter of solution, containing also 10^ cc of concentrated sulphuric acid.

It was found, however, that the cobalt sulphate had lost some of its

water of crystallization and that the standard solution did not, there-

fore, contain exactly 10 g of C0SO4.7H2O. Chemical analysis of this

solution showed that it had a concentration equivalent to 10.3 g of

C0SO4.7H2O.
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(e) AQUEOUS ACIDIFIED SOLUTION OF COBALT AMMONIUM SULPHATE—
SOLUTION Ba

To avoid the uncertainty which would thus be present in the use of

cobalt sulphate due to the uncertainty of the water content, the double
salt, cobalt ammonium sulphate (CoS04(NH4)2S04.6H20), was
suggested. This material was also used in the preparation of photo-
metric filters by Ives and Kingsbury (33) for the same reason.

Spectrophotometric measurements proved the practical equivalence
of solutions containing 14.481 g of cobalt ammonium svdphate and the
standardized solution containing 10.3 g of cobalt sulphate, both
alone and in mixture with copper sulphate (See Sees. VII, 2 and VII,

3). Beer's law is obeyed in both cases over the range of concentra-
tions used. An aqueous solution contaiuing 10 cc of sulphuric acid

per liter and having varying amounts of cobalt ammonium sulphate
will be referred to as "solution B2."

(f) MIXTURE OF SOLUTIONS Bi AND Ba —SOLUTION B

It is, of course, desirable to mix' the acidified cobalt ammonium
sulphate and copper sulphate solutions, as this reduces the number
of filter compartments from three to two. Tests on the effect of mix-
ing these two ingredients to form a single solution showed, as expected,
that no reaction took place, and that the observed spectral transmit-
tancies agreed perfectly with computed values based on the two
standard concentrations. An aqueous solution containing copper
sulphate and cobalt ammonium sulphate in varying amounts, together
with 10 cc of sulphuric acid per Hter is referred to throughout the rest

of the paper as "solution B."

(g) CELL FOR HOLDING FILTER SOLUTIONS

The A and B solutions are contained in a 2-compartment cell,

such, for example, as is illustrated in Figure 9." The essential

specification of this cell is that it consist of three borosUicate crown
glass plates (each 2.5 mm thick, refractive index, D line, = 1.51),

separated b^ two glass frames, each 10.00 mm thick, for containing
the respective A and B solutions. Borosilicate crown glass was
selected for the windows because it is the hardest and most transparent
of the optical glasses and probably the most resistant to chemical
action.

(h) DEFINITION OF DAVIS-GIBSON FILTERS

Summarizing the selection of materials, a Davis-Gibson filter may
be defined as a 2-compartment cell with three borosdicate crown
glass windows, the two compartments being filled, respectively, with
solutions A and B, having compositions as specified below.

Solution A

Copper sulphate (CuSOi.SHaO) g-. c

Mannite (CeHs (0H)9) g— c

Pyridine (C5H5N) cc. 30. 0
Water (distilled) to make cc._ 1, 000

The value of c, the weight in grams of copper sulphate (and mannite)
per liter of solution, varies with the purpose of the filter, as illustrated

in the various charts and tables. When c has the value of 3.000 g

"This design is similar to that used by Ives and Kingsbury (33).
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(the concentration at which the principal spectrophotometric deter-

minations were made) the solution is referred to as solution A'.

Solution B

Copper sulphate (CUSO4.5H2O) g._ ci

Cobalt ammonium sulphate (CoS04.(NH4)2S04.6H20)
Sulphuric acid (specific gravity, 1.84) cc_- 10.0

Water (distilled) to make cc. 1, 000

The values of Ci and C2 depend, again, on the purpose of the filter.

When Ci = 20.000 g and C2== 14.481 g, the mixture is referred to as

solution B'. Separate solutions of copper sulphate and cobalt

ammonium sulphate having the weights just given, and containing

10 cc each of sulphuric acia per liter, are referred to, respectively, as

solution Bi' and solution B2'. Extensive spectrophotometric meas-
urements were made on solutions B', B/, and B2'.

2. PURITY OF CHEMICALS USED

It was decided early in the investigation to use a grade of chemicals
known as "C. P.," because such chemicals are readily available.

The term *'C. P.," although originally intended to mean "chemically
pure," is not at present generally used to designate the purest material

available on the market. The terms "analytical reagent quality"
or "reagent quaUty" are often used to designate a higher grade.

"C. P." chemicals are, however, superior to "technical" or "com-
mercial" grades. The impurities present in different lots of a given
chemical of the "C. P." grade are generally of the same nature, but
may differ in amount. It was believed to be the better plan to include

the effects of these impurities in the spectrophotometric data, pro-

vided such effects were small or negligible, rather than to use specially

purified chemicals which would not be generally obtainable. Our
experience throughout the investigation has confirmed this opinion.

The nature and extent of the most important impurities are indicated

below, and their spectrophotometric effects are discussed and illus-

trated in Section VII.
The analyses given in this section serve to define the materials used

in deriving the standard data given in the paper. Questions of

reproducibiUty are discussed further in Section VII, 8. Certain pre-

cautions to use in the selection of the materials are considered in

Section IX on the preparation of the filters.

To prevent possible contamination from cork stoppers, glass-stop-

pered bottles were used to hold all solutions.

(a) COPPER SULPHATE

This well-known chemical (CUSO4.5H2O), is readily obtainable
in high purity. The copper sulphate used in deriving the standard
data for the filters was of C. P. quality obtained from Mallinckrodt
Chemical Works, St. Louis, Mo. Chemical analysis gave the follow-

ing impurities (memorandum, March 25, 1926, from chemistry divi-

sion) :
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Per cent

Water insoluble material 0. 000
Iron and aluminum (as R2O3) . 007
Zinc (as Zn)

. 021
(Calcium

. 000
Nickel (as Ni) . 029
Magnesium and alkali salts .04

These small quantities of impurities have no practical effect on the
spectral transmission of the filters.

The pentahydrate of copper sulphate is ordinarily considered as

a stable salt, and for many purposes this is true. It should be noted,
however, that the water of crystallization is subject to minor changes
under ordinary conditions of keeping. The crystals tend to follow

atmospheric changes, gaining or losing water depending on the vai ia-

tion of the aqueous vapor pressure of the air. It may also happen
that the salt is not fully air dried, following crystallization before

bottling, in which case a given weight of the copper sulphate will

contain less than the theoretical copper content. These variations

are usually small, seldom amounting to more than ± 1 per cent,

because of the tenacity with which copper sulphate clings to its water
of crystallization. The following chemical analysis (Chem. Lab.
No. 551/31079-84, January 3, 1929) rhade later on the same stock as

analyzed above for impurities, illustrates this point:

Copper
content

Percentage
of theo-
retical

Opened bottle from which sample had been taken over a period of more than
6 months ._

Per cent

25. 70
25.24

100.9
99. 1Unopened botlle, same stock, on hand about 2 years

However, copper sulphate which has been kept for long periods of

time, particularly in very dry atmosphere, may lose a larger per-

centage of its water content. When such a change has taken place

to a considerable extent, a whitish powder (CUSO4. 3H2O) will be
localized on or may cover the surface of the crystals. Such material
should not be used in preparing light-filter solutions. It may, of

coui'se, be made satisfactory for this purpose by recrystallizing or by
rinsing with distilled water and drying to equilibrium.

This uncertainty in the copper content of copper sulphate, amount-
ing, in general, to perhaps ±1 per cent of the theoretical content, is

apparently of much more importance in the use of the filters than is

that resulting from any impurities which are likely to be present.

It is, however, of practical importance only in the case of the A
solution. (The magnitude of a 1 per cent variation in the copper
content of the A and B solutions, both as regards the spectral absorb-

ancy of the solutions and the color of the filters, is apparent from
Table 4 and fig, 30.)

The results of the determination of the copper content (Chem.
Lab. No. 551/31079-84, above), made on the same lot of copper
sulphate as had been used in preparing the standard solutions,

rendered somewhat uncertain the exact copper content of solutions

for which the standard spectrophotometric data given in Tables 4

and 5 should apply. Accordingly, analyses were made of the A',
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Bi', and B' solutions which had been given the most weight in adopt-
ing the standard data. The following results were obtained (Chem.
Lab. Nos. 551/31079-84, January 3, 1929, and 551/31429-32, January
2, 1929):

Copper
content

Percentage
of theo-
retical

A' (No. 62-15).

Bi' (No. 62-18)
B' (No. 65-2)..

99.7
98.9
100.6

The value 99.7 per cent, falling between the limits obtained on the
salt, may be taken as the copper content for which the data of Table 4,

solution A', apply, as stated in the footnote to that table.

Solutions B/ (No. 62-18) and B' (No. 65-2) were both supposed to

have 20.000 g of copper sulphate per liter. It is shown later on
(Sec. VII, 2, (c) and Table 21) that, at 667.8mM in the red where the
copper sulphate absorbs strongly, there was a good check in the
absorbancy of the two solutions, allowing for the small absorbancy of

the cobalt ammonium sulphate in solution B'. This check makes it

impossible to choose either of the above analyses in preference to the
other; and their mean value of 99.7 per cent (the mean of 98.9 and
100.5, this being the same value as obtained with the A' solution.

No. 62-15) may be taken as the copper content for which the data of

Table 5, Solution B/, apply.

(b) COBALT AMMONIUM SULPHATE

This is a double salt (CoS04(NH4)2S04.6H20) of cobalt sulphate
and ammonium sulphate. Nickel is practically always present in the

salts of cobalt and it is extremely difficult to remove completely.

Nickel sulphate has absorption bands in the violet and far red and is,

therefore, very undesirable to have present in any considerable quan-
tity. Because of the cost and difficulty of obtaining cobalt ammo-
nium sulphate free from nickel, which would make it prohibitive for

general use in the filters, we chose as a standard a nickel content of

0.075 per cent (ratio of nickel to cobalt = 1 :200). At this proportion

the absorption of light due to nickel is practically negligible, but, such
as it is, is included in the spectrophotometric data. A ratio of nickel

to cobalt not exceeding 1:100 is satisfactory for use in the filters.

The cobalt ammonium sulphate used in this work was prepared by
crystallization from cobalt sulphate and ammonium sulphate. The
following extracts from Doctor Wichers's memorandum (chemistry

division, March 17, 1927) on tests of these salts will be of interest:

All samples of cobalt sulphate and cobalt ammonium sulphate tested were
found to contain nickel. Two samples of cobalt sulphate made by American
manufacturers were found to have 0.10 per cent and 0.09 per cent ]\i,^respec-

tively. This is a ratio of Ni to Co of about 1 : 200. A sample of cobalt ammo-
nium sulphate of fqreign make held 1.37 per cent Ni (ratio of Ni to Co of 1: 11).

A sample of American-made cobalt ammonium sulphate held 0.20 per cent nickel.

These results indicate that nickel may be present in excessive amounts in these

salts. Experience shows also that the amount of nickel indicated in the analysis

on the label is often in error.
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There seems to be no reason why a sample of cobalt ammonium sulphate can
not be made as free of nickel (ratio of Ni to Co) as the corresponding cobalt
sulphate. The sample of cobalt ammonium sulphate made from the cobalt
sulphate containing 0.10 per cent Ni had a nickel content of about 0.05 per cent
Ni. The ratio of nickel to cobalt here is 1:300. The nickel was determined in a
sample that had been twice crystallized by you and twice recrystallized in this
laboratory. This indicates that a salt contaminated with nickel can not be
easily improved by successive recrystallizations as the double sulphate.

Cobalt ammonium sulphate crystallizes as CoS04.(NH4)2S04.6H20 and is

stable under ordinary atmospheric conditions. Exposed in a balance case for
a period of two months it showed practically no change in weight. As was to
be expected, the weight changed slightly with changes in humidity. Weights
taken at different times and under different conditions covered a maximum
range of 0.0016 g on a 7.5 g sample. The final weight was 0.0004 g less than the
initial.

The theoretical cobalt content in cobalt ammonium sulphate is 14.91 per cent.
The cobalt content of the foreign sample was 14.58 per cent; that supplied by an
American maker was 14.86 per cent, while the material made by you held 14.60
per cent cobalt. In every case the cobalt is determined by electrolysis so that the
figure reported is really the combined cobalt and nickel content. Your sample
was recrystallized twice in this laboratory to see if a salt with the theoretical
cobalt content could be easily produced. The crystals after being separated
from the mother liquor were air dried. Upon analysis they were found to contain
the theoretical cobalt content. The values found in two determinations were
14.92 and 14.88 per cent Co.

The following is the method regularly used in the chemical labora-
tories of the National Bureau of Standards for determinations of the
nickel content of cobalt ammoniiun sulphate (memorandum of
January 6, 1928):

Dissolve 1.00 g of cobalt ammonium sulphate in 300 cc of water. Add 1 g of

tartaric acid and heat the solution to about 80° C. Then add 100 cc of a 1 per
cent alcoholic solution of dimethylglyoxime, and ammonium hydroxide solution
untU the solution is distinctly alkaline to litmus paper (an excess is to be avoided).
Cover the beaker and place on the steam bath for 3 hours and then keep in a warm
place (about 40° C.) for 36 to 48 hours longer. Filter off the precipitate. If

little or no precipitate formed allow the filtrate to stand an additional 24 hours to
be sure that all the nickel has been precipitated. Add any precipitate which
forms to the first precipitate. Dissolve the combined precipitates in 10 cc pf

hot 1: 1 nitric and dilute to 100 cc. Heat to about 80° C. Then add 10 cc of

dimethylglyoxime solution and ammonium hydroxide solution untU the solution
is alkaline to litmus paper, but avoiding an excess. Digest on the steam bath to

coagulate the precipitate and filter through a tared, asbestos-covered Gooch
crucible. Wash the precipitate thoroughly with hot water and dry at 110° to
120° C. for 45 minutes. Multiply the weight of the precipitate by 0.2031 to get
the weight of nickel (Ni).

It was stated in Section TV, 1, (d) that the cobalt-sulphate solution

(No. 62-17) was found by chemical analysis to have 10.3 g of

C0SO4.7H2O instead of the 10.000 g which it was supposed to have.

This value was the mean of three analyses made by the chemistry
division of the bureau, the individual values being as follows: (1) 10.30

g per Uter, November 19, 1926; (2) 10.39 g per liter, December
7, 1926; (3) 10.25 g per Hter, December 9, 1926. The second
determination was possibly somewhat too high and less accurate than
the other two. At any rate the value of 10.3 g of cobalt sulphate per

liter (equivalent to 14.481 g of cobalt ammonium sulphate per liter)

may he accepted as accurate to a fraction of 1 per cent, and it is this

value for which the standard spectrophotometric data of Table 6

apply.
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(c) PYRIDINE

This is a stable colorless liquid organic compound (CsHeN). It has
a strong unpleasant odor which gives one the false impression of

high volatility. Its boiling point is 115.5° C. at 760 mm; its specific

gravity is 0.979 ± 0.001 at 25° C. The change in specific gravity is

0.001 per °C. The pyridine used throughout the present investiga-

tion was J. T. Baker Chemical Co.'s C. P. grade.

Pyridine, Uke most organic compovmds, is very difficult to obtain
in a pure state. The material which is available commercially in

the CP. grade always contains a small quantity of the higher homo-
logues, the principal one being a-picoline. A small amount of water
is also usually present. Complete chemical analysis was not made,
because a satisfactory procedure to accomplish this result is not
available. Since a-picoline is considered to be the major impurity
likely to be present in pyridine, and because of the difficulty of separat- -

ing the higher homologues, we have expressed the total effect of these

impurities in terms of the equivalent a-picoline. Samples of commer-
cial pyridine and a-picoline were purified both by fractional distilla-

tion and fractional crystallization of the mercuric chloride compounds
of the hydrochlorides, and A solutions prepared containing various

amoimts of the picoUne. The spectrophotometric analysis of these

solutions is descnbed in Section VII, 9 (b). The amount of picoline

present in our standard pyridine was shown by the spectrophoto-
metric analysis to be 2.4 per cent by weight. This analysis, combined
with titration tests and specific gravity determinations gave 1.2 per
cent water and 96.4 per cent pyridine, by weight.

Pyridine is ordinarily tested for strength by titration methods
(as described below), and values thus obtained show the true per-

centage of pyridine only in the absence of the higher homologues
or other impurities which also react with the sulphuric acid. With
the presence of the higher homologues the combined strength, in

terms of pyridine, is obtained.
Our standard pyridine, as analyzed above and as used in deriving

the standard spectrophotometric data of Table 4, was thus titrated

for strength with half normal sulphuric acid, using methyl orange for

an indicator. This work, based on a series of runs by two observers
gave a value of 98.4 per cent, which is equivalent to the analysis

given above in terms of pyridine, picoline, and water. Since the end
point is not particularly sharp, the following procedure was followed:
The pH value of the end point (3.2 ±0.1) was determined by elec-

trometric titration with the hydrogen electrode. In the colorimetric

titrations a buffered solution,pH 3 .2, was used as a comparison standard
for the end-point color. Making use of this end point a sample of

pyridine which had been fractionated several times and was without
doubt practically pure, gave a value of 100 per cent strength.
We have exammed, altogether, 17 samples of pyridine obtained

from various sources, and, with the exception of 2 samples which
were colored (yellow), aU were suitable for use in the filter solutions.

The titration tests gave values for these 17 samples ranging from 97
to 100 per cent strength. As shown in Section VIII, 2 (c) a departure

u We are indebted to I. M. Jaoobsohn, of the cbemistry division, tor ttie fractional crystallizatiuu of
pyridine and picoline.
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of a least 6 per cent from our standard of 98.4 per cent strength is

necessary to affect the color of the filters as much as is caused by a
1 per cent error in the copper sulphate. It thus appears that for

general use it is unnecessary to test pyridine by titrating for strength.
Independent tests on Davis-Gibson filters made at the National
Physical Laboratory of Great Britain have led to the same conclusion.
(See quotation at end of Sec. VII, 8.)

The presence of the homologues might be indicated by treatment
with potassium permanganate. However, the reaction is slow at

room temperatures, and other reducing agents which may be present
in pyridine react with the permanganate more rapidly than do the
homologues. Although this makes the test of little value as a means
of detecting the higher homologues, it is nevertheless useful in detect-
ing the presence of other undesirable impurities. We recommend
that the pyridine used in the filter solutions pass the following simple
test: To 5 cc of pyridine add 2 drops of KMnOi. This should
remain red for at least an hour.

Pyridine should be kept in glass-stoppered bottles because it

reacts with cork, becoming yellow. Pyridine so contaminated will

not pass the permanganate test. We would strongly recommend
that in purchasing pyridine, glass-stoppered bottles be specified.

(d) MANNITE

This material (C8H8(OH)8), also referred to as rf-mannitol is one
of the sugar alcohols. It is commercially obtainable as fine white
needles which melt at 166° C. The mannite used in this work was
prepared from crude manna and purified by recrystallization from
water solution by the polarimetry section of the bureau. This
mannite was compared by C. F. Snyder, polarimetry section, with a
sample from the Eastman Kodak Co. in the following test:

Optical rotation.—Ten grams of rf-mannitol and 10 g of borax were
dissolved in water and the volume made up to 100 ml at 20° C.
The solutions were filtered and observed on a Bates type saccharimeter
using white-light illumination. From the values so obtained the

specific rotations for sodium light were calculated. The same value

was obtained for both samples, viz, +20.9° (with borax) for the D
line at 20° C. (The specific rotation of mannite is greatly increased by
borax. In simple aqueous solution the specific rotation is very small.)

Melting point.—Determinations on the two samples showed for the

Eastman sample, M. P. = + 166° C, and for the Bureau of Standards
sample, M. P. = +165° C.
The use of mannite in the filter is that of a stabilizer. Any rotatory

power possessed by the solution containing mannite need have no
influence on the color and the spectral energy distribution of the lamp
and filler combination. Rotatory effects could be important only

if the filter were placed between a polarizer and analyzer, and such

an arrangement need never be used. In cases where the intensity of

light is modified by polarization methods, any rotatory powers that

the filter might have could be fiuUified by placing the filter elsewhere

than between the polarizing elements.
Furthermore, even these precautions are entirely unnecessary as is

shown by the following test, made by F. P. Phelps of the polarimetry
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section of the bureau, on the A solution (containing mannite) of the
2,360° K-to-mean-sun filter:

The rotation was measured in a 20-mm tube.
The estimated experimental error is about ±0.005°.

1. The observed rotation for the band (blue) transmitted by the tube
of solution when illuminated by white light from a 100-watt
tungsten stereoptican lamp was +0. 001°

2. The observed rotation for X=546 was +. 005°

3. The observed rotation for X=578 was +. 002°
4. When a red screen was interposed under the conditions of (1), so

much light was absorbed that no reading could be made.

It will be seen that while all the readings obtained are positive, their magnitude
is well within the experimental error. The rotation, therefore, if any, is so small
as to be entirely negligible.

(e) AMMONIA

Ammonium hydroxide (ammonia water) is easily obtained in high

Surity. The strength of the usual C. P. grade is about 28 per cent
IHg. It is well known that ammonia water is unstable at ordinary

temperatures, decomposing into water and ammonia gas, and it is

thus necessary to determine the NH3 content before using. In our
work Baker and Adamson ammonia water of C. P. quality was used.

The NH3 content was tested by standard titration methods immedi-
ately before using, and the quantity used in preparing the solutions

was adjusted in all cases so as to obtain the equivalent of 28 per cent
ammonia water.

V. METHODS OF COMPUTATION

1. SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC TERMINOLOGY

Before describing the various computations required in the design

of the filters, it is necessary to define precisely the various spectro-

photometric terms which are used. Throughout the paper, both be-

fore and following the present section, these terms are used in strict

accord with these definitions.

Let radiant energy, homogeneous with respect to wave length, be
incident perpendicularly upon the first surface of a homogeneous,
isotropic, nondiffusing medium or series of such media in contact
with one another, having plane, nondiffusing, parallel surfaces, and
after passage through the medium or media emerge perpendicularly

from the last surface. If Ei be the energy thus incident upon the first

surface and E2 the energy thus leaving the last surface in the same
direction as Ei, then transmission, T, is defined as:

Thus, we mav refer to the transmission of a plate of glass, or a cell

with glass end plates containing a solution, or of the two-compartment
filters herein described, in all cases referring to the ratio of the ener-

gies transmitted by and incident (normally) upon the material or

group of materials under consideration.

Density, D, is defined as the negative logarithm of the transmission,

thus:

D=-logior
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Consider further a substance in homogeneous solution in a solvent
contained in a cell with plane, parallel sides, perpendicular to the
direction of propagation of energy. Let T,oi be the transmission of a
cell containing the solution, and let T,o„ be the transmission of the
same or a similar cell filled with the solvent. Then transmittancy,
T, is defined as :

Throughout the present paper T,ov refers to a cell containing distilled

water only.

Absorbancy, A) is defined as the negative logarithm of the trans-
mittancy, thus:

A= -logioT

Let b and c refer to the thickness and concentration, respectively,

of a solution. The quantity k, equal to A/bc, is known as the spe-
cific absorptive index. Its magnitude depends, of course, upon the
particular units chosen for thickness and concentration. The rela-

tion, A = k6c, is known as Beer's law. For a given concentration,
A = k'6. This relation is known as Lambert's law and may be derived
from theoretical considerations. The analogous relation, with thick-
ness constant, viz, A = k"c, may or may not be valid, depending upon
the particular solution. Failure of Beer's law always refers to a failure

of this last relation.

The terms transmission, transmittancy, and density, as defined
above, are in accordance with the terminology of the O. S. A. com-
mittee leport on spectrophotometry (35, p. 177). The primary
meaning of density as used in photographic sensitometry has more
nearly the ineaning of absorbancy than of density as defined in this

paper. In the present case, it is thought best to use the terminology
developed for spectrophotometric work. The quantity k ( = A/6c)
was defined in the O. S. A. committee report as the specific trans-

missive index, but it seems more appropriate to name it the specific

absorptive index, as has been done by Peters and Phelps (36, p. 265)
and Brode (37, p. 503).

The term absorbancy was used by Peters and Phelps to represent

the quantity 1 —T instead of — logioT as defined above; howevei,
the need for a word or symbol to designate 1 —T is not so pronounced.
In discussions of the absorptive properties of solutions, on the other
hand, the negative logarithm of the transmittancy is one of the most
commonly used quantities. Hitherto, the terms density and extinc-

tion coefficient have often been used in this connection, but there are

objections to both expressions. Density is widely used in photo-
graphic work where it usually has reference to transmittancy that is

more or less diffused, in addition to its use in the consideration of

rectilinear transmission as defined above. Extinction coefficient is

an unsatisfactory expression, for, when used in this sense, it is not

a coefficient and in its derivation does not accord with the usual

meaning of extinction. The use of the word absorbancy eUminates
the need for these expressions and with its symbol A makes unneces-

sary the continual repetition of the cumbersome expressions — logio

transmittancy and — logioT.
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2. STANDARD SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DATA

With solutions of medium concentration selected as noted in
Section IV, 1, and by spectrophotometrie methods described in detail
in Section VII, standard absorbancy values were adopted for the
component solutions and standard density values for the double cell

fillea with water. These fundamental values are given in Tables 4,

15

5, 6, and 7, and illustrated in Figure 10; in the tables are also given
values of absorbancy on a 1 g basis as used in the computations,
values of the Beer's law correction factor for the A solutions, and
values of transmittancy and transmission derived, respectively, from
the absorbancy and density values. Values of absorbancy for any
concentration may be computed by multiplying the 1 g absorbancy
values by the concentration in grams, provided that any Beer's law
failure is allowed for in such computation. As noted elsewhere, a
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Beer's law correction was necessary only with the A solutions and the
method of applying it is described in the next section.

The advantage of using the negative logarithms of spectral trans-

mission and transmittancy in computations involving the combination
of two or more materials may be noted here. Let Dw represent the
density of a double cell, such as used in the present filters, when
filled with distilled water, and Dp the density of the same cell when
jBlled with the A and B solutions. Furthermore, let A^, Abi, Ab2,
and Ab refer, respectively, to the absorbancies of the A, Bi, Ba, and
B solutions. Then, at any wave length,

Dp = D^ + A^ + Ab
or

Dp =Dw + Ax + Aflj + Abj

For the computationin which we are interested these are simpler
formulas than the corresponding ones,

Tp = T}^ X Tx X Tb
and

Tp = Tjr X "Ta X Tbj X Tbj

Table 4.

—

Standard specirophotometric data for solution A'

Unfiltered, thickness 10.00 mm, temperature 25° C, having the following composition:

Copper sulphpte (CuSOi. SIhO)" g.. 3.000
Mannite (C«H8(OH)6) g.. 3.000
Pyridine (CsHsN)' ._. - cc.. 30.0
Water (distilled) to make cc- . 1 , 000

Wave length In

millimicrons

350-.
360..
370..
380..
390..

400..
410..
420..
430..
440..

450..
460..
470..
480..
490..

500..
510..
520..
530..
540-

.

850..
560..
570..
580..
690..

Absorb-
ancy
A.

(<-.=3)

0. 470
.360
.267
.190
.127

.0835

.053

.033

.0215

.0165

.017

.023
• .0355
.0555
.085

.123

.175

.240

.311

.387

.464

.538

.603

. 6.W

.603

c.

Beer's
law cor-

rection
factor'

B

0. 156667
.120000
.089000
.063333
.042333

.027833

.0)7667

.011000

. 007167

.005500

.005667

. 007667

.011833

.018500

.028333

.041000

.
0.SS333

.080000

. 103667

.129000

. l.VJWi?

. 179333
201000

. 218333
231000

-0.120
. 120
.118
.114

.105

.080

.050

.032
020
.013

.010

.010

.010

.010

.010

.010

.010

.010

.010

.010

.010

.010

.010

.010

.010

Trans-
mit-

tancy *

T.

0.339
.437
.541
.646
.746

.825

.885

.927

.952

.963

.962

.948

.922

.880

.822

.753

.668

.575

.489

.410

.344

.290

.249

.221

.203

Wave length in
millimicrons

600
610
620.
630
640

650
660
670
680
690

700
710
720
730.
740

750

Hg 404.7

Hg 435.8

Hg 491.6

He 501.6

Hg .546.1

Hg 578.0

He 587 .6

He 667.8

Absorb-
ancy
A.
c.=3

0.717
.728
.725
.714
.696

.668

.637

.603

.570

.536

.501

.468

.435

.405

.377

.351

.068

.018

.091

. .131

.434

.646

.685

.610

A'
c.

0.239000
.242000
.241667
.238000
.232000

.222667

.212333

.201000

.190000

.178667

.167000

.156000

.145000

Beer's
law cor-

rection
factor'

B

—0.010
.010
.010
.010
.010

.010

.010

.010

.010

.010

.010

.010

.010

.065

.016

.010

.010

.010

.010

.010

.010

Trans-
mit-

tancy*
T»

0.192
.188
.188
.193
.201

.215

.231

.249

.269

.291

.316

.340

.367

.394

.420

.446

.855

.959

.811

.740

.368

.226

.207

.245

< Chemical analysis showed the copper sulphate to have 99.7 per cent of the theoretical copper content.
' Titration showed the pyridine to have an effective strength of 98.4 per cent, this including 2)4 per cent

picoline impurity.
' The Beer's law correction factor is applied as follows (see Sec. V, 3):

A""^' cU+mc-c.)]

Note that B is a negative quantity.
< These values of transmittancy are derived from the adopted values of absorbancy. A.*"—IogioT<.
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Table 5.

—

Standard spectrophotometric data for solution Bi'

UnjUtered, thickness 10.00 mm, temperature 25° C, having the following,composition:

Copper sulphate (CUSO4. 5HjO)i —g.. 2a 000
Sulphuric acid (specific gravity 1.835) .cc— 10.0
Water (distilled) to make , cc.. 1,000

Wave length in
millimicrons

Absrfrb-
ancy
A*

A.
'20

1 raos-
mit-

tancy

'

T.

350 0.0090 0.000450 0.979
860 .0063 .000315 .980
870.. .0046 .000230 .989
380 .0035 .000175 .992
390.". .0028 .000140 .994

400 .0023 .000115 .995
410 .0019 .000095 .996
Aim

- lAJVWOU . 996
430 .0014 .000070 !997
440 .0012 .000060 .997

450 .0011 .000055 .997
460... .0011 .000055 .997
470 .0012 .000060 .997
480.. .0014 .000070 .997
490... - .0018 .000090 .996

500 .0026 .000130 .994
610 .0038 .000190 .991

520 .0055 .000275 .987

630 .0079 .000395 .982
840 .0111 .000555 .975

550 .0155 .000775 .965
560. .0216 .001080 .951

870 .0292 .001460 .935
880 .0390 .001950 .914

890 .0518 .002590 .888

Wave length in
millimicrons

600.
610
620
630
640

650
660
670
680
690

700
710
720
730
740

750

Hg 404.7

Hg 435.8
Hg 491.6
He 501.6.

Hg 546.1

Hg 578.0.

He 587.6.

He 667.8.

Absorb-
ancy
A.

A.
20

0.0680 0. 003400
.0885 . 004425
.1125 005625
.143 .007150
.180 .009000

.221 . 011200

.274 . 013700

.332 .016600

.392 .019600

.459 .022950

.527 .026350

.592 .029600
656 .032800
.715
.768

.817

.0021

.0013

.0019

.0028

.0135

.0368

.0487

.319

Trans-
mit-

tancy •

0.855
.816
.772
.719
.661

.597

.532

.466

.406

.348

.297

.256

.221

.193

.171

.152

.995

.997

.996

.994

.969

.919

.894

.480

• Analysis showed the copper sulphate to have 99.7 per cent of the theoretical copper content.
> These values of transmittancy are derived from the adopted values of absorbancy. A,= —logioT,.

Table 6.

—

Standard spectrophotometric data for solution B't

TTnflltered, thickness 10. 00 mm, temperature 25° C, having the following composition:
Cobalt ammonium sulphate (CoSO«. (NHi)< S04.6HjO)»..... g.. 14.481
Sulphuric acid (specific gravity 1.835) cc.. 10.

0

Water (distilled) to make '. cc.. 1000

Wave length in milli-

microns

380.

360.

370.

380.

390

400.

410
420
430.

440

450
460.

470.

480.

490.

600
610
620
630
640

680.

660.

670
880
890.

Absorb-
ancy
A.

0.0038
.0040
.0050
.0065
.0088

.0125

.0168

.0224

.0340

.0522

.0773

. 1031

. 1213
. 1349
.1472

.1635

.1742

.1689

.1452

.1113

.0775

.0496

.0308

.oaw

.0158

A.
14.481

0.0002824
.0002762
.0003453
.0004489
.0006077

.0008632

.0011601

.0015469

.0023479

.0036047

.0053380

. 0071197

.0083765

. 0093157

. 0101650

.0112907-

.0120296

.0116636

. 0100289
• .0076859

. 0053518

.0034252

. 0021269

. 0014295

.0010911

Trans-
mit-

tancy '

T.

0.991
.991
.989
.985
.980

.972

.962

.950

.925

.887

.837

.789

.756

.733

.713

.686

.670

.678

.716

.774

.837

.892

.932

.953

.964

Wave length in milli-

microns

600
610.
620
630.

640

650
660
670
680
690

700
710
720... .

730
740

750

Hg 404.7
Hg.435.8
Hg 491.6.

He 501.6.

Hg 546.1.

Hg 578.0.

Hb 587.6.

He 667.8.

Absorb-
ancy
A,

0. 0137
.0124
.0115
.0112
.0110

.0105

.0097

.0087

.0076

.0066

.0054

.0046

.0038

.0032

.0030

.0028

.0144

.0437

.1497

. 1661

.0901

.0219

.0167

.0089

A.

14.481

0.0009461
.0008563
.0007941
.0007734
.0007596

. 0007251

.0006698

.0006008

.0005248

.0004558

.0003729

.0003177

.0002624

Trans-
mit-

tancy'
T.

0.960
.972
.974
.975
.975

.976

.978

.980

.983

.985

.988

.989

.991

.993

.993

.994

.967

.904

.708

.682

.813

.951

.962

.980

• These data apply accurately also throughout the visible spectrum to a similar solution made up with
10.3 g. of cobalt sulphate (CoSO« .7HjO).

> Chemical analysis showed a cobalt (pliis nickel) content of 100.0 per cent of the theoretical, the ratio
of nickel to cobalt (metals) being 1 to 200.

These values of transmittancy are derived from the adopted values of absorbancy. A<**— logttTi.
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Table 7.

—

Standard spectrophotometric data on double ceU filled vnth water

Three glass plates, each 2.5 mm thick (borosilicate crown, refractive index, D line = 1.61), two 1.000 cm
hicknesses of distilled water; two air-gl^ surfaces, four water-glass surfaces.

Wave length in' millimicrons

350
360.

370
380
390

400
410.

420
430.

440.

450.

460
470
480
490

600.

610.

620.

530
640.

650
660
670.

680.

690.

Density

0.088
.070
.059
.053
.051

.050

.0495

.049

.0485

.048

.0475

.047

.0465

.046

.0455

.045

.0445

.044

.044

.044

.044

.044

.044

.(m

.0445

Trans-
mission '

0.817
.851
.873
.885
.889

.891

.892

.893

.894

.895

.896

.897

.898

.900

.901

.902

.903

.904

.904

.904

.904

.904

.904

.904

.903

Wave length in millimicrons

600
610
620
630-.
640

650
660.-
670-
680
690-

700- -

710- -

720
730- -

740

750

Hg 404.7 »

Hg 435.8..

Hg 491.6..

He 501.6..

Hg 546.1..

Hg 578.0-

.

He 587.6..

He 667.8..

Density
Z).

Trans-
mission'

T.

0.045 0.902
.045 .902
. 045 .902
. 0455 .901
. 046 .900

.046 .900

.046 .900

.046 .900

.046 .900

.0465 .898

.047 .897

.049 .893

.054 .883

.060 .871

.064 .863

.065 .861

.0498 .892

.0482 .893

.0454 .901

.0449 .902

.0440 .901

.0440 .904

.0444 .90.1

.0460 .900

• Values of transmission are derived from the adopted values of density. D»=— logioT,..
• These values for the Hg and He wave lengths are not fundamental experimental values as in the case of

the solutions, tables 4 to 6, but are interpolated from the adopted density values above from 35(tom> to
760m/<.

3. BEER'S LAW CORRECTION FOR SOLUTION A

Let A be the absorbancy, at any wave length, of a solution having
a concentration of c grams per liter, and A, the standard absorbancy
at the same wave length, for a concentration c, ( = 3.000 g) as given
in Table 4, thicknesses in both cases being equal to 10 mm. If there
is no Beer's law failure,

A=-A.
c,

K B represents the Beer's law correction factors given in Table 4,

then B may be defined as

B
(c-c,)A»

Rearranging this equation gives

A=— c[\ + B(c-c,)]

In the case of the A solutions, 5 is a negative quantity, as may be
seen hj reference to the experimental data of Table 17 (see Sec. VII,
6), wmch results in the correction being negative when c>c, and
positive when c<c,.
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This formula was used in all computations of A, —' being com-
^*

.

puted and tabulated once for all as in Table 4. The fact that B ia

constant from 450m>x to 720m/u simplified the work of correction.

4. DESIGN OF FILTERS OF SERIES I—2.300°^.000'' K. TO MEAN NOON
SUNLIGHT

(a) TO OBTAIN SPECTRAL ENERGY MATCH

Obviously the first step in the design of a filter to convert one
spectral energy distribution, E, to another, E', is the computation of

the relative spectral transmission of the ideal filter. This is obtained
by computing, wave length by wave length, values of E'/E. These
values of E /E have a value of unity at 560m)u since the relative

energies are all given with reference to 100 at this wave length. They
may be reduced to a practical working basis by multiplying them by
an appropriate factor, known by trial and experience to bring the

relative transmissions, on the average, close to the spectral trans-

mission of the final filter.

The next problem is to find what concentrations of the component
solutions, A, Bj, and B2 (considering also, of course, the data for the
double cell filled with water) will best approximate the desired

transmission or density.

The method devised for comparing the density of the ideal filter

with the combined absorbancies of the three solutions at the trial

concentrations plus the density of the cell filled with water is, briefly,

as follows: A table of spectral absorbancies was prepared for each of

the three solutions at a series of concentrations for the 17 spectral

positions (every 20mAt) from 400m/Li to 720m/x, inclusive. The con-
centrations of solution A were in 0.1 g steps, and of solutions Bi and
B2 in 1.0 g steps. The absorbancies for each concentration were
placed in horizontal rows, the values in the rows being arranged in

order of wave lengths. A table of the spectral density values of the
various ideal filters was also prepared.
These tables were mounted on rollers and placed in a box with

a cover having slots so placed that one line/of figures across each
table is exposm to view. This is illustrated^in Figure IL The top
roller contains the table of the spectral densities of the various ideal

filters, the second line of figures, not mounted on a roller, are density
values of the cell filled with water. The next three rollers contain

the tables of the spectral absorbancies for solutions A, Bi, and B2,

respectively. The rollers may be turned by the handles outside of

the box to expose to view any of the rows (horizontal) of figures.

The cover of the box is ruled into 18 columns (vertical). In the

first column, on the rollers, are the concentrations of the solutions in

grams per liter and the name of the ideal filter. In the next 17

columns are the densities and absorbancies corresponding to the 17

wave lengths indicated at the tops of the columns. The operation
of the device is as follows:

The three lower rollers are turned so as to expose the absorbancies
corresponding to the concentrations of the solutions desired for the
first trial. Next is found the difference between the density of the
ideal filter and the sum of the absorbancies of the three solutions

plus the density of the cell at each wave length. This -requires but a
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Computing device used in design of filters

DeUUed explanation is given in Section V, 4 (a).
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few minutes with an adding or computing machine. The density

differences are plotted on coordinate paper as a function of wave
length. An ideal solution of the problem would be obtained if the
density differences were equal in amount at all wave lengths.

Having thus plotted the density differences for the first trial, it

is a relatively simple matter to determine what changes to make to

improve the results, provided the general shape of the curve of each
of the ingredients is kept in mind. These adjustments are made and
the operation repeated untU no further improvement can apparently
be made. The length of time required to obtain satisfactory results

by this method depends largely upon experience, from two to four
hours work being usually necessary.

Other methods were considered before the one just described was
adopted. For example, at each wave length there are three variables,

and it would, therefore, be possible to choose three wave lengths
fairly well distributed over the desired spectral range and make the
actual and ideal values of density come into perfect agreement at

these three wave lengths. However, the values at the remaining
wave lengths are beyond control; that is, the actual density curve
makes excursions from the ideal at various points and the magnitude
of these excursions will depend upon the three wave lengths chosen for

the computation.
The method of least squares is also applicable to the problem, but

is quite complicated because the importance at a given wave length
of obtaining a close approximation varies with the color temperature
of the source. On this account a different set of weights would have
to be employed for each source. It is not feasible to select one set of

weights for each range of color temperature, because the continuity
of the filters would be spoiled and interpolation for intermediate
values would be difficult. The least square method appeared to be
an unnecessaiy refinement.

The methocf finally adopted for solving the problem has advantages
over either of these methods, chiefly because of its simplicity and
flexibility. It allows some choice in the selection of concentrations
so that a certain amount of control is possible over the light trans-

mission of the filter. If the filter solutions had spectral properties
such that a perfect match with the ideal filter could be obtained, no
choice in concentrations would exist. However, this is not the case,

sin|ie ,the actual densities depart from the ideal in several parts of the
spectrum even at the most favorable concentrations. With low con-
centrations a good match in the central part of the visible spectrum
is obtained with considerable departures at the ends; with higher
concentrations the ends are improved considerably with increased
departures in the central part of the spectrum.
Four filters, viz, 2,360°, 2,600°, 2,800°, and 3,000° K. to mean sun,

were first designed by the adopted method. The concentrations of

the three solutions as abscissas and the color temperature as ordinates

were plotted and curves drawn. These curves gave trial data for

intermediate filters, final adjustment being made as before. The
range of filie filters was extended to 3,500° K. and later to 4,000° K.
by the same process. All of the data so obtained were again plotted

(concentrations against color temperature) and smooth average
curves drawn. From these curves the concentrations were read, at

every 100° between the limits of 2,300° and 4,000° K., which were
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used for derivrin^ the data for the trial computations of the colon-

metric characteristics, as outlined in the next section.

(b) TO OBTAIN COLOR MATCH

It is possible for two spectral enei^ distributions to be widely

different and still give the same color. If a color match between the

artificial and adopted sunlight were the only concern, solution Bi,

for example, could be dispensed with. However, it is desirable for

both photographic sensitometrr and colorimetry that the spectral

energy match be made as good as possible. This has been accom-
plished as outlined in the preceding section.

If it were possible to obtain, with the materials available, a perfect

energy match with the ideal, a perfect color match would thereupon

be automatically obtained. However, as previously noted, the ene^
distributions resulting from the process described in the preceding

section depart from the ideal in several parts of the spectrvmi. From
the magnitude and distribution of these deviations large color differ-

ences between the filtered energy and the ideal energy are not to

be expected, and perfect color matches have been obtainable in all

cases by making minor adjustments of the concentrations of one or
more of the filter ingredients. Such adjustments do not materially

change the energy matches previously obtained.

The method used for computing the color characteristics of any
energy distribution follows the general description of such procedure
as given in the Optical Society of America colorimetry report (4).

The method makes use of the three so-called elementary excitations

(red, green^ and blue), based on the data of Abney and of Koenig
and Dietenci as reduced by Weaver (4). These are given in Table
6 of the colorimetry report, but have been extrapolated and repub-
lished in the Optical Society of America spectrophotometry report

(35), Table 5, page 230. These extrapolated excitations have been
used in the present computations.

In addition to the choice of the red, green, and blue excitations, a
spectral distribution defined as "neutrtQ" (white) must be adopted.
For this purpose the energy distribution of mean noon Sunlight as

given in Table 1 has been used.** The methods of computation were
as follows

:

I) For the purposes of this paper, the computation of trilinear coordinates throoghout the paper has been
based on the arbitrary convention of making tbe center of the Maxwell triangle (r—fb^H) lepiesent
the spectral distribution which we have cboeen for mean sun; that Is, mean sun luis been taken as the "neu-
tral stimulus. '

' The decision as to what stimulus should be given this central position is conditioned upon
tbe specific purposes which the system of colorimetric coordinates is to derve.
The question as to what stimulus should be assigned this position for colorimetric purposes, in general,

is at present being discussed by a committee of tbe International Commission on Dluminatlon. but no final
recommendation has been made; and the question as to whether "noon sun" or "overcast sky" or "sun
outside the earth's atmosphere" or a "black body" at some specified temperature should be formally choam
for this purpose is still in abeyance.
Theclioice of spectral distribution which we have made to represent "mean sun "has been based primarily

on tbe requirements which a standard for photographio sensitometry must meet. For some years pre-
viously a slightly different spectral distribution of energy proposed by Priest (3) has served as a standard for
"average noon sunlight at Washington" in the colorimetry section of the bureau and, to some extent,
elsewhere. Priest sought to represent, for colorimetric purposes, the same data which we have sought to
represent for the purposes of photographic sensitometry; the spectral distribution of energy he adopted is

designated as "Abbot-Priest sun" throughout the present papier.
It may be noted that if "noon sun " should be formally chosen by the International Committee on Illum-

ination to be placed at the center of the Maxwell triaiule, Davis-Oibson mean sun would be equally as
eligible to represent "noon sun" for this purpose as a black body at COWK., "O. S. A. noon sun," or
Abbot- Priest sun.
Naturally, for the purix>ses of this paper, it has been convenient to represent our ideal energy distribution

(Oavis-Oibson mean sun) by T~f=b='H; that is, it has been convenient to make Davls-Olbaon mean
sun the "neutral stimulus." Because of this difference in "neutrad stimulus," the results of our computa-
tions of trilinear coordinates differ slightly from those which would be obtained on the basis of Abbot-
Priest sun, which is placed at the center of the Maxwell triangle in most other colorimetric computations at
the Bureau of Standards.
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The Optical Society of America extrapolated excitations, as pub-
lished, are weighted on the basis of an energy distribution of equal

value at all wave lengths. On the form" shown in Figure 12 these

excitation values have been multiplied, wave length by wave length,

by the mean-sun relative energy data and the resulting values further

Form to FacUitat* itm Conwufotion of OomiMnt Mitov* Ltnqfh (A), ExdfaNon
Purify (P«), and Sunlighf Tronamioion (T^).

EacHaNona:- Opticdl Soeitty of Amtriee mcfrapolaM.

N«ufral Standard t- Maon Noon SunliQhf (as adopted by Oayla and
6ibson from Abbot'a Data).

It I rt fiZ I T 1 #Ef I
vCT I

Jtf Jidan^^lca»ton

9 0
4 0 0

1 0
2 0
30
4 0

4 00
60
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00
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Figure 12.

—

Compulation of r, g, and b for the S,S60° K.-to-mean-sun
jiUer

In cdanin headed T are given values of the ratio

Tun„Ei^ E"
E' ~ £r

where, as a function of wave length, Tnuar is the transmission of the filter, Kj.jm is

the energy distribution for 2,360° K., an^ E' is the energy distribution of mean sun,

the "neutral" stimulus. The values of^ are taken from the last column of Table 9,

and are as given in chart 2 (with one less significant figure). (It should be notod that

values of r, g, and b, computed on the basis of mean sun, E', as the ' 'neutral " stimulus
will, in general, be slightly different from those computed on the basis of Abbot-Priest

sun (see fig. 3))

adjusted, respectively, by three factors so chosen that the three sums
give the same total. These adjusted values are given in Figure 12

m the columns headed pE, yE, and 0E, totaling to 100,000 each.

'* To facilitate the computations a form designed by Priest with Abbot-Priest sunlight as the "neuttal"

stimulus was revised by Davis using the adopted mean sunll^t as the "neutral " stimulus. Part of this

form thus revised is shown in Figure 12.
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If the specification of the color of a glass were to be computed
on the basis of mean sun as the "neutral" stimulus, its spectral trans-

mission would be entered in the column headed T. If the color

corresponding to an energy distribution (such as a lamp-and-filter

combination) is to be specified, the ratios of that energy distribution

to mean sun must be obtained, wave length by wave length. As an
example, this ratio in the case of the 2,360° K.-to-mean-sun filter is

shown tabulated in Figure 12, under column T. These values are

the same as the values of E"IE' given in chart 2, except that they are

carried to an additional decimal place.

The products pET, yETjjind§ET were then computed asiUustrated

and the respective sums p, 7, j8 were then taken, p+y+ P obtained,

and the triunear coordinates (r, g, b) computed, all as illustrated in

Figure 12. In the case of mean sim, r, g, and b are each, by definition,

exactly equal to one-third.

The first step in changing the energy distribution of any particidar

source-and-filter combination so that its color should agree with that
of the adopted mean sun was to compute the r, g, and b values for

this energy distribution as shown in Figure 12. In general, although
the spectral energy distribution of the source-and-filter combination
had been adjusted to as close an a^eement with that of mean sun
as was possible by the method outlined in the preceding section, the
values of r, g, and b so obtained were not exactly 0.33333. The next
step thereupon was to make still further adjustment, in all cases

small, of one or more of the concentrations of the ingredients xmtil

the values of r, g, and 6 for the source-and-filter combination diflfered

from 0.33333 by less than 0.00006.

These final adjustments were facilitated by plotting the r-b co-

\ ordinates to a large scale near the "neutral" point. It was soon
found that changes in the concentration of any one of the three
components always shifted the point on the diagram along a certain

direction and by an amoimt practically proportional to the change
in concentration. After a Uttle experience it was usually possible to

obtain the final desired values with three or four trials.

In addition to choosing concentrations which would give correct
values of r, g, and b, a further restriction was made, viz, that when
these concentrations, for the respective A, Bi and Bj components,
were plotted against color temperature they must fall upon smooth
curves, so that values of concentrations for any intermediate tem-
perature read from such curves would fit within the series.

As finally adopted, values of concentrations were obtained which
gave (1) correct values of r, g, and b, viz, 0.3333, (2) smooth curves
when plotted against color temperatures, and (3) energy distributions

as illustrated in the charts. This Was done at every 100° K. from
2,300° to 4,000° K., besides 2,360° and 2,848° K. These values of
concentration are given in Table 8, the values at intermediate color
temperatures being obtained from the concentration curves by
interpolation.

A detailed example of the computation of E" and E"IE' is given
in Table 9, which is self-explanatory. The 2,360° K-to-mean-sun
filter (chart 2) was chosen for this purpose. The data shown are

for the respective concentrations as filially determined, giving values
(fig. 12) of r, g, 6 = 0.3333. The same laborious computation had to

be carried through at each set of trial concentrations in order to get
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values of E"/E' for the trial computations of r, g, and b. A procedure
similar to that herein described was carried out for aJl of the 38
filters illvistrated in the charts.

Table 8.

—

Concentrations and light transmissions of fillers of Series I, 2,S0(f-
4,000° K. to mean noon sunlight '

Grams of
copper
sulphate

and
grams of

mannite
per liter

in solu-
tion A

3.901
3.835
3.770
3.707
3.644

3.682
3.622
3.463
3.405
3.348

3.292
3.237
3.1S3
3.128
3.076

3.024
2.973
2.923
2.874
Z825

2.777
2.730
2.684
2.639
Z595

Z551
2.507
2.464
2.421
2.379

2.337
2.296
Z256
Z217
2.178

2.140
2.102
2065
2.028
1.992

L956
1.921

1.886
1.851
1.817

Grams of

cobalt
ammo-
nium

sulphate
per liter

in solu-
tion B

28.300
27.80
27. 31

28.827
2&35

26.870
25.40
24.04
24.49
24.04

23.590
23.14
22.70
22.27
21.83

21.400
20.97
20.56
2a 14

19.73

19.325
14 92
18.54
18. 16
17.78

17.400
17.02
16.66
16.30
15.94

18.680
16.23
14.89
14.56
14.23

13.900
13.58
13.27

1Z97
12.66

12.360
12.06
11. 76
11.47
11. 18

Grams of

copper
sulphate
per liter

in solu-
tion B

28.250
27.90
27.54
27.180
26.83

26.480
26.13
25.78
25.43
25.06

24.730
24.38
24.04
23.69
23.34

23.000
22.66
22.32
21.98
21.64

21.300
20.97
20.64
20.33
20.02

19.720
19.44
19.15
18.86
18.68

18.300
18.03
17.77
17. 61

17.26

17.000
16.74
16.49
16.24
16.00

16.760
15.51
16.27
16.04
14.80

Light
trans-
mission

0.1224
.1266
.1309
.1352
.1397

.1442

.1487

.163

.168

.163

.168

.173

.177

.183

.188

.193

.198

.203

.209

.214

.220

.225

.231

.236

.242

.248

.253

.259

.265

.271

.277

.283

.289

.295

.301

.307

.313

.320

.328

.332

.338

.336

.361

.357

.364

Color
tempera-
ture (°K.)
of source

3,200.

3,220.

3,240.

3,260.

3,280.

3,300.
3,320.

3,340.

3,360.

3,380.

3,400.

3,420.

3,440.

3,460.

3,480.

3,500.

3,620.

3,540.

3,560.

3,680.

3,600.

3,620.

3,640.

3,660.

3,680.

3,700.

3,720.

3,740.

3,760.

3,780.

3,800.

3,820.

3,840.

3,860.

3,880.

3,900.

3,920.

3,940.

3,960.

3,980.

4,000.

2,848.

Grams of

copper
sulphate

and
grams of

mannite
per liter

in solu-

tion A

1.784
1.751

1.719

1.687

1.655

1.624
1.594
1.564
1.534
1.504

1.475
1.446
1.417
1.388
1.360

1.332
1.305
1.278
1.251
L225

1.199
1.173
1. 148
1. 123
1.098

1.074
1.050
1.026
1.002
.978

.955

.932

.910

.888

.846

.824

.803

.782

i761

(741

2.446

Grams of
cobalt
ammo-
nium

sulphate
per liter

in solu-
tion B

10.890
10.60
10.32
10.03

9.75

9.470
9.19
8.92
8.64
8.37

8.100
7.83
7.57
7.31
7.06

4 790
6.63
6.29
6.05
6.81

5.570
5.33
5.09
4.85
4.61

4.380
4.16
3.92
3. 70
3.48

3.280
3.04
2 82
2.60
2.39

a 176
1.96
1.75
1.64
1.34

L130

16.620

Grams of

copper
sulphate
per liter

in solu-
tion B

14. 570
14.34

14. 11

13.88
13.66

13.430
13. 21

12.99
12 77

12.56

12 330
12.11
11. «)
11.68
11.47

11.260
11.05
10.84
10.64
ia43

10.220
10.02
9.82
9.62
9.42

9.210
9.02
8.81
8.61
8.41

8.210
8.01
7.82
7.62
7.42

7.220
7.03
6.83
6.64
6.46

6.260

19.020

> Spectropbotometrlc illustrations are given in charts 1 to 20; methods of computation are described in

Section V, i; details of preparation are given in Section IX.
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The complete computation of a filter is a long process and the

chances for error are, of course, correspondingly large. To avoid any
reasonable possibility of such errors, even though computing machines

were used in all computations, complete independent recomputations

were made on each filter, starting with the fundamental spectro-

photometric data.
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The fQters of Series I are described and illustrated in charts 1 to

20, inclusive, and in Table 8 and Figure 13.

(c) TO COMPUTE LIGHT TRANSMISSION OF FILTERS

It is customary in photographic sensitometry to specify the intensi-

ty of the light source in terms of visual candlepower. If the hght
used is obtained from a source-and-filter combination, it is essential

(in accord with this custom) to know the effective candlepower of

this source-and-filter combination. If the transmission of the filter

for the li^ht given by the source is known, the candlepower of the
combination may be obtained by multiplying the candlepower of

the source by the transmission of the filter. The transmissions of

the filters are also of interest in their applications to colorimetry.

The light transmission of the filters may, of course, be obtamed
directly by photometric measurements, as, for example, by the
flicker method. However, in the case of colored filters the results

may be influenced by the photometric field size and brightness and
may also vary from one observer to another because of the difi"erent

values of relative visibUity possessed even by observers of normal
color sense.

This difficulty may be avoided by computing the Ught trans-

mission from the spectral transmission, using standard visibility data.

The values of light transmission so obtained should, for the present
type of filters, be practically identical with the values that would
be obtained if the light transmissions had been directly measured
under standard photometric conditions by a large number of observers
and averaged.
The light transmissions for the present filters have been computed

by the following formula:

ZJ4

|720
(EeVT)

y _ '400
• —1720

(.EeV)
/400

The summations were carried out using values at every lOm^ from
400m/i to 720m/i. In the formula 6 refers to the color temperature
of the Ught source, this varying from 2,300° to 4,000° K. Te is

the Ught transmission of the filter for a 6° K. source, Tis the spectral

transmission tabulated on the charts, Ee is the relative energy for
6° K. as given in Table 2, and V is the relative visibility function as

given in Table 10. These values of relative visibility are those
recommended by Gibson and Tyndall (11, 12) and adopted by the
International Commission on lUumination (10) and by the American
Engineering Standards Committee and by the Illuminating Engi-
neering Society (38).

The visibiUty data in Table 10 are given from 400m;Lt to 760m)u
while the spectral range used to compute the light transmission of the
filters does not go above 720m/i. It was found by trial that excluding
values of T, Ee, and V above 720m)Li caused an error so smaU (not

more than 0.00003 in the Ught transmission of any of the filters) that
they could be safely omitted.
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Values of light transmission for -the various filters of Series I thus
computed are given on the charts and in Table 8 and illustrated in

Figure 13. Computations were carried out at the same color tempera-
tures as used for the colorimetric computations. The intermediate
values of Tabl^ 8 were obtained by plotting the computed values
against color temperature and reading the desired values from this

curve.

Table 10.

—

Standard values of the relative visihilily of radiani energy

Wave length in millimicrons
Relative
visibility

'

Wave length in miUimicrons Relative
visibility!

400 - 0.0004
.0012
.0040
.0116
.023

.038

.060

.091

. 139

.208

.323

.503

.710

.862

.954

.995

.995

.952

.870

.757

600 0.631
.503
.381
. 265
. 175

. 107

.061

.032

.017

.0082

.0041

.0021

.00105

.00052

.00025

.00012

.00006

410-- - 610
420 620
430 - 630..

440 -- 640

450.. 650
460 660
470 670. -

480 680
490 690...

800. 700
610 710
520....: 720.

530... 730
640 740

550.. 750.

660 760 -

670....
580
590 ...

1 These values were recommended by Gibson and Tyndall (B. S. Sci. Paper No. 475, p. 174; 1923; Trans.
I. E. S., 19, pp. 192-193; 1924; Proc, International Commission on Illumination, sixth meeting, 1924, p.

235). They have been adopted as standard by the International Commission on Illumination (Proc.,

p. 67, sixth meeting) and by the American Engineering Standards Committee and the Illuminating Engi-
neering Society (Trans. I. E. S , 20, pp. 629, 632; 1925).

5. DESIGN OF FILTERS OF SERIES 11—2,848° TO 3,500°-10,000° K.

Because of the general interest in high color temperatures in the

fields of colorimetry and astronomy and the limited means available

for the reproduction of high color temperatures in the laboratory, it

has seemed desirable to develop this second series of filters, in this

case starting at a fixed lower color temperature of 2,848° K. By
means of this series of filters, radiant energy evoking the color of a

Planckian radiator at any temperature between 3,500° and 10,000° K.
may be readily obtained in the laboratory. The particular starting

point, 2,848° K. was chosen for the filters of Series II for the reason that

it happens to be the color temperature of a certain primary standard
lamp and thus came to be a common reference point. This particular

color temperature is a very suitable one at which to operate gas-filled

lamps.
Before proceeding with the computations for the filters of Series

II, values of r, g, and b had to be computed for all the black-body
temperatures between 3,500° and 10,000° K. for which filters were
to be specifically designed. This was done and values of r, g, and b

obtained as given in Table 11 and illustrated in Figure. 14. (A similar

illustration for color temperatures from 2,000° to 4,000° K. is given

in the next section.)
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After designing these filters for what seemed to be the best energy-

match, the colonmetric computations were carried out, striving now
to make the values of r, g, and h not equal to 0.33333, as was the case

AO

36

36

J4

32

JO

28

J26

.24

—*«

/
t

*
I

M 0«c2l \ .4

/^
«:s

1

Ma<M Sum 1 *1

A-
E>

i
M JO 32 M J6 30 AO 42 A4 .46 .46 SO

Figure 14.

—

Section of the r-b diagram showing colonmetric positions

of varioiis phases of sunlight relative to the black-body locus

(See fig. 16 (or temperatures between 2,000° K. and 4,000° K.) Values of r, and 6 are
given In Table 11, for every 20° K. up to 8,000° K. and for every 100° K. above that. All
values of r, g, and 6 are computed on the basis of mean noon sunlight as the "neutral"
stimulus.

with the filters of Series I, but equal to the respective values given
in Table 11 for the particular color temperatures involved.

Table 11.

—

Trilinear coordinates (r, g, b) of colors evoked by black-body radiant
energy as a function of color temperature

Trilinear coordinates >

r 9 6

0.64349 0.32033 0.03718
.6407 .3214 .0379
.6388 .3224 .0388

. .6369 .3235 .0397
.6353 .3245 .0404

.6333 .3255 .0413

.6315 .3264 .0422

.6297 .3274 .0430

.6279 .3283 .0438

.6263 .3292 .0447

.62435 .33010 .04555

.6336 .3309 .0464

.6308 .3318 .0473

.6193 .3327 .0482

.6173 .3336 .0491

Color
temperature >

1,600.
1,610.

1.620.

1,630.

1,640.

1,650.

1,660.

1,670.

1,680.

1,690.

1,700.

1,710.

1,730.
i,7ao.

1,740.

Color
temperattue

1,750.
1,760.

1,770.

1,780.

1,790.

1,800.
1,810.

1,820.
1,830.

1,840.

1,850.
1,860.

1,870.

1,880.

1,890.

'K.

Trilinear coordinates

'

r 9 6

0. 6157 0. 3343 0.0499
.6139 .3352 .0508
.6123 .3359 .0518
.6106 .3367 .0527
.6089 .3374 .0536

.60725 .33815 .05460

.6056 .3388 .0555

.6039 .3396 .0564

.6023 .3403 .0573

.6007 .3409 .0,S83

.5991 .3416 .a'i93

.5974 .3422 .0603

.5958 .3428 .0613

.5943 .3434 0622

.5927 .3441 .0632

> C^- 14,350 micron-degrees. See Table 2.

> "Neutral" stimulus: Mean sun as adopted in this investigation. Excitations; O. S. A. extrapolated
(J. O. S. A. and R. S. I., 10, p. 230; 192S). Computed values are given to Ave significant figures; other values,
to four significant figures, were read from large scale graph plotted from computed values.
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Table 11.

—

Trilinear coordinates (r, g, b) of colors evoked by black-body radiant
energy as a function of color temperature—Continued

Color
temperature

Trilinear coordinates '

0. 59108
.5895
.5879
.5864
.5848

.5833

.5818

.5802

.5787

.5772

. 57571

.5727

.5697

.5668

.5639

.56101

.5582

.5554

.5526

.5499

.54716

.5445

.5418

.5391

.5365

.5339

.5314

.5288

.52631

.5238

.52133

.5189

.5164

.5141

.5117

.50936

.5070

.5047

.5024

.5001

.49788

.4956

.4934

.4912

.4890

2,700 , I .48690
2,720 1 .4848
2,740 1 . 4827
2,760 ' .4806
2,780 4786

.47657

.4745

.4725

.4705

.4685

.46659

.4646

.4628

.4609

.4590

. 45716

.4553

.4534

. 4516

.4498

0. 34470
.3452
.3458
.3464
.3469

.3475

.3480

.3486

.3491

.3495

.34998

.3509

.3518

.3526

.3534

.35416

.3549

.3555

.3562

.3568

.35727

.3578

.3583

.3588

.3592

.3596

.3599

.3603

.36063

.3609

.36117

.3614

.3616

.3618

.3620

.36217

.3622

.3623

.3624

.3625

.36259

.3627

.3627

.3627

.3627

.36260

.3625

.3624

.3623

.3622

. 36218

.3620

.3619

.3617

.3616

.36143

.3612

.3610

.3608

.3606

.36044

.3601

.3599

.3597

.3594

0.06422
• .0652
.0662
.0672
.0082

.0692

.0702

.0712

.0722
,0733

. 07431

.0764
' .0785
.0806
.0827

.08483

.0870

.0891

.0912

.0934

.09556

.0978

.1000

. 1021

.1033

.1065

. 1087

.1109

.11306

.1153

.11750

.1198

.1220

.1242

.1264

.12847

.1308

.1330

. 1352

.1374

.13953

. 1417

. 1439

. 1461

. 1483

.15050

. 1527

. 1549

. 1571

. 1592

.16125

. 1635

. 1656

. 1678

.1699

. 17198

.1741

.1762

.1783

.1804

. 18240

.1845

. 1866

.1887

.1907

Color
temperature

'

3,100.

3,120.

3,140.

3,160.
3,180..

3,200.

3,220.

3,240.
3,260.

3,280..

3,300.

3,320.

3,340-.

3,360..

3,380..

3,400..

3,420.
3,440.

3,460.

3,480.

3,500-.

3,520.
3,540.

3,560-

3,580.

3,600.

3,620.

3,640.

3,660.
3,680-

3,700.

3,720-

3,740.

3,760.
3,780.

3,800.

3,820.

3,840.
3,860-

3,880.

3,900.

3,920.

3,940.

3,900.

3,980.

4,000.

4,020.

4,040-
4,060.

4,080.

4,100.
4,120.

4,140.

4,160.

4,180-

4,200-

4,220.

4,240-
4,260.

4,280-

4,300.

4,320.
4,340.
4,360.

4,380.

Trilinear coordinates '

r g b

0.4480 9. 3592 0.1927
.4463 .3589 .1947
. 4446 3587 . 1967
!4429 !3584 '. 1987
.4411 .3581 .2007

.4394 .3578 .2027

.4377 .3575 .2047

. 43C0 3572 . 2067
!4344 !3569 - !2086
.4328 .3566 .2106

.4312 .3563 .2125

.4297 .3560 .2144

. 4281 . 3557 . 2163
!4265 !3553 !2182
.4249 .3550 .2201

.4234 .3546 .2220

.4219 .3543 .2239

. 4203 . 3540' . 2258
!4188 '3537 !2276
.4173 .3533 .2294

. 41592 .35290 .23118

. 4145 .3525 .2331

. 4130 . 3522 . 2349
!4116 !3518 !2367
.4101 .3514 .2385

.4087 .3510 .2403

.4074 .3506 .2421

. 4060 . 3502 . 2438
!4046 ."3498 !2456
.4033 .3495 .2473

.4019 .3491 .2490

.4006 .3488 .2507

. 3993 . 3484 . 2524

.3980 !3480 !2541

.3967 .3476 .2558

.3954 .3472 .2575

.3941 .3468 .2591
• 3928 3464 . 2608

. 3916 \3460 !2624

.3903 .3456 .2641

.3891 .3452 .2657

.3879 .3448 .2673

. 3867 . 3444 . 2689
!3855 !3440 !2704
.3843' .3437 .2720

.38313 . 34332 .27356

.3819 .3429 .2752

.3808 .3425 .2767

.3797 .3421 .2782

.3785 .3417 .2787

.3774 .3413 .2812

.3763 .3409 .2827

.3752 .3405 .2842

.3741 .3401 .2857

.3730 .3398 .2872

.3719 .3394 .2887

.3708 .3390 .2901

.3698 .3386 .2916

.3687 .3382 .2930

.3677 .3378 .2945

.3667 .3374 .2959

.3656
'

.3370 :2973
.3645 .3367 .2987
.3635 .3363 .3001
.3625 .3359 .3015

>• ' See footnotes 1 and 2, p. 6S.
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Table 11.

—

Trilinear coordinates (r, g, b) of colors evoked by black, body radiant
energy as a function of color temperature—Continued

Color
temperature '

4,400.

4,420.

4,440.
4,460-

4,480.

4,S00.

4,520.
4,540.

4,560.
4,580.

4,600.

4,620.

4,640.

4,660.

4,680.

4,700.

4,720.

4,740.
4,760.

4,780.

4,800.
4,820.
4,840.

4,860.

4,880.

4,900
4,920.

4,940.
4,960.

4,980.

6,000.

6,020.
5,040.

5,060.
5,080.

6,100.

6,120.
5,140.

5,160.
6,180.

6,200.
5,220.

5,240.
5,260.

5,280.

5,300.

6,320.
5,340.

5,360.
5,380.

6,400.

6,420.
5,440.
5,460.

5,480.

6,500.

5,520.

5,540.
6,560.

6,580.

6,600.

5,620.
5,640.
5,660.

5,680.

'K.

Trilinear coordinates '

r 9 0

0. 3615 0.3355 0.3029
.3605 .3351 .3043
.3596 .3347 .3056
.3586 . 3343 .3070
.3576 .3339 .3084

.35675 .33352 .30973

.3557 .3332 .3110
;3548 .3329 .3123
.3539 . 3325 .3136
.3530 .3321 .3149

.3521 .3317 .3162

.3512 .3313 .3175

.3503 .3309 .3188

.3494 .3305 .3201

.3485 .3302 .3214

.3476 .3298 .3226

.3468 .3294 .3238

.3459 .3290 .3251

.3451 . 3286 .3263

.3443 .3282 .3275

.3434 .3278 .3287

.3426 .3274 .3299

.3418 .3271 .3311
3410 . 3268 .3323

.3401 .3264 .3335

.3393 .3260 .3347

.3386 .3257 .3358

.3378 .3253 .3370

.3370 .3249 .3382

.3362 .3246 .3393

.33543 . 32419 .34038

.3346 .3238 .3416

.3339 .3235 .3427

.3331 .3231 .3438

.3324 .3228 .3449

.3316 .3224 .3460

.3309 .3220 .3471

.3301 .3217 .3482

.3294 .3213 .3493

.3287 .3210 .3503

.3280 .3207 .3514

.3273 .3203 .3525

.3265 .3200 .3535

.3258 .3197 .3546
.3252 .3193 .3566

.3245 .3189 .3567

.3238 .3186 .3577

.3231 .3183 .3587

. 3224 . 3179 . 3597

.3218 .3176 .3607

.3211 .3173 .3617

.3204 .3169 .3627

.3198 .3166 .3636

.3192 .3163 .3645

.3185 .3160' .3655

.31788 .31566 .36647

.3173 .3153 .3674

.3167 .3150 .3684

.3160 .3147 .3693

.3154 .3143 .3702

.3148 .3140 .3712

.3142 .3137 .3721

.3136 .3134 .3730

.3130 .3131 .3739

.3124 .3128 .3748

Color
temperature '

Trilinear coordinates '

5,720-

5,740.

5,760.
5,780.

5,800.

5,820.

5,840.

5.860.

5,880-

5,900.

5,920-

5,940-

5,960.

5,980.

6,000-

6,020.

6,040-

6,060.

6,080.

6,100-

6,120.

6,140.

6,160.
6,180-

6,200.

6,220.
6,240.

6,260.
6,280.

6,300.

6,320-
6,340.

6,360-
6,380.

6,400.
6,420.

6,440.

6,460.

6,480.

6,500-

6,520.
6,540.
6,560.
6,580.

6,600.

6,620.
6,640-

6,660.

6,680-

6,700.

6,720.
6,740.
6,760.

6,780.

6,800.
6,820.
6,840.

6,860.

6,880.

6,900.

6.920.

6,940.
6,960.

6,980.

r 9 0

0.3118 0.3125 0. 3757
.3112 .3122 .3766
.3106 .3119 .3775
.3100 .3116 .3784
.3094 .3112 .3793

.3088 .3109 .3802

.3083 .3107 .3811

.3078 .3103 .3819

.3072 .3100 . 3828

.3066 .3097 .3837

.3061 .3094 .3845

.3056 .3092 .3853

.3050 .3089 .3862

.3044 .3086 .3870

.3039 .3083 .3878

.30332 .30801 .38867

.3028 .3077 . 3895

.3023 .3074 .3903

.3018 .3072 .3911

.3013 .3069 .3919

.3008 .3066 .3927

.3002 .3063 .3935

.2997 .3060 .3942

.2992 . 3057 3950

.2987 !3054 .3958

.2982 .3052 .3966

.2977 .3049 .3973

.2972 .3046 .3981

. 2968 3043 3988
!2963 !3041 !3996

.2958 .3038 .4003

.2953 .3035 .4011

.2949 .3032 .4018

.2944 .3030 .4028

.2939 .3027 .4033

.2935 .3024 .4040

.2930 .3022 .4047

.2926 .3019 .4054

.2921 3017 .4062
!2917 13014 .4069

.29117 .30124 .40759

.2908 .3009 .4083

.2903 .3007 .4089

. 2899 . 3004 .4096
!2895 [3002 .4103

.2890 .2999 .4110

.2886 .2997 .4117

.^2 .2994 .4123

. 2877 .2992 .4130

.2873 .2990 .4137

.2869 .2988 .4143

.2865 .2985 .4150

.2861 .2982 .4157

.2857 .2980 .4163

.2853 .2978 .4169

.2849 .2975 .4176

.2844 .2972 .4183

.2840 .2970 .4189

.2836 .2968 .4195

.2832 .2966 .4202

.2828 .2964 .4208

.2824 .2961 .4215

.2820 .2959 .4221

.2817 .2957 .4227

.2813 .2955 .4233

K ' See footnotes 1 and 2, p. 55;
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Table 11.

—

Trilinear coordinates (r, g, b) of colors evoked by black-body radiant
energy as a function of color temperature—Continued

Color
temperatiue '

'K.

7,900 -

7,920

7,940 ..

7,960

7,980

Trilinear coordinates '

0.28086
.2805
.2801
.2797
.2793

.2790

.2786

.2782

.2779

.2775

.2771

.2768

.2764

.2761

.2758

.2754

.2750

.2747

.2744

.2740

.2737

.2733

.2730

.2727

.2723

.2720

.2717

.2713

.2710

.2707

.2704

.2701

.2898

.2695

.2892

.2889

.2686

.2883

.2680

.2877

.2874

.2871

.2868

.2665

.2662

.2659

.2656

.2654

.2651

.2648

.28453

.2831

.2618 ,

.2605

.2592

.2580

.2568

.2557

.2545

.2534

.25225

.2613

.2502

.2493

.2483

0.29520
.2950
.2948
.2945
.2943

.2941

.2939

.2937

.2934

.2932

.2930

.2928

.2926

.2923

.2921

.2919

.2917

.2915

.2913

.2911

.2909

.2907

.2904

.2902

.2900

.2896

.2894

.2892

.2890

.2888

.2886

.2884

.2882

.2880

.2878

.2876

.2874

.2872

.2870

.2869

.2867

.2865

.2863

.2861

.2859

.2858

.2856

.2854

.2852

.28508

.2842

.2833

.2825

.2817

.2809

.2800

.2793

.2787

.2779

.27710

.2764

.2758

.2751

.2744

0.42394
.4245
.4252
.4258
.4264

.4270

.4275

.4281

.4287

.4293

.4209

.4304

.4310

. 4315

.4321

.4327

.4332

.4338

.4343

.4349

.4354

.4360

.4365

.4371

.4376

.4382

.4387

.4393

.4398

.4403

.4408

.4412

.4417

.4422

.4427

.4432

.4438

.4443

.4448

.4453

.4458

.4463

.4468

.4472

.4477

.4482

.4487

.4491

.4495

.4499

.45039

.4527

.4549

.4671

.4592

.4812

.4632

.4651

.4669

.4688

.47065

.4723

.4740

.4757

.4774

Color
temperature >

9,500
9,600
9,700
9,800
9,900

10,000
10,100

10,200
10,300

10,400

10,500

10,600
10,700

10,800

10,900

11,000
11,100 -

11,200
11,300 -

11,400

11,500
11,600

11,700

11,800
11,900

12,000
12,100

12,200
12,300
12,400

12,500
12,600
12,700

12,800 -.

12,900

13,000 -

13,100
13,200 -

13,300

13,400

13,500 -

13,600
13,700

13,800
13,900

14,000
14,100

14,200
14,300

14,400

14,500

14,600
14,700

14,800
14,900

16,000
15,100

15,200
15,300
15,400

15,500
15,600

15,700
15,800

15,900

Trilinear coordinates >

r t 6

0. 2473 0. 2737 0. 4791
. 2463 . 2730 . 4807
.2454 !2724 !4823
.2445 .2718 .4848
. 2436 . 2712 . 4852

. 24277 . 27060 . wooo
'. 2420 2700 icon

!2412 !2695 .4894
.2404 .2890 .4907
. 2397 . 2884 . 4920

. 2389 . 2879 . 4932

. 2381 . 2874
!2374 !2669 .4957
.2367 .2664 .4969
. 2360 . 2659 1QS1

. 2353 . 2654

. 2347 . 2649
!2340 !2645 .5016
.2333 .2840 .5027
. 2327 . 2636

. 2321 . 2631 . 5049
2314 . 2627

!2308 !2623 .5069
.2302 .2618 .5079
. 2297 . 2614 . 5089

. 22916 . 26097
'. 2286 . 2606 . 5107
!2281 !2602 !5116
.2276 .2599 .5125
2271 . 2595 . 5134

. 2286 . 2591

. 2262 . 2588 . 5151
!2257 !25S4 !5169
.2252 .2581 .5167
. 2248 . 2.577 . 5175

2243 . 257? . 6183
2238 . 2571 . 5191

!2234 .2567 !5198
.2229 .2564 .5206
. 2225 . 2561 . 5213

. 2221 (k991

. 0££o
.2213 .2552 .5235
.2209 .2549 .5242
. 2205 > £OVi

* £tnO£
. 2197
!2193 .2537 .5269
.2190 .2535 .5275
.2186 .2532 .5282

.2182 .2529 .5288

.2179 .2527 .5294

.2175 .2524 .5300

.2172 .2522 .5306

.2169 .2519 .5312

.2165 .2517 .5318

.2162 .2514 .5323

.2150 .2512 .5329

.2156 .2509 .5334

.2153 .2507 .6340

.21,10 .2505 .5345

.2147 .2503 .5350

.2144 .2500 .6356

.2141 .2498 .S3«l

.2138 .2486 .6M6

!• 2 Sec footnotes 1 and 2, p. 55.
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Table 11.

—

Trilinear coordinates (r, g, b) of colors evoked by black-body radiant
energy as a function of color temperature—Continued

Trilinear coordinates '

Color
temperature

0. 21355
.2133
.2130
.2127
.2125.

.2122

.2120

.2117

.2115

.2112-

.2110

.2107

.2105

.2103

.2100

.2098

.2096

.2094

.2092

.2090

.20873

.2085

0.24938
.2492
.2490
.2488
.2486

.2484

.2482

.2480

.2478

.2476

.2174

.2472

.2471

.2469

.2467

.2465

.2464

.2462

.2460

.2459

.24571

.2466

0.53707
.6376
.5381
.5385
.6390

.6395

.5399

.5404

.5408

.5412

.5417

.5121

.5425

.5429

.5433

.5437'

.5441

.5445

.5148

.6452

.5465«

.5459

Color
temperature

'

"K.
18,200
18,300
18,400

18,.'i00

18,600
18,700

18,800

18,900

19,000
19,100

19,200
19,300

19,400

19,500
19,600

19,700

19,800
19,900

20,000.....

2,848

Trilinear coordinates '

r e 6

Ut Moo 0 2454 U.

.2081 12452 .5466

.2079 .2451 .5470

.2077 .2449 .5473

.2075 .2448 .5477

.2073 .2446 .5480
2445 5483

.2070 !2443 !6487

.2068 .2442 .5490

.2066 .2441 .6493

.2064 .2439 .5496

.2062 .2438 .5499

.2061 .2436 .5503

.2069 .2435 .5506

.2057 .2434 .6509

.2056 .2432 .5512

.2064 .2431 .5515

.2052 .2430 .5518

.20507 .24283 .65210

. 47172 .36185 .16643

>•> See footnotes 1 and 2, p. 65.

The methods of computation were tJie same as outlined in Section

V, 4. The range of concentrations of the ingredients is about the

same as was used in the mean-sun series, only the relative proportions

are different. As just noted, each filter when combined with a black-

body energy distribution at 2,848° K. gives by computation, an
accurate color match with the respective high color temperature.
A maximum deviation of but 0.00006 between the actual and desired

values of r, g, and b was obtained. However, theener^ distributions

obtained with this series do not, in general, match the ideal as well as

in Series I, due to the high relative energies in the violet and ultra-

violet in black-body color temperatiu-es above 4,000° K. (See

chart 8 for 2,848° to sunlight. Series I, and chart 24, 2,848° to 5,000°,

Series II.) The deviations in the energy distributions may be noted
on the charts. The light transmissions, computed in tul cases for

2,848° K., vary from 0.497 for the 3,500° K. filter to 0.0989 for the

10,000° K. filter.

Computations were thus carried out with filters designed (with

2,848° K. source) to give 3,500°, 4,000°, 4,500°, 5,000°, 5,500°,

6,000°, 6,500°, 7,000°, 8,000°, 9,000°, and 10,000° K. These computa-
tions gave values of concentration and transmission which, when
plotted against color temperature, gave smooth, regular curves from
which intermediate values were obtained as was done for Series I.

Likewise, as before, complete independent recomputations were made
on all the filters.

The filters of Series II are described and illustrated in charts 21 to

31, inclusive, and in Table 12 and Figure 15.
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Table 12.

—

Concentrations and light iranamissions of filters of Series II, 2,848° K.
to S,600°-l 0,000° K.^

Grams of
copper
sulphate

and
grams of
mannite
per liter

in solu-
tion A

1. 113

1.249
1.378
1. 501
1. 616

1.728
1.832
1.932
2.028
2.120

2.208
2.293
2.374
2.452
2.527

2.599
2.668
2.735
2.799
2.860

2.920
2.977
3.033
3.086
3. 138

3. 188
3.236
3.282
3.327
3. 370

3.412
3.453
3. 493

Grams of
cobalt

ammoni-
um sul-

phate
per liter

in solu-

tion B

9.780
10.96
12.08
13. 14

14.16

15.133
16.07
16.97
17.84
18.67

19. 470
20.24
20.99
21. 71

22.41

23.080
23.71
24. 32
24. 91

25.47

26.020
26.54
27.05
27.55
28.02

23 480
28.93
29.36
29.78
30. 19

30.580
30.97
31.34

Grams of
copper
sulphate
per liter

in solu-
tion B

7. 197
8.07
8.91
9.72

10. 49

11.220
11.93
12. 61

13.26
13.88

14.490
15.05
15.59
16. 11

16. 61

17.090
17. 55
17.99
18.41
18.82

19. 215
19.60
19.97
20.32
20.67

21.000
21.32
21.61
21.94
22.24

22.520
22.79
23.06

Light
trans-
mission
of filter

for

2,848°

K.

0.497
. 465
.435
.408
.383

.361

.341

.324

.309

.295

.282

.270

.259

.249

.240

.231

.223

.216

.209

.203

.197

.192

.186

. 182

.177

.173

.169

.165

.161

.158

.155

.152
1.487

Color
tempera-
ture (°K.)
of filter

with
2,848° K.

6,800.
6,900.

7,000-
7, 100.

7,200.
7,300-
7,400.

7,500.
7,608.
7,700.
7,800.
7,900.

8,000-
8, 100.

8,200.
8,300.
8,400.

8,500-
8,600.
8,700.
8,800.
8,900.

9,000.
9,100.
9,200.
9, 300-
9,400.

9,600-
9,600.
9,700.
9,800.
9,900.

10,000

Grams of

copper
sulphate

and
grams of
mannite
per liter

in solu-
tion A

3. 532
3.569

3. 605
3.640
3. 675
3.708
3.740

3.772
3.802
3.832
3.861

a 889

3. 916
3. 943
3.969
3.994
4.018

4.042
4.066
4.089
4. Ill

4.133

4. 154
4.175
4. 195
4 215
4.234

4.253
4.272
4.290
4.308
4.325

4.342

Grams of
cobalt

ammoni-
um sul-

phate
per liter

in solu-
tion B

31.70
32.06

32.400
32. 73
33.06
33.38
33.68

33. 98
34.27
34.50
34.83
35. 10

35. 355
35.60
35.84
36.08
36.30

36. 52
36.74
36. 95
37. 15

37.35

37. 550
37.74
37.93
38. 12
38. 31

38. 49
38.67
38.84
39.02
39. 19

39.353

Grams of
copner
sulphate
per liter

in solu-
tion B

23. .31

23. .56

23.800
24.03
24.25
24.47
24.68

24.88
25.07
25.26
25. 45
25.63

25.800
25.97
26. 13

26.29
26.45

26.60
26. 74

26.89
27.02
27. 16

27.290
27.42
27.54
27.66
27.78

27.89
28.00
28. 11

28. 21

1^.32

28.420

Spectropbotomstric illustrations are given in charts 21 to 31; methods of computation are described in
Section V, 5; details of preparation are given in Section IX.

6, DESIGN OF MISCELLANEOUS FILTERS

(a) ACETYLENE TO MEAN NOON SUNLIGHT

The acetylene flame has long been used as a light source for the
sensitometry of photographic negative materials. The color of the
light is whiter than that of other gas flames, or oil and spirit lamps,
and approaches in quaUty the vacuum incandescent tungsten electric

lamp. Since the flame is not homogeneous in color and intensity, it

has been the custom to use a screen with an aperture close to the name
to limit the area used. While the color and intensity of the flame are

slightly affected by atmospheric conditions (humidity and pressure)

it is generally considered to be a reliable working standard of light

(^uaUty. Its popularity is due chiefly to the simple and relatively

inexpensive equipment necessary to operate it under standard condi-

tions. The burner designed by Mees and Sheppard (39) and sold by
the Eastman Kodak Co. is a standardized product and has practically

displaced all other types of acetylene burners- for photographic sensi-

tometry.
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The color temperature of the Eastman Kodak Co.'s burner is gen-
erally taken to be 2,360° K,, although the energy distribution meas-
ured radiometrically by Coblentz gives a higher value as noted else-

where. (Sees. Ill, 4 and VIII, 6.)

Figure 16 is a section of the r-b diagram showing the locus of

points representing colors of the black body from 2,000° to 4,000° K.,
together with the position of the acetylene burner computed from
Coblentz's data (r = 0.51778, ^ = 0.35719, 6 = 0.12503). (A similar

illustration for color temperatures from 4,000° to 10,000° K. is given
in the preceding section.)

A filter was designed to convert the color-quality of the light from
the acetylene lamp to that of mean sun, with the idea that it could

.58

.56

.54

.52

.50

y>8

. .a

A .A

4-

«

\
i

1 -A\
i

k <

^1

.42

.18 .22 .24 .26 2B

Figure 16.-^Section of the r-b diagram showing the black-body
locus and the position of the acetylene flame {as computed
from Coblentz's energy data, Table 3)

(See fig. 14 for temperatures between 4,000° and 10,000° K.) Values of r, g,

and b are given for every 20° K. in Table 11. All values of r, g, and b are com-
puted on the basis of mean noon sunlight as the "neutral" stimulus.

be used for determining the color temperatures of incandescent lamps
as outlined in Section VI, 2, (d), as well as for photographic sensitom-

etry. The spectral energy distribution used in the computation of

this filter was that of Coblentz as given in Table 3, reduced to 100.00

at 560m/;t. The acetylene-to-mean-sun filter, by computation, gives

a better energy match with the ideal than does that of the 2,360°

K.-to-mean-sun filter, as may be seen by comparing charts 36 and 2.

The use of this filter in color temperature determinations is accom-
panied, however, by some uncertainty, because of the imperfect color

u The expression "colorimetric locus" will hereafter be used to designate the locus of points representing
colors on the trilinear diagram. Likewise, individual points on the diagram viill be referred to as "colori-

metric positions."
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match which may result when the acetylene flame and this filter is

because of the imcertainty of the color temperature of the acetylene
flame. This is further discussed in Section VIII, 6, where some tests

with the filter are described. The use of the filter with the acetylene
flame in photographic sensitometry should be entirely satisfactory.

(b) 2,848° K. TO NOON SUNLIGHT AT SUMMKR AND WINTER SOLSTICES

By methods exactly analogous to those used in designing the filters

of Series I and already described in detail, filters were designed for

converting 2,848° K. to noon sunhght at Washington on Jvme 21
and December 21, respectively, using Abbot's data as given in Table 1.

As is the case with all the filters, an accurate color match was ob-
tained between the ideal energy distribution and the source-and-
filter combination. The filters are described in charts 34 and 35.

The trihnear coordinates for these sunlight distributions are illustrated

in Figure 14. They are as follows: Jime 21, r = 0.32184j </ = 0.32688,
6 = 0.35128; December 21, r = 0.34569, = 0.34027, 6 = 0.31404.

(c) 2,848° K. TO ABBOT-PRIEST SUNLIGHT

A description of the energy distribution known as Abbot-Priest
Sim, obtained with a 2,848° K. source and quartz-nicol rotatory-
dispersion filter, is given in Section II and Figure 3. This representa-
tion of sunlight is quite satisfactory forjcolorimetric purposes and has
been used in considerable work, both compjjtation and direct observa-
tion, in the colorimetry section of the bureau. Because of the low
light transmission of the rotatory-dispersion filter and relatively

small field sizes available with it, and because the liquid filters may be
used conveniently in many situations where the use of the rotatory-
dispersion filter is not feasible, it was suggested that it would be
desirable to duplicate the color of Abbot-Priest sunlight^by means of

a Davis-Gibson filter with its relatively high light transmission.
The filter so designed is described and illustrated in chart 33.

Its light transmission for 2,848° K. is 0.251. A comparison of this

filter and- its resulting energy distribution with those for 2,848° K.
to mean sun and 2,848° to 5,000° K. (charts 8 and 24) illustrates

the effect of the type of energy distribution which it is sought to

duplicate upon the concentrations of the ingredients, the energy
distribution of the source-and-filter combination, and the light trans-

mission of the filter.

Methods of computation leading to the best proportions of ingredi-

ents to give a precise color match and a reasonably good energy match
were similar to those used for the filters of Series I and II, with the

exception that, in the color computation, the form containing excita-

tions for Abbot-Priest sunlight was used. The trilinear coordinates

of this energy distribution (on the basis of mean sun as "neutral"
stimulus)- are illustrated in Figure 14. They are as follows : r = 0.33472,

^ = 0.33052,6 = 0.33476.

Another filter for securing the color of Abbot-Priest sunlight is

also available. This is the one described in the next section and
illustrated in chart 32 and Figure 17. The locus obtained with this

filter by varying the 6olor temperature of the light source passes

through Abbot-Priest sunlight at 2,567° K. For this color tempera-
ture of source, the Ught transmission is 0.175.

source and its filter, and
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64 BUREAU OF STANDARDS

(d) 2.848° K. TO SXmLlGHT OUTSIDE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE—VARIATION WITH
COLOR TEMPERATURE OF SOURCE

As representative of daylight energy conditions—sun plus sky, or
overcast sky—the energy distribution of sunlight outside the earth's

atmosphere is in our opinion more nearly correct than is that of any
black body between the temperatures of 6,000° and 7,000° K.,
although it might, perhaps, be expected that such true absorption as
there may be by the water vapor of the atmosphere would tend to
make the color of daylight slightly less red than that of the outside
sun. While the color of daylight may, perhaps, be represented to a
close approximation on the color temperature scale, its energy dis-

tribution when thus specified undoubtedly suffers in accuracy just as

sunlight does when represented by 5,00.0° K.

Figure 17.

—

Colorimetric locus obtained by varying the color temperature of
source, as indicated, with the filter for converting 2,848° K. to sunlight
outside the earth's atmosphere

This locus passes practically through the point representing the color of Abbot-Priest sun-
light when the light source is at 2,567° K. The colors of daylight and noon sunlight may be
closely matched with this filter and the variable source, as illustrated in Section VIII, 4 and
Figure 32. The trilinear coordinates ("neutral" stimulus, mean sun), light transmissions, and
color temperatures for this filter at every 20° K. of source are given in Table 13.

With a view to its possible use as a reproducible standard of artificial

daylight, a filter was designed for converting, 2,848° K. to sunlight
outside the earth's atmosphere, as represented by Abbot's data
(Table 1) of 1917. The methods used were similar to those described
above for the filters of Series II. A description of this filter is given
in chart 32. Its light transmission for 2,848° K. is 0.180.

The trilinear coordinates for this energy distribution are: r=
0.29883, y = 0.31261, 6 = 0.38856. Its location on the r-b diagram is

illustrated in Figure 14.

Such tests as have been made with this and other filters (Sec. VIII,

4) indicate that a close color match may be obtained by means of this

filter not only with daylight, but also with noon sunlight at any time
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of the .year, merely by varying the color temperature of the source.
Accordingly, values of r, g, and b were computed for this filter with
the source at every 100° of coldr temperature from 2,300° to 3,000°
K. These computed values are given in Table 13. Intermediate
values at every 20° K. were obtained by interpolation from a large

scale plot. The locus of colors ^hus obtained with this filter by vary-
ing the color temperature of the^source is shown in Figure 17.

The Ught transmissions of this filter for a black-body squrce vary-
ing over the range from 2,300° to 3,000° K. are also given in Table
13. They were computed at every 100° K. and values obtained at

intermediate temperatures by reading from a large scale graph.
These computations were similar to those described in Section V, 4, (c).

Methods of using this filter for the study of daylight and noon
sunlight are outlined in Section VI, 2, (6).

Table 13.

—

Data resulting from varying the color temperature of the source in. Ike

case of the filter designed to convert 2,848° K. to sun outside atmosphere—trilinear

coordinates, light transmissions of filter, and color temperature^, as a function of
color temperature of source.

Colorimetric positions are illustrated in Figure 17. The filter is described in chart 32.

Color
temper-
ature
CK.)of
source

Trilinear coordinates >

Light
trans-
mission

"Color
tem-
pera-
ture"
by

Davis's
meth-
od »

Color
temper-
ature

C K.) of
source

Trilinear coordinates '

Light
trans-

mission

"Color
tem-
pera-
ture"
by

Davi.s's

meth-
od »

r t b r b

"K. "K.
2,300.... 0.37665 0. 34681 0.27660 0.1700 4,217 2,700.... 0. 31689 0. 32199 0.36112 0. 1776 5,812
2,320.... ,3731 .3457 .2812 ".1704 4, 286 2.720.-.. . 3143 .3207 .3650 . 1779 5,905
2,340.... .3698 .3445 .2857 .1708 4,353 2,740 .3118 .3194 .3678 .1783 6,001
2,360.... .3665 .3433 .2902 .1712 4,423 2,760-.-. .3093 .3182 .3726 .1786 6,099
2,380-.. .3632 .3421 .2947 .1716 4,4b3 2,780.... .3069 .3169 .3762 .1789 6,199

2,400.... .36006 .34088 .29907 .1721 4,564 2,800 .30452 . 31.'i65 .37983 .1792 6,304
2,420.... .3569 .3397 .3034 .1725 4,638 2,820 .3021 .3144 .3835 . 179.'-. 6,409
2,440-... .3538 .3384 .3078 .1729 4,713 2,840--.. .2998 .3131 .3872 . 1799 6, 517

2,460 .3507 .3372 .3120 .1733 4,789 2,860 .2974 .3119 .3908 . 1802 6,631

2,480.... .3477 .3359 .3163 .1736 4,867 2,880 .2951 .3106 .3943 .1805 6,74fi

2,500.... .34470 .33471 . 32059 .1740 4,945 2,900 .29290 .30937 .39773 . 180S 6.8tM

2,520.... .3417 .3334 .3248 .1744 5,025 2,920 .2907 .3081 .4012 .1811 6,987
2,540 .3387 .3322 .3290 .1748 5,106 2,940 .2885 .3069 .4046 . 1814 7. 112

2,560 .3358 .3309 .3332 . 1751 5,188 2,960 .2863 .3057 .4079 .1817 7.240
2,580.... .3320 .3296 .3374 .1755 5,271 2,980 .2842 .3045 .4113 .1820 7,369

2,600.... .33029 .32835 .34136 .1769 5,357 3,000.... .28218 .30327 .41455 .1823 7,497
2,820.-.. .3275 .3271 .3454 .1762 5,445
2,640.... .324S .3258 .3494 .1766 5,535 2,848---- .29883 .31261 .38855 . 1800 6, o6.'i

2,660 .3221 .3245 ..1533 .1769 5,626
2,680 .3195 .3232 .3573 . 1773 5,718

J "Neutral" stimulus: Mean sun as adopted in this investigation. Excitations; Optical Society of

America extrapolated (J. Opt. Soc. Am. and Rev. Sci. Inst., 10, p. 230; 1925). Computed values arc given

to five significant figures; other values, to four significant figures, were read from large-scale graph plotted

from computed values.
> There is as yet no satisfactory, established method for computing the "color temperature"—that is, the

nearest black-body color—for colors not lying precisely on the black-body locus. The values of color tem-
perature given in Tables 13, 14, and" 15 were obtained by an empiric method of computation developed by
Davis. This method is, briefly, as follows; Values of tL,, gL,, and bLt are computed for the energy dis-

tribution in question, where r, g, and b are the trilinear coordinates and Lr, L,, and Lb are the luminosity
coefficients (=0.45014, 0.54417, and 0.00569, respectively, as derived by Davis from least-squares adjustment
of the 0. S. A. excitations (extrapolated) to the visibility data of Table 10). These values are then mul-
tiplied by a factor, u, of such magnitude that uri/,+mffZ,,-fu6Lh=0.33333. These values are then com-
pared, respectively, with similar values for the black-body energy distributions, which have been com-
puted at closely adjacent intervals over the range from 1,600° to 20,000° K. Three "component tempera-
tures" will thus be obtained and their arithmetical mean is taken as the color temprature. For the sake

of relative values and maintaining regularity of differences in the tabulated values, these color temperatures
have been computed with a greater precision than their accuracy can be guaranteed. It is impossible at

this time to indicate definitely the accuracy of the values. The justification for the method is: (1) That it

seems to give reasonable values, (2) that it is computationally precise, and (3) that no other wholly satis-

factory method is available. The method just outlined has other features than here noted. These are

reserved for discussion in a separate paper, along with a more detailed description and illustration of th«

above procedure, including the table of values of urL,, ught, '•'bLt, summing to 0.333%i, for the black-body
series.
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(e) 2,450" TO S.SOO" K. AND TO 6,500° K.—VARIATION WITH COLOR TEMPERATURE
OF SOURCE

The filters of Series II, with the source at 2,848° K. provide a means
for reproducing any desired black-body color from 3,500° to 10,000°

K. with high precision. It would be possible with any of these

filters, by varying the color temperature of the source, to obtain a

locus of colors slightly inclined to the black-body locus, and crossing

it at the color temperature for which the filter was designed. Such
a filter would thus enable various high color temperatures to be approx-
imately obtained by merely varymg the color temperature of the

source.

a M .!• .la .20 .22 24 .2e .za .30 .32 .34 .3a

Figure 18.

—

Colorimetric locus obtained by varying the color temperature

of source, as indicated, with the filter for converting 2,450° to 3,500° K.,
corn-pared to the black-body locus

The trilinear coordinates ("neutral" stimulus, mean sun), light transmissions, and color
temperatures for this filter at every 20° K. of source are given in Table 14.

This color temperature of source (2,848° K.) is eminently suitable

for the filters of Series II and for the various miscellaneous filters

where it is used. The higher the color temperature of source the
better spectral energy match can be secured. However, the ordinary
gas-fUled lamps do not operate normally at much higher color tempera-
tures than 2,848° K. so that to raise this value would ordinarily

shorten the life of the lamps to an undesirable degree. It is believed

the value of 2,848° K. is a very satisfactory compromise for the
purpose.
When, however, it is desired to design a filter by which a range of

color temperatures may be secured by varying the color temperature
of the source, the point of e.xact color match with the black-body
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REPRODUCIBLE WHITE LIGHT FILTERS 67

locus should be chosen near the middle of the desired range, not near
its upper limit as would be the case with the 2,848° K. filters, so that
the deviations resulting from the crossing of the two loci may be
keptras small as possible.

The practicable working range of a gas-filled lamp may be considered
as from 2,000° to 3,100° K., although there are certain objections to

operation near either extreme. The mid point of this range of colors

is approximately at 2,450° K., as estimated on the assumption that
the sensation scale along the black-body locus of colors is proportional
to the spectral centroid (30, p. 1191). It was desired to have one
filter by which the complete range of color temperatures conceivably
called white could be covered. It was found that by means of a
filter converting 2,450° to 6,500° K., a range of colors closely approxi-
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Figure 19.

—

Colorimelric locus obtained by varying the color temperature

of source, as indicated, with the filter for converting 2,450° to 6,500° K.,

compared to the black-body locus

The trilinear coordinates ("neutral" stimulus, mean sun), light transmissions, and color

temperatures for this filter at every 20° K. of source are given in Table 15.

mating those of a black body from about 4,000° to 19,000° K. could

he obtained by varying the source from 2,000° to 3,100° K.
A filter was accordingly designed converting 2,450° to 6,500° K.

with an accurate color match. Methods of design were similar to

those previously described. A second filter was also designed,

converting 2,450° to 3,500° K. so that by means of these two filters

and the source alone a range of colors closely approximating black-

body colors from 2,000° K. or below to about 19,000° K. could be
obtained.

These filters are described and illustrated in charts 37 and 38.

In Tables 14 and 15 are given the values of r, g, and b, the light trans-

missions, and the color temperatures (via Davis's method) attainable

when the color temperature of the source is varied. Comparisons
with the black-body locus are shown in Figures 18 and 19.
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68 BUREAU OF STANDARDS

Deviations of the colors so obtained from the nearest black-body
colors are in all cases considered to be less than one satron (Sec. VIII,
2), so that these filters may be considered as affording a means of prac-
tically duplicating all the black-body colors from 2,000° K. or below up
to about 19,000° K.

Table 14.

—

Data resulting from varying the color temperature of the source in the
case of the filter designed to convert 2,450° to 3,500° K.—trilinear coordinates,
light transmissions of filter, and color temperatures, as a function of color tempera^
ture of source

Colorimetric positions are illustrated in Figure 18. The Alter is described in chart 37

Color
tempera-

tur©

( K.) 01

source

Trilinear coordinates '

Light
tr&ns-

mission

" Color
tempera-
ture
Kir

•

Davis's
method'

Color
tftinpers*

lure { A. .J

of sourc6

Trilinear coordinates '

Light
trans-

mission

" Color
temper-
ture

"

by
Davis's
method*

r B b r e b

"K. "K.
2,000 a 49206 0. 30195 0. 14599 0. 2850 2,f,49 2,600 0. 39459 0. 34733 0.25808 0.2982 3,816
2,020 . 4883 . 3619 . 1498 .2855 2,685 2,620 . 3919 . 3465 . 2616 .2986 3,859
2,040 .4845 .3619 . 1530 .2861 2,721 2,640 .3892 .3457 .2651 .2989 3,903
2,060 .4807 .3018 . 1575 .2866 2,757 2,660 .3865 .3449 .2686 .2993 3,947
2,080 .4770 .3617 . 1614 • 2871 2, 793 2,680 .3839 .3441 .2720 , 2996 3, 992

2,100 .473G4 .36148 . 16519 .2876 2,829 2,700 .38138 .34325 .27.'i38 .3000 4,038
2,120 .4697 . 3612 . 1690 .2881 2,865 2,720 .3790 .3424 .2787 .3003 4,082
2,140 .4662 .3609 . 1729 .2886 2,901 2,740 .3764 .3416 .2821 .3007 4, 128

2,160 .4628 .3606 . 1767 .2891 2,939 2,760 .3739 .3407 . 2854 .3010 4,171
2,180 .4592 .3603 . 1805 .2895 2,976 2,780 .3715 .3398 .2887 .3013 4, 216

2,200 . 45570 .35991 . 18433 .2900 3,012 2,800 .36907 .33895 .29198 .3016 4,282
2,220 .4523 . 3595 . 1882 .2905 3,a'il 2,820 .3666 .3381 .2953 .3019 4,309
2,240 .4489 .3590 . 1920 .2909 3, 088 2,840 .3643 .3372 .2985 .3023 4,356
2,260 .4458 .3586 . 1958 .2914 3, 127 2,860 .3619 .3363 .3018 .3026 4,404
2,280 .4423 .3581 . 1996 .2919 3, 16.5 2,880 .3596 .3354 .3050 .3029 4,453

2,300 .43904 .35757 .2aJ39 .2923 3.202 2,900 .35735 .3.3451 .30814 .3032 . 4,502
2,320 .4358 .3570 .2071 .2927 3, 242 2,920 .3551 .3336 .3113 .3035 4,551
2,340 .4327 .3564 .2109 .2932 3, 281 2,940 . 3529 .3327 .3144 .3038 4,600
2,360 .4295 3558 .2146 .2936 3, 320 2,960 .3507 .3318 .3175 .3041 4,650
2,380 .4284 . 3552 .2183 .2940 3,359 2,980 .3485 .3309 .3205 .3044 4,700

2,400 .42337 .35460 .22203 .2944 3,398 3,000 .34642 .33005 .32352 .3047 4,751
2,420 .4204 .3539 . 2257 .2948 3, 439 3,020 .3443 .3291 .3265 .3050 4,803
2,440 .4174 .3533 .2294 .29.52 3, 480 3,040 .3422 .3282 .3295 .3053 4,855
2,460 .4144 .3526 .2330 . 2955 3, 521 3,060 .3402 .3273 .3325 .3056 4,908
2,480 .4115 .3519 .2366 .2959 3,563 3,080 .3381 .3264 .3355 .3058 4,961

2,S0O.... .40861 .35117 .24022 .2963 3,605 3,100 .33607 .32555 .33839 .3061 5,015
2,520 .4057 .3504 .2438 .2967 3, 647

2.540 .4029 .3497 . 2474 .2971 3,688
2,560 .4001 .3489 .2510 . 2975 3, 730

2,580... .3973 .3481 . 2545 .2978 3, 773

1 "Neutral" stimulus: Mean sun as adopted in this investigation. Excitations: Optical Society of
America extrapolated (J. Opt. Soc. Am. and Rev. Sci. Inst., 10, p. 230; 1925). Computed values are given
to five significant figures; other values, to four significant figures, were read from large-scale graph plotted
from computed values.

' There is as yet no .satisfactory, established method for computing the "color temperature"—that is,

the nearest black-body color— for colors not lying precisely on the black-body locus. The values of color

teJuiMirature given iu Tables 13, 14, and 15 were obtained by an empiric method of computation develo[)ed
by Davis. This method is, briefly, as follows: Values of tLt, gL,, and bLb are computed for the energy
distribution in question,where r, g, and 6 are the trilinear coordinates and Lr, ic. and Lb are the luminosity
coefficients (=0.4,5014, 0.51417, antl 0.005S9, respectively, as derived by Davis from least-squares adjustment
of the O. S. A. excitations (c.xlrai)olatedj to the visibility data of Table 10). These values are then multiplied
by a factor, «, of such magnitude that uriT-!-wffZ/,+u6I.b=0.33.333. The.se values are then coifipared,

resi>eclively, with similar values for the black-body energy distributions, which have been computed at
closely adjacent intervals over the range from 1,600° to 20,000° K. Three "component temf>eratures"
will thus be obtained and their arithmetical mean is taken as the color temperature. For the .sake of rela-

tive values, and maintaining regularity of dilTerences in the tabulated values, tliese color temperatures
have been computed with a greater precision than their accuracy can be guaranteed. It is impossible at
this lime to indicate definitely the accuracy of the values. The Justification for the method is: (1) That
it seems to give rea,soiiable values, (2) that it is computationally precise, and (3) that no other wholly satis-

factory method is available. The method just outlined has other features than here noted. These are re-

served for discussion in a separate paper, along with a more detailed description and illustration of the
above procedure, including the table of values of wrZt, ugLt, ubLb, summing to 0.33333, for the black-body
series.
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Table 15.

—

Data resulting from varying the color temperature of the source in the

case of the filter designed to convert 2,450° to 6,500° K.—trilinear coordinates,

light transmissions of filter, and color temperatures as a function of color tem-

perature of source

Coloriraetric positions are illustrated in Figure 19. The Alter is described in chart 38

Color
Trilinear coordinates '

Light
trans-
mission

"Color
tempera-
ture"
by

Davis's
method

»

L/Oior

tempera-
ture( K.)

, of source

Trilinear coordinates '

Light
traas-
mission

"Color
temper-
ature"

^y.

,

Davis's
method >

tempera-
ture

( (°K.) of

source
r g b r V 6

"K. "K.
2,000...- I/. 0 ' otfo 0. 28138 0.0849 4,031 2,600. 0. 26875 0. 28851 0. 44274 0.0937 7,773

2,020.-.. 3744 . 3381 . 2875 .0852 4, 116 2,620 . 2860 . 2868 . 4472 .0939 7,976

. 3698 . 3365 '. 2937 4 201 2 640 . 2632 . 2852 . 4516 . 0942 8, 185

2,060 3653 3349 2998 .0859 4)289 2,'660'I!- . 2605 2836 . 4559 !0944 8,404

2,080.... .'3608 ;3333 !3059 .0863 4,378 2,680 !2579 !2819 !4602 .0947 8,632

2,100.-.. 35644 . 33165 . 31191 .0866 4, 468 2,700.... 25533 , 28033 . 46435 .0949 8,869

2,120.-.. 3521 . 3300 3179 .0869 4, .560 2,720.-.. 2528 . 2787 . 4685 .0951 9, 123

^(i-tU- 3479 . 3283 . 3237 2 740 . 2503 . 2771 . 4725 . 0953 9, 387

2.160.--. . 0£0i) .0876 4,752 2,i(a'.'.V. . 2479 . 2758 4766 !0956 9! 665

2,180.-.. .3398 .3248 .3354 .0879 4,853 2,780---. !245S !2740 14805 .0958 9,957

2,200.--- .33578 .32311 .34112 .0882 4,956 2,800...- . 24310 .27246 .48444 .0960 10,252

2,220.--- .3318 .3214 .3468 .0885 5,060 2,820...- .2408 .2709 .4884 .0962 10.600

2,240.--. .3279 .3196 .3525 .0888 5, 168 2,840--.. .2385 .2693 .4922 .0965 10, 9.56

2,260 .3241 .3179 .3580. . 0891 5, 279 2,860 .2362 .2678 .4969 . 0967 11, 320
2,280...- .3203 .3161 .3635 .0894 5,393 2,880--.. .2340 .2663 .4997 .0969 11,696

2,300.... . 31670 . 31436 .36894 .0897 5,511 2,900...- .23178 .26487 .60335 .0971 12,090
2,320... .3131 .3126 .3743 .0900 5,632 2,920 .2297 .2634 .6070 .0973 12, .517

2,340 .3096 .3108 .3796 .0903 5,757 2,940--.. .2276 .2619 .5105 .0975 12,979
2,360 .3082 .3091 .3848 .0906 5,884 2,960..-- .2255 .2605 .5140 .0977 13, 482
2,380-..- .3027 .3073 .3899 .0908 6,014 2,980 .2235 .2591 .5174 .0979 14,030

2,400.... .29933 .30560 .39507 .0911 6,143 3,000.--- .22149 .25769 .52082 .0981 14,631
2,420.--. .2951 .3039 .4001 .0914 6,286 3,020.--- .2195 .2563 .5242 .0983 15,299
2,440.--. .2929 .3022 .4050 .0916 6,430 3,040-... .2178 .2549 .5275 .0985 16,032
2,460-... .2897 .3004 .4099 .0919 6,578 3,060 .2157 .2535 .5308 .0987 16,844
2,480.--. .2865 .2987 .4148 .0922 6,728 3,080.-.- .2138 .2522 .5340 .0989 17,737

2,500.... .28343 .29700 .41957 .0924 6,884 3,100.— .21194 .25082 .53724 .0991 18,667
2,520.... .2804 .2952 .4244 .0927 7,047
2,540..- .2774 .2935 .4290 .0929 7,217
2,560---. .2744 .2918 .4337 .0932 7,394
2,580.-.. .2716 .2902 .4383 .0934 7,680

' "Neutral" stimulus: Mean sun as adopted in this investigation. Excitations: Optical Sooiety of
America extrapolated (J. Opt. Soc. Am. and Rev. Sci. Inst., 10, p. 230; 1926). Computed values aie given
to Ave significant figures; other values, to four significant figures, were read from large scale graph plotted
from computed values.

' There is as yet no satisfactory, established method for computing the "color temperature"—that is', the
nearest black-body color—for colors not lying precisely on the black-body locus. The values of color tem-
perature given in Tables 13, 14, and 15 were obtained by an empiric method of computation developed by
Davis. This method is, briefly, as follows: Values of rLr, gL,, and bLb are computed for the energy dis-

tribution in question, where r, g, and b are the trilinear coordinates and L„ L„ and Li are the luminosity
coefficients (=0.45014, 0.54417, and 0.00569, respectively, as derived by Davis from least-squares adjustment
of the 0. S. A. excitations (extrapolated) to the visibility data of Table 10). These values are then multi-
plied by a factor, u, of such magnitude that wrir-l-ujLj+MfcL 6=0.33333. These values are then compared,
respectively, with similar values for the black-body energy distributions, which have been computed at
closely adjacent intervals over the range from 1,600* to 20,000° K. Three "component temperatures" will
thus be obtained and their arithmetical mean is taken as the color temperature. For the sake of relative
values and maintaining regularity of differences in the tabulated values, these color temperatures have been
computed with a greater precision than their accuracy can be guaranteed. It is impossible at this time to
indicate definitely the accuracy of the values. The justification for the method is: (1) That it seems to give
reasonable values, (2) that it is computationally precise, and (3) that no other wholly satisfactory method is

available. The method just outlined has other features than here noted. These are reserved for discussion
in a separate paper, along with a more detailed description and illustration of the above procedure, including
.he table of values of urL„ wgL„ wbLt, summing to 0.33333, for the black-body series.

VI. USE OF THE FILTERS

Certain of the uses to which these filters may be put have already
been noted in connection with the discussions of the reasons for

designing the various filters. Such uses are more specifically out-
lined in the present section and, in addition, other classes of work for
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which the filters are readily adaptable are given. The use of the
standard component solutions (Tables 4, 5, and 6), in checking or
calibrating spectrophotometric apparatus is discussed later in Section
VII, 10

1. IN PHOTOGRAPHIC SENSITOMETRY

(a) INTERNATIONAL UNfT OF INTENSITY FOR SENSITOMETRY

The need for an accurately reproducible filter for obtaining a
spectral distribution of energy suitable for photographic sensitometry
was, as already stated, one of the principal objectives of the present
investigation. Likewise, in the fields of colorimetry and photometry,
filters have been needed for converting low color temperatures to

high color temperatures and for calibrating incandescent lamps for

color temperature and intensity. In designing filters for use in these

fields, a relatively large number have been developed giving colors

and energy distributions approximating those of sunlight and day-
light, and, therefore, suitable for use in photographic sensitometry.
The action of the Sixth International Congress of Photography in

1925 and the report of the American Committee on the Photographic
Standard of Intensity were noted in the introduction. The subject
was considered again at the Seventh International Congress of

Photography meeting in London in July, 1928. At that time the
American committee made another report (40) to the congress
repeating its recommendation for a single high color temperature
standard of light quality for use in sensitometry (as contrasted to the
dual standard adopted in 1925), and urging the use of the Davis-
Gibson filters, particularly the 2,360° K.-to-mean-sun filter, as a
means of securing the desired sunlight distribution in the laboratory.
A paper by the authors, entitled, "Artificial Sunlight for Photographic
Sensitometry," was also read at the congress. (Proceedings, pp. 611-
170.)

The action of the Seventh International Congress has been described
elsewhere (41). It is sufficient here to quote the resolution adopted,
this quotation being taken from the published Proceedings, page 173;

This meeting of the Seventh International Congress recommends to the
national committees that the photographic nnit of intensity ^or the sensitometry
of negative materials shall be defined as the intensity of a filtered source of
radiation having a luminous intensity of 1 international candle, and produced by
a gray body at a colour temperature of 2,360° K., together with a selectively
absorbing filter made up as follows: Two solutions compounded according to the
following formula, the complete filter to consist of 1 cm* layer of each solution
contained in a double cell made by using three pieces of borosilicate crown glass
(refractive index, D=1.51), each, 2.5 mm thick.

Soluiion A

Copper sulphate (CUSO4.5H2O) --g--t3. 707
Mannite (C6H8(OH)6) g.-t3. 707
Pyridipe (C5H5N) cc..**30. 0
Water (distilled) to make . cc. 1, 000

Solution B

Cobalt ammonium sulphate (CoS04.(NH<)2S04.6H20)-.g..t26. 827
Copper sulphate (CUSO4.5H2O) g--t27. 180
Sulphuric acid (specific gravity 1.835) cc. 10. 0
Water (distilled) to make ' Jl-.-cc- 1, 000

• Tolerance in thickness shall be ±0. 05 mm.
t For practical purposes an accuracy to the second place of decimals is probably sulHcient.
"Editors' Notk.— It is obvious that this 30 cc refers to pure pyridine, and that the appropriate volume

(jorrection should be applied i' pyridine of lesser purity is used.
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It is recommended that the foregoing resolution shall come into force sls a
decision of this Seventh International Congress if and when ratified by the
national committees represented at this congress.

(The editors' note given just above, as published in the Proceedings,

p. 173, was not a part of the resolution adopted and is in error,

since the pyridine used in designing the filters was of 98.4 per cent
strength, as explained on p. 165 of the authors' paper published in
the Proceedings.)
The filter herein specified is the Davis-Gibson filter described in

chart 2 of the present paper. In accordance with the last sentence
of the resolution, the matter was considered *® by the Optical Society
of America, through its council, meeting in February, 1929, and the
recommendation of the Seventh International Congress adopted:

In ratifying this proposal the Optical Society of America understands that the
intent of this recommendation is as follows:

1 . The intention is to specify two things (a) the unit in which the intensities of
light sources are to be expressed, and (6) the quality of light to be used.

2. The unit is to be the international candle, implying further that the intensi-
ties measured and stated will be luminous intensities as in visual photometry.

3. The quality of light to be used for sensitometry of negative materials is to
be that which results from passing the radiation from a grey body at 2,360° K.
normally through the filter described.

4. The grey body and the selectively absorbing filter, together shall be con-
sidered as the effective source in specifying the intensity (candlepower)

.

5. The procedure recommended for determining the intensity of the combined
effective source is to multiply the intensity of the primary source (grey body) by
the appropriate transmission factor of the filter which is 0.135. This factor has
been computed from the spectral transmission of the filter via the relative energy
distribution of 2,360° K. and the relative visibility function adopted by the
sixth session of the International Commission on Illumination at Geneva, 1924.

6. This resolution does not state or imply the value of illumination to be used
at the test plane during the sensitometric exposure, nor does it place any limita-
tions on the intensity of the light source to be used.

(b) COMMENTS ON USE OF THE FILTERS

The essential details regarding the preparation of the filters are

given in Section IX.
It is the custom to use low-intensity light sources (1 to 20 c. p.) for

photographic sensitometry. Several lamps should be available,

calibrated by one of the standardizing laboratories at 2,360° K.
Lamps of small candlepower should be calibrated in terms of amperes
(with potentiometer control) rather than volts. The filaments

should be of such shape and dimensions as to approximate as nearly
as possible a point source. The cyUndrical or T type of bulb is to

be preferred in gas-filled lamps, because the blackening which takes

place with use in such lamps occurs mostly at the top where it does
not interfere with the light taken in a horizontal direction.

These filters were designed to be used at a temperature of 25° C.
where the highest accuracy is desired. However, a departure of
5° or 6° either way is of little or no importance in sensitometry^.

The effect of temperature is discussed in Section VII, 4. To avoid
excess absorption of heat from the lamp by the filter, particularly

when large lamps are used, the filter mav be placed in the sensitometer
with the light shutter between it and the light source. Thus the

" The official proceedings had not been published at the time the matter was considered by the optical

society and the clarifying word "filtered" in the third line of the resolution was not present in the copy
of the resolution at hand.
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filter would be exposed to the radiant energy from the lamp only
during the sensitometric exposure. It is also recommended that the
side of the filter holding the B solution be placed facing the light

source, thereby protectmg the A solution, the most important one,

from undue heatmg by the lamp.

2. IN COLORIMETRY

(a) NEUTRAL STIMULI

If the Planckian radiant energy at some temperature between
3,500° and 10,000° K. is eventually adopted as a standard neutral
stimulus or white light, a filter converting 2,848° K. to this color is

available from the filters of Series II, Table 12 and charts 21 to 31.

If mean noon simlight or sunlight outside the atmosphere, the latter

representing average daylight, be adopted as standard white, the
filters of Series I or the sun-outside-earth's-atmosphere filter (chart

32) are available. A filter (chart 33) duplicating the color of Abbot-
Priest sunUght is also available.

As an aid in determining the true subjective white, the filter de-
scribed in chart 38 and Table 15, has been devised, by which any
color temperature from approximately 4,000° to 19,000° K. may be
obtained by vaiying the color temperature of the source from 2,000°

to 3,100° K. The use Of this filter for this purpose is planned by
Priest.

(b) METHODS FOR MEASURING THE COLOR OF NATURAL SUNLIGHT AND
DAYLIGHT

A knowledge of the color of sunlight and daylight is of great im-
portance both in photographic sensitometry and in colorimetry, as

has already been pointed out. Such knowledge should include in-

formation regarding: (1) The variations that may take place both in

daylight and sunlight with altitude of sun ana with atmospheric
conditions, and (2) statistical averages of such data, extensive and
reliable enough to serve in the establishment of colorimetric standards
of noon sunlight and dayUght.
Such information as we have at present comes mostly from the

extensive radiometric measurements by Abbot and his coworkers (42)
on the spectral energy distribution of sunlight and the transmission
of the atmosphere and on various isolated measurements of the color

of sunlight and dayUght made by Priest ("28, 30, 43) with the rotatory-
dispersion colorimetric photometer and the leucoscope. The data
thus obtained give us an idea of the magnitude of the variations that
take place in the color, of sunlight and daylight, and servo to locate

upproxiuiately the statistical averages of these variable coIoim.

Perhaps the chief reason for the lack of further data on these im-
portant subjects is the extreme difficulty of making reliable radio-

metric measurements and the lack of reliable color standards with
which the colors of sunlight and daylight could be compared and
measured. The rotatory dispersion colorimetric photometer has so

far been the only one devised which can be made up from specifica-

tion with known spectral characteristics and which is flexible enough
to cover approximately the range of colors presented by natural sun-
light, daylight, and skylight. This instrument has, however, not
been readily available for such purposes.
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Some of the filters already described afford excellent means for the
precise measurement of the colors (r, g, and b coordinates) of all

phases of sunlight and daylight. Inasmuch as the light transmis-

sions of all these filters have been computed, it is also possible to

measure illumination at the same time tnat the color measurements
are made.
The following apparatus, in part or in full, in addition to the filters,

is required

:

1. A lamp calibrated in terms of color temperature (and intensity,

if measurements of illumination are to be made). Such calibration

need be only at 2,848° K. for a certain limited group of measurements
as explained below. For the complete study of all phases of sun-
light and daylight the lamp must be calibrated in terms of voltage
or current over the color temperat\ire range from 2,000° to 3,100° K.
Such calibration may be made by means of the filters, as explained
in Sections VI, 2 (d) and VIII, 5. The calibration of this working
standard lamp, which should be a 500 or 1,000 wattMazda-C lamp,
should be checked from time to time to insure the desired accuracy.
For this purpose, a calibrated primary standard Mazda-B lamp
should be used, the checking being earned out via the filtei-s in the

same manner as the original caUbration.

2. A good comparator or photometer by which the light from the
svm or sky may be compared with that from the source-and-filter

combination. A Martens photometer is especially good for this

purpose. Both the natural and artificial sunlight or dayhght should
be dift'used from identical pieces of magnesium carbonate or oxide or
other suitable white diffusing material and the diffused light taken
into the photometer. The usual precautions regarding stray light

should be taken. If, in calibrating the working standard, the primary
standard lamp is on that side of the photometer later taken by the

natural simlight or daylight, the method becomes a substitution

method.
3. Auxiliary filters for compensating smaU color differences. While

perfect color matches may occasionally be observed between the

natural and artificial sunlight or daylight, there will, in general, be
slight color dift'erences remaining when the two fields are matched as

closely as possible either by change of filter or by adjustment of the

color temperature of the source. Such residual color differences

may be easily eliminated by the use of Lovibond " glasses of low
denomination. Where the color temperature of the source is varied,

red (magenta) glasses only are necessary; otherwise, yellow or blue

1" The Lovibond glasses consist, as indicated above, in a set of red, yellow, and blue glasses. The ghisses

of any one of the three series give colors of approximately constant hue, but of varying saturation and
brilliance. Each of the red, yellow, and blue series of glasses is graded by the makers from 0.01 to 20.0.

The 0.01 glass has very little absorption and its color is barely perceptible, while the 20.0 glass absorbs
strongly in certain regions of the spectrum and gives a color of high saturation. The range from O.Ol to
20.0 is subdivided into a large number of steps, there being 155 glasses in each series (465 in all in a complete
set of thenhrcc series) arranged and numbered in order of increasing saturation. By combining glasses of
the same or different series, nearly all colors can be matched, especially if independent means is available
for varying the brilliance. The gla.sses are prepared and sold by The Tintometer (Ltd.), Salisbury,
England, and may be also obtained through importers. A descriptive advertising circular is issued by the
makers.
The glas.ses of a given series are supposed to be additive; that is, 10.0+1.2=11.0+0.2=4.4+0.8, etc. There

are certain inaccuracies in the scales, however, which have caused annoyance and error in their use and
which have led to insistent demands that the bureau standardize the Lovibond glasses. The work which
the bureau has done in this respect is partially described in the following publications: Gibson. Harris,

and Priest, A Spectrophotometric Analysis of the Lovibond Glasses, B. S. Sci. Paper No 547; 1927. Judd
and Walker, A Study of 129 Lovibond Red Glasses with Respect to the Reliability of their Nominal
Ora Jes, Oil and Fat Industries, 6, pp. lft-26; January, 1928. Priest, Judd, Gibson, and Walker. Calibra-

tion of Sixty-five 35-Yellow Glasses, B. S. Jour. Research, 1 (RP58), pp. 793-819; April, 1929.
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glasses may also be required. This is indicated rnqre specifically

below. The colorimetric loci of the fractional Lovibond glasses are

illustrated in Figure 20, wherein are shown also the black-body locus

and the locus of the 2,848° K.-to-sun-outside-atmosphere fUter

obtained by varying the color temperature of the source. The coor-

dinates r and g are used in this figure, as least perceptible color

differences in any direction are more nearly proportional to distances

.19 .30 .32 .33 .34- JS .36 .37

9
Figure 20.

—

Section of the r-g diagram showing colorimetric

positions of Lovibond glasses of low denomination which may
be used with certain of the filters in determining the color of
sunlight and daylight {See Sec. VI, 2, (6) for details)

The Lovibond glasses shown (B. S. 9040) have the following maker's numerals:
Red 1.0, 0.70, 0.54, 0.40, 0.32, 0.26, 0.19, 0.09; Vellow 1.0, 0.70, 0.60, 0.50, 0.40, 0.30,

0.20, 0.10; Blue 1.0, O.St), 0.30, 0.20, O.iO.

on this scale than on the r-h scale. A-Comparison of this figure with
Figure 17 will illustrate the differences in plotting in the two cases.

The effect of temperature change on the filters should not be ig-

nored. This is discussed in Sections VII, 4 and VIII, 2, (rf). If a
500 or 1,000 watt lamp is operated in close proximity to the filter, the
temperature of the filter will rapidly increase. This may, in general,

be prevented by turning off the lamp or interposing a shutter except
during the actual observations and by placing a water cell between
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the lamp and filter. The color of the latter may be ignored if made of

borosilicate crown glass as specified for use in the filter, as illustrated

in Section VIII, 2, (</),

'

The following combinations of source and filter may be used in the
study of the color of sunlight and daylight.

(1) Source Calibrated at 2,848° K. only.—The following filters are

available:

(a) 2,848° K. to sun outside earth's atmosphere, chart 32;

(6) 2,848° K. to mean noon sun at Washington, chart 8; (c) 2,848° K.
to noon sun at Washington on June 21, chart 34; {d) 2,848° K. to

noon sun at Washington on December 21, chart 35; and (e) 2,848° K.
to Abbot-Priest sun, chart 33—all as based on Abbot's data of 1917.
On the basis of direct examination of daylight and noon sunlight made
with filters (a) and (6) in September, 1928, and with filters (a) and (d)

in December, 1928, the locus of colors represented by the first four
filters is slightly greenish relative to the natural sunlight and daylight.

Exact color matches may be obtained, however, by inserting Lovibond
glasses of low denomination in combination with the source and filter

—

red alone, or red with blue, or red with yellow, depending on atmos-
pheric conditions. This method was used in securing the data illus-

trated in Figure 32. The Lovibond glasses required varied from
about 0.10 to 1.0 in each of the three colors. They were of known
spectral transmission and thus of known r, g, and b, so that the
colorunetric values may be derived from the measurements.
The same sort of measurements could be made, using filters of

Series II; for example, 2,848° to 5,000°, 5,500°, 6,000°, or 6,500° K.
On the basis of the measurements referred to above, the black-body
locus is sUghtly purplish relative to the color of natural daylight
and noon sunlight so that combinations of yellow and blue glasses

should give the desired color match.
(2) Source calibrated over range from 2,300° to 3,000° K.—The most

objectionable feature of the previous method is the necessity for the
use of so many Lovibond glasses. If, however, the color temperature
of the source may be varied, exact matches may be made with the
red glasses only. If the color temperature of the source is varied,

in the case of the filter for converting 2,848° K. to sun outside atmos-
phere (chart 32) the resulting locus of colors falls very close to that

of the natural dayhght and noon sunlight, crossing apparently at a
slight angle, so that when perfect matches are not obtainable by
varying only the source they may be obtained by inserting a red
glass, usually of very low denomination, on one side or the other
of the photometer. The values of r, g, b, the approximate color

temperatures, and the light transmissions of this filter with varying
source are all given in Table 13.

On the basis of the observations made in September and Decem-
ber, 1928 (fig. 32), this method is better than that of (1) above, or

(3) below for the study of daylight and noon sunlight, although
method (1) was used in securing the data illustrated. The only
Lovibond glasses required are red glasses having maker's numerals
of about 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, unless glasses less than 0.1 are desired for dis-

tinguishing extremely minute color differences. It is an interesting

coincidence that the locus of colors obtainable with this filter passes

almost exactly through the point representing the color of Abbot-Priest
sun, so that, as previouslv noted, the latter color may be secured
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not only with a 2,848° K. source and the filter described in chart 33,

but also with a 2,567° K. source and the filter described in chart 32.

(3) Source calibrated over range from 2,000° {or below) to 3,100°

K.—Bv means of the two filters designed as outlined in Section

V, 6 (e)— viz, 2,450° to 3,500° K. and 2,450° to 6,500° K—and by
practically the same method as outlined under (2) just above, ^he
colors of sunlight at practically any altitude, of daylight, and of

blue sky may be determined. In addition to the Lovibond red glasses,

the use of one or two blue glasses would eliminate the necessity of

operating the lamp at the highest temperatures in measuring the color

of blue sky. Data on these filters are given in charts 37 and 38 and
in Tables 'l4 and 15.

(c) STANDARDS FOR GRADING DAYLIGHT GLASSES AND ARTIFICIAL WHITE-
LIGHT ILLUMINANTS

That there is need for a ready means of checking the color of so-

called "daylight" illuminants has been pointed out in a paper already
referred to (17). The manufacturer of such lighting units or of day-
light glass should also have available a means of calibrating or grading
the material which he is selling. Such a means is available in the
filters of the present paper.

He can take his choice of mean noon sunlight (the filters of Series

I, charts 1 to 20), average daylight or overcast sky (chart 32), Abbot-
Priest sunlight (chart 33), or any one or more of the color tempera-
tures from 3,500° K. (yellowish) to 10,000° K. (bluish) (the filters of

Series II, charts 21 to 31) including 6,500° K., which is close to the
color of average daylight. Furthermore, filter No. 38, which by vary-
ing the color temperature of the source will give him appro.ximately
any color temperature from 4,000° to 19,000° K., will enable hhn to

grade any piece of daylight glass or any artificial daylight illuiuinant

at will.

For precise work, a good comparator, such as the Martens photom-
eter, should be used. Simple visual comparison without any in-

strument will, however, immediately detect any serious deviations

from the standard which it is desired to maintain and which is given

by any one of the filters that may be selected for that purpose.

(d) CALIBRATIOI^ OF INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTS IN TERMS OF COLOR
TEMPERATURE

By designing the filters of Series I to give an accurate color match
with mean sun, and, therefore, with each other, they may be used to

calibrate an incandescent electric light in terms of color temperature
over the range of the filters, and also, as indicated in the next section,

to compare the intensities of two lights of different color temperatures
under conditions of perfect color match, thus eliminating some of the

uncertainties and difficulties of heterochromatic photometry.
The calibration of a lamp in terms of color temperature is relatively

simple provided one has available a good photometer and a lamp
already standardized for color temperature over the range to be used.

The standardization of a lamp for color temperature has, however,
been difficult or impossible for any but a few specially equipped
standardizing laboratories. The only instrument for such purj^oses

which is self-contained for its calibration—that is, not dependent for

its calibration upon some other calibrated apparatus, other than
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upon a standardized lamp—is Priest's rotatory dispersion colori-

metric photometer (30). Blue glass or gelatine wedge' photometers,
even if available, are of no fundamental assistance, as they must be
calibrated. "Black bodies" are difficult to operate and can not
readily be used at the ordinary operating temperatures of the gas-

filled tungsten lamp. The usual procedure, if one has wished to

secure a lamp standardized for color temperature, has been to obtain

such a lamp from the National Bureau of Standards or from some other

standardizing laboratory.

The present series of filters will enable one to standardize his own
lamp from 2,300° K. up to as high a temperature as is advisable and
furthermore to check such calibration at any time desired. Aside
from the filters the sole requisites for such standardization are a
source whose color temperature is known at any single temperature
within the range of the filters, together with a good photometer. It

had been hoped that the acetylene flame might be used as a repro-

ducible source of accurately known color temperature and thus free

the worker from any dependence upon the standardizing laboratory.

Certain questions have arisen, however, in connection with the acety-

lene flame (discussed in Section VIII, 6) and, unless approximate
values onl}'^ are desired, it is doubtless preferable to secure a lamp from
a standardizing laboratory calibrated at some one temperature and
use this as the basic fundamental standard. Color temperatures ol

2,360° and 2,848° K. are commonly used reference points, 2,360° K.
being especially favorable as the vacuum tungsten lamp has great

constancy both in color and intensity at this color temperature. The
following procedure is recommended for the standardization of a lamp
over a range of temperatures by means of the filters of Series I

:

1. All lamps to be used should be seasoned; that is, operated at

normal voltage until they give a constant current at this constant
voltage.

2. Upon receipt of the fundamental (primary) standard lamp
(standardized at some one color temperature by a standardizing

laboratory) secondary working standards should be calibrated in

terms of it (without the use of any filters) and thereafter used for the

basic color temperature. The primary lamp should never be used
except to check the secondary standards.

3. Mean-sun filters should be prepared (a) for the basic temperature
of the primary and secondary standard lamps and (6) for as many
other color temperatures as are necessarj" in order to cover the desired

range at sufficiently close intervals.

4. It is best to use a substitution method. The working standard
and its filter should illuminate one side of the photometric field and
a comparison lamp and its filter should illuminate the other. The
voltage or current on the comparison lamp should then be varied

until an exact color match is obtained in the two parts of the photo-

metric field. The brightnesses in the two halves of the field should be

continually matched during that procedure.
5. The particular color temperature chosen at which to operate the

comparison lamp is perhaps unimportant. If it is a vacuum tungsten

lamp, 2,360° K. is a suitable temperature. If it is a gas-filled lamp,
it should probably be operated at some color temperature near the

middle of the range being covered.
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6. The working standard and filter should then be replaced by the
lamp being standardized and its voltage or current detemiined with
the various filters prepared for the desired color temperatures.

7. The number of readings taken for the single determinations and
the amount of repetition and checking necessary will depend on the

observer's skill, his sensibility to color differences, the consistency of

the results, and the accuracy desired. A graph of the relation between
color temperature and voltage or current of the lamp should have a
perfectly regular (smooth) curvature.

8. This lamp being once standardized may be treated as a working
standard and other lamps caUbrated in terms of it, or several lamps
may be standardized at the same time with the same filters.

The question of precision is touched upon in the following section,

and a test of the reUability of the filters for color temperature measure-
ments is described in Section VIII, 5.

3. IN PHOTOMETRY—COMPARISON OF INTENSITIES OF INCANDES-
CENT ELECTRIC LIGHTS OF DIFFERENT COLOR TEMPERATURES

The difficulties and vmcertainties of heterochromatic photometry
are well known to those engaged in the testing and standardizing of

lamps. Even when the uncertainties of attempting to make direct

photometric matches of two differently colored lights are eliminated

by flicker photometry under standard conditions there stUl remains
the important difference that may result when two observers, both
of normal color sense but having different visibility fimctions, make
respective determinations. A difference of several per cent may be
thus obtained when the candlepower of a gas-filled tungsten lamp is

measured relative to that of a vacuum tungsten lamp.
The use of the filters would not be convenient where the intensities of

lamps of unknown color temperature are desired. But a calibration

of intensity for any given lamp over a range of color temperatiu-es
may be readily obtained, at the same time as the color temperature
calibration described in the previous section if desired, and always
with perfect color match in the twp parts of the photometric
field. Also, of course, any number of lamps, at one or several known
color temperatures, may be measured relative to a standard lamp
operating at some other temperature, all color temperatures being
2,300° K. or above. The procedure would be very similar to that
outlined for the color temperature standardization. The substitu-
tion method is even more important in this case. The light trans-
missions of the filters for their respective sources are given in Table
8 and in the charts.

It may 'be noted that in the methods of use of the filters as out-
lined above, both for the determination of color temperature and
intensity, various uncertainties entering into the determination of

the color and transmission of a filter, and discussed in Sections VII
and VIII—viz, possible errors in the spectrophotometric data, possi-

ble lack of reproducibility of the chemicals and glass plates, tempera-
ture effects, etc.—have a tendency to cancel out, their importance
decreasing as the differences in the color temperatures of the sources
decrease. These filters should, therefore, have, along with their general
applicability for all color temperatures above 2,300° K., a reliability-

equal to that obtained with the various special bluish or yellowish
filters which have been used to bridge certain steps ia the color
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temperature scale of incandescent sources, even when these latter

are carefully calibrated.

The precision of measurement is probably about the same whether
filters are used or not, for it has been shown that (30, p. 1191) the
precision of determination of the spectral centroid is independent of

the color temperature, and also that (44) when the color temperature
of a light is changed (for example, by altering the voltage on a lamp),
the variation in the spectral centroid of the light transmitted through
a white-ligat filter is slightly greater than the variation in the spectral

centroid of the light alone. A real cause for decreased precision

might, however, be found in the lowered brightness resulting from
the use of filters on both sides of the photometer. With most in-

candescent lights, however, intensities are sufficiently great to make
this objection of little importance.
An extension of the present series of filters to make them applicable

to sources at color temperatures less than 2,300° K. is impracticable.
The lower the color temperature of the source, the less- must be the
transmission of the filter required to produce artificial sunlight,

which has been our objective in designing these filters. This low
transmission, combined with the generally low intensities of sources
of low color temperatures, would decrease the brightness undesirably.
If there were a demand for filters applicable for use below 2,300° K.,
a new series could be designed, choosing, not sunlight, but light

from the Planckian radiator at some relatively low temperature (say
2,848° K.) as the light to be delivered by the source-and-filter com-
bination. With this objective, practicable filters could be computed
for use in combination with sources at temperatures from below
2,000° to above 2,300° K.

(Approximate values of color temperature from 2,000° to 2,300°

K. mav be obtained by use of the 2,450° to 3,500° K. filter. For
example, from Table 14 it may be noted that color temperatures of

2,649°, 2,829°, and 3,012° K. result when this filter is used with
source at 2,000°, 2,100°, and 2,200° K., respectively. A lamp may be
cahbrated for 2,649°, 2,829°, and 3,012° K. by means of the filters

of Series I as illustrated, above. To calibrate a lamp for color tem-
peratures of 2,000°, 2,100°, 2,200° K., and other values between
2,000° and 2,300° K., it is merely necessary to vary the voltage on
this lamp until its color viewed through the 2,450°-to-3,500° K.
filter is matched with that of a bare gas-filled tungsten lamp cali-

brated at the appropriate color temperatures by means of the filters

of Series I. The values thiis obtained may be somewhat uncertain
because of the lack of exact match between the black-body color and
that of the source-and-fUter combination at these low color tempera-
tures.) (Fig. 18.)

4. IN ASTRONOMY—DETERMINING THE COLOR TEMPERATURES OF
THE STARS

The two filters described in Sections V, 6 (e), together with a cali-

brated light source, whereby color temperatures from 2,000° K. or
below up to 19,000° K. may be obtained, should furnish a simple
means of accurately determining the color temperatures of the stars.

Aside from the usual astronomical equipment, the essential apparatus
would consist of a suitable comparator, the two filters, and a lamp
calibrated over a color temperature range from 2,000° to 3,100° K.
with its accompanying voltmeter or ammeter.
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VII. SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DATA
1. APPARATUS AND METHODS

(a) VISUAL METHOD

Except for some of the preliminary measurements not reported
quantitatively in the paper, all spectrophotometric measurements
were made in the colorimetry section of the bureau. The larger

part of the measurements were made visually with the Koenig-
Martens spectrophotomoter and auxiliary equipment. A description

of this apparatus and method of use is given in a recent publication

(45). In the present measurements the instrument has been used
in two ways:

1. For the measurements leading to the standardization of the
absorbaiicy and transmittancy values for the standard component
solutions (medium concentrations) and the density and transmission
values for the double cell filled with distUled water, both the homo-
geneous (Hg and He) light sources and the heterogeneous (incan-

descent Mazda C) light source were used, the former, in general, at the
eight wave lengths noted below, with 0.5 mm slits, and the latter

over the range from 420m/i or 450mM to 650m/i or 7lOm/i, usually
at every lOm/i and with 0.2mm slits (except at the ends of this range
where wider slits are usually necessary).

2. For the studies of permanence, reproducibility, temperature
effect. Beer's law, variation of pyridine content, and various miscel-

laneous measurements these eight wave lengths—viz, Hg 404.7, Hg
435.8, Hg 491.6, He 501.6, Hg 546.1, Hg 578.0, He 587.6, and He
667.8—in whole or in part, plus various intermediate wave lengths

with the incandescent light if necessary, have furnished sufficient

data for the information desired. The obvious, advantage in their

use is that differences in values obtained in a study of the various
effects can not be ascribed to wave-length or slit-width errors. Fur-
thermore, they cover the most important part of the wave-length
range used in the present investigation. Various details concerning
the measurements are noted later in the sections devoted to the
respective subjects.

(b) AUXILIARY METHODS

Supplementing the visual method in the determination of the spec-
trophotometric data on the standard component solutions, thermo-
electric, photoelectric, and photographic methods were used. The
thermoelectric and photoelectric methods have been described else-

where (46). The former was used over the range from 610m/t or

650mM to 750mM or 780mM, at every lOm^n or 20m/i, depending upon
the type of transmittancy, thus overlapping the visual method a,t

several wave lengths. The photoelectric method was used over the
range from 390mM to blOmfj. or 550mM, likewise at every lOm^u or

20mM, thus overlapping the visual methbd for an extensive range in

the blue and green.

The photographic (Hilger sector photometer) method was used
essentially as previously described (47, 48), except that for part of

the measurements a ribbon-filament Mazda C lamp was used as

source instead of the underwater spark. The primary purpose in

the use of this method was to extend the data from the visible to

350mM. It was used not only for the standard component solutions,

but also in the study of Beer's law.
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(c) MISCELLANEOUS

The thicknesses of cell used in the spectrophotometric determina-
tions were 10, 20, 40, and 100 mm, these being accurate to one-tenth
of 1 per cent or better. The particular thickness used in any case
depended on the solution and the purpose of the measurements.
Sometimes but one thickness,, sometimes three or four thicknesses

were used during a set of measurements on any given solution. The
f)articular ones used will not, in general, be further stated. Regard-
ess of the thickness used, values were always- computed to 10 mm,
inasmuch as this is the standard thickness used in the filters described
herein.

The temperature of the solutions was in all cases kept at 25° ± 1°

C, unless otherwise noted. The apparatus for all four methods of

measurement hicludes temperature control for solutions. This has
been previously described (45, 47).

The concentrations given throughout this section are accurate to

0.001 g, and the volumes to 0.1 cc (except in the case of 1,000 cc or
1 liter, where 0.1 cc is not significant), whether indicated by the proper
number of significant figures or not-

2. STANDARD FILTER COMPONENTS

In Tables 4, 5, 6, and 7 (Sec. V, 2) are given values of the density
of the double cell with water, and of the absorbancy of the standard
solutions A', B/, and B2' as adopted for the present investigation.

A precise description of the cell and of the solutions is given in Section
IV, 1.

An outline of the experimental procedure, by means of which these
data were obtained, follows. The final use of the data was, of course,

kept in mind throughout the measxirements. While it was convenient
and desirable in view of the various computations, to consider the
fundamental spectrophotometric data in terms of absorbancy (the

slide rule used in the visual measurements pn the Koenig-Martens
spectrophotometer contained a — logio scale, so that values of absorb-
ancy were obtained directly from the readings of the spectrophotom-
eter and not via a previous transmittancycomputation), itis ultimately
the transmittancy values, entering into the final transmission of the
cell and its contents, comprising any given filter, which is of importance;
for it is the product of transmission of the filter by the energy of the
light source that gives the energy distribution of the source-and-
filter combination. A difference or error in absorbancy of 0.00434
means a difference or error in transmittancy amounting to 1 per cent
of the transmittancy, regardless of the values of absorbancy and
transmittancy. Consequently it was never attempted to reach a
constant percentage accuracy in the absorbancy data; that is, if A A
represents the uncertainty in the values of A, it was never attempted

A A
to make —^ constant regardless of A. It was attempted, rather,

to maintain A A constant, less than 0.00434 so far as possible, so that

should be constant and not greater than 1 per cent. A discussion

of the reliability of the various data is given later.

In view of the uncertainty in the aosorbancy caused by filtering

the A solution through filter paper, it was, as elsewhere noted, decided
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to base all standard adopted data on unfiltered solutions. This point
is of little importance in the case of the B solution, but is not negligible

with the A solution. All the spectrophotometric data given in this

paper, unless otherwise specifically noted, were obtained with un-
filtered solutions. In using the solutions during the measurements
care was taken not to shake or tip the bottles unduly, and the solu-

tions were transferred from bottle to cell usually by means of a
pipette. The reason for this is that all chemicals contain a minute
quantity of trash or insoluble material which settles to the bottom
upon standing.

(a) TWO-COMPARTMENT GLASS CELL WITH DISTILLED WATER

Measurements were made by the visual method from 460mM to

720m/i in addition to the Hg wave lengths 404.7m/i, 435.8m/i, 491.6m/i,

546.1mM, and STS.Om/t- Photoelectric measurements were made from
400mM to 580m/x and thermoelectric measurements from 640m/Li to

780miLi. In addition, measurements were made by R. Stair, of the
radiometry section of the bureau, by the thermoelectric method, at
the Hg wave lengths 436m/i, 405m/t, 365m/t, 334m/i, 313m/i, 305mn,
and 280m^.
The adopted values of density and transmission are given in

Table 7 (see also fig. 10), those below 400m/i being based primarily on
Mr. Stair's data. The uncertainty in the absolute values of trans-

mission might be ± 1 per cent, considering the spectrophotometric
data alone, although the relative acciu-acy is better than this. How-
ever, the value of transmission computed from the refractive indices '

of the glass and water, assuming no absorption, is equal to 0.904, and
a value of 0.906 was reported by the optical instrument section for

the "white light" transmission. The values of transmission in Table
7 are, therefore, considered accurate to ±0.5 per cent or better, as

the spectral transmission over the range of highest luminosity varies

from 0.900 to 0.904.

The water absorption band at 750miu is plainly shown. The slight

absorption shown by the remaining data in the visible, and rapidly
increasing in the ultra-violet, is ascribed mostly to the glass.

(b) SOLUTION A'

An outline of the experimental work leading to the adoption of
this combination of materials for the principal (blue) solution has
been given in Section IV, 1. Having decided on the most suitable

amounts of copper sulphate and pyridine, viz, 3.000 g and 30.0 cc,

respectively, but without mannite as yet, spectrophotometric meas-
urements were made by the visual, thermoelectric, and photo-electric

methods, covering the range from 390mM to 750m/i. Values of

absorbancy for 10 mm thickness at every lOmju from 390m/Li to 750mAi
were adopted from these measurements (May, 1926). They refer

to a single solution. No. 61-11, the measurements being made within
a few days after preparation. After the hot summer weather had
shown the copper-sulphate-pyridine solutions to be rather unstable
at temperatures between 35° and 40° C. and mannite had been added
as an essential constituent of these blue solutions, measurements of

absorbancy were repeated, similar to but more extensive than those
of May, 1926. New values of absorbancy were thereupon adopted
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(October, 1926). They refer to solution No. 62-2, the data being
taken from 3 to 32 days after preparation of solution. Certain small
but fairly definite discrepancies which were more or less a function
of time oecame apparent during these' measurements. These were
at first considered as a turbidity effect, but later work has proved
them mostly a result of the very slow change in absorbancy which
takes place with time. (This characteristic of the A solution is

discussed in Section VII, 3.)

Another solution was thereupon prepared. No. 62-15. The eight
reference wave lengths previously noted—viz, Hg 404.7mM, Hg
435.8mM, Hg 491.6m/x, He 501.6mM, Hg 546. Im^, Hg 578.0mAi, He
587.6m|i, and He 667.8m/i—were the only ones used in the study of
this new solution. Measurements were made on the day of prepa-
ration and on the first, second, sixth, eighth, twenty-third, and twenty-
fourth days after preparation. The changes that took place from the
sixth to the twenty-fourth day were aU less than 1 per cent of the
transmittancy.
Based principally on the average of these measurements from the

sixth to the twenty-fourth on solution No. 62-15, and guided also

by misceUaneous measurements at these wave lengths on other
A' solutions, values of absorbancy were adopted (Nov. 19, 1926)
which are the values listed at the bottom of Table 4. A summary
of all the experimental data obtained with the eight Hg and He wave
lengths on the various A' solutions is given in Table 18.

The data of October, 1926, were then adjusted so that the data of

November 19, 1926, would lie precisely upon the curve drawn through
the adjusted values. These adjusted values of absorbancy (adopted
Nov. 30, 1926) are the ones given in Table 4 from 400mM to 750miLt

(see also fig. 10). The finally adopted spectral absorbancy values of

November 30, 1926 (with mannite) differed from the original data of

May, 1926 (without mannite), in no case by more than 0.005. There
is no reason to think that mannite influences the transmittancy X)f

the copper-sulphate-pyridine solutions except to make them much
more stable.

During February, 1927, measurements were made photographic
cally (solution No. 65-5, seven days after preparation), overlapping
the adopted data of November, 1926, from 400m/i to 510m/i and
extending into the ultra-violet beyond 350mAi. The agreement with
the adopted values above 400mju was satisfactory. The values given
in Table 4 from 350m|i to 390m/x were obtained from these measm-e-
ments on solution No. 65-5, taking a graphic average of the data for

10, 20, and 40 mm thickness, all reduced to 10 mm as usual. These
data were closely checked by later measurements on solution No.
65-8-C, 20 days after preparation, made during the study of Beer's

law from 350mM to 400mM.

(c) SOLUTION Bi'

As previously stated, 20.000 g of copper sulphate per liter of acidi-

fied aqueous solution was chosen as standard. A filtered solution

was prepared. No. 62-1, and spectrophotometric measurements
made by visual, thermoelectric, and photoelectric methods during the

first month after preparation. Values of absorbancy from 390mAi to

750m/i were thereupon adopted (September, 1926). These values

were checked closely by the measurements made in the test of Beer's
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law (solutions Nos. 62-7-A to E, filtered, October, 1926), but were
revised somewhat in the red on the basis of later measvu-ements.

After the decision had been made not to use filtered solutions, an
unfiltered solution, No.. 62-5, was prepared. A single set of meas-
urements at the Hg wave lengths (see Table 19 lor summary of

measurements made with Hg and He wave lengths on the B'l solu-

tions), made on the second day after preparation and using 100 mm
cellsi showed a very distinct decrease in transmittancy compared
with the values previously obtained with filtered solutions, although
this amounted to less than 1 per cent when reduced to a lO-nmi basis.

This discrepancy was considered a turbidity effect and it was decided

to study the change with time in a manner similar to that described

for the A' solution, No. 62-15.

Accordingly, a new solution was prepared. No. 62-18, unfiltered,

and measurements made on the day of preparation and on the first,

fourth, twelfth, and foiirteenth days after preparation, using the

eight Hg and He wave lengths. It was foimd (Table 19) that the

measurements made during the first four days after preparation
checked those made on No. 62-5, unfiltered, made the second day
after preparation, and that the measurements made on the twelfth

and fourteenth days checked closely with the measurements made
on the filtered solutions Nos. 62-1 and 62-7-C. Apparently, then,

the insoluble matter causing the turbidity settles to the bottom of

the bottle after the first few days and is removed entirely by filtering.

Measurements on solution B' (below) show that no further change
of any importance takes place. With Bi solutions, therefore, there

is no practical difference between filtered and unfiltered solutions,

provided the latter are not used for a week or so after preparation
and care is taken not to distiu-b the insoluble material at thebottom
of the bottle.

Based partially on the measurements with solution No. 62-18,
particularly the data for 12 and 14 days after preparation, and also

on the other measurements noted, absorbancy data for the Hg and He
wave lengths were adopted (Nov. 13, 1926) and are given at the

bottom of Table 5. Particular attention was paid to the He 667.8
measurements, seven different determinations being finally averaged
to give the value adopted.
The previous data of September, 1926, were now adjusted to fit

these data of November 13, 1926, in a manner similar to that done
with solution A'. The only important change was m the red. The
change required to make the previous data consistent with the He
667.8 values varied from less than 1 per cent of the transmittancy
below 630m/t to about 3 per cent at 750mjLt. The finally adopted data
(Nov. 15, 1926) from 400m/i to 750m/i are given in Table 5 (see also

fig. 10).

Photographic measurements in the ultra-violet to approximately
320mju were made on 40-mm solutions (No. 65-3, unfiltered) about two
weeks after preparation. The absorbancy was too low to obtain any
data above 370mM by this method, but it was not difficult to connect
the visible and photographic data by a reasonable curve. The values
of absorbancy are so small in this region that they might be con-
siderably in error without affecting the transmittancy by more than a
fraction of a per cent. The values from 350mM to 390m/i in Table 5

were thereupon adopted.
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(d) SOLUTION B'l

It has ah-eady been noted that cobalt sulphate was at first used
instead of the cobalt ammonium sulphate later adopted because of its

greater stability. After preliminary measurements had indicated that
10.000 g of cobalt sulphate per liter was a suitable concentration, an
unfiltered solution was prepared, No. 61-10, containing, however,
but 4 cc of sulphuric acid. (The exact amount of siilphuric acid is

apparently of httle, if anv, importance.) Measurements were made
visually, thermoelectrically and pBotoelectrically, covering the wave-
length range from 390mjLt to TSOm/x. Values of absorbancy were
thereupon adopted (May, 1926). Later, after a study of Beer's law
had been made, with filtered solutions, Nos. 62-8-A to E containing
10 cc of sulphuric acid, and no deviation from Beer's law detected,
the values were revised slightly (October, 1926).

In the latter part of October, 1926, a new solution was prepared.
No. 62-17, unfiltered, containing 10 cc of acid, and measurements
were made on the day of preparation and on the first, fourth, thir-

teenth, and fifteenth days after preparation, using the eight Hg and
He reference wave lengths. No change of absorbancy was detected
over this interval of time.

Based principally on these measurements on solution No. 62-17,
but guided also by the other previous measurements, the absorbancy
values given at the bottom of Table 6 were adopted (November 13,

1926). In a manner similar to that for solutions A' and B/, the
revised data of October, 1926, were adjusted to fit these adopted data
of November 13, 1926, and the data thus finally adopted (November
17, 1926) are given in Table 6, 400mM to 750 mM(see also fig. 10). The
absorbancy values finally adopted November 17, 1926, differ from those
originally obtained in May, 1926, in .no case by more than 0.0028.

The data summarized in Table 20 indicate that a turbidity effect,

such as was found with copper sulphate, was not present, and it is

apparently of no practical importance whether a B2 solution is

clarified by filtering or by decanting.
The loss of water of crystallization of cobalt sulphate (Sec. IV, 1)

led to the analysis of solution No. 62-17, which was found to contain
an amount of cobalt equivalent to 10.3 g of cobalt sulphate instead of

10.0 g as supposed. The change to cobalt ammonium sulphate was
thereupon made. A single set of absorbancy measurements on a
cobalt ammonium sulphate solution (No. 62-20) equivalent in

cobalt content to No. 62-17, at the eight Hg and He wave
lengths, agreed with the adopted data of November 13, 1926,

to 0.0022 or better. Further test as to the agreement between
absorbancy data for cobalt sulphate and cobalt ammonium sulphate

was aflforded by Beer's law measurements on cobalt ammonium
sulphate. The measurements made (at 435.8miLi, 491.6m/i, 501.6 m/i,

546.1m/i, and 578.0m/i) on the solution having the standard concen-

tration (No. 65-1-C) agreed with the adopted values to 0.0015 or

better. A more important check, however, was obtained on the

mixture of cobalt ammonium sulphate and copper sulphate, as

indicated in the next section.

Photographic measurements Vere made from 450miutobelow350m/i
on cobalt ammonium sulphate as with copper sulphate. The absorb-

ancy is very small below 400mM. Measurements from one to two
weeks after preparation were made on solution No. 65-4, 14.481 g.
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and on No. 65-9, approjcimately 144.81 g, using 40-mm cells in both
cases. With the latter solution Beer's law was assumed for comput-
ing to 14.481 g. Perfect agreement with the adopted data of Table 6

from 400m/x to 450miu was not obtained. The differences, however,
were not outside the uncertainties of the photographic data. The
data were adjusted to fit the adopted values from 400m^ to 450m/x
and are given as adopted in Table 6. Inasmuch as the absorbancy
is itself less than 0.01 below 400m/i, there is no chance for any im-
portant error to be present in the adopted data.

Comparative measurements showed a difference in absorbancy
between cobalt sulphate and cobalt ammonium sulphate below 400mAi.
Cobalt sulphate has a minimimi absorbancy at approximately 370m/Li.

For cobalt ammonium sulphate this minimum is shifted to about
355mjit, and the values of absorbancy are, in general, lower. As
shown elsewhere, however, in the visible spectrum, the differences in

transmittancy between cobalt sulphate and the equivalent amount of

cobalt ammonivmi sulphate, at the concentrations used and for 10

mm of solution, must be considerably less than 1 per cent, if any
difference exists at all.

(e) SOLUTION B'

Solution No. 65-2, unfiltered, was prepared containing 20.000 g
of copper sulphate and 14.481 g of cobalt ammonium sulphate per
liter of acidified aqueous solution. Measurements were made on tnis

solution eight and nine days after preparation, using 10, 20, 40, and
100 mm of solution at the eight Hg and He wave lengths. The
values were reduced to 10 mm thickness as usual and averaged. The
maximum difference between these average observed absorbancies
and those computed, adding the absorbancies tabulated for solutions

Bi' and B2', Tables 5 and 6, was but 0.0012, or le.ss than one-third
of 1 per cent of the transmittancy. (Table 21.)

In greater concentrations this strict additivity of the components
of the B solution might not hold accurately, but over the range of

concentrations used in the various filters, considering also various
other spectrophotometric checks (Sec. VIII), it is certain that any
error involved in using this additivity is negligible.

As implied in the preceding section, this set of measurements on
Solution B' als© served as a check' on the equivalence of cobalt
ammonium sulphate and cobalt sulphate in the visible spectnim, for

the latter had been used in adopting the values ox Table 6 and the
former in the preparation of solution No. 65-2.

3. PERMANENCE OF SOLUTIONS

There was no indication of change taking place in the separate
copper sulphate and cobalt sulphate solutions, except the very slight

turbidity effect noticed with the former, as already described. A
much more important question is whether or not the mixture of the
copper sulphate and the cobalt ammonixmi sulphate is unchanging
in its transmittancy. Accordingly, when solution B' above described
(No. 65-2) was 300 days old, a set of measurements was made,
similar to those made 9 days after 'preparation. The maximum
deviation between the two sets of absorbancy values was 0.0028
(Table 21), about two-thirds of 1 per cent of the transmittancy, and
no change at all was indicated outside of possible experimental error.
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However, small but definite changes took place in the A' solution
with time. The absorbancy measurements on solution No. 62-15,
using the eight Hg and He wave lengths, have already been noted.
These were made on the day of preparation and on the first, second,
sixth, eighth, twenty-third, and twenty-fourth days after preparation.
Measurements were again made on this solution 384 and .385 days

b

after preparation. The data for 0, 1, and 2 days were averaged
together, likewise the data for 6 and 8 days, 23 and 24 days, and
384 and 385 days; so that, in effect, we have data on this solution

representative of the first, seventh, twenty-fourth, and three hundred
knd eighty-fourth day after preparation. These data, given in

Table 18 and plotted in Figure 21, show the differences in absorbancy
between the data representative of the time intervals as noted and
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the standard values of Table 4. The change throughout the brighter
part of the spectrum is small, but there is a definite decrease in
transmittancy in the red and an increase in the violet, resulting
in the solution becoming slightly bluer after long standing. However,
over a period from a week to a month, probably two months, the
values do not deviate from the adopted values by more than 1 per
cent of the transmittancy. The resulting effect of this and other
factors on the color of completed filters is discussed further in

Section VIII.

4. TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

As noted elsewhere, the standard temperature adopted for these
solutions was 25° C. and all measurements of transmittancy or absorb-
ancy reported in this paper refer to this temperature imless otherwise
specifically noted. It is well known that aqueous inorganic salt

solutions may show a relatively rapid change in transmittancy with
temperature, whereas aqueous dye solutions are often practically

unaffected.

It might, perhaps, have been assumed that any variation of

absorbancv thus caused would be proportional to the concentration
of the solution for a given temperature range. It seemed best,

however, to test this.

(a) SOLUTION A

Three solutions wpre prepared (Nos. 65-1 7-A, 65-1 8-A, and
65-19-A), having concentrations of copper sulphate (and mannite)
equal to 3.707, 2.445, and 0.741 g per liter, respectively. The
pyridine content of each solution was 30 cc per liter, as usual. These
concentrations are those used in the 2,360°, 2,848°, and 4,000° K.-to-
sunlight filters, covering nearly the complete range of concentrations
\ised.

For each concentration, measurements of absorbancy were made
at 25° C, at 40° C, and again at 25° C. These measurements were
made in December, 1927, from one to two weeks after preparation
of the solutions. The eight Hg and He wave lengths were used in

addition to 460m/i, 520m/x, 560m/i, 610m/i, 640m/ii, 690m|i, and 720m/^.

The 3.707 g solution was measured at 10 mm thickness, the 2.445 g at
20 mm, and the 0.741 g at 40 mm.

Values of absorbancy were then reduced to 10 mm thickness for

all three solutions. The two sets of 25° C. values were averaged
and taken to represent 25° C, as no permanent change was detected.

The differences in absorbancies—that is, A250 — A^o—at the various

wave lengths were then taken for each solution, and it was fo\md
that at practically every wave length this difference was propor-
tional to the concentration of the solution within the ^perimental
uncertainty.

These values of A260 — A400 were thereupon divided by the concentra-
tion and are plotted in Figure 22. The general lack of any con-
sistent differences in the values computed from the different concentra-
tions shows that any attempt to correct these values on the basis of

the Beer's law data already obtained would have been an unwar-
ranted refinement. (The values at 404.7mAt, where the Beer's law
correction is several times as large as at the other wave lengths,

probably illustrate the effect of ignoring such a correction.)
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There are given also in Figure 22 the mean values of A25«— A4o»
per gram and a cxirve plotted through the adopted values. These
adopted values are given in Table 16, and, with those obtained for
solution B, were used in computations of the temperature effect on
the completed filters. (Sec. VIII.)

(b) SOLUTION B

The transmittancies of the components _ of the B solution were
known to decrease with increasing temperature. As in the study of

permanence, however, the effect should be tested on the B mixture,
and not computed from data on the two components, even if such
were available in suitable form. Accordingly three B solutions were
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prepared, having concentrations corresponding to the filters 2,360°,
2,848°, and 4,000° K. to mean sun, viz:

Number

Concentration (in
grams per liter)

Copper
sulphate

Cobalt
ammonium
sulphate

65-17-B..
65-18-B..
65-19-B..

27.180
> 16. 620
&2S0

26.827
> 19. 820

1. 130

• This solution was made up with the weights inadvertently reversed from the intended values. Th«
mistake was not, uiscovered until after the measurements were completed, but no error or disadvantage
results from using the data, the values of absorbancy being applied to the weights as actually used.

The measurements were made in December, 1927, from two to
three weeks after preparation of the solutions. Thicknesses of solu-

tion of 10, 20, and 40 mm, respectively, were used, and the other
experimental conditions were the same as for the A solutions above
described.

Previous measurements (49) on a copper-sulphate solution at 57 g
per liter have shown that the change with temperature was inappre-
ciable at the shorter wave lengths, increasing as the absorbancy
increased toward the longer wave lengths. It was also known (50,

plate 30) that the principal temperature change with cobalt sulphate
was in the green with little change in the red where the absorbancy
is small. Furthermore, the weights of the two components are not
greatly different for two of the three solutions.

Accordingly, the values of A260-A400 were reduced to a 10 g. basis

(in a manner analogous to the A solutions, which were reduced to a
1 g basis) assuming the change in absorbancy below GOOm/i to be
caused by the cobalt ammonium sulphate alone and that above
600mM by the copper sulphate alone. These values are plotted in

Figure 23 for two of the three solutions. Values for solution No.
65-19-B are not given. The concentrations were so low that observa-

tional uncertainty masked the. real effect over most of the range.

These data were accordingly not used.

The curve .drawn more or less through the average of the values
for the two solutions was adopted as representative of the tempera-
ture effect on solution B per 10 g of each component. The separate
values derived and estimated from this curve for each component are
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given in Table 16 and plotted in Figure 23. Remembering that
0.00434 is equivalent to a 1 per cent change in transmittancy, such

UOfJPJJ.U90VO3

uncertainty as is present in the data is probably^egligible.'* All the

values of Table 16 are considered uncertain in the fourth decimal.
!

X An apparent discrepancy may be noted (fig. 23) between the present data for copper stilphate and
the data referred to in a previous publication (49), particularly at wave lengths greater than esomp. This
difference is probably not outside of the possible combined experimental error in the two cases, but may
also be caused by the diflerent eiperimenta! conditions, viz, 57 g per liter, no acid, no mixture with cobalt

ammonium sulphate in the previous determination, as contrasted with the respective differing conditions

of the present determination.
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Table 16

—

Changes in absorbancy ' mth temperature for component filter aolutiona

Wave length in

millimicrons

380
390

400
410
420,

430
440

4.50

4fi0

470
480
490

500
SiO
520
S'30

540

550

Values of-
concentration'

for

A solu-

tion per
gram

-0. 0267
-.0212

-.0162
-.0116
-.0078
-.0049
-.0032

-.0021
-.0013
-.COOT)
.0000

+.0008

+.0020
+.0038
+.0062
+.0087
+. 0107

+. 0123

,Bi solu-
tion per

10 g

0.0000
.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000
-.0001
-.0002

—.0004

Bj solu-
tion per
10 g

-0.0008
-.0009

-.0010
-.0011
-.0012
-.0014
-.0015

-.0017
-.0018
-.0019
-.0021
-.0023

-.0027
-.0039
-.0053
-.0062
-.0062

-.0060

Wave length in
millimicrons

560...
570...
580...
590...

600...
610...
620...
630...
640...

650...
660...
670...
680...
690...

700...
710...
720...

Values of;
Auo-AtOD

concentration

A solu-
tion per
gram

Bi solu-
tion per
10 g

B] solu-
tion per

10 g

+0. 0129
+. 0132
+.0127
-4- ni in

-0.0008
-.0009
-.0012

-0. 0057
-.0040
-.0018

. UUlu

. +.0084
+.0057
+.0028
-.0007
-.0037

-.0021
-.0028
-.0036
-.0045
-.0056

-.0010
-.0008
-.0007
-.0006
-.0005

-.0086
-.0090
-.0109
-.0124
-.0138

-.0068
-.0081
-.0095
-.0110
- 0125

-.0004
-.0003
-.0002
-.0001
.0000

-.0148
-. 0157
-.0164

-.0141
-.0158
-.0173

.0000

.0000

.0000

> All the values of this table are uncertain in the fourth decimal place.
22 and 23 for details of derivation.

See Section VII, 4, and Figures

5. VARIATION OF PYRIDINE CONTENT IN SOLUTION A

To study and illustrate the effect of varying the amount of pyridine
used, five solutions were prepared, Nos. 62-26-A to E, all containing
3 g of copper sulphate and mannite, and containing, respectively,

10, 20, 30, 50, and 100 cc of pyridine per liter of solution. Measure-
ments were made in November, 1927, from 4 to 12 days after prepara-
tion of the solutions. Solution thicknesses of 10 and 100 mm were
used. The eight Hg and He wave lengths were used, in addition to

460m/i, 620m/i, and 720m/i in some cases.

The values obtained are illustrated in Figure 24 compared with
the standard data for solution A' as given in Table 4. The effect

of increasing the pyridine content is to increase the absorbancy over
most of the spectral range and to shift the wave length of maximum
absorbancy toward shorter wave lengths. The effect in the blue and
violet is small, but may, of course, increase in the ultra-violet.

The results of this test have been further illustrated in Figure 8
(Sec. IV, 1) where the absorbancy is plotted as a function pf the

pyridine content at the various wave lengths. The smooth curves

therein drawn pass through the standard values for 30 cc; and the

effect of any variation of pyridine strength may thus be obtained at

these wave lengths from this figure.

Similar results had been found by preliminary measurements made
in 1926. Computations based on the later data illustrated in Figures

8 and 24 show that little if any improvement in the ener^ distribu-

tion of the completed filters could have been obtained with a pj^i-

dine content Dther than the standard concentration chosen. This is

illustrated in Section VIII, 3.
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6J BEER'S LAW
(a) SOLUTION A

Measurable deviations from Beer 's law were found for solution A.
The principal measiirements were made on solutions Nos. 62-13-A
to E, containing 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 g, respectively, of copper sulphate

and mannite per liter of solution, each solution containing also 30 cc

of pyridine. Measurements were made nine days after preparation
of the solutions, at 404.Tm^, 435.8m)n, 546.1mM, 578.0m)u, and 680mju
for each solution. Thicknesses of 10, 20, and 40 mm were i sad, the

thickness used depending on the concentration. Reductiox.- jt the

data to 10 mm and 3 g resulted in the values given in Table 17,
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columns 2 to 6. Each value of there tabulated represents the

absorbancy measured, divided by the thickness (in centimeters), and
further divided by one-third of the concentration (in grams of copper
sulphate and mannite per liter). They are thus proportional to the
specific absorptive indices, and their variation with concentration
illustrates the failure of Beer's law. Within experimental uncer-
tainty and to an acciu-acy sufficient for the purpose, this change in

the absorbancies of Table 17 may be taken as constant from one con-
centration to another at any wave length. An average change per
gram is accordingly tabulated in cloumn 7 of Table 17, these values
being computed by averaging the differences between the 3 g values
of column 4 and the values of columns 3 and 5 and one-half the
differences between column 4 and colunms 2 and 6.

Table 17.

—

Beer's law data for solution A

temperature 25° C. Other experimental d
Beer's law correction (actor Is defined as {see Sees. V, 3 and VII, 6):

Thickness laOO mm, temperature 25° C. Other experimental data are illustrated in Figure 25. The
" Isd '

"
^ '- '

wherein A< and c, refer to the 3-g solution.

'T' -c,) A.

Wave length in miUitnicrons

Values of A ^'-'^ for solutions Nos. 62-13-A to K

having the following concentrations in grams of

copper sulphate and mannite per liter (pyridine
content 30.0 cc throughout)

Mean
value of

a(V)-a.
c—c,

(from pre-
fcding

columns)

a(^-)-a.

(c-c) A.
equals B
(from col-

umns 7

and 4)
1.000 2.000 3.000 4.000 5.000

404.7
435.8 -

646.1
678.0 -

6S0 - -.-

0.088
.023
.448
.658
.577

0.060
.022
.438
.652
.573

0.07B
.022
.435
.647
.576

a068
.020
.427
.040
.568

0.073

.025

.423

.m

.570

-0. 004!)

-.0002
-.oaw
-.0060
-.0021

-0.065
-.009
-.014
-.009
-.004

This average change per gram is seen to approximate an average
change in transmittancy of about 1 per cent. For purposes of

applying the Beer's law correction, it is more convenient, however,
to express the change as a fractional change in the absorbancy. This
is done in column 8 of Table 17, these values resulting from dividing

the values of column 7 by those of column 4. They are plotted in

Figure 25. This fractional change in absorbancy per gram difference

from the standard has been defined as B (Sec. 3) in the equations

A = ^^c[l+S(c-c).]

and

(c-c,) A,

These measurements were made on unfiltered solutions, the usual

condition unless otherwise noted. Similar measurements on a

series of filtered solutions gave a similar set of values of B, these being
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also shown in Figure 25. Measurements were also made with 2 and
4 g unfiltered solutions, with mannite constant at 3 g, and likewise

with mannite constant at 10 g. These results are all plotted in

Figure 25. Only at 404.7miii was it felt that the value of B was
certainly different from — 0.010. Accordingly, this value was adopted
for the wave-length range from 450m/i to 720m^.

In order to confirm the results obtained at 404.7mM and to extend
the correction into the ultra-violet, photographic measurements were
made. Six solutions were prepared, Nos. 65-8-(}0A and 65-8-A
to E, containing, respectively, % g and 1 to 5 g of copper sulphate

and mannite per liter of solution. Each solution contained 30 cc of

pyridine per liter. Measiarements were made three weeks after

preparation of the solutions. The results were derived in a manner
similar to the values of Table 17 and gave the values of B shown in

Figure 25. In the same figure are shown also the adopted values

of B—from 720mM to 400mM on the basis of the previous yisual meas-
urements described above, and from 390mM to 350mM on the basis

of the photographic measurements. These adopted values are those

given in Table 4. Measurements of the effect were again made
visually at 404.7mM, 435.8mM, and 491.6m/x with the sLx solutions

used in the photographic measurements, four weeks after preparation.

These values are also given in Figure 25.

It might reasonably be questioned, after examination of Figure 25,

whether the adopted values of the Beer's law correction factor rep-

resent the experimental data as satisfactorily as some alternative

curve which might be plotted. As a matter of fact, if the true

Beer's law correction factors were of primary importance, more
data would have to be taken to determine them with high accuracy.
Here, as elsewhere throughout the investigation, the influence of

the data on the complete filters was effective in determining the
extent of the data.

For example, could any other set of Beer's law correction factors

be adopted on the basis of the experimental data of Figure 25 which
would ch^tige the computed spectral transmission of any of the
filters (and, therefore, the resulting energy distribution) by as much
as 1 per cent? That there could be no such set of values may be
shown as follows:

If A A represent the error in A caused by an error Aif in B, then
from the first equation above, we have

AA =A^[^(^-y

For any given values of A5, c„ and A„ it is obvious that AA = 0
when c = 0 or when c = Cj,. For values of c greater than c,, AA con-
tinuously increases as c increases. By differentiating aA with
respect to c and equating to zero, we obtain c = cJ2, so that for

values of c between 0 and c,, AA has a maximum absolute value
when c = Cs/2, or in the present case when c = 1.5 g of copper sulphate.
We wish, however, to know what values of AB will cause AA

to equal 0.00434, thereby producing a 1 per cent error in the trans-

mittancy. The equation connecting AA and AB may be rewritten

^'AA

^^=(c-c.)A
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as is shown in Figure 25. It follows, for any given values of AA, c„
and A„ that is infinite when c = c, or when c = 0, that for values
of c greater than c„ LB continuously decreases as c increases, and
that for c less than c„ LB has a minimum absolute value at c = c,/2.

a <iJ ca 2 t

II St, c-S,

8 8 o
,

« a 2 is -^ sjja

> osE-i
II
a s

£-a > <j $~
o oS£g oj^ £

a; 5 S « »

25 2— 5'0 2•CIS c o a gs a

Values of AS have been computed for values of AA = 0.0u434,
for values of A, as given in Table 4, with c, = 3, and with a value
of c = 1.50 (or 3.62, which gives practically the same absolute values
of LB). These values of LB, which are required to produce a 1
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per cent error in the transmittancy, are illustrated in Figure 25
where values of JB ± AJ5 are plotted as a function of wave length.

It will be noted that these dashed curves in practically all cases
lie much beyond tlie range of the experimental data, and it has just
been shown that for any values of c less than 3.62, other than 1.50,

the deviations would be even greater, becoming infinite at c = 0 and 3.

For values of c greater than 3.62 the values of AB which will cause a
value of AA = 0.00434 decrease, becoming one-half the values illus-

trated at c = 4.10, and one-third the values at c = 4.50, which is a
greater concentration than used in any of the filters. Even for this

extreme case, any curve which might reasonably be put through
the plotted data of Figure 25 woula still be within the 1 per cent
limits, except possibly above QOOmn.

Values of computed as indicated above from the equation given
in Figure 25, with c, c„ and AA constant, are, of course, inversely

proportional to the standard absorbancy A„ which explains the
general shape of the B ± AB curves. The irregularity near 400mAi
would be eliminated by adopting slightly different values of 5 in

this region.
(b) SOLUTION B

No failure of Beer's law was detected for the components of the

B solution. Measurements were made on copper sulphate, cobalt
sulphate, and cobalt ammonium sulphate, as follows: Five copper
sulphate solutions were prepared, Nos. 62-7-A to E, filtered, con-
taining, respectively, 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40 g of copper sulphate per
liter of solution. Each solution contained 10 cc of sulphuric acid.

Thicknesses of 40 and 100 mm were used. Measurements were
made at 435.8mM, 546.Im^, 578.0mM> and 640mM. The values of

absorbancy for each solution were then computed to 10 mm thickness

and 20 g of copper sulphate. When this was done the maximum
total variation for any of the five solutions at any of the fom- wave
lengths was 0.004, with no indication of any consistent variation

with concentration.
In a similar manner five solutions of cobalt sulphate were prepared,

Nos. 62-8-A to E, fiiltered, containing, respectively, 2.5, 5, 10, 15,

and 20 g of cobalt sulphate per liter of solution. Each solution

contained 10 cc of sulphuric acid. Thicknesses of 40 and 100 mm
were used. Measurements were made at 435.8m/x, 491 .6mM, 546.Im^,
and 578mAi. Upon reduction of the absorbancies to 10 mm and 10 g,

the maximxmi total variation for the five solutions at any of the four

wave lengths was but 0.002.

Three solutions of cobalt ammonium sulphate were measured,
Nos. 65-1-A, C, and F, unfiltered, containing, respectively, 4.827,

14.481, and 28.962 g of cobalt ammonium sulphate per liter of solu-

tion. Each solution contained 10 cc of sulphuric acid. Thicknesses
of 40 and 100 mm were used. Measurements were made at 435.8mM,
491.6m/i, 501.6mM, 546. ImM, and 578.0mM. Upon reduction of the

absorbancies to 10 mm and 14.481 g, the maximum total variation

for any solution at any of the five wave lengths was 0.0014. They are

undoubtedly merely a result of experimental uncertainty. Further-

more, both copper sulphate and cobalt sulphate in aqueous solution

have previously been found to obey Beer's law over a larger range

of concentrations (51, p. 31; 52, p. 775).
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There still might remain the question of whether the mixture of
copper sulphate and cobalt ammoniiun sulphate would obey Beer's
law, as mixed in the present filters to form solution B. This was not
tested directly, but two of the experimental checks elsewhere de-
scribed show that any failure is quite negligible. These checks are:

1. The measiu-ements on the completed 4,000° K.-to-mean-sun
filter. (Sec. VIII, 1.) The concentrations of both components of
solution B are in this case near their lower limits. The very good
check obtained between the computed and directly measured values
leaves no reasonable question of the practical obedience to Beer's
law at the low concentrations.

2. The test of reproducibility (Sec. VII, 8) on solution B of the
2,360° K.-to-mean-sim filter. In this case the concentrations of
both components are near their higher limits. The values thus
obtained, compared with the standard computed values for the 2,360°
K. B solutions, show that there can be no important deviation of
Beer's law at the higher concentrations.

7. RELIABILITY OF THE SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS

The data given in the present section are intended primarily to

illustrate the reliability of the adopted absorbancy values given
in Tables 4, 5, and 6 as pertaining to solutions prepared from the
chemicals described in Section IV, 2. They do not, except where
clearly indicated, illustrate the reproducibility obtainable from differ-

ent lots of chemicals, which subject is considered in Section VII, 8,

following.

(a) AT THE Hg AND He WAVE LENGTHS

The most fundamental and reliable spectrophotometric data on the
solutions are the absorbancy values given for the standard solutions,

Nos. A', Bi', B2', and B', at the eight reference Hg and Hewave lengths,

viz, 404.7mM, 435.8mM, 491.6mM, 501.6mM, 546.1mM, 578.0m/i, 587.6mM,
and 667.8mjit. The use of these light sources eliminates the possibility

of errors arising from incorrect wave-length calibrations and the use
of finite slit widths with a continuous spectrum source. The data
with the homogeneous light sources at these eight wave lengths are,

in general, quite extensive, including usually measurements on several

different solutions and at various thicknesses and intervals after

preparation.

A complete summary of the experimental values obtained on the

standard solutions is given in Tables 18 to 21. As a function of

wave length is tabulated first the adopted absorbancy values and
then for the various solutions, as indicated, values of A - Aj where
A, refers to the adopted absorbancy values and A the experimental
values. Algebraic means are also tabulated as may be noted. In
compiling Tables 18 to 21, no data which were taken at any time
during the investigation have been omitted, whether obtained before

or after the standard values were adopted, except that in Table 18

only those data are shown which were obtained on solutions prepared
from commercial pyridine. Where values are tabulated representa-

tive of two or more determinations they are an arithmetical mean,
unweighted, all values being reduced to 10 mm thickness before

being averaged.
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The data for solutions B/ and B2' show, in general, higher precision

and better agreement with the adopted values than do the data for

solution A', particularly if the data for the first four days on solution

B/ be excluded, as- they werejvhen the standard values were adopted.
This difference between the A' sblution and the components of the

B' solution results, at least principally, from two causes:

1. In the concentrations as used and for these eight wave lengths
the absorbancies for solution A' reach a higher value than for either

B/ or B2'. Above 546. Im^, thicknesses of 10 and 20 mm were the
only ones used for solution A', whereas for solution B/ and B2',

thicknesses from 10 to 100 mm could be used, except only at 667.8m
w^ith Bi'. Increased thickness makes for more precise determination
when the values are reduced to a 10 mm basis.

2. Solutions B/ and B2' show no important change with time as
does A'. (Sec. VII, 3.)

The absorbancies for solution B', the sum of those adopted for

B/ and B2', shovdd, therefore, have a reliability fully the equal of,

probably better than, solution A^ It is rather mfficult to summarize
the data further than is done in Tables 18 to 21. It seems, however,
correct to say—considering the respective algebraic means of the
deviations of the complete data from the adopted data, for a time
interval from a week to perhaps two months after preparation, for

the chemicals as analyzed and used, and possibly excepting the
data at 404.7m/i and 667.8m/i—that the adopted absorbancies at

these eight wave lengths for solutions A', B/, B2', and B' in 10 mm
thicknesses are acciu-ate to 0.001 or better, or one-quarter per cent of

the transmittancy, (The acciu-acy of the photometric scale of the
Koenig-Martens spectrophotometer is, of course, involved in such a
conclusion. As shown m a recent paper by McNicholas (45), by
tests with acciu-ately calibrated rotating sectors, part of which tests

were carried out during the period of the present measurements, no
error in the photometric scale of this particular instrument has ever
been found, provided that measurements are made under such experi-

mental conditions that the angle of photometric match is not close

to the 0° or 90° points. The accuracv of the present data is further
certified by the tact that the adopted data are in all cases based on
measurements with two or more thicknesses of solution.)
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Table 19.

—

Experimental data on solution Bi', standard acidified aqueous solution
of copper sulphate, at the eight Hg and He wave lengths

[Thickness 10.00 mm., temperature, 25° C]

Wave length
in millimi-

crons

Hg 404.7

Hg 435.8

Hg491.B
He 501.0.

Hg 546.1

Hg 578.0
He 687.6.

He 667.8.

Stand
ard

absorb-
ancy A.

0.0021
.0013
.0019
.0028
.0135
.0368
.0487
.319

Absorbancy as measured, A, minus adopted standard absorbancy, Ai'

Solution number

62-18 > 62-18 62-1 62-1 62-6 > 62-7-C 62-7-C

Determinations

2,3,4

Days after preparation

0, 1,4 12, 14 27 35

Solution filtered?

No

+0.0031
+.0030
+.0030
+.0023
+.0021
+.0019
+. 0018
+. 001

No Yes Yes No Yes Yes

-a0004
-.0001
+.0003
+.0004
-.0009
-.0011
+.0002
.000

+a 0012
+.0008

+.0003
+.0004

+0.0005
+.0002

-.0001
.0000

+0. 0031
+.0030

+.0080
+.0030

0.0000

+.0001
+.0002

+0.0001
.0000

-.0005
-.0006
-.0005
—.0002
-. 0013
-.001

Algebraic
means '

All data

+0.0015
+. 0013
+.0015
+.0012
+.0005
+.0004
+.0006
+.0003

Ex-
clud-
ing

values
for <5
days

0.0000
.0000
.0000

+.0001
-.0006
-.0006
-. 0001
-.0002

' A- A.=0.004.')4 is equivalent to a 1 per cent difference in transmlttancy.
» These data illustrate turbidity effect of first few days with unfilter^ solutions.
) Weighted according to the number of determinations.

Table 20.

—

Experimental data on solution Bj' standard acidified aqueous solution

of cobalt sulphate or cobalt ammonium sulphate, at the eight Hg and He wave
lengths

[Thickness 10.00 mm, temperature 25° C]

Wave length
in

millimicrons

Stand-
ard ab-
sorb-
ancy
A.

Absorbancy as measured. A, minus adopted standard absorbancy, A,i

Material

Cobalt sulphate
Cobalt ammonium

sulphate

Solution number

62-17 62-17 61-10 62-8-C 62-8-C 62-20 65-1-C

Determinations

Days after preparation

0, 1, 4 13, 15 (?) 38 16

Filtered?

No No No Yes Yes No No

Alge-
braic
mean,'

all

data

Hg 404.7,

Hg 435.8.

Hg 491.6

He 501.6

Hg 546.1

Hg 578.0
He 587.6

He 667.8

a 0144
.0437
.1497
. 1661

.0901

.0219

.0167

.0089

+0.0006
+.0007
-.0001
+.0009
+.0010
+.0005
+.0004
+.0005

+0.0004
+.0002
+.0006
+.0002
-.0003
-.0001
+. 0001
.0000

+0.0003
+. 0010 -0.0004

-.0007

+. 0019
+.0006

-.0010
-.0004

+0.0034
+.0023
+. 0001
+.0025
+.0013
+. 0013
+.0023
+.0021

+0.0022
+.0017
+.0008
-.0008
+.0002
+.0007
+.0007
+.0008

0.0000
+. 0015
+. 0001
+. 0007
-.0001

+0.0009
+.0008
+.0003
+.0006
+.0008
+.0004
+.0006
+.0006

I A-AiF=0.00434 is equivalent to a 1 per cent difference in transmittancy.
> Weighted according to the number of determinations.
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Table 21.

—

Experimental data on solution B', standard acidified aqueoiis solution
of copper sulphate and cobalt ammonium sulphate, unfiltered, at the eight Hg
and He wave lengths

IThickness 10.00 mm, temperature 25' C]

Wave length in mlUlmlcroos

Standard absorbancy A.

For
solution

B',

For
solution

B',

For
solution
B'=

B',+B',

Absorbancy as meas-
ured, A, minus
adopted standard
absorbancy. A,'

Solution number

65-2 65-2

Determinatinns

3, 4 3, 4

Days after prepara-
tion

8, 9 300,301

-0. 0010
-.0010
+. 0012
-.0007
+. 0010
-.0007
-.0008
+. 001

-0.0038
-.0028
+. 0011
+.0006
+. 0001
-.0009
-.0022
.000

Hg 404.7

Hg 435.8

Hg 491.6

He 501.6.

Hg 546.1.

Hg 578.0.

He 687.6.

He 667.8.

0.0021
.0013
.0019
.0028
.0135
.0368
.0487
.319

a 0144
.0437
.1497
.1661
.0901
.0219
.0167
.0089

0.0166
.0450
.1516
.1689
.1036
.0587
.0654
.328

A-Ar=0.00434 is equivalent to a 1 per cent difference in transmittancy.

(b) FROM 3S0mM TO 720mM

The discussion in Section VII, 1 and 2, regarding the methods of
measurement and the extent of the data, should be recalled in this

connection. It will be remembered that the data were in all cases
adjusted so that the adopted values at the eight Hg and He wave
lengths fall precisely upon a smooth curve drawn through the values
adopted at every lOm//.

In the neighborhood of these eight reference wave lengths, there-

fore, the accuracy of the data at every lOm/x should be practically

equal to that for these eight wave lengths. It may well be true, how-
ever, at some of the intermediate wave lengths, particularly where
the intervals are the largest, that the reliability of the data is slightly

decreased. It is estimated that the accuracy of the standard absorb-
ancies in these cases should hold to 0.002 or better, or to one-half of

1 per cent of the transmittancies. Outside of the range from 404.7mju

to 667.8mAt, the uncertainty. may become greater.

8. SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE CHEMICALS

The spectrophotometric accuracy of the data obtain< J with the

chemicals as analyzed and used in this investigation is Iurther dis-

cussed in Section VIII, 1, where spectrophotometric data arc given
for various completed filters. A question of equal imp )rtance is

whether or not the data would be duplicated when materials are
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obtained from various sources, with or without careful analysis.

This has been investigated with the cooperation of Messrs. Jones and
Richardson, of the research laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Co.,
in connection with special studies of the 2,360° K.-to-mean-sun
filter recommended as a standard for photographic sensitometry in a
resolution adopted in 1928 by the Seventh International Congress of

Photography. (Sec. VI, 1.)

Three sets of solutions were prepared at the Eastman Kodak Co.
and submitted to the bureau lor spectrophotometric measurement.
The materials were obtained from the sources listed in Table 25, and
will be considered more in detail later in the section. The first two
sets consisted of five A and five B solutions, numbered lA to 5A and
IB to 5B, having compositions as specified in chart 2 for the 2,360°
K.-to-mean-sun filter. So far as this first set of A solutions was con-
cerned, the purposes of the test were partially defeated because the
authors neglected to inform those preparing the solutions that they
should not be filtered. Solutions Nos. lA to 5A and IB to 5B were
filtered. As shown in Section VII, 7, it is a matter of practical

indifi'erence whether the B solutions are filtered or not; but this is

not the case with the A solutions, so that the spectrophotometric
measurements with the first set of A solutions may show among other
things the effect of filtering the solutions.

Later on another set of A solutions, Nos. lA-2 to 5A-2 was pre-

pared at the Eastman Kodak Co. These A-2 solutions were not
filtered

;
they were prepared from the same lots of copper sulphate as

the previous A solutions
;
they were prepared from new lots of pyridine

obtained from the same sources as before; the pyridine was carefully

tested for strength, and the solutions prepared using the equivalent of

30.0 cc per liter of 98.4 per cent strength pjo-idine in each solution.

The spectrophotometric measurements on aU three sets of solutions

were made at the bureau. Values of absorbancy were measured at

certain selected wave lengths, at 25° C, and at two or more thick-

nesses (except with the B solutions, where measurements were made
at but one thickness in the regions of minimum absorbancy).
The results are shown in Tables 22, 23, and 24, wherein are given:

(1) Standard values of absorbancy, that is, those obtained by com-
putation using the standard spectrophotometric data of Tables 4 to 6
in the same manner as was done for the A and B components of all of

the filters, (2) values of absorbancy obtained experimentally with the
respective solutions, (3) differences between the standard and these

observed absorbancies, (4) the percentage differences between the
standard and observed transmittancies, and (5) the percentage ratios

of the observed to the standard absorbancies, in those cases where the
absorbancies are great enough to make these ratios of possible

significance from an analytical standpoint.
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Table 22.

—

Test of spectrophotomctric reproducibility of chemicals for aohdion A,
filtered, 2,360° K. to mean sun; thickness, 10.00 mm, temperature, 25°C., age,

1 month. I'yrioine not tested before preparation of solutions

[Solutions prepared at Eastman Kodak Co.; spoctrophotometric measurements at National Bureau o(

Stiindards]

Spectrophotomctric data '

Wave length In

millimicrons
Standard

Experimental values for solutions Nos.

Mean lA
values

1 .'V OA
to 5A

Hg 404 7 0. 0802 0. 0836
+. 0034

+.8

0.0786
-.0016
—.4

0. 0825
+.0023
+.5

0. 0760
-.0042
-1.0

0.0956
+.0154
+3. 5 +0.7

Hg 435.8 .0220 .0256
-)-. OOTO
+.8

.0218
-.0002
.0

.0218
-.0002
.0

. 0193
-.0027
-.0

.a300
+ .0080
+ 1.8 +.4

Hg 491.6 .1117 .1132
-|-.onj5

+.3

.0990
-.0127
-2.9

. 1110
-.0007
-.2

. 1038
—.0079
-1.8

. 1026
-.0091
-2.

1

— 1.

3

He 501.6 .1607 . 1576
-.0031
-.7

. 1504
-.0103
-2.4

. 1598
-.0009
-.2

. 1541
-.0006
" I. 0

. 1561
-.0046
-1.

1

-1.2

Hg 546.1 .5325 .5182
-. 0143
-3.3
97.3

.5109
-. 0216
-5.0
95.9

.5254
-.0071
-1.6
98.7

.5236
-.0089
-2.0
98.3

.5192
-.0132
-3.0
97.5

-3.

Hg 678.0 .7926 .7784
-.0142
-3.3
98.2

. 7569
-.03.57
-8.2
«5, 5

.7827
-.0099
-2.3
98.8

.7844
-.0082
-1.9
99.0

.7690
-.0236
-5.4
97.0

-4.2

He 587.6 .8405 .8292
-.0113
-2.6
98.7

.8072
-.0333
-7.7
96.0

.8288
-.0117
-2.7
98.6

.8,380

-.0025
-.6
99.7

.8232
-.0173
-4.0
97.9

-3.5

Inc. 620.. .8896 .8804
-.0092
-2. 1

99.0

.8579
-.0317
-7.3
96.4

.8823
-.0073
-1. 7

99.2

.8897
+.0001

.0
100.0

.8738
-.0158
-3.6
98.2

-2.9

Inc. 667.8 .7485 .7303
-. 0182
-4.2
97.6

.7264
-.0221
-5.1
97.0

.7441
-.0044
-1.0
99.4

.7474
-.0011
-.3
99.9

.7394
-.0091
-2.

1

98.8
-2.5

Average values of a/a,
^ner renfl = 98.2 96.2 98.9 99.4 97.9

' At each wave length the values given represent the following quantities:
First line, values of absorbancy, A, for standard values, A for experimental values.

Second lines, values of a— A,.

Third line, values of (A — A..)/0.00434, representing the percentage difference in the standard and ob-
served transmit! ;inci^ :.

fourth line, val^je.-! .if A/A, (per cent), at wave lengths indicated.
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Table 23.

—

Test of spectrophoiometric reproducibility of chemicals for solution A,
unfiltered, 2,360° K. to mean sun; thickness, 10.00 mm, temperature, 25° C,
age, 1 to 2 weeks. Pyridine tested for strength and amount used equivalent to

standard

(Solutions prepared at Eastman Kodak Co.; spectrophotometric measurements at National Bureau of
Standards]

Spectrophotometric data >

Wave length in
millimicrons

Standard

Experimental values for solutions Nos.

Mean
values

lA-2 2A-2 3A-2 4A-2 5A-2
lA-2 to
5A-2

Hg 404.7 a0802 0. 0899
+!0O97
+2.2

0. 0856
+!0054
+1.2

0. 1154
+!0352
+8.1

0. 0801
-! 0001
.0

0. 1055
+!0253
+5.8 +3.5

Hg 435.8 .0220 .0286
+ 0066
+l!5

.0280
+ 0060
+ l'.4

.0464
+. 0244
+5! 6

.0195
^ 0025

-!6

'.0296

+ 0076
+1:8 +1.9

Hg 491.6 .
1117' .1105

-.0012
— . 3

.1130
+.0013
^- 3

. 1213
+.0096

4-2 2

.1049
• -.0068
— 1. 6

.1046
-.0071
-1.

6

-.2

He 601.8 .1607 . 1678
+.0071
+1.6

. 1.594

-.0013
— . 3

.1725
+.0118
+2.7

. 1494
-.0113
—2.

0

.1584
-.0023
— . 5 +.2

Hg 546.1 .5325 .5307
-.0018
-.4
99.7

..'.260

-.0065
-1.5
98.8

.5306
-.0019
-.4
99.6

.5268
-.0057
-1.3
98.9

.5138
-. 0187
-4.3
96.5

-1.8

Hg 678.0 .7926 .7876
-.0050
-1.2
99.4

.7830
-.0096
-2.2
98.8

.7833
-. 0093
-2.1
98.8

.7839
-.0087
-2.0
98.9

.7752
-.0174
-4.0
97.8

-2.3

He 687.6..- .8405 .8434
+.0029
+.7

100.3

.8;«8
-.0087
-2.0

- 99. 0

. 8302
-. 0043
—1.0
99.5

.8445
+.0040
+.9

100.5

.8310
-.0095
-2.2
98.9

-.7

Inc. 620 .8896 .8888
-.0008
-.2
99.9

.8808
-.0088
-2.0
99.0

.88.54

-.0042
-1.0
99.5

.8905
+ 0009
+.2

100.1

.8772
-.0124
-2.9
98.6

-1.2

Inc. 667.8 .7485 .7495
+.0010
+.2

100.1

.7433
-.0052
-1.2
99.3

.7522
+.0037
+.9

100.5

.7454
-.0031
-.7
99.6

.7454
-.0031
-.7
99.6

-.3

Average values of A/A,
(per cent) = 99.9 99.0 99.6 99.6 98.3

< For explanation of values, see footnote to Table 22.
,
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Table 24.

—

Teat oj spectrophotoTnetric reproducibility of chemicals for solution B,
filtered, 2,360° K. to mean sun; thickness, 10.00 mm, temperature, 26°Q., age,
1 month

[Solutions prepared at Eastman Kodak Co.; spectrophotometric measurements at National Bureau of
Standards]

Spectrophotometric data <

Wave length in

millimicrons
Standard
TiUues

Experimental values for solutions Nos.

IB 2B 3B 4B SB

Mean IB
to SB

Hg 404.7.

Eg 43S.8.

Hg 491.6.

He S01.6.

Hg 546.1.

Hg 578.0.

He S87.6.

Inc. 820.

Inc. 667.8.

00296

.0828

.2799

.3115

.1852

.0906

.0971

.1742

.4500

Average values of a/a,
(per cent)

:

Cobalt (mean of 491.6,

501.6, and 546.1 mM) =
Copper (weighting
667.8/620= 2/1) =

0.0278
-.0018
-.4

.0771
-.0057
-1.3

.2646
-.0153
-3.5
94.5

.2906
-.0209
-4.8
93.3

.1776
-.0076
-1.8
95.9

.0869
-.0037
-.9

.0952
-.0019
-.4

. 1751

+.0009
+.2
100.5

.4414
-.0086
-2.0
98.

1

94.6

98.9

a0288
-.0008
-.2

.0788
-.0040
-.9

.2703
-.0096
-2.2
96.6

.3006
-.0109
-2.5
96.5

.1801
-.0051
-1.2
97.2

.0878
-.0028
-.6

.0948
-.0023
-.6

.1764
+.0022
+.5
101.3

.4465
-.0035
-.8
99.2

0.0308
+.0012
+.3

.0814
-.0014
-.3

.2811
+.0012
+.3
100.4

.3128
+. 0013
+.3
100.4

.1916
+.0064
+1.6
103.5

.0920
+. 0014
+.3

.0964
-.0007
-.2

.1763
+.0021
+.5
101.2

.4492
-.0008
-.2
99.8

0 0269
-.0027
-.6

.0838
+. 0010
+.2

.2770
-.0029
-.7
99.0

.3072
-.0043
-1.0
98.6

.1821
-.0031
-.7
98.3

.0898
-.0008
-.2

.0995
+.0024
+.6

.1782
+.0040
+.9

102.3

.4513
+. 0013
+.3
100.3

0 0397
+. 0101
+2.3

.0641
+. 0013
+.3

.2706
-.0093
-2.

1

96.7

.3012
-.0103
-2.4
96.7

.1830
-.0022
-.5
98.8

.0893
-.0013
-.3

.0984
+.0013
+.3

.1772
+.0030
+.7

101.7

. 4521

+. 0021
+.5
100.5

96.8

99.9

101.4

100.3

98.6

101.

0

97.4

100.9

+a3

-'.4

-1.6

-±1

-.5

-.3

+.6

-.4

> For explanation of values, see footnote to Table 22.

Item (4) above illustrates the percentage effect of the deviations

on the energy distribution of the source-and-filter combination ; item

(5) affords a spectrophotometric analysis of the relative copper or

cobalt content of the solutions, as qualified below.
A summary of the analyses of these three sets of solutions is given

in Table 25. Explanations for the larger discrepancies in Tables 22

to 24 between the standard spectrophotometric data and the values

obtained with these solutions become immediately obvious. The
following cases should be noted in particular

:

1. Solution 2A.—The pyridine was yellow and of but 92 per cent
strength in the solution. As noted elsewhere, it requires about 6 per
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cent error in pyridine strength to equal 1 per cent error in copper

strength. Since this solution is about 4 per cent weak (in copper

content or its equivalent) the pyridine weakness is not the sole

explanation of the discrepancy. However, as noted above, this and

the other A solutions (lA to 5A) were filtered. In view of the fact

that the filter paper is Uable to remove some of the copper (Sees.

VII, 2, (b) and IX), no further explanation of the copper weakness

in these A solutions should be necessary. It is to be emphasized

that these data of Table 22 can not be used to show lack of repro-

ducibility in the Davis-Gibson filters.

2. Solution 3A-2.—The pyridine used was yellow. Spectrophoto-

metric analysis of this pyridine (Sec. VII, 9 {d) ) showed that this cause

woxild explain about half of the relatively large deviations in the

transmittancies at 404.7m/x and 435.8m/x. The reason for the lack of

such deviation in solution 2A is not clear.

3. Solutions lA-2, 2A-2, and 3A-2.—The remaining discrepancy

at 404.7m/i with solution 3A-2 and other positive deviations at this

wave length would be adequately explained by assuming small

amounts of picoline impurity in the pyridine. (Sec. VII, 9 (6).) This,

however, would not explain the positive deviation at 404.7mM in the

case of the 5A-2 solution as the same pyridine was used here as in

the 4A-2 solution.

4. Solutions 5A, 5A-2, and 5B.—The deviations at 404.7mM and
to a less extent at 435.8mM indicate quite certainly a common source

of trouble. An analysis of the copper sulphate, common to all three

solutions, showed a relatively high proportion of nickel and iron

impurities. No study of nickel sulphate in pyridine solution has been
made, nor of iron solutions with or without pyridine. The analyzed
impurity of nickel would cause barely + 1 per cent error at 404.7mM
in the B solution, compared with the observed +2.3 per cent error.

(The cobalt component of solution 5B is common to IB and 2B,
which shows that nickel impurity m the cobalt can not contribute
appreciably to this 2.3 per cent.) While no certain conclusion can
thus be drawn, it is believed that the discrepancies at 404.7m/i,
allowing for the usual spectrophotometric uncertainty, could be
adequately accounted for by the impurities of this sample of copper
sulphate. As noted in Table 25 its general appearance was quite
inferior, and the chemical and spectrophotometric analysis (solution

5A-2 and possibly 5A) indicate copper weakness of 1 or 2 per cent. It
is reasonably certain that solutions 5A and 5A-2 were not weak in

pyridine because the same supplies were used as in solutions 4A ajid

4A-2, respectively, which showed much smaller deviations.

5. Solutions IB, 2B, and 5B.—The same lot of cobalt ammonium
sulphate was used in preparing these solutions. The salt was dis-

tinctly wet, adhering to the sides of the bottle. Analysis of the salt

showed 98.6 per cent of the theoretical cobalt content. However,
chemical analysis of the three solutions (Table 25) gave cobalt contents
which account for most of the discrepancies, the chemical and spec-
trophotometric analyses agreeing to about 1 per cent in two of the
three cases.

If the data be rejected for those solutions in which yellow pyridine,
wet cobalt a,minonium sulphate, or inferior looking copper sulphate
were used (in addition to the filtered A solutions), the remaining
solutions show a very satisfactory degree of reproducibility. It is
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true that the pyridine used in solutions lA-2 to 5A-2 was tested and
adjusted for strength, but it is also true that the total variation in

strength in these and the pyridines used in solutions lA to 5A, as

tested in the undiluted stock, varied only from 97.0 to 99.0 per cent.

The total variation in all the samples of pyridine examined during
this investigation, 17 in number, varied only from 97.0 to 100.0 per
cent or ± 1.5 per cent approximately from the 98.4 per cent taken as

standard. As stated above, 6 per cent variation in pyridine is prac-
tically equivalent to a 1 per cent variation in copper content; and
1.5 per cent variation in pyridine causes less than 1 per cent variation

in transmittancy at the wave length (587.6mju, approximately) where
this variation is the greatest.

Excluding the solutions just noted leaves Nos. lA-2, 2A-2, 4A-2,
3B, and 4B as representative of what may be expected when materials

are used without chemical or spectrophotometric analysis, but when
certain precautions are used in the specifications and choice of the

deviations in transmittancy of the observed from the standard com-
puted values are fi'om 1 to 1 }^ per cent for the B solutions and from
2 to 2}^ per cent for the A solutions. Furthermore, little increase in

these maximum deviations are noticeable if data from the rejected

solutions be included at those wave lengths where the objections stated

do not apply—for example, (1) with solutions lA to 4A from 404.7m/Li

to 50l.6m/t, where loss of copper strength by filtering would be barely

noticeable; (2) with solution 3A-2 at the longer wave lengths, where
the yellow pyridine has practically no absorption when diluted to 30
CO per liter; (3) with solutions IB and 2B at 404.7mM and 435.8m/f.

and above 546.1mM, where variations of a few per cent in cobalt con-

tent would be of no importance.
It will be noticed that the region where the B solution is most apt

to be in error is in the green, including particularly the 491.6mM and
501.6m/i lines, in which region the A-2 solution" is on the average the

least in error. Therefore, the combination of the A and B solutions

(prepared from properly chosen materials as noted iust above) will

give for the complete filter a maximum deviation little if any greater

than is given by the A solution alone; for example, the combination
of either 3B or 4B with either lA-2, 2A-2, or 4A-2 gives a maximum
deviation of 2K per cent, excepting only in one case (4A-2 + 4B at

501.6mM) where a 3)2 per cent deviation is obtained.

These maximum deviations compare favorably with those obtained

when a completed 2,360° K. filter was examined spectrophotometri-

cally (Sec. VIII, 1), the same materials having been used in preparing

the completed filter as were used in deriving the adopted data, and
are not certainly outside of the combined spectrophotometric uncer-

tainties. Filters using lower concentrations would be subject to still

less uncertainty. With due consideration for the source and appear-

ance of the materials, therefore, as summarized in Section IX, it

would seem that filters can readily be prepared whose resulting

energy distributions will not deviate from those herein given by more
than 2 or 3 per cent.

Two other items of interest regarding the reproducibility of pjo-idine

may be noted.
1. A new supply of pyridine was obtained at the bureau in 1929

from Eastman Kodak Co., titrating 97.7 per cent strength. (It

filtered. The maximum
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will be recalled that the standard absorbancy data for solution A',
as illustrated in Tables 4 and 18, were obtained with pyridine from
Baker Chemical .Co. which was of 98.4 per cent strength.) An A'
solution was prepared, No. 65-24, using the same copper sulphate
as used throughout the investigation and with the new pyridine—3 g
of copper sulphate, 3 g of mannite, and 30 cc of pyridine per liter of
solution. Spectrophotometric measxu"ements on this solution made
three weeks after preparation gave, at every wave length tested
(Table 18, column 15), values agreeing with the adopted standard
values to better than 1 Rer cent of the transmittancy.

2. The following statement, to which reference has been made in
Section IV, 2, appeared in a memorandum (15 Great Britain 1)
submitted under date of June 13, 1929, by the subcommittee on
colorimetry of the National Illiunination Committee of Great
Britain:

Several of the Davis-Gibson filters have been made up at the National Physi-
cal Laboratory using c. p. pyridine obtained from commercial dealers without
taking any precautions about purity. The properties of these filters agreed
so closely with those published by Davis and Gibson that we may conclude, so
far as Great Britain is concerned, that pyridine can be obtained commercially
pf suflScient purity to obviate the need for any elaborate precautions.

9. AUXILIARY DATA

<a) AQUEOUS PYRIDINE SOLUTION OF COBALT SULPHATE

A solution containing 6.000 g (supposedly) of C0SO4.7H2O,
30.0 cc of pyridine, and distilled water to a total of 1 liter, was pre-

pared and filtered. No. 61-12, and spectrophotometric measurements
made from one to three weeks after preparation. Visual, photo-
electric, and thermoelectric methods were used, with thicknesses of

20, 40, and 100 mm. The adopted values are illustrated in Figure 26
in comparison with the standard B2' solution. They are not tabulated
because of the imcertainty in the cobalt content. (Sec. IV.)

(b) AQUEOUS a-PICOLINE SOLUTION OF COPPER SULPHATE WITH MANNITE

It was rioted in Section IV, 2 that the commonest impurity of

importance apt to be present in pyridine is a-picoline, the pyridine

used in the standard solutions having a picoline impurity of about
2K per cent. The effect of the picoline was studied in two ways:
(1) As an impurity, 3 g copper-sulphate (with mannite) solutions

being prepared, containing, respectively^, by volume, 0, 5, and 10 per
cent of picoline in the pyridine; (2) without pyridine, a 3 g copper
sulphate (with mannite) solution being prepared, containing 35 cc
of picoline (the molecular equivalent of 30 cc of pyridine) per Uter

of aqueous solution.

The results obtained are shown in Figure 27. The most striking

differences between the pyridine and the picoline solutions are the

general shift of the latter curve toward longer wave lengths and the

notable increase in its absorbancy at 404.7mM.
This marked change in absorbancy at 404.7miLi affords a sensitive

method of analysis of the picoline impurity in pyridine. It will be
noticed that in the green, yellow, and red the effect of the picoline is

not very marked and, such as it is, is very similar to the change
produced by a simple weakening of .the pyridine strength (fig. 24);
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but the change at 404.7mjit produced by the picoline is in striking

contrast to the very small change occurring at this wave length when
the p3rridine content is varied.

On the basis of the ntieasurements at 404.7m)Li with the solutions
containing 0, 5, and 10 per cent of picoline impurity (fig. 27), the
standard solution had 2K per cent of such impurity, and within the

observational uncertainty this value is checked by consideration of

the data from 546.1mju to 620m;u, inclusive. It. may be noted that

the changes in absorbancy produced by the small amounts of picoline

are not as great proportionately as are indicated by the 100 per cent

picoline solution, even when reduced to a 30 cc basis.

The data discussed in Section VII, 8 show that a-picoline impurity
in colorless commercial pyridine as great as 5 per cent has not been
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foujid in this investigation. a-Picoline impurity between 0 and 5 per

cent will cause deviations from the standard data of less than 3 per

cent of the transmittancy at 404.7m/i and of less than 1 per cent at all

wave lengths in the visible spectrum above 430m/t. Under most
circumstances its effect, therefore, may be ignored.

(c) AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF NICKEL SULPHATE

Nickel svdphate has a well-known characteristic transmittancy

curve with maximum transmission in the green and ultra-violet and
maximum absorption in the extreme violet and red. As ah important

impurity in cobalt sulphate and cobalt ammonium sulphate, it is of

interest to determine its maximum selectivity^ in very weak solution;

that is, the ratio of its transmittancy in the violet to that in the green.
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Accordingly a solution, No. 61-1, containing 1.000 g of NiS04.6H20
per liter was prepared and measurements made visually, photo-
electrically, and thermoelectrically. The measurements were not
extensive, but sufficient data were obtained to indicate that the
ratio of minimum to maximum transmittancy was certainly not less

than 0.950.

If nickel were present in cobalt ammonivun sulphate in the propor-
tion of nickel to cobalt of 1 to 100, the concentration of nickel sulphate
present in the standard Bj' solution would be approximately 0.1 g
per liter. The value of the ratio above indicated will in this case
probably not be less than 0.995, amounting to one-half per cent
selectivity, and for the cobalt as analyzed and used about one-
quarter per cent. This small amount is, of course, negligible, so

tnat if the nickel to cobalt (metals) proportion varies from zero to 1

per cent, no important error is introduced.

(d) AQUEOUS SOLUTION OP PYRIDINE

Two samples of pyridine were examined spectrophotometrically.
One of these samples was from the stock used throughout mbst of

the investigation, practically colorless and shown by analysis to be
of 98.4 per cent strength. (Sec. IV, 2.) In a 10 mm thickness of a
3 per cent aqueous solution (that is, 30 cc per liter, as used in the

filters), this shows a maximum variation in transmittancy between
404.7mju and 700mju of but 0.2 per cent. This value was derived
from measurements made on the full-strength material in a 100 mm
thickness. Values for 10 mm are plotted in Figure 28.

The other sample tested was the yellow pyridine used in solution

3A-2. (Sec. VII, 8.) It was examined in a 10 and 20 mm thickness,

full strength, and in a 100 mm thickness, 3 per cent strength. V.^lues

for 3 per cent strength were computed from the full-strength measure-
ments, assuming Beer's law, and showed good agreement with those
obtained directfy on the 3 per cent strength solution. The average
values are plotted in Figure 28.' A maximxun selectivity of 3.? per

cent may be noted.
It is obvious that if the strongly colored j^ellow pyridine be avoided

and only that used in preparmg A solutions which is practically

colorless, showing no more than a trace of yellow, no error of any
importance can result from the color of the pjrridine.

(e) AQUEOUS SOLUTION OP SULPHURIC ACID

Sulphuric acid is present in the Bi, B2, and B solutions in the pro-

portion of 10 cc per liter. It was of interest to see if a sulphuric-

acid solution of this strength showed any selectivity. A solution was
prepared containing 100 cc per liter, or ten times the strength used
in the standard solutions. A single set of measurements was made,
at 404.7mM, 435.8mM, 546.1mM, 578.0mM, and 700m/x. Values of

transmittancy thus obtained, in a 10 mm cell, differed from unity

nowhere more than 1 per cent. The selectivity of the dilute sulphuric

acid as used in the Bi, B2, and B solutions is therefore negligible.
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10. USE OF SOLUTIONS AND DATA IN SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC
CALIBRATION

The discrepancies which may be obtained when the same or dupli-

cate samples are measured spectrophotometrically on different ap-
paratus has been well illustrated in a recent publication (53). To one
who has avaUabk but a single instrument or method of measurement
it may. not be apparent that, along with the excellent precision and
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the high degree of reproducibility which he may be obtaining, serious

errors of measurement are, perhaps, entering into his data.

Such errors may result from stray light or energy, from impure
spectra caused by the use of too wide slit widths, from inaccurate

wave-length calibration, and from temperature changes occurring in
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the sample during measurement. The magnitude of such errors de-
pends greatly on the particular sample being measured. In addition

the photometric scale-«-nicol prisms, variable sector, moving wedge,
inverse-square law, etc.—may for one reason or another not be func-

tioning in its nominal manner. It may be inaccurate throughout or

at certain places only. In measm-ing transmission samples the intro-

duction of the sample may change the focus or optical distance or
displace the beam so that, in effect, a different source is being used
when the sample is in the beam than when it is removed. Unless
the source is of uniform brightness and of sufficient extent this may
cause considerable error. Reflection measurements made on different

apparatus wUl diflfer because of differing conditions of illumination

and observation, and permanent changes may take place i"n the

sample during measurement if subject to excessive radiant energy.

Furthermore, practically every instrument or apparatus has troubles

or uncertainties peculiar to itself which require constant attention to

avoid the introduction of error.

General familiarity with the subject of spectrophotometry is, of

course, of great help in securing reliable transmissive and reflective

data. The Optical Society of America Report on Spectrophotometry
(35) should assist in this respect. Detailed study of one's particular

apparatus should, of course, also be made. A third method often

used in attempting to verify the reliability of spectrophotometric
data is to send colored glass samples to the biu^eau for calibration.

The spectral transrnissions reported by the bureau are then taken as

standard values, and by measuring the samples on his own apparatus
one can readily locate serious errors of measurement.

It is believed that the standard solutions used in the present inves-

tigation can be used in this manner. They have been very carefully

analyzed and measured as indicated elsewhere in the paper. The
series is incomplete for this purpose in that no solution is present
which absorbs strongly in the blue. With this exception, by varyirrg

the thickness of the solutions, values of absorbancy or transmittancy
may be obtained of almost any magnitude at any wave-length region

in the visible spectrum.
The data of Tables 4^5, and 6 only should be used for this purpose.

These data do not involve any Beer's law failure. They are standard
at 25° C, and any deviation from this temperature may be corrected
for by the data of Table 16. The uncertainty of the data is indicated
in Section VII, 7. The data apply to 10 mm thicknesses, and the

imcertainty in the absorbancy values wiU increase with the thickness.

If one is vmable to analyze his chemicals or solutions, the resulting

uncertainty must be allowed for. The questions of choice, analysis,

and reproducibility of . materials is discussed in Sections IV, VII, 8,

and IX.

Vlil. EXAMINATION AND TRIAt OF COMPLETED FILTERS

In Section VII was given in considerable detail a description of

the methods used and the data outlined in the spectrophotometric
study of the filter components. This included absorbancy measure-
ments on solutions A', B/, B2', and B' and density measurements on
the double glass cell filled with water, a study of Beer's law over the

range of concentrations used, the measurement of time and tempera-
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kure effects, and of the effect of variation of pyridine content (on the

A' solution), a discussion of the reliability of the spectrophotometric
data, and tests of the spectrophotometric reproducibility of the chem-
icals. The information therein given has permanent value so far as

these solutions are concerned not only as regards their use in filters,

but also in connection with their use as standards in spectrophoto-

metric calibration or chemical analysis.

In the present section the influence on the completed filters of the

time and temperat\U"e effects is computed along with certain other

effects which can be most advantageously considered in this manner,
and, in addition, various direct experimental checks on the completed
filters are described.

1. SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS

Using the same chemicals and the same glass plates as were used
in the measurements described in Section vll, three different filters

were prepared and tested, viz, 2,360° K. to mean sun, 2,848° K. to

Abbot-Priest sun, and 4,000° K. to mean sun, the respective solutions

being approximately, 3, 3, and 7 weeks old at the time of the meas-
urements. The concentrations thus used are fairly representative of

the two extremes and the medium of the concentrations used in the

filters of Series I and II, and the first of these filters is, furthermore,

of special interest in its application.

Measurements were made solely on the Koeijig-Martens spectro-

photometer usin^ the mercury and the incandescent light sources,

with other experimental conmtions as usual. It was not possible,

however, to maintain any temperature control over the filters as had
been done with the solutions, because the apparatus for temperature
control was not designed to accommodate specimens as large as the

filters. The temperature of the air near the filter deviated in extreme
cases by 5° or 6° from 25° C, but in such cases measurements were
repeated on days when the temperature of the air deviated from the

standard in the opposite direction, so that the temperature effect was
partiaUj^ eliminated. No attempt was made to correct the data on
the basis of the temperatiu-e corrections established in Section VII, 4,

as it was imcertain just how truly the temperatiu-e of the air near the

cell represented that of the filter solutions. Probably on the average
the filter temperatiu-es were somewhat in excess of 26° C.
The results of this experimental check are given in Table 26. For

each of the three filters are given as a fimction of wave length, the

percentage differences between the transmissions as computed and
tabulated in the respective charts and those experimentally deter-

mined: that is,

T — T
' y

"" XlOO

The value given may come from one or two determinations as is the

case for the 4,000° K, filter or from one to five determinations as is

the case for the other two filters. In averaging two or more deter-

minations at any wave length, equal weights were used.

Deviations less than 1 per cent can not be considered of much sig-

nificance unless possibly when carrying consbtently over a certam
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wave-length range for all three filters. The following cases may be
noted particularly:

1 . At JfiJ^jlmti and 435.8m,yL—These values undoubtedly result from
lack of temperature control. For example, at 404.7m/i with the
2,360° K. filter, values of transmission were obtained varying from
0.661, air temperature 31° C, to 0.704, air temperature 23.5° C.
Furthermore, the differences at 420m/u (single determinations, at air

temperatures from 24.5° to 28° C.) of opposite sign in two of the

three cases, although of less precision, make practically certain that
no important error can be present in this region.

2. From 480m/jL to 610mm inclusive.—The temperature effect is very
small in this region. The deviations average about 0.8 per cent, all

of the same sign without exception. This may be significant, but
can not be considered important.

3. From GlOmii to 660mn.—The deviations average about 1.3 per
cent, all of one sign without exception, those for the 2,360° K. filter

running over 2 per cent. From 610mM to 630mjLi the temperature
effect is small, changing sign near 620m/t.

Table 26.

—

Comparison of standard computed values of transmission (T,) as given
in the charts vnth values experimentally determined (.T,xp.), using the same chem-
icals and glass plates in the latter case as were used in determining the standard
values

Wave length In
miUlmicrons

Eg 404.7

420..

Bg 435.8

450..
460-
470..
480-
490-

Hg 491.6

500-
610-
620-
630-
640-

Hg 546.1
~ 650-
600..

Values of
^' J"' xm for

*

«

the following filters—

2,360°

K. to
mean
sun

+ 1.6
-1.0
+ 1.0

+.3
+1.1
-.4
+.5
+.8
+.8
rl.3
+.8
-.5
0
+.5
-.6
0
+.1

2,848"'

K. to

Abbot-
Priest
sun

+1.9
+.8
+1.1
+.1
-. 5

+.7
+.9
+1.2
+1.0
+1.6
+1.3
+.3
+.6
+.7
+.3
+.4
0

4,000°

K. to

mean
sun

+0.9
-.2
+.6
+.7
+.6
-.2
+.1
+.1
+.2
+.6
+.4
+.5
+.3
+.1
+.7
+.1
-.6

Mean

+1.5
-.1
+.9
+.4
+.4
0
+.5
+.7
+.7
+1.2
+.8
+.1
+.3
+.4
+.1
+.2
-.1

Wave length in

millimicrons

570—
Hg 578.0.

580—
590—
600—
610—
620—
630—
640—
650—
660—
670—
680—
690—
700—

Mean.

Values of ^' ^"' XlOO for

the following filters—

2,360°

K. to
mean
sun

-.6
-.6
+.4
+.8
+1.2
+2.5
+1.8
+2.5
+1.8
+2.8
+2.6
+2.9
+1.8
+1.5
-.7

2,848°

K. to
Abbot-
Priest
sun

-.4
-.4
-.9
-1.0
0

+1.7
+.6
+1.2
+.6
+.2
+.4
-.7
+.6
-.8
+1.2

4,000°

K. to
mean
sun

+.6
+.7
0
+.7
+.4
+.7
+.9
+.7
+.8
+.4
+1.2
+1.2
+.4
+.4
+.4

Mean

-.1
-.1
-.2
+.2
+.5
+1.6
+1.1
+1.5
+1.1
+1.1
+ 1.4

+1.1
+.9
+.4
+.3

+.6

4. The final mean value.—This average, +0.6 per cent, illustrates

the tendency of the values to be positive.

The discrepancies illustrated in Table 26 may be considered from
two standpoints— (a) their reasonableness from the spectrophoto-
metric standpoint, assuming no change in the chemicals and no error

in preparing the solutions, (o) their connection, if any, with the results

obtained with solutions prepared from other chemicals.

(a) The uncertainty estimated in the standard data for solutions

A' and B' was in each case from K to K per cent of the transmit-

tancy from 404.7 to 667.8m/u, and )^ per cent of the transmission
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for the cell filled with water. In addition, must be included the un-
certainty resulting from any error in the Beer's law correction. A
maximum uncertainty of approximately 1 per cent is therefore to be
expected in the standard computed values (T^) from which the per-
centage deviations of Table 26 were derived.

Regarding the Beer's law correction factor, it has been shown in

Section VII, 6 and Figure 25 that the only region in which any reason-
able error could exert an appreciable effect on the computed values
was in the red. Such possible errors can not be the principal explana-
tion of the deviations shown in the red region of Table 26, for in that
case values for the 2,360° K.-and the 4,000° K. filters would be of

opposite sign.

The experimentally determined values (Tcxp), can not be consid-

ered reliable in general to better than 1 per cent. With the incan-

descent light source but one or two determinations were made. As
many as five determinations were made in some cases with the mer-
cury lines, but because of the temperature variations the final values

did not have the usual reliability.

The possible combined uncertainties of the computed and experi-

mental values are, therefore, sufficient to explain most of the devia-

tions in Table 26 ; that is, all those less than 2 per cent. In the red,

with the 2,360° K. filter, the computed values are probably more
reliable than the directly determined values; in fact, a 2 per cent
error in these latter would not be surprising. It must be remembered
that the transmission in this case is low, varying from about 0.08

at 610m/i to about 0.04 at 700m/i. The 2.5 per cent deviation at

610m/x equals
0.0834-0.0813

0.0834
^

and the 2.8 per cent deviation at QBOxnn equals

0.0646-0.0628

0.0646
XlOO

While, therefore, it is not to be expected that the computed values

of spectral transmission given on jthe charts are without error, it

would take further work to prove conclusively that they were in error

by as much as 1 per cent, for the particular chemicals used in this

investigation.

(6) The spectrophotometric uncertainty discussed above is some-
what less than may be caused by variations in the materials when
obtained from various sources unless due care is taken in the selection

of these materials. This question of reproducibility has been dis-

cussed in Section VII, 8. It is noted again merely to point out the

fact that the tendency for the computed values of transmission to be
high from 610in^t to 680m)u, as illustrated in Table 26, was not
found in the case of the 2,360° K. solutions measured in the repro-

ducibility test. In that case the deviations tend to be in the oppo-
site direction; so that the net result of all the testing indicates that

the values of spectral transmission tabulated on the charts should
be a very close representation of what may be expected in the use

of the filters.
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2. COLORIMETRIC COMPUTATIONS

The effect of the spectrophotometric uncertainties, the time and tem-
perature deviations, etc., on the energy distribution of a source-and-
filter combination (E" on the charts) readUy follows from the tables

and curves already given in the sections devoted to these subjects.

It is of importance also to consider the influence of these uncertamties
and deviations on the color of the light transmitted by the filter.

JO 20 -30 />o -SO ta 70 »a aa loe

b
Figure 29.— The complete r-h 'projection of the trilinear diagram showing

the locus of spectrum colors

Mean sun is the "neutral" stimulus and is represented at the point r=5= H. Purples (colors
whose stimuli are represented by white light minus homogeneous light of some wave
length) are represented in the region bounded by the hypotenuse and the radial lines labeled
"410" and "670," which represent colors whose dominant wave lengths are found near the
ends of the visible spectrum. Colors which may be evoked by a mixture of white hght and
homogeneous light are represented in the area bounded by the radial lines marked "410"
and "670," and the curve marked "si)ectrum, 100 per cent purity."

The color of a light may be described in terms of the trilinear

coordinates (r, g, b), as outlined in Section V, 4, (6). It wHl be
recalled that the values of r, g, and b sum to vmity and that the color

of mean sun has, by definition, a value of one-third for each coordi-

nate. In Figure 29 is illustrated the r-b diagram on which is also

shown the location of the adopted mean' sun {r = b = %), the locus of

the spectrum from the red to the violet, and the regions of the spectral

colors and purples.
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As previously stated, all the filters of Series I, low color tempera-
tures to mean sun, were adjusted to give an accurate color match
with the adopted mean sim; that is, to nave by computation values of
r = y = 6 = 0.3333. The uncertainties and deviations in which we are
interested may, therefore, be illustrated by plotting the resulting r

and b values on the r-b diagram. The differences from 0.3333 are so

small, however, that they can not well be shown to the scale of

Figure 29. The small rectangiilar section near the center of Figure
29 is therefore shown to a greatly enlarged scale in Figure 30.

A question which immediately arises is whether the various smaU
differences illustrated in Figure 30 and discussed in detail in the fol-
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lowing sections are visually perceptible. No final answer to this can
be given. Data on the "least perceptible difference" in color are

very meager. Furthermore, this more or less va^ely defined quan-
tity is so dependent upon the experimental conditions as to make any
statement regarding it rather meaningless unless these experimental
conditions are fully described.

One iDvestigation has been carried out, however, which furnishes

data of particular interest in this connection. Tliis work was by
Priest and Brickwedde on "The mtDimmn perceptible colorimetric

purity as a function of dominant wave length with simhght as netural
standard" (54). The complete paper has not yet been published.

At each wave length they each made tw^o determinations: (1) The
least purity perceptible with certainty (Pmax), (2) the greatest
imperceptible purity (Pmin)-

In the present discussion we use a new unit of saturation derived
from these data of Priest and Brickwedde and called the "satron."
Since there is no previously published definition nor mention of this

unit it is necessary to introduce some explanation of it. The idea of

such a unit is predicated upon the concept of saturation as a psycho-
logical entity (4, p. 534) and the defimtion of purity as a ratio of

br^htnesses as denned by Priest (55, p. 175). Saturation is regarded
as the minimum number of ejjually perceptible increments in purity
between white and the color in question. The so-called just percep-
tible or least perceptible increment in purity is taken as the most
convenient case of "equally perceptible." It is assumed that, for

colors of very low saturation, and of constant dominant wave length,

equal increments in puritv are equally perceptible. It is, however,
known (from the work oi Priest and Brickwedde and others) that,

for different wave lengths, equal increments in purity may be very
far from being equally perceptible. It is indeed on this account that
we find the data of Priest and Brickwedde particularly instructive in

the discussion of the approximation to white which we now imder-
t^e. The term "satron" was tentatively proposed and defined by
Piiest in the spring of 1927 for the purpose of facilitating local dis-

cussion relating to colors of low saturation among those concerned
with this subject at the National Bureau of Standards. The definition

written by Priest at that time is as follows

:

For colors of low saturation ^•^-<20^ one satron is the increment in saturation

due to an increment in purity equal to P'o, where P'o, a function of dominant
P +P

wave length, is taken as - —~ from, the mean values of Priest and

Brickwedde.

The effect of this definition is that a color having a saturation of one
satron would be hardly distingxiishable from white.

The locus of such colors on the r-b diagram has been computed and
plotted for us by D. B. Judd as shown in Figure 30. Colors whose
trilinear coordinates locate points lying on this curve will be dis-

tinguished from white only by keen observers making careful obser-

vations—and even then usually with some doubt and hesitancy.

Obviously, the colors corresponding to points lying within the area

bounded by this curve will be distinguishable from white with still

greater difficulty—and the more so the nearer they approach the

center (r=
fir
= 6 = }^). Roughly it may be said that the area bounded
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by this curve represents colors which may for most practical purposes
be considered indistingiiishable from white.

The experimental measurements on which its determination is

based did not include the purples, so that the boundary on the purple
side has been more or less arbitrarily estimated. It should be further

noted that the white or "neutral" stimulus used in the experimental
measurements was Abbot-Priest sunlight (Sec. II, 1), and that the
present authors have assvuned that the same relative values woidd
have been obtained if the adopted mean sun had been used as the
"neutral" stimulus. For the purposes of the present illustration this

assumption is undoubtedly justified.

As already noted, the absolute values of the so-called least per-
ceptible difference are subject to variations with experimental con-
ditions, such as brightness, field size, observer, and observing tech-

nique. The relative values, and, therefore, the shape of the satron
locus as shown in Figure 30, would probably, however, not be greatly
affected, and it is a fortvmate coincidence that the deviations to be
considered are of such a nature as to li^ more or less along the major
rather than the minor axis of this region.

A record of the particular conditions under which Priest and
Brickwedde made their observations has been published (54). More-
over, Priest has subsequently made other independent experiments
which lead to the following previously unpublished conclusion which
he has authorized us to quote:

For nearly white mixtures of Prussian blue with zinc oxide, comparing areas
of about 3 or 4 cm^ in immediate juxtaposition in diffuse daylight, under ordinary
conditions at a viewing distance of 30 to 40 cm, it has been found, by fair tests
on 16 observers, that a saturation of one satron is clearly recognized by the
keenest observers, recognized with some doubt and hesitancy (but correctly) by
the great majority, and is quite imperceptible only to a very small minority.
The perceptibility appears to be of the same order as the perceptibility of a 1 per
cent difference' in brightness under the best photometric conditions.

(a) SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC UNCERTAINTY

Consider first the spectrophotometric discrepancies given in

Table 26. It was of interest to compute the values of r, g, and b

that result if the experimental data are assumed to be wholly correct

and the values given m Table 26 to be due entirely to error in the
standard data. The values of r, g, and b thus obtained are as follows:

For the 2,360° K. filter r = 0.33236, ^ = 0.33407, 6 = 0.33357; for the
2,848° K. filter, r = 0.33384, y = 0.33360, 6 = 0.33256 (relative to

Abbot-Priest sun as neutral); for the 4,000° K. filter, r = 0.33305,

fir
= 0.33346, 6 = 0.33349. The results are shown in Figure 30 by the

three points plotted as "Exp (2,360° K.)," "Exp (2,848° K.)," and
"Exp (4,000°K.)." (The 2,848° K. point is plotted as if Abbot-Priest
sun were located at r = 6 = 0.3333, since this filter was designed to

give Abbot-Priest sun.)

If it be remembered that the standard values are, in fact, fuUy as

rehable as the experimentally determined values (Sec. VIII, 1), it

may be assumed that the spectrophotometric uncertainty in the
standard data would cause deviations of not more than half those

shown in Figure 30.
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(b) DEVIATIONS FROM THEORETICAL CONCENTRATIONS

In view of the small deviations of the actual content from the
theoretical content which may occur in the copper and cobalt salts

used in this investigation (Table 25) it is of considerable importance
to know how such variations affect the color of the filters. For this

purpose the trOinear coordinates were computed for the colors evoked
by the 2,360° K.-to-mean-sun filter— (1) for a 1 per cent increase in

the copper content of solution A, keeping the concentrations of solu-

tion B unchanged, (2) for a 1 per cent increase in the copper content
of solution B, keeping solution A and the cobalt content of solution
B unchanged, (3) for a 1 per cent increase in the cobalt content of

solution B, keeping the copper content of solutions A and B unchanged.
Values of r, g, and b were obtained in the three cases as follows:

(1) r= 0.33135, (7
= 0.33267, 6 = 0.33598;

(2) r = 0.33301, gf = 0.33340, 6 = 0.33360;

(3) r = 0.33368, i?
= 0.33311, 6 = 0.33321,

These values are plotted in Figure 30, the points. They
indicate closely the directions of change caused by small variations of

the concentrations in anjy^ of the filters. The magnitudes of such
variations will be approximately proportional to the concentrations.
For most of the filters (Tables and 12) the concentrations are less

than for the 2,360° K.-to-mean-sun filter, and the deviations caused
by a 1 per cent change in the copper and cobalt salts will be propor-
tionately less.

It is obvious that small changes or uncertainties in the concentra-
tions are of possible importance oidj in the case of the copper sulphate
in solution A. Since the deviations from the theoretical copper
content are rarely more than a fraction of a per cent, the results

plotted in Figure 30 indicate that no perceptible differences in the
color of the filters may be expected to result from uncertainties in the
theoretical contents of the salts used.

(c) DEVIATION FROM THEORETICAL PYRIDINE CONTENT

It Will be recalled that the pyridine used in deriving the standard
absorbancy data of Table 4 had a strength of 98.4 per cent and that
the total variation in the strengths of 17 samples of commercial
pyridine examined in this investigation varied .rom 97.0 to 100.0 per
cent or approximately lYi per cent from the standard. In view of the
questions that have been raised regarding the use of pyridine (41,

56) it is of special interest to compute the effect on the color of the
filters caused by deviations of the pyridine strength from the standard.

The effect of large deviations on the spectral absorbancy has been
illustrated in Figures 8 and 24.

Values of r, g, and 6 were computed for both the 2,360° and 2,848°

K.-to-mean-sun filters with 28.5 cc of pyridine instead of the usual
30.0 cc and with the concentrations of the salts unchanged. Values
were obtained as follows: For the 2,360° K. filter, r = 0.33531,

g = 0.33484, 6 = 0.32984 ; for the 2,848° K. filter, r = 0.33463, g = 0.33431
6 = 0.33106. The results are shown in Figure 30 by the points labeled
"28.5 cc pyridine." It is apparent that the deviations caused by a

given change in pyridine strength are approximately proportional to

the copper concentration in solution A, these being 3.707 and 2.445 g
respectively. It is also undoubtedly true that such deviations would
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bp approximately proportional to the deviations in the pyridine
strength.

It should be remembered that the results shown in Figure 30 are

for a 5 per cent variation in pyridine strength, which is over three

times as great a variation from the standard as was foimd in any of

the 17 samples of pyridine examined. It may be shown from Figure
30 that the 1)2 per cent variation from the standard, which is about
the maximum to be expected in commercial pyridine, is of no greater
importance colorimetrically than one-fourth of 1 per cent variation

in the copper content of the A solution, or, conversely, that it would
require more than a 6 per cent variation in pyridine strength to be
colorimetrically equivalent to a 1 per cent variation in the copper
content of solution A. (These values are derived as follows: The rel-

ative distances from the point r = g = h = }i to the points showing the

5 per.cent variation in pyridine and the 1 per cent variation in the cop-
per of the A solution are, respectively, in the proportion of 5.65:4.65.

If the lines connecting these points and the point r = g = h = y3 be
extended to intersect the satron locus, we may estimate to what
fraction of a satron these deviations are proportional. The values are

5.65/12.40 = 0.455 for the pyridine, and 4.65/8.00=^0.581 for the cop-
per. From this we find that 5 per cent variation in pyridine is

0.455/0.581 =0.783 as perceptible as 1 per cent variation in copper in

the A solution, and that it, therefore, requires 5/0.783 = 6.4 times as

great a percentage change in the strength of pyridine to produce a
perceptible color difference as is required in the copper sulphate in

solution A.)

This illustration should end all opposition to the use of commercial
pyridine arising from uncertainties regarding its strength. It may
again be noted that the commercial pyridine obtainable in Great
Britain has been found satisfactory for use in the filters. (See quo-
tation at end of Section VII, 8.)

(d) DEVIATION FROM STANDARD TEMPERATURE OF 25° C.

In Section VII, 4 are given data showing the change in absorbancy
for each of the three component solutions as the temperature is raised

from 25° to 40° C, it being further shown that this change in absorb-
ancy is proportional to the concentration of the solution. On the
basis of these data of Table 16, the colors of the 2,360° and 2,848°

K.-to-mean-sun filters, in combination with their respective sources,

have been computed at 40° C. and are plotted in Figure 30. The
values of r, g, and b thus obtained are: For the 2,360° K. filter,

r = 0.33999, g = 0.34286, 6 = 0.31715 ; for the 2,848° K. filter, r = 0.33778,

.9
= 0.33986, 6 = 0.32236. Here again the deviations are approxi-

mately proportional to the copper concentration of solution A.
The values given at 35° and 30° C. are estimated by taking 2/3

and 1/3, respectively, of the distance along the straight line connecting
the 25° C. (standard white) point and the 40° C. point; the values at
20° and 15° C. are likewise estimated by reversing the sign of the
deviations shown at 30° and 35° C. No possible uncertainty in

such estimations can be of any practical importance in this connection.
The importance of the temperature deviations shown in Figure 30

and the tolerance to be allowed will, of course, depend on the particular

use being made of the filters. It would seem that a ± 5° C. tolerance

from the standard 25° C. temperature would be perfectly safe in most
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colorimetric, photometric, and sensitometric work, and in many
cases still larger tolerances could be permitted. It should be notea,
however, that these solutions are powerful absorbers of radiant
energy, due to the action of both the water and the copper sulphate,
and the use of the filters in close proximity to lamps may be attended
by relatively rapid increase in temperature of the solutions.

Since most of the temperature change is in the A solution, it is

best to place the filter so that the A solution is on the side opposite
the light source. A surer means of protection, where necessary,
would be to place an auxiliary water cell between the filter and the
source. A single or double water cell made with borosilicate crown
glass windows, such as used in the filters, should have no perceptible
effect on the color, as is illustrated in Figure 30, where the color of

the double ceU filled with water, computed from the standard spectral

transmission data of Table 7, is shown by the point labeled "water
cell." The effect of the water cell on the energy distribution is shown
by its spectral transmission. In cases where two beams are being
used, water cells may be placed in both beams, if considered desirable.

(e) CHANGE WITH TIME

It was shown in Section VII, 3 that the B' solution showed no
certain change over a year's time, but that solution A' showed small
but definite changes as illustrated in Figure 21. A 2,600° K.-to-
mean-sun filter has concentrations close to those of the standard
solutions, and it has accordingly been chosen for illustrating the aging
effect. No tests have been made as to how this effect may vary with
the concentration. In the computations under consideration the
values shown in Figure 21 were multiplied by 3.024/3.000, the ratio of

the copper content of the 2,600° K. A solution to that of the A'
solution.

The results are shown in Figure 30, the plotted values being labeled
"1 day," "7 days," and "384 days." The trilinear coordinates for

these three cases are: For 1 day, r = 0.33449, 5^ = 0.33322, 6 = 0.33228;
for 7 days, r = 0.33328, </ = 0.33309, 6 = 0.33362; for 384 days,
r = 0.33060, ^ = 0.33266, 6 = 0.33675. Values for 24 days were not
computed, as they would be practically identical with the standard
values.

It is apparent that the color of any of the filters would not change
perceptibly from a few days to several weeks, perhaps two or three

months after preparation, but that solutions or filters a year or more
old might be perceptibly different in color (but only so under the best
colorimetric conditions) from newly prepared solutions or filters.

(f) CHANGE WITH Ci IN PLANCK'S EQUATION

In Planck's equation (Sec. Ill, 3)

^^--o,

the relative values of E\ will obviously depend upon the value of C2
(but not upon the value of Cj) which is used. It has been stated

that a value of (72= 14,350)u°, as used in B. S. Misc. Publication No.
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56, enters into all the Planckian energy distributions of Table 2 as

used throughout the present investigation. A value of 14,330 (1.433

cm°) has been used in the International Critical Tables. It was of

interest to compute the effect on the color of the filters caused by this

change in the value of Cz-

Values of Ex from 2,000 to 3,120° K., based on values of C2 = 14,330,

have been recently published by Skogland (57), and values for 2,360°

and 2,848° K. were taken from his tables and carried through in the

regular computation for r, g, and 6, in the case of the respective filters

of Series I. The following values were obtained: For the 2,360° K.
filter,. r = 0.33278, = 0.33309, 6 = 0.33413; for the 2,848° K. filter,

r = 0.33292, <7 = 0.33312, 6 = 0.33395. These values are indicated in

Figure 30 by the desigiiations " (2,360°) " and " C2 (2,848°)."

It is more or less obvious, and has been pointed out in the appendix
to M56, that differences in C2 may be counterbalanced by differences

in 6. A change of 20 in C2 is approximately equivalent to 3° K. at
2,360° K. and 4° K. at 2,848° K. To get the same respective energy
distributions with C2 = 14,330 as were obtained with (72 = 14,350,

values of 6 equal to 2.357° and 2,844° K. must be used.

If the filters of Series I had been designed with energy distributions

derived on the basis of C2 = 14,330 instead of 14,350, slightly lower
concentrations of copper sulphate in the A solutions would have been
necessary to secure perfect color match with the adopted mean sun.

From the equivalents of C2 given above and from Table 8, it may be
estimated that such perfect color match would have been obtained
by using approximately 0.01 g less of copper sulphate than has been
used in this series of filters. In the filters of Series II the change
required would be even less, inasmuch as both the source and the
ideal are computed from Planck's equation, and any change in d
affects both distributions in a similar manner.

It is apparent from Figure 30 that the error introduced by using

(72 = 14,350 instead of 14,330 (assuming that, the latter is really cor-

rect) in the design of the filters is of the same order of magnitude as

the spectrophotometric uncertainty in the data. It is probably less

than is caused by the differences between the energy distributions as

given by Planck's equation and as emitted by incandescent lamps.
(Sec. Ill, 3.) It is much less than is caused by a 5° C. deviation from
the standard 25° C. temperature. In fact, probably no case will arise

in the use of the filters where the uncertainty in tne value of C2 will

make the slightest practical difference.

(g) EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED ENERGY

It was shown in Section III, 3 (fig. 7) how the energy distribution

of a particular Mazda C lamp as determined experimentally differed

from the energy distribution as given by Planck's equation for the
same color temperature (2,848° K.). The effect on the color com-
puted in the case of a 2,848° K.-to-mean-sun filter, using the experi-

mentally determined values as illustrated in Figure 7 instead of as

given by Planck's equation for 2,848° K., is shown in Figure 30 by
the point plotted at "lamp 1717." The values of r, g, and 6 obtained
were, respectively, 0.32954, 0.32935, and 0.34111. The shift toward
the blue is caused by the excess of energy at the shorter wave lengths
in the experimentally determined values.
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While it was of interest to compute the magnitude of the difference

caused by the two energy distributions noted above, it is not beUeved
that any such difference can be assumed in the case of incandescent
tvmgsten lamps in general. In the first place, it is not felt that the
experimentally determined values in the blue and violet can be
entirely free from error caused by stray energy. Such stray energy
from longer wave lengths in the visible and infra-red would imdoubt-
edly cause an increasing percentage error toward the shorter wave
lengths where the true spectral energy is relatively very low. Further-
more, it may be noted in this connection that Forsythe found (58)
that "tungsten radiates in such a manner that when its temperature
is set to give the same red-blue ratio as the black body for a particular
temperature the green part of the tungsten spectrum is relatively

brighter than that of the black body. This difference is, however,
small, being less than one-half per cent at a color temperature of
1,600° K. and increasing to about 1 per cent at a color temperature of
2,600° K." The wave lengths of the red, green, and blue Ught used
in these tests were about 660mM, 540mM, and 470mM, respectively.

It is believed that, if the same comparison were made in the case of
the experimental energy distribution of Figure 7 and of a Planckian
radiator at 2,848° K., the experimental data would be low in the green
relative to the red-blue values instead of high.

It would appear from the above evidence that the differences

between the spectral energy distributions from a black body and from
a tungsten lamp at the same color temperature are of no practical

importance; and the reaUty of this small difference in the particular
case illustrated in Figure 7 is subject to considerable question.

3. EFFECT OF PYRIDINE CONTENT ON THF. RESULTING ENERGY
DISTRIBUTION

In Section VII, 5 was illustrated the effect of the variation of the
pyridine content on the spectral absorbancy of the A solution; and
m Section VIII, 2 (c) was illustrated the effect on the color of the
source-and-filter combinations of small variations of pyridine con-
tent, such as might possibly occur as a result of the use of pyridine
of subnormal strength. It remains to demonstrate the statements
previously made that a pyridine content of approximately 30 cc per
liter, such as used in all the filters, gives the most suitable energy
distribution which it is possible to obtain.

For this purpose two filters have been computed for converting
2,360° K. to mean sim, following the methods described in Section
V, 4 (a) and Table 9, using in one case a pyridine content of 10 cc
per liter and in the other a content of 100 cc per Uter, and in both
cases adjtisting the concentrations of all three components so as to
obtain the best possible energy match with mean sun.

The results are illustrated in Figure 31, where the superiority of
the 30 cc content is clearly apparent. The concentrations used are

therein given. The effects are readily understandable if it be remem-
bered (figs. 8 and 24) that increasing the pyridine content increases

the absorbancy over most of the spectral range and also shifts the
maximum absorbancy toward shorter wave lengths. At 10 cc of

pyridine the maximum absorbancy is too close to that of the copper
sulphate (B,), at 100 cc it is too close to that of the cobalt (B2). In
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both cases it is impossible to minimize the deviations from the ideal

as satisfactorily as can be done with 30 cc of pyridine, where the
region of maximum absorbancy is properly spaced between those of

the Bi and B2 components.

\n
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o
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>
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It is not claimed that slight improvement might not possibly still

be made at some other pyridine content—for example, at 29 or 31 cc

per Uter—but it is obvious that no such improvement would be of any
practical importance. As a matter of fact, a content of 29 cc was
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the exact value derived from the measurements and computations
that were made at the time the value of 30 cc was adopted.

4. PRELIMINARY TESTS OF THE COLOR OF NOON SUNLIGHT AND
DAYLIGHT AT WASHINGTON

The measurements described wer3 undertaken both as a check on
the color of certain of the filters and as a test of the applicability of
the filters for precise colorimetric determinations of sunlight and
daylight. The general methods possible for this purpose have been
outlined in Section VI, 2 (6).

The tests under consideration were made in a south room, the
window being raised during observations so that neither the skylight
nor the sunlight passed through the glass of the window. A Martens
photometer was placed about 2 feet from the window. For the
overcast sky, the window was opened wide so that a considerable
aperture of the southern sky was used. The horizon was screened
off. For the noon-sun observations the window aperture was
covered with cardboard except for a small opening which transmitted
the sunlight beam to the photometer.
A standard lamp (B. S. 3256) was operated at 2,848** K. This is

the same lamp as that noted in the next section, and the 2,848° K.
f)oint was checked before beginning the tests in September. The
ight from this lamp transimtted by the Davis-Gibson filter was
incident on a white diffusing smiace, light from which entered one
field of the Martens photometer. Light from the sim or sky was
diffused into the other field of the photometer by another surface of

the same white material. The artificial light was incident on the
diffusing white material at approximately the same angle as the
naturallight.
The brightnesses in the two fields of the photometer were always

equated when the colors were being compared. In the September
measurements the Lovibond glasses necessary for exact color match
were inserted in the sunlight or skylight beam; in the December
measurements the glasses were inserted in the beam from the source
and filter combination. The latter is a more accm-ate method,
although in the method proposed in Section VI, 2 (6), where the
light source is varied and only Lovibond red glasses of small denomina-
tion are necessary, the glass may be insertedm either beam as required
with practically equal accuracy.
The results of this preliminary testing are shown in Figure 32. In

addition to these experimental results, there are illustrated, in terms
of the r. and g coordinates used in plotting, the following data:

(1) A portion of the black-body locus; (2) the sunlight locus as

given by Abbot's 1917 data. Mean sun, lying on this locus, is taken
as neutral, r = y= 6 = l/3;(3) the sunlight, locus as derived from Abbot's
1923 data; (4) Abbot-Priest sunlight; (5) the locus obtained by vary-
ing the color temperature of the source from 2,300° to 3,000° K. in

the case of the filter designed to convert 2,848° K. to sun outside atmos-
Dhere (1917 data), chart 32; and (6) the satron locus as determined
)y Priest and Brickwedde and reduced by Judd. (Sec. VIII, 2, and
ig. 30.) In the illustration the irregular shaped figure surrounding
the point representing the color of mean sunlight (r = gf= 1/3) repre-

sents this locus.
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The experimental data plotted include (1) the individual observa-
tions on overcast southern sky in September, i928; (2) the siinie for

December, 1928; and (3) the means of the observations on direct

sunlight from V .?0 to 12.30 on several days in December, 1928.
The data on jsunlig-io taken in September, 1928, are net plotted.
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Section of the r-g diagram shovring colorimelric positions

of winter noon sunlight and of overcast sky as experimentally observed

by one of the authors, using certain of the filters and Lovibond glasses

(see Sec. VIII, 4 for details)

The coloriraetric positions of sunlight designated as Abbot's 1917 data were computed from
the energy values of Table 1. The 1923 data for sunlight outside the earth's atmosphere
were derived from Abbot's published data (Bib. ref., 42, Table 10, last column); the other
1923 data were derived by the authors as follows: By dividing the 1923 energy values for

sun outside atmosphere by the corresponding 1917 values, wave length by wave length,
correction factors were obtained which were applied to the other 1917 energy distributions
to derive the corresponding 1923 distributions.

They were rendered questionable because of insufficient attention to

a certain stray-light effect which was noticed at the start of the

December measurements and thereupon eliminated. The results

obtained, so far as this error can be estimated for the September
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sunlight measurements, would be consistent with the results shown in

Figvire 32. The error did not apply, at least to any important extent,

to the data on overcast sky taken in September, 1928.
These data are presented more to illustrate the appUcability of the

filters for such measurements than as any important contribution
toward the color of sunlight and daylight. Nevertheless, they are
considered fairly reliable as far ~as they go. It is interesting to note
that all the data obtained fall between the two sunlight loci as

derived from Abbot's 1917 and 1923 data. The color temperature of
practically all the data on overcast sky comes apparently between
6,000° and 7,000° K., confirming these figures as found by other
observers. However, it may be noted that the colors observed are

not exactly black-body colors, but are relatively slightly greenish.

Inasmuch as Abbot's sun outside atmosphere (1923 data) is itself

slightly green relative to the black body and since such true absorption
as may take place in the atmosphere because of the water vapor would
accentuate this greenness, it is believed the results obtained are

exactly as to be expected.

The data on noon svmlight obtained in December, 1928, average
nearer Abbot's 1923 data than the 1917 data, although lying between
them. They tend to confirm Abbot-Priest sunlight as an excellent

colorimetric representation of average noon simSght, without con-

c c'

O uWu o
Lamp A ^ Lamp B
Figure 33.

—

Schematic diagram showing -photometer used to test the color

m<ilch of the lamp-and-filter comhinations
See text for explanation.

tradicting in any way the authors' contention that their adopted
mean-svm energy distribution is a more suitable choice as a standard
for photographic sensitometry than either 5,000° K. or Abbot-Priest
sun. The data further indicate the particular suitability of the

second method proposed in Section VI, 2 (6), for the study of daylight

and noon sunlight, viz, the use of the filter for converting 2,848° K.
to svm outside atmosphere (1917 data), chart 32, with a source cali-

brated for color temperature from 2,300° to 3,000° K. and Lovibond
red glasses of low denomination (for example, maker's numerals 0.1,

0.2, and 0.4).

5. DETERMINATION OF COLOR TEMPERATURES OF INCANDESCENT
LIGHTS

The following test of the filters was made by R. P. Teele, of. the

photometry section. The quoted parts are from his report, B. S.

156 (e)-l-28, dated October 1, 1927:

Lamp A (fig. 33) is a 500-watt gas-filled standard lamp, B.S. 3256,

belonging to the colorimetry section. It had been calibrated by
Gibson in May, 1925, color temperature vs. applied voltage, over the

raaige from 2,050° to 2,900° K.

Lamp B is a 500-watt 116-volt floodlighting lamp. * * *

The procedure followed was to have an observer vary the voltage of lamp B
to match the color of lamp A at 2,360° K. The distance of A from P was
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constant. The observer moved B to get a brightness match as well as color
match between A and B. The voltage of B was recorded.
The cell designated as 2,360° K. to mean sun was then placed at C and the

cell being observed placed at C. The cells placed at C were 2,500° K. to mean
sun, 2,700° K. to mean sun, and 2,848° K. to mean sun. The lamp A was then
run at the desired temperature and the observer varied the voltage of B to obtain
a color match. The voltage of B obtained with the cells in place and with the
bare lamps should be the same if the cells are correct. * * *

From 6 to 8 observers took 2 observations each, both with and
without the filters as described above, so that from 12 to 16 single

observations went into the following averages:

No cells
2,500° K.
cell at C No cells

2,700° K.
cell at C No cells

2,848° K.
cell at C

Average voltage
Average percentage deviation

71.2!

1.2s

71.26

1.9s

70.64
1.2,

70. 6s

1.5»

70. 84

1.3,

70. 8i

1. h

The "average percentage deviation" is an indication of the pre-

cision of the determinations, in one case at the color of 2,360° K. and
in the other at the color of mean sun. The final averages are 1.29

and 1.57 per cent, respectively, and the difference, if significant, may
easily be accounted for by the fact that the determinations at the
color of mean sun were made at a brightness level of only 17 to 26
per cent (the transmission of the respective filters at C) of those at

the color of 2,360° K.
It may or may not be significant that the average percentage

deviation stays practically constant at the three trials with the
2,360° K. color (no filters), while, with the mean-sun color, it con-
sistently decreases as the field brightness increases. (The distance

AP being constant, the field brightness increases notably with increase

in temperature of lamp A for two reasons, viz: (1) Increase in the
candlepower of A and (2) increase in the transmission of the filter C.)

This suggests that the variation in precision may be due essentially

to the variation in field brightness. Since, with lamp A at 2,848° K.
(relatively high brightness for the sunlight color), the average devia-

tion is less than with the color match at 2,360° K., one is led to

suspect that the deviation with lamp A at lower temperatures would
also have been less than with field color 2,360° K. if the field bright-

ness in these cases had been as high as with lamp A at 2,848° K.
At any rate there would seem to be no loss of precision in determining
the color temperatures of lamps by means of the filters of Series I.

So far as the accuracy of the filters for this purpose is concerned,
the test is obviously satisfactory. The filters were prepared by
Davis, using the same materials as used in deriving the standard
data

;
but, as noted elsewhere, any deviations from the standard data

caused by different chemicals would tend to cancel out in this use of

the filters. The color matches were reported as perfect in all cases.

6. TEST OF ACETYLENE-TO-MEAN-SUN FILTER

A similar test was carried out using the filter designed to convert
the acetylene flame, as represented by Coblentz's energy data (Table
3 and Sec. V, 6 (a)), to mean sim. Quoting from the same report as

before:
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The lamp A (fig. 33) was replaced by an acetylene burner and the acetylene
filter placed at C. The 2,360° K.-to-mean-sun filter was placed at C and the
voltage of lamp B varied for color match.

Eight observers took two readings each, so that 16 observations
enter into the final average. A value of 71.34 volts was obtained,

compared with an average of 70.92 obtained from the three previous
measurements with the bare lamps and 70.9i with the filters. This
difference is equivalent to about 5° at 2,360° K. The average
"percentage deviation" was 2.18, larger than obtained with the

lamp and filters, and is readily accounted for by the fact that a perfect

color match was not obtained with the acetylene and its filter. The
conditions under which the acetylene was burned were as follows:

Torr^r,<.ro +„ro= /Wct bulb, 20.2° C.
Temperatures.

^^^.y ^^^^'^ 23.2° C.
Barometer 759 mm.
Burner E. K. standard.
Gas Generated from calcium carbide and water.

The pressure of the acetylene was 9 cm of water and was mesasured by an open
manometer furnished with the burner.

Further examination of the filter by the authors, in the photometry
section, confirmed the fact that the acetylene-and-filter combination
did not give a perfect color match with mean sun as obtained with a
standardized electric incandescent lamp operated at 2,360° K. in

combination with a 2,360° K.-to-mean-sim filter. Removing the
two filters showed a still larger difference in color. The acetylene
was distinctly less saturated (whiter) in comparison. Next the cur-

rent in the electric lamp was adjusted, without filters, in an attempt to

obtain a color match. It was foimd, however, that a perfect color

match between the acetylene light and the unfiltered electric Ught
could not be obtained at any color temperature. The nearest ap-
proach to this was somewhat over 2,400° K. During these experi-

ments two Eastman Kodak acetylene burners, two cahbrated electric

lamps, and two sets each of acetylene-to-mean-sun arid 2,360° K.-
to-mean-sun filter solutions were used. The acetj^lene gas used in this

experiment was made in the same way as described above.
The observations just described were not extensive enough to

justify giving any new value for the color tem_peratiJre of the acetylene

flame as used with the standard Eastman Kodak burner, nor are

they extensive enough to justify saying that a value of 2,360° K.
might never be obtained. Nevertheless, in view of the fact that

Coblentz's energy data and the observations under consideration

both give color temperatures definitely greater than 2,360° K. (Sec.

Ill, 4), it is felt that this value is rendered somewhat questionable,

and that further careful measurement should be carried out. So far

as these observations go they show that, if one wishes to calibrate an
electric lamp for 2,360° K. by means of the acetylene flame, a much
more accurate value will be obtained when the filters are used than
when not.

Presto-Lite acetylene was tried and found to be different from gen-

erated acetylene. The gas is absorbed by an earth impregnated with
acetone in the Presto-Lite tanks. The chemistry division of the

bureau has done considerable work on Presto-Lite, and finds that the

acetone is carried over with the acetylene by an amount that varies

from about 1.6 per cent when the tank is freshly charged to about
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3.0 per cent when the tank is nearly empty. It would seem inad-
visable to use Presto-Lite for this type of work as the variation in

acetone present changes the color of the flame. However, the
Presto-Lite gas used gave a flame that within the uncertainties of

the experiment corresponded to a color temperature of 2,360° K.

IX. PREPARATION OF DAVIS-GIBSON FILTERS

1. SELECTION OF CHEMICALS

In selecting chemicals to be used for preparing these filters care
should be taken to obtain those of a quality at least equal to that
known to the trade as "c. p." (chemically pure), from manufacturing
chemists who can certify to their purity. A higher grade of chemicals
known as ' 'reagent" quality is recommended, as this would be some pro-
tection where no faciHties exist for making chemical or spectrophoto-
metric analysis of purchased materials.

Chemical analysis of the principal materials used in the design

of these filters has already been given in Section IV, 2, and further

noted in Section VII, 8. The following comments, however, may be
of some assistance in detecting unsuitable chemicals:

1. Copper sulphate (CuSOi -51120)

—

Appearance.—Clean blue crys-

tals of the pentahydrate free from white powder (CUSO4 -31120) or
from any signs of moisture, such as small crystals (not the powder)
adhering to the sides of the bottle. It should make a clear solution

in water.
2. Cobalt ammonium sulphate (CoS04(NH4)2S04 -61120).

—

Appear-
ance—WeW-defined crystals, which should be free from any signs of
moisture. It should make a clear solution in water.

If for any reason cobalt ammonium sulphate is not obtainable,

cobalt sulphate (C0SO4 -71120) may be used (see, however, sections

IV, 1 (d), and IV, 1 (e)), provided the weights of cobalt ammonium
sulphate specified are adjusted to give the same cobalt content.

This may be obtained by multiplymg the weights given on the
charts by 0.7113.

3. Mannite (C6H8(OH)6), rf-mannitol.—Colorless needles which
melt at 166° C. (fine crystals, which, en masse, appear white).

4. Pyridine (C5H5N).—A colorless liquid organic compound having
a strong unpleasant odor. Specific gravity 0.979 at 25° C, boiling

point 115.5° C. Should be practically colorless, and when added to

water the solution should be clear.

5. Sulphuric acid (H2SO4).—Should be clear and practically color-

less. Specific gravity 1.84.

2. PREPARATION OF A AND B SOLUTIONS

Solutions A and B are given to milligrams on the charts. This may
appear to be an unwarranted refinement. However, we have at-

tempted to design these filters so that the color in each case, as ex-

pressed in triliner coordinates, r, g, and b, would coincide with those

of the ideal to four decimal places by computation. In Tables 8 and
12, giving the concentrations of the ingredients for intermediate tem-
peratures, the weights of cobalt ammoni\im sulphate and the copper
sulphate in solution B are given to centigrams only, as this is suffi-

ciently accurate for all practical purposes. The weights of copper
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REPRODUCIBLE WHITE LIGHT FILTERS 135

sulphate in solution A are given to milligrams because 1 mg in this case
has even more significance than 10 mg of the ingredients in solution B.

1. Solviion A.—Select several crystals of copper sulphate, enough
for both A and B solutions, and crush in a mortar (not pulverize)
until sufficiently fine to facilitate weighing. Weigh out in watch
crystal the quantity recjuired for solution A, and dissolve in about
one-half the total quantity of distilled water in a beaker. Use a wash
bottle to get all of the weighed copper sulphate off the watch crystal
into the solution. With the same weights, weigh out the mannite
and add to the solution. After dissolving, add the pyridine and pour
into a volumetric flask. Use the wash bottle to rinse out the beaker
and add this rinse to the flask and make up the full volume with dis-

tilled water. Mix thoroughly and pour into a glass-stoppered bottle,

which should be labeled and dated. Most chemicals contain a small
quantity of minute insoluble material (trash) which will settle to the
bottom of the bottle if left undisturbed for a few days. This solution
should not be filtered. The clean solution can be removed Avith a
pipette or by careful pouring if the bottle is nearly full. For work
where the highest precision is desired this solution should be made up
fresh every two or three months.

2. Solution B.—Follow the same procedure as given for solution A,
adding the sulphuric acid after the copper sulphate and cobalt sul-

phate are dissolved. This solution apparently does not change with
time. It is difficult to state just how long the B solution wiU keep.
It is known to be good for over a year and probably is good for a much
longer period of time.

The cell illustrated in Figure 9 foi^holding the filter solutions con-
sists of three plates of optical glass, borosilicate crown,'* 76 mm square
by 2.5 mm thick, separated by two black glass ^ frames, fine ground
(not polished) to 10.00 mm thickness, with a central circular aper-
ture for the solution 43 mm in diameter. A small hole, 5 mm in
diameter, is cut from one side of the black glass frame to the central
aperture. This hole is closed with a waxed cork or glass stopper and
may be used in filling the cell.

scrubbed with soap and water, using a brush, to remove particles of

glass mud and abrasives with which the ground glass surfaces are

usually impregnated; particular attention should be paid to cleaning

the small hole through which the cell is filled. To avoid lint, the

frames should be air dried without wiping with a cloth. The polished

optical glass windows should be cleaned and wiped dry with a soft

cloth or with lens tissue. When assembling the cell the parts should
be carefully brushed (with a camel hair brush) to remove any dust
particles and lint that may be adhering. In case the cell is to be filled

without sealing the windows on with wax, it may be assembled wet
and each compartment rinsed out with the filter solution several times

before final filling.

w Borosilicate crown glass was chosen as the most suitable of the optical glasses. It has very high and
almost nonselective transmission, and as previously noted, it is also the hardest of the optical glasses and
probably the most resistant to chemical action.

'"> Black glass is recommended because it prevents the passage of light through all portions of the cell other

than the central aperture, thereby eliminating a mixture of filtered and unfiltered light in the apparatus
In which it is used.

3. PREPARATION AND FILLING OF CELLS

thoroughly
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The cell may be held together, as shown in Figure 9, with rubber
bands or may be further sealed with paraffin or ceresin before filling.

White ceresin is preferable to paraffin because of its higher melting
point and hardness. The cell should be warmed (70° to 80° C ) and
then placed (with rubber bands and stoppers in position) alternately

on each edge in a pan of melted wax about 1 cm deep and allowed to

remain long enough in eaCh position for a film of the wax, by capillary

action, to fill the seam up to the compartment for the filter solutions.

If the cell is to be used only a short time (a few hours or even days)
and the solution changed, it js advisable not to wax the edges as it

will not leak if the small filling hole is tightly stoppered. In this case,

the solution is easily removed and the cell washed out by separating
the par.ts. If the windows are on very tight, as is usually the case

after standing several days, the stoppers may be removed and rein-

serted. In this way the stopper serves as a pump forcing the solutions

between the windows and the black glass frame. When wax is used
to seal the cell it is, of course, necessary that the cell be warmed to

take it apart. If a ceil with larger aperture is desired, it is recommend-
ed that the outside dimension (not thickness) be' also increased, be-

cause the cell is likely to leak if insufficient distance (surface area)

between the outside and the central hole in the black glass is not
maintained.

It should be remembered that the data given for the filters are

based on a temperature of 25° C. for the filter solutions. As noted
before a tolerance of ± 5° C. is permissible for most work (see Sees.

VII, 4, VIII, 2, {(i), VI, 1, (6), and VI, 2, (6)).

X. CHARTS DESCRIBING FILTERS

Charts 1 to 20, inclusive, contain the filter formulas and the spectral

specifications of the mean-sun group of filters, referred to throughout
the paper as Series I. Chart 2 is the 2,360° K-to-mean-sun filter

recommended for use in photographic sensitometry by the Seventh
(1928) International Congress of Photography. The data on these

charts are self-explanatory.

Charts 21 to 31, inclusive. Series II, comprise similar specifications

for filters designed to convert the light from a 2,848° K. source to

color temperatures between the limits 3,500° to 10,000° K.
Several other filters not in the above series are given in charts 32

to 38, inclusive, as listed in the accompanying index.

The weights of the ingredients and the light transmission for any
intermediate filter, not given on the charts, may be found in Table 8

for the filters of Series I and in Table 12 for those of Series II.
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Index to charts

*1.

2.

3.
4.

*6.

6.

*7.

8.

*9.

10.

*11.

12.

*13.

14.

*15.

16.

*17.

18.

*19.

20.

21.

3,600°
3,700°
3,800°
3,900°
4,000°
2,848°

K.
K.
K.
K.
K.

2,300°
2,360°
2,400°
2,500°
2,600°
2,700° K.
2,800° K.
2,848° K
2,900°
3,000°
3,100°
3,200°

3,300
3,400

K.
K.
K.
K.
K.
K.

3,500° K.

to mean sunlight,

to mean sunlight,

to mean sunlight,
to mean sunlight,
to mean sunlight,
to mean sunlight,
to mean sunlight,
to mean sunlight,
to mean sunlight,
to mean sunUght.
to mean sunlight,

to mean sunlight,
to mean sunlight,

'to mean sunlight,
to mean sunlight,
to mean sunlight,
to mean sunlight,
to mean sunlight,
to mean sunlight,
to mean sunlight,

to 3,500° K.

22.
*23.

24.
*25.

26.
*27.

28.
29.

30.
31.

**32.

33.

34.

35.

36.
**37.
**38.

2,848°
2,848°
2,848°

2,848'

2,848°
2,848°
2,848°
2,848°
2,848'

K. to 4,000° K,
K. to 4,500° K.
K. to 5,000° K.

2,848° K. to 5,500° K.
2,848° K. to 6,000° K.

K. to 6,500° K.
K. to 7,000° K.
K. to 8,000° K.
K. to 9,000° K.
K. to 10,000° K.
K. to sunlight outside

earth's atmosphere.
2,848° K. to Abbot-Priest sun.
2,848° K. to summer noon sun-

Ught.
2,848° K. to winter noon sun-

light.

Acetylene to>mean sunlight.
2,450° K. to 3,500° K.
2,460° K. to 6,600° K.

* In order to save space these charts are not published herein but any of them
may be obtained from the authors on request.

** Colorimetric characteristics for these filters obtained by varying the color
temperature of the source are described in Sections V, 6, (d) and V, 6, (e), Tables
13, 14 and 16.
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23 60"^ TO MEAN NOON SUNLIGHT AT WASHINGTON. CHAPT2

J50 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 756
Wave Length— millimicron* (iry^)

A.
(mu) T E"

'

350 0.23O 2.5-

60 .32/ .30y
70 .HZO f.7

90 .Sir .571
90 .(,oe ZZ.S .7H1

400 .671 3Z.3 .7/5
10 .7 IH ti,c> .767
?o .737 S7.t
30 .725" 70.3 1.016

40 .hrz fl.Z
4^0 .61 Z ST.

6

I.OZI
50 .SfO 1.0 1 f
70 .HfS 1.031

90 .H3I lOS.O 1 .060
90 .376 1 07.1 1.0 6 S

50O .3 IS 103.^ I.OZO
10 .ZSi .17Z
20 .2/9 1S.0 .131
?0 ./ ^7 16.7
40 ./ rz IOO,(> .117
550 .167 loa.ii I.OI¥

60 1 03.1 1.031
70 .1316 lOO.f
90 .11 SI 16.1 .117

90 .1013 19.'^ .17V

900 1 1.3 .1S1

10 1I.Z .16 r
20 .111
30 .073 O 13.3 I.OIZ

40 .06 If.O 1.032-

950 .06f6 9S.I I.06O
60 1S.I 1 .07t
70 .osse 13,t 1 .Ogl

90 .OSIO lo.s 1.061

90 .0fS7 l.03t
700 .OfO<l ri.z I.OOf
10 .0366 76.t .171

20 .03Z6 71.6 .1H0

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter «t 25*C

V— Relative Visibility Function

E— Relative Energy of 23 60*K
E'— Relative Energy of Mean Noon

Sunlight at Washington
E"(-TxE)' oooo— Relative Energy of

23<0'K and Filler Combination

Light Transmission of Filter

for 2360*K =^D.I352

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSQ,'5H^) 3 .707 grams
Mannite (C,H,(OH),) 3.707 grams
Pyridine (C,H.N) 30.0 cc
Water (distilled) to make 1000. cc

B

Cobaltbait Aimnonium Sulphate ^ _
ffioSOvWHX SO/e H,0) Z6.6Z7

Copper Sulphate (CuSQ,-5»^0) 2 7. 1 80
Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1635) 10.0

Water (distilled) to make 1000.

grams
grams
-.c

cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer

each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive index, D line.* LSI), each 2.5 mm thick.

Iwruu of Stantfardt. OsvifClbaon Fllt«ra

Adjusted' to in«l<e sum of E"- E' from 400
to 720 mfi equal ' practically to zero

Factor to be used to multiply the candle-power
of the light source to obUin the candle-power
of the (ource-and-filler combination
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2500'K TO MEAN NOON SUNLIGHT at WASHINGTON. CHART 4
(SO

§50 400 450 500 550 600 650
Wave Langth— mill

50 E

700 756
imierons (m^)

(m/u) T E'* EV,
/ E

350 O.ZVf 3.Z
60 .3¥Z S.1 37Z
70 .¥/ 'P.

3

.SOI

60 .sar 16.

S

.6S7
90 .tzs .tZH

400 ,^rt 3t.6 .766
10 .13 0 t6.l .got
SO .7S3 sr.1 .SIS
30 .7*3 71,1 I.0Z7
40 n .2 1.0 ts

450 .6fl sr.z. 1.0 16

eo ,S73 13. I.OIZ
70 I.0Z3
eo .t70 lOH.O I.OSi

90 106.3 I.0S7
500 ,3S6 1 03.6 I.OIf
10 11.0 .lit
9Q .zsr 16.1 .ISO
90 11.6 .166
40 101 .0 I.OOl

550 .ZOI lOQ.Z I.OIS
69 .irz 103.0 i.pao

70 1 00.6 I.OZZ
60 I.OOl

90 1H.I .Itt
600 .11SI 1Z.O .'^67

10 ,l07i 11.1 .17S
20 .I001 1Z.7 .lis
30 .09SZ 13.3 I.OIZ
40 .orii 13.6 I.OZ9

660 .or>f<t I.OSZ
60 ,o7ii 5¥./ I.063
70 .07¥/ 1Z.I I.067
60 .06 r/ fl.Z I.OS3
90 .06 IS i,oZZ

700 .osss to .o .193
10 .OSOl ijr.s .167
«0 .ofso 70.6 .IZf

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter ttZS'C

V-- Relative Visibility Function

E^— Relative Energy of ZSOO*^
E'-— Relative Energy of Mean Noon

Sunlight at Washington
E"(-TxE)' pooo— Relative Energy of

25"00'K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter
for ZJO(fK = 0.16a

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSQ,-5H^)
Mannite (C.H.COH),)
Pyridine (C,H.N)

3.Z1Z grams
3.Z1Z grams

i.n/ 30.0 cc
Water (distilled) to make 1000. cc

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate

,

^SOvCNHXsO.-SHjO)
Copper Sulphate (CuSQt-SHjO)

Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.635)

Water (distilled) to make

Z3,510 grams
24-. 73O grams
10.0 cc

000. cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer
each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive index, 0 line,- 1.51), each 2.5 mm thick.

Suraui of ^tkixlaru. 0«vlt-6lb>on FllUrt

Adjusted to make sum of E"- C' from 400
to 720 ffl/i equal practically to 2«ro

Factor to be used to multiply tho candle-power
of th« light source to obtain the candlcpower
of the lource-and-filter combination
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ZYOO'K TO MEAN NOON SUNLIGHT at WASHINGTON. CHART 6

ISO

125

3>

^ 100

75

50

25

7

1

h-E

'i )' h u !' > (

r

4

-<

r

f
-i >-

/
\

r
X

< r- V

)

1.00,

.75
c
o
'«

«)

.50 i
«)

c
<
I.

I-

.25

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750
Wave Length— millimicrons (mjx)

.00

X
(m/x)

T E'" %
350 O.ZfZ V.¥
60 .377 7.7 .¥S3
70 .¥7f /?,^
60 .str 11 .3

90 .4.SZ Z7.9 .tzi
400 .7/2 37.

g

.g36
10 .7S3 HS.g .SSO
20 .77V 60.S ,111
30 .767 71 .S 1.033
40 .73¥ S0.1 l.0¥0
450 .(>ro S'7.-r I.OOg
60 .6ZI I.OOH
70 .S7Z 97.9 1.0 10
80 .szt, I0Z.7 1.036
90 .V76 l.0¥3
500 .HI7 1 os.t 1.0 1 b
to .360 99.7 .9gS
20 ,31 f 97.

¥

.963
30 .Z1Z 9g.6 .97S
40 .2 73 1 OI.Z 1.003
550 .zss- 1 OZ.9 1.0 1

Z

60 .233 IOZ.¥ 1 .OZ¥
70 .2 / / 1 00.

Z

I.OI g
60 .I10 97.

Z

I.OOl
90 9¥.H .9g7

600 .isg- 9Z.(> .9 73
10 9Z.3 .9 79
20 1Z,g .996
30 .1333 93.Z I.OIZ
40 .IZ6¥ 13.3 I.OZS

650 ,/zcr 93.6 I.O¥¥
60 .IIH-H- 93.1 1 .OSI
70 .I07O 90.9 I.0S3
60 .O'itS gg.3 1 .0¥Z
90 .0901 g¥.0 1 .01 6

700 .0S3I 79.S .991
10 .0 7S'i fs.s .96S
20 .0690 71.0 .933

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter »t25'C

V— Relative Visibility Function— Relative Energy of 27D0*K
E— Relative Energy of Mean Noon

Sunlight at Washington
E"(-TxE)* pooo— Relative Energy of

Z700 K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter
for ZTOO'K = 0.2ZO

FILTER FORMULA

A

Copper Sulphate (CuSQ,-5H,0)

Mannite (C,H,(OH),)
Pyridine (CtH.N)
Water (distilled) to make

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate

.

(CoS0«-(NH«),S04-8H,0)
Copper Sulphate (CuSOvSHjO)
Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.835)

Water (distilled) to make

Z.777 grams
Z.777 grams
30.0 CO

1000. cc

19.325 grams
Zt.300 grams
10.0 cc

1000, cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer
each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive index, D line.- I.5l), each 2.5 mm thick.

Bureau or Standards. Oavia-Gibaon Tiltara

Adjusted' to make sum of Z." - C' from 400
to 720 mfi equal practically to 2«ro

Factor to be used to multiply the candle-power
of the light source to obtain the candle

-

of the source-and -fitter combination
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2848'K TO MEAN NOON SUNLIGHT at WASHINGTON. CHART 8

ISO

125

i 100

75

SO

25
7

mi
2:

5;

2:

z

7t

5:

1.00

.75

.50 E

.25

Sso 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750
Wftve Length— millimicrons (m^)

00

(mfj)
T /E

350 0.30<? _ s,^
60 1.Z .S71
70 .soo .710
eo .stt ZI.S .rsg-

90 ,67( 30. » I.OOZ
400 .7zr- 3i,r .SSl
10 So.t .sso

?0 .igg 61 .S .13*
30 7l.g I.037
40 .7SS ro.6 1 .036

450 .701 r7.o l,oot
60 .(.St 11. <i

70 n.i 1.001

90 .Sir 101 .6 I.0Z6
90 .Sll idH.O I.03H

500 .¥63 lOZ.t I.OI 1

10 .HOT 100.0 .1SS
20 .36*f- ff.f .170
90 .337 .ISZ

40 .317 101 ,3 I.OOt

550 .217 lOZ.S I.OOt

60 .Z7¥ IDI .S I.OI e
70 .zsa i.oit
60 .zzt .111

90 .Z01 1H.6 .IS1

600 .1 ft- IZ.t .176

10 .1 f3 IZ.t .irz
20 ,I7¥ 1Z.1 .117
30 .166 13. \ 1.01

1

40 .isr 13.

0

I.OZZ
650 .ISZ 13.

Z

I.031
60 .IHHt 1Z.S I.OHS
70 .I36Z 10.S I.Off
60 .IZ7'* t7.S 1.037

90 .117s f3.1 I.OIS
700 .IOS>t 71.1 .111
10 7S.g .17Z
20 .Otis 71.

S

.1¥0

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter 4t 25'C

V— Relative Visibility Function

E Relative Energy of 2a48*K
E— Relative Energy of Mean Noon

Sunlight at Washington
E (-TxE ) o 000— Relative Eneroy of

2848 K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter

for 2846'K =0.262

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSOf-SH^O) 2.445* grams
Mannite (C,H,(OH),) 2.445" grams
Pyridine (C5H.N) 30.0 cc
Water (distilled) to make 1000. cc

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate
(CoS0v(NH«),S0j-6H,0)

Copper Sulphate lCuSQ4-5HjO)

Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.635)

Water (distilled) to make I

I i.SZO grams
/*?.020 grams
10.0 cc

000. cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer

each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive index, D line,- 1.51). each 2.5 mm thick.

Bureau or St»ndArd>. Oftvia-Cibfton Filtart

Adjusted to m»he sum of E"- E' from 400
to 720 mfi equal practicality to zero

Factor to be used to multiply the candle-power
of the light source to obtain the candle-power
of the source-and -filter combination
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3000"K TO MEAN NOON SUNLIGHT AT WASHINGTON. CHART 10

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 756
Wave Length— millimicrons (rrtfi)

\
(nut)

T E'" 9e'
350 0.3*0 6.7
60 .H3H 1 1 .0 .696
7P .SZf 16.6 .g/z
60 .6IS Z3.r ,9SI

90 .611 3Z.S I.079
400 .1H-S ft.9 .9ZS
10 SZ.O .90S
2p SOZ 6Z.H .9Vg
30 .7tf 72./
40 .77¥ To.

3

I.03Z
450 .7.33 fb.'t .99S
60 .6?6 'il .ft .991
70 .6¥7 .as-
80 .bOT loo.r I.OlS
90 .S63 103.3 l,0Z7

500 .SIO lOZ. 7 I.OlO
10 MSb loo.s .993
20 MIH 99.

0

.97f
30 .3f6 99.S .9SS
40 loi .s 1 .006
550 .3¥3 I0Z.3 1 .006
60 .3 IS t .ols-
70 .Z1¥ l.oii

90 .Z70 17,1 .999
90 ,ZSO 9¥.g^ .991

600 .233 .9go
10 .222 9Z.9 .9g6
20 .2/2. 93.

0

,99 S
30 .2.03 93.0 I.0O9
40 .lis 9Z.7 I.OI9

650 .ise 9Z.6 1.033
60 .11') 91.7 1,0^$
70 .170 f9.S 1 .039
60 .I60 f7.Z 1 .0Z9
90 S3, ft 1 .oor

700 .I37S 79.6 .9g9
10 .IZII 7S.7 ,17 o
20 .11 fo 7l,sr .9fO

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter at 25'C

V— Relative Visibility Function

E Relative Energy of JOOCK
E'— Relative Energy of Mean Noon

Sunlight at Washington
E"(=TxE)'— oooo— Relative Energy of

iOOO'K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter
for SOOO'K = 0.307

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSC|,-5H,0) 2 .KO
Mannite (C,H,(OH),) 2.1+0
Pyridine (CjH.N) 30.0
Water (distilled) to make 1000.

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate
(CoS0v(NH«)j,S0v6H,0) I3.900

Copper Sulphate (CuSOvSHjO) 97.000
Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.635) 10.0
Water (distilled) to make 1000.

grams
grams
CC
CC

grams
grams
cc
CC

These data are for a one centimeter layer
each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate cro»n glass

(refractive index. D line.- I.Sl), each 2.5 mm thick.

I of standards. Oftvis-Cibton Filler*

Adjusted' to m»Ke sum of E - E' from 400
to 720 mfji equal practicalli/ to zero

Factor to be used to multiply the candle -power
of the light source to obtain the candle-power
of the source-and -filter combination

782/142



REPRODUCIBLE WHITE LIGHT FILTERS 143

3200'K TO MEAN NOON SUNLIGHT at WASHINGTON. CHART 12

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750
Wave Length— millimicrons (m/j.)

X
(m>t)

T e" *

350 0.3^2. S.7
60 .¥7S- 13.

J- .SIH
70 .S(,S 11.6 .1S6
90 ,^V7 ZT.O 1.077
90 .71b 3S.S 1 .ISO

400 .766 VV.fc .1SS
10 .foo St.l .ItH-

20 .SIS 63.6 .1^6
30 .Sit, 72. V I.0H6
40 .lis 71.1 1 .0Z7

450 SS.1 .1S1
60 .7Zi> 10.7 .1S3
70 .(,'iZ 1S.H .ISf
80 .6SS 11.6 I.006
90 .61 S I0Z.3 1 .OlS

500 .57 O lOZH 1 .006
10 .SZl I0O.1 .IIS
20 .V77 11.

s

.136
30 .fsi IOO,H' .lit
4<? IOI.S 1 .006
55Q .HOS IOI.1 I.OOZ

60 .371 1 OI.O I.OlO
70 .3SH 11.1 1 .oof
90 .3Z9 17.

0

.IIS
90 .30 f 1S.O .113

.Z1I 13.6 .Iff
10 .27/ 13.Z .Its
20 .Z6g 93.Z 1 .OOO
30 .ZSS 1Z,f 1 .ooS
40 .ZH-f 1Z.6 1 .017

950 .ZfO 1Z.Z 1 .OZS
60 .231 11,1 1 .0Z1
70 .2ZO S1.I I.03Z
80 .ZOI S6.7 1 .0Z3
90 .lib S3.0 I.OOH

70O .IS3 71.S .1^7
•0 .I7Z 7S.S .17 Z
?0 .I60 7I.S .I'tt

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter tt 25*C

V— Relative Visibility Function— Relative Energy of 3200*K
E'— Relative Energy of Mean Noon

Sunlight at Washinqton
E"(=TxE)' oooo— Relative Energy of

3200 K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter
for 3200°K = 0.370

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSQi-SHjO) 1.764 grams
Mannite (C,Hg(OH),) 1.784 grams
Pyridine (CsH.N) 30.0 cc
Water (distilled) to make 1000. cc

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate
(Co504-(NHJ,S04-6HjO) 10.810 grams

Copper Sulphate fCuSO,-5HjO) 14.570 grams
Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.635) 10.0 cc
Water (distilled) to make 1000. cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer

each of solutions A and 8 in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive index. D line.-' 1.51). each 2.5 mm thick.

Adjusted- to maKe sum of E - E from 400
to 720 equal practically to 2ero

Factor to be used to multiply the candle-power
of the light source to obtain the candle-power
of the source-and -filter combination

0ur«au of Slandardft. Davis-Gibson Tutors

783/143
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144 BUREAU OF STANDARDS

3400''K TO MEAN NOON SUNLIGHT at WASHINGTON. CHART 14

1.00

.7 5

.50 e

.25

J50 400

\
(m>i)

T p" *
E

350 0.1-ZS II.

0

.SI! l{,.3 1 .Olf
70 .(>03 ZZ.6 1 .106

90 .(71 30.1 1 .lOI
90 .7¥l 3<*.V / .Z76
400 .7r6 1 .OHO
10 ss.s .973
20 .^33 hH.S
30 .f33 nz.it 1.0 Hb
40 .fzo 7i.S I.OZZ

450 SS.Z
60 .lit St.f .973
70 .737 9V.7 ,177
80 .70g iS.7 .996
90 .6Tt 101 .s 1,010

500 .63Z lOZ.I 1.003
10 .SS7 101.

t

1 .OOZ
20 .S'*7 1 00.7 .99S
30 .sig- 1 01.0 1.000
40 lOl.h 1.007
550 .H70 lOI.S .19S

eo .HH3 lOO.S I.OOS
70 .V/ 7 9r.7 I.0O3
60 .392 Ib.S .996
90 .371 tS.O .9 9¥

.35^3 ?3.7 .9SS
10 ^HO 93.3 .990
20 .32<? 93.0 .999
30 .319 IZ.t 1.001
40 .309 1Z.3 I.OIt

650 .300 ll.f I.OZt
60 .ZfO lo.(> 1 .OZ3
70 .Z7r fS.7 1 .OZ7
80 .ZbS 1 .Oil'
90 .zsri I.OOf

700 .Z37 79.7
. .190

1 0 .ZZH 76.3 .977
20 .2 / 0 7Z.S ,9S3

550 600 650 700 750
Wave Length— millimicrons (m/i)

.00

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter at Z5'C

V— Relative Visibility Funclion

E Relative" Energy of 3400*K
E'— Relative Energy of Mean Noon

Sunlight at Washington
E" (-T X E )' o o o o— Relative Energu of

3400 K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter

for 3400''K = 0.437

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (Cu5Q,-5HjO) ( .475 grams
Mannite (C,Ha(OH),) » .475 grams
Pyridine (CjH.N) 30.0 CC
Water (distilled) to make 1000. cc

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate

,

(CoS04-(NhXS0v6H,0) 6. too grams
Copper Sulphate (Cu504-5HjO) IZ.330 grams
Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.635) 10.0 cc
Water (distilled) to make 1000. cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer

each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive index. 0 line.' I.5l), each 2.5 mm thick.

Bur«ftu or Sl4ndards. Oftvi»-Cib»on Filters

Adjusted to maKe sum of E" - Z' from 400
to 720 rn^ equal practically to zero

Factor to t>e used to multiply thte candle-power
of the light source to obtain the candle-power
of the source -and -filter combination

784/144



REPRODUCIBLE WHITE LIGHT FILTERS 145

3600'K TO MEAN NOON SUNLIGHT at WASHINGTON. CHART 16

150

550 400 450 500 550 600 650 -700 750
Wave Length— millimicrons (rry.i)

\
(m/i)

T E'" / E

350 0.H76 13.7
60 .S63 I9.Z I.ZOS
70 .6fZ 7iS,f I.Z6Z
90 .710 33.

Z

I.3Z3
90 .76S HI,?, l.36t

400 .SOS H9.Z 1.0f9
10 .S3Z. ST.-f. .IIS-
20 .gf7 6S.I .1f1
30 7Z.H- 1.097
40 .eti 7g.9 1 .OIH

450 .SZ3 ff.H ,17Z
60 .too f9 .Z .167
70 .771 *?3.7 .167
eo .7S{, 97.7 .1S7
90 .7Zi loo,y I.OOl

500 .693 101.9 l.ooi
10 .(.St IOI.7 LOOS
20 ,6/7 101.3 1 .001
30 .SfS lOI.S 1 .009
40 .S6Z lOl.b 1 .007
550 .S3 6 101. 1 .119
60 .SO 9 91.9 .111
70 9f.l
80 .tS9 96.

H

.11Z
90 .¥37 1H.9 .11Z

$00 .HZO 13.7 .ISS
1 0 .¥07 13.3 ,11o
20 .39 6 93. O .111
30 .3 re 12,,

6

I.OOS
40 .37S 1Z.0 1,01 \

650 .366 9/.

9

1 .011
60 .3S6 90.3 I.OZO
70 .3H3 fi'.S I.OZf
80 .330 g6.3 1.0! 1
90 .3 IS f3.3 I.007

700 .30 0 go.

3

.117
10 .ZS6 77.1 .isr
20 .27/ 73.7 .16g

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter at 25'C

V— Relative Visibility Function

E^— Relative Energy of JAOCK
E'— Relative Energy of Mean Noon

Sunlight at Washington
E"(«TxE)'—iOOOO— Relative Energy of

3600 K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter

for 3600''K = 0.506

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (Cu504- SHjO) 1.199
Mannite (C,H,(OH),) 1.119
Pyridine (C5H5N) 30.0
Water (distilled) to make 1000.

grams
grams
cc
cc

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate
(Co50/(NH,),S04-6HjO)

Copper Sulphate (CuSO^-SHjO)

Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.835)

Water (distilled) to make

S.S70 grams
I0.Z2.0 grams
10.0 cc

1000. cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer

each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive index. 0 line.= l.5l). each 2.5 mm thick.

Bureau of St»ndArd5. OavtS' Gibson Tilters

Adjusted to make sum of E ' - £* from 400
to 720 mfx equal praclicallv^ to 2ero

Factor to be used to multiply the candle-power
of the hghl source to obtain the candle-power
of the source-and-fiUer combination

785/145



146 BUREAU OF STANDARDS

3600'K TO MEAN NOON SUNLIGHT at WASHINGTON. CHART 18

ISO

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750
Wave Length— millimicrons (nyi)

A. T E'" Ve'
350 0.5-26 16.6
60 _ 22, Y 1.103
70 .6iO l.m
90 .IHO 36. / I.HfZ
90 .7Sf ¥3.7 I.HSZ

400 SZ3 SI. 1 1 .131
10 sr.s l,OZI
20 .esi 6S.(> .116
30 .g63 72.2 I.Ott
40 .S60 1 .007

450 .Sl-I S3.

7

.16¥
60 .?3sr gg.f .ISS
70 IZ.'i
80 sot 16.2 .ns
90 .7fZ 11.

i

.itz
500 .7S¥ lOI.S .197
10 .72/ 1 OI.1 1 .007
20 .bgg 1 OI.1 1 .006
30 .6S1 IOI.7 1.007
40 .63Z 101.3 1 .oot
550 .60S 1 OO.H .'iS7

60 .577 11. 1 .I'll

70 .SSI 17.

f

.110
80 .szs 15.1 .1S7
90 .SOS 1¥.6

600 .Htl 13.7 .1st
10 .V77 13.

Z

.1S1
20 .i6g 1Z.1 .lis
30 .fSf 1Z.S 1 .oot
40 .HH-S 1 1 .S 1 .001

650 .¥31 1 1 .z 1.017
6C 10 .1 I.OIS
70 .y/7 ss,^ 1 .02V
90 .¥Of I.02Z
90 .3S1 Sf.O 1 .OlS

7P0 .37 f f 1 .3 1 .OlO
10 .3Sf 7S.S 1 .oos
20 .3¥Z 7S.I .iss

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter M 25*C

V— Relative Visibility Function

E— Relative Energy of 3800*K
E'— Pelative Energy of Mean Noon

Sunlight at Washington
E"(»T>!E)' oooo— Relative Energy of

d800*K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter
for 3800'K •= 0.577

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSQ,-5HtO)

Mannile (C,Hg(OH),)
Pyridine (C5H.N)

0. ^SS gramA
0.1S5 grams

i.n; 30.0 cc
Water (distilled) to make 1000. cc

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate

,

(CoS0v(NH,),S0.-6H,0)
Copper Sulphate fCuS04-5HjO)

Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. I.63S)

Water (distilled) to make I

3.260 grams
8.ZI0 grams
10.0 cc

000. cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer

each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive index. 0 line," 1.51). each 2.5 mm thick.

Bureau of Standards. Davia-Gtbson Filters

Adjusted to m»Ke sum of E "- E' from 400
to 720 m/i equal practically to 2ero

Factor to be used to muiliplij the candle-power
of the light source to obtain the candle-power
of the source-and -filler combination

786/146



REPRODUCIBLE WHITE LIGHT FILTERS 147

f000"K TO MEAN NOON SUNLIGHT at WASHINGTON. CHART 20

ISO

125

3>
0>

t 100
c
UJ

75

50

25

>i n H u u

i

—

\
j

\
A —

'I
-{

/n
)

\

\
\

1.00

.75

550 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750
Wave Length— millimicrons (m^)

.50 i

.25

.00

, A. T E'" 5^'
350 0.577 19.7
?<? _.653 ZS,7
7P .7/7 32.

H

I.SSI
eo .770 31.

Z

1 .563
90 .gio H6. 1 (,53 a

400 SZ.1 1.170
10 57.6 1.039
20 .671 I.OOI
30 .677 7Z.0 I.OtO
40 .916 77.7 .999

450 .S7S .950
eo .66'} 67 .7 ,151
70 .660 92 . / ,9S0
90 .6 ft 1S.1 .969
90 .633 16.9 .963

500 .61^ lOI .1 .993
10 .766 lOZ. 1 1 .009
20 .7SI 1 .010
30 .730 lOl.g 1.006
40 .70I K><>,1 1 .ooo
550 .673 99.7 .ISO
«0 .6fS fS,2. .96Z
70 .620 .9fa
90 .S96 is,

3

,9fl
90 ,571 .9SS

900 93.

H

.9»l

10 .SS3 93.

0

.167
20 .S¥¥ 9^,7 .995
30 .S3S 9Z.Z 1.001
40 .SZ6 9 1.7 I.007

950 .SIS 91.1 1.016
60 .SOI 90.1 1,016
70 .HI6 6S.S I.0Z6
90 .HS6 S7.I 1 .0Z9
90 .¥72 6S.O 1 .oze

700 .HSS 6Z.7 I.0Z7
10 60.

Z

i,QZ6
20 .HZ7 77,^ 1,015

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter »l E5'C

V— Relative Visibility Function— Relative Energy of tOOO'K
E'— Relative Energy of Mean Noon

Sunlight at Washinglor
E"(-TxE)* oooo— Relative Energy of

¥000 K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter
for HOOO'K = 0. 6f1

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSQ,-5H,0) 0.7V I grams
0.7¥l grams
30.0 cc

1000. cc

Mannite (C,H,(0H),)
Pyridine (CsH.N)
Water (distilled) to make

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate
(CoSO/CNH^SOj-SHjO)

Copper Sulphate (CuSQ,-5l^0)

Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.035)

Water (distilled) to make

1.130 grams
b.ZSO grams
10.0 cc

1000. cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer
each of solutions A and 6 In a double cell

with three plates of borosllicate crown glass

(refractive Index, D line.* I.5l), each 2.5 mm thick.

0««r«*u of standard*. Davit -Giteon Filter*

Adjusted' (0 m»Ke sum of E"- E' from 400
to 720 irift equal practically to 2ero

Tactor to t)e used to multiply the candle -power
of the light source to obtain the candle -po»er
of the source-and-filter combination

787/147



148 BUREAU OF STANDARDS

284 8* K TO 3500°K CHART 21

150

350 400 450 500 550 600 650
Wave Length— milliin

700 750
icrons (m/t)

(m/i)
T ' E"* /E

350 H.e, .353
60 .577 7.0 .Ht7
70 .6S3 lO.O .SHI
eo .717 13.

t

.635"

90 .76S IS .2 .726
400 .SO'* Z3.2 .S06
10 .tZ(, ZS.b .S7t
20 .S36 St.H .138
30 .S3I fO.Z .1SZ
40 .f 13 V5.7 I.QQ1
450 .7t3 S0.7 \.0I1
60 SS.^ I.Oil
70 .72 / 60.S I.OZS
80 .611 6S.6 I.03O
90 .66 V 70.1 I.OZS
500 .62.7 73.

S

1.005-
10 .SS9 76.3 .ISO
20 .5"6 1 71 .7 .167
30 .S¥6 SH.7 .171
40 .S3g ICS .11

1

550 .52.S 16.1 1.005
.SIH 1 00. 7 1.007

-f^ .Hit 1 O^i.H I.OOH
60 .mi I07.t .115
90 .HbZ 1 lO.I .1S5
600 .VV7 1 1 3.0 .17^

• 0 .t37 1 1 6.7 .HZ.
20 .HZ1 / 20.7 .in
30 .hzz / Z¥.7 .116
40 .HIb 1 iS.b 1 .001
650 ,HII I3Z.1 I.O 1 5
60 .HOb /36.7 1 .0Z1
70 .311 131.7 1 .OZS
80 .311 IHZ. 1 1 .0 Z1
90 .3SI 113.1 1 .0Z1

700 .372 1 11.1 1 .0 1 7
1 0 .36 / 1 11.7 1 .OO S

20 .3'*1 1 13.1 .11 Z

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter at 25'C

V— Relative Visibility Function

E— Relative Energy of 2848* K
E'— Relative Energy of 3500'H

E"(=TxE)* pooo— Relative Energy of
2848*K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter

for 2848* K =0.417

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSC|,-5H,0)

Mannite fC,H,(OH),)
Pyridine (CjH.N)
Water (distilled) to make

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate
(Co50/(NHJ, S04-6H,0)

Copper Sulphate (CuSOvSHjO)
Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.635)

Water (distilled) to make

30.0
1000.

J.I 13 grams
I . M3^ grams

cc
cc

<?.7a0 grams
7,1 17 grams
10.0 cc

1000. cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer

each of solutions A and 6 in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive index. D line." 1.51). each 2.5 mm thich.

of Standards. 0«*'t-G-oson F.itert

Adjusted to miKe sum of E"- E' from 400
to 720 m^ equki prtclic*llij to zero

Factor to be used to muittpiy the candle-power
of the light source to obtain the candle -power
of the source-ano-fiiter combination

788/148



REPRODUCIBLE WHITE LIGHT FILTERS 149

284 8* K TO 4000''K CHART 22

ISO

125

100

75

50

25

/
/

E n M r
/

h
pJ

i

A n —

\

r \t
f

—
H >-

rr { 1 X
c 1 /

^;

,^
\

5C 4()0 4!50 5C)0 5J>CI 3C)C 5J)C 7C)C 7E

1.00

.75

.50 i

.25

.00

Wave Length— millimicrons (rryx)

A.
(m>4)

T E"
'

Vz'
350 O.S'JO s.o .22/
60 !.0 .3OS
70 .ST 1 tl .9 .HOH

90 .bSO 1 7.0 .SIO
90 .7/7 Z3.Z .6ZI

400 .763 30.I .726
10 .Ti3 37.6 .fZS
20 .s-o? ts.t .913
30 .799 SZ.g .979
40 .mi S9.3 I.OZO

450 .726 6V.¥ 1.039
50 .(,7f 6S .6 1 .035
70 .639 73.3 1 .Of3
60 .6 0Z 77.9 1 .099
90 .S63 S I.Z 1 .0¥Z

500 .SIf tz.t 1 .OlO
10 .H67 rz.6 .971
20 . V33 SH.I .9SI
30 .tl 6 tS . 1 .96Z
40 .HOb 9 3.3 .9gf

550 .391 99 .Z 1 .009

eo .379 101 .S 1 .OlS
70 .360 IO^,3 1.009
90 .3V0 lOH.I ,m
90 IOH.6 .979

900 .305 1 os.s .97/
10 .Z9S I07.7 .97S
20 .Ztl 1 10.3 .9S6
30 .ZSO 1 I3.0 .99r
40 .273 1 IS.S I.O09

950 1 1 g.H 1 .OZS
60 .2.(,Z IZ0.9 1 .090
70 .ZSS IZZ.3 1 .09S
90 .ZHS IZ3. 1 1 .096
90 .z3r IZZ.S 1.036

700 .ZZI IZI.6 I.0Z6
10 IZO.Z t.OIZ
20 .Z09 117.9

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter »l 25*0

V— Relative Visibility Function

E— Relative Energy of 2848'

K

E'— Relative Energy of 4000''K

E"('TxE)' oooo— Relative Energy of
2848'K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filler

for 2848* K = 0.361

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSQ,-5H,0) t .7Z6 grams
Mannite (C,H,(OH),) / .726 grams
Pyridine (CjH.N) 30.0 cc
Water (distilled) to make 1000. cc

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate
(CoSO.-CNH^l.SOj-eHjO) IS.t33 grams

Copper Sulphate fCuS04-5HjO) 11.220 grams
Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.635) 10.0 cc
Water (distilled) to make 1000. cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer

each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive index. D line,« l.5l). each 2.5 mm thick.

6ur«ftw of St»ndftrd«. Otvtk-Gtbfton Fitter*

Adjusted la make sum of C - E from 400
to 720 m/A equ&l practically to zero

Factor to be used to multiply the candle-power
of the light source to obtain the candle-power
of the source-and-fiiter combination

789/149



150 BUREAU OP STANDARDS

284 8* K TO 5000'

K

CHART 24

150

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 756
Wave Length— millimicron* 0>y<)

\
(m>i)

T E'" 9k-
350 0.2^6 s.i .IZ3

60 10.

f

.I9Z
70 .Ht6 U.o ,Ztl

eo .S77 23.7 .3t9

90 33.

¥

.SI3
400 .71 f it.l .^fo
10 .7so S5.1 .769

,767 67.7 .f90
30 .7Sf nr.! .9Sb
40 .7/* I.Ofg

450 .hSI to.

5

1.06b
60 .SSi 93.0 I.ObH
70 .S3S 96.3 l.07¥
60 .tf9 i.orz
90 .tfl 99.1 I.06S

500 .3tS 96.t 1.019
10 •^33 9Z.>t .9S9
20 .Z'i7 90.t .92.9
30 .zgo 93.1 .9t6
40 .27/ 97.7 ,197
550 .Z60 IOI,7 1 .021

60 .Z¥6 I03.Z i,09Z
70 .ZZf IOZ.6 1 .OZH
60 .Z09 lOO.S 1 .ooz
90 .1 1Z 9S.Z .9 to

600 .1 7e 9b.7 .9 66
10 .169 96.9 .9 73
20 .1 bZ ?7,f .9S7
30 .IS6 98.9 1 .0O>t

40 .ISO 99 .9 1 .ozo
650 .IttZ lOI.H I.0H3
60 lOZ.Z 1 .ObZ
70 .I3SS 1 Ol .g I.Obf
80 .IZtZ I00.7 I.Obb
90 .IZIS 9S.I I.OSO

700 .1 Iff IS,

9

I.03Z
10 .I073 9Z.Z I.OII
20 .looz vs.

6

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter ct 25X
V— Relative Visibility Function

E— Relative Energy of 2848* K
E'— Relative Energy of 5000* K

E " ("T X E )'— o o o o— Relative Energy of
2646'K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter

for 2848' K • 0.231

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSQ,-5H,0) %.S9*I grams
Mannite (C,H,{OH),) 2.57? grams
Pyridrne (C,H.N) 30.0 cc
Water (distilled) to make 1000. cc

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate
(Co50/(NH4),S0«-6H,0) 23.080 grams

Copper Sulphate (CuSCI,-5HjO) I7.O10 grams
Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.635) 10.0 cc
Water (distilled) to make 1000. cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer
each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive inden. 0 line,»l.5l). each 2.5 mm thick.

Suraftu of SlandArd*. Osvis - &ib*on Filter*

Adjusted to mahe sum of E * C from 400
10 720 m^ equal practically to zero

Factor to be uicd to multiply the candle-power
of the light source to obtain the candle-power
of the source-and-fiiter combination

790/150
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284 8* K TO 6000'K CHART 26

150

.50 E

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750
Wave Length— millimicrons (nryx)

\
(m>t)

T E'"

350 O.ZSS 6.9 .OS6
60 /2..2 ,IHS
70 II.S .ZZ6
ep .S¥l 30. 1 .331
90 .6Zb H3.0 .1S9

400 .6SS S7.3 .S7H
10 7Z.t .73S
20 .^tz SS.6 .ffl
30 .7ZS lOI .7 .997
40 .677 1 lO.S 1 .070

450 .60* 1 I3.S 1 .093
60 .S30 IIH.O 1 .Off
70 .H7¥ 1 is-.b 1,099
80 .¥ZS- 1 1 6.6 i.ios-
90 .37V 1 lf.6 1.0f9

500 .316 I07.7 1 .OZ6
10 .ZI>S 99.6 .9S3
20 9S-.Z .9/6
30 .ZIS 96.7 .93r
40 .Z06 10 0.9 .9f7
550 .ill 1 OV.3 1 .031
60 Jff IOH.7 1 .0H7
70 .IbS 1 OZ.3 1 .036
eo .ISI 9g.H I.OlO
90 .I36J- 9f.S .9f¥

5Q0 .izfr 91.6 .96 f
IQ .1169 90.6 ,f7f
20 .1110 9 0.6 .9t9
30 .lost 90./ t .009
40 .lOIZ 90.9 1 .0Z9

650 .0<}76 9 1 .6 1 .0S7
60 .0937 9 1.6 1 .077
70 .OSgl 90.3 1 .Of3
80 .0S37 Sf.3 1 .079
90 .0776 f¥.f 1 .OSS

700 .07ZO S 1 .Z 1 .03 S
1 0 .0667 77.

S

1 ,001
20 .06 If 73.S .97f

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter tt 25*C

V— Relative Visibility Function

E— Relative Energy of 2848* K
E'— Relative Energy of COOCK

E" («T X E )* p o o o— Relative Energy of
2848*K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filler

for 2848' K 0.173

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSQ,-5H,0) 3. 1 86
Mannite (C,H,{OH),) 3.188
Pyridine (CjH.N) 30.0
Water (distilled) to make 1000.

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate
.(CoS0/(NH,),S04-6H,0) 28.460

Copper Sulphate (CuSOv 5 HjO) 21.000
Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.835) 10.0
Water (distilled) to make 1000.

grams
grams
cc
cc

grams
grams
cc
cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer
each of solutions A and 6 in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass
(refractive index. D line." 1.51). each 2.5 mm thick.

Bureau of Standards. Davis -Gibson Filter's

Adjusted to make sum of E - E from 400
to^ 720 Tifji equal practicailij to zero

Factor to be used to multiply the candle-power
of the light source to obtain the candle-power
of the source-and-fiiter combination
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284 8* K TO 7000'K CHART 28

ISO

125

t 100

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 756
Wave Length— rnillimicrons (m/i)

T E'"
9i'

350 0. 23 V 7 .<• .0 69
60 .3ZS .IZI
70 23.3 .197
90 .szo 35.9 .Z99
90 .60 7 51 .7 .HZ7

400 .667 61.1 .567
1 0 .706 gf.O . 7ZO
20 .7>5 I07.3 .171
30 . 70S IZZ.6 I.007
40 . 6S2 I3Z.0 I.Off

450 .S73 133.7 1 .1 13

60 .H1H 13 1.6 1.106
70 .H3S t3t.'f 1 .1 17
80 .3fH 1 3 0.6 1 .IZS
90 .33Z 1 Z6.3 1 .lOS

500 .Z7S 1 16.1 1.031
10 .ZZS 1 OH.S .9H-g

20 .193 9S.5 .9 06
30 .17 S 99.3 .93Z
40 .17 0 1 03.3 .9fg

5 50 . / 6Z 1 06.3 1 .039
60 . ISO ICS.

9

1 .0S9
70 .I3S6 IOZ.5 1 .OHS
ao .IZOS 97.3 1 .Ol g
90 .1073 9Z.Z .9gg

600 .0971 g f.3 .970
10 .OlOl S6.7 .976
20 .oeso S6. 1 .993
30 .OSOb SS.7 1 .OlS
40 .0765 is.

3

1 .03S
650 .OT3S SS.S 1 .066
60 .0700 gs.o 1 .ogy
70 .0659 S3 .1 1 .093
80 .06 16 go.

6

1 .ogf
90 .OS6S 76.6 t .06Z

700 .OS 11 7Z .6 1 .03S
1 0 .OH76 6S .6 1 .OOH
20 .0t3H (•H. 1 .970

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter tt 25*0

V— Relative Visibility Function

E— Relative Energy of 2848* K
E'— Relative Energy of 7000'K

E"{-TxE)' oooo— Relative Energy of
2848*K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter

for 2648* K =0.1407

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (Cu5C|,-5H,0) 3.605 grams
Mannite (C,H,(OH),) 3. 60J grams
Pyridine (C5H5N) 30.0 cc
Water (distilled) to make 1000. cc

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate
(Co50v(NHJ,504-6H,0) 32.400 grams

Copper Sulphate (CuSOvSHjO) 23.600 grams
Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.635) 10.0 cc
Water (distilled) lo make 1000. cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer

each of solutions A and 8 in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive index, D line." 1.51). each 2.5 mm thick.

Bureau of Slsndards. OftvifGibson Filters

Adjusted to make sum of E"- E' from ^QO
to 720 rrtfjL equal practically to zero

Factor to be used lo multiply the candle-power
of the light source to obtain the candle-power
of the source-and-filter combination
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284 8° K TO aOOCK CHART 29

150

125

i, 100

75

50

25

1

1
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< c
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1.00

.7 5

.50 e

.2 5

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700
Wave Length— millimicrons Im/x)

.00
750

\
(nvu)

T E'" 9t
350 0.22/ .0S9
60 .3/2 IS.1 .107
70 .HOt 2 6. V .I7f

90 .sob HI.O .Z7S
90 .Sff St.H .H06

400 .6SH 79.5- .Sir
10 .693 IOI.3 .70!
20 .71 Z IZ3.S .S77
30 .611 1 HO.g 1.017
40 .63 f 1 SO.H 1 .106

450 .SS'O \SO.S
60 .H6g 1 Hb.Z. 1 .IZO
70 .HOI 1 HH.3 1 .I3Z
ao .3S6 IHI.S 1 .139
90 .30 H I3S.H 1 .1 IS

500 .2^7 1 ZZ.H 1 .03S
10 ./ 99 ioe.7 .fHS
20 ./ 6f 1 OO.F .900
30 .ISS lOI. 1 .92 7
40 ./V77 lOH.I .990

550 .IHOZ I0T.7 / .OHS
60 ,l2,fZ 106.7 1 .067
70 .1 IS7 tOZ.H 1 .0S6
ao .1011 Ib.H 1 ,0ZH
90 .Of')') ')0.5 .990

600 .osoy tb.O .972
10 .OTIH .976
20 .Obtf .996
30 .0660 fz.z 1 .019
40 .0623 fl .V I.OHI

650 .OS') 6 fl .3 1 .079
60 .OS6 6 so.s 1 .097
70 .0S3O 7f.H 1 .lOZ
80 .OHIS 7S.S 1.097
90 .Of HI 7 1.3 1 .ObS

700 .OHO') 6 7.) 1 .037
1 0 .037Z ^2.9 1 .OOH
20 .0337 Sf.7 .967

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter at 25'C

V Relative Visibility Function

E Relative Energy of 2848* K
E'— Relative Energy of 8000*K

E"{«TxE)* 0000— Relative Energy of
2848*K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter

for 2848* K 0.12 1

1

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSCI,-5H,0)

Mannite (C,H,(OH),)
Pyridine (CjH.N)
Water (distilled) to make

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate
(CoS04-(NH«),S04-6H,0)

Copper Sulphate (CuSOvSHjO)
Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.635)

Water (distilled) to make

3.1 16° • grams
3.116 grans

30.0 cc
1000. CC

35.355 grams
25.800 grams
10.0 cc

1000. cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer

each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive index. D line." I.5l). each 2.5 mm thick.

Burtftu of Sl«ndArds. Davit -Gibson Filters

Adjusted to maKe sum of E - E' from 400
to 720 m^ equal practically to zero

Factor to tx used to multiply the candle-power
of the light source to obtain the candle-power
of the source-and-fiiter combination
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CHART 30

150

125

i 100
c-u

75

50

25

( >
/
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1
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(
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H

7 'I fa >^
1,

-C >- (
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_
V >-

/
,/

-< r- X

i 1 /
/

1.00

.7 5

.50 i

.25

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750
Wave Length— millitnicrons (m/j^

.00

X
(m/i)

1

» •
L /E

350 0.2 (3 t.H
60 .303 .097
70 .too 29.

Z

.166
90 HS.f .Z6Z
90 .5S6 66.0 .39 1

400 .6HS tS.H .S3S
10 .6f¥ 1 !Z.t . 700
20 .703 13 7.5 .sns
30 .etc 1 S6.H 1.023
40 . 6Z0 1 6t.l 1 .1 II

450 1 6t.S 1 .IHZ
60 1 SS^.H 1 .I3Z
70 .3S^ ISS. 1 1 .IH3
80 .336 ISI.Z 1 .ISI
90 .ZSH 1 H3.0 I.IZH

500 .229 IZ7.7 l.03f
10 .; tz. 1 ) l.t .tto
2C 1 OZ:f .«91
30 I0Z.6 .9Z3
40 .I3Z6 10 6.3 .91

1

5 50 .IZSS 10 e. s 1 .OSO
60 .1 1 sz. 1 .07t
70 .IOZ(. loz.s 1 .06Z
80 .osn IS.

7

1 .ozr
90 S9.Z ,iiz

600 .0700 SH.3 .971
1 0 .06 f3 SI .S .97 f
20 .060Z. go .6 .91 f
30 .OS67 79 .7 1 .0Z3
40 .OS3t 7f.6 1 .OHS

650 7/.y 1 .OSO
60 .OfSZ 77 ,3 1 .1 OS
70 .OHSO I.I 10
80 .OH 16 nz.o I.I OH
90 .0377 67.6 1 .073

700 .03 HZ 63.3 1 .OHI
1 0 .0310 SI .0 1 .006
20 .02.79 5t.f .967

T— Spectral Transmiision of Filter »t 25*0

V— Relative Visibility Function

E— Relative Energy of 2848 K
E'— Relative Energy of 'IOOCK

E"(>TxE)'— 0000— Relative Energy of
2848'K and Filler Combination

Light Transmission of Filter

for 2848* « = 0.1082.

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSQ,-5HjO) 4-154 grams
4. '54 grams
30.0 cc

1000. cc

Mannite (C,H,(OH),)
Pyridine (CjH.N)
Water (distilled) to make

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate
(Co50/(NH4),S0«-6Hj0) 37.550 grams

Copper Sulphate (CuSO,-5HjO) Z7.Z90 grams
Sulphuric Acid (sp!gr. 1.835) 10.0 cc
Water (distilled) to make 1000. cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer

each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate cro*n glass

(refractive index. 0 line."l.5l). eacfi 2.5 mm thick.

6urc«u of Standards. 0«v.»-G<Dfton F. iters

Adjusted to mahe sum of E - E from 400
lo equal pracdcaMi^ to iero

Factor to be used to multiply the candle -power
of the light source lo obtain the c4ndie-po*er
of the source-and -filter comcnat-on
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2848"' K TO CHART 31

150

125

t 100

75

50

25

/

\

E
1-

(

/

1

[
-< 1-

>-1^

t
V

1

\

\ V
1

''^

1.00

.75

.50 E

.25

350 400 450 500 550 600 650
Wave Length— mill

700 750
imiCPOns (rryx)

.00

X
(n>/i)

T E'" 9^'
350 0.20/ / 0.1 .OHS
60 .297 1 f.f .01

1

70 .31 f 3 1 .6 .IS7
eo .HI 1 H1.3 .253
do .SfO 7i.S .3fO

400 .63f 96.2 .SZ6
10 .677 IZZ.7 .613
20 .61S .f7S
30 .67/ lei.T l,oz^
40 .609 I71.H

450 .S2.t 176.7 1 .I5Z
60 .t3S I6S.S 1 .Itl
70 .373 I63.g 1 .ISI
ao .3ZI iSg.7 1 .1 60
90 .Z61 IHS.1 1,131

500 .ZIt 131.7 I.031
10 .I6<i 1 IH.Z .'i37
20 .IHOI lOH.I .S10
30 .IZ77 I03.S .1ZO
40 .IZI£> I07.Z .111

550 .1 ISO 101.6 I.OSt
60' .lOSZ I07.1 1 .071
70 .0^3? 1 OZ.S 1 .06t
60 .OSI 1 1S.Z 1.031
90 .0707 Sf.Z .11H

500 .0627 fZ.1 .173
10 .OS7H so.z .17f
20 .0S3S 7f.S .111
30 .0503 77.7 1 .0Z6
40 .0H7Z '76.S 1 .oti

650 .OHSO 16.

Z

I.OS6
60 .OHZS 7S.O 1 .1 1 1

70 .0316 72.6 1 .11 f
80 .036S 61.

H

1 .11 1

90 .0330 6H.1 1 .OSO
700 .OZIf 60.S I.0H6

1 0 .0Z61 Sb.3 1.001
2p .OZHI SZ. 1 .161

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter at 25'C

V— Relative Visibility Function

E Relative Energy of 2848* K
E'— Relative Energy of lO.OOO'K

E"(=TxE)' 0000-
284e'K and

- Relative Energy of
Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter

for 2646* K = 0.0181

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSQ,- 5H,0)

Mannite (C,H,(OH),)
Pyridine (CjHjN)
Water (distilled) to make

4.342
4.342

30.0
1000.

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate
(Co S0v(NH4), SO*- 6 HjO) 31.353

Copper Sulphate (CuS04-5HjO) 28.^20
Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.635) 10.0

Water (distilled) to make 1000.

grams
grams
cc
cc

grams
grams
cc
cc

These data are for a' one centimeter layer

each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive index. D line.= l.5l). each 2.5 mm thick.

Adjusted lo make sum of E - E
to 720 mjx equal practically

from 400
to zero

Bureau or standards. Davis -Gibton Filters

Factor to be used to multiply the candle-power
of the light source to obtain the candle-power
of the source-and-filter combination
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2848* K TO SUNLIGHT OUJSIOE EARTH'^ ATMOSPHERE CHART 32
150

125

51

100
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1.00

.7 5

.50 E

.2 5

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750
Wave Length millimicrons (rry^)

.00

\
(m/i)

1

„ .
c. /E'

350 o.zss 6.7
eo .3SI 1 1 .9 .215
70 / 1.3 .320
eo Z1.3 . V63
90 . 630 il,1 .6¥l

400 .efo SS.g ,7S3
10 .73 1 71.0 .gl6
20 .7SI S6.6 ,111
30 .737 lOO.O 1.031
40 I01.6 I.07S

450 ,62.7 1 l¥.l I.OHZ
60 .SSf 1 IS.9 1 .03 1

70 .S03 1 IS.6 I.OHS
60 .HS>t 1 20.S 1 .067
90 .H03 1 11.3 1.067

500 1 13. 1 I.OZ6
10 I0S.3 .161
20 .ZS3 100.6 .1¥0
30 .233 101.3 .161
40 .ZZI lOH.Z 1 .oos

550 .zoe 106.1 1 .031

60 .111 lOS.Z 1.0sz
70 .1 73 IOI.1 I.OHI
60 .iss 17.3 I.OI6
90 ,13(6 IZ.g .111

§00 .IZ51 S1.3 .176
10 .1 IbS S7.S .ifz
20 .1096 S6.6 I.OOO
30 .103 1 gsjr 1 .Olg
40 .0967 SH-.O 1 .03f

650 .0113 gz.s 1 .OSS
60 .OSSH go.g 1 .063
70 .OISS 77.

t

1 .OSS
60 .07ZO 73.

S

1 .03S
90 .06H6 6g.Z ,116^

700 .OSSO 63.

Z

.isi
1 0 .OSZO Sf.t .117
20 S3.

7

.g7Z

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter 4t 25'C

V— Relative Visibility Function

E^— Relative Energy of 2848* K
E — Relative Energy of Sunlight Outside

tarth's Atiiio&(>here

E"{'TxE)' pooo— Relative Energy of
2648*K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter

for 2848* K =0.180

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSQ,-5H,0) 3.125 grams
Mannite (C,H,(OH),) 3. 1 25 grams
Pyridine (CjH.N) 30.0 cc
Water (distilled) to make 1000. cc

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate

,

(Co50/(NH«),50«-6H,0)
Copper Sulphate (CuSOvSHiO)
Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. I.63S)

Water (distilled) to make I

25". 4 70 grams
25. OOO grams
10.0 ' cc

000. cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer

each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive index. 0 line.- I.5l). each 2.5 mm thick.

Burcftu of Sl&ndftf-ds. DtvifCiOkon F<lt«r»

Adjusted to m»Ke sum of E - E from 400
to 720 jKi/i equal practictliy to zero

FiCtor to be used to multiply the candle-power
of the light source to obtain the candle-power
of the source-and -filler combination
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2848* K TO Abbot- PRIEST sunlight CHART 33
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Wave Length— millimicrons (m/i)

lOO

K T E Ye'
350 0.3 06 J J

60 .toi 9.H
70 .V97 IH.B
90 .SB 7 22.0 .V¥2
90 30.

B

.551
400 . 7ZH to. 7 .b7H
10 .762 Sl.f .766
20 ,7&l bz.t .691
30 .772 7z.e .17Z
40 .131 61.1 I.0Z5

450 6 6.7 I.O¥5
60 .kZB 9 0.(, Ij096
70 .561 15.1 1.063
60 .S37 1'i.O 1,073
90 .*89 I00.7 1 .065

500 .»J3 91.0 1 .0Z(,
10 .379 15.6 .17*'
20 .331 13.9 .lie
30 .31 h 9S.6 .957
40 .30I 96.6 .965

5 50 .ZBS 101.

1

1 .006
60 .266 lOI.H 1 .Olt
70 .2VV ifi 1 .OOZ
60 .223 97.

S

.963
90 .zot 95.0 .967

60Q .181 f3,3 .96Z
10 .171 93.0 .97Z
20 .no 93.

f

.lit
30 .163 13.7 1 .017
40 93.6 1 .03Z

650 .If 01 93.6 1 .0S6
60 .Itll 13.

Z

1 .0 7

1

70 ./33e' 91 .H 1 .0 76
80 .IZSt BB .6 1 .07 Z
90 .IIS7 B'f.l 1 .ost

7Q0 .I061 80.9 1 .036
1 0 .01BS 76.9 1.0 13
20 .090 f 72.7

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter *t 25*C

V— Relative Visibility Function— Relative Energy of 2848* K
E— Relative Energy of Abbot - Priest Sun

E"(=T c E )' p o o o — Relative Energy of
2846*K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filler

for 2848* K = 0.Z5I

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSQ,-5H,0) 2.V77 grams
Mannite (C,H,(OH),) 2.1*77 grams
Pyridine (C5H5N) 30.0 CC
Water (distilled) to make 1000. cc

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate
(CoSO/(NH«),SO«-6H,0)

Copper Sulphate fCuSOvSHjO)
Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.635)

Water (distilled) to make

I8.9SS grams
I9.0Z0 grams
10.0 cc

1000. cc

These data are for a one cenlimeter layer

eact< of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive index. 0 line.'I.Sl). each 2.5 mm thick.

ftwrcftu of SlandAras. Oftvis - G.bson Fillers

Adjusted lo make sum of E"- E' from 4 00
To 720 ti>^ equal practicAiii^ to 2ero

Fact-or to be used Lo muitipit^ the candle-power
of the iigr>l source lo obtain the candle-power
of the source- and -filler combination
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2848*Kto NOON SUNLIGHTatWASHINGTON JUNE 21 CHART 34
150

125

100

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700
Wave Length— millimicrons (nyt)

756'

X
(m/z)

T / c.

350 O.ZIO
60 .3tS 1 0.0 .¥H0
70 .¥SI .SS9
80 .S7¥ Z3.7 .7IS
90 .6S7 33.

S

.S7S
400 .7 IS ¥¥.¥ .t37
10 .7SS Sb.f .gS8
20 .7 7S (,8 .S .9ZS
30 .76 S SO .O 1 .03S
40 .73t S9.I 1 .0H7

450 .6SO 9 S.I 1 .Ol 1

60 .tzi 99 .Z 1 .006
70 .S7Z 103.7 1 .oisr

80 .SZ.7 I07.S 1 .037
90 .H7i 1 OS .g 1 .OHH

500 .H-ZO lOb.Z 1 .OI6
1 0 .361 1 Ol .1 .9SZ
20 .3Z3 <iS.9 .959
30 .299 99,

g

.9 76
40 .ZSI lOZ.Z 1 .0O¥

550 .Z6¥ 1 03.6 1 .017
60 .Z¥3 lOZ.S 1 .OZB
70 .ZZI 1 00.3 1 .OZZ
SO .ZOO 9 7.0 i .OOf
90 .1 SZ 93.8 .9 89

§po .1 6g 91 .S .9 76
10 .IS7 90.7 .9 go
20 .lf9Z 90. S .99 7
30 .itn 90.3 1 .013
40 .13 t¥ S9.7 1 .0Z7

650 .IZSZ g9.t 1 .ots
60 .IZIt Sg.3 I .OSI
70 .II3S SS.S 1 .osz
80 .lOSf ez.6 1 .0¥Z
90 .0963 7g.Z 1 01 1

700 .OSSI 73.f ,iS3
1 0 .OSOH 6<i.f .9a V

20 .0730 6S.0

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter ai 25*C

V— Relative Visibility Function

Relative Energy of 2848* K
E'— Relative Energy of Noon Sunlight

at Washington JuNt 21

E"(=TxE)' pooo— Relative Energy of
2848*K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter

for 2848' K = 0.231

FILTER FORMULA

A

Copper Sulphate (CuSQ,- 5H,0) 2.67/
Mannite (C.H.IOH),) 2.6 7/
Pyridine (CjH.N) 30.0
Water (distilled) to make 1000.

grams
grams
cc
cc

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate

.

(CoS04-(NH,),S0,-6H,0)
Copper Sulphate (CuSO.-SHjO)

Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.835)

Water (distilled) to make

/<).+30 grams
ZI.OOO grams
10.0 cc

1000. cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer

each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosMicate crown glass

(refractive index. D line.' I.5l). each 2.5 mm thick.

Burtau of Stand&rds. D*vit. Gibson Filters

Adjusled to m»Ke sum of E - E from 400
to 720 rrt^ equal practically to zero

Factor to be used to multiply the candle-power
of the light source to obtain the canoie-power
of the 50urcc-an<3 .filter combination
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284erK TO NOON SUNLIGHT atWASHINGTON dec2i CHART 35
150

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750
Wave Length— millimicrons (m/i)

X
(m/i)

T E'" %
3 50 0.33 f S . 1

DU 0 3 X
, Yc> 0

70 .SZ3 13 .1 1.063
80 .612 If .Z 1 .111
90 .6SS Zb.7 1 .Z30

400 .ffT 3S. 1 .916
10 .7SZ V V.V .910
20 .S03 SH.I .9tS
30 SCI 63,

i

1 .OHO
40 .Tit 11 .s 1 .OZI

450 ,lfo 7S .6 .9SS
60 .61S St.

3

.9SZ
70 .bS6 90.

Z

.9S5-
80 .6/7 9S.S 1 .OIZ
90 .5 7Z IS.

9

1 .OZI
500 .SIS 99.6 1 .006
10 9S.3 .996
20 n.t .9SZ
30 .3SS 98.S .9S7
40 .36V I00.3 1 .003

550 .3fO 1 01 .Z .996
60 .31 f loo. 6 1 .006
70 .zrg 98.9 1 .003
80 .Ztst 96.9 .991
90 .ZfH 9S. 1 ,1S7

600 .ZZ 7 9t.l .971
1 0 .Zl 6 9f.H .9S3
20 .Z07 .tS. 1 .996
30 .Its 9S .9 1 .OOS
40 .1 90 9 6 .3 1 .017

650 .Ig3 9 7.0 1 .033
60 .1 7S 9 6.9 1 .010
70 .166 9S.S 1 .01s
80 .ISI 93.

H

1 .036
90 .\H6I 90.

0

1 .OZZ
700 .1360 S6.S 1 .OOS

1 0 .IZ6¥ SZ.9 .99Z
20 .1167 79.0 .966

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter at 25'C

V Relative Visibility Function— Relative Energy of 2848'

K

E— Relative Energy of Noon Sunlight
at Washington Dec.2(

E (=TxE)' 0000— Relative Energy of
2e48'K and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter

for 2848* K = 0.302

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSC|,'5H,0) Z.I 94 grams
Mannite (C,Hg(OH),) 2..H4 grams
Pyridine (C5H.N) 30.0 cc
Water (distilled) to mahe 1000. cc

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate
(CoS0«-(NH4),S04-6Hj0)

Copper Sulphate {CuSO«-5HjO)

Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.635)

Water (distilled) to make

13.060
16.610
10.0

1000.

grams
grams
cc
cc

These data are for a one centimeter laye.r

each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive index. D line.= l.5l). each 2.5 mm thick.

Bureau or Slandftrds. Davi»- Gibson Fillers

Adjusted to maKe sum of E"- E' fro^n 400
to 720 equal praclicailij to zero

Factor to be used to multiply the candle-power
of the light source to obtain the candle-power
of the source-and-filter combination
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ACETYLENE to MEAN NOON SUNLIGHT at WASHINGTON. CHART 30
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350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 756
Wave Length— nuillimicrona (nyu)

lOO

A., * T A'
DU . 0 ~ 0 *

'V U 1
*

AO 0 i. IT 1 .Ubt
sio . 1 1 . 1 OS

400 HH-'Or T
IP .131
20 .76/ .US
30 ,7SS 7/,/ i.oa.7

40 .73.1 yr.o 1.003
450 .173
60 .e,oa. .tro
70 .sso 16.6 .197
90 .sroi i03.X
90 .¥H7 lOS.I i.OHsr

500 l.00¥
10 11.6 .iff
20 .3.ro
30 .ZSI .179
40 lOO.t 1.000

559 103.0 l.<>IA
60 1 OI.H- I.OIH.
70 .IkH 11.0 LOOf
90 .lfH-3 1S.T .ITS
90 13.3 .I7r

600 .1 ISH II.T .16 f
IP .I06f 11.

T

.173
20 .lis
30 .4593/ 'id,

7

1.017
40 one 1H.I l.03t

650 1H.9 LOST
60 .0 761 I.067
70 .0697 12 .H 1 .061
80 .0633 t1.3 1 .ost
90 ,0SP3 tH.I i.on

700 .OSOl 71,1 .1t3
10 .OhH6 7^,1 .ISO
20 .03<)S .las'

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter at 25*C

V— Relative Visibility Function

C— Relative Energy of Acetylene

E'— Relative Energy of Mean Noon
Sunlight at Washington

E '(-TxE )*— 0000— Relative Energy of
Aceti|lene and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter
for Acetylene 0.170

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Stdphate (CuSQ,'SH,0) 3.2 87 grams
3.207 grams

30.0 cc
1000. cc

Mannite (C,H,(0H)J
Sridine (C,H.N)
ater (distilled) to make

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate
(CoS0«-(NH«)jS0/6H,0)

Copper Sulphate (CuSQ,-5l(0)

Sulphuric Acid (spigr. 1.835)

Water (distilled) to make I

20.580 grams
2 6.480 grams
10.0 cc

000. cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer

each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive index, 0 line.* LSI), each 2.5 mm thick.

Bur«Au of standards. Oavi»-Cib»en Filt«r»

Adjusted' to mahe sum of E"* C' from 400
to 720 ixfi equal practically to lero

Factor to l>e used to multiply the candle-power
or the light source to obtain the candle-power
or the source-and-rilter combination '
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2450°K TO 3 500*K CHART 37

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750
Wave Length— millimicrons (rryx)

\
(myu)

1 t ye
350 0.3n 2 .2 .161
60 .Hfl 3 .? .21S
70 .S3 3 6.3 .311
80 .6 1') 1 .7 .lie
90 IH .Z .565

400 .7 11.5 .677
10 .776 ZS.7 .7SS
20 .TTZ 32.7 .S1Z
30 31.7 .171
40 Ib.Z 1 .OZO

450 .61g SI.

7

1 .03S
60 .(,tZ 56.

S

1 .010
70 .51 f 6Z.O 1 .050
80 .557 67 .5 1 .OS1
90 •.51V 7Z.O 1 .OSI

500 .>it,l 7t,l 1 .OI3
1 0 .H II 75.3 .16S
20 .3 75 77.1 .If5
30 .357 S3.Z .157
4P .317 1 0.3 .Iff

5 50 .335 17,1 1 .OIH
60 .311 1 OZ.3 1 .023
70 .300 1 OS.b / .OI5
80 .Z SO I07.7 117
90 .Zh 1 lOl.b .ISO

600 .ZHh 1 1 1.1 .161
10 .235 1 15.7 .173
20 .227 1 ZO.H .IS6
30 .zzc 1 Z5.0 .111
40 .Z i H IZ1,5 1 .01 O

650 .2 f ?
'

131.

h

1 .OZS
60 .20 2. 131.1 1 .01Z
70 .115 IHZ.Z 1 .016
80 .IT7 1 13.1 1 .OIZ
90 .I7f 1 13.

S

1 .CZ7
700 . Itl 1 13.7 1 .CIZ

1 0 .1 bC 7 H i.h .113
20 .151 1 lO.t .161

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter «f E5'C

V— Relative Visibility Function

E— Relative Energy of 2450'

K

E'— Relative Energy of 3500°K

E" (=T X E )' p o o o— Relative Energy of
2450 K and Filter Combination

Light Tra.nsmission of Filter
for 24 50* K = 0.295

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSQ,- 5H,0) 2.071
' 2.071

30.0
1000.

(-upper sJuipr ^
Mannile (C,Ha(OH),)
Pyridine (CjH.N)
Water (distilled) to make

B.

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate
(CoS04-(NH4),S04-6HjO) 16.045

Copper Sulphate (CuS0«-5Hj0) (4.000
Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.835) 10.0
Water (distilled) to make 1000.

grams
grams
cc
cc

grams
grams
cc
cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer
each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass
(refractive index. D line.»l.5l). each 2.5 mm thick.

Burtftu of Standards. Okvis-Gtbson Fillers

Adjusted to m»Ke sum of E "- E' from 400
to 720 mfjL equal practically to zero

Factor to be used to multiply the candle-power
of the light source to obtain the candle-power
of the source-and -filtec combination
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2450'K TO 6500'K CHART 38
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350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750
Wave Length— millimicrons (r?yx)

.00

T E"
'

/E
350 O.zoi, H.z
60 s .t

70 .39Z IS-./ .1 V6
80 .iff zs.o .Z37
90 .sve 3».6 .3S9

400 .637 SH.t .ff7
10 .67 6 73.

0

.660
20 .69S 93.7 .gtl
30 .67Z 1 1 1 .t .193
40 .6 11 1 Z3.0 1 .093

450 .SZ3 1 Z6.3 1 .l^f
60 .137 1 ZS.6 1 ./ 1 9
70 .37S 1 Z6.1 1.136
80 .3ZZ 1 Z7.3 I.IH7
90 .211 1 Z3.g' 1 .I2S

500 .ZIS 1 izf 1 .03S'
1 0 .1 61 1 00.1 .937
20 .l3fS If.

5

.Sg7
30 ./26V 16.0 .916
40 ./ I')6 1 01 .6 .9^3

550 .1 I2Z 1 06.

0

1 .Ot3
60 .lozo I0 6.S 1 .065
70 .Ot9S 1 03.

1

1 .OSO
80 .077S t7.7 1 .013
90 .0(>7S- fZ.S .979

600 .OSIT St.

7

.9Sy
1 0 .OSfb S7 .6 .9 6S
20 .OSes S7.S .9f7
30 .Ot71 SS.3 1 .OfS
40 .OtH7 S f.b 1 .09Z

650 .OHZh 1 .on
60 J>¥OZ 9 o.o 1 .1 09
70 .0373 SS.6 1 .1 17
80 .03 f3 S b.O 1 .1 10
90 .0301 g 1 .s 1 .07S

700 .OZTi 77.

Z

I.OH7
1 0 .OZ5-I 7Z.S 1 .01 0
20 .CiZS 6S.Z .971

T— Spectral Transmission of Filter «t 25'C

V— Relative Visibility Function

E— Relative Energy of 2450* K
E'— Relative Energy of bSOO'K

E"(=TxE)* 0000— Relative Energy of

Z'iSO'y^ and Filter Combination

Light Transmission of Filter

for 2450' K = 0.0917

FILTER FORMULA

Copper Sulphate (CuSOvSHjO) 4.428 grams
Mannite (CjHstOH),) 4.428 grams
Pyridine (CsHjN) 30.0 cc
Water (distilled) to make 1000. cc

B

Cobalt Ammonium Sulphate
(CoSO,-(NH4),SO,-6HjO) 38.130 grams

Copper Sulphate (Cu504-5HjO) Z9.000 grams
Sulphuric Acid (sp.gr. 1.835) 10.0 cc
Water (dislilled) lo make 1000. cc

These data are for a one centimeter layer

each of solutions A and B in a double cell

with three plates of borosilicate crown glass

(refractive index, 0 line.= l.5l). each 2.5 mm thick.

Adjusted to mahe Sum of E - E from 400
lo 720 equal practically lo zero

Facior to be used to muit-piy me candle-power
of liie light source to obtain the candie-pc^er
of the source - and - filler comp.natioh

Bwe»u Sl*ia*ras.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Volume 3, Number 6, November-December 1959

A Nomograph for Selecting Light Balancing Filters

for Camera Exposure of Color Films

C. S. McCamy, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.'

A nomograph has been designed for rapid selection of filters to adjust the spectral quality of

the illumination to the spectral sensitivity of the film for color photography. The nomograph
provides for a very large number of combinations of films and light sources in a simple form,

permits the easy interpolation of new films, light sources, or filters, indicates v/hich filters would
nearly satisfy when an idea! filter is not available, indicates the general nature of abnormal
combinations for special effects, and provides a convenient conversion from color temperature to

reciprocal color temperature. The nomograph is based on the assumption that the color balance
of color films, the chromaticity of the illumination, and the effect of f Iters can be characterized

adequately on a scale of reciprocal color temperature and that the change of reciprocal color

temperature by a given filter is a constant.

Generally, the most satisfactory color photographs
are obtained if the spectral sensitivity of the film is

balanced for the spectral quality of the illumination.

However, it frequently becomes necessary to use film

which is not properly balanced, either because there

is no available film balanced for the light to be used or

because it is not practical to change films once the

camera is loaded. It is common practice in such cases

to place a colored filter over the camera lens to adjust

the spectral quality of the light to the spectral sensi-

tivity of the film. There are many such filters com-
mercially available to adjust a variety of light sources

to the various color films. Manufacturers of films

and filters publish tables indicating which filter to

use with a given combination of film and light source.

The nomograph described herein serves the same pur-

pose as such tables but is more useful in that it pro-

vides for a very large number of combinations in a

simple form; permits the easy interpolation of new
films, sources, or filters without altering the rest of

the chart; gives an approximate solution to the prob-

lem when there is no exact solution; and indicates

the nature of abnormal combinations which might be

employed for special effects.

The Nomograph and Its Use

The nomograph is shown in Fig. 1. Various light

sources and their correlated color temperatures in de-

grees K are listed on the left, various filters and their

correction effects in micro-reciprocal-degrees (mireds)

are listed in the center, and various films are listed on
the right, with the type of source for which they are

balanced given in mireds. If a straight edge is placed

Presented at the National Conference, Chicago, 27 October 1959

Received 28 September 1959.

on the points corresponding to a film and a light

source, the edge crosses the center line at the point

corresponding to the appropriate filter. The point

on the filter scale corresponding to zero-correction

indicates that no filter is needed since it lies between the

points representing any film and the light source for

which it is balanced.

Filters above the zero-correction point (-|-) are

yellowish or orange in color; those lying below (—

)

are bluish. If the point corresponding to the filter

actually used lies above the indicated ideal point, the

resulting photograph will be generally yellower than

normal. If the filter actually used falls below that

indicated, the photograph will be bluer than normal.

The extent of these effects can be visualized approxi-

mately before the picture is taken by viewing the

scene momentarily through a filter having the same
correction effect in mireds as the difference between the

indicated ideal correction and that of the filter to be

used on the camera. The correct algebraic sign for

the viewing filter is obtained by subtracting the value

for the ideal filter from that for the filter to be used

on the camera.

The nomograph may be used to convert color

temperature to mireds and vice versa. Tjie sources are

listed on a graduated scale of color temperature, the

films are listed on a scale of mireds, and any line

through the zero-correction point connects corre-

sponding points on these scales.

Sources having spectral radiation characteristics

markedly different from those of ideal radiators are

indicated with a superscript "b." In such cases, cor-

related color temperature is not an adequate specifica-

tion of color for use in color photography but gives an

approximation which may be useful.

The data on which Fig. 1 is based were taken from

numerous sources, mostly the published recommenda-
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tions of manufacturers of films, lamps, and filters.

The Wratten filter designations were used, for the most
part, because of their general usage in photographic
technology. Filters designated according to recipro-

cal color temperature may be selected by use of the

filter correction scale graduated in mireds. Although
the effects of the various filters could be computed
from the known spectral transmittances, the values

assigned in Fig. 1 were not obtained in this way.
Rather, values were computed from the light source

and film combinations for which the filters are recom-
mended. For this purpose, daylight was assumed to

have a correlated color temperature of 6100°K. No
effort was made to achieve completeness in the nomo-
graph shown, as it was intended merely to illustrate

the method.

Theory

Although the colors of bodies are generally de-

scribed and specified by multidimensional systems, it

is sometimes practical to use a one-dimensional scale.

One such is the scale of color temperature on which
the color of a body is specified by the temperature of

an ideal radiator which is of the same color. Since

an ideal radiator does not assume all possible colors

as the temperature is varied, it follows that not all

colors can be described adequately in terms of color

temperature. However, the colors of the illuminants

generally used in color photography happen to match
the colors of ideal radiators sufficiently well that color

temperature is an adequate specification for the pur-

pose. (There are a few exceptions to this rule, as

noted earlier.) Priest^ proposed the use of reciprocal

temperature, instead of temperature itself, for specify-

ing the chromaticity of incandescent illuminants and
various phases of daylight and recommended the

micro-reciprocal-degree Kelvin as the most convenient

unit. He pointed out that a given small interval on
this scale represents an equally perceptible difference

in chromaticity regardless of the color temperature.

Gage^ showed that if the logarithm of^ the trans-

mittance of a filter is a linear function of wave num-
ber, the filter will alter the radiant energy distribu-

tion from that corresponding to Wien's equation for

one temperature to that for another temperature.

Fabry^ and Langmuir and Orange^ had suggested
earlier that with a given filter designed to alter color
temperature, the reciprocal color temperature is

changed by the same amount regardless of the color
temperature of the source. The present nomograph is

based on this fact. It is assumed that the color bal-

ance of color films, the color of light sources, and the
effect of real filters can be characterized adequately
on a scale of reciprocal color temperature.
The accuracy of the method depends, in general, on

the degree to which the assumed conditions are met.
However, because filter correction values were as-

signed on the basis of recommended usage rather than
on a theoretical basis, the answers obtained neces-

sarily correspond with manufacturers' recommenda-
tions in the most-often encountered cases, those cases

for which the filters were designed.

The mathematical validity of the nomograph can be
shown by the following geometrical considerations.

The three scales on the nomograph are parallel and are

linear with respect to reciprocal color temperature.

The scale for light sources, if given in micro-reciprocal-

degrees, would increase downward, that for films

increases upward, and that for filters has gradua-
tions half the size of the other two scales and
passes through zero at the center. The filter scale lies

equidistant from the other scales. Given a point A
corresponding to some film, a line may be drawn
through the "no filter" point D to a point B corre-

sponding to the source for which the film is balanced.

Another line may be drawn from A to some other

source C, passing through point E on the filter scale.

Since the scales are parallel and equidistant, DE is one
half BC, but since the filter scale has graduations half

as large as those on the light source scale, the number
of mireds difference between the light sources is equal

to the number of mireds change shown on the filter

scale. The same kind of geometrical construction

holds for all combinations of films and sources.
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Techniques for Ruling and Etching Precise Scales in Glass and Their
Reproduction by Photoetching With a New Light-Sensitive Resist

Raymond Davis and Chester I. Pope

Two methods are described for the making of very precisely graduated circles for the-
odolites. In one method the graduations and numbers are ruled in a wax resist coated on
the glass circle by means of a ruling engine followed by etching. In the other method the
circle is coated with a light-sensitive resist and exposed in contact with a glass master negative
followed by etching. The requirements of precise circles and the mechanics of engraving
the resist on both circles and reticules are discussed. The development of resist coatings
and their application on the glass and the methods of glass etching are reviewed. A new
mild etching solution containing phosphoric acid and hydrofluoric acid was developed.
The synthesis of phenol-formaldehyde resin for use as a light-sensitive resist coating and
the procedure for its use are given in detail.

1. Introduction

Instruments used for the measurement of angles
are equipped with a reference scale graduated in

degrees, minut.es, and seconds, or in grads and its

subdivisions. Sometimes only a part of a circle

(an arc) is graduated, as in the case of the sextant.

With other instruments, such as the theodolite, a
complete circle is graduated. The graduated por-
tion of a circle is commonly referred to as the limb.
It has been the practice for many years to use brass
with a silver inlay for the graduation of arcs and
circles. In recent years aluminum alloys without
the silver inlay have been used for this purpose,
and also certain of the stainless steels have been
recommended [1].^ The precise graduation of

circles on different materials, the techniques used,
and the operation of the dividing engine have been
discussed by Page [1].

A type of precision theodolite, having glass

circles with the graduations etched in the glass,

has come into use during the past 20 to 30 years.

Only a few experimental models of these instru-

ments have been made in this country. One of

these experimental theodolites is shown in figure 1.

The supply of such instruments is limited to a few
European manufacturers. Theodolites equipped
with glass circles have several advantages over the
older types. They are smaller than conventional
instruments of equal accuracy; they have greater
compactness of design; and, in most cases, are ap-
preciably lighter in weight. Moreover, illumina-
tion of the graduations of the circles and micrometer
scales is superior, and the graduations have higher
contrast with the background than is generally

obtained with metal limbs. The most important
feature is the simplicity of reading both circles

with the micrometer microscope (magnifications
up to X 40) located alongside the eyepiece of the

' Figures in brackets refer to literature references at the end of this paper.

telescope. Some instruments have separate mi-
crometer microscopes for the horizontal and
vertical circles. Each reading of the optical

micrometer gives the mean of two diametrical

points of the circle, thus automatically correcting

for eccentricity of mounting of the circles [2, 3, 4, 5,

Figure 1. Pilot model of a one-second theodolite.

This theodolite was made for the U. S. Army Engineer Board by W. & L.
E. Gm'ley, Troy, N. Y. These instruments were equipped with glass circles

made at the National Bureau of Standards by the processes described in this
paper.
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6, 7]. Theodolites with circles 3.5 to 5.5 inches in

diameter, graduated to 20 minutes, may be read
to 1 second and, in some cases, estimated to 0.1

second. Larger instruments with 10-inch circles,

graduated to 2-minute intervals, may be read
directly to 0.1 second [8]. It should be pointed
out that the production of graduated circles having
errors not exceeding the resolution of these optical

micrometers poses a problem because such ac-

curacy is not common. An error of 1 second of

angle on a circle 4 inches (10 cm) in diameter would
amount to a displacement of a graduation by
0.00001 inch (0.25 n).

Graduated glass circles and scales also have
been used in other fields. Dividing heads, in.dex-

ing tables, cam-rise gages, and other units for

machine shop use are now available, and it is

expected that the use of glass circles and scales

with etched graduations will find wide application
in precise work.
Sometime ago the Army Engineer Board re-

quested the National Bureau of Standards to make
a limited number of precise glass circles and reti-

cules and to develop a method for their produc-
tion, with particular emphasis on a photographic
method of reproduction that would facilitate

quantity production. However, no light-sensi-

tive coating was known that, under suitable

exposure and development, would form a mask,
or resist, that would also withstand the action of

hydrofluoric acid used to etch the graduations
into the glass. The project was undertaken and
the immediate needs of the Engineer Board were
met. However, the techniques used were not
fully satisfactory, and further work was done
toward a more satisfactory solution of the prob-
lem. The details of methods used by manufac-
turers for producing these circles have not been
made generally available. However, examination
of a number of graduated circles of European man-
ufacture indicated that each is an original, sepa-

rately coated with a resist, engraved, and etched.
The production of circles require the making of

master circles, engraved on a circular dividin.g

engine and etched in a more or less conventional
manner; the development of a satisfactory photo-
sensitive resist; and a contact-printing and etching
process to produce replicate circles of the required
accuracy. The production of reticules involve
similar techniques and the design and construc-
tion of a rulin.g machin.e. Work on the project
was divided between the NBS Length Section and
the Photographic Technology Section. The
former was responsible for engraving graduations
and numbers on the master circles and testin.g the
master circles and the replicas for accuracy [1].

The remainder of the work, that is, the develop-
ment of resists and of techniques for applying
them, design of the master circle blanks, construc-

tion of a pantograph for numberin,g the graduation
lines on the master circles, production of replicas;

and the production of precise reticlues, was the

responsibility of the Photographic Technology
Section.

This publication discusses the problems that

were encountered and the techniques devised in

the production of a limited number of experimental
glass circles and reticules. Circles of the desired

accuracy have been produced and the major
problems have been solved. In quantity produc-
tion of such circles, modifications in min.or details

are, of course, to be expected. The first six

sections of this paper deal with the production
of master circles, theodolite circles and reticules

by engravin.g wax resists, etching the glass, and
filling the etched graduations.

Section 7 deals with the production of etched-

glass limbs, etc., from a master by photoetching
techniques. Some of the observations and tech-

niques are discussed at greater length than would
be necessary if similar information were available

in the technical literature.

2. Design of Graduated Circles and Master Circles

2.1. Graduated Circles

Two graduated circles, one horizontal and one
vertical, are required for each theodolite. The
horizontal circle is usually somewhat larger than
the other because greater precision of measure-
ment is required in the horizontal plane for geo-
detic triangulation, and, furthermore, a larger ver-
tical circle makes the instrument more bulky, or

less "streamlined." In one well-known instru-

ment, the diameter of the horizontal circle is 3.5

inches, and the vertical circle is 2.7 inches, although
both have the same 20-minute graduations and
can be read to 1 second with the optical microm-
eters. The specifications for the graduated cir-

cles will, of course, be dictated by the design of the
instrument. This design will include the position.

length, and width of lines; position, orientation,

and size of numbers, as well as the dimensions of

the glass, type of etching, and other pertinent

information.
All graduation lines should be of equal width,

usually between 5 and IOm- With one exception,

in all of the circles of European manufacture ex-

amined, the degree lines were longer than the

20-minute subdivisions and were numbered. The
numbers were about 0.005 inch high. The thick-

ness of the glass was found to be about from ji inch

(3 mm) to slightly over }^ inch (6 mm) for circles of

from 2.5 inches (64 mm) to 4 inches (102 mm) in

diameter. Figure 2 shows a much enlarged view

of about 1°20' of a 3.5-inch (89 mm) circle with

20-minute graduations. Two types of gradua-

tions were found: (1) more or less deep-etched
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Figure 2. Enlarged view of graduations on a master circle.

Photographic reproductions were made from these master circles with grad-
uations etched into the glass. These graduations, at 20-minute Intervals, are
subdivided with an optical vernier to 1-second intervals.

and filled lines on clear glass, (2) frosted, usually
shallow-etched lines of fine texture, not filled, but
mirror-sUvered on the etched side. The silvering

either covered the whole surface of the circle or

only a narrow band, or ring, covering the gradua-
tions. Circles with silver over the etched gradu-
ations are viewed through the unsilvered side of

the glass. Figure 3 shows a horizontal circle and
its mount, disassembled, and also a vertical circle

in its mount. Another type of circle examined
was a small (2.5 inch) ring of relatively thick glass

(K inch) with etched graduations on the outside
edge of the ring. Obviously, this design would
not be a satisfactory one for photographic dupli-

cation by contact printing.

One maker of theodolites uses a double line (two
lines slightly separated) for each graduation. The
circle may have been first graduated as usual with
a single-point engraving tool, then the glass circle

turned nearly 180 degrees on the dividing engine
and a second set of lines engraved close to the first

set. Alternatively, both graduations could have
been made simultaneously with two tools set

nearly 180 degrees apart. These double-line grad-
uations should have the effect of reducing the
dividing-machine errors by a factor of 2, provided
both sets of graduations are used.

Selected plate or spectacle crown glass can be
used for making blanks for the circles, and also for

reticules, except, of course, where the specifica-

tions require the use of an optical glass, such as
borosUicate crown. The blanks are annular rings
cut from sheet glass with tube cutters. They are
accurately ground on the outside diameter, then
they are fitted into a special lathe collet, and the
inside diameter is ground to exact size with a
diamond grinding wheel on a tool-post grinder.
The diameter of the hole is checked with a plug
gage before removing the blank from the collet.

Figure 3. Horizontal and vertical circles from a theodolite

of European manufacture.

In the foreground is the vertical circle with its clamp ring. In the back, on
the left, is the horizontal circle. The band, or ring, just inside the edge of the
circle is mirror silvering, which covers the graduated area. In the center is

the mount for this circle, and on the right is a clamp ring used to hold the circle
in position.

Following this, the front and back surface of the
rings are ground and polished and the edges are
beveled.

The quality of the glass surface required for

reticules and etched scales is higher than that
necessary for lenses. Very small imperfections,
such as occasional pits or scratches, which are
relatively unimportant on the surface of most
optical components, are disturbing on surfaces
containing scales or fiduciary marks because in

use considerable magnification may be required for

the observing or measuring operations for which
they were designed. Further, if the tool runs into

a pit or similar imperfection in the glass during
the engraving, both the work and the tool are
almost certain to be ruined.

As already stated, the physical dimensions of the
glass for circles will be specified by the instrument
design in which the completed circle or reticule is

to be used. However, thick glass (about )^ inch)

is preferable to thin glass (for example, Ko inch).

Uneven or local pressure in clamping a circle to the
dividing engine table or in mounting it in the
instrument in which it is to be used may cause
distortion of the circle and thereby introduce
several seconds of error. With thicker glass the
errors from this cause will be smaller, other things

being equal. In the instrument a thick glass has
the further advantage that any dust or specks on
the back side of the glass will be more completely
out of focus.

2.2. Master Circles

The master circle consists of a thick clear glass

disk, somewhat larger than the theodolite circle,

with etched and filled graduations. Its purpose is

similar to that of a photographic negative used for

contact printing. (The details of contact printing

from the master are discussed in sections 7.3 and
8.1.)

Glass blanks for master circles were made of

either spectacle crown or borosilicate crown glass.

Those for master circles 4 inches (102 mm) or

smaller Were made inch (12.7 mm) thick and 6
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Figure 4. Storage box and clamping plug for nlasler circle.

The box on the left is used for safely transporting and storing the master
during all stages of its graduation and while not in use. On the right is a
master with its centering and clamping plug in position.

inches (152 mm) in diameter. Figure 4 shows a
glass master and its centering plug in its storage

case. In the center of the glass disk a 60-degree
conical hole was drilled and ground, having its

larger diameter (about % inch) at the top surface of

the glass. The cylindrical steel centering plug is

% inch (19 mm) in diameter and about the same
length, with a }4-inch (6 mm) hole through its

center. One end of this plug was machined to a
60-degree taper for about % inch (10 mm) of its

length. The plug was fitted to the conical hole

in the glass blank by lapping with suitable abra-
sives. Following this, both sides of the glass blank
were ground and polished, the face side to a good
optical plane free from scratches. Freedom from
scratches is important, as very smaJl ones not
ordinarily noticed will fill about as well as the

etched graduations, thus spoiling a master. The
glass must also be free from seeds and bubbles in
the vicinity of the graduations.
The steel plug is used to clamp the master

blank, by means of a knurled-head screw through
the hole in the plug, first to the table of the num-
bering machine for the engraving of the numbers
and then to the table of the graduating engine for
the engraving of the graduations.
The master blank is centered by means of a

sensitive dial indicator in contact with the plug.
Both centering and lev^eling are very important
for accurate graduating. The centering and level-

ing screws on the table of the graduating machine
provide this adjustment. The glass blank is

leveled optically by lowering the ruling point
until it is a few thousandths of an inch above the
coated surface and by observing the ruling point
and its image from the surface of the blank with a
microscope at near grazing incidence (about 30
degrees) . When the blank is level (at right angles
to the axis of the spindle), the space between the
ruling point and its mirror image remains constant
while the table of the ruling or numbering machine
is rotated. The back side of the glass blank is

prevented from touching the metal table by a

paper washer.
As mentioned in section 2.1, two types of grad-

uations on the theodolite circles are in common
use: (a) etched and filled lines on clear glass, and
(2) frosted etched graduations, mirror-silvered

on the etched side. When planning to engrave
the master circle for contact printing, one must
remember that the engraving on the master
should be a mirror image of the graduations for

type (1) circles. On the other hand, because type

(2) circles ai-e viewed through the glass, the

graduations on the master will be the same as that

on the finished theodolite circle.

3. Resists

3.1. General Composition and Characteristics

The term "resist" is commonly used in several
industries, for example, calico printing, electro-

plating, photoengraving, and glass etching. A
resist is a coating that protects the areas it covers
from chemical, electrical, or physical action.

Several publications [9, 10, 25] describe proc-
esses used for the production of etched glass

scales and reticules in a general way. However,
no publication was found with specific information
in regard to the composition of the resist. The
subject is generally so lightly dealt with that
several assumptions can be made: first, the whole
matter is so simple that no difficulty should be
expected; second, the composition and coating
details are trade secrets; third, none of the resists

is completely satisfactory. Probably botb the
second and third assumptions are true. Another
factor that must be considered is that in some

instances the materials (asphalts, waxes, resins,

and the like) used in making resists are of unknown
composition, identifiable only by trade name.
Furthermore, natural materials frequently vary
in properties according to the source, and syn-
thetic materials may also vary because of differ-

ences in manufacturing and purifying processes.

Finally, some materials cannot easily be obtained.

Resists used for engraving and etching of designs

and scales in glass with hydrofluoric acid are

usually made from a combination of such sub-

stances as asphalts, beeswax, paraffin. Burgundy
pitch, and rosin. These materials are resistant

to the action of hydrofluoric acid. Waxes are the

basis for most resist formulations because of their

inherently good ruling characteristics. Other
ingredients (asphalts, resins) are added to

improve this latter characteristic and to promote
adhesion to the glass. Further modifiers some-
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times used include oils, fats, varnish, and pigments.
Most, if not all, of the ingredients mentioned are
obtainable in several grades, which may differ

in hardness, melting point, color, purity, and
solubility, and one grade may not always be a
substitute for another. This is particularly true
with waxes and asphalts, because, in addition to

the natural products, a wide variety of synthetic
materials is available.

In planning resist formulations, compatibility of

the components must be taken into account and
if a solvent is used, all components (except pig-

ments, if any) must be readily soluble in the sol-

vent. Compatibility is, of course, related to the
rule that materials of similar composition are
miscible with one another. Certain waxes are
incompatible with other waxes, resins, asphalts,

or other material [11]. In some cases compati-
bility of a mixture is obtained by the introduction
of a third material that is compatible with the
other materials. Compatibility is a relative term
expressed in different cases as "excellent", "good",
or "poor." The subject of compatibility, solu-

bility, and other properties of waxes is too involved
to be more than mentioned here, and reference

should be made to the books by Bennett [11] and
Worth [12].

Most waxes are poor adhesives, although they
are among the best resists for hydrofluoric acid.

The adhesiveness can, in some cases, be improved
mixing with other materials such as rosin, resins,

pitches, and asphalts.

If given sufficient time, waxes will absorb hydro-
gen fluoride. For example, wax bottles (mainly
ceresin), which have been used for hydrofluoric
acid, will not lose all of the absorbed acid even
after washing and boUing the wax in water.
The asphalts available have a wide variety of

properties. In general, asphalt from any one
geographic location is likely to be fixed in compo-
sition, appearance, melting point, etc. To a
large extent natural asphalts for many com-
merical uses have been displaced by coal-tar

pitches, petroleum asphalts, etc., derived from the
oU industry. For specific information the reader is

referred to Abraham [13], who gives a detailed
history, description, and sources of various
asphalts, both natural and synthetic.

Resists are sometimes applied to the glass hot,
no solvents being used. More often they are
dissolved in a solvent, and this solution is applied
by several methods, which will be described in

another section. Several solvents are available
that will dissolve waxes, pitches, and asphalts.
The solvent should have a rapid rate of evapora-
tion. Benzene is considered one of the best be-
cause of its good solvent power and desirable rate
of evaporation. Carbon tetrachloride is a good
solvent, but it has a tendency to introduce mois-
ture, thereby spoiling the bond between the glass

and the resist. As both of these solvents are very
toxic, care must be taken to avoid breathing the
fumes. The use of a hood with an exhaust blower

is strongly recommended. Turpentine and chloro-

form are sometimes mentioned in the literature

as suitable solvents. Such resists coated on glass

will not dry completely but will retain a small
quantity of the solvent for an indefinite time;
therefore, the ruling characteristics may change
with time. Resists containing turpentine would
be expected to increase in hardness with age.

In practice a thin layer of the resist is coated on
the glass to be etched. The thickness of the layer
depends to a large extent upon the type of work
to be done. For very coarse work, where the line

or pattern is observed without magnificaton, the
resist can be as much as 0.1 mm in thickness, but
for lines of 1 to 6 in width, it may be only about
the equivalent of 1 or 2 wavelengths of light in

thickness. There is no standard or gage to use for

determining the proper thickness for a specific job;

it will vary with the composition of resist, the
etching techniques, and the user's experience and
judgment.
The most important qualities of an ideal resist

may be itemized as foUows:

(1) Impermeability to either gaseous hydrogen
fluoride or to hydrofluoric acid for a length of time
at least equal to the time required for etching.

(2) Firm adhesion to the glass surface.

(3) Insensitivity to changes in the mositure con-
tent of the atmosphere (relative humidity)

.

(4) Ability to be engraved cleanly (that is, not
be soft and stick to the tool, giving a line of vari-

able width, or be hard and brittle, producing a
ragged-edged line).

(5) Retention of its characteristics for at least

a week after coating.

(6) Retention • of its engraving characteristics

over a moderate range of temperatures.

(7) Resistance to loosening of its bond with the
glass under moderate thermal shock (10 deg).

The listing of these desirable characteristics will

give the reader an idea of the nature of the difl&-

culties commonly encountered with resists. The
following is a brief discussion of difficulties, given

in the same sequence as the desirable qualities were
enumerated.

(1) Permeability to hydrogen fluoride or hydro-

fluoric acid. Practically all of the ingredients and
solvents previously mentioned will take up several

percent of hydrogen fluoride if given sufficient

time; however, the rate of permeability is so low
that no difficulty is likely to be encoimtered.

Certain synthetic waxes, such as chlorinated naph-
thalenes, are so permeable to hydrogen fluoride

that only a light etching can be made before the

whole surface of the glass is mildly etched. Con-
siderably better etchings can be obtained if hydro-
fluoric acid is used instead of the dry gas.

(2) Lack of a good bond to the glass. This is a

common defect, and when present to a small de-

gree is sometimes overlooked. After etching, it

can be observed with a microscope as a gradual
sloping of the surface of the glass toward the etched

line, or as a rounding of the edge of the etched line

518-743 0 - 73 - 53
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at the surface oj the glass. It should not be con-

fused with the taperin.g sides of a deeply etched
line. We have termed this defect "surface under-
cuttin.g." Surface undercutting appears to be
caused by a progressive lifting of the resist during
the etchin.g, probably a weakening of the bond due
to stress during the rulin.g or engravin.g. Another
form of undercuttin.g is the normal removal of the

glass in deep etchin.g so that the resist layer ex-

tends beyond the side of the deeply etched lin.e,

the adjacent surface of the glass being free from
etching. This is illustrated in figure 5.

(3) Adverse effects of moisture. Moisture on the
surface of the glass or within the resist reduces the
adhesion of the resist to the glass. Most resist

materials are moisture-permeable or moisture-
absorbent to some extent [11, p. 160]. The ruling

characteristics of very thinly coated resists con-
taining materials with appreciable hygroscopicity
may be expected to change if subjected to an
atmosphere of high humidity.
The difficulty of obtaining a strong bonding of

the resist coating to the glass is probably due in

part to a layer of moisture at the surface of the

glass. Hubbard, Cleek and Rynders [14] have
definitely established that glass surfaces exposed
to water have a measureable hygroscopicity which
varies with the kind of glass. It. is very likely

that this taking up of water is not merely an ad-
sorption on the surface, but involves chemical
combination within the surface layer of the glass.

Indications are that the amount of water in glass

surfaces follows changes in the relative humidjti'^.

FiGUKE 5. Sketches showing three kinds of etched lines.

The sketches were drawn as sectional views from visual impressions re-

ceived with the microscope by observing normally to the wax resist coating.
The top view, A, indicates a good etching of a deep line with normal under-
cutting of the wax resist. The resist coating retained its adhesion to the glass
during the etching. The middle figure, B, indicates "surface undercutting."
The adhesion of the wax resist loosened progressively during the etching,
which resulted in a gradual slope of the surface of the glass toward the etched
line. The bottom figure, C, represents an "excessive", or "abnormal",
undercutting, resulting m a very widely etched area that slopes toward the
etched line so excessively that the boundary of the etched line is sometimes
difficult to find. Resists that have a poor bond to the glass will show this
efltect.

Heating a glass to drive off moisture is only tem-
porarily effective; when the glass is allowed to fall

to room temperature, the moisture is again taken
up in some proportion to the relative humidity.

(4) Unsatisfactory engraving or ruling quality of
a resist. This is of the greatest importance, since

the quality of the final product, the etched lines,

is dependent upon it. Faulty positioning of the
engraving tool can, of course, spoil the work after

a good resist coating has been applied. The point
to be made here is that the resist layer must not
be too soft or it will stick to the tool, giving a
nonuniform line which changes in width somewhat
periodically. Furthermore, at intersecting lines

trails can be seen that show plainly which line was
ruled last. On the other hand, a resist coating
is sometimes too brittle. In this case the edges
of the lines are ragged, giving a saw-toothed effect.

In extreme cases flakes of resist are broken out,

sometimes to a considerable distance (several line

widths) from the line. Paradoxically, the same
resist can sometimes show the effect of being both
too hard and too soft; that is, the rulings show
both effects to a small degree. This condition is

generally due to a change of ruling speed; at low
speeds, the resist tends to behave as if soft, and at

high speed, it tends to behave as if brittle. Tough-
ness is another characteristic sometimes encount-
ered in resists. Such a resist can be satisfactorily

engraved with a sturdy, properly shaped tool, but
not equally well with a stylus or a delicately

pointed round tool. Toughness can sometimes be
remedied by addition of a plasticizer or a soft

component.
(5) Change of the ruling properties of a resist with

time. When a volatile solvent such as benzene is

used it will evaporate rather quickly, but, while
the resist may be ruled shortly after its applica-

tion, it appears preferable to let it season a few
hours or overnight before ruling. Resists contain-
ing drying oils behave like paint and are slow in

drying: the best time for ruling has to be deter-

mined by trial. Compositions containing mainly
soft asphalts often flow, causing the engraved lines

to close up slowly; consequently, they cannot be
used when the engraving requires several days to

complete. Such a resist could be used when both
ruling and etching can be completed in a short

time, as in some reticule work.

(6) Change of the ruling properties of a resist with

temperature. When resists contain a high per-

centage of wax the quality of rulings is markedly
affected by the temperature at the time of ruling.

It is, of course, desirable to have a resist that can
be engraved well at room temperature (22° to 25°

C), but this has proved to be a difficult problem.
A resist that is too soft to be engraved satisfac-

torily at ambient temperature is sometimes much
improved by lowering the temperature 2 to 5 deg.

In general, compositions containing much soft wax
can be engraved best at temperatures somewhat
below 15° C. The addition of a compatible hard
ingredient will usually improve a resist that is too
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soft to rule at room temperature. However, too
much of a hard material may make the resist sensi-

tive to thermal shocks, resulting in some loss of

adhesion, as explained in (7).

(7) Loosening of the resist from the glass caused
by large {10- to 20-deg.) changes in temperature.

The harmful effect of large fluctuations in tem-
perature can be readily understood when one
bears in mind that few, if any, of the wax-contain-
ing resist coatings are bonded very tightly to the
surface of the glass, that the rigidity of these coat-
ings increases with a decrease in temperature, and
that the coefficient of expansion of waxes, as-

phalts, and resins is much larger than that of the
glass on which it is coated. These factors com-
bine to cause a reduction and, in extreme cases,

a complete loss of the adhesion of the resist to the
glass. Data on the coefficients of linear thermal
expansion of waxes and asphalts are meager and
widely scattered in the literature, but the ex-

amples in table 1 give some idea of their relative

magnitudes. These data may not apply pre-
cisely to all samples of wax or asphalt.

Table L Coefficients of linear thermal expansion

Substance Temperature
range

Coefficient of
expansion

° C
Plate glass 0 to 100 0. 089X10 *

Beeswax (white)^ 10 to 26 2.3
Paraffin 2 16 to 38 1.3
Spermaceti ^ 25 3.2
Asphalt 5 2
Halowax,6 No. 1014 0. 49

.64

.82

Halowax, No. 1013
Halowax, No. 1012 _

' Handbook of chemistry and physics, 34th ed., p. 1901 (Chemical Rubber
Publishing Co., Cleveland, Ohio).

2 Smithsonian physical tables, 7th ed., p. 219 (Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D. C).

5 A. H. Worth, Chemistry and technology of waxes, p. 489 (Reinhold Pub-
lishing Co., New York, N. Y., 1947).

* Handbook of chemistry and physics, 34th ed., p. 1906 (Chemical Rubber
Publishing Co., Cleveland, Ohio).

* One-third of cubical expansion.
' H. Bennett, Commercial waxes, p. 118 (Chemical Publishing Co., Brook-

lyn, N. Y., 1944).

Use is made of the difference in expansion be-
tween glass and pitch in optical shops to remove
reticule blanks from the pitch plate after polishing.

This plate, covered with a number of reticule

blanks, is placed in a refrigerator, and when suf-

ficiently cold, the glass blanks will become de-
tached from the pitch.

Some resists are much less sensitive to thermal
shocks than others. For example, Halowax is

much less sensitive to thermal shocks than bees-
wax; ceresin is about the worst in this respect; on
the other hand, Halowax is much more permeable
to hydrogen fluoride than ceresin. Except in

extreme cases, no evidence of loosening of the
bond to the glass is observable visually. Appar-
ently the bond becomes so weakened that the
stress caused by the engraving tool in cutting
through the resist breaks the bond in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the engraving. Then upon etch-
ing, this area will exhibit "surface-undercutting."

In an attempt to secure stronger adhesions of

wax resists to the glass, several substrata were
tried but without much success. Waterproofing
the glass with Amino Silane prior to coating gave
lines with sharper edges. This method was used
on circles; details are given in section 3.2.

3.2. Cleaning and Waterproofing the Glass
Surface Before Applying the Resist

The glass must be cleaned with the same degree
of care as in mirror-silvering. In the work under
discussion, chromic acid cleaning solution (30 g
of powdered potassium dichromate in 1 liter of

concentrated sulfuric acid) was used. Some sys-

tematic method for handling the glass during the
cleaning is needed, as otherwise the surfaces are

likely to become scratched and nicked. For
handling glass rings, tripods with glass legs were
constructed from glass rod and rubber stoppers,

as shown in figure 6. A ring blank was mounted
on the tripod by squeezing the legs together and
putting them through the hole in the ring. Upon
releasing the pressure, the legs separate and hold
the glass. The feet on the legs of the tripod pre-

vent the ring blank from falling off and keep it

from touching any flat surface on which the tripod

may rest. After the cleaning solution had been
washed off, the ring was placed under distilled

water and swabbed lightly with absorbent cotton.

After a final rinsing, it was placed on a whirler ^

and spun until dry. When dry, if the glass circle

was to be waterproofed, it was placed in an oven
at room temperature and heated to about 100° C.
The circle was then removed from the oven and

2 The whirler was similar to that described in footnote 4, except that the
circle holder consisted of a disk of methyl methacrylate inches in diameter
and H iuch thick. The top of the disk was reduced in diameter to slightly

less than the inside diameter of the circle (3'^ inches) for a depth of i/S inch,

to form a shoulder upon which the circle blank rested during the whirling.

The disk, fitted with a central bushing, was mounted directly on the motor
shaft.

Figure 6. Glass tripods.

Tripods with rubber (stopper) heads and glass legs used for handling of

rings during cleaning and other operations.
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immediately waterproofed, by exposing it, while
hot, to the vapors of Amino Silane^ for 90 seconds.
This was done by suspending the tripod and ring
in a large desiccator at room temperature, with the
surface of the glass about 3 inches above the sur-

face of the Amino Silane. It is not considered
necessary to waterproof the glass to get good re-

sults, however, it was found to improve the re-

sults. The magnitude of the improvement result-

ing from the use of Amino Silane is demonstrated
in section 5.4.

3.3. Methods of Applying Resist Coatings

In the experimental work that preceded the
adoption of specific formulas for resists, the coating
of the glass was done by flowing the resist solution
on the glass while it was spinning on a whirler;*
this method is rapid and gives a coating of uni-
form thickness. However, it was concluded that
withdrawing the glass from the resist solution at a
constant rate was a superior method because less

trouble was experienced with trash and lint.

The withdrawing, or "puU-out," method is no
more difficult than the whirler method when used
for reticule coating. A small (500-ml) jar or can,
having a tight closure, half-filled with resist, is

kept in readiness in an incubator at 45° C. The
container is removed from the incubator, the top
opened, and the reticule, in a holder attached to
one end of a rod, is dipped into the resist and,
after a moment or two, is withdrawn slowly with
a uniform motion. When large pieces of glass are
to be coated, it is advisable to use a mechanical
withdrawing method to avoid coating irregular-

ities. The mechanical method used in later work
will now be described.

The mixture of beeswax, gUsonite, and Bur-
gundy pitch (formula P-1), described in section

3.5, was filtered into a clean stainless-steel tank
3)2 by 7 by 20 inches, having a flat top fitted with
a plate-glass cover, as shown in figure 7. In use,

the stainless-steel tank was immersed in a constant-
temperature bath maintained at 45° ±1°C. A
completely inclosed reduction-gear synchronous
motor, mounted above the tank, was used to drive
a V-pulley, which pulled the glass circle blank or
master circle blank out of the resist solution.
The glass blank was supported by a wire hook
fastened to one end of a cord. On the other end
was fastened a counterweight, the cord being
supported by the aforementioned pulley, as shown
in figure 7. Before being coated, the glass blank,
supported on a tripod, was submerged in filtered

3 The chemical composition of Amino Silane is di-tert.-butoxydiamino-
silane. See Miner et al, Ind. Eng. Chem. 39, 1368 (1947).

* The whirler, used for coating the master with a resist, was made with
four arms 6 inches long, 90 degrees apart, each with an adjustable stop. The
position of the stops was adjusted to hold the glass in the center of rotation.
The arms were attached directly to the shaft of a 110-volt, ^^-horsepower,
shunt-wound, direct-current motor. The motor was mounted with its
shaft vertical; thus the glass rotated in a horizontal plane. The field of the
motor was connected across the line. A slide-wire rheostat of about 150-ohm
resistance was also connected across the line. One of the armature leads was
connected to one side of the line, and the other armature lead was connected
to the rheostat slider. By adjusting the position of the rheostat slider, any
speed from zero to full motor speed (1,750 rpm) could be obtained.

K j-JVlO PART GLASS COVER

RESIST DISSOLVED
IN BENZENE

— STAINLESS STFr'

TANK

CONSTANT
TEMPERATURE
WATER BATH

Figure 7. Schematic view of the apparatus used for coating
the glass with wax resist by the pull-out, or withdrawing,
method.

The glass, immersed in a solution of the wax resist, is withdrawn by the pul-
ley, P, driven at a uniform rate. The speed of the pulley, the tempetature
of the solution, and its composition control the thickness of coating.

benzene, gently swabbed with cotton, and rinsed

with filtered benzene; it was then immediately
placed on the wire hook attached to the cord and
completely immersed in the resist solution. A
two-piece glass tank cover, each piece with a small

notclx cut in the center of one edge, was put in

place with the edges butting (that is, with notched
places together so that the supporting cord coiild

pass through without touching the glass cover).

The glass covers protected the tank from drafts

and helped to maintain a high concentration of

benzene vapor above the resist solution; these

conditions were necessary to obtain uniform and
reproducible coatings. After the glass blank had
been completely immersed and the tank covered
for a period of about 3 minutes, the motor was
started and the glass drawn out of the solution at

a uniform rate of approximately 1 foot in 80
seconds. The circle should not twist or turn when
it is being drawn out of the resist solution as this

may cause variations in the thickness of the coat-

ing. The motor was stopped just before the glass

touched the tank covers. The tank covers were
removed and the resist-coated glass was lifted out
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Figure 8. Bakelite holders for resist-coated circles.

The right-hand figure shows the method ofplacing the circle into the Bakelite
holder preparatory to ruling, numbering, and etching. In the background,
the circle is positioned in the holder. The metal plate with center peg and
three pins, on the left, is used to remove the circle from the holder. After the
etching is complete and the resist has been dissolved off the glass, the holder
and circle are placed on the metal plate. The three pins fit Into three mating
holes in the holder and push the circle out of the recessed groove.

of the tank. This procedure gave very clean and
uniform coatings. The resist solution may be
used for an indefinite period before it needs refilter-

ing. If the resist solution becomes too cold on
standing without the temperature control, the
beeswax will precipitate; it is then necessary to

warm the tank of solution on the steam bath to

about 60° C until it is certain that the beeswax has
redissolved before replacing it in the constant-
temperature bath. If the temperature of the
resist solution rises to 50° C during coating, the
resist becomes sticky; this is evidently due to an
increase in the concentration of beeswax coating
out on the glass. Because of the poisonous
nature of benzene, the coating should be done in a
weU-ventilated room, preferably under a hood.
Because benzene is highly flammable, care must
be taken that no flames are near and that no
sparking electric devices are operating in the im-
mediate vicinity.

If the glass was a master, it was removed from
the'hook by grasping it at the edge of the glass

with the fingers; if a circle, a tripod was used to

take it off the hook ^ and to place it in a Bakelite
holder designed to contain the circle during the
engraving and etching. This Bakelite holder, }^

inch thick and 6 inches in diameter, is shown in

figure 8. It had a recessed band milled out as a
seat for the ring. The depth of this band, or
groove, was about Ke inch less than the thickness

of the ring. Consequently, the surface of the circle

was slightly above the surface of the holder. The
circle was fastened in this holder with 3 or 4 small
pieces of wax, which were melted at the inside

edge of the glass, using a short, electricaUy heated,
U-shaped piece of resistance wire on a handle.

Resists are also applied to the glass hot without
the use of solvents. This method is "best suited

' The area to be engraved on circles was about \i inch from the outside edge.
Consequently this edge should not be touched with the hand.

for small-sized glass such as reticules. The resist

ingredients are melted and well mixed (see formula
H-1, section 3.5). The glass is heated in an oven
or over a Bunsen burner, and a small amount of

resist is spread over the surface of the glass while
hot. A strip of paper somewhat wider than the
reticule is placed on top of the melted resist, then
slid off with a continuous motion. The glass is

then reheated (not too hot) and finally placed on a
warm, level surface to allow any fine streaks in the
resist to level out. When cooled to room tempera-
ture, it is ready to rule. Some excellent etched
lines have been made with this kind of resist.

3.4. Procedure Followed in Developing and
Testing Experimental Resists

The general procedure used for finding suitable
resists was to make up solutions, composed of one
or more of the ingredients in a suitable solvent,

to coat them on glass, and to test the resist for its

ruling and etching properties. The principal
solid materials used in this work were

:

Asphalts Resins Waxes

Asphaltines
Gilsonite

Burgundy pitch
Congo resin_ -__ -._

Beeswax.
Candelilla wax.
Ceresin.
Halowax."
Ozokerite.
Paraffin.
Spermaceti.

Roofing asphalt
Trinidad asphalt

Coumar resin
Pine tar

Asphalt paints Rosin.
Piccolyte resin . . _ . _

» Chlorinated naphthalene.

In addition to those listed above, a number of
waxes synthesized from petroleum were tried, but
these proved too insoluble to be of use. Carnauba
and candelilla waxes are soluble only after heating,

and Halowax [11, p. 117] is toxic.

Benzene was used as the solvent in most of the
work, because of its good solvent power and its

rapid evaporation from the resist coating. Other
solvents tried were carbon tetrachloride, ethylene
dichloride, toluene, turpentine, and xylene.

Most experimental formulations contained ap-
proximately 6 g of solid material per 100 ml of

solution. Each formulation was coated on a
by 4-inch glass plate by pouring from 3 to 5 ml of

the resist solution onto the center of the glass plate

while it was rotating at from 400 to 600 rpm. The
resist dries almost immediately, and, in most
cases test rulings can be made in a few minutes,
but it is preferable to test the resist after a lapse

of a few hours and to retest it after storage

overnight to note any changes caused by aging.

If the resist had good characteristics, additional

tests were made after further aging.

Test lines were engraved in the resist with the
reticule-ruling machine. The ruled patterns gen-

erally consisted of 6 or 8 lines about 1 cm long,

spaced about 100 m apart; a second set of lines was
ruled through the first set of each pattern at an
angle of 90 degrees. Each such pattern was
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numbered (by hand scribing) for identification.

The patterns were examined with a microscope
(16-mm objective and a XIO- or X 15-eyepiece)

for quality of lines, with particular attention to

edges, the beginning and ending of lines, and
trails at intersecting lines. After this examina-
tion, the individual patterns on the glass were
treated separately with experimental etching

solutions or with dry hydrogen fluoride. The etched
patterns were again examined with the micro-

scope, the observations being compared with
those previously made. Inspection also was made
for any new defects and for surface-undercutting.

This latter defect can be seen, when present, by
adjusting the microscope in and out of focus on
the surface of the glass at and near the edge of a

line. If the surface of the glass slopes toward the

etched line and the edge is not sharp, surface-

undercutting is present.

3.5. Formulas Adopted

Some very high-quality lines were ruled and
etched on masters in the beginning of this work
with a Halowax and gilsonite resist. This resist

was coated on the master with the whirler at 600
rpm. The etching was done with dry gas, using

the wax pot described in section 5.2. The par-

ticular sample of Halowax used was very old, and
its source could not be identified. This resist,

thinly coated (about 0.00001 inch thick) had one
fault; it was somewhat permeable to the hydrogen
fluoride, and the glass surface was faintly etched.

However, this mildly etched surface was easily

removed by polishing. Polishing of the glass was
necessary when lead sulfide was used to fill the

lines and is described in section 6.1. The following

resist is equivalent to that mentioned:

Resist Formula W-1
Halowax No. 1014 33.5 g.

Gilsonite 22.5 g.

Burgundy pitch 3 g.

Benzene 1,000 ml.

This resist can be used with liquid etch No. 2,

section 5.3, to etch lines considerably deeper than
can be obtained with gas etching.

Beeswax is one of the most commonly used
substances of those investigated. It bonds to the

glass somewhat better than most waxes and is not
attacked by the etching solution, but it is too soft

to use by itself. Beeswax is compatible with
asphalts and resins. Gilsonite, one of the asphalts

of fixed composition is less likely than other
asphalts to vary appreciably from one lot to

another.^ It was found that a mixture of about
40 percent of white, bleached beeswax and 60
percent of gilsonite engraved well when the tem-
perature was not higher than 22° C, but was
improved by the addition of about 5 percent of

Burgundy pitch. The Burgundy pitch used was
soluble in ethyl ether, ethyl alcohol, benzene.

* Any asphalt sold in the powdered form is almost certain to be gilsonite.

The gilsonite (fusion point 125° to 135° C) was obtained in lump form.

acetone, 10-percent sodium carbonate solution and
10-percent borax solution. Hard pine tar may
be substituted for the Burgundy pitch but it not
quite as satisfactory. The following resist formula
has a concentration of ingredients suitable for

coating the glass by the whirler method

:

Resist Formula W-2
Gilsonite 34 g.

White bleached beeswax 21 g.

Burgundy pitch 3 g.

Benzene 1,000 ml.

This resist was not attacked by the etching acid,

could be engraved without stickin.g to the tool,

did not become brittle on storage for several weeks,
and bonded well to the glass.

A 6-inch disk of glass, coated at 600 rpm with
resist W-1, had a coating about 0.00001 in. thick.

Resist solution W-2 gave a coating thickness of

about 0.00002 inch under the same conditions.

The thickness of coating may be adjusted to

individual needs by changing the proportion of

solvent to solids of the resist formula or by chang-
ing the speed of whirling. Dilution of solutions

and higher whirling speeds produce thinner coat-

ings. The size of the glass to be coated is another
factor to be considered. Small glasses require

higher speeds than large ones. For example, ji-

inch-diameter reticules were coated at 1,800 rpm,
whereas 6-Lnch glass was run at 400 to 600 rpm
with the same resist.

A number of theodolite circles were coated with

a modification of this resist by drawing them from
the solution at a uniform rate, as explained in sec-

tion 3.3. The formula for this modified resist is:

Resist Formula P-l»

Gilsonite 103 g.

White bleached beeswax 63 g.

Burgundy pitch 9 g.

Benzene 1,000 ml.

« The temperature of the solution at the time of use should be 45° to 46° C
(see section 3.5).

The temperature at the time of ruling Has a de-

cided effect on the ruling characteristics of any
wax resist. A temperature of 25° C or above will

cause the P-1 resist to become soft and stick to

the tool, and a poor engraving will result; at 18° to

20° C excellent results were obtained. Resist P-1
gave a coating about 0.00004 inch thick.

In reticule work the coating, ruling, and etching

is usually completed in a short time, an hour or

two at most; consequently, requirement (5) in

section 3.1 can be relaxed. Additional formulas,

which can be used for reticules, are given herein-

after. Formulas W-3 and W-4 are intended for

the whirler method of coating.

Resist Formula W-3

Piccolyte S-85 27 g.

White bleached beeswax 7 g.

Burgundy pitch 27 g.

Benzene l.OOC
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Resist Formula W-4
Gilsonite 30 g.

Rosin 20 g.

Roofing asphalt 10 g.

Copper oleate.- 10 g.

Beeswax 2 g.

Benzene 1,000 ml.

The following formula is intended for the pull-

out or dipping method of coating:

Resist Formula P-2 «

Gilsonite 87 g.

White bleached beeswax 58 g.

Burgundy pitch 7 g.

Copper stearate 7 g.

Benzene 1,000 ml.

» Coating temperature, 45° C.

A hot method has the advantage of ease of

application of the resist with a minimum of

equipment. On the other hand, it is more difficult

to obtain uniform thickness. Further, the variety

materials that can be used is somewhat restricted

because some materials that are compatible when
dissolved in a solvent may not be compatible
when melted together. An example is the mixture
of asphalt and wax prescribed for resist formula
W-2. Glass to be coated by the hot method is

heated over a Bunsen burner or, preferably, in

an oven to a temperature somewhat higher than
that required to melt the resist. A small amount
of resist is applied and spread over the surface.

Next, one end of a strip of paper somewhat
wider than the glass is laid on the resist and slid

off with a continuous motion in the direction of

the plane of the glass. Following this, the glass

should be reheated and placed on a level surface,

so that any small streaks, created when the paper
was pulled off, can level out. The following

formula makes a satisfactory resist for hot
application

:

Resist Formula H-1

Gilsonite 12.5 parts by weight.

White bleached beeswax.. 4.5 parts by weight.

Ceresin 58 parts by weight.
Stearic acid 25 parts by weight.

4. Ruling and Engraving the Resist

4.1. Engraving Engines and Machines

Engraving wax resists is a 'step in the process

used in the production of a wide variety of articles,

ranging from metal nameplates for manufactured
articles, on the one hand, to very precise scales

read with high magnification, on the other.

Obviously, graduations to be read with little or

no magnification need not have the accuracy of

placement or the quality of line necessary for

scales intended for measurements of the highest

possible precision. Jones and Hammond [9] have
described machines and processes used for name-
plates and scales for both general and precision

use. Their article gives an interesting survey of

the manufacture of etched metals, glass scales,

etc., and includes a description of a number of

instruments, including the circular dividing engine,

the linear dividing engine, and the pantograph.
In the work described in this paper a circular

dividing engine, which has been described in

detail by Page [1], was used to graduate the master
circles and theodolite limbs; a pantograph of

original design was built and used for numbering
graduations; and a specially designed engine was
constructed and used for ruling reticles. The
reticule-ruling machine is shown in figure 9.

Figure 10 shows a typical pattern of the precisely

ruled lines obtained with this machine; the

accuracy of placement of the lines was ±1 m-

As discussed above, the reticule-ruling machine
was also used for testing 6xperimental formula-
tions of resists. When many reticules of the same
design are to be made and the utmost in precision

is not required, use of the pantograph is to be
recommended. With a pantograph of suitable

design and a large metal template engraved with
the desired pattern, 10 or more recticules can be
engraved at one time; curved lines, circles and
characters can be made with equal facility.

Figure 9. Reticule-ruling and measuring jnachine.

This apparatus, designed for laboratory use rather than for production of a
large number of reticules, has an accurately lapped screw of 1-mm pitch.

The graduated drum adjoining the hand wheel is fitted with a vernier and
may be easily read to 1 /i. Equipped with microscope eyepieces and filar

micrometers, as shown, it may also be used as a measuring instrument of high
accuracy. The table attachment for holding reticules has longitudinal and
crosswise adjustments, as well as a divided circle with vernier and tangent
screws for angular positioning. The ruling point is supported on a light-

weight frame, or yoke, with flexure plates instead of the usual pivots. A dash-
pot controls the lowering of the ruling tool onto the work. The length of lines

ruled with this instrument is controlled by a star wheel with adjustable stop

screws.
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ETCHED LINES 4 MICRONS WIDE , UNFILLED CENTRAL
INTERSECTION WITHIN 12 MICRONS OF CENTER OF GLASS DISC.

Figure 10. Two reticule -patterns.

The numbers for the graduations of a theodohte
circle of 4-inch diameter are usually about 0.006-

inch high. The numbers on the scribing template
are 0.5 inch high and, by suitable adjustments,
numbers in the range 0.004 to 0.007 inch can be
produced. The numbers 4 and 8 were designed
without "cross-overs," to avoid the trails so often
shown at intersections of etched Hnes. The unique
feature of the pantograph is that either coordinate
of the motion of the tracing stylus in relation to

that of the scribing needle can be reversed inde-
pendently; by changing the position of two pins,

the engravings can be made to be any one of the
four possible mirror images of the scribing

template.

4.2. Ruling Tools

One of the difficult problems in engraving fine

lines and numbers in a resist is to obtain satis-

factory tools to remove the resist cleanly and not
wear out after a few rulings. Because the litera-

ture is particularly meager on the subject of

engraving and scribing tools, the subject will be
discussed in a general way, including a description
of the method of making the scribing tools. It

should be pointed out that much of this work was
done under wartime pressure, and the most expe-
ditious rather than the best way of making these
steel tools had to be adopted.

a. Diamond Tools

The shaped diamond is, of coiu'se, the best tool

because of its hardness and wear resistance, but it

can easily be damaged by careless handling or

improper use. Finding a source of supply is

difficult, as most lapidaries are not prepared to

furnish diamond tools with suitably sharp edges.

The very small flats (3 to 6yti wide), necessary on
the bearing surface to obtain a line of the desired

width, are also an unusual requirement. The
shapes of diamond tools, and their adjustment in

the circular dividing engine, have been discussed
by Page [1]. It is appropriate to mention here
that the late Frederick Knoop, while a member of

the Interferometry Section of the Bureau, worked
out the techniques for the production of the dia-

mond tools of exceptional quality used in this and
other Bureau work.

It may be noted that the tools described by
Page iiave a negative rake, which is necessary for

ruling metal to prevent the tool from hogging
(digging into the work) , since the tool is not other-

wise constrained in its motion to and from the

work during the ruling. Although these tools

gave satisfactory results in the ruling of resists

on glass, it is believed that tools with a positive

rake (leading face sloping backward) would pro-

duce cleaner engraving because the removed
resist would be less likely to pile up on the face

of the tool. To make such tools might create a
problem for the lapidarist as, in order for the
diamond to be lapped at the proper angle, it

would have to be mounted so that a part of it

would project beyond the side of the shank. It

would be preferable for the face of the tool to be
concave (that is, a section of a cone), with the

axis inclined sufficiently to produce about a 10-

degree positive rake. A tool of this shape would
act somewhat like "chip-breakers" in cutting the

edges of the engraving, and would also tend to

funnel the carved wax out of the groove.

b. Steel Tools

Steel tools were used in engraving the resists on
reticules, as well as in numbering the graduations
of circles. They are much less expensive than
diamond tools but wear out much faster. How-
ever, they are relatively simple to make and are

easily resharpened. The engraving tools for

reticule work were made from high-carbon steel

(drill rod) 0.107 inch in diameter and 2 inches

long. These were put on a surface grinder and
0.010 inch was ground off on one side, the full

length of the .tool, thus making a flat surface,

which was used to clamp and position the tool.

The tool blanks were heated to about 1,450°F
(bright cherry red) and quenched in brine or

mercury.
A relatively simple device was constructed to

shape and sharpen the steel tools. This consisted

of a small, shunt-wound, 120-volt d-c motor,
mounted with the shaft vertical, as shown in figure

11. A steel hub with a sleeve was fastened to the

motor shaft by a setscrew. A small abrasive

wheel with a %-inch hole was clamped to the hub
with a flange and nut as shown. The wheels used
were ceramic-bonded alundum, about }i inch thick
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by 4 inches in diameter; 120-grit wheels were used
for roughing out, and 200-grit for finishing the
rough grinding. At tlie riglit of the motor was a
steel post about 1% inches in diameter and 5 inches
high, having a %-inch hole drilled through its lon-

gitudinal axis; the lower end of this hole was
threaded for a cap screw to fasten the post to the
base. A forked bracket on a %-inch steel rod fitted

into the post without any sidewise play. A clamp-
ing collar, with thumbscrew on one side and a Yn-
inch rod handle about 3 inches long on the other,

served to position the height of the fork and per-
mitted it to be turned with the handle as required.

The tool holder consisted of a %-inch steel rod 3
inches long, with a longitudinal hole about 1 inch
deep in one end and a thumbscrew for clamping
the tool. Near the other end were two steel pins,

% inch in diameter by 1 inches long, pushed half-

way through the rod. One of the pins was parallel

to the axis of the thumbscrew, and the other was
perpendicular to it. A second tool holder, also

shown in figure 11, differed from the one just des-

cribed, in that it had pins on an adjustable collar,

which permitted the adjustment of the grinding
angle of the tool. These pins (in the form of a
cross) supported the grinding fixture in the fork.

The elevation of the fork controlled the included
angle between the two sides of the tool.

After the tools had been hardened, they were
ground on two sides (180 degrees apart). A low
speed (about 600 rpm) of the wheel is desirable,

but the wheel need not be wet, as at this low speed
there is very little heating of the tool. During
grinding, the tool is moved back and forth across
the section of the wheel, which is rotating away
from the tool. This prevents wearing a groove in

the wheel and produces a smoother surface on the
tool. The pressure of the tool on the wheel was of

the order of 15 g (K oz), and the angle of the tool

above the plane of the grinding wheel was about
22 degrees. Grinding was continued, the tool and
its holder being turned through 180 degrees occa-
sionally, untU a sharp edge was obtained.

For the final finishing of the edge of the tool,

the abrasive wheel was replaced with a heat-
treated, aluminum alloy disk, 5 inches in diameter
by % inch thick, charged with 304 corundum.
The aluminum lap was laid on a flat surface and
sprinkled with No. 304 corundum powder before
being mounted on the motor, then wetted with a
small amount of water. A small piece of mUd
steel with a flat surface, such as a %-inch hex nut,

was used for charging the lap. The whole surface
was ground by rubbing the nut with a circular

motion until the disk was a uniform gray. The
charged lap was washed with soap and water,
dried, and then mounted on the motor-shaft hub.
The tool-holder fork was elevated about K inch
higher than in the rough grinding, so that the angle
of the tool above the plane of the disk would be
28 to 30 degrees. The lapping was done with the
same techniques as in grinding. The tool must be
lowered gently on the lap to avoid damage to both

Figure 11. Tool-grinding and lapping apparatus.

steel tools used for making reticules with the apparatus shown in figure 9
were shaped on this simple device. The disk on the bench to the left is an
aluminum-alloy lap charged with very fine abrasive for finishing the edge of
the tool.

the tool and the lap. A speed of about 300 rpm is

recommended. The tool and holder were turned
180 degrees after 5 to 10 seconds of polishing. A
10-power jewelers loupe was used to follow the
progress of the lapping. It is unnecessary to polish
the tool more than Yi mm back from the edge.
When the edge appeared perfectly smooth, sharp,
and bright, the tool-holder fork was lowered all

the way, to obtain an angle of about 12 degrees
between the tool and the plane of the lap. The
tool and holder were then put in the fork so that
the rounded side of the tool (90 degrees from pre-
vious polishing) was in eontact with the lap The
polishing procedure was continued until a face
to 1 mm in length was obtained.
Worn tools, if not damaged, maybe reconditioned

once or twice by relapping before regrinding is

necessary. The lap should be recharged with the
304 abrasive when wear (bright areas) appears.
This recharging of the lap by its grinding action
helps to keep it free from ridges and grooves.

c. Scribing Tools for Numbering Graduations

For numbers or other irregular designs in wax
resists, it is desirable that the tools have conical
points, so that the width of lines will be the same,
regardless of the direction of scribing. Because of

the brittleness of the diamond, points made of

this material must be in the shape of a blunt cone,
with an included angle of 90 degrees. Perfectly
conical diamond points are, however, exceedingly
difficult to make. The tools must also be relative-

ly thick, so as to be able to withstand stresses

during lapping. Blunt, thick tools collect too
much wax to be usable for the scribing of a resist,

although they are satisfactory for scribing directly

into metal surfaces. Further, the diamond crystal

has certain planes that are so hard that it cannot
be cut in these directions. Consequently, it is

difficult to shape it to a symmetrical cone with
a sharp apex.
Diamond chips or splinters have been used for

microscopic writing directly on glass, but it is

doubtful they would be satisfactory for scribing

through a resist. Sometimes the effective point,
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usually a corner,- is so close to neighboring parts

of the diamond fragment that much of it would
rub on the resist adjacent to the scribed area. If

this is the case, it would be likely to break off.

McEwen [15] describes selecting a writing point
and describes his pantograph. One of his writings

of the Lord's Prayer (56 words) is in an area
0.0016 inch long by 0.0008 inch wide. Some of

the problems of ruling microscopic scales and
reticules are also discussed by Nichols [16].

As diamonds of a suitable size and shape are

not usually available, a steel point is generally

used. After some experience is acquired, a point
with the required sharpness can be made from a
steel phonograph needle in about half an hour. A
satisfactory point should appear sharp when
viewed at 100 diameters with a microscope (16-

mm objective, 10-power eyepiece).

The steel needle was chucked in a collet of a
small lathe. With the lathe running at about 200
to 400 rpm, a small, natural oilstone of fine texture

is brought up under the needle with light but firm

pressure and moved back and forth at a small
angle to the needle so as to make a cone for about
one-fourth the length of the needle and ending in

a sharp point. Considerable care is necessary to

avoid breaking the point during the final stages.

The progress of this operation should be observed
with a 10-power loupe.

The next operation is a slight reshaping and
putting a high polish on the point. A microscope
slide or similar piece of glass is wet with rouge and
water for about three-fourths of its length on one
side. The extreme end of the slide is grasped
firmly between the thumb and forefinger and the

glass brought up under the needle with a light

pressure at an angle of about 30 degrees to the
needle and moved, in a crosswise direction, back
and forth a distance of about an inch until a sharp,

highly polished point is obtained. The point is

examined frequently with a 10-power loupe to

determine when it is ready to be taken out of the
lathe and examined with the microscope. To
clean the point for this examination, push it care-

fully through a small piece of tablet paper or news-
print. If this examination shows that the point
was broken off, start over again with the oilstone.

d. Positioning the Ruling and Scribing Tools in Ruling
Machines

Preparatory to ruling or engraving, the ruling

or scribing tool is mounted in the ruling machine,
or pantograph, as nearly as possible in the correct

orientation. Needle tools should be vertical.

Ruling tools must be carefully adjusted so that
the sharp V-edge is exactly parallel to the direc-

tion of ruling and also with 1 or 2 degrees of

clearance. It is necessary to use at least a 10-

power loupe or preferably a low-power (X50)
microscope to properly make this adjustment for

clearance. The tools should rest on a level glass

surface, and the weight on the point should be
at a minimum. The contact area of these tools

is very small, and a load, or weight, of 1 g may
exceed the elastic limit of the steel, and the point
will be deformed unless precautions are taken to

prevent it. Table 2 gives the pressure on the
tool point produced by a 1-g load on specified

contact areas.

After the tool has been properly positioned, a
little water and rouge are put on the glass around
the tool, and a small flat is lapped on the tool by
moving the glass or, preferably, by moving the

tool with its mechanism back and forth through
the rouge a few strokes until the desired width of

contact is obtained. This width is determinad
by ruling lines in the wax resist and measuring
the line width. Lapping is also necessary on
needles and the same procedure is used.

Table 2. Contact pressure on tool points

Contact area of tool

Contact pressure ot 1-g load on tool point per

—

Square centimeter Square inch

kg lb

200, 000 2, 844, 680
1 100, 000 1,422, 340
2 50, 000 711,170
4 25. 000 355, 585
8 12, 500 177. 792

16 6,250 88, 896
44,44832 3,125

64 1,567 22,224

It is difficult to state specifically the load to be
used on a tool for engraving the wax because the
actual contact area is usually unknown. Further,
tools from the same batch are not always uni-

formly hard, and the elastic limit will vary corre-

spondingly. The stress in the part of these tools

in contact with the glass is always higher than
that considered good engineering practice. In
fact it is remarkable that they function as well as

they do. The conditions of use may be consid-

ered as a "special case," and no engineering data
appear to be available on the behavior of metals
of such small dimensions under such heavy loads.

Of course, the support, or backing, of the contact

area by much thicker sections contributes mate-
rially to their strength. The fact that the glass

is not fractured is, no doubt, also due to the sup-

port or backing of the glass in the immediate
vicinity, elastically absorbing the strain. If one
could observe the contact area of the tool and
glass with sufficiently high magnification, the ex-

pected elastic movements of both glass and steel

during the ruling would make an interesting study.

High-carbon steel, which could be hardened to

around 60 on the Rockwell C scale, was tried and
found to work satisfactorily. Consequently, no
systematic study was made to find the relative

merits of the various steels for ruling tools. Tung-
sten carbide might be better than any of the steels

because of its hardness and high compressive,
strength.

With steel tools, it was possible to rule lines in

wax of 1 to 2ju in width and to etch these to a
width of 4/z. The steel needles used to scribe
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numbers were positioned in the numbering ma-
chine, and a small, flat surface, about 3/u in width,

was lapped on the point, as previously described.

Sometimes as many as six circles were numbered
(a total of 2,160 graduation lines) with one needle

before the point was worn too much for further use.

The useful life of a ruliD.g tool, exclusive of acci-

dents and wear, is also dependent upon the impact
on the tool point by the ruling mechanism in

setting the tool down on the work. The use of a

rugged, heavy, rigid frame on pivots and a counter-

weight to reduce the load on the tool point to the

desired amount is common practice. Many of

these heavy fixtures were designed primarily for

scribing, or engraving, relatively heavy lin.es in

metal where the force required is much larger than
is necessary for ruling in wax on glass. When a
fixture of this type is used, the mass of the counter-
weight, as well as the pivoted frame and all other
parts, which rotate about the pivots as a unit,

contribute to the energy that is absorbed by the
tool poiat at the iastant of contact with the glass.

Of course, the tool is lowered by a cam and levers

so that the velocity is low. However, there are no
springs between the tool and the arm and counter-
balance framework to lessen the impact. It is

fortim.ate that the wax resist helps to "soften the
blow". However, for these fine liaes, the mech-
anism should be designed to reduce the impact
to a minimum.

5. Etching the Graduations

5.1. Examination of Engraving

Before etching the glass, the engraved lines and
figures in the resist should be examined with a
microscope. Note particularly the ends of luies

for "pick-outs" caused by wax adhering to the tool;

crossover points in numbers for wax trails; ir-

regularities at edges of lines, small conchoidal
fractures iD.dicatin.g brittleness; wax pUed up on
one side of line, indicatiag the tool was not set

square with the direction of ruling, the heel of the

tool was dragging on one side; small pieces of wax
"chips" in lines or lying across lines; scratches or
"digs" in resist; oil drops on resist, and other
defects. If the defects are serious, the glass

should not be etched because of its cost. A light

repolishing is necessary before it can be recoated
with resist because an invisible amount of glass is

sometimes removed by the ruling tool. After the
glass is etched, it should be reexamined, making
use of the notes made of defects appearing in the
ruled resist, because this is the only way that the
importance of the various defects can be ascer-

tained.

5.2. Methods for Etching

Glass etching is done with hydrofluoric acid
because it attacks glass quite rapidly either in

solution or in the gaseous state. It is also potent
on human beings and wiU destroy living tissue

[17]. If it is handled with the fingers, it will

cause hard-to-heal sores and will work its way
under the fin.gemans, where it is hard to get at to

neutralize. If some should get on the skin, wash
it off, and bathe immediately in lime water or
borax solution or other deactivator. Keep a con-
tain,er of antidote conveniently at hand at all

times. Protective gloves should be worn while
working with it, and further, all operations should
be carried out under a chemical hood with forced-
draft ventilation to the outside. The gas, or
vapors, are extremely irritating to the lungs.

The glass to be etched should be held in tweezers,

tongs, or special fixtures during the etching and
washing operations. The apparatus and physical
operations should be planned to reduce the hazard
to a minimum.
For the class of work discussed in this paper,

the glass may be etched by either of two methods:
(1) hydrogen fluoride (gas), or (2) hydrofluoric

acid (liquid). The gas form of etchin.g can be
done (a) with the presence of water vapor, or (b)

with the dry gas without water vapor. With
method 1-a the liquid acid is contained in a lead,

wax, or other suitable container, and the glass

being etched is held over the acid for a suitable

time, usually from 10 to 60 seconds or more. In
method 1-b, acid is mixed with sulfuric acid
in a suitable container, which is kept closed at
all times. In a closed container, the sulfuric

acid takes up practically all water vapor in the
space above the acid solution. The glass to be
etched is subjected to the hydrofluoric acid gas
(hydrogen fluoride) preferably by methods which
will not require complete uncovering of the pot.

Etching times are about the same as for method
I-a. These methods give a matte etch and are
used principally for fine-line etching not intended
for pigment fillin.g. Vapor, or gas, etching has
some advantages in that the etching times are
longer than for most etchiag solutions, thus giving
better control of the amount of etching. Chips
of resist from rulings lying across lines (bridging)

do not interfere with vapor or gas etching, and
the method is clean and easy to operate.

Liquid etchin.g solutions are more often used
than the gas or vapor. These may be classified

roughly into two groups: (a) solutions giving a
clear etch, and (b) those giving a frosted etch.

Clear etchin.g is obtained with straight hydro-
fluoric acid (2-a). Dilute solutions up to a
maximum strength of 48 to 60 percent are com-
monly used. Solutions giving a frosted (matte)
etch (2-b) contain salts that promote the forma-
tion of in.soluble fluorides of calcium, barium, or

lead, depending upon the composition of the glass.

The insoluble products formed during the etching
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interfere with the etching, thus causing a rough,
or matte, surface. With a given kind of glass,

the degree of matting and the size of grain are
controlled by the composition of the etchin.g

solution. A resume of glass etching given by
Schweig [18] should be consulted for further

detaUs.

Another method, known as "dry-etching" or
"powder-etching", used principally for etching
trade-marks and sometimes for etching gradua-
tions in volumetric glassware, was not studied
because of a lack of sharpness at the edge of the
etching. The active agent is a fluoride salt, such
as ammonium bifluoride, in the form of a fine

powder. Details of this process are given by
Jones and Hammond [9] and elsewhere [19].

5.3. Vapor Etching of Masters and Reticules

After some study of etching methods, it was
decided to etch the masters with the dry gas
(hydrogen fluoride). This method was chosen
because, with the large size of masters (6 inches in

diameter), it was believed that a more uniform
etching coidd be obtained than with the hydro-
fluoric acid. Further, the etching time required
with the dry gas was about 60 seconds, compared

LEAD COATED
BRASS BOLT

HANDLE

nif;"''^^i?SLA55^^:MAgf

y V
SECTION THROUGH WAX ETCHING POT

Figure 12. Wax potfor vapor or gas etching of masters.

The glass master, shown in position for etching at the top of the pot, is

exposed to the etching vapors by lifting the two counterweights simultane-
' ously. This causes the center unit to be lowered to the position shown by the
dashed lines. Lowering the counterweights closes the pot.

with )^ to 1 second with 48-percent hydrofluoric
acid, thus giving better control.

Vapor etching of masters was done in a wax
pot designed specifically for this purpose. Figure
12 shows a section through the pot, and its

accessory fittings. The pot is cylindrical, 9%
inches in diameter by 8)2 inches high. It was
cast of ceresin, and the component parts were
machined in a lathe ^ so that they fitted together
accurately. The central piece has a round, wood
stem with a plywood disk at one end for reinforc-

ing the wax. The wood stem had centers drilled

at the ends for turning this part to size on a
lathe. This central unit rests on a small wooden
beam; the beam is supported at the ends by cords
that run over pulley wheels to lead counterweights.
The counterweights are slightly heavier than the
combined weights of the beam and the central or
closure unit. The etching solution consisted of

500 ml of concentrated sulfuric acid to which was
added (in the pot) from 10 to 20 g of calcium
fluoride, depending upon the activity desired.

This etching mixture should stand overnight to

come to equilibrium. If desired, straight 48-

percent hydrofluoric acid may be used. This
will etch faster than the sulfuric acid mixture, and
the etching will be nearly clear (only slightly

matted).
In use, a wooden handle was attached to the

master to be etched, and the master was placed
face down on the pot in the recess provided for

it, as shown in figiu-e 12. The etching vapor had
access to the master when the post closure, which
opened inward, was lowered by lifting the two
counterweights simultaneously. When the closure

was lowered, a draft of vapor from the etching
acid swept across the master from the edge toward
the center. When the etching time had expired,

the counterweights were lowered, thus closing the
pot, and the master was removed and washed in

a stream of water to stop the etching.

Excellent line quality was obtained by this

method. The lines were of sufficient depth to

be filled with lead sulfide but not deep enough to

be filled satisfactorily with pigment by hand
application. As previously mentioned (section

3.5), the resist used, principally Halowax and
gilsonite, was somewlaat permeable to hydrogen
fluoride. The surface of the glass was faintly

etched. However, the polishing required to re-

move the surface layer of lead sulfide also removed
this surface etching. It may be of interest to

mention that this pot, made 12 years ago, is much
discolored but is still in good working order.

The same general etching procedure was used
successfully in making about 500 precision reti-

cules having line patterns, as shown in figure 10.

' The wax pot and the ring part of the cover were fastened to a wood disk
attached to the face plate of the lathe. Holes were drilled in the bottom of

the pot and also in the wax ring. Wood screws with iron washers were used
for fastenings. After turning, the holes in the wax pot and cover ring were
closed by filling with melted ceresin.
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Figure 13. Wax pot for vapor or gas etching of reticules.

This sectional view of the pot shows a reticule in a brass holder in position
for etching. Mating holes in the fixed top of the pot and in the rotatable top
when in coincidence exposes the reticule to the etching vapors. Turning the
movable top closes the pot.

The resist, mainly beeswax and gilsonite, was
coated on the reticules with the whirler rotating
at 1,800 rpm. The rulings were 1.5 ju in width
and, when etched, were from 3 to not exceeding 4
microns in width. For the etching of reticules,

a ceresin wax pot, approximately 4)^ inches wide
by 6)i inches high, was constructed, as shown in

figure 13. The main body of the pot, 3)^ by 4)^

inches, contains the etching acid. The top of the
pot was permanently fixed on by sealing with hot
ceresin. This top was recessed to provide a
place for a disk, also of ceresin, which could be
turned (rotated) in this recess. A hole, drilled

off center through both the fixed cover and the
disk, served as a gate valve and, when opened,
provided access for the hydrogen fluoride to

reach the reticule. The reticule, in a brass
holder, rested on a shoulder in an enlarged part
of the hole through the movable disk. Turning
this disk about 90 degrees closed the pot.

The large etching pot (fig. 12) also can be used
for etching a number of reticules at the same time
by making an adapter consisting of a disk 6
inches in diameter of either ceresin or, preferably,
of methyl methacrylate. This disk is drilled

with holes of suitable size to support the reticules

in their holders. This disk would be placed on
the pot in the same position as the master.

These etching pots provide a clean, convenient,
and safe method for vapor etching of glass. They
could be made of lead or Monel metal. However,
wax (ceresin) has some advantages in that the pots
are relatively inexpensive, and their surfaces are

always dry because the acid does not "crawl" on
the wax. This is not the case with metal pots,

particularly after they become old and the surface
has become oxidized, corroded, or dirty.

5.4. Liquid Etching

Etching with aqueous hydrofluoric acid solu-

tions is done by dipping the glass directly into the
etching acid or by pourin.g the acid onto the
engraved wax side of the glass. Of course the
glass must be completely covered with resist, or
otherwise protected, so that only the engraved
areas of the glass are exposed to the action of the
etching acid.

The resist does not limit the width of the etched
line to that of the engraved line. In general, the
width of the etched line exceeds the width of the
engraved line by an amount equal to twice the
depth of the etching. This approximate relation

between the width of the engraved and etched line

and its depth does not hold if the resist does not re-

main tightly bonded to the glass during the etching.

A little reflection will show that an etched line that
is narrow with respect to its depth can be filled

more easily with a pigment than one that is wide
with respect to its depth. As the width of an
etched line cannot be less than twice its depth plus
the width of the engraved line in the resist, it is

obvious that the engraved line should be as narrow
as other factors permit.

Experience iD.dicates that the resist and etching
techniques should be tailored to the particular job.

A resist that works well on one kind of glass with a
given etching solution may fail completely on a
different kind of glass. Of course, one resist may
be more versatile than another, but the require-

ments for etched glass scales and reticules are so

varied that one combination (resist, glass, and
etch) will not suffice.

As mentioned in section 3.1, materials used to

compound resist coatings are, in general, nearly but
not completely inert to either water or hydro-
fluoric acid or hydrogen fluoride. Some, like cere-

sin, paraffin, and beeswax, are better than others,

such as coumar resin, rosin, and Halowax. Some-
times the water or acid is absorbed, and in other
cases chemical reaction takes place or the resist

is permeable. When these materials are coated on
the glass in a thin layer, sometimes only a few
himdred thousandths of an inch thick, it is to be
expected that they will be troublesome at times.

If the coating is made too thick, the etching acid

may not wet the resist, and consequently, surface

tension may prevent it from getting through a
finely engraved groove to the glass, resulting in an
etched line of irregular width and depth. Success-

ful resists are usually a compromise of several

factors.
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Resists that are not inert to hydrofluoric acid or
hydrogen fluoride (gas) are not suitable for deep
etching. In some instances deep etchings can be
obtained by repeated etching. For example, in

one instance with a light-sensitive resist, the depth
of etching was considerably increased by etching
lightly, then washing ofl^ the etching acid, drying,
and then reetching. This cycle could be repeated
several times. The same result was obtained with
a Halowax-gilsonite resist when etched with a
liquid etching solution containing hydrofluoric
and phosphoric acids (formula EP-1 ). In another
instance, with the same Halowax-gilsonite resist

and etching with hydrogen fluoride (gas), this pro-
cedure did not work; washing in water removed
the resist.

Dilute etching solutions and some containing
salts, such as those described by Schweig [18] for

etching glassware, etch the glass more slowly than
the concentrated 48-percent hydrofluoric acid.

However, they are not always useful in the etching
of fine lines because of a tendency of the etching
acid to get between the resist and the glass and
thereby produce an unusually wide etched line

(abnormal undercutting). The same effect, only
more pronounced, was observed with 48-percent
hydrofluoric acid diluted with an equal volume of

water. Concentrated 48-percent hydrofluoric acid

etched rapidly and usually produced sharp-edged
lines with no signs of abnormal undercutting. The
principal difficulty with this strong acid was that
the etching time for fine lines (10 ^ or less) was too
short to control accurately.

In section 3.2 mention is made of the use of

Amino Silane for waterproofing the glass as a

means of preventing abnormal (excessive) under-
cutting during the etching. Some resist formula-
tions, when coated on glass, show abnormal under-
cutting during the etching; also some kinds of

glass, particularly some of those having a fire pol-

ish, exhibit abnormal undercutting even with a

resist that is satisfactory on other kinds of glass.

Further, some etching solutions have a strong
tendency for abnormal undercutting. The least

satisfactory glass found is a particular lot of lan-

tern-slide cover glass, and the etching solution

with the greatest propensity for abnormal under-
cutting is etching formula ET-10 given below.
This combination was used for testing resists and
the effectiveness of waterproofing the glass with
Amino Silane.

To illustrate the effectiveness of the Amino
Silane treatment on the bonding of the resists to

the glass and the effect of different etching solu-

tions, the following experiment is described. Two
lots of glass were chosen, (1) lanter-slide covers,

and (2) plate glass known to be fairly good. After
cleaning with chromic acid solution, one-half of

each of the two lots of glass was treated with
Amino Silane for 90 seconds, as described in sec-

tion 3.2. All of the glasses were then coated with
resist (resist formula W-2) on a whirler at 450

rpm. Test patterns were ruled in the resist on all

of the glasses with the reticule-ruling machine.
The pattern consisted of two sets of parallel lines

about 1 cm long, one set ruled on top of the other
at an approximate right angle, thus producing a
small grid.

SLx etching solutions were used in this test.

The compositions of these and their identification

is as follows:

Etching Solution EP-1

Phosphoric acid (85%) 100 ml.
Water 50 ml.
Hydrofluoric acid (48%) 25 ml.

Etching Solution EP-2

Phosphoric acid (85%) 150 ml.
Hydrofluoric acid (48%) 25 ml.

Etching Solution EP-3

Phosphoric acid (water removed by dis-

tillation) 100 ml.
Hydrofluoric acid (48%) 20 ml.

Etching Solution ET-10

Hydrofluoric acid (48%) 100 ml.
Water 100 ml.

Etching Solution EC-5

Hydrofluoric acid (48%) qs

Etching Solution ES-7
Water 65 ml.
Ammonium bifluoride 100 g.

Sodium fluoride 11. 5 g.

Hydrofluoric acid (48%) 50 ml.

The first three formulas, EP-1, EP-2, and EP-3,
are solutions of phosphoric and hydrofluoric acids,

which differ principally in their water content.

The solution containiag the most water gives the

least matte in. the etching. These etchin.g solu-

tions were developed primarily for use with a
photographic resist described in section 7. Their
use with wax resists is recommeaded. Formula
EC-5 is a 48-percent hydrofluoric acid solution.

It etches rapidly and in most cases deeply etched

lines of good quality can be obtained with it.

Formula ES-7 is an etching solution containing

salts to promote the formation of insoluble com-
pounds durin.g etching, such as the fluosilicates,

which form particles that lie on the glass and
interfere with the etching, thereby promoting an
irregular etch or matte surface.

The results of these experiments are summarized
in tables 3 and 4 and illustrated in figures 14 and
15. It may be noted in table 3 that the lantern-

slide cover glass, untreated, gave good quality of

lines without any signs of undercutting with the

first three etching solutions and that the other

three solutions produced unsatisfactory etches, all

of which were severly undercut. The same glass

treated with Amino Silane showed no under-
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Table 3. Effect of waterproofing on the quality oj etching of lantern-slide glass

Sample number in
figure 14

Etching
formula

Etching
time

Quality of lines Type of etch Depth of etch Edge of lines

Good Poor Clear Matte Coarse
matte

Light Medium Heavy Sharp Undercut

Untreated

1 _._ EP-l...
EP-2-..
EP-3_._
ET-10 -_

EC-5...
ES-7....

sec

20
30
30
10

5

20

X
X
X

X X X
X
X

2 X X
X3 X

X
X

4 X X
X

X
X
X

5 X
6 X X X

Waterproofed with Amino Silane

7 - EP-l...
EP-2.-.
EP-3---
ET-10-

.

EC-5--.
ES-7....

20
30
30
10

5

20

XXXXXX

X X

XXXXXX

8 X X
X9 X

X
X

10 X
X11

12 _: X X

Table 4. Effect of waterproofing on the quality of etching of plate glass

Sample number in
figure 15

Etching
formula

Etching
time

• Quality of lines Type of etch Depth of etch Edge of lines

Good Poor Clear Matte Coarse
matte

Light Medium Heavy Sharp Undercut

Untreated

13 EP-1---
EP-2...
EP-3...
ET-10-

.

EC-5...
ES-7....

sec

20
30
30
10

5
30

X
X
X

X X X
X
X

14... X
X

X
X15

16 X X
X

X
X
X

X
17 X X
18 X X X

Waterproofed with Amino Silane

19 EP-l...
EP-2---
EP-3---
ET-10- -

EC-5--.
ES-7....

20
30
30
10

. 5

30

XXXXXX

X X

XXXXXX

20 - X X
X21 X

X
X

22..- X
23... _. X

X24 X

» Etching solution is the type used for frosting glass. Consequently rough edges are expected.

cutting and the etchings were all satisfactory. In
table 4, the results obtained with untreated glass

show that all of the etching solutions except ET-10
gave good results. The same glass treated with
Amino Silane again gave good results with all of

the etching solutions. Not shown in these tables

is the effect of the Amino Silane on the quality of

the etching. In all cases the quality of the etch
is definitely improved, even for those solutions

that gave good line quality without its use. Also
it should be mentioned that the amount of etching
of the treated glasses is slightly less (possibly 10

percent) than of the untreated glass. That the
improvement noted is not due to slightly less

etching has been verified by other tests. Other
experiments have shown that the waterproofing
treatment also gives a similar improvement in

vapor etching.

There are several products on the market for

waterproofing by fuming or bathin.g with silane

and silicone compounds. These waterproofing
compounds were not tried, but it is believed that

they would be effective. Some of these would
require the use of a special cabinet.
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Figure 14. Photomicrographs of etched glasses listed in table 3.

The magnification is such that 5 ii equals 1 mm in the illustrations.
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UNTREATED AMINO SILANE
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Figure 15. Photomicrographs o/ etched glasses listed in table 4-

The magnification is such that 5 equals 1 mm in the illustrations.
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6. Filling of Etched Graduations

6.1. Filling With Lead Sulfide

Shallow etching, which produced narrow lines,

was used on many masters and circles, and as the
etched lines were not of sufficient depth to be filled

with pigment, lead sulfide filling was used. The
lead sulfide was deposited chemically on the sur-

face of the glass in much the same way as in mirror
silvering and then it was polished off, thus leaving
it only in the etched areas.

The formulas found in the literature for deposit-
ing lead sulfide on glass proved difficult to use
as a precipitate always formed on mixing the solu-

tions and heating was usually necessary. The
following formula was developed which gave satis-

factory results:

Solution A:
Lead nitrate 10 g.

Distilled water to make 1 liter.

Solution B:
Thiourea 20 g.

Distilled water to make 1 liter.

Solution C:
Potassium hydroxide, 85% assay 23.5 g.

Distilled water to make 1 liter.

The sulfiding solution is prepared by taking equal
volumes of each solution. Combine solutions A
and B and add solution C to the mixture. When
first mixed the solution should be clear. If a
slight whitish precipitate persists, add just enough
of solution C to make it disappear. Best results

are obtained with stock solutions made up just be-
fore use, but they are usable for about 3 days.
The time required for the coating to start deposit-
ing on the glass gradually increases with the age
of the solutions. Experiments showed that the
presence of sodium silicate inhibits the reaction and
and prevents the deposition of the lead sulfide.

Thus, the increase in time required for old solu-

tions to work is caused by the dissolving of silicate

from the glass bottles in which solutions are stored.

As the concentration of the silicate increases, the
time for deposition also increases and eventually
heat must be applied to start and continue the
reaction. The use of polyethylene bottles is sug-
gested for storing these solutions.

The glass to be coated should be cleaned with
chromic acid solution (see section 3.2) and not al-

lowed to dry between cleaning and coating with
lead sulfide. Pour the sulfiding solution into a dish

containing the glass to be coated. When the stock
solutions are new, the sulfiding solution is clear

at first and in from 1 to 5 minutes it begins to de-
posit lead sulfide on the glass at room temperatures
of from 25° to 30° C. With fresh solutions, the
precipitation is continued for about 10 minutes.
Three coats are applied, rinsing the glass and
dish with distilled water between coats. During
the deposition period, the glass surface should be
swabbed gently with a tuft of absorbent cotton

to prevent particles that form in the solution from
adhering to the surface. When the coating is com-
plete, the glass is washed in distilled water, dried
on a whirler, and then placed in an oven at 50° C
(120° F) and left until it is approximately at oven
temperature. After this, it is removed and the
graduated area is painted with some of the bees-
wax-gilsonite resist (formula W-2) to protect it

during the following operation. The glass is next
immersed in a 20-percent solution of ferric chloride
to remove the lead sulfide except where protected
by the wax resist. This is done to simplify the
polishing off of the sulfide from the surface of the
glass with a lap. The glass was dried on a whirler
and the wax masking removed by warm carbon
tetrachloride (60° C) under a well-ventilated hood.
The lead sulfide was polished off the surface of the
glass, leaving a coating of lead sulfide in the lines

and numbers.
Polishing was done on a beeswax lap charged

with USP magnesium oxide. The customary
pitch lap could not be used as it seemed to seize

to the lead sulfide. The lap consisted of a 6-inch
disk of cast iron about }^ inch thick, machined flat

on one side. The other side had a boss in the
center of the disk. The boss had a threaded hole
to take a steel rod that was used to clamp the disk
to a bench or vise. The flat side of the lap was
covered with a sheet of honeycomb foundation
(beeswax) by coating the metal surface with some
wax masking solution and pressing the wax foun-
dation into contact, using a piece of plate glass, and
left until dry.

The lap was fastened to the bench, face up, and
charged by sprinkling it with a small amount of

powdered magnesium oxide, followed by a little

distilled water. The lap was conditioned, or
broken in, by taking a glass similar to a master
and moving it in the usual manner until the lap
was charged and the top edges of the honeycomb
cells were brought into a plane. When this was
completed, the master or circle was put on, addi-
tional water and magnesium oxide applied, if

needed, and the lead sulfide polished off the surface.

6.2. Filling With Pigments

It is customary to fill deeply etched lines with a
pigment. Sometimes a white pigment, such as

titanium dioxide or zinc oxide, is used. These
pigments are sufficiently opaque to use with
transmitted light but will appear white when
illuminated for night use. More often the pig-

ment used is lampblack or rouge.

To fill the lines, the glass is clamped by the

edges, face up, on a rigid support. A dilute

sodium silicate solution is prepared by diluting 1

part of water glass (sodium silicate solution, 40
to 42° Baume) with 7 parts of water. A few
drops of this dilute solution is placed on a piece

of glass, and a little pile of the dry pigment is

placed nearby. A lint-free cotton or silk cloth is
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wrapped around the index finger. With the end
of this finger, first touch the dikite sodium siHcate

solution and then the dry pigment. The siUcate

and pigment adhering to tlie finger are rubbed on
the etched glass with a back and forth and side-

wise motion to work the pigment into the etched
lines. The excess is wiped off with a rotary motion
of the side of the cloth-covered finger as it is moved

across the glass surface, thus a clean surface is

continually being used in the wipin.g. Consider-
able experience is required to fill even a small
reticule. The chief difficulty is not in gettin.g the
lines filled, but in getting a clean glass surface
free from smear. If the sodium silicate drys on
the surface of the glass, it is very difficult to re-

move without scratchin.g the glass.

7. Replicates of Precise Scales by Photoetching Techniques

7.1. Photographic Methods

As mentioned in. section 1, a part of this work
was the development of a photographic method
for the production of etched glass replicates from
an original ruled, etched, and filled master circle.

Photographic methods employing lenses could not
be considered because image distortion resulting

from lens aberrations [20, 21, 22] would exceed
the small tolerance, ±0.00001 inch (0.25/;),

allowed for the position of graduations.
Contact prin.ting with a light-sensitive coating

on the glass circle blanks from an optically flat

master offers the best promise of freedom from dis-

tortion. This light-sensitive coating, after ex-

posure and development, must result in a mask or
stencil similar to that of an engraved wax resist

and likewise be impermeable and resistant to

hydrofluoric acid so that the image of the gradu-
ations of the master can be etched into the glass.

Unfortunately, as judged by the literature, no
light-sensitive resist meeting these requirements
was known.
A number of photographic processes have been

used for producing reticules and scales of high
quality. Rheinberg [23, 24], Geiser [25, 27], and
Leistner [26] have reviewed and described a num-
ber of these processes.

It may be helpful to point out briefly the prin-

cipal kinds of light-sensitive coatings used in mak-
ing glass reticules and scales and follow this with
a simple classification of types of reticule processes,

including some references to the literature.

The light-sensitive coatings used in reticule work
are (1) silver halide emulsions in. gelatin, albumen,
or collodion having very fine grain, high resolution,

and high contrast; (2) a dichromate sensitized

photoengravers glue, albumen, shellac (cold top),

etc., and (3) iodoform sensitized resins, asphalt,

etc. Photographic emulsions (1) are sometimes
used for makin.g master negatives or positives, but
in recent years they are being used, less for makin.g
reticules because the clear parts of reticules (where
there is no image) are covered with a layer of

gelatin, collodion, or other vehicle for the silver

halide. The surface between parts of the image
is not always perfectly clear and is difficult to

clean. The surface is not an optical plane and,
therefore, in an optical system it scatters some
light, thus, degrading image contrast. Cementing
a cover glass on emulsion side will reduce the

scattered light and also protect the image. Coat-
ings (2) and (3) do not have this characteristic.

These dichromate or iodoform sensitized coatings
become insoluble on exposure to light. Develop-
ment of the image consists of dissolving out the
soluble (unexposed) areas with warm water, alco-
hol, kerosine, turpentin.e, or other suitable solvent,
depending upon the nature of the colloid. Ex-
posed through a negative of a line pattern, the
lines are reproduced on the reticule as an insoluble

colloid on clear glass. If exposed through a posi-

tive, the lines are reproduced as clear glass, thus
the resulting image resembles a stencil, or mask.
The final image is deposited on the glass through
this stencil or the stencil is used as a resist to

etch an undercoat or, if it is a resist for hydro-
fluoric acid, the glass is etched. Following this

the stencil layer is removed with suitable solvents.

Dichromate sensitized glue or gelatin containing
silver halide or colloidal silver is often used to

obtain an opaque image on clear glass. After
exposure in contact with a negative, the soluble
unexposed areas are removed by developin.g in

warm water, leavin.g the image as isolated areas,

or "islands", on the glass. The silver halide in the
image area is blackened with a photographic de-
veloper, then intensified, if necessary, with a mer-
cury or silver intensifier as in regular photography.
In the case of colloidal silver, physical development
and intensification are necessary to make the image
black and opaque. Glue images not containing
silver or silver halide may also be blackened by
altem.ate treatments with silver salts and reducing
agents.

The lack of a light-sensitive coating of the stencil

layer type that can withstand the action of hydro-
fluoric acid necessary to etch the reticule pattern
into glass has lead to multiple layer coatings.

For example, the glass may be coated with a layer

that is not light sensitive but which is inert to

hydrofluoric acid. Metallic silver, Bakelite, and
asphalt have been used as such an undercoat.
The stencil layer may be dichromate sensitized

glue or shellac. After developing the stencil layer,

the uncovered subcoat is then dissolved away,
leaving the glass exposed. When the coating is

dry the back and other parts of the glass that are

not to be etched are protected by painting them
with asphalt or wax. The glass is then etched by
exposing it to hydrogen fluoride vapor or dipping
it in the etching acid.
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For convenience and clarity, the processes avail-

able for making reticules and scales may be classi-

fied into three main groups as follows: Type I, reti-

cule image on the surface of the glass
;
type II, image

fused in or on the glass, and type III, image etched
in the glass. Each type is further classified by
the nature or kind of image (continuous, discon-

tinuous, or stencil, etc.) and finally by a process

number. Thus each kind of reticule and the

process used for its manufacture is approximately
identified by three characters, thus type I-A-1 in

the table below would represent a reticule made
with a silver halide emulsion in which the vehicle

layer (gelatin collodion, etc.) covers the face of the

reticule. A specific process could be identified by
adding another digit, but this is unnecessary for

the present purpose. At the beginning of each
process description the letter (N) or (P) indicates

that a negative or positive is used in exposing the

sensitized coating.

TYPE I. IMAGE ON SURFACE OF GLASS

A. Single Continuous Layer Processes

1. (N) Silver halide emulsion in gelatin albumen or
collodion. Very fine grain and high contrast required for

reticule work, such as obtained with spectroscopic plates

type 649 or with albumen and collodion emulsions [26, 27,

28,30].
2. (P) Diazo image in gelatin layer. Transparent grain-

less image, many colors available.^ Several patterns of

different colors may be put on same reticule by applying
same or different sensitizer to previous image layer and
develop with appropriate developer to obtain desired
colors. (Experiment with fixed out and washed lantern
slide plates. Apply sensitizer with swab of absorbent cot-

ton [ 36, 37, 38].

3. (N) Blue print image in gelatin, layer gives transpar-
ent grainless images [35, 38].

B. Single Discontinuous (Filmless) Layer

(Image as "islands" on glass surface)

1. (N) Bichromate sensitized colloid such as glue or

gelatin containing silver halide or colloidal silver. Silver

in the colloid image developed and intensified to make it

black and opaque [26, 29, 31].

2. (N) Bichromate sensitized colloid, such as glue or

gelatin. Image made black and opaque with alternate

treatments of silver salts and reducing agents [27]. May
also be blackened with lead sulfide [31].

3. (N) Cold top enamel. Bye in developer gives color

and increases visual contrast [32, 33].

C. Single Stencil Layer (Metal Image Deposited on Glass
Through Stencil)

1. (P) Bichromate sensitized colloid, glue cold top, etc.,

used to malje a stencil layer. The glass and stencil is

coated with a metal, such as silver, aluminum, chromium, etc.,

by vacuum evaporation. Removing stencil layer with sol-

vents; also removes metal overcoat except in image areas
where the metal is on the glass [34].

D. Two-Layer Process (Metal Layer Under Image)

1. (P) Glass coated with silver by chemical deposition
or by evaporation. Dichromate sensitized colloid coated
on top. After exposure and development, the uncovered
undercoat is dissolved off with Farmer's reducer. Glue or

8 Not found in literature, but could be used where colored lines are wanted.
The resolution of both diazo and blue print in a thin layer of gelatin is very
high.

gelatin image on top of silver may be intensmed as in
process 1B2 [25].

2. (P) Glass coated with lead sulfide undercoat. Di-
chromate sensitized glue coated on top of lead sulfide after
exposure and development of colloid layer, after baking
the glue remove uncovered lead sulfide with hydrochloric
acid-bichromate bath [31].

TYPE II. PROCESS, SCALE OR RETICULE PAT-
TERN FIRED OR FUSED IN OR ON GLASS
SURFACE

A. Single Discontinuous Image Layer

1. Ceramic transparent [24].

2. Ceramic opaque [24]. (No details available.)

TYPE III. PROCESS SCALE OR RETICULE PAT-
TERN BELOW SURFACE OF GLASS (ETCHED)

A. Single-Layer Process (Ideal Resist)

1. (P) Stencil layer resistant to hydrofluoric acid or to
hydrogen fluoride [47]. This paper, section 8.

B. Two-Layer Processes; Resist Undercoat Not Light
Sensitive

1. (P) Metal-film undercoat (usually silver). Over-
coated with dichromate sensitized colloid. Metal uncov-
ered after developing stencil layer is removed with Farmer's
reducer or other suitable solvent. The exposed glass is

etched with hydrofluoric acid or hydrogen fluoride [39, 25].

2. (P) Undercoat of asphalt, Bakelite, varnish, etc.,

overcoated with dichromate sensitized colloid. Undercoat
exposed by developing stencil layer, is dissolved out with
suitable solvent. The exposed glass is etched with hydro-
fluoric acid or hydrogen fluoride [40, 41, 42].

C. Two-Layer Process. Resist Overcoat on Stencil Layer

1. (P) Light sensitive undercoat of dichromate sensitized

albumen. After exposure, albumen is rolled up with de-

veloping ink and developed as usual and dried. Inked
surface dusted with powdered asphaltum and heated to

fuse the powder with the ink. It is then etched with
hydrofluoric acid [42].

D. Two-Layer Process. Fine-Grain Frosted Etch Con-
tinuous Permeable Overcoat on Resist Stencil Layer

1. (P) After developing stencil layers having complete

or partial resistance to hydrofluoric acid, it is overcoated

with dichromate sensitized glue, gelatin, gum arable, etc.,

and exposed to harden this layer. This layer is not de-

veloped. After protecting back of glass with wax it is

dipped in frosted type of etching solution for a suitable

time (see section 7.3).

7.2. Survey of Resists for Photoetching

A number of the light-sensitive coatings used in

photolithography and photoengraving were tried

and found to be unsatisfactory for use as resists

for etching the glass directly with hydrofluoric

acid. The coatings would invariably crack,

undercut, decompose, or become permeable to the

etching solution before the etching was complete.

Substances coated from water solutions such as

glue, albumen, gelatin, gum arable, polyvinyl

alcohol, and cold-top enamel were permeable to

the etching solution. With the exception of

albumen and cold-top enamel, these materials did

not give the sharp, crisp image edges necessary

for very fine line (5 to 10 m) work. Wood [43] and
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Smetliurst [44] have reviewed many of the coat-

ings used in lithography and photoengraving.
Most of the hydrophobic Hght-sensitive resist

coatings were found difficult to develop with the
organic developer solutions; clean lines were not
obtained without the exposed portion of the

coatings being attacked by the developer. For
example, methyl ethyl ketone-furfural resin was
found difficult to develop as there was the tend-

ency for the exposed part of the coating to

be attacked by the developer when the develop-

ment was sufficient to remove the unexposed
portions of the coatings in the fine lines. The
amount of exposiu-e and the time and tempera-
ture of the developer were so critical that it was
difficult, if not impossible, to fully evaluate their

usefidness as a light-sensitive resist for etching

fine line patterns. Sensitized asphalt [45, 46, 47]

has been used as a resist, principally for etching

of metals, but its low sensitivity to light and un-
satisfactory development makes it difficult to use

in production work. Some of these coatings require

rubbing with a tuft of cotton during development
because the unexposed areas are not sufficiently

soluble to dissolve out and it must be removed by
friction. This procedure cannot be recommended
in the production of fine lines required in theodolite

circles unless the adhesion of the coating to the

glass is very strong and the resist tough enough
so that the edges of the lines are not likely to be
damaged.

Processes using an insensitive resist undercoat
that is dissolved out through a light-sensitive

overcoated stencil layer (type III-B) were con-

sidered. In these processes the glass is first coated

with some material that is resistant to hydro-
fluoric acid, such as silver or other metal, Bakelite,

asphalt, varnish, etc. For best results this layer

should be coated as thin as possible but not so

thin that it will lose its resistance to hydrofluoric

acid. Fiu"ther, it must be very uniform in thick-

ness. On top of this subcoat dichromate sensi-

tized glue, albumen, or cold-top enamel is coated
with a whirler, exposed in contact with a positive

and developed, thus forming a stencfl on top of

the resist undercoat. Suitable solvents are then
applied to dissolve the resist undercoat through
the stencfl openings. The solvent must not affect

the stencfl layer. The resist undercoat must
dissolve uniformly and completely. If some areas

require more time for dissolving than other areas

because of variation of thickness, the resist layer

wfll be dissolved out from under the edge of the
stencfl, thus altering the dimensions of the pattern
in the thin areas.

7.3. Photoetched Reflection-Type Circles

When this project was initiated there was an
immediate demand for a few reflection-type

graduated glass circles for theodolites. Solution
of the problem appeared to be the use of a light-

sensitive resist in a photographic process whereby
the image of the lines and numbers would be

printed on the circle blank in contact with a
master negative. With a stencfl type of resist the
clear unexposed developed out areas could then
be matte-etched so that the lines and numbers
woifld appear black when viewed with vertical
fllumination, as explained in section 2.1 for type 2
circles. Several light-sensitive coatings were
tested, but all failed as resists.

Further work led to the discovery that if the
glass was coated with sensitized and exposed glue
during the etching, the glue controlled the grain
size of the etching. Used with the matte-etching
solution ES-7 the grain size of the matte etch was
the finest and most uniform observed in the present
work. With mirror silver deposited on top of the
etching it appears very white under ordinary
white light fllumination, but when viewed in an
optical system with a vertical illuminator (fllumi-

nation through the objective) it appears black, and
of course the unetched parts (also mirror-silvered)
appear white (see fig. 16). Gelatin and gum
arable were also effective, but the grain was
appreciably larger than that obtained with photo-
engraving glue.

It was also found that by overlaying a developed
image of an organic stencfl layer coating with the
glue, that the glue protected the stencfl layer
coating long enough to give the fine matte etch of
the graduations in the glass surface. Cold top
enamel was selected as the light-sensitive coating
for this work because it develops readfly and with
smooth, sharp-edged lines. The light-sensitive
glue was coated over the developed image of cold
top enamel and exposed just long enough to
actinic light before etching to make it insoluble in

water.
The cold top enamel was sensitized according to

the manufacturer's directions and coated by run-
ning a small stream of it from a separatory funnel
on the glass circle on a whirler at 600 rpm. After
drying the coated circle for about 10 minutes it

was exposed in contact with the master negative,
using an EH-4 mercury flood lamp with a ground-
glass diffuser to make the fllumination uniform.
The exposure time was about 15 minutes at a
distance of about 22 inches. The exposed coating

Figure 16. Front and hack views of the reflection-type
circle.

The circle (A) on the left shows a white etched band about one-eighth inch
wide, the graduations are in the silvered baud (dark) adjacent to it. The
right-hand figure (B) is the back of a similar circle of slightly different dinlen-
sions, showing the copper plating to protect the mirror-silvered area.
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was then developed and dyed in the cold top
enamel developer (alcohol plus dye), rinsed in

ethyl alcohol, and finally in acetone, which dried

the coating. The cold top enamel is sensitive to

moisture in the air and will not give a good image
if exposed to a damp atmosphere too long. The
coated glass circle should be exposed and developed
as soon as possible after coating and drying. See
section 8.7.b, for the effect of relative humidity on
cold-top enamel. The developed cold-top image
was then coated with sensitized glue on a whirler.

With the whirler running at 100 to 200 rpm a
small quantity (3 to 4 ml) of sensitized glue was
poured over the circle. Then the speed of the
whirler was immediately increased to 600 rpm and
allowed to whirl untU the glue was dry, usually

about 15 minutes. The sensitized glue solution

had the following composition:

Photoengraving glue 33 g.

Water 120 ml.
Ammonium dichromate 2 g.

This solution was made up as follows : A solution

of 90 ml of water and 33 g of glue was heated in the
steam bath in a sealed pressure bottle from 6 to 24
hours, or until the solution became clear. Then
2 g of ammonium dichromate dissolved in 30 ml of

water was added to the cooled glue solution and
filtered.

The sensitized glue was exposed about 8 minutes
to a mercury EH-4 flood lamp at a distance of 18

inches. A Ke-inch-thick piece of ground glass

over this lamp was necessary to obtain uniform
illumination.

Before etching the glass, the back, edges, and
the areas on the top surface, where no etching was
desired, were painted with a wax solution. The
circle was then etched by dipping in the following

solution:

Etching Solution ES-7
Water 65 ml.
Ammonium bifluoride 100 g.

Sodium fluoride 11.5 g.

Hydrofluoric acid (48%) 50 ml.

After etching the circle about 15 to 20 seconds
it was removed and quickly immersed ui a 10-

percent sodium hydroxide solution to stop the

etching action and also to remove the cold top and
glue.

After removin.g the wax with solvents it was
chemically cleaned and silvered by the Rochelle
salts process. A forebath, freshly prepared, of

dilute stannous chloride (about 1 to 1,000) fol-

lowed by rinsin.g in distUled water prior to im-
mersion in the sUvering solution will speed up the
mirror silverin.g. When, the sUverin.g solution was
spent it was replaced with a fresh one in order to

get a heavy coat of silver. After silverio.g the
circle, it was rinsed off, mounted on a fixture, and
placed in. a copper-plating bath (100 g of copper
sulfate (CuS04-5H20) per liter), and a layer of

copper was electroplated over the silver for me-
chanical protection, using the procedure given on
pages 10 and 11 of reference [48].

The fixture for holding the glass circle during
the electroplating was constructed as follows:

The circle ring was clamped between two Bakelite
disks. These disks cover about half of the width
of the ring. The silvered surface on the upper
(unetched) side was contacted with spring fin.gers

for the electric connection. It was then immersed
ia the platin.g bath with the top surface of the glass

just above the solution. The copper was deposited
on the edge and on the outside half of the etched
side of the circle. After copper plating the circle

it was washed and dried. A thin layer of shellac
was painted over the copper for protection against
corrosion. The appearance of these circles is

shown, in figures 16 and 17.

A

Figure 17. Photomicrographs (X13.5) showing the appear-
ance of the etched graduations and band of the same part of
the circle under different conditions of illumination.

The top figure (A) was made with diffuse illumination. The lower figure
(B) was made by changing the illumination to specular light (illumination
through the objective).
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Extreme care is necessary in. exposing the glue

overcoat and an excessive exposure will cause ti e

glue to crack. Too much heat at the time of

exposure wUl also promote cracking by reducing
the moisture content of the glue. These cracks
may be too fine to see with the eye and also may
be confined to a small area. When cracks occur,

the etching acid reaches the cold top directly

instead of by diffusion through the glue, -and

breaks through the cold-top enamel and etches
the glass, thus spoiling the work. Trash in the
glue will also promote break-throughs.
The phenol-formaldehyde light-sensitive resin

developed after these circles were produced may
be used in place of cold top enamel to produce a
similar etching. It is much more resistant to

hydrofluoric acid, and consequently the effects

described above are less likely to occur.

8. Photoetching with the Phenol-Formaldehyde Resist

8.1. Phenol-Formaldehyde Resin

Phenol-formaldehyde resin was known to be re-

sistant to the action of hydrofluoric acid, and it

seemed possible that a thin layer coated on glass

might serve as a resist for hydrofluoric acid etch-
ing after development of the image. Doelker
[49] patented a process whereby phenol-formalde-
hyde resin was recommended as an etching resist

for zinc piates. The resin was dissolved in alcohol

and, immediately before coating, was sensitized

with ammonium bichromate. The exposed plate

was developed with a dilute solution of caustic

potash. Beebe, Murray, and Herlinger [50]

patented the use of light-sensitive phenol-formal-
dehyde resin for photoengraving processes. They
sensitized the resin with iodine, iodoform, etc.,

and, after exposure, developed the coating in a
solution of about equal parts of alcohol and water.
The resin made according to their directions was
soft, remained tacky too long after coating, and
when sensitized, was low in light sensitivity.

Any light-sensitive resin used in contact printing
must become tack-free shortly after coating. In
the course of the investigation it was found that
the softness of the resin was due in part to the
presence of methyl alcohol in the formaldehyde
solution. The addition of methyl alcohol to tri-

oxymethylene (solid) and phenol in a concentra-
tion corresponding to that generally found in 40-

percent formaldehyde solutions yielded a soft,

tacky resin. Therefore, trioxymethylene was
used instead of the 40-percent aqueous solution of

formaldehyde for production of the phenol-form-
aldehyde resin in this work. Also the alcohol-
water developer used by Beebe et al [50] was not
a satisfactory developer for the resin on glass.

Many organic substances are sensitive to or
hardened by actinic light, but it is generally a
difficult problem to find a developer solution that
will dissolve out the unexposed portions of the
resin and not attack the exposed portions. This
difficult hurdle was overcome by developing an
organic solution that dissolved the unexposed light-

sensitive resin quickly and yet did not attack the
exposed portion when it had been properly ex-
posed to light even if the development was ex-

tended several times beyond the normal develop-
ing time. Iodoform was found to be a very good
sensitizer. A resorcinol-formaldehyde resin was
also made for study. It was found useful as an

additive in the phenol-formaldehyde resin. A
concentration of 5 percent of the resorcinol-form-

aldehyde resin improved the sensitivity and re-

sist properties of the phenol-formaldehyde resin,

although its presence is not necessary to make the
phenol-formaldehyde resin function as a resist for

etching glass.

Light-sensitive resists made with phenol-form-
aldehyde resins will not withstand the action of

concentrated 48-percent hydrofluoric acid. How-
ever, an etching solution containing hydrofluoric
acid and phosphoric acid (formula EP-1, section

5.4) was found that can be used to produce ex-

cellent etchings with etching time up to at least

15 seconds.
In the production of the theodolite circles, a 5-

second etch was used to keep the lines as narrow
as possible, and the etched portions were filled

with lead sulfide chemically deposited as de-
scribed for filling the etched graduations of masters
in section 6.1. Even though the resin coating
will not withstand a long period of etching, deep
lines may be obtained with the special etching
solution by etching the circle several times for 3
to 4 seconds and washing and drying it between
each etch.

The details for the synthesis of these resins are

given in section 9.

8.2. Sensitization of the Resin with Iodoform

Iodine sensitizes the resin to actinic light, but
the sensitized solution is unstable and must be
used as soon as sensitized. Iodoform proved to

be a very satisfactory sensitizer, and the sensitized

resin solution was very stable in methyl ethyl

ketone when it did not contain water and was free

from acid. Iodoform is unique as a sensitizer

because the iodine is released by the actinic light

during the exposure when the catalytic action of

the sensitizer is needed. Both sensitized and un-
sensitized solutions of the resin should be stored

in brown bottles in a dark cool room or preferably
in a refrigerator. Sensitized solutions stored in

brown bottles in the dark at room temperature
over anhydrous sodium sulfate were still usable
after 1 year, and when stored in the refrigerator

were good after 3 years. Acetone could not be
used as a solvent for the resin because the iodo-

form underwent slow decomposition.
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The effect of the concentration of the iodoform
on the sensitivity of the resin was determined in

the following manner: Four 100-ml sohitions of

the phenol-formaldehyde resin containing 20 g of

resin, each were prepared from the same resin

batch. To each solution was added different

amounts of iodoform. Glass test plates 1 by 3

inches were coated by drawing them out of the
sensitized resin solution at the rate of 1 foot per
80 seconds, usrn.g a synchronous motor-driven
apparatus similar to that described in section 3.3.

After storing the coated glass plates in the dark
at room temperature and approximately 50-per-

cent relative humidity for 4 hours they were given

progressively increasing exposures in contact with
a glass master % in.ch thick to an EH-4 mercury
flood lamp placed at a distance of 11 inches from
the glass-plate grid. After development, the

minimum exposure time necessary to give a good
image was determined by inspection with a micro-
scope at X80. The exposure times givin.g the

best images were plotted against the concentration

of the iodoform in percent, expressed as the percent-

age of iodoform based on the concentration of the

resin. These results are shown, in. figure 18.

Crystals appeared in the dried resin coating when
the concentration of iodoform reached about 20
percent, indicating that the iodoform concentra-

tion had exceeded the saturation point. A concen-
tration of 10 percent of iodoform as sensitizer

based on the resin concentration was selected

because it gave good sensitivity to actinic light

without getting too close to the saturation point.

6 I I I I I I
1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

EXPOSURE TIME , MINUTES

Figure 18. Effect of the iodoform concentration on the

exposure time.

The following coating formula was used for the
production of the theodolite circles:

Phenol-formaldehyde resin, 25% solution. 800ml.

»

Resorcinol-formaldehyde resin 10 g.

Iodoform *> 21 g.

Methyl ethyl ketone to make 1 liter.

Then add about 100 g. of anhydrous sodium sulfate

to the solution, shake occasionally, and allow to stand
overnight. Filter the solution through a coarse
fritted-disk filtering funnel without pressure.

" The concentration of the phenol-formaldehyde solution, which varied
from batch to batch, ranged from 22.5 to 30 g of resin per 100 ml of soluton.
The volume of solution used was adjusted so that 200 gof resin is used in the
above formula.

^ The iodoform used was Eastman Kodak Cat. No. P-341.

8.3. Coating the Circles

The phenol-formaldehyde coating is somewhat
less sensitive to light than cold top enamel. Either
of these materials can be used in a room lighted

with incandescent lamps if care is taken to protect
the dry coating from direct strong light either by
shielding or keeping it covered. The circles were
coated in a closed cabinet to protect them from
drafts, dust, and light during the coating opera-
tion. The glass circle was coated by the "pull-out"

method described in section 3.3 and shown sche-

matically in figure 7. The sensitizing solution was
contained in a glass battery jar 2% inches by dji

inches and 7 inches deep (inside dimensions). It

was filled to about inch of the top of the jar with
the resist solution. The top edges of the jar were
ground flat and when not in use, was covered with
a glass plate to prevent evaporation.

The circles were cleaned and dried by the same
procedure as that described in section 3.2 for coat-

ing the engraving resist, except they were not
treated with amino silane (waterproofing agent).

The dried circle was placed on a glass tripod (fig. 6)

and washed in filtered methyl ethyl ketone by
swabbing with cotton, rinsed with filtered methyl
ethyl ketone, and quickly placed on a wire hook
and immersed in the sensitized resin solution. The
wire holder is designed so that the inside of the

circle rests on the wire without touching the front

or back side of the circle. After immersion, the

circle was moved up and down a few times within
the solution to remove any bubbles of air that

might adhere to the glass. When the surface of

the solution became quiet the circle was drawn out
with the synchronous motor at the rate of 1 inch

per 6% seconds. The door of the cabinet was kept
closed after the immersion of the circle and opened
after it had been drawn from the solution. The
circle was clasped with an aluminum-band holder

and placed face down over the neck of a 300-ml
Erlenmeyer flask. The resin coating on the circle

was allowed to dry at least 1 hour before exposure,

but 4 hours was found to be better. If this pre-

caution is not observed, there is danger that some
of the resist coating may stick to the master.
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Figure 19. Thickness of the resin coating as a function of
the rate of withdrawal of the glassfrom the coating solution.

The resin concentration of 21 g per 100 ml of

solution, and the rate of withdrawal of 1 in. per 6/{

seconds yielded a thin and very uniform coating
on the glass circle, which, after development,
measured 38 millionths of an inch thick. The sol-

vent, methyl ethyl ketone, evaporates fast enough
at room temperature to leave the desired coating
on the glass as it is drawn from the solution. The
thickness of this resin coating must be very uni-

form as a slight change in thickness affected the
time of exposure, which decreased with an increase

in thickness. During the coating operation the
circle must not twist, turn, or touch the sides of the
container because variations in the thickness of the
coating will result. The thickness of the coating
may be changed by varying the concentration of

the resin or the rate of withdrawal. The thickness
of the developed coating was determined for four
different rates of withdrawal. The thickness of

the developed samples was measured by the inter-

ference microscope, and the results are given in

figure 19. A. G. Strang of the NBS Engineering
Metrology Section made the measurements of

the thickness of the resist images. The with-
drawal rate of 1-inch in 8% seconds gave a coating
that was too thin. The curve shows that for the
solvent used the thickest coating obtainable would
be about 50 millionths of an inch at the rate of

withdrawal of 1 inch in 4^ seconds because beyond
this rate the evaporation of the solvent is not
sufficiently complete, so that the solution drains
off, causing a nonuniform coating. Of course the
thickness of the coating is also determined by the
concentration of the resist and the temperature.

8.4. Contact Printing and Exposure Effects

The sensitized resin coating is sensitive to the
violet and ultraviolet parts of the spectrum, and
consequently, light sources having high energy in

this spectral region, such as sunlight, carbon arc,

and the mercury vapor lamp, are necessary. The

light source used for the experimental work was
an EH-4 mercury flood lamp. A 3/8-inch-thick

glass plate containing filled etched lines 10 ii

wide was mounted 11 inches from the face of the

lamp. The coated glass plates were 1 by 3 inches,

and were exposed in contact with the line image.
The different batches of resin synthesized in this

work had exposure times varying from 2 to 5

minutes with the above described exposing ap-
paratus. The experimental glass plates were
coated by drawing them from the sensitized resin

solution with a synchronous motor. An AH-6
high-pressure mercury-quartz lamp, cooled by
running water, was used as the light source for

the production of the theodolite glass circles.

This water-cooled lamp develops a mercury-vapor
pressure of 110 atmospheres and operates at 840
volts and 1.4 amperes. The lamp, transformer,

magnetic switch, and water solenoid valve were
mounted in a cabinet. The master negative Yi

inch thick was mounted 19 inches from the light

source. A penthouse fitted with a door was con-

structed on the top of the cabinet. It served to

protect the glass master and to reduce the hazard
from dust particles. A 25-watt lamp located

below and to one side of the glass master was
turned on to observe any dust particles that

might be present on the master. If present, they
were removed or picked off with a camel's hair

brush. The circle was removed from the Erlen-

meyer flask by means of the aluminum clamp and
placed carefully in position on the master around
the centering plug and washer, which fits into the

hole in the circle glass ring. The circle was
pressed down lightly with the fingers and covered
with a black felt cloth. The 25-watt lamp was
turned off, and the resin coating was exposed to

the AH-6 lamp by opening a small door type of

shutter located above the AH-6 lamp. After

exposure the circle was removed from the master
negative with the aluminum clamp and placed on
the glass tripod. The exposure time was about
12 minutes.

It was found that the polymerization of the
resin continued after the action of the light was
stopped. Thus the image of lines may be nar-

rowed slightly (similar to the effects of a more full

exposure) by storing the exposed coating in the
dark for 15 minutes or longer, but if continued
too long, an overexposure effect takes place.

When the sensitized resin was given a one-half

normal exposure and stored 1 to 3 hours in the
dark it generally developed a good image, but a
fully exposed plate when stored in the dark too

long will become overexposed. While the above
effects may be useful in some instances, it is

recommended that the exposed resin coating be
developed as soon as the exposure is complete.

It is also interesting to note that the sensitized

resin coating becomes insoluble and cannot be
developed if kept in the dark at 50° C for 4 hours.

This is due to the thermosetting properties of the

resin.
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8.5. Development of the Exposed Resin
Coating

The unexposed areas of the resin coating were
dissolved out (developed), and the exposed areas
were dyed simultaneously by means of an organic
solution developed for use on this resin coating.

The developer solution was made up as follows

:

Ethyl alcohol 95 % 1000 ml.
Normal butyl alcohol, bp 117° to 117.8° C. 1000 ml.
Methyl ethyl ketone, bp 79° to 80.5° C. _ . 200 ml.
Methyl violet 2 g.

Basic fuchsin (aniline red, magenta) 2g.

The developing solutions were filtered through
a coarse fritted disk filtering funnel.

The ethyl alcohol, normal butyl alcohol, and
methyl ethyl ketone were of reagent grade and
were used without distillation or drying. The
developer solution contained about 3 percent of

water. The mixture of methyl violet and basic
fuchsin dyed the resin coating a heavy blue-
purple and was found to be the best combination
of dyes tested. Methyl violet dyed the resin

coating blue-green; basic fuchsin, red; and mala-
chite green, green. Another developer solution
was also made up without the dye for use in

washing off the excess dye on the surface that ac-

cumulates during the developing procedure.
The exposed resin coating was developed as

follows: The circle mounted on the glass tripod
was twirled gently for 30 to 40 seconds in the
developer-dye solution; then twirled gently for

about 3 seconds successively in three developer
solutions that contained no dye; and placed at
once on the whirler to dry. All solutions were
at room temperature. The resin coating becomes
soft during development but quickly hardens on
drying in about 2 minutes. Although the develop-
ment took place in 30 to 40 seconds, there were no
adverse effects on the resin coating if the develop-
ing time was extended for as long as 2 minutes.
No rubbing is required because the unexposed
portion of the resin dissolves very quickly. This
development procedure is very practical because
the development of most organic solutions require
close control of time and temperature.
The activity of the developer may be increased

by increasing the concentration of the methyl
ethyl ketone, and this might be necessary in

instances where the resin has condensed very
close to the critical point due to age and also to
temperature being too high during storage. It

was also found that if the sensitized resin had
condensed so far that it did not give complete
development by the normal procedure or by in-

creasing the concentration of the methyl ethyl
ketone, that the addition of 25 to 50 percent of a
fresh sensitized resin batch made it capable of

proper development. Sensitized resin batches
were found to be readily developable after storage
for 1 year at room temperature. Sensitized solu-

tions of the resin increased slightly in sensitivity

on storage at room temperature. One sample of
sensitized resin that was stored in a refrigerator
developed a good image after 3 years.

8.6. Etching and Filling the Graduations in
the Circles

After the development of the resin coating it

was baked to increase its resistance to the hydro-
fluoric acid. The coated circle supported on an
Erlenmeyer flask was placed in an oven at room
temperature, and the temperature of the oven
was raised to 100° to 135° C and maintained at
this temperature for 3 hours. The oven was
turned off, and the sample was allowed to cool

nearly to room temperature before removal. This
precaution of heating and cooling slowly was taken
to avoid the possibility of breaking the glass due
to thermal shock. Concentrated hydrofluoric acid

solutions (48 percent) attack the phenol-formalde-
hyde resin coating. The problem was to find a
solvent for the hydrofluoric acid that would delay
its attack on the resin coating and prevent the
formation of insoluble salts during the etching.

Experimentally, the answer was found in using
phosphoric acid in aqueous solution with hydro-
fluoric acid. Also phosphoric acid assists the
hydrofluoric acid in etching the glass [18]. The
phosphoric acid retards the attack of the hydro-
fluoric acid on the developed resin and gives a
clear etch when sufficient water is added.. The
following formula was found to be satisfactory:

Etching Solution EP-1

Phosphoric acid (85%) 100 ml.
Water 50 ml.
Hydrofluoric acid (48%) 25 ml.

The phosphoric and hydrofluoric acids were of

reagent quality, meeting ACS speciflcations. This
etching solution is the same one used in etching the
ruled wax-coated circles described in section 5.4.

The etching solution was simple to make up as

no noticeable heating took place when the chemi-
cals were mixed. The etching solution may be
used as soon as it is made up, and, if stored in a
wax pot fitted with a tight cover, it will keep for

several months. Decreasing the water in the

above formula gave a coarse matte etch, whereas
increasing the water and hydrofluoric acid yields a
more rapid etching solution, giving a clear etch.

Although the theodolite circles were made from
plate glass, borosilicate glass etched equally well.

The glass circle was etched by masking the
areas not covered by the resin with a mixture of

20 g of gilsonite and 5 g of burgundy pitch in

100 ml of benzene. The fingers must not at any
time touch the portion to be etched. The circle

mounted on the glass tripod was immersed in the
etching solution for 5 seconds with a gentle

twirling movement and then immediately immersed
in a 20-percent solution of sodium hydroxide solu-

tion to neutralize the hydrofluoric acid. Then the
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Figure 20. Depth of etch versus tiyne of etch, using etching

solution EP-1

.

circle was washed, dried, and the wax masking
coating removed with carbon tetrachloride in a
crystallizing dish under the hood while mounted
on the glass tripod. The remainder of the resin

coating was removed by first treating with a
20-percent solution of sodium hydroxide and then
with a cleaning solution (potassium dichromate
and concentrated sulfiu-ic acid). The etched lines

and numbers were filled with lead sulfide, using
the same procedure described in section 6.1.

The resin Qoating withstood the etching solution

about 15 seconds at room temperature. This
etch is not quite deep enough to fill the 10-^, lines

with pigments as described in section 6.2. How-
ever, a deeper etch on the circle was not desireable

as it widened the lines. Unlike reticules, the cost

of the glass circle was too high to risk damage by
scratching. The etching used on the circle was
deep enough to fill with lead sulfide by chemical
deposition. The etched lines in the circles after

filling averaged 1 to 2 /x wider than those in the
resist layer. With full exposure the line width in

the developed resist layer may be made slightly

narrower than those on the master negative.
Tests were made on the glass circles to determine
the depth of the etch for different etching times.

The depth of the etch was measured with an inter-

ference microscope, and the results are shown in

figure 20. As might be expected, the depth of

etch is nearly proportional to the time of etch.

However, it was found that a deep etch may be
obtained with the phenol-formaldehyde resin coat-
ing by etching 3 to 4 seconds several times with
the above etching solution. After each etch the
etching solution is removed immediately with
copious amounts of distilled water and the glass

dried at 100° C for about 30 minutes, cooled, and
the etching repeated. Three to four such etches
were found to give a deep etch that could be filled

with pigments.
The appearance of the graduations of a master

and a circle made by contact printing with the
phenol-formaldehyde resist is shown by the photo-

r
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Figure 21. Photomicrographs of master and circle made
from it by contact printing, using the light-sensitive phenol-
formaldehyde resist.

A, Master; B, circle. Both have been etched and filled with lead sulfide
by chemical deposition.

micrographs in figure 21. It may be noted that
the graduations lines on the circle (B) are slightly

wider than those on the master (A) by about 1 /x.

8.7. Effect of Relative Humidity on the
Phenol-Formaldehyde Resin and Cold Top
Enamel

a. Phenol-Formaldehyde Resin

It is well known in the photomechanical industry
that glue, albumen, cold top enamel, and other
light-sensitive coatings are affected by . high
humidity, and the effects are peculiar to each
particular coating. The effect of atmospheric
moisture on the sensitivity and developability
of the phenol-formaldehyde resin and cold top
enamel used in this work was studied. A humid-
ity cabinet having a volume of 7 cubic feet and
designed for determining dimensional changes in

photographic materials as a function of relative

humidity was used to subject the sample coatings

to the desired relative humidity. This cabinet is
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well insulated and is completely moisture tight.

A fan on a long shaft (motor outside) drives a
stream of air down onto the surface of a tray of

saturated salt solution, from which it flows into

the partitioned space containing the test samples.
The air then passes over the top of the partition

and back to the fan, giving a continuous stream of

conditioned air. The relative humidity is con-
trolled by using saturated salt solutions, which
give the desired relative humidity. This appara-
tus is efficient and will condition photographic
film and paper in about 2 hours.

Tests of the effect of the relative humidity on
the sensitivity and developability of the phenol-
formaldehyde resin were made at 14-, 51-, 65-, 76-,

and 88-percent relative humidity. For each rela-

tive humidity, coated glass plates were exposed
in contact with a glass master having filled etched
lines about 10 /j, wide.
At different time intervals samples were re-

moved from the humidity cabinet and given the
same exposure and development as that needed
for control samples run at the same time. Both
the control and tested samples were subjected to

room relative humidity (about 50 percent) and
room temperature (25° to 30° C) for about 15

minutes after coating. The control samples were
exposed and developed 15 minutes after coating.

The evaluation of the tests was made with a
microscope by noting the quality of the developed
image.
The results of the tests are summarized in

table 5 and show that at a relative humidity of

50 percent or less the relative humidity has little

effect on the sensitized coating and that the effect

of relative-humidity up to 75 percent is not serious

if the light-sensitive resin coating is exposed soon
after coating. High relative humidity in the
humidity cabinet affected the sensitivity and de-

velopability very rapidly, and this was reflected

in a weak image with loss of gloss and a partially

dissolved or decomposed coating. However, un-
der practical working conditions in still air the

deterioration of the sensitivity and developability

is not nearly as rapid as that indicated by the
tests in the humidity cabinet. Coated glass

plates stored in a dark box at room temperature
and humidity for 5 days showed only a slight loss

in sensitivity and developability even though the

Table 5. Ejfect of relative humidity on the sensitivity and
developability of the sensitized phenol-formaldehyde resist

coating in the relative-humidity cabinet

Relative
humidity

Time to cause loss of sensitivity and developability
as image takes on a dull, weak appearance

%
4 " Not affected after 55 days.

14 b Not affected after 4 days.
51 48 to 72 hours.
65 About 6 hours.
76 .SO to 60 minutes.
88 About 6 minutes.

» Sample was stored in a desiccator over anhydrous calcium chloride.
*> Fan not running.

weather was damp and it had rained once during
the period and the room was not artificially heated.

In the production of theodolite circles no loss

of sensitivity and developability was experienced
when the coated samples were stored 4 hours
before exposure and development. The tests in

the humidity cabinet accentuate the difi'erence

in the effect on sensitivity and developability on
the phenol-formaldehyde resin coating when it is

stored in a stream of rapidly moving air as com-
pared to its storage in still air of the same relative

humidity.

b. Cold Top Enamel

Experiments similar to those described in the
section 8.7, a, were also made with sensitized

cold top enamel. Cold top enamel when freshly

sensitized is "soft" working and becomes more
contrasty with age. Solutions that are about a
week old give best results for line work on glass.

During periods of high relative humidity it was
difficult to get satisfactory development of the
exposed cold top enamel. Apparently the
presence of moisture in the cold top enamel after

coating promotes a chemical reaction that causes
a hardening of the unexposed areas with time,

rendering them less soluble.

Increasing the relative humidity increases this

chemical action, and the image becomes partly or
completely undevelopable even if the exposure
time is shortened. About 1 hour was about as
long as a glass plate coated with cold top enamel
could be stored at 60-percent relative humidity
and 23° C. The results of the tests made on the

cold top enamel are summarized in table 6 and
show that increasing the relative humidity causes

the coating to become insoluble (undevelopable)
and to take on a dull, weak appearance.

Table 6. Ejfect of relative humidity on the sensitivity and
developability of sensitized cold top enamel in the relative-

humidity cabinet

Relative
humidity

Time in

cabinet
Effects noted

%
51

Min
j 30
1 60
f 15

1 30

{

Lines developed.
Lines incompletely developed.
Lines developed.
Lines incompletely developed.
Lines developed.
Lines incompletely developed, coating
weak and dull In appearance.

76

95

The tests further indicate that cold top enamel
when used as a sensitized coatin.g on glass should
be handled in an atmosphere of 50-percent relative

humidity or less and that the exposure should be
made as soon as the coating is dry and developed
immediately. To overcome the effects of high
humidity, one manufacturer of cold top enamel
[33] recommends heatin.g the plate on a whirler to

remove moisture from the coating and to prevent
sticking during contact printing. It was not found
necessary to use heat with relative humidity at

50 percent or lower.
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9. Synthesis of Phenol-Formaldehyde and Resorcinol-Formaldehyde Resins

9.1. Phenol-formaldehyde (Stage-A) Resin

Baekeland [51, 52, 53] divided the phenol-
formaldehyde reaction during resinification into

three stages, A, B, and C, which are characterized
by the appearance and solubility of the resin.

The A-stage, or initial product, is a low molecular
weight condensation product soluble in acetone;
the B-stage, or immediate condensation product,
is swelled by acetone but not soluble in it; and the
C-stage, or final condensation product, is infusible

and completely insoluble in acetone. Sometimes
the A-stage resin is called a resol; the B-stage, a
resitol; and the C-stage, a resite. The resin used
in this work is that formed in the A-stage (resol)

and condensed to the state where it is just soluble
in 95-percent ethyl alcohol. The resin is a thermo-
setting phenolic that slowly passes into B-stage
(resitol) on drying at room temperature. After
the condensation reaction was completed the resin

was pressed free of as much water as possible,

dissolved immediately in methyl ethyl ketone, and
dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. When the
resin solution was made up to about 20 g of resin

per 100 ml of solution it kept in the dark at room
temperature for at least 3 years, provided the
solution was dry and free from acid.

Sodium acetate, a weak alkaline salt, proved to

be the best catalyst for the condensation of the
phenol and formaldehyde. It yielded a resin that
had the greatest light sensitivity and that was
readily developable by an organic solution. Other
salts tested as catalysts were potassium acetate,
lithium acetate, calcium acetate, barium acetate,
and sodium formate. These resins were low in

light sensitivity and could not be as easily de-
veloped as the resin formed with sodium acetate.

Acids such as hydrochloric acid act as strong
catalysts and produce a resin that is not as light

sensitive as that produced by the weak alkaline
catalysts mentioned above and further the con-
densation reaction is difficult to control because
the resin passes rapidly from the A-stage to the
B-stage.

Investigation of the condensation reaction
showed that 1 mole of phenol, 3 moles of trioxy-
methylene, 6 moles of water, 0.3 mole of sodium
acetate (CHsCOONa-SHjO) produced a satis-

factory light-sensitive resin that was not too soft.

Decreasing the sodium acetate gave a softer resin
that was less light sensitive.

The following formula and procedure were
worked out for synthesizing the light-sensitive
resin used in printing theodolite circles from a
glass master negative:

Phenol 282 g.
Water 324 g.
Sodium acetate (CHsCOONa-SHjO) 122 g.
Trioxymethylene (paraformaldehyde) 270 g.

The phenol and trioxymethylene were USP
grade, and the sodium acetate was reagent
quality, meeting ACS specifications. Distilled

water was used in the synthesis and tap water in
washing the resin.

The apparatus consisted of a 3,000-ml round-
bottomed flask fitted with a reflux condenser by
means of a ground glass joint and mounted on a
ring stand. The apparatus should be located in a
chemical hood. The chemicals were added to the
flask in the order listed in the formula, followed by
the addition of boiling chips made from an un-
glazed porcelain plate. The mixture was heated
through an asbestos pad with a Bunsen burner to a
gentle boil. The ring stand was rocked gently and
frequently with the hand to prevent superheatmg
until the boiling began. The boiling was con-
tinued throughout the period of the reaction, and
the time required was 2)^ to Sji hours. The
temperature of the boiling solution during the
reaction before precipitation was 105° C. Toward
the end of the condensation reaction the solution

became cloudy, and finally opaque to transmitted
light about 20 minutes, before two definite phases
developed, accompanied by foaming. After the
two phases appeared, gentle and frequent rocking
of the ring stand was helpful to prevent the resin,

which slowly precipitates from the boiling mixture,
from sticking to the flask. After the two phases
appeared, the boiling was continued about 5
minutes, and the hot reaction mixture was im-
mediately poured into cool water with rapid
stirring, thus completing the precipitation of the
resin from the hot reaction mixture. The resin

was washed and kneaded in about 5 changes of
water and tested for degree of condensation. This
test was made by taking about 10 g of the resin

batch and heating it on the steam bath in a small
porcelain dish while stirring with a glass rod and
the time noted for the resin to pass into the
B-stage. This was observed visually when the
resin became rubbery, stringy, or lumpy and is the
point at which all or most of the resin becomes
insoluble in 95-percent ethyl alcohol. If the resin

has condensed close to the B-stage the small
sample of resin should become insoluble in 95-per-

cent ethyl alcohol after heating for 10 minutes on
the steam bath, and if this is the case, the large

resin batch is sufficiently condensed. If the time
was greater than 10 minutes, the precipitated
resin batch was heated on the steam bath in a
large porcelain dish while stirring constantly with
a glass rod, and the time of heating was estimated
from the time required for the small sample to

become insoluble in 95-percent ethyl alcohol.

With experience, the operator will find no difficulty

in determining the end-point of the condensation.
As a safeguard against carrying the condensation
too far on the steam bath the resin batch may be
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cooled with water at intervals and a small sample
tested for degree of condensation as described
above. The resin passes rapidly from A-stage to

B-stage at a temperature of 100° C, and if the
resin shows any signs of stringtness or a tendency
to be rubbery and. lumpy, it should be cooled im-
mediately by stirring in. cool water. If a few
insoluble particles appear in. the alcohol solution,

the resin is usable, but if it is essentially insoluble

in. the alcohol, it should, be discarded. The
highest degree of light sensitivity along with de-
velopability was obtained by condensing the resin

as close to the B-stage as possible, without the
resin becomin.g insoluble in 95-percent ethyl
alcohol.

After the resin had been condensed to the de-
sired state and cooled, as much of the water as
possible was pressed out and the resin dissolved

immediately in 700 ml of methyl ethyl ketone
(2-butanone) of a good commercial grade, free

from acid or any substance that would, react with
iodoform. Then 500 g of anhydrous sodium
sulfate was added and the resin solution allowed to

stand for several days, with occasional shakin.g.

After filtering the resin solution, it was ready for

sensitizing and use. The amount of resin, de-
termined from the dried resin solutions of different

batches gave yields of 220 to 300 g. The dried
resin solutions contained from 22.5 to 30 g of resin

per 100 ml of solution. The concentration of the
resin in the filtered solution was determk).ed by
noting the volume, evaporating 10 ml of the solu-

tion to dryness in a tared 50-ml beaker, and
weighing.
Another formula containing ethylene glycol as

part of the solvent was developed. This resin, was
not used in the production of the theodolite circles

as the tests on it had not been completed. The
resin has the same sensitivity as that produced by
the above formula. The resin is easier to produce
by using this formula, but a trace of ethylene
glycol remains in the resin.. Ethylene glycol, be-
cause of its hydroscopic nature, causes a slight

decrease in the light sensitivity of the resin coating
when working at high relative humidities. This
effect is nil when working with the resin at a
relative humidity of 50 percent or less. The chief

advantage in using this formula is that the resin is

generally sufficiently condensed when precipitated

so that it needs no further treatment on the steam
bath. However, it should be tested for degree of

condensation as described above before dissolving
it in the methly ethyl ketone.
The following alternative formula was worked

out for synthesizing the phenol-formaldehyde
resin

:

Phenol 282 g.

Ethylene glycol 186 g.

Water 270 g.

Sodium acetate (CH,COONa- 3H2O) 122 g.

Trioxymethylene (paraformaldehyde) 270 g.

The ethylene glycol was of reagent grade. The
apparatus and procedure for producing the resin

were the same as described for the previous for-

mula. The time required for the reaction was 2

to 3 hours. The temperature of the boiling solu-

tion during the reaction before precipitation was
107.5° C. The reaction mixture remained clear

until very close to the end of the reaction. The
solution became cloudy and the boiling was con-

tinued about 3 minutes after it had become opaque
to transmitted light. The resin was immediately
precipitated from the hot reaction mixture by
pouring into cool water with rapid stirring. The
resin was treated in the same manner as that

obtained from the first formula.

9.2. Resorcinol- Formaldehyde Alcohol-
Soluble Resin

The phenol-formaldehyde resin works well as a

resist, and this resin was used in most of the ex-

perimental work. However, it was thought that

the incorporation of other substances might im-
prove the sensitivity and resist properties of the

resin coating. Small amounts of shellac in the

phenol-formaldehyde resin caused the sensitized

solution to become unstable. The resorcinol-form-

aldehyde resin, because of its reactivity and
chemical similarity to the phenol-formaldehyde
resin, should improve the sensitivity and resist

properties of the latter, and this was found to be
true. A resin, soluble in 95-percent ethyl alcohol,

was produced from the condensation of resorcinol

and formaldehyde. While this resin was light

sensitive, it was not possible to develop the image
satisfactorily. Like many of the organic resins,

no differential solvent was found that would dis-

solve the unexposed areas and leave the exposed
image on the glass. It is somewhat more resistant

to hydrofluoric acid than the phenol-formaldehyde
resin. The addition of 5-percent of the resin, based
on the weight of the phenol-formaldehyde resin,

increased the sensitivity about 25 percent, in-

creased the intensity of the dyeing of the image
during development, and improved its resist

properties slightly.

The following formula and procedure were used
in synthesizing the alcohol-soluble resorcinol-

formaldehyde resin

:

Resorcinol 55 g.

Water 75 ml.

Sodium sulfate, anhydrous 12.5 g.

40-percent formaldehyde solution 41 ml.

The resorcinol was Eastman Kodak Cat. No.
P-222, and the sodium sulfate was reagent quality,

meeting ACS specifications. The formaldehyde
was USP grade. Distilled water was used both in

the synthesis and in washing the precipitate. The
chemicals were added to a 250-ml Erlenmeyer
flask and brought into solution. The reaction

mixture was stored without agitation in a constant

temperature room at 22° ±1°C. The solution
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Figure 22. Yield oj resorcinol-formaldehyde resin versus
time of reaction.

was clear after 24 hours, but after 40 hours a

precipitate began to settle out. At the end of 140
hours the reaction mixture was diluted to 1,500
ml, and then 100 g of anhydrous sodium sulfate

was added. The sodium sulfate salts out the
resin during the reaction and also on dilution before
filtering. The precipitated resin was removed
with suction by means of a Buchner filtering

funnel. The precipitate was thoroughly washed,
air dried overnight, and finally dried in the dark in

a desiccator over anhydrous calcium chloride. The
yield of the ethyl alcohol-soluble resin was deter-

mined for different times of reaction, and the
results are shown graphically in figure 22. The
resin became insoluble in 95-percent ethyl alcohol
when the reaction time was extended much beyond
140 hours.

The rate of the condensation reaction increases
with increase in temperature accompanied by an
increase in the yield of an alcohol insoluble resin.

At 100° C the reaction is very rapid, and the resin

is completely insoluble in ethyl alcohol. It was
difficult to obtain a good yield of the alcohol-

soluble resorcinol-formaldehyde resin when the
reaction was carried out at a temperature much
above 25° C.

The dried resin when stored in a dry brown
bottle kept in the dark at room temperature was
still soluble in 95-percent ethyl alcohol after 2

years. The resin when dissolved in methyl ethyl
ketone over anhydrous sodium sulfate at a con-
centration of about 20 g per 100 ml of solution

was stm usable after 3 years of storage at room
temperature.
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Development of a Photoresist for Etching Designs in Glass

Chester I. Pope and Raymond Davis

The preparation of a light-sensitive coating from phenol-formaldehyde resin is described.
The light-sensitive coating may be used as a resist or mask in etching scales or reticule pat-
terns in glass. A new etching solution was developed for use with this resist, and it is also
recommended for fine line etching with wax resists.

1. Introduction

Etched glass scales and reticules are commonly
produced b}' using a wax resist as a mask. A thin
layer of wax coated on the glass is engraved or ruled
in such a manner that the design or pattern is accu-
rately positioned and the glass is uncovered in the
engraved areas. The design is etched into the glass

with hydrofluoric acid. After removing the resist,

the etched areas are usually filled with an opaque
pigment to increase the contrast and legibility. The
workers in this field have a need for a light-sensitive

coating, or resist, so that duplicate etchings may be
made by contact printing, as in photography.

The problem of finding a suitable substance for

making a light-sensitive resist is difficult because the
glass must be etched with hydrofluoric acid, which
attacks all of the known light-sensitive coatings.

The coatings invariably crack, undercut, decom.pose,
or become permeable to the etching solution before
the etching is complete. Procedures using an
undercoat, such as silver or a varnish, under the
light-sensitive resist did not prove satisfactory.

Phenol-formaldehyde resin was known to be quite
resistant to the action of hydrofluoric acid, and it

seemed possible that a thin layer coated on glass
might serve as a resist for hydrofluoric-acid etching
after development of the image. Doelker [1]^

patented a process in which a phenol-form.aldehyde
resin, sensitized with ammonium, dichromate, was
recommended as an etching resist for zinc plates.

Beebe, Murray, and Herlinger [2] patented the use
of light-sensitive phenol-formaldehyde resin for

photographic processes. They sensitized the resin
with iodine, iodoform., etc., and, after exposure,
developed the coating in a solution of about equal
parts of alcohol and water. The resin made accord-
ing to their directions was quite soft, remained tacky
too long after coating for contact printing, and was
low in light sensitivity. In the course of the present
investigation it was found that the softness and
tackiness of the resin was due in part to the presence
of methyl alcohol in the formaldehyde solution used
in the synthesis of the resin. The addition of methyl
alcohol to trioxymethylene and phenol, in a concen-
tration corresponding to that generally found in 40-

1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

percent formaldehyde solutions, yielded a soft, tacky
resin. Therefore, trioxymethylene was used instead
of the 40-percent aqueous solution of formaldehyde
for the production of the phenol-formaldehyde resin
in this work. Also the alcohol-water developer used
by Beebe, Murray, and Herlinger [2] was not a satis-

factory developer for the resin on glass. A resorcinol-

formaldehyde resin was also made and was found
useful as an additive in the phenol-formaldehyde
resin.

2. Synthesis of the Phenol-formaldehyde
Resin and the Resorcinol-formaldehyde
Resin

2.1. Synthesis of the Phenol-formaldehyde
(State-A) Resin

Baekeland [3, 4, 5] divided the phenol-formalde-
hyde reaction during resinification into three stages,

A, B, and C, which are characterized by the appear-
ance and solubility of the resin. The A-stage, or
initial product, is a low molecular weight condensa-
tion product soluble in acetone; the B-stage, or
intermediate condensation product, is swelled by
acetone but not soluble in it; and the C-stage, or
final condensation product, is infusible and com-
pletely insoluble in acetone. The resin used for the
photoresist is that formed in the A-stage and is

condensed to the state where it is just soluble in

95-percent ethyl alcohol. The resin is a thermo-
setting phenolic, which slowly passes into the B-stage
on drying at room temperature.
Sodium acetate, a weak alkaline salt, proved to

be the best catalyst for the condensation of the
phenol and formaldehyde. It yielded a resin that
had the greatest light sensitivity and which was
readily developable by an organic solution. Other
salts tested as catalysts were potassium acetate,

lithium acetate, calcium acetate, barium acetate,

and sodium formate. These salts produced resins

that were low in light sensitivity and could not be as

easily developed as the resin formed with sodium
acetate. Acids such as hydrochloric acid act as
strong catalysts and produce a resin that is not as

light sensitive as that produced by the weak alkaline

catalyst, sodium acetate, and the condensation
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reaction is difficult to control because the resin

passes rapidly from the A-stage to the B-stage.

Investigation of the condensation reaction showed
that the ratio of 1 mole of phenol, 3 moles of trioxy-

methylene, 6 moles of water, and 0.3 mole of sodium
acetate (CH3COONa.3H20), produced a satisfactory

light-sensitive resin that was not too soft. Decreas-
ing the sodium acetate gave a softer resin, which is

less light sensitive.

The following formula and procedure were worked
out for synthesizing the light-sensitive resin:

Phenol 282 g
Water 324 ml
Sodium acetate (CHaCOONa.SHsO) 122 g
Trioxymethylene (paraformaldehyde) 270 g

The phenol and trioxymethylene were USP grade,

and the sodium acetate was reagent quality, meeting
ACS specifications. Distilled water was used in the

synthesis and tap water in washing the resin.

The apparatus consisted of a 3,000-ml round-
bottomed flask fitted with a reflux condenser by
means of a ground-glass joint and mounted on a
ring stand. The apparatus should be located in a
chemical hood. The chemicals were added to the

flask in the order listed in the formula followed by
the addition of boiling ships made from an unglazed
porcelain plate. The mixture was heated through
an asbestos pad with a Bunsen burner to a gentle

boil. The ring stand was rocked gently and fre-

quently to prevent superheating until the boihng
began. The boiling was continued throughout the

period of the reaction, and the time required was
2)2 to Sji hr. The temperature of the boiling solu-

tion during the reaction and before precipitation

was 105° C. Toward the end of the condensation
reaction the solution became cloudy. It became
opaque to transmitted light about 20 min before

two definite phases developed, accompanied by
foaming. After the two phases appeared, a gentle

and frequent rocking of the ring stand was helpful in

preventing the resin, which slowly precipitates from
the boiling mixture, from sticking to the flask.

After the two phases appeared, the boiling was
continued about 5 min, and the hot reaction mixture
was immediately poured into cool water while being
rapidly stirred, thus completing the precipitation

of the resin from the hot reaction mixture. The
resin was washed and kneaded in about five changes
of water and tested for degree of condensation.
This test was made by taking about 10 g of the resin

batch, heating it on the steam bath in a small
porcelain dish while stirring with a glass rod, and
noting the time for the resin to pass into the B-stage.

This time was observed visually when the resin

became rubbery, stringy, or lumpy and was the point
at which all or most of the resin became insoluble

in 95-percent ethyl alcohol. If the resin has con-
densed close enough to the B-stage, the small sample
of resin should become insoluble in 95-percent ethyl

alcohol after being heated for 10 min on the steam
bath. If the time was much greater than 10 min,
the precipitated resin batch was heated on the steam
bath in a large porcelain dish and stirred constantly

with a glass rod, and the time of the heating was
estimated from the time required for the small
sample to become insoluble in 95-percent ethyl
alcohol. With experience, the operator will find no
difficulty in determining the end-point of the con-
densation. As a safeguard against carrying the
condensation of the precipitated resin too far on the
steam bath, the resin batch may be cooled with
water at intervals and a small sample tested for

degree of condensation as described above. The
resin passes rapidly from A-stage to B-stage at a
temperature of 100° C, and if the resin shows any
signs of stringiness, or a tendency to be rubbery and
lumpy, it should be cooled immediately by stirring in

cool water. The resin is usable even if a few insoluble

particles appear in the alcohol solution, but it should
be discarded if essentially insoluble in alcohol.

The highest degree of light sensitivity and develop-
ability were obtained by condensing the resin as

close to the B-stage as possible, without the resin

becoming insoluble in 95-percent ethyl alcohol.

After the resin had been condensed to the desired

state and cooled, as much of the water as possible

was pressed out and the resin dissolved immediately
in 700 ml of methyl ethyl ketone (2-butanone) of a
good commercial grade, free from acid or any sub-
stance that would react with iodoform. Then 500

g of anhydrous sodium sulfate was added and the
resin solution allowed to stand for several days, with
occasional shaking. After filtering the resin solution

it was ready for sensitizing and use. The amount of

resin, determined from the water-free solutions of

different batches, gave yields of 220 to 300 g. The
resin solutions contained from 22.5 to 30 g of resin

per 100 ml of solution. The concentration of the

resin in the filtered solution was determined by
noting the volume, evaporating 10 ml of the solution

to dryness in a tared 50-ml beaker, and weighing.

For use as a light-sensitive resist coating, the con-
centration of the resin was adjusted to 20 g of resin

per 100 ml of solution and sensitized by adding 1 g
of iodoform for each 10 g of resin. The iodoform
used was Eastman Kodak Cat. No. P-341. Just
before use, the sensitized resin solution was filtered

through a coarse fritted-disk filtering funnel without
pressure. Sensitized resin solutions have been usable

after storage for 2 years in a refrigerator. Unsensi-
tized resin solutions stored in the dark at room
temperature were still usable after 3 years. The
phenol-formaldehyde resin required about 2 to 3

times more exposure to actinic light than the well-

known cold top enamel to render the coating insolu-

ble in the developer solution.

A second formula containing ethylene glycol as

part of the solvent was developed for the synthesis

of the resin. The resin made by this last formula
was generally sufficiently condensed when precipi-

tated so that no further treatment was necessary
on the steam bath. However, it should be tested

for degree of condensation, as described above, before
dissolving it in the methyl ethyl ketone. The resin

has the same sensitivity as that made by the first

formula but contains a trace of ethylene glycol.
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Ethylene glycol, because of its hydroscopic nature,

caused a slight decrease in the light sensitivity of the

resin coating at high relative humidities. The effect

was nil at a relative humidity of 50 percent or less.

The following alternative formula was worked out
for synthesizing the phenol-formaldehyde resin:

Phenol 282 g
Ethylene glycol 186 g
Water 270 ml
Sodium acetate (CHsCOONa- SHjO) 122 g
Trioxymethylene (paraformaldehyde) 270 g

The ethylene glycol was of reagent grade. The
apparatus and procediu-e for producing the resin

were the same as described for the previous formula.

The time required for the reaction was 2 to 3 hr.

The temperature of the boiling solution during the

reaction and before precipitation was 107.5° C.
The reaction mixture remained clear until very close

to the end of the reaction. The solution became
cloudy, and the boiling was continued about 3 min
after it had become opaque to transmitted light.

The resin was immediately precipitated from the hot
reaction mixture by pouring into cool water with
rapid stirring. The resin was treated in the same
manner as that obtained from the first formula.

2.2. Synthesis of the Resorcinol-formaldehyde Resin

The resorcinol-formaldehyde resin, because of its

reactivity and chemical similarity to the phenol-
formaldehyde resin, should improve the sensitivity

and resist properties of the phenol-formaldehyde
resin, and this was found to be true. A resin, soluble
in 95-percent ethyl alcohol, was produced from the
condensation of resorcinol and formaldehyde. Al-
though this resin was light sensitive, it was not possi-

ble to develop the image satisfactorily. It is some-
what more resistant to hydrofluoric acid than the
phenol-formaldehyde resin. The addition of 5-

percent of the resin, based on the weight of the

phenol-formaldehyde resin, increased the sensitivity

about 25 percent, increased the intensity of the dye-
ing of the image during development, and improved
its resist properties slightly.

The following formula and procedure were used in

synthesizing the alcohol-soluble resorcinol-formal-

dehyde resin

:

Resorcinol 55 g
Water 75 ml
Sodium sulfate, anhydrous 12.5 g
Formaldehyde solution, 40% 41 ml

The resorcinol was Eastman Kodak Cat. No.
P-222, and the sodium sulfate was reagent quality,

meeting ACS specifications. The formaldehyde was
USP grade. Distilled water was used both in the
synthesis and in washing the precipitate. The chem-
icals were added to a 250-ml Erlenmeyer flask and
brought into solution. The reaction mixture was
stored without agitation in a constant-temperature
room at 22 ±1° C. The solution was clear after

24 hr, but after 40 lir a precipitate began to settle

out. At the end of 140 hr the reaction mixture was
diluted to 1,500 ml, and then 100 g of anhydrous
sodium sulfate was added. The sodium sulfate salts

out the resin during the reaction and also on dilu-

tion before filtering. The precipitated resin was re-

moved with suction by means of a Buchner filtering

funnel. The precipitate was thoroughly washed,
air-dried overnight, and finally dried in the dark in
a desiccator over anhydrous calcium chloride.
When the reaction time was extended much beyond
140 lir the resin became insoluble in 95-percent ethyl
alcohol.

The rate of the condensation reaction increased
with increase in temperature, accompanied by an
increase in the yield of an alcohol-insoluble resin.

At 100° C the reaction was very rapid, and the
resin was completely insoluble in ethyl alcohol. It
was difficult to obtain a good yield of the alcohol-
soluble resorcinol-formaldehyde resin when the re-

action was carried out at a temperature much above
25° C.
The dried resin, when stored in a dry brown bottle

in the dark at room temperature, was still soluble
in 95-percent ethyl alcohol after 2 years. The resin,

when dissolved in methyl ethyl ketone over anhy-
drous sodium sulfate at a concentration of about 20

g per 100 ml of solution, was still usable after 3
years of storage at room temperature.

3. Development of the Exposed Resin

Coating

After suitable exposure in contact with a master
positive, the unexposed areas of the resin coating
were dissolved out (developed), and the exposed
areas were dyed simultaneously by means of an or-

ganic solution developed for use on this resin coat-
ing. The developer solution was made up as

follows

:

Ethyl alcohol, 95% 1,000 ml
Normal butyl alcohol, bp 117 to 117.8° C_-- 1,000 ml
Methyl ethvl ketone, bp 79 to 80.5° C 200 ml
Methyl violet 2 g
Basic fuclisin (aniline red, magenta) 2 g

Before use the solution was filtered through a coarse
frittered-disk filtering funnel.

The ethyl alcohol, normal butyl alcohol, and
methyl ethyl ketone were of reagent grade and were
used without distillation or drying. The developer
solution contained about 3 percent of water. The
mixture of methyl violet and basic fuchsin dyed the
resin coating a heavy blue-purple and was found to

be the best combination of dyes tested. Methyl
violet dyed the resin coating blue-green; basic
fuchsin, red; and malachite green, green. Another
developer solution was also made up without the
dye for use in removing the excess dye that collected

on the surface during the developing procedure.
The exposed resin coating was developed by immersing
the coated specimen in the developer-dye solution

for 30 to 40 sec with gentle agitation and rinsing it

2 or 3 times in developer solutions that contained no
dye. Although the development took place in 30 to

40 sec at room temperature, there were no adverse
effects on the resin coating if the developing time
was extended for as long as 2 min.
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4. Etching Solution

After developing and drying, the resistance of the

resin coating to hydrofluoric acid was increased by
baking it in an oven between 100 to 135° C for 1 to

3 hr. Concentrated hydrofluoric acid (48%) at-

tacked the phenol-formaldehyde resin coating. The
problem was to find a solvent for the hydrofluoric

acid that would delay its attack on the resin coating
and prevent the formation of insoluble salts during
the etching. Experimentally the answer was found
in using hydrofluoric acid in aqueous solution with
phosphoric acid. Also, phosphoric acid assisted the

hydrofluoric acid in etching the glass [6]. The
phosphoric acid retarded the attack of the hydro-
fluoric acid on the developed resin and gave a clear

etch when sufficient water was added. The follow-

ing formula was developed

:

Ortho phosphoric acid, 85% 100 ml
Water 50 ml
Hydrofluoric acid, 48% 25 ml

The phosphoric and hydrofluoric acids were of

reagent quality, meeting ACS specifications. The
etching solution was easy to make up as no noticeable

heating took place when the chemicals were mixed.
The etching solution may be used as soon as it is

made up, and, if stored in a wax pot fitted with a

tight cover, it will keep for several months. If the

developed phenol-formaldehyde resin coating is not
too thin (not less than 0.00004 in. thick), and has
been baked, it will withstand the etching solution

for periods up to 15 sec at room temperature.

A 5-sec etch is recommended for fine line work
where the etch is to be filled chemically. A deep
etch may be obtained by etching several times for

3 to 4 sec, washing and drying at 100° C for about
30 min between each etch. At the end of the etch,

the glass specimen was immersed immediately in a

20-percent solution of sodium hydroxide solution to

neutralize the hydrofluoric acid and to remove the

resin coating.

5. Conclusion

Many organic substances are sensitive to or

hardened by actinic light, but it is generally a

difficult problem to find a developer solution that
will dissolve out the unexposed areas of the resin

and not attack the exposed areas. The developer
solution dissolved the unexposed light-sensitive

resin quickly and yet did not attack the exposed
resin, even if the development was extended several
times beyond the normal developing time. Iodo-
form was found to be a very good sensitizer. The
addition of 5 percent of the resorcinol-formaldehyde
resin, based on the weight of the phenol-formaldehyde
resin, improved the sensitivity and resist properties
of the phenol-formaldehyde resin, although its

presence was not necessary to make the phenol-
formaldehyde resin function as a resist for etching
glass.

The light-sensitive resist made with the phenol-
formaldehyde resin will not withstand the action of

concentrated hydrofluoric acid (48%). However,
the etching solution containing hydrofluoric acid
and phosphoric acid may be used for etching times
up to 15 sec. An etching time of 5 sec was used to

produce fine lines (10 microns wide). Even though
the light-sensitive resist will not withstand a long
etching time, deep lines may be obtained with the
hydrofluoric acid-phosphoric acid etching solution
by etching the glass several times for 3 or 4 sec,

washing, and drying between each etch.

For the details on the use of the phenol-formalde-
hyde light-sensitive resist, see National Bureau of

Standards Circular 565 [7] Techniques for Ruling
and Etching Precise Scales in Glass and Their Re-
production by Photoetching with a New Light-
sensitive Resist.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGE STRUCTURE EVALUATION

C. S. McCamy
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D. C. 20234

Introduction

The first optical instruments were aids to vision and photography has

mainly been used to make pictures for the benefit of human observers. Quite
naturally, the quality of such instruments and processes has been judged by
their ability to satisfy the needs of human vision. The testing and evalua-
tion of such systems required methods which were partly physical and partly
psychological. We call them "psychophysical" methods.

When lenses were to be used to expose photographic plates rather than
as aids to direct vision, new lens designs were required. The lenses had to

meet new criteria of quality. In a similar manner, photographic materials
and processes designed for the production of portraits are not those we use
for the processes of photochemical fabrication. The end product in the

latter case is not just supposed to look good, it is supposed to work. The
criteria of quality for pictorial processes are not necessarily the proper
criteria of quality for fabrication processes, but full advantage should be
taken of the lessons of pictorial image quality analysis and the concepts
and techniques should be generalized if possible, to serve the needs of fab-
rication. It is important to understand clearly the psychophysical basis of
several of the measures of image quality so that we may avoid the hazards of
applying them directly and that we may benefit from the appropriate physical
generalizations which the analysis of the psychophysics may suggest. Today,
photographic image structure evaluation must be thought of as encompassing
these generalizations beyond pictorial evaluation. We must hasten to admit
that this branch of science has yet to be adequately explored, but we may
here chart some part of the course.

Optical Density

By virtue of the general tendency of the human senses to equate
logarithmic increments of stimuli, equal steps of optical density appear
equally different in lightness, but there is a direct physical implication
of optical density—which is where it gets its name. The transmission
density of a layer of partly absorbing material is proportional to the con-
centration of the material in terms of mass per unit of area. In the case
of homogeneous materials, it is proportional to thickness. Thus transmission
density is not only well suited as a measure of how the layer looks, but as a
measure of its physical nature. One must bear in mind that absorption is not
the only modulating process in optics and that refraction, reflection, and
diffraction effects can greatly alter appearances and influence measured
optical densities, particularly in the microscopic world. Transmission
density is the negative logarithm to base 10 of the transmittance factor.
Similarly, reflection density is the negative logarithm to base 10 of the

1
F. Hurter and V. C. Driffield, J. See. Chem. Ind. , 9, U5 (1590).
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reflectance factor. The measurement of optical densities on very small
areas, known as microdensitotnetry , is the basis of almost all photographic
image structure evaluation. To make such measurements, one uses a micro-
densitometer. The sample is placed on a stage, where it is illuminated by

means of microscope optics operated in reverse. The transmitted or reflected
flux is collected by a second microscope system and the collected flux is

directed to a photosensitive receiver. The stage is usually moved relative
to the photometric system and the beam is confined by appropriate slits so
that the sample is scanned. The resulting electrical signal corresponding to

optical density changes is usually automatically recorded on a strip chart or

a suitable medium for input to a digital computer. A computer is nearly in-

dispensible if image structure evaluation is to be done routinely.

The measured value of optical density depends on the geometric
distribution of the flux Incident on the sample, the geometric distribution
of the sensitivity of the optical system which receives flux from the sample,
the spectral distribution of the incident flux, and the spectral sensitivity
of the receiver system. Terminology and notation for describing such meas-

^
uring systems has been published and is being considered for standardization.
The proposed notation for the case of microdensitometry is illustrated by

this example for transmission density:

(0.25; 2850K : O.AO; S-4)
1 n

where means transmission density, 0.25 is the numerical aperture of the

Influx optics, 2850K is the temperature of the Planckian distribution repre-
senting the influx spectrum, O.AO is the numerical aperture of the receiver
optics, S-4 is the standard designation of the photocell sensitivity which
describes the whole receiver in this case, and the subscript n means that

the geometric conditions are described by numerical apertures.

Ideally, all of these conditions should be matched when a density
standard is calibrated for the purpose of calibrating the working micro-
densitometer . The National Bureau of Standards has a microdensitometer
which may be adjusted to a wide variety of conditions and is, itself, cali-

brated by application of the inverse-square^-law of illumination. The working
standard should be a step tablet made of the same kind of material as is to

be measured.

In many instances in image evaluation, the absolute density need not be

known. In such cases, a step tablet calibrated for diffuse transmission
density on a "macro" densitometer is commonly used.

As a general rule, if a measurement of optical density is to be a

significant measurement, the measuring conditions must simulate the con-
ditions of the application. Most of the problems in measuring optical
density are traceable to a lack of this simulation.

Optical Limitations

In all photographic work involving fine detail or sharp edges we must

be mindful of the limitations imposed by the nature of light. It is suffic-
ient to note that the maximum linear resolving power , in cycles per

millimeter, is about 2000 divided by the f-number of the lens or about 4000

times its numerical aperture. Thus an f/1 lens cannot resolve over 2000

C. S. McCamy, Photo. Sci. Eng., 10, 314 (1966).
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cycles per millimeter and an f/64 lens can't be expected to resolve over 31

cycles per millimeter. Bear in mind, these are limitations on what one could
see through ideal optical instruments if the original object were well-
formed high contrast lines of adequate length, but are not useful limits for

practical optical instruments, much less for fabrication processes. We do
often observe more than 80% of this limit at the center of the field of fine

modem camera objectives and we do observe a continual increase in that

visual resolving power as the apertures of such objectives are opened from
smallest to largest aperture. At the widest aperture settings, there is a

considerable reduction in contrast at the lower frequencies, which in many
applications are the frequencies of interest. This illustrates the important
point that the maximum visual resolving power of a system may not be a useful
measure of performance. The resolution rules-of- thumb are most useful in

avoiding attempts to do the impossible.

The failure of lenses to resolve beyond the limits given results from
the fact that in image formation, even with ideal lenses, light spreads be-

yond the geometrical boundaries of the ideal images. Thus a point source
object is imaged as a bright spot surrounded by a series of faint rings,

growing ever fainter as their diameters increase. The image of a bright line

Is made up of the sum of all such point images lying in a line. The image
of the sharp edge between a light and a dark field reveals a gradual reduc-
tion of illuminance, from the light to dark parts of the image. This
spreading of points, lines, and edges persists whether or not the limiting
optical resolving power is of any interest. This fact is of more signifi-
cance for photochemical fabrication systems than the fact that resolution is

limited. The image spread in real optical systems depends not only on the

influence of the nature of light but on the peculiar aberrations of the

particular system. As a rule-o f- thumb , the illuminance will always be a few
percent of the maximum value at a distance (measured in micrometers) from
the geometric edge equal to half the f-number or one fourth the reciprocal
of the numerical aperture and the illuminance rises sharply from that point
to the maximum value at the geometric edge.

Photographic Resolving Power

Early photographers naturally adopted the methods of measuring
resolving power that had come into use in the evaluation of optical instru-
ments. The usual test object for many years has been a field of alternately
light and dark bars of equal width. The customary practice in vthe testing
of photographic materials today is to use an optical system capable of re-

solving 1600 cycles/mm or more on one kind of emulsion, project a specified
bar pattern onto the test emulsion under controlled conditions, make a series
of different exposures (varying illuminance or time) , make a series of focal
settings, process the material in a specified manner, and examine the
photographic image visually under specified conditions of microscopy to
determine the highest spatial frequency for which the bars can be counted
with reasonable assurance. The requirement that the bars be countable
accords with the initial concept of optical resolving power, the ability to
detect the number of stars in a cluster that might look like one star to the
unaided eye.

The measured optical or photographic resolving power depends on the
wavelength of the flux employed, the contrast between bars and spaces, ratio
of bar length to width, ratio of bar width to space width, the number of
bars in the pattern, and the extent of the surrounding jjnpattemed field.
In some systems the value depends also on the orientation of the bars with
respect to the remainder of the system and, in the photographic case, it
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depends on exposure, processing, and optical image motion with respect to

the emulsion.

In measuring resolving power, one should beware of spurious resolution.
If an optical system is slightly out of focus it can produce a fairly dis-
tinct image of parallel bars of a certain spatial frequency even though
patterns of lower frequency are not resolved. In such cases the apparent
number of bars in the image is not the number in the real object. In judging
resolution, in addition to the requirement of countability , it is well to

require an actual count as a safeguard against this type of resolution, known
as spurious resolution.

From time to time, pattern forms other than parallel bars have been
proposed. In some instances the patterns were designed to test the ability
of the system to produce discrete images and these were properly regarded as

resolution targets suitable for resolution measurements. However, some
patterns have been designed to test other characteristics, such as the abil-
ity to just indicate the direction of a set of parallel lines. Since the

fragmentary delineation of a single one of a set of bars suffices to indicate
direction, this can hardly be considered a true criterion of resolution.
Needless to say, such a criterion would utterly fail to cope with the problem
of spurious resolution, where pattern direction may be clearly evident when
the system is intolerably out of focus.

Long after the concept of resolving power was quite well established,
it became apparent that, by means of interference phenomena, one could ex-
pose an emulsion in such a way that numerous layers or lines of optical
density were produced on development. Though the layers or lines might be
too finely spaced or indistinct to be counted or even observed individually,
the periodic nature of the density could be detected by the diffraction or

interference effects produced. The lines or layers were said to be resolved
and, in a peculiar sense, they were. It is useful to differentiate this
kind of resolving power from the kind originally defined. Discrete resolving

power is the ability of a system to produce the individual bar images with
sufficient distinction to permit them to be counted with reasonable
assurance. Statistical resolving power is the ability of a system to pro-
duce an image pattern with a degree of periodicity which is detectable only
by the utilization of the combined optical effect of a number of layers or
bar images. Although one might make some measurements and compute the

approximate number of bars in a statistically resolved pattern, the bars are

not directly countable. It may be noted that large numbers of discretely
resolved layers or bars can interact very well to produce interference
effects, but, by definition, statistically resolved bars are not discretely
resolved. Incidentally, spurious resolution must be regarded as statistical
rather than discrete, because the optical image of "one bar" is a confusion
of light from two or more bars in the object.

Discrete resolving power is of two kinds, visual resolving power which
is determined by visual observation with or without optical magnification
and instrumental resolving power which involves the determination of dis-
creteness by instrumental means other than vision. Instrumental resolving
power is purely physical and objective while visual resolving power is

psychophysical and subjective, as it should be for its intended purpose. The

simplest instance of Instrumental resolving power would be the use of a

microdensitometer to determine whether or not the optical density of an image

varies periodically and with measurable amplitude. In photochemical fabri-
cation of electronic components, one often places a number of conductors or

other components close together. The objective is to produce components
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which act independently to some desired degree in an electronic sense rather
than in a visual or other optical sense. The criterion of resolution should
be an electronic one. This is a legitimate and useful generalization of the
concept of resolving power. It would be one case of what I would call non-

visual resolving power . The great preponderance of visual applications in

photography suggests the subdivision into visual and nonvisual even though,
admittedly, the visual case is but one of many possible cases. We might call

the present case electronic resolving power , a subclass of nonvisual resolv-
ing power .

Performance and Indicative Tests

It is useful to distinguish between performance tests and indicative
tests . A performance test is a trial of a material or process under actual
or closely simulated conditions of use. An indicative test is a test which
one has reason to believe, on theoretical or empirical grounds, will corre-
late well with a performance test but has some advantage over the performance
test, such as convenience, rapidity, or low cost. If one wants to be able

to count parallel lines on a photograph, such as pipelines or logs on an

aerial photograph, a visual resolving power test is a simulation so close as
to be regarded as a performance test. If, as in document microphotography

,

one desires legibility of greatly reduced print, a visual resolution test is

an indicative test having a basis in theory and experience. The resolution
test is much simpler, much quicker, and requires fewer observers than a

performance test of legibility by measuring literal response , the percentage
of correctly identified letters in garbled test printed in a range of sizes .

Thus a performance test in one case may be an indicative text in another.

It is not unlikely that desirable end results may be correlated with
visual resolving power of materials or processes at intermediate or final
stages in production. If visual inspection is found useful in this way, it

should be fully utilized as an indicative test, even though the quality of
the final product may not be directly related to appearances. Similarly,
one might measure instrumental resolving power and correlate it with
electronic resolving power.

Since inductive and capacitive effects are known functions of the
distance between conductors, it should be possible to compute the expected
electronic interactions between nearby components and attribute to the fabri-
cation process only the interactions which exceed those otherwise expected.
The ultimate interest is in the total effect, of course, so it may not be
necessary to differentiate effects, but doing so should provide clearer
appraisal of the effects attributable to the fabrication process and help
avoid efforts to fabricate impossible systems or to improve the fabrication
of systems which could not be materially improved even if the fabrication
Were perfect. One is reminded of the futility of further polishing a dif-
fraction-limited lens and the value of knowing when that quality has been
achieved.

Sharpness and Acutance

It is well known that pictures differ in sharpness, but the establish-
ment of a quantitative description of this phenomenon required considerable
psychophysical investigation.^ It was found that a large number of observers

^ C. S. McCamy, Appl. Opt. 4^, 405 (1965).

* G. C. Higgins and L. A. Jones, J. Soc. Mot, Pict. Telev. Engrs. , 58, 277*
(1952).

~~
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could sort pictures in piles according to sharpness and do so with reasonable
consistency. This established the existence of a subjective impression whic';-.

could be evaluated on a scale, but such psychological testing is laborious
and requires elaborate control. The edges of images on the graded pictures
were scanned with a microdensitometer and the edge traces were analyzed to

determine what characteristic of the edges was associated with the appearance
of sharpness. A purely objective quantity called acutance , derived from the

edge trace by computation, was found to correlate well with the subjective
impression of sharpness, for the given conditions of testing. This finding
very much simplified laboratory evaluation of the sharpness of pictorial
materials, providing a rather direct indicative test. Acutance is not neces-
sarily associated with photography. One can measure the acutance of edges
on a printed page, an oil painting, or a butterfly's wing. But what signifi-
cance might such measurements have in the technology of photochemical
fabrication?

The psychophysical approach is not appropriate except to the extent that

it applies to visual inspection of parts. There is, of course, the possibili-

ty that something in the nature of the fabrication process or the end use
happens to respond favorably to the same edge contour characteristic as the
human eye. In the interest of unifying science and simplifying communica-
tion, it is desirable to try acutance and, if it is a useful indicative test,

use it.

If not, the search for a quantity that does correlate with some measure
of desirable performance of the general nature of sharpness may be warranted.

In our laboratory, such a quantity has been called generalized acutance .

Perhaps nonvisual acutance would be more exact. This is not to imply that
we have a great deal of experience in applications of nonvisual acutance, but

that it has come up enough to be recognized as a useful concept. For the

final electronic product, the proper measures of desirable performance are
electronic characteristics and it is not obvious that any such characteris-
tics correspond to sharpness, but for masters and intermediates, the measure
of performance is the ability to produce successive generations of high
quality, a characteristic which might be called nonvisual sharpness . Since
this is largely an optical characteristic, it should not differ in kind very
greatly from visual sharpness.

Graininess and Granularity

However uniformly exposed and processed photographic emulsions may be,

they usually exhibit a nonuniformity of density when adequately enlarged.
The subjective impression of this nonuniformity is called graininess . The

objective correlate, called granularity , is related to the standard deviation

of the measured optical density when uniformly exposed and processed film is

scanned in a microdensitometer with a circular scanning aperture of

specified size, usually 20 to 30 ym in diameter. The measure of granularity
proposed by Selwyn is generally used. Selwyn granularity is the product of

the standard deviation^of density and the square root of twice the area of

the scanning aperture . Granularity limits the ability of photographic
materials to image fine detail.

Information Capacity

Just as noise in electronic communication channels "limits the informa-
tion capacity of the channel measured in bits per second, so granularity

5 C. E. K. Mees and T. H. James, "The Theory of the Photographic Process",

Macmillan, N. Y. , 1966. Chapter 23 of this book, is the best available

review of image structure and its evaluation, including 326 references.
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limits the information capacity of photographs, measured in bits per square

nlllimeter. For high-contrast visual applications the information capacity

is about equal to the square of the visual resolving power. (^.^) The main
aspects of the derivation of that relationship should hold equally well for

nonvisual resolving power in nonvisual applications.

Image Spread In Photographic Materials

Photographic materials scatter light as it passes through them. This
characteristic is known as turbidity . However well an optical imaging
system may focus light to a point, line, or edge, the photographic image
resulting from exposing the material to such an optical image exhibits a

spreading of the point to a circle, a broadening of lines, and a decrease in

the density gradient at edges. The study of this phenomenon is made
difficult and imprecise by the difficulty of locating the extremities of the

image for measurement purposes. The apparent position of the edge depends
on the edge gradient function, total density difference, retinal illuminance,
and the state of adaptation of the observers eye . When a microdensitometer
is used, a fractional density point (1/3, 1/2, or 2/3 the density range) is

often taken as the location of the edge.

The diameter of the image of a point is approximately a. linear function
of the logarithm of exposure.

When lines are being imaged, very thin lines may not print as dense as
wider lines. Negative lines, that is spaces between exposed areas, are
exposed to scattered light and may have greater density as the space width
decreases. Both of these effects can be described for high-contrast high-
resolution materl,als by a linear relationship between optical density and
the logarithm of line width, for the widths between that which just makes
an image and that which gives the same density as a wide line (say 50 pm)

of the same exposure. The slopes of these two lines for a given material
are opposite and the lines cross.

For line widths less than that at which they cross, the densities of
spaces exceed those for lines. One must bear in mind the ever-present
optical limitation of line width, the minimum width in micrometers being
about equal to the f-number of the exposing lens.

Spatial Effects in Photographic Processing

The optical density is a function of exposure and the relationship of
density to the logarithm of exposure over broad areas is the well-known
characteristic curve. As was just noted, in the consideration of fine lines,
the effective exposure depends somewhat on the geometric diatribution of the
optical image. The chemistry of conventional developing, fixing, and washing
are also affected by the optical image structure and, as a result, the
optical image is not truly reproduced in the photographic image.

As a general rule, photographic grains respond independently, each
becoming fully developable if it receives a given minimum exposure. However,
in some emulsions, the grains tend to clump together and act as single
grains. As a general rule, chemical reaction products of the development
process tend to retard development but, in a few developers, they actually
accelerate it. These reaction products affect not only the development of

^ J. Riesenfeld, Phot. Sci. Eng., 11, 415 (1967).

^ W. N. Channan, Opt. Acta, 10, 129 (1963).
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exposed grains but also the nature of the gelatin and its subsequent drying.

During development of the edge of an exposed area, reaction products
diffuse into the less exposed area, retarding development and producing less
density just outside the geometric edge than is produced by the same exposure
farther away. Conversely, fresh developer diffusing into the exposed area
Increases the density just inside the edge. These edge effects tend to sharp-
en the image, compensating somewhat for the spread of images, even over-
compensating in some cases. For example, lines of the order of 100
micrometers in width are often found to have a higher density than much wider
lines of the same exposure, an effect known as the Ebenhard effect . Retarded
development between two exposed points or lines, tending to make their
Images farther apart, is known as the Kostinsky effect . The gelatin effect
causes shifts of the image position during drying. We refer to systematic
changes in the relative positions of fine details due to the gelatin effect
as the Ross effect . There are random as well as systematic gelatin effects
and some similar effects can be attributed to the base on which the emulsion
is coated. Cellulose acetate produces rather large effects compared to

glass and the polyester bases (polyethylene terephthalate) are intermediate.

Only a few of the more important such effects have been cited here.

Mlcrodensitometry reveals these effects and it is of paramount importance to

anyone measuring and analyzing image structure and utilizing such analysis
in the control of complex systems of fabrication to know these effects and
their basis in physics and chemistry.

Modulation Transfer Function

The electrical characteristics of circuits often limit their usefulness
to a certain range of frequencies. The useful output for a constant input,

as a function of frequency, is the frequency response. The exactly corres-
ponding measurement in optics and photography is the spectral response .

There is, however, an analogous concept which is used more nearly in the

same way as the frequency response in treating photographic systems as
communication channels. It is the spatial response , the ratio of the

modulation contrast in the output to that in the input, as a function of

spatial frequency; spatial frequency being the reciprocal of the period of

a sinusoidal variation in luminance of the input object or transmittance
factor of the photograph. The spatial response of a lens alone is called
the optical transfer function . It is complex, the modulus being called the

modulation transfer function and the phase component being called the phase
transfer function . The scattering in the emulsion of a photographic
material can be evaluated by measuring the modulation transfer function of

the emulsion, using the emulsion itself as the photometric means to deter-

mine the effective exposure by assuming that the characteristic curve is

constant at all frequencies. The spatial response of these systems indicates
not only the range of useful spatial frequencies, which is the resolving
power, but indicates how the modulation contrast varies at all frequencies
within this range. Problems arise in the application of transfer functions
because nonlinearities make optical transfer functions dependent on the
state of coherence of the object and the emulsion, as we have noted, is

hardly a "well behaved" linear component.

The National Bureau of Standards provides patterns which are

sinusoidal in transmittance factor, with a range of spatial frequencies.

When these patterns are diffusely transilluminated ,
they provide a range of

sinusoidal luminance distributions for optical and photographic testing.
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Statistical Optical Approach

Statistical optics , the rigorous treatment of optical systems,
including the quantitative treatment of the state of coherence at each stage,

has developed over the past fifteen years. Mathematically, it is at least as

involved as rather complex circuit theory and is, as one might expect, not as

yet widely known and practiced in engineering. Statistical optics is the

wave of the future, and it is crashing upon our shores. Laboratories are

beginning to measure the quantities requisite to rigorous analysis of

systems and to apply them to optical production.

Standardization

Standard methods of measuring some of the quantities discussed here are

described in documentary standards issued by the United States of America
Standard Institute, 10 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y. 10016. The exist-
ing standardson transmission and reflection density are being revised. A
standard method of measuring the resolving powers of photographic materials

has been in preparation for some time and should be published within a year.

Microdensitometry , the modulation transfer functions of lenses, and the

spatial response of emulsions are being acted on by committees.

The National Bureau of Standards provides some physical standards ,

including two types of paper resolution charts, the sinusoidal patterns
mentioned earlier, and photographic sharp edges for edge exposures. Several
firms supply special test charts, either ready-made or to special specifica-
tion. Some of the test films used in the motion picture industry may be

useful. These are obtained from the Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers, 9 East 41st Street, New York, N. Y. 10016.

Conclusions

Measurements must be related to applications and the nature of the
relationship should be well understood. Many characteristics of optical
and photographic systems contribute to image quality. Just as the patholo-
gist must dread the infected tissues and cultures in his laboratory, so you
must beware of mononumerosis , the unhealthy insistence on characterizing
the quality of a complex system by a single number.
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THE NBS MICROCOPY RESOLUTION
TEST CHART

Bernard H. Fouquet*

ABSTRACT

The National Bureau o£ Standards supplies resolution charts
for measuring the resolving power of microfilming systems. This
chart is made up of 21 patterns rangitig in spatial frequency from
1.0 to 10 lines per millimeter. Recently, the master negatives used
in the production of the charts were completely remade. This
presented the opportunity to make certain desirable changes in the
interest of standardization and efficiency of production, but the
principal design features have been retained.

Measurements for the negatives and the resulting charts in-

dicate that an accuracy of two percent is obtained in pattern line

width and frequency.
The use of the chart is reviewed and the instructions issued

with the charts are appended.

Introduction

The National Bureau of Standards Microcopy Resolution Test

Chart was first produced in tlie early 1940's. It was designed to

aid in determining the performance of microfilming systems. In

such systems, the performance of the optics, the characteristics

of the photographic material, and the effect of motion and vibration

combine to limit the quality of the microfilm image. The chart is

intended to provide a convenient method of measuring the system
resolution under the conditions encountered during microfilming.

The chart is placed on th^ camera copy board and photographed.

The resulting image is then examine ! under a microscope to deter-

mine the resolving power.

The chart is produced photographically by contact printing.

Recently l!ie master negatives were completely remade and it ap-

peared desirable to make some minor changes in the design of the

chart at that time. The dosigii changes were directed toward in-

creasing production efficiency, improving the accuracy of the cliart,

^National Bureau oi Standards, Washington, D.C.
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conforming to standardized preferred values of spatial frequency,

and improving tlie appearance of tiie chart. The old chart is shown
in figure 1 and the new chart in figure 2.

Resolving Power

The image quality produced by a microfilming system is usually

evaluated in terms of resolving power. This measurement indicates

the capability of the system to reproduce fine detail and is expressed

in lints (or cycles) per millimeter. (In photography, a "line" is

taken to mean a dark line and the associated light line, whereas in

television practice these are considered two lines.) If the mechanical

camera factors are controlled adequately, the following equation^

approximates the relation between the separate resolving powers
of the lens and film and the resolving power of the lens-film com-
bination:

l/r^^i = lAf + l/r^ .

For example, a well corrected lens with a resolving power of 300

lines per millimeter and a microfilm resolving 500 lines per milli-

meter were found to resolve 180 lines per millimeter when used in

combination, a value in close agreement with the predicted value of

187 lines per millimeter.

After the chart is photographed, the resolving power is deter-

mined by visual examination. Variability of interpretation may lead

to inconsistencies in the results obtained. To minimize such effects

and assure consistent results, the resolution criteria must be clearly

defined, clearly understood by the observers, and consistently

applied. The instructions for the use of the National Bureau of

Standards Microcopy Resolution Test Chart provide the definition

of resolution criteria for use with this chart (See Appendix I). The
copy of the chart is examined with the aid of a microscope, with a

magnification from 1/3 to 1 times the resolving power (in cycles

per millimeter) to be observed. For example, to view 100 lines

per millimeter, the magnification should be between 30 and 100

times. The numerical aperture of the microscope objective should

not be less than 1/1000 of the resolving power to be measured. In

this way the observer is reasonably sure that the resolution being

measured is that of the microcopying system and not that of the

mici oscope. The use of proper magnification is necessary if the

visual system is to be utilized effectively to perform this task.

A. H. Katz, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 38, 604 (19-18).
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Among the phenomena to be considered is the retinal mosaic effect

discussed in Helmholtz's celebrated treatise. ^ A pattern is con-

sidered resolved if the lines can be counted with certainty and if

there are 5 lines in the pattern. If the camera were slightly out of

focus, the number of lines on the copy may be other than 5. This is

known as "spurious resolution" and is further indicated by failure

to resolve at one spatial frequency when apparent resolution occurs

at a higher frequency. The number of lines per millimeter, on the

smallest ch u t pattern in which the lines can be counted witli cer-

tainty, multiplied by the reduction ratio, gives the resolving power
of the system. The ability to count the lines requires that there be

a clear distinction between the lines and the background. A minor
defect at one point in the pattern need not disqualify the pattern if

it is clearly resolved over the remainder of the pattern.

It should be pointed out in this connection that the design of the

resolution pattern is intimately related to the criterion of resolu-

tion to be employed. In some optical experiments involving visual

processes, it has been useful to adopt a criterion of identification

which merely involves identifying the direction of the lines in a

pattern. The fundamental concept of resolution is the ability of a

system to produce separate images of closely-spaced objects.

Thus, an essential requirement of a criterion of resolution is that

the lines be separate. When an observer is merely required to as-
certain the direction of lines, the pattern must be symmetrical,
either square or round, and the patterns must be randomly oriented

so that tlic direction of the lines cannot be deduced from the shape
of the cliart. When the ari-ay is longer than it is wide or has a

regular geometrical arrangement, as in the NBS Resolution Test

Chart, the direction of the lines is very well known even before one

looks at the pattern. In that case, any general impression of grain

alignment, however vague, is sufficiently suggestive to make a

person think that he sees lines where he already knows they ought

to be. It is possible to design a chart for this kind of use, but the

NBS Resolution Test Chart is not so designed. To require nothing

more than to note the direction of the lines on this chart is a very
weak requirement, which ignores both the fundamental definition of

resolution and the lessons of psychcphysics. As has been pointed

out, the lines must be counted with certainty if one is to have any

safeguard against spurious resolution.

H. von Helmholtz. "Helmlioltz ' s treatise on Physiological Optics ,"

3rd Ed. (1909), Vol II, p. 34 (translated), Dover Publications, Inc..

New York, New York. (1962).

518-743 O - 73-56
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Design of the Chart

In designing a resolution chart, many factors that influence-

resolving power must be considered. Measured resolving pov/or

is a function of the length of the lines, the number of lines, the

line-to-space ratio, and the contrast of the lines of the if .'.-target

patterns. In the design of the NBS chart, these desigii va.riables

have been selected so thaL small variations in them will give the

least variation in measured resolving power. The length of the

lines is 24 times their v/idth. Although the measured resolving

power is known to increase with line length, the lines of the chart

are of such length that any increase in length would only produce a

slight increase in measured values of resolving power. The re-

flectance ratio is approximately 100 to 1, which is the maximum
obtainable on the photographic paper. Although there might be some
argument for the use of a resolution chart of lower contrast, the

production quality control problems would be increased many-fold
if an attempt were mac! to print lines over this wide frequency

range and maintain a reflectance ratio very much less than the

maximum obtainable on the paper. The chart has 21 patterns,

ranging in spatial frequency from 1 to 10 lines per millimeter. One
line per millimeter is a pattern so coarse that it is unlikely that

systems having a resolution less than this would be of any interest.

The upper frequency limit, 10 lines per millimeter, is approximately

the limit of resolving power of the human visual system at the nor-
mal viewing distance, without optical aids. Thus, this upper limit

is a practical limit for testing the resolving power of microcopying
systems intended to copy materials which are legible in the original.

Successive patterns increase in spatial frequency by approximately

the 20th root of 10. A coarser spacing would not provide a scale

sufficiently finely divided for quality control in modern microfilm-

ing systems. Any finer subdivision of this scale would considerably

increase the variability of evaluation from observer to observer.

Measured resolving power increases with the number of lines in

the test target, but there is not much increase beyond the values

obtained with 5-line targets. In the NBS chart, each pattern is made
up of two sets of 5-line targets at right angles to each other, per-

mitting the measurement of radial and tangential resolving power
simultaneously.

In redesigning the chart the values of spatial frequencies were
assigned on the basis of the International Org-anization for Stand-

ardization Recommendation R 3, a recommendation adopted at the

1953 meeting of the ISO in Geneva. The series used for the chart

is based on Basic Series R20, wliich is given in Table I. With the

exception of the 1.25 value, all tlic numbers were rounded of: to two
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Table I

Values of Spatial Frequency

Previous Chart ISO R20 1963 Chart

1.0 1.00 1.0

1.1 1.12 1.1

' 1.25 1.25 1.25

1.4 1.40 1.4

1.6 1.60 1.6

1.8 1.80 1.8

2.0 2.00 2.0

2.2 2.24 2.2

2.5 2.50 2.5

2.8 2.80 2.8

3.15 3.15 3.2

3.5 3.55 3.6

4.0 4.00 4.0

4.5 4.50 4.5

5.0 5.00 5.0

5.6 5.60 5.6

6.3 6.30 6.3

7.1 7.10 7.1

7.9 8.00 8.0

8.9 9.00 9.0

10.0 10.00 10.0

figures. The previously used values 3.15, 3.5, 7.9, and 8.9 were
given the values 3.2, 3.6, 8.0, and 9.0 respectively. The greatest

percentage change is the 2.86 percent change from 3.5 to 3.6. Since

observers often disagree on the reading of patterns differing in

spatial frequency by 12.5 percent, this change may be regarded as
practically imperceptible.

To permit greater economy and efficiency in production, it was
decided to print 6 charts instead of 4 on an 8 x 10-inch sheet of

photographic paper. The old charts are 4x5 inches; the new ones
arc 3-1/3 x 4 inches. Even though the new chart is on a smaller
sheet of paper, the smallest margin is wider than the smallest

margin on the old design. The center of the array of patterns on

the new chart is in the horizontal lines of the finest pattern.

The patterns were slightly rearranged to leave space in the

center of the array in which to place a 10-times reduction of tlic

chart when it is desired to extend the range to 100 lines per
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millimeter. The range could be extended again to 1000 lines per
millinneter if desired. The new arrangement alsopcrmiLsab.itract-

ing a nearly- square array of patterns v;ith frequencies from 2 to 10

lines per millimeter. In most applications the frequencies from 1

to 1.8 lines per inillimeter are not often used.

The most important effect of the changes will be in increased

efficiency of production. Production will be increased by 50 percent

without a corresponding increase in operating cost with the excep-

tion of quality control and cutting operations.

Military Specif icat ion MIL-M- 98 68A, which gives requirements

for microfilming of engineering documents on 35 mrn film, requires

that the corner charts be positioned "so that the number 4.0 is

located on the test target diagonal line" at a given distance from
the center of the test frame. The distance from the center of the

chart to the decimal point in "4.0" differs by only 2 nnllimeters

between the old chart and the new one. Since the symbol "4.0" is

more than 2 millimeters in length, the variation from old chart to

new chart is less than the uncertainty in the military specification.

It is hardly to be expected that a microfilming system which v/ould

ordinarily pass a resolution test would fail because the chart were
displaced 2 millimeters. Thus, it may be concluded that for all

practical purposes, changing from the old chart to the new one would
have no more than a trivial effect on the measurements.

Preparation of the Master Negatives

A very large scale model of the 5-line pattern was made by

cementing precisely-cut strips of black paper on a plexiglass plate.

This model was photographed repeatedly with the appropriate num-
bers placed on it. The negatives were separated into four groups:

group I consisted of patterns 1.0 to 2.5 inclusive; group II, 2.8 to

4.0; group III, 4.5 to 6.3; and group IV, 7.1 to 10. Group I negatives

were then contact printed and the resulting prints were reduced in

proportion to their assigned spatial frequencies. Groups II, III, and

IV were reduced and the resulting positives were arranged in the

required order within their groups. These three arrays were then

reduced once more to dimensions corresponding to those of group I

negatives. The patterns were assembled in the final arrangement
and reduced to 2.25 times the intended size. From tliis posiiive the

master negatives were made and arranged to form the 6-chart con-

figuration for printing on 8 x 10-inch sheets of photographic paper.

Variables Affecting Accuracy

The two major problehis in producing charts b\ ph.otographic

methods are the dinicnsional instability 'of the photrgr.iphic paper
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on which the charts are printed and the dependence of the line-to-

space ratio on exposure and processing. On the master negatives

the line-to-space ratio is 0.99 ± 0.01. In a series of prints made
recently for which the exposure time was controlled to ±0.1 second

and the development time was controlled to ±1 second, the line-to-

space ratio of the smallest pattern varied by less than 1 percent.

In the ferrotyping process there are dimensional changes in

the photographic paper. These dimensional changes are ordinarily

different for the directions corresponding to the length and width of

the original rolls from which the sheets were cut. This effect may
cause the widths of the lines and spaces in corresponding vertical

and horizontal patterns to vary as much as 1-1/4 percent from the

mean. Although this effect is well known, no attempt was made to

compensate for it in making the master negatives because some
variability is expected in the stretch of photographic papers from
batch to batch. This effect could be compensated by printing the

charts with the lines at 45 degrees to the horizontal and vertical,

but it seems lilcely that this would lead to confusion in designating

the sets of lines now known as "horizontal" and "vertical" when
reporting resolving power. In a series of prints made recently,

using the new master negatives, the spatial frequencies of the

patterns, the line-to-space ratios, and the variability of the spac-
,

ing in the horizontal and vertical lines were all maintained within

2 percent of the mean or nominal values. The dimensional in-

stability in the paper causes greater variations than any other factor.

Conclusion

The new charts conform more accurately to the nominal values

of frequency than the charts produced previously. The values of

spatial frequency were assigned on the basis of a preferred number
series contained in an ISO Recommendation to which the National

Bureau of Standards subscribes. To permit greater economy and
efficient y of production, 6 charts instead of 4 are now printed on an
8 X 10- iiich sheet of photographic paper. On the new chart the pat-

terns liave been arranged to facilitate the extension or abridgement
of the rani',e of spatial frequency and to place the finest pattern in

the center of the array.
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Paper No. 21 McCamy and Berkovltz

THE PRODUCTION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC EDGES OF EXTREME SHARPNESS

Calvin S. McCamy and Kyron A. Berkovltz
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D. C.

Edge test objects of high sharpness are useful for the measure-
ment of acutance and the edge spread function of photographic materials,
and the edge response of camera systems and mlcrodensltometers.

A number of different methods of producing these edges were eval-
uated before one was developed which produced edges of superior quality.
Several different metal knife edges were made and various methods were
used to hold them In contact with the film during exposure. To obtain
a sharp photographic edge the metal knife edge had to be sharp and It
was necessary to use pressure to hold It In close contact with the film.
This caused physical damage to the film and pressure marks In the devel-
oped Image. In an effort to avoid these difficulties, a knife edge was
placed In a light beam and its Image was projected on film by an optical
system of high resolving power. In suiother attempt, a fine metal knife
edge was placed In contact with a glass microscope slide eund an extremely
thin layer of aluminum was evaporated onto the unshielded portion of the
microscope slide. This aluminum layer was probably only a few atoms
thick. Films were exposed in contact with thin aluminum knife edge and
others were exposed with the same edge blackened. All these methods
were vmsatlsfactory as they suffered In varying degrees from problems
of contact, stralghtness , diffraction, reflection at the front surface
of the edge, and reflection of the light back-scattered from the emul-
sion.

It was known that If a fine "knife-edge" exposure could be made
on a piece of film by any method whatsoever, this film could be used
as the "knife edge" for exposures of test materials. Such an edge should
be easy to use, should produce a less troublesome diffraction pattern,
and should absorb the back-scattered light. It was necessary to make a
metal edge to expose the film which would then be used as the working
edge.

Edges of this kind were produced by clamping a piece of thin metal
foil between two pieces of tool steel, then grinding and lapping this
"sandwich". The foil was then placed In tight contact with a very fine-
grain film and exposed to soft x-rays. X-rays were used because they
produce a smaller diffraction pattern than light, Mlcrodensltometer
traces of this photographic edge showed It to be superior to edges ob-
tained by all other methods tried.

Tantalum foil .01" thick was used to make the metal edge. Tantalum
was chosen for the metal edge because of its density, mass absorption
coefficient for soft i-raya, and machining characteristics.
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Since tantalum foil Is too flexible to be machined without
support, two pieces of tool steel 105 cm x 2 cm i 1.5 cm were used to
hold It and one 2 cm i 10.5 cm edge on each of these was ground &nd.
lapped optically flat. The tantalum was tightly clamped between these
two flat surfaces. This steel-tantalvim-steel "sandwich" was ground
flat using a very fine grinding surface and lapped optically flat to
.00001 Inch. The flatness was checked by placing an optical glass
flat over the sandwich and observing the stralghtness of the fringes
produced by monochromatic llliimlnatlon.

After machining, the foil was removed from the sandwich and
placed In contact with a Kodak High Resolution Plate ( 649GH ) . The
film and edge were placed In a 6 mil thick black polyethylene bag
with an outlet to a vacuum pump. Black polyethylene was used since u
Is opaque to light and the x-ray machine Is not In a dark room. It
also has the advantage that It produces very little scattering of the
x-ray beam. When the vacuum pump was turned on the bag was evacuated,
and the foil edge was forced Into very close contact with the photo-
graphic plate by atmospherj.c pressure.

The edge In contact with the film had to be very carefully allnei
In the x-ray beam so that the edge was In the center of the beam and
normal to It.

A number of different developers were evaluated for their ability
to produce sharp edges. It was found that the developer which produces
the sharpest edge contained paraphenylene diamine as the developing
agent and large amounts of sodium sulfite.

Photomicrographs and mlcrodensitometer traces of the various edges
exhibit the superior quality of the edges made by this procedure.
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On the Information in a Microphotograph

C. S. McCamy

The information concentration of a legible microphotograph made at a reduction ratio of 1200 is com-

puted to be over 2 X 10° bits/mm^. Reasons are adduced for using a mosaic of squares having sides

equal to the reciprocal of the resolving power, each being capable of assuming one of two density ranges,

as a model of a high contrast material for the computation of information capacity. It follows that the

information capacity is equal to the square of the resolving power. This relation gives values of in-

formation capacity in good accord with the values computed by the Jones theory. The information

capacity of a Kodak High Resolution Plate is computed to be 3.25 X 10* bits/mm^. That the product

of reduction ratio times quaUty index equals the product of resolving power times the height of the lower

case e in type to be copied is verified at the high reduction ratio, and this relationship is considered useful

for engineering computations involving the copying of commonly used styles of type. The use of

literal charts designed on the basis of information theory is suggested for the evaluation of microcopying

systems.

Introduction

Although graphic representation undoubtedly pre-

dated written language and written language predated

electronic communication by many millenia, the formal

theory of information and communication did not arise

and become well developed until it was required in the

field of electrical communication. The fact that

graphic systems may be treated by the general theory

was fully recognized by Shannon in his epoch-making
treatment of the mathematical theory of communica-
tion.^ Since the theory is formulated in terms of com-
munication media employing time series encoding, the

application of the theory to graphic media requires a

scanning operation to convert the spatial distribution of

optical densities to a function of time.

The frequency of a signal component in the time do-

main corresponds to a spatial frequency in the space do-

main. Spatial frequency is the number of cycles per

unit of distance of a periodic variation in optical density

(or opacity or transmittance) with respect to distance.

Just as electrical communication channels are limited

in the frequency of the signals which they can ac-

commodate, photographic systems are limited in their

ability to communicate spatial frequencies.

The simplest method of measuring this limitation is

to photograph a series of patterns, each having a series

of light and dark bands of equal width, and the series

having a variation in spatial frequency from one pat-

tern to the next. The photograph is then examined

The author is with the National Bureau of Standards, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Received 12 January 1965.

visually with the aid of a microscope of appropriate

magnification, to find the highest spatial frequency re-

solved, known as the resolving power of the system. A
pattern is considered resolved if the alternate bands

can be counted with certainty. It is desirable to count

the bands because lack of focus can produce spurious

resolution, one result of which may be an apparent in-

crease in the number of bands per pattern.^ If one is

attempting to evaluate the ability of the film to present

detail so that it can be discriminated by eye, this

method has the very important advantage of bringing

into play, in the evaluation, the pertinent characteris-

tics of the human visual system. This procedure meas-

ures the hmiting spatial frequency in a practical sense,

but gives no quantitative information about reproduc-

tion at lower frequencies. Nonetheless, the method
is so quick and simple, requiring no more extra equip-

ment than a microscope, that it is widely used, par-

ticularly in the microfilm industry. The National

Bureau of Standards produces and supplies a Micro-

copy Resolution Test Chart for making such measure-

ments.'

In 1937 Raymond Davis reasoned that the legibility

of a microcopy of type should be related to the resolv-

ing power of the microcopying system and in 1938 he

and Milo A. Durand experimented with various styles

of type. They found, using common styles of type,

that if the height of the lower case e on the film sub-

tended three cycles of the highest spatial frequency re-

solved, the copy would be decipherable (that is, legible

with difficulty), such letters as e, c, and o being partly

closed. If the e subtended five cycles, the copy was
legible without difficulty although serifs and fine details

of type were not clearly defined. If the e subtended
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eight or more cycles, the details of the type were clearly

defined. Davis included this correlation in the instruc-

tions for the use of the National Bureau of Standards

Microcopy Resolution Test Chart. If one defines a

quality index, his rules may be restated in the form of

an equation,

Wre = qR,

where

TUr is the resolving power in cycles/mm, on the film

e is the height of the lower case e, on the original, in mm,

g is a quality index, measured in cycles (assuming values 3, 5,

and >8 in the above context), and

B is the reduction.

Taubes later confirmed the hyperbolic relationship

between resolving power and legible letter height.*

There is a cooperative effort through the American

Standards Association to establish a standard method
of measuring the resolving powers of photographic films,

plates, and papers. A high resolution camera was de-

signed and built at the National Bureau of Standards

as a part of that program.

When the resolution camera was completed, in the

summer of 1960, some English text was copied to demon-
strate the significance of the high resolving powers being

measured and to test the legibility equation at ex-

tremely high reduction.^ The prediction appeared to

be well within the experimental limitations inherent in

any judgment of legibility.

In 1961, R. C. Jones applied information theory to the

computation of the information capacity of photo-

graphic films.^ He was the first to deal with the general

high-contrast case, using certain simplifications made
necessary because the optical density on the film is not a

linear function of exposure, the statistical distribution

of variation of density with respect to distance is not

independent of density, and the usable exposure range

is peak limited.

In 1962 Fromm made a study of the problem of re-

producing fine lines at extreme reduction and found

that ideal exposure for one line-width is generally not

ideal for another.^ He noted that the height of the

letter e alone is not the only characteristic of the type of

interest and offered some evidence that line-width

enters in. It has been our experience that the varia-

tion in line-width within a character or from one char-

acter to the next is the characteristic that is most
troublesome, because the illumination and camera
settings which are ideal for one line-width are not suit-

able for another. These facts were well known to

Davis, and for these reasons he confined the applica-

tion of his rules to "commonly used styles of type"
and determined empirically what this author has

called quality indexes.

Since then Altman and Zweig have conducted a

study of the effect of the spread function on the storage

of information on photographic emulsions.'' The
photographic material was considered to be made up of

* Taubes, E. P., Reprod. Engr. (Sept. 1960), p. 9.

individual cells of a certain area, in each of which in-

formation could be stored as different density levels.

The minimum size of cell was taken to be a square

having sides equal to the diameter of the spread func-

tion at the 10% intensity level. Their analysis led to

the conclusion that, although the use of several density

levels contributes to higher information capacity on
some materials, in general there is not sufficient gain to

offset the many practical advantages of using two
levels.

The computed information capacity was plotted

against resolving power, and it was concluded that the

relationship was linear, although the point for the

high resolution plate certainly indicated an upward
curvature. With respect to this relationship it was
noted that "This relationship cannot be considered

fundamental. On the other hand, neither is it entirely

fortuitous because the reading of resolution samples is

essentially the detecting of small elements of area

against a noisy background. In any event, this curve

does provide a simple method for estimating the maxi-

mum packing capacity of various emulsions, at least to

a first order". It was concluded that the spread

function diameter is a rough measure of minimum cell

size when binaiy recording is used but that, with high

contrast emulsions, somewhat smaller cells are possible.

A very brief consideration of the information capacity

for alphanumeric text was based upon the assumption

of 1.5 bits/letter. They concluded that alphanumeric

text can be stored at the same bit density as coded text.

Very recently (after the remainder of this paper was
written and illustrations submitted to the publish-

er) De Belder, Jespers, and Verbrugghe published

a study of image quality in photographic microrepro-

duction.* They contributed a great deal to the solution

of the problem of optimizing quality by the choice of

the proper combination of characteristic curve, modula-

tion transfer function, and granularity. They compared
resolving power and information capacity as criteria of

image quality. They state: "Obviously both resolv-

ing power and information capacity must be homo-
geneous functions in A and W, and from dimensional

considerations one may write:

, information capacity = C = A~^f (—)\W/

(resolving power)2 = m^res = "^ '^^i^^^",

where "A represents the surface of the section of the

spread function at some definite level; and W represents

the surface of the scanning aperture which gives a pre-

determined <t(D)".

The authors plot C and '^%es <1S functions of two para-

meters and note that the striking resemblance of the two
curves suggests the possibility of determining the in-

formation capacity of photographic materials by
measuring their resolving powers. The shape of the

curves for constant resolving power and constant

legibility are said to be very similar, when plotted

against the same two parameters, the resolution being
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Fig. 1. Greatly enlarged copy of a resolution chart on a Kodak

High Resolution Plate (modified thinner emulsion layer). The

pattern marked 50 represents 2000 cycles/mm (the decimal point

has been lost in the reproduction of the above figure).

based on a pattern "with a height/width ratio of about

1/4". (Presumably, "1/4" is a misprint and 4/1 was

intended.)

Recent refinements in our resolution camera, the in-

troduction of Kodak High Resolution Plates (Modified-

Thinner Emulsion Layer), and our consistent attain-

ment of 2000 cycles/mm on this emulsion prompted a

new attempt to determine, for this equipment and ma-

terial, the maximum reduction for a given English text

and to compare the actual result with what little theory

is applicable.

The "Camera"

The camera employed in these experiments consisted

of a light source, condensing system, diffuser, trans-

parency target, shutter, apochromatic microscope ocu-

lar and objective, (in that order), and a holder for the

plate, all mounted in a massive steel cylinder to avoid

relative vibration of the components. The microscope

had a lOX compensating ocular and an objective with a

numerical aperture of 0.65 and a focal length of 8 mm.
The reduction of the optical system was 400. The

emulsion surface of the plate was placed in contact

with a stage, the position of which was adjustable with

respect to the focal position by increments of about

0.1 ^l. The source was a 100 W T-8V2 incandescent

lamp, used with an orange Wrattcn 15 (G) filter.

The Resolution Measurement

Kodak High Resolution Plates are used to establish

the focus and proper condition of the camera when it is

used to measure the resolving power of other films. In

a proposed ASA method, a short line three-band target

pattern (light and dark bands of equal width with

length five times the width) is used, and the camera is

considered in satisfactory condition when 1800 cy-

cles/mm are resolved on the High Resolution Plates,

using a high contrast target. With the long line

five-band pattern used on the NBS Microcopy Res-

olution Test Chart, the system consistently resolves

2000 cycles/mm. The next pattern in the series,

having a spatial frequency of 2240 cycles/mm is only

rarely resolved, and then questionably so. To ob-

serve, judge, and photograph the resulting small pat-

terns, a microscope with an oil-immersion objective

having a numerical aperture of 1.30 was used at a mag-
nification of 1125. A photomicrograph of the resolu-

tion pattern is shown in Fig. 1. Since the pattern was
reduced 400 times in the camera, and the pattern

marked 5.0 had a spatial frequency of 5.0 cycles/mm
in the original, this pattern has a spatial frequency of

2000 cycles/mm on the microcopy. (The photo-

micrograph prepared for publication displayed lines

which could be counted with certainty. It is not

known whether this quality will withstand the processes

involved in bringing it to the printed page. In repro-

duction, the decimal point was lost, so the pattern

appears to be marked "50".)

The Microphotograph

The text of the first page of the King James version

of Genesis, which is a fixed and well-known text, was first

reduced in a copy camera employing a linear reduction

of 3. This produced a negative which was placed in

the target holder of the resolution camera and reduced

400 times, to make a positive microcopy with a total

reduction of 1200. A photomicrograph of part of the

microcopy is shown in Fig. 2. Since a real reduction is

the matter of interest when considering the reduction

of pages of English text, it is worth noting that the

original page had 1,440,000 times the area of the mi-

crocopy.

A number of copies made with a reduction of 1600

: 4 ' \» - mm wWmn0. trnm

\ * %mi nat^i* ^Hmm fc»

«*A mm 4m%mm% ^ <«Atti

^ « ^m4 m'*4. Im ^mm,

Fig. 2. Greatly enlarged copy of a microphotograph of English

text. On the microphotograph, the height of the lower case e

was a little less than 1.2 n.
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were barely legible to those familiar with the text.

Thus, a reduction of 1200 represents the practical limit

for the given text, emulsion, and equipment.

In the first experiment, the type had considerable

variability in line-width so for the present experiment

a style of type was chosen which was quite uniform and
thus better designed for photographic reproduction.

Some of the statistics may be interesting in them-
selves, and will be used in the information analysis. Al-

lowing small margins, each original page (other than
the title pages), measured 112 X 175 mm, and
there were two columns 49 mm wide separated by a

center column of references. The height of the lower

case e was about 1 .4 mm in the original and a little less

than 1.2 At on the microcopy. There were 71 lines per

column, 830 words per page (neglecting references), and
995 pages in the entire King James version of the Old
and New Testaments. The reduced page, including

margins and references, was 0.1 X 0.154 mm, so, the

entire Bible reduced to this scale would occupy a

square 3.93 mm on a side. Neglecting references and
margins, the 830 words were contained in 0.012 mm^.
About a dozen such copies of essentially equal quality

were made in succession, on Kodak High Resolution

Plates developed in D-19 developer for 10 seconds at

20°C.

Information Analysis

In information theory, a source of information may be
conceived as a selector which selects messages from
among the various possible messages. More informa-

tion is associated with a choice of one among many
alternatives than one among few. Account is taken of

the fact that some choices are more probable than
others and more information is associated with an im-

probable choice than one which is likely. The amount
of information is the logarithm of the number of in-

dependent 'choices among equally likely alternatives.

The unit of information is the amount of information

implied in the specification of one of two equally likely

alternatives. Two alternatives can be designated by
the symbols 0 and 1, and the choice indicated by specify-

ing one or the other. The number of such choices re-

quired to select from among many equally likely alter-

natives can be represented conveniently in binary no-

tation, that is, in numeration with the base 2. If there

are 2" alternatives, n binary digits are required to

specify one of them. But n = log? 2", and therefore

the number of binary digits is a measure of the amount
of information when this logarithmic base is used. Thus,
this base is used and "bit", a contraction of binary digit,

is the name applied to the unit of information. The
entropy of a source in bits is the minimum number of

binary digits required per symbol or per second to trans-

mit the messages selected by the source. The capac-

ity of an electrical communication channel is the maxi-

mum number of bits which can be transmitted per unit

of time. On a variable-density motion picture sound
track, where density is modulated in just one direction,

the information capacity is measured in bits per unit of

length. On pictorial images, density is modulated in

orthogonal directions, and the information capacity is

measured in bits per unit of area.

The Kodak High Resolution Plates employed in the
present experiment practically defy analysis with the
methods used by Jones. The grain structure is so fine

that the accurate measurement of the image structure

characteristics required in the analysis is beyond the
capability of available optical instrumentation. How-
ever, it is possible to measure the resolving power of the

combined photographic system comprising the camera,
film, viewing microscope, and modus operandi.

Given a photographic image of a high contrast resolu-

tion chart, produced by a given photographic system, if

the bands can be distinguished well enough to be
counted with certainty, the presence or absence of bands
can be detected. If one were to use two transparency
resolution charts superimposed with the bands at right

angles, the transparent bands would be converted to a

matrix of squares 0.5 cycle on a side separated by 0.5

cycle. In an isotropic system, at the resolution limit,

one might reason that these squares could be counted
with certainty, and the presence or absence of a square
could be detected. There are two factors which should

be considered in this line of reasoning. The first of

these is that the human observer (or a microdensito-

meter with a long scanning slit) tends to average the

density along a long band and to perceive the band
even though it may be somewhat broken. Going from
the one-dimensional case to the two-dimensional case,

we go from a long rectangular band to a small square

and the advantage of this averaging effect is lost. This

would imply that the one-dimensional resolution limit

would be at a frequency too high to permit the squares to

be counted with certainty. A curve of resolving power
as a function of the ratio of bandlength to bandwidth
was given by Perrin and Altman.^ Extrapolating the

curve to lower values of this ratio, the maximum resolv-

ing power of the material appears to fall from 60 at a

ratio of 5 to about 30 at a ratio of 1 . This suggests that

the one-dimensional frequency limit would be about
twice the appropriate value. The second factor is that

being able to count bands with certainty assures that

the presence or absence of bands can be detected at the

resolution frequency or at lower frequencies, but it does

not preclude the possibility that the presence or absence

of a given density level might be detected at even higher

frequencies. The resolution chart is, in fact, a series of

alternately present and absent bands, the frequency of

the series being twice that of the alternate series

ordinarily designated in photographic literature, and
resolution means that the alternate presence and ab-

sence of bands is indeed detected. This would imply
that the resolution limit is only half the frequency which
might be employed. These two factors apparently

tend to compensate one another. If so, for the pur-

pose of information analysis, in the case of high contrast

alphanumeric text copied on a high contrast material

with good optics, we may consider the image to be
made up of squares, with sides equal to the reciprocal

of the resolving power, which may have one of two
substantially different density ranges. If we assume
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i Table I. Comparison of Information Capacity and the

Square of Resolving Power

Resolving Information

power," capacity,

C"

cycles/mm (cycles/mm)2 bits/mm^

i\oaa.K

Pi-\\rQl "V "Pan Do . i 4:UUU

Tri-X Pan 100 10000 8450

Kodak
Plus-X Pan 110 12100 18600

Kodak
Panatomic-X 178 31700 28500

" The value for Royal-X was obtained at NBS, values for

Tri-X and Plus-X were taken from those published by Altman,'*

and the value for Panatomic-X is the average of the values 160

reported by Altman and 196 reported by Fouquet of NBS.
From ref. 5.

that the two density levels are equally probable, each

square would have a capacity of one bit and the in-

formation capacity of the film in bits/mm^ would be

equal to the square of the resolving power in cycles/mm,

C = mr^. In Table I, compare the square of the re-

solving power, based on bands having a height five

times their width, with the information capacity of four

films, as computed by Jones. The agreement is ex-

cellent in view of the mild claims of accuracy in Jones'

paper, the approximations he had to employ, the experi-

mental error of the measurements upon which his com-
putations were based, and the experimental error of

resolution measurement. The only discrepancy of any
magnitude is with Kodak Plus-X Pan film, which Jones

noted had anomalous image structure characteristics.

Thus, there is a logical basis for computing the infor-

mation capacity from resolving power, and the values

computed are in essential agreement with the results

obtained by applying the best available theory and
the results of elaborate experimental procedures.

On this basis, the information capacity of the high

resolution plates for the present purpose is C = nir^ =
(1800)2 = 3.25 X 10« bits/mm^. This is a little more
than twice the value given by Altman and Zweig.

Now let us consider the information concentration of

the recorded English text. Shannon has shown by an
ingenious series of experiments, involving attempts to

guess the succeeding letters in messages, that English

text has an entropy between 0.6 and 1.3 bits/charac-

ter.^° Without troubling with the peculiarities of

King James English, let us use 1 bit/character. Since

there are about 4.5 letters/word and the space between
words makes it 5.5 characters, the entropy is about 5.5

bits/word. The text then has an entropy of 5.5 X
830 = 4560 bits/page. We have put this information

on 0.012 mm^, giving a concentration of 3.8 X 10^ bits/

mm^ or 2.45 X 10* bits/in.^ On this basis, about 12%
of the capacity has been utilized. But bear in mind
that the entropy gives the number of bits per unit of

area if the English text were ideally encoded. Of
course, it is not.

What has been recorded is the full text, one char-

acter at a time. The set of symbols includes at least

twenty-six lower case letters, twenty-six upper case

letters, twenty-six lower case italic letters, ten numbers,
a space, and about eight punctuation marks for a total

of ninety-seven symbols. Such a set is, of course,

capable of representing not only English but many
other languages and a great deal of numerical data.

This great versatility could, in principle, cause great

uncertainty at the receiver as to what the next char-

acter will be, and each transmitted character resolves a

great deal of uncertainty. Thus, this text has more
information value per character than the entropy of

text strictly limited to English sentences. The set of

ninety-seven symbols requires 6.6 bits/symbol to en-

code if one assumes the symbols occur with equal prob-

ability. Since there are about ten words per punctua-

tion symbol, there would be another 0.1 symbol/
word for punctuation, or a total of 5.6 symbols/word.

This raises the information concentration to 6.6 X
5.6 X 830 = 30,700 bits/page, that is, 2.56 X 10«

bits/mm^ or 1.65 X 10** bits/in.^ On this basis, the

information concentration is 79% of the information

capacity computed from resolving power. For this

analysis to be valid, it would be required that the

character by character record be of such fidelity that

every character could be identified out of context.

Taking such minute characters out of context presents

some instrumental problems which we did not go into.

A letter in context can be guessed with much higher

frequency by a person familiar with the language than

by a machine making random guesses and, in reading

unclear type, one actually believes one sees the expected

character even though it could not have been identified

out of context. Because of this effect, the computed
information concentration is probably somewhat high.

Finally, let us apply the legibility equation of the

Introduction to this photographic system. The quality

index is given by the following relation, where the re-

solving power for long lines is used, to accord with

Davis' practice:

_ Wrc _ 2000 X 1.4

^ " R ~
1200

q = 2.34 cycles.

We could not ask for better agreement with the im-

pHcations of this index if we extrapolate from the

grades of reproduction quality assigned by Davis.

The quahty is marginal, compared to usual microcopy-

ing practice, but the text upon which the computations

were based was legible when viewed with the micro-

scope. Even some of the prefatory and reference ma-
terial in small type could be made out. (The image was

magnified 3680 times for the photomicrographs sub-

mitted for publication. In such magnification, deg-

radation is inevitable—as it is to some degree in the

making of plates and in printing.)

It may be of some interest to apply this equation

and the simple relationship between information capac-

ity and resolving power to a modern microfilm, Re-
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cordak Micro-File AHU Film, for which we have found

a high-contrast resolving power of 631 cycles/mm.

For fine print, e = 1 mm, let q = 3. Then the reduction

ratio is

= 6300 ^ 210.
q 3

The information capacity of this material is about

C = (631)2 = 4 X 10^ bits/mml This suggests that

with good optics and careful control, considerably higher

reduction ratios than are common today could be used

for some purposes.

Since the first microphotograph was made a few

months after Daguerre's disclosure, at a reduction ratio

of 160, the idea of using such reductions is hardly

novel. Nor do increased reduction ratios appear

unreasonable to the practical optical designer, judging

by these remarks by Walter Handler: "The trend in

microfilming seems to be towards higher reduction

ratios. It has been difficult enough to cope with a

30X standard reduction. Looking just from a side

line, it is my impression that ten years from now a

50X or 60X reduction will be used for a considerable

part of microfilming. The step towards larger reduc-

tion seems to be well prepared from the film manu-
facturers' side. A lot of work remains to be done in

producing suitable lenses. From a design viewpoint

the task looks difficult but feasible".

Discussion

E.W.H. Selwyn recently opened a lecture on resolving

power with this comment,^'

"Resolving power, as a means of estimating the

detail-rendering capacity of a photographic sys-

tem, is at the moment out of fashion. Except that

it may be a mere matter of fashion it is hard to see

why.

In respect of ideas the theory of resolving power

has all the physical content of the now prevalent

theories of the modulation transfer function and
much of the content of the theory of information.

Moreover, only comparatively simple apparatus is

necessary for measuring it.".

This is not to deprecate more elaborate forms of analy-

sis. After all, the present study depends upon Jones'

thorough analysis of information in photography.

Rather, it may be said that information theory has

given us new insights into the significance of resolving

power. With all its pitfalls and shortcomings, it is

still a very useful concept and measurement. Just as

it would be bad science to neglect the more sophisti-

cated concepts of image structure analysis, it would be

bad engineering practice to employ them, however

intellectually appealing they may be, if simpler and
quicker methods give the desired result to the desired

accuracy.

If resolving power is measured for the purpose of

computing information capacity or permissible reduc-

tion, one may well ask why resolution charts should be

used rather than literal charts, i.e., charts made up of

alphanumeric characters. The problem of taking
small characters out of context can be avoided by using

an artificial text having meaningless sequences of let-

ters. The readings of one or more observers on a num-
ber of characters would determine the percent of correct

identifications. The sequences of letters could satisfy

some requirements suggested by information theory

and thus more, truly represent a language or specialized

field within a language. If character frequency, word
length, sentence length, punctuation, word spacing,

and capitalization were retained, much of the statisti-

cal and graphical character of the language would be

preserved but the influence of context would be re-

moved. This can be done by encoding text of the de-

sired kind if each sentence is encoded by a transposition

cipher, forming code words of the same length as the

words in the sentence but using a sequence of letters

taken one at a time from each of the words in the order

in which they appear. The following sentence is this

sentence so encoded: Tfs itssehoes heonelni nc Itst

ooeedivnn ei ccdneeg.

A graded series of sizes of such code text could be

used to test photographic systems. Literal charts

have been the mainstay of optometry for years and have

been suggested for testing photographic systems, but

they have been little used in recent years. 2' '-^^ As early

as 1853, Rosling used a newspaper for this purpose.'^

There is the question of what style of type to use, since

types vary in legibility even when the characters are

well formed. There is no apparent reason why Snellen

characters would not be useful test objects, but a

commonly used style of type would be more repre-

sentative of practice.

More time and effort would be spent reading literal

charts but the result would be a quantitative evaluation

for each size of type rather than a single judgment at

some limit. The literal response may be defined as the

ratio of the number of correctly identified characters

to the total number observed. The literal frequency

may be defined as the recipro(!al of the height of the

reduced e. A plot of literal response against literal

frequency would have the dimensionality and much of

the character of a spatial response* curve. In the

present experiments, the literal response was not mea-

sured but from the results it is estimated that it remained

1.0 out to 600 mm~i or more, fell to 0.9 or so at 850

mm~\ and to 0.5 or so at 1100 mm~'.
It may be noted that the height of the reduced e,

which we will call e', is equal to e/R and that the

literal frequency m^, is equal to R/e. Thus, the

legibility equation can be rewritten in the form q =

mr/niL. If we define the literal frequency limit, wll, as

the maximum literal frequency for which the literal

response is 1, we have, for commonly used styles of

type, the approximate relation: = 3 m^,.

Various styles of type could be evaluated for photo-

graphic legibility with respect to a given system by

* The author prefers this term for what has been called modu-

lation transfer function or sine wave response.
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making up literal charts and measuring niL for each

type. In the present experiment, the degree of agree-

ment between the value for the information capacity

computed from the resolving power and the value com-

puted on the basis of considerations of the set of sym-

bols implies that the alphabet as represented by the

chosen style of type utilizes space quite well.

In adducing reasons for adopting the matrix model

for the information analysis, some known factors were

semiquantitatively taken into account. It is recog-

nized that visual acuity thresholds involve very com-

plex mechanisms and that factors such as the dynamic
response of the visual system enter in. There is also a

complex interplay between edge spread and granularity,

and the nature of both of these depends upon the photo-

graphic material. The usual assumption of random-
ness of the grains is not really applicable here because

even though the resolution pattern at the resolution

limit displayed grain in the bands and between them,

the literal characters appeared to be viewed against an

essentially grainless background. Since the grains ap-

peared only in the characters, they could hardly be said

to be randomly distributed. The analysis was ap-

proached with the viewpoint that the resolution meas-

urement involves the entire photographic system in-

cluding the human visual system and partakes of all

the factors influencing performance and probably in

much the same way as these factors affect performance

in microcopying.

In view of the tacit assumption of many experi-

menters that high resolution plates are essentially

grainless, it should be noted that under the extreme

conditions imposed here the grain was apparent and
appeared to play a significant role in limiting the re-

solving power.

Summary

Numerous studies of the image structure of photo-

graphic materials and the storage of information on
such materials have shown that a number of measures

are related to the information capacity of a material.

It is reasonable, for the information analysis of a high-

contrast material for copying high-contrast alphanu-

meric characters, to consider the material to be repre-

sented by a mosaic of squares having sides equal to the

reciprocal of the resolving power. This leads to the

conclusion that the information capacity, C, is related

to the resolving power, Wr, by the simple expression

C = mr\

which is believed to be sufficiently accurate for most
applications. The equation yields results that are in

good accord with the Jones theory of information
capacity for a number of materials and permits a com-
putation of information capacity for a high-resolution

material not readily treated by that theory. The in-

formation capacity of Kodak High Resolution Plates is

found to be 3.25 X 10^ bits/mml A legible microcopy
has been made which is computed to have an informa-
tion concentration of more than 2 X 10« bits/mml
The reproduction quality index, q, as here defined,

the resolving power, m^, the height of the lower case e
in the type to be copied, e, and the reduction R,
are related, for commonly used styles of type, by the

expression

m,e

^ R

which is confirmed in this experiment and is believed to

be sufficiently accurate for most purposes. The use of

carefully designed literal charts to evaluate photo-

graphic systems for microcopying is suggested.

The author wishes to express his appreciation of the

skill and patience of W. R. Smallwood, who critically

adjusted the camera, made the microphotographs,

and made the photomicrographs at extreme magnifica-

tion for this publication.
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MC16. New Principle of Absolute Photometry, Calvin
S. McCamy, National Bureau of Slandnrdx, V/ash-.nrjton 25,

D. C.—For al),sohitc photometry, a standard source, ;.i^oto-

inctric comparator, and fniantitative attenuator arc recpiircd.

Heretofore, quantitative attenuation has been based upor. the

inverse-square law or Malus' law of polarization. The prin-

ciple of attenuation presented here is an optical analofj of

Riemann integration. A rectangular aperture in a ligiit path

is fitted with a sliding straiglu-edgcd shutter. The light flux

through llie aperture is then approximately proportional to

the open-apcrlurc area. A thin slit, instead of the siuilter,

is moved across the aperture while tiie ligiU passing tiirough

tlic slit to a detector is compared to a constant source. If

the response of the detector is constant as the siit moves,

tlic siuittcr is replaced, and the flux through the aperture to

the detector is known to be proportional to shutter displace-

ment, which can be measured precisely. If this condition is

not found, the edges of the aperture may be shaped or an
optical compensator may be placed in the aperture to produce

the required condition. Two slits may be used to establish an
exponential or inverse-square relationship to shutter dis-

placement. The method requires less space than the inversc-

.squarc method and is less subject to certain error.s.

JOSA, Vol. 53, No. 4, p. 511 (April 1963)
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Concepts, Terminology, and Notation for Optical Modulation*

C. S. McCamy, Refractometry and Photography Section, National Bureau of Standards, Washington,

D. C.

Reflectance, transmittance, and optical density are regarded as i<inds of flux modulation factors.

Transmittance is defined as the ratio of transmitted flux to the incident flux, while transmittance

factor is here defined for on optical system as the ratio of the emergent flux with the sample in the

system to the emergent flux with the sample removed. Transmission density is defined as the

negative logarithm of transmittance factor. This is essentially a new definition to accord with an
old practice. Reflection, transmission, and fluorescence are considered genericaily as propaga-
tion and generalized modulation terms are proposed. A coordinate system and functional nota-

tion are adopted to systematize the description of optical systems which use or measure modula-
tion. Simplified notation of the form D(g;S:g' ;S'] describes most cases. Terms, symbols, and
notation are proposed for standardization.

Key Words: Modulation reflectance, transmittance, reflectance factor, transmittance factor,

propagance, absorptance, optical density, contrast, symbols, and notation.

The photographic effect is usually measured and ex-

pressed in terms of transmission density or reflec-

tion density. Optical density is therefore one of the
fundamental quantities in photographic science.'^

American standards define various types of den-
sity and provide symbols to designate the types. ^ '

The types are differentiated on the basis of the
geometrical arrangement of the optical components
of the measuring system, the spectral quality of the
flux incident on the sample, and the spectral sensi-

tivity of the receiver used to evaluate the emergent
flux. Certain arrangements which may be regarded
as geometrically extreme cases are specified in sim-

ple terms. These include diffuse density (also

called totally diffuse density), specular density, and
doubly diffuse density. Two spectral types of

density are defined: visual density and printing

density. These spectral types correspond to the

two principal uses of photographic materials, direct

or projection viewing and photographic printing.

In mid-1963, the American Standards Associa-
tion requested the author to form a committee to

revise the existing standard on transmission density,

in accordance with the customary schedule of re-

vision. The charge to the committee was later ex-

tended to include aU American standards on optical

density. At the first meeting on November 18,

1963, I offered to propose a system of terms and
symbols, including the functional notation which

Received August 10, 1966.
* The proposed functional notation presented at the Annual Conference,
Cleveland, Ohio, May 18, 1965. is given here with some revisions. The
other concepts were presented at the Annual Conference, San Francisco,
Calif., May 12, 1966.

1. V/.deW.Ahney, Phil. Mag., 48: 161 (1874).

2. W. de W. Abney, Phil. Mag., N. S., 11: 38 (1887).

3. F. Hurter and V. C. Driffield, J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 9: 445 (1890).

4. American Standard Spectral Diffuse Densities of Three-Component
Subtractive Color Films, PH2. 1-1952.

5. American Standard Diifuse Reflection Density, PH2.17-1958.
6. American Standard Diifuse Transmission Density, PH2. 19-1959.

7. American Standard Photographic Printing Density (Carbon Step
Tablet Method), PH2.25-1965.

I had developed for solving problems in precise

density calibration at the National Bureau of

Standards.
In optical literature one often finds optical density

defined as the common logarithm of the ratio of the

incident flux to the reflected or transmitted flux.

Although this definition is usually cited in photo-
graphic literature, in actual practice and in photo-
graphic standards, the term "density" has taken
on a somewhat different connotation. Density has
come to be regarded as a measure of the modulation
of flux by a sheet, often bearing a graphic image,
when the sheet is employed in a given type of

optical system. The optical system may be as

simple as the eye directly viewing a print or as

complex as an optical motion-picture printer.

Various methods of measuring density have been
developed, using devices which simulate the im-
portant features of the optical systems in which
materials are used. Thus in photographic science,

and indeed in most other fields involving optical

modulators, the optical density of an area on a given

sample may have various values depending on the

intended use and the corresponding method of meas-
urement adopted to simulate it.

When this revision was undertaken it was not

generally recognized that the usually expressed

definition of density was not the one needed or used

in most practical cases and, for this reason, there

was no systematic terminology for the quantities

involved. For years there have been differences

between some of the terms and symbols used in

photography and those generally accepted in

photometry and colorimetry. Since there was much
to be gained by bringing the standard terminol-

ogies and symbols of these disciplines into harmony,
I had several conferences in June of 1965 with L. E.

Barbrow and Deane B. Judd of the Photometry and
Colorimetry Section of NBS. Judd had just re-

turned from a meeting of the Committee on
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Nomenclature of The International Commission on
Illumination to revise the International Lighting
Vocabulary, and was therefore familiar not only
with the official actions but with current attitudes

of the representatives of various nations toward
alternate terms. The concepts, terms, symbols,
and notation are proposed in the hope that they
will be acceptable in photometry as well as pho-
tography. The terms "transmission density" and
"reflection density" and most of the symbols in

current ASA photographic standards are retained.

Optical Modulation

When radiant energy interacts with matter, some
of it is absorbed, and is converted into another form
of energy, while some may be propagated by reflec-

tion, refraction, transmission, diffraction, or scatter-

ing. Some of the photons may be absorbed and
then reradiated almost immediately, in less than
10"' sec, with a reduction in frequency. This
process is called fluorescence. For most purposes,

that part of the energy which is reradiated in this

way is effectively propagated. The term "propaga-
tion" is a useful general term for several of the
processes with which we must deal. It is par-

ticularly useful in discussions involving both trans-

mission and reflection.

We often need a general term for a measure of the
effect of an object on the propagation of radiant
energy from a source to a receiver. The object may
change the direction, amplitude, frequency, phase,
or polarization of the electromagnetic wave. The
technical term for the process of varying the char-
acteristics of a carrier wave to convey information is

modulation. The graphic images produced by
photography are mainly used as devices which
modulate the flow of radiant energy and thereby
convey information. Modulation has been used in

about this sense for many years in sound-on-film
technology.** This usage is standard in sensi-

tometry .
^~ ^ ^ The spatial variation of modulation of

the light falling on objects around us permits us to
receive visual information about these objects and
to photograph them.
The modulation factor of communication theory

is defined with respect to the amplitude of the signal
that modulates the carrier wave. Optical modula-
tion factors, on the other hand, are usually meas-
ured in terms of ratios of fluxes and the flux (power)

8. J. G. Frayne and H. Wolfe, Sound Recording, Wiley and Sons, N. Y.
(1949), Chapters 15-19.

9. American Standard Sensitometry and Grading of Photographic
Papers, PH2.2-1953.

10. American Standard Method for Determining Speed of Photographic
Negative Materials (Monochrome, Continuous-tone), PH2.5-1960.

11. American Standard Method for the Sensitometry of Industrial
X-ray Films for Energies Up to 3 Million Electron Volts, PH2.8-
1964.

12. Americem Standard Method for the Sensitometry of Medical
X-ray Films, PH2.9-1964.

13. The Theory of the Photographic Process, C. E. K. Mees and T. H.
James, eds., MacmiUan Co., N. Y., 3rd ed. p. 412.

14. T. H. James and G. C. Higgins, Fundamentals of Photographic
Theory, Morgan & Morgan, Inc., N. Y. (1960).

15. W. D. Hershberger, Principles of Communications Systems, Pren-
tice-Hall, Inglewood Cliffs, N. J. (1955) , p. 77 et seq.

propagated is proportional to the square of the
amplitude of the electric displacement associated

with the electromagnetic wave. I suggest the term
"flux modulation" to distinguish the modulation
measured in terms of ratios of fluxes from amplitude
modulation, phase modulation, polarization modu-
lation, and frequency modulation; all of which
have more relevance to photography and related

fields than is generally recognized. We may note
a few examples. Pictures printed on paper con-

taining fluorescent dyes are effectively frequency
modulators as well as flux modulators. Various
effects observed when objects are placed between
polarizers are utilized in high-speed shutters, stress

analysis, thickness measurement, and chemical
polarimetry. These applications depend on polar-

ization modulation. The phase-contrast micro-

scope is used to observe small objects which vary
only in thickness or refractive index by utilizing

the phase modulation resulting from these varia-

tions. A similar optical system is used to project

photographic images produced by photoplastic re-

cording. Thus "modulation" is a fitting generic

term for a number of useful optical processes includ-

ing the effects of objects such as pictures on the
propagation of radiant energy. Transmittance
and optical density are two of many measures of

optical modulation.
Although phase modulation and polarization

modulation are of interest in themselves, they are

often converted by optical devices to flux modula-
tion so that the effects may be observed visually or

detected by flux-sensing devices. Since optical fre-

quency detection is the basis of color vision and
instrumental receiver sensitivities depend on fre-

quency, spectral aspects of modulation are always
considered along with the flux modulation. The re-

mainder of this paper deals with flux modulation
only, with due regard for fluorescence phenomena.
Although one could regard a whole optical, photo-

graphic, or television system, including the display,

as an "object" which is irradiated on one "side"

and viewed on the other, the usual conceptions

of optical modulators are typified by sheet mate-
rials and the surfaces of bodies.

It should be noted that modulation does not neces-

sarily mean attenuation. Oftentimes objects cause

a gain in the flow of radiant energy from a source to

a receiver.

These apparently far-ranging observations are

made in the hope that optical modulation measure-
ment can be viewed in a perspective sufficiently

broad that the concepts, terms, and notation

adopted wiU have the generality to cope with cur-

rent problems and many yet to come.

Terms and Symbols for Fluxes

The measures of flux modulation most often used
are ratios of fluxes or logarithms of these ratios.

Therefore, the fundamental quantities to be identi-

fied and be given symbols are the fluxes. We deal

in radiant flux, using the symbol Luminous flux

879/315
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TABLE I. Fluxes Involved in Optical Modulation

Term Symbol Definition

Incident flux *o

Absorbed flux <l>a

Propagated flux *p

Extra flux <i>a

Lost flux 4>L

Reflected flux <i>r

Transmitted flux *t

Reference propagated *ps

flux

Reference reflected <i>ra

flux

Reference transmitted ^ts

flux

Aperture flux *j

Flux incident on scan-

ning aperture
Flux absorbed by

sample
Flux propagated by

sample and utilized

Flux propagated out-

side spatial and spec-

tral range of receiver

Flux not utilized

Flux reflected by sam-
ple and utilized

Flux transmitted by
sample and utilized

Flux propagated by
reference standard
and utilized

Flux reflected by ref-

erence standard and
utilized

Flux transmitted by
reference standard
and utilized

Flux utilized with no
sample in scanning
aperture

is regarded as a specific case not fundamentally dif-

ferent from any other specific spectral distribution

of flux. The symbol $ is given an appropriate
lower case subscript to identify the particular flux.

The terms, symbols, and definitions of fluxes involved
in optical modulation are given in Table I.

In the past, confusion and misunderstanding
have stemmed from the failure of authors to state

clearly whether the phrase "transmitted flux"

necessarily meant all of the transmitted flux or

might mean some specified part of it. To econ-

omize on symbols and terminology and at the

same time make the notation completely explicit in

all cases, I prefer to consider each transmitted,

reflected, or propagated flux to be a specified part

of the whole. In each case, one of the many possi-

ble specified parts would be all of the flux. Nota-
tion for specifying what part of the flux is utilized

for measurement or practical purposes is given in a

later section of this paper. There is usually no
doubt about whether all or part of the incident flux

is under consideration but since the value of mod-
ulation depends on the geometrical and spectral

nature of the incident flux, the part of space and the

spectrum from which the incident flux comes is de-

noted in a manner exactly analogous to that used to

denote the part of space and the spectrum in which
the emergent flux is utilized. Once the utilized part

of the emergent flux is specified, the terms "trans-

mitted," "reflected," and "propagated" mean
transmitted, reflected, and propagated in the speci-

fied part of space and the spectrum. To provide a

term and symbol for all of the flux, the prefix "total"

may be used and the subscript may be capitalized.

The flux i>o which is incident on a specified area
(defined by a scanning aperture) on a body is either

absorbed by the body, propagated to a specified

receiver, or propagated in directions or parts of the
spectrum other than that specified. The flux which
is absorbed is called absorbed flux that propa-
gated to the specified receiver is called propagated
flux ^p, and that propagated outside the specified

spatial or spectral range of the receiver is called

extra flux $q. That which is not propagated in the
specified direction is called lost flux and is the
sum of the absorbed and extra fluxes. That which
is not absorbed is called total propagated flux ^p.

When the propagated flux emerges from the sur-

face on which the incident flux falls, it is called

reflected flux $r. When the propagated flux passes

through the body and emerges from another surface,

it is called transmitted flux 4>t. The general term
"propagation" is useful when the mode of propaga-
tion (transmission, reflection, scattering, fluores-

cence) is not known or it is known to be some com-
bination.

The aperture flux $j is the flux propagated from
the source to the receiver with the sample removed
from the scanning aperture but the remainder of

the optical system undisturbed, as when a slide is

removed from a projector.

In discussions of the propagation of flux within a

medium it is convenient to have a symbol for the

flux transmitted by the first interface and a symbol
for the fiux incident on the second interface. Some-
times several media are involved, in which case there

are several interfaces. The interfaces can be num-
bered in the order in which they would be encoun-
tered by energy passing through the system and the

terms and symbols for incident flux, reflected flux,

and transmitted flux can be applied to the inter-

actions at each interface, using the number desig-

nating the interface as a subscript. For example,

in the simple case of a glass window we would have:

<i>01,$rl,'I>tl and 4>02,<l'r2,^t2

Flux may be reflected back and forth between inter-

faces, in which case the subscripts for the inter-

faces may be appended in series. The notation

"i'riHss" means that the flux was reflected by the

TABLE II. Measures of Flux Modulation

Arithmetic (modulation Logarithmic (optical

factor, m) density, D)

Transmittance, t = *t/ *o

Reflectance, p = *r/ *o

Propagance, i/- = *p/ 4>o

Transmittance factor,

T = <i>t/*j

Reflectance factor,

R = .J>r/4>rs

Propagance factor,

P = *p/*j

Transmittance density,

Dt = -logloT

Reflectance density.

Dp = -logiop

Propagance density,

= — logioiA

Transmission density,

Dt = -logioT
Reflection density,

Dr = -logioK
Propagation density,

Z)p = -logioP
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second, first, fourth, third and fifth interfaces, in

that order. If the number of interfaces exceeds
nine, the subscript numbers would be separated by
commas. To avoid confusion, it should be ex-

plicitly noted that the subscript for incident flux is a
zero, not the fifteenth letter of the alphabet. This
is generally accepted usage.

In discussions of instruments utilizing or meas-
uring optical modulators, it is convenient to define

two kinds of stray flux: internal stray flux <E>xi, any
flux affecting the sensor, from the source inten-

tionally used to irradiate the sample but arriving

at the receiver by any path other than the one speci-

fied for operation, and external stray flux ^^e, any
flux affecting the sensor and coming from any source
other than that used to irradiate the sample.

Terms and Symbols for

Measures of Modulation

The terms, symbols, and defining equations for

the various measures of flux modulation are given in

Table II.

As they are defined here, transmittance, propa-
gance, and reflectance are "absolute" measures in

that they are independent of arbitrary reference

standards. Reflectance factor is clearly a relative

measure because a reference surface is used in the
measurement.
Propagance factor and transmittanv;e factor may

be considered relative if one considers the air which
normally replaces the sample as a "reference stand-
ard," but they are essentially absolute for most
practical purposes. In photography we sometimes
measure the modulation produced by a processed
film relative to the modulation produced by the
same kind of processed material with no exposure.
Chemists often measure the modulation produced
by a cuvette containing a solution relative to the
modulation of the same or an identical cuvette con-
taining pure solvent. One sometimes hears these
measurements referred to as "relative trans-

mittance" even though transmittance is defined, as
it is here, as the ratio of transmitted to incident

flux. Clearly, the concept employed in such in-

stances is what we would caU transmittance factor

relative to processed unexposed film or relative to

solvent. In the cases where a reference standard is

substituted for the sample, the terms "relative

transmittance factor, T," and "relative propagance
factor, Pr" may be used and the defining equations
become T, = ^t/^is and Pr = 4>p/<J>ps. The corre-

sponding logarithmic terms would be "relative

transmission density, Dtt" and "relative propaga-
tion density, Dp" and the defining equations would
be

Drr = -logic T,

and

Dpr = -lOglo Pr

Although it would be logically consistent to call

— logio R "relative reflection density," such usage

would probably be much more confusing than help-

ful. The only "less relative" type that comes to

mind would be a measurement with respect to the
flux reflected by the scanning aperture with no
sample or reference standard in place. Such a pro-

cedure is little used in reflectometry but if the occa-
sion arises we have the general term "propagation
density" defined in exactly this way. It is much
more common, because it is useful, to use the term
"relative reflection density" for measurements of

reflection density using unexposed but processed
photographic paper or blank printing paper as a refer-

ence standard instead of magnesium oxide or a
standard plaque. When such a distinction is useful,

the symbol "Dr," can be used for such relative

reflection density.

Hurter and Driffield defined opacity as the re-

ciprocal of transmittance and the term has been
used this way in photography ever since. ' To be
consistent, we may define opacity factor as the re-

ciprocal of transmittance factor, however, the use of

these opacity terms is not encouraged because of

frequent confusion with the concept of hiding

power, the ability of a sheet or film to obscure a

black-and-white pattern on which it is placed, as

when a blank sheet of paper is laid on a printed

page. In general, hiding power is not determined
by transmittance alone, because the reflectance of

the sheet must also be taken into account.

If we adopt the symbol m as the general symbol
for any of the arithmetic forms of optical flux modu-
lation T, 0, yp, T, R, or P, and the symbol D as the

general symbol for any of the logarithmic forms
which we call optical density, we may give the

general definition of optical density by the equa-
tion D = — logiom.

Theoretical computations can often be simplified

by the use of natural density* defined by the

equation = —\og,,m. The symbols for the vari-

ous types would be D^r, -Drp, D^^, D^t, D^h, and D^p.

The terms would be formed as in "natural trans-

mission density." When necessary, the prefix

"common" may be used to specify densities defined

by logarithms to base ten. The two types of den-

sity are related by the equation D = NDe where,

N = log.oe = 0.43429448. Hurter and Driffield

defined density in terms of log,, but then said, "For
general convenience we use vulgar and not hyper-

bolic logarithms."' I have heard objection to the

term "common" but it appears that we have made
satisfactory progress in this regard in the past 76
years.

Terms and Symbols for Measures
of Optical Attenuation

Most optical modulation measurements are made
to find what part of the incident flux is propagated,

but at times interest centers on the flux that is

* This name derives from the name of natural logarithms, often called

Napierian logarithms. Strictly speaking, Napier's log x was not log ex,

see, e.g., Websters New International Dictionary, second edition, under
"logarithm "
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absorbed. The nature of the absorption of flux

within an optical medium is an important character-

istic of the medium, intimately related to its other

chemical and physical characteristics. In studies of

photochemical reactions, the absorbed flux is of

primary importance because it provides the energy
to initiate reactions. The absorbed flux is the dif-

ference between the incident flux and the total

propagated flux; = $0 — ^'f-

In the process of modulation, flux may be lost not
only by absorption but by reflection, refraction,

diffraction, scattering, fluorescence, or transmission,

depending on what part of the propagated flux is

evaluated or utilized. The lost flux is the difference

between the incident flux and the specified part of the

total propagated flux; $l = $0 — If absorbed
flux is to be measured indirectly, all other losses

must be taken into account.

If the nature of the medium is such that in a coUi-

mated beam the differential loss of flux in each
differential layer of thickness is a constant fraction

of the flux incident on that layer, that is if d^/dz =

—06$, where z is the distance in the direction of the

beam and at is the thickness attenuation coefficient,

then we find by integration that the internal trans-

mittance of a layer of thickness b is t, = 'J>o2/'J'ti =
exp( —abb). This equation, which holds for optical

media in which there is negligible scattering and
fluorescence, is known as Bouguer's law.

If the thickness attenuation coefficient is propor-

tional to the concentration c of the substance which
causes the attenuation, that is, if a/, = ac, where a

is the attenuation coefficient, then the internal trans-

mittance of a layer of thickness b and concentration

c is Ti = exp{—abc).
The chemist, interested in the concentration

variation for a constant thickness, uses a concentra-

tion attenuation coefficient = ab and the expression

for internal transmittance becomes r, = exp( —UcC).

This equation which is a good approximation for

many materials, is called Beer's law. When a,

holds for a thickness b of one unit and c is ex-

pressed in molar concentrations, a. is the molar
attenuation coefficient.

The conditions imposed on these relationships

should not be neglected. For some substances.

Beer's law fails. If a material scatters a great deal,

multiple scattering of flux invalidates the assump-
tion of constant fractional attenuation in each
differential of thickness. Nonetheless, Beer's law
is useful in chemistry and Bouguer's law is useful in

atmospheric optics.

In studies of the visibility of signal lights, it has
been found that the atmosphere scatters very little

flux in the backward direction. The flux reflected

in the second, third, and other successive reflec-

tions is negligible for a receiver, such as one or a few
retinal receptors of the eye, which is sensitive over

a small angle. Practically all scattered light is lost,

as though it were absorbed. In such cases, scatter-

ing may be treated mathematically in the same
manner as absorption, the conditions for the deriva-

tion of the law of exponential attenuation hold, and

we may write n = exp — (a,i + as)bc, where a„

is the absorption coefficient and a., is the scattering

coefficient. In general, the relationship between
modulation and the absorption and scattering co-

efficients is by no means this simple.

Since all materials have molecular density varia-

tions, all exhibit some scattering. For this reason
the term absorption coefficient should not be used in

place of the more general term attenuation coefficient,

but should be reserved for its appropriate use.

Any of the exponential expressions for internal

transmittance can be written in terms of powers of
ten rather than e. I suggest that such coefficients

be called "coefficients to base 10" to differentiate

them from "coefficients to base e" and that such
coefficients to base 10 be identified by the prime
symbol, for example a'. The corresponding co-

efficients are related as follows: a' = Na, whereN =
logioe = 0.43429448

Absorption and scattering characteristics are,

of course, dependent on wavelength. Thus the

various attenuation coefficients are functions of

wavelength.
The various measures of attenuation are defined

in Table III.

Absorptivity is usually defined as the absorp-

tance of a layer of unit thickness. However, in

some studies of radiation and modulation, absorp-

tivity is defined as the limiting absorptance as the

thickness increases infinitely, in a manner analogous

to that shown for reflectivity in Table III. To
differentiate these kinds of absorptivity, I suggest

the following terms and symbols: "limiting absorp-

tivity" a ,r_.
and "unit absorptivity" a^.

Since the reflectance of a body depends on the

condition of its surface, the measurement of the

characteristic reflectivity of a material requires care-

ful attention to the condition of the surface.

TABLE III. Measures of Optical Attenuation and Related

Quantities

Properties of a body

Internal propagance V-i
= *02/ *tl

Internal propagance density £>^i = -logiol/'i

Internal transmittance 'jE>02/*tl

Internal transmittance density Dri = — lOgloTi

Absorptance a =
Internal absorptance a i

= *a/ *tl

Reflectivity

Properties of a material

p (6 = thickness)

Transmissivity
Absorptivity
Attenuation coeffi-

cient (base 10)

Attenuation coeffi-

cient (base e)

= lim
b— 03

= Ti when thickness is 1 unit*

= a; when thickness is 1 unit*

= Dr,/bc (6

c

thickness and
concentration)

— logcTi/6c {b = thickness and
c = concentration

* The value of transmissivity or absorptivitiy depends on the unit of

thickness, which must be stated.
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Contrast

Optical contrast is an evaluation of the rela-

tionship between two magnitudes of some attri-

bute of appearance, compared simultaneously or

successively. Luminance contrast and the modula-
tions that produce it are of interest here.

Several objective measures have been used, some
of which were chosen to correlate with subjective

visual evaluations. According to Weber's Law,
as it applies to luminance, the least preceptible dif-

ference between the luminances of two adjacent

fields is proportional to the luminance at which the

comparison is made. Thus the ratio of the differ-

ence of two luminances to the mean value is a

measure of contrast proportional to the least

perceptible difference at any mean value of' lu-

minance, over a large part of the useful range. The
difference is sometimes divided by the lower of the

two values instead of the mean of the two. The
current edition of the International Lighting
Vocabulary"' gives three expressions for objective

measures of contrast, referring to them as expres-

sions (a), (b), and (c), without assigning symbols.

I propose the use of the symbol C, always with a

subscript, for contrast and the use of a, b, and c,

as subscripts to correspond with the types given in

the Vocabulary, thus:

^ Lj — Li
' {L, -f LO/2

and

Cc — Li/Li

In photographic tone reproduction theory the

term "contrast" usually refers to a contrast ratio Cc,

which may be the ratio of scene luminances or it

may be the ratio of two transmittance factors or

reflectance factors on a photograph. This property

of the photograph may also be indicated by a differ-

ence of optical densities. This measure of contrast

is particularly suitable for describing a scene to be
photographed or a negative to be printed. The
ratio of scene luminances determines the ratio of ex-

posures for any shutter and aperture settings so

that, with appropriate settings and choice of film,

the exposure scale of the film can be matched, within

practical limits, to the ratio of exposures. The
density difference on a negative determines the log

exposure difference in the printing operation, re-

gardless of the amount of flux in the beam modu-
lated by the negative. The print material may be
selected on the basis of the log exposure difference

and the flux and exposure time are adjusted to the

speed of the print material. Weber's Law has no

16. International Lighting Vocabulary, 2nd Ed., Vol. 1, International

Commission on Illumination Bureau Central, 57 Rue Cuvier, Paris

5, France.

bearing, since the negative is not being viewed
directly.

One should clearly distinguish between contrast,

which is a characteristic of the scene or the photo-
graph, and gamma, the slope of the straight-line

portion of the characteristic curve, which is a
characteristic of the photographic process. The
contrast between two parts of a picture depends
on the scene as well as gamma. Incidentally, the
contrast between the lightest and darkest areas may
not be the contrast of interest. For example, when
a person's face is photographed by artificial light

outdoors at night, the contrast between parts of the
face may be low while the contrast of the face to

background may be extremely high.

In the case of a photograph viewed directly or by
projection the mean luminance depends not only on
the photograph but on the illumination. (Only
with constant illumination, as in a standardized
motion-picture review room, is the mean luminance
determined by the photograph.) Nevertheless,

the subjective contrast is determined by the photo-
graph. If we define contrast Cm as the luminance
difference (Lo — Li) divided by the least perceptible

difference AL at luminance L and assume Weber's
Law

mean

then

Cm = (L2 - Li)/AL = {Li - Li)/^Ln,a:>n

Cm = 2(L2 - L,)/kiLo + Li)

Given a transparency with areas having trans-

mittance factors Ti and T-, and uniform illuminance

E, then

Cm = 2{ET2 - ET,)/k{ET, + ET,)

and

Cm = 2{T, - T,)/k{T, + T:)

Let Cm = (^/2)Cm, then

Cm = {T, - T:)/(T, + T,)

a quantity which I propose to call modulation

contrast because the above derivation demonstrates
that it is clearly a measure of contrast, it is com-
puted from measures of modulation, and it has often

been referred to as "modulation" in a special sense.

According to Stevens" the value of k is about
0.016. Therefore

Cm = Cm/125 = (L, - L0/125AL

that is, Cm is a measure of contrast, the "units" of

which are about 125 times the least perceptible dif-

ference. Since the constant k varies with lu-

minance on the high and low ends of the luminance

17. S. S. Stevens, "Sensation and Psychological Measurement," in Ed-
win G. Boring, Herbert S. Langfeld, and Harry P. Weld, eds..

Foundations of Psychology . Wiley, 1948, p. 268.
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y

Fig. 1. Coordinate system for describing geometrical factors affecting

optical modulation.

scale and with the nature of the field of view, the
relationship given is approximate.
The ratio of the difference to the sum (Cm) is

equal to the ratio of half the difference to the mean.
This expression corresponds to one of the funda-
mental quantities in communication theory, the
ratio of the amplitude to the mean value of a
sinusoidally varying amplitude modulation of a
carrier wave. It is called the "modulation factor"

or simply "modulation." This specific application

of the term "modulation" should be distinguished

from the generic term which is used on this paper
and is well established in "frequency modulation"
and "phase modulation." (The "modulation in-

dex" in frequency modulation theory is quite differ-

ent from the "modulation factor" in amplitude
modulation.)

Coordinate System

Figure 1 provides a coordinate system for de-

scribing the geometrical factors affecting optical

modulation. The coordinates relate to a reference

plane, the xy plane, which is the plane in which the
first surface of the sample is placed for measure-
ment or use. The point on the sample placed at

the origin 0 is the center of the area said to have its

density measured. The z axis is directed with the
component of incident flux normal to the reference

plane.

The colatitude of a ray is the angle Q between the
ray and the z axis. Unless otherwise stated, the
colatitude d of incident rays and reflected rays shall

be measured from the negative z axis while the colati-

tude of transmitted and propagated rays shaU be
measured from the positive z axis. This special

convention should be the most convenient for most
cases but the description of some measurements
and applications would be simplified by measuring
all colatitudes from the positive z axis, according to

the usual mathematical convention. The longitude

of a ray is the angle measured in the xy plane,

from the positive x axis in the direction of the posi-

tive y axis to the projection of the ray on the xy
plane. The direction of a ray is given by the co-

ordinates 0, ^, in that order. Angle 0 is less than
360° and Q is 180° or less.

If the sample is thick, it may be desirable to

refer the description of the efflux to a secondary

coordinate system x' ,
y', z', 9', 4>'

,
having its origin

0' displaced a specified distance b, corresponding to

the thickness, along the positive z axis, so that x' =x,
y' =y, z'=z — b and the angles are defined in a

corresponding manner.
Subscripts are used for the direction angles of

rays to correspond to the subscripts for fluxes, that

is, "0" for incident, "r" for reflected, "t" for trans-

mitted, and "p" for propagated.

Functional Notation

Functional notation provides a convenient and
generally understood means of denoting a depend-
ent variable and the independent variables, known
as "parameters," on which its value depends. The
symbol for the dependent variable is followed by
the symbols for the various parameters, or their

values in a given case, in parentheses. Using this

notation, we may write the fact that optical density

D depends on the conditions of measurement or

use, as follows:

D{C:C')

where C is the influx function, the complete de-

scription of the flux incident on the sample and C is

the efflux function, the complete description of the

sensitivity of the system receiving flux from the

sample and using or evaluating it. Let C and C be
given the generic name "condition functions." The
influx function is, in the general case, the radiance

Le at the sample as a function of angles d and </),

wavelength in vacuum X, and the spatial coordinates

x and y,

C = L,{d, 4>, X, x, y)

The efflux function is, in the general case, the

sensitivity Se of the receiver system as a function

of angles, wavelength, and spatial coordinates,

C = SAe, 4>, X, X, y)

If the samples to be considered are uniform over

the entire area of interest, the dependence of the

condition functions on x and y can usually be dis-

regarded, since the ratios of fluxes are not in-

fluenced. Then

. C = Le(6i, 4>, X)

and

C = S^d, </), X)

Furthermore, in most applications, the measiu-ed

value of modulation does not depend on the absolute

magnitudes of Le and Se, but only on their relative
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spectral and spatial distributions. In the re-

mainder of this paper it should be understood that
relative distributions are implied, with the under-
standing that in all questionable cases, the con-

stancy or variation of modulation with the absolute
magnitude of Le should be determined by measuring
modulation with various values of incident radiance.

The absolute sensitivity is not involved because
modulations are defined in terms of ratios of fluxes.

If samples are nonuniform with respect to :c or y
or both, the measured modulation may depend on
the product Lc{x,y)Se(x,y) known as the aperture

function. Photographic films are usually non-
uniform for any aperture function having an area

less than one square millimeter. For this reason,

the aperture function is of particular interest in

microdensitometry, image evaluation, and applica-

tions such as sound-on-film technology involving

film scanning. In such instances the aperture func-

tion should be specified. It is often regarded as

constant over a rectangle or circle. In some ap-
plications, as in granularity measurement, the
scanning aperture function is symmetrical with
respect to the z axis and can be most easily described

as a function of a polar coordinate r, the distance

from the origin in the reference plane.

The condition functions C and C describe both
geometrical and spectral conditions. In very many
practical cases either geometrical or spectral factors

are of interest, but not both. For this reason and
because it leads to a more simplified notation in

most practical cases, let us separate the geometrical
and spectral factors as follows:

C =g;S

C = g';S'

where

g - the symbol for the influx geometry, the
spatial distribution of radiance at the
irradiated surface of the sample;

S = the symbol for the influx spectrum, the
spectral distribution of the flux incident on
the sample;

g' = the symbol for the efflux geometry, the
spatial distribution of the effectiveness of

the optical system in utilizing radiant flux

received from the sample;
S' = the symbol for the efflux spectral sensitivity,

the spectral sensitivity of the receiver which
utilizes the radiant flux from the sample, in-

cluding the effect of any filters, lenses, in-

tegrating sphere, or other optical com-
ponents.

The dependence of optical density on these

parameters may be denoted as follows:

Dig;S:g';S')

In the general case, g is the radiance as a function of

e, 4>, X, and y,

g = L^{6, 4>, X, y)

Fig. 2. Coordinate system for simplified description of geometrical

factors affecting optical modulation, ao, at, at = holf cone angle of

incident, transmitted and reflected pencils. 6o,6t,6, = colatltude, also

called angle of incidence, transmission, or reflection (of pencil axis)

with respect to the normal [do and dr are measured from t+ie negative z

axis). 00, 4>t.i <t>T
— longitude of axis of incident, transmitted, and re-

flected pencils.

S is the radiance as a function of X,

S = Le(X)

g' is the sensitivity of the receiver as a function of

e, <j>, X, and y,

g' = Seie, 4>, X, y)

and S' is the sensitivity of the receiver as a function

of X,

S' = Se(X)

In general, the description is rather complex. The
description in general form is complex even for the

simple conditions most often used in photographic
instruments and adopted for measurements. For-

tunately, by the adoption of certain conventions the

description can be very greatly simplified in most
cases.

A very large percentage of practical geometrical

arrangements used in photography can be described

adequately in terms of uniform pencils bounded by
right circular cones. In projectors and enlargers

(ideally considered), the projection lens utilizes

flux uniformly within the conical solid angle it sub-

tends at the point on the film on the optical axis.

In enlargers with diffuse illumination, the point is

regarded as being uniformly illuminated from all

angles throughout the hemisphere. When con-

densers are used, they are designed to image the

source on the projection lens so that all rays from
the condenser pass through the projection lens. It

follows that the rays within the cone subtended by
the projection lens on axis at the film plane would
come from within an influx cone subtending the

same angle. The same conical conditions are found
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in many densitometers. For the description of

these cases a special simplified form of notation is

adopted.
The simplified notation is applicable if, for every

point on the area of the sample under considera-

tion,' the angular distribution of incident radiance
is adequately described as uniform at all angles
within a right circular cone with its apex at the
point but zero at all other angles and^ the angular
distribution of the sensitivity of the receiver

(including the effect of any filters, integrating

sphere, or other optical components) is adequately
described as uniform at aU angles within a right

circular cone with its apex at the point (or between
two co-axial cones in the case of "annular collec-

tion") but zero at all other angles.

Then it is no longer necessary to treat the ra-

diance Lc as a general function and the influx

geometry may be described by three parameters,
shown in Fig. 2; ao, the half-angle of the incident

cone, and and <pa, the direction angles of the axis

of the cone:

g = ac, ^0, <^>o

The efflux geometry may be described in a similar

manner:

g' = ttr, d„ 0r in the reflection case

g' = at, di, (pt in the transmission case

The geometry of the simple cases may be specified

by giving these angles in degrees. The angle a
is less than 180°.

As it happens, in the great majority of applica-

tions in photography, the sample, is irradiated and
"viewed" normally so 6lo = = 6*4 = 0. If ^ = 0,

(/) is indeterminate and, by convention, both can be
omitted. Thus in most cases, the geometrical con-

ditions may be specified adequately by one angle for

the influx geometry and one for the efflux geometry.
For transmission, the form would be DriaolS: at;S').

Two alternatives to the specification of a in de-

grees are useful, particularly in applications in-

volving projectors or microdensitometers. If the

sample is irradiated by an optical system

focused on the sample and the efflux is received by
an optical system focused on the sample, the in-

flux and efflux geometries may be specified by the
influx numerical aperture A„ and the efflux nu-
merical aperture A'„, where

A„ = n sin ao

A'n = n' sin a,

n is the refractive index of the medium between the
irradiating optics and the sample and n' is the re-

fractive index of the medium between the sample
and the receiver optics. For systems operating in

air, n, = n' = 1. To indicate that geometries are

specified by numerical apertures rather than
angles, the subscript n is placed after the parenthetic

statement of parameters, for example, £)r(0.25;

2850°K: 0.40;S-4)„. As another alternative, the
influx and efflux geometries may be specified by the

influx /-number A; and the efflux /-number A'

f

where the /-numbers are those of the irradiating and
receiving optics, but only when both optical sys-

tems are focused on the sample, the distance from
the exit pupil of the irradiating optical system to

the sample is nearly equal to the equivalent focal

length of that system, and the distance from the

sample to the entrance pupil of the receiver optical

system is nearly equal to the equivalent focal length

of that system. In the case of condenser optics, as

used in projectors, where the condenser is designed
to just fully irradiate the projection lens, Af = A'/.

The requisite focal conditions are usually fulfilled

for a system simulating a projector projecting a

picture on a screen more than 25 focal lengths away
from the lens. To indicate that geometries are

specified by /-numbers rather than angles, the sub-

script / is placed after the parenthetic statement of

parameters, for example Z)r(3.5;2850°K: 3.5, V)/.

Having simplified the description of geometric
conditions in most practical cases, we turn to the

spectral conditions and find that the same degree

of simplification can be effected. The spectral

distributions of many of the sources of interest in

photography are satisfactorily represented by color

temperature in degrees Kelvin. Others can be

TABLE IV. Notation for Parameters of Modulation

Reference/
Influx function C : Efflux function C standard s

Influx geometry g; Influx spectrum S: Efflux geometry g'; Efflux spectral sensitivity S'/standard s

L,ie,<t>) ; Lc(X) : 8,(6,4,) ;
S,{\) / s

Simplified notation when the angular distribution of irradiation and collection are uniform within

right circular cones, zero elsewhere, and uniform over the sample (shown for the case of reflection)

:

ao, do, <t><i '1
S : a,, 0T, 4>i ', S' / s

Simplified notation when above conditions are met and 60 = 0r = 0.

ao ', S : ar ; . S' / s

For annular irradiation, when above conditions are met:

Ofoi to aoi ', S : o/r ;
S' / S
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specified by symbols adopted by standardizing

organizations for certain standardized sources, such
as CIE-C, or phosphors, such as P-11. If the
influx spectrum is a very narrow band of fre-

quencies, it may be specified by the wavelength, in a

vacuum, preferably in nanometers (abbreviated nm
and formerly called millimicrons).

Similarly, the efflux spectral sensitivity can be
denoted by the symbols for standardized spectral

sensitivity functions such as V for visual, P for the

standard sensitivity representing commonly used
photographic printing materials, S-4 (for example)
for a particular photocell response, or when appro-
priate, a wavelength in nanometers.
To indicate that a measurement was made rela-

tive to a reference standard, it is proposed that a
symbol for the reference standard, s, be included at

the end of the list of parameters and be separated
from the efllux parameters by a diagonal, as follows:

D{C:C'/s)

The most common reference standards used in

photography are magnesium oxide, base, and base
plus fog. These may be given the symbols MgO,
b, and bf, respectively. Other references may be
assigned symbols or the general symbol s may be
used when appropriate. The functional notation in

the general and simplified forms can be used to

specify the parameters of any of the arithmetic
measures of modulation, as well as the various kinds
of optical density, as follows:

t{C:C'), p{C:C'), xp{C:C'), T{C:C'), R{C:C'),
and P(C:C')

The general features of the system of notation and
the various simplifications are shown in Table IV.

In some standard systems of measurements, flux

is incident uniformly in the annular region between
two co-axial cones or the efflux is uniformly eval-

uated between two such cones. In such cases the
notation would be as shown in these examples for

the reflection case:

Z)/?(aoi to ao2;S: ar;S')

or

DjiiaolS: ari to ar2;S')

When an angular subtense is broken into two or

more discrete regions it may be described by the use
of the "plus" sign, for example,

aoi to ao2 + ao3 to ao4

Similarly one may indicate a region deleted by the
use of the "minus" sign, for example,

0 to 360° - 170° to 190°

It should be noted that the punctuation used in

the notation has been formalized in the interest of

clarity. The influx function and efflux function are

separated by a colon. The geometrical and spec-

tral functions are separated by semicolons. The

angular parameters of the geometrical functions are
separated by commas.

If a second coordinate system for efflux descrip-

tion is established at a distance b along the z axis,

as discussed in the section dealing with the co-

ordinate system, the distance b, with proper unit of
length, may be indicated between two colons and
this group of symbols may replace the usual single

colon, as follows:

DT{ao;S: b: at;S'}.

Examples of Functional Notation

The current American standard for diffuse

transmission density defines two types. American
standard diffuse visual density, Type Vl-b would
be written in the proposed notation as follows:

Z>i.(90°;3000°K: < 10°;^)

This notation means that the incident flux is uni-

formly distributed at all angles over the hemisphere
and has the spectral distribution of a fuU radiator

at 3000°K and that the flux is evaluated uniformly
in a cone of half-angle less than or equal to 10° with
its axis on the normal, by a receiver having a re-

sponse proportional to the standard photopic spec-

tral luminous efficiency function. The second
type, American Standard Diffuse Printing Density,

Type P2-b would be written in the proposed
notation as follows:

Z)r(90°;3000°K: < 10°;P)

One can see at a glance that the only difference from
the first type is that the spectral sensitivity of the

receiver is that of a standard photographic print

paper. The current American Standard Visual

Diffuse Reflection Density, Type 3000 K, would be
written:

Dk{40° to 50°;3000°K:5°;V/MgO)

which means that the incident flux is uniformly
distributed at all longitudes at colatitudes from 40 °

to 50° and has the spectral distribution of a full

radiator at 3000 °K; that the flux is uniformly

evaluated at all longitudes at colatitudes from 0 to
5° by a receiver having a response proportional to

the standard photopic spectral luminous efficiency

function; and that the measurement is made rela-

tive to a magnesium oxide reference standard.

A microdensitometer might measure Z)r(0.25;

2850°K:0.40;S-4)„. The illuminating optical sys-

tem has a numerical aperture of 0.25, the source

is characterized by a color temperature of 2850°K,
the receiver optical system has a numerical aperture

of 0.40, and the receiver has the spectral sensitivity

of a type S-4 photodetector.

A projector with a projection lens having an f-

number of 3.5 might utilize Z)r(3.5;2850°K:3.5;

V),.

In some studies in photography the primary in-

terest is in the effect of geometry on modulation
measurements while the spectral conditions are of
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little interest. In such cases, the influx spectrum
and efflux spectral sensitivity can be omitted from
the notation. The general form of the notation
then becomes simply D{g:g').

For example, the three geometrically extreme
cases in transmission densitometry mentioned in

American Standards can be written as shown in

Table V. It should be noted that the notation
provides a means of differentiating the two types of
diffuse density measurement generally regarded as
equivalent.

In the proposed notation, the Callier "Q" factor

is defined by the equation

Q = Dr(0:0)/Z>r(1.00:0)„

The q introduced by Altman" may be written as
follows:

q = Z)r(g:g')/£>r(1.00:0)„

He used the symmetrical case, g—g', that is, ao =
at and = = 0. I have found this ratio useful,

permitting g and g' to take on different values.

Discussion

Present day concepts in densitometry are largely

based on the excellent analysis of experimental
determination of photographic density by Koerner
and Tuttle, thirty years ago.'^ There is, however,
a basic difference between their point of view and
that adopted here. They said:

"From the definition it is apparent that, in

order to measure density, it is necessary only
to determine the flux incident on, and the
flux transmitted by, the silver deposit. Since
there are no qualifying statements attached to

the above definition, it would seem quite beside

the point to inquire what portion of the fluxes

should be measured; one naturally supposes
that all the incident and all the transmitted
flux is meant. Any other interpretation would
add an equivocal quality to the term "photo-
graphic density" as defining a basic physical

quantity, and although it is true that Hurter
and Driffield were not aware of certain prop-
erties of the photographic image, particularly

the light-scattering properties, at the time
the definition was formulated, it is also prob-
ably true that, had they appreciated these

factors, their definition would still have re-

mained as it now is."

No one kind of optical density is any more a
"basic physical quantity" than any other. Indeed,
it is the very "equivocal quality" of "photographic
density" which underlies most of the problems of

measurement and application. The first step in

standardization was a natural one, the adoption of

18. J.H. Altman, ^pp/. Op/.,3: 35 (1964).

19. A. M. Koerner and C. Tuttle, Opt. Soc.^lm., 27: 241 (1937).

the proposal of Koerner and Tuttle, "that the
integrating sphere used with an incident light, no
ray of which departs from normal incidence by
more than 10°, shall be considered as the standard
optical set-up for determination of photographic
density according to both letter and spirit of the
Hurter and Driffield definition." There was, of
course, a very great advantage to photographic
science in having one standard density well defined
rather than none. However, the most important
justification for continuing diffuse geometry in

existing standards is not that it satisfies the defini-

tion of Hurter and Driffield and is essentially un-
affected by small variations in sample thickness but
that it simulates the conditions of use in contact
printing and in viewing transparencies against a
diffuse source and that these are important applica-

tions. If the quantities to be measured are the
quantities to be used, the generalized concept of

density which has come into use and is here sys-

tematized, must be recognized and adopted. There
is, however, some danger of "undoing standardiza-
tion," in this point of view. If every kind of

density were "standard" we would have no stand-
ardization other than, perhaps, a standard notation
for describing the density. The reasons adduced
by Koerner and Tuttle and the need for continuity

are sufficient to warrant the continued use of diffuse

density as the kind to be used when there is no
reason to use another. Then, it seems impera-
tive in the interest of standardization to choose and
standardize representative parameters for other

types of density for which there is a real need.

Experience in science and industry has demon-
strated a need for a projection density, a diffuse-

source contact-printing density, and a reflection

density which can be used to characterize photo-
graphic images on surfaces such as brushed metals,

which have a considerable variation in reflection

density, Z)fi(5°, 45°, 0°;S:5°, 45°, 180°;S'), as

the sample is rotated about the z axis.

When the task of revising existing density stand-

ards was undertaken, it was clear that several new
kinds of density would be needed but the prospect of

adding to the plethora of specialized terminology,

which for years has been the curse of photometry,
was not inviting. The functional notation is a

convenient form of expression for the values of the

parameters affecting the measurement of optical

modulation. It is to be hoped that the infinite

flexibility of this mathematical notation will obviate

the need for more words to denote the various types

TABLE V. Notation for Transmission Density with Extreme

Geometrical Conditions

Name of type Simplified notation

Regular" Dj-(0:0)

Diffuse Dj-(0:90°) or DriQO°:0)
Doubly diffuse Z)r(90.°:90°)

" Sometimes called specular although many regard this term as a direct

reference to a mirror and therefore inappropriate to any case other than
reflection.
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other than such terms as for example, "projection

density" for a type of density defined in such a way
that the measurement conditions simulate the con-

ditions in a typical or "average" projector. The
adoption of the present proposals should more than
satisfy the requirement stated in Mees and James,
"It is desirable that standard terms be adopted
which would serve to differentiate the limiting true

specular density from densities lying between this

and totally diffuse density."-"

New terms are proposed only because calibration

and standardization activities have demonstrated a
real need for some such terms. Prescriptive defini-

tions and arbitrary systems of notation cannot be
wrong, of course, but they can be good or bad. I

hope these will be found useful.

20. The Theory of the Photographic Process. C. E. K. Mees and T. H.
James, eds., Macmillan Co., N. Y- 3rd ed. (1966) p. 426.

The concepts of propagance factor, transmittance

factor, and reflectance factor should appeal to the
systems engineer. This "systems approach" pro-

vides solutions to a number of modulation problems
which would baffle a densitometrist clinging faith-

fully to the definitions of transmittance and re-

flectance. The author did not invent these con-

cepts but recognized them in use, though they were
ill defined. Mr. L. Barbrow suggested the use of

the suffix term "factor."
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The Crabtree-Ross procedure, employing the reaction of thiosulfate with mercuric
chloride to form a turbid solution is the usual test for residual thiosulfate in processed film.

Qualitative tests showed that in this procedure part of the precipitate remains in the gelatin
layer of the film, causing the reported concentration of thiosulfate to be too low. When
residual thiosulfate was measured in the presence of image silver, the image silver con-
tributed an additional component to the turbidity. A new test procedure was developed
which also employs mercuric chloride as the precipitant but which reveals 2 to 3 times as
much residual thiosulfate as does the Crabtree-Ross procedure. Residual silver causes the
formation of additional turbidity which is determined as residual thiosulfate. A trace of

gelatin is dissolved from the film during the thiosulfate test, the amount depending on film

type. The trace of gelatin had a pronounced effect on the amount of turbidity. The ad-
dition of a known amount of gelatin to the test solution masked the effect of dissolved
gelatin, making it possible to prepare one caUbration curve for all types of film. A new
method of measuring the residual silver in processed film was developed. A photoelectric
nephelometer was used to measure the turbidity.

1. Introduction

The reaction of thiosulfate with mercuric chloride
to form a precipitate is the basis for a turbidity test

which has been used for the past 30 years to deter-
mine the residual thiosulfate in processed film. The
test is known in the literature as the Crabtree-Ross
hypo test [1].^ In the test a sample of film is im-
mersed in a solution of mercuric chloride and potas-
sium bromide and the turbidity is compared visually
or by a photoelectric instrument with that produced
in standard solutions containing known amounts of

thiosulfate.

Analytical results have been reported [3, 4] to in-

dicate that the Crabtree-Ross test measures all of

the residual thiosulfate in processed film. However,
the analysis of such small quantities of thiosulfate by
chemical methods is subject to considerable error.

It has been suspected that some of the precipitate
formed in the reaction of thiosulfate with mercuric
chloride remains in the gelatin layer, giving low
values for the thiosulfate content. Also the com-
parison or standard solutions in the Crabtree-Ross
test are not always reproducible and sometimes vary
as much as 50 percent for the 5 ng standard, de-
pending on how rapidly the thiosulfate was mixed
in the preparation of the solutions.

It has been shown that potassium bromide can
eliminate all of the thiosulfate from film after fixa-

tion [5]. A new thiosulfate test procedure has been

1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

developed in which the residual thiosulfate is ex-

tracted from the film by treating the sample in a

solution of potassium bromide. The mercuric chlo-

ride is added after removal of the film sample. In
the new procedure, any residual silver in the form
of a silver thiosulfate complex is removed by the

potassium bromide. The silver then reacts with the

halide present in the test solution to form a precipi-

tate which adds to the turbidity formed by the thio-

sulfate. The effect of gelatin on the turbidity in the

thiosulfate test procedure was determined.

Qualitative tests were made to show that part of

the precipitate remains in the gelatin layer when the

Crabtree-Ross test procedure is used. The effect

of the image silver on the turbidity in the Crabtree-

Ross test procedure was also investigated. A new
test method was developed for determining the resid-

ual silver in processed film by measuring the trans-

mission density of a silver image developed from the

silver in the residual silver thiosulfate complex.

2. Test Methods

The solutions and experimental procedures used

in this investigation for determining the residual

thiosulfate in processed film are given below. The
films were 35 mm. The area of the fUm test sample
was 1 in.^ Round samples were punched from im-

perforated film with a special punch and rectangular

samples were cut from perforated film using a metal
stencil. Two or more specimens were tested for each

determination of residual thiosulfate content. Two
or more standard solutions were made in each run
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to determine the turbidity for each thiosulfate con-
centration and prepare a caUbration curve. The
tests were made at room temperature (23 to 27 °C)

.

The processing solutions used in preparing the film

samples were the same as those described in a previ-

ous publication [5]. Samples of 35 mm film 10 in.

in length were developed 5 min, treated in a stop bath
30 sec, fixed in a fresh acid hardening bath or one
containing 8 g of silver per liter, and washed in run-
ning tap water for selected times at different water
temperatures to obtain a range of residual thiosulfate

concentrations in the processed film. The thiosul-

fate-free film samples used in the tests were obtained
by fixing in a fresh bath and removing the residual

thiosulfate in the washing process—no thiosulfate

eliminators were used. The thiosulfate concentra-
tions are expressed in terms of anhydrous sodium
thiosulfate (Na2S203) in micrograms per square
inch (;ug/in.^).

2.1. New Thiosulfate Test Procedure

Solution Ao
Potassium bromide 50.00 g.

Water to make 1 liter.

Solution A
Potassium bromide 50.00 g.

Water to make 980 ml.
Filter and add 0.10% gelatin solution. _ 20 ml.

Solution B
Mercuric chloride 50.00 g.

Water to make 1 liter.

Solution A should be stored in a refrigerator and
brought to room temperature before use.

The solutions were made up with distilled water
and filtered through highly purified filter paper.
The mercuric chloride was dissolved at room temper-
ature. The potassium bromide, mercuric chloride,

and the sodium thiosulfate (Na2S203 -51120) used in
the thiosulfate standard solutions were of reagent
quality, meeting ACS specifications. The gelatin
was photographic grade.

The solutions were delivered from burets to 19
mm by 105 mm round cuvettes. The tip of the
buret containing solution B was widened to permit
delivery of 5 ml in about 5 or 6 sec. From the buret,
5 ml of solution Aq or A was added to the cuvette.
The test sample of film was folded twice with the
emulsion side facing in and placed in solution Aq
or A for 15 min. The cuvette was agitated frequently
during the immersion period. The sample was re-

moved with a glass rod having a toe on the bottom
end. The surface liquid was squeezed off as much as
possible during removal. Then 5 ml of solution B
was added from the buret and the cuvette was
swirled immediately to insure rapid mixing of the
solutions. The mixture was also stirred with the
glass rod for a few seconds. The cuvette was wetted
on the outside, wiped dry with soft tissue, and allowed
to stand 30 min before the turbidity was measured.

Standard solutions were prepared by adding known
amounts of sodium thiosulfate to 5 ml of solution

Ao or A, thoroughly mixing, adding 5 ml of solution
B, and proceeding as described above in testing film.

The standard solutions containing known amounts of

thiosulfate were prepared as described in the Ameri-
can Standards Association method [2] for determining
thiosulfate in processed film. No correction was
made for the increase in volume of the test solution
with the addition of the thiosulfate solution, since

the error introduced is negligible.

2.2. Crabtree-Ross Thiosulfate Test Procedure

The following solution was made up with distilled

water and filtered through highly purified filter

paper:

Potassium bromide 25. 00 g.

Mercuric chloride 25. 00 g.

Water to make 1 liter.

The potassium bromide and mercuic chloride were of

the same reagent quality as used above.
From a buret or pipet 10 ml of the above solution

was added to a cuvette. The film sample was folded
with the gelatin side in and immersed in the test

solution for 15 min without agitation. Then the
sample was removed, the solution was stirred with a
glass rod, and the cuvette was allowed to stand 15
min before the turbidity was measured. The
standard solutions containing known amounts of

sodium thiosulfate were prepared and added as de-
scribed in the American Standards Association method
[2] referred to in section 2.1.

2.3. Turbidity Measurement

The turbidities of the test solutions were measured
with a Coleman No. 9 nephelometer. In this

instrument, a collimated beam of light from a tung-
sten lamp passes into the test solution, the light

scattered at right angles to the exciting beam is

detected by two photocells, and the output of the
photocells is indicated on a meter. The nephelom-
eter was calibrated by a Coleman turbidity standard
of 74 units before each measurement. This standard
did not change within a period of a year relative to

other Coleman standards of 10, 18, 33, and 74 units.

For readings above 130 units, the nephelometer was
adjusted to make the standard of 74 units read 10

or 5 on the scale, making each unit on the scale equal

to 7.4 or 14.8 units, respectively. The cuvettes
were matched Coleman A grade. For the measure-
ment, the cuvette was placed in a well containing

sufficient distilled water to cover its three windows.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Effect of Time and Temperature on the Extrac-

tion of Thiosulfate From Processed Film

The treatment of processed microfilm and motion
picture film for 15 min in solution Ao at room temper-
ature (23 to 27 °C) was found to be sufficient to
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extract the residual thiosulfate and residual silver

from the film sample. Clear (image-free) samples
fixed in a fresh bath and in a bath containing 8 g of

silver per liter were tested. Some of the samples
were treated a second time in solution Ao to determine
if any measurable amount of thiosulfate remained.
No thiosulfate was found in samples having a low
residual thiosulfate concentration but 1 to 2 jug per

in.^ was found in microfilm and 1 to 5 /xg per in.^

was found in motion picture film having a residual

thiosulfate concentration of 30 to 100 fxg per in.^

Most of the thiosulfate was removed during a
5-min treatment in solution Ao. Extending the time
to 30 min did not yield more thiosulfate than a

1 5-min treatment. As an example of the rapidity

of the removal of the thiosulfate from the film, one
sample of microfilm, containing 29 ng of thiosulfate

per in.^ after fixation in a bath containing 8 g of

silver per liter, tested 20 Mg per in.^ after treatment
for 1 min in solution Ao. Any turbidity resulting

from the residual silver adds to that formed by the

residual thiosulfate and is determined in the new
test procedure as thiosulfate.

Tests were made to determine the amount of

residual thiosulfate extracted from film by distilled

water. Clear (image-free) samples were treated in

5 ml of distilled water, removed, and 0.25 g of

potassium bromide added to give a 5-percent solu-

tion of potassium bromide before the addition of

the 5 ml of solution B. About 30 percent of the

residual thiosulfate was extracted from samples of

microfilm containing 8, 14, 17, 34, 54, and 59 jug of

thiosulfate per in.^ after fixation in a fresh bath.

Only 1 to 3 jug of thiosulfate was extracted from
samples of microfilm containing 14, 25, 31, 34, 44,

and 46 jug of thiosulfate per in.^ after fixation in a
bath containing 8 g of silver per liter. The bromide
ion in solution Ao decomposed the residual silver

thiosulfate complex making the thiosulfate and
silver soluble.

The efl^ect of temperature on the extraction of the

residual thiosulfate by solution Ao was investigated.

Tests were made at room temperature and a lower
temperature on the same strip of film at the same
time. After extraction, the specimens at the lower

temperature were brought to room temperature be-

fore the addition of solution B. One sample of

microfilm extracted at 7 to 9 °C tested 14 jug of

thiosulfate per in.^ and at 26°, 17}^ Mg/in-^; and a

second sample at 13 °C tested 13 jug/in.^ of thio-

sulfate and at 26 °C, 15 Mg/in.^ Both samples had
been fixed in a bath containing 8 g of silver per liter.

From the above data it may be inferred that a

change of 3 °C in solution Ao would cause an error

of about ji jug of thiosulfate per in.^

3.2. Effect of Gelatin on the Turbidity in the

Thiosulfate Test

Solution B was added to solutions of Ao containing

5, 10, 20, and 40 jug, respectively, of sodium thio-

sulfate. Then the tests were repeated, except that

1-in.^ samples of clear (image-free) thiosulfate-free

film were immersed in solution Ao for 15 min and

removed before the addition of the thiosulfate and
solution B. The turbidities are shown in table 1

for different types of film and the above thiosulfate

concentrations. For solutions containing more than
5 jug of thiosulfate, the turbidity of the solutions

treated with film were much higher than the con-
trols. The turbidities for microfilm specimens
differed from those for motion picture film. The
results suggested that the turbidity might be in-

creased by an agent extracted from the film such as

gelatin, causing a more highly dispersed precipitate.

Turbid test solutions treated with film appeared
bluer than those not treated. The turbidities in

table 1 were reproducible to within 5 percent for

each type of film. It appeared at first that a
calibration curve would have to be prepared for

each type of film, but this would have made the
test procedure impractical.

Tests were then made to determine the effect of

gelatin on the turbidity of the test solutions. Small
concentrations of gelatin were added to solution Ao
containing known concentrations of sodium thio-

sulfate after which the required amount of solution

B was added. It was found that traces of gelatin

significantly increased the turbidity in the thio-

sulfate test solution. As little as 3 parts of gelatin

in a billion caused a detectable change of the

turbidity in the thiosulfate test solution!

Table 1. Effect of different films on the turbidity in the

thiosulfate test when solution Ao was treated with 1 square

inch of image-free thiosulfate-free film

No film

Turbidimetric units

Thiosulfate
added after

removal of

film

treatment.
Data taken
from calibra-

tion curve

Microfilm Motion picture
fibn

A B C A B

Micrograms
11 14 13 13 9 12

10 42 96 86 75 114 123

20 146 333 325 296 245 263

40 - 339 632 610 614 488 562

In order to evaluate the effect of gelatin concen-

tration on turbidity, a 0.10-percent gelatin solution

was made up as follows: About 10 g of photographic

grade gelatin were heated in 600 ml of distilled

water at 50 to 60 °C for 1 hr with frequent stirring.

About 200 ml of the warm solution were filtered

through 2 layers of highly purified filter paper. The
solid content of the filtrate was determined by
pipeting 10 ml into a tared 20 ml beaker, heating in

an oven at 100 ±2 °C for 24 hr, and weighing the

beakers and residue. From the weight of the solid

residue in the 10 ml aliquot the volume of the filtrate

containing 1 g of gelatin was calculated and this

volume of filtrate was diluted to 1 Hter with distilled

water to obtain the 0.10-percent gelatin solution.

A commercial food gelatin gave the same results as

the above photographic gelatin, but it developed a

fungus growth after storage for 8 weeks in a refriger-
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grade has remained.ator, while the photographic
stable for 8 months in a refrigerator

The effect of gelatin concentration on the tm-bidity

in the thiosulfate test was determined for 10, 20,

and 40 jug of sodimn thiosulfate by adding different

amounts of gelatin to solution Ao. Solution Ao was
made up to 1000 ml less the volume of gelatin solu-

tion to be added, filtered, and the gelatin solution

added. The gelatin solution was added after filtra-

tion to avoid any effect of the filter paper on the
concentration of the gelatin. In the tests, the thio-

sulfate was added to solution Ao containing gelatin,

followed by solution B. In figure 1 the gelatin

concentrations are plotted against turbidimetric
units for the 3 thiosulfate concentrations. These
curves show that very low concentrations of gelatin

in the test solution (1 to 10 Mg per 10 ml of test

solution) have a large effect on measured turbidity

in the thiosulfate test. Between 50 and 200 per
10 ml of test solution, however, the change in

measiired tiu-bidity is very slight. The data in

figure 1 suggest that the effects of different amounts
of gelatin dissolved from different types of film might
be eliminated by increasing the gelatin concentration
in the test solution.

A concentration of 100 jug of gelatin in 5 ml of the
extracting solution Ao was selected for the new thio-

sulfate test procedure and is hereafter designated
solution A. Tests were then made to determine if

treatment of different types of clear (image-free)
thiosulfate-free film in solution A would give the
same turbidity for a given thiosulfate concentration.
Samples of 1 in.^ of film were immersed in solution A
for 15 min and then removed before the addition of

thiosulfate and solution B. Samples of three differ-

ent microfilms and two motion picture fihns were
tested at 5 thiosulfate concentrations (5, 10, 20, 40,
and 80 jug per 10 ml of test solution). The measured
turbidities for each concentration agreed within
experimental error with the corresponding turbidities

obtained for each of the above thiosulfate concentra-
tions when solution A was not treated with a film.

These results demonstrated conclusively that the
effect on measured turbidity of gelatin dissolved from
the film had been eliminated.
The nephelometer calibration curve shown in

figure 2 was prepared by plotting measured turbidi-
ties as a function of thiosulfate concentration. The
plotted values were an average of five or more
determinations. In this new test procedure the rapid
mixing of solutions, A and B, and the added gelatin
formed a reproducible turbidity. The curve in
figure 2 shows a sharp change between 6 and 8 jug

of thiosulfate, but is linear from 9 to 100 jug. Figure
3 is an enlarged scale of a portion of figure 2 showing
more clearly the sharp change in the calibration
curve for the lower thiosulfate concentrations, those
of chief concern in microfilm practice. In the Crab-
tree-Ross test procedure the turbidity readings for
the standard solutions were not always reproducible
and sometimes varied as much as 50 percent for the
5 Mg standard. The rate of mixing of the thiosulfate
in the test solution appears to affect the particle size
of the precipitate.
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Figure 1. Effect of gelatin concentration on the turbidity

formed by the reaction of mercuric chloride with thiosulfate

after the addition of 5 ml of solution B to 5 ml of solution Ao
for 3 thiosulfate concentrations.

The concentration of sodium thiosulfate is shovm on the curves.
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Figure 2. Nephelometer calibration curve showing the turbidity

formed by the reaction of mercuric chloride with thiosulfate

after the addition of 5 ml of solution B to 5 ml of solution A.
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Figure 3. An enlarged scale of the calibration curve in figure 2
for the low sodium thiosulfate concentrations.

A trace of thiosulfate is held by the film in the
thiosulfate test. It was found that the 1-in.^ micro-
film samples removed 0.03 to 0.05 ml of solution A.
This loss was determined by weighing, in a tared
glass stoppered bottle, three 1-in.^ samples, before
and after treatment in solution A. The loss of this

amount of solution does not introduce any significant

error, especially for the low residual thiosulfate con-
centrations. Tests were made by treating solutions
of A containing 10 to 70 ng of thiosulfate with clear

(image-free) thiosulfate-free microfilm to determine
the error caused by removing the film sample from
solution A. There was a loss of about 1/xg of thio-

sulfate per in.^ regardless of the thiosulfate concen-
tration. If the film sample was not removed before
the addition of solution B, the sample sometimes
interfered with the formation of the precipitate giving
low turbidity values. Evidently the film absorbed
the thiosulfate in the emulsion or on the film base.
A correction of 1 fig might be applied. This correc-
tion is not significant for high thiosulfate con-
centrations, but it may be desirable to add it at
concentrations below 20 ng per in.^ for accurate
determination of residual thiosulfate.

3.3. Comparison of the New Test Procedure With
the Crabtree-Ross Test Procedure

Unexposed strips of 35-mm film, cut 10 in. in

length, were developed, treated in a stop bath, fixed,

and washed at different water temperatures and for

different times to obtain image-free samples with a
range of residual thiosulfate concentrations. The
film strips were stored about 2 to 3 weeks before
testing. Analysis of the residual thiosulfate content

was made by the two procedures at the same time
on the same strip of film in each run. A calibration
curve was prepared for the Crabtree-Ross test pro-
cedure and calibration curves for the new procedure
are shown in figures 2 and 3. Samples of 1 in.^ of
film were cut or punched from the strip, alternate
samples 1 and 3 being used in one procedure and 2

and 4 in the other. The duplicate in both procedures
generally gave the same residual thiosulfate content,
occasionally differing by ji to 1 ng in the low thio-

sulfate concentrations and 1 to 2 in the high. The
average residual thiosulfate concentrations of the
duplicate samples for the two procedures are given
in table 2 for microfilm and motion picture film after

fixation in a fresh bath and a bath containing 8 g of

silver per liter. The thiosulfate concentrations for

the new procedure were not corrected for the 1 jug

of thiosulfate per in.^ which is normally absorbed by
the film. As shown in table 2, the new test procedure
measured 2 to 3 times as much residual thiosulfate

in processed film as the Crabtree-Ross test procedure.

[

Table 2. Comparison of residual thiosulfate concentrations

obtained from the new thiosulfate test and the Crabtree-Ross
thiosulfate test for the same sample of image-free film

Thiosulfate, micrograms per square inch

Microfikn Motion picture film

Film brand
New

procedure
Crabtree-

Ross
procedure

Film
brand

New
procedure

Crabtree-
Ross

procedure

Fixed in a fresh bath

A 2 0 A 28 11

A 7 iVi
6)-4

A 87 28
A 19

22
A 110 32

A 12 B 10 7

A 55 27 B 50 18

B 5 2 B 78 28
B 7V2

19

4
B lOM

19B 43
B 90 42

Fixed in a bath+8 g of silver per liter

A
25

3 A 64 18

A 7 A 88 23

A 38 12 B 6}^ i'A

A 62

8

18 B 52 19

B 2H
10

B 78 28

B 39
B 70 18

The lower residual thiosulfate concentrations

measured by the Crabtree-Ross procedure may be
attributed to the precipitation of some of the

reaction product from the thiosulfate and mercuric

chloride within the gelatin layer of the film. Thus,
only a part of the thiosulfate is extracted to form
a precipitate in the test solution. The presence of a

precipitate in the gelatin layer after treatment in

the Crabtree-Ross test solution was determined
qualitatively by dissolving the gelatin and observing

the turbidity of the solution. One-in.^ samples from
clear (image-free) microfilm containing 0 and 50 to

70 Mg of residual thiosulfate were treated in the

Crabtree-Ross test solution for 15 min, washed 10
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min, and treated in 10 ml of a }^-percent solution of

pancreatic enzyme at about 55 °C for 30 min to

dissolve most of the gelatin. On visual inspection,

there was considerably more turbidity in the enzyme
solution for films containing residual thiosulfate than
the one containing none. The precipitate in the
enzyme solutions for films containing thiosulfate

appeared bluish, but the blank was brownish gray.

In other tests on microfilm having a high residual
thiosulfate concentration, the turbidity remaining
after solution of the gelatin roughly corresponded
to the difference of residual thiosulfate content
measiu"ed by the new test procedure and the Crab-
tree-Ross test procedure. In another test, 1-in.

samples of clear (image-free) microfilm containing

17, 39, and 51 /xg of thiosulfate were treated in 10 ml
of the Crabtree-Ross test solution for 15 min,
washed 10 min, and heated in 10 ml of a 5-percent
solution of citric acid at 70 to 80 °C for about 1 hr
to dissolve the emulsion. There was considerably
more turbidity in the solutions for films containing
residual thiosulfate than for the one containing none.
The degree of turbidity was in the same order as
the residual thiosulfate concentrations of the films

whether estimated visually or measm"ed with the
nephelometer. Again the precipitate in the solutions
for the films containing residual thiosulfate was
bluish, but the blank was brownish to gray. When
the above solutions were made alkaline with concen-
trated ammonium hydroxide, most of the tiu-bidity

in the sample containing no thiosulfate was elimi-

nated while the solutions for films containing thio-

sulfate became quite bluish and the turbidities were
in the same order as the residual thiosulfate contents
when estimated visually or measured with nephe-
lometer.

The presence of a precipitate in the gelatin layer
was also shown by measuring the transmission
density of the film sample after treatment in the
Crabtree-Ross test solution. Clear (image-free)
microfilm samples containing 0, 60, 70, 103, and
150 Mg, of residual thiosulfate per in.^ were treated
for 15 min in the Crabtree-Ross test solution,
washed 15 min, dried, and the transmission density
of the samples measured. The untreated microfilm
had a density^ of 0.07. The control sample having
0 Mg of thiosulfate per in.^ had a density of 0.08; 60

Mg, 0.09; 70 Mg, 0.10; 103 /xg, 0.11; and 150 /xg 0.13.

The above data showed that a precipitate was present
in the gelatin layer and its density increased from
0.01 to 0.05 above that of the control.
The above results explain why the Crabtree-Ross

test procedure gave low values for the residual thio-
sulfate content in processed film. The gelatin effect

on the turbidity was not investigated for the Crabtree-
Ross test procedure, but it is probably small since
the test solution is acid.

3.4. Effect of the Image Silver on the Crabtree-Ross
Test Procedure

Residual thiosulfate contents determined by the
new test procedure and the Crabtree-Ross test pro-

cedure in the silver image of processed film did not
show the same difference as those determined for

clear (image-free) film. Flash-exposed strips of 35-

mm film, cut 10 in. in length, were developed, treated

in a stop bath, fixed, and washed for different times
to obtain samples with a range of residual thiosulfate

concentrations. The thiosulfate tests were made
within 4 hr after processing. The samples were
tested by the two test procedures as described in

section 3.3. The comparative results for a micro-
film fixed in a fresh bath and a bath containing 8 g
of silver per liter are given in table 3 for an image
density of 5. The residual thiosulfate contents from
the two test procedures were about the same for

thiosulfate concentrations of 20 /xg per in.^ and higher,

but the Crabtree-Ross test procedure gave higher

thiosulfate contents in the range of 10 fig of thio-

sulfate per in.^ Other tests on microfilm for image
densities of 0.02, 0.72, 1.62, and 2.48 showed that
the thiosulfate contents from the Crabtree-Ross
procedure were about one-half the value obtained
from the new procedure at a density of 0.02, but
approached those from the new procedure as the

image density increased. Thiosulfate contents indi-

cated by both procedures became about equal at

image densities of 4 to 5. The above results show
that the Crabtree-Ross test procedure gives higher

residual thiosulfate contents in the presence of image
silver than in clear (image-free) film and this differ-

ence may result from the addition of silver to the

test solution forming a turbidity of silver halide.

In the Crabtree-Ross test procedure the silver in the

image is bleached by the mercuric chloride, forming
silver halide in the film. Any residual thiosulfate

present could form a soluble silver thiosulfate com-
plex which migrates into the test solution where it

decomposes to form an additional turbidity of silver

halide and is measured along with that formed by
the reaction of thiosulfate with mercuric chloride.

Table 3. Comparison of residual thiosulfate concentrations

obtained from the new thiosulfate test and the Crabtree-Ross

thiosulfate test for rnicrofim having a density of 6.

Fixed in a fresh bath Fixed in a bath +8 s of silver per liter

New procedure Crabtree-Eoss New procedure Crabtree-Ross
procedure procedure

Thiosulfate, ^ig/in.^

9 14 11 16

12 16 20 21

18-. 21 31 29

24 23 57 43

Different amounts of silver as silver nitrate were
added to the Crabtree-Ross test solution and the

turbidities measured. The standard silver solutions

were made up and added by the same method used
for the standard thiosulfate solutions. Figure 4

shows the calibration curve obtained by plotting the

turbidimetric units against the silver concentration

in the Crabtree-Ross test solution. The calibration

curve showed that the turbidity of the silver halide

varied linearly with the silver concentration and also
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Figure 4. Calibration curve showing the turbidity formed by
silver added as silver nitrate to 10 ml of the Crabtree-Ross

thiosulfate test solution.

that a small amount of silver in the test solution

would add appreciably to the turbidity in the thio-

sulfate test. For example, 20 ng of silver gave a

turbidity reading of 142 as compared to 204 for 20 ^g
of thiosulfate shown in figure 2.

The effect of image silver on the turbidity in the

Crabtree-Ross test procedure was further investi-

gated by adding a known amount of thiosulfate to

processed microfilm. A 0.05 ml solution containing

20 Mg of sodium thiosulfate was pipeted onto 1-in.^

samples of thiosulfate-free film punched from clear

(image-free) strips and strips having an image den-
sity of 5, evaporated to dryness in an oven at 50 °C,

and the residual thiosulfate determined at the same
time by the two test procedures. Duplicate samples
were used for each test in the clear and image areas.

The amount of residual thiosulfate found by the new
test procedure in exposed film (image density 5)

was about the same as that found in clear film. In
one run 19 Mg of sodium thiosulfate were measured
in the clear film and 17 Mg in the exposed film; in a

second run, there was 17 Mg in the clear film and 16

jug in the exposed film. The above results showed
that the residual thiosulfate was accurately deter-

mined in the presence of image silver if allowance is

made for some loss of thiosulfate due to its tendency
to react with silver to form silver sulfide. A trace

of thiosulfate may also be oxidized by exposure to

air during oven drying.

The amount of residual thiosulfate found by the
Crabtree-Ross procedure in exposed film (image
density 5) was more than that found in an unexposed
film. In one run, 11 Mg of sodium thiosulfate were
measured in the clear film and 17 Mg in the exposed
film. In a second run, there were 12 Mg in the clear

film and 19 Mg in the exposed film. The results

show that the exposed film tested higher in residual

thiosulfate than the clear film, indicating that some
of the silver in the bleached image had migrated into
the test solution. The amount of thiosulfate found
by the Crabtree-Ross test procedure in the clear

film was less than was found by the new test pro-
cedure, due to the retention of some of the precipitate

in the gelatin layer, as shown in section 3.3.

3.5. Test for Residual Silver in Processed Film

Residual silver in processed film is present as a
silver thiosulfate complex. Appreciable amounts of

residual silver may cause fading or yellowing of the
image due to the formation of silver sulfide. A large

concentration of residual silver in the film would
indicate that the fixing bath contained too much
silver for adequate removal of the silver thiosulfate

complex during a normal washing procedure. A
fresh fixing bath leaves no measurable residual silver

in the film, but as silver accumulates in the fixing

bath the tendency for the silver thiosulfate complex
to remain in the film increases. The silver thiosul-

fate complex is more difficult to remove in the wash-
ing process than the thiosulfate. As the fixing bath
approaches exhaustion the residual silver in the film

becomes high and some of it remains after prolonged
washing.
The test for residual silver in processed film [6]

now in use is only qualitative. In this test the film

is treated with a 0.2-percent solution of fused sodium
sulfide and a yellow stain is produced if sufficient

residual silver is present. Tests showed that at

high residual silver concentrations a stain density

of only 0.02 was produced in microfilm and 0.04 in

motion picture film. A more sensitive and quanti-

tative test was needed to indicate the amount of

residual silver present in processed film. It has
been shown [5] that a 0.1-percent solution of potas-

sium iodide will react with the residual silver thio-

sulfate complex in processed film to precipitate silver

iodide in the film. An investigation was made to

determine if the silver in the silver thiosulfate com-
plex could be converted to silver in the film and the

amount of residual silver indicated by measuring the

transmission density of the silver.

Samples of unexposed microfilm and motion pic-

ture film were fixed in a bath containing 8 g of silver

per liter and washed for different times to obtain a

range of residual thiosulfate concentrations accom-
panied by high residual silver concentration. It was
found that the residual silver in the silver thiosulfate

complex could be converted to a silver image by
treating it in a developer containing 2 g of potassium

iodide per liter, while exposing it to light. The opti-

mum concentration of potassium iodide was 1}^ to 3

g per liter of developer solution. If there was less

than 1}^ g of potassium iodide per liter, not all of the

residual silver was converted to image silver and if

above 3 g, some of the silver iodide passed into solu-

tion before development. For the test procedure, 2

g of potassium iodide per liter of developer solution

was used. The following developers were used in the

experimental work and gave the same results

:
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Developer A
Amidol, 2,4-diaminophenol dihydro- 5.0 g.

chloride

Sodium sulfite, anhydrous 30.0 g.

Potassium iodide 2.0 g.

Water to make 1 liter.

Developer B
Monomethyl p-aminophenol sulfate _ 3.1 g.

Sodium sulfite, anhydrous 45.0 g.

Hydroquinone 12.0 g.

Sodium carbonate, anhydrous 67.5 g.

Potassium iodide 2.0 g.

Water to make 1 liter.

The developer should be fresh and developer A
should be made up just before use. The film sample
was treated in the developer solution for 20 min with
occasional stirring while exposed to a 100-w tungsten
lamp located 6 in. from the surface of the solution,

treated 1 min in a stop bath containing 12 ml of

glacial acetic acid per liter, and washed 15 min. The
densities of the silver images obtained for the diff'er-

ent thiosulfate concentrations were very reproducible
and correlated well with the thiosulfate concentra-
tions. Silver in the image was identified qualita-

tively by dissolving the image in nitric acid and
obtaining a precipitate of silver chloride alter the
addition of sodium chloride. Film samples of the
silver image were immersed in water for 5 min and,
after removal of the surface water, they were bleached
over concentrated hydrochloric acid, dried, and re-

developed with light in developer A. The same den-
sity could be redeveloped, indicating that the image
was silver.

One set each of unexposed 35 mm samples, cut 10

in. in length, from a microfilm and a motion picture

film, respectively, were fixed in a bath containing 8 g
of silver per liter and washed at 25° C for different

times to obtain a range of residual thiosulfate con-
centrations. Then samples from strips having dif-

ferent residual thiosulfate concentrations were
developed together in Developer A, one set being run
for microfilm and one for motion picture film. The
transmission densities of the developed samples were
measured and the density oi the film base subtracted
from the density readings. The density of the silver

image for each sample was plotted against its respec-

tive residual thiosulfate concentration and curves for

the microfilm and the motion picture film are shown
in figure 5. The data in the curves show that the
silver density developed from the residual silver is

proportional to the residual thiosulfate concentration
for the lower thiosulfate concentrations and becomes
nearly constant at the higher concentrations. The
test method may be used to study the exhaustion of

a fixing bath imder controlled conditions, since the
appearance of appreciable concentrations of residual

thiosulfate will signal difficulty in removing the silver

thiosulfate complex in the washing process.

In a microfilm with a residual thiosulfate concen-
tration of 130 per in.^, a density of 0.16 was ob-
tained, while in the sodixmi sulfide test [6] a stain

THIOSULFATE CONCENTRATION, ^g/in?

Figure 5. Density of silver image formed from the silver in the
silver thiosulfate complex versus the thiosulfate concentration.

density of only 0.02 was found. In a motion picture
film for a residual thiosulfate concentration of 154
Mg per in.^, a density of 0.27 was obtained while in the
sodium sulfide test a stain density of only 0.04 was
found. Clearly, the new test method is much more
sensitive than the sodium sulfide test.

Tests were made for residual silver on microfilm
and motion picture film fixed in a fresh bath by the
new test method and no residual silver could be
detected in microfilm samples containing up to

240 Mg of residual thiosulfate per square inch and
motion picture samples containing up to 500 Mg
per in.^

4. Summary
A new test procedure was developed for the deter-

mination of residual thiosulfate in processed film.

This procediire indicates that the residual thiosulfate

present in clear (image-free) processed film is 2 to

3 times that indicated by the Crabtree-Ross test

procedure. In the course of development of the
new test procedure, it was found that a trace of

gelatin dissolved from the film sample produced a
considerable change in the measured tm-bidity. The
amount of gelatin dissolved depended on the type of

film being tested. A separate nephelometer calibra-

tion curve might have been prepared for each type
of film, but such a procedure would be impractical.

Instead the effect of gelatin concentration in the
test solution was investigated. The data showed
that the addition of 100 jug of gelatin to the test

solution would eliminate the effect of gelatin dis-

solved from the film, thus making it possible to
prepare a single calibration cxu-ve for all types of

film. For accurate results at low thiosulfate con-
centrations a correction of 1 /xg per in.^ should be
added to the value obtained turbidimetrically.

In the new procedure the thiosulfate was extracted
from 1 in.^ of film by treatment in 5 ml of a 5-percent
solution of potassium bromide solution containing
100 (xg of gelatin, and 5 ml of a 5-percent solution of

mercuric chloride was added after removal of the
film sample. A nephelometer was used to measiu-e
the turbidities. A calibration curve was prepared
at 25 °C±2 °C. The temperature of the solutions
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during the thiosulfate test should be the same as

that at which the cahbration curve was prepared.
QuaUtative tests showed that some of the precipi-

tate in the Crabtree-Ross test procedure remained in

the film during the test, causing low values of residual

thiosulfate concentration to be reported.

When a silver image containing residual thiosulfate

was tested by the Crabtree-Ross test procedure,
there was evidence that some of the image silver

migrated into the test solution, adding a turbidity

of silver halide.

The new test procedure may be used for deter-

mining the residual thiosulfate in film containing
image silver. However, it has been shown [5] that
the test for residual thiosulfate in film should be
made with an image-free area of film.

A new test method was developed for determining
the residual silver in processed film. The silver in

the silver thiosulfate complex was developed to a
silver image and its transmission density measured.

(Paper 67C3-134)
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Foreword

Over the years the National Bureau of Standards has conducted considerable

research on the permanence of record materials, including both paper and photo-

graphic film. Recently microscopic blemishes have been found on microfilms;

apparently they had developed after the film was put in storage. Practically no

information loss has been observed, but any potential threat to the permanence

of Government records is a matter of concern not only to the National Bureau of

Standards but to records officers throughout the Government. There is much to

be learned from these blemishes and they are being studied in many laboratories.

This publication contains a description of the blemishes, illustrated with

photomicrographs in color. It also describes methods used to inspect, sample, and

report on the blemishes. It is felt that early publication of this information will

serve to unify methods and terminology and thus aid in coordinating the various

independent studies of the problem. This handbook should also provide the

guidance needed for large-scale inspections of Government records.

A. V. AsTiN, Director.
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Inspection of Processed Photographic

Record Films for Aging Blemishes

G. S. McCamy

Inspections of microfilms have recently revealed blemishes which apparently developed 2
to 20 years after the films were processed. Most of the blemishes are small spots, usually red-
dish or yellowish in color, ranging from about 15 to 150 microns across. These blemishes have
been classified on the basis of size, shape, color, and character. This publication describes and
gives colored illustrations of the various types, describes the method of observing them, and
recommends sampling procedures for microfilm inspectors. The cause, the exact mechanism of
formation of the various types, and generally accepted preventive measures are not as yet
known. This publication is intended to promote uniform terminology, inspection, and reporting.

1. Introduction

Because of its ability to record a large amount of

information in a small space and its stability rela-

tive to most record materials, photographic film is

one of the most common media for the storage of

records. A considerable percentage of United States

Government records are stored on microfilm. Even
though such films have been prepared by the best

known techniques and stored in the best known
manner, the only assurance that such records are

being well maintained is a systematic program of

careful inspection. Improper processing or storage

conditions have long been known to promote gen-

eral fading and various kinds of biological attack.

Inspections of large numbers of rolls of microfilm

recently have revealed several kinds of blemishes

not heretofore noted. It appears that they have de-

veloped from 2 to 20 years after the film was proc-

essed and placed in storage. The blemishes have

been classified on the basis of size, shape, color, and

character. The purpose of this publication is to

name and describe the various blemishes, to provide
illustrations of them, to describe the method of ob-

serving them, and to recommend sampling proce-

dures for microfilm inspectors. Although the chem-
istry and physics of these blemishes are under
investigation at the National Bureau of Standards
and in research laboratories in the photographic
industry,^ the causes of the blemishes, the exact
mechanisms of their formation, and generally ac-

cepted preventive measures have not yet been estab-

lished. A vital part of the research program is accu-
rate reporting of blemishes, so that the incidence of

the various types can be correlated with processing

and storage variables. In this stage of the investiga-

tion, it cannot be expected that the types of blem-
ishes described necessarily exhaust the possibilities,

nor can the types be regarded as necessarily mutu-
ally exclusive.

1 Henn, R. W. and Wiest, D. G. "Microscopic Spots in Processed
Microfilm: Their Nature and Prevention." Phot. Sci. Eng. 7 , 253, (1963).

2. Classification of Aging Blemishes

Type 1

Type 1 aging blemishes are circular spots, usually

50 to 150 microns in diameter, with sharp bounda-

ries. Concentric light and dark rings are common.

Spots normally occur as reduced density in high-

density "background" areas, but may make incur-

sions into low-density lines or characters. They are

usually brown, orange, reddish, or yellow in color.

It is common to find many spots about the same
size on a sample. The circular boundaries of two

or more spots may intersect. The spots are often

seen centered on scratches in the emulsion, some-

times closely packed like beads on a string. They
sometimes occur in higher concentration at steep

density gradients between high- and low-density

regions, sometimes being so closely packed as to

give the appearance of a continuous band. By re-

flected light, the spots may display a silvery sheen.

Type 2

Type 2 are defects in the light lines forming the

characters themselves, rather than in the high-

density "background." The lines making up the

characters become lighter, yellowish, and broader.

The boundaries of the defect are sharp.

Type 3

Type 3 are very small spots, about 10 to 15

microns across. When they occur, there is usually

a large number per unit of area. They usually range

from pale yellow to orange in color. Their bounda-
ries are sharp. By reflected light, the spots may dis-

play a silvery sheen.

Type 4

Type 4 blemishes are spots of less regular shape

than type 1 but about the same size or a little

larger, usually lighter in color, and less sharply

bounded. A circular central "nucleus" is common.
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These spots occur in high-density "background"
areas. They do not make incursions on low-density

characters; on the contrary, their shapes may be

very distorted to accommodate to the spaces be-

tween characters or parts of characters.

Type 5

Type 5 is a reddening of the dark background in

the immediate neighborhood of lighter characters.

The boundaries of the discoloration are very difTuse.

The shape is not regular, being determined by the

shape of the characters or line of characters with
which the discoloration is associated.

Type 6

Type 6 is a reddish, orange, or yellow spot of

reduced density, lightest at the center and gradually
blending into the surrounding background. An ir-

regular opaque or crystalline particle is commonly
observed on the surface of the film at the center of

the spot. The sizes of the spots may vary consider-

ably, even within a small region.

3. Sampling Method

The first task is to divide the films into separate

homogeneous groups, called "strata" in statistical

sampling theory. These groups must be distin-

guished by differences which may be chemically or

physically significant. Examples of such differences

are differences in processing, differences in storage

conditions, differences in film size, and differences

in film type. Differences in textual content, i.e.,

differences in the kinds of documents photographed,
may coincide with or assist in determining signifi-

cant differences but are not, in themselves, of pri-

mary value in establishing separate strata. Careful

attention to defining the strata to be sampled may
eventually lead to the discovery of the factors upon
which the formation of these blemishes depends.

Once the strata have been well defined, the number
of rolls in each should be ascertained.

In some cases, it may be desirable to inspect

every roll of film in a stratum. This procedure may
be feasible if the group is not too large, but in many
cases the number of rolls makes total inspection

impractical. In such cases a sample is taken from
the stratum.

To be representative of the group, the sample

must contain a sufficient number of rolls. The sam-
ple should be 1/1000 of the stratum but not less

than 100 rolls. The whole group should be inspected

if there are less than 100 rolls. This minimum sam-
ple size is based upon the desired accuracy of the

estimate of total incidence as derived from the

sample. The accuracy of the determination does

not increase in proportion to the increase in the

size of sample. Thus, additional expenditure of time
and effort beyond the minimum is hardly justified.

It is necessary that sampling procedures be estab-

lished which will assure that all parts of the stratum
are represented. For example, if 100 rolls are to be se-

lected from 300 drawers, 1 roll might be taken from
every third drawer. Each roll should be taken from
the center or some other easily identifiable position

in the drawer. The establishment of the sampling
pattern in advance prevents an inspector from con-
sciously or unconsciously introducing a bias in the

sampling by selecting rolls which have some distin-

guishing characteristic. On each roll of the sample,
the whole leader, about 6 ft of the information
frames adjoining the leader, and about 6 ft near
the center of the roll should be inspected.

4. Inspection Methods and Equipment

Although some aging blemishes are visible to the

unaided eye, it has been found necessary to use a

microscope to inspect films for their presence. The
very versatile instruments recently introduced by
the optical industry have greatly facilitated micro-

film inspections. An instrument which has been very
useful is a low-power stereo microscope with con-

tinuous magnification adjustment. The magnifica-

tion is continuously variable from 7X to 30X. The
components of the microscope can be arranged so

that the column supporting the optics is away from
the inspector. This permits the inspector to place

the center of a long roll of film on the stage from
the side of the instrument facing him.

The film on the microscope stage is illuminated

by either of two light sources which can be turned
on and off independently. A small fluorescent light

source with a flat diffusing surface is used to illumi-

nate the stage from below when the film is to be
viewed by transmitted light. The clarity of the

image may be improved by placing a circular paper
aperture directly under the stage glass, to prevent
light from getting into the microscope from angles

outside the field of view. The aperture should be
just slightly larger than the field of view at the

lowest magnification. The second illuminator is a

small spotlight which is used to illuminate the stage

from above, usually at a nearly grazing angle. This
source is used to view the surface of the film by
reflected light and is particularly useful for detect-

ing objects or materials on the film surface or defects

in the surface.

For convenience, the stage of the microscope may
be equipped with guides to hold the film in viewing
position but permit the film to be advanced and
rewound easily. Figures 9 and 13 illustrate how
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such guides can be made. The guide has two plastic

rails attached by screws to a metal base. The plastic

rails have grooves in which the edges of the film

slide. If the screw holes through one of the rails

are elongated, the spacing between the rails can be
adjusted. Then the dimensions are not critical and
the machining does not have to be precise. The
dimensions for 16 and 35 mm film guides are given

in table 1. Dimensions b and c are based upon the

Table 1. Dimensions for film guide

Dimensions Nominal film width
(refer to
fig. 13)

16 mm 35 mm

a 65 10 mm 65 ± 10 mm
b 16.5 0 .3 mm 35.5 ± 0.3 mm
c 14.0 ± 0.3 mm 31.0 ± 0 .3 mm
d 0.7 0.3 mm 0.7 ± 0.3 mm
e 2.5 ± 1 mm 2.5 ± 1 mm
f 6.5 =t 2 mm 6.5 ± 2 mm
g 6.5 ± 2 mm 6.5 ± 2 mm
h 45 5 mm 45 ± 5 mm
i 75 ± 10 mm 75 ± 10 mm

assumption that the grooves in the two rails are of
equal depth.

Rewinds should be placed at either side of the
microscope so that a roll of film can be placed on
one and be taken up on the other. To avoid damag-
ing the film, the inspector should wear cotton gloves
(available from suppliers of photographic mate-
rials), the film should be handled by its edges only,
inspecting equipment should be designed to avoid
scratching the film, and the equipment must be
kept clean. To avoid contaminating the film with
chemical dust, film should be inspected in an area
well removed from any area where film is processed
or chemicals are handled.

Table 2. Severity classification of spot blemishes

Severity
Concentration

in spots per cm ^

1 less than 1

2 1 to 8
3 8 to 63
4 63 to 500
5 over 500

5. Reporting

The incidence of a type of blemish can be indi-

cated by the percent of rolls affected, but this gives

no indication of severity. In recording severity, it

has been found necessary to consider the blemishes

of two major kinds: spot blemishes (types 1, 3, 4,

and 6) and character-associated blemishes (types

2 and 5).

The concentration of spot blemishes may be indi-

cated by the number of spots per square centimeter.

In practice this might be the number of spots in

the field of view with a particular instrument at a

given magnification. The diameter of the field of

view can be measured easily by placing a millimeter

scale on the stage. The area can then be computed.
The instrument most often used in the preliminary

survey had a field 20 mm in diameter when the

magnification was 10. The inspector soon learned to

recognize on sight any one of five degrees of severity

defined in table 2.

The concentration, in spots per square centimeter,

is not a true measure of the severity of character-

associated blemishes because the concentration is

dependent upon the number, size, and shape of the

characters. A severity classification based upon the

effect of the blemishes on the information content

of the document has been devised. This classifica-

tion should have some relevance for the technical

study of the phenomenon and is based upon criteria

of utmost concern to those involved with the prac-

tical matter of maintaining records. For convenience
in tabulating the data, a scale of five degrees of

severity has been defined to correspond to the five

degrees of severity of spot-type blemishes. The defi-

nitions of the five degrees of severity are given in

table 3.

Because of the spectral nature of the blemishes
and the spectral sensitivity of photographic mate-
rials, the legibility of characters affected by type 2

blemishes is often very much better on a photo-
graphic copy than it is on the original negative
film. The inspector can nearly simulate this effect

Table 3. Severity classification of character-associated blemishes

1 Blemishes barely detectable, have no effect

on the original shape and size of the
characters.

2 Blemishes clearly visible, coloration change
clearly visible, but shape and size of

characters unchanged.

3 Blemishes well developed. Lines or parts
of lines making up characters changed,
but general shape of characters is un-
changed. (See, for example, figs. 3 and 5.)

4 Blemishes have altered the shape and size

of characters to the extent that individual

characters could not be identified with
certainty out of context. Characters can
be identified in context.

5 Blemishes have so altered the size and shape
of characters that they cannot be iden-

tified with certainty even in context. This
constitutes information loss, on a given
roll, in the practical sense. Information
from other rolls of microfilm should not

be considered part of the context.
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by viewing the original negative microfilm through

a Wratten No. 47 blue filter. A similar increase in

legibility is generally obtained with type 5 blem-
ishes by viewing the original microfilm through a
Wratten No. 29 red filter. Since these filters trans-

mit only a small percent of the light, it may be

necessary to increase the illumination when the

filters are used. If characters can be identified with
certainty by the use of filters, they should be con-

sidered identified with certainty for purposes of

ascertaining the severity of the blemishes.

The most desirable kind of report may differ

from agency to agency, and the factors of interest

may change as the investigation of aging blemishes

progresses. Some of the factors which have been
recorded in the early stages of the investigation

and which might continue to be of interest are:

roll identification (enough to locate roll later)

,

date of inspection,

film width in millimeters,

name of film manufacturer,
brand name of film,

type of base material,

date of manufacture of film,

date of film processing,

name of firm or agency which processed film,

type of storage can or carton,

type of reel,

range of storage temperature,
range of relative humidity in storage area,

kind of air conditioning (filtering, washing,
etc.)

,

location of storage area (basement, for ex-

ample)
,

use of humidification trays in storage cabinets,

whether leader was fogged or clear,

presence of splices,

frequency and type of splices,

some indication of activity of collection (such

as dead storage, infrequent use, daily use),

presence of bands or strings around roll,

visual evidence of chemical residues,

presence of silvery sheen on fogged leader and
other dense areas (on large areas of surface

rather than just on spots),

evidence of general discoloration or fading,

presence of water spots,

incidence of various types of aging blemishes,

severity of blemishes,

blemishes of kinds not listed in this publication,

indication of correlation between incidence of

blemishes and some other characteristic.

The summary of data on each stratum should
include the following information of technical inter-

est: name of stratum, location, date of inspection,

name of inspector, number of rolls in stratum, num-
ber of rolls in sample, percent of rolls in sample
having each kind of blemish on leader, percent of

rolls in sample having each kind of blemish on
information frames, and other data which appear
to be indicative of strong correlations. Agencies
may require other information for accounting and
administrative purposes.

For counsel on the statistical sampling procedure,
the author is grateful to Dr. W. J. Youden. The
photomicrographs, so essential to a publication of

this kind, were made by Mr. Myron Berkovitz.

Miss Anna-Mary Bush did the bulk of the inspec-

tion in the preliminary program and devised the
working definitions of the degrees of severity of

spot-type blemishes on the basis of field of view.

The author acknowledges with gratitude many ex-

changes of information with scientists at the East-
man Kodak Company who first identified and classi-

fied types 1, 2, and 3. The author appreciates the

help of records officers in many Government agen-
cies who have cooperated with the Bureau on this

project by permitting access to records and provid-
ing research materials for the laboratory.
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Figure 1. Type 1. On the record film, the spots shown range from 120 to 170 microns in diameter.

Figure 2. Type 2. On the record film, the height of the numbers is 180 microns.

Figure 3. Type 3. On the record film, the spots are about 15 microns across.

Figure 4. Type 4- On the record film, the height of the numbers is 240 microns.

Figure 5. Type 5. On the record film, the height of the lower case letters is 120 microns.

Figure 6. Type 6. On the record film, these spots range from 30 to 110 microns in diameter.
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Figure 11. View by transmitted light. Differences in transmittance are made visible.

Figure 12. View by reflected light. Differences in reflectance, irregularities of the surface, and foreign matter

on the surface are made visible.
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SIDE VIEW END VIEW

Figure 13. Film guide for use on the microscope stage. Dimensions are given in the text.
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Blemish Formation in Processed Microfilm
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Oxidizing and reducing agents generated by paper cartons during storage may react with the

image silver to form blemishes. The type of fixing bath, concentration of chlorine in the wash water,

washing time and composition of the storage cartons can be factors that accelerate or retard the

attack of the peroxide on the image silver. Microfilm washed after fixation in distilled water or chlorine-

free tap water formed blemishes when exposed to peroxide paper. A trace of silver chloride in the

image silver of processed microfilm augmented the formation of the natural type blemishes when
exposed to peroxide paper, but high concentrations of residual silver chloride inhibited blemish forma-

tion. During storage, some storage cartons evolved formaldehyde, formic acid, and ammonia which
created a chemical environment favorable for blemish formation in microfilm in the presence of per-

oxide. A correlation was found between the incidence of blemishes and the brand of paper storage

cartons. A procedure was developed for testing processed microfilm to determine its susceptibility

to blemish formation. According to the present theory, peroxide reacts with the silver in the image,
forming colloidal silver which imparts a yellowish or reddish color to the blemishes.

Key Words: Archival record film, blemishes due to aging, colloidal silver, microfilm, microfilm

storage cartons, permanent record film, peroxides.

1 . Introduction

Blemish formation in stored microfilm has been
under investigation for some time [1, 2, 3J.' The
nature of the problem and the types of blemish forma-

tion have been described [1, 2J. It has been shown
that oxidizing and reducing agents, probably perox-

ides, emitted by paper cartons in which the microfilm

is stored attack the silver in the image, causing

yellowish or reddish blemishes [4j. In the present

study, the processing procedure was investigated to

determine its effect on blemish formation. In this

paper the term "blemish" includes various types of

spots and edge attack on characters and other image
boundaries.

2. The Role of the Processing Procedure in

Blemish Formation in Microfilm

In the investigation of processing variables, four

fine grain 16 mm microfilms, made by three manu-
facturers, were used. The processing solutions and
times of developing, stopping, and fixing are given in

the appendix. The microfilm samples were processed

in beakers and agitated with a glass rod. The chlorine

concentration of the wash water was determined by
a Taylor chlorine analyzer [7| using the o-tohdene

dihydrochloride reagent.

' Figures in braclcets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

The peroxide source for testing the microfilm was
a chromatographic paper, 0.03 cm thick, which had
been treated in aqueous hydrogen peroxide. The test

procedure is described in section 5. From 2 to 4 cm-
of the peroxide paper formed spots in areas of micro-

film containing natural spots. All microfilms were
dried at least 1 day after processing or otlier treat-

ment before exposure to peroxide paper.

2.1. Effect of the Fixing Bath and Wash Water

A study was made to determine if processed micro-

film formed blemishes when the thiosulfate was re-

moved by washing in chlorine-free water. The fixing

baths tested were a neutral bath, a nonhardening acid

bath, and an acid hardening bath. The wash waters
were distilled water and chlorine-free tap water which
had a pH of about 8. Chlorine-free tap water was ob-

tained by storing cold tap water until the chlorine

disappeared or by adding sodium sulfite to the tap

water to neutralize the chlorine. For a chlorine con-

centration of 1.2 ppm, 50 ml of a sodium sulfite solu-

tion containing 0.500 g per liter was sufficient for 4

liters of tap water. About 50-cm lengths of the micro-

films were exposed to a test pattern having various

kinds of information, developed, fixed and washed in

1-liter baths of the wash water in 1.5-hter beakers.

Three baths of the wash water were used for a 3-min
wash and for longer washes a bath was used for each
additional 5 min of washing. The sample was trans-
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ferred from beaker to beaker and agitated with a

glass rod. The temperature of the processing solutions

and wash water was 26 °C.

The processed microfilms developed spots and, in

some cases, edge attack when exposed to peroxide

paper. The microfilm fixed in the neutral and the non-

hardening baths and washed in distilled water devel-

oped much larger spots than microfilm fixed in the

nonhardening and the acid hardening baths and
washed in chlorine-free tap water. The spots in the

latter two fixing procedures were more numerous and
had sharper edges than those for the first two fixing

procedures with distilled water washing. The spots

were almost contiguous to each other for microfilm

fixed in the acid hardener bath. The spots from all

fixing baths appeared white when they first developed
but turned yellow or yellowish as the peroxide attack

continued. The edges of the spots were slightly fuzzy.

No significant differences were observed between
blemishes formed after a 3-min wash and a 15-min
wash.

The results of the tests are shown in table 1, where
the observed effect for each processing procedure and
the amount of peroxide paper necessary to induce
blemish formation are indicated. The residual thio-

sulfate in the microfilm samples that formed blemishes
ranged between 0 and 3 fxg per 6 cm^ of the image
area. Microfilm D retained more residual thiosulfate

than the other microfilms and exhibited only slight

blemish formation for the neutral and the nonharden-
ing baths and none for the acid hardening bath when
washed in chlorine-free water. Microfilm A, fixed in

the acid hardening bath and washed in distilled water,

had a residual thiosulfate concentration of 10 fxg per

6 cm-, making it resistant to peroxide attack. The
results show that microfilm developed blemishes when
exposed to peroxide paper if the processing procedure
was such that the residual thiosulfate was reduced to

a very low level. A higher concentration of residual

sodium thiosulfate would form additional silver sulfide

in the image silver, protecting it from oxidation. The
thiosulfate was more difficult to wash from the micro-

film after fixation in the acid hardener bath than in

the neutral or nonhardening acid bath, but chlorine-

free tap water still removed the thiosulfate sufficiently

to permit blemish formation. The tap water, being
slightly alkaline, acted as a thiosulfate eliminator.

2.2. Effect on Blemishes of Silver Chloride Formed in

Microfilm by Chlorine in Tap Wash Water

It was found that silver chloride formed in processed
microfilm during processing is a factor in blemish
formation. Trace amounts of silver chloride enhance
blemish formation but larger concentrations inhibit it.

Water from city taps generally contains 0.1 to 1 ppm
of chlorine [8]. The chlorine in tap water forms hypo-
chlorous acid (HOCl) which is a powerful oxidizing

agent because it Hberates oxygen (HOCl^HCl + 0)
[9]. The evolved oxygen oxidizes the silver in the

image to silver ions which in turn combine with the
ever-present chloride ions in tap water to form silver

chloride.

Tests were made of the effect of chlorine in the
wash water on blemish formation in microfilm A. The
microfilm was fixed in an acid hardening bath. Samples
were washed for 30 min in running tap water at 27 °C,
containing 0.8 ppm of chlorine in one run and 1.2 ppm
in a second run, and exposed, respectively, to 6 cm^
and 8 cm^ of the peroxide paper. No blemishes devel-

oped on the microfilm samples. Other samples were
washed at 26 °C for a total of 30 min by placing them
in a succession of tap water baths containing 0.3 ppm
of chlorine for 2, 3, 5, 10, and 10 min, respectively.

Exposure to 4 cm^ of peroxide paper produced some

Table 1. Blemish formation on exposure to peroxide paper for four microfilms and various processing procedures

Processing procedures

Microfilm

Neutral fix and washed
in distilled water for

3 min

Nonhardening acid fix

and washed in distilled

water or chlorine-free

tap water for 3 min

Acid hardening fix and
washed in chlorine-free

tap water for 3 min

Acid hardening fix and
washed in distilled

water for 40 min

A Many spots and edge
attack.

Many spots and edge
attack.

Many spots but no

edge attack.

No spots or edge attack.

B Many spots and edge
attack.

Many spots and edge
attack.

Many spots but no

edge attack.

C Many spots and edge
attack.

Many spots and edge
attack.

Many spots but no
edge attack.

D Few spots but edge
attack.

Few spots but edge

attack.

No spots or edge attack..,

Amount of peroxide paper

used.

1 to 2 cm^ 2 cm^ 4 to 8 cm^ 8 cm2.
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spots but a considerable resistance to blemish forma-

tion was noted when compared to samples washed in

chlorine-free tap water.

After fixation, microfilm A was washed in running

tap water at 27 °C, containing 1.2 ppm chlorine for

3, 6, 9, 15 and 30 min. A sample was removed at the

end of each washing time. The processed microfilm

was exposed to 4 cm- of the peroxide paper. The
microfilm samples fixed in the acid hardening bath

developed a high incidence of yellow spots for the

3-min wash, a few in the 6-min wash, and none in the

9, 15, and 30-min washes. The microfilm samples
fixed in the nonhardening bath developed many light

yellow spots for the 3-min wash, with slight yellowing

of the image silver, a decrease in number of spots and
no yellowing for the 6-min wash, a few spots for the

9-min wash, and none for the 15 and 30-min washes.

Thus a high concentration of chlorine in the wash
water formed silver chloride in the image silver making
it resistant to yellowing and spot formation when
exposed to peroxide. Furthermore, resistance to blem-

ish formation increased with the washing time for

1.2 ppm of chlorine in the tap wash water and 10 to

15 min was required to impart complete resistance.

At the end of the 3-min wash, the thiosulfate had
reached a low concentration and the chlorine began
to form silver chloride. As the washing progressed,

more silver chloride was formed and it finally reached

a concentration which inhibited blemish formation.

The spots which formed after fixation in the acid

hardening bath and a 3-min wash were more yellow

than those obtained from the nonhardening bath and
a 3-min wash. This would be the expected effect of

acid carried over into the wash water from the acid

bath, since chlorine reacts more rapidly in the pres-

ence of acid to form silver chloride. Since the tap

water had a pH of about 8, a high concentration of

chlorine and a considerable washing time was neces-

sary to form sufficient residual silver chloride to in-

hibit blemish formation. Tap water containing low

concentrations of chlorine, such as 0.3 ppm, may not

form a sufficient amount of silver chloride to inhibit

blemish formation even after a 30-min wash but the

tests described above for 0.3 ppm of chlorine in wash
water showed that some resistance to blemish forma-

tion was obtained.

Microfilm containing sufficient silver chloride to

make it resistant to blemish formation loses this re-

sistance if treated for 10 min in a 0.2 percent solution

of ammonium hydroxide to remove the silver chloride.

Microfilm so treated showed only an even yellowing

of the image silver when exposed to 2 to 4 cm'^ of the

peroxide paper.

It is not known how long silver chloride formed
from chlorine in the tap water will impart resistance

to blemish formation from peroxide attack. But in

section 3 it is shown that chemicals given off by the

storage cartons do react with the image silver, causing

blemish formation in the presence of peroxide. Evi-

dently the silver halide, if present, is partially reduced
by the peroxide.

2.3. Effect of Iodide in the Fixer

It has been shown [12] that the silver in a photo-

graphic image is partially sulfided during fixation. If

iodide is added to the fixing bath most of the sulfiding

is prevented, leaving a layer of silver iodide on the

silver grains.

Henn, Wiest, and Mack [14] have reported that

collections of microfilm processed in iodide-containing

developers or fixing baths to be relatively free from
blemishes. They recommend the use of 0.2 g of potas-

sium iodide per liter of fixing solution to give microfilm

greater resistance to blemish formation.

Tests were made on four microfilms by adding 0.2 g
of potassium iodide to each liter of the acid hardening

fixing solution. After development, the samples were
fixed and washed in chlorine-free tap water. The
chlorine-free tap water was used to avoid the blemish

inhibiting effect of the chlorine. The samples were
exposed to 2 to 8 cm- of the peroxide paper. The
microfilms showed more even yellowing of the image
silver than the controls without iodide, indicating that

iodide had made the image silver more susceptible to

attack by peroxide. (If natural blemishes were caused
by peroxide from the boxes, this finding seemed incon-

sistent with the field observations.) The resistance to

spot formation was about the same as the controls.

However, if the microfilms fixed with iodide in the

fixer were washed in the chlorine-free tap water to

which 1 ppm of chlorine was added, they, like the

controls, resisted blemish formation and did not show
an even yellowing. Old microfilms which had been
processed with iodide in the fixing bath formed
blemishes when exposed to peroxide at low levels of

2 to 4 cm^ of the peroxide paper.

To simulate actual practice, a study was then made
of the effect of storing processed microfilm in fresh

storage cartons. The films in cartons were placed in a

desiccator jar for 10 days at 86 percent relative

humidity and 26 °C and then the samples were exposed
to 2 to 4 cm- of the peroxide paper. The samples
processed with potassium iodide in the fixer developed
a few blemishes but samples processed without

potassium iodide in the fixer developed many more.
These tests confirmed the field observations and sug-

gested that chemicals in addition to peroxide were
generated in the storage carton and played a part in

the chemistry of blemish formation.

2.4. Natural-Type Blemishes Obtained With Acid and
Silver Chloride in the Image

A small amount of silver chloride was formed in the

image silver of old films and freshly processed films.

When these films were exposed to peroxide, sharp-

edged blemishes formed which resembled very

closely those found in nature, even duphcating the

ring formation and edge attack. The films were ex-

posed to about 25 cm- of the peroxide paper at 76

percent relative humidity and 26 °C. A higher relative
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humidity did not produce the natural-type blemishes.
Although these tests may not be aophrable to micro-

film as normally processed and stored they do suggest
that a trace of silver chloride contributes to blemish
formation under natural storage conditions.

For these experiments, processed films were treated

10 min in a solution containing 0.025 g of sodium chlo-

ride and 3 ml of glacial acetic acid per hter, dried and

exposed to peroxide paper. (Formic acid may be sub-

stituted for the acetic acid.) The 0.025 g of sodium
chloride per liter gave a solution containing 15 ppm of

the chloride ion which is close to the median value of

13 ppm in the water supplies of large cities [6]. The
oxygen dissolved in the sodium chloride-acetic acid

solution oxidized the image silver to silver ion which

combined with the chloride ion to precipitate silver

chloride in the image silver. The silver chloride formed

in microfilm by the sodium chloride-acetic acid solu-

tion may be removed by treating the film for 10 min

in a 0.2 percent solution of ammonium hydroxide.

After such treatment, the image silver showed only

an even yellowing after exposure to peroxide paper.

When microfilm was treated in a solution of 3 ml of

acetic acid per Hter without the sodium chloride and

exposed to peroxide paper, no spot or edge blemishes

formed in the image silver, only an even yellowing.

The microfilms A, B, C and D, reported in section

2.1, which readily formed blemishes when exposed to

peroxide paper were treated in the sodium chloride-

acetic acid solution and dried. Peroxide exposure
produced natural type spots, some with ring structure,

and edge attack. There was no even yellowing, indi-

cating that silver chloride was formed throughout the

image. The edges of the spots were sharp and the spots

were deep yellow, showing the effect of silver chloride.

The number of spots was much less than before the

sodium chloride-acetic acid treatment since too much
silver chloride had been formed at most points in the

image for spot induction.

Blemish formation was induced in old processed
microfilms by treatment in chlorine gas or an acid

solution of chlorine and subsequent exposure to perox-

ide. The films were exposed to chlorine gas by sus-

pending the samples over a chlorine solution in a 1-liter

closed glass bottle. The chlorine solution was pre-

pared by dissolving 0.250 g of technical grade calcium
hypochlorite containing 70 percent calcium hypo-

chlorite in 1 liter of water and adding 5 ml of glacial

acetic acid. Approximately 400 ml of this solution was
added to the bottle. The film samples were soaked in

distilled water for 10 s, squeegeed with a dry glass

rod and suspended immediately in the chlorine gas

above the solution for 20 to 60 s, dried overnight and
exposed to peroxide paper. This method produced spot

and edge attack but each brand of microfilm required

a different time of exposure to the chlorine gas.

To determine whether silver chloride was formed
in the image silver by the chlorine gas, microfilm

samples were treated in a 0.2 percent ammonium hy-

droxide solution for 5 min to remove any existing

silver chloride, dried overnight, treated 10 s in dis-

tilled water, squeegeed, treated to the chlorine gas
for 30 s and exposed to peroxide paper. These films

had spot and edge attack.

Microfilm samples were immersed for 5 s in the
chlorine solution described above, dried and exposed
to peroxide paper. These microfilms showed spot
and edge attack but were more resistant to peroxide
because more silver chloride had been formed in the
image silver.

The findings with respect to chlorine and chloride

ion raised a question about the effects of the other

halides, silver bromide and silver iodide. Old proc-

essed microfilm samples, blemish free, were treated

10 min in solutions of sodium bromide containing

0.045 g/1 and 3 ml of glacial acetic acid, and potassium

iodide containing 0.060 g/1 and 3 ml glacial acetic acid.

Strong spot and edge attack were obtained in most
samples when exposed to peroxide paper. The amount
of blemish formation decreased as the solubihty of

the corresponding silver hahdes decreased.

A method was developed for estimating the free

silver in processed microfilm. "Free silver" as here

defined includes silver ion, silver oxide and silver

halides but the method does not show how much of

the silver is in the form of hahde salt. This method
indicated as much free silver present in old processed

microfilm which had been treated in a solution con-

taining 3 ml of acetic acid per liter as in microfilm

treated in a solution containing 3 ml of acetic acid and
0.025 g of sodium chloride per liter. However, when
they were exposed to peroxide paper, the samples

given the acetic acid and sodium chloride treatment

resisted background yellowing though they had nat-

ural-hke spots and edge attack while those given the

acetic acid treatment showed only an even yellowing

of the image silver. Apparently traces of silver in the

image are oxidized by oxygen dissolved in the water,

in the presence of acid, and if the chloride ion is

present, silver chloride is formed.

The procedure for determining the free silver is

outlined as follows. The free silver was extracted from

12 cm''^ of processed microfilm with 10 ml of a 0.2

percent solution of ammonium hydroxide containing

1 g of sodium chloride per liter. Two 6 cm^ pieces of

microfilm were cut, folded emulsion in and placed back

to back in a glass vial containing the test solution and

allowed to stand 15 min. The samples were removed
by a glass rod having a hook at one end and 0.10 ml of

a potassium bromide solution containing 100 g/1 was
added and mixed. Then the solution was acidified by

adding 1 ml of concentrated nitric acid diluted 1 to 5

and mixed, allowed to stand 1 hr and the turbidity

measured with a nephelometer. A calibration curve

was prepared from known amounts of silver added

to the standard solution as silver nitrate. One-fourth

microgram of silver as silver nitrate gave a measurable

turbidity. The values obtained are relative but were

helpful in showing changes in the free silver content

of microfilm after various treatments. The free silver

content of old processed microfilms containing blem-

ishes ranged from 0.2 to 1 jxg for 6 cm^ of film.
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3. Formaldehyde, Formic Acid, and Ammonia
From Paper Cartons

Microfilms in which blemishes had formed during

natural storage were studied to determine if more
blemishes would develop in the laboratory peroxide

test. Several rolls of microfilm having blemishes on
the outer convolutions but none on the remainder of

the roll were tested. Samples taken from blemish-free

areas were tested and no blemishes developed, but

samples from areas where blemishes had formed
during storage did develop blemishes like those al-

ready present. The blemishes present before the test

were ringed with a stylus to differentiate them from
blemishes produced by the peroxide. Evidently chemi-

cals in addition to peroxide had evolved from the paper
carton during storage and created a chemical environ-

ment conducive to blemish formation in the presence

of peroxide.

Formaldehyde, formic acid, and ammonia have been
detected in the atmosphere within many of the paper

storage cartons when stored at 100 percent relative

humidity at 26 °C. A glass petri dish, 60 mm in diameter

and 13 mm high, containing 10 ml of distilled water

was placed in the paper carton to absorb evolved

chemicals. The carton was stored in a desiccator jar

containing 25 ml of distilled water for 1 to 3 days, one
day being generally sufficient. This extraction proce-

dure was used in testing for the presence of formal-

dehyde, formic acid, and ammonia. Formaldehyde-
urea and formaldyhyde-melamine resins have been
widely used as wet-strengthening agents in paper

manufacture for over 20 years. The chemicals detected

were probably formed by hydrolysis of these resins

at high relative humidities.

3.1. Detection of Formaldehyde, Formic Acid, and
Ammonia

a. Formaldehyde

Two ml of the water solution which had been stored

in the paper carton were added to 5 ml of a 1 percent
solution of chromotropic acid (4,5-dihydroxy, 2,7-

naphthalene disulfonic acid ^) in concentrated sulfuric

acid. Chromotropic acid readily detects formaldehyde
in concentrations of 1 ppm (15). Chromotropic acid

gave a pink to dark purple color, a positive test for

formaldehyde. The less sensitive resorcinol test gave
a positive indication of formaldehyde from some
cartons when the same water solution was stored suc-

cessively in 3 cartons for a period of 3 days each.

This test was made by adding 0.1 ml of 1 percent

solution of resorcinol to 5 ml of the water solution

and pouring the mixture carefully down the side of

a test tube containing 5 ml of concentrated sulfuric

acid to form two layers. A pink color formed at the

junction of the two layers. The formaldehyde was
also identified by microwave absorption analysis.

^ Obtained from Matheson Coleman and Bell, Cat. No. P5425, East Rutherford. New
Jersey.
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b. Formic Acid

The water stored in the paper cartons had a pH
range of 3.5 to 4.5 after storage for 3 days at 100 per-

cent relative humidity at 26 °C. Titration with 0.001

sodium hydroxide solution indicated that the water
stored in the cartons was about 0.001 A'^ with respect
to formic acid for some storage cartons. The water
stored in the cartons decolorized a light pink solution

of potassium permanganate, indicating that formic
acid was present. When 5 ml of the water solution

was added to 5 ml of saturated mercuric chloride and
warmed in hot tap water for 10 min, a precipitate

formed, indicating reduction of the mercuric chloride.

This test indicated the presence of formic acid. A
precipitate of reduced silver formed when 2 ml of

silver nitrate solution containing 10 g per liter were
added to 10 ml of the water solution from the paper
cartons and warmed 15 min in hot tap water. The re-

duced silver indicated the presence of formic acid
which is capable of reducing the silver ion. This
procedure detected 5 ppm of formic acid in a known
solution. The formic acid is evidently formed by oxi-

dation of the formaldehyde by the peroxide gen-
erated in the storage cartons and possibly by aerial

oxidation of formaldehyde, catalyzed by the silver

in the image. A water solution of formaldehyde was
found to increase in acidity when stored over silver

dust for 4 hr showing that formic acid was formed by
the oxidation of formaldehyde.

c. Ammonia

About 10 ml of the water stored in the paper cartons

were placed in a 50-ml beaker and made alkaline with

sodium hydroxide. The beaker was covered with a

watch glass having a strip of moistened red litmus

paper attached to the underside and the beaker was
warmed in hot tap water. After 30 to 60 min the litmus

paper turned blue suggesting the presence of ammonia.
A control test run on the distilled water was negative.

3.2. Tests of Old and New Storage Cartons

Some new storage cartons readily evolved formal-

dehyde when stored for 3 hr in the drawer of a metal

laboratory desk. A strong indication of formaldehyde
was obtained after a new carton was stored at 100

percent relative humidity at 3 °C for 1 day, indicating

that a low temperature does not stop the evolution of

formaldehyde if the relative humidity is high. Most
of the old storage cartons tested evidenced formic

acid evolution.

Storage cartons from one collection of blemish-free

microfilms evolved no formaldehyde or only a very

small amount. Cartons from a second collection where
blemishes have not been found evolved an appreciable

amount of formaldehyde, but this collection is located

in an arid cHmate which would minimize the evolution

of formaldehyde and the formation of formic acid.

All the tests of paper storage cartons from collections

where blemishes have been found, even collections

that were ten years old, gave a strong indication of

formaldehyde.



3.3. Reactions of Formaldehyde, Formic Acid, and
Ammonia on Silver and Gelatin

During natural storage, blemishes generally form
on the outside leader and edges of the microfilm roll,

which are the areas most accessible to gaseous chem-
icals evolved by the storage carton. Formaldehyde
will harden gelatin by reacting with the amino groups
attached to the amino acids in the gelatin. Blemish
formation was inhibited in a blemish forming micro-

film after an exposure of 24 hr to the gaseous phase
of a 2 percent solution of formaldehyde. This severe

test may not be relevant to natural storage conditions

but suggests that formaldehyde, alone, may inhibit

blemish formation. Formaldehyde and formic acid

neutralize the alkalinity of the amino groups making
the gelatin more acidic.

Formic acid and chloride ion reacted with the image
silver at high relative humidities to form silver chloride

in the same manner as described in section 2.4 for

the sodium chloride-acetic acid solution, making the

high-density uniform image more resistant and the

edges of the blemishes sharp, when the film was ex-

posed to peroxide evolved by the storage cartons.

In section 2.2 it was noted that tap wash water
having as much as 1 ppm of chlorine formed a suf-

ficient amount of silver chloride in the microfilm to

make it resistant to blemish formation. The formic

acid from cartons stored at high relative humidities

appears capable of reducing the silver chloride con-

centration to a level favorable for blemish formation.

Formic acid readily reduced the silver ion in an
aqueous solution of silver nitrate, forming a gray

precipitate of silver. Solid silver chloride in a solution

of formic acid turned slightly gray after standing in

the dark for 7 days. A control without formic acid

did not exhibit this effect. The gray color was at-

tributed to reduced silver.

Experiments were performed to see whether or

not residual silver chloride in the image silver of

processed microfilm is susceptible to reduction by
formic acid and peroxide. To incorporate silver

chloride into clear (image-free) processed microfilm,

the film was washed 20 min in distilled water, treated

10 min in a solution containing 5 g of silver nitrate per

liter, treated 10 min in a second solution containing

5 g sodium chloride per liter, washed 20 min in distilled

water and dried. When exposed to 24 cm^ of paper
treated with formic acid, samples of this microfilm

developed a yellow color in the gelatin layer, indi-

cating reduction of the silver chloride. The test was
made at 86 percent relative humidity and 26 °C and
in the same type of desiccator jar used for peroxide

tests. The paper was prepared by treating Whatman
No. 3MM filter paper in a 10 percent formic acid

solution for 30 min drying it 3 hr at 26 °C and storing

it at approximately — 10 °C. Microfilm placed in a

new storage carton for 12 days at 86 percent relative

humidity and 26 °C showed evidence of reduction of

silver chloride. Samples exposed to 6 cm^ of the

peroxide paper also evidenced such reduction. Thus
residual silver chloride reduction in stored micro-

film should decrease the blemish resistance.

It was found that the silver-chloride-ammonia com-
plex was more easily reduced by formic acid and
peroxide than silver chloride precipitated in the

gelatin layer as described above. Tests were made on
clear (image-free) processed microfilm treated 5 min
in a solution containing 0.5 g of silver chloride dis-

solved in one liter of water containing 8 ml of con-

centrated ammonium hydroxide. The results indicated

that ammonia evolved by storage cartons may make
the silver chloride more sensitive to reduction by
formic acid and peroxide.

The above data shows how microfilm resistant to

blemish formation when stored may lose its resistance

to peroxide in the presence of other chemicals evolved
by the paper storage carton. Although both peroxide
and formic acid reduce silver chloride, formic acid

may be the principal reducer since blemishes have
generally been found in microfilm stored in paper
cartons which evolve relatively large amounts of

formaldehyde and formic acid.

4. The Chemistry of the Formation of

Blemishes in Processed Microfilm

4.1. Theory

Paper cartons in which microfilm is stored undergo

degradation at high relative humidity and high tem-

perature to form peroxide. The silver in the image
serves as a catalyst to decompose the peroxide, form-

ing oxygen which oxidizes the image silver to the silver

ion. The chloride ion catalyzes the oxidation of silver

by peroxide. The peroxide [11] and formic acid reduce

the silver ion to yellow colloidal silver.

Processed microfilms exposed for 2 min to the gas

phase of 20-percent hydrochloric acid formed spot

blemishes when exposed to peroxide paper. The hydro-

chloric acid reacted with the image silver to form

silver chloride [10]. Many white spots formed, a few

with a sharp ring structure, but they were colorless

because the gelatin was too acid for the formation

of the yellow to red colloidal silver found in naturally

occurring spots. Under these conditions only oxidation

of the silver occurred but concomitant oxidation and

reduction must occur to form yellow to red colloidal

silver. When the samples with the white spots were

given a printout exposure and treated in a developer

solution the spots were still colorless. This indicated

that the silver ion had not remained in the colorless

area but had migrated to the edge of the spots.

The silver ion may be reduced in an aqueous solution

to form colloidal silver [9]. The reduction of silver ion

in the gelatin layer of processed film by peroxide forms

yellow colloidal silver. A proprietary product contain-

ing 19 to 23 percent silver in the colloidal state in

gelatin is known in the trade as "Solargentum" [13].

Processed microfilm having no silver image was

washed in distilled water, treated in a dilute solution

of silver nitrate or silver acetate and dried. When
samples were exposed to peroxide at 86 percent

relative humidity and 26 °C, the gelatin layer turned

yellow. Reducing agents evolved by paper storage
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cartons formed the same yellow color in the gelatin

of other samples stored in the cartons for 10 days at

86 percent relative humidity and 26 °C.

There is another type of colloidal silver formed when
ionic silver is reduced in the presence of an insoluble

silver salt such as silver chloride. This type of col-

loidal silver appears to be silver dispersed in a silver

halide and gives colors ranging from pink, red, yellow,

brown to gray when formed in an aqueous solution but

yellow or reddish when formed in the gelatin layer of

microfilm. Carey Lea claimed that this colloid was a

mixture of silver chloride and a subhalide of silver.

Mees [5] has pointed out that it may be regarded as a

mixture of silver in silver halide.

Tests showed that the blemishes contained ionic

silver in addition to colloidal silver. The black specks
in the centers of many spots appear to be reduced
silver since they are readily dissolved by strong nitric

acid. In section 2 it was noted that large spots, with

light yellowing and even attack on the image silver,

were obtained when the microfilm was fixed in a

neutral fixer or a nonhardening fixer and washed in

distilled water. In these processing procedures no
chloride or bromide ions should be present to form
silver halide and the yellow color would be attributed

to the silver-gelatinate type of colloidal silver. How-
ever, when the microfilm was fixed in the nonharden-
ing fix or the acid-hardening fix and washed in chlorine-

free tap water the spots were sharper, more yellow,

attended by no edge attack or even attack on the

image silver, and required more peroxide for spot

formation. The chloride ion introduced by the tap

water formed silver chloride which led to the formation

of the silver-silver chloride type of colloidal silver in

spots and prevention of even attack on the image sil-

ver. The silver-silver chloride colloidal silver probably
predominates in blemish formation.

4.2. Formation of Silver-Silver Halide Colloidal Silver

in Solution and on Silver Strips

It was found possible to form the silver-silver

chloride type of colloidal silver in water solution.
Thirty percent hydrogen peroxide was added to a

solution containing varying concentrations of sodium
chloride in the presence of solid silver oxide. A small
amount of silver oxide dissolved making the solution
alkahne. Reduced gray silver accumulated in the bot-
tom of the beaker, leaving the solution clear when no
chloride ion was present. When chloride ion was added,
a colloidal suspension formed, ranging in color from
pink to yellow and sometimes a reddish precipitate
formed along with the gray reduced silver. Treatment
of the reaction mixture with nitric acid dissolved the
reduced silver and left a yellow or reddish colloidal

suspension and a reddish precipitate. The pink,
yellow and reddish color in the colloidal suspension
resembled the color of natural spots. The optimum
condition for producing the colloidal silver was a
60-ml solution containing 0.05 g of sodium chloride
and about 0.5 to 1 g of solid silver oxide. The hydrogen
peroxide was added dropwise with stirring.

Equal mol concentrations of potassium bromide
(0.102 g) and potassium iodide (0.142 g) equivalent to

0.05 g of sodium chloride were used in the above pro-

cedure to test for the formation of colloidal silver. The
potassium bromide solution produced a light yellowish

colloidal suspension with a trace of reddish color and
some reddish precipitate. The potassium iodide solu-

tion gave no visual evidence of the formation of col-

loidal silver in the solution although a faint trace may
have been present. A small amount of sodium chloride

in the potassium iodide solution did produce a slightly

yellowish colloidal solution indicating that colloidal

silver will form in the presence of potassium iodide

and the chloride ion.

The silver-silver chloride type of colloidal silver was
also formed on silver strips. The silver strips were
cleaned with nitric acid, washed in distilled water and
immediately immersed in a 50-ml solution containing
0.05 g of sodium chloride, to which 30 percent hydrogen
peroxide was added dropwise. A heavy reddish coating

of colloidal silver formed on the silver strip showing
that the silver on the strip was both oxidized and re-

duced by the peroxide. When no sodium chloride was
added, the silver strip remained bright and served only

as a catalyst to decompose the peroxide into water
and oxygen. There was no precipitate of reduced silver.

These results showed that the chloride ion played an
important part in the oxidation of the silver by the

peroxide.

5. Test for the Formation of Blemishes in

Processed Microfilm With Peroxide Paper

5.1. Preparation of the Peroxide Paper

It was found that paper treated in a solution of hydro-
gen peroxide was a good source of gaseous peroxide
for the formation of blemishes in processed microfilm.

All of the types of blemishes described in NBS Hand-
book 96 [2] have been produced by exposing films to

such paper. The paper used was Whatman No. 3MM
filter paper which is used in chromatography. The
paper was treated 30 min in a 5-percent solution of

hydrogen peroxide at room temperature with occasional
stirring, hung in a ventilating hood for 2 hr, dried for

24 hr in a desiccator over anhydrous calcium sulfate

at 26 °C and stored in a sealed glass bottle in a refriger-

ator at - 10 °C.

5.2. Apparatus

The tests were made in a desiccator jar containing

a saturated salt solution to control the relative humidity.

The jar had an inside diameter of 160 mm at the ground
flange and a volume of approximately 2300 ml. The
air and salt solution were not stirred but the relative

humidity value reported is that recorded in the litera-

ture for equilibrium conditions. The jar was covered
with a flat glass plate about 0.6 cm thick and sealed

with petroleum jelly. A porcelain plate perforated with

small holes was located just above the saturated salt
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solution. Saturated solutions of sodium chloride and
potassium chloride were used to obtain relative humidi-
ties of about 76 and 86 percent, respectively, at 26 °C.

The test samples, about 6 cm in length, were fas-

tened at each end with black photographic masking
tape to a thin glass plate about 8 X 10 cm in size. Four
or five samples could be mounted on a plate. The glass

plate was then fastened at two opposite edges to the
underside of the cover with a strip of the tape, so that

the emulsion faced downward. A glass dish, 60 mm in

diameter and 13 mm high, was centered in the middle
of the porcelain plate to hold the peroxide paper.
The mounted microfilm samples were about 8.5 cm
from the peroxide paper. In testing microfilms for

blemish formation the peroxide paper was added to

the glass dish and allowed to react 24 hr at 26° ± 1 °C.
Two cm- of peroxide paper was sufficient for some
microfilms. If no blemishes formed, 2 cm^ more of

peroxide paper was added and the test was continued.
Most of the blemish forming microfilms required
2 to 4 cm^ of the peroxide paper.

6. Summary

Microfilms fixed in a neutral or nonhardening acid

bath and washed in distilled water or chlorine-free tap

water, formed blemishes when exposed to peroxide

paper. Microfilms fixed in an acid hardening bath and
washed in chlorine-free tap water, also formed blem-

ishes when exposed to peroxide paper but no blem-
ishes formed after washing in distilled water. The
distilled water wash did not reduce the concentration

of the residual thiosulfate in the microfilm sufficiently

to permit blemish formation. The silver sulfide formed
in microfilm during fixation affords some protection

against oxidation of the image silver by peroxide but

its concentration is not large enough to prevent oxida-

tion of the silver after washing in chlorine-free tap

water. Residual thiosulfate reacts with the image silver

in processed microfilm to form additional silver sulfide,

giving a greater resistance to peroxide attack. Tap
wash water containing a chlorine concentration of

1 ppm formed a sufficient amount of silver chloride in

the image silver to make microfilm resistant to blemish
formation when exposed to peroxide paper. One micro-

film required a 10-min wash after fixing in a nonharden-
ing acid bath to inhibit blemish formation. The resist-

ance to blemish formation by the silver chloride in the

image silver can be removed by treating the processed
microfilm in a 0.2 percent solution of ammonium hy-

droxide. The image silver showed an even yellowing

after this treatment and exposure to peroxide paper.

Some resistance to blemish formation was found when
microfilms were washed 30 min in tap water containing

a chlorine concentration of 0.3 ppm. A trace of silver

chloride in the image silver promoted blemish forma-
tion. Thus the type of fixing bath, concentration of the

chlorine in the wash water, and the washing time after

fixation can be factors in the formation of blemishes
in processed microfilm stored in paper cartons.

Formaldehyde-urea and formaldehyde-melamine type

resins are incorporated in microfilm paper storage car-

tons as wet-strengthening agents. These resins hydro-

lyze at high relative humidity to give formaldehyde and
ammonia. Formic acid may form by the oxidation of the

formaldehyde by the peroxide evolved by the storage

carton and aerial oxygen in the presence of silver in

the image. Microfilm containing sufficient residual

silver chloride to prevent blemish formation loses this

resistance when exposed to formic acid evolved in

storage cartons. It was found that formic acid was
capable of reducing silver chloride and the silver

chloride ammonia complex in the gelatin layer of

microfilm. The silver chloride ammonia complex was
more easily reduced than silver chloride, suggesting

that ammonia evolved by storage cartons may sensitize

the reduction of the silver chloride in the image silver.

A correlation has been found between the incidence of

blemishes and the brand of storage cartons. Heavy
blemish formation was found on a collection of 35 mm
step tablets stored with paper sheets for 4 years in a

desk drawer in this laboratory. These films had been
washed 30 to 45 min in running tap water. The paper

sheets were found to evolve formaldehyde and formic

acid after 4 years in storage. These results show that

chemicals evolved by paper cartons during storage may
react with the image silver to form blemishes.

Microfilms fixed in a bath containing iodide ion

formed blemishes when exposed to peroxide paper.

However, the microfilms showed good resistance to

blemish formation after storage in some paper cartons

at 86 percent relative humidity. The same microfilms

fixed in a bath without iodide showed appreciable

blemish formation. The residual silver iodide in the

image made the film resistant to attack by chemicals

evolved by the storage cartons. These results are

consistent with the finding of a lower incidence of

blemish formation in stored microfilm containing

iodide.

The present theory is that peroxide oxidizes the

silver in the image and also reduces the silver ion.

The reduced silver may form colloidal silver of the

silver-gelatinate type or combine with a silver halide,

forming the silver-silver halide type of coloidal silver.

7. Appendix. Formulas for Developing and
Fixing the Silver Image in Microfilm

7.1. Developer

Monomethyl p-aminophenol sulfate 2.0 g.

Sodium sulfite, anhydrous 90.0 g.

Hydroquinone 8.0 g.

Sodium carbonate, monohydrate 52.5 g.

Potassium bromide 5.0 g.

Water to make 1 liter.

The development time was 3 min.

7.2. Stop Baths

No. 1 for Neutral Fixing Bath:

Treated sample 1 min in each of two 2-liter lots of

distilled water.
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No. 2 for Nonhardening Acid Fixing Bath:

Sodium bisulfite 60.0 g.

Water to make 2 liters.

Treated sample 2 min.

No. 3 for Acid Hardening Fixing Bath:

Glacial acetic acid 30 ml.

Water to make 2 liters.

Treated sample 30 sees.

7.3. Fixing Baths

Neutral Fixing Bath:

Sodium thiosulfate (NaaSaOs • SHaO) 245.0 g.

Water to make 1 Uter.

Fixed sample 4 min.

Nonhardening Acid Fixing Bath:

Sodium thiosulfate (NazSaOa • SHzO) 240.0 g.

Sodium bisulfite 25.0 g.

Water to make 1 liter.

Fixed sample 5 min.

Acid Hardening Fixing Bath:

Sodium thiosulfate (NaaSzOa • 5H2O) 300.0 g.

Sodium sulfite 10.0 g.

Glacial acetic acid 10 ml.

Boric acid 5.0 g.

Potassium aluminum sulfate 10.0 g.

Water to make 1 liter.

Fixed sample 4 min.

7.4. Chemical Specifications

All of the solutions were made up with distilled

water. The following chemicals were of reagent quality

meeting ACS specifications: sodium sulfite, acetic

acid, boric acid, potassium bromide, and potassium
iodide. The monomethyl p-aminophenol sulfate, hydro-

quinone, sodium carbonate, sodium thiosulfate, and
potassium aluminum sulfate conformed to the USA
Standards Institute Specifications for Photographic
Grade Chemicals. The sodium bisulfite was analytical

reagent grade.
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A Simplified Method for Determining Residual

Th iosulfate in Processed Microfilm

C. I. Pope, Image Optics and Photography Section, National Bureau of Standards,

Washington, D.C. 20234

In the silver nitrate test for residual thiosulfate in processed film the silver ion reacts quantitatively

with thiosulfate to form silver sulfide in siiu. The excess silver ion is removed by treating the

sample in solutions of sodium chloride and sodium thiosulfate followed by washing. The method
is simplified by using a solution of ammonium hydroxide and sodium chloride to remove the ex-

cess silver ion; no washing is necessary. The new method takes half the time previously required.

Residual thiosulfate in processed photographic
papers is usually determined by treating the paper
with silver nitrate, which reacts with the reactive

sulfur in thiosulfate to fornn silver sulfide in situ.
'''^

The silver nitrate also reacts with the reactive sulfur

in any trithionate or tetrathionate present to form
silver sulfide. Mattey and Henn' adapted the

silver nitrate test to determine the residual thio-

sulfate in processed film. Thej' removed the excess

silver ion by treating the sample in a sodium chlo-

ride solution, then a sodium thiosulfate solution,

and then washing. Any excess silver ion left in the

film would darken and increase the density of the

film. The purpose of this study was to simplify

the processing of the sample after treatment in the

silver nitrate solution. It was found that a 1%
ammonium hydroxide solution containing 5 g of

NaCl per liter adequately removes the silver ion,

and no washing is required. This treatment should

be effective on all types of silver films, but its

effectiveness on papers is unknown.

Experimental

Processed microfilm test samples were prepared
by treating 20-cm strips of unexposed film 1 min
in a developer solution, fixing them for 4 min in a

thiosulfate fixing solution, washing M to IH min
in chlorine-free tap water, removing the surface

water immediately with wiping tissue, and drying.
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The film strips were treated 4 min in a solution

containing 10 g of silver nitrate and 30 ml of glacial

acetic acid per liter. In some test strips the excess

silver ion was removed by treating them for 4 min
in a solution containing 45 g of sodium chloride

per liter, then for 4 min in a solution containing 15

g of sodium sulfite and 45 g of sodium thiosulfate

per liter, and washing according to the recommen-
dations of Mattey and Henn.' Control samples
not treated in the silver nitrate solution were placed
in the sodium chloride solution. In other test

strips the excess silver ion was removed by treating

them for 2 min in a 1% solution of ammonium
hydroxide containing 5 g of sodium chloride per liter,

removing the surface solution with wiping tissue

and drying. Control samples not treated in the

silver nitrate solution were placed in the ammonium
hydroxide-sodium chloride solution. The trans-

mission densities of the precipitated silver sulfide

in the gelatin layer was read on a commercial
densitometer equipped with a Kodak Wratten No.
18A filter.

Several tests were made by the two procedures
for concentrations of residual sodium thiosulfate

ranging from 0.1 to 15 //g/cm^ in processed micro-

film. The transmission densities were generally

slightly higher for the ammonium hydroxide-
sodium chloride fixation. For example, the trans-

mission densities of the silver sulfide in three test

samples of single layer film were 0.05, 0.13, and
0.21 after treatment in the ammonium hydroxide-
sodium chloride solution but were, respectively,

0.04, 0.12, and 0.20 after treatment in the sodium
chloride solution and the sodium sulfite-sodium

thiosulfate solution. The cause of this difference

is not known. Prolonged treatment of the samples
in the sodium chloride solution or in the sodium
sulfite-sodium thiosulfate did not decrease the

transmission density of the silver sulfide, indicating

no removal of the silver sulfide by these solutions.

However, calibration curves may be prepared for

either procedure by plotting the residual sodium
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thiosulfate content against the density of silver

sulfide in processed microfilm of known sodium
thiosulfate content.

Test samples treated in the ammonium hydrox-
ide-sodium chloride solution did not show a measur-
able increase in transmission density when aged 16

hr at 50°C or treated 4 min in a developer solution,

washed and dried. These tests indicated that the

residual silver ion had been adequately removed.

Discussion

The simphfied procedure for the residual thio-

sulfate test in processed microfilm uses two solutions

instead of three and washing of the test sample is

eliminated. The procedure should be applicable

to other types of film. Thicker films may necessi-

tate increasing the ammonium hydroxide concen-
tration or the time of fixation in the ammonium
hydroxide-sodium chloride solution. A calibration

curve may be made by the procedure given by
Mattey and Henn' by either the methylene blue
test^ or the modified Crabtree-Ross test. '

4. C. D. Warburton and E. P. Przybylowicz, A new test method for the
measurement of residual thiosulfate in processed film based on boro-
hydride reduction to sulfide and methylene blue formation, Photogr.

Sci. Eng. 10: 86-92(1966).
5. C. I. Pope, Determination of residual thiosulfate in processed film,

J. Res. NBS 67C (Engr. and Instr.), 3: 237 (1963).
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REDOX BLEMISHES, THEIR CAUSE AND PREVENTION

ABSTRACT

A type of small spots and character-associated defects on some microfilm were investigated by a variety of
techniques. The blemishes result from the displacement of image silver by an oxidation-reduction reaction caused

by peroxides and other gaseous products of degradation of the paper cartons in which the films are stored. A
method ofproducing blemishesfor test purposes was developed. Recommendations cover the materials, processes,

and storage conditions for microfilm preservation of records ofpermanent value. KEY WORDS: archival records,

microfilm, redox blemishes.

In 1963, NBS received, from Kodak Research

Laboratories, reports of spots and other blemishes

of unknown cause on microfilms in private and

public collections. In the next few months, sev-

eral thousand rolls of microfilmed Government

records were inspected by NBS personnel. Blem-

ishes of six general types were observed. Colored

photomicrographs of these blemishes were pub-

Hshed in NBS Handbook 96, which described pro-

cedures for statistical sampling of collections, mi-

croscopic examination of films, and reporting of

observations.(l)

The possibility of biological cause of blemishes

was thoroughly investigated, not only at NBS but

at the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology and

Kodak Research Laboratories. No evidence of

biological activity was found and all attempts to

induce blemish formation by biological incuba-

tion failed.

The National Microfilm Association shared our

interest in this problem and solicited funds to

support research. The NMA hired Mr. Donald

Lehmbeck to work for one year at NBS as a re-

search associate.

About 100 inspectors were trained to inspect

the microfilm collections in the various govern-

ment agencies. They examined 7,41 1 rolls of film

and answered about 50 questions on each. The

Bureau of the Census encoded the 370,000 ob-

servations on punched cards. The correlations

were analyzed and the statistics were tabulated

in the NBS computation laboratory, with the as-

sistance of the Statistical Engineering Section.

Mr. R. E. Wiley and Miss J. A. Speckman con-

ducted the analysis.

Mechanism

Microscopy, electron microscopy, electron

probe analysis, and several chemical tests all indi-

cated that the normal silver grains were dissipated

and replaced by general deposits of colloidal sil-

ver, silver-gelatinate, and metallic silver. The silver

was apparently oxidized to an ionic form, which

was free to migrate, and reduced again to silver.

In 1 963 , Henn and Wiest proposed this oxidation-

reduction mechanism and suggested peroxide re-

actions, among others, but had not identified the

oxidizing and reducing agent or its source.

a preventive measure, they proposed treating

films in a gold chloride solution to deposit a

protective gold layer on the silver grains. (^-^^

We subjected microfilms to a variety of likely

dry chemical contaminants and to various sources

of peroxides. Consideration of many possible

sources of peroxides led to the hypothesis that

the principal source was the cardboard boxes in

which the films were stored. Marraccini and

Kleinert had found that measureable amounts of

peroxides form in the natural aging of commer-

cial pulp papers.^^-^-'') They found peroxide for-

mation to increase with humidity and the rate of

generation of peroxides to increase linearly with

aging. The field survey revealed that the inci-

dence of blemishes Hkewise increased with humid-

ity and with the time of storage. Significantly

greater numbers of blemishes were associated

with the use of cardboard or fiber reels, rather

than metal or plastic ones. Except for films

known to have been poorly processed, those

stored in metal cans were almost entirely free of

blemishes.

To test the hypothesis that peroxides from the

paper attacked film, films were stored at SO^C and

81% relative humidity with the emulsion in con-

tact with the cardboard carton. These films de-

veloped blemishes in 14 to 21 days.

Although much research remained to be done,

at the request of the NMA, an interim report,

NBS Technical Note 261, was issued in April 1965

to make these results immediately available to

other government agencies and the microfilm

industry. This publication was soon followed

by a more detailed paper in the NBS Journal of
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Research/^^ The recommendations given in

'those two pubHcations v/ere conservative, but are

generally valid in view of the findings since that

time.

Test Method

One of the objectives of our work was the de-

velopment of a procedure for measuring the tend-

ency of films to form blemishes. Such a proce-

dure would have direct practical applications and

would be of great value in research on blemish

formation. Pope found a convenient source of

peroxide for such test purposes. Small pieces of

paper, such as is used for chromatography, were

immersed a half hour in 5% hydrogen peroxide,

and dried. When films were placed in a jar main-

tained at a relative humidity of 86% at room tem-

perature, at a distance of about 8 cm from a

6 cm2 piece of such paper, blemishes formed.

All of the naturally occurring types of blemishes

were produced by this method, the type depend-

ing on the film processing conditions and the

storage conditions prior to testing. At first there

was no doubt that this procedure would be a

good practical test for the tendency of a film to

form blemishes, but soon a question arose.

Henn and Wiest found that films fixed in solu-

tions that happened to contain small concentra-

tions of iodide ion resisted blemish formation in

actual storage. (^^^ Such films, however, did

form blemishes in the laboratory exposure to

peroxide-treated paper. This suggested that there

were other factors involved and led to the inves-

tigation of other gases evolved by real paper car-

tons. It was found that most commercially avail-

able cartons released measurable quantities of

formaldehyde and formic acid. These chemicals

were detected in water stored for one day in an

open petri dish inside a storage box. Further lab-

oratory work confirmed the finding that films

fixed in a sodium thiosulfate solution containing

a small amount of iodide ion do resist attack

when stored at high humidity in most, but not

all, commercially available paper containers.

This work emphasized the fact that the suscep-

tibility of films to blemish formation in the pres-

ence of peroxides is conditioned by many factors,

including the presence of other gases evolved by

carton stock, the concentration of chlorine in the

wash water, and the storage conditions before

testing. The availability of the peroxide-paper

technique has greatly accelerated our research, by

providing results quickly under controlled con-

ditions.

Stability of the Silver Image

The silver grain, as formed in the gelatin matrix

during development, is inherently unstable. (1^)

The silver develops as very fine filaments only a

few atoms in diameter. In the normal photo-

graphic process, these filaments become coated

with sulfur atoms during fixation. It is this coat-

ing which stabihzes the grain structure. Films

fixed a relatively long time and films retaining a

small amount of hypo after washing acquire more

sulfur and are quite resistant to blemish forma-

tion when they are exposed to peroxides at high

humidity.

Pope had shown, some years ago, that a small

amount of iodide in the fixer prevents the sul-

fiding of the image. (^^^ Apparently an iodide

layer is formed instead of a sulfide layer. Accord-

ing to James, the iodide layer stabilized silver

grains. ^^2) jhis corresponded well with the field

experience with films processed in a fixer contain-

ing iodide ions. We have developed the technique

of cutting a thin transverse section of film having

a thickness less than a wavelength of light. Elec-

tron micrographs of such thin sections of blem-

ishes, at a magnification of 750,000 diameters,

reveal the division of the silver filaments into

numerous smaller particles of the form observed

in experimental emulsions by James.

When silver is oxidized and reduced in the pres-

ence of chloride ions, the reduced silver becomes

incorporated with silver chloride in a colloidal

form. Pope demonstrated the formation of red-

dish colored colloidal silver by the reaction of

hydrogen peroxide with pure metallic silver in

the presence of a small concentration of chloride

ion. This colloid is yellowish or reddish in color.

We attribute the characteristic color of the blem-

ishes to the presence of this colloidal material.

Spectrophotometry and microspectrophotome-

try over the spectral range from 350 to 750

nanometers confirmed the close similarity of the

spectral absorption of blemished areas and ex-

perimental coatings bearing colloidal silver. The

fact that the formation of this form of silver is as-

sociated with chlorine suggested an investigation

of what effect the concentration of chlorine in

the wash water had on the stability of the film.

Films washed in distilled water were faded by

peroxide attack but typical blemishes did not
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form. A small concentration of chlorine appeared

to be essential to the formation of typical blem-

ishes, but a concentration considered high for tap

water, over one part per million, had an inhibit-

ing effect. The mechanism of inhibition was
probably the same as that involving iodide.

The distributions of silver, sulfur, and chlorine

in typical blemishes were measured by the tech-

nique of electron probe analysis. The emulsion

was mounted on a titanium disk, the blemish was
scanned with the electron beam, and a charac-

teristic x-ray emission line was monitored. We
used the La^ line of silver, the Ka^ line of sulfur,

and the Kaline of chlorine. Silver and chlorine

concentrations tended to correlate with the

morphology of the blemishes. Silver was usually

somewhat depleted from the central area and

concentrated at the edges but often a silver speck

appeared at the center. Sulfur distributions did

not follow a fixed pattern, but sometimes in-

creased in the spots. White and Weston of E. I.

du Pont de Nemours did such analyses for silver

and sulfur on about 50 of our samples and cor-

roborated our findings. ^ All of the probe re-

sults are consistent with our theory of blemish

formation.

Morphology

The circular ring patterns in blemishes are typ-

ical of the patterns produced in chemical reac-

tions in a gelatin medium, patterns known as

Liesegang rings. ( 15,16) repeated the classical

Liesegang experiment, placing a drop of silver

nitrate solution on a gel layer containing potas-

sium dichromate. Unlike Liesegang, we used a

microscopic droplet and, as a consequence, the

ring pattern was not of the usual large size but

the size of a Type 1 blemish, about 0.1 mm in

diameter. In another experiment, 8 concentric

rings formed in 30 days under the action of a

single minute droplet of a metol-hydroquinone

developer on a gel containing silver sulfide. Thus

the Liesegang phenomenon is demonstrable on

the small scale encountered in blemishes and is

adequate to explain the ring structure. On the

other hand, this explanation may not be neces-

sary, because in some experiments. Pope has con-

trolled the number of rings by exposing films to

a series of mild attacks of peroxide.

Why some blemishes should conform to char-

acters and other imagery as they do has not been

investigated in detail, although experiments with

hardening and non-hardening fixers demonstrated

a connection between edge effects and gelatin

hardness. It is well known that the hardness of

the gelatin layer is greatly affected by the density

of the silver image, as are the concentrations of

residual chemicals. The gas permeability of the

gelatin may also be modified by the image. These

factors are adequate to explain the image-depend-

ence of the blemishes.

The very diffuse Type 6 blemishes usually had
foreign matter at the center. Some of these cen-

tral specks were silver. Others appeared to be

flecks of black film backing which had been re-

moved in processing and had become embedded
in or adhered to the gelatin. Even if small parti-

cles do not penetrate the surface of the gelatin,

they may act as small condensation centers where

the effective humidity exceeds that in the

ambient air and gaseous absorption is accelerated.

Minute pores in the gelatin may act in the same

way.

Density

Generally speaking, in the field and in the lab-

oratory, the incidence of spots tended to increase

with the optical density of the image. In one typ-

ical experiment a step tablet exposed to peroxide-

treated paper developed blemishes on all steps

having densities of 0.58 or more, while none

formed at densities of 0.43 or less. The incidence

increased for each step above 0.58. Blemishes

do not form on microfilms having dark charac-

ters on a light background, even though the same

films have blemishes in dense areas around

frames. Image silver catalyzes the reactions

which we have described, so the relationship of

blemish formation to density should be expected.

Observations Supporting the Theory

Sometimes one observes a silver sheen on high

density areas. This is a deposit of reduced silver

and silver sulfide. The observation of such a

sheen was statistically associated with a great in-

crease in blemish formation. The suggested

oxidation-reduction reaction accounts for both

effects.

Spots were very frequently found on the outer

end of the roll and at the edges. When there was
no leader on the film, the incidence of blemishes

on information frames was 2 to 3 times that on

rolls with leaders. The incidence began to drop

when the leader length exceeded L5 meters.

These effects should be expected if peroxides
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generated in the paper carton cause blemishes,

'because the areas nearest the paper are most af-

fected. Peroxides are notably short-lived species

so they are active only a short distance from a

feeble source. Fewer blemishes were found in

well-ventilated storage areas and there were

fewer in active files than in dead files. All this

evidence favors the theory that blemishes are

caused by paper-generated peroxides that con-

centrate in the still air in the storage containers.

Type 1 blemishes very commonly form in a

continuous line along a scratch in the film sur-

face. The break in the gelatin exposes the silver

more directly to gaseous reactants.

In all of the experiments, humidity has been

an important factor. Temperature has been less

important but significant. In the survey, we
found a significantly lower incidence of blem-

ishes in air-conditioned storage areas.

The blemish rate reported in the survey was

directly related to reports of discoloration, fad-

ing, water spots, and other observed defects.

When any chemical residue was found, the blem-

ish rate tripled and the rate on information areas

was high. The differences in blemishing on vari-

ous brands of film was not significant, but such

was not the case with processing equipment.

Practically all film processed on one particular

kind of machine eventually developed blemishes.

In fact, the data from government agencies which

had used that machine so out-weighed the other

statistics that it became necessary to run a second

analysis without these data. In one agency, this

type of processor had been replaced by another

type, years ago, and the film processed by the

new machine has not become blemished. The
troublesome machine had small tanks, inadequate

squeegee action, and quick washing. It was cus-

tomary to load dry chemicals into the tanks with-

out first dissolving them. As one might expect,

chemicals were left on the film. Such machines

are no longer on the market.

Aperture Cards

Reports on films mounted in aperture cards

indicate a rather low incidence of blemishes.

However, one should bear in mind that such

forms have not been in use as long as the roll

form. It is reasonable to suppose that the better

ventilation and the fact that the film surfaces do

not usually touch one another are beneficial.

Our findings would suggest caution in the choice

of papers for use in aperture cards.

"Redox"

The blemishes have gone by a variety of names,

"microspots", "measles", etc. One never knows
what to call a thing until he knows what differ-

entiates it from other similar things. We have

called them "aging blemishes", but now that we
can produce them in the laboratory in a few

hours, that name no longer seems appropriate.

The strength of the evidence for an oxidation-

reduction mechanism is sufficient to warrant

calling them "redox blemishes". "Redox" is a

standard term in chemistry for reactions of this

kind.

Conclusions

One of the most important results of the study

is the clear demonstration of the fact that judge-

ments of the suitability of materials for the pres-

ervation of permanent records cannot be made
with respect to the materials considered inde-

pendently. The archival process must be regarded

and evaluated as a complete system including

materials, procedures, and storage conditions.

In concluding this study, we must recommend

appropriate action to archivists. All evidence ad-

duced in past research, recent research, and in

practice indicates that images on silver-gelatin

materials which are properly processed and

stored, will last as long as records on high-grade

record paper. In addition to the obviously neces-

sary safeguards against damage or destruction of

records by flood, fire, riots, and other such

incidents, we recommend that archivists take the

following precautions to guard against blemish

formation on silver-gelatin type films for the

preservation of records of permanent value:

1. Use safety base permanent record film as

specified in the United States of America

Standards Institute Specifications for Photo-

graphic Films for Permanent Records.

2. Use no higher densities than are required

for the intended purposes and use dark

characters on a light background if this is

feasible.

3. The residual thiosulfate concentration

should not exceed 1 microgram per square

centimeter, but one should not attempt to

reduce it to zero. The optimum concentra-

tion appears to be about 0.5 microgram per

square centimeter in a clear area.

4. Keep processing machinery and film clean.

5. Avoid scratching film.
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6. Store films in containers made of inert ma-

terials, such as metals or plastics of proven

quality. With good ventilation and clean

air, the containers need not be sealed.

7. Do not permit storage temperature to ex-

ceed 70° F nor the relative humidity to ex-

ceed 40%.

8. Avoid wide-range cycling of temperature

and humidity, since these accelerate the

imbition of gaseous contaminants.

9. Inspect films on a regular schedule, using

proper sampling and microscopic inspection

techniques.

10. Maintain records of processing and storage

conditions so that the next generation of

archivists will be able to understand our

successes or failures and act on the basis of

facts.

The authors are grateful to the personnel of

the many government agencies that cooperated

with us and the National Microfilm Association

for its support.
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o
Correction

In the "Glossary Standard for Computer
Output Microfilm" published in the last

number of the Journal (Vol. 3, No. 3., page

140) the illustrations to accompany defini-

tions for Bibary Digital Code, Cine (Motion

Picture) Oriented Images and Comic Strip

Oriented Images were transposed. The cor-

rect definitions and illustrations have been

brought together as follows:

BINARY DIGITAL CODE
An optical pattern of clear and opaque

rectangles machine encoded for random

access retrieval used to index one or more
images.

CINE (MOTION PICTURE)
ORIENTED IMAGES

Jargon used with intent to reference

images oriented on microfilm as follows:

See American National Standard PH5.3,

IA oriented images in Fig. 1.

COMIC STRIP ORIENTED IMAGES
Jargon used with intent to reference

images oriented on microfilm as follows:

7

12793 13927 ABC 123

r-

Binary Code

See American National Standard PH5.3,

IB oriented images in Fig. 1.
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Official SI Unit Names and Symbols
[For a complete statement of NBS practice, see
NBS Tech. News Bull. Vol. 55, No. 1, Jan. 1971]

Name Symbol Name

meter m
kilogram kg
second s

ampere A
kelvin' K
candela cd
radian rad
steradian sr
hertz Hz
lumen Im
lux Ix

newton N
joule J
watt W
coulomb C
volt V
ohm fl

farad F
weber Wb
henry H
tesla T

Additional Names and Symbols approved for NBS use

w
curie 2 T Ci mole mol
degree Celsius^ °C Siemens* S
gram g

'The same name and symbol are used for thermodynamic temperature and temperature interval.

(Adopted by the 13th General Conference on Weights & Measures, 1967.)

^Accepted by the General Conference on Weights & Measures for use with the SI.

^For expressing "Celsius temperature"; may also be used for a temperature interval.
* Adopted by lEC and ISO.

Table for Converting U.S. Customary Units to Those
of the International System (SI)^

To relate various units customarily used in the United States to those of the
International System, the National Bureau of Standards uses the conversion fac-
tors listed in the "ASTM Metric Practic Guide", designation: E 380-70. These are
based on international agreements effective July 1, 1959, between the national
standards laboratories of Australia, Canada, New Zealand, South Africa, the
United Kingdom, and the United States.

To convert from:

(1) inches to meters, multiply by 0.0254 exactly.

(2) feet to meters, multiply by 0.3048 exactly.
(3) feet (U.S. survey) to meters, multiply by 1200/3937 exactly.

(4) yards to meters, multiply by 0.9144 exactly.

(5) miles (U.S. statute) to meters, multiply by 1609.344 exactly.

(6) miles (international nautical) to meters, multiply by 1852 exactly.

(7) grains (1/7000 Ibm avoirdupois) to grams, multiply by 0.064 798 91 exactly.

(8) troy or apothecary ounces mass to grams, multiply by 31.103 48 . . .

(9) pounds-force (Ibf avoirdupois) to newtons, muTtipTynby 4.448 222 ...
(10) pounds-mass (Ibm avoirdupois) to kilograms, multiply by 0.453 592 . . .

(11) fluid ounces (U.S.) to cubic centimeters, multiply by 29.57 . . .

(12) gallons (U.S. liquid) to cubic meters, multiply by 0.003 785 .. .

(13) torr (mm Hg at 0 °C) to newtons per square meter, multiply by 133.322 exactly.

(14) millibars to newtons per square meter, multiply by 100 exactly.

(15) psi to newtons per square meter, multiply by 6894.757 . . .

(16) poise to newton-seconds per square meter, multiply by 0.1 exactly.

(17) stokes to square meters per second, multiply by 0.0001 exactly.

(18) degrees Fahrenheit to kelvins, use the relation T'6s= (tF-(-459.67)/1.8.

(19) degrees Fahrenheit to degrees Celsius, use the relation tc=(tF — 32)11.8.

(20) curies to disintegrations per second, multiply by 3.7 x lO'" exactly.

(21) roentgens to coulombs per kilogram, multiply by 2.579 760 x 10"^ exactly.

'Systeme International d'Unites (designated SI in all languages).




